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Abstract- This work is aim at the design and development of a 
low cost groundnut decorticating machine for home and 
commercial use in Nigeria.4.36Kg of roasted groundnut was fed 
into the machine; this produces an average mass of 3.43Kg of 
peeled roasted groundnut seeds, 0.462Kg of unpeeled groundnut 
seeds,0.399Kg of partially peeled groundnut seed and 0.07Kg of 
broken groundnut seed. An average time of 488.8seconds and an 
average peeling efficiency of 78.46% was recorded. It was 
observed that the higher the mass of the roasted groundnut seeds 
the longer the time of peeling.  The machine is cheap because the 
parts are locally fabricated. The technology could provide 
employment and at the same time make available quality roasted 
groundnut seeds at low cost for domestic and commercial use in 
Nigeria. 
 
Index Terms- Design and Development, Low Cost Groundnut 
Decorticating Machine, Local Materials, Home and Commercial 
Use, Nigeria. 
 

I. INTRODUCTION 
igeria is the third highest producer of groundnut in the 
world after China and India with a production of 

16,114,231, 6,933,000 and 2,962,760 tons respectively [1]. 
Between 1950s and 1970s before the discovery of oil, Nigeria 
contributed 50% and 30% of African and World exports[1].In 
Nigeria, the crop is presently grown throughout the country with 
the exception of the riverine and swampy areas [2]. In Nigeria, 
the leading producing states include Niger, Kano, Jigawa, 
Zamfara, Kebbi, Sokoto, Katsina, Kaduna, Adamawa, Yobe, 
Borno, Taraba, Plateau, Nasarawa, Bauchi, and Gombe States 
([3]; [4]). Groundnut has contributed immensely to the 
development of the Nigerian economy. From 1956 to 1967, 
groundnut products including cake and oil accounted for about 
70% of total Nigeria export earnings, making it the country’s 
most valuable single export crop ahead of other cash crops like 
cotton, oil palm, cocoa and rubber ([2];[3]). Presently, it provides 
significant sources of cash through the sales of seeds, cakes, oil 
and haulms [5]. Groundnut contains 48-50% oil, 26-28% protein 
and 11-27 % carbohydrate, minerals and vitamin and it is an 
important diet for both man and livestock ([6]; [7].). 
        In Nigeria groundnut is mainly decorticated by hands 
(Traditional method). This method is not hygienic as dirt from 
the hands and mouth could pose health risk from the nuts. 
Moreover it is cumbersome and not effective for bulk 

decorticatingand is time consuming. The output got from this 
method is very low and it does not fulfill the market demand 
because it is a time consuming process. In other to solve the 
problems cited above, there is need to develop a groundnut 
decorticating (peeling) machine that will be utilized in the 
peeling of roasted groundnut efficiently and with little effort in 
much lesser time and most importantly at a cheap price. The aim 
of this research work is to develop and designan improved 
groundnut decorticating machine for home and commercial use 
in Nigeria.  
 

II. DESIGN ANALYSIS AND CALCULATIONS 
DISTANCE BETWEEN DRIVEN AND DRIVING PULLEY  
        The distance between driving and driven pulley is given as: 
C=2D1+D2    (1) 
Where; 
D1 = Diameter of the driver = 0.15m 
D2 = Diameter of the driving = 0.25m 
C= Distance between driving pulley and driven pulley  
Therefore; 
C=2×0.15 +0.25 = 0.55m 
 
DETERMINATION OF BELT LENGTH 
 
The belt length can be obtained as follow: 
 

 (II) 
 

 
 
DESIGN FOR SPEED RATIO FOR BELT DRIVE  
 
It can be expressed mathematically as: 

    (III) 
 
Where; 
D1 = diameter of the driver = 0.150m 
D2 = diameter of the follower = 0.250m 
N1 = speed of the driver = 1440rpm 
N2 = speed of the follower =?  
Therefore;  

N 
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DETERMINATION OF LAP ANGLE  
 
The equation is expressed as follow:  
 

  (IV) 
 
Where;  
α = Angle of lap  
C = Distance between driving pulley and driven pulley 
 
For open belt angle of lap, 

 
 
Therefore; 

 129.60 = 2.26rad 
 
 
DETERMINATION OF BELT TENSION 
 
The belt tension can be calculated as follow: 

   (V) 
 
Where; 

 = angle of wrap of an open belt 
μ= coefficient of friction = 0.47  
T1= Tension in the tight side of the belt 
T2= tension in the slack side of the belt 
 
Also;  

   (VI) 
 
Where; 
P = Belt power (watts) 
V = Belt speed (m/sec) 
 
T1 and T2 are tension on the tight and slack sides respectively 
(N)  
Therefore;  

1331.25  

  (VII) 
Also;  

2.26  

 

 
    (VIII) 

From equation (VII), 

   (IX) 

Combining equation (VIII) and (IX),  

 
Hence; 

 
However;  

 
 
 
DETEREMINATION OF POWER  
The power is calculated as follow:  

    (X) 
Where; 
P = Power   to turn the shaft 
V = Speed 
F= Force 
D= Diameter 
N= Speed in revolution per minute  
Therefore; 

 
Also; 

 
But; 
750watts = 1hp 
This implies that: 
665.78 watts = 0.887hp 
 

III. II.TEST AND RESULTS 
        The roasted groundnut seeds were fed into the decorticating 
chamber through the hopper. The fixed conveyor cloth with foam 
underneath mainly to protect the roasted ground from crunching 
during peeling is attached to both the driver and driven end of the 
shaft. Peeling of roasted groundnuts commence once the machine 
is on and the electric motor start rotating from the driverend. The 
time taken to complete the peeling was noted using the stop 
watch and also recorded. The peeled roasted groundnut seeds 
collected were weighed on the weighing balance. The unpeeled, 
partially and broken seeds were also collected and weighed. The 
test was repeated fourteen   (14) more times with masses of 
groundnuts that vary from 3.45Kg to 4.65Kg. Table one (1) 
showed the results obtained with groundnut decorticating 
machine. 
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Table 1: Result obtain with groundnut decorticating machine 

 
S/N M1 (kg) M2 (kg) M3 (kg) M4 (kg) M5 (kg) T (Sec) PE (%) 
1 4.50 3.65 0.40 0.35 0.I0 503 81.11 
2 4.40 3.11 0.39 0.45 0.05 480 70.68 
3 4.35 3.36 0.48 0.43 0.08 475 77.24 
4 4.45 3.40 0.62 0.51 0.11 486 76.40 
5 4.30 3.51 0.43 0.33 0.03 471 81.62 
6 4.60 3.59 0.51 0.37 0.13 526 78.04 
7 4.50 3.54 0.53 0.44 0.09 506 78.67 
8 4.60 3.51 0.52 0.45 0.12 530 76.30 
9 4.30 3.36 0.45 0.42 0.07 473 78.14 
10 4.43 3.51 0.46 0.41 0.05 480 79.23 
11 4.25 3.47 0.39 0.36 0.03 462 81.65 
12 4.65 3.60 0.45 0.47 0.13 535 77.42 
13 4.44 3.58 0.46 0.38 0.02 486 80.63 
14 4.25 3.44 0.43 0.35 0.03 461 80.94 
15 3.45 2.76 0.42 0.26 0.01 458 78.86 
Σn=15 Σ M1=65.47 Σ M2=51.39 Σ M3=6.94 Σ M4=5.98 Σ M5=1.05 Σ T=7332 Σ PE=1176.93 

A=4.36 A=3.43 A=0.462 A= 0.399 A=0.07 A=488.8 A=78.46 
 
 
Where: 
M1 =Total mass of rusted groundnut seeds fed into the hopper 
(kg) 
M2 = Mass of peeled roasted groundnut seeds (kg) 
M3 =Mass of unpeeled groundnut seeds (Kg) 
M4 =Mass of partially peeled groundnut seeds (kg) 
M5 =Mass of broken groundnut seeds (kg) 
T = Time taken to peel the roasted groundnut 

PE = Peeling Efficiency =  
 
 

IV. DISCUSSION 
        The results of decorticating operation on the roasted 
groundnut seeds is shown in Table 4.1.The average mass of 
4.36kg of roasted groundnut was fed into the machine; this 
produces an average mass of 3.43kg of peeled roasted groundnut 
seeds, 0.462kg of unpeeled groundnut seeds,0.399kg of partially 
peeled groundnut seed and 0.07kg of broken groundnut seed. An 

average time of 488.8seconds and an average peeling efficiency 
of 78.46% were recorded. It was observed that the higher the 
mass of the roasted groundnut seeds the longer the time of 
peeling.  The problems encountered with traditional method of 
decorticating groundnut in Nigeria were overcome in this 
machine. 
 

V. CONCLUSION 
        This work presents the design and development of an 
electrically powered roasted groundnut decorticating machine for 
home and commercial use in Nigeria. The roasted groundnut 
decorticating machine can be used for local production, light in 
weight; operation is easy, repair and maintenance is cheap 
because the parts are locally fabricated. The operational and 
process performance showed that the machine peeled with an 
average efficiency of 78.46%. The technology could provide 
employment and at the same time make available quality roasted 
groundnut seeds at low cost for domestic and commercial use. 
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APPENDIX 

 
 

Isometric view of the groundnut decorticating machine 
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Abstract- The objective of this study was to critically analyze the 
perception and competency MSEs of the Dire Dawa 
Administration, Ethiopia, towards business, technical, 
entrepreneurial and interpersonal skills. The study tried to 
investigate whether there was statistically significant skill 
difference between successful and unsuccessful enterprises in the 
administration. The total 171 sample respondents from 306 
MSE’s included in study using proportionate stratified random 
sampling technique. Descriptive statistics was calculated to 
determine the perception and competency MSE’s of the 
administration towards set of skill required for success. T-test 
was also applied to measures whether is significant difference 
between the mean scores of the two samples (Successful and 
Unsuccessful MSES of DDA). The finding of descriptive 
statistics indicates that among the different set of skills, technical 
skills were perceived as more important for MSE’s success 
followed by interpersonal skills, entrepreneurial and business 
skills. The finding of T-test revels that there is a significant skill 
differences between successful and unsuccessful enterprises 
MSE’s in DDA. 
 
Index Terms- Business skills, Entrepreneurial skills, 
interpersonal skills, technical skills 
 

I. INTRODUCTION 
he contribution of Micro and Small Scale Enterprises 
(MSE’s) to employment, growth and sustainable 

development is now widely acknowledged. Their development 
can deepen the manufacturing sector and foster competitiveness. 
It can also help achieve a more equitable distribution of the 
benefits of economic growth and thereby help alleviate some of 
the problems associated with uneven income distribution.  
        With the spread of globalization, entrepreneurship continues 
to gain importance. Statistics show that there is no better way to 
provide a broad basis for rapid economic growth than to 
dramatically increase the number of active entrepreneurs in a 
society (Mc Cleland, 1986:232). 
        In Ethiopia, which is one of the poorest countries of the 
world with a per capita income of USD 400 in 2012, the micro 
and small-entrepreneurial sector assumes particular importance. 
Poverty reduction and sustainable development in Ethiopia 
require a transformation from reliance on a traditional agriculture 
to a rapid expansion of modern agriculture, agribusiness, and the 
manufacturing sector, which will create jobs for the urban 
unemployed, new entrants to the labor market and migrant 
workers from the rural areas. To this effect, the Government of 
Ethiopia has taken a number of specific policy measures aimed at 

the creation of enabling environment for the revival and 
expansion of the private sector. The recently issued strategies of 
the micro and small enterprise development strategy and the 
industrial development strategy underscore the role and 
relevance of private sector for income and employment 
generation (MIT 1997, FDRE 2002, Gebrehiot, 1997) cited in 
Solomon Worku, (2004). 
        However, their potential to improve economic growth; 
micro and small enterprises (MSEs) in developing countries lack 
expectations. They produce largely for the low income group and 
employ lower levels of techniques. Many microenterprises are 
the self-employed type with a low graduation rate into higher 
size categories and their innovative activities are limited 
(Kiggundu 2002) cited in Mulu Gebreeyesus (2009).  
        Though, people engage into it without acquiring much skills 
and competences that will enable them to effectively operate the 
business (Akpotowoh, 2005) cited in Salome (2012). As a result 
of this attitude, failure followed instead of success. Their failure 
is not because they do not have the necessary capital and 
machines to stay afloat, but because they lack the prerequisite 
skills needed to grow from a small position to a bigger one, and 
as well to remain in the business. 
        The above problems are indicators of the existence of skill 
problems that are posing challenges to the development of Micro 
and Small Enterprises in Ethiopia. Therefore, this study will 
analyze the entrepreneurial, technical, interpersonal and business 
skills that lead a success of Micro and Small Enterprises. 
 

II. RESEARCH ELABORATIONS  
        The overall purpose of this study is to identify skills factor 
that affect the success of Micro and Small Enterprises in Dire 
Dawa City Administration.  
        The research is a survey type, and is basically designed to 
assess the major Business skills, Entrepreneurial skills, Technical 
skills and Interpersonal skills that are required by Micro and 
Small Enterprises Entrepreneur/owner in Dire Dawa City 
Administration.  
        The study used both primary and secondary sources of data. 
The primary data was collected from respondents through 
questionnaires. Secondary data was obtained from documents of 
Dire Dawa City Administration Micro and Small Enterprise 
Agency and other different books that are relevant to the study. 
Self-administered questionnaire were designed and distribute to 
the Micro and Small Enterprises Entrepreneurs. 
        The total 171 sample respondents from 306 MSE’s included 
in study using proportionate stratified random sampling 
technique. Data collected through questionnaires was analyzed 

T 
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quantitatively by using simple descriptive statistics like mean, 
standard deviation, frequencies, percentages and T-test analysis 
technique through SPSS 20.The analyzed data was presented via 
tables.  
        Descriptive statistics was calculated using to determine the 
perception and competency MSEs of the administration towards 
entrepreneurial and business skill. T-test was also applied to 
measures whether the difference is significant between the mean 
scores of the two samples (Successful and Unsuccessful MSES 
of DDA). 
 

III. RESULTS   
        The study findings are based on response of the targeted 
sample 171 MSEs 154 were collected and acceptable yielding 
90% response rate.  

 
Perceived interpersonal skills of MSE’s of DDA 
        As revealed in the table below, the overall average is 
positive with 4.67/5for successful MSE’s and 4.43/5 for 
unsuccessful MSE’s, which means that two categories of MSE’s 
in administration have a positive perception towards 
interpersonal skills role in their performance. However, when it 
comes to their preferences and priorities successful MSES of the 
administration perceived time management skills and problem 
solving skills plays a pivotal role for their success where as 
unsuccessful MSEs perceived reading and writing and time 
management skills are important for their better performance. 
 

 
Table 1: Perceived interpersonal skills of MSES of DDA 

 
Items  Successful MSEs Unsuccessful MSEs 

Mean SD Mean SD 
Simple mathematical operation  4.63 0.48 4.41 0.58 

Read and write  4.66 0.48 4.52 0.68 
Make decisions  4.67 0.05 4.45 0.08 

Time management  4.72 0.45 4.52 0.53 

Problem solving  4.71 0.46 4.4 0.49 
Good communication  4.63 0.51 4.42 0.49 

Motivation and confidence  4.7 0.46 4.33 0.47 
Average score of the dimension  4.67 0.41 4.43 0.40 

 
Perceived Business skills of MSE’s of DDA 
        As shown in table 2, both successful and unsuccessful 
MSE’s average score showed that their total mean is more than 
average (3). Business skills have got positive perception from 

both successful and unsuccessful micro and small enterprises of 
the administration since the mean result of those sub skills 
showed above the expected mean/the average.    
 

 
Table 2: Perceived Business skills of MSES of DDA 

 
Items  Successful MSEs Unsuccessful MSEs 

Mean SD Mean SD 
Business systems  4.61 0.49 4.36 0.48 
Network technology  3.91 1.3 3.54 1.26 
ICT  3.92 1.3 3.43 1.29 
Prepare and report different financial 
statements and  

4.51 0.76 3.96 0.95 

HRM 4.63 0.48 3.91 0.93 
Market and distribution 4.53 0.56 3.84 1.02 
Legal practice  4.27 0.72 4.06 0.47 
Set goal  4.59 0.85 4.08 0.56 
Identify and evaluate the opportunities, 
challenges and actors in the value chain  

4.6 0.69 4.04 0.6 

Research & Development  4.54 0.72 4.1 0.77 
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Design and implementing strategy  4.62 0.69 4.04 0.6 

Average score of the dimension  4.5 0.47 3.96 0.76 

 
Perceived Entrepreneurial Skills 
        In the Table (3) below is perceived Entrepreneurial skills of 
the MSEs in DDA measured by 5 scales of five items referring to 
this skill’s role on success of enterprises. The total mean average 
was positive at (4.42) and (3.37) for successful and unsuccessful 

MSEs respectively. This means that these enterprises perceived 
entrepreneurial skills play a pivotal role for their better 
performance. 
 

 
Table 3: Perceived Entrepreneurial skills of MSES of DDA 

 
Items  Successful MSEs Unsuccessful MSEs 

Mean SD Mean SD 
Gather resources  4.61 0.52 4.09 0.87 

Risk management   4.68 0.5 4.1 0.81 

Identify and learn from successful 
entrepreneurs  

4.67 0.47 3.98 0.75 

Identify, evaluate and use the opportunity  4.62 0.56 4.08 0.76 

Innovation and creativity  4.62 0.6 3.9 0.96 

Average score of the dimension  4.42 0.65 3.37 1.1 

 
Perceived Technical Skills of MSEs of DDA 
        Perceived technical skill of the sample respondent in Table 
(4) below was measured by six items. The total for all statements 
averaged (4.63 with a standard deviation of 0.41) and (3.83 with 
standard deviation of 0.94) for successful and unsuccessful 

enterprise respectively; it indicates positive perception of 
enterprises regarding technical skills for their business success. 
        Successful MSEs of the administration perceived career 
ambition to sustain in their business (mean of 4.7) a crucial 
technical skill for their business success the same sub skill was 
perceived as important (mean of 4) by unsuccessful enterprise. 
 

Table 4: Perceived Technical skills of MSE’s in DDA 
 

Items  Successful MSEs Unsuccessful MSEs 
Mean SD Mean SD 

Occupational and professional abilities 4.66 0.48 3.93 1.06 
Job-related abilities  4.67 0.47 3.88 1.04 
Career ambition  4.7 0.46 4 0.94 

Work knowledge 4.59 0.49 3.56 1.13 

Standards and practices  4.57 0.58 3.8 0.96 

Mechanical, procedural, methodological 
activities  

4.61 0.49 3.83 0.94 

Average score of the dimension  4.63 0.41 3.83 0.88 

 
Comparison: Successful and unsuccessful MSE’s 
        The analysis results of the T-test for equality of mean scores 
are presented in the Table 13 below. This test measures whether 
the difference is significant or not between the mean scores of 

the two samples (Successful and unsuccessful MSES of DDA). 
Confidence Interval of the Difference is 95% (i.e., p ≤ 0.05). 
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Table 5: T-test results for equality of mean scores between  successful and unsuccessful MSEs of DDA 
 

T-test for equality of means T Df Sig(2tailed)  
Interpersonal skill Equal variances 

assumed 
 
Equal variances 
not assumed 

-4.208 
 
 
-4.156 

134 
 
 
121.39 

.000 
 
 
.000 

Business Skills  Equal variances 
assumed 
 
Equal variances 
not assumed 

-3.854 
 
-3.898 

144 
 
143.9 

.000 
 
.000 

Entrepreneurial skills Equal variances 
assumed 
 
Equal variances 
not assumed 

-6.857 
 
 
-7.143 

146 
 
 
137.17 

.000 
 
 
.000 

Technical Skills Equal variances 
assumed 
 
Equal variances 
not assumed 

-8.881 
 
-9.106 

140 
 
110.56 

.000 
 
.000 

 
Table 6: Descriptive comparison of Successful and unsuccessful MSE’s 

 
Items  Successful MSEs Unsuccessful MSEs 

Mean SD Mean SD 
Interpersonal skills 4.5 0.6 3.91 0.89 
Business skills 3.83 0.81 3.23 1.02 

Entrepreneurial skills 4.42 0.65 3.37 1.1 
Technical skills 4.56 0.51 3.37 1.03 

 
        As shown in table 6 above successful enterprises of the 
administration had over all interpersonal skills (mean of 4.5 with 
the s/d of 0.6), Business skills (mean of 3.83 with the s/d of 
0.81), entrepreneurial skills (4.42 with the s/d of 0.65), and 
technical skills (mean of 4.56 with s/d of 0.51) implying that 
technical skills were the more important skill for MSE’s 
followed by interpersonal skills, entrepreneurial and business 
skills.   
 

IV. CONCLUSION  
        Concerned stakeholders namely Micro and Small enterprise 
agency of the administration, Technical and Vocational schools, 
Entrepreneurship Development Center, Universities and others 
have to work on those skills in order to minimize the skill gap 
between two categories meaning successful and unsuccessful 
enterprises of the administration. 
        It can’t be denied from the findings the study that the 
greater majority of the respondents replied trainings on those 
area have been delivered however concerned stakeholders have 
to evaluate the effect of trainings given on the success of MSEs 
of the administration.  

        From the findings of the study it was observed that business 
skills namely ability to use network technology and ability to use 
ICT for business operation were below average for both 
successful and unsuccessful enterprises of the administration 
showing that MSEs of the administration are not well equipped 
on those skills. So that skills in these areas have to be delivered 
to crystallize the performance of successful MSEs and to enable 
unsuccessful enterprise to transform to a better position. 
        Innovation and creativity skills are one of the headaches of 
unsuccessful enterprises. Consequently, different stakeholders 
have to contribute their role how unsuccessful enterprises of the 
administration become better performers in this regard. How they 
can scan opportunities, identify gaps, develop competitive 
advantages over their competitors and the like issues have to get 
attention from the concerned parties.    
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Abstract- Digital world multimedia and DSP based 

applications work on certain clock pulse and as we know, 

clock signal. The clock signal consumes maximum applied 

power and this is a major drawback in digital synchronous 

circuit. Clock gating is an important technique for reducing 

the dynamic power losses in digital circuits. In a typical 

synchronous circuit such as the general purpose ALU 

multimedia, only a portion of the operating circuit is active at 

any given point of time and the other circuits remain 

inactive. Hence, by making the other circuits inactive 

selectively, the unnecessary power dissipation can be avoided. 

By using this approach dynamic power losses can therefore 

be minimized. The new proposed work implements another 

gated clock technique by using T& D flip flop and making 

comparative analysis between various gating clock 

techniques. This approach of minimizing dynamic power is 

implemented by using Artix-7 and Spartan-6 with 45nm and 

40nm FPGA technology respectively.  

 

Index Terms- DSP based application, dynamic, clock gating, 

ALU multimedia 

                            I.  INTRODUCTION 

ow-a-days, the power-sensitive or low power dissipation 

devices are required and the demand of these  types of 

devices has grown significantly. This tremendous demand mainly 

initiated   due to the need for low power consumption    and 

small size digital devices have aggressively dominated 

successive technology generations. The power has been 

continuously reduced by improving the implementation of 

technology and design. The power dissipation can reduced by use 

of integrating circuit (IC) .The circuit level as well as system 

level technology are also  required to be improved for lower 

power dissipation. Further, the power dissipation can be reduced 

by applying the scaled voltage. But the scaled voltage supply 

limits the possibility of high performance. Hence, the scaling of 

supply voltage alone may not be sufficient to reduce the power 

dissipation, which is more important only for power-sensitive 

applications.  Clock signal is main life line for digital circuit 

operation. Clock signals are synchronizing signals that provide 

timing references for computation and communication in 

synchronous digital systems.  Synchronization of signal is a 

major drawback in digital circuits which causes the dynamic 

power dissipation.    

         Traditionally, the demand for high performance was 

addressed by increasing clock frequencies with the help of 

technology scaling. Generally the dynamic power occurs due to 

clock synchronization and on-off operation of the clock signal. A 

very clear example of this trend is the recent move towards 

multi-core architectures for processors [1]. Thus innovative 

clocking techniques for decreasing the power consumption of the 

clock networks are required for future high performance and low 

power designs.        

        Electronic design is the software to design the electronics 

system the EDA, mostly used to print the CRT integrated circuit.  

The most important parameters are area, power, and 

performance.  Area can be found in terms of gate count and 

transistor count and final chip area optimization is done with the 

help of positioning placement routing. The power optimization 

analysis which depends mainly on logic level area of the chip, 

routing cost and many more  factors.  Also the performance of 

the electronics system design depends upon gain logic levels, 

working frequencies and temperature. These parameter lies 

between 8 different abstraction levels of the design to make it 

optimal over the all reliable features on EDA tool which may or 

may not always be a practical solution. To reduce power 

consumption, to start the proper planning & register transistor 

(RTL) design in this paper, we use some stream techniques that 

can be used at the article coding stage that will consume less 

power than the other technique and keep the basic design 

unchanged.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                   Fig.1 gated clock generation 

         

         This approach first presents review on various clock gating 

technique and also make a comparative analysis of those clock 

gating techniques on some synchronous digital device like ALU 

(Arithmetic logical unit). Also it will introduce a new clock 

gating approach that will have low dynamic power losses. 

 

             II. APPLICATIONS OF GATED CLOCK 

1- All sequential circuit. 

2- Memory processing 

3- Registers & counters. 

4- Data processing. 

5- Arithmetic and logic units. 
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         There are different types of clock gating techniques for 

implementation of gated clock. 

1. AND GATES  

        Implementation of the Clock gating signal is done through 

the AND gate [6][9][13].The AND gated clock is latch free clock 

gated signal. As shown form the fig .1 the gated clock is   applied 

to ALU with enable signal and operation select and the ALU 

perform selected operation. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

              

                  

                Fig.2 logic gate generate clock gating. 
  

But   gates based design suffer from the major problem in this   

technique as gated clock remain active till the enable signal 

remains active. When the enable goes to negative logic or 0, 

clock terminates and also glitches are introduced in gate or latch 

base gated clock signal. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                  Fig.3 Wave form of latch free -GC 

 

2. LATCH BASED CLOCK GATING  
        Latch based implementation overcome the glitch problem 

[11]. In the latch based gated clock the enable signal is not 

applied directly and not applied to gated clock generation device. 

The enable signal is applied through the latch. This approach 

reduces the glitch problem and reduces the unwanted transition 

of enable signal. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                     Fig.4 Latch based clock gating. 

 

     Fig . Show the wave form of latch based gated design in 

which the gated clock remain active till the EN remains in active 

high and have no transition in the gated clock. When the EN goes 

low the gated clock terminates after completing selected 

operation.  

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                       Fig.5 wave form of latch based design 

 

3. MUX BASED CLOCK GATING  

       During implementation of multiplexer based clock gating 

[13][11] we take mux to close and open a feedback path around a 

basic D-type flip-flop.  In this technique, the enable signal is 

used as control signal as shown in the figure. This is the 

reasonable choice because it is simple, robust, and compliant 

with the rules of synchronous design. It is a safe to use 

Multiplexer based process because it has number of good 

features but consumes more power due to multiplex per bit. This 

is because any toggling of the clock input of a disabled flip-flop 

amounts to wasting of energy in discharging and recharging the 

associated node capacitances for nothing. The capacitance of the 

CLK input is not the only contribution as any clock edge causes 

further nodes to toggle within the flip-flop itself [11]. 
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                 Fig.6 Multiplexer generated clock. 
 

           All the previous clock gating approaches  face  the 

problem of size meaning those approach which  require less size 

and low power, there will be the issue of glitches and those 

approaches which have large size , face  no  glitches problem ,but 

these structures have increased static power dissipation  problem. 

In all previous approaches only few approaches will reduce the 

clock power but still some are facing the problem of clock power 

consumption. In some previous architecture there was need of 

extra input and output pins. As we know for VLSI chip increase 

in input and output pins will increase the cost of the whole 

process. 

4. FLIP–FLOP BASED GATED CLOCK 
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        Flip flop based gated clock is developed on the phenomena 

of the latch [11][15][18].The positive and negative latch are used 

to generate flip flop based gated clock pulse. Here D flip flop 

used to generate gated clock flip flop has a good feature which is 

most effective to implement the gated clock. The D flip flop 

produce continuous logic1 in output by providing 1as an input 

and 0 logic at 0 input .The implemented gated clock is shown in 

figure. 

 

       

 

 

 

  

 

 

Fig.7 Flip flop based gated clock 

                              IV. CONCLUSION 

        There are number of gated clock generation techniques that 

are implemented. But every process has some week point such 

as, in AND gate based clock gating design, there are glitches and 

clock dies before the life time .This glitch can be overcome by 

designing latch based gated clock. 

        Flip flop based gated clock has improved results but at the 

cost of size. In the new proposed work the gated clock is 

generated through the T and D flip flop and also makes 

comparison between various implementation techniques. T flip 

flop is used to generate gated clock because it has inverting 

property.  The inverting property of the signal consumes less 

power than in the other techniques. T flip flop produce gated 

clock at 0 input . This is the most important parameter to reduce 

power consumption.   
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Abstract- Gentamicin is an aminoglycoside bactericidal 
antibiotic used in therapy mainly against Gram negative bacteria. 
Cefotaxime is a semisynthetic broad spectrum bactericidal 
cephalosporin antibiotic and used against Gram positive and 
Gram negative bacteria. Metronidazole is an antimicrobial drug 
used in treatment of protozoal and anaerobic bacterial infection 
which may be administered with Gentamicin and/or Cefotaxime 
in the treatment of mixed infections caused by anaerobic and 
aerobic organisms. Combination therapy has complementary 
mechanisms of action. The Present investigation aimed at 
evaluating the effect of fresh garlic homogenate (FGH) on 
histopathological and histochemical alterations of gentamicin, 
cefotaxime, metronidazole and their combinations-induced 
toxicity. For this purpose, eighty eight male albino rats were 
divided into eleven groups. (First): Served as control, (Second): 
Received FGH (500mg/kg.b.wt., p.o.), (Third): Received 
gentamicin (80 mg/ kg.b.wt., i.m), (Fourth): Received cefotaxime 
(540 mg/kg.b.wt., i.m), (Fifth): Received metronidazole (135 mg/ 
kg.b.wt., p.o.), (Sixth): Received gentamicin with cefotaxime, 
(Seventh): Received gentamicin with cefotaxime and 
metronidazole, (Eighth): received FGH one hour prior 
gentamicin , (Ninth): Received FGH one hour prior cefotaxime, 
(Tenth): Received FGH one hour prior gentamicin and 
cefotaxime, (Eleventh): Received FGH one hour before 
gentamicin, cefotaxime and metronidazole  for 14 successive 
days. Animals were sacrificed; kidney and liver were removed 
for homogenate measurements, histopathological & 
histochemical examination. Results indicated a significant (p < 
0.05) decrease of TNF-α and elevation in GPx of liver and 
kidney homogenate. Our data  indicated  that  FGH could  protect 
the liver and kidney against the histopathological and 
histochemical alterations by  blocking oxidative  damages in 
addition to  restorement  of the  antioxidant  enzymatic  profile. 
 
Index Terms- Gentamicin, Cefotaxime, Metronidazole, Garlic, 
Histopathological, Histochemical. 
 

I. INTRODUCTION 
minoglycoside antibiotics have long been used in 
antibacterial therapy. Gentamicin is an aminoglycoside 

antibiotic derived from Micromonospora  purpurea.  It  is  
effective against  most  of  the  life  threatening  Gram negative  
bacterial  infections (1). Cefotaxime is a broad spectrum β-lactam 

antibiotic. It is considered to be equivalent to cefotriaxone in 
terms of safety and efficacy (2). Metronidazole is a 5-
nitroimidazole drug widely used  in  veterinary  and  human  
medicine  for  the treatment  of  trichomoniasis,  giardiasis,  
amebiasis  and anaerobic bacterial infections. In addition to its 
anti-protozoal and bactericidal properties (3). 
         Garlic (Allium satvium) FGH has been cultivated since 
ancient times and used as a spice and flavoring, and due to its 
potential benefits in preventive and curative medicine has been 
used in many cultures. It has antimicrobial, hypolipidemic, 
antihypertensive, hypoglycemic, anticoagulant and anti-
atherosclerotic nephroprotective and hepatoprotective effects. 
Garlic is used as antidote for heavy metal poisoning (4). 
         The target of the present study was to investigate the 
possible ameliorative effect of garlic against histopathological 
and histochemical alterations induced by combination of 
gentamicin, cefotaxime and metronidazole in male albino rats.  
 
Material and METHODS  
1- Drugs 
         Gentamicin (80 mg / kg, I.M.) (5), Cefotaxime (540 mg / 
kg, I.M) (6), were obtained from Egyptian Int. Pharmaceutical 
Industrial Co. (10th of Ramadan, Egypt), Metronidazole (135 mg 
/ kg, orally; Alex. Co. for pharmaceutical industries (Egypt), (7). 
Garlic (500 mg/kg, orally; local market, (8).  
 
2-Experimental animals 
         Eighty eight adult male albino rats (weighing 200±10 gm) 
were used in the present study. They were obtained from the 
Animal Breading Unite, National Organization for drug control 
and research (Giza, Egypt). Animal groups were caged in 
separate cages, in controlled temperature (23–25 ºC), humidity 
(60%), light and dark cycles of 12 hours each. The animals were 
fed on standard pelleted diet and water ad libitum. The 
experiment was conducted in accordance with the ethical 
guidelines for investigations in laboratory animals and were 
approved by the Ethical Committee of Faculty of Veterinary 
Medicine, Zagazig University, Egypt and comply with the Guide 
for the Care and Use of Laboratory Animals (9). 
 
3-Animal grouping: 
         After two weeks of acclimatization, eighty eight adult male 
albino rats were divided equally into eleven  groups (8 rats each). 
Group 1: (Control ) 

A 
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Group2: animals received FGH for 14 successive days. 
Group3: animals received gentamicin for 14 successive days. 
Group4: animals received cefotaxime for 14 successive days. 
Group5: animals received metronidazole for 14 successive days. 
Group6: animals received gentamicin simultaneously with 
cefotaxime administration for 14 successive days. 
Group7: animals received gentamicin simultaneously with 
cefotaxime and metronidazole administration for 14 successive 
days. 
Group8: animals received garlic one hour prior gentamicin 
administration for 14 successive days. 
Group9: animals received garlic one hour prior cefotaxime 
administration for 14 successive days. 
Group10: animals received garlic one hour prior gentamicin and 
cefotaxime administration for 14 successive days. 
Group11: animals received garlic one hour prior gentamicin, 
cefotaxime and metronidazole administration for 14 successive 
days. 
 
         Twenty four hours after last dose the animals were 
anaesthetized using Phenobarbital, kidney and liver were 
immediately removed and washed in ice saline, and divided into 
2 pieces one kept in formalin for histopathology and 
histochemistry, the 2nd was homogenized in phosphate buffer 
(10), used for determination of Malondialdehyde, Glutathione 
peroxidase and Tumor necrosis factor alpha (TNF-α) (11). 
Kidney and liver were examined histopathologically and 
histochemically according to (12). 

 
3-Statistical analysis: 
         Results were expressed as mean ± standard errors of the 
means (S.E.M.). Comparison between more than two different 
groups was carried out using the one-way analysis of variance 
(ANOVA) followed by Tukey-Kramer's Multiple Comparison 
Test, where P<0.05 was considered significant (13). 
 

II. RESULTS 
         I-Effect of fresh garlic homogenate on MDA, GPx and 
TNF-α of kidney and liver in male albino rats treated with 
gentamicin, cefotaxime and/or metronidazole.  
         Tables (1) and (2) illustrated that,  oral metronidazole 
treated group produced a non-significant difference  in kidney 
MDA, GPx and TNF-α for the normal control group, but 
gentamicin or cefotaxime groups evoked a significant decrease in 
GPx  and increase in MDA and  TNF-α versus control group, 
whereas oral fresh garlic homogenate administration prior 
gentamicin or cefotaxime or gentamicin with cefotaxime or 
gentamicin, cefotaxime with metronidazole groups induced a 
significant increase in GPx and decrease in MDA and TNF-α as 
compared to gentamicin, cefotaxime, gentamicin and cefotaxime 
or gentamicin, cefotaxime with metronidazole groups 
respectively. 
 

 
Table (1): Effect of fresh garlic homogenate on MDA and GPx  of kidney and liver in male albino rats treated with gentamicin, 

cefotaxime and/or metronidazole.(Mean ± SE)  (n = 8). 
 

Groups 
Kidney Liver 

MDA(nmol/g) GPx(U/g.t) MDA(nmol/g) GPx(U/g.t) 

(1 ) Control(Cont) 30.47±0.477P

e 36.96±1.944P

a 22.24±0.425P

d 55.94±2.438P

a 

(3) Gentamicin(Gen.) 86.80±4.371P

a 4.610±0.407P

c 78.68±5.612 P

a 7.360±0.785P

c 

(4) Cefotaxime(Cef.) 37.36±1.205P

d 24.32±2.809P

ab 31.16±0.344P

c 36.47±2.430P

ab 

(5)Metronidazol(Met) 32.75±0.748P

de 32.42±3.240P

ab 25.96±0.926P

d 36.47±3.033P

ab 

(6) Gen. + Cef. 74.49±0.595P

b 21.40±1.946P

b 66.08±1.566P

b 31.61±2.430P

b 

(7)Gen+Cef+ Met 75.19±0.844P

b 21.40±2.089P

b 67.30±0.631P

b 31.61±4.655P

b 

(8) Gar.+ Gen. 48.81±1.548P

c 26.75±4.656P

ab 37.212±2.007P

c 36.47±2.430P

ab 

(9)Gar.+ Cef. 30.43±0.413P

e 31.61±2.430P

ab 22.23±0.542P

d 34.04±8.424P

b 

(10)Gar + Gen +Cef 36.65±1.004P

de 35.01±2.381P

a 28.48±2.224P

cd 53.50±2.809P

a 

(1 1 )Gar+Gen+Cef+Met. 36.05±1.190P

de 35.01±2.581P

a 29.31±2.377P

cd 53.50±4.865P

a 

 
Means with different superscripts in the column are significant (p ˂ 0.05) 
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Table(2): Effect of fresh garlic homogenate on TNF-α of kidney and liver in male albino rats treated with gentamicin, 
cefotaxime and/or metronidazole (Mean ± SE)  (n = 8). 

 
Groups Kidney 

TNF-α (Pg/g.t.) 
Liver 

TNF-α (Pg/g.t.) 
(1 ) Control(Cont) 46.6±2.02d 46.6±2.02d 

(3) Gentamicin(Gen.) 228.7±10.04a 228.7±10.04a 

(4) Cefotaxime(Cef.) 94±3.05c 94±3.05c 

(5)Metronidazol(Met) 53±4.04cd 53±4.04cd 

(6) Gen. + Cef. 156±5.13b 156±5.13b 

(7)Gsen+Cef+ Met 165.3±3.75b 165.3±3.75b 

(8) Gar.+ Gen. 172±3.05b 172±3.05b 

(9)Gar.+ Cef. 52±5.77d 52±5.77d 

(10)Gar + Gen +Cef 71.33±10.84cd 71.33±10.84cd 

(1 1 )Gar+Gen+Cef+Met. 64±12.22cd 64±12.22cd 

                           
 Means with different superscripts in the column are significant (p ˂ 0.05) 
 
II-Effect of fresh garlic homogenate on histopathological picture of kidney in male albino rats treated with gentamicin, 
cefotaxime and/or  

metronidazole.

 
 
        Figure(1) showed that, normal histological structure of 
kidney section of normal control and garlic groups, severe 
inflammatory cells infiltration (m) with dilatation of blood 
vessels (v) and perivascular oedema (o) as well as severe tubular 
degeneration with oesinophilic casts formation (c) in renal 
tubules of gentamicin group, severe congestion in glomerular tuft 
(g) at the cortex and severe  haemorrhage  (h) in between the 
degenerated tubules (d) at the corticomedullary portion of 
cefotaxime group, dilatation and congestion in sclerotic blood 
vessels (v) with perivascular oedema in metronidazole treated 
rats, gentamicin and cefotaxime group, showed  Focal 

inflammatory cells infiltration (m) was detected in between the 
degenerated (d) and cystically (c) dilated ducts at the  
corticomedullary portion, Rats were  treated with gentamicin, 
cefotaxime and metronidazole group, showed inflammatory cells 
infiltration between the degenerated tubules (arrow) at 
corticomedullary portion, focal infilammatory cells infiltration 
(m) in between mild degenerated renal tubules (d) at cortex of 
garlic and gentamicin rats, garlic and cefotaxime group, 
dilatation in the blood vessels as well as normal histological 
structure of  the glomeruli (g) and tubules. Kidney section of rat 
treated with garlic, gentamicin and cefotaxime group, showed 
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perivascular few inflammatory cells infilteration (m) with normal 
glomeruli(g) and renal tubules(t) and rat treated with garlic,  
gentamicin, cefotaxime and metronidazole group,  showed  

normal glomeruli(g) with few infilammatory cells infiltration (m) 
and perivascular oedema in the cortical portion.(H&E x40). 

 
 

III-Effect of fresh garlic homogenate on histopathological picture of liver in male albino rats treated with gentamicin, 
cefotaxime and/or metronidazole. 

 
        Figure (2)Liver section of normal control, garlic groups, 
there were no histopathological alteration and showed normal 
histological structure of the central vein (cv) and surrounding 
hepatocytes, rat treated with gentamicin group,  showed severe 
dilatation in central vein (cv) with degeneration in the 
hepatocytes (d) and severe dilatation and congestion in portal 
vein (pv) with  inflammatory cells infiltration (m) as well as  
dilatation in the bile ducts (bd) severe  congestion in portal 
vein(pv)  as well as  severe inflammatory cells infiltration (m) in 
portal area and degeneration in the hepatocytes (h). Liver section 
of rat treated with cefotaxime group, showed focal necrosis (n)  
in the hepatic parenchyma, dilatation  and congestion in the 
central vein(cv) and dilatation  and congestion in portal vein (pv)  
and dilatation in bile duct (bd) with  inflammatory  cells 
infiltration in portal area, metronidazole  group,  showed 
dilatation  and congestion were detected in central vein (cv), 
dilatation  and congestion were detected in portal vein (pv)  with 

multiple number of newly formed  bile ducts in portal area (bd), 
gentamicin and cefotaxime  group,  The portal area showed 
severe  dilatation and congestion in the portal vein  as well as 
oedema with few inflammatory cells infiltration surrounding the 
dilated bile ducts, , showed sever  dilatation in the central vein 
(cv) by haemolysed blood  with granular degeneration (d) in the 
hepatocytes gentamicin, cefotaxime and metronidazole  group. 
Garlic and gentamicin group, showed dilatation and congestion 
in central vein (cv) and mild degeneration (d) in the hepatocytes 
and congestion in portal vein(pv) with  inflammatory cells 
infiltration (m) in the portal area, dilatation of the central vein 
(cv) with normal hepatocytes garlic and cefotaxime group. 
Garlic, gentamicin and cefotaxime group, showed oedema(o) 
with few inflammatory cells infiltration (m) in the portal area, 
garlic, gentamicin, cefotaxime and metronidazole  group,  
showed few inflammatory cells infiltration (m) in the portal area 
with normal hepatocytes. 
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IV- Effect of fresh garlic on the severity of Immunohistopathological reaction using caspase-3 in kidney of different 
experimental groups. 
        The immunohistopathological Figures displayed that, kidney of rats intramuscular administrated gentamicin or cefotaxime or 
gentamicin, cefotaxime and metronidazole groups showed severely positive immunoreaction using caspase-3 antibody, whereas garlic 
administration attenuates these changes. 

 
 
V- Effect of fresh garlic homogenate on the severity of histochemical reaction using caspase-3 in liver of different experimental 
groups. 
        The histochemical Figures displayed that, kidney of rats intramuscular administrated gentamicin or cefotaxime or gentamicin, 
cefotaxime and metronidazole groups showed severely positive immunoreaction using caspase-3 antibody, whereas garlic 
administration attenuates these changes. 
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III. DISCUSSION 
        Garlic is one of the widely used natural supplements to 
maintain and improve health of humans (14). It is active against 
microorganisms that are resistant to antibiotics and the 
combination of garlic extracts with antibiotics leads to partial and 
total synergism (15). Garlic is used  as  a  spice antimicrobial, 
hypolipidemic,  antihypertensive,  hypoglycemic, anti-
atherosclerotic, hepatoprotective,  Nephroprotective and antidote  
for heavy  metal poisoning and anticoagulant (4) . 
        Abd El-Aziz and Kandeel (16) reported that, Toxicity of 
aminoglycosides (gentamicin) was associated with tissue damage 
and generation of reactive oxygen species. 
        Ramakrishnan et al.(17) reported that, Organism has a lot 
of antioxidative defense mechanisms for controlling reactive 
oxygen species preventing cellular damage, including the non-
enzymatic (mainly reduced glutathione) and enzymatic defenses 
(including superoxide dismutase, glutathione reductase, 
glutathione S-transferase, catalase and  glutathione peroxidase). 
GPx ubiquitously exists both in cytosol and mitochondria of the 
hepatocytes  Bansal et al. (18). Glutathione peroxidase can 
effectively scavenge free radicals and other oxygen species 
through nonenzymatic and enzymatic process by conjugation 
with reduced glutathione Saydam et al.(19).  
        Priuska and Schacht (20) stated that, oxidative stress is 
mainly regulated by the cellular enzymatic (Cat., SOD, GPx) and 
nonenzymatic glutathione factor.   
        These results confirmed by Nasr and Saleh (21) who found 
that, garlic has an ameliorative effect against cisplatin-induced 
oxidative stress and renal damage through its antioxidant, anti-
inflammatory and antiapoptotic properties. 
        The present study has clearly demonstrated the ability of 
gentamicin (80 mg / kg /day i.m for 14 days) to induce stress in 
rat kidney and liver, as evidenced by the significant elevation in 
TNF-α and a significant decline of GPx. These results supported 
by our previous study Hosny et al. (22) who reported that 
gentamicin induced a significant increase in  AST, ALT, ALP, 
urea and creatinine and significant decrease in GSH, CAT and 
SOD of kidney and liver homogenates 
        Gentamicin administration to rats has been found to enhance 
the production of H2O2 in mitochondria, as a result of the 
increase in the production of superoxide anions (23). Superoxide 
anion and H2O2 may interact to form a reactive and unstable 
radical, namely a hydroxyl radical. This radical is formed by the 
reaction between H2O2  and Fe2+

 (24).The accumulation of H2O2 
and hydroxyl radicals lead to gentamicin nephrotoxicity by 
inducing mesangial cells contraction, altering the filtration 
surface area, these modifications leading to the decrease of the 
glomerular filtration rate. In this way, gentamicin treatment has 
induced a strong accumulation of oxidants (MDA and NO) in the 
kidney while SOD activities and GSH contents were significantly 
decreased (25). 
        The decrease of GPx activity in kidney as shown in our 
result could be associated with the severe tubular degeneration, 
the primary site of drug accumulation, because this enzyme is 
synthesized almost exclusively in tubular cells (26). Garlic 
confers a protective effect to kidney cells against oxidative 
damage by increasing the levels of endogenous antioxidant 
enzymes such as superoxide dismutase and catalase (27). 

        It has been reported that the antioxidant effects of garlic are 
associated with its ability to remove reactive oxygen species, to 
enhance endogenous anti-oxidation systems, and to inhibit the 
formation of lipid peroxides and the oxidation of low density 
lipoproteins (LDLs) (28). 
        Our results agreed with (29) who recorded that in caspase-3-
stained tissues, the strongest apoptotic expression was in the 
gentamicin group compared with N-acetylcysteine - receiving 
group. 
        Masjedi et al.(30) stated that, Garlic  suppress caspase-3 
protein synthesis with stimulation of reduced glutathione and 
improves histopathological picture of pancreas of diabetic 
patient. 
        Gentamicin increased caspase-3, but metformin inhibited 
the expression of caspase-3 (38). A significant increase in 
caspase-3 activity was observed in cells treated with 
gentamicin (31). 
        Regarding to our results of histopathological and immuno-
histochemical pictures. These results displayed the best effect of 
garlic administration one hour before gentamicin, cefotaxime and 
/ or metronidazole due to its antioxidant, anti-inflammatory and 
anti-apoptotic effects. 
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Abstract- Let 

 

G = (V , E) be a graph. The two disjoint proper 
subsets 

 

D1 & D2 of 

 

V (G)  are said to be roman primary 
dominating set and auxiliary dominating set of 

 

G respectively, if 
every vertex not in 

 

D1 & D2 is adjacent to at least one vertex in 

 

D1 & D2. The domination number 

 

γ pri(G) is the minimum 
cardinality of a primary dominating set and the domination 
number 

 

γ aux (G) is the minimum cardinality of an auxiliary 

dominating set. Note that
)()( GG auxpri γγ ≤

. In this paper, we 
initiate a study of this new parameter. 
 
Index Terms- domination number, primary domination number, 
and auxiliary domination number. 
 

I. INTRODUCTION 
he graphs considered here are simple, finite, nontrivial, 
undirected, connected, without loops or multiple edges or 

isolated vertices. For undefined terms or notations in this paper 
may be found in Harary [1]. 
       Let 

 

G = (V , E) be a graph. A set 

 

D ⊆ V (G) is a 
dominating set of 

 

G if every vertex not in 

 

D  is adjacent to at 
least one vertex in 

 

D . The domination number 

 

γ (G ) is the 
minimum cardinality of a dominating set. 
While various parameters related to domination in graphs have 
been studied extensively. Let 

 

G = (V , E) be a graph. The two 
disjoint proper subsets 

 

D1 & D2 of 

 

V (G)  are said to be roman 
primary dominating set and auxiliary dominating set of 

 

G 
respectively, if every vertex not in 

 

D1 & D2 is adjacent to at 

least one vertex in 

 

D1 & D2. The domination number 

 

γ pri(G) 
is the minimum cardinality of a roman primary dominating set 
and the domination number 

 

γ aux (G) is the minimum cardinality 

of an auxiliary dominating set. Note that
)()( GG auxpri γγ ≤

.  
In this paper, we initiate a study of this new parameter. 
       For example, Airspace control increases operational 
effectiveness by promoting the safe, efficient, and flexible use of 
airspace while minimizing restraints on airspace users (pilot and 
co-pilot). Airspace control (dominate) includes coordinating, 
integrating, and regulating airspace to increase operational 
effectiveness. Effective airspace control reduces the risk of 
unintended engagements against friendly, civil, and neutral 
aircraft, enhances air defense operations, and permits greater 
flexibility of joint operations. This motivates to our primary and 

auxiliary dominating sets. And another example, parallel 
processing is the simultaneous use of more than one processor 
core to execute a program or multiple computational threads. 
Ideally, parallel processing makes programs run faster because 
there are more engines (cores) running it. In practice, it is often 
difficult to divide a program in such a way that separate cores 
can execute different portions without interfering with each 
other. Most computers have just one Processing unit, but some 
models have several, and multi-core processor chips are 
becoming the norm. Thus, we initiate a study of this new 
parameter. 
 

II. RESULTS 

       We use the notation 

 

Pp , 

 

W p , 

 

K p , and 

 

Cp  to denote, 
respectively, the path graph, wheel, complete graph, cycle graph 

with 

 

p vertices; the star graph with 

 

p +1 vertices, and 

 

Km, n  
the complete bipartite graph with 

 

m + n vertices (see [1]). 
 

       We obtain the exact value of 

 

γ pri(G) , 

 

γ aux (G) and 

 

V − (D1 + D2)  for some standard graphs, which are simple, to 
observe, hence we omit the proof. As usual, for a real number s, 

let 

 

s  be the greatest integer less than or equal to s, and 

 

s  be 
the least integer greater than or equal to s.  
 

       Proposition1. For any complete graph pK
 with 3≥p   

vertices,         

                        

 

γ pri(K p ) = γ aux (K p ) = γ(G) =1. 

       Proof. Suppose 

 

G is a complete graph with 3≥p   
vertices, since every pair of its vertices is adjacent. Clearly, by 

definition it proves that

 

γ pri(K p ) = γ aux (K p ) = γ(G) =1.  
 

       Proposition 2. For any cycle pC
, with 

4≥p vertices,




=

4
)( pC ppriγ

. 

and




−=

4
3)( ppC pauxγ

. 
 

T 
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       Proof. Let 

 

G = (V , E) be a graph. The two disjoint proper 
subsets 

 

D1 & D2 of 

 

V (G)  are said to be primary dominating 
set and auxiliary dominating set of 

 

G respectively, Suppose 

Every vertex of 1D  set is contributing twice the number of 

vertices in )( 21 DDV ∪− ….. 

       Proposition 3. For any wheel pW
, with 5≥p vertices, 

1)( =ppri Pγ
, and .4)( −= PGauxγ  

       Prof. Suppose the graph is a wheel then we know that a 

wheel pW
 having one vertex say v  of maximum degree ∆ , and 

remaining all other vertices are having degree three. Now, a 

vertex v  and another two non adjacent vertices of pW
 are also 

belongs to )( 21 DDV ∪− . Since primary domination number 

having exactly one vertex and )( 21 DDV ∪− contains three 
vertices. Therefore auxillary domination number is .4−P  
 

        Proposition 4. If 

 

G is a star, then 

 

γ pri(G) =1 and 

 

γ aux (G) = ∆(G) −1. 
       Proof. Suppose 

 

G is a star and v being a vertex of 

maximum degree, then =∆ )(G number of pendent vertices. By 
the definition every vertex not in 

 

D1 & D2 is adjacent to at least 
one vertex in

 

D1 & D2, such that every pendant vertex of G  

must be belongs to 1D  or 2D . Hence 

 

γ pri(G) =1 
and

 

γ aux (G) = ∆(G) −1. 
 
       Proposition 5. If 

 

G is a complete bipartite graph with 

 

m ≤ n  vertices, where, 2≥m  , then 

 

γ pri(Km,n ) =1,   

 

γ aux (Km,n ) = m −1. 
       Prof. Obviously follows from the definition; Hence we omit 
its proof. 
 
       Proposition 6. If 

 

G is a complete bipartite graph with 

nm ≤  vertices, then 
mGGG auxpri ==+ )()()( γγγ

. 

       Proof. Obviously, .)( mG =γ It is easy to notice that 
nGG auxpri =+ )()( γγ

=m. Hence the theorem is proved. 
 

       Proposition 7. Let 

 

G be a complete bipartite graph with 

 

m ≤ n  vertices, where, 2≥m , then 

 

γ pri(Km,n ) < γ(Km,n ). 
       Proof. Obviously follows from the Proposition 4. 
 
       Proposition 8. If x  be a pendent vertex of a graph G , 

then 21 DorDx ∈ . 
       Proof. Clearly, every vertex not in 

 

D1 & D2 is adjacent to 
at least one vertex in

 

D1 & D2. Hence every pendant vertex of 
G  must be belongs to 1D  or 2D . 
 
       Next, we obtain a relationship between primary domination 
numbers with the domination number, since their proof are 
trivial, we omit the same. 
 
       Theorem 9. If  

 

G is a star or complete graph, 

then
)()( GGpri γγ =

. 
       Theorem 10. If 

 

G be a complete bipartite graph with 

 

m ≤ n  vertices, where, 2≥m , then 
)()( GGpri γγ <

. 
       Proposition 11. If 

 

G is a complete bipartite graph with 

nm ≤  vertices, then 
mGGG auxpri ==+ )()()( γγγ

. 
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Abstract- “Sheet Metal forming  in modern industry deal with 
complicated shapes and the forming processs consists of several 
successive operations, until the final shape is formed.  The 
process sequence, die geometry ,perform shape/ blank shape and 
process parameter at each stage are designed based on past 
experience and trial and error. 
        Conventional computer aided design (CAD) system have 
dramatically reduced the workload of the human design and 
reduced the duration of product design cycle. 
        This paper presents integration of CAD/CAM technology, 
maximize productivity through automated industry specific 
process in progressive die design software, streamlining complex 
processes and automating tasks for remarkable time savings. 
        The objective behind the implementation of integrated 
design and manufacturing system using   CAD/CAM technique 
is an integrated approach ,complete design tool to assist the 
designer in all phases is ability to build precision tooling in less  
time and at lower cost, relatively easy to implement and well 
suited to industry.” 
 

I. INTRODUCTION 
he progressive die perform a series of fundamental cutting 
and forming operation typically on continuous sheet metal 

strip or stock. 
        These operations are performed simultaneously at two a or 
more stations during each press stroke as the strip progresses 
through the die to produce a part. 
        The decision to produce a part progressively is determined 
by two factors: 

• The production volume and part complexity. 
• Strip development to address factors contribute to part 

quality, tool maintenance, tool life and ultimately tool 
cost. 

 
These factors are instrumental in design and construction of 
tooling. 
 

II. COMPONENT ANALYSIS 
 Component name  : Washer  
  Material   : Mild Steel                         
       Thickness  : 1.5 
Shearing Stress  : 110 N /sq mm. 
 
     Component Diagram:  

 
 
 

III. LAYOUT OF THE STOCK STRIP 
        The components are to be ultimately blanked  out of a stock 
strip, hence precaution is to be taken while designing the dies for 
utilizing as much as stock as possible. 
        It is also necessary in progressive dies, to ensure continuous 
handling of the scrap  on the die block which means that the 
scrap strip should have sufficient strength. 
 

• Allowance for Multi  blank die: 
- Between the blanks with pitch …..   T min. 
- Between the blanks diagonally …..   T 

min. 
- Blank to the edge of the material…   0.5 T 

min 
- (because  if there were a problem, the 

width of the material used  could easily be 
increased) 

 
Optimum utilization of the stock strip (or)  
        Economic factor efficiency = Area of the component x 100 
x No. of rows / pitch x width of the strip. 
 
        Optimum utilization of stock strip should be above 60%. 
 
Stock strip layout: 

T 
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Area of the component    = 0.78 x (30x30) 
Thickness of the strip (t) = 1.5mm 
Strap bridge         = 1.2 t =1.2*1.5 =1.8 mm 
Where, 
           t = thickness of the stock strip.mm 
 
Pitch (stock advance) = 31.8.mm   
 
No. of rows                         = 04 
Strip width                          = 112.2.mm  
 
Economic factor efficiency =  
{Area of the component x 100 x number of rows / pitch x strip 
width}= {0.78 x 30 x 30 x 100 x 4 / 30.8 x112.2} = 78 per cent. 
 

IV. ESTABLISH CENTRE LINE OF PRESSURE: 
         (Finding the centre of pressure of blanking section)  
Blanking die is too large; it would better be positioned on the 
same axis as the ram of press. 
        This way the centre of the press force and the centre of its 
distribution throughout the blanking section will coincide. 
        To position a powerful blanking station slightly off the 
center may result in greater than usual wear of t  die bushing, 
caused by the dies inclination in the direction of the lesser 
support.  In order to place a complicated shape dead on centre, 
first the centre must be located. 
 
Method of calculating centre of pressure: 
X (centre) = L1 x X1 + L2 x X2 + … LN x XN / L1 + l2 + … LN. 
Y (centre) = L1 x Y1 + L2 X Y2 + … + LN X YN / L1 + L2 + … 
+ LN 
Centre of pressure (c.p) of Die block from x,y(Ref)  
= (88, 64) 

V. DESIGN OF PROGRESSIVE DIE ELEMENTS: 
        All the punches and dies are assembled within their 
respective blocks. The blocks themselves are firmly and with 
great precision attached to their supporting backup plates and to 
their die shoes. 
        For mounting of blocks, socket head cap screws are most 
often utilized. 
        The precision alignment is achieved by at least two dowel 
pins per block. 
        Smaller blocks, four screws and two dowel pins will suffice. 
 
Die Block 
        The Die block is made of high- quality steel hardened and 
precision ground to exact size.   
 
        Die blocks,  running in dies with a stationery stripper, would 
not contain tapped holes for screws, with counter bores in the 
stripper plate ,relief holes through all the blocks and a final 
tapped hole in the bottom die shoe. 
 
        The Distances between various openings, especially those of 
die(punch) and dowel pin holes, are of the utmost importance 
,and their  precise locations cannot be over emphasized. 

        According to Oehler findings, the  thickness of the die block  
can be made equal to  
       Td =   3 x Square root of Fsh    

…mm. 
Where, 
Td = thickness of the die blocks in  mm  
Fsh  = total shearing force in N /sq.mm 
 
Calculation for thickness of Die Blocks( Td) : 
Thickness of die block td= 3 Sq. root of  Fsh.   …mm 

 
Total shearing force (Fsh) = piercing  force + blanking force. 
Piercing force                     = L X T X Tsheer….N 
Where,  
              L           = length of cutting edge  (or) 
                 Peheripery to be cut in mm 
     T            = Thickness of the  stock strip in mm 
     T shear =  Shearing strength of material in Kg/mm2 

 

Piercing force  =  L x T x TSHEAR   =0.78 *20*20*1.5*110 =51480  N 

 
Blanking force = L x T x Tshear     =0.78*30*30*1.5*110 =115830  N  

 

 
Total shearing force  Fsh          =51480 +115830 =167310 N. 
 
Stationery Stripper: 
        Strippers as used in the die work, are either stationery or 
(non-moving) or floating. 
        Stationery strippers are low in cost ,when stationery stippers 
are provided with milled channel made to accommodate the strip 
material. 
        It retains the strip in a fixed location, preventing it from 
moving anywhere, up, down or sideways. 
 
        The stationery strippers is attached to the die block and it 
can be using the same screws and  dowel pins  necessary for 
attaching the die block to the die shoe.  This way, a single set of 
dowel pins provides for the alignment between all plates, and a 
single set of screws is  used for their attachment. 
 
Thickness of stripper plates = 0.5 x Td  …mm 
                                                 =0.5*3 sq.root of  Fsh. 
Punch Plate: 
        The punch plate is designed, dimensioned and manufactured 
similarly to the die block. 
        Purpose of accuracy, when using NC block cutting 
equipment provision, both of these plates should be viewed and 
manufactured from the same location from the top view of the 
die. 
 
        The punch plate, since it provides the support for all punch 
shanks, must be adequately thick but not in excess of what is 
necessary, in order not to increase the weight of a die. 
 
The upper back up plate has only clearance opening for them. 
 
Thickness of punch plate (p) = 0.5 x Td  in mm. 
                                                     = 0.5 * 3 sq.root of F sh. 
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Back up plates: 
        Back up plates are made of hardened steel, 9.5mm thick  
For general work, 12.5mm thick for heavy duty jobs. 
Blanking / piercing punch: 
        The ratio of the punch diameter to the stock thickness  
Must satisfy the condition ( d/t )= 1.10 min. 
        The maximum length of the punch is calculated by the  
Formula = (3.18 x d / 8) Sq. root of E x d / s x t 
Where L = Maximum length of the punch in mm 
              d = Punch diameter in mm 
       t = thickness of the stock material 
       E = Modulus of Elasticity in N / sq.mm. 
       s    = Shearing stress of the material N/ sq.mm 
 
Blanking and piercing punch calculations: 
 
Cutting clearance (c)  : 4% of stock thickness 
                                                : 0.04 *1.5 =0.06 mm per side. 
                                 
Blanking punch dimensions: 
Blanking punch = size of the blanking die  -  2 x C 
Where ,     C  =  Cutting Clearance per side in mm. 
Blanking punch  = 30 – 2*0.06 =29.88 mm.  
Blanking Die       =  Dia 30.00 mm. 
Piercing  punch Dimensions  
Piercinng die  = size of the piercing punch  -  2 C 
                         = 20 -2 *0.06 =19.88 mm. 
 
Piercing punch = Dia 20.00 mm. 

VI. TOOL SPECIFICATION: 
Press capacity            :23 Ton.   
Type of stroke            :  Fixed 
Type of Press              : Mechanical 
No. of slides                :Single 
Method of feeding    : Manual  
Type of Die set           : Rear piller 
 
Press capacity Pt = 1.2 x Total shearing force. 
  = 1.2 x 184041  
                            = 220849.2 N 
                            =   22.5 TON. 
                     
Total Shear Fsh total = shearing force (F1) + stripping force (F2). 
                                      =167310 + 16731 =184041 N 
 
Shearing force (F1) = 167310 N 
Stripping for( F2 )  = 10% of shearing force. 
                               =10 *167310/100=16731N 
 

VII. TOOL ASSEMBLY: 

 

VIII. VIII DIE COST ESTIMATION: 
Designing a Die to produce a part and build a tool, amount of 
cost: 

1) Die Design :   USD 3,500.00 
2) Die Manufacture : USD 40,000.00 

 

IX. CONCLUSION 
        The tool and die industry is facing three service challenges.  
First the increasing competitive market  has forced Companies to 
push out new products  more frequently to attract customers.  
Second – Consumer Expectations becomes more sophisticated, 
the product quality demands invariably requiring the use of new 
materials with high standards of accuracy and finish. 
        Third -  The newly industrialized and industrializing 
countries,  use of  conventional CAD/CAM system  has helped to 
automate the drafting, NC programming in design and 
manufacturing.  This has partly helped to alleviate  the  problem 
posed  by the challenges identified above. 
        A long  term solution is to introduce integrated CAD/CAM 
practices to the  die making industry to help it meet with the 
challenges for the planning designing and manufacturing . 
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Abstract- This study aims to identify the flypaper effect and the 
effects of financial balance transfer and Regional Own-source 
Revenue on regional expenditure of regencies and municipalities 
in East Java Province. The population of this study consists of 
regional expenditure data of 29 regencies and 9 municipalities in 
East Java Province collected by Statistics Indonesia (Biro Pusat 
Statistik/BPS) from 2005 to 2012. The writer conducted analysis 
on the data using Eviews 7. The findings of this study indicated 
that Regional Own-source Revenue, General Allocation Fund, 
and Specific Allocation Fund significantly affect regional 
expenditure and the flypaper effect occurs on regional 
expenditure of regencies and municipalities in East Java 
Province. This conditionis  marked by regional spending as the 
response against the General Allocation Fund is higher than 
regional spending as the response against Regional Own-Source 
Revenue. Therefore, it can be concluded that the dependency 
level of the regions upon financial balance transferred from 
central government is still relatively high. 
 
Index Terms- Regional Own-source Revenue, Financial Balance, 
Regional Expenditure, Flypaper Effect 
 

I. INTRODUCTION 
ast Java Province is one of provinces in Java. Its region 
consists of mainland East Java, which covers about 90% of 

total region and Madura Islands (about 10% of total region). 
Administratively, East Java Province consists of 29 regencies 
and 9 municipalities with 662 districts, 785 sub-districts, and 
7721 villages (Gubernur Jawa Timur, 2012: 5). 
        In order to implement true and responsible regional 
autonomy widely, each region requires authorities and abilities to 
explore its own revenue resources. The authorities and abilities 
shall be supported by a financial balance distributed by the 
central government to the local governments (i.e. provincial 
governments, regencies, and municipalities) as one of pre-
requirements of the regional government system. When we 
analyze further, the source of regional funding is implemented 
based on the principles of decentralization, delegation, and co-
administration. The implementation of regional tasks in terms of 
decentralization effectuation is funded by the Local Government 
Budget (APBD) while the implementation of central government 
tasks carried out by local government based on delegation 
principle is funded through the State Budget (APBN). Central 
government tasks carried out by local and village apparatuses (in 

terms of co-administration) are also funded through the State 
Budget (Djaenuri, 2014: 87). 
        Transfers of human resources, infrastructure, and fund 
allocation shall entail delegation of authorities from central 
government to the local governments as the result of 
decentralization and de-concentration. Transfers of human 
resources, infrastructure, and fund allocation are required to 
assure the fluency of authority delegation. Assignments given by 
central government to the local governments in terms of co-
administration tasks are accompanied by financial allocation 
(Djaenuri, 2014: 88). 
        Financial balance between central government and local 
governments that is closely related to financial distribution from 
central government to the local governments occurs as the effect 
of distribution of power from central government to the local 
governments in terms of financial management. Article 18 of 
Constitution 1945 explicitly states that Indonesia consists of 
large and small areas which its government structures regulated 
by laws. Principally, financial balance correlates with balance of 
authority, balance of surveillance, and financial balance. The 
financial relationship between central and local governments 
should be coherent with the implementation of regional 
autonomy. This relationship becomes the key for successful 
internal affairs governance by the regions. “Governing its own 
internal affairs” implies a meaning that every autonomous region 
must possess its own source revenue to finance its own internal 
affairs. 
        Central government builds central-local government 
financial relationship to improve fiscal capability of the regions 
and creating more conducive situation for the implementation of 
regional autonomy. Generally, fiscal capability of regions in 
developing countries is limited. Existing sources of regional 
revenue are limited to less potential sources and regional taxes 
that do not contribute much on the improvement of regional 
revenue. In order to cope with this problem, central government 
develops a systematic financial relationship with local 
governments (Djaenuri, 2014: 87). 
        Fiscal autonomy and decentralization implemented for the 
last 12 years has brought several consequences, including 
improvements on Regional Own-source Revenue (PAD) and 
Financial Balance transfer from central government to the local 
governments, which consists of General Allocation Fund (DAU), 
Special allocation Fund (DAK), and Revenue Sharing Fund 
(DBH). Regional Own-source Revenue and Financial Balance 
transfer are used to finance regional expenditures, which consists 
of direct expenditure and indirect expenditure. This study aims to 

E 
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investigate and analyze partial and simultaneous effects of 
Regional Own-source Revenue (PAD), General Allocation Fund 
(DAU), Special allocation Fund (DAK), and Revenue Sharing 
Fund (DBH) on Regional Expenditure (BD). This study also aims 
to analyze flypaper effect occurs in East Java regencies and 
municipalities from 2005 to 2012. 
 

II. LITERARY REVIEW 
        In his book entitled “Budgeting”, Glenn A. Welsch stated 
that budget is viewed as a statement of managerial plans and 
policies used as guideline/blueprint in certain period. Meanwhile, 
M. Marsono in his book entitled “Tata Usaha Perbendaharaan 
Republik Indonesia” defined budget as work plan that in one side 
contains the highest expenditure required to finance the needs of 
a state in the future while on the other side, a budget must 
contain potential revenue (income) received by a state in that 
period. On the other hand, Jones and Pendlebury define 
budgeting as a work of government stated in form of currency (in 
this case, Rupiah) carried out in certain period (usually one year). 
The developed budget serves as means to measure the amount of 
expenses, as references in making future decisions and 
development plans. The budget also functions in authorizing 
future expenditure, establishing standards of performance 
evaluation, as motivation for employees, and as means to 
coordinate activities carried out by different working units 
(Halim & Damayanti, 2007: 143). 
        The main functions of budgeting are determining income 
received and expenditure, supporting decisions made in the 
future, and authorizing future expenditure. Budgeting also 
functions as the basis of revenue and expenditure controlling, as 
standards of performance evaluation, as motivation for 
employees and managers, and as means to coordinate various 
activities. Approaches in budgeting process refer to method used 
to in developing or formulating a budget. The approach shall 
describe the orientation of budget preparation and formulation 
process. Budgeting approaches also indicate the sources of 
initiative and how these initiatives applied. There are three 
approaches in budgeting process, namely top-down approach, 
bottom-up approach, and mixture approach. 
        Article 157 of Law Number 32 Year 2004 of Local 
Government mentions the sources of regional revenue consist of 
Regional Own-source Revenue (regional income comes from 
regional taxes and regional retributions, income from local 
resources, and other legal sources of regional revenue); financial 
balance transfer from the central government (general allocation 
fund, specific allocation fund, and revenue-sharing fund); and 
revenue collected from other legitimate sources. 
        Regional Own-source Revenue refers to regional income 
comes from sources owned by and situated on the region 
collected according to established regulations. Regional taxes are 
compulsory contribution paid by individuals and institutions to 
the local government without direct compensation. Regional levy 
collection is imposed by regulations in force. Regional taxesare 
used to fund the operation of local government and regional 
development. Regional retributions are compensation for service 
and license given by local government to individuals and 
institutions. Service refers to efforts made by local government 
that enables individuals or institutions can use expediencies, 

goods, and infrastructure provided by local governments. 
Regional service can be categorized into general service, service 
by regional enterprises, and licensing. Minister of Domestic 
Affairs Regulation Number 50 Year 1999 defines Local 
Government Owned Enterprises (BUMD) as corporations owned 
by local government, except waterworks (PDAM), Bank 
Perkreditan Rakyat (BPR), and Regional Development Bank 
(BPD). Regional income comes from local resources 
management include share of profits and dividends of regional 
enterprise stocks. Other legitimate sources of regional incomes 
include sale of goods owned by local government, current 
accounts, third party donations, compensations of local assets, 
deposits of excessive third party payment, penalties for delayed 
work, vehicle installments, sales of asphalt drums, guano patcher, 
bird nest patcher, plants, income from concrete material testing, 
revolving income, tax penalties, and so on. 
        Financial balance is regional income coming from State 
Budget (APBN). Its utilization is to support the implementation 
of local government authorities in achieving the goals of local 
autonomy, mainly in order to improve public service and 
prosperity. General Allocation Fund (DAU) transferred by central 
government to equalize financial capabilities of the regions. The 
minimum amount of DAU is 25% of State Revenue (tax income 
and non-tax income) after reduced by national income shared to 
regencies and municipalities with proportion of 10% and 90% of 
APBN. Special allocation Fund (DAK) is transferred from State 
Budget to support special needs of certain regions. The allocation 
of DAK is based on availability of fund in the State Budget, 
therefore the amount of DAK allocated changes every year. 
Revenue-sharing Fund (DBH) comes from natural resources 
income received nationally, which includes forestry income, 
mining income, fishery income, crude oil income, LNG income, 
and geothermal income. 
        There are several reasons why financial balance transfer 
becomes importance. First, financial balance transfer prevents 
vertical disparity of fiscal imbalance between central government 
and local governments, which in turn triggers horizontal fiscal 
imbalance among local governments. Second, financial balance 
helps set minimum standards of public service because there is 
positive bias of public service carried out by local governments. 
Third, financial balance helps maintain stability (Simanjuntak, 
2003: 24). 
        In order to maintain sustainable policy reformulation, 
financial balance transfer from central government to the local 
governments directs towards several goals. Financial balance 
helps improve fiscal capacity of the regions and prevents vertical 
fiscal disparity between central government and local 
governments and horizontal fiscal disparity among regions. 
Financial balance transfer aims to conform financial needs of a 
region to its governance distribution. It improves quality of 
public service carried out by a local government and reduce 
disparity of public service quality among regions. Financial 
balance also supports sustainability of national fiscaland helps 
the regions to improve its capability in exploring its economic 
potentials. Finally, financial balance improves the efficiency of 
natural resources utilization and synchronizes national 
development plans and regional development plans (Azis, 2013: 
368). 
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        Article 36 Paragraph 1 of Minister of Domestic Affairs 
Regulation Number 13 Year 2006 on Guidelines of Regional 
Financial Management categorizes regional expenditure into two 
types, namely direct expenditure and indirect expenditure. Direct 
expenditure refers to regional spending that directly relates to 
programs and activities carried out by local government, 
including employee expenses, goods and service expenses, and 
capital expenses. Meanwhile, indirect expenditure is regional 
spending that is not directly relating to activities and programs 
carried out by local government, including employee expenses, 
interests, subsidies, grants, social aid funds, revenue sharing 
expenses, financial aids, and unexpected expenses. 
        Rostow and Musgrave correlates development of 
government expenditure with phases of economic development. 
They categorize economic development phases into three. First is 
primary phase of economic development where a government 
puts its investment totally on facility provision. Second is 
secondary phase of economic development where a government 
allocates parts of its investment to improve its economic 
development, and finally advanced phase where the focus of 
economic activities carried out by the government changes from 
facility provisions to social expenses (Mangkoesoebroto, 2011: 
170). 
        Wagner (1883) stated that increasing income relatively 
increased the amount of expenses. Peacock and Wiseman (1961) 
stated that a government tends to increase the amount of its 
expenditure while its people are hesitant to pay increasing taxes 
to fund the expenses of its government. People hesitation to pay 
more taxes becomes limitation for raising taxes arbitrarily. In 
normal condition, the improvement of GNP, which indicates 
increasing government revenue, triggers the increasing of 
government expenditure. When the condition changes (for 
example a nation is in war), many activities carried out by private 
transferred to government (transfer effect) and many activities 
carried out by government come to effect during war (inspection 
effect). Social chaos also causes changes on economic activities 
concentration where the government undertakes most of 
activities carried out by private sector before. Bird (1972) states 
that during social chaos, government expenditure changes to 
expenditure related to the event. Transfer effect occurs as one of 

short-term symptoms that does not last for long. Clarke (1977) 
defines the limit of taxes determined by a government is 25% of 
national income. Exceeding taxes beyond this limit may cause 
inflation and trigger social disruption (Mangkoesoebroto, 2011: 
176). 
        Rukhaniyah and Nugroho (2011) analyzed flypaper effect 
on expenditure of several local government (regencies and 
municipalities) in Indonesia during period 2006- 2008. The 
results of their analysis indicated that ingeneral flypaper effect 
does not occur in expenditure of regencies and municipalities in 
Indonesia. Dummy variables showed that flypaper effect only 
occurs in Java regencies and municipalities. Flypaper effect does 
not occur in regencies and municipalities outside Java. A study 
on the effect Regional Own-source Revenue and financial 
balance on capital expenditures of regencies and municipalities 
in Central Java Province conducted by Masdjojo and Soekarnoto 
(2009) showed flypaper effect on expenditure of regencies and 
municipalities in Central Java Province. Kusumadewi and 
Rahman (2007) conducted a research on the effect of Regional 
Own-source Revenue and General Allocation Fund on regional 
expenditure of regencies and municipalities in Indonesia. The 
finding of their study suggested that Regional Own-source 
Revenue and General Allocation Fund significantly affected 
regional expenditure but they also caused flypaper effect. 
Murniasih and Mulyadi (2011) analyzed the effect of regional tax 
income, general allocation fund, and special allocation fund on 
regional expenditure of East Kalimantan Province. They found 
that flypaper effect occurred in that region. 
 

III. RESEARCH METHOD 
        In this study, the writers applied panel-data regression 
model. The model was similar to the model applied by Masdjojo 
and Soekanto (2009) where both models utilized Regional Own-
source Revenue, General Allocation Fund, Special allocation 
Fund, and Revenue Sharing Fund as the independent variables 
while Regional Expenditure was the dependent variable. 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 2.1: Research Model Framework 
 

         Figure 2.1 above described research model framework how 
Regional Own-source Revenue/ROR (PAD), General Allocation 
Fund/GAF (DAU), Special Allocation Fund/SAF (DAK), and 
Revenue Sharing Fund/RSF (DBH) affected Regional 
Expenditure/RE (BD). Analysis on flypaper effect was conducted 

through four research models where each independent variable 
was estimated to the dependent variable. Mathematically, the 
estimation was expressed by the following formula: 

 
 

 Regional Own-
source Revenue/ROR 

(PAD) 
 

General Allocation 
Fund/GAF (DAU) 

Special Allocation 
Fund/SAF (DAK) 

Revenue Sharing 
Fund/RSF (DBH) 

Regional Expenditure/RE (BD) 
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Note: 
RE = Regional Expenditure 
α = intercept constant 
β1, β2, β3, β4 = Regression Coefficients 
ROR = Regional Own-source Revenue 
GAF = General Allocation Fund 
SAF = Special Allocation Fund 
RSF = Revenue Sharing Fund 
 
         The data used in this study covered financial statistics of 29 
regencies and 9 municipalities in East Java Province from 2005 
to 2012. The data was secondary data collected from statistics 
agencies in regencies and municipalities of East Java Province. 
Estimation phase was conducted to identify the correlations of 
regional own-source revenue, general allocation fund, special 
allocation fund, and revenue sharing fund on regional 
expenditure by using panel method run by Eviews 7 software. 
Eviews 7 software was chosen for its ability to perform intercept 
constants of each regencies and municipalities in East Java 
Province. 
 

IV. FINDINGS AND DISCUSSION 
         Analysis methods applied in this study were data panel 
regression methods. There are three methods commonly operate 
data panel. They are Pooled Least Square (PLS) which simply 
pools all cross section and time series data and Fixed Effects 
Model (FEM), which accommodates the probability that the 
researcher may find omitted variables altering time series and 
cross section intercepts. Fixed Effects Model provides dummy 
variables to accommodate intercept alterations. The third 
approach is Random Effects Model (REM), which improves 
efficiency of least square models by estimating errors of cross 
section and time series. Random Effect Model is a variation of 
generalized least square estimation (Gujarati, 2003). 
         Revenue Sharing Fund (DBH) Variable turns out does not 
significantly affect Regional Expenditure (See Table 3.1). 
Regional Own-source Revenue (PAD), General Allocation 
Fund(DAU), and Special Allocation significantly affect Regional 
Expenditure as indicated by parameter coefficients 1.439, 0.716, 
and 5,521 respectively. Improvement of regional expenditure 
caused by Special Allocation Fund is higher than regional 
expenditure as the effects of Regional Own-source Revenue and 
General Allocation Fund. Results of Chow test shows that chi-
square value is higher than α=5%. Results of determination test 
(R2) shows that the magnitude of regional expenditure alteration 
caused by alterations of Regional Own-source Revenue, General 
Allocation Fund, Special Allocation Fund, and Revenue Sharing 
Fund is 0.89%. Excessive Regional Expenditure as much as 11% 
was caused by other variables that did not include in F-statistic 
model with probability value 0.000. Based on this finding, all 
independent variables (i.e. ROR, GAF, SAF, and RBF) 
simultaneously affect Regional Expenditure as the dependent 
variable. 
         Table 3.2 below show that three of the independent 
variables (i.e. ROR, GAF, and SAF) in partial have significant 
correlation with Regional Expenditure. Estimation models 
applied to measure each independent variables was Pooled Least 
Square (PLS), except for GAF variable the writers used Random 

Effect Model (REM) because chi-square value of this variable 
(based on result of Chow Test) was lower than α (≤ 5%) and its 
probability rate (based on Hausman Test) was higher than α (≥ 
5%). The highest R2 value of determination coefficient is also 
found on GAF variable. The result of F-statistic shows 
probability rate 0.000 indicating that simultaneously all 
independent variables (i.e. ROR, GAF, SAF, and RSF) 
significantly affects Regional Expenditure (RE). Regional 
Expenditure as a response towards General Allocation Fund was 
higher than regional expenditure as a response against Regional 
Own-source Revenue, as indicated by GAF coefficient 20.17 
higher than ROR coefficient 4.97. This condition proves that the 
flypaper effect does occur on Regional Expenditure of Regencies 
and Municipalities of East Java Province. This finding is in 
coherence with findings of previous studies conducted by 
Rukhaniyah and Nugroho (2011), Masdjojo and Soekarnoto 
(2009), Kusumadewi and Rahman (2007), and Murniasih and 
Mulyadi (2011) proving that flypaper effect does occur in most 
of Indonesian provinces due to high dependency level towards 
central government. 
 
         Table 3.1:  The Correlation of Regional Own-source 
Revenue (ROR), General Allocation Fund (GAF), Special 
Allocation Fund (SAF), and Revenue Sharing Fund (RSF) on 
Regional Expenditure (RE) of Regencies and Municipalities in 
East Java Province 2005-2012 
 
Variable Coefficient t-statistic Probability 
C 1,01 3,01 0,002* 
ROR 1,439 8,43 0,000* 
GAF 0,716 5,48 0,000* 
SAF 5,521 4,47 0,000* 
RSF 0,307 0,75 0,451 
Adjusted R2 0,8986 F-statistic 672,35 
Prob (F-
statistic) 

0,000 Durbi-
Watson Stat 

1,1127 

Cross-section 
Chi Square 

47,94 Prob 0,1073 

Cross-section 
Random  

1,657 Prob 0,798 

           *significance level (α) 1%, Data analysis by Eviews 7 
 
         Table 3.2:  The Correlation of Each Independent Variable 
(ROR, GAF, SAF, and RSF) Partially on Regional Expenditure 
(RE) of Regencies and Municipalities in East Java Province 
2005-2012 
 
Variable Coefficient Variable Coefficient 
C 4,86* C -7,28 
ROR 4,97* SAF 20,17* 
Adjusted R2 0,55 Adjusted R2 0,80 
Prob F-statistic 0,00* Prob F-statistic 0,00* 
Cross-section 
Chi Square 

61,89* Cross-section 
Chi Square 

72,85* 

Cross-section 
Random  

1,24 Cross-section 
Random  

2,85 

C 1,77* C 4,40 
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GAF 1,31* RSF 5,60 
Adjusted R2 0,86 Adjusted R2 0,80 
Prob F-statistic 0,00* Prob F-statistic 0,00* 
Cross-section 
Chi Square 

44,19 Cross-section 
Chi Square 

83,39* 

Cross-section 
Random  

0,08 Cross-section 
Random  

0,88 

      *significance level (α) 1%, data analysis by Eviews 7 
 

V. CONCLUSION 
1. In partial, Regional Own-source Revenue 

(ROR), General Allocation Fund (GAF), Special 
Allocation Fund (SAF) significantly and 
positively affect Regional Expenditure (RE) of 
Regencies and Municipalities in East Java 
Province during 2005-2012 period. 

2. Revenue Sharing Fund (RSF) does not 
significantly affect Regional Expenditure of 
Regencies and Municipalities in East Java 
Province from 2005 to 2012 because the local 
governments do not optimally exploit natural 
resources owned by each region. 

3. Simultaneously, Regional Own-source Revenue 
(ROR), General Allocation Fund (GAF), and 
Special Allocation Fund (SAF) significantly and 
positively affect Regional Expenditure (RE) of 
Regencies and Municipalities in East Java 
Province during 2005-2012 period. 

4. Flypaper effect occurring in Regencies and 
Municipalities of East Java Province during 
2005-2012 is because Regional Expenditure as 
the response against Special Allocation Fund is 
higher than Regional Expenditure as the response 
against Regional Own-source Revenue. This 
condition indicates local governments’ high 
dependency towards financial transfer from the 
central government, especially in terms of 
funding special needs of a region that are 
different from other regions, such as new 
infrastructure, developing roads in rural areas, 
primary irrigation, primary drainage, 
reforestation, and humanity projects to fulfill 
basic needs of the people. In order to reduce 
flypaper effect and minimizing dependency of 
financial balance transfer from central 
government, every regency and municipality in 
East Java Province should be able to improve its 
Regional Own-source Revenue by intensifying 
and optimizing its regional tax income. 
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Abstract- Transcription factor (TF) binding sites or motifs 

(TFBMs) are functional cis-regulatory DNA sequences that play 

an essential role in gene transcriptional regulation. TFs play 

important roles in cellular physiology, developmental processes 

and responses to environmental stimuli.The importance of 

promoter analysis relies on how abundantly TFBSs and TFs are 

integrated into reference databases. The primary components of 

promoter are cis acting regulatory regions. Various tools and 

software’s are being used to analyze and predict regulatory motif 

within promoter region of a gene. PlantPAN serves as a 

systematic platform for plant promoter analysis and reconstructs 

transcriptional regulatory networks. In the present study, we 

identified various motif including: light responsive elements, cis 

regulatory elements, core promoter elements and transcription 

factor binding motifs on the enhancer sequences of tubulin gene 

participating in variety of functions occurring in cellular 

processes. 

 

Index Terms- gene regulations, motif, core promoter, TFB’s. 

 

I. INTRODUCTION 

ene expression regulation is essential for all cellular 

processes with proper transcriptional control.Gene 

expression is the process in which gene is decoded to form an 

mRNA sequence to produce the particular protein sequence. For 

this, a molecule called a transcription factor is needed. 

Transcription factors are actively involved in gene expression 

regulation and play an important role in the life cycle of all living 

organisms including animals and plants. They can act as 

sequence specific DNA binding proteins which will bind with 

promoter region of gene to make it express.However, it is 

difficult to discover many cis-regulatory elements with existing 

software’s because many transcription factors are still unknown. 
[1,2]

 

        Studies on transcription factors (TFs) and cis-acting 

elements in promoters have attained much attention due to their 

important role in gene expression and its regulation. Therefore, 

identifying all functional binding sites within a known promoter 

is difficult and also the existence of some additional binding sites 

should be assumed.TFs recognize specific cis-regulatory 

sequences in promoter regionsto regulate target genes. In plants, 

TFs play an important role in many cellular processes and 

developmental processes.Also, their role in transcription 

regulation can never be ignored. Prediction of genes and their 

regulation on the basis of TF binding sites in the promoter region 

is considered as a main concern in system biology. 

        For prediction of genes, several useful web-based resources 

were established. For instance, TRANSFAC is the commercial 

database manually collecting experimentally verified TFs, 

transcription factor binding sites (TFBSs) and matrix-based 

target prediction profiles 
[3,4]

. Two other well-known TFBS 

repositories, PLACE and JASPAR, were used to facilitate the 

identification of TFBSs in input sequences given by users
[5,6]

. 

However, the information on TFBSs is only provided rather than 

their corresponding TFs. 

 

 
Fig 1: A transcription factor molecule binds to DNA at its binding site and regulates the production of a protein from its gene. 

 

G 
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Tubulin 

        Tubulin is a globular protein that is considered as a building 

block of microtubules, which are a major element of the 

cytoskeleton. Tubulin heterodimers are composed of two major 

classes including alphaand beta tubulin. According to previous 

studies, tubulin genes of a wide variety of organisms have been 

isolated and characterized since the cloning of chicken and 

tubulin cDNA during the 1980s. Identification of functional 

transcripts has helped to classify tubulin into further classes and 

many isotypes. In addition, the complexity of the tubulin 

population is dependent on transcriptional regulation and post-

translational modifications. These post-translational 

modifications allowed subdividing isotypes into several 

isoforms. 
[7,8,9,10]

 

 

Cis-Regulatory Module 

        The TFs bind in the regulatory regions of genes mainly 

enhancers organized in the form of modules like cis-regulatory 

modules (CRM), to sequences called as transcription factor 

binding sites (TFBS). CRM share regulatory sequences located 

few kilo bases away from gene of interest and bind to specific 

TFs at specific developmental stage to result in specific cell 

specification. 
[11]

Overall, gene expression is regulated by the 

combination of all CRMs acting on genes throughout the 

organism's life. Studies shown, there exists as many as 10-fold 

more CRMs than genes. 
[12]

Interaction between the TFs and 

CRMs form a development transcriptional regulatory network, 

which helps to carry out the activities for specification and 

differentiation programs of various cell types for development of 

organism. 

 

PlantPAN 

        PlantPAN is software used as an informative resource for 

detecting transcription factor binding sites, corresponding 

transcription factors, and other important regulatory elements in 

a promoter or a set of plant promoters. Additionally, TFBSs, 

CpG islands, and tandem repeats in the conserve regions between 

similar gene promoters are also identified. The new 

PlantPAN(version 2.0) contains 16 960 TFs and 1143 TF binding 

site matrices among 76 plant species. It can help to update the 

annotation information, adding experimentally verified TF 

matrices, and making improvements in the visualization of 

transcriptional regulatory networks. 

        In the present study, we have identified putative 

transcription factor binding motifs on the enhancer sequences of 

tubulin gene participating in variety of functions occurring in 

several cellular and developmental processes. These mapped 

sequences are of great importance in finding out other regions 

within the genome having the similar or identical set of motifs. 

The importance of having these motifs mapped will help to know 

about which transcription factor will bind to particular promoter 

sequence. This connection between the promoter sequences and 

transcription factors regulate the gene expression.  

 

II. MATERIAL AND METHODS 

TFB Prediction  

        Transcription factor (TF) binding site prediction remains a 

challenge in gene regulatory research due to degeneracy and 

potential variability in binding sites in the genome. 

PlantPAN 

        Plant promoter analysis navigator, for identifying 

combinatorial cis-regulatory elements with distance constraint in 

plant gene groups.http://plantpan2.itps.ncku.edu.tw/. 

PLACE 

        Database of motifs found in plant cis-acting regulatory 

DNA elements, all from previously published reports. It covers 

vascular plants only. http://www.dna.affrc.go.jp/htdocs/PLACE/. 

Motif Analysis 

        Motif analysis involves identification of common patterns 

from promoter region without knowing their binding sites. 

PlantCARE 

        PlantCARE, a database of plant cis-acting regulatory 

elements and a portal to tools for in silico analysis of promoter 

sequences.http://bioinformatics.psb.ugent.be/webtools/plantcare/

html/. 

 

III. RESULTS 

Analysis of Transcription Factor Binding Sites (TFB’s) 

        PlantPAN software (www.plantpan.mbc.nctu.edu.tw/) 

identifies the transcription factors that are key regulators of gene 

expression. The putative transcription factor binding sites (TFBs) 

inBeta Tubulin (BT)genepromoters are illustrated below in table 

1. 

 

Table 1: Transcription factor binding sites 

 

Transcription 
Factor 

Species Sequence Site 
 

Athb-1 Arabidopsis gtgcATAATaagga 117 

ANT Arabidopsis taacgCCCGatt 221 

AG Arabidopsis aactgaTTTGGtga 887 

AGL3 Arabidopsis acgttaTATGGtcct 881 

Athb-1 Arabidopsis tttcATAATtcaag 174 

 

 

Motif Analysis 

 

Light Responsive Elements 
        Analysis of beta tubulin gene promoter reveals various light 

responsive, core promoter elements and cis-regulatory elements. 

Some of them are given below. 

 

 

Table 2: Shows light responsive elements 

 

Motif Species Sequence 

GAG-motif Arabidopsis thaliana AGAGAGT 

I-box Solanum tuberosum TATTATCTAGA 
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Table 3: Shows core promoter elements 

 

Motif Species Sequence 

TATA-box Arabidopsis thaliana TATAAA 

TATA-box Brassica napus ATATAT 

 

Table 4: Shows cis-regulatory elements 

 

Motif Species Sequence 

5UTR Py-

rich stretch 

Lycopersiconesculentum TTTCTTCTCT 

ACE Petroselinum crispum CTAACGTATT 

TC-rich 

repeats 

 

Nicotianatabacum ATTTTCTTCA 

 

IV. DISCUSSION 

        Many cis-regulatory motifs were detected in the beta tubulin 

genepromoter. TC-rich repeats are important cis-acting element 

involved in defense response.Beta tubulin gene promoter was 

found to be enriched with conserved Transcription binding site 

motifs AGL3, AG, Athb-1, ANT. These motifs are located in 

sense (+) and (-) strands of tubulin promoter sequence.  Major 

transcription binding sites found are AGL3, AG, Athb-1, ANT. 

The transcription factor AGL3 is expressed in all above-ground 

vegetative organs. It was observed that AGL3 may be involved 

the transcriptional regulation of genes. The prediction of 

regulatory motifs, TFBS form an essential link in comparative 

genomics. These sequences are evolutionary conserved and 

eventually we can find out the orthologous of these genes in 

higher and complex organism which help in understanding 

molecular mechanisms. But some of the hurdles to predictions 

mainly includes their location i.e, these modules are located far 

away from the genes they regulate. Next, the presence of 

multiple transcription factor binding sites for various TFs leads 

to combinatorial control of gene regulation, thus making it 

difficult to associate with one gene. 
[13,14]

 

 

V. CONCLUSION 

        A large proportion of gene regulations happen at the 

transcriptional level through the binding of transcription factors 

to short regulatory DNA sequences in the upstream regions of TF 

target genesi.e, promoter. The problem of computationally 

identifying TF binding sites and motifs (TFBMs) remains a 

challenge. Hence it is suggested to develop and maintain more 

advances tools to analyze and identify the cis regulatory elements 

dispersed over promoter regions of genes. 
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Abstract- pH and moisture content are important parameters to 
evaluate maturity of compost prepared by using different type of 
organic waste. This study was designed to check the effect of pH 
and moisture content at start and end of composting process. It 
was concluded from this study that the pH of the compost 
remained alkaline throughout composting process. The moisture 
percentage was decreased from 50% with the increase in interval 
of time. The results showed that the compost is mature enough to 
be used as bio fertilizer.  
 
Index Terms- MSW, pH, Moisture %, BST 
 

I. INTRODUCTION 
omposting is increasingly used method to treat any type of 
organic waste. The pH of municipal solid waste is alkaline 

and its range from 7- 8 (Lorena et al., 2013).  This type of waste 
is without any glass and inert material. The alkalinity in the pH 
of MSW is because of the presence of very less amount of short 
chain organic acids mainly lactic acid and acetic acid. The high 
concentration of these short chain organic acids increase the 
acidity of pH.  The absence of these organic acids in alkaline 
conditions and presence in acidic conditions shows that they are 
important factors in the regulation of compost pH. The change of 
mesophilic to thermophilic conditions of a compost pile results in 
the more alkalinity of pH. (Sundberg et al., 2004). The microbes 

show maximum degradation in the pH range of 7 to 8 (Nakasaki 
et al., 2011). The rate of organic waste decomposition is slow at 
low pH conditions ( Sundberg et al., 2013). 
        The moisture content at the initial stage of composting 
process is optimized and its value should not increase from 50-
60%. Moisture is important for the activity of microbes because 
it increases the rate of metabolism. The activity of microbes is 
minimum when low moisture is provided (Tiquia et al., 1996). 
The reduction in the value of moisture content at the end of 
composting is a positive sign of decomposition and it gives 
mature compost (Epstein et al., 1995). 
 

II. MATERIAL AND METHODS 
        The experiment was conducted in Lahore compost Pvt Ltd. 
The three windrows of 650 tons were prepared. The composition 
of organic waste in control windrow included cow dung, 
municipal solid waste and green waste. The composition of one 
experimental windrow with 650 ton weight included cow dung, 
green waste, municipal waste and press mud. The composition of 
second experimental windrow included cow dung, green waste, 
municipal solid waste and humic acid. The commercial BST 
inoculum was added in all three windrows to speed up the 
process. Table 1 shows the composition of each windrow. 
 

 
Table 1 

 

Sr.No. Windrows Composition Total Weight  
(MT) Inoculum 

1 Control  C.D+G.W+MSW 650tons 

BST 

2 Press Mud C.D+G.W+MSW+P.M 650tons 

BST 

3 Humic Acid C.D+G.W+MSW+H.A 650tons BST 

C 
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III. DETERMINATION OF PH  
        The pH was determined at the start and end of composting 
process. The sample was taken from control and experimental 
windrows. Each sample was mixed with water in 1:10 to make 
solution. The prepared solutions were left for 2 hours so that the 
maximum salts can be dissolved. The pH electrode was dipped in 
each sample prepared solution and readings were recorded when 
it was stabilized (Monedero et al., 2001). 
 

IV. DETERMINATION OF MOISTURE CONTENT 
        The 50% moisture content was provided to each windrow at 
the start of composting process. The moisture content of each 
windrow was obtained by taking 10g of sample in china dish 
from control and experimental windrow and placed it in an oven 
at 60 C for 8 hours. The sample was weight again and moisture 
content was calculated by dividing the readings of reduction in 
weight from initial weight (Richard et al., 2002) 
 

V. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS 
        The results of control and experimental windrows in term of 
pH value were almost same. All windrows showed alkaline pH 
throughout the composting process, in the range of 8.3-8.5 
(figure 1). The alkaline pH is important parameter to evaluate 
compost maturity and stability. The acidic pH affects the rate of 
respiration of microbes and decreases the rate of degradation. 
The pH of the compost should be alkaline throughout and end of 
the composting process. The high activity of microbes at 
thermophilic stage is because of the alkaline pH (Sundberg et al., 
2004).  
        The reduction in moisture content was observed in all 
windrows. The moisture percentage was decrease with increase 
in time interval. The value of moisture percentage of control 
windrow was recorded 30. The moisture percentage of 
experimental windrow with press mud and humic acid was 
reduced from 50% to 31% and 32%. Moisture content is a 
dominant factor in aerobic composting (Liang et al., 2003). It 
provides better degradation of organic matter and maintain 
temperature for longer time period. The moisture is inversely 
proportional to the temperature and the microbe activity (Makan 
et al., 2012).  The moisture % readings in all compost windrows 
were in the range of 30-32 % (figure 1). There is no significance 
difference was observed. The decrease in the moisture 
percentage is positive sign to evaluate the stability of compost. 
The reduction in moisture percentage gives more stable and 
mature compost. The results of Moisture % and pH are shown in 
table 2. 
 

VI. CONCLUSION 
        It was concluded that the pH of municipal solid waste was 
alkaline and it remained alkaline throughout the process of 
composting in control and experimental windrows. There was no 
variation observed in pH profile. The moisture % was reduced 

from 50% to 30% of control windrow and 31%-32% of 
experimental windrow which had press mud and humic acid. The 
reduction in moisture profile throughout composting process 
showed that the degradation rate was high. The microbes were 
active and decomposed waste. 
 
 

Table 2 
 

Parameters W # 1 W # 2 W # 3 

Moisture  30.54 31.05 32.52 

pH 8.5 8.3 8.5 

 
Figure 1 
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Abstract- Epidermal growth factor receptor (EGFR) is a 
transmembrane receptor which consists of an extracellular 
ligand-binding domain, a transmembrane domain and an 
intracellular tyrosine kinase domain. Several mutations have 
been resulted due to multiple factors. Patients with EFGR 
mutations are particularly responsive to the small molecule TKIs. 
Although it was observed that, the frequency of EGFR mutation 
is significantly higher in patients who have never smoked. 
Testing for mutations in EGFR is therefore an important step in 
the treatment-decision pathway. Several different testing 
methods offer a more sensitive alternative to direct sequencing 
for the detection of common EGFR mutations. This study 
involves, analysis and comparison of EFGR gene variants by 
using computational biology tools. 
 
Index Terms- Mutation, intracellular receptor, gene variants, 
TKI. 
 

I. INTRODUCTION 
rowth factor is a naturally occurring substance or group of 
proteins that are involved in stimulating growth of cells and 

tissues. Growth factors are important for regulating a variety of 
cellular processes. They can actually act as signaling molecules 
between cells. Growth factors play an important role in 
promoting cellular differentiation and cell division process. 
Many examples includes various cytokines and hormones that 
bind to specific receptors on surface of their target cells. The 
epidermal growth factor receptor (EGFR) is a transmembrane 
protein of 170 kD. It consists of a N-terminus extracellular 
ligand-binding site, a hydrophobic transmembrane domain, and a 
C terminus intracellular region with tyrosine kinase activity. The 
downstream signaling pathways of EFGR regulate key cellular 
events that drive the progression of many neoplasms. Disruption 
of these pathways was found to cause malignant transformation 
[1]. Various mutations, gene amplification, and protein 
overexpression of multiple elements of this pathway lead to 
carcinogenesis.  
 

II. CLASSIFICATION OF EFGR 
         The epidermal growth factor receptor is the first of the 
ErbB family of receptor tyrosine kinases (RTKs) [1,2]. The other 
members include ErbB2, ErbB3 and ErbB4. The EGFR is 
activated through ligand-induced homo or heterodimerization of 
the receptor with other receptors of the ErbB family under 
physiologic conditions. But studies shown it can also be activated 
due to receptor over-expression, increase of EGFR gene copy 

number and activating mutations [3]. EGFR activation has been 
shown to play a key role in tumor cell proliferation, apoptosis, 
tumor-induced angiogenesis, metastasis, and DNA damage repair 
after cytotoxic insults [1,4]. 
         The signaling process of EFGR is a complex process that 
requires proper regulation [5]. Signaling through the EGFR 
pathway is a complex process that requires tight regulation [5]. 
The first level of complexity is encountered at the receptor level, 
where multiple ligands are shared and lateral signaling occurs 
between members of the ErbB family. Then there are positive 
and negative feedback loops built into the pathways and 
differential activation of transcription factors, depending upon 
the cell type. When this tightly regulated system goes awry, it 
can contribute to malignant transformation and tumor 
progression through increased cell proliferation and prolonged 
survival. [6-7] 
 

III. ROLE IN LUNG CANCER 
         EGFR is expressed on the cell surface of a substantial 
percentage of some non-small scale lung cancer. Initial studies 
with the EGFR tyrosine kinase inhibitors (TKIs) demonstrated 
biologic and clinical activity in only a relatively limited subset of 
lung cancers. [8] Further investigation demonstrated that the 
highest response rates to these TKIs were seen in patients with 
somatic mutations within the EGFR-TK domain, particularly 
exon 19 deletion, exon 21 L858R, and exon 18 G719X.[9]  
 

IV. EGFR MUTATION ANALYSIS 
         Analysis of mutations in the gene for epidermal growth 
factor receptor (EGFR) indicated many mutations in all defined 
variants. According to previous studies, EGFR mutations are 
more commonly observed in patients with adenocarcinomas and 
no prior history of smoking, as well as in females and those of 
Asian descent. Based on the new adenocarcinoma classification, 
Korean researchers identified EGFR mutations in 50.5% of 
surgically resected lung adenocarcinomas in their center. 
Mutations were associated with the various types of carcinoma. 
[10-11]  Studies shown data that activating EGFR mutations are 
seen in approximately 50% of Asians and 10% of non-Asians.  
 

V. MATERIAL AND METHODS  
         The EGFR gene analysis shows its different variants. The 
results was obtained from gene data repository with NCBI 
Genbank. 

G 
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VI. MAP ANALYSIS 
         Transcript maps were obtained through Ensemble software. 
http://asia.ensembl.org/Homo_sapiens/Gene/Summary?g=ENSG
00000146648;r=7:55019021-55256620 
 
Gene Orthologues 
         Gene orthologues was obtained from reported enteries in 
HGNC and NCBI gene records. http://www.genenames.org/cgi-
bin/hcop?species_a=9606&species_b=all&ortholog=all&column
=symbol&Search=Search&query=EGFR 
 
EFGR gene Mutation Analysis 
         Various mutations were found to be associated with EFGR 
gene. Analysis was done using COSMIC data repository. 
http://grch37-
cancer.sanger.ac.uk/cosmic/gene/analysis?ln=EGFR&ln1=EGFR

&start=1&end=1211&coords=bp%3AAA&sn=&ss=&hn=&sh=
&sys=y&fathmm=PATHOGENIC&mut=deletion_frameshift&id
=150# 
 
Protein Expression Analysis 
Protein expression was analyzed from Ensemble software. 
http://asia.ensembl.org/Homo_sapiens/Location/View?r=7:55
173990-55174001 
 

VII. RESULTS 
EFGR Map  
Analysis of EFGR shown its location with range: Chromosome 
7: 55,173,990-55,174,00. Below is the map with known 
assembly. 

 

 
 

Fig: Shows Chromosome map of EFGR Human gene. 
 
EFGR Gene Orthologues 
         The table below shows various EFGR gene orthologues in 
different species. 
 
Gene ID Gene 

Name 
Description Location 

1956 
 

EGFR epidermal growth 
factor receptor 
(Homo sapiens 

Chromosome 7 

13649 Egfr 
 

epidermal growth 
factor receptor 
(Mus musculus) 

Chromosome 11 

24329 Egfr 
 

epidermal growth 
factor receptor 
[Rattus 
norvegicus] 

Chromosome 14 

378478 Egfr epidermal growth 
factor receptor a 
(erythroblastic 
leukemia viral (v-
erb-b) oncogene 
homolog 

Chromosome 2 

396494 EGFR 
 

epidermal growth 
factor receptor 
[Gallus gallus 
(chicken)] 

Chromosome 2 

 
Mutations/Substitutions 
         The mutation analysis shown various substitutions. The 
figure below indicates the starting position from 898 and ending 
position as 1211.  
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Fig: Shows substitutions starting from position 898 to 1211 in EFGR gene. 

 

VIII. EXPRESSION ANALYSIS 
         Expression studies shown various coding regions of EFGR 
protein with all its variants. 

 
 
 

 
Fig: Shows Protein coding regions of EFGR gene. 

 

IX. DISCUSSION 
         Growth Factor is a protein molecule which functions to 
regulate various cellular processes. Growth factors can also be 

produced by genetic engineering in the laboratory and used in 
biological therapy. They bind to receptors on the cell surface, 
with the result of activating cellular proliferation and 
differentiation. They can help to promote cell growth. EGFR 
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blocking agents are also routinely used for treatment of 
metastatic colon cancer and are used with some head and neck 
cancers. The utility of EGFR inhibitors and their correlation with 
EGFR mutations in different types of cancers has yet to be fully 
established. The role of testing for certain EGFR gene mutations 
and the mutations' affect on a person's responsiveness to 
treatment continues to be explored. Finding mutations in EGFR 
is an important step in the treatment and also for decision. Hence, 
analysis and comparison of human EFGR, with various other 
variants shown different expression patterens. Also the mutation 
including substitutions were analyzed. This help to study their 
function and role in receptor ligand binding pathways.  
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Abstract- The CEC is the most important chemical parameter to 
check the stability and maturity of the compost. The higher value 
of CEC at the end of composting process give the more mature 
compost without any phytotoxicity and increased germination 
index. The composting process can be speed up by the addition 
of some inoculum in it. The present study was designed to find 
out the CEC of mature compost produced by municipal solid 
waste, as CEC must be increased with the time interval in 
composting process. The value of CEC depends on the nature of 
waste used for composting. It was concluded that the mature 
compost was formed by using MSW after 3 months of 
composting process with the addition of commercially available 
inoculum BST alone and with addition of molasses. The higher 
value of CEC was given by the windrows treated with BST 
inoculum without the addition of molasses. 
 
Index Terms- C: N, CEC, MSW, BST. 
 

I. INTRODUCTION 
he composting is one of the useful method of recycling the 
bio-waste. The composting process is naturally occurs but it 

can be improve by optimizing different physical parameters, such 
as temperature of windrow, aeration, pH and moisture content. 
The maturity of the compost is important to use it as a bio 
fertilizer. The immature compost can be harmful for the plant as 
it contains pathogenicity and it can cause severe damage to the 
plant. The main causes of immaturity of compost can be too high 
C: N. The production of ammonia can lead to the toxic effects to 
the plants. (Golueke et al., 1977). The mixing of soil to the 
immature compost can delay or stop the seed germination. The 
value of C: N should be decreased with the time interval during 
composting process. The cation exchange capacity of the soil is 
extracted became greater as the humification progressed (Harada 
and inoko, 1980). The phenolic and carboxyl groups are very 
useful in estimating the CEC (Lax et al., 1986). The maturity of 
the compost in case of determining the CEC value also depend 
on the  nature of organic waste used for composting ( Bernai et 
al., 1998). The increase in cation-exchange capacity and the high 
percentage of humification index revealed the higher rate of 
humified organic matter. The value of germination index show 
the decrease in the phytotoxicity during composting (Paredes et 
al., 1999). 
 

II. METHODOLOGY 
          The municipal solid waste was sorted. The four windrows 
were prepared with the weight of 550. The two prepared 
windrows were inoculated with BST inoculum and two were 
inoculated with BST commercial inoculum and molasses to 
enhance the rate of decomposition and the windrows were left for 
3 months to get the good quality of mature compost.  The C: N 
was adjusted below 30 by determined the C: N of individual 
sample of MSW which include screened matter, cow dung, saw 
dust and green waste.  The value of C: N for the windrows of 
MSW was resolute by using the C: N calculator. The table 1 
shows the quantity of individual samples of MSW used to adjust 
the C: N ratio of the windrow for composting. The four 
windrows were prepared for composting process with same C: N 
adjustment as shown in table 1. 
 

Table 1 
 
Ingredients Quantity 

used to 
adjust the 
C:N of 
windrows 
(30:1) 

 Weight of 
the windrow 
(Metric 
Tons) 
 

Inoculum 

Screening 
matter, Green 
waste, Saw 
dust, Cow 
dung 

16.5, 352, 17, 
165 

550  
 

BST 
 

Screening 
matter, Green 
waste, Saw 
dust, Cow 
dung 

16.5, 352, 17, 
165 

550 
 

BST and 
molasses 
 

Screening 
matter, Green 
waste, Saw 
dust, Cow 
dung 

16.5, 352, 17, 
165 

550 
 

BST and 
molasses 
 

Screening 
matter, Green 
waste, Saw 
dust, Cow 
dung 

16.5, 352, 17, 
165 

550 
 

            BST 

T 
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III. DETERMINATION OF CEC TO CHECK COMPOST 
MATURITY AND STABILITY 

          The compost sample was collected from the windrows and 
CEC of compost was determined by taking 200mg of compost 
sample in a flask. The sample was than washed with 0.05 N HCL 
solution. The sample was washed again with distilled water to 
remove any residue remained of HCL. The 1 N Ba(OAc)2 
solution was prepared and the pH of solution was adjusted at 7. 
The solution of  Ba(OAc)2 was added in the flask contains 
sample of compost and left for overnight. The sample was 
filtered and the small amount of Ba(OAc)2 was added in it. The 
prepared sample was then titrated with 0.05 N NAOH solution 
using a potentiometer. The amount of protons released gave the 
CEC of sample (Harada and inoko 1998). 
 

IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
          The Cation exchange capacity was increased with increase 
in time interval of composting process. It was reported by 
Saharinen (1998) that the CEC must be high at the end of 
composting process, the value of CEC must be above 60% to 
supply the compost in market,  as our results show high CEC in 

mature compost of all windrows. The low value of CEC indicates 
low quality and less maturity of compost because the uptake of 
nutrients is not enough in low CEC compost for the efficient 
growth of plants.  The figure 1 shows the comparison of CEC of 
compost formed by BST inoculum and with addition of 
molasses. The C: N of the mature compost must be decreased 
from the adjusted value, it should be below 20:1 at the end of 
composting process. There is an inverse relationship between 
CEC and C: N of compost. The value of CEC increased with the 
time interval and the C: N decreased (Guo et al., 2012). 
 

Table 2 
 
Windrows CEC  INOCULUM 

1 60 BST 

2 55 BST with molasses 

3 60 BST with molasses 

4 65 BST 

 
 

Figure 1 
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Abstract- Aerospike nozzles are being considered in the 
development of the Single Stage to Orbit launching vehicles 
because of their prominent features and altitude compensating 
characteristics. The annular nozzle, also sometimes known as the 
plug or "altitude-compensating" nozzle, is the least employed of 
those discussed due to its greater complexity. The term "annular" 
refers to the fact that combustion occurs along a ring, or annulus, 
around the base of the nozzle. "Plug" refers to the centerbody 
that blocks the flow from what would be the center portion of a 
traditional nozzle. As any fluid dynamicist recognizes, the 
significant disadvantage of the "flat" plug is that a turbulent wake 
forms aft of the base at high altitudes resulting in high base drag 
and reduced efficiency "Altitude-compensating" is sometimes 
used to describe these nozzles since that is their primary 
advantage, a quality that will be further explored later. . 
However, this problem can be greatly alleviated in an improved 
version of the truncated spike that introduces a "base bleed," 
.This paper presents the aerodynamic features performance 
characteristics and advantades and disadvantages 
 
Index Terms- Aerospike Nozzle, Single Stage to Orbit (SSTO), 
Linear Aerospike, Truncation and Rocket Nozzle 
 

I. INTRODUCTION 
ver since jet and rocket propulsion systems have emerged, 
researchers have invented and implemented many types of 

nozzles, mainly to increase the thrust performance of nozzles in 
off-design working conditions. Among these various designs, 
features of the aerospike nozzle have attracted researchers since 
mid-1950s. Many theoretical studies of the aerospike nozzle have 
been carried out in 1960s. In early 1970s, thermal and strength 
problems of the aerospike nozzle and development of more 
efficient methods for fabrication of conventional nozzles led to a 
decline in research activities in this field. Development of the 
nozzle with the capability of producing optimum amounts of 
thrust in wide ranges of altitude has been a subject of continuous 
dedicated efforts within the community of rocket propulsion. 
          The phenomenon of producing optimum amounts of thrust 
by a rocket nozzle in off-design conditions is called as altitude 
compensation. Nozzles with the altitude compensation 
characteristics are basic feature in realizing the development of 
Single Stage to Orbit (SSTO) vehicles. Reusable SSTO vehicles 
offer the promise of reduced launch expenses by eliminating 
recurring costs associated with hardware replacement inherent in 
expendable launch systems.The most popular altitude 
compensating rocket nozzle to date is the aerospike nozzle, the 
origin of which dates back to Rocketdyne in 1950s. 
 

 
 
Aerospike Nozzles: 
          Previously, we discussed methods of reducing the length 
of a spike nozzle centerbody by replacing the ideal spike with a 
conical spike. While this method does indeed result in a much 
shorter nozzle length, we can go even further by removing the 
pointed spike altogether and replacing it with a flat base. This 
configuration is known as a truncated spike, an example of which 
is shown below. 
  

 
          Example of a truncated, conical spike [from Berman and 
Crimp, 1961] 
          As any fluid dynamicist recognizes, the significant 
disadvantage of the "flat" plug is that a turbulent wake forms aft 
of the base at high altitudes resulting in high base drag and 
reduced efficiency. However, this problem can be greatly 
alleviated in an improved version of the truncated spike that 
introduces a "base bleed," or secondary subsonic flow, into the 
region aft of the base. 
  

E 
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          Example of an aerospike nozzle with a subsonic, 
recirculating flow [from Hill and Peterson, 1992] 
          The circulation of this secondary flow and its interaction 
with the engine exhaust creates an "aerodynamic spike" that 
behaves much like the ideal, isentropic spike. In addition, the 
secondary flow re-circulates upward pushing on the base to 
produce additional thrust. It is this artificial aerodynamic spike 
for which the aerospike nozzle is named. 
  
Aerospike Aerodynamics 
Thrust Characteristics: 
          The basic thrust characteristics of the aerospike nozzle can 
be better understood by referring to the following figure. 

 
  
          Example of an aerospike nozzle with a subsonic, 
recirculating flow [from Hill and Peterson, 1992] 
          The nozzle generates thrust in three ways. First, the 
thrusters in the toroidal chamber, located at the base of the 
nozzle, generate thrust as the fuel is combusted and exhausted. 
We shall label this thrust component F thruster, and we can 
compute this thrust using the equation 
  

 
where 

F thruster = thrust force acting on the thruster 

 

= mass flow rate 

v exit = exhaust gas velocity at the nozzle exit 
p exit = pressure of the exhaust gases at the nozzle exit 

p  = ambient pressure of the atmosphere 

A exit = cross-sectional area of the nozzle exit 

 

= angle between the thrust axis and the vertical 

 
          We previously discussed how nozzles generate thrust when 
the exhaust gases expand against the nozzle walls. Although we 
used the bell nozzle to illustrate that discussion, the exhaust 
gases in a spike nozzle expand against the spike centerbody 
rather than outer walls. Thus, the expansion of the exhaust gases 
exerts a thrust force that we will call F centerbody. 
  

 
where 
F centerbody = thrust force acting on the centerbody 
A centerbody = cross-sectional area of the centerbody moving 

along the nozzle axis 
p centerbody = pressure of the exhaust gases on the centerbody 

moving along the nozzle axis 

p  = ambient pressure of the atmosphere 
 
          Finally, we mentioned that the aerospike nozzle is so 
named because an "aerodynamic spike" is created through the 
addition of a secondary, circulating flow aft of the flat nozzle 
base. As the supersonic primary flow, consisting of the high-
pressure gases exhausted from the thrusters, expands downstream 
of the base, the primary flow interacts with the subsonic, 
secondary flow causing it to circulate. This low-pressure flow 
then re-circulates upward to exert an additional thrust force on 
the base. 
  

 
where 

F base = thrust force acting on the base 
p base = pressure of the re-circulating flow on the base 

p  = ambient pressure of the atmosphere 

A base = cross-sectional area of the base 
 
          Summing up these three thrust components yields the 
following relationship for the total thrust force (T) generated by 
an aerospike nozzle: 
  

 
 
Altitude Compensation  
Altitude Compensation:  
          However, many claim that the ultimate strength of the 
aerospike nozzle is its inherent altitude compensation capability, 
as shown below.  
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          Aerospike nozzle behavior during flight [from 
Rocketdyne, 1999] 
          This ideal behavior results from the fact that the outer 
plume boundary of the primary flow is acted upon only by the 
ambient pressure of the atmosphere. Recall from our discussion 
of aerospike thrust characteristics, high ambient pressure at low 
altitudes forces the exhaust inward increasing the pressure on the 
"centerbody" and the centerbody component of thrust. In 
addition, the base region is open to high ambient pressure 
resulting in a greater "base" thrust component. At design 
pressure, the flow becomes column shaped, much like a bell 
nozzle, for maximum efficiency. When operating at low ambient 
pressure (at high altitude or in a vacuum), the flow is constrained 
by expansion/compression waves that direct the exhaust axially 
to maintain the thrust force on the centerbody. At low pressures, 
however, the nozzle operates in a "closed wake" state. Since the 
base is not subject to a high ambient pressure, there is no altitude 
compensation benefit, and the aerospike behaves like a high area 
ratio bell nozzle. Thus, in theory at least, the aerospike nozzle 
meets or exceeds the performance of the bell nozzle at all 
operating pressures. 
   

II.  ADVANTAGES & DISADVANTAGES 
Advantages: 
  

• Smaller nozzle: The truncated spike can be far smaller 
than a typical bell nozzle for the same performance, as 
shown below. In addition, a spike can give greater 
performance for a given length. 

 

Size comparison of a bell and a plug nozzle [from Berman and 
Crimp, 1961] 

• Superior performance: Altitude compensation may 
result in greater installed performance. 

  
• Less risk of failure: The aerospike engine uses a 

simple gas generator cycle with a lower chamber 
pressure than typical rocket engines reducing the risk of 
a catastrophic explosion. Although low chamber 
pressures result in reduced performance, the aerospike's 
high expansion ratio makes up for this deficiency. 

  
• Lower vehicle drag: The aerospike nozzle fills the base 

portion of the vehicle thereby reducing a type of drag 
called base drag. 
 
 

 
 
Illustration of aerospike nozzles installed on the X-33 [from 
Rocketdyne, 1999] 

• Modular combustion chambers: The linear aerospike 
engine is made up of these small, easier to develop, less 
expensive thrusters that give the engine greater 
versatility. 

  
• Thrust vectoring: Because the combustion chambers 

can be controlled individually, the vehicle can be 
maneuvered using differential thrust vectoring. This 
eliminates the need for the heavy gimbals and actuators 
used to vary the direction of traditional nozzles. 
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Aerospike thrust vectoring control [from Rocketdyne, 1999] 

• Lower vehicle weight: Even though the aerospike tends 
to be heavier than the bell nozzle, it shares many major 
structural elements with the vehicle reducing overall 
weight. 

Disadvantages: 
  

• Cooling: The central spike experiences far greater heat 
fluxes than does a bell nozzle. This problem can be 
addressed by truncating the spike to reduce the exposed 
area and by passing cold cryogenically-cooled fuel 
through the spike. The secondary flow also helps to cool 
the centerbody. 

• Manufacturing: The aerospike is more complex and 
difficult to manufacture than the bell nozzle. As a result, 
it is more costly. 

  
• Flight experience: No aerospike engine has ever flown 

in a rocket application. As a result, little flight design 
experience has been gained. 
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Abstract- This study was conducted at the garden area of the 
Sunrise Residence Hall of Central Mindanao University, 
University Town, Musuan, Bukidnon, Philippines  from 
December 2013 to March  2014 to  evaluate the effect of 
different varying levels of vermicasts on the growth and yield of 
radish cv ‘Snow White’ under CMU, Musuan, Bukidnon 
condition. This study was laid-out in a Randomized Block 
Design (RCBD) with five (5) treatments and three (3) 
replications, as follows: T1 (control-5g/plant 14-14-14), T2 (5t/ha 
vermicast), T3 (10 t/ha vermicast), T4 (15 t/ha vemicast) and T5 
(20 t/ha vermicast). Result revealed that plant height, number of 
leaves, tuber length, tuber diameter and pest resistance were not 
significantly affected by the applications of varying levels of 
vermicast and as well as the inorganic fertilizer. However, even 
with their statistical insignificance, Treatment 4 (15t/ha 
vermicast) obtained the tallest plant (39.67 cm),most number of 
leaves (13.42 or 14 leaves), largest tuber (2.91 cm), and most 
resistant against pests and diseases (1.00 rating). Meanwhile, the 
longest tuber was garnered by T3 with 19.73 cm, while T4 
measuring at 19.58 cm long. On the plot yield and the total tuber 
yield showed Treatment 4 obtaining the highest plot yield with 
1.32 kg and 10.15 t/ha tuber yield. The effects of vermicast 
which were already decomposed had made available for plant 
use. It had somehow performed at par or even better with those 
using inorganic fertilizer. With the high cost incurred in using 
vermicast in hectare basis, Treatment 1 (using inorganic 
fertilizer) obtained the highest ROI with 355.22 %, followed by 
T2, T3, T4 and T5 with 210.20%, 177.22%, 122.96% and 
52.79%, respectively. However, using vermicast in radish 
production would increase the return on investment in the 
succeeding seasons since a decreasing amount of vermicast 
would be added to the area.   
 
Index Terms- radish, pest resistance, return on investment, ‘cv’ 
Snow White,  tuber, vermicast 
 

I. INTRODUCTION 
adish (Raphanus sativus L.) belongs to the family 
Brassicaceae. It is a popular root vegetable in both tropical 

and temperate regions. It can be cultivated under cover for early 
production but large scale production in field is more common in 
India. In Karnataka, radish is grown in 8,278 ha with a 
production of 3,60,093 tones (Anon, 1995). 

        Radish is grown for its young tender tuberous root which is 
consumed either cooked or raw. It is a good source of Vitamin C 
(ascorbic acid) and minerals like calcium, potassium and 
phosphorus. It has got refreshing and diuretic properties. In 
homeopathy, it is used for neurological, headache, sleeplessness 
and chronic diarrhea. The roots are also useful in urinary 
complaints and piles. The leaves of radish are good source for 
extraction of protein on a commercial scale and radish seeds are 
potential source of non-drying fatty oil suitable for soap making 
illuminating and edible purposes (George, 1999).  
        Radish is predominantly a cool season vegetable crop. But, 
Asiatic types can tolerate higher temperature than European 
varieties. Being a cool season crop, it is sown during winter from 
September to January in northern plains. In the mild climate of 
peninsular India, radish can be grown almost all the year round 
except for few months of summer. It is an annual or biennial crop 
depending upon the type for the purpose it is grown (PCARRD, 
2009).   
        The growth and yield of radish greatly depends on soil and 
climatic conditions. Different varieties have different soil and 
climatic requirements for their optimum performance. Among 
the agro-techniques, nutrition is one of the main factors which 
govern the growth and yield of radish. Nutrition requirement of 
the crop varies with soil type, soil fertility, agro-climatic 
conditions and varieties. Being a short-duration and quick 
growing crop, the root growth should be rapid and uninterrupted. 
Hence, for the production of good quality radish optimum 
fertilization through organic, inorganic and biofertilizers are 
essential (Dhanajaya, 2007). 
        Vermicast or vermicompost was identified as the best 
alternative with regard to industrial and economic viability. It 
also proved itself as “natures wonder product” to restore soil 
health and nutritional value in food. The presence of earthworms 
in soil ecosystems is an indicator of the well-being of a system. 
Earthworms has the unique ability to convert elements such as 
minerals, nutrients and microbes from soil or composting 
systems into an excretion that contains the vastest amount of 
plant nutrients, microbes and growth elements that do exist. The 
excretion is called vermicast or vermicompost 
(http://www.capevermicast.com/vermicast.php).  
        Vermicompost provides vital macronutrients (N, P2O5, 
K2O, Ca and Mg) and micronutrients Fe, Mn, Zn and Cu). The 
chemical analysis of vermicast reveals that the N, P2O5, K2O 
content was 0.8, 1.1, 0.5, respectively (TINDAL, 1993 as cited 
by Namalata, 2011) and this analysis would vary vermicast 
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sources depending upon on the materials used in 
vermicomposting.  
        The problem of high cost of chemical fertilizers fully meet 
out nutrient requirement of crop by single source therefore 
integrated nutrient management such as organic matters like 
farmyard manure, vermicast, poultry manure and biofertilizer 
uses has become necessary. 
         Thus, this study was conducted to evaluate the effect of 
different varying levels of vermicasts on the growth and yield of 
radish cv ‘Snow White’ under CMU, Musuan, Bukidnon 
condition. Specifically, it aimed to determine the horticultural 
parameters as affected by inorganic fertilizer and varying levels 
of vermicast applications, to determine the yield and its 
components; and to compare its cost and return analysis. 
 

II. MATERIALS AND METHODS 
        This study was conducted at the garden area of Sunrise 
Residence Hall (Graduate Dormitory) of Central Mindanao 
University, Musuan, Maramag, Bukidnon from December 2013 
to March 2014. 
        The different materials used in this study were bolos, garden 
soils, seeds of radish, bamboo stick, plastic twines, petiel pens, 
ruler, calculator, sheets of paper, weighing balance, 14-14-14 and 
vermicast fertilizers. 
        This study was laid-out using a Randomized Complete 
Block Design (RCBD) with five (5) treatments and three (3) 
replications. The different treatments are as follows: T1 -
Control (6 t/ha or 5 grams/hill, 14-14-14), T2 -5 t/ha vermicast, 
T3 -10 t/ha vermicast, T4 -15 t/ha vermicast, and T5-20 t/ha 
vermicast.  
        The study utilized 4.5m wide x 5.5 m long (25.75 sq.m.) to 
accommodate fifteen (15) plots with a dimension of 0.6 m x 0.6 
m. each. Each plot was sown with at least 3 seeds per hill with 4 
hills per treatment combination equidistantly sown from each 
other. All the plots were laid-out in 3 blocks with 5 treatments 
within blocks. The distance of plots within blocks was 25 cm., 
while between blocks was 50 cm. The whole experimental area 
was enclosed with plastic twines.  
        Soil samples were collected from the bulk of the media used 
for the study for soil analysis such pH, N, P, K and organic 
matter before the conduct of the study.  
        The experimental area was cleaned. Fifteen (15) plots were
 prepared for the study. Each plot was placed in 
accordance with the lay-out of the study. The distance of pots 
within blocks was 25 cm., while between blocks is 50cm. The 
whole experimental area was, then, enclosed with plastic twines.  
        Three to five seeds were sown in each hill, with four hills 
per plot. Thinning was done as soon as seedlings were already 
established in the area bearing at least 3 leaves. Three seedlings 
were maintained throughout the study. 
        Different levels of vermicast were applied directly 
incorporating with soil before planting with Treatment 1 – 5 
g/seed; Treatment 2, 5 t/ha; Treatment 3, 10 t/ha; Treatment 4, 15 
t/ha; and Treatment 5, 20 t/ha.   If rainfall was not regular, 
sufficient irrigation was applied to maintain a continuous supply 
of moisture throughout the root zone. Sprinkler was used for 
irrigation. 

        Removal of weeds from the area was done along with 
cultivation to facilitate proper aeration and growth of 
experimental area. Labeling on the experimental plots on 
treatment combinations was done before planting. 
        Cultural control methods including cultivation and hand 
weeding were used to prevent the occurrence of pests and 
diseases. No pesticide was used during the conduct of the study. 
Harvesting was done at 40 – 45 days from sowing. 
        Among the data gathered were the plant height, number of 
leaves, resistance to insect pests and diseases, length and 
diameter of tubers, tuber yield and cost and return analysis.  
        The analysis of variance (ANOVA) in Randomized 
Complete Block Design (RCBD) was used to determine the level 
of significance. The Tukey Test was used to test significance 
differences among treatment means (Silva, 2009). 
 

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
        Plant height and number of leaves. The mean plant height 
and number of leaves of radish ‘cv’ Snow White in response to 
varying levels of vermicast applications are presented in Table 1. 
Statistical analysis revealed that there were no significant 
differences observed among treatment means of both parameters. 
        However, for plant height, it was observed that Treatment 4 
(15t/ha of vermicast) obtained the tallest height with 39.67 cm. 
The shortest was garnered by those plants in Treatment 2 being 
fertilized with 5t/ha vermicast.  
        For the number of leaves, it showed that radish in Treatment 
4 (15 t/ha vermicast) obtained the most with 13.42 or 14 leaves 
per plant. The fewest was garnered by those fertilized with 10 
t/ha (T3) with 11.125 or 12. However, their differences were not 
that statistically far from the rest of the treatments.   
        Though statistically insignificant, it was revealed that as the 
higher the amount of vermicast at the interval of 5 t/ha being 
applied to radish plants, the respective heights of plants likewise 
increased. Depending upon the substrates used for 
vermicomposting for the African Night Crawler worms in CMU, 
the vermicats usually consist of various macro and 
microelements essential for plant growth, in increasing plant 
heights (PUVEP, 2008). It has biologically active and abundant 
beneficial bacteria, enzymes and nutrients. By incorporating 
vermicast into crop or plant growth production, it can 
significantly increase yields and has also shown disease-
suppressive qualities 
(http://www.earthworm.co.za/nutricast/nutricast-information/).  
        Based on the data, plants fertilized with vermicast obtained 
higher heights and even more number of leaves as compared with 
those fertilized by inorganic fertilizer.  At 30 t/ha vermicompost 
plus 200 kg N per ha recorded the highest plant heights and 
number of leaves were seen in onions (Namalata, 20011). This 
means that vermicast fertilizer can still be at par or even 
performed better than those inorganic ones.  
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Table 1. Mean height (cm) and number of leaves of radish ‘cv’ Snow White in response    to varying levels of vermicast 

applications 
 

Treatments 
 

Mean   
Height 

Mean Number 
of Leaves 

T1- (Control -5t/ha 14-14-14) 37.22 12.25 
T2 - (5t/ha vermicast) 36.86 12.63 
T3 - (10t/ha vermicast) 38.83 11.25 
T4 - (15t/ha vermicast) 39.67 13.42 
T5 - (20t/ha vermicast) 39.28 12.29 
c.v. (%) 13.02 10.51 
F-test n.s. n.s. 

  
        Length and diameter of tubers. Statistical analysis showed 
that the mean length and diameter of tubers of radish ‘cv’ Snow 
White were not significantly influenced by the varying levels of 
vermicast as well as the inorganic fertilizer (Table 2).  
        The longest tuber was obtained by those radishes fertilized 
with 10 t/ha vermicast (T3) with 19.73 cm. and was not 
significantly far from the rest of the treatments. The shortest 
tuber was obtained in Treatment 1 (control) with 16.86 cm. For 
the mean diameter, the largest tuber was garnered by those 
fertilized with 15 t/ha vermicast with 2.91 cm, while the smallest 
was in Treatment 1 (control) with 2.08 cm.  

        It seems that the sizes of the tubers fertilized with organic 
fertilizers (vermicast) and inorganic one (14-14-14) had more or 
less did not vary from each other. This means that as per values, 
radishes have better responses as compared with those fertilized 
by inorganic ones. Though, they were not that statistically far 
from each other. As the amount of vermicast applications 
increased, the lengths and diameters of radish tubers likewise 
increased even at 5 t/ha intervals, though statistically 
insignificant (Cabaraban, 2012).   
 

 
Table 2. Mean length (cm) and diameter  (cm)  of radish ‘cv’ Snow White in response to varying levels of vermicast 

applications 
 

Treatments 
 

Mean   
Length 

Mean  
Diameter 

T1- (Control -5t/ha 14-14-14) 16.86 2.08 
T2 - (5t/ha vermicast) 18.10 2.39 
T3 - (10t/ha vermicast) 19.73 2.37 
T4 - (15t/ha vermicast) 19.58 2.91 
T5 - (20t/ha vermicast) 18.99 2.31 
c.v. (%) 21.20 18.83 
F-test n.s. n.s. 

 
 
        Resistance to insect pests and diseases. Table 3 presents the 
mean resistance rating to insect pests and diseases of radish. 
Statistical analysis revealed no significant differences observed 
among treatment means regardless of the application of the 
varying levels of vermicast and inorganic fertilizer. However, 
Treatment 4 (15 t/ha vermicast) showed the most resistant plants 
against insect pests and diseases with a resistance rating of 1.0. 
The control treatment (T1) with inorganic fertilizer applied 
obtained the lowest resistance rating of 1.67 or 2.0 described as 

moderately resistant which showed some slight damage shown in 
some parts of the plants. It appeared, further, that radishes 
fertilized with inorganic fertilizer were bit susceptible to pest 
infestation. According to PCARRD (2009), vermicast contains 
growth-promoting and disease-preventing or suppressive 
properties in addition to major and plant nutrients.  
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Table 3. Mean resistance to insect pests and diseases of radish ‘cv’ Snow White in   response to varying levels of vermicast 
applications 

 
Treatments 
 

Mean   
resistance 

T1- (Control -5t/ha 14-14-14) 1.67 
T2 - (5t/ha vermicast) 1.50 
T3 - (10t/ha vermicast) 1.53 
T4 - (15t/ha vermicast) 1.00 
T5 - (20t/ha vermicast) 1.11 
c.v. (%) 20.75 
Level of significance n.s. 

 
Rating scale:  1 – no damage of pests and diseases (resistant), 
                        2 – slight damage shown in some  parts of plants (moderately resistant)  
            3- moderate damage shown in most  parts of plants (susceptible) 
 
 
        Plot yield and total tuber yield. The plot yield and total 
tuber yield are shown in Table 5 These yield components were 
significantly affected by the varying levels of vermicast and 
inorganic fertilizer applications. Statistical analysis showed that 
there were significant differences observed among treatment 
means. 
        For the plot yield, Treatment 4 (15t/ha) obtained the highest 
with 1.32 kg in 0.36 sq.m. plot. It was, however, significantly far 
from those in Treatments T3, T5 and T1 with 1.21, 1.14 and 1.11 
kg, respectively. The lowest was obtained by Treatment 2 (5 t/ha 
vermicast) with only 0.87 kg. 
         For the total tuber yield per hectare, still Treatment 4 (15 
t/ha vermicast) garnered the highest yield with 10.15 t/ha and 
was not significantly different from T3, T5 and T1 with 9.35, 
8.82 and 8.58 t/ha, respectively. The lowest was likewise 
obtained by Treatment 2 (5 t/ha vermicast) with 6.74 t/ha.  
        With higher values already obtained in the previous 
parameters, radishes in Treatment 4 gave good results in its yield. 
According to Namalata (2012) vermicompost/ vermicast 
provides vital macronutrients (N, P2O5, K2O, Ca and Mg) and 
micronutrients Fe, Mn, Zn and Cu.  
        Vermicast is a pure organic fertilizer or soil enhancer 
produced from crop residues and animal manure through the 

action of earthworms, vermi (African Night Crawler). It contains 
plant growth-promoting and disease-preventing properties in 
addition to major and minor plant nutrients. Basically, enhance 
soil fertility and ensure environment friendly production. Good 
for vegetable & agronomic plants, ornamentals and fruit crops. 
(http://mboard.pcarrd.dost. gov.ph/forum/ 
viewtopic.php?id=11385). 
 
        Vermicast (biohumus) is a natural organic fertilizer. It is a 
natural means for recultivation of the soil. Vermicast is capable 
to bring back to life degraded fields and significantly increase 
fertility of soil. It is widely used for preparation of natural soil 
mixes.  Research has shown that by incorporating Vermicast into 
crop or plant growth production it can significantly increase 
yields and has also shown disease suppressive qualities. (http:// 
www.earthworm.co.za/nutricast/nutricast-information/). 
 
        Vermicast is a biologically active mount and abundance of 
beneficial bacteria, enzymes and nutrient as well remnants of 
plant material that were not digested by the earthworm (PUVEP, 
2008). 
 

 
Table 5. Mean plot yield (kg) and total yield (tons/ha) of radish ‘cv’ Snow White in   response to varying levels of vermicast 

applications 
 

Treatments 
 

Plot 
Yield 

Total 
 Yield 

T1- (Control -5t/ha 14-14-14) 1.11ab 8.58ab 
T2 - (5t/ha vermicast) 0.87b 6.74b 
T3 - (10t/ha vermicast) 1.21ab 9.35ab 
T4 - (15t/ha vermicast) 1.32a 10.15a 
T5 - (20t/ha vermicast) 1.14ab 8.82ab 
c.v. (%) 12.05 12.00 
Level of significance * * 

 Means of same column followed by common letters are not significantly different at 5% using Tukey Test. 
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        Cost and return analysis.  The cost and return analysis is 
presented in Table 5. Treatment 4 obtained the highest gross 
sales of US $ 5,398.94, while the lowest was in T2 with US 
$3,585.11. Due to higher volume of vermicast spent in T5, it 
tallied the highest expenses with US $3,070.64. Treatment 1 
obtained the highest net return with US $3,561.28, while T5 had 
the lowest with US $ 1,620.85. It followed that Treatment 1 
obtained the highest return on investment (ROI) with 355.22%. 

        Though, Treatment 1 obtained the highest ROI, those 
treatments applied with varying levels of vermicast have great 
advantage in the long run since vermicast as an organic fertilizer 
provides utmost benefits for the improvement of the soil. The 
succeeding growing seasons would no longer be supplying 
another vermicast. Thus, there will already be reduction on the 
bulk of the expenses. 
 

 
Table 6. Summary of the cost and return analysis (US $) of radish ‘cv’ Snow White in   response to varying levels of vermicast 

applications 
 

Treatments 
 

Gross 
Sales 

Total 
Expenses 

Net 
Return 

Return on 
Investment (%) 

T1- (Control – 5t/ha 14-14-14) 4,563.83 1,002.55 3,561.28 355.22 
T2- (5t/ha vermicast) 3,585.11 1,155.74 2,429.36 210.20 
T3 - (10t/ha vermicast) 4,973.41 1,794.04 3,178.30 177.22 
T4 - (15t/ha vermicast) 5,398.94   2,431.34 2,966.60 121.96 
T5- (20t/ha vermicast) 4,691.49 3,070.64 1,620.85 52.79 

US $ 0.532 /kg – prevailing farm gate price 
 

IV. CONCLUSION 
        The consistent good results of T4 (15 t/ha vermicast) in 
almost all of the parameters had given comfortable yields both 
for plot and total tuber yield from the rest of the treatment. The 
effects of vermicast which were already decomposed had made 
available for plant use. It had somehow performed at par or even 
better with those using inorganic fertilizer. However, the 
beneficial effects of vermicast as an organic fertilizer have 
sustaining effects to improve the quality of soil in the long run.  
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Abstract- Mass propagating robusta coffee through shoot 
cuttings using naphthalene acetic acid (NAA) is an innovative 
practice to hasten and mass produce planting materials of coffee 
for commercial production. A study was conducted to determine 
the performance of Coffea conephora in response to different 
levels of NAA using shoot cuttings under a rooting chamber 
condition with five treatments and four replications in a 
Completely Randomized Design (CRD). The different treatments 
were: T0 (Control, 0 ppm NAA), T1 (50 ppm NAA), T2 (100 
ppm NAA), T3 (150 ppm NAA) and T4 (200 ppm NAA). 
Robusta shoot cuttings dipped in 100 ppm NAA (T2) and grown 
under clonal chamber performed best with the most number of 
leaves (2.38), most number of shoots (1.65), highest percentage 
of rooting success (78.56%), least percent mortality (3.5%) and 
the highest ROI (231.12%). The most number of roots was also 
obtained in T1 (50 ppm NAA) with 1.13, while the tallest shoot 
(2.22 cm) and the longest root (15.31 cm) were produced in T3 
(150 ppm NAA) with the control treatment (T0) performing 
poorly. Thus, dipping coffee shoot cuttings between 100 to 150 
ppm NAA in the clonal chamber could enhance excellent root 
and shoot growth of the cuttings as well as the ROI. However, 
cuttings dipped above 150 ppm NAA had declining shoot and 
root growth performance. Hence, recommended for mass 
propagation of Robusta coffee for a short period of time. 
 
Index Terms- Clonal chamber, Coffea conephora, hormone, 
naphthalene acetic acid, rooting success 
 

I. INTRODUCTION 
offee belongs to the botanical family Rubiaceae, a self-
pollinating plant and has some 500 genera and over 6,000 

species. It has a shallow root system and grows as a robust tree or 
shrub to about 10 meters tall. It flowers irregularly, taking about 
10–11 months for cherries to ripen, producing oval-shaped beans.  
It originated from the upland forest of Ethiopia. It grows 
indigenously in Western and Central Africa from Liberia to 
Tanzania and South Africa to Angola and now grown as 
commercial crop in most of the tropical countries [13].  
        Coffee is an extremely powerful commodity, reigning as the 
world's most heavily traded product, behind petroleum [1]. 
However, commercial coffee production relies mainly on two 
species, Coffea arabica and Coffea conephora which accounts 
for more than 70% of the world’s coffee production having 

superior quality and flavor relative to C. conephora. 
Nevertheless, C. conephora is the main ingredient of the coffee, 
which is increasingly consumed throughout the world and the 
popularity of coffee products worldwide is almost astonishing. It 
has a universal appeal to people of different income levels, 
ethnicities, and religions [6]. Aside from its beverage uses, coffee 
has been reported to be of clinical importance. It was found that 
caffeine, which reduces the swelling of blood vessels, can reduce 
both the intensity and frequency of headaches. It is also found 
that green coffee bean extract may work by reducing the 
absorption of fat and glucose in the gut. It may also reduce 
insulin levels, which would improve metabolic function [8].  
        However, coffee farming itself is a laborious activity which 
aside from many problems affecting the coffee production, 
propagation of poor quality seedlings is a grieve concern for 
majority of coffee farmers. Traditionally, coffee farmers used 
seed-derived plantlets rather than vegetative high yielding ones. 
Some farmers propagate seedlings using hard wood or stem, 
chopped and planted it directly into the soil without inducing it 
with any rooting hormone which takes much longer to produce 
than seed derived seedlings [2].  Such seedlings are not superior, 
vulnerable to diseases, gives poor yield, etc., which greatly 
affects the production [12].  
        Even today, coffee farmers are still having difficulty in 
producing quality coffee seedlings that can give good yield. 
Coffee seedlings produced through vegetative propagation 
method offers greater advantages to both coffee farmers and the 
coffee industry [4]. Such seedlings have high resistance to 
diseases, grows at a uniform rate making management more 
predictable as well as producing a more uniform and higher 
quality coffee beans which can have an important effect on both 
harvesting and processing and also economically [10]. Plants 
cannot germinate nor develop into a viable plant without the 
guidance of hormones [5]. Naphthalene Acetic Acid (NAA) is a 
plant hormone that plays fundamental role in vegetative 
propagation, shoot and root development, the cell cycle, 
chloroplast formation, bud formation and many more [3]. 
However, limited informations are available on nodal cuttings of 
C. conephora particularly on the rooting performance in response 
to different levels of NAA.  
        This study was conducted to determine the performance of 
Coffea conephora in response to different levels of NAA using 
shoot cuttings under a rooting chamber condition. Specifically, 
this study attempted to determine the root and shoot formations 
of coffee shoot cuttings in response to different levels of 

C 
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naphthalene acetic acid (NAA) application, identify the best level 
of naphthalene acetic acid (NAA) that will give the highest root 
and shoot performance of coffee shoot cuttings and determine the 
cost and return analysis of all the treatments 
 

II. MATERIALS AND METHODS 
        This study was conducted at the Nursery House of the City 
Agriculture Office, Malaybalay City, Bukidnon, Philippines from 
June 2015 to October 2015. The following materials were used 
for the study: Small basins, Scissor, Fine sand, Sawdust, Soil, 
Coffee seedlings, Naphthalene Acetic Acid (NAA), Cellophane, 
Rubber band, 30 centimeter ruler, ball pen, calculator and digital 
camera. The Coffea conephora cultivar was used in the study. 
The cultivars where obtained from the Northern Mindanao 
Integrated Agricultural Research Center (NOMIARC), 
Dalwagan, Malaybalay City. 
        The study was laid-out in a Completely Randomized Design 
(CRD) with five treatments and replicated four times with ten 
cuttings per replication.  The different treatments are as follows: 
T0 – 0 ppm NAA, T1 –50 ppm             NAA, T2 – 100 ppm NAA 
and T3 – 500 ppm NAA, T4 – 1000 ppm  NAA. 
        In a portion of the nursery house/green house, seedbed was 
made using wooden planks as sides for seedbeds which were 
about 12.5 cm high, 75 cm wide and 1 m length. Before filling 
the seedbed with sand and soil, 20 pieces of small basins with 
diameter of 18.5 cm and holes punched at the bottom to drain 
access water out were placed in a manner shown in the diagram 
below (Appendix Figure 1). In between the basins in the seedbed, 
50% of sand and 50% of sawdust where placed level with the 
height of the sides of the seedbed and the basins. The basins were 
then filled with pure fine sand as the rooting media.       
        A cutting consisted of one pair of leaves and the internodal 
below it. Where growth has been good, it was possible to obtain 
2 or 3 cuttings from one plant, each with a pair of leaves and 
green pencil-thick flexible semi-hard wood. The cuttings were 
trimmed at an angle of 45 degrees above the leaf axil to facilitate 
moisture drainage and prevent terminal infection, and at the same 
time, angle 4 to 6 cm below the leaf axil (this ensures maximum 
callus formation for root development).  
        Two-third of each leaf was trimmed off; the cut stems were 
dipped briefly in respective NAA solutions for 5 minutes. The 
cuttings were then placed in the rooting medium, ensuring firm 
contact with the medium, and pushed into the medium to the 
point where the leaf petioles (stem) just rest on top of the 
medium. A clear plastic/polyethylene tunnel covering was made 
as shown in Figure 3 to cover the entire seed bed containing 
coffee cuttings. The tunnel had the same width of the seedbed 
with 75 cm high, well secured all round to make moisture tightly 
sealed. Watering was done when condensation on the inside of 
the polythene started to disappear. The study was terminated 
after 60 days from the day of planting the cuttings into the 
rooting media and the results were gathered to compile. 
        Among the data being gathered were percentage rooting 
success, percent mortality, length of roots, number of shoots, 
heights of shoots, number of leaves and cost and return analysis.  
        The analysis of variance (ANOVA) using Completely 
Randomized Design (CRD) was used to determine the level of 

significance. The Duncan’s Multiple Range Test (DMRT) was 
used to test significant differences among treatment means.  
 

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
        Average Number of Leaves.The average number of leaves 
of coffee cuttings in response to different levels of naphthalene 
acetic acid (NAA) under clonal chamber condition is presented 
in Table 1. Statistical analysis revealed that different levels of 
NAA significantly affected the production of leaves of coffee 
stem cuttings. 
        Treatment 2 with 100 ppm NAA showed the most number 
of leaves with 2.38. It is significantly different from the rest of 
the treatments. However, no significant differences were likewise 
observed among Treatments 0, 4, 3 and 1.  
        The NAA is an auxin, hence, it helps in the proliferation of 
rooting formation of cuttings. While rooting is done, shooting is 
formed, thus the production of leaves is likewise maximized.  
There should be an equal ratio between shoots and roots [7]. The 
production of leaves is attributed to the fast shoot formation 
brought about by NAA at 100 ppm, thus obtaining the most 
number of leaves. Below and above 100 ppm NAA would have 
lesser production of leaves.  
 

Table 1. Average number of leaves of coffee (Coffea 
conephora) cuttings in response to different levels of 

naphthalene acetic acid under clonal chamber condition 
 

TREATMENTS AVERAGE NUMBER  
OF LEAVES 

        T0 ( 0 ppm NAA, 
control) 

1.82b                        

        T1 ( 50 ppm NAA) 1.18b                        
        T2 ( 100 ppm NAA) 2.38a                         
        T3 (150 ppm NAA) 1.61b                        
        T4 (200 ppm NAA) 1.78b                        
F-test * 
CV (%) 24.60 
 
Means of same column followed by a common letter are not 
significantly different at 5% using DMRT. 
 
        Average Number and  Length of Roots. Statistical analysis 
revealed no significant differences were observed on the number 
of roots regardless of the levels of applications of NAA to coffee 
stem cuttings as shown in Table 2. However, the lengths of the 
roots were greatly affected by the levels of NAA applied to the 
cuttings (also in Table 2).  
        Under a clonal chamber condition, the heat build-up inside 
causes the formation of adventitious roots in the basal ends [7]. 
Thus, it helped enhance the formation of roots of cuttings even if 
they were not dipped with NAA solutions. It showed, however 
that at 50 ppm (T1), cuttings produced more than one  root as 
compared to the rest of the treatments with less than one root per 
cutting.  
        However on the length of roots, it showed that T3 dipped in 
150 ppm NAA obtained the longest with 15.31 cm and is 
significantly different from the rest of the treatments. The control 
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treatment had the shortest with only 6.84 cm. This supports to the 
findings of Middleton [11] that low hormone concentrations (5 – 
150 ppm) favored the rooting percentage more than high 
concentrations (1000 – 10,000 ppm) in most cuttings. 
Correspondingly, NAA as an aqueous solution or an emulsion to 
cuttings resulted in a greater number of roots formation than the 
untreated cuttings [9]. 
 

Table 2. Average number and length of roots of coffee 
(Coffea conephora) cuttings in response to different levels of 

naphthalene acetic acid under clonal chamber condition 
 

TREATMENTS 

AVERAGE 
NUMBER  
OF 
ROOTS/CUTTING 

AVERAGE 
LENGTH  
OF ROOTS 
(cm) 

   T0 (0 ppm NAA, 
control) 

0.52 6.84b 

   T1 ( 50 ppm NAA) 1.13 7.94b 
   T2 ( 100 ppm NAA) 0.58 9.76b 
   T3 (150 ppm NAA) 0.54 15.31a 
   T4 (200 ppm NAA) 0.70 8.13b 
F-test n.s. ** 
CV (%) 21.07 24.61 
Means of same column followed by common letters are not 
significantly different at 5% using DMRT. 
 
        Average Number and Height of Shoots. Table 3 reveals the 
number and heights of coffee cuttings. Statistical analysis 
showed that the number and heights of shoots of the cuttings 
were highly affected by the application of the different levels of 
NAA. 
        Cuttings in T2 dipped in 100 ppm NAA obtained the most 
number of shoots and is statistically different from the rest of the 
treatments. Treatments 0 and 1 had the least number of shoots. 
On the other hand, cuttings in T3 (150 ppm NAA) were the 
tallest with 2.22 cm, while the shortest were those in the control 
treatment with 0.95 cm long.  
        Shoot proliferation is the function of auxin as exhibited by 
NAA. As the NAA induces root formation on stem cuttings, the 
shoots are likewise induced. It was emphasized that rooting and 
shoot performances in cuttings were high, indicating that this 
plant growth regulator is effective in promoting roots as well as 
shoots in cuttings [2]. 
 
Table 3. Average number and heights of shoots of coffee (Coffea 
conephora) cuttings in response to different levels of naphthalene 

acetic acid under clonal chamber condition 
 

TREATMENTS 
AVERAGE 
NUMBER  
OF SHOOTS 

AVERAGE 
HEIGHT  
OF SHOOTS 
(cm) 

   T0 (0 ppm NAA, 
control) 

0.78b 0.95c 

   T1 ( 50 ppm NAA) 0.78b 1.66b 
   T2 ( 100 ppm NAA) 1.65a 1.41bc 
   T3 (150 ppm NAA) 0.89b 2.22a 

   T4 (200 ppm NAA) 0.79b 1.27bc 
F-test ** ** 
CV (%) 23.98 25.47 
        Means of same column followed by common letters are not 
significantly different at 5% using DMRT. 
 
        Percent Rooting Success.  The percent rooting success 
of coffee cuttings was highly affected by the levels of application 
of NAA (Table 4). Statistical analysis showed that T2 (100 ppm 
NAA) obtained the highest percentage of rooting success with 
78.56% which is also not significantly different from those in 
Treatments 3 and 1 with 60.75% and 59.25%, respectively. The 
control treatment had the least percent of rooting success with 
32.50%. 
        Low hormone concentrations (5 – 150 ppm) favored the 
rooting percentage more than high concentrations (1000 – 10,000 
ppm). NAA at 5 to 150ppm induces early flowering and root 
formation in most of the plant cuttings (Andres, 2000). Thus, the 
higher the levels of concentration of NAA applied to the cuttings, 
the lesser is the percent of rooting success. 
 

Table 4. Percentage (%) rooting success of coffee (Coffea 
conephora) cuttings in response to different levels of naphthalene 

acetic acid under clonal chamber condition 
 

TREATMENTS PERCENT ROOTING  
SUCCESS (%) 

        T0 ( 0 ppm NAA, 
control) 

32.50c 

        T1 ( 50 ppm NAA) 59.25ab 
        T2 ( 100 ppm NAA) 78.56a 
        T3 (150 ppm NAA) 60.75ab 
        T4 (200 ppm NAA) 46.00bc 
F-test ** 
CV (%) 25.47 
Means of same column followed by common letters are not 
significantly different at 5% using DMRT. 
 
        Percent Mortality. The percent mortality of coffee stem 
cuttings was not significantly affected by the levels of NAA 
application (Table 5). The conditions inside the clonal chamber 
favorably ensured rooting success of the cuttings, thus mortality 
was minimal.  
 
Table 5. Percentage (%) mortality of coffee (Coffea conephora) 
cuttings in response to different levels of naphthalene acetic acid 

under clonal chamber condition 
 

TREATMENTS PERCENT  (%) 
MORTALITY 

        T0 ( 0 ppm NAA, 
control) 

5.00 

        T1 ( 50 ppm NAA) 5.00 
        T2 ( 100 ppm NAA) 3.50 
        T3 (150 ppm NAA) 5.00 
        T4 (200 ppm NAA) 5.00 
F-test n.s. 
CV (%) 15.85  
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        Cost and Return Analysis. The cost and return analysis is 
presented in Table 6. Treatment 2 applied with 50 ppm NAA 
obtained the highest gross sales of US $53.19. It incurred total 
expenses of US $16.06 with the highest net income of US 
$37.13; thus, obtained the highest return on investment (ROI) of 
231.12%. The higher the concentration applied with NAA 
solution, the higher are the expenses incurred beyond 100 ppm 
NAA application to the cuttings, thus, the lesser the ROI 
obtained. The lowest ROI was registered in the control treatment 
(T0) with no application of any NAA solution.  
 

Table 6. Cost and return analysis (US $) of coffee (Coffea 
conephora) cuttings in response to different levels of naphthalene 

acetic acid under clonal chamber condition 
 

TREATMENTS GROSS 
SALES  EXPENSES NET 

INCOME 
ROI 
(%) 

        T0 (0ppm 
NAA, control) 

42.55 15.43 26.91 174.40 

        T1 ( 50 ppm 
NAA) 

53.19 15.85 26.70 168.46 

        T2 ( 100 
ppm NAA) 

53.19 16.06 37.13 231.12 

        T3 (150 
ppm NAA) 

42.55 17.77 24.79 139.50 

        T4 (200 
ppm NAA) 

42.55 19.89 22.66 113.93 

 

IV. CONCLUSION 
        The use of naphthalene acetic acid between 100 to 150 ppm 
could enhance root and shoot growth as well as mass produce 
Coffea cenephora  shoot cuttings in shorter period of time 
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Abstract- Mangoes, papayas and bananas are among the high 
value fruits where ethephon and storage conditions play a great 
role on their ripening quality. The study was conducted at 
Barangay 2, Balingasag, Misamis Oriental from December 6, 
2011 to January 21, 2012 to determine the quality and ripening of 
selected high value fruits in response to varying levels of 
ethephon applications and packaging materials. It was laid-out in 
5x3 factorial in Completely Randomized Design (CRD) and 
replicated four times. Results revealed that dipping papaya, 
mango and banana fruits to 10 ml ethephon/liter of water induced 
their earlier ripening; color index, physical appearance, 
resistance to pests and diseases, organoliptic test and weight loss. 
For the TSS, dipping papayas in 7.5 ml ethephon solution and the 
untreated mangoes gave the sweetest fruits. Dipping bananas 
with ethephon showed resistance to pests and diseases. For 
Factor B, the ambient/polyethylene bags ripened banana fruits at 
earlier time; wrapping in newspapers fastly developed colors, 
TSS, least weight loss, while at ambient condition showed better 
pests resistance. Wrapping mangoes and bananas in newspapers 
showed very firm fruits, pest and diseases resistance, good taste, 
TSS and least weight loss. On interaction effects, dipping fruits 
in 10 ml ethephon solution in newspapers gave better results for 
earlier, quality and uniform ripening and least weight losses of 
fruits, thus recommended. Although the ambient condition gave 
sweeter fruits especially among mangoes. Obtaining fruits of 
equal age of physiological maturity is also recommended to 
avoid biases in the study. 
 
Index Terms- ethephon, storage condition, organoliptic test, brix, 
ripening 
 

I. INTRODUCTION 
igh Value Commercial Crops (HVCC) is a priority program 
of the Department of Agriculture, created to address the 

priority concerns of the government on food security and poverty 
alleviation. The current activities of the program are in support to 
the development of the new agribusiness land and generation of 
new jobs and reduction of cost of wage goods through 
productivity enhancement and improved retailing linkages. 
        The good of the program is to empower the private sectors, 
particularly small farmers or small stockholders and 
entrepreneurs in order to increase their contribution to economic 
growth as well as to augment producers’ income and enhance 

consumers’ health and welfare. High Value Commercial Crops 
program aims to help ensure food security by producing 
available, safe, nutritious and affordable income opportunities for 
producers and entrepreneurs and also to improve access to local 
and foreign market and develop niche market (HVCC, 2010). 
        According to the data of the Bureau of Agricultural 
Statistics of Misamis Oriental, the total of 9,937.93 metric tons 
for mango fruits produced, 25,076.01 metric tons of papaya and 
164, 387.57 metric tons of bananas as well. The data was updated 
last June 30, 2011 (Manabat, 2011). 
        Most of our small high value fruits farmers in Misamis 
Oriental have less knowledge and skills on how to do value 
adding of their products. The farmers sell the product directly to 
the buyers specifically on mango, papaya and banana because 
farmers don’t have so much know-how to ripen their produce 
with the technology using of ethephon. By doing this technology, 
this will help and empower them to become entrepreneur and 
earn higher income rather than selling their goods outright to the 
middlemen. 
        Ethephon is a name for 2-chloroethylphosphonic acid, a 
compound that slowly releases ethylene gas. Ethylene gas is a 
naturally occurring plant hormone that is associated with fruit 
ripening, among many other normal plant functions. Ethephon is 
the most widely used plant growth regulator. It affects the 
growth, development, ripening, and senescence (aging) of all 
plants. It is normally produced in small quantities by most fruits 
and vegetables. Many fruits produce larger quantities of ethylene 
and respond with uniform ripening when exposed to an external 
source of ethylene (Sergent et al., 2009). 
        Ethephon also is widely used by pineapple growers to 
initiate reproductive development of pineapple. Ethephon is also 
sprayed on mature-green pineapple fruits to degreen them to 
meet produce marketing requirements. However, there can be 
some detrimental effects on fruit quality (Rhone, 2011). 
        Ethephon has many uses such as hastening the production of 
flowering in fruit trees and hastening ripening. When applied to 
plants, it is absorbed and broken into ethylene which is a natural 
non-toxic substance. Ethephon is commonly used in India 
(Baramati, 2009). A minimal amount of ethephon is diluted in 
water, and containers are placed around the room. The fruits are 
then stacked in the room, and sodium hydroxide is added to the 
mixture. All ventilation to the room is then blocked off, and the 
fruits will ripen in three to five days in the gas that is released. 
The gas that is released is ethylene, the natural ripening agent 
found in fruits. This substance ensures that there is a uniform 
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ripening of the fruits, in addition the fruits retaining their flavour 
(Baramati, 2009). 
        Storage conditions to where the fruits are exposed to 
likewise contribute to the early or delayed ripening of the fruits. 
Temperature, for one, is essential as well. Higher temperature 
could enhance ripening as metabolism increases (Bautista, 1994), 
but too high could lead to plasmolysis on the cells of the 
commodities 
        The use of ethephon as well as the storage conditions is at 
stake in this study, trying to find out which combination will give 
an earlier and more quality ripening on papaya, mango and 
banana fruits for recommendation purposes.  
        Thus, this study was conducted to assess the ripening and 
quality of selected high value fruits in response to varying levels 
of ethephon applications and packaging materials.  
 

II. MATERIALS AND METHODS 
        This study was conducted at Barangay 2, Balingasag, 
Misamis Oriental from December 6, 2011 to January 21, 2012. 
        The study used ethephon to selected high value fruits 
namely: mango, banana, and papaya obtained from the local 
farmer producers. Plastic trays/crates for hauling and 
transportation of fruits, tables where fruits were placed, hand 
gloves used for protection during dipping of fruits with ethephon 
solution, newspapers where fruits were wrapped, polyethelene 
bag (black) where fruits were placed inside, refractometer used 
for reading of total soluble solid (oBrix), knife, digital weighing 
scale were used in monitoring weight loss from fresh fruits up to 
fruits ripening, measuring instruments for ethephon and water 
solution were used.  
        This study was laid-out following a 5 x 3 factorial in 
Completely Randomized Design (CRD) with four (4) 
replications with ten (10) sample fruits each replication 
(Appendix Fig. 1). The different treatments are as follows:  
Factor a (varying levels of ethephon) - A1 – Control (untreated), 
A2 – 2.5ml/Liter water, A3 –5.0 mL/Liter of water, A4 – 
7.5mL/Liter of water  and A5 – 10.0 mL/liter of water; Factor B 
(Packaging materials ) - B1 – Ambient, B2 – Wrapped with 
newspapers and  B3 – Polyethylene bags.  Each treatment 
combination contained ten (10) sample fruits in a tray with a 
distance of 0.15 meter apart per tray. All the set-ups were placed 
in the table. 
        All the materials needed were purchased for the study on 
ripening induction of selected high fruits such as ethephon, 
plastic trays, newspapers, polyethelene (PE) bags, hand gloves, 
table, pail, and measuring instruments and thermometer. Selected 
high value fruits such as papaya (solo) mango (carabao) and 
banana (lacatan) varieties were purchased. The numbers of fruits 
were limited to ten (10) pieces per treatment per replication. 
        For papaya, mango and banana fruits, the researcher was 
identified one farmer grower. Fruits were harvested at the same 
time. Matured green fruits were selected and sorted with no color 
sign of ripening. Fruits with color signed, deformed and physical 
damaged were not accepted for this study.     
        Cleaning and preparation of the area of the study was 
conducted. All materials used were prepared for ripening 
induction such as ethephon, plastic trays, hand gloves, tables, 
pail, newspapers, polyethelene (PE) bags, and measuring 

instruments. Thermometer was used to monitor the daily room 
temperature. Tables were arranged according to the lay-out of the 
study. 
        Washing of fruits with plain water in a washing bin was 
done thoroughly in order to prevent the presence of pests and 
other foreign materials like dust. The varying levels of 
applications of ethephon with water was prepared and calibrated. 
The fruits were set according to their treatments and dipped into 
the solution of ethephon (Appendix Fig. 2). All the studied fruits 
were placed in the plastic trays and placed it on the tables 
according to the experimental lay-out. All of the treatments were 
observed at the room temperature. Fruit by its kind was applied 
with ethephon in order to maximize gathering of data. Data 
gathered were done daily until the end of the study (Appendix 
Fig. 3 and 4). 
        Among the data gathered included the number of days to 
ripening, color index per day, physical appearance, total soluble 
solids, pest and diseases resistance rating, organoleptic test, daily 
temperature and fruit weight loss. 
        The analysis of variance (ANOVA) using 5 x 3 factorial in 
Completely Randomized Design (CRD) was used to solve for the 
level of significance. The Tukey Test was, then, used to compare 
significant differences among treatment means. 
 

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
Papaya 
        Number of days to ripening.The mean number of days to 
ripening of papaya fruit at varying levels of ethephon 
applications (Factor A) and storage conditions (Factor B) is 
shown in Table 1. Highly significant differences were observed 
among treatment means on papayas dipped at varying levels of 
ethephon, while, no significant differences were revealed among 
treatment means on papaya subjected to different storage 
conditions. There were likewise interaction effects between the 
two factors. 
        In Factor A, papaya dipped at 10.0 ml ethephon/liter of 
water of ethephon application ripened the earliest time at 5.42 
number of days. It was not, however, significantly different from 
those dipped in 5.0ml and 7.5ml with both 5.83 day and 
2.5ml/liter of water at 6.25days from which were not treated with 
ethephon ripened lately after 6.5 days. The result likewise 
showed that the higher the level of ethephon applied as ripening 
hormone to papayas, the faster is their ripening responses. 
According to Bautista (1994), ethephon is a hormone which 
contains ethylene responsible for ripening of fruits. 
        However in Factor B, even though there were no significant 
differences observed among treatment means, papayas wrapped 
with newspapers ripened earlier at 5.80 days, while the subjected 
to ambient condition and placed inside polyethylene bags ripened 
both after 6.05 days.  
        On the interaction effects between the two factors, result 
showed highly significant differences among treatment means. 
Among the best combination contributory to the early ripening of 
papaya revealed on treatment with the fruits dipped in 10.0ml 
ethephon/liter of water and wrapped with newspapers (5.25 
days), followed by those dipped in 10.0ml subjected to the 
ambient condition and placed inside polyethylene bags and 
dipped in 2.5ml/liter of water wrapped with newspapers and 
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7.5ml/liter of water and placed inside polyethylene bags with 5.5 
days. However, the combinations which had a little bit delay in 
ripening were observed in those fruits which were treated with 
2.5ml ethephon/liter of water and allowed to ripen inside 
polyethylene bags with 7.5 days, followed closely by those 
which were untreated and placed in an ambient condition with 
7.5 days. For those wrapped in newspapers, papaya fruits which 

were untreated and dipped in 7.5ml/liter of water were among 
those delayed in ripening at 6.25 days. As being observed 
papayas treated with 10.0ml/liter of water of ethephon regardless 
of storage conditions appeared to ripen the earlier time. 
According to Bauer (2006), ethephon is also used to accelerate 
post-harvest ripening in fruits. 
 

 
Table 1.  Mean  number  of  days to ripening of papaya as affected by varying levels of  ethephon applications 

and packaging materials 
 

FACTOR A 
(Levels of Ethephon) 

FACTOR B (Packaging Materials), **AxB 
Ambient Newspapers Polyethylene bags (**A) 

Control (untreated)            7.25b 6.25b 6.00ab 6.50b 
2.5ml/Liter of water 5.75ab 5.50a 7.50b 6.25ab  
5.0ml/Liter of water          6.00ab 5.75ab 5.75ab 5.83ab 
7.5ml/Liter of water           5.75ab 6.25b 5.50a 5.83ab 
10.0ml/Liter of water         5.50a 5.25a 5.50a 5.42a 
(nsB) 6.05 5.80 6.05  

 Means of same column followed by common letters are not significantly different at 5% using Tukey Test.  
 * *(A), ns (B), ** (A x B), CV 11.68%  
 Rating Scales: 1 - Strongly fast (30% change in color per day), 2 - Moderately fast (20% change in color  
                        per day),3 - Slightly fast ( 10% change in color per day) 
 
Mango 
        Number of days to ripening.  Table 2 presents the mean 
number of days to ripening of mangoes which was significantly 
affected by the different levels of ethephon applications 
regardless of packaging materials used. Interaction effects were 
observed to be highly significant between the two factors. 
        Ripening response on mango fruits being dipped at 
ethephon with 10.0ml/liter of water was the fastest at 4.75 days. 
This level was not significantly different from those dipped at 
5.0ml/liter of water with 4.92 days. However, significant 
differences were observed the rest of the treatment means. The 
control (untreated) treatment ripened late at 5.75 days and was 
not significantly different at 2.5ml/liter of water of ethephon. 
Based on the result, it showed that mango fruits ripened earlier 
than those not being dipped with ethephon, just like papayas, 
mangoes responded well to ripening. According to Adel (1998), 
ethephon contains ethylene which can be used to promote faster 
and more uniform ripening of fruits picked at the matured-green 
stage.   
        Ripening response to mango under different packaging 
materials showed no significant differences among treatment 

means. Those mangoes placed inside polyethylene bag ripened 
earlier at 5.10 days, followed by those in ambient condition and 
wrapped with newspapers which had 5.25 mean number of days. 
According to Morton (1987), ethylene treatment causes green 
mangoes to develop full color in 7 to 10 days depending on the 
degree of maturity. 
        On the interaction effects between the two factors, it showed 
highly significantly differences among treatment means. Among 
the best contributory to early ripening of mango revealed on 
treatment with the fruits dipped in 10.0ml ethephon/liter of water 
and polyethylene bags (4.25 days), followed by those fruits 
dipped in 2.5ml and 7.5ml/liter of water in ambient condition; 
2.5ml, 5.0ml and 10.0ml/liter of water and wrapped with 
newspapers and 5.0ml inside polyethylene bags with both 4.75 
days. Yet, the combination which had a little bit delay in ripening 
were observed in those fruits untreated in ambient condition and 
untreated and at 7.5ml/liter of water in wrapped with newspapers 
as well as at 2.5ml/liter of water  placed inside polyethylene bag 
condition with 6.0 days. 

 
 

Table 2. Mean number of days to ripening of mango as affected by varying levels of   ethephon applications and 
packaging materials 

 
FACTOR A 
(Levels of Ethephon) 

FACTOR B (Packaging Materials), **AxB 
Ambient Newspapers Polyethylene bags   (**A) 

Control (untreated)         6.00c 6.00c 5.25a 5.75c 
2.5ml/Liter of water 4.75a 4.75a 6.00b 5.17bc 
5.0ml/Liter of water          5.25ab 4.75a 4.75a 4.92ab 
7.5ml/Liter of water           4.75a 6.00b 5.25ab 5.33bc 
10.0ml/Liter of water         5.25ab 4.75a 4.25a 4.75a 
(nsB) 5.20 5.25 5.10  
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 Means of same column followed by common letters are not significantly different at 5% using Tukey Test.  
 * *(A), ns (B, ** (A x B), CV 8.38% 
 
Banana 
         Number of days to ripening . Statistical analysis showed 
highly significant differences on the number of days to ripening 
of banana dipped at varying levels of ethephon as well as 
significant differences were observed on the packaging materials. 
There were likewise interaction effects between the two factors 
(Table 3). 
        In Factor A, banana fruits dipped at 5.0 and 10.0ml 
ethephon/liter of water was earliest to ripen at 6 days than those 
dipped in 2.5ml/liter of water of ethephon which ripened latel at 
8.83 days.  
        Factor B, likewise, showed significant differences among 
treatment means. Banana fruits wrapped with newspapers 

showed the earliest to ripen at 7.12 days, followed by those in 
ambient condition which ripened at 7.15 days. Fruits placed 
inside the polyethylene bag were the last to ripen at 7.70 days. 
        Differences on the interaction effects between two the 
factors revealed highly significant among treatment means. Fruits 
wrapped with newspapers and dipped in 2.5ml ethephon were 
late to ripen at 11.50 days, followed closely by those subjected to 
ambient condition showing the untreated fruits which had a mean 
of 11.75 days to ripen. In polyethylene bags, fruits dipped in 
2.5ml/liter of water of ethephon which ripened late at 14.50 days 
because fruits might harvested not in less number of days to 
maturity compared to other treatments which had earliest to ripen 
in 6 days. 

 
Table 3. Mean number of days to ripening of banana as affected by varying levels of  ethephon applications and 

packaging materials. 
 

FACTOR A 
(Levels of Ethephon) 

FACTOR B (Packaging Materials), **AxB 
Ambient Newspapers Polyethylene bags (**A) 

Control (untreated) 11.75b 6.12 a 6.00 a 7.96 ab 
2.5ml/Liter of  water 6.00a 6.00 a 14.50 b 8.83a 
5.0ml/Liter of water 6.00a 6.00 a 6.00 a 6.00 c 
7.5ml/Liter of water 6.00 a 11.50 b 6.00 a 7.83 b 
10.0ml/Liter of water 6.00 a 6.00 a 6.00 a 6.00 c 
(*B) 7.15 a 7.12 a 7.70 b  

 Means of same column followed by common letters are not significantly different at 5%using Tukey Test.  
 * *(A), * (B), ** (A x B), CV 10.66% 
 
Papaya  
        Color index per day. The mean color index per day of 
papaya dipped at varying levels of ethephon and storage 
conditions is shown in Table 4. Papaya fruits dipped at varying 
levels of ethephon revealed highly significant differences among 
treatment means, while no statistical significance was found on 
different packaging materials. No interaction effect was found 
between the two factors. 
        Factor A, papaya fruits dipped in 10.0 ml ethephon/liter of 
water had 1.25 color index per day described as strongly fast 
change in color, while  the control (untreated) had a mean of 2.0 

color index per day (moderately fast). According to Siddiqui 
(2010), unsaturated hydrocarbons, particularly acetylene, 
ethylene, etc. can promote ripening and induce colour changes 
effectively. 
        Yet, in Factor B, the mean storage conditions of papaya 
showed no significant differences among treatment means. 
However, statistical analysis showed that those fruits wrapped 
with newspapers and placed in polyethylene bags obtained a 
color index per day of 1.70 (strongly fast changed in color per 
day) compared to those in the ambient condition which had 1.75. 

 
Table 4. Mean  color  index  per  day  of   papaya  as  affected  by  varying  levels of  ethephon applications and 

packaging materials 

FACTORS COLOR INDEX   
PER DAY 

 
Varying Levels  
of Ethephon (A) 

Control (untreated)             2.00b 
2.5ml/Liter water             1.83ab 
5.0ml/Liter of water             1.83ab 
7.5ml/Liter of water             1.67ab 

 10.0ml/Liter of water             1.25a 
 
Packaging Materials (B) 

Ambient             1.75                       
Newspapers             1.70                        
Polyethylene bags             1.70                        

 (A)               ** 
F-test (B)               n.s. 
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Means of same column followed by common letters are not significantly different at 5% using Tukey Test.  
              Rating Scales: 1 - Strongly fast ( 30% change in color per day), 2 - Moderately fast ( 20% change in color  
                                          per day) and 3 - Slightly fast ( 10% change in color per day) 
 
Mango  
        Color index per day. Table 5 presents the mean color index 
per day of mango fruits as affected by varying levels of ethephon 
applications and packaging materials. Mango fruits dipped at 
varying levels of ethephon revealed highly significant differences 
on their treatment means were observed, while no significant 
differences were observed to those subjected to different storage 
conditions. There were likewise highly significant differences in 
the interaction effects between the two factors. 
        Mango fruits dipped in 2.5 ml ethephon/liter of water 
developed color fast with a color index of 1.67 (strongly fast 
change in color per day), while the control (untreated) and those 
dipped in 5 and 7.5 ml ethephon/liter water, regardless of storage 
conditions obtained a mean of 2.00 described as moderately fast. 
One of the contributing factors that led to this irregularity of 
ripening responses of such fruits is the stage of physiological 
maturity of the fruits at the time of harvesting. However, it was 

observed that fruits which were untreated with ethephon could 
still be a little bit delayed in color development of the ripening of 
the fruits. 
        On packaging material, it showed no significant differences 
among treatment means. However, ambient condition had the 
lowest mean of 1.85 changed in color per day. Fruits wrapped 
with newspapers and placed inside polyethylene bags had the 
same mean of 1.95 color index per day. 
        Ethephon applied to fruits had influenced the interaction 
effects between the two factors. Result indicated highly 
significant differences. At ambient condition, statistical analysis 
showed that mango fruits dipped in 2.5ml/liter of water of 
ethephon obtained the mean of 1.25 was (strongly fast change in 
color per day), followed closely by the fruits wrapped with 
newspapers and placed inside polyethylene bags dipped in 2.5, 
10 ml ethephon/liter water with a color index of 1.75 (described 
as moderately fast). 

 
Table 5. Mean   color   index  per  day  of  mango  as  affected  by  varying  levels  of  ethephon applications and 

packaging materials 
 

FACTOR A 
(Levels of Ethephon) 

FACTOR B (Packaging Materials),** AXB 
Ambient Newspapers Polyethylene bags (**A) 

Control (untreated)            2.00b 2.00b 2.00b 2.00b 
2.5ml/Liter of  water 1.25a 1.75ab 2.00b 1.67a 
5.0ml/Liter of water          2.00b 2.00b 2.00b 2.00b 
7.5ml/Liter of water           2.00b 2.00b 2.00b 2.00b 
10.0ml/Liter of water         2.00b 2.00b 1.75ab 1.92ab 
(nsB) 1.85 1.95 1.95  

 Means of same column followed by common letters are not significantly different at 5% using Tukey Test.  
 * *(A),ns (B),** (A x B), CV 8.38% 
             Rating Scales: 1 - Strongly fast (30% change in color per day), 2 - Moderately fast ( 20% change in color           
                                         per day) and3 - Slightly fast ( 10% change in color per day) 
 
Banana 
        Color index per day. Mean color index per day of banana 
fruits dipped at varying levels of ethephon applications and 
packaging material shown in Table 6. Color development of 
bananas were highly influenced by the levels of ethephon 
applications and likewise affected by the storage conditions. 
Interaction effects between the two factors were found positive.  
        It was observed in Factor A that banana dipped in 5 ml and 
10 ml ethephon/liter of water obtained a color index of 1.00 
(described as strongly fast changed in color per day).  Fruits 
dipped in 2.5ml/liter of water of ethephon had a mean aindex of 
1.42 observed as moderately fast changed in color per day. 
According to Palmer (1971), since banana peel is rich of 
phenolic compounds, it is rapidly oxidized by 
polyphenoloxidase. Further, ethephon which contains ethylene, a 
ripening hormone, has multiplier effects on ripening response 

where it is located. At ambient condition where fruits were 
exposed to had the fastest to ripen or develop yellow colors with 
an index of 1.10 (strongly fast), followed by those fruits wrapped 
in newspapers with a rating of 1.15. The fruits placed inside the 
polyethylene bag were the latest to develop colors with 1.30 
index, respectively. 
        The finding on the interaction effects between the two 
factors was observed to be highly significant. Among the best 
combinations where color development of fruits was strongly fast 
at 1.0 color index rating were obtained by all combinations, 
except for fruits dipped in 2.5 ml ethephon/liter water and 
wrapped in polyethylene bags with 2.25 index (moderately to 
slightly fast) and 7.5 ml ethephon/liter water wrapped in 
newspapers. Delayed in color development might be due stage of 
physiological maturity of fruit upon harvesting.  

 
 

 (AXB)               n.s. 
CV (%)              22.38 
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Table 6. Mean  color  index  per  day  of  banana  as  affected  by  varying  levels of  ethephon applications and 

packaging materials 
 

FACTOR A 
(Levels of Ethephon) 

FACTOR B (Packaging Materials), **AxB 
Ambient Newspapers Polyethylene bags (**A) 

Control (untreated) 1.50b 1.00a 1.00a 1.17ab 
2.5ml/Liter of  water 1.00a 1.00a 2.25b 1.42b 
5.0ml/Liter of water 1.00a 1.00a 1.00a 1.00a 
7.5ml/Liter of water 1.00a 1.75b 1.25a 1.33b 
10.0ml/Liter of water 1.00a 1.00a 1.00a 1.00a 
(*B) 1.10a 1.15a 1.30b  

 Means of same column followed by common letters are not significantly different at 5% using Tukey Test.  
 * *(A), * (B), ** (A x B), CV 22.23% 
 Rating Scales: 1 - Strongly fast (30% change in color per day, 2 - Moderately fast (20% change in color   
   per day) and 3 - Slightly fast (10% change in color per day) 
 
Papaya  
        Physical appearance. The mean physical appearance of 
papaya fruits at varying levels (Factor A) of ethephon 
applications and packaging materials (Factor B) is revealed in 
Table 7. No significant differences were observed among 
treatment means on Factor A and B. However, significant 
differences were observed among treatment means of various 
combinations.  
        On Factor A, fruits in the control treatment (untreated) and 
dipped in 10.0 ml ethephon/liter of water showed very firm 
(scale of 1.08), whereas the papaya fruits dipped in 5.0 ml and 
7.5ml/liter of water of ethephon had both obtained a mean of 
1.25 scale rating (still described as very firm). 
        Likewise, no significant differences were revealed among 
treatment means on papayas subjected to various packaging 
materials. It showed that papaya fruits placed inside polyethylene 
bag obtained a rating scale of 1.10 (very firm) followed by those 

wrapped with newspapers conditions with 1.15 rating. Those 
placed in ambient condition garnered a rating of 1.25 scale (still 
very firm as well).  
        However, interaction effect was found positive between the 
two factors. Fruits which were untreated at ambient 
condition/wrapped with newspapers, dipped with 2.5, 5, 7.5 ml 
ethephon/liter water all placed in polyethylene bags, and dipped 
in 10 ml ethephon/liter water showed very firm appearance of 
papaya with 1.0 rating scale. However, fruits dipped in 7.5 ml 
ethephon/liter of water in an ambient condition obtained only a 
rating scale of 1.75 (moderately firm). The concentration level of 
ethephon did not affect the physical appearance of the fruits. 
Even though fruits were already ripe, however, they were still 
hard. This means that full ripening of papayas had not yet been 
attained by them especially those placed inside the polyethylene 
bags.  

 
Table 7. Mean  physical  appearance  of  papaya  as  affected  by  varying  levels  of   ethephon applications and 

packaging materials 
. 

FACTOR A 
(Levels of Ethephon) 

FACTOR B (Packaging Materials), *AxB 
Ambient  Newspapers Polyethylene bags (nsA) 

Control (untreated)           : 1.00a 1.00a 1.25ab 1.08 
2.5ml/Liter of  water 1.25ab 1.25ab 1.00a 1.17 
5.0ml/Liter of water         : 1.25ab 1.50ab 1.00a 1.25 
7.5ml/Liter of water          : 1.75ab 1.00a 1.00a 1.25 
10.0ml/Liter of water        : 1.00a 1.00a 1.25ab 1.08 
(nsB) 1.25         1.15                       1.10  

 Means of same column followed by common letters are not significantly different at 5% using Tukey Test.  
 ns(A), ns (B), * (A x B), CV 28.47% 
       Rating scales: 1 - very firm, 2 - moderately firm, 3 - weakling/brittle 
 
Mango  
        Physical appearance. Table 8 presents the mean physical 
appearance of mango fruits dipped at varying levels of ethephon 
and packaging materials. 
        Statistical analysis on Factor A showed highly significant 
differences observed among treatment means, while non-
significant result was revealed on fruits subjected to different 
packaging materials (Factor B). However, positive interaction 

effects were found on the interaction effects between the two 
factors.  
        The control (untreated) and fruits dipped with 7.5ml 
ethephon/liter of water produced a physical appearance rating 
scale of 1.42 rating scale (very firm). Mango fruits dipped in 5 
ml ethephon/liter of water were observed to be moderately firm 
with 2.00 rating scale, which means that ripened fruits were soft 
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which is associated by the conversion or disintegration of 
carbohydrates to sugar (Bautista, 1995). 
        However in Factor B, it showed no statistical significance 
found on fruits subjected to various storage conditions. Though, 
fruits at ambient condition and  wrapped with newspapers 
showed the same mean physical appearances of 1.70 rating scale 
(described a moderately firm) compared to fruits placed inside 
polyethylene bags which obtained the mean rating scale of 1.75, 
more or less the same. Besides, Siddiqui (2010) cited that the 
quantity of ripening agent is required to induce ripening for 
better cosmetic quality, including physical appearance. 

        Combining the levels of ethephon and packaging maetrials 
where fruits were subjected to found to be significant among 
their treatment means. Fruits which were untreated and placed in 
an ambient condition and those dipped in 7.5 ml ethephon/liter of 
water and wrapped in newspapers were observed to very firm 
with rating scale of 1. Those fruits dipped in 5 ml ethephon/liter 
of water regardless of storage conditions obtained a rating scale 
of 2 (moderately firm), and as well as those dipped in 10 ml and 
wrapped in newspapers and placed in polyethylene bags. 
Softening of fruits is associated with the conversion of 
carbohydrates to sugar wherein cells are disintegrated to 
transform hard to softer tissues (Bautista, 1995).  

 
Table  8. Mean  physical  appearance  of  mango as  affected  by  varying  levels  of  ethephon applications and 

packaging materials 
 

FACTOR A 
(Levels of Ethephon) 

FACTOR B (Packaging Materials), (**AxB) 
Ambient Newspapers Polyethylene bags (**A) 

Control (untreated)            1.00a 1.50a 1.75b 1.42a 
2.5ml/Liter of  water 2.00b 2.00b 1.50a 1.83b 
5.0ml/Liter of water          2.00b 2.00b 2.00b 2.00b 
7.5ml/Liter of water           1.75b 1.00a 1.50a 1.42a 
10.0ml/Liter of water         1.75b 2.00b 2.00b 1.92b 
(nsB) 1.70 1.70 1.75  

 Means of same column followed by common letters are not significantly different at 1% using Tukey Test. 
 * *(A),ns (B),** (A x B), CV 19.69% 
       Rating scales: 1 - very firm, 2 - moderately firm, 3 - weakling/brittle 
 
Banana  
        Physical appearance. The varying concentration levels of 
ethephon per liter of water significantly affected the ripening 
physical appearances of fruits. Packaging materials where the 
fruits were subjected to were observed to be non-significant 
among treatment means, and as well as their respective 
interaction effects (Table 9). 
        Like any other fruits, banana likewise showed positive 
responses when induced by a ripening hormone. Fruits which 
were dipped with 10 ml ethephon/liter of water were described a 
moderately firm (1.75 rating scale). It showed that fruits which 
were untreated with ethephon were observed to be very firm at 
the close of the study with a physical appearance rating scale of 
1.25 and as well as those dipped in 5 ml ethephon/liter of water 

with a rating of 1.17. Softening of fruits is associated with the 
conversion of carbohydrates to sugar wherein cells are 
disintegrated to transform hard to softer tissues (Bautista, 1995). 
Softening of fruits is related to a change in cell wall component 
and starch degradation (Seymour, 1993). 
        Factor B, though no significant differences were observed 
among treatment means, fruits wrapped with newspapers showed 
the lowest mean of 1.25 in physical appearance compared to 
those placed in polyethylene bags which had a mean of 1.45 
rating in physical appearance. Sometimes once physiological 
maturity is not fully attained by fruits upon harvesting; ripening 
physical appearance is highly affected even if induced by a 
ripening hormone (Seymour, 1993).  

 
Table 9. Mean physical appearance of banana ripening and quality in response to varying levels of ethephon  applications and 

packaging materials 

FACTORS          PHYSICAL 
      APPEARANCE 

 
Varying Levels  
of Ethephon (A) 

Control (untreated) 1.25a 
2.5ml/Liter of  water 1.25a 
5.0ml/Liter of water 1.17a 
7.5ml/Liter of water 1.42ab 

 10.0ml/Liter of water 1.75b 
 
Packaging Materials (B) 

Ambient 1.40 
Newspapers 1.25 
Polyethylene bags 1.45 

 (A) * 
F-test (B) n.s. 
 (AXB) n.s. 
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 Means of same column followed by common letters are not significantly different at 5% using Tukey 
     Rating scales: 1 - very firm, 2 - moderately firm, 3 - weakling/brittle 
 
Papaya  
        Pests and diseases resistance.  Statistical analysis showed 
that there were no significant differences observed among 
treatment means regardless of the varying levels of ethephon 
applications and packaging materials. Likewise, no significant 
differences in the interactions were observed between the two 
factors (Table 10). 
        Nevertheless, in Factor A, papaya fruits dipped in 5 ml 
ethephon/liter of water obtained a resistance rating of 1.0 
described as strongly resistant. This was followed by those fruits 
which were untreated, dipped in 2.5 and 10 ml ethephon/liter 
water with a resistance rating of 1.08 (strongly resistant).  
Anthracnose was also observed especially those fruits dipped in 

7.5 ml ethephon/liter of water with resistance rating of 1.17, 
though described as strongly resistant. According to Nelson 
(2010), anthracnose (Colletotrichum gloeaporides,) attacks the 
petioles and fruits. Symptoms mainly appear on the mature fruit 
and thus shorten its shelf life. They are apparent when acids in 
the stem end of the fruits were not properly removed.  
        Papaya fruits subjected to different packaging materials did 
not significantly affect their resistance to pests and diseases. 
Fruits subjected to ambient condition and as well as those placed 
in polyethylene bags obtained a resistance rating of 1.05 
(strongly resistant), while those wrapped in newspapers garnered 
a resistance rating of 1.15 (strongly resistant).  

 
Table10. Mean resistance to pests & diseases of papaya, mango and banana as affected by varying levels of ethephon 

applications and packaging materials 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Rating scales: 1 - Strongly Resistant (1-10% Symptoms of damage), 2 - Moderately Resistant (11-20% symptoms of damage) and  3 - 
Slightly Resistant (21-30% symptoms of damage) 
 
Mango  
        Pests and diseases resistance. Statistical analysis showed 
that there were no significant differences observed among the 
treatment means on the mean resistance to pests and diseases of 
mango fruits regardless of the varying levels of ethephon 
applications and packaging materials. Likewise, no significant 
interaction effects were found between the two factors (Table 
10).  
        However, fruits not treated with ethephon and as well as 
those dipped in 7.5 ml were observed to be strongly resistant 
with a rating of 1.08. This was followed by those dipped in 2.5 
and 5.0 ml ethephon/liter of water with both 1.17 (still described 
as strongly resistant), and the last was those dipped with 10 ml 
ethephon/liter for water with 1.25 resistance rating. Anthracnose 
was also observed among manog fruits. According to Chia 
(1992), anthracnose (Colletotrichum state of Glomerella 
cingulata Ston, Spaull and Schrenk) causes serious losses to 

fruits under favorable climatic conditions of high humidity. It is 
also affects fruits during storage. 
        On the other hand, it showed no significant differences 
among treatment means on mango subjected to different 
packaging materials. Mango fruits at different packaging 
materials showed strongly resistant to damage when wrapped 
with newspapers with the mean resistance rating of 1.10 
(strongly resistant), while those in ambient condition obtained a 
mean resistance rating of 1.20 (strongly resistant to pests and 
diseases). 
 
Banana  
        Pests and diseases resistance. Resistance to pests and 
diseases of banana fruits was not significantly affected by the 
varying levels of ethephon applications and packaging materials. 
There was no interaction effects observed among the treatments 
means of the two factors (Table 10). 

CV (%)  31.26 

FACTORS RESISTANCE TO PESTS AND DISEASES 
PAPAYA MANGO BANANA 

 
Varying Levels  
of Ethephon (A) 

Control (untreated) 1.08 1.08 1.17 
2.5ml/Liter of water 1.08 1.17 1.08 
5.0 ml/Liter of water 1.00 1.17 1.08 
7.5ml/Liter of water 1.17 1.08 1.08 

 10.0ml/Liter of water      1.08 1.25 1.08 
 
Packaging Materials 
(B) 

Ambient 1.05 1.20 1.20 
Newspapers 1.15 1.10 1.05 
Polyethylene bags 1.05 1.15 1.05 

 (A) n.s. n.s. n.s. 
F-test (B) n.s. n.s. n.s. 
 (AXB) n.s. n.s. n.s. 
CV (%)  26.90 31.28 28.63 
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        On the varying leverls of ethephon applied, it showed that 
there were no significant differences in the treatment means on 
the resistance to pests and diseases of mango fruits. Fruit dipped 
in 2.5ml, 5.0ml, 7.5ml and 10.0 ml ethephon/liter of water all 
obtained the resistance rating scale of 1.08 scale rating (strongly 
resistant), but did not vary statistically  with the control 
(untreated) which had the rating scale of 1.17 (strongly resistant) 
to pests and diseases. 
        On the packaging materials, banana fruits wrapped in 
newspapers and placed in polyethylene bags obtained the same 
resistance rating of 1.05 (strongly resistant). While those 
subjected to ambient condition garnered 1.2 resistance rating 
(strongly resistant). 
 
Papaya  
        Organoliptic test (taste test). The mean organoliptic test of 
papaya subjected to varying levels of ethephon applications and 
packaging materials statistically showed no significant 

differences among treatment means. There were likewise no 
significant differences in the interaction effects between the two 
factors (Table 11).  
        Dipping banana fruits at 10 ml ethephon/liter of water 
showed an organoliptic test rating of 3.65 (described as very 
good-sweet). This was followed by those untreated with 3.60 
rating, while the lowest rating was obtained by those dipped in 5 
ml ethephon/liter of water with 3.43 rating. Ethephon 
applications did not influence the organoliptic test to improve 
taste of fruits to be very sweet. 
        The mean average organoliptic test at ambient condition 
showed 3.46 rating which was the lowest, followed by those 
fruits wrapped with newspapers with 3.55 scale rating. Those 
placed inside polyethylene bags showed 3.63 rating (very good-
sweet) which was the highest rating which means good 
(moderate) in taste test. Lacatan bananas contains moderate 
sweetness as compared with mangoes (Seymour, 1993).  

 
Table11. Mean organoliptic test (taste test) of papaya, mango and banana as affected by varying levels of ethephon 

applications and  packaging materials 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Rating scales: 5 – Excellent (very sweet), 4 – Very Good (sweet), 3 – Good (moderate) 
                                            and  2 – Not Palatable (bland)] 
 
Mango  
        Organoliptic test (taste test). Table 15 presents the mean 
organoliptic test of mango at varying levels of ethephon 
applications and packaging materials. Statistical analysis showed 
highly significant differences among treatment means on the 
concentration levels of ethephon, while non-significant effects 
were found on storage conditions and as well as their interaction 
effects (Table 11). 
        The organoliptic test was significantly affected by the levels 
of ethephon applications on mango fruits. Fruits which were 
untreated with ethephon revealed the sweetest of them all with a 
rating of 4.22 and are not significantly different from those 
dipped at 7.5, 5 and 2.5 ml ethephon/liter water with 4.2, 4.12 
and 3.92 rating scales (described as very good-sweet), 
respectively. This means that fruits applied at higher level had 
lesser taste test against to the untreated fruits which ripen 
naturally. According to Bautista (1995) that ethylene (with 
ethephon) as a ripening hormone induces fruit to ripening at the 

earliest time; however, the sweetness is affected as normal 
physiological functioning of ripening is abruptly induced. 
According to Siddiqui (2010) that the cosmetic quality of such 
artificially ripened fruits was found to improve, the organoliptic 
quality was impaired especially when harvested fruits were 
subjected to treatment without considering their maturity status. 
        On packaging materials, it showed no significant differences 
among treatment means. However, the mean organoliptic test at 
ambient condition which showed 3.97 (very good-sweet) was the 
lowest rating scale. Fruits wrapped with newspapers and placed 
inside polyethylene bags had relatively obtained the same mean 
of 4.07 rating with still very good or sweet in taste.  
 
Banana  
        Organoliptic test (taste test). The evident result of the mean 
organoliptic test of banana at varying levels of ethephon 
applications (Factor A) and packaging materials (Factor B) had 
revealed no significant differences among treatment means. 

FACTORS ORGANOLIPTIC TEST (TASTE TEST) 
PAPAYA MANGO BANANA 

 
Varying Levels  
of Ethephon (A) 

Control (untreated) 3.60 4.22a 4.30 
2.5ml/Liter of water 3.50  3.92ab 4.00 
5.0 ml/Liter of water 3.43  4.12ab 4.42 
7.5ml/Liter of water 3.55  4.20a 4.12 

 10.0ml/Liter of water      3.65  3.73b 4.42 
 
Packaging Materials 
(B) 

Ambient 3.46 3.97 4.28 
Newspapers 3.55 4.07 4.30 
Polyethylene bags 3.63 4.07 4.20 

 (A) n.s. ** n.s. 
F-test (B) n.s. n.s. n.s. 
 (AXB) n.s. n.s. n.s. 
CV (%)  11.68 8.87 11.68 
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There were likewise no significant differences in the interaction 
effects between two factors (Table 11). 
        Organoliptic test of bananas was not significantly affected 
by the varying levels of ethephon applications. However, fruits 
dipped in 5 and 10 ml ethephon/liter of water obtained the 
highest rating with 4.42, the untreated with 4.30, while the lowest 
with those applied with 2.5 ml ethephon/liter of water with 4.0 
rating (very good-sweet). According to Siddiqui (2010) that the 
cosmetic quality of such artificially ripened fruits was found to 
improve, the organoleptic quality was impaired especially when 
harvested fruits were subjected to treatment without considering 
their maturity status. IIn Factor B, it showed no significant 
differences among treatment means.  The organoliptic test of 
fruits placed inside polyethylene bags showed a mean rating of 
4.20 (very good-sweet) which was the lowest in contrast to fruits 
wrapped with newspapers had 4.30 rating as the highest rating. 
 
Papaya    

        Total soluble solids (obrix). The total soluble solids (TSS) 
of papaya fruits was not significantly affected by the varying 
levels of ethephon applications, packaging materials and as well 
as their corresponding interaction effects (Table 12).   
        However, fruits which were dipped in 7.5 ml ethephon/liter 
of water proved to have the highest TSS than the rest with 8.12 
obrix and followed closely by those dipped in 10 ml ethephon 
with 8.11. The lowest was obtained by those dipped in 5 ml 
ethephon with 7.63 obrix. All the treatments are under the normal 
obrix values of 6-13. Those fruits wrapped with newspapers and 
placed in polyethylene bags revealed the higher TSS with both 
8.02 obrix, while those in the ambient condition showed a 7.78 
obrix, still way above the normal reference values of 6-13 brix. 
According to Siddiqui (2010) that the cosmetic quality of such 
artificially ripened fruits was found to improve, the organoleptic 
quality with total soluble solids was impaired especially when 
harvested fruits were subjected to treatment without considering 
their maturity status. 

 
Table12.  Mean total soluble solids (obrix) of papaya, mango and banana as affected by varying levels of ethephon applications 

and  packaging materials 
  
 
 
 
 

 Means of same column followed by common letters are not significantly different at 5% using Tukey  Reference values: 
6-13 0 brix (Abu-Bakr A, 2010) 
 
Mango   
        Total soluble solids (obrix). The mean result of total soluble 
solid (obrix) of mango at varying levels of ethephon applications 
(Factor A) and packaging materials (Factor B) is shown in Table 
12. Highly significant results were observed among treatment 
means on mango fruits dipped at varying levels of ethephon, 
while no significant differences were revealed among treatment 
means on mango subjected to different storage conditions. There 
were no significant differences in the interaction effects between 
the two factors. 
        In Factor A, mango fruits dipped at 10.0ml ethephon/Liter 
of water obtained the lowest with 11.93 obrix rating. The highest 
rating was revealed on the control treatment (untreated) with 
14.07 brix rating.  According to Paull (1993) as mangos ripen, 
there is an increase in total soluble solids from 8.5 to 19 percent 
in natural physiological ripening, mostly a result of starch 
conversion to sucrose. 
         However, no significant differences were observed among 
treatment means on mangoes subjected to different packaging 

materials. Those in the  ambient condition, fruits obtained a obrix 
rating of 13.08 followed by fruits placed inside polyethylene 
bags with 13.09 brix rating and as well as those wrapped with 
newspapers with obrix rating of 13.14.With normal reference 
values of 8-19 obrix, the obrix of all those under studied is within 
the reference values. Such values are way above its lowest 
reference value of only 8.  
 
Banana  
        Total soluble solids (obrix).  Table 19 presents the mean 
total soluble solid (obrix) banana dipped at varying levels of 
ethephon applications and packaging materials. No significant 
differences were observed among treatment means of those 
dipped at varying levels of ethephon, storage conditions and as 
well as their respective interaction effects (Table 12).  
        At varying levels of ethephon applied, result showed no 
significant differences at control (untreated) which was a little bit 
lower with a obrix rating of 26.27 compared to fruits dipped in 
10.0ml ethephon/liter of water with the highest brix rating of 

FACTORS TOTAL SOLUBLE SOLIDS (OBRIX) 
PAPAYA MANGO BANANA 

 
Varying Levels  
of Ethephon (A) 

Control (untreated) 7.98 14.07a 26.27 
2.5ml/Liter of water 7.87 13.20a 26.65 
5.0 ml/Liter of water 7.63 13.10ab 27.00 
7.5ml/Liter of water 8.12 13.22a 26.67 

 10.0ml/Liter of water      8.11 11.93b 27.08 
 
Packaging Materials 
(B) 

Ambient 7.78 13.08 26.71 
Newspapers 8.02 13.14 26.55 
Polyethylene bags 8.02 13.09 26.94 

 (A) n.s. ** n.s. 
F-test (B) n.s. n.s. n.s. 
 (AXB) n.s. n.s. n.s. 
CV (%)  7.29 8.27 4.81 
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27.08. According to Siriboon (2008), banana total soluble solid 
will range from 5 to 30 obrix or percent sweetness. This means 
that their respective TSS values are way above the normal range 
of 5-30 obrix.  
        On packaging materials, fruits wrapped with newspaper 
condition obtained a obrix rating of 26.55 as the lowest, followed 
by ambient condition with brix rating of 26.71, and the fruits 
placed inside polyethylene bag condition had the brix rating of 
26.94 as the highest among treatment means. However, their 
differences were not that statistically far from each other. 
 
Papaya   
        Weight loss. The mean weight loss (grams) of papaya fruits 
at varying levels of ethephon applications and packaging 
materials  is shown in Table 13. Highly significant differences 
were observed among treatment means on papayas dipped at 
varying levels of ethephon, while, no significant differences were 
revealed among treatment means on papaya fruits subjected to 
different packaging materials. There were likewise highly 
significant differences in the interaction effects between the two 
factors. 
        In Factor A, papaya fruits dipped in 10.0ml/liter of water of 
ethephon had the smallest weight loss of only 0.15 gram, while 

fruits which were untreated with ethephon obtained the biggest 
weight loss of 0.33 grams. It is not however significantly 
different from those dipped in 2.5 and 5 ml ethephon with 0.30 
and 0.31 g, respectively.  According to Shattir (2010), respiration 
rate is inversely proportional to shelf-life of the product, thus the 
lower rate the longer is the shelf life of fruits. 
        In Factor B, fruits wrapped with newspapers had the 
smallest weight loss with 0.24g, while those in the ambient 
condition obtained the biggest loss with 0.30g. Fruits covered 
and wrapped with newspapers and polyethylene bags had lesser 
respiration and transpiration as well compared with those laid-out 
in an ambient condition.  
        The interaction between two factors showed highly 
significant differences among treatment means. Among the best 
combination contributory to the weight loss of papaya revealed 
on the treatments with the fruits dipped in 10ml/liter of water 
which had 0.11 grams weight loss and wrapped with newspapers. 
This was followed by fruits dipped in 10.0ml/liter of water in an 
ambient condition with 0.12 gram weight loss. However, the 
combinations which had contributed a higher weight loss during 
ripening were observed in those fruits treated with 7.5ml 
ethephon/liter of water in an ambient condition and fruits placed 
inside polyethylene bags with both having a weight loss of 0.39g.  

 
Table 13. Mean weight loss (g) of papaya as affected by varying levels of ethephon applications and packaging 

materials 
 

FACTOR A 
(Levels of Ethephon) 

FACTOR B (Packaging Materials), **A x B 

Ambient Newspapers Polyethylene bags (**A) 
Control (untreated)           0.38ab 0.29ab 0.32ab 0.33a 
2.5 ml/Liter of water 0.25bc 0.25abc 0.39a 0.30ab 
5.0 ml/Liter of water          0.32ab 0.36a 0.26abc 0.31ab 
7.5ml/Liter of water           0.39a 0.20bc 0.14c 0.24b 
10.0 ml/Liter of water         0.12c 0.11c 0.21bc 0.15c 
(nsB) 0.30 0.24 0.27  

 
Means of same column followed by common letters are not significantly different at 5% using Tukey Test.  **(A), ns (B), ** (A x B), 
CV 26.07% 
 
Mango  
        Weight loss. Table 14 result exhibited the mean weight loss 
(grams) of mango at varying levels of ethephon applications and 
packaging materials with highly significant differences on both 
factors. However, there were no significant differences observed 
on the interaction effects between the two factors.  
        On the response to varying levels of ethephon applied, it 
showed highly significant differences among treatment means. 
Fruits dipped in 10.0ml/liter of water had a smallest weight loss 
of 153.08 grams, while those fruits which were untreated 
obtained the biggest loss with 191.70 grams, followed by those 
dipped in 2.5, 7.5 and 5 ml ethephon/liter of water with 180.33, 
170.42 and 162.75 grams. According to Banlusilp (2008), 

percent of the weight loss increased continuously during ripening 
due to a high storage temperature at 30°C. Transpiration and 
respiration played a great role on the weight losses of fruits after 
harvest (Seymour, 1993).  
        On packaging materials, fruits wrapped with newspaper had 
the lowest weight loss with 167.85 grams, followed by fruits 
placed inside polyethylene bags with a weight loss of 169.60 
grams and the ambient condition as the highest weight loss of 
177.20 grams. The high losses of weights for those fruits 
subjected to ambient condition could be attributed to the escape 
of water from the fruits as higher temperatures of 25-30 deg. 
centigrade during the conduct of the study. 
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Table 14. Mean  weight  loss (g) of  mango  as  affected  by  varying levels of ethephon  applications and packaging 
materials 

 Means of same column followed by common letters are not significantly different at 5% using Tukey 
 
Banana  
        Weight loss. Table 15 shows the mean weight losses 
(grams) of banana at varying levels of ethephon applications 
(Factor A) and packaging materials (Factor B). Highly 
significant differences were observed in Factor A and as well as 
significant effects were evidently observed on Factor B. 
Interaction effects were likewise found positive on the interaction 
effects between the two factors.  
        Fruits dipped in 10.0ml/liter of water of ethephon obtained 
the smallest weight loss of 35.08 grams. However, the largest 
weight loss was observed on fruits which were dipped in 2.5 ml 
ethephon/liter of water with 87.08 and is not significantly far 
from those which were untreated with ethephon with a weight 
loss of 86.67 grams.  
        On Factor B, fruits wrapped with newspaper had the lowest 
weight loss with 53.70 grams followed by fruits placed inside 
polyethylene bags 64.20 grams. Fruits which were subjected to 

ambient condition obtained the highest weight loss of 73.50 
grams. According to Banlusilp (2008), the excess energy 
produced from the respiration process is released from the tissue 
by the vaporization of water, which will subsequently be 
transpired from the fruit, causing a weight loss. 
        Among the best combinations contributory to the weight 
loss of banana revealed on treatment with the fruits dipped in 
7.5ml ethephon/liter of water and placed inside polyethylene 
bags with the weight loss of 26.00 grams, followed closely by 
fruits dipped in 10.0ml/liter of water at fruits wrapped with 
newspapers with the weight loss of 30.50 grams. However, the 
combinations which had the higher weight loss were observed in 
those fruits which were untreated and subjected to ambient 
condition with the weight loss of 116.75 grams. It was followed 
closely by fruits dipped in 2.5ml/liter of water of ethephon with 
fruits placed inside polyethylene bag with weight loss of 116.50 
grams respectively.   

 
 

Table 15. Mean weight (g) loss of banana ripening and quality in response to varying levels of ethephon 
appplications and packaging materials 

 
FACTOR A 
(Levels of Ethephon) 

FACTOR B (Packaging Materials), nsA x B 
Ambient Newspapers Polyethylene bags (**A) 

Control (untreated) 116.75a 57.50ab 85.75b 86.67a 
2.5ml/Liter of  water 79.00b 65.75a 116.50a 87.08a 
5.0ml/Liter of water 65.75bc 59.50a 60.50b 61.92b 
7.5ml/Liter of water 63.50bc 55.25ab 26.00c 48.25bc 
10.0ml/Liter of water 42.50c 30.50b 32.25c 35.08c 
(*B) 73.50a 53.70b 64.20ab  

 Means of same column followed by common letters are not significantly different at 5% using Tukey Test.  
 * *(A), **(B), ** (A x B), CV 21.62% 
 

IV. CONCLUSION 
        A concentration of 10 ml ethephon/liter of water can induce 
earlier ripening on papaya, mango and banana; color 
development, physical appearance, resistance to pests and 

diseases, organoliptic test and least weight loss; color index and 
least weight loss for mangoes; and resistance to pests and 
diseases, organoliptic test and least weight losses for bananas. 
For the TSS, dipping papayas in 7.5 ml ethephon solution and 
untreated mangoes gave the sweetest fruits, while for 

FACTORS WEIGHT LOSS (g) 

 
Varying Levels  
of Ethephon (A) 

Control (untreated)              191.70a 
2.5ml/Liter of water                180.33ab 
5.0 ml/Liter of water            162.75cd 
7.5ml/Liter of water             170.42c 

 10.0 ml/Liter of water           153.08d 
 
Packaging Materials (B) 

Ambient                               177.20a 
Newspapers  167.75b 
Polyethylene bags               169.60b 

 (A) ** 
F-test (B) ** 
 (AXB) n.s. 
CV (%)  4.91 
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organoliptic test on mangoes the untreated treatments showed the 
best. Among papayas, the ambient/polyethylene bags ripened 
fruits at earlier time; wrapping in newspapers developed colors, 
TSS, least weight loss, while at ambient condition, papayas 
showed better in pests and diseases resistance. For mangoes, 
wrapping in newspapers showed very firm ripened fruits in 

physical appearance, pest and diseases resistance, organoliptic 
test, TSS and least weight loss. For bananas, wrapping in 
newspapers performed better in almost all parameters. For the 
respective interaction effects, dipping fruits to 10 ml ethephon 
solution and wrapped in newspapers gave better results to their 
ripening indices. 

 

APPENDICES 
 

 
Appendix Fig. 1. Experimental lay-out of banana 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Appendix Fig. 2. Banana fruits dipped with ethephon solution 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Appendix Fig. 3. Brix reading using refractometer 
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Appendix Fig. 4. Weighing of fruits 
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Abstract- The study on the survey of intestinal helminth 
infections amongst school children in rural communities of 
Ebonyi State was conducted in a cross section of ten (10) 
primary schools in Afikpo North LGA of Ebonyi State in 2013 to 
determine the prevalence of infection amongst the scholar 
population in public schools. Stool samples were randomly 
collected from five hundred (500) children and microscopically 
examined using modified direct smear method. The ages and 
toilet facilities used by pupils were also considered for risk 
factors indicators. The overall prevalence 389 (77.8%) were 
infected with eggs, cyst and larvae of intestinal helminth such as 
Ascaris lumbicoides (46%), Hookworm (28.8%), Strongyloides 
stercoralis (8%), and Trichuris trichiura (13.4%). Thus, multiple 
infections of A. lumbricoides and Hookworm (3.8%) were also 
observed. Sex was observed to be a strong factor influencing 
their prevalence with a significant difference (P>0.05) between 
the males (46.4%) and females (53.21%). It was also observed 
that prevalence was high amongst age group 5-8years (55.3%) 
and 9-12years (28.3%) and low in 13-16years (16.4%) which 
was statistically significant (P>0.05). Children who used bushed 
method/Eliliogo (87.5%) as their toilet had higher prevalence 
than their counterparts with pit toilet (Ohoro-Oko-Mkpume) 
(61.7%). The study suggests that the use of “ellili-ogo” and 
“Ohoro-ogo” in the name of toilets exposes them for infection 
and re-infection. Thus, there is an urgent need for mass 
deworming and health education in all public primary schools 
examined as control measures.  
 
Index Terms- prevalence, helminth, infection, children, Ebonyi 
State. 
 

I. INTRODUCTION 
ntestinal helminthes are living organisms that are worm-like in 
shape which receive nutrient and protection from their host 

thereby disrupting the internal activities of the host thereby 
causing diseases and weaknesses (Maizels and Yazdanbakhsh, 
2003). They are also called soil-transmitted helminths because 
their infections are specifically through coming in contact with 
the soil, which are contaminated with faecal matter. There are 
different parasitic worms that live in children’s body where they 
cause various types of sicknesses and diseases. Human becomes 
infected by ingesting infective eggs of the parasite or by infective 
larvae penetrating the skin before becoming adult that later 
migrate through the hearts and lungs for about ten (10) days 
(Adikankwu et al., 2012).  Hence, the disease burden depends on 

the condition of the ecological area, including the standard of the 
locality and the social and economic development of the 
inhabitant according to Ukpai and Ugwu, (2003). Children are 
the group with the highest prevalence of helminthes infection 
since they are the most vulnerable to the factors that causes it 
(Saathoff et al., 2004). Furthermore, there are different types of 
lifestyles such as playing on sand, licking of fingers etc which 
are common to those infected with variety of helminthes 
infections, resulted in very widespread of parasitism, thus, eating 
habits that involve the consumption of unwashed raw vegetables, 
sand etc also allow the transmission of helminthes infections 
(Montressor et al., 2002).   Since the infection occurs by the 
contamination of human food or water by agents such as fly from 
fecal matter which are common in tropical or subtropical nations 
thus, said to be the commonest infection within such region 
(Awolaju and Morenikeji, 2009; Jimenez–Gonzalez et al., 2009).   
Parasitic helminth infections are of serious problem to the health 
of the public, especially among the people with low nutritional 
status and in areas where there is low environmental quality. 
Various studies carried out in Nigeria have been used to estimate 
the situation of the infection rate of intestinal helminth to escalate 
and persist in communities without better housing, sanitation, 
water supplies, health care, education and low income (Oyewole 
et al., 2007; Awolaja and Morenikeji, 2009; Osazuwa et al., 
2011). Most of the worms spend part of their life cycles in either 
animals, rodents or human   beings and cause infections such as 
vomiting, anemia, fever, intestinal obstruction, malnutrition 
dysentery, dehydration, colitis and other impairments (Barons, 
2003). These different types of worm infections, if untreated or 
controlled may cause adverse effect on the children’s cognitive 
development, learning abilities, nutritional status and result into 
other health problems (Montessor et al., 2002). 
 

II. METHODS AND MATERIALS  
Area of the Study  
         The study area is Amasiri Dev. Centre and its environs, 
which is among the seventeen clans in the old Afikpo division of 
Eastern Nigeria, and is still one of the regions in Ebonyi South of 
Ebonyi State. It is found on both sides of Afikpo-Okigwe Road. 
It covers a total area of 270sqkm (Oko, 1993) and is bounded on 
the North by Okposi, on the South by Edda, on the East by 
Afikpo, on the West by Akaeze and on the North-East by 
Akpoha. Amasiri also lies between latitudes 5050’N and 5055’N, 
longitude 7052’E and 7055’E on the South-Eastern region and it 
is about 350 feet above sea level. Hence, the 1991 census 

I 
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projected Amasiri as having 49000 inhabitants and is made up of 
three (3) autonomous communities, ie Amasiri, Ndukwe and Opi 
(Omaka and Anthony, 2012). According to Oko (1993), it is a 
traditional zone of rolling plain between open grassland tropical 
rainforest with an annual rainfall of 197cm. In Amasiri Dev. 
Centre there is common unhygienic pit toilet system, which that 
of the men is known as “Ohoro Ogo” and that of the women is 
known as “Ohoro Usuho” but most people do open toilet system 
in the farm or “Elili” or drainages within the communities. 
Hence, above 70% engage in agricultural activities and they all 
speak the same language. Most of the houses have electricity and 
pipe borne water (borehole). 
 
Study Design 
         The study area was chosen as a result of human 
anthropogenic activities; poor environmental health awareness 
and the low level of personal hygiene. Also due to the nasty 
rampant method of sewage and refuse disposal within the 
community. 
 
Study Population  
         Sample populations of about 500 pupils were selected from 
ten (10) schools selected at random. 50 samples were collected 
from each school among pupils that were willing with the aid of 
class teachers who understood the effect or importance on the 
health of public when the work is executed decided to participate 
as the part of the body of researchers and approval from health 
authority of the locality, including that of parents of the wards 
were collected.  
 
Selection Of Schools  
         It is logistically simple to organized surveys in schools. All 
the primary schools in Amasiri community in Afikpo North 
L.G.A, both private and government owned (public) were listed, 
and then 10 schools were selected at random with the help of 
random number table. 
 
Sample Materials And Tools  
         The materials used for the practical were wide- mouth 
plastic containers, microscope, glass slide, cover slip, woody 
spatula, forceps, flat bottom jar with lid, absorbent tissue, normal 
saline, weighty balance measuring scale, formalin and solution. 
 
Collection And Procedure 
         A total of 500 stool samples were collected from children 
attending primary schools in Amasiri community of Afikpo 
North Local Government Area. A stratified multistage cluster 
sampling technique was used to obtain the sample for this study. 
There are ten (10) selected different primary schools in Amasiri 
community, which are evenly distributed. The participant were 
selected for study based on the information gotten from a history 
of either their being sick and/ or been on drugs within a period of 
one month and some were rejected as they reported to have been 
ill or being on drugs. A minimum of 50 pupils were selected 
from each school for the study. 
         This number of pupils were obtained from each of the 
classes, stating from primary 1 to 5 presented ten (10) pupils 
each, which were randomly selected from the pupils who’s their 
parent gave consent and are willing to participate. The names of 

all the willing and approved pupils from each class were written 
and put in separate boxes and shook thoroughly before picking, 
that was done blindly by the class teachers. 
 
Inclusion And Exclusion Criteria 
         All selected primary school children who were having no 
history of being clinically ill and used drug within a period of 
one month before the study and those whose parents and 
guardians gave their consent were included. Primary school 
children who were having a history of being clinically ill and 
used drug within a period of one month before the study and 
those not included were children whose guardians and parents 
refused to sign a written consent form for the study. 
 
Recruitment And Training Of Research Assistant 
         As to ensure high degree of accuracy two research 
assistants working in Amasiri general Health centre and a 
renowned private laboratory within Amasiri were recruited to 
assists in the collection of height, weight and recollection of 
specimen bottle from the pupils. 
 
Stool Specimen Collection 
         There were critical explanation of the benefits of the 
research a day before collection of stool specimen, to the selected 
pupils and the teachers from each of the schools involve. All the 
selected persons were provided with a clean plastic container free 
from dirt particles and were labeled for easy identification, 
including a piece of applicator stick, a plain paper and a consent 
form. The plastic containers had a code number; which tallied 
with that of the pupil in the register who took that particular 
container so as to avoid the incidental exchange of specimens 
among children. More so, children were instructed to give the 
consent form to their respective parents or guardians as soon as 
they got home, for them to read and then agree or disagree to 
allow them to participate in the study. The children were then 
instructed that anyone who will participate willing after the 
approval of the parent/gaudiance should defecate on the piece of 
paper provided in the morning of the next day, to avoid 
contamination from the toilet environment, thus, used an 
applicator stick, and pick up a portion of the stool from the piece 
of paper and bring it to school after putting it into the covered 
clean plastic container provided.  The following day a list of 
names with their corresponding code numbers were used to 
called the children one after the other for the collection of their 
stool sample, with a comparison of the number on the container 
with the number recorded when they were provided with the 
container to check if it was the right container for the child, then 
10% formalin was added to the stool sample to preserve the 
morphology of the eggs before examination. 
 
Measurement Of Height And Body Weight 
         After the collection of stool specimen, children were called 
one after the other, then the code number of the children and the 
name were recorded in a questionnaire form, then the children’s 
height were measured using a height scale, weight was measured 
by using a weighing scale and each child was asked of his/her 
age. 
 
Questionnaire Distribution 
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         A questionnaire of primary school based were administered 
to the pupils which were to be filled with the aid of their teachers 
to determine the sex, age, height, weight, name, socio-economic 
background and sanitation situation in their schools and homes. 
 
Analysis in the Laboratory 
         Both microscopic and macroscopic examinations of the 
specimen were done with a direct smear method for easy 
identification of eggs of intestinal helminths under microscopic 
examination  based on the method described by Cheesbrough 
(2004).  
 
Macroscopic Samples of Stool Examination  
         Macroscopic examination of samples were carried out in 
the laboratory which registered the presence of blood, mucus, 
consistency and adult worms. Based on description of the 
appearance of the stool samples, consistency or physical 
appearance such as colour, was to know whether the stool was 
formed, semi-formed, uniform or watery, presence of 
blood/mucus or pus as to aid in the identification of the species 
of worm. That is, when a stool sample is semiformed and black, 
hookwoom disease was suspected. Schistosomiasis is also 
suspected when there is mucus in the stool including uniformed 
with blood. However, there were a lot of appearance of faecal 
sample such as blood, diarrhea or rice water stools with mucus 
flakes etc. Akingbade et al., (2013) said Ascaris lumbricoides 
could be occasionally seen on the surface or in a stool in it adult 
form with stain of blood on the stools of someone suffering from 
ulceration, haemorrhoides, or tumours of the intestinal tract. 
When a stool sample appears semi-formed or formed and brown 
in adult it is said to be normal stool while that of infants appears 
semi-formed and yellowish-green when normal. In this work the 
samples with different appearance were observed such as formed 
or semi-formed, black and semi-formed, including watery stool 
that appeared brown. 
 
The Microscopic Stool Samples Examination   
         During the microscopic analysis, the physiological saline 
was place on a labeled glass slide containing emulsified feacal 
sample collected from a wide mouthed bottle, about 0.10gm with 
an applicator stick. A cleaned cover slip was flattened on it after 
it has been smear sufficiently to be thin so as to avoid air bubble 
and was placed under the microscope for the examination of the 
presence of eggs of intestinal helminth with x10 and x40 
objectives lenses (Arora and Arora, 2006). The identification of 
intestinal helminths eggs with the used of direct smear method 
was also described by Cheesbrough (2004) that showed a 
positive indicating specimens on the basis of microscope with the 
use of standard methods according to CDC (2007). Furthermore, 
a microscopic confirmation of the slide containing the stool 
specimens was done with the assistance of a trained scientist 
managing the laboratory in Amasiri health centre. There were 
also several characteristics employed for the recognition of the 
worms: for example round, ova, with rough membrane was used 
to identify fertilize eggs or a bit elongated with ova membrane 
was for unfertilized eggs of Ascaris lumbricodes. While 
transparent barrel shaped eggs with mucoid polar plug at either 
sides were for the recognition of Trichuris trichiura. 
Ancylostoma duodenale and Necator americanus which are 

common species of hookworm have the almost the same 
structure of egg. Their eggs show a clear difference between the 
embryo and the eggs shell with an oval or elliptical brave coiled 
within according to Odu et al.,( 2013). 
 
Ethical Approval 
         The study was granted approval by the department of 
Applied Biology through the supervisor of the work and the 
stake-holders of the various schools used for the work. The 
approval was given after a brief meetings with school personnel 
and potential parents of the wards in a Parents and Teachers 
Association (PTA) gathering which was carried out in order to 
explain the purpose and protocol of the study. A written 
participation consent form was issued out to the school officials 
and parents so as to authenticate their approval of allowing their 
wards to co-operate.  
 
Data Analysis 
         The data collected were represented in percentage while 
differences in the prevalence of infection between ages and sex 
were evaluated using the Chi-square test from the contingency 
tables. Statistical significance was achieved (P > 0.05).  
 
RESULT  
         The study involved a total of 500 school children of which 
389 persons are infected with variance in the infection across the 
schools in Amasiri Dev. Centre used as sampled schools such as 
Ezeke Primary School I and II, Amasiri Central School I and II, 
Opi Primary School, Ndukwe Primary School I and II, Ogube 
Primary School, Akanto Primary School and Ozaraokangwu 
Primary School as shown in Table1. 
         The male participants were more than the female 
participants in number, 284 (56.8%) and 216 (43.2%) 
respectively, as shown in Table 2. It also shows that infection 
rate is higher in females, 84.3% than male with 72.8%.  
         From the study majority of the participant (43.4%) were of 
the age group 5-8years, followed by 9-12years age group 
(30.6%) while 13-16 age group contains the lowest proportion 
(26.6%) of  the study participant according to table 3. 
         The prevalence based on types of toilet shows that, toilet 
could be suspected as the region were the pupils acquired 
intestinal helminth infections as 5 pupils used water closet 
system with no infection recorded, 321 pupil used bush method/ 
“Elili” with 281(87.5%) infections and 175 pupils used pit toilet 
(Ohoro Oko Mkpume) with 108 (61.7%) infections respectively, 
as shown in table 4. 
         Out of the 500 stool samples examined, 389 (77.8%) were 
observed to be infected with various intestinal helminth parasites 
and some pupils suffered with mixed infections thus, four 
parasites species were encountered in the study. This is 
distributed as follows: Ascaris lumbricoides 179(46%), 
Strongyliodes stercoralis 31(8.0%), Trichuris trichiura 
52(13.4%) and a multiple infections of Ascaris lumbricoides and 
Hookworm of 15(3.8%) (Table 5). The prevalence is significant 
with P>0.05. 
         The result also shows how the parasite species is distributed 
across the age grade.  
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         It was observed that Ascaris lumbricoides accounted for 82 
(21.1), 51 (13.1) and 46 (11.8) for  age group 5 – 8, 9 – 12 and 13 
– 16 respectively being the highest. The lowest being multiple  
infection with 8 (2.1), 4 (1.0) and 3 (0.8) for age group 5 – 8, 9 – 
12 and 13 – 16 respectively as shown in table 6. 
         The human lifestyles are seen as factors that encourage the 
prevalence of intestinal helminth infections. The regular eating of 
sand (Ukwaka), licking of fingers/biting of nails and walking 
barefoot has 277, 315 and 271 respectively which shows that it is 

the highest with occasionally having 173, 123 and 82. While I 
don’t having the least with 50, 62 and 47 respectively as shown 
in the table 7. 
         The prevalence of intestinal helminthes based on Age–
related habit shows that the various habits could be considered as 
encouraging factors toward the acquiring of intestinal helminth 
infections as shown in the table 8 and fig. 1. 
 

 
Table 1: Schools Examined for the Presence of Intestinal Helminth Infection. 

 
S/N SCHOOL NO. EXAMINED NO. INFECTED % INFECTED 
1. Ezeke Primary School I 50 35 70 
2. Ezeke Primary School II 50 34 68 
3. Amasiri Central School I 50 31 62 
4. Amasiri Central School II 50 32  64 
5. Ndukwe Primary School I 50 41 82 
6. Ndukwe Primary School II 50 39 78 
7. Opi Primary School I 50 38 76 
8. Ogbube Primary School  50 46 92 
9. Akanto Primary School 50 45 90 
10. Ozaraokangwu Primary School 50 48 96 

 TOTAL 500 389 77.8 
 

0 20 40 60 80 100

A. lumricoides

I. trichiura

S. stercolalis

Hookworm

Multiple Infection

13 – 16
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5 – 8

 
Fig. I 

Y= axis prevalence of intestinal helminthes based on Age–related habit 
X= axis percentage prevalence 
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Table 2 Distribution Of Parasite Based On Sex 
SEX TOTAL POPULATION NUMBER INFECTED % INFECTED 
Female 216 182 (46.8) 84.3 
Male 284 207 (53.2) 72.8 
TOTAL 500 389 77.8 
 
X2 =3.841, which stand as the P-statistical value 
 

Table 3 Age Range And Percentage Prevalence Of Intestinal Helminth Infection 
 

AGE NO. EXAMINED NO. INFECTED 

5 – 8 217 215 (55.3%) 
9 – 12 153 110 (28.3%) 
13 – 16 130 64 (16.4%) 
TOTAL 500 389 

 
X2 = 15.9, P = 0.778 
 

Table 4. Distribution of Parasite Species based on Types of Toilet 
 

S/N TOILET TYPE TOTAL NO. 
EXAMINED 

TOTAL NO. 
INFECTED 

% AGE 
INFECTION 

1. Water closet 5 0 0 
2. Bush method/Elili 321 281 87.5 
3. Pit Toilet (Ohoro Oko Mkpume) 175 108 61.7 
 TOTAL 500 389 77.8 

 
Table 5: Prevalence Based On Types Of Parasite 

 
Parasite No. Examined No. Infected (%) 
Ascaris lumbricoides 500 179 (46) 
Hookworm  500 112 (28.8) 
Strongyloides stercoralis 500 31 (8) 
Trichuris trichiura 500 52 (13.4) 
Multiple infection 500 15 (3.8) 
TOTAL 500 389 (77.8) 

Z-Score =0.8144 or 0.7416, P=0.778  
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5 – 8 217 82 (21.1) 22 (5.6) 16 (4.1) 52 (13.4) 8 (2.1) 

9 – 12 153 51(13.1) 18 (4.6) 8 (2.1) 38 (9.8) 4 (1.0) 

13 – 16 130 46 (11.8) 12 (3.1) 7 (1.7) 22 (5.6) 3 (0.8) 

TOTAL 500 179 (46.0) 52 (13.3) 31 (7.9) 112 (28.8) 15 (3.9) 
 

Table 7: Habit Or Life Style Of Different Pupils 
 

S/N Life Style I Don’t Regularly Occasionally Total 

1. Eat Sand (Ukwaka) 50 277 173 500 

2. Lick finger/bite nails 62 315 123 500 

3. Walk barefoot 47 371 82 500 

 TOTAL 150 963 378 500 

 
 

Table 8: Prevalence Of Intestinal Helminthes Based On Age–Related Habit or Lifestyle 
AGE 
GRADE 

WALK 
BAREFOOT 

LICK FINGER/BITE 
NAILS 

EAT SOIL 
(UKWAKA) 

A.
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5 – 8 261 222 231 82 22 16 52 8 

9 – 12 126 113 122 51 18 8 28 4 

13 – 16 66 103 97 46 12 7 22 3 

 
 

III. DISCUSSION   
         Intestinal helminth infections remain high in rural 
communities in Amasiri Dev. Centre. The high prevalence of 
helminths recorded 389 (77.8%) in this study area could be 
attributed to exposure of the pupils to predisposing factors such 
as poor housing, poor system of sewage disposal, water sources 

that is unsafe, poor conditions sanitation and lack of information 
on the side of the parents and pupils (Simon–Oke et al., 2014); 
Mordi et al., (2011) and Ukpai and Ugwu (2003). This report 
also agreed with the report presented by Adikanku et al., (2012). 
The investigation revealed that prevalence rates were much 
higher in the schools that are situated at communities within farm 
settlement areas as shown in table 1. This could be attributed to 
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the location of the school and the level of awareness about 
personal hygiene of the parents and the pupils, (Elizabeth et al., 
2013, Bethany et al., 2006 and Adikankwu et al., 2012). In this 
study the prevalence link between intestinal helminths infections 
with the category of children of school age used at the period of 
the present study may be said to be inversely proportional (Kalu 
et al., 2013). According to table 2, the rate of intestinal helminth 
infections were high in the age bracket of 5-8 years (215(55.5%) 
, low in 9-12 age groups (110 (25.3%)  and lower in age groups 
of 13-16 years 64 (16.4%) which could be seen as true that the 
age category that involve the youngest (5-8years) engages most 
with activities linking them to have high contact level with soil 
such as playing regularly with mud/sand (Kalu, et al., 2013). 
Moreso this known group is observed with poor attitude to 
personal cleanliness which contribute most in the intestinal 
parasite infections. In fact the result of this work is in line with 
that done by (Uhuo, et al., 2011) on incidence of helminth within 
an area stating that infection of intestinal helminth is more in age 
group that is lower as against the age bracket that is higher 
portraying a knowledge of self hygienic attitude that is advance 
which could come into play with advancement in education. 
Simon-Oke, et al., (2014) attributed the children at the age of 5-
8years little or no attention to personal and general hygiene such 
as walking barefooted, eating of sand (Ukwaka), dirty hands are 
used to share foods purchased from local food vendors; passing 
viable ova to one another. Also it may be because they eat snacks 
and food wrapped with papers from doubtful sources which may 
have been contaminated as suggested by (Chiojioke et al., 2004). 
Based on the report presented by (Ogbe et al., 2003) that the 
highest prevalence of infection of intestinal helminth recorded 
across the groups between the ages 5-8years and decreases as age 
increases could be as a result of buildup of immunity as age 
increased which agrees with the result of this work. There was a 
significant difference (P>0.05) between infection rate and age 
groups.  
         Distribution of parasite based on sex shows that with 284 
males examined 207 (53.2%) had infection and with 182 (46.8%) 
out of 216 female examined also had intestinal helminth 
infection see table 2. Although there was a significant difference 
(P>0.05) between prevalence in females and that of the males, 
thus, prevalence rate is higher in females (84.3%) than in males 
(72.8%). This can be attributed to female exposure levels to 
eating of sand (Ukwaka), playing on sand, licking of 
finger/biting of nails, walking barefooted why playing or going 
for an errand, hawking, use of unwashed hands to share food 
items and other domestic work. This result is in agreement with 
that of Simon-Oke et al., (2014) which said sex-related 
prevalence was higher in females than males. This result also 
agrees with that reported by Kalu et al., (2013), which said 
female pupils were more infected in community primary school 
Umunoha than males as a result of the level of exposition to 
infected sand in the area which the school is situated. This result 
contradicts previous studies by Eze and Nzeako (2011), 
Odikammoro and Ike (2004), Ukpia and Ugwu (2003), Uhuo et 
al., (2011) which stated that the children whose parents are 
peasant farmers often go to farm with their male children which 
were found frequently with barefoot and for that males are more 
vulnerable than females since they joined their parents to farm. 
Thus, this result could agree with the above persons when the 

reverse is considered, that is, within Amasiri females go to farm 
most with their mothers than the men with their fathers who will 
always stay at the village square. 
         Furthermore, the study on the analysis on the type of 
parasite indicated that Ascaris lumbriocoides (46%), Hookworm 
(28.8%), Strongyloides stercoralis (13.4%) and Trichuris 
trichuira (10.4%) were common in the sampled groups, multiple 
infection (3.8%) also occurred (table 5). This suggests that 
standard of living is low and awareness is also lacking on 
personal hygiene especially in handling of foods observed from 
feacal sampled.  A lumbricoides was recorded with high 
prevalence 179 (46%) infection which shows the level of 
pollution of soil water and vegetable with ascariasis by those 
volunteers who defecated in the surrounding bushes or “elili” 
since A. lumbricoides were much common with ingestion of 
water and food contaminated with its eggs and occasionally via 
inhalation of contaminated dust (Adikankwu et al., 2012). 
According to Naish et al., (2004) which states that the Ova of 
Ascaris lumbricoides can survives prolonged period of 10years 
under a warm, shady and moist environmental condition which 
could be a reason for their long constant infection. Hookworm 
infection was also high with prevalence of 112(28.8%) which 
shows poor sanitary disposal of human feaces and indiscriminate 
defeacetion. In most tropical countries, intestinal helminth is seen 
as an occupational disease since; it is mostly prevalence in 
farming community (Simon-Oke et al., 2014). This assertion is 
proved valid by this result where farming constitutes an 
important risk for intestinal helminthiasis, especially hookworm 
in the studied area. Strongyloides steroralis has the least 
prevalence 31 (8%) which buttress that fact that the level of 
personal hygiene is nothing to write home about within the 
community were this study was carried out. Trichuris trichuria 
was not left aside with prevalence of 52 (13.4%) as it is one of 
the three cosmopolitan intestinal parasite species as indicated by 
Odu et al., (2013). The highest prevalence reported for Ascaris  
lumbricoides  in this study agreed with same previous reports by 
(Adeyeba and Akinlabi, 2003; Agbolade et al., 2004; Alli et al., 
in 2011. Infection by Ascaris lumbricoides is distributed through 
eggs that are swallowed along with the ingestion of contaminated 
soil or when various objects carrying the adherent eggs come in 
contact with the mouth. In addition, another source of infection 
could be by exposure to food particles or drinks are contaminated 
through methods of handling or dust particles from the environ. 
The ova of Ascaris could be spread through different food and 
coprophagous animals agents, and can thus be carried from the 
defecation site to other location far away as the case may be 
(Mordi and Ngwodo, 2007). Hence, in the intestine of the 
coprophagous animals the eggs/ova passed unaltered into the soil 
with a well-protected shell that can withstand hash environmental 
conditions and also survive a very long periods. Another major 
epidemiological factor that promote ascariasis is soil pollution 
(Mordi and Ngwodo, 2007). There have been report of intestinal 
helminths from various parts of Nigeria including Ebonyi State. 
Thus, the 46% prevalence value reported of Ascaris lumbricoides 
in this study was however, moderate when compared with 
previous reports from other areas in the state. The work done by 
Odikamnoro and Ikeh in 2004, showed 51.5% prevalence within 
the inhabitant of a community called Kpiri-kpiri in Abakaliki 
found in a state known as Ebonyi. Uhuo et al., in 2011 presented 
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a 20.0% prevalence among primary school children in one of the 
Local Government Areas in Ebonyi particularly Ezza North   
while Adikankwu et al., (2012) reported a prevalence of 20.0% 
also in Ebonyi Local Government Area, Ebonyi State all in 
Nigeria. 
         T. trichiura commonly recognized with its whip like 
structure in adult stage as whipworm which distribution is 
cosmopolitan and can be prevalent in warm humid tropical 
region (Mordi and Ngwodo, 2007). In this study T. trichuria had 
a prevalence rate of 13.4% which is higher than that in other 
parts of the state. Odikankwu et al., (2012) reported a prevalence 
rate of 1.3%. at Ebonyi Local Government Area while  Uhuo et 
al,. (2011) recorded prevalence rate of 1.3%. This could be as a 
result of poor sanitary habits of indiscriminate defecation which 
could lead to pollution of the soil with the Ova. Infections 
usually occur through ingestion of drinks. However, the 
penetration of human skin with hookworm L3 infective larva 
stage caused infections, which could be attributed to poor 
personal hygiene such as disposal of human faece with poor 
sanitary measure, walking barefooted in contaminated area, and 
defecating indiscriminately (Mordi and Ngwodo, 2007) as shown 
in table 5. Due to lack of the awareness on the effect of personal 
hygiene and appropriate education of individual on 
environmental sanitation are channel of contacting infection of 
intestinal helminth. It could be true in the present environment of 
study since most preferred with prevalence rate of 87.5% toilet 
method as shown in table 4. 
         This method which could lead to contamination of the soil, 
drink or food (raw vegetable) there-by escalate the prevalence of 
intestinal helminth infection. This result agreed with that 
presented by Adikankwu et al., (2012) which attributed infection 
of Ascaris lumbricoides to consumption of raw vegetable 
(Ighara) or drinking of contaminated water. It also corresponded 
with the work of Mordi and Ngwodo (2007) which said 
transmission of T. trichura infection in a community is due to 
indiscriminate poor sanitary defecation by human. It is 
noteworthy that several individuals in the age group have 
strongyloides infection. This nematode has the potential cause of 
serious life threatening infections in the immunocompromised 
and malnourished individuals. The extent of this complication 
occurring in Amasiri is unknown since there is no major 
surveillance that moves to schools for health education on 
methods of prevention and eradication of soil transmitted 
helminthes infection.     
         Moreso, the lifestyle or habit of the pupils also have 
influence over the rate of prevalence as shown in table 8, 
children who were under the bracket age of 5-8 years which walk 
barefoot, lick finger, and eat sand (Ukwaka) most have high 
prevalence rate across the observe intestinal helminthes such as 
82, 22, 16, 52 and 8 percent for A. lumbricoides, T. trichiura, S. 
starcolaris, hookworm and multiple infections respectively. 
Followed by those within the age bracket of 9-12 years with 
prevalence rate of 4, 28, 51, and 18 percent for multiply 
infections, hookworm, A. lumbricoides, T. trichiura, and S. 
starcolaris, respectively, thus, low among those with age bracket 
13-15 years with 22, 46, 12, 7, and 3 for hookworm, A. 
lumbricoides, T. trichiura, S. starcolaris, and multiple infections 
respectively. This may be attributed to their increased immunity 
and level knowledge regarding personal hygiene and 

environmental sanitation since transmission is majorly by 
consuming contaminated food/water in case of Ascaris, Trichuris 
and Strongyloides infections or coming in contact with soil 
containing the infective larvae that penetrate through the skin 
(Hookworm). This is in line with work reported by Bethony et al, 
2006, which states that the liberation of eggs of Soil Transmitted 
Helminths along with faece of  individuals infected into the 
surrounding thereby making it one of the intestinal essentially 
parasites. The infective stage of hookworm and Ascaris occur in 
the soil by the development of the larvae. More so, the 
consumption of soil contaminated fruits and vegetables with 
infested eggs larvae cause infection; or by the putting of dirt 
hands and fingers containing the eggs into the mouth. 
Nevertheless, hookworm eggs cannot infect human directly thus, 
would under some developmental stages before becoming an 
infective larva such as after hatching in the soil, the moveable 
released larvae penetrate the skin. For that, one can be infected 
accidentally through careless attitude that leads to having contact 
with the soil that is contaminated. 
 

IV. CONLUSION AND RECOMMENDATIONS 
Conclusion 
         The study showed that the prevalence of intestinal helminth 
infections among primary school children in Amasiri community 
is generally high compared to others reported within different 
parts of Ebonyi State Nigeria. The observed high prevalence of 
these intestinal helminth infections could partly be explained by 
the lack of mass chemotherapy or deworming exercise. 
         However, sensitization on environmental sanitation 
including good personal hygiene are not emphatically stated 
which are the remote means of transmission of infections of 
helminth in underdeveloped areas like this, as these diseases are 
distributed by the disposal of feace indiscriminately thereby 
contributing to auto-infections of intestinal helminthes. This 
study objective was achieved successfully according to the 
purpose why it was set, such as indicating the presence of four 
helminthes (Ascaris lumbricoides, Hookworm, Trichuris 
trichiura, and Strongyliodes stercoralis) were prevalent among 
primary school children in Amasiri community. The information 
on the age, sex, locations, type of toilet facilities used, source of 
water supply and occupational status for the control of useful 
parasite of such which are highly distributed in this area. 
 
 Recommendation 

1) Based on the result obtained from this study, 
recommendation of routine examination of stool of all 
school children within Amasiri community would be 
necessary, thus, advocating for further studies by other 
researches. 

2) This study revealed a high prevalence of intestinal 
helminths burden, a situation which is not too good for 
physical, mental and cognitive development of children. 
Thus, government across the levels should embark on 
measures to control the spread of helminthes infection 
among children in Amasiri community.  
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Abstract- Pilling is a fabric surface defect caused by regular 
wear-cleaning cycles. Assessment of the pilling on the fabric 
surface is done in subjective manner visually by experts. This 
paper presents a method of objective assessment of pilling on the 
fabric surface, employing a system designed for non-contact 
capture of the pilling profile on fabric surface. The results 
obtained from the proposed method are validated by direct 
measurement of pill parameters on stereo microscope, as 
correlation studies indicate correlation coefficient value more 
than 0.90. Five fabric samples with widely different physical 
properties were used in the pilling study Statistical analysis 
proves reliability of the pilling measurement by the new method 
and supportive role it offers to the subjective assessment by 
experts. 
 
Index Terms- 2DDWT, Fabric, Pilling, Surface-defect, Textile. 
 

I. INTRODUCTION 
ne of the results of fabric abrasion that mostly affects fabric 
surface appearance is pilling phenomenon. A pill, 

colloquially called a bobble, is a spherical or elliptical or spiral 
structured entangled fibres that forms on a surface of fabric. 
Pilling refers to formation of such balls.  
        Pilling happens when washing and wearing of fabrics causes 
loosening of fibres which then push out from the fabric surface 
of the garment. In due course of time, abrasion/rubbing action 
compels such loose fibres to get entangled and develop into 
spherical bundles, anchored to the surface of the fabric by 
anchoring fibres that haven't broken. These anchor fibres provide 
the necessary fibre material for the growth of the pill with more 
wear and washing. [1] 
        Pilling mostly occurs in staple fibre fabrics, such as woolen 
knitted goods made from soft twisted yarns. With the advent of 
synthetic fibres, the problem has become more acute particularly 
with the rapidly rising use of polyester-cotton blend [2]. With 
fibres such as polyester, acrylic, nylon, pills remain keyed to the 
garment and become more visible. The high strength and flex life 
of synthetic fibres, particularly polyester fibres, prevent easy 
wear-off of pills. 
        The occurrence of pilling is undesired and has no resolution 
afterwards. It drastically changes appearance of the fabric 
thereby compromising its acceptance for apparel work. Fuzzing 
and pilling brings about many changes in the fabric surface 
property such as its luster, flatness, decorative pattern, feel, 
surface friction and wear resistance [3] 
 

        In the textile industry, severity of pilling is objectively 
evaluated using five parameters: pill number, the mean area of 
pilling; the total area of pilling; contrast, and pill-density. There 
is a need for mechanisms for assessment of degree of pilling on 
fabric surface as a product quality / process countercheck 
measure. Prevailing industry practice of assessment is, experts 
evaluate pilling and assign grade by visual examination.  
However, this technique is dependent on subjective 
opinion/skills/availability of an individual and thus, lacks both 
accuracy as well as reproducibility. Automated Objective 
assessment in this perspective is an aspect therefore attracting 
interest of researchers in the textile industry. 
        Recent technical advances involve architectures which are 
both complex, expensive to manufacture, operate and maintain, 
or analysis based on complicated algorithm to derive basic 
characteristics from pilling profile of surface as reported by 
researchers.[3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8]. Algorithms and techniques 
used for segregation of the pills from the background in digital 
images of pilled fabrics include pixel-based brightness 
thresholding [5], Region-based template matching for extracting  
pills from fabric surface [7] [9], frequency domain image 
processing- two-dimensional discrete Fourier transform 
(2DDFT)[10]. 
 

II. MATERIAL AND METHODS 
        Present system (fig.1), generates accurate surface profile of 
pilled fabric by recording the pilling information in the digital 
format, from the pilled surface of the fabric without disturbing 
surface profile. Such unspoiled, untouched surface profile scan, 
presents most of the details of pilled surface. 
        Patent for this machine has been applied with India patent 
office. [11] 
        The work was carried out in two parts. In the first part, 
tumbling method is used to generate pills on the specimen fabric 
using tumble box generator as per the 10971 IS standard. Then 
scanning of the surface profile of the pilled fabric specimen was 
carried out using machine developed. Scan of a fabric sample as 
shown in figure 2, a non-contact capture of the pilled surface of 
the fabric specimen which preserves the status of the fabric 
surface generated after tumbling. For matlab analysis, scanned 
digital image of pilled fabric sample (cotton-2) was divided into 
six rectangular parts (fig.2) for convenience in analysis. Part-
“E”(fig.4a) was selected for  measurement of pill parameter like 
pill area employing  matlab code  developed for the purpose. 
        In the second part of the work, direct visual measurement of 
the prominent pills was acquired using Motic Stereo microscope 

O 
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(fig.3), to validate the measurement of the pilling features 
undertaken in the first part. The pills were prominently visible, 
which helped in identifying and labeling them individually.  
After measurements, correlation analysis was carried out 
between two sets of measurements. Correlation coefficient was 
determined using Karl Pearson method [12].  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure-1: System block diagram 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Fig-2:Scan Image of fabric Sample-( cotton-2 ) 
 

 
 

Fig.3: Single pill on fabric  surface. 
 

Computational Analysis  
I) Wavelet Analysis 

        A pilled fabric image consists of multi-scale brightness 
variation information such as high frequency noise, fibre 
structure, base texture (woven and knitted fabrics), fuzz and pills, 
fabric surface unevenness and background illumination variance. 
This information exists in the image frequency domain at 
different frequency bands. With the appropriate wavelet and 
decomposition scale, it is possible to separate the fabric texture, 
fuzz, pills and background intensity variation into independent 
sub-images. Wavelet transform analysis is based on wavelets or 
small waves of limited duration and different frequency. 

Appropriate wavelet can decompose image into sub images. 
Each such sub image refers to specific frequency band and 
supplies information about the fabric surface as present at that 
frequency band. 
        The content of a pilled image at different scales can be 
separated into different reconstructed detail and approximation 
images. It helps in identifying /detecting localised features in an 
image by employing frequency domain analysis technique 
2DDWT (2-dimensional discrete wavelet transform). The pilling 
information was identified by inspecting the reconstructed detail 
images. Pilled fabric gray image (sample-cotton-1) was 
decomposed by haar-7 wavelet using Matlab wavelet toolbox 
utility [13].  
        Scale 5 and 6 together brings out pills prominently as shown 
in figure 4(k). 
 

 
Fig.4(a)Original image  

 
Fig.4(b)Scale1-A7D1 

 
Fig.4(c) -A7D1D2 

 
Fig.4(d) -A7D2 

 
Fig.4(e) A7D2D3 

 
Fig.4(f) A7D3 

 
Fig.4(g) A7D3D4 

 
Fig.4(h) A7D4 

 
Fig.4(i) -A7D4D5 

 
Fig.4(j) A7D5 

 
 A B C 

D E F  
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Fig.4(k)-A7D5D6 

 
Fig.4(l) A7D6 

 
Fig.4(m) A7D6D7 

 
Fig.4(n) A7D7 

 
Fig.4(o) -A7 

 

 
Wavelet processed reconstructed digital image of part “E” of 
pilled fabric sample is showed in figure 5b. 
 

 
Fig.5a-Part-E of scanned image 

 
Fig.5b- Haar Wavelet processed image 

 
Fig.5c-binary image 

 
II) MATLAB Analysis 

        Wavelet transform processed image is   processed by 
Matlab code[17] to segregate pills from the underlying fabric 
structure and display them prominently in binary image 
(fig.5c).This final binary image could be visually compared to 
original image to establish positively that entire pill profile has 
been detected by matlab code processing.  This processing also 
generates pill-area readings with identification number for pills 
and stores the same in excel file, which are then correlated with 
the measurement of pill area of same sample obtained from 

Motic stereo microscope. Correlation graph (fig. 6) and 
correlation values of five fabric samples are given in table-1. 
        Pill-profile implies the number, position, area, shape of 
prominent pills in the final processed image, which are the actual 
identifiable qualitative and quantitative primary pilling 
parameters from the final image. Other quantifiable group of 
parameters includes, the total area of pilling, pilled area 
percentage, the mean area of pilling, and densities of pills 
represent secondary parameters derived from image. Together 
they give complete information about the pilling propensity. 
 

 
Fig.6- Correlation graph of the sample 

 
Table 1- Correlation coefficient values for five fabric 

samples. 
 

Pilled fabric Sample Correlation Coefficient 
Cotton-1 0.9660 
Cotton-2 0.9812 
Polyester-Viscose 0.9706 
Knitted Cotton (Hosiery) 0.9314 
Knitted wool 0.9829 

.  
        For the analysis purpose, three decisive parameters are used 
in the matlab morphological processing, involved at different 
stages of processing of image of pilled fabric sample, deriving 
complete pilling profile of the fabric specimen. These 
parameters, namely, (1) Number of tiles used for histogram 
processing-‘N’, (2) threshold value used for binarization of the 
image-‘t’ and (3) size of structural element ‘E’ for noise filtering, 
are explained below. 
        Imaging factors such as uneven illumination can transform 
perfectly segmentable histogram of the digital image into a 
histogram that cannot be partitioned effectively by a single 
global threshold. This problem  could be handled by technique of 
adaptive histogram equalization  ‘adapthisteq’ wherein original 
image is divided into subimages and  the contrast transform 
function for each of these regions is calculated individually to 
enhance each tile’s contrast.  Number of tiles specifies the 
number of rectangular contextual regions (tiles) into which 
‘adapthisteq’ divide the image. The optimal number of tiles 
(subimages) depends on the type of the input image, and it is best 
determined through experimentation. While ‘histeq ‘works on the 
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entire image, adapthisteq operates on small regions in the image, 
called tiles. 
        Thresholding used for converting  grayscale image  to a 
binary image, replaces all pixels in the input image with 
luminance greater than specified threshold level with the value 1 
(white) and replaces all other pixels with the value 0 (black)[15]. 
It clearly marks pills as white regions contrasted with black 
background as showed in figure 5c. 
        Minimum size of structural element is prescribed and is 
used to discard very small white regions in the binary image as 
noise.  
In the initial stage, optimum values of the parameters are decided 
on the basis of trial and error method by visual comparison,  
giving correlation coefficient values close to 1 between two sets 
of pill-area, first set obtained from matlab processing of scanned 
image and second set obtained from visual measurement on 
stereo microscope. For small variation in values of these 
parameters near optimum values, correlations are measured, for 
the statistical analysis.  
 

III) Factorial  Analysis 
        Factorial design of experiment is employed to explore 
interaction between three parameters (factors) used for in matlab 
code. For the purpose, MINITAB software [14] helped in 
generating this analysis. For this analysis  fabric sample (cotton-
1) measurements are used. Factorial design has several important 
features. It has great flexibility for exploring the effect of   
“signal” (treatment) or factors which decide the value of the 
outcome variable of the studies.  It effectively combines 
independent studies into one study, thereby saving time and 
resources needed for conducting a series of independent studies 
and examine interaction effects between factors. 
        In factorial designs, a factor is a major independent variable 
and a level is a subdivision of a factor. In this analysis, there are 
three factors, each with two levels, a 3 x 2 factorial design. 
Correlation coefficient values in the last column of table 1 give 
the response/outcome because of combination of values of these 
factors. 
 
Factor-1- Window size (number) = N= 64 and 100 
Factor-2-Threshold (number) = t = 0.853, and 0.890 
Factor3--Noise-Element (pixel) = E = 4 and 9  
 
Table-2-Factor N, t, E -level table with response (correlation 

coefficient) values 
 

N t E Correlation 
coefficient 

64 0.853 9 0.98234 
64 0.853 4 0.99031 
64 0.890 4 0.98818 
100 0.890 9 0.96783 
100 0.853 4 0.99100 
100 0.853 9 0.98782 
64 0.890 9 0.99287 
100 0.890 4 0.98110 

 
        A contour plot is a graph that can be used to explore the 
potential relationship between three variables. Contour plots 

display the 3-dimensional relationship in two dimensions, with x- 
and y-factors (predictors) plotted on the x- and y-scales and 
response values represented by contours. A contour plot is like a 
topographical map in which x-, y-, and z-values are plotted 
instead of longitude, latitude, and elevation. 
        Contour plot brings out Interaction between parameters 
more strongly, because of the strength in defining the range of 
optimum values of three parameters so as to obtain higher values 
of correlation coefficients. Since these ranges are obtained by 
statistical analysis, there is more reliability, objectivity in the 
process than decision based on visual observation and 
comparison between binary image output from matlab analysis 
and original image. 
        As given in figure 7, contour plot is drawn for table2. 
        1st sub-plot- from left bottom corner- for N=64, from  
t=0.864 move upward for  higher t, shows maximum value of 
correlation coefficient. And for t= 0.853, from N=78 move right 
shows again maximum value of Corr. Coef. (> 0.99). This 
suggests the range of parameter combination which can be 
selected so as to achieve better correlation between actual and 
experimental estimation of pilling profile. It helps in identifying 
optimal values of parameters. 2nd subplot of E*N shows that to 
retain higher value of  Corr. Coef. Value, for increase in value of 
E from 4 to 9 there is corresponding decrease in value of  N= 82 
to 64. 
        3rd  subplot shows  decrease in Corr. Coef. Value as moved 
away from combination of  t = 0.853 and E= 4, either 
upward(increase in E) or rightward (increase in t )direction. 
 

N 82
t 0.8715
E 6.5

Hold Values

t*N

100908070

0.888

0.880

0.872

0.864

0.856

E*N

100908070

8

6

4

E*t

0.8880.8800.8720.8640.856

8

6

4

>  
–  
–  
–  
–  
–  
–  
<  0.9750

0.9750 0.9775
0.9775 0.9800
0.9800 0.9825
0.9825 0.9850
0.9850 0.9875
0.9875 0.9900

0.9900

cor.coef

Contour Plots of cor.coef

 
Fig.7- Contour plot 

 

III. CONCLUSION 
        On the basis of correlation results, the measurements of 
parameter like pill-area acquired on this machine, associated with 
pilling profile have been strongly correlated- validated by the 
readings taken on the stereo microscope.  
        Factorial analysis has shown that over wide ranges of 
parameters used for generation of binary image of pills, 
correlation coefficient values remain very high (greater than or 
equal to  0.9). This means small variation in parameter values 
within the range will not affect the results. 
        Strong positive correlations between two sets of 
measurements indicate that objective assessment using the newly 
fabricated device can be used as a quicker method for objective 
evaluation of pilling of fabrics.  
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Abstract- Background: Globally, colorectal cancer(CRC) is the 
third most commonly diagnosed cancer in males and the second 
in females, with over 1.2 million new cases and 608,700 deaths 
estimated to have occurred in 2008. (1)Rates are substantially 
higher in males than in females. Globally, the incidence of CRC 
varies over 10-fold. The highest incidence rates are in Australia 
and New Zealand, Europe and North America, and the lowest 
rates are found in Africa and South-Central Asia. These 
geographic differences appear to be attributable to differences in 
dietary and environmental exposures that are imposed upon a 
background of genetically determined susceptibility. At our 
center, where head and neck, breast and cervical cancers 
predominate, rectal cancers make for a small percentage of 
malignancies. In between 2009 and 2013, out of a total of 4307 
patients treated with radiotherapy, carcinoma rectum accounted 
for only 97 cases (2.2%).  
        Surgery remains the mainstay of curative treatment for 
carcinoma of the rectum. Surgical management depends on the 
stage and location of a tumor within the rectum. Very early 
cancers can be managed with limited surgery (i.e., local excision) 
in selected situations; however, the majority of tumors tend to 
present as more advanced disease and require either a low 
anterior resection (LAR) or abdominoperineal resection (APR). 
For patients with resected stage II or III rectal cancer, early 
randomized trials from Gastrointestinal Tumor Study Group 
(GITSG) and Mayo Clinic/North Central Cancer Treatment 
Group (NCCTG) demonstrated a significant local control and 
survival benefit for postoperative combined modality therapy 
over surgery alone. Thus, most of these patients stand to benefit 
from further adjuvant treatment in the form of concurrent chemo-
radiotherapy and adjuvant chemotherapy.  
        Neoadjuvant or induction chemoradiotherapy is an 
increasingly used strategy for patients with rectal cancer. 
Advantages of the neoadjuvant approach include better local 
control, an increased likelihood of sphincter saving surgery, and 
a lower risk of chronic anastomotic stricture. Essential to the 
planning of Neoadjuvant therapy is an initial multidisciplinary 
assessment including the departments of surgery, radiotherapy 
and medical oncology. 
        This study was conducted to evaluate our experience with 
Neoadjuvant and adjuvant chemoradiotherapy for rectal cancers. 
The study aims to estimate the local control rates and disease free 
survival of rectal cancer patients who undergo 
Neoadjuvant/adjuvant chemoradiotherapy with a curative intent 
at Shiridi Sai Baba Cancer Hospital, Manipal. 
 
METHODS: 

• Study was a observational (Retrospective and 
Prospective) study conducted at Kasturba Hospital, 
Manipal. 

• Total 67 patients meeting the inclusion criteria were 
enrolled in this study. 

• STUDY PERIOD: Study was conducted from January 
2009 to December 2013 

• Institutional ethical committee clearance was obtained. 
 
FINDINGS: 

• From our study we observed that 
1. Our patients who defaulted from surgery 

following Neoadjuvant chemo-
radiotherapy(CT-RT)                                               
had a significantly poorer local control rates 
and disease free survival.  

2. Neoadjuvant therapy didn’t seem to increase 
the sphincter preservation rates in our study.    

3. The acute toxicity of CT-RT was within 
reasonable limits in our patients and there 
were no life                        threatening 
consequences during treatment. 

4. In the short follow up period, the local control 
rate was very good. Achieving a negative 
margin status at the time of surgery was found 
to be of significant importance in local 
control. 

5. The patients who completed the treatment as 
prescribed had a Disease Free Survival 
comparable with those reported in the 
literature.  

6. Even though the number of patients receiving 
Neoadjuvant Chemoradiotherapy and surgery 
was small, their outcomes was comparable to 
those who underwent adjuvant 
Chemoradiotherapy.  

7. Disease Free survival was found to be 
significantly poorer in patients with higher 
stage disease and positive resection margin 
status. 

8.  Interestingly, though not of statistical 
significance, patients receiving adjuvant 5-
Fluorouracil(5FU) appeared to perform  better 
when compared to those receiving 
capecitabine.                               

 
INTERPRETATION: 
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        A multi-disciplinary evaluation prior to treatment could help 
in optimal management of carcinoma rectum 
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I. INTRODUCTION 
lobally, CRC is the third most commonly diagnosed cancer 
in males and the second in females, with over 1.2 million 

new cases and 608,700 deaths estimated to have occurred in 
2008. (1)  Rates are substantially higher in males than in females. 
Global, country-specific incidence and mortality rates are 
available in the World Health Organization. 
 

 
Figure 1: Incidence of colorectal cancers in the world 

 
 

II. TREATMENT OF RECTAL CANCERS 
        Rectal cancers, like several other malignancies, are treated 
with a multidisciplinary approach. While surgery continues to be 
the primary treatment modality in nearly all patients with non-
metastatic rectal cancers, systemic chemotherapy and 
radiotherapy have an important role to play in treatment with 
curative intent. Chemotherapy and radiotherapy can be delivered 
in an adjuvant, or more frequently of late, in a neoadjuvant 
setting. The roles of these individual modalities and combination 
of the modalities for optimal treatment are discussed in brief 
below. 
Surgery: 
        Surgery is the primary therapy for resectable non-metastatic 
rectal cancers. The surgical options for resection of early stage, 
potentially resectable disease are local excision, sphincter-
sparing procedures, and abdominal perineal resection. 
        Principles of resection — The principle components for a 
curative resection include performing a wide resection of the 
cancer by achieving histologically negative margins, and 
performing a total mesorectal excision (TME) and resection of 
local lymph nodes with sphincter-sparing procedures or an APR. 
Anorectal sphincter function should be preserved if it is possible 

to obtain a negative distal margin when using a sphincter-sparing 
approach. 
Radiotherapy: 
        Traditionally, rectal cancers were known to have high local 
recurrence rates. Though radiotherapy was not successful as a 
primary modality in achieving local control, several trials proved 
its benefit in improving local control following surgery, though 
the overall survival benefit was unclear. In the present era of 
treatment for rectal cancers, radiotherapy combined with 
chemotherapy has become the standard of care in either 
neoadjuvant or adjuvant setting, based on several trials that have 
showed the benefit of concurrent chemo-radiotherapy in both 
local control and survival. The usual dose given to initial pelvic 
fields is 45 Gy in 25 fractions of 1.8 Gy each. An additional 
tumor boost may be administered, usually through opposed 
lateral fields, to an additional 5.4 to 9 Gy. Small bowel should be 
excluded from the boost volume after about 50 Gy in an effort to 
minimize acute and late toxicity. 
 
Chemotherapy: 
        Addition of chemotherapy to the treatment is based on the 
fact that several patients have a metastatic recurrence despite a 
successful local control following surgery and radiotherapy. The 
aim of chemotherapy, administered either in Neoadjuvant or in 
adjuvant setting, is to sterilize the micro-metastatic disease, in 

G 
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addition to potentiating the local control rates achieved by 
surgery and radiotherapy. Anti-metabolites, principally 
fluropyrimidines, formed the mainstay of chemotherapy in rectal 
cancers. Presently, the chemotherapeutic agents effective in 
rectal cancers include platinums and camptothecins, in addition 
to biological agents such as monoclonal antibodies against 
Epidermal Growth Factor Receptors (eg. Cetuximab) and 
Vascular Endothelial Growth Factor receptors (eg. 
Bevacizumab).  
Chemotherapy Regimens with Radiotherapy 
        There is considerable variability in the administration of 
chemotherapy in many of the trials undertaken and those that are 
ongoing. 5-Fluorouracil(5FU) has been used concurrent with 
radiation because of its well-established potentiating effect with 
radiation. However, several studies have used bolus 5-FU, 
whereas others have administered LV-modulated 5-FU during 
the first and last weeks of radiation. New drugs, including oral 
fluoropyrimidines (capecitabine), oxaliplatin, and irinotecan, 
have been shown to be effective in the treatment of metastatic 
colorectal cancer. Oral fluoropyrimidines, as part of a CT-RT 
regimen, are replacing infusional 5-FU. Capecitabine is an oral 
fluoropyrimidine prodrug that is readily absorbed in the 
gastrointestinal tract and mimics the efficacy of continuously 
infused 5-FU while avoiding the risk of side effects and 
complications due to a central line for continuously infused 5-FU 
. (2)Capecitabine requires the presence of thymidine 
phosphorylase (TP) for conversion to the active form of 5-FU 
within the cells. TP is present in higher concentration in tumor 
cells, particularly colorectal cancer than in normal tissues, and 
this potentially creates a therapeutic advantage for capecitabine 
as compared to intravenous 5-FU. (3) 
        Capecitabine is generally given in two divided doses twice a 
day during the course of radiation treatment. 
 
Multidisciplinary approach to treatment of rectal cancers: 
        As stated before, a combination of surgery, radiotherapy and 
systemic therapy is required for the optimal treatment of non-
metastatic rectal cancers, except for very early stage rectal 
cancers (pT1N0M0 and pT2N0M0 tumors) where surgery is 
sufficient. Chemotherapy and radiotherapy can be administered 
either prior to surgery in a neo-adjuvant setting, or following 
surgery, as an adjuvant therapy. 
 
INDICATIONS FOR NEOADJUVANT TREATMENT —        
Neoadjuvant or induction chemoradiotherapy is an increasingly 
used strategy for patients with rectal cancer. Advantages of the 
neoadjuvant approach include better local control, an increased 
likelihood of sphincter saving surgery, and a lower risk of 
chronic anastomotic stricture. 
        The only definitive indication for neoadjuvant 
chemoradiotherapy, supported by the results of randomized 
trials, is the presence of a T3 or T4 rectal cancer. 
         Relative indications for neoadjuvant chemoradiotherapy 
include the presence of clinically node-positive disease in a 
patient with an MRI or transrectal ultrasound (TRUS)-
stagedT1/2 rectal cancer, a distal rectal tumor for which an 
abdominoperineal resection (APR) is thought to be necessary, 
and a tumor that appears to invade the mesorectal fascia on 
preoperative imaging, because of the decreased likelihood of 

achieving a tumor-free circumferential resection margin with 
upfront surgery. 
        Timing of surgery — The optimal interval between 
completion of neoadjuvant conventional fractionation 
radiotherapy and surgery in rectal cancer is unknown. 
Traditionally, this interval has been six weeks (approximately 11 
to 12 weeks after the start of Radiotherapy), as this was the 
duration used by the seminal German Rectal Cancer study. ( 4) 
 

III. MATERIALS AND METHODS 
        his study was conducted at the Department of Radiotherapy, 
Shirdi Sai Baba Cancer Hospital and Research Center, Manipal, 
from January 2009 to December 2013. Of the total of 97 rectal 
cancers treated in this time, 67 patients meeting the inclusion 
criteria were enrolled in this study. 
        STUDY DESIGN: Observational (Retrospective and 
Prospective) study 
        TARGET POPULATION: Patients with rectal 
adenocarcinomas who received neoadjuvant or adjuvant chemo 
radiotherapy, meeting the inclusion/exclusion criteria. 
 
STUDY PERIOD: January 2009 to December 2013 
The following inclusion and exclusion criteria were used: 
INCLUSION CRITERIA 

1. Histopathologically proven case of adenocarcinoma 
rectum 

2. No evidence of metastatic disease at presentation 
3. Patients being treated with neoadjuvant and/or adjuvant 

chemo radiotherapy 
4. Baseline performance status of 2 or lower according to 

Eastern Cooperative Oncology Group (ECOG) criteria 
EXCLUSION CRITERIA 

1. Synchronous colon cancer 
2. Recurrent rectal disease 
3. Patients with comorbidities that prevent the use of 

concurrent/adjuvant systemic chemotherapy.  
 

IV. METHODOLOGY 
      Patients with rectal adenocarcinomas who received 
neoadjuvant or adjuvant chemo radiotherapy, meeting the 
inclusion/exclusion criteria were identified from the radiotherapy 
and/or medical records. The details of the patients were collected 
as per the proforma from the records. The last follow up of the 
patient was noted, and an attempt was made to contact the patient 
if last follow up was more than 3 months ago. 
 
RADIOTHERAPY: 
        Radiotherapy was administered to all patients as per the 
protocol followed by the Department. 3-D Conformal 
radiotherapy(3D-CRT) was planned for all patients after 
appropriate immobilization in supine position using a 
thermoplastic mould. All patients were treated with megavoltage 
beams on a multiple energy ELEKTA Linear Accelerator, with 
conventional fractionation (1.8 Gy or 2 Gy per fraction, one 
fraction per day, five days per week). As per the 
recommendations, external-beam treatment fields for rectal 
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carcinoma should encompass potential sites at greatest risk for 
harboring disease, including the presacral space, primary tumor 
site, (for post-APR cases) the perineum and other areas at risk 
including the internal iliac and distal common iliac nodes. For 
preoperative radiotherapy, Gross tumor volume (GTV) included 
the primary tumor and any gross peri-rectal lymph nodes. In 
postoperative cases, the surgical tumor bed was marked as CTV-
boost. Clinical Target Volume (CTV) included from the level of 
bifurcation of common iliac vessels into internal and external 
iliac vessels, with a circumferential margin of 7 mm around the 
vessels, excluding the muscles and bones in proximity. For 
postoperative cases the distal field edge was placed about 5 cm 
below the best estimate of the preoperative tumor bed and, if an 
APR was performed, below the perineum. One cm margin 
generated in all directions was given to the CTV to create the 
Planning Target Volume (PTV). The treatment planning was 
done on Elekta PrecisePLAN planning system (version2.16). All 
patients were treated with 4-field technique, incorporating AP-
PA and RL-LL parallel opposed beams. All plans used Source 
To Axis(SAD) technique, with the dose usually prescribed to the 
isocentre. Field-in-field technique was used to ensure that no 
region received more than 107% of the prescribed dose. It was 
ensured that 95% of the planning target volume receive at least 
95% of the prescribed dose. After completion of 45 Gy to the 
pelvis, Field Size Reduction (FSR) was done to cover the PTV 
tumor/surgical bed (PTV primary in case of Neoadjuvant 
treatment). Additional 5.4 Gy to 9 Gy over 3-5 # was delivered to 
the boost volumes, usually with a 4-field cross-fire technique 
with avoidance of bilateral femoral heads.  
        Prior to all the chemotherapy cycles, blood counts, renal 
parameters and electrolytes were done and chemotherapy was 
administered only if they were within acceptable limits 
(Hb>10gm%, TLC>3500/mm3, ANC> 1500/mm3, 
Platelets>1.5lakhs/mm3 and Urea< 40mg/dL, Creatinine<1.2 
mg/dL, Na+>130mg/dL, K+ 3.6 to 5mg/dL, Calcium 9 to 10.3 
mg/dL). Chemotherapy was given with adequate anti emetic 

measures including dexamethasone, pheniramine, ranitidine, 
ondansetron, metoclopramide. The toxicities associated with this 
chemotherapy and radiotherapy such as diarrhoea, anaemia, 
neutropenia, thrombocytopenia were monitored.  Categories were 
made to monitor the toxicity profiles (every week during all the 
weeks of CT-RT). All the toxicities were graded using Common 
Terminology Criteria for Adverse Events (CTCAE) version 4.0. 
Follow up of the patients were done every 3 monthly for 2 years, 
6 monthly for the next 3 years and yearly subsequently. Follow 
up visit consisted of a physical exam and further investigations 
like colonoscopy, CEA or CT scan as clinically indicated. No 
routine imaging studies or colonoscopy was performed. 
In the event of a recurrence, the sites of relapse were recorded, 
and the recurrence was classified as either local, distant or both. 
Disease free survival estimates were calculated from the date of 
presentation till the date of last follow up or relapse.  
All the statistical analysis were done using SPSS v16 and 
Microsoft Excel 2007. Disease free survival was estimated using 
Kaplan-Meier curves, and Log-rank test was used for identifying 
the statistical significance in differences in the curves between 
the parameters. Chi-Square test was used to evaluate the 
statistical significance of the factors that affected local control. 
 

V. OBSERVATIONS AND ANALYSIS 
        A total of 67 patients who were diagnosed to have non 
metastatic rectal adenocarcinoma and meeting other eligibility 
criteria were enrolled in this study.  
        The median follow up time was 333 days (range: 58-1674 
days). 
 
Gender distribution 
        Of all the 67 patients, 25 patients were females and 42 were 
males. F:M ratio was 1:1.68.  
 

 
Figure 2:Gender distribution 

 
             A Pie chart depicting Gender distribution of the patients 
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Age of the patients 
        The median age of all the analyzable 67 patients was 50 years (Range: 26-72 years).  Median age of the female cohort was 51 
years (Range: 32-72 years). Median age of the male cohort was 50 years (Range: 26-72 years).  

Figure 3: Age distribution 

 
 

           Bar chart depicting the age distribution of the patients 
 
        Twenty patients (30%) belonged to the 41-50 years age group, 19 (28%) belonged to the 51-60 years age group, 12 (18%) 
belonged to the 61-70 years, 11(16%) belonged to the 31-40 years, 3 (5%) belonged to 21-30 years and 2 (3%) patients belonged to 
the 71-80 years. 
 
Location of primary 
        36 patients (54%) had a growth in the Lower third of the rectum, 20 patients (30%) had a growth in middle third and 11 patients 
(16%) had growth in the upper third of the rectum. 
 

Figure 4:Location of primary tumor 

 
             A Pie chart depicting Location of primary tumor of the patients 
 
Histopathological grade of primary 
        All patients included into the study had adenocarcinomas. Twenty nine patients (43%) had well differentiated tumors, 27 patients 
(40%) had moderately differentiated tumors, 11 patients (17%) had poorly differentiated tumors.  
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Figure 5: Histopathological Grade of primary 

 
           Bar chart depicting the Differentiation of tumor of the patients 
 
Surgical resection 
        Forty four patients underwent upfront surgery, while the remaining 23 received neo-adjuvant therapy. Following Neoadjuvant 
therapy, 15 didn’t undergo definitive surgery; as a result, only 52 patients in the group had a curative resection. Of these, 24 (36%) 
underwent Sphincter preserving surgery (Low Anterior Resection), and the other 28 (42%) underwent Abdomino-Perineal resection. 
Following Neoadjuvant therapy, 13 patients (constituting 57% of the patients receiving Neoadjuvant therapy) refused further 
treatment, one was found to be inoperable and one expired.  The Surgical treatment received by the cohort is given in the figure below. 
 

Figure 6:Type of surgery performed 
 

 
                                       A Pie chart depicting type of surgery of the patients 
 
        No patient had grossly positive surgical margins (R2 resection). However, microscopic positive surgical margin (R1 resection) 
was noted in 3 patients, all of whom had undergone upfront surgery.  
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Figure 7:Margin status 
 

 
                                  Bar chart depicting the margin status of the patients 
Stage of Primary 
        All patients, by inclusion criteria, had non-metastatic disease at presentation. Forty four patients underwent upfront surgery, and 
had staging information available. Twenty six patients (59%) had pT4a disease, 13 patients (30%) had pT3   disease and 5 patients 
(11%) had p T2 disease. None of the patients had pT1 or pT4b disease. 
 

Figure 8: Pathological primary tumor staging 
 

 
                                  Bar chart depicting the pT stage of the patients 
 
        On the other hand, Twenty one patients (48%) had pN0 disease status. Fifteen (34%) had pN1 disease and 8 patients (18%) had 
N2 disease status. 
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Figure 9: Pathological nodal staging 

 
Bar chart depicting the pN stage of the patients 
 
        Twelve patients (27%) were in stage IIIB, 10 (23%) in stage IIB, 7 (16%) in stage IIIC, 6(14%) in stage IIA,5(11%) in stage I,4 
(9%) in stage IIIA after primary surgery. 
 

Figure 10: pathological AJCC stage group 

 
Bar chart depicting the pAJCC stage of the patients 
 
Stage of disease following neoadjuvant therapy 
        Of the 23 patients of the 67 enrolled who underwent 
Neoadjuvant chemo-radiotherapy, three patients (13%) 
underwent sphincter saving procedure (Low Anterior Resection), 
5 patients (22%) underwent Abdomino-Perineal Resection, 13 
patients(57%) refused surgery, 1 (4%) was found to have 
inoperable disease, and one expired after completing neo-
adjuvant therapy, due to sepsis. 

        Of the patients who underwent surgery following 
Neoadjuvant therapy, 3 patients (37%) had pathological complete 
response (ypT0N0M0), 2 patients (25%) had ypT2 disease and 1 
patient each had ypT1, ypT3 and ypT4a disease, respectively 
(Figure 11). Five patients (62%) had ypN0, 1 patient each had 
ypN1a, ypN1b and ypN2b disease, respectively (Figure 12). 
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Figure 11: Pathological primary tumor stage following Neoadjuvant therapy 

 
Bar chart depicting the ypT stage of the patients 
 

Figure 12: Pathological nodal stage following Neoadjuvant therapy 

 
Bar chart depicting the ypN stage of the patients 
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Figure13: Outcome after Neoadjuvant chemo-radiotherapy 

 
Bar chart depicting the outcome after Neoadjuvant CT-RT 
 

Figure 14: yp AJCC stage 

 
Bar chart depicting the yp AJCC stage of the patients 
 
        Three patients (37%) had pathological complete response, 2 
(25%) had stage I, whereas 3 patients (38%) had stage III disease 
after Neoadjuvant chemoradiotherapy. 
Toxicity experienced with chemo-radiotherapy 
        All the patients underwent chemo-radiotherapy, either in 
neo-adjuvant or in adjuvant setting. Only one patient failed to 
complete the prescribed course of chemo-radiotherapy, 
defaulting the treatment after completing 10 sessions, citing poor 
tolerance. She was experiencing Grade 2 diarrhoea at the time of 

withdrawal. The hematological and gastro-intestinal toxicities are 
discussed below. 
Hematological Toxicity: 
        Except for 6 patients (9%), all had grade 1 or lower Anemia 
at the start of chemo-radiotherapy. Anemia progressively 
worsened over the course of treatment, peaking by the 5th week, 
where 2 patients experienced Grade 3, and 14 patients 
experienced Grade 2 toxicities. 
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Table 1: Anemia during chemo-radiotherapy 
 

 Anemia during  
CT-RT Grade 0 Grade 1 Grade 2 Grade 3 Grade 4 Grade 5 

Week 1  20 41 6 0 0 0 

Week 2 13 45 9 0 0 0 

Week 3 4 50 11 1 0 0 

Week 4 5 44 17 0 0 0 

Week 5  2 48 14 2 0 0 
       

 
Figure 15:Anemia during chemo-radiotherapy 

 

 
 
        The incidence of grade 2 or lower neutropenia peaked by 
the 5th week of treatment, when 30 patients (45%) had grade 1 or 
grade 2 neutropenia. Five patients experienced grade 3 or higher 
toxicity, with one patient each having grade 4 toxicity in weeks 2 
and 3, respectively. None of these patients had febrile 

neutropenia, and all patients had spontaneous recovery in their 
neutrophil counts to ≤ grade 2 within 1 week. Radiotherapy was 
not interrupted for any of these patients, however, chemotherapy 
was avoided until the neutrophil counts recovered to Grade 2 or 
lower.  

 
Table 2:Neutropenia during chemo-radiotherapy 

 
 Neutropenia during CT-RT Grade 0 Grade 1 Grade 2 Grade 3 Grade 4 Grade 5 

Week 1 65 1 0 1 0 0 

Week 2  47 15 4 0 1 0 

Week 3  50 14 1 0 1 0 

Week 4  52 7 6 1 0 0 

 Week 5  35 24 6 1 0 0 
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Figure 16: Neutropenia during chemo-radiotherapy 
 

 
 
        Grade 2 or lower thrombocytopenia was experienced by 31 (47%) of patients by the end of treatment. No patient had > Grade 2 
thrombocytopenia. 
 

Table 3: Thrombocytopenia during chemoradiotherapy 
 

 Thrombocytopenia during CT-RT Grade 0 Grade 1 Grade 2 Grade 3 Grade 4 Grade 5 

 Week 1  59 8 0 0 0 0 

Week 2  49 18 0 0 0 0 

Week 3  41 25 0 0 0 0 

 Week 4 38 28 0 0 0 0 

 Week 5  35 30 1 0 0 0 
 

Figure 17: Thrombocytopenia during chemoradiotherapy 
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Gastrointestinal Toxicity: 
        The incidence and severity of diarrhea progressively 
worsened during the course of treatment. The incidence of Grade 
3 Diarrhea was 9 % (6 patients), 30 % (20 patients) and 54 % (36 
patients) in weeks 3, 4 and 5, respectively. By the completion of 
treatment, all patients had at least Grade 1 small bowel toxicity. 
One patient discontinued treatment after the 2nd week, citing poor 
tolerance. She had Grade 2 diarrhea at the time of 
discontinuation. The incidence and severity of gastrointestinal 

toxicity was similar between Neoadjuvant and adjuvant 
therapies. Even though a higher percentage of patients in the 
Neoadjuvant arm had Grade III diarrhea (15 of 23 patients; 65%) 
compared to the patients in adjuvant arm (21 of 44 patients; 
48%), the difference was not statistically significant. The 
incidence of diarrhea was comparable between the patients 
receiving concurrent capecitabine and Leucovorin modulated 5-
FU regimens. 

 
Table 4: Diarrhea during chemoradiotherapy 

 
 Diarrhoea during CT-RT Grade 0 Grade 1 Grade 2 Grade 3 Grade 4 Grade 5 

 Week 1 42 25 0 0 0 0 

 Week 2 20 32 15 0 0 0 

  Week 3 12 21 27 6 0 0 

 Week 4 3 17 26 20 0 0 

  Week 5 0 12 18 36 0 0 
 

Figure 18: Diarrhea during chemoradiotherapy 
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Patterns of Recurrence 
        With a median follow up duration of 11.1 months (Range: 1.9 to 55.8 months), a total of 24 patients (36%) had recurrences. Nine 
patients (13%) had local recurrence, 12(18%) patients had systemic recurrence and 3 (4%) had a simultaneous local and systemic 
recurrence. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 19:Patterns of recurrence 
 

 
 
A Pie chart depicting patterns of recurrence 
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Figure 20: Patterns of systemic recurrence 
 

 
A Bar chart depicting patterns of systemic recurrence 
 
        Most common site of systemic recurrence was Lung followed by Liver, Para aortic nodes, Peritoneum, Inguinal nodes, Bone and 
Brain. 
        On excluding the 15 patients who did not undergo surgery following neo-adjuvant radiotherapy, local recurrences was noted in 
only 3 patients (6%). None of the eight patients who completed the prescribed treatment following neo-adjuvant chemo-radiotherapy 
suffered a local recurrence.  
        Deferring from surgery significantly decreased disease control rates; 9 patients (60%) of the 15 not undergoing surgery had a 
local residual or recurrent disease. 
 

Table No: 5 Effect of surgery on local control (p < 0.001) 
 

Loco regional control No Recurrence Recurrence Total 

Surgery +RT-CT 49 (73%) 3 (4%) 52 (77%) 
RT-CT - No surgery 6 (9%) 9 (14%) 15 (23%) 
Total 55 (82%) 12 (18%) 67 (100%) 

 
Factors affecting local control  
        The effect of various disease parameters on local control are studied below, after excluding the patients who deferred surgery.  
        Margin status after surgery: None the patients undergoing Neoadjuvant chemoradiotherapy had positive margins or local 
recurrence. Out of 49 patients with negative margins, two patients had local recurrence whereas one patient had recurrence out of 3 
patients with positive margins. 
 

Table No. 6 Effect of Margin status on local control (p= 0.035) 
 

Margin status Local recurrence 
Yes                                No 

Total 

Negative margin 2 (4%) 47 (90%) 49 (94%) 
Positive margin 1 (2%) 2 (4%) 3 (6%) 
Total 3 (6%) 49 (94%) 52 (100%) 

 
Pathological T stage: Out of 44 patients who underwent surgery prior to adjuvant RT-CT, all 3 local recurrences were in patients 
with pT4a disease. 
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Table No. 7 Effect of pT Stage on local control (p = 0.328) 
 

Pathological T stage Local recurrence 
No (%)                               Yes (%) 

Total 

pT2  5 (11%) 0 (0%) 5 (11%) 
pT3  13 (30%) 0 (0%) 13 (30%) 
pT4a 23 (52%) 3 (7%) 26 (59%) 
Total 41 (93%) 3 (7%) 44 (100%) 

 
Pathological N stage: Out of 21 patients with pN0 status, one patient had local recurrence, whereas two of 15 with pN1 disease 
suffered a local failure. None of the eight pN2 patients had a loco-regional failure. 
 

Table No. 8 Effect of pN Stage on local control (p = 0.782) 
 

Pathological N stage Local recurrence Total 
No (%) Yes (%) 

pN0  20 (45%) 1 (2%) 21 (47%) 
PN1a  6 (14%) 1 (2%) 7 (16%) 
pN1b  7 (16%) 1 (2%) 8 (18%) 
pN2a 6 (14%) 0 (0%) 6 (14%) 
pN2b 2 (5%) 0 (0%) 2 (5%) 
Total 41 (94%) 3 (6%) 44 (100%) 

 
        Stage of disease after upfront surgery: One patient had local recurrence out of 21 patients with stage II disease, whereas 2 out 
of 23 patients with stage III disease had loco-regional recurrence on follow up. 
 

Table No. 9 Effect of Stage of disease on local control (p = 0.605) 
 

Pathological AJCC 
stage group 

Local recurrence 
No (%)                               Yes (%) 

Total 

II  20 (45%) 1 (2%) 21 (47%) 
III 21 (48%) 2 (5%) 23 (53%) 
Total 41 (94%) 3 (6%) 44 (100%) 

 
Disease free survival 
        The estimated median disease free survival of the study group was 24.7 months (95% CI: 15.6-33.8 months) (Figure No.21).                           
Figure No. 21: Disease free survival of all patients 
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        The estimated median disease free survival of the 52 
patients who underwent surgery and radiotherapy was 54.7 
months (95% CI: 22.8-86.4 months) compared to the 
significantly poorer disease free survival of 14.7 months (95% 
CI: 0.9-28.4 months) among the patients who didn’t undergo any 
surgery (p<0.0001) (Figure No.22).  

        Figure No. 22: Disease free survival of patients who 
completed the planned treatment (blue) compared to patients who 
refused surgery following neoadjuvant CT-RT (green) 
(p<0.0001) 
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        The median survival of 54.7 months (95% CI: 22.8-86.4 
months) was noted for those who underwent adjuvant treatment 
following surgery.  The median survival in the Neoadjuvant+ 
surgery arm was not reached, due to only one patient having 
recurrence, and limited follow up within the group. (Figure 

No.23) The difference in DFS between the Neoadjuvant and 
adjuvant arms was not statistically significant (p=0.54).  
        Figure No. 23: Comparison of Disease free survival 
between neoadjuvant therapy (green), adjuvant therapy (blue). 
(p=0.54) 
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        In view of incomplete treatment, and significantly poorer 
outcomes among patients not undergoing surgery, further 
analyses of the disease free survival data was limited to patients 
who underwent surgery.  

        Location of primary: The estimated mean survival for 
primaries of the upper, middle and lower third rectum were 39.9 
months (CI: 29-50.8), 28.0 months (CI: 21.2-34.7) and 39.7 
months (CI: 29.6-49.9), respectively. The difference was not 
statistically significant (p=0.54). 

        Figure No. 24: Disease free survival by upper (blue), middle (green) and lower (brown) site of origin of  primary. 
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        Histopathological grade: The estimated mean disease free survival was 48.7 months (CI: 39.3-58.1) for well differentiated 
tumors, compared to 30.7 months (CI:23.1-38.2) and 31.2 months (CI: 9.3-53) for grade II and grade III tumors, respectively. The 
difference was not statistically significant (p=0.49) 
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        Figure No. 25: Disease free survival based on grade of primary (Grade I: blue, Grade II: green, Grade III: brown) 
        Resection margin status: Negative resection margins significantly impacted on disease free survival; the patients with R0 
resection had a mean survival of 41.1 months (CI: 33.8-48.5) compared to 11.5 months (CI: 8.4-14.7) for patients who had a R1 
resection (p<0.0001).  
 
        Figure No.  26:  Disease free survival based on margin status (Negative margins: blue, positive: green) 
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        Type of chemotherapy: The estimated mean disease free survival was 41.5 months (CI: 32.7-50.2) for 5FU-LV regimen, 
compared to 24.1 months (CI:17.6-30.6) for capecitabine. The difference was not statistically significant (p=0.235). Nevertheless, of 
the 8 patients treated with Neoadjuvant CT-RT prior to surgery, all the patients achieving pCR or yp Stage I received capecitabine. 
Both the patients who received Neoadjuvant 5-FU chemotherapy had yp Stage III disease. 
 
        Figure No. 27:  Disease free survival based on chemotherapy regimen (5FU-LV: blue, capecitabine: green) 
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        Stage of disease: As patients with Neoadjuvant therapy were few in numbers, analyses of the impact of stage of disease on 
disease free survival data was limited to patients who underwent adjuvant therapy.  
        pT stage: The estimated Disease free survival at 2 years was 50% for pT2, 100% for pT3 and 52% for pT4a. The median 
survival couldn’t be calculated because of the censored data; however, the difference in survival was statistically significant 
(p=0.036). 
        Figure No.  28:   Disease free survival based on pT  stage (pT2: blue, pT3: green, pT4a:brown) 
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        pN stage: The estimated mean disease free survival was 48.8 months (CI: 40.6-56.9) for pN0  tumors, compared to 24.1 months 
(CI:17.8-30.4) and 16.6 months (CI: 10.3-22.9) for pN1  and pN2 tumors, respectively. The difference was statistically significant 
(p=0.003). 
        Figure No.  29:    Disease free survival based on pN  stage (pN0: blue, pN1: green,pN2:brown) 

 
        pAJCC stage: The estimated median disease free survival was 54.6 months (CI: 6.4-102.8) for p stage II  tumors, compared to 
23.0 months (CI:3.4-42.6) for p stage III. The difference was statistically significant (p=0.002) 
        Figure No.  30:    Disease free survival based on pAJCC  stage (stage II: blue, stage III: green) 
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VI. DISCUSSION 
        This observational study was conducted to identify the 
outcomes of patients with rectal cancers undergoing chemo-
radiotherapy as a part of definitive treatment at our centre. A 
total of 67 patients were found to be eligible during the study 
period, between 2009 and 2013. Though a major cancer 
worldwide, at our centre where head and neck, cervical and 
breast cancers predominate, it constitutes a relatively small 
proportion. 
        Of the 67 patients, 25 patients were females and 42 were 
males. F:M ratio was 1:1.68. this difference is likely the result of 
higher incidence of the disease in males. Age standardized 
Female:Male incidence ratio of 1:1.35 has been reported for 
colo-rectal cancers in the United States .(1) 
        In our study the median age of all the analyzable 67 patients 
was 50 years (Range: 26-72 years).  Median age of the female 
cohort was 51 years (Range: 32-72 years). Median age of the 
male cohort was 50 years (Range: 26-72 years). Age groups of 
40-60 years constituted more than 50% of the patients in the 
study. Age is a major risk factor for sporadic CRC. The 
incidence begins to increase significantly between the ages of 40 
and 50, and age-specific incidence rates increase in each 
succeeding decade thereafter. (5)  However, nearly 15% of our 
patients were younger than 40 years.   
        By predominant location of primary, nearly 85% of our 
patients had primary in the middle third or lower third rectum. 
Location of primary impacts on the choice of treatment, and 
potentially also on outcomes. Middle and lower third rectal 
cancers are more likely to be considered for upfront chemo-
radiotherapy with an intent on organ preservation.  

        Despite a predominance of lower rectal cancers, only a third 
of our patients received neoadjuvant chemoradiotherapy; the rest 
were referred to us after primary surgery. A significant 
percentage of patients (42%) with Abdomino-Perineal resection 
in our study is probably a result of this.  
        However, compliance to the prescribed treatment following 
Neoadjuvant chemoradiotherapy was shockingly poor; nearly 
56% of the patients receiving Neoadjuvant CT-RT, constituting 
20% of all the patients, refused surgery, despite being informed 
that not undergoing surgery would lead to a significantly poorer 
outcome. As expected, the median disease free survival was 14.7 
months in these patients, compared to 54.7 months among the 
patients who underwent surgery. The reason for such poor 
compliance is not clear, but could be due to the fear that the 
general public has in undergoing surgery. It also seems to 
suggest that a similar percentage of patients probably completely 
refuse recommended treatment options. Epidemiological studies 
are required to identify the percentage of patients refusing all 
treatment, and the potential factors that lead to their refusal to 
treatment. 
        In view of incomplete treatment, and clearly poorer 
outcomes, the patients who refused surgery were excluded from 
further analyses.  
 
Surgical outcomes following neaoadjuvant therapy: 
        Neoadjuvant or induction chemoradiotherapy is an 
increasingly used strategy for patients with rectal cancer. 
Advantages of the neoadjuvant approach include better local 
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control, an increased likelihood of sphincter saving surgery, and 
a lower risk of chronic anastomotic stricture. 
        In our study, out of eight patients who underwent surgery 
after Neoadjuvant chemoradiotherapy, three patients (37%) 
underwent sphincter saving procedure (Low Anterior Resection). 
However, two of these patients had middle third rectal cancers. 
When considering the six of these patients who had lower rectal 
cancers, sphincter preserving surgery was done in only one, 
leading to a sphincter preservation rate of only 16%. Considering 
the 28 patients with lower third rectum tumors, only four had 
sphincter preserving surgeries. It is not sure whether high rates of 
Abdomino-perineal resection despite Neoadjuvant therapy are 
due to poor response, or due to the cautious approach of the 
surgeons in avoiding a positive resection margin. Neoadjuvant 
chemoradiotherapy has been evaluated and proven to be of 
benefit in several trials for sphincter preservation. The incidence 
of sphincter preservation varied from 72%to 81%, observed in 
single-institution studies ,(6) and to 23% to 62% in randomized 
trials.(7,8)  In a study by Rich et.al from MD Anderson Cancer 
Institute, preoperative chemoradiotherapy was shown to preserve 
the organ in 68% of the patients.(9)  In another phase II study by 
Valentini et.al evaluating the role of Neoadjuvant chemo-
radiotherapy, sphincter preserving surgery could be performed in 
12 of 27 patients (44%) who would have surely undergone APR 
otherwise .(10) 
        Pathological Complete Response following Neoadjuvant 
treatment is known to predict a good outcome. Three (37%) out 
of 8 patients had pCR following Neoadjuvant therapy in our 
study. pCR rates of upto 20% have been reported in literature. In 
a randomized study by Kim et.al assessing the benefit of 
Neoadjuvant capecitabine with radiotherapy reported a pCR rate 
of 16.9%, and a spinchter preservation rate of 88.7%. Similarly, 
other study by De Paoli et.al reported a 24% pCR rate. (11, 12) 
 
Acute toxicity of adjuvant therapy: 
        Hematological toxicity experienced by the patients were 
recorded while on treatment. Hematological toxicity was 
generally mild, with only five patients experiencing grade III or 
higher neutropenia, three patients developing grade III anemia 
and no patient developing higher than grade II 
thrombocytopenia.  
        On the other hand, gastrointestinal toxicity was more 
prominent. By the end of treatment, all patients had developed at 
least grade I diarrhea, and more than half had grade III diarrhea. 
However, no one experienced Grade IV toxicity. The incidence 
of diarrhea was comparable between the patients receiving 
concurrent capecitabine and Leucovorin modulated 5-FU 
regimens. Acute gastrointestinal toxicity is recognized as the 
most frequent acute toxicity of chemoradiotherapy. Around 5 to 
25% of grade III toxicity has been reported in literature. (13, 14, 
15)  In comparison with other studies, the incidence of grade III 
toxicity is higher in our study. But the toxicity was self limited, 
and no patient developed life threatening consequences following 
the treatment regimen. 
 
Local control: 
        The importance of surgery in the treatment of rectal cancers 
is clearly highlighted in the study. Of the patients who underwent 
only Neoadjuvant chemoradiotherapy, the local control rates 

were significantly poorer at 40% in comparison to more than 
90% among patients who underwent surgery. This is despite the 
fact that the follow up duration was substantially shorter among 
these patients. Radiotherapy has been shown to significantly 
improve local control rates, compared to surgery alone. A 
metanalysis by Colorectal Cancer Collaborative group, published 
in 2001, reported that the yearly risk of local recurrence was 46% 
lower in those who had radiotherapy compared to surgery 
alone.(16)  Addition of chemotherapy to radiotherapy was shown 
to reduce the local recurrence rates further by the NSABP-R01 
and the NCCTG studies. (17, 18, 19)  
        Among our patients who completed the planned treatment, 
the local control rates was nearly 95%. In view of few local 
recurrences and short follow up, no other variable was found to 
impact on local control other than resection margin status. Even 
microscopically positive margin seemed to increase the local 
recurrence rates; of the three patients who developed local 
recurrence, one had positive microscopic resection margin. 
Residual tumor after definitive therapy is a well-recognized 
adverse prognostic factor. (20-23)   All the patients identified to 
have local recurrence had pT4a disease.   
 
Disease Free Survival 
        With a median follow up duration of 11.1 months (Range: 
1.9 to 55.8 months), a total of 24 patients (36%) had recurrences. 
The estimated DFS of the patients who completed the treatment 
was 52 months. The DFS seemed to be similar between patients 
receiving Neoadjuvant or adjuvant therapy. Location of primary 
also had no effect on DFS. As expected, the DFS was 
significantly shorter among patients who had a microscopic 
positive resection margin. Though patients with well 
differentiated tumors appeared to have a longer relapse free 
survival (48.7 months) compared to moderately or poorly 
differentiated tumors (30.7 and 31.2 months, respectively), the 
difference was not statistically significant. Similarly, though 
patients receiving 5-FU had a longer relapse free interval (41.5 
months) compared to patients receiving capecitabine (24.1 
months), no statistical significance was obtained. Concurrent 
capecitabine chemotherapy has been proven to be superior to 
leucovorin modulated bolus 5-FU. (24-27) Though the difference 
was not statistically significant, the reason for this discrepancy 
from published literature is not clear. A larger randomized study 
conducted in Indian patient population could identify if there is 
any racial difference in the outcomes of therapy. 
        The most important indicator of outcome after resection of 
CRC is the pathologic stage at presentation. (28)  Our study 
showed a significantly improved DFS in patients with AJCC 
stage II (54.6 months) compared to stage III (23 months).  
 
Limitations of the study 
        This study has several limitations. It was conducted during a 
relatively short period of time, and had a small number of 
patients. Most of the patients were referred to the department 
after initial surgery, and hadn’t undergone an initial 
multidisciplinary assessment to see if they could be considered 
for organ preservation therapy. Moreover, 15 of the 23 patients 
who received neo-adjuvant chemo-RT failed to undergo surgery. 
The follow up duration is also short, with several patients being 
lost to follow up a few months after completion of treatment.  
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VII. CONCLUSION 
• Our patients who defaulted from surgery following 

Neoadjuvant chemo-radiotherapy(CT-RT) had a 
significantly poorer local control rates and disease free 
survival.  

• Neoadjuvant therapy didn’t seem to increase the 
sphincter preservation rates in our study.    

• The acute toxicity of CT-RT was within reasonable 
limits in our patients and there were no life threatening                
consequences during treatment. 

• In the short follow up period, the local control rate was 
very good. Achieving a negative margin status at the 
time of surgery was found to be of significant 
importance in local control. 

• The patients who completed the treatment as prescribed 
had a Disease Free Survival comparable with those                   
reported in the literature.  

• Even though the number of patients receiving 
Neoadjuvant Chemoradiotherapy and surgery was 
small, their outcomes was comparable to those who 
underwent adjuvant Chemoradiotherapy.  

• Disease Free survival was found to be significantly 
poorer in patients with higher stage disease and positive 
resection margin status. 

• Interestingly, though not of statistical significance, 
patients receiving adjuvant 5-FU appeared to perform   
better when compared to those receiving capecitabine. 
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Abstract- Lower urinary tract symptoms (LUTS) are 
substantially prevalent in the elderly population.  Although some 
studies find that there is a negative impact of smoking on LUTS.  
The association between LUTS and smoking is still not 
quantified in an accurate manner.  The objective of this study 
was to evaluate the impact of smoking on LUTS among patients 
referred to the Faculty of Medicine, University of Peradeniya for 
uroflowmetry.  LUTS were assessed by the International Prostate 
Symptom Score (IPSS).  Smoking status and other information 
was collected using an interview based questionnaire.  The 
results of this study suggested that there is an adverse impact of 
current and past cigarette smoking on LUTS. Therefore 
abstinence from smoking is beneficial to reduce the occurrence 
of LUTS later in life. 
 
Index Terms- Lower Urinary Tract Symptoms (LUTS), 
uroflowmetry, pack years, International prostrate symptoms 
score    (IPSS) 
 

I. INTRODUCTION 
ower urinary tract symptoms (LUTS) are mainly prevalent in 
the elderly population.  LUTS has many possible causes 

including supravesical causes such as the spinal cord diseases 
and other neurological dysfunctions; intravesical causes such as 
smooth muscle dysfunction of the bladder, tumours and urethral 
causes such as benign prostatic hyperplasia (BPH), prostatic 
infections and urethral strictures.(1).   Although BPH is one 
common cause of these symptoms, some men with LUTS have 
no prostate enlargement (2). 
        Despite the high prevalence of LUTS, not much is known 
about their causes.  The negative effect of LUTS is apparent 
across several domains of health-related quality of life (HRQL) 
measures and it worsens with the increasing severity of urinary 
symptoms (3, 4).  Epidemiological evidence indicates that 
lifestyle behaviours may be important in the etiology of LUTS 
(5-13).  In particular, behaviours that may affect metabolism and 
inflammatory processes have been linked to the prevalence of 
LUTS in numerous studies.  Smoking can cause hormonal and 
nutrient imbalances causing metabolic derangements and 
inflammatory processes inside the body. However, the 
association between LUTS and smoking is still unclear.  Some 
studies (5, 6, 7) have found that there is an association between 
smoking on LUTS while some studies (8-13) found no 
association. 
        In 2001 Prezioso et al, revealed that there was no major 
influence of smoking on lower urinary tract symptoms. Another 

study conducted in 1994 by Roberts et al. found that compared to 
people who never smoked, smokers were less likely to have 
moderate to severe urinary symptoms (age-adjusted odds ratio 
0.82; 95% confidence interval [CI] 0.61 to 1.08). This varied by 
smoking intensity. Smokers were less likely to have peak flow 
rates less than 15 ml/sec compared with never-smokers (age- and 
voided volume-adjusted odds ratio 0.48; 95% CI 0.35 to 0.66), or 
prostatic volume greater than 40 ml (odds ratio 0.54; 95% CI 
0.19 to 1.55).  
        In the year 2000, in Austria, Haidinger et al, conducted a 
study to confirm previous studies with respect to risk factors for 
lower urinary tract symptoms.  It was found that, in all life 
decades there was no significant difference of the international 
prostate symptom score, its obstructive and irritative components 
in current smokers and non-smokers, but the irritative score, 
correlated significantly ( P=0.001; r = 0.158) with the number of 
cigarettes smoked per day.  
        One other study conducted in 2003, in African-American 
men by Joseph et al. found that current and former smokers were 
at increased risk of moderate to severe LUTS, including 
obstructive symptoms.  
        Age is the primary risk factor for LUTS, with prevalence, 
number of symptoms and severity of symptoms all increasing 
with age (14). Unfortunately aging cannot be prevented. It is 
important to identify preventive measures for reducing the 
burden of LUTS by identifying risk factors associated with these 
symptoms, especially those that are potentially modifiable.  As 
smoking is a modifiable factor, it is important to find out any 
association between smoking and LUTS to take precautions for 
reduce the chance of developing LUTS in later life.  
        The main objective of this study was to evaluate the impact 
of smoking on lower urinary tract symptoms (LUTS) among 
patients who were referred to the Faculty of Medicine, University 
of Peradeniya for uroflowmetry.  Specific objectives were to 
evaluate the impact of ongoing smoking and previous exposure 
on the IPSS and urine flow rate, the impact of smoking on 
different lower urinary tract symptoms including incomplete 
emptying, frequency, poor stream, intermittency, urgency, 
hesitancy and nocturia. 
 

II. PATIENTS AND METHOD 
        The study was conducted as a descriptive cross sectional 
study by the Department of Surgery, Faculty of Medicine, 
University of Peradeniya from June 2014 and May 2015. The 
study population consisted of the patients referred to faculty of 
Medicine for uroflowmetry, during this period. Patients referred 
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to the faculty of Medicine Peradeniya for uroflowmetry were 
informed about the study and informed written consent was taken 
from patients who were willing to participate in this study.  A 
total of 406 patients aged 10-90 years were included in this 
analysis. LUTS were assessed by the International Prostate 
Symptom Score (IPSS) (15), smoking status and other 
information was collected using an interviewer questionnaire by 
a MBBS qualified doctor. During the interview, patients were 
asked following questions which are parts of the IPSS: the 
frequency of sensation of not emptying your bladder completely 
after you finish urinating ( incomplete empty), the frequency of 
urinating again less than two hours after you finished urinating 
frequency), The frequency you found you stopped and started 
again several times when you urinated (intermittency), difficulty 
of you  postponing urination (urgency), the frequency of  weak 
urinary stream (weak stream), The frequency of pushing or 
straining to begin urination (Straining), the frequency you most 
typically get up to urinate from the time you went to bed until the 
time you got up in the morning (nocturia).  According to their 
frequency total IPSS was calculated. Using an additional 
questionnaire, we inquired about smoking and calculated pack-
years of smoking. A pack-year being defined as 20 cigarettes 
/day for 1 year. 
        Analysis was carried out using 20.0 version of the statistical 
package for the social sciences (SPSS).  The total population was 
categorized in to three groups as smokers, non-smokers and ex-
smokers. Mean IPSS (out of 35) was calculated for each 
category.  One way ANOVA test was used to detect any 
statistically significant difference between groups and as the 
above test showed a statistically significant difference between 
groups. We have performed Tukey post-hoc test to do find out 
the exact difference.  
        Then we calculated mean scores for each lower urinary tract 
symptoms including incomplete empting, frequency, poor 
stream, intermittency, urgency, hesitation and nocturia (out of 5) 
in each category.  One way ANOVA test and Tukey post-hoc test 

were used to detect any statistically significant difference 
between groups. 
        Spearman’s rank correlation coefficient was used to detect 
any correlation between the number of pack years smoked and 
the total IPSS. The same test was used to detect any correlation 
between the number of pack years smoked and mean score for 
each lower urinary tract symptom including incomplete empting, 
frequency, poor stream, intermittency, urgency, hesitation and 
nocturia to detect any association between smoking and storage 
symptoms of LUTS or smoking and voiding symptoms of LUTS. 
 

III. RESULTS 
        The study sample of 406 patients with mean age was 61.75 
±13.49 years.  There were 92.9% (n=377) male patients and 
7.1% (n=29) female patients. 
        Out of the sample 31.68 %( n=129) patients were current 
smokers.  Their mean age was 61.83 ±12.13 years and mean 
IPSS was 17.46 ± 8.05.  47.04 % (n=191) patients have never 
smoked.  Their mean age was 59.06 ±14.93 years and mean IPSS 
was 15.05 ±7.99.  Altogether 21.18 % ( n=86) patients were ex- 
smokers and their mean age was 67.25 ±9.67 years and mean 
IPSS was 17.79 ±7.88.  
        There was a statistically significant difference between 
groups as determined by one-way ANOVA (P=0.006). Tukey 
post-hoc test revealed that mean IPSS was significantly higher in 
smokers (17.4574, P=0.023) and ex smokers (17.7907, P=0.023) 
compared to non-smokers (15.0524).  There were no statistically 
significant differences between smokers and ex-smokers 
(P=0.952).  The difference between mean IPSS value of current 
smokers and non smokers was 2.33 and it is significant at the 
0.05 level (P= 0.011).  The difference between mean IPSS value 
of Ex smokers and non smokers was 2.7383 and it is also 
significant at the 0.05 level (P= 0.009). The difference between 
mean IPSS value of current smokers and Ex smokers was 1.1106 
and it was not significant (P= 0.715).  
 

 
Table 1 - Description of the study population by gender, age and smoking status 

 
Age group Male  Female  Total 

 
Smoking status N Smoking status   N Smoking status  N  

<30years  Current smokers 1 Current smokers - Current smokers 1 
Ex- smokers - Ex- smokers - Ex- smokers - 
Non smokers 9 Non smokers 2 Non smokers 11 

30-40years Current smokers 7 Current smokers - Current smokers 7 
Ex- smokers - Ex- smokers - Ex- smokers - 
Non smokers 12 Non smokers 2 Non smokers 14 

40-50years Current smokers 14 Current smokers - Current smokers 14 
Ex- smokers 6 Ex- smokers - Ex- smokers 6 
Non smokers 9 Non smokers 6 Non smokers 15 

50-60years Current smokers 31 Current smokers - Current smokers 31 
Ex- smokers 13 Ex- smokers - Ex- smokers 13 
Non smokers 38 Non smokers 8 Non smokers 46 

60-70years Current smokers 46 Current smokers - Current smokers 46 
Ex- smokers 36 Ex- smokers - Ex- smokers 36 
Non smokers 54 Non smokers 7 Non smokers 61 
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70-80years Current smokers 26 Current smokers - Current smokers 26 
Ex- smokers 24 Ex- smokers - Ex- smokers 24 
Non smokers 34 Non smokers 4 Non smokers 38 

>80years Current smokers 4 Current smokers - Current smokers 4 
Ex- smokers 7 Ex- smokers - Ex- smokers 7 
Non smokers 6 Non smokers - Non smokers 6 

Total   377  29  406 
N= Number 
 

Table 2 – Description of the study population by smoking status and IPSS values 
 

Group  Number Mean IPSS Standard 
deviation  

95% Confidence Interval for Mean 
Lower Bound Upper Bound 

Current smokers  129 17.3846 8.06215 15.9856 18.7836 
Non smokers 86 15.0524 7.99127 13.9118 16.1929 
Ex smokers 191 17.7907 7.87717 16.1018 19.4796 
Total  406 16.3759 8.06859 15.5897 17.1621 

 
        Poor stream was the commonest symptom in all three 
groups, but mean score for that, is significantly higher in ex-
smokers (3.4070, P=0.009).  Even though current smokers have 
higher mean score for that (3.0543), it is not statistically 
significant.  Likewise mean scores for each and every symptom 
including incomplete empting, frequency of micturition, 

intermittency, urgency, hesitancy, and nocturia were higher in 
both smokers and ex-smokers than non-smokers but only some 
of those differences are statistically significant. (Summary table 
3,4 and 5) 
 

 
Table 3 – Comparison of mean values of different types of lower urinary tract symptoms between current smokers and non-

smokers 
 

Symptom  Mean IPSS of 
current smokers 

Mean IPSS of   non 
smokers  

Difference of mean 
values 

Significance* 

Incomplete empty 2.6172 2.4188 0.1983 0.640 
Frequency  2.6797 2.0576 0.6221 0.009 
Intermittency 2.6512 2.2094 0.4417 0.114 
Urgency  2.6744 2.0684 0.6060 0.016 
Weak stream 3.0543 2.6492 0.4050 0.172 
Straining  1.4219 1.3508 0.0710 0.940 
Nocturia 2.3211 2.5930 0.0898 0.891 

* Tukey post- hoc test 
 

Table 4 – Comparison of mean values of different types of lower urinary tract symptoms between ex-smokers and  non-
smokers 

 
Symptom  Mean IPSS of    

Ex smokers 
Mean IPSS of   non 
smokers  

Difference of mean 
values 

Significance  

Incomplete empty 3.0000 2.4188 0.5811 0.055 

Frequency  1.9302 2.0576 -0.1273 0.855 
Intermittency 2.6279 2.2094 0.4184 0.222 
Urgency  2.7093 2.0684 0.6408 0.028 
Weak stream 3.4070 2.6492 0.7577 0.009 
Straining  1.5581 1.3508 0.2073 0.668 
Nocturia 2.5930 2.3211 0.2719 0.444 
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Table 5 – Comparison of mean values of different types of lower urinary tract symptoms between current smokers and ex-

smokers 
 

Symptom   Mean IPSS of 
current smokers 

Mean IPSS of   ex-
smokers  

Difference of mean 
values 

Significance  

Incomplete empty 2.6172 3.0000 -0.3828 0.332 
Frequency  2.6797 1.9302 0.7494 0.010 
Intermittency 2.6512 2.6279 0.0232 0.996 
Urgency  2.6744 2.7093 -0.0348 0.991 
Weak stream 3.0543 3.4070 -0.3527 0.406 
Straining  1.4219 1.5581 -0.1362 0.859 
Nocturia 2.4109 2.5930 -0.1821 0.727 

 
                                                                

IV. DISCUSSION 
        This study revealed that current smoking and ex- smoking 
status were significantly associated with the intensity of LUTS. 
The mean total IPSS was higher in current smokers and ex-
smokers compared to non-smokers. Several studies carried out 
previously showed an adverse effect of smoking on LUTS (5-7).  
Smoking can cause hormonal and nutrient imbalances affecting 
the bladder and collagen synthesis, thus smoking can affects 
bladder wall strength and detrusor instability, becoming an 
etiology for LUTS. Nicotine increases sympathetic nervous 
system activity (16) and might contribute to LUTS via an 
increase in the tone of the prostate and bladder smooth muscle 
and by this mechanism it may exacerbate storage (irritative) 
urinary symptoms (7).  Haidinger et al. (12) demonstrated that 
irritative symptoms correlated positively with the number of 
cigarettes smoked per day. However, Platz et al.(7) noted that 
obstructive symptoms were more strongly associated than 
irritative symptoms with current smoking.  However the present 
study did not suggest any specific association between smoking 
and either of obstructive or irritative symptoms, but it showed 
that mean scores for each and every lower urinary tract symptom 
is higher in smokers and ex-smokers than non-smokers even 
though only some are statistically significant. Smoking is thought 
to be associated with higher concentrations of testosterone (17).  
A higher testosterone concentration is associated with higher 
intraprostatic dihydrotestosterone levels, which is thought to be 
important in the development of BPH and LUTS (18).  Alteration 
in levels of serum androgenic and estrogenic steroid hormones 
among smokers has been hypothesized as a potential mechanism 
in the induction and maintenance of BPH (19-21), and Platz et al. 
(7) hypothesized that elevations in intraprostatic androgens, 
mainly dihydrotestosterone, resulting from a history of sustained 
smoking, may be associated with prostate enlargement. Smokers 
pass several toxins which are in cigarettes, in their urine (22).  
Those toxins can cause irritation of the bladder causing LUTS.As 
the exact etiology is still not established those will be points for 
future studies. 
        There is no significant difference between the mean total 
IPSS values of current smokers and ex smokers. 
 

V. CONCLUSION 
        Current smoking and past smoking status are significantly 
associated with the intensity of LUTS. Both irritative lower 
urinary tract symptoms and obstructive lower urinary tract 
symptoms were found to be worse in current and ex-smokers 
compared to non-smokers.   
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Abstract- This study examined the antibacterial potential of  

water extracts of different parts of Morinda citrifolia (Family: 

Rubiacae) plants which is used/indicated in Sri Lankan 

traditional and folk medicine to wash old cutaneous wounds, 

cuts, abrasion, rashes, bruises or burns, and as a throat gargle. 

This was tested in triplicate, in vitro, using agar disc diffusion 

bio assay against Gram positive human pathogenic bacteria, 

Staphylococcus aureus (ATCC 25923) and Gram negative 

bacteria , Escherichia coli (ATCC 35218). Concentration of 

water extracts tested were 500,750 and 1000 µg/disk. Gentamicin 

(10 µg/disk) was used as the positive control. The results showed 

that none of the extracts (roots, fruits, flower, stem bark or 

combination of these parts) was effective against E. coli whilst 

fruit (diameter of inhibition zone 2.93 ±0.03mm), stem bark (5.1 

±0.03mm) and combined extract (9.46 ± 0.03mm) exhibited 

antibacterial activity against S. aureus. The reference drug, 

Gentamicine induced an inhibition zone of 13.98 ±0.04mm 

against S. aureus and 15.02 ±0.03 mm against E. coli. It is 

conducted that water extracts of different parts of M. citrifolia 

plant has mild to moderate antibacterial activity against S. 

aureus, a commonly encountered pathogen in cutaneous wounds. 

In addition, the results justify its use in Sri Lankan 

ethnomedicine as a topical cleaning agent for infected skin 

wounds.  

 

Index Terms- Morinda citrifolia, antibacterial activity, water 

extract, traditional medicine, folk medicine Sri Lanka 

 

I. INTRODUCTION 

orinda citrifolia (Family: Rubiaceae) is a small evergreen 

tree, with straight stem and a long elliptical shaped dark 

green and shining leaves. Its flowers are white and tubular, and 

the fruits are ovoid and yellow. The seeds are triangular in shape 

and reddish brown in color, and have an air sac attached to one 

end. The plant has several vernacular names such as noni, Indian 

mulberry, polynesia fruit, bambo nonu, cheese fruit, nono or ahu. 

The plant can grow in infertile, acidic and alkaline soils in 

extremely dry and wet areas throughout the tropics ranging from 

Brazil to Australia 
[1, 2, 3]

 

        In folk and traditional medicines of various countries, 

extracts of different parts of this plant are claimed to be used for 

centuries, to cure and prevent variety of illnesses and health 

related conditions. These include arthritis, atherosclerosis, 

diabetes, gastric ulcers, gingivitis, hypertension, colds and 

influenza, cancer, eye problems, menstrual disorders, 

inflammation, heart diseases, various infections 
[1, 2, 3]

. 

Interestingly, some of these traditional claims are experimentally 

proven
 [1, 2]

. 

        In Sri Lankan traditional and folk medicine water extracts of 

various part of  this plant is used in cleaning/washing cutaneous 

wounds, cuts, abrasion, rashes, bruises, burns, and also as a 

throat gargle 
[4, 5]

. However, the validity of this use is not 

scientifically validated or refuted.  Therefore this study was 

undertaken to test antibacterial activity of water extracts of 

various parts of this plant in vitro using agar disc diffusion 

bioassay against Gram positive bacteria, Staphylococcus aureus 

and Gram negative bacteria, Escherichia coli. These two bacteria 

species are commonly encountered as human pathogens in 

cutaneous infections 
[6]

.   

 

II. MATERIALS & METHODS 

Collection & Authentication: 

        Whole matured plants with flowers and fruits were collected 

from Mallawapitiya area in Kurungegala district, in Sri Lanka 

(GPS 7°28'21.7"N 80°23'23.8"E), in December 2015. The whole 

plant had been identified and authenticated by a botanist at the 

National Herbarium, Peradeniya, Sri Lanka. 

        A voucher specimen of stem bark of M. citrifolia (MC/ 

02/2015), seeds of M. citrifolia (MC/ 03/2015), roots of M. 

citrifolia (MC/ 04/2015), flowers of M. citrifolia (MC/05/2015) 

and leaves (MC/06 / 2015) of M. citrifolia were deposited at the 

Department of Medical Laboratory Sciences, General Sir John 

Kotelawala Defence University, Sri Lanka. 

 

Preparation of aqueous extracts of M. citrifolia 

        The roots, seeds, flowers, leaves and stem bark were 

removed from the plants and were air dried in shade for 2-4 days 

and were cut in to small pieces separately. In order to prepare 

M 
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aqueous extracts for each sample separately, twenty three grams 

(23 g) from each sample was boiled slowly in 92 ml of distilled 

water for approximately for 3 hours until the volume was 

reduced to 18 ml. The prepared aqueous sample was left for 

cooling down and stored securely at 4°C for later use. 

        There was another separate aqueous sample prepared by 

adding 23 g of roots, 05 g of seeds, 05 g of flower, 23g of leaf 

and 23 g of stem bark into 316 ml of distilled water. This sample 

was boiled for about 5 hours until the final volume of the 

solution reached 62 ml. This sample was labeled as the combined 

sample and store at 4°C for later use. 

 

Antibacterial Activity Screening 

        Prepared aqueous samples (labelled as roots, seeds, flowers, 

leaves, stem bark and combined) were evaluated for antibacterial 

activity using the disc diffusion method as described by clinical 

and laboratory institute 
[7] 

Distilled water was used as the 

negative control while Gentamicin (10 µg/disk) was used as the 

positive control. The growth medium used for this experiment 

was Muller Hinton Agar and the antibacterial activities were 

determined against Staphylococcus aureus (ATCC 25923) and 

Escherichia coli (ATCC 35218) at following concentrations: 500 

µg of plant extract /disk,750 µg of plant extract /disk and 1000 

µg of plant extract /disk. The antibacterial activity was examined, 

in triplicate, for each sample and the diameter of the inhibition 

zone (in mm) for each extract against the above mentioned 

strains were measured and recorded. 

 

Statistical Analysis: 

        The data was statistically analyzed by using Non 

Parametric-Kruskal-Wallis Test in SPSS (17th Version) software 

package. The data are expressed as mean inhibition zone 

diameter ± Standard Error of the Mean (SEM) and Pearson’s 

regression analysis was performed to evaluate dose- 

dependencies. Significance level was set at p < 0.05.  

 

III. RESULTS 

        The results are summarized in Table 1. As shown, none of 

the extracts exereted any antibacterial activity (in term of the 

diameter of zone of inhibition) against Gram negative bacteria, 

E. coli, even at 1000 µg/disc concentration. 

        In contrast, only the combined extract exhibited 

antibacterial activity against Gram positive bacteria, S. aureus at 

500 and 750 µg/disc concentrations. A 1000 µg/disc 

concentration, the fruit extract (2.93 ± 0.03mm), stem bark 

extract (5.1 ± 0.03mm) and the combined extract (9.46 ± 

0.03mm) exhibited respectively significant (P<0.00) mild, 

moderate and strong antibacterial activities. Furthermore, the 

antibacterial activity of the combined extract was dose-dependent 

(r
2
=, 0.97 P<0.05). 

        The reference drug, Gentamicine, provoked a significant 

(P<0.05) and marked antibacterial activity against both S. aureus 

(13.92 mm), E. coli (15.02mm). 

 

Table 1: In vitro antibacterial activity of water extracts of different parts of Morinda citrifolia against Staphylococcus aureus 

and Escherichia coli 

 

 

 

 

Plant Extract 

              Antibacterial activity     (inhibition Zone diameter  – mm ) 

S.aureus  Strains (ATCC 25923)                               E.coli  Strains (ATCC 

35218) 

 

500 

µg/dis

k 

750 

µg/disk 

1000 

µg/dis

k 

r
2
 Value 500 

µg/disk 

750 

µg/disk 

1000 

µg/disk 

        Roots - - - - - - - 

       Fruits - - 2.93 ± 

0.03 

- - - - 

      Flowers - - - - - - - 

      Leaves - - - - - - - 

   Stem Barks - - 5.1 ± 

0.03 

- - - - 

Combined          

Sample 

5.06 ± 

0.03 

6.56 ± 

0.03 

9.46 ± 

0.03 

0.97 - - - 

  Gentamicin 13.86 

± 0.02 

13.92 ± 

0.03 

13.98 

± 0.04 

N/A 15.00 ± 

0.02 

15.02 ± 

0.03 

15.04 ± 

0.02 

Distilled 

water 

0.00 0.00 0.00 N/A 0.00 0.00 0.00 

Data presented as mean Inhibition zone diameter ± SEM (n=3). 

Sign (-) indicates no antibacterial activity. Sign (N/A) indicates not applicable. 

Gentamicin was used as the Positive control. Distilled Water was used as the Negative control. 
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IV. DISCUSSION 

        This study examined the antibacterial potential of aqueous 

extracts of (roots, fruits, flowers, leaves, stem bark and 

combination of these parts) M. citrifolia in-vitro with a view of 

providing scientific justification of its use as a topical 

antibacterial agent to wash old cutaneous wounds, cuts abrasions, 

bruises or burns, and as a throat gargle, in traditional and folk 

medicine in Sri Lanka 
[4, 5]

. We used hot water extracts in testing 

the antibacterial activity because hot water extracts of various 

parts of the plant are generally used in traditional and folk 

medicine. Moreover, in testing for pharmacological activity of a 

traditionally used phytomedicines it is generally recommended to 

use water, in the same manner as the traditional medicine is 

made, although methonolic extracts are used widely in the 

evaluation of  antibacterial activity of herbal extracts in vitro 
[8, 9, 

10]
. Two commonly encountered human pathogenic bacterial 

species infecting skin wounds, one Gram positive (S. aureus) and 

one Gram negative (E. coli), 
[6],

 and agar disc diffusion bioassay 

was used in assessing the antibacterial activity in this study. This 

is a reliable, sensitive and widely used technique in the 

evaluation of the antibacterial activity of plant medicines 
[8, 9, 10, 

11, 12]
. 

         The results show, for the first time, that water extracts 

made from fruits, stem bark and combination of parts of M. 

citrifolia grown in Sri Lanka, has mild to moderate antibacterial 

activity against Gram positive S. aureus and absolutely no 

antibacterial activity against Gram negative E. coli, at the 

concentration tested. Most interestingly, this the second study to 

show that a water extract of M. citrifolia has promising 

antibacterial activity although several other studies have 

previously shown antibacterial activity using organic extracts 

(methonolic, ethonolic, ethyl acetate) of fruits, leaves, seeds and 

stems of this plant 
[1, 2, 3, 9, 11, 13, 14]

. In some of these studies 
[1, 2, 3, 

13]
, in compliance with our study, and not with others 

[9, 11, 13]
 M. 

citrifolia was found to be more effective against Gram positive 

bacteria (eg. S.aureus) than Gram negative bacteria (eg. E. coli). 

Generally, Gram negative bacteria are less susceptible to herbal 

extracts and antibiotics 
[1

, 
2, 3, 8, 15]

 as their membrane of 

lipoproteins and lipopolysaccharides impairs the access of 

antibacterial agents into underlying structures 
[7]

. The general 

order of potency of the antibacterial activity evident in this study 

was, combinations of parts > stem bark > fruits. The highest 

antibacterial activity of the extracts made from combination of 

parts is likely to be due to a synergistic activity and/or due to the 

formation of a new product during the preparation of the whole 

extract using roots, fruits, flowers, leaves, stem bark, and the 

verification of these two modes of actions will be examined in 

future studies. Further, as a whole, in this study, the antibacterial 

activity of water extracts of different parts and combination of 

parts of M. citrifolia against S. aureus was lower than reported 

by some others 
[1, 2, 3, 13]

. This may be due to differences in 

solvents used in the extraction procedure, strains of bacterial 

species, concentrations and techniques used in testing the 

antibacterial activity. Alternatively, it could be due to differences 

in chemical composition and concentrations of phytoconstituents 

which are known to vary from country to country, harvesting 

periods, or on climatic conditions 
[2]

. 

        Although, we have not investigated the phytochemical 

profile of M. citrifolia extracts, almost 200 phytochemicals are 

identified and isolated from different parts of this plant. These 

include tannins, flavonoids, phenolic, alkaloids, terpernoids, 

saponins, lipids, steroids or sugars 
[1, 2]

. Of these, only 

hydrophilic polar phytocomstituents are extracted in to water, 

which are likely to provoke the antibacterial action evident in this 

study, possibly via disrupting the structural and functional 

integrity of plasmalemma 
[8]

 or by interacting with bacterial DNA 
[8]

. 

 

V. CONCLUSION 

        This study shows, for the first time, marked antibacterial 

activity of water extracts of fruits, stem bark and combination of 

different parts of M. citrifolia grown in Sri Lanka. In addition, it 

also provides scientific justification for the use of water extracts 

of this plant as a topical antibacterial for washing and cleaning of 

old cutaneous cuts, bruises, abrasions, rashes and burns in 

traditional and folk medicine of Sri Lanka. 
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     Abstact- Tea is one of product wealth of natural resources owned by Indonesia that should be utilized by entrepreneurs to develop 
their business. One of the players in the industry of ready to drink tea is Your Tea. Your Tea need to have models and business 
development clear and detailed in order to compete and continue to grow facing the intense market competition. This research is 
descriptive qualitative with case study approach. The research approach is based on nine elements of the business canvas model. The 
result of the study showed business model partnershipYour Tea through business canvas model, determine the business canvas model 
improvements, and develop a strategy and business development programs. 
 
     Index Terms- Your Tea, Business Development Strategy, Business Model, Business Canvas Model 
 
 

I.   INTRODUCTION 
Indonesia is a country that rich in plantation crops. One commodity crops produced are tea. Soemantri (2011) in his research 

shows tea as a second favorite drinks in the world after water, and also known as ‘the drinks for million people’. Even in cafes or any 
restaurants, this drinks is always choosen by the consumer. In addition to being a favorite drinks, tea is also beneficial to prevent 
cancer, improve oral health, protect the body from free radicals, boost the immune system, lowers the risk of diabetes, and prevents 
blood clots that capable adversely affects cardiovascular health. Acreage and production of tea plantations in Indonesia continues to 
increase. As an illustration, acreage and production of tea in Indonesia can be seen in table 1 below. 
 
Table 1 Land area and production of tea in Indonesia in the last five years 

Year  Land Area (ha)  Production (tonnes) 
2009  123.506   153.971 
2010  122.898    156.604 
2011  123.938    150.776 
2012  123.769    150.180 
2013  125.373    152.726 
 

Source: General Directorate of Plantation (2014) 
 

In the economic development in Indonesia, MSMEs (Micro, Small and Medium Enterprises) becomes a vital role as a driver of 
the economy. MSMEs also plays a major role in overcoming the problem of unemployment in Indonesia today because it can absorb a 
lot of labor. MSMEs sector support provides employment opportunities for those who can not be accommodated in the government 
work world or large and medium scale of private companies. 
 
Table 2 Number of MSMEs and the number of workers absorbed by MSMEs 

Year  Number of MSMEs (units)  Number of workers (people) 
2008 51.409.612         94.024.278 

 2009  52.764.603         96.211.332  
 2010  53.823.732         99.401.775 
 2011  55.206.444       101.722.458 
 2012  56.534.592       107.657.509 
Source: Central Bureau of Statistics (2014) 
 

One of the MSMEs that become a player in the industry of ready-to-drink tea is Your Tea, a brand of tea drinks from Bogor. 
Your Tea partnership since its foundation from 2008 to now already has 142 partners spread across various cities in Indonesia such as 
Bogor, Jakarta, Depok, Tangerang, Bekasi, Sukabumi, Karawang, Bandung, Cirebon, Madiun, Surabaya, Sidoarjo, Jember, Kediri, 
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Malang, Ponorogo, Prabumulih, Lampung, Medan, Riau, Balikpapan, Samarinda, Bontang, Sangata, Tanjung Selor, Bulungan, 
Denpasar, Makassar, to Papua. The number of players in ready-to-drink tea industry is currently making Your Tea partnership need to 
have models and business development strategy clear and detailed in order to compete and continue to grow facing the intense market 
competition. Ready-to-drink tea industry in Indonesia is currently growing rapidly. Based on data from Euromonitor, stated that 
growth in the production of ready-to-drink tea in 2014 is 10 percent, or with an estimated volume is 1.2 billion liters. This is shown by 
the increasing number of new businesses have sprung up in that kind of industry. Ready-to-drink tea businesses are now attracts a lot 
of people. 

Eppler et al (2001) states that in the world of fierce competition makes companies must have  a vision, mission, ideas, and 
business models that are clear and detailed in order to adapt to environmental changes. Wheelen and Hunger (2010) states that the 
business model is the method used by the company to make money or value in the business environment in which the company is 
operating. Osterwalder (2004) mentions one successful business models that transform complicated business concepts into simple and 
understandable is the business model canvas. The picture that is expected in this business model is able to identify company internal 
and external factors so it can produces solutions based on what the most important things that need to know, fast, simple, easy, and in 
a visual format (Saksono, 2013). Chesbrough (2010) mentions the business model canvas is believed to be explained best through nine 
basic building block that shows a way of thinking about how a company earns money. Nine of these elements are customer segments, 
value propositions, channels, customer relationships, revenue streams, key resources, key activities, key partnerships, and cost 
structure.7 

Based on the background of the problems above, the purpose of this research is to create a strategy and business development 
partnership program ready-to-drink tea, Your Tea, that can be directly applied by the internal management of Your Tea. Approach to 
the business model used is the business canvas model that were analyzed through nine elements, then performed a SWOT analysis to 
enhance the current business canvas model, and then will generate appropriate strategies and programs for the development of 
business partnerships tea drinks, Your Tea. 
 

II. RESEARCH ELABORATIONS 
This research was conducted by taking the research object of tea drinks, Your Tea business partnerships based on Business 

Incubator Center Building and Partnership IPB, Dramaga, Bogor. This research was conducted between February and July 2015. 
Location selection was done purposively in considering the research object is a growing ready-to-drink tea business. 
This study used a descriptive approach with a case study. Descriptive research method used to obtain an overview of the information, 
explanations, and conditions related to the research object in a factual, accurate and systematic. According to Umar (2010) a case 
study aims to make a more detailed study, in-depth and thorough of a specific object that is usually relatively small in a certain period 
of time, including the environment. 

The data used in this research are primary data and secondary data. Primary data was collected from in-depth and directly 
interviews with management tea drinks, Your Tea partnership as respondents. Secondary data was collected through company 
documents, websites, and literature. Data collection techniques used in this study were interviews, questionnaires, observation, and 
literature. The number of respondents that used in this research is 7 people from internal management Your Tea which consists the 
Chief Executive Officer (CEO), production manager, marketing manager, human resources manager, finance manager, admin, and 
field operators. After getting the full data, then analyzed using a business approach canvas model to see the condition of the company 
from nine elements, then perform a SWOT analysis on each element so will be known its strengths and weaknesses, even 
opportunities and threats owned by Your Tea. The result of SWOT analysis is used to repair current Your Tea business canvas model. 
The final step is to formulate strategies and programs based on business model  improvements  that has been perfected. 
 

III. RESULTS 
Identification Elements Business Partnership Model Ready-to-Drink Tea, Your Tea 

The first step in the business development strategy of business partnership ready-to-drink tea,  Your Tea is to explore the 
business structure of Your Tea through the identification of nine elements of the business canvas model. Based on interviews with 
internal management of Your Tea, obtained a current management model of tea drinks business, Your Tea, through grouping the 
results into the nine elements of the business canvas model. The nine elements are interrelated to one another and give an accurate 
description of how the situation of current Your Tea business. 
1. Customer Segment 
Customer segmentation of tea business, Your Tea, currently consists of employers, employees, housewives, and college students. 
2. Value propositions 
The value proportion that are the hallmark of Your Tea consists of price, as the price of Your Tea partnership packages are cheaper by 
30-40% compared to other competitors. The next value is the support, Your Tea provide excellent service and support to its business 
partners. Next is quality product, with a basic material of qualified tea leaves, with no artificial sweeteners, using pure sugar, and 
without preservatives. 
3. Channels 
Your Tea uses two channels in delivering products to consumers. Direct channel through the office and the three showroom Your Tea 
outlets in IPB Dramaga Campus. An indirect channel through the website, social media, and the market place. 
4. Customer relationship 
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Customer relationships built through telephone communications, BBM, SMS, e-mail, social media, and the market place. 
 
5. Revenue stream 
Your Tea source of income comes from three transactions. The first is the sales transaction in the showroom of Your Tea outlets. The 
second transaction is from selling the partnership package. The third transaction is from the repeat order transaction of raw materials 
such as glass, manual glass lid, sealer, tea, and flavors. 
6. Key resources 
Tangible resources means that resources are able to be seen and measured directly such as office, showroom Your Tea outlets, 
warehouse storage of raw materials, and human resources. Intangible resources own by Your Tea is a form of knowledge related to 
entrepreneurship, tea production, human resource management, and marketing through internet marketing. 
7. Key activities 
Your Tea's key activities consists of raw material supply, sales in the showroom outlet, the operations of the office, and maintenance 
partner. 
8. Key partnership 
Your Tea partnering with tea and flavors supplier, tea wagon maker, packaging factory (cups, lids, and sealer), outlet’s support 
equipments, expedition or cargo, and the franchisee. 
9. Cost structure 
Your Tea’s cost structure is raw material costs, employee salaries, office rental costs, and marketing costs. 
 
SWOT Analysis Business Canvas Model of Your Tea 
After identification of the nine elements that are owned by the tea business Your Tea then the next step is to conduct a SWOT analysis 
on each element of the tea business Your Tea. This analysis was conducted to improve and perfecting the current business canvas 
model of Your Tea, in order to compete and continue to evolve to face the current development of science and technology that is so 
quick. The SWOT analysis business canvas model  of  Your Tea results can be seen in Table 3 below. 
 
Table 3. SWOT analysis of business canvas model of Your Tea 
No. Elements Strenghts Weaknesses Opportunities Threats 

1. Customer 
segments 

Various 
background 

Limitation of 
human resources 

 -Many database of 
potential partners 

 -Entrepreneurship 
climate in Indonesia 
increased 

 -Support from the 
government, State-
owned enterprise 
(SOE), and banking 

Emergence of 
competitor 

2. Value 
propositions 

- Price 
- Support 
- Quality 
product 

Follow up after 
sales 

Sensitivitas about 
price 

Emergence of 
competitor 

3. Channels - Effective 
Marketing 
- Pilot project 
successful 
- Partners 
scattered 
around 
Indonesia 

- Communication 
- Low human 
recources 

People are 
increasingly aware of 
internet 

Be emulated by 
competitor 

4. Customer 
relationship 

Email 
marketing 
 

Maintenance 
partners 

-Many database of 
potential partners 

 -Keyword research 

Partners did not 
repeat order raw 
materials 

5. Revenue 
stream 

Continuous 
source of 
income 

Distrust of 
potential partners 

Selling Your Tea 
tester package 

Partners did not 
repeat order raw 
materials 

6. Key resources Guaranteed 
raw materials 

High delivery fee  Master partnership 
 Internal Showroom 

outlet 

Business 
development is 
slow 

7. Key activities Autopilot Still need to A lot of new Comfort zone 
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system improve the 
partner’s follow up 

opportunities to 
increase income 

8. Key 
partnership 

Term of 
payment is 
long enough 

Has not yet find a 
competitive 
expedition 

Partnership 
opportunities with 
many parties 

“Naughty” 
partners 

9. Cost structure Effective and 
efficient 
maketing 

Product 
development 
investment costs 

Mentoring business 
and entrepreneurship 
development program 

The increase in 
raw material costs 

 
The Improvement of the Business Canvas Model of Your Tea 
Mansfield and Fourie (2003) in his research stated that development of a business model becomes more perfect as well as how to 
implement it requires caution and should consider the influence of internal and external companies. After doing the SWOT analysis of 
each elements of the business canvas model of Your Tea, it is known what are the prospects for the company that supposed to be 
maintained and developed, also the obstacles encountered and a solution to fix it. 
 

Key Partnership Key  Activities Value 
Proopositions 

Customer 
Relationship 

Customer Segment 

 
 

 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 

 

   

Key Resources Channels Cost Stuctures Revenue Streams  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

    

Outlet Maker 

Packaging factory 

Outlet’s support 
equipments 

Expedition / 
Cargo 

Tea Suppliers 

The sales in the 
showroom outlets 

Office operational 
activities 

Partners 
maintenance 

Raw material 
supply 

Price 

Support 

Quality Product 

Communication: 
- Telephone 
- BBM 
- SMS 
- E-Mail 
- Social Media 
- Market Place 

 Entrepreneur 
 

 Private Employees 
 

 Housewives 
 

 
College 
Students 

 
Schools 

Campus 

Direct visit to 
partners 

The annual 
gathering 

Birthday Gift The general 
public 

Follow up 
after sales 

Inovation and 
continous 

improvement 
Observating 

strategic 
location 

Following the 
exhibitions, expos, 
fairs and seminars 

Master 
Partnership 

Media Partners 

Raw material 
costs 

Employees 
salary 

Office rental 
costs 

Marketing 
costs 

Sales in the 
showroom 

tl t  

Selling partnership 
packages 

Repeat order of 
raw materials 

Human resources 
training 

Opening many 
showroom outlets 

Selling Tester 
Packages 

Selling  drinks 
flavours 

Tangible: 
- Office Building 
- Showroom  
  outlet 
- Warehouse  
   storage 
- Human  
   resources 

Intangible: 
- Entrepreneur 
experience 
- Tea 
production 
- Management 
- Marketing 

Improving the 
quality of human 
resources 

Direct: 
- Office 
- Showroom 
outlet 

Indirect: 
- Website 
- Social Media 
- Market place 

Exhibitions, 
expos, fairs and 
seminars 

Social media and 
market place 
optimization 
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Figure 2 The improvement of the Business Canvas Model of Your Tea 

Strategy and Business Model Canvas Development Program of Your Tea 
Strategy according to David (2006) is a selection of what is want to be achieved by the organization in the future and how to 

achieve that desired conditions. After conducting the SWOT analysis and improving the business model canvas, the next step is to do 
an alternative strategy that can be done by Your Tea management to support improving company’s business canvas model. 
1. Market development strategy 

a. Expansion to open outlets managed by own management 
The program needs to be done by the management to increase the company's revenue and Your Tea brand image. 
Management needs to make observations and cooperation to open Your Tea outlets in campus IPB Dramaga canteens. After 
the image on campus Dramaga formed strong, management could make cooperation with schools in city and districts of 
Bogor. Schools with enrollment above 1,000 could be a priority of cooperation. Management also needs to survey strategic 
locations in the city and district of Bogor to open a tea drinks outlets, Your Tea. 

b.    Selling Your Tea tester package 
Traffic data shows that people who visiting the Your Tea website every day reached over 100 people and it can be used by 
management to sell the Your Tea tester package. This is because the potential partners who visit the website Your Tea is 
not entirely convinced of Your Tea products. By direct try to Your Tea tea, will arise trust of potential partners to join the 
Your Tea tea business partnership. Potential partners are also given information, insights and potential of running a tea 
business Your Tea through the ebook. 

c. Selling Your Tea powdered drinks 
Management may also establish a special division for selling powdered drinks. This based on the number of consumers who 
are looking for an agent of powdered drinks. Your Tea has nine variants, lemon tea, strawberry tea, grape tea, green tea, 
taro tea, milk tea, chocolate tea, moccaccino tea, and cappuccino tea. 

d. The formation of partnerships master 
Management needs to establish a master partnership into the areas of Your Tea expansion. Based on secondary data from 
management of Your Tea, Kalimantan, especially Balikpapan and Samarinda is a main target to formating Your Tea master 
partnerships because of the number of potential partners from those areas. With the partnership master course will save the 
cost of raw materials distribution and strengthen brand image Your Tea in a faster time. 

e. Participating in exhibitions, expos, fairs and seminars 
Management must also follow exhibitions, expos, fairs, and seminars that related to business opportunities, 
entrepreneurship and franchise to increase the sales of Your Tea partnership package. 

2. Strategy of improving human resources quality  
Management needs to do training programs to improve own human resource capacity, so it can service the partners and 
potential partners better. So far Your Tea has limited employee so oftenly have to do task and work concurrently. Management 
need to recruit employees who have a good quality. According to Nielsen and Montemari (2012) the role of human resources 
that competent become an important factor in the success of a company or organization. Management can focus to increasing 
marketing capabilities through the marketing internet because with affordable costs can produce maximum benefit. 

3. Strategy of  improving pre and after sales services 
Management need to create a program to increase sales conversion of tea drinks Your Tea partnership package both online or 
offline. The online program done by creating a free ebook that given to potential partners in order to know the overview of tea 
business and potential advantage of seriously running the tea business 'YourTea'. Auto program follow up via marketing email 
for 40 days also important to make relation continuously with potential partners. The offline program can be done by doing 
direct communication with potential partners by phone to ask whether they ready to join tea business partnership or not yet. If 
not, what’s the obstacle that need to be helped to resolved. Potential partners who are in Jabodetabek area can be invited to 
direct visit to the Your Tea office and to Your Tea outlets around IPB Dramaga Bogor campus. 
As for service improvement after sales management need to create a program of annual gathering. The program can be carried 
out once a year by gathering active Your Tea partners, giving awards to outstanding partners, listen to advices from partner for 
the development of tea business Your Tea. In addition, management also need to create a birthday gift program that is giving 
gifts birthday in the form of cake or stuff and greeting cards to the birthday partners of Your Tea. The program can increase 
loyalty of Your Tea partners in order to continue to repeat order of raw materials to the head office. Another program that can 
be done by management is referral fee, it is giving the commission to the partners who have joined the tea business Your Tea, 
and referring this business to their family or their friends to also join the tea business Your Tea, that is equal to 10% of the 
value of package tea business Your Tea. 

4. Strategy to innovating continously 
According to Liem (2009) innovation is a blood for an institution to be able to live a sustainable and profitable life. Innovation 
in the form of new discoveries in a systematic begins with empathy, the ability to see the world through the eyes of others, and 
an optimal utilization of existing technology advances. Your Tea Management need to do innovation in a continously in order 
to compete with competitors. Innovation programs that can be done such as, create unique new flavour variants that consumers 
preferred, do some promos  such as, during a particular month, give a 10% discount or free shipping costs for partners in 
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jabodetabek area, marketing promo such as buy 5 outlets will be entitled as a master partnership city, canvasing YourTea in the 
bottle to shops or supermarkets. 

 
IV.   Conclusion 

Development strategy that can be done by Your Tea involves 4 strategies. First, market development strategy with expansion 
program, open outlets managed by own management, selling Your Tea tester package, selling Your Tea powdered drinks, forming a 
master partnership, participating in exhibitions, fairs, expo, and seminars. Second, the strategy of improving the quality of human 
resources with a focus on improving marketing program through internet marketing. Thirdly, the strategy of increasing pre and after 
sales services with email marketing programs, the annual gathering, birthday gift and a referral fee. Fourth, the strategy to innovate on 
an ongoing basis with the program creating unique new flavour variants and preferred by consumers, doing promos during a specific 
month, such as a 10% discount or free shipping for partners in Jabodetabek, marketing promo, buy 5 outlets will be entitled city 
master partnership, canvasing Your Tea in bottles and sell it to stores or supermarkets. 
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ABSTRACT: A field experiment was carried out during 2014 and 2015 rainy season at the Research Farm of Kano University of 
Science and Technology, Wudil, (110 52’N, 90 20’E and 430m above sea level) to  find out the Performance of Cowpea [Vigna 
unguiculata (L.) Walp.] Varieties as Influenced by Weed Control Treatments in the Sudan Savanna of Nigeria. The experiment 
consisted of two cowpea varieties (IT97K-499-35 and IT93K-452-1) and weed control treatments (Metolachlor at 2 levels of 1.0 and 
2.0kg a.i. /ha, at pre-emergence, or combined with hoe weeding at 14 days after sowing or supplementary hoe weeding at 30 days 
after sowing while weed free check at 14 and 30 days after sowing and weedy check were included as control). The treatments were 
factorially combined and laid out using split plot design with variety assigned to the main plot and weed control treatments to the 
sub plots. The result showed that IT93K-452-1 out yielded IT97K-499-35 and exhibits superior growth and yield components such 
as canopy spread, number of leaves, pod weight per plant and 100 grain yield. The application of Metolachlor at 1.0 and or 2.0 kg 
a.i./ha followed by supplementary hoe weeding at 30 days after sowing produced significantly higher number of pods per plant, and 
grain yield per hactare This weed control treatment recorded superior weed control efficiency and also had low weed dry weight and 
weed index. Hence this treatment when combined with IT93K-452-1 can be recommended for weed control in cowpea for the study 
area.  
 
Key word: Cowpea, pre- emergence herbicides, weeds, growth, yield and yield components. 

INTRODUCTION 
 Cowpea (Vigna unguiculata (L.) walp) is an important and versatile crop cultivated between 350N and 300S of equator, 
covering Asia and Oceania, the middle east, southern Europe, Africa southern USA, central and south America (Fery, (1990) however, 
being a drought tolerant crop with better growth in warm climate, cowpea is most popular in the semi-arid region of the tropic where 
other food legume does not perform as well. Cowpea has the ability to fix nitrogen even in a very poor soil with pH range 4 - 9.0, 
Organic matter < 0.2% and a Sand content of > 85%. It is the most important grain legume grown in the tropical savanna zone of 
Africa; Cowpea is an important grain legume for over 200 million people on the dry savanna of tropical Africa.  
 The largest production of cowpea is in Africa with Nigeria and Niger predominating with over 9.3 million metric tons of 
annual production while the grain is a good source of human protein while the haulms are valuable source of livestock protein 
(Chattha et al., 2007). It is also source of income from many small holder farmer is sub Saharan Africa and contributes to the sustain 
ability of cropping system and soil fertility improvement in marginal land through provision of ground cover and plant residue, 
nitrogen fixation and others (Tripathi and Singh 2001). All part of cowpea is useful for food and is nutritious, providing protein, 
vitamin and mineral. The protein in cowpea seed is richer in amino acid, lysine and others compared to cereal grain (Anonymous, 
2010,) the cowpea haulm is also great value to farmers it is also use as cover crop, green manure crop, used for feeding Animals and 
for erosion control. Weeds serve as the main constraint to its production which resulted in low yield, poor quality of the crop and also 
low income to the farmer. The objective of this paper was to evaluate the performance of cowpea varieties under different weed 
control treatments and its tolerance to different levels of herbicides.   

MATERIALS AND METHODS 
 Field trials were conducted during the 2014 and 2015 cropping seasons (June to October) on the Teaching and Research 
Farm of the Department of Crop science, Faculty of Agriculture, Kano University of Science and Technology Wudil situated at Gaya 
town (latitude 110 52’N; 90 20’E) located in the Sudan Savanna Ecological Zone of Nigeria. (Table 1) presents the soil type of the 
experimental site which was Sandy clay with high proportion of sand (81%) and low proportion of silt and clay, (12%) and (7%) 
respectively. The soil also had medium organic carbon (0.67%) and a pH of 7.10.   
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The area had been cropped with cowpea, sorghum and groundnut in the previous years. The experimental site was harrowed, 
leveled properly using a tractor, and marked out. The gross plots consist of six ridges, 0.75m apart and 3m long given a total area of 
13.5m2, while the net plot consisted of two inner rows, given a total area of 4.5m2 each, an alley of 0.5m was left between the plots 
and 1m between the replications respectively. Compound fertilizer, N.P.K (15:15:15) was applied to each plot to provide 20kg N, 
54kg P2O5 and 20kg K2O and was incorporated into the soil with a hand rake before ridges were made. 
 The experiment consisted of six treatments which include a pre-emergence herbicide that was applied as spray to two cowpea 
varieties (IT97K-499-35 it is an early maturing variety matures between 65 - 75 days it is also an erect type with yellow peel 
pigmentation, and IT93K-452-1 is an extra early maturing variety which matures between 60-70 days it is an erect types with brown 
peel pigmentation). The experiment was laid out using split plot design. The cowpea varieties were allocated to the main plots while 
weed control treatments to the sub plot they were then replicated three times. The herbicides was applied a day after planting using 
CP15 knapsack sprayer with a green nozzle calibrated to deliver 220 L/ha spray volume at a pressure of 1.5 kg/cm2. Harvesting 
cowpea was done on 21 and 28 November 2014 and 2015 respectively, and was harvested when majority of the pods turned yellow. 
The harvested pods were spread on the mat for two weeks to allow the pods to be well dried before threshing. This was followed by 
winnowing to separate the seeds from the chaff.  
 
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
Table 2 presents number of leaf of cowpea varieties which indicated that it is significantly different at all sampling stages in the two 
years trails with IT97K- 499-35 having higher number of leaf compared with the IT93K-452-1 variety. These supported the finding of 
Singh et al. (2011) reported that spreading and semi-spreading cowpea varieties differ in their potential growth and development 
which can positively affect the yield of the crop and that of Haruna, and Usman, (2013) who observed a significant variation in growth 
and yield characters of some improved varieties of cowpea at the same location and attributed it to genetic make up of the varieties 
examined were spreading varieties produced more number of leaf and this means more photosynthetic area; higher radiation 
interception and dry matter accumulation for utilization and production of the yield.  
 The effect of weed control treatment was significant at all sampling stages in which Metolachlor at 2.0 kg a.i.-1 followed by 
supplementary hoe weeding was statistically higher across all the sampling stages in all the tears of the trails and is also statistically 
similar with Metolachlor at 1.0 kg a.i.-1 followed by supplementary hoe weeding at 10WAS sampling stage at 2014 and statistically 
different at 4 and 8WAS sampling stages in the second year of the trail. The results are in agreement with the finding of Taru et al. 
(2008) who reported that pre-emergence application of Metolachlor at 2.0 kg a.i.-1 followed supplementary hoe weeding  resulted in 
significantly higher number of leaf which could probably be attributed to the ability of Metolachlor in preventing weed emergence at 
early stage. However, weedy check recorded the least number of leaves across all the sampling stages and years, and also produced the 
lowest mean values. These findings confirm the report of Dadari et al. (2005) that, weedy check had significantly lower number of 
leaf in all sampling stages in both years and this could be due to above and below ground competition of weed with crop which might 
have retarded the crop growth by reducing the amount of nutrients available in the soil.  
 The number of branches of cowpea varieties was significantly different at 6 and 8WAS sampling stage in 2014 and all sampling 
stages in 2015 trail (Table 3). In all cases IT97K–499–35 had the higher number of branches than IT93K-452-1. These supported the 
findings of Singh et al, (2011) that variations in growth and yield of cowpea varieties is largely due to differences in inherent genetic 
composition of the varieties under consideration.  
 Similarly, the effect of weed control treatment was significant at all sampling stage (Table 3). Metolachlor at 1.0 kg a.i./ha 
followed by supplementary hoe weeding, Metolachlor at 2.0 kg a.i./ha followed by supplementary hoe weeding, Weed free check at 14 
and 30DAS produced statistically similar and higher number of branches across the sampling stages and years of the trails, The result 
obtained was similar to the findings of Taru et al. (2008). Who indicated that application of Alachlor at 1 - 2kg a.i./ha plus one hand 
weeding at 30 days after sowing effectively controlled weeds in rainfed groundnut compared to weedy check control plots.  
 While weedy check significantly recorded the least number of branches which is statistically the same with Metolachlor at 1.0 
& 2.0 kg a.i./ha at all sampling stage of the two year trails. The interaction between the treatments was not significant at both sampling 
stages and years of the trails. 
 The effect of canopy spread on cowpea varieties is presented in Table 4. Which indicated significantly different at 4WAS in 
2014 were IT93K–452–1 variety had significantly wider canopy spread than IT97K – 499 – 35 variety while, IT97K–499–35 variety 
had significantly wider canopies at 4 and 8WAS in 2015 were, IT93K–452–1 variety recorded superiority canopy spread at 10WAS 
sampling stage in 2015. The results supported the finding of Ahmad et al. (2007) that spreading and semi-spreading cowpea varieties 
differ in their potential growth and development.  
 The effect of weed control treatment was significant at all sampling stages (Table 4). Metolachlor at 2.0 kg a.i./ha followed 
by supplementary hoe weeding was statistically superior and have wider canopies across all the sampling stages and years. It was also 
similar to the work of Akobundu (1980) and that of Lagoke et al. (1981) and Taru et al. (2008). That Metolachlor is more effective 
and control annual grasses and some broad leaved weeds in cowpea, peanut crops, soya beans, sunflowers maize, sorghum and 
potatoes, and also application of Metolachlor with supplementary hoe weeding gave well to excellent weed control and was also 
supportive for better growth. However, the narrowest canopies were recorded with weedy check plot which was statistically similar 
with Metolachlor 1.0 & 2.0 kg a.i./ha at most of the sampling stages during the two year trails. the results is also in conformity with 
the findings of Chikoye and Ekeleme (2001) who pointed out that a total of 263 weed species belonging to 38 families were found in 
crop fields in West Africa while the highest weed dry weight per hectare was observed in the weedy check was due to the severe 
uncontrolled weed infestation.  
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 The effect of varieties on crop vigour scores of cowpea is presented in Table 5 which indicated that it is significant at 8 and 
10WAS in 2014 and 8WAS in 2015 trail with IT93K–452–1 being superior to IT97K–499 – 35 while at 4WAS IT97K–499–35 
cowpea variety recorded superior growth attributes than IT93K–452–1. Similar reports were made by Krasilnikoff et al. (2003) and 
Singh et al. (2003), adding that varieties differ in their genetic make up and this could have reflected in their yield potentials.  
 The effect of weed control treatment was significantly different at all sampling stages with the application of Metolachlor at 
1.0 & 2.0 kg a.i./ha followed by supplementary hoe weeding at 4 and 6WAS in 2014 trail and 6WAS in 2015 trail having the highest 
growth attributes at all sampling stages. In a related study Taru et al. (2008) reported that combination of cultural with chemical 
method offers opportunities for integrated weed control by reducing the number of weeding in legumes crops and improving plant 
performance. They added that application of chemicals (herbicides) at early stage of crop growth to control weeds enable the way to 
utilize the available soil nutrients thus giving opportunities to grow faster.   
 Weedy check statistically recorded the least vigour plants across all the sampling stages and years of the trails which are 
statistically similar with application of Metolachlor at 1.0 and 2.0 kg a.i./ha at all sampling stages in both years. The result is in 
accordance with findings of Dadari et al. (2005), which showed that, the weedy check had significantly least vigour and could be due 
to above and below ground competition between weed and crop which might have retarded the vigour of the crop.  
 Table 6 presents the effect of weed control treatments on weed index of cowpea varieties, IT93K–452–1 had significantly 
higher weed index than IT97K–499 – 35 in 2014 while in 2015 the two varieties did not differ significantly. Application of 
Metolachlor at 1.0 & 2.0kg a.i./ha followed by supplementary hoe weeding had statistically the lower weed index. The results are in 
agreement with the findings of Ishaya et al. (2008) that Metolachlor at 3.0 kg a.i./ha and Galex at 1.2 kg a.i./ha (Metolachlor 
+Metobrumuron) pre emergence. According to them the mixture of Metolachlor and Galex was better in controlling annual grasses 
and broad leaf weeds. However, weedy check recorded the highest weed index among all the treatments in both years of the trails.   
 The effect of weed control treatment on weed dry weight of cowpea varieties are presented in Table 6. The result indicated 
that the two varieties differ significantly in respect to weed dry weight during 2014 cropping season with IT97K – 499 – 35 having 
heavier weed dry weight than IT93K – 452 – 1 while in 2015 the effect was not significant. Weed control treatment was significantly 
different with weedy check producing the higher weed dry weight while Metolachlor at 1.0 and 2.0kg a.i./ha followed by 
supplementary hoe weeding statistically having similar and lower weed dry weight across the two year trails. These results were in 
support of Logoke et al. (1981) who reported that chemical weed control combine with other cultural practices may practically help in 
reducing weed competition, crop losses and labour cost. 
 The influence of weed control treatments on cowpea varieties in respect to weed control efficiency is presented in Table 6. 
Varieties did not significantly differ in this respect at all years of the trails. The influence of weed control treatment were significantly 
different with application of Metolachlor at 1.0 and 2.0 kg a.i./ha followed by supplementary hoe weeding having statistically the 
higher percentage of weed control efficiency, and these supported the finding of Chikoye el al. (2001) who observed that weed 
competition is most serious when the crops are young, keeping the crop free of weeds for the first one-third to one-half of the life 
cycle of the crop offers effective control and also keeping the crop free from weed for the first one third of its life cycle usually 
assures maximum production (Mani et al., 1979). Weedy check recorded the lowest value of weed control efficiency.  
 The pod weight of the varieties per plant of cowpea was presented in Table 6 and it was significantly different with IT97K-
499-35 being superior over IT93K – 452 – 1. This finding is in conformity with that of Richburg et al. (2006) who observed 
significant difference between two varieties of groundnut which he attributed to variations in their genetic make up as well as response 
to soil and water use efficiency, and which he noticed across seasons and location.  
 The effect of weed control treatment on pod weight was significantly different at all seasons with Metolachlor 2.0 kg a.i./ha 
followed by supplementary hoe weeding having the higher pod weight per plant in 2014l. While in 2015 application of Metolachlor at 
1.0 and 2.0 kg a.i./ha followed by supplementary hoe weeding produced statistically the highest pod weight per plant. This finding is 
in conformity with that of Akobundu, (1987) who observed that Metolachlor is likely to be effective against annual grasses in cowpea 
production and producing higher pods per plant.  Weedy check recorded the lowest pod weight per plant in all the trails as 
described earlier by Akobundu, (1987).  
 The effect of the variety on hundred grain weight of cowpea was presented in Table 7. Indicating significant different 
between the two varieties with IT93K – 452 – 1 out yielding and been superior over IT97K – 499 – 35 in all the trails. The effect of 
weed control treatment was significantly different with Metolachlor at 2.0 kg a.i./ha followed by supplementary hoe weeding having 
the higher grain weight in the 2014 trail which is statistically the same with Metolachlor at 1.0 kg a.i./ha followed by supplementary 
hoe weeding in 2015 trail, the results is in accordance with the finding of Agoola, (1994) who reported that Metolachlor at 1.2 kg 
a.i./ha attributed to the significant increase in seed yield by 45% and 80% respectively as compared to the unweeded check. Weedy 
check recorded the least hundred grain weight which is statistically similar with some other treatments in all the seasons. The results 
was in agreement with the finding of Aliyu and Lagoke, (2000) that weeds compete with crops for limited environmental resources 
and habour diseases and pests that are harmful to the crop are more severe in unweeded plots and there by producing lower weight of 
the grains in that plots.  
 The effect of varieties on shelling percentage of cowpea is presented in Table 7. And found that it was not significantly 
different in the 2014 season while in the 2015 season it was significantly different with IT97K – 499 – 35 been superior and having 
higher shelling percentage compared to IT93K – 452 – 1.  
 The effect of weed control treatment was also significantly different with application of Metolachlor at 1.0 and 2.0kg a.i./ha 
followed by supplementary hoe weeding having statistically the higher shelling percentage in both seasons (Table 7).  these is in 
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accordance with the finding of Ishaya et al, 2008 that un controlled weed growth accounted for 40-81% reduction in yield attributes 
such as the pod weight, shelling percentage and consequently lower grain yield. While weed free check at 14 and 30DAS recorded an 
intermediate shelling percentage in all the season, which agreed with finding of Olorunmaiye (2010), that the practices produced 
reasonable yield but were hard laborious and expensive due to increasing cost of labour as such were un-economical. Weedy check 
resulted in the lowest shelling percentage which is statistically similar with the some other treatments in the two seasons. While in a 
related development by Ahmed et al, (2007) they pointed out that weeds reduces both quality and quantity of harvested product, 
increase the incidence of pest and diseases and at end resulted in lost to the farmers. 
 The effect of variety on grain yield of cowpea was presented in Table 7. Significant different were observed with IT93K – 
452 – 1 having higher grain yield than IT97K – 499 – 35 in 2014 season while not significant in 2015 season.  
 The effect of weed control treatment was significantly different and showed that Metolachlor at 1.0 and 2.0kg a.i./ha 
followed by supplementary hoe weeding having statistically the higher grain yield compared to the other treatments in the 2014 
season, while Metolachlor at 1.0 kg a.i./ha followed by supplementary hoe weeding  produced statistically the higher grain yield 
compared to the other treatments in the 2015 season, the result is in conformity with the finding of  Olorunmaiye, (2010) that, weed 
also deteriorate the quality of farm products and consequently reduce yield and market value of the cowpea. Weedy check resulted in 
the lowest grain yield all of the seasons examined.  
 
Conclusively, it can be recommended that IT93K – 452 – 1 cowpea variety can planted in the study area for improving cowpea 
production. Similarly, pre-emergence application of Metolachlor at 1.0 and or 2.0 kg a.i./ha followed by supplementary hoe weeding 
can lead to higher weed control efficiency and Grain yield of cowpea. Moreover, this method of using chemicals will help in reducing 
the scarcity of labour during weeding periods and improved farmer’s income at the end of the season in the study area.   
  
 
Table 1: Physico-chemical Properties of the soil at Experimental site 2014 and 2015. 
Soil Properties    0 – 30cm  
Physical (%) 
Sand     81     
Clay      7     
Silt      12     
Textural Class              Sandy clay           
Chemical 
pH (H2O)     7.10   
Organic Carbon (gkg-1)   8.23     
Total Nitrogen (gkg-1)   0.11     
Available P (mgKg-1)   14.10     
Exchangeable base (cmol (+) kg-1)   
Ca     4.30     
Mg     0.36     
K     0.31     
Na     0.30     
CEC     6.29     
 
 
Table 2: Effect of weed control treatment on number of leaves of cowpea varieties at KUST Wudil, 2014 and 2015. 
Treatment   2014 WAS    2015 10WAS  
    4 6 8 10  4 6 8 10 
Varieties 
IT97K- 499-35   32.11a  42.7a 56.4a 137.8a  26.89a 43.2a 57.2a 119.2a  
IT93K- 452-1   29.83b  36.5b 49.8b 113.3b  23.83b 38.2b 55.3b 109.4b 
SE ±    1.73  2.26 1.85 7.23  0.49 1.70 2.35 2.85 
Weed Control Treatment  
Metolachlor 1.0 kg a.i.-1    27.67b  37.5bc 49.7b 117.8abcd 16.83c 30.5b 41.3c 89.2b 
Metolachlor 2.0 kg a.i.-1    31.17b  36.0bc 45.3b 109.5cd  17.17c 32.7b 38.3c 82.7b 
Metolachlor 1.0 kg a.i.-1+SHW  35.17b  39.7b 56.0b 142.7ab  33.00b 47.7a 73.7b 148.7a 
Metolachlor 2.0 kg a.i.-1+SHW  42.67a  53.5a 79.0a 142.5abc  42.00a 57.0a 87.0a 142.5a 
Weedy checks     15.83c  28.7d 33.2c 92.3e  10.50c 24.0b 32.7c 68.8b 
WFC at 14 & 30DAS   33.33b  42.2b 54.2b 148.5a  32.67b 52.3a 64.7b 153.8a 
SE ±     2.02  2.57 3.71 8.73  1.89 2.66 4.35 7.53 
Interaction 
V X WCT    NS NS NS NS  NS NS NS NS 
Means with the same letter(s) in the same column are not significantly different (P < 0.05%) using SNK = Student-Newman-Keuls test, NS = not 
significant, WFC = Weed free checks, SHW = Supplementary hoe weeding, WAS = weeks after sowing, WCT = weed control treatment. 
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Table 3: Effect of weed control treatment on number of branches of cowpea varieties at KUST Wudil, 2014 and 2015. 
Treatment    2014WAS   2015WAS 
     4 6 8 10 4 6 8 10  
Varieties 
IT97K-499-35    6.56 22.2a 29.4a 40.6 6.78a 23.44a 29.17a 38.20a 
IT93K-452-1    5.61 19.6b 27.2b 38.5 6.11b 20.89b 27.56b 36.20b 
SE ±     0.38 1.31 1.72 2.55 0.29 0.63 0.46 0.24 
Weed Control Treatment  
Metolachlor 1.0 kg a.i./ha   5.83b 13.8b 18.2b 24.5d 5.00b 14.83b 20.33b 24.50b 
Metolachlor 2.0 kg a.i./ha   5.17b 16.0b 21.3b 32.8cd 5.17b 15.00b 19.17b 27.50b 
Metolachlor 1.0 kg a.i./ha+SHW  6.83a 24.5a 31.2a 43.7ab 9.00a 29.17a 35.83a 44.70a 
Metolachlor 2.0 kg a.i./ha+SHW  7.67a 28.8a 41.2a 51.5a 8.33a 32.50a 42.67a 53.70a 
Weedy checks     3.50c 14.8b 21.3b 30.5cd 3.17c 11.50b 13.33c 23.70b 
WFC at 14 & 30DAS   7.50a 28.0a 36.7a 54.2a 8.00a 30.00a 38.83a 49.00a 
SE ±     0.31 2.65 2.90 4.18 0.44 1.65 1.92 2.85 
Interaction 
V X WCT    NS NS NS NS NS NS NS NS 
Means with the same letter(s) in the same column are not significantly different (P < 0.05%) using SNK = Student-Newman-Keuls test, NS = not 
significant, WFC = Weed free checks, SHW = Supplementary hoe weeding, WAS = weeks after sowing, WCT = weed control treatment. 
 
 
Table 4: Effect of weed control treatment on canopy spread of cowpea varieties at KUST  Wudil, 2014 and 2015. 
Treatment    2014WAS   2015WAS  
     4 6 8 10 4 6 8 10 
Varieties 
IT97K-499-35    13.50b 22.61 47.5 54.9 12.06b 20.62 42.40b 57.80a 
IT93K-452-1    13.97a 22.71 47.2 52.0 12.76a 20.56 44.20a 52.30b 
SE ±     0.28 0.61 2.10 3.77 0.23 0.93 1.58 2.06 
Weed Control Treatment  
Metolachlor 1.0 kg a.i.-1   11.75c 19.32c 35.2c 39.6d 8.83c 14.44c 24.79c 30.40c  
Metolachlor 2.0 kg a.i.-1   11.30c 20.42c 37.7c 40.1d 7.10c 15.95c 26.17c 28.90c 
Metolachlor 1.0 kg a.i.-1 + SHW  15.72b 26.23b 59.3b 70.5b 16.42b 26.29b 59.77b 83.78a 
Metolachlor 2.0 kg a.i.-1 + SHW  19.97b 31.73a 74.6a 90.4a 20.63a 31.65a 74.89a 93.55a 
Weedy checks     6.95d 13.83d 25.9c 22.8e 4.75d 10.29d 18.77c 21.00c 
WFC at 14 & 30DAS   16.73b 24.57b 51.6b 57.4c 16.73b 24.92b 55.26b 72.72b 
SE ±     0.63 1.14 3.31 3.60 0.79 1.34 3.74 3.40 
Interaction 
V X WCT    NS NS NS NS NS NS NS NS 
Means with the same letter(s) in the same column are not significantly different (P < 0.05%) using SNK = Student-Newman-Keuls test, NS = not 
significant, WFC = Weed free checks, SHW = Supplementary hoe weeding, WAS = weeks after sowing, WCT = weed control treatment. 
 

Table 5: Effect of weed control treatment on crop vigour scores of cowpea varieties at KUST Wudil, 2014 and 2015. 
Treatment    2014WAS   2015WAS  
     4 6 8 10 4 6 8 10 
Varieties 
IT97K-499-35    7.39 6.00 5.00b 4.78b 7.67b 8.89 7.72a 4.50 
IT93K-452-1    7.72 5.61 5.61a 5.22a 8.22a 9.06 6.94b 4.78 
SE ±     0.36 0.51 0.28 0.87 0.17 0.63 0.31 0.34 
Weed Control Treatment  
Metolachlor 1.0 kg a.i.-1   6.33cd 4.50b 3.17c 3.50cd 5.83c 5.83b 4.00c 1.83c 
Metolachlor 2.0 kg a.i.-1   6.67cd 4.33b 2.87c 2.67cd 6.17c 6.83b 4.00c 2.17c 
Metolachlor 1.0 kg a.i.-1 + SHW  8.17ab 6.50a 7.67b 7.33ab 10.83a 12.67a 12.50a 7.83a 
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Metolachlor 2.0 kg a.i.-1 + SHW  9.67a 9.17a 9.33a 9.33a 11.33a 13.00a 12.17a 8.50a 
Weedy checks     5.67e 2.67c 2.33c 1.83d 4.17d 4.67b 2.50c 1.00c 
WFC at 14 & 30DAS   8.83a 7.67a 6.50b 5.33bc 9.33b 10.83a 8.83b 6.50b 
SE ±     0.53 0.38 0.43 0.79 0.59 1.10 0.43 0.45 
Interaction 
V X WCT    NS NS NS NS NS NS NS NS 
Means with the same letter(s) in the same column are not significantly different (P < 0.05%) using SNK = Student-Newman-Keuls test, NS = not 
significant, WFC = Weed free checks, SHW = Supplementary hoe weeding, WAS = weeks after sowing, WCT = weed control treatment. 
 
 
 
Table 6: Effect of weed control treatment on weed index, weed control efficiency and weed dry weight of cowpea varieties at KUST Wudil, 2014 and 
2015. 
Treatment    2014    2015  
     WI WCEF WDDWT  WI WCEF WDDWT 
Varieties 
IT97K-499-35    16.1b 39.4a 1328.00a  22.50 37.50a 1598.00 
IT93K-452-1    24.8a 37.1b 1268.00b  23.40 35.80b 1442.00 
SE ±     7.53 0.11 66.7  3.61 1.53 178.8 
Weed Control Treatment  
Metolachlor 1.0 kg a.i.-1   42.8b 19.2c 1694.00b   45.70b 11.70c 1865.00b 
Metolachlor 2.0 kg a.i.-1   43.7b 19.5c 1563.00b  56.60b 15.10c 1920.00b 
Metolachlor 1.0 kg a.i.-1 + SHW  -11.0c 69.0a 621.00d  -28.50d 74.50a 635.00d 
Metolachlor 2.0 kg a.i.-1 + SHW  -26.9c 88.1a 342.00d  -13.70c 72.00a 548.00d 
Weedy checks     73.8a 0.00d 2482.00a  77.50a 0.00d 2933.00a 
WFC at 14 & 30DAS   0.00c 33.6b 1087.00c  0.00c 46.50b 1221.00c 
SE ±     7.68 2.93 138.3  4.86 3.30 139.50 
Interaction 
V X WCT    NS NS NS  NS NS NS 
Means with the same letter(s) in the same column are not significantly different (P < 0.05%) using SNK = Student-Newman-Keuls test, WI = weed 
index, WCEF = weed control efficiency, WDDWT = weed dry weight, NS = not significant, WFC weed free checks, SHW = Supplementary hoe 
weeding, WAS = weeks after sowing, WCT = weed control treatment. 
 
Table 7: Effect of weed control treatment on pods weight, 100 seed weight, shelling percentage and grain  yield of cowpea  varieties at KUST 
Wudil, 2014 and 2015. 
Treatment         2014         2015  
    PWP HGW S (%) GY      PWP HGW S (%) GY 
Varieties 
IT97K-499-35   119.5a 25.3b  42.2 1209.00 b     117.30a        66.60b 43.20a 1071.00 
IT93K-452-1   112.8b 27.8a  45.5 1311.00a     108.40b        69.70a 38.60b  1115.00 
SE ±    6.03 1.80  3.70 66.6        5.13            0.81 2.40  55.00 
Weed Control Treatment  
Metolachlor 1.0 kg a.i.-1  83.10c 19.3bc  25.15c 14.00bc         64.20c 23.80c 16.40c  751.00c 
Metolachlor 2.0 kg a.i.-1  100.3c 23.1b  17.37c  981.00bc      73.80c         28.40c 16.60c  714.00c 
Metolachlor 1.0 kg a.i.-1+SHW 139.9b 31.9b  72.10a 1817.00a     190.50a      127.60ab 76.40a 1759.00a 
Metolachlor 2.0 kg a.i.-1+SHW 173.9a 44.3a  79.72a 1808.00a     170.70ab    113.00a 70.30a    1490.00b 
Weedy checks    52.7d 11.3c  15.46c 732.00c          32.50d 16.90c 9.50c   482.00c 
WFC at 14 & 30DAS  146.9b 29.4b  53.36b 1307.00b      145.30b 99.30b 56.20b  1362.00b 
SE ±    8.27 3.19  4.65 112.9         10.59 5.76 2.65   79.70 
Interaction 
V X WCT   NS NS  NS NS         NS NS   NS  NS 
Means with the same letter(s) in the same column are not significantly different (P < 0.05%) using SNK = Student-Newman-Keuls test, NS = not 
significant, WFC = Weed free checks, PWP = Pod weight/plant (g), HSW = hundred seed weight, S% = Shelling (%), GY = Grain yield, SHW = 
Supplementary hoe weeding, WAS = weeks after sowing, WCT = weed control treatment. 
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Abstract- As a rower requires optimum physical fitness and 
adequate technical skills for maximum performance the aim of 
this study was to assess the physical fitness of Sri Lankan rowers, 
in view to improve performance and prevent injury in the future. 
The sample consisted of 46 rowers of the Sri Lanka army sports 
unit.  Health related physical fitness components were assessed 
using standard tests and equipment. Performance was assessed 
by 2000m rowing ergometer test, cardiovascular endurance and 
vertical jump. An interviewer administered questionnaire was 
used to obtain information of injury patterns. The mean values 
for rowing ergometer time for male and female rowers were 7.07 
and 8.36 minutes respectively. Rowing ergometer time 
negatively correlated with anaerobic fitness, lean body mass and 
flexibility in male rowers while it was not significant in females. 
Aerobic fitness negatively correlated with fat mass in both male 
and female rowers while anaerobic fitness did not correlate with 
any fitness components. The injury prevalence was 68.8% and 
57.1% in male and female rowers respectively. Therefore, 
although the Sri Lankan rower’s physical fitness characteristics 
for flexibility and body composition correlated well with 
performance, most of the other physical fitness characteristics 
were not comparable to international standards in rowing.  
 
Index Terms- Rowing, physical fitness, ergometer performance, 
aerobic fitness, injury   

I. INTRODUCTION 
owing is categorized as a speed sport and known to be the 
most physically demanding of all endurance sports [1]. 

Rowers generate tremendous muscular force to maintain an “all 
out” effort during the 2000 meter race which lasts between five 
to seven minutes [2]. It also requires a combination of technical 
skills, motor coordination, physical fitness, cardiovascular 
endurance [3,4,5] and anaerobic fitness [6]. For a sportsman to 
achieve competitive success in any sport an adequate level 
physical fitness should be achieved. This would also help in 
preventing sports related injury. Different sports require that 
physical fitness components namely body composition cardio-
respiratory endurance, muscular strength, muscular endurance 
and flexibility are developed to certain levels to achieve 
international standards [7].  Physiological testing is commonly 
used to assess the overall fitness level of the athletes [8]. Physical 
fitness has been assessed in an array of sports including hand ball 
[9,10], Judo [11], Soccer [12,13], Athletics [14] including rowing [6,15]. 
The energy demands for rowing are high [2, 3,16,17,18]. Studies have 
shown that aerobic fitness positively correlates with the rower’s 
2000 meter performance [2,6,19-23]. Anaerobic power has been 
shown to be especially important in the first and last quarter of 
the race which are known to be the fastest [3,6,17,24]. Other fitness 

components such as muscular endurance and strength are vital in 
back support and core stability of rowers [25,26]. Strengthening of 
the body core has been shown to improve performance in rowing 
[27-29]. Lack of lower body and back muscle endurance and 
strength have been shown to reduce the performance of rowers 
during rowing ergometer [1,30] but, literature on the subject is 
limited. The weak muscles of the back, [30-33] abdominal and 
lower limb [4,34-36] are associated with lower back pain of rowers. 
Limitations in flexibility of the hamstrings and joint hyper-
mobility also lead to the development of low back pain and 
reduce the performance of rowers [37-41]. The body composition of 
a rower has also been shown to be an important determinant of 
performance [21,42-44]. The body mass [3, 45,46] and lean body mass 
[19,47,48] has been found to positively correlate with ergometer 
performance. A high body fat content has been found to 
adversely affect the performance [3,22]. Studies have shown that 
there is a strong association between aerobic capacity and  lean 
body mass and lower body weight of rowers [2,3,16,20]. Although 
many studies have been carried out on physical fitness of rowers 
internationally, little information is available concerning the 
physical fitness characteristics of Sri Lankan rowers.  
 
Therefore the aim of the present study was to assess the physical 
fitness characteristics of Sri Lankan rowers in view to improve 
the performance of the rowers so that the sport could be 
developed into an internationally recognized level in the future. 
This information could also aid in planning and modification of 
training programs and competitive tactics and help in preventing 
rowing related injury.  
  

II. METHODS 
Subjects: 
 
Forty six healthy rowers in the Sri Lanka army sports unit 
between the ages 20 -33 years were selected for the study using 
convenient sampling method. The sample consisted of 32 male 
and 14 female rowers. Written informed consent was obtained 
prior to testing. An interviewer administered questionnaire was 
administered to obtain information about the demographic data 
and injury patterns of the rowers. Ethical clearance was obtained 
from the Ethics Review Committee, Faculty of Medicine, 
University of Peradeniya, Sri Lanka (2014/EC/45). 
 
Data collection: 
 
Physical fitness:  
The Multi-Stage Fitness Test (MSFT) developed by Leger and 
Lambert was followed to monitor the rower’s maximum oxygen 

R 
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uptake [7]. This was also used to assess the performance of the 
rowers. The curl up test was used to measure abdominal strength 
and endurance. Rower’s hand grip strength was assessed using 
the “Hand Grip Dynamometer”. Flexibility was tested by using 
the Sit-and-Reach test. Skin fold values were taken with the use 
of a “Harpenden Skin fold Caliper” and measurements were 
taken from 3 specific sites for men (abdomen, thigh and chest) 
and women (triceps, suprailiac and thigh). All the techniques, test 
procedure and measurements for the multi-stage fitness test, curl 
up test, hand grip strength, sit and reach test and skin fold values 
were made based on the procedures given by Thomas et al., [7] 

and the values was compared with the normative data tables [7]. 
The fat percentage was compared with normative data given by 
Jackson and Pollock [49,50]. Fat percentage and body weight were 
used to calculate the lean body mass.  
 
Performance in rowing: 
 
The concept II rowing ergometer machine was used to measure 
performance of rowers in a controlled laboratory environment. 
The stop watch was used to measure the time duration to 
complete the 2000 meter distance. The anaerobic power was 
assessed using the standing vertical jump test which is the 
widespread field test that can be used to evaluate anaerobic 
fitness [51] and peak power and power average were calculated to 
assess the anaerobic fitness.  
 
Statistical analysis:  
 
The SPSS 17 version for Windows statistical software package 
was used to compute and report the data. Descriptive statistics 
were used to describe and summarize the measurements of 
performance and physical fitness characteristics. Multiple 
regressions were used to identify the correlation among physical 
fitness characteristics and rowing performance. p value of less 
than 0.05 (p<0.05) was considered as a significance association. 

III. RESULTS 
 
In total 32 male and 14 female rowers in the Sri Lankan army 
team participated in this study. The mean age of male and female 
rowers was 23.7+3.03 and 23.43+2.10 years and the mean value 
for rowing ergometer time for male and female rowers as 7.07 
and 8.36 minutes respectively. Table 1 shows the mean values of 
fitness characteristics of male & female rowers; namely aerobic 
fitness (42.6, 28.2ml/kg/min), muscular strength (47.1, 26.7kg), 
flexibility (58.7, 57, 2cm), fat mass (05.1, 18.2kg) lean body 
mass (69.58, 67.15kg) Muscular endurance (43.5, 33.3) peak 
power (4300w, 3674.6w) and power average (-297.75, -534.9) 
respectively.   
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Table 1: Physical fitness characteristics of male & female 
rowers: 
 

Fitness 
characteristics 
 

Male (Mean 
+SD) 
N= no of 
players 

Female (Mean 
+SD) 
N= no of 
players 

Body composition: 
-Body mass (Kg) 
 
-Fat mass (Kg) 
 
-Lean body mass (Kg) 

 
69.6+  8.61 
(N=32) 
05.1 + 2.91   
(N= 27) 
62.6 + 5.69   
(N= 26) 

 
67.2+11.06 
(N=14) 
18.2 + 6.65  
(N= 14) 
48.9 + 10.6  
(N= 14) 

Cardiovascular  
Endurance  
(Aerobic Fitness)  
(ml/kg/min) 

 
42.6 + 7.13   
(N= 19) 

 
28.2 + 4.33   
(N= 07) 

Muscular strength  
-Combined hand grip 
strength(Kg) 

47.1 + 6.24   
(N= 28) 

 
26.7 + 5.82   
(N= 14) 

Muscular endurance  
-Curl ups test 43.5 + 5.96   

(N= 30) 

 
33.3  + 6.62  
(N= 12) 

Flexibility 
-Sit & Reach test (cm) 58.7 + 5.66   

(N= 32) 

 
57.2 + 7.30   
(N= 12) 

Anaerobic Fitness(w)   
-Peak power (w) 
 
-Average power (w)                                    

 
4300 + 566.6*  
(N= 32) 
-297.75 + 
295.9  
(N= 32) 

 
3674.6 + 628.2  
(N= 14) 
-534.9 + 327.8  
(N= 14) 

      SD= Standard deviation 
 
The correlation between 2000 meter rowing ergometer time and 
the physical fitness characteristics of male & female rowers is 
shown in Table 2. Two thousands meter rowing ergometer time 
correlated negatively with anaerobic fitness (p<0.01), lean body 
mass (p<0.05) and flexibility (p<0.05) in male rowers while in 
female rowers there was no significant correlation with any 
fitness components (p>0.05).   
 
Table 2: Correlation between 2000m rowing ergometer time 
and the physical fitness characteristics of male & female 
rowers 
 
Fitness components Male 

Correlation 
(r) 

Female 
Correlation(r) 

Body mass 
Fat mass  

-0.21 
0.25 

-0.95 * 
0.01 

Lean body mass -0.42* -0.76 
Grip strength  -0.30 -0.49 
Muscular endurance  -0.33 -0.15 
Flexibility -0.41* -0.69 
Anaerobic Fitness -0.81** -0.01 
Aerobic Fitness  0.04 0.03 
*p<0.05- significance  
**p<0.01- highly significance  
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The relationship between the fitness characteristics and the 
aerobic capacity is shown in Table 3. Aerobic fitness correlated 
significantly with body composition (fat mass) of both male and 
female rowers (p<0.05). There was no significant correlation 
between anaerobic fitness and any of the fitness components in 
both male and female rowers (P>0.05). 
 
Table 3: The correlation between aerobic fitness and physical 
fitness characteristics of male and female rowers 
 
Fitness components Correlation (r) 

male 
Correlation(r) 
female 

Body mass 
Fat mass  

-0.22  
-0.67** 

-0.95* 
-0.89* 

Lean body mass -0.42  -0.63 
Grip strength L -0.25  -0.84 
Grip strength R -0.21  -0.68 
Muscular endurance -0.14  0.48  
Flexibility -0.05  -0.20 
Vertical jump 0.12  -0.60 
*p<0.05- significant 
**p<0.01- highly significance  
 
Figure 1 shows the prevalence of injury which was 68.8% and 
57.1% in male and female rowers respectively. The type of injury 
observed for male and female rowers were lower back pain 
(37.5%,21.4%), knee pain (12.5%,14.2%), hand and wrist pain 
(3.1%,7.1%), hip pain  (0.0%,14.2%), shoulder pain 
(12.5%,0.0%) and ankle pain (3.1%,0.0%) respectively. 
 
Figure 1: Prevalence of injury among male and female 
rowers: 
 

 
 

IV. DISCUSSION 
 

Physical fitness characteristics have been used widely to predict 
the performance characteristics of different sports. The primary 
finding in the present study was that the health related physical 
fitness of the Sri Lankan rowers did not achieve international 
standards. Therefore this study will be a stepping stone to 

achieving competitive success in the sport in the future. The 
findings would also provide trainers with information as to which 
physical attributes need to be improved to tailor fitness programs 
according to specific needs of the individual and also prevent 
injury. When the physical fitness component of body 
composition was considered both male and female rowers in this 
study possessed a “Recommended percentage of fat” (Table 1) 
according to international standards [7]. It also showed that lean 
body mass significantly correlated with 2000 meter ergometer 
test time in male rowers (p<0.05) which corresponds to other 
studies [21,45]. It was also interesting to note that fat mass and lean 
body mass of male rowers in the present study were better 
compared to some studies [6,12]. But, fat mass of the male rowers 
did not correlate with rowing performance. Possessing a high 
body fat content has been found to adversely affect the 2000 
meter rowing ergometer performance [3,22]. The body mass of 
female rowers in the present study correlated well with rowing 
ergometer performance (p<0.05) which was not observed among 
male rowers. It has been shown that rowing gold medalists were 
consistently heavier than the other competitors in single sculls 
events [52]. During rowing, the body mass is typically supported 
by a sliding seat on the rowing ergometer machine and large 
individuals have been shown to possess an advantage in rowing 
[3,46,47,53]. Fat mass and lean body mass of male rowers negatively 
correlated with aerobic fitness while in females it was only fat 
mass. These findings were consistent with a previous study by 
Firat, [6] showed that the large volume of aerobic training 
undertaken, together with weight training provides a rower with a 
high aerobic power, enhanced skill, metabolic efficiency and a 
greater muscle mass [20]. Other studies have also shown that elite 
heavyweight rowers possess the highest aerobic capacity values 
[2,3,16]. 
 
The aerobic capacity or cardiovascular endurance of female 
rowers was “Very poor” according to international standards 
while in male rowers it was in the “Fair” category [7]. There was 
also no significant correlation between aerobic capacity and 2000 
meter ergometer performance in both male and female rowers 
(p>0.05). But, studies have shown that when aerobic fitness and 
rowing performance were taken in to account absolute VO2 max 
was the best predictor of 2000 meter rowing performance [19,20] as 
65-75%  of the energy requirement for rowing is estimated to be 
from aerobic sources [6].  
 
It has been shown that the first quarter of the race is the fastest, 
followed by the last quarter while the second and third quarters 
are the slowest [3]. Anaerobic power is thought to be specifically 
important during this initial spurt and final dash of a 2000 meter 
race [3].  Both male and female rowers in the present study 
performed “Poorly’ for the vertical jump test according to the 
international standards [7] but the values of the male rowers were 
similar to a study done by Singh [25]. But there was a significant 
negative correlation between anaerobic fitness and 2000 meter 
rowing ergometer time (p<0.05) in male rowers. The finding is 
similar to study done by Riechman, [54] with the Wingate test 
machine which showed a statistically significant correlation 
between the Wingate rowing anaerobic test results and 2000 
meter rowing ergometer performance. But, Steinacker, has 
suggested that there is a critical level of strength and anaerobic 
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capacity above which further improvements will not increase 
rowing performance [16]. The vertical jump test also measures 
lower body power and several studies have shown that lower 
body and lower leg muscles should be strengthened as all major 
muscles in lower limbs are used in the sport of rowing [1]. Poor 
performance on the vertical jump show the lack of lower body 
power of the Sri Lankan rowers which may be one of the reasons 
for poor performance. 
 
Sri Lankan rowers achieved a good score for flexibility which 
was comparable to international standards [7] which also showed 
a significant negative correlation with 2000 meter rowing 
ergometer time (p<0.05) in male rowers. Though literature on the 
importance of flexibility in rowing performance is rather limited 
it has been shown that flexibility of rowers is an important 
component in achieving the correct positioning during the stroke 
cycle in rowing [37]. Lack of hamstring and hip flexibility may 
predispose rowers to back and knee injuries due to an increase in 
flexion strain in the lower back during sitting and reaching 
movements during rowing [4,41,42].  A high percentage of rowers 
in this study suffered from low back pain followed by knee pain 
(Figure 1). It has also been proposed that short hamstring length 
may be a risk factor for low back pain [38-40]. It has been 
suggested that 10 minutes of stretching after training may reduce 
the incidence of acute injuries [55] but; Howell, reported that 
rowers performing regular hamstring stretches had a high 
incidence of low back pain (LBP) [56]. Therefore further studies 
are required to determine the role of hamstring flexibility in low 
back pain in rowers. 
 
Rowers have to generate a tremendous muscular force to 
maintain “all out” effort during the 2000 meter race [2]. 
Approximately 70% of the skeletal muscle tissue in the rower’s 
body has been shown to be used in a single stroke cycle while 
successful rowers have been shown to have more slow twitch 
fibres [16]. Though the major muscles involved in rowing are the 
muscles of the lower limb and trunk, all muscles in the body 
including arm, forearm and wrist should be strengthened for 
better performance [1].  In the present study, both male and 
female rowers were in the “very poor” category for muscular 
endurance and “need to improve” category in muscular strength 
according to international standards [7]. Both physical fitness 
components did not correlate significantly with 2000 meter 
rowing ergometer time, aerobic or anaerobic fitness which was 
comparable to a study by Singh [25]. Several past studies have 
shown that the strengthening of the core body and limbs is 
required to improve performance in rowing [27- 29] as the pulling 
force is accomplished by the extensors of the lower extremities 
and trunk, and the flexors of the upper extremities during the 
drive phase of the stroke [26]. Long durations and years of 
endurance training have been shown to increase the number and 
diameters of slow twitch fibres, increase the oxidative enzymes 
and increase the mitochondrial number of elite rowers [2,3]. But 
according to Secher, rowing performance and strength data do 
not correlate well as the movements involved in rowing sport are 
specific [3]. Studies have also shown that the lower leg muscles 
and back muscles of rowers fatigue easily during ergometer 
rowing contributing to poor performance [1,30].  
 

There are several studies which show that the lack of muscle 
strength and endurance of back, [30-33] abdominals and lower 
limbs [4,34-36] may predispose to the development of low back pain 
in rowers. Both male and female rowers in the present study had 
a high prevalence of low back injuries (Figure 2). One of the 
reasons for the poor performance of Sri Lankan rowers may due 
to inadequate muscles strengthening and endurance training. In 
comparison to the males, female rowers did not achieve 
international standards in physical fitness characteristics except 
for flexibility. Therefore, in female rowers, 2000 meter rowing 
ergometer time did not correlate to any of the above fitness 
components. 
 

V. CONCLUSION 
 
This study concludes that although the Sri Lankan rowers 
physical fitness characteristics for flexibility and body 
composition correlate well with performance, most of the other 
physical fitness characteristics were not comparable with rowing 
specific performance to achieve international standards in 
rowing. The study also confirmed that rowers with lower fat 
mass and lower body mass possessed higher aerobic capacity 
while those with higher anaerobic power associated better with 
rowing ergometer performance. This study highlights the 
importance of regular fitness training to achieve world standards 
for rowing, specifically in the areas of muscular strength, 
muscular endurance and cardiovascular endurance. Regular 
fitness assessments are also required to monitor training 
improvements and to determine which areas are best to 
concentrate on individually. This was one of the first studies to 
be conducted in rowers in Sri Lanka and we hope to continue to 
assess and improve the standards required to achieve competitive 
success in the future. 
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Abstract- This paper presents an split-deflection method of 
classical rectangular plate analysis. In this method, the deflection 
was split into x and y components of deflection. It was assumed 
that the deflection of the rectangular plate is the product of these 
two components. With this assumption, total potential energy 
functional was derived from principles of theory of elasticity. By 
direct variation of the potential energy functional, direct 
governing equation was obtained. Polynomial deflection and 
trigonometric deflection were respectively used for the x and y 
components of the deflection for ssss plate. This deflection 
components were substituted into this direct governing equation 
and the coefficient of the deflection was obtained to be 
0.0132629qa4/D. With this coefficient, the maximum central 
deflection of the plate was obtained to be 0.0041446qa4/D. This 
was compared with the maximum central deflection of Navier’s 
(0.00416qa4/D) and  Levi’s(0.00406qa4/D) plates. It was 
observed that the value from the present study makes lower 
bound and upper bound differences of 0.37% and 2.08% with the 
values from Navier and  Levi respectively. This shows that this 
present method is reliable. 
 
Index Terms- Direct variation, split-deflection, total potential 
energy functional, polynomial function, trigonometric function, 
deflection 
 

I. INTRODUCTION 
he common energy methods in classical plate theory analysis 
include Galerkin's, Raleigh, Raleigh-Ritz, Ritz methods etc. 

(Njoku et al., 2013, Ibearugbulem et al., 2014, Ibeabuchi, 2014). 
These methods use orthogonal functions in form double Furrier 
series (that product of two mutually perpendicular trigonometric 
functions) or orthogonal polynomial. The energy equations of the 
methods used earlier than now are based on the orthogonal 
deflection functions (Hutchinson, 1992, Jianqiao, 1994, Ugural, 
1999, Ventsel and Krauthammer, 2001, Wang  et al., 2002, 
Taylor and Govindjee, 2004, Szilard, 2004, Jiu et al., 2007, 
Erdem et al., 2007, Ezeh et al., 2013, Ibearugbulem, 2014). 
However, none of the previous energy methods have used spited 
deflection functions - that is a deflections function that is 
typically separated into two independent  distinct functions (w = 
wx * wy). In this case wx may be polynomial and wy may be 
trigonometry. In similar way stress and strain terms are also 
based on individual components of w (deflection) for example 
using: 

 

 
        The main reason for this modification is to help the analysis 
who may have difficulty in obtaining orthogonal function for  a 
plate of a particular boundary condition. In this case, the analyst 
who may have easy access to deflection equations for beams of 
any boundary condition can find the proposed method quite 
useful and handy. 
 
SPLIT-DEFLECTION 
        The assumption here is that the general deflection, w is split 
into wx and wy. That is: 

 
Where the x and y components of the deflection are defined as: 

 
 

Substituting equations (2) and (3) into equation (1) gives: 
 

 
IN-PLANE DISPLACEMENTS 
        From the assumption that vertical shear strains are zero for 
classical plate, we obtain: 

 

 
 
STRAIN DEFLECTION RELATIONSHIP 
        The three in-plane strains of classical plate are obtained by 
using equations (5) and (6): 

 

 

 
 
STRESS – STRAIN RELATIONSHIP 
        The in-plane constitutive equations are: 

 

 

 
 

T 
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STRESS – DEFLECTION RELATIONSHIP 
Substituting equations (7), (8) and (9) into equations (10), (11) 
and (12) where appropriate gives: 

 

 

 
 
TOTAL POTENTIAL ENERGY 
        The strain energy is defined as: 

 
For pure bending analysis , the external work is given as: 

 
That is  

 
 
        Substituting equations (10) to (15) into equation (16) gives 
strain energy – deflection relationship as: 

 
That is  

 

 

 
 
        Subtracting equation (17) from Equation (18) gives the total 
potential energy functional as: 

 

 

 

 
 
        Substituting equations (1) and (2) into equation (19) gives: 

 

 

 

 
 
        Now, equation (20) can be written in non dimensional axes 
R and Q. 
 

 
 
 

        Where a, b and P are the plate lengths in x and y axes and 
long span- short span aspect ratio respectively. 
        Substituting equations (21), (22) and (23) into equation (20) 
gives: 
 

 

 
 
 
DIRECT VARIATION OF TOTAL POTENTIAL ENERGY 
        Equation (24) shall be differentiated with respect to the 
deflection coefficient, A gives: 
 

 

 

 

 
That is  

 

 

 

 
 
        This equation (25) is the direct governing equation of 
rectangular plate under pure bending from this present method. 
Rearranging equation (25) and making the coefficient of 
deflection the subject of the formula gives: 
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Where 

 

 

 
 
NUMERICAL EXAMPLE 
        Analyze a classical rectangular thin isotropic plate with all 
the four edge simply supported subjected to uniform distributed 
load, q. Let the x and y components of deflection be: 
 

 
 

From equations (30) (31), h1 and h2 are: 
 
 

With these we obtain: 

 

 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
Substituting equations (34) to ( 29) into equation (37) gives 

 
 
        The maximum deflection shall occur at the center of the 
rectangular plate. At the center of the circle, R = Q = 0.5. 
Substituting o.5 into equations (32) and (33) gives: 

 
 

 
        Substituting equations (38), (39) and (40) into equation (4) 
gives the equation for maximum deflection as: 

 
 
 

II. RESULTS AND CONCLUSIONS 
        The result of this present study is presented on table 1. A 
close critical observation of the table reveals that the maximum 
recorded percentage difference is 0.276. The result from past 
work was obtain from the work of Ibearugbulem et al. (2014). 
They used complete orthogonal  polynomial deflection equation 
where as the present study used a part as polynomial function 
and the other as trigonometric function. This difference in the 
deflection equations between the previous study and the present 
one may be responsible for the maximum recorded   percentage 
difference. Again, for aspect ratio of 1.0, the result from the 
present study is 0.00414qa4/D. On comparing this with values 
from works of Navier’s (0.00416qa4/D) and 
Levi’s(0.00406qa4/D), it was observed that the value from the 
present study makes lower bound and upper bound differences of 
0.37% and 2.08%  with the values from Navier and  Levi 
respectively. 
        Thus, an inference that the results obtained herein is close to 
those of previous study is drawn. Hence, the present method as 
present herein is reliable and is recommended for use in classical 
plate analysis. For future studies, it is recommend that other 
aspects of thin plate analysis like buckling and free vibration 
should be carried out using the present method. It is also 
recommended that this present method is extended to refined 
plate theory analysis (RPT). 
 

Table 1: Center deflection of ssss isotropic thin plate under 
uniform distributed load 

 

Aspect 
ratio, P 

Deflection at center (qa4/D) 

Percentage 
difference Present 

Past 
(Ibearugbulem et 
al., 2014) 

1 0.00414 0.00414 0.000 
1.1 0.00497 0.00496 0.202 
1.2 0.00577 0.00576 0.174 
1.3 0.00654 0.00653 0.153 
1.4 0.00727 0.00725 0.276 
1.5 0.00794 0.00793 0.126 
1.6 0.00857 0.00856 0.117 
1.7 0.00915 0.00913 0.219 
1.8 0.00968 0.00966 0.207 
1.9 0.01016 0.01015 0.099 
2 0.01061 0.01059 0.189 
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Abstract- The purpose of this study is to investigate the impact of 
corporate branding on brand loyalty with the mediating effect of 
emotional attachment in the luxury fashion market. Cross-
sectional data were collected from 132 customers who purchased 
luxury brands. Regression was used to test the hypotheses of the 
framework developed for the study and correlation matrix used 
to see the relationship among the variables. Finding shows that 
functional and symbolic benefits have significant impact on 
brand loyalty, whereas other variables are found not to be 
significant. This study offers new empirical support for the 
proposition that corporate branding efforts have a role, thought 
limited, in building customer emotional attachment and loyalty 
towards luxury brands. As such, findings from this study can 
provide managers with a guide to managing their branding 
strategies so that customer emotional attachment and brand 
loyalty can be built in the most cost-effective manner. 
 
Index Terms- Brand loyalty, Corporate branding, Emotional 
attachment, luxury fashion branding 
 

I. INTRODUCTION 
he expenditure on luxury fashion market has great economic 
impact since it has its recent market value estimated at 

£223bn (Statista 2015). Nevertheless, there are firms which are 
not able to grab large amount of profit (Chevalier, 2008). As the 
luxury industry goes global, it poses a great brand choice among 
current luxury customers resulting in severe competition between 
firms. The same has been impacted by the swift technological 
advancement. A firm have to develop and preserve a great brand 
identity to successfully manage a luxury fashion brand 
(Okonkwo, 2007). A strong brand identity in the luxury fashion 
market might be achieved with factors like impeccable product 
craftsmanship, uniqueness, advancement, recognizable style, 
and/or premium pricing (Chevalier, 2008). Said characteristics of 
the luxury brands carry comprehensive benefits like sense of 
belonging, social position and identify confirmation in the 
customer perception. Beside this contextual, many luxury firms 
have consumed millions of dollars to develop and maintain broad 

corporate brand identities as part of their branding strategy 
(Chevalier, 2008), because a strong brand identity denotes a 
clear, rich, and defined branding strategy. Luxury firms can 
create unique and distinct brands resulting in customer’s 
preferences and loyalty by implementing an effective corporate 
branding (Chevalier, 2008; Okonkwo, 2007). Luxury brand 
suppliers have been able to differentiate their brand identities by 
use of high-status brand names (Choo, 2012). But, as the luxury 
customers are emphasizing more on the emotional values (such 
as bond and closeness with the brands) these days, this branding 
strategy sounds less effective (Choo, 2012). Such emotional 
values helps to provide premium customers a complete and 
unforgettable ownership experience while consuming brands 
(Brun, 2008) hence  it becomes essential to get engaged with the 
customers at emotional level to be successful in the luxury 
fashion market (Kapferer, 2009). In order to develop and 
promote long lasting loyalty, many luxury firms are increasingly 
moving their corporate branding effort from “creating social 
status” to “customer emotional attachment (Cailleux, 2009). 
Customer’s emotional attachment provides basis which motivates 
durable customer-brand associations (Thomson, M., MacInnis, 
D.J. and Park, C.W, 2005). Emotional attachment is a distinctive 
construct from other marketing concepts like brand love and 
brand attitude strength, that offers additional value as it grasp for 
a higher, progressive level of loyalty (Park W. M., 2010). 
        The role of customer emotional attachment to attain 
progressive customer loyalty has been very well defined in the 
previous marketing literature (Park W. M., 2010; Thomson, M., 
MacInnis, D.J. and Park, C.W, 2005). However, the effect of 
corporate branding strategy upon the customer emotional 
attachment and (following) loyalty still needs to get examined 
and empirically validated in the luxury fashion background. 
Many studies have used the management viewpoint in examining 
the luxury fashion brand (Keller, 2009). Others have emphasized 
the present challenges that management face in employing an 
effective luxury brand (Keller, 2009).While the literature has 
greatly contributed to the recent management practices within the 
luxury fashion maket, the efficacy of corporate branding strategy 
on customer emotional attachment in luxury fashion market is 
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still uncultivated. Speaking about this research gap, the study 
outspread preceding literature by developing theoretical 
framework which captures the effect of corporate branding 
strategy upon customer emotional attachment and brand loyalty 
in luxury fashion market. The suggested model provides some 
advantages over past literature that has inspected loyalty in the 
luxury fashion background. First, the numerous effects of luxury 
corporate branding upon quality customers have been considered 
in the model. Second, the model suggests that customer’s 
emotional attachment and brand loyalty can be influenced by 
luxury corporate branding which is not being discussed in 
literature. 
        As a whole, the study significantly contributes to the luxury 
fashion branding literature by inspecting the mechanism which 
causes the operation of an effective corporate branding strategy. 
The study is also helpful in assisting the managers to allocate 
resources which can contribute to progressive loyalty. In the 
subsequently section, the literature has been briefly reviewed on 
corporate branding by placing particular consideration to the 
luxury fashion setting. Further, an introduction to the conception 
of emotional attachment has also been provided. Subsequently a 
conceptual framework including emotional attachment, brand 
loyalty and corporate branding has also been developed. For this 
purpose we develop a sequence of hypothesis. Then a study has 
been presented which inspects the customers of luxury fashion 
brands in the Lahore, Pakistan. The conclusion has been 
provided with discussing the findings as well as the implications 
for the luxury fashion management and marketers. 
 

II. LITERATURE REVIEW 
Corporate branding 
        Corporate branding is a, brand management approach 
adopted by firms to show a unique corporate identity (Abratt and 
Kleyn, 2011). The core idea of corporate branding has became 
popular in the marketing literature as corporate branding is a 
process of value addition in the products produced or services 
provided by the firm (Harris and de Chernatony, 2001). A brand 
is called strong if it offers intangible values that give the firm 
competitive advantage on its competitors, as a result brand 
loyalty is achieved   (Harris and de Chernatony, 2001; Hatch and 
Schultz, 2003). 2003). In the opinion of company’s stakeholders 
basically the idea of corporate branding is considered as a 
colossal brand name represents all the products of the company 
(Xie and Boggs, 2006), and a successful corporate brand 
supports the corporate missions and values which are prepared 
by the senior management for the guidance of  the operational 
departments (Harris and de Chernatony, 2001; Abratt and Kleyn, 
2011).When the strategic perspective is clear the employees of 
the organization perform well to attain the desired brand identity 
(Pillai, 2012). There is no hard and fast rule to adopt the specific 
dimension for obtaining the corporate branding. Different authors 
have different opinions such as Abratt and Kleyn (2011) suggest 
that four elements of corporate branding are important for the 
development of a strong brand identity. These are brand promise, 
brand personality, brand communication, and visual identity. On 
the other side, Harris and de Chernatony (2001) describes some 
vital aspects of corporate branding that drives brand identity are 
brand culture and vision, positioning, relationships, personality, 

and presentation. Souiden et al. (2006), corporate branding 
covers the four dimensions which are interrelated with each 
other, corporate name, reputation, image, and loyalty. According 
to Anisimova’s (2007), corporat branding is a multi-dimensional 
construct and conceptualized it in five dimensions that are 
corporate personalities, corporate activities, corporate benefits, 
corporate values and corporate activities. In his study Anisimova 
conceptualize the corporate branding for two reasons. First, the 
different dimensions of corporate branding enable in cultivating 
the customer emotional attachment and loyalty. Second, he 
conducted many rigorous tests on the scales which reflect that 
instrument is valid and reliable for measure the corporate 
branding dimensions. 
 
Corporate branding in the luxury fashion industry 
        In the context of luxury fashion, corporate branding 
approach is an old business practice that is used to boost 
corporate reputation, create customer loyalty, and to be able to 
receive a premium price (Chevalier, 2008). A famous brand 
identity is an essential element of the luxury value proposition 
(Fionda, 2009). A luxury brand identity is basically developed by 
every factor of corporate branding that entails constituents of 
aspirant corporate association, positive brand personality, and 
good brand image (Chevalier, 2008; Okonkwo, 2007). All of 
these can be achieved by means of reliable control and suitable 
investment approach by persons from top management levels 
(Moore C. a., 2004). At first, the luxury brand products must 
have excellent quality with different and new designs that can be 
up to the expectations of customers. Also in case of tangible 
products, luxury brands normally convey intangible benefits by 
means of a recognizable logo or symbol to customers (Okonkwo, 
2007). The brand signage helps luxury brands in giving 
impressions of the personality and principles of the creators that 
helps in evoking positive brand associations and inspirational 
images among customers (Keller, 2009). For such powerful 
intrinsic and extrinsic principles, luxury and reputed brands have 
a chance to charge a high price for the products they offer 
(Okonkwo, 2007). In addition, high price symbolize not only 
better product value but also reinforces the idea of brand 
individuality by making these products out of the hands of many 
customers (Kapferer, 2009). The production and supply of luxury 
goods is carefully controlled and very selective to control the 
accessibility of products to shoppers (Fionda, 2009). For a good 
level of control many luxury brands own the flagship stores in 
which they display their most recent products. Such stores have 
the capacity to further strengthen the firm’s position as a 
powerful luxury brand and can enhance a customer-brand 
association (Moore C. D., 2010).  The superior atmosphere of 
these stores, and exclusive services provided by staff have the 
potential to enhance the buying experiences of customers (Brun, 
2008). The location of stores also communicates status. In 
creating luxury brand image a factor that is of crucial importance 
is marketing communications (Fionda, 2009).  Events, celebrity 
endorsements, and public relations are some of the marketing 
tools that firms use to set up a better brand image and to create 
awareness (Fionda, 2009). 
        As many studies examines the application of corporate 
branding in luxury fashion market but there are very limited 
studies which examine the effectiveness of corporate branding 
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strategies (Reyneke, 2011) Previous research on luxury brands 
focused from management view point (Pillai, 2012). while other 
studies in luxury branding include some key dimensions which 
are important for success luxury fashion brands, these 
dimensions are business approaches , strategies for the 
management of luxury brand (Truong, 2009)  and challenges 
which managers face in luxury market (Matthiesen, 2005). 
Recent facts suggest that luxury market is experiencing changing 
trends, to develop loyalty important factor is now customer 
emotional involvement (Cailleux, 2009). Luxury market is 
growing and becoming more competitive and brand loyalty of 
wealthy customers is decreasing, and managers can not only rely 
on brand image now to retain customers. Instead luxury firms are 
building consumer brand relationship by emotionally involving 
them t to retain the loyal consumers (Choo, 2012). Emotional 
attachments concept states that customer enthusiasm can be 
achieved by marketer only if when they understand customer 
dreams, their lifecycle and ambitions and induce customers that 
their brands are inspiring (Thompson, 2006).If  marketers 
convince customers successfully , then brand build strong link 
with customers (Rindfleisch, 2006). Although it is very important 
for firms to build emotional attachment and brand loyalty in 
customers from efforts of corporate branding, to date, no 
research is found relationship between these notions, so there is 
need for research to discover the factors that force emotional 
attachment of customers toward brands (Grisaffe, 2011). The 
purpose of this study is to cover this gap and conceptual 
framework capture the effect of corporate branding on emotional 
attachment of customers and brand loyalty in a luxury fashion 
brand industry. 
 
Customer emotional attachment 
        In the marketing literature, Customer emotional attachment 
has been a crucial construct which describe the power and vigor 
which bond customers constitute with the brand. Consequently, 
this bond influences the behavior of the customers thus increases 
the firm’ profitability and productivity (Thomson et al., 2005). 
Thomson et al. (2005) offers foundational research describing 
emotional attachment towards brands. The construct has been 
taken from psychology’s attachment theory originating with 
Bowlby (1982). Ground-breaking studies on emotional 
attachment emphasizes that can be served by an individual 
developing strong and sturdy attachment with particular other-
see Bowlby (1982) for discussion. Constituting on Bowlby’s 
work, researchers have confirmed that customers can develop 

emotional attachments to a variety of objects such as gifts, 
collectibles (Slater, 2001), and – significantly for the current 
study – brands (Patwardhan, 2011) 
        Even though a customer’s attachment found in a human 
human relationship is more powerful than an object, the basic 
properties and behavioral outcomes of emotional attachment 
remains quite similar. Thomsan et al. (2005) argue that brand 
love, brand connection and brand affection strengthens a 
customer’s emotional attachment. Above said characteristics 
suggests that customers having strong emotional attachment are 
expected to be loyal with the brand and remain in long term 
relationship with the firm (thomsan et al. 2005). Park et al. 
(2010) has recently reveal  the practical value of emotional 
attachment in marketing where emotional attachment was  setup 
to be enhanced forecaster of brand purchase share, actual 
purchase and brand need than brand attitude. 
 
Conceptual framework 
        Figure 1 shows the conceptual framework corporate 
branding has five dimensions – corporate associations, corporate 
activities, corporate values, corporate personalities and corporate 
benefits (Functional Benefits Symbolical Benefits). These 
variables have impact on customer emotional attachment which 
as a result has impact on consumer brand loyalty. there are seven 
hypotheses in this theoretical framework.  
 
Emotional attachment and brand loyalty 
        Brand loyalty shows the customers long term commitment 
with brand (Reichheld, 1996) and emotional attachment shows 
consumer’s feelings, affection and passion for brands (Thomson, 
M., MacInnis, D.J. and Park, C.W, 2005). Emotional attachment 
has three forces named as self connection of consumers with 
brands, feelings of warmth for brands, and customer’s likings for 
brands (Thomson, 2005). Therefore, customer’s higher level of 
emotional attachment will increase emotional dependency of 
customer on brand. When customers are connected with brand 
this connection provides comfort, happiness and security (Park 
W. M., 2010). Thus customers who have higher level of 
emotional attachment will have long term relationship with brand 
H1: The higher the level of a customer’s emotional attachment, 
the greater their brand loyalty. 
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Figure: 1 The hypothesized model of corporate branding, emotional attachment, and brand loyalty 
 

Corporate associations and emotional attachment 
        Corporate associations are customer’s assessment of a brand 
that is based on the knowledge stored in customer’s memory 
(Romaniuk, J. and Gaillard, E., 2007). This brand knowledge, 
provide information to customers when they judge firm’s 
credibility and product quality for selection of brands. (Souiden, 
2006). Corporate associations also encourage customers to have 
trust that brand will meet their expectations and fulfill the brand 
promises (Souiden, N., Kassim, N.M. and Hong, H.J., 2006). 
Emotional dependency of customers on brands will increase 
when they realize that firm is a reliable partner (Mikulincer, 
1998). This will increase customer attachment towards brands. 
Reliable brands also encourage customers to have long term 
relationship with brand as it meet their future needs (Morgan, 
R.M. and Hunt, S.D., 1994) . Thus, positive customer views 
about corporate associations, the greater will be their emotional 
attachment and subsequently their brand loyalty: 
        H2. The more positively customers’ perceive corporate 
associations, the greater their emotional attachment. 
 
Corporate activities and emotional attachment 
        Corporate activities include all those measures taken by 
firms to actively engaging customers with brands. These 
corporate measures such as advertisements and CSR aim to 
increase customer’s supposed brand image and brand reputation 
(Heath, 2006; Sen, S. and Bhattacharaya, C.B., 2001). Favorable 
brand image shows reliable, competent and credible relationship 
(de Ruyter, K. and Wetzels, M, 2000; Fournier, S., 1998). If  
brand has favorable image in customer’s mind customers ‘s 
dependency on brand will increase because they believe that only 
this brand will fulfill their expectations (Fournier, S., 1998). 
More dependency on brand increases emotional attachment 
towards this brand (Park W. M., 2010). Besides attachment 

corporate image also increase brand loyalty because customers 
believe that brand have superior performance, and they reward 
brands by having long term relationship (Fournier, S., 1998). 
        H3. The more positively customers’ perceive corporate 
activities, the greater their emotional attachment. 
 
Corporate values and emotional attachment 
        Corporate values tell the basic purpose, mission and vision 
of the firm (Urde, 2003).So, strategic decisions are very helpful 
and shape that how the customers understand the brand identity 
(Bhattacharya, 2003).Research finds that customers easily 
identify strong brands which has unique identity by themselves 
(Bhattacharya, 2003); (Park W. M., 2010). When customers will 
involve more in brand through emotion connections and 
cognitive, customer’s emotional attachment is expected to 
increase with brand. Alike to human-human relationship 
customers, before developing the customer-brand relationship 
customer want to know about some positive characteristics in the 
brand (Fournier, “Consumers and their brands: developing 
relationship theory in consumer research”,, 1998); (Valey, 
2009).Brands which have strong backup of corporate values are 
considered as a high quality brands, which gives confidence to 
customer for building the long relations. That’s why the 4th 
hypotheses are that: 
        H4: Greater the customer’s perceive corporate activities; the 
emotional attachment will also be greater. 
 
Corporate personalities and emotional attachment 
        Corporate personality means that a brand connected with 
some emotional characteristics like a human being (Aaker, 
1997). Past research shows that customers want to see brands 
which have personality traits (Orth, 2010). Corporate can 
develop personalities by enhancing the symbolic pictures and 
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through employee behavior (Abratt, 2011). A strong corporate 
personality contains the elements of creativity, agility 
collaboration and compassion (Abratt, 2011). Brands that 
succeed to develop the corporate personality are in the position to 
minimize the emotional risk that customers usually have to face 
brand (Aaker, 1997). As a brand creates feelings of security and 
comfort, these things tend to increase in customer reliance on 
brand as well as emotional attachment (Fournier, “Consumers 
and their brands: developing relationship theory in consumer 
research”,, 1998). Similarly customers trust on those brands 
which have great credibility (Aaker, 1997). So when customers 
fully rely on brand and have confidence in the brand which is 
satisfying their needs continually, then they become brand loyal 
(Morgan, 1994). 
        H5. The more positively customers’ perceive corporate 
personalities, the greater their emotional attachment. 
 
Corporate benefits and emotional attachment 
        As discussed in previous studies, this study also adopts 
multi-dimensional framework for conceptualizing corporate 
benefits (Anisimova, 2007)(Anisimova, 2007; Okonkwo, 2007; 
Sweeney and Soutar, 2001). Customers consider two key 
dimensions of corporate benefits while they are involving in a 
high purchase decision such as luxury brands, the first one is 
functional and second is symbolic (Okonkwo, , Luxury Fashion 
Branding: Trends, Tactics, Techniques, Palgrave, p. 
2007)(Okonkwo, 2007).Functional benefit means intrincis value 
that customer needs immediately( (Sweeney, 2001)Sweeney and 
Soutar, 2001). When brand is superior in its functioning and 
utility as compare to its competitor’s brands then it can be 
perceived as a irreplaceable brand. When customers will be fully 
involved in the brand then they will be emotionally attached with 
the brand. (Fournier, “Consumers and their brands: developing 
relationship theory in consumer research”,, 1998) . 
        H6. The more positively customers’ perceive functional 
benefits, the greater their emotional attachment. 
        On the other hand, symbolic benefits are extrinsic values of 
the brands that convey the variety of meanings and attributes of 
brand to the consumer (Liang, 2004) (Liang and Wang, 
2004).These benefits satisfy the customer’s social and self 
expressive needs (Liang, 2004)(Liang and Wang, 2004). When 
brands have symbolic benefits which show the customer ideas, 
then customers feel oneness and emotionally attach with the 
product (Fournier, “Consumers and their brands: developing 
relationship theory in consumer research”,, 1998)(Fournier, 
1998; Mala¨r et al., 2011).That’s why it is hypothesis that: 
        H7. The more positively customers’ perceive functional 
benefits, the greater their emotional attachment. 
 

III. RESEARCH METHODOLOGY 
Survey instruments: 
        A questionnaire has been developed for the study. The 
questionnaire consists of two pages concluding four sections. 
The very first section captures those questions relating to 
demographics variables while the other sections contained 
questions relating to constructs of corporate branding, brand 
loyalty and emotional attachment. The items have been measured 
upon a five point likert scale excluding demographics variables. 

Given measurement items has been taken from the literature 
which have revealed adequate results. The annexed table 1 
indicates the measurement items for each construct. 
 

Table I. 
Resource of measurement and sample items 

 
Construct Items Relevant 

literature 
for scale items 

Corporate 
associations 

Corporation with 
outstanding 
products 
Successful company 
Good corporate 
citizen 

Anisimova (2007), 
Chevalier 
and Mazzalovo 
(2008) 

Corporate 
activities 

Outlets create 
exclusivity 
experience 
Has a balanced 
luxury product 
portfolio 

Anisimova (2007), 
Chevalier 
and Mazzalovo 
(2008) 

Corporate values Aims for product 
excellence 
Strives to be the 
best 

Anisimova (2007), 
Moore 
and Birtwistle 
(2005) 

Corporate 
personalities 

Competent 
Sophisticated 
Exciting 

Anisimova (2007), 
Aaker (1997) 

Functional benefits Highly practical 
product 
Durable products 

Anisimova (2007), 
Chevalier 
and Mazzalovo 
(2008) 

Symbolic benefits Expresses my self-
personality 
Symbolizes my 
status 
Enhances my 
personal image 
Helps me get social 
approval 

Anisimova (2007), 
Chevalier 
and Mazzalovo 
(2008) 

Emotional 
attachment 

Love 
Affectionate 
Passionate 
Delighted 
Connected 
Bonded 
Attached 

Thomson et al. 
(2005) 

Brand loyalty Buy only this brand 
in this product 
category 
“Do without” rather 
than buy other 
brands 
If this brand is not 
available, I will buy 
it 
another time 

Carroll and 
Ahuvia (2006) 
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Sampling and data collection 
        The fashion industry in Pakistan is growing very fast from 
previous years. The main target of designers and innovators is 
young people and they want to fulfill their demands. The reason 
for choosing the luxury brands is that increase in urbanization 
and income of people create awareness in them for using the 
luxury brands“ various factors like growth in local and global 
media, a booming fashion industry, rising number of fashion 
weeks, all have created a major influence on the mindset of 
youth.” According to Unicef, the country has one of the world’s 
largest youth bulges, with 35 per cent of the population aged 20 
to 30.The data were obtained from the female students of 
University of the Punjab who use regularly these brands and 
from outlets of these brands as well. The 150 questionnaire were 
distributed. 132 questionnaires received due to incomplete 
response and other reasons. The location of outlets was selected 
very carefully and considering the age, socio economic and 
ethnic issues. We chose 5 popular clothing brands (Gul Ahmad, 
Kayseia, Sana Safinaz, Bareeze, others) .Demographically, Inoue 
sample there are 100 percent of females. These brands are 
basically for females and the reason for choosing them that 
females are more conscious about brands. The ages of the 
respondents are 20 to 30 and most of them are students. 
 

IV. EMPIRICAL RESULTS 
        Here we have eight variables named corporate activities, 
corporate values, corporate personalities, functional benefits, 
symbolic benefits, emotional attachment, brand loyalty, 
corporate association 

        There is significant positive relationship between corporate 
activities and corporate values. There is significant positive 
relationship between corporate activities and corporate 
personality. There is insignificant relationship between corporate 
activities and functional benefits. There is insignificant 
relationship between corporate activities and symbolic benefits. 
There is insignificant relationship between corporate activities 
and emotional attachment. There is insignificant relationship 
between corporate activities and brand loyalty. There is highly 
positive significant relationship between corporate activities and 
corporate associations. Corporate values have insignificant 
relationship with all the variables. Corporate personalities have 
insignificant relationship with symbolic benefits, functional 
benefits, and emotional attachment and negatively correlate with 
brand loyalty. Corporate values have significant relationship with 
corporate associations. Functional benefits have insignificant 
relationship with symbolic benefits, emotional attachment and 
corporate associations. Symbolic benefits have significant 
relationship with functional benefits, emotional attachment and 
corporate associations. Emotional attachment has insignificant 
relationship with brand loyalty and significant relationship with 
corporate association. Brand loyalty has insignificant relationship 
with corporate association. 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Correlation Matrix 

  corporate 
activities 

corporate 
values 

corporate 
personalities 

functional 
benefits 

symbolic 
benefits 

emotional 
attachment 

brand 
loyalty 

corporat
e 
associatio
n 

corporate 
activities 

Pearson 
Correlatio
n 
 

1        

corporate 
values 

Pearson 
Correlatio
n 
 

.031 1       

corporate 
personalit
ies 

Pearson 
Correlatio
n 
 

.025 .821 1      

functional 
benefits 

Pearson 
Correlatio
n 
 

.442 .543 .320 1     

symbolic 
benefits 

Pearson 
Correlatio
n 
 

.078 .132 .502 .090 1    

emotional 
attachme
nt 

Pearson 
Correlatio
n 

.419 .150 .334 .374 .001 1   
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brand 
loyalty 

Pearson 
Correlatio
n 
 

.086 .674 .764 .131 .008 .086 1  

corporate 
associatio
n 

Pearson 
Correlatio
n 
 

.000 .404 .404 .485 .039 .009 .331 1 

 
Hypothesis testing: 
        For the purpose of analysis, we run regression. And 
according to the results of regression we can test the hypothesis. 
By looking at p value for emotional attachment that is .307 we 
reject our hypothesis H1 and can say that the effect of customer’s 
emotional attachment on brand loyalty is not significant. When 
considering p value for customers’ perceive corporate 
associations that is (.602 > .05) hypothesis H2 is rejected and 
here it is correct to say that, customers’ perceive corporate 
associations is not significant for explaining effect on emotional 
attachment. Now come to our hypothesis H3, that is about 
customers’ perceive corporate activities the p value is .172 that is 
above .05 so we reject our hypothesis, as customers perceive 
corporate activities are found to be not significant. Looking at p 
value for customers’ perceive corporate values that is .937 
greater than .05 another hypothesis H4 is rejected and it is also 
not significant so as to have an effect on emotional attachment. 
Corporate personalities are also tested to check whether they are 
related to emotional attachment and then ultimately to brand 
loyalty. The p value for customers’ perceives corporate 
personalities are .642 that is greater than .05 and hence not 
significant thereby rejecting H5. Functional benefits pertain to 
the intrinsic value customers acquire from a product which serve 
to fulfill a customer’s immediate and practical needs. Consider p 
value for functional benefits we find the value of .049 that is less 
than .05 so here we accept our hypothesis H6 that is it has a 
positive effect on emotional attachment. Considering p value for 
symbolic benefits that is .008 less than .05 so it is also found to 
have positive impact on emotional attachment, thereby accepting 
H7 indicating that when customers have a more positive attitude 
towards functional benefits and symbolic benefits, they are more 
likely to develop an emotional attachment towards the brand. 
 

V. FINDINGS AND DISCUSSION 
        In sum, the results of the study show that corporate branding 
has limited effectiveness on customer emotional attachment. The 
results do not seem to fully support the hypothesis that corporate 
branding leads to customer’s emotional attachment. In particular, 
the results indicate that emotional attachment can be achieved 
through improving customers’ favorable perceptions towards 
functional benefits and symbolical benefits. Both types of 
corporate benefits are found to be influential factors in 
determining customer emotional attachment. According to the 
results of the study luxury brands are required to continuously 
convey superior functional benefits and symbolical benefits to 
build stronger emotional attachments towards brands to achieve 
brand loyalty. When brands provide superior practical and 
hedonic functional benefits, the brands are perceived to be 

exceptional by the customers. Customers are becoming more 
emotionally attached to the brands as they are becoming 
increasingly more reliant on these brands (Fournier, S., 1998). 
Luxury brands can reinforce their functional benefits by means 
of enhancing basic product qualities such as practicality, 
durability, and design (Moore C. a., 2005). Symbolic benefits 
like functional benefits are also significant in our study. Apart 
from functional benefits, customer’s emotional attachment 
towards brands can also be enhanced or increased through 
reinforcing the brands’ symbolical benefits by the brand 
managers (Chevalier, 2008; Moore C. a., 2004). 
        No empirical result is found in support for corporate 
activities, corporate associations, emotional attachment, 
corporate values, and corporate personalities making a distinct 
impact on both emotional attachment and brand loyalty. And this 
happens contrary to expectation. Several potential explanations 
can be given for these observations. By examining the results it is 
found that corporate values have only limited contribution 
towards a firm’s competitive advantage. In the context of luxury 
fashion market, many of the luxury fashion brands have same 
corporate values for the guidance of operation of the firm. Now a 
day, corporate values actually have lost the distinctive 
competitive advantages that they possess in shaping a unique 
corporate identity for luxury firms. Hence, it ultimately fails to 
develop customer emotional attachment and produce brand 
loyalty in the luxury market. 
        This study also suggests that the effect of corporate 
personalities on emotional attachment and brand loyalty is not 
supported. This finding seems confusing, because it seems 
logical that more favorably perceived corporate personalities 
should strengthen customers’ emotional attachment and brand 
loyalty (Malar, 2011). The contradictory finding may be 
explained by the approach whereby the corporate personalities 
construct is measured in this research. This study breaks down 
corporate personalities into five broad dimensions based on 
Aaker (1997) widely applied brand personality model. Aaker 
(1997) suggests that brand personality comprises of five 
personality traits including sincerity, excitement, competence, 
sophistication, and ruggedness. While the proposed framework 
of brand personality by Aaker (1997) captures a wide range of 
personality traits, this study might not have included sufficient 
items that distinguish the different corporate personalities 
portrayed by each luxury brand included in this research. The 
broad conceptualization of corporate personality might contribute 
to corporate personalities’ confusing effect on customer 
emotional attachment and brand loyalty. Corporate associations 
are also found not to have an impact on emotional attachment 
and brand loyalty.  
        From the results of the study, the hypothesis that corporate 
activities impact customer emotional attachment and brand 
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loyalty was not supported. These findings are at first glance 
might seem unexpected given that corporate activities such as 
communications and advertising are commonly used in the 
luxury fashion industry  so as to encourage customer loyalty 
toward the brand. As competition is getting extensive among the 
luxury fashion brands day by day, customers have been 
continuously bombarded with irrelevant information and 
marketing messages. To avoid being constantly harassed by 
excessive marketing messages, customers have learned to adopt 
selective attention towards marketing messages. As a result, a 
firm’s efforts in branding activities are unlikely to capture 
customer interest which provides an explanation for corporate 
activities’ ineffectiveness in building customer emotional 
attachment and brand loyalty. 
 

VI. CONCLUSION, IMPLICATIONS, AND FUTURE RESEARCH 
        Despite there is understanding that corporate branding 
strategy effects the customer behavior but the fashion marketing 
area has been largely unexplored (Kapferer, 2009; Keller, 
2009)This study contributes towards luxury fashion marketing 
literature investigating customer loyalty through corporate 
branding. This model captures the effects of corporate branding 
strategies on customers emotional attachment which as a result 
increase brand loyalty. 
        Empirical findings suggest that in luxury fashion market 
effects of corporate branding strategies on customers behavior is 
limited. This study supports many other researchers (Grisaffe, 
2011; Park W. M., 2010) who find that emotional attachment 
increase brand loyalty in luxury market. In this study among all 
six dimensions of corporate branding, functional benefits, and 
symbolical benefits were found to have impact on customer 
emotional attachment. This study also shows that luxury retailers 
should contribute resources to increase customer’s perceptions 
about functional benefits, and symbolical benefits to increase 
emotional attachment 
        As this study shows the relationship between corporate 
branding emotional attachment and brand loyalty, there are some 
limitations which provide suggestions for future research.  
First this study’s findings cannot be applied to all other countries 
due to cultural differences in those countries , so future research 
can test this proposed framework in different countries. Second 
in this paper cross sectional study is conducted, it could be 
valuable to conduct longitudinal study in future to examine the in 
emotional attachment level of customers due to corporate 
branding efforts over time. Third this might not include all 
variables that effect the emotional attachment of customers other 
variables such as customer relationship, customer involvement 
can also be included in future research. 
        The study shows that corporate branding and emotional 
attachment make our customer brand loyal to increase profits and 
to compete in market; marketing executives must consider these 
constructs in luxury fashion market. 
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Abstract- Planetary orbits are ellipses with the sun at one of the foci. The semi major axis of each planetary orbital was used in part 
with each planets eccentricity to calculate the semi minor axis and the location of the foci. Equations in standard ellipse form were 
created for each of the planets. In the first model, the sun is placed at (0,0). With this set-up, the equations can be completely derived. 
Once the equations have been derived, the location of the sun was shifted to the positive (c,0) value. The distances for perihelion and 
aphelion were calculated by an adapted version of the standard distance equation. After this the accepted value for perihelion and 
aphelion for each planet was compared to the value measured. The percent error was then calculated. 
 
Index Terms- Aphelion, eccentricity, ellipse equations, perihelion, planetary orbits 
 

I. INTRODUCTION 
lanetary orbits and how the planets move is useful information to predict certain astronomical events. The orbits of the eight 
major planets are ellipses where the sun is located at one of the foci. Each planetary orbit is slightly greater than the preceding 
orbit, making it so they can never intersect or collide. During the course of this research, the data was converted from 

kilometers into gigameters. Light-years, parsecs or astronomical units were not used since they were either too large or too small. A 
gigameter is equivalent a million kilometers thus making the data much easier to work with. 

II. IDENTIFY, RESEARCH AND COLLECT IDEA 
The idea of creating planetary orbital equations came about during a math lecture on ellipses and conical equations. The information 
about eccentricity and the semi major axis brought the idea about. A google search revealed no examples of equations related to 
planetary orbitals. But upon a quick conversation with a math professor and a quick glance through my math textbook made me 
realize that deriving such equations was possible. 
All of the values present are measured in gigameters. The use of gigameters was out of convenience because the astronomical unit, 
light-year, parsec and kilometers were rather large.  

III. WRITE DOWN YOUR STUDIES AND FINDINGS 
All of the values present are measured in gigameters. The use of gigameters was out of convenience because the astronomical unit, 
light-year, parsec and kilometers were rather large. 
The standard form of an ellipse with the major axis horizontal can be defined as, 

(𝑥 − ℎ)2

𝑎2 +
(𝑦 − 𝑘)2

𝑏2 = 1 
 
(1) 

All of the eight planets have orbits with a horizontal major axis, therefore their equations will be written in the form of equation 1. The 
values for the semi major axis are located in table 1. 
The semi major axis extends from the center of the ellipse to the farthest point on one side. Both of these sides, the (-a,0) and (a,0), 
together make up the major axis. Thus, the major axis can be recorded as the distance between (-a,0) and (a,0). The value for the semi 
major axis is always greater than the value for the semi minor axis. Therefore, the location of the semi major axis value (denoted as a) 
corresponds with the direction of the major axis. For all planetary ellipses the a value is located under the x term, meaning that the 
major axis is horizontal. The values for the eccentricity of a planet’s ellipse are recorded in table 1 below. The eccentricity and the 
semi major axis values allows the value for the location of the foci to be calculated.  
Any ellipse has an eccentricity value less than one. If the value for eccentricity is equal to one, the result is a parabola. Lastly, if the 
eccentricity is greater than one, the outcome is a hyperbola.  
Eccentricity is calculated by dividing the distance from the center to a foci by the semi major axis. With both the eccentricity and semi 
major axis already recorded, the eccentricity equation can be re-arranged to solve for the c value. The c value is the distance from the 
center of the ellipse to both of the foci. The re-arranged equation allows for the c value for each planetary ellipse to be calculated. 
These values are located in table 1. 
Now with the a and c values calculated, a simple calculation will produce the b value. The b value is the semi minor axis. The 
calculated values for b can be found in table 1. The equations for each planet’s orbit can now be written because both the a and b 
terms have values.  

P 
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It must also be noted that all the values in table 1 have been calculated with respect to the sun being located at (0,0). Once the 
equations have been written, the sun can be shifted to its respective point at the positive foci with coordinates (c,0). This does not 
change the center of the ellipse however.  
Therefore, the model states the center of all planetary ellipses is not the sun but another point in space that is located at the true (0,0) 
location.  
Respectively, both the a and b values can be filled into their appropriate spots in the general equation for an ellipse as noted by 
equation 1. The values for h and k in this case are both 0. In table 2, all the equations are recorded in order of the planet’s distance 
from the sun. 
By using these equations and moving the sun back to its corresponding c value for each planet, the values for aphelion and perihelion 
were measured. These measured values from the graphs of these equations were then compared to the accepted values.  
Mercury’s equation is 2.1, Venus’ equation is 2.2, Earth’s equation is 2.3 and Mars’ equation is 2.4. For the outer planets; equation 2.5 
is Jupiter, equation 2.6 is Saturn, equation 2.7 is Uranus and equation 2.8 is Neptune. 
From these equations, and shifting the position of the sun back to (c,0), the distances for aphelion and perihelion were computed. 
Tables 3 and 4 indicate the percentage error in each calculation. Equations 3.2 and 3.3 are the equations used to calculate the values 
for perihelion and aphelion. These equations extend from the well-known distance formula that is indicated by equation 3.1.  
The notation used by equation 3.2 and 3.3 refers to the points along the major axis 
of an ellipse. 𝑑𝑝 and 𝑑𝐴 correspond to perihelion and aphelion respectively.  
Perihelion is the closest distance that the planet is to the sun. The values for 
perihelion based on the equations in table 2 were calculated using equation 3.2. 
Aphelion is the farthest distance from the planet to the sun. These values were 
obtained by using equation 3.3. 
The accepted values in the accepted columns in table 3 and 4 where then compared with the values calculated by equations 3.2 and 
3.3. The percentage error was then calculated for each planet for both aphelion and perihelion. The percent error as well as the 
measured values for aphelion and perihelion are located in table 3 and 4. 
The equation used to determine the percentage error is represented by equation 4 below. 

% 𝑒𝑟𝑟𝑜𝑟 =
|𝑎𝑐𝑐𝑒𝑝𝑡𝑒𝑑 −𝑚𝑒𝑎𝑠𝑢𝑟𝑒𝑑|

𝑎𝑐𝑐𝑒𝑝𝑡𝑒𝑑
∗ 100    (4) 

 
Tables: 

Table 1: Values for Eccentricity, Semi Major Axis, Semi Minor Axis and c 
Planet Name a b c 𝜺 

  Mercury 57.9 56.6703 11.8695 0.205 
Venus 108 107.9974 0.756 0.007 
Earth 150 149.9783 2.55 0.017 
Mars 228 226.9905 21.432 0.094 

Jupiter 779 778.0643 38.171 0.049 
Saturn 1430 488.1149 81.51 0.057 

Uranus 2870 2866.9619 132.02 0.046 
Neptune 4500 4499.7277 49.5 0.011 

 
Table 2- Equations for Planetary Ellipses 

𝑥2

57.92 +
𝑦2

56.67032 = 1 (2.1) 

𝑥2

1082 +
𝑦2

107.99742 = 1 (2.2) 

𝑥2

1502 +
𝑦2

149.97832 = 1 (2.3) 

𝑥2

2282 +
𝑦2

226.99052 = 1 (2.4) 

𝑥2

7792 +
𝑦2

778.06432 = 1 (2.5) 

𝑥2

14302 +
𝑦2

488.11492 = 1 (2.6) 

𝑥2

28702 +
𝑦2

2866.96192 = 1 (2.7) 

𝑥2

45002 +
𝑦2

4499.72772 = 1 (2.8) 

 
 
 

𝑑 = �(𝑥2 − 𝑥1)2 + (𝑦2 − 𝑦1)2 (3.1) 

𝑑𝑝 = �(𝑎 − 𝑐)2 (3.2) 

𝑑𝐴 = �(𝑐 + 𝑎)2 (3.3) 
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Table 4- Percent Error for Perihelion 
Planet Name Measured Accepted % Error 

Mercury 46.0305 46 0.0663 
Venus 107.244 107.5 0.2381 
Earth 147.45 147.1 0.2379 
Mars 206.568 206.6 0.01549 

Jupiter 740.829 740.5 0.0444 
Saturn 1348.49 1352.6 0.3039 

Uranus 2737.98 2741.3 0.1211 
Neptune 4450.5 4444.5 0.134998 

 
Table 5 - Percent Error for Aphelion 

Planet Name Measured Accepted % Error 
Mercury 69.7695 69.8 0.0437 

Venus 108.756 108.9 0.1322 
Earth 152.55 152.1 0.2959 
Mars 249.432 249.2 0.0931 

Jupiter 817.171 816.6 0.0699 
Saturn 1511.51 1514.5 0.1974 

Uranus 3002.02 3003.6 0.0526 
Neptune 4549.5 4545.7 0.08382 

 

IV. CONCLUSION 
The equations that have been derived in this experiment demonstrate similar characteristics and are generally accurate because they 
relatively match the perihelion and aphelion distances from the sun. A similar equation could be written for Pluto’s orbit or other 
Kuiper Belt objects but due to the rotation of the semi major axis those equations would have to be written in polar form. With the 
creation of an equation for Pluto, intersection and collision points with Neptune can be determined.  
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    Abstract- Two fundamental wind systems in dynamical meteorology are the gradient wind that extends the geostrophic wind to 
curved trajectories and the thermal wind that describes the vertical change in the geostrophic wind in a baroclinic atmosphere. The aim 
of this work is to investigate the characteristics of thermal wind over Iraq and surrounding regions. NCEP long term monthly data of 
potential temperature at 850 hPa pressure level and meridinal wind component at 925 hPa and 700 hPa pressure levels for the northern 
hemisphere were used for calculating the LHS and RHS of the thermal wind equation. Quantities were averaged between the longitude 
limits of 30 to 50 P

o
PE within which Iraq is located. Analysis of the thermal wind equation suggests that thermal wind balance exists 

during all the time of the year for regions north of 45 P

o
PN latitude. In the mid-latitude region (between 20 and 45 P

o
PN) the balance holds  

only during winter time. A case study of heavy rain storm over southern Iraq was used to investigate the situation of thermal wind 
association with rainstorm. The results indicated a thermal wind situation could lead to a rapid convection that can help in forming a 
deep convective cloud. In such case, a heavy rain is likely to be expected at the ground surface. The results also showed that a strong 
south easterly wind existed   on the southern part of Iraq, where the rain storm occurred. This wind pattern was caused by the 
occurrence of a deep low pressure system over northern part of the Kingdom of Saudi Arabia, just west of the core of rain region. As a 
result, more moist air was transported to the region which helped in producing the heavy rain event. 
   
  Index Terms- Thermal wind, Rainfall, Iraq 
 

I. INTRODUCTION 
hermal wind is defined as the vertical shear of the geostrophic wind over a layer and it is directly proportional to the horizontal 
temperature (or thickness) gradient through the layer. The thermal wind can be used to diagnose the mean horizontal temperature 

advection within a layer of the atmosphere and therefore it is important for forecasting purposes [1] [2]. Many researchers studied the 
thermal wind, White and Staniforth (2008) [3] showed that the generalization of the thermal wind equation for the balanced zonal flow 
governed by the hydrostatic primitive equations. Truitt (2008) [4] used the thermal wind relationship to improved offshore and coastal 
forecasts of extratropical cyclone surface winds. Linden (2009) [5] studied nocturnal cool island and a thermal wind system. His 
results indicated that some important difference in processes determining the urban climate. Chkhetiani et al., (2013) [6] studied the 
generation of thermal wind over a nonuniformly heated wavy surface. They found that the horizontally periodic heating of such a 
surface can lead to a thermal wind effect. The aim of this research is to study the characteristics of the thermal wind over Iraq and 
surrounded regions by analyzing terms of the thermal wind equation. Real case study is also considered for investigating the synoptic 
situation associated with thermal wind. 
 

II. MATERIALS AND METHOD 
   The thermal wind equation in pressure coordinates is given by [7] 
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where 𝑉 is the wind (in m/s), 𝑝 is the pressure (in hPa), 𝑅 is the gas constant of air (287.06 J/kg/K), 𝑓 is the Coriolis parameter (in 
1/s), 𝑝𝑜 is the reference pressure, 𝑐𝑝 is the specific heat capacity of air at a constant pressure ((1004 J/kg/K), and ∇𝜃 is the potential 
temperature (in C) of the parcel at constant pressure.   
 
The zonal and meridional components of the thermal wind are given by  
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In order to illustrate the behavior of left hand right hand sides of the thermal wind equation requires data of the potential temperature 
at that level and data for wind filed components at higher and lower pressure levels of the given level. For that purpose, data from 
NCEP were used. For case study the data and weather maps used in this research were obtained from the National Oceanographic and 
Atmospheric Administration (NOAA) [8], the University of Wyoming, Laramie, Wyoming, USA [9], and the San Francisco State 
University, San Francisco, California, USA [10]. 

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

   NCEP long term monthly data of potential temperature at 850 hPa pressure level and meridinal wind component at 925 hPa and 700 
hPa pressure levels for the northern hemisphere were used for calculating the LHS and RHS of the thermal wind equation. Quantities 
were averaged between the longitude limits of 30 to 50 oE within which Iraq is located. Figures 1 to 5 show the results of these 
calculations for March, June, September, and December months, which represent spring, summer, autumn, and winter seasons 
respectively. It is seen that in the equatorial region the potential temperature starts to increase sharply with increasing latitude during 
the months of June due to the fact that sun becomes perpendicular on the tropic of Cancer (23.5 oN) on June 23 (the summer solstice) 
and this increase becomes slower during the month of September. During December, the potential temperature decreases with latitude 
in the northern hemisphere because it receives less solar insolation during winter. At regions higher than about 20 oN zone, potential 
temperature decreases with increasing latitude during all the time of the year. Because of this behavior, the potential temperature 
gradient with respect to latitude is positive in the equatorial region and negative in regions from 20 oN to North Pole. The behavior of 
the vertical wind shear of the thermal wind equation is almost similar to that of the potential temperature gradient. The potential 
temperature side of the thermal wind equation tends to be relatively high in the equatorial region. This reflects the effect of Coriolis 
force, which is very small at that region. The results of  the left and right hand sides residual of thermal wind equation  suggests that 
thermal wind balance exists during all the time of the year for regions north of 45 oN latitude. In the mid-latitude region (between 20 
and 45 oN) the balance holds only during wintertime. To investigate the synoptic situation of rainstorm over Iraq caused by thermal 
wind a case study of heavy rain events occurred over southern Iraq on 19 November 2013 was chosen for this purpose. Figure 6 shows 
a map of accumulated daily rain. It is obvious that the core of the storm occurred in south eastern part of the country with a rainfall 
rate of more than 50 mm/hr.  Figure 7 shows the upper air sounding map for 19 November 2013 at 00Z for the nearby Iranian 
meteorological station (marked with red circle on Fig 6). The map indicates that there was a well mixed atmosphere in the levels from 
950 to 650 hPa. The dew point curve (the left black curve) coincides with the temperature curve at 850 hPa level indicating the air 
parcel became saturated and cloud started to form. The confidence of the two curves continued up to the level just above the 650 hPa. 
This means that a deep convective cloud was formed on that producing the heavy rain at the earth surface. The map also indicates that 
there were a shift in the wind direction (as noted by the wind barbs on the right side of the map) at 850 hPa level. This suggest that a 
thermal wind balance existed on that level. Figure 8 illustrates the 300 hPa jet stream for the Northern Hemisphere. It seen that jet 
passes over the storm region, indicated by the red square. Thermal wind is always associated with the polar jet stream. Figure 9 shows 
the wind arrows composed on geopotential map for 925 and 850 hPa on 19 November 2013 at 00Z and 12Z. It is seen that a strong 
south easterly wind on the southern part of Iraq where the rain storm occurred. The maps indicate that the storm was caused by the 
deep low pressure system over northern part of the Kingdom of Saudi Arabia, just west of the core of rain region.   
 
 
 
 

  
  
Figure 1: Potential temperature versus latitude for    
                northern hemisphere on 19 November 2013. 

Figure 2: Potential temperature gradient versus latitude         
for northern hemisphere on 19 November 
2013. 
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Figure 3: Vertical wind shear side of TWE for northern 

hemisphere on 19 November 2013. 
Figure 4: Potential temperature gradient side of TWE  

versus latitude for northern hemisphere on 19 
November 2013. 

  
  

  
Figure 5: Potential temperature gradient side of TWE   

versus latitude for northern hemisphere on 
19 November 2013. 

Figure 6: Daily precipitaion for 19 Novemebr 2013 
over Iraq.  

  
  

 
 

Figure 7: Upper air sounding for Kermanshah city at Figure 8: 300 hPa jet stream over the northern 
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00Z 19 November 2013. hemisphere.   
 

  
  

  
  

Figure 9: Wind arrows composed on geopotential height maps at 00Z and 12Z 19 Nov 2013 for pressure levels of 
925 hPa (upper plots) and 850 hPa (lower plots). 

 
 

  
IV. Conclusion 

  This research is an attempt to study the characteristics of thermal wind over Iraq and surrounding regions. Calculations of terms of 
thermal wind equation based on monthly data indicated for regions north of 45 P

o
PN latitude thermal wind balance exists during all the 

time of the year but the mid-latitude region the balance holds only during wintertime. Local case study of heavy rain event associated 
with the existence of thermal wind at 850 hPa level showed that thermal wind led to the formation of deep convective cloud which 
produced heavy rain at the ground surface.    
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Abstract- A real leader must be an agent for change, an inspirer 
and developer who is able to show the way forward,integrate 
people and ideas and be prepared to instigate rapidly the most 
effective option. Particularly, in times of tension or war, an 
effective leader will have to be able to bring both colleagues and 
subordinates along in a way that is at once identified as 
pragmatic, meaningful and militarily cost-effective. 
 
Index Terms- OLQs – Officer Like Qualities , SSB- Services 
Selection Board(s),PIQ- Personnel Information Questionnaire. 
 

I. INTRODUCTION 
It is reasonable to assume that most of society regards the 
military officer as a leader. This paper will provide an 

overview of the qualities of an officer considering both the 
pragmatic, hands-on opinion of the selector and trainer and also 
informed, scientific analysis taken from various studies over 
many years.In modern military organizations, the effective leader 
will also need sound management skills, particularly during the 
peacetime environment. Accordingly, leadership, in its broader 
sense, will also be discussed, along with the links and the 
differences between Leadership and Management. 
         2. Whilst the military officer will usually need to possess 
qualities both in leadership and in management, there will be 
occasions when such qualities will, to a certain extent, be rather 
peripheral to pre-requisite professional skills such as, for 
example, Legal and Medical. Specialist, professional 
requirements are not 'qualities' per se and, accordingly, they will 
not be discussed within the scope of this chapter. Officer 
qualities must be differentiated from other factors assessed at 
selection. Broadly defined, these personal qualities (PQs) or 
Officer Like Qualities(OLQs) as they are called in Indian 
context refer to traits, states, needs, motives, goals, attitudes, 
interests, determining tendencies and general dispositions 
towards personal/social situations. They are different from 
cognitive, intellectual factors and medical factors which will also 
be examined in that they usually form an intrinsic part of officer 
selection. 
 
Nature of Future Warfare and Leadership 
         3.   Nature of Future Warfare. Like the terrorism today, 
the likelihood of ‘asymmetric wars’ taking the shape of warfare 
of tomorrow cannot be ruled out. Nonetheless, the fact that all 
countries continue to lay emphasis on preparedness for 
conventional war, underscores the predominant view that 

asymmetric wars cannot replace conventional wars, even though 
they can become an adjunct of and influence conventional wars 
themselves. 
         The future wars are likely to be characterized by emerging 
at short notice, being of short duration and being fought at high 
tempo and intensity. The conduct of operations would be non-
linear with deeper and wider combat zones due to increased 
reach of integral fire power and surveillance resources including 
space-based systems. There would be added emphasis on all 
arms concept and need for increased jointmanship between the 
land forces, the Navy and the Air Force. Greater surveillance, 
improved accuracy, lethality and stand off capability coupled 
with ascendency of Network Centric Warfare, Information 
Warfare and conduct of operations under the glare of media 
along with rear area security will be the main concern. 
         4. Leadership  Most officers lead a complex, technical life, 
with          many highly specialized duties to perform. These 
duties are his responsibilities as an individual, and as a highly-
trained, responsible member of an exacting profession. In 
addition, he has to lead his men. An officer does not exist for his 
individual, personal value, but for his ability to show the way and 
make his men want to follow. This is indeed the core of the 
officer's existence and, without it no hope exists of grappling 
with the tasks of command. It is seen at its simplest in warlike 
operations, but the power to lead smoothes the way of every task 
in every branch of a military organization, whether in war or 
peace. It breathes that vitality into an organization that will take a 
collection of men,buildings and machines, and waken them to 
purposeful, effective life. How is it done? First, by force of 
character. Clearly, people are not all born with the same 
characteristics, and some from their earliest years have felt the 
power to show others the way, and to influence their minds. We 
call them born leaders, and they are just that; born with strong, 
independent, assertive minds just as some are born with a good 
natural physique. But this is not to say that the characteristics of 
effective leadership cannot be acquired, just as a good physique 
can be cultivated with suitable effort. In all of the words spoken 
and written about leadership, one fundamental point continually 
emerges; namely that, for most, the skills of leadership are not 
normally acquired instantly. The training of a leader, whether it 
be formal or through experiences, takes many years. Appropriate 
experiences are necessary, both to build and develop the leader's 
own force of character, and also to increase his ability to 
influence others. 
 
Leadership Defined 

1 
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         5. So, what is leadership? In the simplest of terms, 
leadership can be defined as "art of getting things done" or, 
perhaps, the combination of example, persuasion and compulsion 
that makes the military subordinate do what is wanted of him. 
Clearly, in a military environment, things have to be done, but 
leadership is not just getting things done, but getting them done 
in the way in which the leader wants them done, in all conditions, 
and with the consent of the team, however grudging that consent 
may be.Some, if not many, military leaders do not lead 
effectively. They hold a title and they are figureheads at the head 
of the pack. Their leadership is a facade and there is little of 
substance behind the mask of authority defined by the badge of 
rank. Clothes of authority, however, cannot in themselves 
generate either ability or effectiveness as a leader. Clearly also, 
the abilities and effectiveness of any leader are only as strong as 
are perceived by those who are led. 
         6. Most military organizations have a highly structured 
bureaucracy. Unfortunately, in peacetime, these bureaucracies 
are often able to develop and promote the 'Empty Suits', an 
appropriate Americanism which describes individuals who dress 
and present well, who are able to identify the right, vital 
progressive routes for themselves, but who have only limited raw 
and genuine skills of leadership, save for one essential facet, that 
of not putting their feet wrong. Such individuals are, in essence, 
light-weight 'polystyrenes'; they merely fill a place. However, 
they remain clean-coated and trouble free, and thus they 
progress, whilst those with more genuine substance depart, often 
out of frustration. Unfortunately, polystyrene cannot "rock a 
boat", it cannot step out of line, it cannot stimulate change, it 
does not take risks and, certainly, it cannot inspire. In times of 
peace, the 'polystyrene' empty suits remain the guardians of the 
status quo, the keepers of the book of rules and the stifles of 
energy and initiative. Their reliability is without question, but so 
is their predictability. Simply, their leadership is mundane. A real 
leader must be an agent for change, an inspirer and developer 
who is able to show the way forward, integrate people and ideas 
and be prepared to instigate rapidly the most effective option. 
Particularly, in times of tension or war, an effective leader will 
have to be able to bring both colleagues and subordinates along 
in a way that is at once identified as pragmatic, meaningful and 
militarily cost-effective. 
         7. Military and naval history is full of effective leaders such 
as Field Martial KM Cariappa,SHFJ Manekshaw, Washington, 
Wellington, Nelson, Bonaparte, Montgomery and Rommel who 
rose to the top, not by preferment or substantial support from 
acolytes, but simply because of their abilities, both strategic and 
personal, which enabled them to inspire their men and, most 
importantly, achieve military success. 
         8. In past conflicts, battles and wars were usually lengthy. 
Incompetent or irrelevant leaders could be, and usually were, 
identified, replaced and sometimes even shot! Inspirational 
leaders could develop their forte and earn recognition by success. 
However, most recent international wars have lasted for just a 
few weeks, and future wars can be expected to follow this trend. 
NATO planners are well aware that they will have to fight with 
the men and materiel that they have to hand and in stock. Perhaps 
even more significantly though, battles will have to be directed 
and fought by the leaders already appointed and in place. The 

'polystyrene', empty-suit commander would be found wanting 
and no doubt would be identified in the aftermath during the 
soul-searching of 'Lessons Learned' – but at what cost? In war, a 
leader should not have to compromise. In war, it is unlikely that a 
real leader would accept compromise. Yet the 'Empty Suit', 
whose life and career had developed out of frequent compromise 
and assent, would probably find the transition to the warrior's 
outlook in times of conflict an impossible hurdle. 
 
Leaders and Managers 
         9. The differentiation between a good leader and an 
effective manager are, to many, nebulous. Simply however, 
managers are usually measured by their performance within set, 
pre-determined parameters. Leaders should be judged by higher 
requirements, often not pre-set and, especially in times of 
conflict, usually surprising. That said, it is difficult to imagine 
that an effective manager would not have some skills of 
leadership within his persona. Similarly, it would be surprising to 
find an effective leader who was bereft of management skills. 
However, the fundamental, singular difference between 
Management and Leadership is that Leadership is about effective 
change-making and the single-minded application and 
enforcement of that change, however unpalatable the change may 
be. 
         10.  Military leaders, overall, must have a breadth of long-
term vision, be decisive and independent, act and stand firm, be a 
warrior, speak openly, plainly and frankly, learn quickly from 
defeats and mistakes, go forward with unswerving fortitude, and 
know and appreciate the requirements and interests of 
subordinates. The qualities and skills of a leader are unlikely to 
be totally intrinsic and they would have to be developed over 
many years and with much, appropriate experience. Yet, to a 
great extent, there would have to be an innate and solid 
foundation, coupled also with flair and charisma. Sometimes the 
qualities of leadership would be natural, but mostly they would 
metamorphose by effective, early nurturing and constant, later 
development. 
         11. Conversely, management skills can be taught and they 
can also be learned. That said, management is not necessarily a 
routine process. Management problems vary considerably and a 
pre-set formula for effective management would rarely work. 
However, management can be effective without flair or 
charisma; genuine leadership, particularly at higher levels, 
cannot. De facto, leadership has to be flexible and imaginative 
with positive and often urgent, effective reaction to the 
unexpected. 
         12. In sum, leadership requires extraordinary attributes 
above and beyond those of management and the simple, efficient 
organization of the status quo. However, that is not to suggest or 
infer that management is easy and leadership is necessarily 
difficult. The required capabilities, however, are different and 
can be summed up by the following list: 
 
 
THE LEADER 
 

 
THE MANAGER 
 

Controls 
Does 
Organizes 

Controls 
Does 
Organizes 
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Adjusts to change 
Accepts current practice 
Administers 
Reacts 
Responds to circumstance 
Follows through 
Implements decisions 
Gets results 
Concentrates on procedure 
Coordinator 
Methodical 
Back stage 
Motivated by discipline 
Involved with others 
Depends on organization 
 

Adjusts to change 
Accepts current practice 
Administers 
Reacts 
Responds to circumstance 
Follows through 
Implements decisions 
Gets results 
Concentrates on procedure 
Coordinator 
Methodical 
Back stage 
Motivated by discipline 
Involved with others 
Depends on organization 
 

 
The assessment of leadership qualities for selection 
         13. Over the years, every military organization concerned 
with leadership training and development has developed its own 
list of 'Leadership Qualities'. The following lists are just 5 
examples from many: 
 
Indian Army 
Factor – I (Planning and Organising) 
(a) Effective Intelligence 
(b) Reasoning Ability 
(c) Organising Ability 
(d) Power of Expression 
Factor – II  (Social Adjustment) 
(e) Social Adaptability 
(f) Co-operation 
(g) Sense of Responsibility 
Factor – III  (Social Effectiveness)  
(h) Initiative 
(i) Self Confidence 
(j) Speed of Decision 
(k) Ability to Influence the Group 
(l) Liveliness 
Factor – IV  (Dynamic) 
(m) Determination 
(n) Courage 
(o) Stamina 
 
FACTOR I : PLANNING AND ORGANISING 
         1.     Effective Intelligence.  Is the intelligence utilized in 
coping with practical situations of varying complexity. It is 
different from basic intelligence which is the capacity to perceive 
relations or to do abstract thinking. Basic intelligence is assessed 
by the use of intelligence tests may be verbal or non verbal 
effective intelligence includes the following: 
          (a)    Practical intelligence. The capacity to evolve 
independent solutions of practical problems and situations. 
          (b)    Resourcefulness.   The capacity to use the available 
means for the desired end with the help of improvisation of 
resources and finding a solution when in a tight corner. 
         * Generally students with higher effective intelligence are 
bright, mentally sharp, penetrating, innovative and inventive. 
 

         2.         Reasoning ability. The ability to grasp the 
essentials well and to arrive at conclusions by rational & logical 
thinking. It includes receptivity, inquiring attitude, logical 
reasoning and seeing essentials of a problem. 
          (a)        Receptivity.    The ability to understand and 
absorb new impressions. It involves interest, attention and 
grasping power. 
          (b)        Inquiring attitude.  Healthy curiosity resulting in 
an urge to increase one’s general knowledge and experience in 
life. 
          (c)        Logical reasoning.  The ability to arrive at 
conclusion or judgment based strictly on a presses of rational 
thinking and excluding emotional factors. 
          (d)        Seeing essentials of a problem.   The ability by 
which the individual is not only clear in his knowledge of the 
situation at hand, but also is able to analyses various factors, shift 
them in order of importance and make best use of them towards 
achieving a solution. 
         * Students with higher reasoning ability are exceptionally 
sharp, analytical, highly imaginative, logical & practical. 
         3.   Organising ability.  The ability to arrange the 
resources in a systematic way so as to produce effective results. 
It can also be defined as the ability to put to the best use of the 
available means for attainment of a desired objective. 
         * Students with higher organising ability are very 
meticulous in planning est dealing with complex issues without 
over looking details, use commonsense, original in actions and 
quick in comprehension. 
         4.    Power of expression. This is the most important tools 
of personality where his/her ability to put across ideas adequately 
with ease and clarity are assessed. 
         * Students with this quality are more eloquent, forceful, 
lucid, precise & effective in their expression. 
         5.   Social adaptability.     The ability of an individual to 
adapt himself to the social environment and adjust well with 
persons and social groups, with special reference to superiors, 
equal and subordinates. Social adaptability includes social 
intelligence, attitude towards others, tact, and adaptability. 
          (a)     Social Intelligence.     It is the intelligence ability 
applied in social field. It is the ability to understand people & 
adjust well in new surroundings. 
          (b)    Attitude towards others.        The ability to put 
oneself into the other man’s position so as to appreciate 
justifiable difficulties, to enable rendering help in a proper way. 
          (c)    Tact.    Skillful management of the feelings of the 
persons dealt with. 
          (d)   Adaptability.   The ability to adjust to the 
environment with special reference to the social situations in that 
environment. When considering service aspect it involves not 
only a resilient nature shown by and accommodative tendency 
but also keenness and interest in service life. 
         * Persons with higher adaptability are genial, very 
spontaneous in adjusting well in short time, outgoing, amiable, 
accommodative, flexible understanding, friendly & sympathetic. 
         6.         Cooperation.    The attitude of an individual to 
participate willingly in harmony with others in a group, in 
achieving the group goal. This implies a belief in the collective 
effort being more productive than the individual effort. 
Cooperation includes the element of joint effort and team spirit.         
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Team spirit indicates loyalty to the aims and objects of the group 
to the extent of subordinating individual aim to the group aim. 
         *        Such persons are altruistic, selfless, volunteers 
workers with tremendous esprit – de corps. They are also 
humane, warm hearted, spontaneous and group minded people. 
         7.         Sense of Responsibility:   It enable a person to be 
dependable and to willingly discharge his obligation. It includes 
sense of duty but is much more comprehensive in meaning and 
scope. It implies: 
          (a)        Sense of duty   Faithfully and firmly doing what 
one is ordered to do. 
          (b)        Discipline.        A trained sense of acting strictly in 
accordance with rules, regulations and conventions. This factor 
promotes development of self control  and keeps one within 
bounds of social and normal standards. 
 
Sense of responsibility therefore means:- 
          (a)        A through understanding of the values of duty, 
social standard, and of what is required of an individual and then 
to give it his energy and attention of his own accord. 
          (b)        Doing one’s best, carrying out even unspecified 
and probably unforeseen duties and obligations rather than 
faithfully carrying out what one is told to do. It demonstrates 
moral willingness to bear the consequences. 
         *        Persons with higher sense of  responsibility are 
exceptionally dutiful, faithful and respectful to authority. They 
are very conscientious and go out of the way to soldier 
responsibilities. 
 
FACTOR SOCIAL EFFECTIVENESS 
 
          8.   Initiative.        The ability to originate purposeful 
action. It has the following aspects:- 
          (a)        Ability to take the first steps in an unfamiliar 
situation. 
          (b)        In the right direction. 
          (c)        Sustain it, till the goal is achieved. 
 
         *        Persons with higher initiative display plenty of 
originality in thoughts  & actions. Persons with  positive 
initiative never get stuck, they are pushing, enterprising , 
persistent and will come out with numerous fresh idea. 
 
         9.   Self confidence. It is the faith in one’s ability to meet 
stressful situations particularly those that are unfamiliar. 
 
         *        People with higher self – confidence are totally 
composed, rationally active, have abundant faith in their abilities, 
self reliant and constructive in difficulties. 
 
         10.    Speed of decision.      The ability to arrive at 
workable decisions expeditiously. It comprises:- 
 
            (a)        Then appropriateness and cost effectiveness. 
            (b)        Feasibility & practicability. 
            (c)        The quickness in arriving at the decision. 
 
         *        Persons with this ability are Infallible, prompt, 
judicious and take sound decisions with considerable sense of 

urgency. They are never wavering, impulsive, hesitant, erratic in 
their decisions. 
         11.       Ability to influence the group.           The ability 
which enables an individual to bring about willing effort from the 
group for achieving the objective desired by him. This influence 
is the prime cause of cooperative and willing effort of a group 
towards the achievement of a set objective. 
         *        Persons with this quality are highly inspiring with 
magnetic charm, in dispensable, impressionable, assertive, 
persuasive, firm & have considerable capacity to over come 
opposition. 
         12.       Liveliness.      The capacity of an individual to keep 
himself buoyant when meeting problems and bring about a 
cheerful atmosphere. 
 
FACTOR DYNAMISM 
         13.       Determination.    A sustained effort to achieve 
objectives in sprite of obstacles and set backs. It implies 
fixedness of purpose: mental concentration and strength of will. 
It includes:- 
          (a)        Application to work.  The capacity of physical 
application to work. 
          (b)        Drive.  The inner motive power at the disposal of 
an individual. It is the capacity to force oneself along when under 
pressure and urgency, towards the achievement of the object. It 
may inspire energetic action in others towards the achievement 
of a common goal. 
         *        They are highly resolute, un– wavering, advent, 
industrious, firm and steady, persevering and persistent . 
         14.   Courage:  The ability to appreciate and take purposive 
risks willingly. It includes:- 
          (a)        Ability to meet appreciated dangers. 
          (b)        Spirit of adventure, and enterprising spirit and a 
willingness to dare  or risk a hazard. 
          (c)        Capacity to keep oneself composed in adverse 
situations enabling to be steady in facing and handling such 
situations. 
         *        They are doubtless risk takers, daring, aggressive, 
creative, bold & plucky with tremendous physical & moral 
courage. 
         15.       Stamina.  The capacity to withstand protracted 
physical and mental strain. It emphasizes endurance. 
         *        such persons posses Herculean physical & mental 
capabilities & can withstand plenty of physical & mental stress. 
They are indefatigable, calm & are very tough individuals. 
 
14. OFFICER LIKE QUALITIES IN THE US ARMY 
1.Bearing 
2. Courage (Physical and Moral) 
3. Decisiveness 
4.Endurance 
5.Initiative 
6.Integrity 
7.Judgement 
8.Justice 
9. Loyalty 
10. Tact 
11. Unselfishness 
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15. OFFICER LIKE QUALITIES IN THE ROYAL AIR 
FORCE COLLEGE 
1.Confidence 
2.Determination 
3. Initiative 
4. Awareness 
5.Effective Intelligence 
6.Decisiveness 
7.Manner 
8.Self-analysis 
 
16. OFFICER LIKE QUALITIES IN THE CANADIAN 
ARMED FORCES 
 
1.Professional Competence 
2.Courage 
3.Loyalty 
4.Honesty 
5.Common Sense 
6.Good Judgment 
7.Confidence 
8.Initiative 
9. Tact 
10.Self Control 
11.Humour 
12.Personal Example 
13.Energy 
14.Enthusiasm 
15.Perseverance 
16.Decisiveness 
17.Justice 
 
17.  OFFICER LIKE QUALITIES IN THE US MARINE 
CORPS 
 
1. Integrity 
2.Knowledge 
3.Courage 
4.Decisiveness 
5.Dependability 
6.Initiative 
7.Tact 
8.Justice 
9.Enthusiasm 
10.Bearing 
11.Endurance 
12.Unselfishness 
13.Loyalty 
14.Judgement 
 
         18. Pakistan Armed Forces, Nepalese Armed Forces, Sri 
Lankan Forces and Bangladesh Armed Forces have OLQs 
similar to Indian Armed Forces.  
         19. None of the lists are complete, yet none of the lists are 
inadequate. Opinions vary as to qualities needed by a military 
leader and the particular emphasis placed on them. Clearly, the 
'great' leader would have most of the qualities in substantial 
strength, perhaps out of an amalgam from the lists above. 
However, most leaders will be short of some of them. It can be 

seen that some qualities are common to nearly all lists, and they 
are the fundamental requirements for the military leader, to a 
certain extent regardless of rank. Significantly, none of the lists 
include flair, although initiative, perhaps in this case meaning the 
same, is in all of them. Similarly, none of the lists include 
charisma, sometimes difficult to define, but an easily identifiable 
quality seen in so many great leaders. Confidence, a vital quality 
in a leader, is omitted from some of the lists. Not that this is 
necessarily significant however, because it would be easy to 
argue that any leader with a substantial number of the qualities 
within any of the lists would, inherently, possess appropriate 
self-confidence. Confidence, however, has to be a vital quality 
and one promoted more by the leader than by anybody else. If he 
is certain of his own ability to lead, and this facet can certainly 
can be developed and strengthened by training and confirmed by 
experience, then the leader will also be able to generate 
confidence within the team, which is so vital to success. 
         20.  In recognizing and accepting that no list of leadership 
qualities is likely to be complete, lists could probably be reduced 
without losing too much in the way of positive effect. Field 
Marshal Lord Harding, a British commander in World War 2, 
listed the qualities he regarded as essential in a leader in the 
simple, following terms: 
1.Absolute Fitness 
2. Complete Integrity 
3. Enduring Courage 
4. Daring Initiative 
5. Undaunted Willpower 
6. Knowledge 
7. Judgment 
8. Team Spirit 
 
         21. In general, leadership qualities can be structured into 3 
main areas: 'approach to people', 'approach to task', and 
'individual orientation'. The figure below highlights this model of 
officers leadership structure. Each circle represents an important 
aspect of military officers' roles and some of the PQs that are 
relevant to each of those aspects. Of course, many of the PQs can 
be related to more than one area; this model is just a guide. 
         It would be an understandable misconception if all military 
officers were expected and required to be genuine leaders. Whilst 
true leadership, for some officers, is a paramount pre-requisite, in 
other officers, raw leadership skills are much less important. As 
the roles of the officer vary enormously, so does the preferred list 
of qualities required by the individual. 
 
         22. However, the closer the officer is to the battle, with the 
consequent, greater risk to life, then the more dynamic and 
decisive the leader will need to be. Even in times of war, the rear 
echelons and the support staff, because of their comparatively, 
risk-free existence, will not usually need quite the abundance of 
raw qualities required by the warrior under fire. It follows 
therefore that, when identifying officer potential during the 
selection process, due regard should be given to the individual's 
planned future employment as an officer. The quality 
requirements for instance for the potential platoon commander, 
fighter pilot or submariner will probably be different to those 
pre-requisite qualities for the engineer or logistician. Whilst the 
differing roles of an officer will usually require a different 
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emphasis on qualities most, if not all NATO officer selection 
systems can aim to identify generic potential only. Later, 
professional training will then identify and develop the specific 
qualities to type. The word potential is significant. A selection 
system, by its very nature, has to have a programme which, at 
best, runs for just a few days. Whilst some true qualities in a 
candidate may possibly emerge and be identified during the 
selection process, an effective assessment system has to be 
geared to look more for potential in a candidate than inherent 
attributes. 
 
23. Officer qualities for the generic candidate 
         No selection process can ensure a substantial, guaranteed 
end-product. The period of examination will invariably be short 
and it will sometimes provide only a snapshot of the candidate's 
potential. However, past history, and the candidate's record of 
development, will also be a very useful initial guide. Aptitude 
testing can give notice of the candidate's suitability for an 
aptitude-dependant branch and then further assessment, by 
interview and additional exercises, will help to ascertain the 
candidate's overall profile. At interview, close examination 
should reveal the following qualities and traits: 
 
         a. Appearance and Bearing. The candidate's appearance, 
bearing, grooming, distinguishing features and general 
presentation should be readily apparent within the first 
impressions formed at interview. 
 
         b. Manner and Impact. The candidate's conduct 
throughout the interview, along with his courtesy, tact, 
confidence, force of personality, presence, poise, polish, humour 
and alertness will add to the overall impact. 
 
         c. Speech and Powers of Expression. Dialogue with the 
candidate will elicit his ability to communicate. The quality of 
grammar, vocabulary, diction, general fluency, logic, projection 
and animation will all indicate the overall effectiveness of 
expression. 
 
         d. Activities and Interests. The well-rounded candidate 
should have had a varied, interesting and fulfilling lifestyle. 
Whilst it is important to bear in mind the individual's background 
(that is, general opportunities and financial limitations) the range 
and extent of spare-time activities are important to indicate signs 
of commitment, depth of involvement, achievement, level of 
responsibility, spirit of adventure, determination, initiative, 
enterprise and self-reliance within an overall balance of interests 
and pursuits. 
 
         e. Academic Level and Potential. Whilst minimum levels 
of academic qualifications will be set, the manner and east of 
obtaining qualifications, together with the level of commitment, 
diligence and attitude towards study will all give indications of 
the individual's further academic potential. 
 
         f. Breadth and Depth of Outlook. The candidate's general 
awareness of military matters and current affairs should confirm 
a maturity of outlook and a general ability to reason, giving also 
some indications of general intellect. 

         g. Motivation. The candidate's determination towards his 
military goals should be ascertained. Sometimes the motivation 
will have previous substantiation. It will be important to ascertain 
that the candidate is clear about, and would relish, the 
commitment and dedication demanded of the officer corps. 
Quality assessment of a selection system 
 
Need for Assessment of OLQs 
         24. The quality of any officer selection system needs to be 
assessed. There are two good reasons for this. Firstly, one needs 
to know, rather than believe or hope, that the right applicants are 
selected and assigned to jobs for which they are best suited. This 
is of paramount importance to the military commanders since the 
quality of the officer corps is vital for the conduct of military 
operations which can have dramatic consequences both for the 
military and their country as illustrated in Norman Dixon’s book 
On the Psychology of Military Incompetence. Failure to conduct 
a good professional selection for officers is an unforgivable error. 
The second reason for the continuous evaluation of the quality of 
a selection system, is the increasing demand to justify selection 
decisions made concerning individual applicants or specific 
groups. In the end, such justification cannot be sustained unless 
there is verifiable evidence of the predictive validity of the 
selection system. 
 
         25. One critical decision concerning the quality assessment 
is the choice of external criteria defining who is a ‘good officer’ 
and who is performing less well. In many cases, the choice will 
be a trade-off between relevance, timeliness and measurement 
quality. Training results for instance, have the advantage of being 
pretty well standardized and available shortly after the selection. 
This ensures that feedback loops are kept short but they are 
usually of very little relevance because they often over-
emphasize academic skills. Since the choice of the external 
criteria will in the end determine what kind of applicants will be 
accepted, it is normal that the choice of these criteria should be 
made by the overall personnel policy makers. It is obvious, but 
not always that evident, that the chosen criteria should be 
quantified as a sound measurement and that such data needs to be 
made available to the persons in charge of the selection system 
quality assessment. A system should not rely on a single external 
criterion since none is perfect but rather it ought to consider a 
series of quality indicators. These should include both quality 
indicators independent of officer performance assessments and a 
representative set of indicators of the performance of the officers. 
Whatever the result of the quality assessment, one should always 
consider ways to improve the selection system. This needs to be 
done by trying alternatives for the different selection tools and 
for the use of those tools in the decision making process. In 
doing so, one has always to remember not to use a new tool in 
the decision making process before its quality has been proven. 
 
 All Officer Like Qualities are Not Equal 
          26. There have been a constant debate whether all fifteen 
OLQs in the Indian Armed Forces Selection Process are equal. 
The Defence Institute of Psychological Research, New Delhi also 
subscribes to this. However, as a ground soldier one knows that 
‘Power of Expression’ cannot be equated to ‘Courage.’ The 
ingredient qualities differ as proved during actual battle or war 
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like situations. It should be clearly understood that all qualities 
are not equal and cannot be compared to each other. While 
assessing candidates, the military assessors who have actual on 
ground experience and their civilian counter-parts differ in 
perception. It is clear that only those who have experience of 
operations or their simulations, must spell out qualities more 
important than the others and select candidates accordingly. 
 
The fairness of the selection process 
         26. A recent concern related to selection in general is that 
of fairness for the applicants. This is especially relevant for 
officer selection, since the government organizes selection and 
the relevance of the officer corps for the general population is 
often questioned. Special interest is devoted to the adverse 
impact of elements in the selection process for females and 
ethnic minorities. In this area, two different situations need to be 
identified, one in which different groups have the same level of 
abilities bur different scores due to biased measurement tools and 
the second in which different groups indeed have different levels 
of ability. The first deals with the situation in which different 
groups are known, or at least supposed to have similar aptitudes 
or characteristics but different measurement scores, because of 
inadequate measurement-tool design. In such situations, better 
measurement tools should be designed. As a short-term solution, 
one could at least take group differences into account when 
estimating individual performance. A totally different situation 
occurs when different groups are known to have dissimilar 
aptitudes or characteristics. For instance, if the height of an 
individual is considered, it will be noted that the male population 
is, on average, taller. This is not due to inadequate measurement 
tools. The scientific approach to such a situation is to start from 
the occupational analysis (assuming this analysis was not 
biased!) and select the best fitting person independently of 
gender or minority membership. Another approach that often 
prevails against the scientific one is based on ethical, 
philosophical, societal or political grounds. That approach states 
that females, or persons belonging to certain minorities, must 
have fair chances of being selected despite the possibility of 
lower scores. Such policies can lead to a specific quota for 
females or minority members. Although such an intention would 
be praiseworthy, one should realize that this is realized at the 
expense of optimal selection and classification. An attempt to 
avoid quotas without having adverse impact would be to focus on 
competency profiles and incorporate in them the aptitudes for 
which females or minority members are known to perform 
equally or better (such as physical agility versus strength, 
sustained attention, etc). 
 
Cost & benefit concerns 
         27. Some will look at an officer selection system from a 
purely cost and benefits point of view. This makes some sense. 
Cost and benefits issues are important. Selection and 
classification decisions are based upon a limited set of 
observations and measures. It therefore can be argued that a 
better assessment can be done during training. Naturally, this is 
provided that all applicants would be allowed to start the 
training. In situations where the selection ratio is close to one, 
this might be considered: there would no selection, and all 
applicants would start the training and suitability would be 

assessed during training. This is the situation that occurs in 
Austria where compulsory military service exists and where 
officer candidates are assessed while performing their training as 
draftees. This system is worthy of comment. First, imagine what 
would happen if there is no medical screening and, for instance, 
there are medical problems during the physical training such as 
back-injuries or cardio-vascular accidents. What would be the 
consequences for the applicant and for the Forces? 
         28. Can the Forces be sued? If that is the case, this throws a 
new light to the cost-benefits topic. Second, there are social 
aspects that need to be considered. While it is acceptable to ask 
an applicant to spend a few hours to a couple of days for the 
officer selection process, it would be hard to require them to 
spend weeks or even months and may be even quit another job 
before being sure that they are accepted.In the more frequently 
occurring situation in which the number of vacancies is set in 
advance and the number of applicants is significantly larger, the 
cost-benefits discussion needs to be addressed. The zero-costs 
approach would consist of accepting the first candidates who 
apply until all positions are filled or, alternatively, randomly 
select the required number from amongst the applicants. Clearly 
these solutions would yield very poor results. Beyond the zero-
costs approach, selection tools will be added to the procedure. 
The addition of each tool implies costs, additional burden on the 
applicants and the increased loss of applicants if the tool leads to 
rejection.  
 
         29. On the benefit side, good selection tools reduce the 
risks of diverse problems after enlistment. How far should one go 
then with adding selection tools? Let us consider an example in 
the medical selection area and use two well-known movies to 
illustrate the point. The first is ‘Schindler’s List’. There is a 
scene in which one can see the ‘medical selection’ of hundreds of 
persons in a prisoner camp in Poland. They have to undress and 
are quickly screened by a person in the white outfit of a doctor. 
The ‘doctor’ decides, in a matter of seconds, whether the person 
is fit for labor or not. This selection is probably much better than 
random selection; it is very cheap but obviously not very 
accurate. The other extreme is shown in the movie ‘The Right 
Stuff’. A good portion of that movie is devoted to the medical 
selection of the first astronauts. This selection is very 
sophisticated, expensive and time consuming and puts a lot of 
strain on the applicants. The result is that the selected astronauts 
are ‘guaranteed’ to be very healthy. When we consider officer 
selection, we will probably want a medical selection somewhere 
in between the two extremes. It is important to realize that there 
is an optimum balance between very unsophisticated, cheap and 
quick selection procedures and the highly sophisticated, 
expensive and time-consuming one. Moving from the cheap end 
to the expensive one is not linear however. For instance, a nurse 
who asks the applicant to read characters on a wall-chart and 
performs a simple color perception test can do the assessment of 
the visual perception. Alternatively, an ophthalmologist can 
perform the same assessment using a set of sophisticated tools. 
Here, it is quite doubtful whether the increase of assessment 
quality would compensate for the tremendous increase in costs 
when using the specialist in considering the overall purpose of 
officer selection. Also, the increase of selection accuracy yield 
by the addition of a selection tool is dependent on the other tools 
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already present in the procedure. In technical terms, we speak of 
the incremental validity of a selection tool, or of the usefulness of 
a selection tool. 
         30. As put by Blum and Naylor, “The utility of a selection 
device is the degree to which its use improves the quality of the 
individuals selected beyond what would have occurred had that 
device not been used.”15. Note that we took an example in the 
medical selection area, but the same phenomena occur in all 
fields of selection.If an acceptable external criterion exists, and 
the statistical relations between the selection data and that 
criterion are known, it becomes possible to use statistical 
techniques to determine what selection tools are worth while 
adding to a selection procedure. Regression models allow the 
construction of a selection battery step-wise for instance, only 
adding a tool when it increases the multiple correlation with the 
external criterion. It is then up to the selection system manager to 
evaluate whether the increased predictive validity compensates 
for the additional costs resulting from the use of the extra 
selection tool. 
 

II. CONCLUSIONS 
         31. Given that each officer selection system is deeply 
embedded in its general legal, societal, political and military 
context, it is unrealistic to pursue the implementation of a single, 
universal optimal selection system. Yet, a number of rules and 
methods are invariably required in order to ensure that a 
particular officer selection system is sound and appropriate. The 
respect of these rules and methods can only be guaranteed by 
professional specialists because of the complexity involved. In 
one of the first accounts of selection for the military16, it was 
God himself who dictated the selection process. But since He 
doesn’t appear to be involved in this area any more, a whole set 
of specialists have to do their best to replace Him! These include 
the personnel needed to assess the different competencies 
(nurses, medical doctors, psychologists, sports monitors, and 
teachers) and the personnel involved with setting up and 
managing the overall system (I/O psychologists, operations 
research specialists, legal advisers, statisticians, computer 
specialists and personnel policy makers). The ultimate decisions 
concerning any selection system have to be made by the 
personnel policy makers, not by the personnel in charge of 
selection or training, since any selection system is only a - very 
powerful - tool placed at the disposal of the Human Resource 
Managers. 
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Abstract- Since the commencement of the implementation of the 
National Policy on Education in Nigeria which seeks to ensure an 
optimal and qualitative Early Childhood Education (ECE), 
stream of concerns have been raised by stakeholders in respect of 
the quality of education in ECE and its actual implementation. 
Despite all measures put in place by the Federal Ministry of 
Education in Nigeria, there are still some lapses in the 
implementation and non-implementation of this programme. 
There is no doubt that the implementation of ECE requires the 
collaborative effort/input of all stakeholders, including the 
government, parents/guardians, and school authorities. However, 
the trust of this paper is on issues and challenges of 
implementation of ECE in Nigeria. The paper gives input on the 
benefits derivable from ECE, the paper equally points out the 
recommendations that will lead to effective implementation ECE. 
This includes employment of more ECE specialist teachers, 
training/retraining of caregivers/teachers, effective quality 
monitoring by Ministries of Education, provision of logistic 
support to ensure that minimum standards are maintained in both 
public and private preprimary institutions in Nigeria among 
others. 
 
Index Terms- Issues, Challenges, Implementation, Early 
Childhood, Education and Nigeria. 
 

I. INTRODUCTION 
he foundation of education of the child is the pre-schools 
education which forms an integral part of his or her early 

education which may be formal or informal, which is given in an 
educational institution to children aged 1 to 5+ prior to their 
entering the primary school (Nakpodia, 2011). This educational 
level of the child provides for the physical, motor, health, 
nutritional, intellectual, aesthetic, emotional and social 
development of the pre-school child. If child education can 
provide these vital necessities which are fundamental in human 
life, it is not therefore unlikely to have an important and strong 
relationship with the pupils’ performance at the primary school 
level and perhaps at the secondary and tertiary levels (Nakpodia, 
2003). 
        Maduewesi (1999) refers to early childhood care education 
as the education offered to children who have not yet reached the 
statutory age of beginning primary school. He further maintained 
that it is a semi-formal education arrangement, usually outside 
home where by young children from about the age of 3 years are 
exposed through play like activities in a group setting through 
mental, social and physical learning suited to their developmental 
stages, until the mandatory age of government approved formal 

schooling. FRN (2004) refers to early childhood care education 
(pre-primary education) as an education given in an educational 
institution to children aged 3-5 plus prior to their enrollment in 
the primary school. 
 
Objectives of Early Childhood Education 
        The objectives of early childhood education according to 
FRN (2004) are: 
        1. Effect a smooth transition from home to school 
        2. Prepare the child for the primary level of education 
        3. Provide adequate care and supervision for the children 
while their parents are at work (on the farm, in the market or 
offices) 
        4. Inculcate social norms 
        5. Inculcate in the child the spirit of inquiry and creativity 
through the exploration of nature, the environment, art, music 
and playing with toys and so on. 
        6. Develop a sense of cooperation and team spirit 
        7. Learn good habits, especially good health habits and. 
        8. Teach the rudiments of numbers, letters, colours, shapes, 
and forms and so on through play. 
 
        The achievement of the stated objectives of early childhood 
education and care in Nigeria is brought about via the following 
means: 

 establishing pre-primary sections in existing public 
schools and encouraging both community and private 
efforts in the provision of early childhood education; 

 making provision in teacher education programmes for 
specialization in early childhood education; 

 ensuring that the medium of instruction will principally 
be the mother tongue or the language of the immediate 
community; and to this end: (i) developing the 
orthography for many more Nigerian languages; and 
(ii) producing textbooks in Nigerian languages; 

 ensuring that the main method of teaching in the 
childhood education centres will be through play, and 
that the curriculum of teacher education is 
appropriately oriented to achieve this; 

 regulating and controlling the operation of early 
childhood education – to this end, the teacher pupil 
ratio is set at 1:25; 

 setting and monitoring a minimum standard for early 
childcare centres in the country; 

 ensuring full participation of government, communities 
and teachers’ associations in the running and 
maintenance of early childhood education facilities. 

T 
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        The contents of the policy are detailed and planned because 
it is the stated goal of the Nigerian government that its education 
system should be comparable to all others in the world.  
 
Reasons for Early Childhood Education  
        Underpinning the importance attached to early childhood 
education which pre-primary education is an integral part, the 
World Declaration on the Survival, Protection and Development 
of Children in 1990 undertook a joint commitment to make an 
urgent universal appeal to give every child a better future. In 
addition, the World Conference on Education for All (EFA) and 
the United Nations Convention on the Rights of the Child 
emphasized urgent priority to ensure access to and improve the 
quality of education for all children (Maduewesi, 2001).  
        Ajayi (2007) documented eight reasons given at these fora 
in support of the provision of affordable, quality programmes of 
early childcare that are community based, and which are linked 
with health care and nutrition as part of an integrated approach to 
meeting the needs of the young child. These reasons include: 
        1. From conception of six years of age, children, according 
to research findings, undergo rapid mental, social and physical 
development to the extent that by the age of six, their brains 
would have developed to almost the size of an adult; 
        2. The convention on the rights of the child stipulates that 
children have a right to live and develop to their full capacity; 
        3. Moral and social values postulate that through children, 
societies pass on values and culture from generation to 
generation; 
        4. Supporting the development of the child physically and 
mentally leads to increased enrolment, improves performance 
and the society generally. 
        5. Provision of early childcare facilities and offer equal 
opportunities to children from both the privileged and 
disadvantaged homes. 
        5. A programme in early childhood development should be 
used as an entry point for other developmental activities which 
will benefit the entire community; 
        6. ECC (Early Child Care) projects should be linked with 
other developmental activities for women, nutrition, health, water 
and sanitation. 
        7. There is a growing demand for better ways of caring for 
children through an ECC project given the advancement in 
science and technology which now ensures the survival of many 
more children, thereby increasing population growth. 
        The National Policy on Education for Nigeria became 
necessary to avoid the previous half-measured educational 
policies, administration and control which was a hallmark of the 
missionary and regional eras of education in the country. The 
policy is meant to put in clear perspective the educational 
jurisdiction of the Federal Government, including that of the 
State and Local Governments.  
 
Early Childhood Education: Issues and Challenges  
        Nigerian education system since independence can best be 
described as a system riddled with crisis. It is not strange for this 
to be so, because we had inherited the system from our colonial 
master (Eriba, 2011). Judged against this premise, it becomes 
very challenging for Nigerians to manage the educational system 
passed to them by the British. So the system becomes inundated 

with diverse crises since independence. According to Eriba 
(2011), the educational system has been in a state of permanent 
crisis that it has lost quality, efficacy and functionality over the 
years. Early childhood education in Nigeria is not left out in 
these crises which tend to make the gains of education less 
spectacular. These challenges are: 

 Teacher: Pupil Ratio Syndrome 
        The policy position of teacher pupil ratio of 1:25 is also not 
implemented due to lack of supervision or monitoring. The 
teacher: pupil ratio of 1:25 with a helper/an assistant stated in the 
National Policy on Education (FGN, 2004) for the pre-primary 
class is likely to be a problem in the sense that the developmental 
characteristics and the needs of the pre-scholars have not been 
considered. The children at this level are so restless, extremely 
active and full of energy to expend. They are still dependent on 
adults for almost all their basic needs – physical, intellectual, 
language, emotional and social skills – and therefore they require 
their full attention and diverse activities to help to satisfy their 
basic needs. It is not yet clear how smaller class sizes influence 
the quality of teaching in such centres. 
        The Centre for Early Childhood Development and 
Education (2002) cited in Ajayi (2008) condemned a similar 
practice in Ireland and stated that such a practice is unfavourable 
to child initiatives or to individual attention being given to the 
children (even on the part of the teacher, it would be frustrating 
and extremely difficult to achieve any worthwhile work). Tassoni 
et., al (2005) then suggested a ratio of 1:4 for age three and a 
ratio 1:8 for ages four to six as providing opportunities for 
adequate individual attention to every child in the class and, 
hence, aiding optimal development of the children. If the ratio is 
not feasible in Nigeria it would probably be the result of a 
shortage of manpower. The highest ratio for this level ought not 
to exceed 1:15 with one assistant or 1:25 with two assistants. 

 Poor Funding of Early Childhood Education 
Programme  

        To achieve success in any public service, the issue of 
finance/funding cannot be overlooked. If education is poorly 
funded, it will affect the staffing, pupil: teacher ratio, the 
provision of infrastructure and the like, which would have a 
grave effect on what is likely to be the quality of the output. This 
is the reason many developed nations make provision for the 
funding of the services for their preschoolers. The funding of this 
segment is given a prime place in the nations’ budget. For 
instance, America estimated the cost of providing a quality 
preschool education to be ‘just under $70 billion a year’, ‘based 
on an annual cost-per-child of around $8700’. This estimation 
covers ‘the full costs of the programs, including facilities, 
administration, and support services ... so that every child could 
participate’. 
        In Ireland between 2000 and 2006, the total funding made 
available for child care is 436.7 million euros (US$580 million). 
This is comprised of national funds of 27%, with 73% coming 
from European sources. These nations have identified the 
economic and social benefits of educating preschoolers as a way 
of creating more proficient learners who will later become more 
productive citizens. The benefits span the lives of the children. 
Other gains highlighted are: reduction in the rates of special 
education placement; better class retention and lower attrition 
rates; reduction of public expenditure on the criminal justice 
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system because the crime rates are reduced while children are 
juveniles; as well as many more benefits. No wonder the 
international consensus now is that ‘no nation can be said to be 
serious if she does not place the required emphasis on 
comprehensive childhood care and education’. 
        In light of this, now that Nigeria is committed to early 
childhood care and socialization, it can learn from other nations 
that support ‘education, the right of every child’. It requires the 
government to make realistic budgets for this educational sector. 
At the same time, there should be a proper monitoring and 
coordination of the disbursement of the funds earmarked for the 
sector so that every child is truly taken care of (Ajayi, 2007). 

 Supervision of Early Childhood Education 
Programme  

        No educational plan however excellent it may be can be 
effectively implemented if the school supervision is ineffective. 
The issue of supervision is vital in the process of implementing 
early childhood care education in Nigeria if success is to be 
attained. There is the need to point out that laudable progammes 
with adequate facilities will eventually crumble if there is no 
supervision. Nwagbara (2003) and Ogunsaju (2006) have 
identified supervision as an indispensable management key of 
any organization or organisational programme. This then means 
that supervision should of necessity be an integral part of early 
childhood education programmes so that the goal(s) may be 
achieved. 
         Supervision needs to be tailored towards constructive 
criticism and guidance so as to develop a sense of confidence and 
competence in teachers, thereby leading to improvement. In this 
way, regular and appropriate supervision in early childhood care 
education will help in evaluating the programme as well as in 
decision-making processes (Sooter, 2013). 
 

 Proliferation of Early Childhood Institutions 
        The official provision made in the National Policy on 
Education (FGN 2004) mandated the Government to encourage 
private efforts in the provision of early childhood education in 
the country. More so, owing to the high demand for early 
childhood education by parents, it does not take a long time for 
newly established early childhood institutions to grow and 
develop.  
        According to Nwakaego (2007) and Nakpodia (2011), it is 
becoming customary to operate an early childhood institution in 
every household. Currently, early childhood education 
institutions are located in various places and buildings-campuses 
of some universities and colleges, premises of some industrial 
and business organizations, church premises, residential 
buildings some part or the whole of which are hired for use as 
early childhood schools (Ejieh, 2006). The flip side of this 
proliferation of early childhood institutions is that, the issue of 
standard and “regulations” have been waved off. The end result 
is that the young minds are offered “substandard” and “irregular” 
education that cannot breed egalitarianism and self-reliant 
individuals of the society and leaders of tomorrow. 

 Poor Quality and Qualification of Teachers 
        The quality of the teachers determines the strength of any 
educational system and the value of the learners (Okoro, 2004). 
In Nigerian early childhood institutions today, the teacher quality 
is generally low. It is only a few of the nursery schools especially 

those owned by educational institutions, private companies and 
wealthy individuals that can afford to engage the services of 
university graduate teachers and holders of Nigerian Certificate 
in Education (NCE) qualifications, competent and committed 
teachers and are also capable of retaining such teachers 
(Oyewumi et al., 2010). 
        Most others employ a few NCE teachers (if any at all), who 
are usually underpaid, while others employ mainly Grade Two 
teachers and secondary school leavers with school Certificate or 
General Certificate (ordinary level) qualification. In a situation 
where most of the teachers in our early childhood institutions are 
unqualified and/or unprofessional, effective teaching and 
learning cannot be achieved (Ajayi, 2008). 

 Negligence on the Part of Government 
        Of all the measures that Federal Government undertook in 
order to facilitate the achievement of the objectives of early 
childhood education, the only one it has effectively accomplished 
is the granting of permission for private efforts in the provision 
of early childhood education in the country, with virtually less or 
non participation by the public sector. This, in addition to lack of 
supervision to ensure the maintenance of standards, has led to 
increases in numbers of early childhood education institutions in 
the country (Obidike, 2012).  
        Significant provision is yet to be made in public or private 
teacher training institutions in the country for the production of 
specialist teachers, it is doubtful if it can attract many clients, as 
neither the Federal nor any state government has established any 
nursery or early childhood schools where graduates of such a 
programme can be employed. Work in private nursery or early 
childhood institutions would probably have no attraction for 
specialist in early childhood education teachers because of low 
wages and job insecurity associated with teaching in such 
institutions (Ejieh, 2006; Oluwafemi, et al., 2014). 
 

II. CONCLUSION 
        The importance of a solid foundation in education is 
obvious. Early childhood education is where the foundation is 
laid. Poor performance in the other levels of academic can be 
traced to this foundation level. So a thorough knowledge of what, 
and how education is been handled at this level is imperative. It 
is a worthwhile step in the right direction for the Nigerian 
government to have agreed to have full participation in the 
education of early childhood education. All Nigerian children 
deserve the best, and education is the only legacy that can be 
given to set them on the road to optimal development. To ensure 
an effective implementation of early childhood education in 
Nigeria, training and retraining of caregivers/teachers should be 
made a vital part of the education process. 
 

III. RECOMMENDATIONS 
 There is need for State Ministries of Education officials 

to enforce the regulations laid down by the Federal 
Ministry of Education as regards to the provisions of 
early childhood education for improvement. 

 Effective quality monitoring units should be set up by 
Ministries of Education and provide with necessary 
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logistic support to ensure that minimum standards are 
maintained in both public and private preprimary 
institutions in Nigeria. 

 Government should regulate salary of all teachers in 
early childhood education as well as school fees to 
encourage teachers and parents.  

 Regular supervision and monitoring with stiff penalties 
for offenders will help to maintain the teacher-pupil 
ratio.  

 Effective measures should be ensured in the training of 
early childhood/pre-primary teachers through adequate 
scholarships, approving the mounting of such  
programmes in all Universities, Institutes of Education 
and Colleges of Education.  

 Teaching and learning materials like furniture for both 
teachers and pupils, television sets/computer systems, 
nature table/corners, toys and models, charts and well 
drawings and playing equipments like see-saw, merry- 
go – round, slides etc. should be made a vital provision 
in all learning centres for effective teaching and 
learning.  
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Abstract- The research is aimed at isolating, characterizing, and 
identifying lactic acid bacteria which have the potential as 
probiotic agent obtainedfrom the chyme of 34 days-old strain 
patriot broiler chicken intestine. 
        In order to reach the goal, pour plate and streak plate 
method on MRS (de Mann Rogosa Sharpe) are used to isolate the 
bacteria. It is done by adding CaCO3 0.5% as the indicator of the 
formation of clean zone around the colony. The incubation is 
conducted at 37ºC for 48 hours. The phenotypic characterization 
process of the obtained isolates are conducted by gram painting, 
morphology, catalyst test, temperature influence test, pH and 
salinity toward the growth, fermentation test, and acid formation 
test from the carbon source. The identification to find out the 
possibility of BAL genus and species is conducted through 
profile matching based on the phenotypic characteristic traced by 
using Bergey’s Manual of Determinative Bacteriology. 
Meanwhile, the potential test on its possibility as probiotic agent 
is conducted by doing the acid resistance test. The production of 
lactic acid of each isolate of lactic acid bacteria is measured 
when the bacteria is already 24 hours-old. 
        The result of the research is 15 isolates of lactic acid 
bacteria. After the confirmation test is conducted, the 
characteristics show that there are 4 genuses of lactic acid 
bacteria, i.e. lactobacillus, pediococcus, streptococcus, and 
enterococcus. The result of the BAL test in producing the lactic 
acid shows that the AST 04 isolate has the highest amount of 
lactic acid, 57.69 %, followed by AST 05 which has 9.41 % 
lactic acid. The BAL isolate of those chicken faces waste still can 
grow until the concentration of bail salt reaches 0.5 %. 
 
Index Terms- lactic acid bacteria, chyme, broiler chicken, 
probiotic, isolate 
 

I. INTRODUCTION 
he effect of probiotic bacteria toward the decreasing of 
cholesterol rate was estimated due to its ability to assimilate 

cholesterol and deconjugate bile salt (Gilliland and Speek, 1977; 
Gilliland et al., 1985). Lactic acid bacteria which have specific 
ability will work effectively if it can stand in the condition of 
digestion system. Therefore, the strain of lactic acid bacteria 
must be able to stand the bile salt and the acid condition of the 
stomach (pH 1-2). The potential BAL strain that will be made 
commercial as probiotic products must have high viability and 
must be stable during the process. Some of the production 

processes that use freeze drying or spray drying may cause the 
decreasing of cell viability and affect the products.  
        Gilliland (1990) and Ray (1996) state some requirements in 
choosing lactic acid bacteria that will be used as probiotic, i.e: 
grow and can live in food or sample before it is consumed, can 
live after passing the digestion system, resistant toward stomach 
acid, antibiotic, lissome, give beneficial effect toward the 
intestines, produce acid in a large number, and are able to 
produce other antimicrobe components, besides the lactic acid, 
which are effective in blocking pathogen bacteria. 
        Gillian (1979) cited by Oh et al., (2000) explains that the 
digestion system of human and animal is quite a hard 
environment for the development of bacteria. It is because it 
contains chyme, digestion enzymes, and bile acid. This condition 
affects the life of probiotic strain. Pereira and Gibson (2002) 
explains that in order to give a beneficial effect, the probiotic 
culture must be able to endure inside the digestion system and 
tolerant toward the concentration of bile solution inside the small 
intestine. The ability to stay in 3.0 pH for 2 hours and grow 
inside a medium which contains1.000 mgs/l bilesolutions is used 
as a standard in considering the microbe culture tolerance energy 
toward the acid and bile solution. 
        This research was aimed at finding out whether lactic acid 
bacteria (BAL) obtained from chicken feces can be used as 
probiotic agent which is able to assimilate and deconjugate bile 
salt and whether this bacteria can decrease the cholesterol of 
broiler chicken meat. It was done by keeping the chickens for 42 
days and giving them lactic acid bacteria culture by using freeze 
drying method. 
        The research needed to be done in order to find out the BAL 
of the chicken feces and the effect of its usage as probiotic 
toward the decreasing of the cholesterol rate of broiler chicken 
meat. Besides, by doing this research, it was hoped that there will 
be a much healthier broiler chicken poultry because the 
cholesterol rate is not too high. The aim of the first year research 
was to isolate, select, and test the characterization of lactic acid 
bacteria obtained from chicken feces; determine the fermentation 
type of the lactic acid bacteria; determine the catalyses type of 
the lactic acid bacteria; endurance test of the lactic acid bacteria 
toward bile salt; fermentation kinetic test of the lactic acid 
bacteria; lactic acid rate test of the lactic acid bacteria. 
        By doing some selection process, it was hoped that some 
potential lactic acid bacteria strain that have the characteristics as 
probiotic can be obtained. The chosen strain later would be 
applied into some fermentation products.So, later those 
foodswould be probiotic food that can give good effect toward 
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the body and can decrease the rate of LDL cholesterol and also 
the cholesterol rate of broiler chicken meat. Another aim of this 
research was that later there can be some healthier chicken 
broiler poultry because the cholesterol rate is low. This research 
would also beneficial for the development of science, particularly 
in poultry subject. 
 

II. EXPERIMENTAL RESEARCH MATERIALS AND 
METHOD 

The production of superior BAL isolate as the inoculums 
        Purification. It is done by removing every species of the 
separated colony in seaweed MRS media by using quadrant 
scratch method. The obtained colony later will be taken as the 
pure culture, and then the culture will be planted in liquid MRS. 
 
Lactic Acid Bacteria Characterization Technique 
        The colony that grows and pure will be characterized based 
on the characteristics of its morphology, biochemical test, 
physiological test, and fermentation type. 

a. Morphological Characteristics 
• Colony morphological form. The colony forms clean 

and separated zone on seaweed plate (the colony which 
is estimated as lactic acid bacteria). The form, surface, 
edge, and pigmented color of the colony are observed. 

• Gram Staining, Cells Morphology (Benson, 2001 
• Motility Test (Benson, 2001) 

 
b. Biochemical Characteristics 

• Catalyses 
• Fermentation Type 

 
Lactic Acid Bacteria Identification Technique 
        Bacteria isolate that is already characterized and fulfill one 
of lactic acid bacteria characteristics, i.e. form clean zone 
(produce acid compound), is later identified based on Bergey’s 
Manual of Determinative Bacteriology (Holt et al., 1994) by 
Profile Matching to estimate the possibility of the bacteria’s 
genus and species based on the referenced lactic acid bacteria’s 
genus and species. 
 
Isolate Ability Test as Probiotic 
        In order to find out the ability of lactic acid bacteria isolate 
as probiotic agent, chosen BAL test is done on the fermentation 
kinetic and the endurance of bile salt. 

• Fermentation Kinetic 
• Endurance test on bile salt 
• Observed Variable 
• Selected Isolate Characteristics 

 
        The test toward the obtained isolate characteristics are the 
24thhour pH, catalyses type, gram staining, morphological form, 
and the rate of the lactic acid. 

• Fermentation Kinetic 
 Growth Pattern.  
 Specific Growth Speed. 
 pH reduction. 
• Endurance Test toward Bail Salt 
 Growth Pattern.  
 Specific Growth Speed. 
 pH reduction.  
• Lactic acid production.  
• Lactic Acid Rate Examination 
• Lactic Acid Isolation Phase.  
• Determining phase of the sample’s lactic acid rate.  
• Data Analysis 

 

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
A. The result of the research 

        In this research, the isolation, characterization, and 
identification of lactic acid bacteria obtained from strain Lohman 
broiler chicken feces are administered. 

1. Lactic acid bacteria isolation obtained from chicken 
feces 

        10 grams of chicken’s internal digestion system is dissolved 
with 90 ml of sterile aquades inside Erlenmeyer. Administer 
series of dissolving 10-2, 10-4, and 10-6. The result of the 
dissolution is 20 ml is grown in dense medium by using MRS in 
the Petri dish. 
        The separated colony is taken by using ose and grown in 
dense medium by using scratching method and incubated in 39ºC 
in anaerob condition for 24 hours. After 24 hours incubation, 
take separated colony by using ose and grown in liquid medium 
and then incubated for 24 hours at the temperature of 39ºC. 
Lactic acid bacteria (BAL) isolation is administered by using 
pour method (pour plate) in MRS plate seaweed media + CaCO3 
0.5 % which is the beginning step to differentiate lactic acid 
bacteria with non lactic acid bacteria. Lactic acid bacteria colony 
in MRS plate seaweed media + CaCO3 0.5 % is recognized by 
the appearance of clean zone around the colony of the bacteria. 
Each colony which has different appearance is isolated and 
purified. The purification is done by using scratching method 
(streak plate) in MRS plate seaweed + CaCO3 0.5 % until the 
pure isolate is obtained. The obtained lactic acids bacteria isolate 
are 15 isolates. 
        The colony morphology of 15 obtained lactic acid bacteria 
is observed on plate seaweed related to its color, form, elevation, 
edge, and structure in the colony. Most of the lactic acid bacteria 
colony is white and circular. The shape of most of the colony 
edge is entire and the internal structure is opaque. For the details 
of the features or the characteristics of lactic acid bacteria colony 
see table 1. 
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Table 1. Colony morphological observation on 24 hours lactic acid bacteria in MRS spread plate and poure plate medium. 
 

No. Code Colony 
Color 

Colony 
Edge 

Internal 
Structure 

Colony 
Shape 

Pigmen 
Color 

1 AST 001 Milky white entire opaque circular clear 
2 AST 002 Milky white entire Opaque circular clear 
3 AST 003 Milky white entire Opaque circular clear 

4 AST 004 Milky white entire Opaque circular clear 

5 AST 005 Milky white entire Opaque circular clear 

6 AST 006 Milky white entire Opaque circular clear 

7 AST 007 Milky white entire Opaque circular clear 

8 AST 008 Milky white entire Opaque circular clear 

9 AST 009 Milky white entire Opaque circular clear 

10 AST 010 Milky white entire Opaque circular clear 

11 AST 011 Milky white entire Opaque circular clear 

12 AST 012 Milky white entire Opaque circular clear 

13 AST 013 Milky white entire Opaque circular clear 

14 AST 014 Milky white entire Opaque circular clear 

15 AST 015 Milky white entire Opaque circular clear 
 
        Isolation is a process to get a particular kind of bacteria 
from many sources. The isolation process in this research is 
focused on lactic acid bacteria. Lactic acid bacteria are defined as 
bacteria that have high ability in producing lactic acid from any 
fermented carbohydrate sources. 
        Lactic acid bacteria isolation is taken from the sample of 
patriot broiler strain chicken’s small intestine. It uses seaweed 
MRS medium CaCO3 0.5 % by pour plate method. In this phase, 
the dilution series is administered. The series starts from 10-10 
and then 10-5, 10-6, 10-7 and 10-8, 1 ml of the dilution is taken 
and poured into Petri dish. Pour MRS media and CaCO3 0.5 % 
and spread it. The aim of this dilution is to obtain bacteria which 
the growth is not too dense. So, there are some differences 
between the colonies. 
        The addition of CaCO3 5 % in the media is aimed for 
selecting lactic acid bacteria. The lactic acid bacteria that grow in 
the media is recognized by the appearance of clean zone around 
the colony. According to Harimurti (1999: 376), the clean zone 
around the lactic acid bacteria is formed as the result of acid 
neutralization which is produced by the bacteria by the CaCO3 in 
the media. The clean zone has initial characteristics in selecting 
lactic acid bacteria. Each of the colonies that have different 
appearance is isolated and purified by using scratch method 
(Streak plate) in seaweed MRS media until the pure isolate is 
obtained. Every isolate bacteria are then culturally purified into 
oblique seaweed medium and liquid medium. 
 

2. Lactic acid bacteria isolate characteristics 
        Characterization is a process to observe and measure each 
part of bacteria as a special characteristic of the bacteria. The 

characterization of each lactic acid bacteria isolate involves its 
morphology (macroscopic, microscopic), biochemical and 
physiology. Macroscopic characterization is done by inoculating 
lactic acid bacteria in MRS medium seaweed plate to find out the 
morphological characteristics of the colony that related to its 
color, shape, elevation, edge, and internal structure. Colony 
morphological characterization is also done in oblique seaweed 
MRS related to its shape and the growth of lactic acid bacteria. 
Those 15 lactic acid bacteria which are successfully isolated is 
characterized related to its cell, biochemical characteristics, and 
physiological characteristics. The characteristics group of the 
cells morphology includes some characters, i.e cells form, cells 
arrangement, and gram reaction/gram staining and motility. 
        The biochemical characteristic group includes character 
unit, i.e. catalyses test, fermentation test. Almost 90 % of lactic 
acid bacteria have coccus or circular cells. The others are bacil or 
bar and the sequence of the cell is tetrad and solitaire. Lactic acid 
bacteria isolate shows positive reaction toward gram staining 
test. However it shows negative and positive reaction toward 
motility test (non-motil). 
        The result of the research related to the biochemical 
characteristics of lactic acid bacteria isolate shows that the 15 
lactic acid bacteria are negative catalyses and there are 9 isolate 
of homofermentative fermentation type, i.e. AST 01, AST 04, 
AST 06, AST 07, AST 09, AST 13, and AST 14. The lactic acid 
bacteria are able to form acid from any sources of carbon. 
However, it does not followed by the formation of any gases.  
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Table 2. Characteristic test on cells form and also biochemical characteristic by administering catalyses test and gram staining 
 

No Isolate Code Characteristics Type 
Cells Shape Gram Nature Catalyses 

1 AST 001 Coccus 
Coccus 

(+) 
(+) 

(-) 
(-) 

2 AST 002 Basil 
Basil 

(-) 
(-) 

(-) 
(-) 

3 AST 003 Basil 
Basil 

(+) 
(+) 

(-) 
(-) 

4 AST 004 Basil 
Basil 

(+) 
(+) 

(-) 
(-) 

5 AST 005 Coccus 
Coccus 

(-) 
(-) 

(-) 
(-) 

6 AST 006 Coccus 
Coccus 

(-) 
(-) 

(-) 
(-) 

7 AST 007 Coccus 
Coccus 

(+) 
(+) 

(-) 
(-) 

8 AST 008 Coccus 
Coccus 

(+) 
(+) 

(-) 
(-) 

9 AST 009 Coccus 
Coccus 

(+) 
(+) 

(-) 
(-) 

10 AST 010 Coccus 
Coccus 

(+) 
(+) 

(-) 
(-) 

11 AST 011 Coccus 
Coccus 

(-) 
(-) 

(-) 
(-) 

12 AST 012 Basil 
Basil 

(+) 
(+) 

(-) 
(-) 

13 AST 013 Coccus 
Coccus 

(-) 
(-) 

(-) 
(-) 

14 AST 014 Basil 
Basil 

(-) 
(-) 

(-) 
(-) 

15 AST 015 Coccus 
Coccus 

(+) 
(+) 

(-) 
(-) 

 
        Microscopic characterization is done to find out the cells’ 
morphological characteristic. The cells morphology is observed 
until the result of lactic acid bacteria colony morphological 
observation shows many similarities on the characteristic of the 
isolate. The similarity can be seen from its color, shape, and 
internal structure. By looking at the observation result table 
(Table 1), it can bee seen that there are 2 colony color, white and 
milky white. Almost 70 % of the lactic acid bacteria isolate 

colony is milky white. Most of the colony shape is circular or 
circle while the others are curled or curly. The edge of lactic acid 
bacteria isolate colony is entire type or flat while the others are 
undulate or wavy. 99 % of the lactic acid bacteria colony has 
internal structure which is opaque while the others have finely 
granular structure. 
 

 
Table 3. Biochemical character test through fermentation test 

 
Isolate Code Fermentation 

Testst 
Notes 

AST 001 (+) Redish yellow 
AST 002 (+) Clouded yellow 
AST 003 (+) Clouded yellow 
AST 004 (+) Clouded yellow 
AST 005 (+) Clouded yellow 
AST 006 (+) Redish yellow 
AST 007 (+) Clouded yellow 
AST 008 (+) Clouded yellow 
AST 009 (+) Redish yellow 
AST 010 (+) Clouded yellow 
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AST 011 (+) Redish yellow 
AST 012 (+) Clouded yellow 
AST 013 (+) Redish yellow 
AST 014 (+) Redish yellow 
AST 015 (+) Clouded yellow 

 
        Through glucose fermentation test, it is found out that all 
isolates can produce acid. However, all bacteria isolate cannot 
produce gas, so they can be grouped into homofermentative acid 
lactic bacteria. It means that the main fermentation product is 
only lactic acid (Axelsson, 2004: 20). Biochemical 
characterization phase is administered by completing some series 
of test, i.e. catalyses test, fermentation type, acid and gas 
formation test taken from any carbon sources.  
 
Table 4, Biochemical test and physiological observation of 24 

hours old lactic acid bacteria 
 

No. Code Motility Gas 
production 

Fermentation 
type 

1 AST 
001 

Non mtl - Homofer 

2 AST 
002 

Non mtl - Homofer 

3 AST 
003 

Non mtl + Heterofer 

4 AST 
004 

Non mtl - Homofer 

5 AST 
005 

Non mtl + Heterofer 

6 AST 
006 

Non mtl - Homofer 

7 AST 
007 

Non mtl - Homofer 

8 AST 
008 

Non mtl + Heterofer 

9 AST 
009 

Non mtl - Homofer 

10 AST 
010 

Non mtl - Homofer 

11 AST 
011 

Non mtl - Homofer 

12 AST 
012 

Non mtl - Homofer 

13 AST 
013 

Non mtl - Homofer 

14 AST 
014 

Non mtl + Heterofer 

15 AST 
015 

Non mtl - Homofer 

Notes: Fk. anae :  Homofer : homofermentatif:  
   Heterofer : heterofermentatif 
 
        The result of macroscopic characterization cannot be used 
as the standard to determine each genus yet because the 
similarities n each isolate, whether the colony characters on 
seaweed plate or on oblique seaweed. Therefore, there should be 
advanced characterization, i.e. microscopic characterization in 

order to find the cells’ morphology of each lactic acid bacteria 
isolate. 
        Before observing the cells, each lactic acid bacteria is 
painted by gram staining to see the nature of cells wall and cells 
form. Gram staining differentiates two group of bacteria, positive 
gram bacteria and the negative ones. The result of the 
observation (see appendix), shows that the lactic acid bacteria are 
red and purple. So, they can be grouped into positive and 
negative bacteria. Most all of the isolate are coccus or circle, and 
only a few that is bacil or bar. Lactic acid bacteria isolate shows 
chain cells arrangement, pairs, solitaire and tetrad, and non-
motile. 
        The result of the observation on Table 4 shows that all 
bacteria isolate shows negative reactions toward catalyses test. It 
can be said so because there is no any bubbles. Fermentation type 
test is used to grouped lactic acid bacteria into homofermentative 
or heterofermentative group. In order to determine fermentation 
type, the gas production test is administered, by growing the 
culture in 10 ml liquid MRS for 2 -3 days with Durham hole 
which is put backward to catch the gas. 
        According to Borck et al., (1994) as cited by Soetanto 
(2004), the differences between homofermentative and 
heterofermentative lactic acid bacteria can be seen on its product 
and also on the existence of aldolase enzyme which is one the 
main key enzyme in glicolisis.A Heterofermentative bacterium 
does not have any aldolase enzyme so it cannot break biphospate 
fructose into biphospate triosa. Heterofermentative bacteria 
oxidate 6-phospat glucose into phosphate pentose and then 
reduce it into phosphate triose which is helped by phosfoketolase 
enzyme. 
 

1. Lactic acid bacteria identification 
        Identification is a process in determining the group of 
bacteria obtained from isolate from any sources based on the 
bacteria’s phenotypic characteristic. The identification to 
determine the bacteria’s genus and species possibility is 
administered by Profile Matching method, through Bergey’s 
Manual of Determinative Bacteriology (Holt et al., 1994) based 
on the result of phenotypic characterization. 
        The selected bacteria isolate show the nature of lactic acid 
bacteria with positive gram character, non-motile, non endospore 
and negative catalyze (Axelsson, 2004). The shape character and 
cells formation is the differentiator character in genus level. After 
the genus is known, the advanced identification is administered 
to find out the possible species of the bacteria isolate. 
        Based on the form characters, bacteria cells formation, and 
some phenotypic characteristics which is found out through 
Bergey’s Manual of Determinative Bacterilogy (Holt, et al., 
1994) that the 15 lactic acid bacteria isolate have the tendency of 
4 lactic acid bacteria group, Lactobacillus, Pediococcus, 
Streptococcus, and Enterococcus. 
 
Lactobacillus Genus 
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        Isolate AST 03, AST 04, and AST 12 have bacil or bar cells 
so it includes in Lactobacillus genus. The member of this genus 
has relatively the same characteristics, negative catalyze, positive 
gram, bacil cell, 0.5 – 1.2 x 1.0 – 10.0 μm, homofermentative, 
non-motile, cells formation is solitaire/pair/chained, the color of 
the colony is white/milkywhite, the colony edge is entire, the 
shape of the colony is circle, the internal structure is opaque, the 
growth in oblique seaweed is dense/abundant and the shape is 
beaded. It can grow in 45ºC and also produce lactic acid from 
any carbon sources, galactose, lactose, maltose, sucrose, glucose, 
fructose, and sorbitol. 
        Based on the Profile Matchingidentification result all of the 
above phenotypic natures tend to show that the Lactobacillus 
genes are the member of Lactobacillus acidophilus species. 
However to make sure the correctness, some key characteristics 
are needed and they can be seen in Bergey’s Manual of 
Systematic Bacteriology to determine the lactic acid bacteria 
isolate’s species level. 
 
Pediococcus Geneus 
        It includes isolate AST 01, AST 07, AST 08, and AST 15. 
The result of gram staining shows positive gram, negative 
catalyses, coccus cells, homofermentative, non-motile, the 
formation of the cells is tetrad/pair with diameter 0.5 – 2.0 µm, 
the colony color is white / milky white, colony edge entire, circle 
colony shape, opaque internal structure, the growth of oblique 
seaweed is moderate, and has beaded/filliform shape. 
        To determine the possibility of the lactic acid bacteria 
isolate, Profile Matching through Bergey’s Manual of 
Determinative Bacteriology is used. 
 
Enterococcus Genus 
        It includes isolate AST 06, AST 11, and AST 13. The 
characteristics are negative gram, negative catalyses, coccus 
cells, 0.6 – 2.0 x 0.6 – 2.5 µm, the formation of the cells is 
pair/chain, homofermentative fermentation type, non-motile, 
negative gas production (none), milky white colony color, circle 
colony shape, entire colony edge, opaque internal structure, the 
growth of oblique seaweed is thin/slight and has 
effuse/spreading/filliform shape. 
 
Streptococcus Genus 
        The identification of Streptococcus includes isolate AST 09 
and AST 10 shows that they have positive gram, coccus cell 
diameter 0.5 – 2.0 µm, chained/paired cells formation, negative 
catalyses test, non-motile, homofermentative, milky white colony 
color, circle colony shape, entire edge, and opaque internal 
structure, the growth of oblique seaweed is moderate/thin/slight 
and has filliform shape. 
 

2. Determining the rate of lactic acid on each bacteria 
isolate 

        After some series of test on each isolate, the next test is a 
test to find out the ability of lactic acid bacteria in producing 
lactic acid. Lactic acid is product/compound which is produced 
by lactic acid bacteria during the carbohydrate fermentation 
process. The higher the lactic acid production the better the result 
compared to lactic acid bacteria isolate which has low ability in 
producing lactic acid. The measurement of the lactic acid is 

administered on 24 hours old isolate pure culture. Based on the 
measurement result, it is found out that isolate AST 04 has the 
highest lactic acid: 57.68 %. Therefore it can be used as probiotic 
because the lactic acid can be used to prevent the growth of 
pathogen bacteria. Organic acid like lactic acid and acetate acid 
produced by lactic acid bacteria as the result of lactose 
fermentation can help digestive and absorption system. 
        The observed and tested isolates whether tested 
morphologically, biochemical,  and physiologically and those 
that have the nature or characteristics of lactic acid bacteria, are 
measured to find the rate of the lactic acid when the bacteria 
isolate are 24 hours old. The highest lactic acid is produced by 
AST 04: 57.68 %, while the least lactic acid produced by AST 
05: 9.41 %.  
 

Table 5. The rate of lactic acid on each 24 hours old lactic 
acid bacteria isolate 

 
No. Code Absorbance 

Mark 
Lactic rate 
(%) 

1 AST 001 0,225 22,25% 

2 AST 002 0,401 40,49% 

3 AST 003 0,319 31,99% 

4 AST 004 0,567 57,69% 

5 AST 005 0,101 9,41% 

6 AST 006 0,176 17,17% 

7 AST 007 0,392 39,56% 

8 AST 008 0.432 43,71% 

9 AST 009 0,247 24,53% 

10 AST 010 0,290 28,99% 

11 AST 011 0,317 31,78% 

12 AST 012 0,301 30,13% 

13 AST 013 0,125 11,89% 

14 AST 014 0,281 28,05% 

15 AST 015 0,198 19,45% 

 
        On the other hand, the produced lactic acid of lactic acid 
bacteria during the fermentation process can change the taste and 
aroma of the food and at the same time the growth of harming 
bacteria can be prevented. It is because lactic acid bacteria 
compete with pathogen microbe or any unwanted organism 
(Calo-Mata et al,. 2008). 

3. Fermentation Kinetic Test 
        The fermentation pattern of selected BAL isolate can be 
found by administering observation on the change of liquid 
medium density which is already inoculated by BAL in every 
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observing hour. The average mark of BAL growth density 
medium in any glucose concentration can be seen in table 3. 

 

 
Table 3. Average BAL growth density medium in any substrate concentration 

 
    Substrate Concentration  (%)      
Hour 0 0,5 1 1,5 2 2,5 3 3,5 4 
0 0,404a 0,424a 0,401a 0,455a 0,390a 0,343a 0,390a 0,368a 0,360a 

2 0,421b 0,767b 0,855b 1,074b 1,070b 1,025b 0,700b 0,370a 0,356a 

4 0,419b 1,514c 1,535c 1,569c 1,558c 1,521c 1,474c 0,457b 0,441b 

6 0,460c 1,607d 1,668d 1,668d 1,645d 1,614d 1,612d 1,057c 1,028c 

8 0,561d 1,597d 1,714e 1,706d 1,660d 1,636de 1,653e 1,057c 1,469d 

10 0,599e 1,627d 1,705e 1,692d 1,664de 1,632de 1,662e 1,594e 1,574e 

12 0,604e 1,663e 1,702e 1,686d 1,659d 1,630de 1,662e 1,627f 1,574e 

14 0,607e 1,683ef 1,697e 1,684d 1,652d 1,629de 1,664e 1,635f 1,614e 

16 0,600e 1,690ef 1,694de 1,691d 1,662de 1,634de 1,667e 1,634f 1,613e 

20 0,610e 1,696f 1,711e 1,709d 1,691e 1,674e 1,678e 1,635f 1,624e 

 
        The BAL growth is shown by the increasing medium 
density in accordance with the increasing rate of the substrate 
and the length of incubation. Significant growth (P<0.05) starts 
at the 2nd hour on concentration 0.5 %, 1.0 %, 1.5 %, 2.0 %, 2.5 
%, and 3.0 % until at the 6th hour. Meanwhile, on concentration 
3.5 % and 4.0 % there are still some adaptation toward the new 
growing media. At the 8th hour, there is a significant growth 
(P<0.05) on substrate concentration 0 %, 1.0 %, 3.0 %, and 4.0 
%, while there is no significant growth on concentration 0.5 %, 
1.5 %, 2.0 %, 2.5 %, and 3.5 %. Starting at the 10th hour, there is 
no more significant growth on all substrate concentration. 
According to Madigan et al., (1998) the microbe growth pattern 
consists of 4 phases, i.e. slow phase (lag phase) which is often 
called as adaptation phase because the microbe is adapting with 

the new environment where the BAL grows. The second phase is 
exponential phase which is marked by the very fast growth of the 
fermentation cells and product. The third phase is stationary 
phase where the growth of the cells is steady, or it also can be 
said as the decreasing of the growth and the primary product. The 
last phase is death phase. It happens when the incubation is 
continued after the growth phase already reaches stationary 
phase, it is marked by the lyses process of the bacteria. 
        Based on the explanation above, it can be concluded that lag 
phase only happens until the 2nd hour. It is only short because the 
nutrient in the enrichment and growth medium are almost the 
same (Fardiaz, 1988). Exponential phase happens for around the 
8th hour while the stationary phase starts at the 10th hour.  

 
BAL growth pattern can be seen in the picture below. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Picture 4. BAL kinetic growth in glucose substrate. 
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        The data and picture of growth kinetic above shows that 
adaptation phase happens quickly in glucose concentration 0.5 5 
– 3.0 %. Meanwhile, the adaptation phase in 0 %, 3.5 %, and 4.0 
% glucose concentration happens quite a while. According to 
Fardiaz (1998) the length of the adaptation is caused by some 
factors, the growth medium and environment and also the 
number of inoculums. 
        Fardiaz (1998) also states that exponential phase is very 
affected by pH and nutrient of the medium, includes its 
environment and temperature. In this phase, the microbe needs 
more energy than in the other phases. In stationary phase, the cell 
population number is steady because the number of growing cells 
is the same with those that die. The cells size in this phase is 
smaller because the cells keep splitting although there are no 
more nutrients left. Because of the lack of nutrient, it is possible 
that the cells will have different composition with those that 
grow in exponential phase. In death phase, half of the microbe 
population starts to die because there are no more nutrient in the 
medium or there are no more spare energy in the cells. The speed 
of the death depends on the condition of the nutrient, the 
environment, and the microbe species. 
        Picture 1 shows that the higher glucose substrate 
concentration, the slower the BAL growth speed. It is shown by 
the long duration of adaptation phase on substrate concentration 
above 3.0 %. While the long adaptations phase in 0 % substrate 
concentration is caused by the inexistence of the needed substrate 
for growth. BAL growth is affected by the rate of nutrient in its 
environment. The medium and environment growth are the same 
as the previous medium and growth environment so adaptation 
phase is not needed (Fardiaz, 1987). The medium used for BAL 
enrichment is MRS while the medium used for growth kinetic is 
basalt medium. 
        The growth speed will increase due to the increasing of 
substrate rate until critical substrate rate. If the substrate rate is 
increased, the growth speed will decrease (Wibowo et al., 1987). 
According to Wang et al., (1978) in increasing substrate 
concentration there will be growth blocking effect by the 

substrate. It is related to the specific component blocking effect 
in the enzyme or cells structural component. 
        Specific growth speed. BAL specific growth speed in the 
glucose contained medium is obtained byanalyzing the 
regression between the density and the incubation time in 
exponential phase on each substrate concentration treatment so 
the equation y = a + bx is obtained. B is slope that shows specific 
growth speed. According to Wang et al., (1979) the increasing of 
medium density shows the increasing of cells number where OD 
+ 1 equal to 1 – 1.5 g BK cells. After counting through 
estimation that OD = 1 equal to 1 g BK cells, the specific growth 
for each treatment (0.5 %, 1.5 %, 2.0 %, 2.5 %, 3.0 %, 3.5 %, 
and 4.0 %) continuously is 0.13 g BK cells/hour, 0.14 g BK 
cells/hour, 0.11 g BK cells/hour, 0.12 g BK cells/hour, 0.15 g BK 
cells/hour, 0.17 g BK cells/hour, and 0.16 g BK cells/hour. 0.5 g 
BK cells/hour, 0.17 g BK cells/hour, and 0.16 g BK cells/hour. 
 

4. BAL AST-04 Isolate Endurance Test toward Bail 
Salt 

        It is only administered on selected main BAL isolate (AST 
04 isolate) by using broth MRS liquid medium (Pronadisa) in 
batch fermentation system. The active BAL isolate is grown in 
enrichment medium by using broth MRS for 24 hours and then 1 
% (v/v) is inoculated into broth MRS medium treated with bail 
salt concentration (Oxoid bile salt) 0 %, 0.1 %, 0.2 %, 0.3 %, 0.4 
%, and 0.5 %. Each treatment is done three times, and then 
incubated in 39ºC and observe the growth by measuring the 
density (OD) by using 650 nm spectrophotometer (Pereira and 
Gibson, 2002). The observation is held every hour until a 
constant density is reached. Then the pH of the sample is 
measured by using pH-meter (Nahm, 1992). On the peak of 
exponential phase, the production of lactic acid is determined to 
make sure that the decreasing of pH medium is caused by the 
high production of lactic acid. The measurement of lactic acid 
production is done by using Baker and Summerson method 
(Hawk’s, 1976). 
 

 
Table 6. Average BAL growth density in some bail salt concentration. 

 
Hour- 0 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 
0 0.13 a  0.14 a 0.14 a 0.14 a 0.13 a 0.14 a 

0.5 0.16 a 0.14 a 0.16 ab 0.16 ab 0.13 a 0.14 a 

1 0.22 b 0.16 b 0.19 b 0.20 b 0.15 a 0.14 b 

2 0.44 c 0.25 c 0.33 c 0.35 c 0.20 b 0.17 c 

3 0.82 d 0.51 d 0.61 d 0.69 d 0.36 c 0.25 d 

4 1.04 e 0.79 e 0.81 e 0.89 e 0.56 d 0.62 e 

5 1.22 f 1.05 f 0.99 f 1.05 f 0.78 e 0.84 f 

6 1.23 f 1.12 g 1.05 g 1.08 fg 0.88 f 0.92 g 

7 1.26 fgh 1.19 h 1.08 gh 1.10 fg 0.92 g 0.94 h 

8 1.26 fgh 1.20 gh 1.09  gh 1.12 g 0.94 gh 0.97 i 

9 1.26 fgh 1.21 ij 1.11 hi 1.19 h 0.97 h 1.04 j 

10 1.26 fgh 1.23 jk 1.13 ijk 1.21 h 1.03 i 1.09 k 

11 1.27 ghi 1.23 jk 1.20 l 1.32 i 1.08 j 1.16 l 

12 1.25 fgh 1.24 kl 1.25 m 1.35 ij 1.13 k 1.23 m 

13 1.32 ij 1.26 lm 1.34 m 1.40 j 1.17 l 1.30 n 
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14 1.30 hij 1.28 mn 1.39 m 1.47 mn 1.23 m 1.42 q 

15 1.32 ij 1.30 no 1.40 m 1.53 o 1.28 n 1.54 s 

16 1.33 j 1.31 op 1.42 m 1.52 no 1.40 o 1.63 k 

17 1.34 j 1.31 op 1.40 m 1.49 no 1.49 pq 1.58 p 

18 1.35 j 1.33 p 1.40 m 1.47 lmn 1.51 q 1.50 o 

19 1.35 j 1.33 p 1.41 m 1.42 klm 1.46 p 1.46 n 

20 1.35 j 1.30 p 1.39 m 1.41 kl 1.38 o 1.44 d 

 
        The growth pattern of BAL AST-4 in medium that contains 
bail salt is measured by observing the density change in liquid 
medium every hour. The microbe growth in liquid medium is 
shown by the increasing of density and the emerging of sediment 
in the base of the tube (Gupte, 1990). The average density of 
BAL AST-4 growth medium in some bail salt concentration is 
shown in table 6 and graph 2. 
        Growth Pattern. The average observation result of BAL 
growth pattern observation in the medium that contains bail salt 
in different concentration can be seen in table 6. The data in table 
6 shows that the density increases significantly (P<0.05) in 
accordance with the incubation length. It shows that the BAL 
grows in the medium that contains bail salt. 
        In table 6, it can be seen that the density is increasing on all 
treatment of fermentation. It shows that BAL AST-4 are able to 
grow in medium that contains bail salt. The growth is shown by 
the density increasing for all treatments. BAL AST-4 are still 
able to grow in medium with 0.5 % bail salt. In table 3, it can be 

seen that the growth of BAL AST-4 in bail salt containing 
medium, it is shown by the increasing of the density in 
accordance with the increasing duration of the incubation. The 
density increases insignificantly until at the 2nd hour, and then 
keep increasing significantly (P<0.05) until at the 20th hour. It 
shows that the BAL is growing. According to Harjo et al., 
(1988), the microbe growth consists of 3 phases, slow phase (lag 
phase) which is often called as adaptation phase because the 
microbe is adapting with its environment, in this case is the 
medium where the lactic acid bacteria grow. The second phase is 
exponential phase which is shown by steady growth cells and as 
the start of the decreasing growth process and its primary 
product. 
        The adaptation phase happens until the 2nd hour and 
followed by exponential phase until the 20th hour. The stationary 
phase cannot be seen at the 20th hour because the density is 
already increasing. It is because the BAL AST-6 that shows any 
growth is decreasing.  
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PPicture 2. BAL growth graphics in MRS media by adding bail salt. 

 
        Based on the obtained result in picture 2, it can be seen that 
in lag phase the growth of BAL AST-4 only happens until the 
first 30 minutes. It happens in a short time because what is used 
in the activation process is the same as those used in growth 
medium. The contents of MRS medium nutrient can be seen in 
the appendix. Exponential phase starts at the 1st hour and after 
the exponential phase, microbe enters stationary phase. The 
increasing bail salt concentration in BAL AST-4 growth medium 
causes the decreasing density significantly (P<0.01). 

        Bail salt tend to block BAL growth so the higher the 
concentration of bail salt and added in the medium, the BAL 
growth will be blocked. According to Brand et al., (1976) as 
cited by Oh et al., (2000), bile acid shows blocking effect toward 
microbe growth and this blocking activity is larger compared to 
the other organic acids. 
        Dune (2001) states that bail salt shows antibacterial activity 
which block the growth of Eschericia coli strain, Klebsiella sp, 
and Entercoccus sp in vitro. Brand et al,. (1976) as cited by Oh et 
al., (2000) states that bail acid shows blocking effect toward the 
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growth of microbe and the blocking activity is much larger than 
the other organic acids. 
        According to Bezkorovainy (2001), probiotic resistance 
toward bail salt in vitro can be divided into two types, survival 
power (survivel) and growth. The variation of survival power 
depends on the concentration and the length of the interaction 
between the microbe and bail salt. The other researches on 
microbe growth in medium that contains bail salt connects other 
variables, i.e. the existence of unconjugate bail acid in the 
medium.The unconjugatebail acid is the agent that can lyses 
bacteria (bacterial lysing) better than conjugate bail acid. The 
decomposing bail salt (deconjugation) is administered by 
hydrolyses bile salt enzyme. The enzyme is produced by 
Lactobacilli and Bividiobacteria. Therefore, the increasing 
concentration of bail salt will increase the forming of 
unconjugate bail acid which can block the growth of BAL. 
        The existence of bail salt in the BAL medium growth is as 
an inhibitor. BAL in 3 % bail salt concentration can still show 

some growth even though it is significantly different with those 
without any control (without any bile salt). 
        If the density in endurance test of the bile salt is compared 
to the density of fermentation kinetic in glucose substrate, it can 
be seen that the average density of endurance test on bile slat is 
much higher. It is caused by the differences on the medium used. 
In endurance test on bile salt using MRS medium shows that is 
contains 2 % dextrin. Meanwhile on fermentation test, the used 
medium is basalt medium with glucose substrate. Rumen liquid 
in basalt medium in this research is substituted by H20 so that the 
used medium is clear and the density can be read. According to 
Hobson (1988), there are a lot of nutrient and growth factor in 
rumen liquid. The growth factor can be derived from the food or 
microbe recycling. By the replacement of rumen fluid with H20, 
the concentration of nutrient in basalt medium is decreasing and 
affects the growth of BAL. Fardias (1988) states that the growth 
of BAL is affected by the number of nutrient in the medium. 
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Picture 03. Bail Salt Slope Graphics. 

 
        Exponential phase for bail salt rate treatment are 0 %, 0.1 
%, 0.2 %, 0.3 %, 0.4 %, and 0.5 % at 1-5, 1-7, 1-6, 1-14, 2-16, 1-
15 hour. Exponential phase tend to be longer in accordance with 
the increasing rate of bail salt. However, if the growth slope is 
observed, the higher the bail salt rate in the slope medium, the 
lower the growth (See Picture 03). 
        The slower slope shows that there is a growth obstacle in 
the medium that contains bail salt. Noh et al., (2000) explains 
that bail salt shows a blocking effect toward the growth of 
microbe and this blocking activity is bigger than the other 
organic acids. 

 
5. Degree of Acidity 

        The pH measurement is administered at 20th hour to find out 
the acid produced by BAL AST 4. In table 6s, it can be seen that 
in 20th hour observation, the pH medium is decreasing from the 
starting pH 6.5. The pH decreasing during the fermentation 
process is caused by the accumulation of fermentation products 
like acid lactic and other organic acids like acetate and 
propionate acid. Those organic acids are the final result of BAL 
glucose hydrolysis (McDonald, 1991). 
 

 
Table 7. BAL fermentation pH in medium that contains 20th hour bile salt 

 
Repetition Bail Salt Rate 

0% 0,1% 0,2% 0,3% 0,4% 0,5% 
1 4,64 4,75 4,94 5,01 5,04 5,13 
2 4,59 4,72 4,93 5,00 5,06 5,17 
3 4,6 4,74 4,90 4,99 5,07 5,15 
4 4,59 4,75 4,91 5,01 5,06 5,15 
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5 4,59 4,74 4,91 5,01 5,04 5,17 
Average 4,60a 4,74b 4,92c 5,00d 5,05e 5,15f 
± 0,022 0,012 0,016 0,09 0,013 0,016 

a,b,c,d,e,fdifferent superscript in different column shows there is a very significant difference (P<0.01) 
 
        The result of this research shows that bail salt give real 
effect (P<0.01) toward pH final fermentation. The pH of final 
fermentation is higher in accordance to the increasing 
concentration of the bail salt in the medium. The differences of 
pH is related to the blocking of bail salt toward the BAL growth. 
The inhibition toward the growth causes the ability of the BAL in 
producing organic acid decreasing. The organic acids that 
produced during fermentation determine the decreasing of pH. In 
a higher concentration of bail salt, the pH of final fermentation is 
also higher. The effect of bail salt inhibition toward BAL growth 
causes the decreasing BAL ability in producing organic acid 
especially lactic acid. The existence of these organic acids really 
affects on the decreasing of pH medium. By the increasing 
concentration of bail salt in medium growth causes the inhibition 
effect toward BAL growth is also increasing. It can be seen in 
table 6. The increasing of bail salt is followed by the increasing 
of pH medium. 
        Even though there is an inhibiting activity by the bail salt, 
BAL can still grow in medium that contains bail salt up to 3 % 
concentration. It can bee seen by the increasing of the density 
and the decreasing of pH at the last observation hour although it 
shows significant differences on the control (without bile salt). 
At the last observation, pH medium can reach critical pH, i.e. 
around 4. At this critical pH, pathogen microbe can stand any 
longer (Gilliland, 1990). According to Pereira and Gibson 
(2002), the parameter ability and grow in Ph 3.0 for 2 hours and 
grow in medium that contains 1.000 mg/l bail is used as the 
standard in determining the resistant power of microbe culture 
toward acid and bail. 
        Jack et al., (1995); Montville and Kaiser (1993) as cited by 
Oh et al., (2002) state that BAL produces some anti-microbe 
compound, i.e. organic acids (lactic acid, acetate, propionate, and 
format). The ability of BAL in producing organic acids is shown 
by the decreasing of pH medium, at the 20th hour pH medium in 
average reaches 4.74 and on 0.5 % bail salt concentration, BAL 
can still reduce the pH until 5.15. 
 

IV. CONCLUSION 
        Based on the result of the research, it can be conclude that: 

1. There are 15 isolate lactic acid bacteria in 34 days old 
Broiler Strain Lohman chicken feces. 

2. Lactic acid bacteria isolate have these characteristics: 
positive gram, negative catalyses, non motile, coccus 
cells shape, chained cells formation, paired, solitary, 
and tetrad, homofermentative fermentation type, can 
form acid without producing any gases. 

3. The identification of lactic acid bacteria results in 4 
lactic acid bacteria genera group, i.e. Lactobacillus, 
Pediococcus, Streptococcus, and Enterococcus. 

4. The addition of bail salt in BAL isolate growth medium 
obtained from chicken feces causes different biomass 
(optical density) production until 1.0 5 concentration. 

However, the speed of specific growth starts at 0.2 % 
concentration. BAL isolate obtained from chicken feces 
are still able to grow until the concentration of bail salt 
is 0.5 %. 
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Abstract- Proper analysis of precipitation data gives birth to 
knowledgeable statistical information which is the backbone for 
proper planning of hydrological hazards. A 44 year rainfall data 
(1964 to 2008) was collected from the Nigerian Metrological 
Institute Oshodi, Lagos State. The precipitation data were 
analyzed while the return periods were calculated using the 
Empirical formulae which include Weibull, Californian, Hazen, 
Grintogen and Cunane. A graph of precipitation was plotted 
against Return period. This graph helps forecast the probability 
of a recurrence of precipitation. 
 

I. INTRODUCTION 
ainfall is one of the most paramount components, if not the 
most paramount that makes up the earth’s climate. It is 

considered in the design, development and construction of 
hydraulic structures ranging from channels to canals and also 
dams and spillways. If rainfall is not considered in the design and 
construction of hydraulic structures, this decision could be 
disastrous because the water volume in which the hydraulic 
structure was initially designed for will increase and if room or 
conditions were not provided for this precipitation induced water 
increment, it could lead to a possible complete failure of the 
Hydraulic structure. 
       The hydrologic cycle has been observed to follow a pattern 
in nature. Rainfall, also known as precipitation, is a key 
component in the hydrologic cycle as it serves as a natural means 
of replenishing the earth’s surface with water. Other climate 
components that go along with rainfall are temperature and 
relative humidity. These three climatic factors are intertwined 
and they go hand in hand with each other. When the temperature 
is high, the relative humidity is low, and also when the relative 
humidity is high, the temperature is low. When rainfall or 
precipitation occurs, the relative humidity goes up and the 
temperature comes down, but when precipitation doesn’t occur, 
the relative humidity goes down and the temperature goes up. If 
the past rainfall data for various days, months and even years are 
properly studied, it is possible to be able to make plausible 
weather forecast, estimate the return periods, make stochastic 
rainfall models, and as well as making reasonable stream 
discharge predictions from rainfall events. 
       In the prediction of stream discharges, precipitation is quiet 
eminent. The amount of precipitation that occurs is a serious 
determinant of the volume of water that is going to be 
considered. Precipitation increases the volume of water in the 
stream and also gives rise to a phenomenon known as “Run-off”. 
Run-off may occur during or after Precipitation. Run-off is a 

term that has been given to surface water that may or may not 
have come into existence as a result of precipitation, refused to 
be taken into the soil (Infiltration), and this surface water has 
gathered momentum and is flowing on the soil surface 
downstream (Gravity). Run-off usually occurs when the soil 
pores or voids have reached their maximum water retaining 
capacity and are completely saturated. In coastal regions like 
Lagos state for example, most of the run-offs usually make their 
depositions into streams and oceans. 
       In the estimation of stream discharges, not only the 
precipitation data is required. Other parameters like the intensity 
of the rainfall, the area of the location to be considered and 
others. A hydrological model is adopted in this situation and the 
data are keyed into the variables and the constants are also not 
left out. The solution from this process will give us a reasonable 
resultant. 
 
1.1 THE OBJECTWE 

1. To be able to forecast the possibility of flood occurring 
due to the precipitation. 

2. 2 To be able to predict the stream discharges from 
rainfall events 

 
1.2 PROJECT JUSTIFICATION 
       The series of flooding that occurred in Lagos state (early 
July) left most of the inhabitants displaced and some of them, 
dead. The flood washed away their properties, demolished 
houses and Vehicles. This event justifies the need for this project 
work to be carried out. If proper weather analyses were carried 
out and precipitation data were analyzed using proper discharge 
models, it would have been possible to predict the Flood. 
 

II. MATERIALS AND METHODS 
DESCRIPTION OF STUDY AREA 
       Ikeja, Lagos state capital is the area whose rainfall is used 
for this study. It is located in the south western part of Nigeria. 
Ikeja is lying on the Latitude 06 degrees, 35 degrees North and 
Longitude 03 degree 20 degree East. It is classified as wetland of 
flat terrain whose hydrological cycle is greatly affected by its 
location. It is on the coastal region and oceans-atmospheric-
climatic operations determine to a great extent the vaues, nature 
and characteristics of its hydrological cycle components. The 
mean annual rainfall for the location is 1532mm with two 
climatic seasons which are dry seasons (November-March) and 
wet season (April-October). The average temperature is 27 
degree centigrade and the soil is an alluvial and terrallitic yellow 

R 
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soil with vegetation which varies from settlement to farmland to 
swamp. (www.lagosstate.gov.ng and wwwbioline.org) 
 
2.1 DATA SOURCE AND COLLECTION 
       Metrological data for the study area were obtained from the 
Nigerian Metrological Service (NIMET), Oshodi, Lagos state. 
Forty four years rainfall data were collected for Ikeja from 1964 
to 2008. 
 
2.2 DATA VALIDATION 
       Data validation was done in the case of missing data or 
insignificant values recorded as traces to be zero numerically. 
Data processing was carried out using Microsoft Excel Software. 
Graphs could be plotted using this software and also tables could 
be made. This software was also employed in carrying out some 
essential calculations, all that was needed to be done was for me 
to type in the equation and key in the variable 
 
2.3 COMPUTATION AND STATISTICAL METHOD 
       This type of modeling employs statistical and probabilistic 
approaches. Various statistical methods were adopted in the 
process of the analysis of the rainfall data. They include: 
 
2.4 RETURN PERIOD 
       One major assumption made here is that all rainfall is on a 
major watershed in the location. Various formulas of similar 
methodology were used. They include Weilbull, Hazen, 
Grintogen, Cunnane and Carlifornian formula. The general 
method consists of determining the statistical distribution of 
rainfall amount for the duration of the years collected (i.e. 44 
years), plotting that distribution graphically on probability paper 
and interpolating or extrapolating from the graph to determine 
the storm associated with the return period of interest. The 
relationship developed is called the Intensity-Duration-
Frequency (IDF) curve, (Ward and Trimble, 2004). This was the 
approach used basically but the graphs were not on probability 
papers (i.e. log-log papers) due to the limitation of the software 
package used and so corresponding value of probability which 
cannot be read graphically from the plotted graph. However, the 
equation of the curve obtained was presented logarithmically and 
the probability of occurrence was determined mathematically 
using the formular.  
P = 
(100/Tr)%.............................................................................(3.1) 
Where P = Probability of occurrence for any event. 
Tr= Return Period in years. 
       After assembling these 44 years rainfall data, their peak 
monthly values throughout were ranked in descending order and 
a ranking number was then given to each rainfall amount with 1 
for the highest, 2 for the second highest and so on. Then, the 
Return period model formula was used for value estimation 
followed by their probability calculation. The formulas used are 
stated below: 
Weibull, T = n-
1…………………………………………………………………
……………… (3.2)  
                    m 
 

Californian, T n 
……………………………………………………………………
…………….(3.3) 
                    m 
 
Hazen, T=2n   
……………………………………………………………………
…………………(3.4) 
               M-1 
 
Grintogen, T=n+0.1 
……………………………………………………………………
……….(3.5) 
                    M-0.4 
 
2.5 ESTIMATION OF PEAK DISCHARGE PERIOD 
       The maximum flood discharge (peak flood) in a river may be 
determined by the following methods: 

(i) Physical indication of past floods- flood marks and local 
enquiry 

(ii) Empirical formulae and curves 
(iii) Overland flow and hydrograph 
(iv) Unit hydrograph 
(v) Concentration time graph 
(vi) Rational method 
(vii) Flood frequency studies 

 
The above methods are discussed below: 

(i) Observations at the nearby structure: by noting the flood 
marks (and by local enquiry), depths, affluxes 
(heading up of water near bridge openings, or 
similar obstructions to flow) and other items 
actually at an existing bridge, on anecut (weir) 
in the vicinity, the maximum flood discharge 
maybe estimated. 

(ii) Empirical formulae 
        (1) Dickens formulae for moderate size basin for north and 
central India 
Q=CA3/4 
The coefficient C = 11-14, where the aar is 60-120cm 
= 14-19 in Madhya Pradesh 
=32 in Western Ghats 
 
Up to 35, maximum value 
 
        (2) Ryves formulae derived from a study of rivers in south 
India 
Coefficient C = 6.8 within 80km of coast 
= 8.3 for areas between 80 and 2400 km from the coast 
= 10.0 for limited area near the hills 
Up to 40, actual observed values 
 
        (3) Inglis formulae for fan-shaped catchments of Bombay 
state  
     (Maharashtra)  
Q= 124A 
√A+ 10.4 
(4) Myers formulae Q = 175 √A 
(5) Ali Nawab Jang Bahadur formulae for the Hyderbad state 
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Q =CA0.993-1/4 log A) 

The coefficient C varies from 48 to 60 
Maximum value of C 85 
(6) Fuller’s formulae (1914) 
Q = CA°8(1 + 0.8 log TT)(1 + 2.67 A-°3) 
(7) Greager’s formulae for USA 
Q = C(O.386A)0.894(0.386A)-0.048  
(8) Burkli Ziegier formulae for USA 
Q = 412A3/4 
 
       In all the above formulae, Q is the peak flood in cumec and 
A is the area of the drainage basin n km2 
        (iii) Envelope Curves: Areas having similar topographic 
features and climatic conditions are grouped together. All 
available data regarding and flood formulae are complied along 
with their respective catchment areas. Peak flood discharges are 
then plotted against the drainage areas and a curve is drawn to 
cover or envelop the highest plotted points. Envelop curves are 
generally used for comparison only and the design flood got by 
other methods, should be higher than those obtained from 
envelop curves. 
        (iv) Concentration Time Method. The concentration time 
method of estimating the peak discharge consists of two steps: 

i. Determination of the concentration time, etc 
ii. Selection of the period of maximum net rainfall for the 

concentration time duration. 
       This method can be used for designing storms or in 
conjunction with intensity-duration- frequency curves. 
(Hydrology pp 215-216) 

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
ANNUAL RAINFALL VARIABILITY 
       Annual rainfall amount is one of the major determinants of 
the hydrological, aqua cultural and agricultural activities of any 
location since it has been observed that its variability and 
distribution can cause instability in crop growing seasons, 
groundwater yield, sea water level and also affect the behavior of 
hydrological components in amount and characteristics. 
       The table 4.1 shows a statistical summary of the annual 
rainfall total in (mm) for Ikeja, Lagos. The mean annual rainfall 
for 44 years record is 129.2672mm. 
 

Table 4.1: Annual rainfall summary for Ikeja, Lagos 
 

Total 69603.35mm 

Average 1546.741111mm 

Standard Deviation 522.8176mm 

Coefficient of Variation (%) 13.677590 

 
       The annual rainfall trend is shown in figure 4.1 a, b; while c 
shows its climatogram. From the graph, we can deduce that the 
rainfall pattern that is experienced in Ikeja for the last 44 years 
has been inconsistent, peaking in the year 1899 and dropping to 
its possible lowest in the year 1966. 
       From the graph and data available, we could also notice that 
the annual rainfall was decreasing at the rate of 6.44mm/year. 
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       All these graphs represent the distribution of the annual rain 
fall for over four decades. It is obvious from Fig 4.1 b that the 
linear trend line is decreasing. This is an indication in the 
numeric decrease in the value of rainfall over the study period. 
The correlation coefficient is 0.00723. This could be as a result 

of the various activities interfering with the water cycle during 
the developing years of the state. Urbanization and 
industrialization result increased water demand etc are major 
contributors to the trend. 
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4.1 Monthly Rainfall Distribution and Variability. 
       From the graph 4.2, we can see that there was a gradual 
increase in rainfall from January reaching the peak in June before 
a recession from July to august before rising again by September 
to October and falling thereafter. This climatic behavior agrees 
with the conclusion of the Wikipedia encyclopedia that there are 
generally two rainy seasons in Lagos, with the heaviest rains 
falling from April and July and a weaker rainy season in 
September and October. There is a brief dry spell in August and 

September and a longer dry season from December to march. 
That is why the hottest month is March with a mean temperature 
of 29°C and July remains the coolest (www.enwikipedia,org). 
       The rainfall patter has a bi-modal distribution pattern 
characterized by a rapid increase in rainfall number of rainy days 
from April to June over the years of study. This has significant 
effect on the agricultural activities in terms of crop growing 
seasons and the type of crops that can be grown in the state. 
 

 
4.2 MONTHLY TRENDS 
       Using regression analysis, 50 years data was statistically 
analyzed to discover the monthly trends structure, functional 
mathematical relationships between the months and 

corresponding years as well as its precipitation values, and the 
inherent correlation coefficients. These results are represented 
graphically in Fig 4.4 a,b,c,d,e,f,g,h,I,j,k,l 
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       From the figure 4.4(a), it can be seen that the rainfall value 
for January is at its lowest in the year 1940, all the way to 1950 
before it gradually begins to increase and goes up noticeably in 
the year 1964 and later falls back in the year 1968. it shoots up in 
the year 1970, falls again the in the year 1973 and goes up again 
the yearl978. The graph keeps going up and peaks (its highest 
value) in the year 1980. It then keeps going up and down until it 
gets to the year 1990 and it drops down reasonable from 1990 to 
2000 and it later shoots up. It has a correlation coefficient of 
R2=O.031. 
       During February, from the figure 4.4(b), the rainfall peaks at 
the year 2005 and also has its second highest rainfall value was 
in the year 1975. It has a correlation coefficient of R2 = 0.003. 
The peak rainfall value occurs towards the end of the 44 year of 
rainfall data being considered. At the onset (1960-1970), the 
rainfall values were reasonably low, until they began to shoot up 
ad 1mm 1972. 

       The figure 4.4(c) represents the graph of the rainfall trends 
of the month of March from the year 1964 to 2008. We could see 
in the graph that at the beginning, the precipitation was 
reasonably low until the year 1970, it then began to move 
upwards in the yearl97l, fell down back again in the year 1972 to 
1974 and shot back up in the year 1975. The precipitation values 
kept going up and down and then it experience its highest rainfall 
value in the year 2005 and then fell down flat in the year 2008. 
This graph has a correlation constant of R2 0-003. 
       For the month of April, (Fig 4.4 (d)) the precipitation values 
are also at their minimum from the year 1964 to the year 1970. It 
then moves up a little in the year 1971 and then also shoots up in 
the year 1974. This month of April experience its highest 
precipitation values in the year 1975 and later drops down in the 
year 1976, 1977 and 1978. From the period of 1980 to 1985, the 
precipitation is at its lowest value all through and then it later 
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rises in the year 1988. This graph has a correlation coefficient R2 
of 4E-05. 
       For the month of May, (Fig 4.4 (e)) the values are also at 
minimum from the year 1964 to the year 1970 and it moves 
upwards in the year 1971. As from thereon, the values keep 
moving up and down till it peaked in the year 2005 and fell down 
flat to a minimum value in the year 2006. This graph has a 
correlation coefficient of R2 of 0.003. 
       Also for the month of June, (Fig 4.4 (1)) the peak 
precipitation value is experienced in the year 2005 and the next 
highest precipitation value was experienced in the year 1975. Its 
graph has a correlation coefficient R2 equals 0.003 and the 
precipitation values are very similar to that of the month. 
       Moving on to the month of July (Fig 4.4 (g)) where most of 
the highest, if not the highest precipitation data is experienced, 
the precipitation value shoots up from the onset and keeps 
increasing and also decreasing. The graph is bi-nodal in type and 
this month experiences its peak rainfall value in the years 1975 
and 1990. The correlation coefficient of this graph is about 
0.026. 
       For the month of August in the Fig 4.4 (h) we can see that 
the precipitation values were reasonably high compared to the 
other precipitation data analyzed previously and it has two peak 
values in the years 1980 and the year 1986.this graph has a 
correlation coefficient of R2 = 0.001. 
       The rainfall trend for September as shown in figure 4.4(i) 
shows a slight decline from the earlier 
********************************years of record from 
about 200mm to about 150mm in the latter years. It can be 
inferred from these rainfall amounts that rainfall in September is 
much heavier than that of August. Also, the coefficient of 
correlation R2 for September is 0.142. 
       From the figure 4.4(i), it can be seen that the rainfall trend of 
the study area decreases along the earlier years towards the latter 
years with the rainfall amount decreasing gradually from about 
200mm to about 100mm. this reveals the fact that rainfall in 
September is still heavier than that of October while the 
correlation coefficient is R2 is 0.097. 
       Figure 4.4(k) shows that rainfall trend in November is fairly 
constant along the years of record through with a slight decrease 
towards the latter years. The rainfall amount also decreases 
gradually from 70mm to about 50mm from the earlier years of 

record to the latter years. It is also noticeable from the rainfall 
amounts from both October and November that dry season has 
set in even-through the study area still enjoys appreciable amount 
of rainfall. The correlation coefficient R2 for November has been 
found to be 0.0282. 
       The rainfall trend for December as shown on figure 4.4(j) is 
constant throughout the 44years of record with the rainfall 
amount being about the same every year (i.e. 20mm) and spans 
the entire year records it can be seen from this analysis that dry 
season has fully commenced. The rainfall amount has dropped 
sharply from about 100mm in November to about 20mm in 
December signifying dry season. The coefficient of correlation 
R2 being 0.002. 
       Summarily, rainfall is decreasing in 9months of the years in 
mm/month/year. The highest decrease is in June in 
2.29mmlmonth/year while the lowest decrease is in February at 
0.09mm/month/year. Interesting to know is that there is a gradual 
shift in the rainy season periods June to August which is 
increasing annually at 1.05mm/month/year. This could as a result 
of the gradual climatic changes of the atmosphere, irregularities 
and man activities affect the water cycle. If this trend should 
continue, then the heavy rainy season would be lost from the 
usual peak month of June to August and there would gradual 
decrease in the dry spell months and very small days of rainfall 
recession of the year. This would have significant impact on the 
Agricultural, Aqua cultural activities of the location in that there 
would be a gradual shift of planting season, shortened growing 
season and sudden seasonal rise in water level of the aquatic 
bodies. 
 
4.3 SEASONAL VARIATION 
       The result obtained is presented in the table 4.4 for the 
seasonal variation of rainfall in the study area in both mean and 
median using the average percentage method. According to 
Spiegel and Stephens (1999), whenever there are differences in 
the values of seasonal index on mean basics to median basics, the 
median should be used because it helps to eliminate extreme 
values. The seasonal index in percentage shows the numerical 
contribution of the seasonal components of the stochastic model 
analysis 
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Table 4.2: Monthly Seasonal index of precipitation for Ikeja, Lagos state. 

 
 
       June and July contribute high seasonal factor to the overall 
annual rainfall this is because they are the months of heavy 
rainfall. This means these periods are good for water storage, no 
irrigation and not a period for the construction of structural 
projects like roads but this will be safe in January because of its 
low index. 
 
4.4 RETURN PERIOD FOR RIANFALL EVENTS FOR 
IKEJA LAGOS STATE (1964-2008) 
       Results from the analysis of the models are used are 
illustrated graphically by figures 4.5, 4.6, 4.7, 4.8 and 4.9. these 

graphs are called intensity-duration-frequency curves if all the 
three variables (probability, precipitation and return periods) are 
plotted on a log-log or semi log graph. All the data records for 
the years under study were for the calibration while 
extrapolations were made for forecast to validate the model 
recommended for the location. 
       Only the precipitation and return values were plotted but 
their trend is given in a logarithmic equation. The relationship 
between the probability and any return period is clearly stated in 
the previous chapter. 
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Fig. 4.4(c): Graph of precipitation for ikeja Lagos state using Weibull Model 

 
4.5 THE PEAK DISCHARGE  
       While using the given precipitation data and applying it to 
the discharge models adopted during this project work. The result 
for the monthly discharge from the period of 1964 to 2008 is 
given in the table below: 
 
Using the Formulae stated below, we were able to calculate the 
discharge rate from the precipitation data we analyzed. 

Q=(i—
O)A………………………………………………………………
…………………………………(1) 
Where: 
Q=Peak Discharge 
I=Intensity of rainfall 
O=index 
A= area of the location considered (Lagos state, Ikeja) 
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4.6.1 THE ANNUAL PRECIPITATION-RETURN PERIOD 
GRAPH 
       In Fig. 4.1, 4.2, 4.3, 4.4 and 4.5, I plotted the annual  
precipitation of rainfall for 44 years. (1960— 2008) against the 
values of return period gotten from the various return period 
models (Hazen, Grintogen3 Cunnane Weibull and California) 
used, From the graphs we could see that after plotting the various 

return period values against the annual precipitation, the curves 
that were produced were generally the same. I also noticed the 
graphs in Fig 4.1 and 4.2 (Weibull and Californian Models) 
produced positive curves while the others produced negative 
curves. 
       We can use this annual precipitation-return period graph to 
forecast the probability of precipitation re-occurring. 
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IV. CONCLUSION 
       Adequate and accurate analysis of precipitation data are 
helpful in vital decision making of any agricultural practices. 
This study critically analyzed a 44 year rainfall data of Ikeja, 
Lagos to determine its characteristics and variability using 
empirical formulae and models to estimate its return period and 
quantity of discharge. 
       The result showed that there were variations in the rainfall 
distributions on annual, monthly and daily basis. Total annual 
rainfall amount declined over the period of study, (considering 
the annual trend) though there were high fluctuation in some 
years. Generally, more rainfall were recorded in May, June 

(having peak), and July. October and September also records 
considerable amounts of rainfall too. This type of bi modal 
rainfall distribution will divide planting seasons into two: the 
early planting season which are months before May while the 
late planting season during the August recession periods. The 
types of crop, length of growing season and number of cycles of 
growth in a season will be greatly affected by this type of rainfall 
distribution. Also the heavy rainy months will make the location 
susceptible to high erosion and flooding the fundamental fact that 
Lagos state is partially extremely flat in topography. Planners of 
any rainfall or water related schemes would be safe by working 
against or for these periods as the case maybe especially when 
executing capital projects. 
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       From the return period model analysis closely, Weibull and 
California models are likely to be most suitable for the case 
study. Also they offer an added advantage of higher precipitation 
forecasted values and others. This will afford rainwater 
harvesters, agriculturist, aqua culturist and water shed 
management authorities to both appreciate this propensity and to 
also put in place plans to prevent adverse effects like flooding 
which the location is highly prone to. 
       Also, from the Discharge quantity model analysis, we were 
able to estimate the quantity of rainfall that would be discharged 
from precipitation events and also, it could serve as a material 
that could be used in Flood prediction. If we can predict possible 
precipitations that’ll lead to flood, that would save a lot of lives 
and properties. 
       Finally, forecasted rainfall values from the statistic model 
analysis would also serve as useful guide in planning. When 
these mathematical tools analysis results are coupled with skills, 
experience and proper judgments; they will be an invaluable 
asset to the end users. 
 
RECOMMENDATION 
       From this study, the following are recommendations are 
strongly suggested: 

• There should be properly and more accurate equipment 
for collection of rainfall data. 

• Further work should be done on the other two 
components (cyclic and irregularities) because they 
account for a large percentage of the variability in the 
rainfall distribution of the location. Also they 
contribution a quota to extreme events causing adverse 
effects like flooding in particular. 

• Proper and more accurate data processing strategies 
before storage as records elimin4te the problems of data 
inadequacies and missing data which causes 
discrepancies in the result from analysis to actual 
events.  
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Abstract- Poor practices of safety are common in the informal 
garages in Ghana. Despite advance in technology and easy access 
to personal protective equipment (PPE), the issue of poor 
knowledge on the usefulness of personal protective equipment 
(PPE) still proliferates in most of the informal garages, particular 
in Odorna garages. The study was to access the basic knowledge 
on personal safety of three different trade area; automotive 
mechanics, welders, and autobody sprayers. A total of 13 garages 
were administered with 50 questionnaires, coupling with 
interview and observation, data was collected for analysis. 
Although, majority of the apprentices received basic training 
from their master craftsmen on the usefulness of personal 
protective equipment (PPE), only few uses them. Lack of law 
enforcement of safety practices at the garages has also led to low 
usage and knowledge of the personal protective equipment since 
over 90% of workers responded that there is no strict supervision 
on the use of PPE. Apparently no mechanism is set up to ensure 
or enforce the observance of safety rules and regulation in the 
garages. It is recommended that, there should be a mandatory 
training on personal safety on the usefulness of personal 
protective equipment (PPE) to master craftsmen and apprentices. 
 
Index Terms- Apprentices, Garages, Master Craftsmen, 
Personal Protective Equipment. 
 

I. INTRODUCTION 
Odorna garages is among the popularly known garages in Ghana. 
Garage work is an important source of job creation in Ghana. 
Apart from creating jobs directly, garages have a unique 
advantage of improving skills of master craftsman and the 
apprentices. The garages deal in all kinds of services on cars, 
from automobile body works, fabrication to major engine 
overhaul. People normally refer the place as ‘one time stop’ for 
all kinds of car services. The Odorna garages are divided into 
zones, and each comprises of garages of various skills master 
craftsmen. The garages are smaller in size comprising of the 
master craftsman and apprentices, with special competence in a 
specific area. This smaller garages fosters work relationship 
between master craftsman and apprentices, and creates conducive 
work environment in solving technological problems.  
Odorna garages is an urban informal garages in Ghana (ILO, 
1997). Most of the workers received some basic formal education 
whiles other drop-outs of school, before acquiring their skills 
through years of apprenticeship program. While as some of these 
garages are well equipped others are not. Though, the master 

craftsman provides tools and equipment to be worked with, 
however, apprentices are also required to purchase some basic 
tools and equipment, with personal protective equipment (PPE).  
Observation suggest that, there are poor attitudes toward safety 
practices, as worker are not really concerned about their personal 
protection. Some of the workers do not realize the usefulness of 
personal protective equipment (PPE) and to see personal safety 
as their legal right. It is in this regard that this study look to 
access the knowledge of personal protective equipment of 
workers at Odorna garages, the attitude towards the usefulness of 
PPE and it effect, and make recommendations as to how one can 
be helped to practice good personal safety to strengthen the small 
scale informal enterprise in Ghana for socio-economy 
development.  
 

II. MATERIALS AND METHODS 
The study relied on primary and secondary data source, and 
adopted a procedure involving collecting data and information. 
The primary data were collected based on field observation, and 
interview workers on the basis of a prepared questionnaire and 
checklist. The questionnaire was put in three categories: (1) basic 
knowledge on personal protective equipment (PPE); (2) Attitude 
towards the use of personal protective equipment (PPE); (3) 
Effect of poor use of personal protective equipment (PPE). The 
secondary data were obtained from published and unpublished 
sources including journals, periodicals, and internet. Apparently, 
there are few publications from Ghana on the personal safety of 
workers in the garages (Barling and Zacharatos, 2000). 
The survey covered a sample size of 50 Masters Craftsman and 
apprentices located at Odorna garages. Simple random sampling 
was use to select the garages under the specialized skill areas; 
automotive mechanics, welder, and autobody sprayer. To acquire 
a full response of the questionnaires, the master craftsmen and 
apprentices were administered with the questionnaire at their 
own convenience. Though, the questionnaire were prepared in 
English, local languages such as Akan and Ga was used to 
translate and communicate the content of the questionnaire where 
necessary. Assessment was also based on the observation and 
interaction with workers; the knowledge, attitude and effect on 
the use of PPE on the work.   

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
Generally, the challenges of Occupational and health and safety 
practices in Ghana are quite disturbing (Ministry of Health 
Report, 2007). The survey revealed that little attention is given to 
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the Occupational health and safety in Ghana. Apparently there 
are no safety policies to guide the garages in Ghana. None of the 
garage visited has safety booklets, leaflet or posters. It is not 
surprising that 100 percent of the responders claim the authorities 
have recently, not organized any safety program for them. The 
welders however, in the past have received some form of training 
on personal safety and proper handling of combustible materials 
organized by Air Liquide Ghana.  
The questionnaire cover areas of demographic characteristic, 
knowledge of personal protective equipment (PPE), attitude 
toward personal safety, and the effect of poor use of PPE on 
workers’ health. 

A. Demographic characteristics 
The fact that majority of the respondents are between the ages of 
15 and 30 (58%) years, proves that many of the workers start the 
apprenticeship program at an early age. (See table 1) 
Observation also indicates that majority of the workers who 
perform an activity without using personal protective equipment 
fall under this age group. This has a significant bearing as it 
implies that majority of these young ones who are to developed 
the small and medium scale informal sector are at a high risk of 
health hazards. The workers between the ages of 45 and 60 
(14%) years are mostly master craftsmen, of which many retired 
premature as a result of the hazards accrued during their early 
ages as apprentice.     
 
Table 1: Distribution of age 
 

age  master apprentice 

attach
ment 

person
nel 

percentage 
% 

15-30   28 1 58 

30-45 7 7 
 

28 

45-60 6 1 
 

14 
60+       0 
Sub 
total  13 36 1 100 

Overal
l total  50 100 

 
 

Table 2 shows that at least all the workers had enrolled in 
primary school, with 12 (24 percent) dropout of school at junior 
school level in search for greener pasture. Majority of these drop 
out take up apprenticeship program so as to acquired basic skills 
for self-employment or be employed by a company. The 
remaining apprentices 38 (76%) who continue and completes 
junior school also end up with their school dropout colleagues on 
the same apprenticeship program. In contrast to that, 4 (8%) 
apprentices upgraded themselves by attending secondary school 
or vocation school. The dramatic decline in the academic ladder 
was attributed to parents’ inability to pay their words school fees, 
as reported by UNESCO Institute of statistics (2011).   
 
 

 
 
 
Table 2: Educational level of respondents 

 
  

B. Knowledge on personal protective equipment (PPE) 
Personal protective equipment (PPE) are equipment design to 
protect the user’s body from injury or infection. The PPE reduces 
worker exposure to hazards such as heat, chemical, physical, and 
airborne particulate matter. When asked as to whether PPE 
protect us from injury, 48 (96%) of the workers responded yes 
leaving only 2 (4%) worker who have no knowledge of the 
importance of PPE. The entire worker (100%) responded that, 
currently, they have never received any training on personal 
safety and on PPE.  Table 3 gives summary of the response to 
questions on PPE posed to respondents. This was consistent with 
the findings of survey conducted by E. Adei, D. Adei and S. 
Osei-Bonsu (2011) among the autobody spraying garages where 
only 6.7 percent of the sprayers received education on safety that 
can help to upgrade the knowledge of potential hazard of 
material used on cars, furniture and coffin spraying industry. 
Additionally, insufficient OHS education has been one of the 
challenges to occupational health and safety practices (Ministry 
of Health Report, 2007). 
 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

school master apprentice 
attachment 
personnel 

percentage 
% 

no 
schooling 

   
0 

Primary 
school 3 9 

 
24 

Junior 
school 9 25 

 
68 

Secondary 
school 

 
1 

 
2 

Vocational 
school 1 1 1 6 

sub total  13 36 1 100 
Overall 

total  50 100 
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Table 3: Workers’ knowledge of PPE in percentage 

Activity  
Resp
onse   

mast
ers 

appre
ntice   

attach
ment 
person
nel 

Total   

                
Personal 
safety 
induction 

YES 
 

38.5 44.4 
 

0.0 42.0 

NO 
 

61.5 55.6 
 

100.0 58.0 
Protection 
from injury 
by PPE 

YES 
 

92.3 97.2 
 

100.0 96.0 
NO 

 
7.7 2.8 

 
0.0 4.0 

Organizatio
n of safety 
programs 
on personal 
safety 

YES 
 

0.0 0.0 
 

0.0 0.0 

NO   
100.

0 100.0   100.0 100.0 
 

Majority of the master craftsmen (trainers), 8 (61.5%) had never 
conducted training on personal safety for their apprentices and on 
the part of the apprentices, 20 (55.6%) responded not to have 
received an induction on safety when they started work. Out of 
this response, autobody sprayers are of the majority.  
 

C. Attitude towards the use of personal protective equipment 
(PPE)  
 
Although 48 (96 percent) of the respondent are aware of the fact 
that, PPE usage is one of the ways by which work related injury 
may be prevented, only 6 (12 percent) of the respondent wear the 
PPE at all time. Further observation shows that out of the 12 
percent workers who answered that they use the PPE at all times 
during work, only 8 percent were observed to be actually using 
the PPE.  
Since majority (76.9 percent) of the master craftsmen do not 
often wear the PPE they often do not monitor and insist on the 
use of the PPE of the apprentices, as 36 (72 percent) respondents 
claim there is no strict rules and monitoring of the wearing of 
PPE. Some of the workers blame their infrequent use of the PPE 
to the high ambient temperature of the working environment, 
others said they feel uncomfortable in them and often slowdown 
the work, whiles majority claims that they could not afford the 
PPE as stipulated by the Regional Committee for Africa Report 
(2004) that, the OHS challenges faced by Africans is due to 
endemic poverty and poor performance of African economies.    
The decline in the use of PPE is not surprising as majority of the 
respondents (56 percent) are of the view that such PPE must be 
provided by the master craftsmen. The 44 percent who were of 
the view that the PPE must be provided by the apprentices, gave 
reasons such as: the informal sector is small scale enterprise and 
therefore master craftsmen cannot afford the provision of the 
PPE to the apprentices.  

 
 
 

Table 4: Workers knowledge on PPE in percentage 

Activity  
Respo
nse   

mast
ers 

appre
ntice   

Attach
ment 
person
nel 

Total   

Frequency 
in wearing 
PPE  

all time  
 

23.1 5.6 
 

100.0 12.0 
some 
time  

 
53.8 55.6 

 
0.0 54.0 

never 
 

23.1 38.9 
 

0.0 34.0 
Monitors 
the 
wearing of 
PPE by 
master 
craftsmen 

YES 
 

30.8 27.8 
 

0.0 28.0 

NO 
 

69.2 72.2 
 

100.0 72.0 

Providing 
of PPE 

master 
 

53.8 55.6 
 

100.0 56.0 
apprent
ice 

 
46.2 44.4 

 
0.0 44.0 

Attend 
regular 
check up 

YES 
 

7.7 0.0 
 

0.0 2.0 
NO   92.3 100.0   100.0 98.0 

 
A worker in the garages supposed to equip himself with all the 
necessary PPE to prevent burns, cuts, electrical shock, inhaling 
toxic vapours and mist, swallowing paints and absorbing 
contaminant through the skin and eye (Rongo, 2004). Apart from 
the workers (12 percent) who wear PPE at all time, majority 49 
(98 percent) of the workers do not go for regular check-up. In 
response to this disturbing issue, majority of the workers claim 
that the daily income is insufficient, as it is ‘hand to mouth’ kind 
of work. This claim was supported by the Chairman, Mr. Kwasi 
Odame of Odorna garages, and relent that, if periodic checkups 
can be provided for them, the situation may be reversed.   
 
 
D. Effect of poor use of personal protective equipment (PPE) 
 
Garages can be dangerous places due to the many hazards 
looming around in the form of occupational skin problem, 
electric shock, burns, cuts, falling object on the eye and noise 
(automotive mechanics); sparks, heat, cuts, scratches, electric 
shock, radiation exposure to the eye ‘arc eye’ and burns 
(Welder); dusts, mists, fumes, solvent vapour, cuts, puncture and 
damage to the skin (autobody sprayer). Effect of these hazards on 
the human organs can be temporal or permanent illness or death.  
 
One will then expect that a worker working in any of these 
garage will put on the PPE to prevent the obvious injuries for not 
wearing PPE, however, lack of knowledge on the effect of not 
wearing PPE on the worker has excavated the low usage of PPE. 
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Although 68 percent reported work related accidents took place 
in some of the garage, 58.8 percent of the injuries were minor. A 
number of these injuries could have been prevented, if workers 
could have adopted the culture of wearing PPE, at all times and 
in the appropriate way.  
 
Injured apprentices are faced with huge socioeconomic burden 
with majority (55.9 percent) of the respondents claiming that the 
cost of injury is mostly borne by them. The apprentices are 
mostly low income earners, spending the little they earn on 
medical bills puts a lot of pressure on their finances.  
 
 
Table 5: Effect of poor use of PPE in percentage 

Activity  
 Respon
se    

mas
ters 

app
rent
ice   

attac
hmen
t 
perso
nnel 

Total   

Workshop 
accident  

YES 
 

61.5 72.2 
 

0.0 68.0 

NO 
 

38.5 27.8 
 

100.0 32.0 

Type of 
injury 

major 
 

23.1 30.6 
 

0.0 41.2 

minor 
 

38.5 41.7 
 

0.0 58.8 

Provision 
of first aid 

YES 
 

0.0 5.6 
 

0.0 5.9 

NO 
 

61.5 66.7 
 

0.0 94.1 

Cost 
borne by 

master 
 

30.8 30.6 
 

0.0 44.1 
individual  

 
30.8 41.7 

 
0.0 55.9 

both 
 

0.0 0.0 
 

0.0 0.0 
Return 
back to 
work 

YES 
 

61.5 72.2 
 

0.0 100.0 

NO 
 

0.0 0.0 
 

0.0 0.0 
Injury 
slows 
down  
productio
n  

YES 
 

61.5 72.2 
 

0.0 100.0 

NO 
 

0.0 0.0 
 

0.0 0.0 

Fund for 
injure 
person 

YES 
 

7.7 0.0 
 

0.0 2.0 

NO   92.3 100.0   100.0 98.0 
 
 

IV. CONCLUSION AND RECOMMENDATION 
This study shows that despite the high level of awareness on the 
usefulness of PPE, there still prevail poor attitude towards the 
use of PPE among Odorna garages. The little knowledge on long 
term effect of solvent vapour and inhaling of fumes and dusts to 
lungs; ultra-violet radiation to the eye; and grease, oil, solvent to 
the skin was established. One can only conclude that there should 
be collaboration between the Associations of Garages, 
Government Agencies, Ghana Health Service to train workers on 
the importance of using personal protective equipment (PPE) at 
all time and in the correct way. The fact that PPE is warn at all 
times does not necessarily guarantee invulnerable of the hazards 
in the workshop, to this the training should include an intensive 
education on the need to have regular checkup (100 percent 

workers do not attend regular checkup). Master craftsmen must 
also integrate into their training to apprentices the usefulness of 
PPE. Medical screening of the workers is proposed by the study 
to gain further insight into the adverse health effects resulting 
from their work. A comprehensive study in other workshops 
across the country is warranted to obtain a holistic picture 
nationwide for the necessary policy considerations. 
The low number of attachment personal (2 percent) show that 
there is absolutely no collaboration between the training 
institutions and garages.  
 
My recommendation includes that: 

1. The government needs to take a very active role in the 
development and implementation of a legal framework 
under which the activities in the garages are to be 
regulated, to ensure health safety for workers. 

2. The Association of Garages should ensure that every 
master craftsman is taken through an intensive safety 
training workshop for certification before owning a 
garage.  

3. The Association of Garages should provide frequent 
training on health safety and first aids for all the workers.  

4. Master craftsmen in conjunction with the Association of 
Garages should ensure the provision and usage of PPE to 
all workers.  

5. Provision of free medical screening to encourage regular 
checkup by the workers, and hence minimize the inherent 
risks of injury.   

6. The training institutions should collaborate with the 
master craftsmen to encourage them to upgrade at the 
institutions and inversely take up students on attachment 
program.  
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Non-Invasive Glucose Estimation Using IR Spectroscopy 
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Abstract- Diabetes milletus is disquieting human lives. The key 
health issues such as cardiovascular diseases, damage of blood 
vessels, stroke, blindness, chronic kidney damage, nervous 
system diseases, amputation of foot due to ulceration and early 
deaths are caused by poor management of diabetes . The reason 
behind all these are negligence in continuous monitoring. 
Regular monitoring of blood glucose is important to avoid 
complication of diabetes. Commonly used glucose measurement 
means are offensive which generally involves finger puncturing. 
These methods are painful and frequent pricking cause lumps on 
the skin and have risk of spreading infectious diseases. Therefore 
there is need to develop a non-invasive nursing system which can 
measure blood glucose continuously without much problem. The 
present work is focused on evolution of non-invasive blood 
glucose measurement sensor system using Near-infrared 
technique. Later a Sensor patch was designed using LED and a 
photo diode to observe diffused reflectance spectra of blood from 
the human forearm. Diffused reflectance spectra of the patients 
obtained with this technique was also compared with 
commercially available invasive  glucose-meter. The results are 
hopeful and show the potential of using NIR for glucose 
measurement.we use sensor to monitor the blood glucose level of 
the patient. When it is High Level Glucose, Insulin  will be 
injected through a syringe from Servo Motor Side. High rise of 
glucose level may lead to heart attack or any difficulty situations 
so we use via SMAC- Server Updating the patient Condition 
easily  for  identification in the PC Unit. In case of any abnormal 
situation we use motor to automatically inject the medicine into 
the patient using the syringe. 
 

I. INTRODUCTION 
ontinuous monitoring of blood sugar level is highly required 
for efficient management of diabetes mellitus. The existing 

“finger piercing” method, which measures the glucose level from 
blood sampling, is not practical for continuous measurement as it 
is painful. As technology grew vast world shrunk and our lives 
became easier then evolved non invasive methods allowing more 
frequent and even continuous measurement without any pain and 
bleeding. Many non-invasive glucose monitoring concepts were 
proposed and reported to have acceptable accuracy, few devices 
have even became saleable products. Nevertheless, none of them 
is yet successful due to their poor accuracy from systemic noises 
in practical environment or clinical applications one major 
challenge in non invasive glucose monitoring system is to 
achieve low noise in noisy environment.  
        In our paper, we present a high exactitude non-invasive 
glucose estimation IC which can estimate blood glucose level 
with multi-modal spectroscopy sensors. To enhance glucose 
estimation accuracy, the proposed multi-modal spectroscopy IC 

contains two independent glucose estimation circuits, an 
impedance spectroscopy (IMPS) circuit and a multi-wavelength 
near-infrared spectroscopy (mNIRS) circuit. These multi-modal 
spectroscopy techniques are based on different basic principles, 
electrical and optical characteristics. While IMPS uses electrical 
property change of tissue indirectly affected by blood glucose 
level, mNIRS uses optical scattering characteristics of blood 
glucose itself. Furthermore, IMPS and mNIRS have different 
human interfaces and systemic noises. Consequently, data 
combining of IMPS and mNIRS can compensate for glucose 
estimation error of one modality by the other and can achieve 
high estimation accuracy. Moreover, to improve accuracy in each 
spectroscopy method, a two-step IMPS and a three-wavelength 
NIRS are proposed. The measured glucose levels from two 
independent spectroscopy techniques are combined by an 
artificial neural network (ANN) algorithm in an external digital 
signal processor (DSP) for highly accurate glucose level 
estimation. The proposed multi-modal spectroscopy IC is 
verified and its results are compared with the previous finger 
stick method. 
 
A. Basic Principles of Blood Glucose Estimation 
        Fig. 1 shows the basic principles of the IMPS and NIRS to 
estimate blood glucose level. A mechanism of that the glucose 
influences on the erythrocyte membrane is shown in Fig. 1(a). As 
glucose level increases, a glucose molecule in blood enters a cell 
through the glucose transporter in the cell membrane. Then, in 
the cell, the glucose molecule is converted to ATP energy by 
cellular respiration. The resulting ATP energy is mainly used to 
control the ion pump channel and the glucose transporter in the 
cell membrane, which changes the ion permeability of the cell 
membrane. As a result, blood glucose level variation changes the 
electrical characteristics of the surrounding tissues around blood 
vessel. This change of the electrical characteristics can be 
measured using RLC resonant frequency and resonant 
impedance. On the other hand, the NIRS uses optical scattering 
characteristics of the glucose itself as shown in Fig. 1(b). As 
blood glucose level increases, the intensity of the reflected near-
infrared light also increases . As shown in Fig. 1, the IMPS and 
NIRS are based on different basic principles. While the IMPS 
uses the electrical property change indirectly affected by the 
blood glucose level, the NIRS directly measures the scattering 
property of the blood glucose. Consequently, a combination of 
the IMPS and the NIRS can compensate for the glucose 
estimation error of one modality by the other leading to better 
estimation accuracy. 
 

C 
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Figure 1: IMPS and mNIRS 
 
B. Complete architecture of multimodal spectroscopy IC: 
        Fig. 2 displays the complete block diagram of the proposed 
multimodal spectroscopy IC architecture. It contains an IMPS 
circuit and a mNIRS circuit for highly accuracy in glucose 
estimation. For the IMPS  operation frequency sweep current 
injector with bipolar electrode and a voltage sensor is 
implemented in the circuit. For the mNIRS operation, three near-
infrared (NI) LED drivers to emit three wavelengths (850 nm, 
950 nm, and 1,300 nm) NI light and trans-impedance amplifier 
(TIA) to detect the intensity of the reflected light from the photo 
diode. The measurement results of the IMPS and the mNIRS are 
converted to digital data in the 10 bit single slope A/D converter. 
Then, they are transmitted to the external DSP.  
 

 
 

Figure 2:  MULTIMODAL IC SPECTROSCOPY 
 
C. Artificial Neural Network (ANN) Data Combing Method 
        Two main methods used for multivariate data: Partial 
Least Square (PLS) , and Artificial Neural Network (ANN) . 
Since the ANN method is anon-linear statistical data modeling of 
biological neural systems that simulate mathematical functions 
such as complex relationships between inputs and outputs, the 
ANN method is shown to achieve better results in terms of the 
estimation accuracy of blood glucose concentration. Moreover, 
the non-linear characteristics of the ANN can reduce the 

performance degradation from the non-linearity of the sensor 
front-end including the ADC. Consequently, in this work, the 
measurement data of IMPS and mNIRS are combined by the 
ANN method in the external DSP. The proposed ANN combines 
four inputs ( from 1 IMPS and three  from mNIRS) for the 
accurate blood glucose level estimation. To estimate the blood 
glucose level using the proposed ANN, 20 multiply-
accumulation operations and 5 sigmoid operations are required.  
 
D. Combined Results: 
        To quantify the accuracy of the glucose estimation, two 
types of analysis are used: 1) mean absolute relative difference 
(mARD), and 2) Clarke grid error (CGE) analysis. The CGE 
analysis is used to quantify the clinical accuracy of blood glucose 
estimation generated by a blood glucose meter as compared to a 
reference value . The CGE analysis is accepted as one of the gold 
standard for determining the accuracy of blood glucose meters. 
In the CGE analysis, there are five regions: A (clinically correct 
decision), B (benign or no treatment), C (overcorrecting), D 
(dangerous failure), and E (erroneous treatment). Values in zone 
A and B are clinically acceptable, whereas values in zone C, D, 
and E are possibly dangerous and therefore are clinically 
significant errors. 
 

II. BLOCK DIAGRAM 

 
CONTROL UNIT: 

 
 
Figure 3: BLOCK DIAGRAM OF PROPOSED WORK 
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III. NON-INVASIVE GLUCOSE SENSORS 
PULSE GENERATORS 
        The input pulse is sensed from the tissues of the body 
beneath the skin. Basically, a pulse generator is an electronic 
circuit or a section of electronic test equipment used to generate 
rectangular pulses. In our project, a 500Mhz high speed pulse 
generator is chosen to perform functional and parametric tests of 
fast digital circuits under program control.  
 
PHOTO TRANSISTORS 
        These are solid state light detectors that possess internal 
gain. This makes them much more sensitive than photodiodes. 
These devices in our project provides an analog signal. It can be 
used as ambient light detectors. when used with LED, they are 
employed as an detector element. 
 
IR LED 
        Two LEDs (LED 1550E) were used as the light source. 
Since conventional silicon photodiodes have limited spectral 
bandwidth, they can’t be used for getting near infrared light.  An 
Indium Gallium Arsenide (InGaAs) photodiode by dint of a high 
response about a wavelength of 1550nm was used.  Infrared 
technique  is used in our project because of its sensitivity, 
selectivity, low cost, portability.   
        In our project, we consider a NIR of wavelength 1550nm , 
since it has high signal to noise ratio for glucose signals. It 
allows blood glucose measurement in tissues by variations of 
light intensity established on transference and reflectance   
 
RC FILTER 
        An RC low pass filter was also coupled to the output of the 
photodiode to reduce high frequency noise. The light receptors 
and transmitters nearby a wavelength of 1550nm are relatively 
low cost as compared to other wavelengths by way of equal or 
higher response to glucose. Apart from the level of glucose in 
blood, the transmittance of NIR light also hinge on on the 
amount of blood in the path of the light.  
        That is, for the same glucose level, a large amount of blood 
will result in lower diffusion, whereas less blood will result in a 
larger diffusion.  
 
ADC 
        The ADC0809 data gaining component is a massive CMOS 
device with an 8-bit analog-to-digital converter, 8-channel 
multiplexer and microprocessor well-suited control logic. The 
ADC0808, ADC0809 offers high speed, high accuracy, 
negligible temperature dependence, exceptional long-term 
accuracy and repeatability, and consumes minimal power.  These 
features make this device perfectly suited to submissions from 
process and machine control to consumer and automotive 
applications. The analog signals from the sensor are converted to 
digital signals using ADC . 
 
ATMEL(MICROCONTROLLER) 
        In our project, AT89S52 is a low-power, high-performance 
CMOS 8-bit microcontroller with 8K bytes of in-system 
programmable Flash memory. The measurement results of the 
IMPS and the mNIRS are converted to digital data in the 10 bit 
single slope A/D converter. The on-chip Flash allows the 

program memory to be reprogrammed in-system or by a 
conventional nonvolatile memory programmer.  
        By merging a multipurpose 8-bit CPU with in-system 
programmable Flash on a monolithic chip, the Atmel AT89S52 is 
a potent microcontroller which provides a highly malleable and 
profitable solution to many embedded control applications. 
 
UART 
        The Universal Asynchronous Receiver/Transmitter (UART) 
controller is the key component of the serial communications 
subsystem of a computer. The UART receipts bytes of data and 
transfers the individual bits in a sequential fashion. At the 
destination, a second UART reconvenes the bits into whole 
bytes. Serial transmission of digital information (bits) through a 
single wire is much more profitable than parallel transmission 
through multiple wires.  
        A UART is used to translate the transmitted information 
amid its sequential and parallel form at each end of the link.  
 
SMAC 
        S-MAC is a  sensor medium-access control (MAC) protocol 
designed for wireless sensor networks. Wireless sensor networks 
use battery-functioned scheming and detecting devices. A 
network of these devices will collaborate for a common 
application such as environmental monitoring. Listen period is 
used to transmit and receive packets. S-MAC acceptsa periodic 
wakeup scheme , each node alternates between a fixed length 
listen period and a fixed length sleep period.   
 
SERVOMOTOR 
        Servo motor is a rotary actuator or linear actuator that 
allows for precise control of angular or linear position velocity or 
acceleration of the insulin injector. It consists of a suitable motor 
coupled to a sensor for positioning feedback and also required as 
relatively sophisticated controller. For a 45degree inclination of 
rotation, insulin gets injected  based on its high/low level 
indication. 
        It is also an automatic device that uses error-sensing 
negative feedback to correct the performance of a mechanism. 
The term appropriately fits only to systems where the feedback 
or error-correction signals help control mechanical position, 
speed or other parameter. 
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IV. COMPARISONS 
TABLE 1: MODEL COMPARISON 

 

V. CONCLUSION 
        Amongst all other methods, our method aids people by its 
high accuracy and automated diagnostic systems.Since the IMPS 
and mNIRS use the indirect dielectric characteristics of the 
surrounding tissue around blood and the optical scattering 
characteristics of glucose itself in blood, respectively, the 
proposed IC can remove various systemic noises to enhance   the 
glucose level estimation accuracy. For the IMPS operation, a 
two-step IMPS circuitis implemented to find an accurate RLC 
resonant frequency and impedance with the high resolution of 
2,865 steps. The proposed multi-modal spectroscopy IC and the 
ANN data combining method are verified by clinical test with the 
previous finger stick method. The proposed ANN data combining 
significantly reduces the mean absolute relative differences 
(mARD) to 8.3% from 15.0% of the IMPS and 15.0–20.0% of 
the mNIRS in the blood glucose level range of 80–180 mg/dL. 
From the Clarke grid error (CGE) analysis, all of the 
measurement results are clinically acceptable and 90% of total 
samples can be used for clinical treatment, such as insulin 
injection or sugar intake. The proposed multi-modal 
spectroscopy IC is expected to implement a compact and 
disposable non-invasive glucose monitoring system for 
continuous and convenient diabetes management. 
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Abstract- Now a day the security is very important in our daily 
life. The pattern of the human body is well suited to be applied to 
access control and provides security in biometric person 
identification technique. For following two basic purposes 
security system is used: to verify or identify users. In this paper 
focus on a powerful methodology for Capturing, matching and 
verifying for human recognition with feature extraction from iris 
and palm print of single person.  These features of an input 
image are compared with those of a database image to obtain 
matching scores. Based on the accuracy during matching process 
the result is given as the person is authorized or not.It is desirable 
to develop a feature analysis method which is ideally both 
discriminating and robust for iris and palm print biometrics. 
 
Index Terms- feature extraction, matching scores, discriminating 
and robust. 
 

I. INTRODUCTION 
iometrics is the science and technology of measuring and 
analyzing biological data of human body, extracting a 

feature set from the acquired data, and comparing this set against 
to the template set in the database [1]. Biometric-based 
techniques have emerged as the most promising option for 
recognizing individuals in recent years. Basically we identify the 
people using passwords, PINs, smart cards, tokens, keys etc. but 
these are sometimes misplaced, forgotten, purloined or duplicate 
and hard to remember. However an individual’s biological traits 
cannot be misplaced, forgotten, stolen or forged. Biometric-based 
technologies include identification based on physiological 
characteristics (such as face, fingerprints, finger geometry, hand 
geometry, hand veins, palm, iris, retina, ear and voice) and 
behavioral traits (such as gait, signature and keystroke dynamics) 
[2].Human physiological and/or behavioral characteristic can be 
used as a biometric trait when it satisfies the requirements like 
ubiquity, peculiarity, stability and collectability. In practice, no 
single biometric can satisfy all the desirable characteristics 
mentioned above for it to be used for person authentication. This 
is due to the problems associated with noisy data, intra-class 
variation, non-universality, spoof attacks and high error rates [4]. 
To overcome this limitation, multiple biometric features can be 
used for person authentication. This resulted in the development 
of multimodal biometric person authentication system [4]. Thus 
biometric system can be classified as uni-modal system and 
multimodal system based on whether single or multiple biometric 
features are used for person authentication.  
 

 
 

Fig 1: Types of Biometrics 
 

II. BIOMETRIC SECURITY SYSTEM 
         Biometric security system becomes a efficient tool 
compared to electronics based security systems [3]. Multimodal 
biometric authentication techniques attract much attention of 
many researches recently as the fusion between many different 
modalities can increase the recognition rate. The fusion can be 
achieved in different levels such as sensor, feature, or 
classification level. The literature reported that the multimodal 
biometric methods achieve better recognition rates than uni-
modal biometric methods. From the uni-modal biometrics data, 
two traits of iris [5] and palm print [6] are recently best 
authentication biometrics. Biometrics authentication is known as 
realistic authentication is used in computer science for 
identification and access control. It is also used to identify 
individuals in groups that are under supervision.  
 

III. MULTIMODAL  
         The multimodal-based authentication can help the system 
to increase the security and efficiency in contrast to uni-modal 
biometric authentication, and it would be very difficult for a rival 
to spoof the system because of two distinct biometrics features. 
Multimodal biometrics fusion techniques have attracted much 
attention as the supplementary information between different 
modalities could improve the recognition performance. 
Information from different biometrics traits can be integrated at 
the feature level (integrating the features of different biometrics), 
score level (combining the genuine and imposter scores), or 
decision level (combining the decisions). Although feature sets 
are the rich source of information, features from these modalities 
may not be compatible. Moreover large dimensionality of a 

B 
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feature space may lead to irrelevant and the redundant 
information [15]. 

 
 

Fig 2: Examples of Multimodal 
 
         Face Recognition: Face recognition has records of 
different features of the face in spatial geometry form. Many 
kind of methods for face recognition using in different field. But, 
all are having objective of features measure from the face as a 
key factor. Face recognition has been used in projects to identify 
undesirables in criminals and terrorists in urban areas shoplifters 
in stores, casinos. This kind of biometric system can easily spoof 
by malicious intruders and the criminals to cheat a recognition 
system. But, Iris cannot be spoofed easily. 
         Palm Print: Palm print scanning uses is very similar to 
fingerprint scanning; it size is much big, but limited factor only 
use in recognition system. 
         Signature Verification: It is an automated method of 
testing an individual’s signature. This is dynamic such as 
direction and pressure of writing, speed and the style. Signature 
verification has template from 50 to 300 bytes. Disadvantages of 
signature verification are long-term reliability, lack of accuracy 
and cost. 
         Fingerprint: A fingerprint attains device, minutia extractor 
and minutia matcher. Commonly, this biometric recognition used 
in banking, military etc., but it can be spoofed easily and difficult 
to scan due to the causes of wearing gloves, using cleaning 
fluids, etc..,  
 

IV. 4. IRIS DETECTION 
         Iris Scan: Iris gives reliable and accuracy for 
authentication process than other biometric feature. Iris has 
different  patterns in the left and right eye. So, scanning has to be 
done quickly for both identification and verification applications 
because of its large number of degrees of freedom. The amount 
of light entering through the pupil is controlled by diaphragm 
between the pupil and the sclera. Iris is composed of elastic 
connective tissue such as trabecular meshwork. Suitability of this 
as an exceptionally accurate biometric derives from: 

i. The difficulty of using as an imposter person and  forging; 
ii. It is protection and intrinsic isolation from the external 
    Environment; 
iii. Its data-rich physical structure. 
 

 
 

Fig 3: Structure of Iris 
 
         iv. Its genetic properties: no two eyes are the same. The 
Characteristic that is dependent on genetics is the pigmentation 
of the iris, which determines the gross anatomy and its color that 
are unique to each case. 
         v. Its stability over time; there is no possibility of surgically 
modification of  risk to vision and its physiological response to 
light, which provides a natural test against artifice. An image-
processing algorithm that can encode the iris pattern into 256 
bytes based on the Gabor transform. 
 

 
Fig 4: Steps of the Iris Recognition 

 
         Gray code: widely, Gray codes are used to facilitate error 
correction in digital communications such as digital terrestrial 
television. 
 
Contrast Enhancement Techniques: 

1) Load Images 
2) Resize Images 
3) Enhance Grayscale Images 
4) Enhance Color Images 

 
Load Images: Read images 
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         Resize Images: Resize the images and make the image 
comparison easier for same width. Preserve their aspect ratios by 
scaling their heights. 
         Enhance Grayscale Image: There are three functions are 
suitable for contrast enhancement: 

a) imadjust,  
b) histeq and  
c) adapthisteq.  

 
         Imadjust: It is increases the contrast of the image by 
mapping the values of the input intensity image to new values 
such that, default value 1% of the data is saturated at low and 
high intensity of the input data. 
         Histeq: Operation of histogram equalization is enhances 
the contrast of images by transforming the values in an intensity 
image for the approximate histogram matches of output image to 
a specified histogram. 
         Adapthisteq: Operation of adaptive histogram equalization 
is contrast-limit. It operates on small data regions rather than the 
entire image, unlike histeq. The contrast enhancement can be 
limited in order to avoid enlarge the noise which might be 
present in the image. 
 

 
Table1 (a): Biometric comparison List 

 
 

 
 

Table1 (b): Biometric comparison List 
 

V. IRIS DETECTION AND SEGMENTATION 
Iris Detection 
         Irises are detected even the situation of obstructions, visual 
noise and different levels of illumination. Eyelids and eyelashes 
obstructions are eliminated and Lighting reflected. Images with 
narrowed eyelids or eyes that are gazing away are accepted using 
wavelet algorithm. 
         Automatic interlacing detection and correction: The result 
of correction in maximum quality of iris features templates from 
moving iris images. 
         Gazing-away eyes: A gazing-away iris image is correctly 
detected, segmented and transformed when we directly looking 
into the camera. 
 
Iris Segmentation:  
         It can achieved by following conditions: 
         Perfect circles fail: It uses VeriEye active shape models 
that much precisely model the contours of the eye, as perfect 
circles do not model iris boundaries. 
         The centers of the iris inner and outer boundaries are 
different: The iris boundary of inner and its center are marked in 
red; The iris boundary of outer and its center are marked in 
green. 
 
Locating Iris 

1) To locating the inner and outer boundaries of the iris  
2) To normalize iris and 
3) To enhance the original image  

 

 
 
…(1) 
 
 
Where, 
 (x0, y0) denotes the potential center of the searched circular 
boundary, and r its radius. 

 
Fig 5: Segmented iris 

 

 
Fig 6: Normalized iris 
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VI. PALMPRINT 
         A CCD-based scanner used to capture images in high 
resolution and aligns palms accurately because of its pegs for 
guiding the placement of hand. Digital scanners are requires 
large time for scanning because of its low quality. This is reason 
for digital scanners cannot be used in real time applications. 
 

 
 

Fig 7: CCD Based Scanner 
 

 
Fig 8: Steps of the palmprint Recognition System 

 
Preprocessing  
         Preprocessing is used to correct distortions, align different 
palmprints, and to crop the region of interest for feature 
extraction. Preprocessing commonly focuses on five steps     
        1. Binarizing the palm images  
        2. Boundary tracking  
        3. Identification of key points  
        4. Establishing a coordination system and  
        5. Extracting the central part. The third step can be well 
equipped by two approaches: tangent based and finger based. 
The tangent based approach is preferred. This approach considers 
the edges of the two finger holes on the binary image to be 
traced. The common tangent of the two finger holes is considered 
to be the axis. The key points for the coordination system are 
calculated as the midpoint of the two tangent points. 
 
         The palmprint recognition system includes preprocessing 
followed by ROI extraction. After ROI extraction, features are 
extracted using the feature extraction algorithms. 
 

 
 

Fig 9: (a) key points and coordinate system                     
(b)ROI extraction 

    
         ROI extraction: It considers middle area of palm image 
for segmentation after the preprocessing. For feature extraction 
different algorithms are segment as circular, half elliptical or 
square regions. The square region is widely used. The cropped 
image is then passed through an ordinal filter, which blurs the 
image. In this blurred image, the minor lines smothered. In 
feature extraction the major lines are affected, but they are 
distinct. 
 
Ordinal Filters 
         The ordinal features are extracted by passing the input 
images through the ordinal filters. For the registration 
experiments all the operations are performed in three dimensions. 
We just show concepts in 2D cases for better illustration. Easily, 
it can be extended to 3D. Comparison of neighboring regions 
Gabor filter is a well known differential filter. It has 
disadvantages of  the span of the Gabor filter is limited by the 
size of its sub-fields, therefore it is difficult to capture useful 
information from small regions across large distances. 
         With multiple lobes the ordinal filter can extended more 
complex microstructures than the dipole filter. Also, using 
different shapes of individual lobe, the ordinal filter can be 
planned to extract different specified micro-structures from the 
images. 

  
(a) (b) 

 
Fig 10:(a)A 3rd Order Ordinal Filter Applied 

(b)A 4th Order Ordinal Filter Applied 
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Fig 11: Sample of ordinal filter used 

 
Fusion: 
         Fusion of multiple features of an individual can improve 
the matching accuracy of a biometric recognition system. a 
system that consolidates multiple sources of biometric 
information that avoid  noisy data, intra-class variations, spoof 
attacks and unacceptable error rates of a unibiometric recognition 
system. Multimodal biometric systems are capability of utilizing, 
more than one physiological or behavioral characteristic for 
enrollment, verification, or identification. The multimodal 
biometric is very  promising applications and theoretical 
challenges in recent years. 

 
Fig 12: Accuracy plots of individual recognizers 

 
Fig 13: Accuracy graph for combined classifier 

 

 
Fig 14: curve for palmpint, iris and fusion 

 

VII. PATTERN MATCHING 
         To obtained vector in a binary pattern matching is very 
important to represent code. It is easier to find the difference 
between two binary code-words than between two number 
vectors. If the feature vector has to code first observed some of 
its characteristics from it. Now found that all the vectors that we 
obtained have a maximum value that is >0 and a minimum value 
that is < 0. If “Coef” is the feature vector of an image than the 
following measuring scheme converts it to its Equivalent code 
word 

 if Coef(i) >=0 then Coef(i)=1  
 if Coef(i) < 0 then Coef(i)=0 

 

VIII. IDENTIFICATION AND VERIFICATION 
         Every security system has goals of two: Identification and 
verification it based on the needs of the environment. In the 
verification: In this the system checks if the user data that was 
entered is correct or not (e.g., username and password).  It is a 
one-to-one search. 
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Identification: In this the system tries to discover who the subject 
is without any input information. It is a one-to-many comparison. 
 

IX. RELATED WORK 
A. Existing system 
         A multimodal biometric system that alleviates the 
limitations of the uni-modal biometric systems by fusing the 
information from the respective biometric sources was 
developed. A general approach was explained for the fusion at 
score level by combining the scores from multiple biometrics 
using triangular norms (t-norms) due to Hamacher, Yager, Frank, 
Schweizer and Sklar, and Einstein product. This study aims at 
tapping the potential of t-norms for multimodal biometrics. The 
approach renders very good performance as it was quite 
computationally fast and outperforms the score level fusion using 
the combination approach (min, mean, and sum) and 
classification approaches like SVM, logistic linear regression, 
MLP, etc. The experimental evaluation on three databases 
confirms the effectiveness of score level fusion using t-norms. 
         In this phase, the two set features will be extracted from iris 
and palm images. At first, the palm image will be preprocessed 
to get the palm ROI (Region of interest), and palm print features 
of wrinkles, ridges and principal lines will be extracted from the 
palm ROI. On other hand, localization process will be applied on 
the iris images; some useful features will be extracted. 
Subsequently, the extracted features will be fused together at the 
feature level to construct the multi-biometric template.  
 
B. Proposed System 
         In this phase, some additional features will be selected 
based on iris and knuckle print of image presented in the 
database. The additional features provided based on iris and 
knuckle print image will provide the significant improvement as 
compared with existing algorithm. The implementation will be 
done in MATLAB and the performance of the algorithms will be 
analyzed using false alarm rate (FAR), False rejection rate (FRR) 
and accuracy. This result will be send to mobile through 
message.  
 

X. MODULE DESCRIPTION 
The following three modules are in this project.  
 
a. Iris detection:  
         In eye information is carrying by iris part only. It lies 
between the sclera and the pupil. The next step is segmenting the 
iris part from the eye image. Using the eigen values inner and 
outer boundaries of iris are located by finding the edge image. 
This mathematical pattern-recognition techniques is used in 
irises of an individual's eyes, whose complex random patterns are 
stable, unique and can be seen from some distance. 
 
b. Palm Pre-Processing: 
         To understand palmprint recognition concept, one must 
first understand the valleys of a palm and  physiology of the 
ridges. When recorded, a palm print appears as a series of dark 
lines and represents the high, peaking portion of the friction 

ridged skin while the valley between these ridges appears as a 
white space and shallow portion of the friction ridged skin. palm 
features exploits by Palm recognition technology. A palm 
recognition system is planned to interpret the flow of the overall 
ridges to assign a classification and then after extract the 
minutiae detail a subset of the total amount of information 
available, desire information to effectively search a large treasury 
of palm prints. Minutiae are limited based on location, direction, 
and orientation of the ridge endings along a ridge path. 
C.  
D. PCA Fusion & Recognition 
         Principal Component Analysis algorithm builds a fused 
feature of input palm prints and Iris as a weighted of all features. 
The classifier based on the Euclidean distance has been used 
which is obtained by calculating the distance between the image 
which are to be tested and the already available images used as 
the training images. Then the minimum distance is observed 
from the set of values. 
 

XI. CONCLUSION 
         A proposed work is to enlarge the algorithm for Powerful 
recognition with human iris and palmprint pattern identification. 
It done by increasing FRR more than 0.33% as the VeriEye 
algorithm results with FRR 0.32% and FAR 0.001% for other 
applications. Ordinal feature extraction for robust and fast 
matching use in healthcare application, suitable for reliable, fast 
and secure person identification. Proposed algorithm focus on the 
accurate of iris and palmprint identification even if the images 
are occlude and it will also focus on robust iris and palmprint 
recognition with narrowed eye which solves all the security 
related problems in system.  
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Abstract- Informal employment in its diverse forms is gaining 
increasing attention within global and national development 
agendas. Informality is difficult to measure, particularly in rural 
areas, where labour statistics and data are often not collected. 
From this point of view, the study aims to reconsider existing 
national and international research regarding informal 
employment, with a particular focus on the rural areas with the 
intent of having a clear understanding of the working age 
population outside the labour force in the rural areas, as well as 
those that are underemployed, and/or informally employed. 
Moreover, it aims to highlight institutional arrangements as they 
relate to employment services and the social and health insurance 
schemes, considering the difficulties / implications posed by the 
systems themselves as well as the related procedures in terms of 
registration as unemployed job-seekers. The author brought 
together in group discussions with stakeholders to gain a better 
understanding of the employment challenges faced in rural areas. 
The proposed methodology was developed through Desktop 
Research and direct interviews with focus groups.  
 
 
Index Terms- Albania, challenges, government institutions, 
informal employment, rural  
 

I. INTRODUCTION 
ssues of employment in general and rural employment in 
particular are vital to the economic wellbeing of any economy, 

especially for a developing economy such as the novice market 
economy of Albania. Employment should be at the forefront of 
economic policy for countries like Albania that have the 
reduction poverty on the focus of its sustainable development.  In 
the case of Albania, where much progress has been made in 
terms of economic growth and poverty reduction, the 
multifaceted issues of rural areas still remains, where 
employment can be ranked as the main factor.  In fact, rural areas 
are still the poorest areas of the country and in addition a very 
large portion of self-employed individuals are engaged with 
agriculture.   
The matter of fact remains that much less is known in terms of 
economic activity, employment, and rural non-farm activity in 
the rural areas of Albania.  Therefore, it is imperative to consider 
the issues of employment in the rural areas, as well as identify 
potential rural non-farm activities that might contribute to 
increases in employment as well as overall development of these 
areas in the country.   

II. RESEARCH OBJECTIVES & METHODOLOGY 
This study aims to present an outline of informal employment in 
rural Albania, exploring current situation, as well as identifying 
potential challenges. Goals and objectives of the study include: 
 

 Review existing national and international research 
regarding informal employment, with a particular focus 
on the rural areas by using and analyzing available 
statistical data on the magnitude, depth and structure of 
the rural economy/ employment in Albania, with the 
intent of having a clear understanding of the working 
age population outside the labour force in the rural 
areas, as well as those that are underemployed, and/or 
informally employed.  

 Highlight institutional arrangements as they relate to 
employment services and the social and health 
insurance schemes, considering the difficulties / 
implications posed by the systems themselves as well as 
the related procedures in terms of registration as 
unemployed job-seekers. 

 Bring together in group discussions with stakeholders 
(farmers, entrepreneurs in rural areas, associations, etc.) 
to gain a better understanding of the employment 
challenges faced in rural areas. 

 Suggest formulation of policy recommendations on 
stimulating new sources of employment, and the 
conditions for success in stimulating employment in 
rural areas. 
 

The proposed methodology was developed through: 
 

  Desktop Research: review of researches, policy papers, 
reports from various sources such as ETF, UN, USAID, 
World Bank, IFAD, IDS, ILO, ISS, academic literature, 
government strategies, etc. to identify informality 
causes in the labor market, dreams and aspirations of 
youngsters living in rural areas, models of reentering the 
labor market through training and in-job formation, 
strategies, policies, and existing gaps to better 
understand and identify the issues in this matter. 

  Direct interviews with farmers of different ages from 4 
regions, Kukes, Peshkopi, Vlore and Lezhe.  

 
Period: 30 October to November 30, 2015. Semi structured 
questions were used in discussions group for the field visits. 
Length of the discussion meetings: 60-90 min.  
Some of the foreseeable interviews include but are not limited to:  

I 
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• National Labor Office 
• Local Labor Offices 
• MoSWY (Ministry of Social Welfare and Youth 

District) 
• District Departments of Agriculture 
• Mountain Areas Development Agency 
• Regional Agricultural Advisory Centers 
• Vocational Training Centers / VET School 
• A number of Local and International NGOs with focus 

on rural economy VET and Employment 
• Intermediary business for recruitment and employment 

services  

III. BACKGROUND OF INFORMAL EMPLOYMENT IN RURAL 
ALBANIA  

The origin of the informal sector in Albanian’s economy can be 
traced back to the very beginnings of transition since one of the 
dominant consequences of structural adjustment in transition of 
Albanian economy has been the shrinking formal sector and the 
expansion of the informal sector. The decline in formal sector 
employment during the 1990s-2000s and the expansion of the 
informal sector during the same period have together constituted 
one of the most enduring features of the transition period. One of 
the main impacts of new economic reform after falling down the 
communist regime in Albania was the privatization of the land of 
the ex-agricultural cooperatives, within a short time. This process 
was accomplished immediately and the initial effect of the 
reform was 450,000 small farms that are operating in agriculture 
sector. Actually, Albania’s agricultural sector is highly 
fragmented with small farms with an average area of 1.25 ha. 
Farming in Albania, has traditionally played an important role 
regarding employment, even though most of the country is 
mountainous. 
Actually, most rural workers in Albania are self-employed, on 
their own farms, often very small, or on enterprises typical of 
rural non-farm activities. Hired workers are in the minority. In 
1994, the World Bank confirmed that almost 24% of rural 
population in Albania was up the supply capacity of agricultural 
land as a result of self-employment (World Bank, 2004). This 
self-employment constitutes a source of impoverishment of the 
village. 
On the other hand, the presence of a majority of the rural 
population and the limited possibilities of movement of rural 
population towards the cities, lack of functioning land market 
brought as a result the fixity of the size of farms, keeping them at 
their initial creation size. Limited size of land area and few 
employment opportunities outside the agricultural sector have 
put the Albanian agriculture at the level of semi-subsistence. 
Actually, in Albania’s post 90, self-employment in agriculture is 
the main source of employment. Thus 44.1% of total private 
sector identify with employees that are working in agriculture 
sector (LSF 2009, INSTAT, Albania). But why it is difficult for 
rural workers to move away from agricultural farms? 
In the last years, with development of market economy 
enforcedly has also grown the rural informal sector. Interest in 
the rural sector is also underlined by the fact that among 
Albanian relatively large labor force of self-employed workers, 

two-thirds are engaged in agriculture on which is predominantly 
rural based. 
A panorama of informal sector activities in Albanian rural sector, 
is presenting as follows: 
(1) Agricultural activities. These are predominantly farming units 
dependent on family labor and are made up of a large number of 
small farmers in the rural and semi-urban areas (Bassanini & 
Duval, 2004); 
(2) Fishing and fish processing activities. These are found mostly 
along Albanian’s coastline and are mainly composed of fishing 
by males aged between 18 and 60 years that used marketing the 
fish is basically undertaken by them individually; 
(3) Rural agro-based processing activities. These include 
processing of agricultural products on artisan basis. These 
activities are dominated by female workers. Their skills are 
acquired from within the family. Their experience of seasonal 
underemployment is pronounced. Mostly married, with children, 
they lack social security protection (Gueron, 2005); 
(4) Forestry activities. A lot of forestry in mountain areas is 
destroyed from cutting without permission. 
 
From the study of the informal rural agricultural sector, these 
distinctive types of rural labor were identified: 

 Family labor 
A distinctive characteristic of rural informal labor is family labor. 
It goes through all the sub-sectors within rural agriculture. It is 
predominant in producing of agricultural and livestock products, 
in fishing and agro-processing. From a labor market and 
economic standpoint, family labor is considered crucial for the 
survival and viability of these farms. It is also used as a kind of 
training for the transfer of skills from one generation to the next. 
Currently, the family is the basic unit of farm production in the 
Albanian society. Economic role of family members in rural 
areas is typically more competitive than complementary. Family 
member plays an additional role in home care, cultivation of 
plants in agricultural and other jobs.  
Almost 0.3% of agriculture workers are paid employees, while 
the rest, are self-employment and use their work. Specifically 
any self-employed in this case has 1-2 members depending on his 
family (LSF. 2009 INSTAT, Albania); Economic role of family 
members in rural areas is typically more competitive than 
complementary. Family member plays an additional role in home 
care, cultivation of plants in agricultural and other jobs. Almost 
0.3% of agriculture workers are paid employees, while the rest 
are self-employment and use their work. Specifically any self-
employed in this case has 1-2 members depending on his family 
(LSF. 2009 INSTAT, Albania); 

 Casual labor 
Known in local jargon as “by-day”, it is the next major type of 
labor in the rural informal sector. Casual labor exists under 
different patterns, and has a high level of mobility migrating 
from the countryside areas of the country to work out in Greece, 
Macedonia or Montenegro. Many rural workers migrate to 
industrial areas to find a new job. In fact, informal work in 
construction and service sectors without contracts and social 
security, absorb a large number of these workers from the 
countryside. These jobs offer more working days per year and 
pay well than work in farms. So many workers from the village 
combine agricultural activities and non-agricultural according 
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different seasons. They return to their regions of origin to make 
use of the farming season there also. Where they are not migrant, 
many casual workers also have their own farms where they grow 
crops or the other agricultural product for subsistence; Permanent 
labor. This constitutes a relatively small proportion of the rural 
agricultural labor force. 
Permanent jobs on rural areas are rare, as teachers, employees by 
health sector, by local government etc. While referring to the 
LSF 2009 (INSTAT, Albania), agriculture employed in regular 
employment contracts make up only 2.99% of the active labor 
force; 

 Mutual labor 
This is an arrangement by which farmers within an area bound 
by common agreement pool their labor together to assist each 
other in turns; 

 Child labor 
This form of labor is an important component of the informal 
sector workforce. It is an integral part of family labor, especially 
in the rural set-up. Different categories of children were 
identified: those who had never been to school, those who had 
dropped out of school and those who were still in school but 
assisted their parents. Some children were engaged by a parent or 
a close family member and may be paid or not. Such children, 
aged between 10 and 15 years, were usually out of school and 
fully in the labor market. Child workers are engaged mainly in 
economic activities such as livestock sector (Shahollari, 2001). 

 Part-time employment  
Part-time employment remains a female domain for the first 
decade of transition. Changes have occurred in terms of 
employment of women in agriculture. In the first years after 
1990, there was a withdrawal of women from agricultural works. 
They dealt mainly with the administration of home and other 
affairs of family. On the other side, later, after 2000s, noted that 
the percentage of women working in agriculture exceeded the 
employment of men (approximately 56% of women versus 44% 
men) (LSF 2009 INSTAT, Albania). This new model of 
employment is related mainly to the removal of men from the 
village in emigration or in temporary or permanent work in the 
nearest cities.  
Against this background of informal employment variables at 
rural areas always are raised the concerns on the quality of VET 
system to reduce these and increase youth skills for formal and 
cost-effective jobs in this sector. The transition period towards 
market economy did affect the structure of education system in 
Albania, given higher priority to general and university education 
while the system of vocational education was receiving less 
attention from respective institutions thus abandoned in notable 
ratios by youngsters, contributing to less income generating 
employment and low level of required competences in the 
market. 

IV. CORRELATION BETWEEN RURAL EMPLOYMENT AND THE 
RURAL PENSION SCHEME BENEFITS  

The rural scheme was created in 1972 and became operational in 
1974. The eligibility criteria for the old age pension of the rural 
scheme were a work history of 20 years in the agricultural 
cooperatives. After the dismantling of the agricultural 
cooperatives (1992) and state-owned farms (1993), the rural 
working age population consisted of self-employed farmers and 

their families. In 1994, approximately166 thousand farmers and 
disabled, former members of the agricultural cooperatives, 
benefited pensions from the scheme established in 1972 which 
provided pensions whose amount was around 50%of the urban 
pension, while approximately 82 thousand individuals benefited 
from the Economic Assistance scheme. 
Currently, the SII implements the law no. 7703 and provides two 
kinds of rural pensions: i) a very low rural pension for 
individuals whose contributory history is related only to the work 
in the former agricultural cooperatives and ii) rural pensions 
whose amount is higher and depends on the contributory history 
in the former agricultural cooperatives as well as on 
contributions after 1994 as self-employed in agriculture. 
With regard to contributions, they are flat and set each year 
through a Decision by the Council of Ministers. The 
contributions that would have been paid as a self-employed in the 
urban areas are then calculated with the state budget covering the 
difference between the amount and what the worker actually 
pays. On average, the amount of contributors paid from self-
employed in agriculture is approximately 53% of the 
contributions paid by individuals self-employed in urban areas. 
Nevertheless, although farmers contribute much less than the 
self-employed in urban areas their pension amount is slightly 
lower than in the urban scheme. 
The policies implemented until now have kept contributions very 
low and have increased rural pensions much more than urban 
pensions. Currently, the direct contributions by self-employed in 
agriculture cover only 18.7% of expenditures for rural pensions. 
Moreover, despite the subsidies of contributions from the state 
budget, these subsidies together with the direct contributions 
cover only 66% of the expenditures for the rural scheme. On the 
other hand, the law determines that farmers are eligible for a full 
pension in cases when excepting the work in agricultural 
cooperatives they have a contributory history of 17.5 years as 
self-employed in agriculture. Due to this law many farmers do 
not contribute anymore in the pension scheme after they have 
fulfilled these eligibility criteria. The contribution obligation 
keeps away of formal working relations the new entries in the 
labor market and the returnees from migration. 
Nevertheless, despite of all these special privileges the 
participation of individuals self-employed in agriculture in the 
pension scheme is very low. 
The average annual number of rural contributors in the first 
years of the scheme’s implementation fell drastically marking its 
peak in 1997. After that year, a gradual increase of the 
contributors’ number is noticed reaching its maximum in 2011 
with 692 thousand. Currently, the number of direct contributors 
is approximately 643, 000. The increase in the number of 
contributors to the scheme came mainly due to the increase of the 
contributor’s number in the rural areas as a result of the favorable 
conditions of the contribution payments as approved by law, 
even though this number is yet very low compared to the total 
number of self-employed in agriculture. 
Compared to the total number of beneficiaries, the beneficiary - 
contributor ratio turns out to be in considerable critical levels. 
A typical correlation is noted in database gathered by Albanian 
Institutions (INSTAT and ISSH) affecting the interest of 
youngsters from either urban or rural to participate in the active 
labor force - the dependency rate.  
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The high unemployment rate, the informal work and non-
participation in the scheme of the self-employed in agriculture is 
becoming a great social burden to society and to the state budget, 
as this category of uninsured people will either not be entitled to 
benefits or receive low benefits from the pension scheme and 
other schemes. Hence they will look for other schemes of social 
protection such as Economic Aid and other social assistances. 
These social protection schemes are financed from the state 
budget and the increase of the beneficiaries will make their 
financing impossible. 

V. DATA ANALYSIS AND FINDINGS FROM THE INTERVIEWS 
 
Farmers in all visiting sites expressed their hesitation for 
formalizing their activities and especially their relation with 
government agencies.  
The employment/unemployment title is closely related to the 
property law 7,501 which distributed the land based on the 
family certificate of October 1st, 1992. Every family member in 
possession of a property title was considered self-employed. 
Even the off springs born after October 1992 that do not own a 
property title are not considered unemployed unless they declare 
voluntarily in the labor office such status in addition to their 
status in the family property (land). 
Prior to territorial reform each municipality has an employment 
office (local NES offices) covering the interests/requests for jobs 
in case any rural residents needed to work. Historically job 
seeking used a different path from these offices as males of 
working age use their family ties for finding jobs – firstly abroad 
where the majority of economic migrants live and secondly in 
big cities where they work in construction.  
After 2010 the labor offices were accommodated within regional 
governments (QARK) thus creating a bigger obstacle (distance) 
with rural dwellers. Registration in the labor offices was meant to 
create some benefits additional to job seeking for rural citizens – 
health insurance and local tax deductions. However the 
registration in the labor office does not offer the above 
mentioned benefits by default – the communal council is the 
body that approves the list of people who benefit such titles.  
The regional labor office has no administrative power over LGUs 
which operate under the organic law and employment does not 
fall within this law. However each municipality/commune is 
responsible for managing the provision of social/economic 
assistance. If both offices would have cooperated in identifying, 
registering or assisting the re-entry into the labor market for rural 
dwellers the situation would have been different. Additionally 
the scope of unconditional grant would have helped the LGUs to 
promote the local businesses thus foster local employment.  
Head of departments and specialists of Social Insurance Institute 
explained the actual pension scheme and its correlation with the 
interest of rural dwellers to get involved in the labor market.  
Law no. 7703 dated 11.05.1993 "On Social Insurance in the 
Republic of Albania" (as amended), created a compulsory, public 
and universal coverage social insurance system, as well as a 
voluntary supplementary pillar, which presently, does not appear 
to be developed despite the measures taken and the legal 
framework already completed. 
The compulsory system comprises 2 main pillars: 

A mandatory social insurance scheme which is managed by 
the Social Insurance Institute and covers individuals employed 
by the state and the private sector as well as the self-employed in 
the urban and rural areas, provided that they have contributed for 
a specified time in the scheme. 
A voluntary scheme that includes those who are not insured any 
more, those who have been insured and wish to continue to be 
insured, as well as those who are covered by the law, including 
the university students. 
And 2 additional pillars 
A supplementary scheme for higher constitutional functions, 
civil servants and military including police. The supplementary 
pension is covered from the state budget. 
Special pensions for those who have fought in WW II, who have 
titles on culture, arts, economy and politics as well as persecuted 
from the totalitarian regime. Special pensions as well are directly 
financed from the state budget. 
Under mandatory social insurance scheme individuals who 
have reached the retirement age and have contributed for 35 
years, regardless of the formula application for calculating the 
pension amount, receive a monthly amount which should not be 
less than the minimum pension, which is annually defined by the 
Council of Ministers, but cannot be higher than the maximum 
pension which is legally twice as much as the minimum pension.  
Currently, the SII implements the law no. 7703 and provides two 
kinds of rural pensions: a very low rural pension for individuals 
whose contributory history is related only to the work in the 
former agricultural cooperatives and rural pensions whose 
amount is higher and depends on the contributory history in the 
former agricultural cooperatives as well as on contributions after 
1994 as self-employed in agriculture. 
The self employed rural dwellers need to complete 35 years of 
contributions into the scheme from which only 17.5 years of 
contribution is counted after 1993 based on the formula 
calculating the elderly pension. Practically this contribution is 
voluntarily paid as the law does not oblige citizens to pay and 
rural dwellers do not see any benefit of contributing beyond the 
17.5 years. Bearing in mind a) the amount limitations (minimal 
pension defined annually by the CM and maximum pension = 2 
X minimum pension) and b) the time limitations, rural dwellers 
does not consider the pension as a stimuli for formalizing their 
employment or clarifying their status (employed or unemployed).  
On average, the amount of contributors paid from self-employed 
in agriculture is approximately 53% of the contributions paid by 
self-employed in urban areas. Although farmers contribute much 
less than the self-employed in urban areas their pension amount 
is slightly lower than in the urban scheme. 
Currently, the direct contributions by self-employed in 
agriculture cover only 18.7% of the rural pension fund. 
Moreover, these subsidies together with the direct contributions 
cover only 66% of the expenditures for the rural scheme. 
Nevertheless, despite of all these special privileges the 
participation of individuals self-employed in agriculture in the 
pension scheme is very low. 
As mentioned in the previous paragraphs farmers (self – 
employed) contribution is virtually collected on a voluntary basis 
(for even though it is mandatory, they cannot be “forced” to pay) 
based on a well organized network of insurance agents – farmers 
inspectors. IIS has established a separate department in 1993.  
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There are 215 inspectors tracking the self-employed citizens in 
rural areas based on the agriculture census. Their functional task 
is identifying and informing citizens. They also exercise their 
role as insurance agent by getting a premium for every new 
contributor within a period (annually).  
The most successful year in collecting the self-employment 
contribution in rural areas was 2014 when the number of 
contributors reached almost 120,000 whereas the annual average 
before 2014 and in 2015 has been around 40,000.   
Becoming a contributor to the scheme requires certain documents 
however. This document is issued from the LGU where the 
farmers are registered as inhabitants. 
For the second time the analyses highlight the necessity of 
cooperation between LGUs and IIS (central government agency) 
in order to incite the formalization of the work performed in rural 
areas.  
 

VI. CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 
Government institutions in Albania which play an important role 
in the functioning, regulation and development of the rural areas 
should orient their support to the rural labor market as an 
important mechanism for the allocation of labor, resources and 
income generation in both demand and supply forces across the 
various economic activities in the country.  
As per official statistics, rural areas of Albania present high 
levels of unemployment, which may shadow under or informal 
employment, typical for women and youngsters engaged in 
unpaid labor. High levels of unpaid farm labor in rural areas 
artificially increase labor force participation and employment 
statistics while reducing unemployment figures.   
Given the high percentage of rural people in subsistence farming 
and their high involvement in unpaid labor or inactivity, 
statistical measures need to be revisited as to capture what they 
are supposed to capture. There is confusion on what basic labor 
market indicator are capturing, which also makes comparisons 
very difficult between urban and rural areas or districts.  
Consequently labor market statistics need to be revisited or 
alternative measures such as underemployment should be 
provided to capture the reality of the situation in rural areas.   
Agriculture is and will remain the predominant activity in rural 
areas but their (agriculture businesses) formal involvement in the 
agriculture industry is far behind. Regardless its positive trend of 
growing this industry is organized mostly in the form of a small 
scale mainly for family farming. This fact among other 
prerequisites has caused a limited economic diversity in rural 
areas. The substantial reliance of rural areas in family farming 
and predominantly land based activities may not sustain 
economic growth or development in rural areas for the future. 
The agriculture will continue its steady growth, despite the 
declining share in the economy and its still-low level of 
productivity reacting to the local and some international demand. 
From this perspective agriculture will continue to provide 
moderate potential for new jobs with its underlying challenge to 
upgrade the existing activities. However, in order to support rural 
non-farm activities, which may foster rural employment in a 
better skills enhanced status, and also serve strategic needs of 
country’s development more efforts are required by government 
and international actors.  

Following the above logic of development Albania should 
support the transformation of the agricultural sector into a 
competitive sector of the economy, aiming to achieve by 2020 
productivity levels similar with the other recent members of the 
European Union.  
Tackling the informality of the rural economic activities would 
facilitate greater engagement of the local workforce in formal 
activities, resolving many unemployment related issues, and 
secure higher standards of living for Albanian citizens in the 
rural areas. The formalization of rural businesses will help 
increasing the competitiveness of such businesses as the inputs 
they’ll buy – including skills – will better match the market 
demand for products and services from rural businesses. 
Although serious efforts are commenced, further adoption of the 
right incentives (or avoidance of some actual disincentives) 
aiming at facilitating the living in the rural areas to pull out from 
the self-employed status and join the market with equal rights 
and obligations, need to be clarified and included in the policy 
measures presented into various strategies. Such effective 
instruments may include the reforming of the pension or 
healthcare systems, calling for provision of partial/realistic 
contributions for the public services received better enforcement 
of property tax collection etc. 
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Abstract- Background of the study: Since Helicobacter pylori 
was first cultured by Warren and Marshall in 1983, much has 
been learned about its clinical aspects and its epidemiology. 
Knowledge of the epidemiology of this infection comes mainly 
from prevalence studies. In this research work, the prevalence of 
Helicobacter pylori infection was studied among patients with 
non-ulcer dyspepsia in the Out-Patients Department of four 
selected hospitals in Zaria, Kaduna State, to assess the risk 
factors associated with the infection. A total of two-hundred and 
fifty (250) blood samples were collected from consenting 
patients. Enzyme linked immunosorbent assay (ELISA) was used 
to test for the IgM and IgG antibodies to Helicobacter pylori in 
the patients’ serum samples. Statistical package for social science 
(SPSS) version 21 was used to test for the associated risk factors 
for the infection. The result obtained showed an overall 
prevalence of 73.6% (184/250), and 39.2% (98/250) for H. pylori 
IgG and IgM antibodies respectively. There was a significant 
association between H. pylori-IgM seropositivity and Household 
crowding (χ2=8.185, p=0.017), washing of hands with soap 
(χ2=13.705, p=0.000), Educational status (χ 2=10.919, p=0.012) 
and Socioeconomic Status (χ 2=7.568, p=0.006). Only hand 
washing with soap showed a significant association with H. 
pylori-IgG seropositivity (χ2=44.206, p=0.000). We concluded 
that the overall prevalence H. pylori infection among dyspeptic 
patients in this study strongly correlates with congested 
household crowding, poor hand hygiene, low level of education 
and socioeconomic status.  
 
Index Terms- Helicobacter pylori, Non-ulcer dyspepsia, Enzyme 
Linked Immunosorbent Assay, Seroprevalence. 
 

I. INTRODUCTION 
yspepsia is generally defined by most clinicians as the 
presence of chronic or frequently recurring epigastric pain 

or discomfort which is believed to originate in the gastro-
duodenal region. This may be associated with other upper 
gastrointestinal (GI) symptoms such as nausea, belching, 
vomiting, postprandial fullness, and early satiety (Al-Humayed et 
al., 2010). Chronic dyspeptic symptoms can be continuous, 
intermittent (episodic), or recurrent (Ramin et al., 2014).  
         Dyspepsia is a common problem in the general population 
that frequently induces visits to the primary care physician and 
many possible causes have been suggested for dyspepsia, such 
as; lifestyle factors, stress, altered visceral sensation, alterations 
in gastric acid secretion, peptic ulcer disease (PUD), drugs; 
especially non-steroidal anti-inflammatory drugs (NSAIDs), as 
well as Helicobacter pylori infection (Aziz et al., 2009).  

Helicobacter pylori (H. pylori) is a Gram negative, micro-
aerophilic, spiral-shaped, flagellated bacterium that inhabits the 
gastric mucosa of the human stomach with a strong affinity for 
gastric-type epithelium. The discovery of H. pylori by Warren 
and Marshall, in 1983 was a major breakthrough in the 
management of dyspepsia (Talley and Vakil, 2005). The 
association between H. pylori infection and dyspeptic symptoms 
has long been established with H. pylori infection having high 
population attributable risk for dyspepsia (Ugwuja and Ugwu, 
2007). H. Pylori infection is a worldwide problem and human 
beings have been the preferred host, colonized for at least 50,000 
years and probably throughout their evolution. The organism 
colonizes from childhood and persists throughout life if left 
untreated (Atherton and Blaser, 2009). More than half of the 
world’s population in both developed and developing countries 
are infected with this organism (Czinn, 2005). An 
epidemiological survey by Cover and Blaser, (1995), reveals that 
H. pylor infection is significantly higher in developing countries 
where the prevalence rate ranges between 70% and 90%, as 
compared to 20-50% in developed countries making H. pylori 
probably one of the most common bacterial infections of 
humans. In Nigeria, various studies on H. pylori show prevalence 
rates between 73.0% and 94.5% among patients with dyspepsia 
(Holcombe et al., 1994; Ndububa et al., 2001; Otegbayo et al., 
2004).  
         Studies have demonstrated that H. pylori infection plays a 
key role in the aetiology of various gastrointestinal diseases that 
were not previously believed to have a microbial cause 
(Rosenstock, 1997; Patric et al., 1999). H. pylori infection may 
lead to acute gastritis (abdominal pain, nausea and vomiting) 
within two weeks of infection. Duodenal inflammation 
(duodenitis) also often occurs as well as duodenal ulcer. Long 
lasting H. pylori infection results in persistent inflammation 
which can lead to an inflammatory response of the stomach 
known as atrophic gastritis (type B), a recognized precursor of 
gastric ulcer disease and gastric cancer, which is the second most 
common cancer world-wide. Chronic infection also causes 
gastric mucosa-associated lymphoid tissue (MALT) lymphomas 
(Oluwasola, et al., 2002). However, in some individuals, 
infection may not show any clinical symptoms, suggesting that 
the disease outcome may be influenced by the strain of H. pylori 
and its interaction with the host as well as genetic and 
environmental factors (Hunt et al., 2010). The aim of this study 
is to determine the prevalence of H. pylori infection in patients 
presenting with non-ulcer dyspepsia in selected hospital in Zaria, 
Kaduna State Nigeria. 
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II. MATERIALS AND METHODS 
2.1 Study Design and Population 
         The study was a hospital based cross sectional study which 
span through a period of six months. Data was collected from 
consenting patients presenting with symptoms of dyspepsia in the 
out-patient section of the selected hospitals during the period of 
the research work. 
 
2.2 Study Area 
         This study was conducted in Zaria, Kaduna state. Zaria is 
situated at Latitude 11° 25˝ North and Longitude 4° 27˝ Northern 
Nigeria (The World Gazetteer, 2007). Four major hospitals 
within Zaria, were enrolled in this study; Major Ibrahim B. 
Abdullahi memorial hospital Zaria- former Limi, Hajiya Gambo 
Suwaba Hospital Kofan Gaya Zaria, Salama Hospital and 
Ahmadu Bello University health services (UHS- University 
Health Services sick bay). 
 
2.3 Ethical Approval 
         Ethical approval was obtained from the ethical committee 
of the Kaduna State Ministry of Health (Ref No: 
MOH/ADM/744/VOL. 1) and also from the ethical committee of 
the selected hospitals before sample collection. 
 
2.4 Recruitment Inclusion and Exclusion Criteria 
         Inclusion criteria for the study involved consenting patients 
with mainly dyspeptic symptoms (persistent or recurrent 
abdominal pain) and with other associated gastrointestinal 
complaints such as nausea, vomiting, anorexia, early satiety etc. 
Patients who do not give their consent and/or are already on 
proton pump inhibitors or on H. pylori eradication therapies were 
excluded from the research work. 
 
2.5 Collection of Data 
         Before enrollment, informed consent of the participants 
were sought and obtained. Questionnaire on socio-demographic 
features and characteristics of the epigastric pain and symptoms 
were administered. Subjects were asked about their age sex, their 
level of education, occupation, accommodation and toilet facility 
which were used to classify their socioeconomic status into two 
groups of high and low. The sex, age and socioeconomic level of 
subjects were considered in order to determine risk factors for 
infection. Subjects were also asked about their sleeping 
arrangement (i.e. number of people in the room) and their 
drinking water sources. This was to determine the possible 
source of infection and/or transmission 
 
2.6 Sample collection and processing 
         Five milliliters (5mls) of venous blood was drawn from 
each patient aseptically by venipuncture and dispensed into two 
sterile labeled anticoagulant free containers, for the detection of 
H. pylori antibodies; Immunoglobulin M and Immunoglobulin G. 
Followed by centrifugation at 1500 rpm for 10 minutes to 
separate the serum. The sera samples were then transferred into 
sterile properly labeled screw capped vials and stored at -20oC 
until required for analysis.  
 
2.7 Assay for Helicobacter pylori Antibodies (using ELISA 
Technique) 

         According to the manufacturers of the test kits, the assay 
for the Helicobacter pylori antibodies in all the patients’ sera 
samples was by the principle and technique of Enzyme-Linked 
Immunosorbent Assay (ELISA) by (Diagnostic Automation, inc., 
Calabasa USA) 
         In this test the microtitre wells are coated with purified and 
in activated H. pylori antigens. Controls and diluted patient’s 
serum are incubated in the wells. The H. pylori specific 
antibodies, if present, bind to the solid phase antigens. After 
incubation and washing, all unbound antibodies are washed off. 
The wells are treated with conjugate, composed of anti-human 
monoclonal antibodies labeled with peroxidase, Horse Radish 
Peroxidase (HRP). After a second incubation and washing step 
the unbound HRP conjugate is washed off. The wells are 
incubated with the enzyme substrate Tetramethylbenzidine 
(TMB), the bound enzyme generate colour. Acidic stopping 
solution is then added and the intensity of the colour is determine 
by spectrophotometer wavelength absorbance measurement at 
450nm. The absorbance measured is directly proportional to the 
concentration of anti-H. pylori antibodies present in the serum 
samples. 
 

III. RESULTS 
         A total of 250 blood samples were collected from patients 
with dyspeptic like symptoms in four selected hospitals within 
Zaria metropolis, Kaduna State: Major Ibrahim B. Abdullahi 
memorial hospital Zaria, Ahmadu Bello University health 
services (UHS- University Health Services sick bay), Salama 
Hospital and Hajiya Gambo Suwaba Hospital Kofan Gaya Zaria. 
         Of the 250 sera samples screened, 84 (33.6%), 184 
(73.6%), positive for H. pylori Immunoglobulin M (IgM), 
Immunoglobulin G (IgG) respectively. Sixty three (25.2%) tested 
positive to both IgG and IgM and forty five (45) tested negative 
to both (Figure 1). 
         The results obtained from this study were analyzed in 
relation to gender (Table 1). Eighty four (84) were males and 166 
were females. The observed incidence (IgM) and prevalence 
(IgG) rate were higher in female 36.1% (60/166), 77.1% 
(128/166) when compared to the male 28.6% (24/84), 
66.7(56/84) patients respectively. However, the difference 
observed with respect to prevalence of H. pylori infection and 
gender, was not statistically significant (IgM: χ2= 1.434, 
p=0.231), (IgG: χ2=1.130, p=0.077).  
         Also shown on table 1 is the analysis of data obtained with 
respect to age distribution. The subjects were grouped into five 
different age groups with class size of ten. A total of 38, 82, 69, 
45 and 61 patients fall within the age group 21-30, 31-40, 41-50, 
51-60 and those above 60 years respectively. The results 
obtained in relation to age showed that age 21-30 years had the 
highest (44.7%) H. pylori-IgM prevalence rate, while the peak 
prevalence for H. pylori-IgG (84.4%) was recorded among 
patients within age group 51-60 years. The differences observed 
were not statistically significant (IgM: χ2= 3.838, p=0.428), (IgG: 
χ2=8.627, p=0.071). 
         Table 2 presents the analysis of results obtained in this 
study in relation to some demographic factors. No statistically 
significant association was observed between family type and the 
prevalence of H. pylori infection (p>0.05). However, higher 
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prevalence of 36.0% (63/175) and 73.7% (129/175) for H. pylori 
IgM and H. pylori IgG were recorded among patients from 
polygamous family.  
         In relation to type of residence, a higher prevalence rate of 
73.9% (102/112) for H. pylori-IgG was recorded among those 
living in flat apartment, while those who reside in a single room 
apartment had the highest prevalence of 35.5% (49/138) for H. 
pylori IgM. The observed differences were not statistically 
significant (p>0.05).  
         With respect to number of people staying in a room 
(Household crowding), those who shared room with more than 
two people had the highest rate of 41.7% (55/132) and 75.0% 
(99/132) for H. pylori IgM and H. pylori IgG respectively.  
Prevalence of IgM antibody for H. pylori infection was 
significantly associated with the level of household crowding 
(χ2=8.185, p=0.017), whereas that of H. pylori-IgG was not 
statistically significant (p>0.05). 
         Though there was no significant association (p>0.05) 
between prevalence of H. pylori-IgG in relation to patients’ level 
of education, Occupation and socioeconomic status. However, 

the prevalence of H. pylori-IgM antibody was significantly 
associated with patients’ level of education (χ2=10.919, p=0.012) 
and Socioeconomic Status (χ2=7.568, p=0.006), with the highest 
prevalence rate recorded among patients with non-formal type of 
education 53.5% (23/43), those who are unemployed 39.5% 
(15/38) and 38.7% (70/181) observed among those who fall 
within the low socioeconomic group  
         The prevalence of Helicobacter pylori infection with 
respect to toilet system type, Washing of hands with soap after 
using the toilet, and source of drinking water were also subjected 
to statistical analysis. The highest H. pylori prevalence rate of 
88.2%, 89.1% and 74.0% was recorded among patients; who 
defaecate on open field, washed their hands only with water 
without soap and those who use bore-hole as their source of 
drinking water respectively. The differences observed were not 
statistically significant except for washing of hand with soap 
which was highly significant (χ2=44.206, p=0.000). 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 1: Vein Diagram Showing Prevalence of H. pylori-IgG and IgM Antibodies Among dyspeptic patients in Zaria 
metropolis. 

 
Table 1: Seroprevalence of H. pylori IgM and IgG in relation to gender and age among dyspeptic patients attending selected 

hospitals in Zaria, Kaduna State Nigeria. 
 

  Immunoglobulin M  Immunoglobulin G 
Variable No 

Examined 
No Positive 
(%) 

 
χ 2 

 
p-Value 

 No Positive 
(%) 

 
χ 2 

 
p-Value 

Gender        
Male 84 24 (28.6) 1.434 0.231 56 (66.7) 1.130 0.077 
Female 166 60 (36.1)   128 (77.1)   
        
Age (Years)        

21 63 121 ᶓ=250 

H. pylori-IgM Positive = 84 H. pylori-IgG Positive = 184 
 

45 
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21-30 38 17 (44.7) 3.838 0.428 22 (57.9) 8.627 0.071 
31-40 82 27 (32.9)   59 (72.0)   
41-50 69 23 (33.3)   54 (78.3)   
51-60 45 14 (31.1)   38 (84.4)   
>60 16 3 (18.8)   11 (68.8)   
Total 250 84 (33.6)   184 (73.6)   

 
Key: No=Number, (%) =Percentage, χ 2=Chi-square, (p<0.05) * = Significant association Exist 
 

Table 2: Seroprevalence of H. pylori infection among dyspeptic patients in relation to some socio-demographic factors. 
 

  Immunoglobulin M  Immunoglobulin G 
Demographic 
Factors 

No 
Examined 

No Positive 
(%) 

 
χ 2 

 
p-Value 

 No Positive 
(%) 

 
χ 2 

 
p-Value 

Family Type        
Monogamous 75 21 (28.0) 1.506 0.220 55 (73.3) 0.004 0.950 
Polygamous 175 63 (36.0)   129 (73.7)   
        
Type of 
Residence 

       

Flat 112 35 (31.3) 0.502 0.479 102 (73.9) 0.016 0.901 
Single Room  138 49 (35.5)   82 (73.2)   
        
Household 
Crowding 

       

1 person 30 7 (23.3) 8.185 0.017* 22 (73.3) 0.317 0.853 
2 people 88 22 (25.0)   63 (71.6)   
2 and above 132 55 (41.7)   99 (75.0)   
        
Educational 
Status 

       

Primary 81 25 (30.9) 10.919 0.012* 65 (80.2) 3.801 0.284 
Secondary 91 29 (31.9)   67 (73.6)   
Tertiary 35 7 (20.0)   23 (65.7)   
Non-formal 43 23 (53.5)   29 (67.4)   
        
Occupation        
House-wife 51 12 (23.5) 3.142 0.370 39 (76.5) 1.771 0.621 
Self-employed 107 38 (35.5)   80 (74.8)   
Civil-servant 54 19 (35.2)   36 (66.7)   
Unemployed 38 15 (39.5)   27 (76.3)   
        
Socioeconomic  
Status 

      

High 69 14 (20.3) 7.568 0.006* 49 (71.0) 0.328 0.567 
Low 181  70 (38.7)   135 (74.6)   
Total 250 84 (33.6)   184 (73.6)   

 
Key: No=Number, (%) =Percentage, χ 2=Chi-square, (p<0.05) * = Significant association Exist 
 

Table 3: Seroprevalence of H. pylori infection among dyspeptic patients in relation to some possible risk factors 
 

  Immunoglobulin M  Immunoglobulin G 
 Factors No 

Examined 
No Positive 
(%) 

 
χ 2 

 
p-Value 

 No Positive 
(%) 

 
χ 2 

 
p-Value 

Toilet Type        
Water-closet 151 48 (31.8) 3.089 0.213 110 (72.8) 2.033 0.362 
Pit-latrine 82 27 (32.9)   59 (72.0)   
Open-field 17 9 (52.9)   15 (88.2)   
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Washing of hand 
with soap 

       

Yes 103 21 (20.4) 13.705 0.000* 53 (51.5) 44.206 0.000* 
No 147 63 (42.9)   131 (89.1)   
Source of Drinking     Water       
Tap Water 6 2 (33.3) 0.107 0.948 4 (66.7) 0.156 0.925 
Bore-hole 77 27 (35.1)   57 (74.0)   
Well Water 167 55 (32.9)   123 (73.7)   
Total 250 84 (33.6)   184 (73.6)   

 
Key: No=Number, (%) =Percentage, χ 2=Chi-square, (p<0.05) * = Significant association Exist 
 

IV. DISCUSSION 
         In this study, the overall prevalence of IgG and IgM was 
determined, and the risk factors associated with H. pylori 
infection in dyspeptic patients attending some selected hospitals 
in Zaria, Kaduna State, Nigeria was examined. To the best of our 
knowledge, there are limited published data in this part of the 
country, in this regard.  
         This study recorded an overall prevalence of 73.6% 
(n=184) for Helicobacter pylori Immunoglobulin G (IgG) 
antibody among the study population. This is lower than 80.4% 
reported by Nwodo et al. (2009) in a similar study conducted in 
some parts of Kaduna State nearly ten years ago, and far lower 
than prevalence of 93.6% which was reported by Olokoba et al. 
(2013) in Maiduguri, North-eastern Nigeria, 94.5% by Otegbayo 
et al. (2004) in Ibadan, South-west Nigeria. Nevertheless, this 
prevalence is consistent with findings of Ndububa et al. (2001), 
who reported a prevalence of 73% in Ile-ife, South-west Nigeria, 
73.9% in Pakistan (Farhat et al., 2013) and reports of findings 
from other African countries which have consistently shown a 
high prevalence of H. pylori infection such as; Ghana (74.8%), 
Kenya (71%) and Ethiopia (72.9%) (Shmuely et al., 2003; 
Tadesse et al., 2013; Archampong et al., 2014). In these 
countries it has been reported that H. pylori infection may be 
present in about 70-100% of dyspeptic patients (Baako and 
Darko, 1996; Ben-Ammar et al., 2003; Asrat et al., 2004).  
Detection of specific IgG antibody to Helicobacter pylori has 
been shown to be very accurate for the diagnosis of H. pylori 
infections (Ho and Marshall, 2000). However, H. pylori-IgG 
antibody titre, may remain high and detectable indefinitely, even 
after eradication of H. pylori (Alem et al., 2002). Hence, 
detection of IgG to H. pylori may not differentiate between 
current and past infections. Testing sera for anti-H. pylori 
immunoglobulin M (IgM) on the other hand, may provide data 
confirming recent or active infection (Alem et al., 2002).  
         On examining the H. pylori IgM status of sera samples 
collected from dyspeptic patients in this study, an overall 
incidence rate (IgM) of 39.2% (n=98) was recorded among the 
study population. The observed incidence was higher than 22.2% 
reported by Nwodo et al., (2009) but lower than 43% reported by 
Montazer-Saheb et al. (2011) in Iran. The failures of the 
remaining 152 (60.8%) patients with dyspeptic complain to show 
seropositivity to H. pylori-IgM, suggests that, their blood 
samples might have been obtained after the acute IgM 
seroconversion (Perez-Perez et al., 1998). An IgM response to H. 
pylori has been seen by day 18 of acquisition, but IgG and IgA 
sero-conversions occur together after 60 days, at which time IgM 

titers must have decline (Dobbs et al., 2000). Due to the nature of 
H. pylori infection, the initial infection by this organism may not 
necessarily be symptomatic and is not clearly different from 
those of an upset stomach; hence, most people delay their visit to 
the primary care physician hoping that the symptoms will 
resolve. Unfortunately, Spontaneous elimination of the infection 
is rare, and the infection remains active indefinitely unless it is 
treated with antimicrobials (Miranda et al., 2010). 
         Symptoms of dyspepsia in 45 (18.0%) patients whose 
samples showed no evidence of H. pylori infection, based on the 
assays employed in this study, may not be ascribed to infection 
with the bacterium, hence, the involvement of other aetiological 
factors that were out of the scope of this present study. This has 
been reported in earlier study by Ugwuja et al. (2009).   
         In relation to gender, we observed a higher H. pylori 
prevalence and incidence rates; (77.1%) and (36.1%) in female 
than (66.7%) and (28.6%) in males for both IgG and IgM 
antibodies respectively. Though, there were more females 
(n=166) than males (n=84) in this study. The female 
predominance observed in this study agrees with the findings of a 
similar study in Iran, conducted by Montazer-Saheb et al. (2011). 
This could be a reflection of the greater consciousness of the 
female gender in the issue of their health and their ready 
presentation in the hospital when compared, to the males, or it 
may be a matter of chance that more female patients visited for 
management of dyspepsia during the study period of this 
research. The analysis of results between gender and H. pylori 
prevalence rate, was not statistically significant (p>0.05) as seen 
in Table 1. The lack of significant sex difference in patients 
presenting with dyspepsia and H. pylori infection in this study is 
consistent with earlier reports (Otegbayo et al., 2004;Shaib and 
El-Serag, 2004; Montazer-Saheb et al., 2011). 
         The prevalence of H. pylori IgG seropositivity among 
dyspeptic patients as observed in this study, increased markedly 
with age, being maximum (84.4%) at age group 51-60 years. 
After which, there was a decrease (68.8%) among those above 60 
years of age as shown in Table 4.6. This agrees with findings of 
Baako and Darko (1996) who reported that the fifth decade of 
age was the peak of infection among dyspeptic patients in Ghana. 
However, the peak of H. pylori IgM seropositivity rate (44.7%) 
was noted among those within 21-30 years of age and a steady 
decrease was observed thereafter. This can be explained by the 
fact that younger people are at higher risk of H. pylori infection, 
although symptoms may not be significant in most individuals 
until later in Adulthood (Malaty et al., 2002; Rowland et al., 
2006). The test of association between age and the rate of H. 
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pylori IgG and IgM seropositivity revealed, no significant 
association (p>0.05). 
         The results of the test of analysis between H. pylori 
prevalence and Family type, type of residence, household 
crowding (number of person per room), type of convenience 
(toilet) used,  showed no significant association (P>0.05), except 
for the incidence rate (H. pylori-IgM) and household crowding. 
However, higher H. pylori incidence rate was recorded among 
patients who were from a polygamous family (36.0%), those who 
leave in single room apartment (35.5%) and those who shared 
room with more than two people (41%). Most Nigerians are 
members of extended family and often living in crowded 
conditions, especially in early childhood. This encourages some 
unhygienic conditions, which can promote intra-familial 
transmission regarding the risk of acquiring H. pylori infection. 
Close contact in families where carriers of H. pylori are already 
present can markedly increase the risk of oral-oral, gastro-oral or 
faecal-oral transmission, through inadvertently spreading 
infected saliva, vomitus or having poor personal hygiene 
(Goodman, 2000; Rothenbacher et al., 2002; Rocha, 2003). Lack 
of association between infection and toilet system in this study 
implies that water-closet, pit-latrine as well as open field could 
constitute transmission route in equal rate if proper personal and 
environmental hygiene were not applied. Toilet facilities are 
important tools integrated in gastrointestinal health in general 
populations. When not properly cleaned in a routine and periodic 
manner, it can serve as a major source of microbial transmission 
and act as a hidden source of infection (Vernon et al., 2005; 
Livinov et al., 2010).   
         This study established a significant relationship between 
the prevalence of H. pylori infection and washing of hands with 
soap after using the toilet (p<0.05). A higher prevalence (89.1%) 
was recorded among the majority (147) of the patients who 
admitted washing their hands just after visiting the toilet, only 
with water, meanwhile, those who use soap always, had a lower 
prevalence (51.5%) as compared to those who used water only. 
This suggests that effective hand washing remain the one of the 
most effective and least expensive major method of preventing 
transmission of this infection. 
         We observed no significant association between the 
infection rate of H. pylori and source of drinking water as a risk 
factor in this study. However, patients who said they drank 
borehole water had the highest incidence (35.1%) and prevalence 
rate of 74.0% and the least incidence (33.3%) and prevalence 
(66.7%) was observed among those who drank tap water. This 
suggests a possible contamination of borehole water sources with 
sewage perhaps, boreholes are being situated close to septic 
tanks. Zaria like any other semi-urban cities in Nigeria is faced 
with acute shortage of portable water especially in the dry season 
making people to resort to boreholes, well water and other 
sources of water supply for drinking and other domestic 
activities.  
         A significant association (p<0.05) was observed between 
the level of education attained among the dyspeptic patients and 
the incidence (IgM) of H. pylori infection. The highest incidence 
rate of 53.5% was recorded among those with non-formal type of 
education while those with tertiary form of education recorded 
the least incidence 20.0%. The highest incidence rate observed 
among patients with non-formal type of education could be 

attributed to less awareness concerning the mode of transmission, 
pathogenesis and role of the H. pylori as an etiological factor of 
dyspepsia, low socioeconomic status and poor personal hygiene. 
Poor personal hygiene has been shown to enhance the acquisition 
and the spread of the bacteria (Woodward, 2000; Ugwuja, 2007). 
However, studies have shown that educated people are more 
concern with their personal and environmental hygiene and 
awareness of this infection. The seroprevalence rates of anti-H. 
pylori (IgG) that was recorded among the various educational 
levels was not statistically significant, however, the highest 
(80.2%)  prevalence rate was recorded among those with primary 
level of education. 
         Occupation among the study population was also assessed 
to examine its relationship with H. pylori infection as a possible 
risk factor. The difference observed was not statistically 
significant (p>0.05). Nevertheless, patients who were 
housewives had the highest prevalence rate (76.5%) and the 
highest incidence rate (39.5%) was recorded among those who 
were unemployed. 
         In the case of socioeconomic status and the H. pylori 
infection rate, patients were divided into two groups (high and 
low socioeconomic class) based on a scale of combined factors, 
such as type of residence, household crowding, highest level of 
education attained and occupation rather than on a single factor. 
Although there was no significant difference (p>0.05) in the 
prevalence of Helicobacter pylori infection and socioeconomic 
status, however, infection was slightly higher (74.6%) in the 
lower socio-economic class than in the higher class (71.0%). The 
lack of association in this study may be due to the fact that most 
individuals have been already infected in childhood irrespective 
of their present socioeconomic status. This is in agreement with 
report of Nwodo et al. (2009). However, the difference observed 
between the two socioeconomic groups and the incidence of H. 
pylori infection was statistically significant (p<0.05) with lower 
class having a higher incidence rate of 38.7%. The spread of 
infection among the lower socioeconomic group must have been 
facilitated by less favorable living conditions and poor 
environmental hygiene. This agrees with the report of 
Veldhuyzen et al. (1995). 
 

V. CONCLUSION 
         In conclusion, the observed prevalence rates in this study 
revealed that H. pylori infection is highly endemic in the study 
area; lack of proper sanitation and of basic hygiene, 
overcrowding, level of education as well as low socioeconomic 
status all played a role in the overall prevalence of Helicobacter 
pylori infection in this study. This further suggests that, the 
epidemiological situation of this bacterium in the study area still 
requires effective public health interventions. 
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Abstract- In this paper, a fault diagnosis system  is presented for 
analog circuit testing based on the Simulation before Test 
approach. The circuit under test is subjected to a frequency 
response analysis, from which parameters are extracted such that 
they give unique values for every configuration of the circuit. 
This uniqueness makes them ideally suitable to characterize the 
state of the circuit. Software implementation has been done using 
MATLAB. Due to manufacturing tolerances, component failures, 
temperature drifts and ageing, the actual values of network 
parameters can be different from the nominal ones and these 
variations may have significant effect on the circuit 
performances. To overcome this problem testing of the 
components of the circuit has been done before implementation. 
This work consists of analyzing the Butterworth fourth order low 
pass filter at different test frequencies of 89, 142 and 272 
radians/second using Sheshu Waxman algorithm. to identify the 
fault. Further the filter parameters CDF, PDF, Normalized 
function are observed to analyze filter behavior using Monte 
Carlo Algorithm. The efficient testing and an initial fault 
dictionary are also developed using MATLAB software. 
 
Index Terms- Analog Circuit, Fault, Fault Dictionary, Monte 
Carlo, Seshu Waxman. 
 

I. INTRODUCTION 
nalog devices widely exist in military, communication, 
automatic control, instrumentation, mixed signal circuit, 

and chip system. The essence of the objective world determines 
the universality and irreplaceability of the signal analog circuit. 
With the development of large-scale integrated circuits, analog 
circuit complexity and the intensity increasing, the reliability 
requirements of the analog circuit are also stricter [1]. Therefore, 
analog circuit testing and fault diagnosis problem cannot be 
avoided, thus it is important to carry out research on related 
theories and methods. 
        With the development of the electronics industry, electronic 
equipment becomes more and more complex, the analog devices 
and circuit of it are indispensable. The theoretical analysis and 
practical application indicates that analog circuits of these 
devices are more prone to fault than digital circuits [2]. For this 
kind of equipment maintenance is very complex, but it is 
indispensable to guarantee the normal operation of the system 
[3]. In addition, with the development of VLSI development and 
the increasing complexity of electronic devices, artificial 
traditional fault diagnosis methods are unable to meet the 
requirements, which forced the researchers’ further exploration 
about the testing of new theory and method, in order to adapt to 
the social demand for the development of new test device.         

        There exist a number of various techniques for analog 
circuit testing, convenient for testing specific types of circuits. 
Since no universal method exists .further improvements are 
possible [4]. The presented method in this paper includes 
proposal for fault diagnosis using Monte Carlo and Seshu 
Waxman algorithm approach and reason for why sehu and 
Waxman approach comes out to be more efficient. 
        The characteristics of an analog circuit can be described in 
several domains, e.g. DC, time and frequency. In the time 
domain the circuit description is based on a set of differential 
equations, whose order depends on the number of independent 
energy storage components in the circuit. The equations are 
solved by numerical integration and the solution can be very 
computationally complex, potentially unstable or non convergent 
for high order equations [5]. The robustness of the whole process 
of the multi-frequency parametric fault diagnosis with respect to 
manufacturing tolerances, faults of circuit components and 
measurement errors can be modeled using statistical techniques 
[6]. The procedure is based on the Monte-Carlo method. The 
principle of network parameter generation in accordance with 
statistical distribution functions is based on the inverse sampling 
theorem. 
        Authors of [7] described that the fault location technique for 
testing analog filters using a fault dictionary. The single hard 
faults of the filter passive elements can be located and identified. 
To enable the efficient testing an initial fault dictionary is 
optimized in order to get the minimal size of the dictionary with 
maximum number of uniquely recognized faults. After a 
simulation, the procedure tests the circuit and locates the failed 
element using adequate fault isolation criterion. 
        Authors of [8] proposed that at the time of testing, the 
magnitude of the failed analog filter is measured in the same test 
frequencies as in the dictionary. The fault isolation criterion is 
applied to the measured magnitudes and to the simulated 
magnitudes from the dictionary in order to locate the fault. One 
fault isolation criterion has been proposed by authors [8] is called 
“the nearest neighbor rule”. 
        In the present work of this paper first of all  fault analysis 
technique is implemented using Seshu Waxman algorithm and 
then the behavior of fourth order Butterworth low pass filter is 
examined using Monte Carlo algorithm. The results of two 
algorithms are compared and it is found that the Monte Carlo 
algorithm is giving better results than Seshu Waxman results, 
which can be used for wide range of frequencies. 
        In this paper script programming and graphics concept of 
MATLAB is used. Script language involves the command 
window as an interactive space for mathematical or executive 
text. MATLAB is a multi-paradigm numeric computing 
environment and 4th generation programming language. It allows 
matrix manipulation, plotting of function and data, 

A 
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implementation of algorithm.  The MATLAB applications are 
increasing day by day. 
 

II. FAULT DIAGNOSIS METHODOLOGY 
        The complete system is developed using simulation and 
coding techniques, mentioned below.. 
        Step 1 : The circuit is designed using the simulation 
technique.  
        Step 2 : The circuit is  designed using  coding. Coding for 
the circuit performance of Fourth order Butterworth filter is done 
using two different algorithms Seshu Waxman algorithm and 
Monte Carlo algorithms which are explained below. 
 
Seshu Waxman algorithm - 

1. Coding to obtain the Bode plot for the normalized 
condition. 

2. Identification of fault ie. Checking for tolerance bound.  
3. Applying open and short circuit condition ( ie. +50% in 

case of open circuit and -50% for short circuit) 
4. Obtaining the nominal and faulty characteristics. 
5. Obtained the error characteristic. 

Monte Carlo algorithm - 

6.  Probability function is obtained using equation No. 1. 
 
( 𝑝rnd) =       1       exp  { −( 𝑝rnd − 𝜇)² }      
………………….(1) 
𝜎√2𝜋                    2𝜎² 
 
where 𝑓(˜𝑝rnd) is the probability density function, ˜𝑝rnd is the 
actual value of the normalized network parameter, 𝜇 and 𝜎 are 
the distribution parameters, i.e. mean and standard deviation. 
𝑝rnd = 𝐹−1(𝑟) 
 

7. Cumulative distribution function (CDF) plot is obtained 
using equation No. 2. 

8.  
𝑟 = 1/ 2[−1/𝜏 ( 1/𝑝rnd− 1)+ 1]  =  𝐹( 𝑝rnd)        
………………………..(2) 
 

9.  Probability Distribution Function (PDF)  plot is 
obtained using equation No. 3. 

( 𝑝rnd) = 𝐹′( 𝑝rnd) = 1/ 2 𝜏 𝑝²rnd    
………………………………..(3) 
 

 

III. IMPLEMENTATION AND RESULT 
The fourth order Butterworth low pass filter is designed using simulation as shown in figure 1.- 

 
Figure .1: Butterworth fourth order low pass filter simulated circuit 

 
        Using  Seshu Waxman algorithm  Normalized characteristic is shown in figure 2, Fault characteristic is shown 
in figure 3 and Error characteristic is shown in figure 4. The magnitude values in dBs at three different test 
frequencies are shown in table 1. M is the standard magnitude corresponding to 3 test frequencies 89, 142 and 272 
radians / second. M1 to M14 are magnitudes corresponding to 3 test frequencies when values of resistances of filter 
are varied in a range of values. 
 
 

TABLE 1 Magnitude Table 
 

M 12.3635 9.3957 2.2664 
M1 11.1269 7.3658 -0.6608 
M2 13.3198 11.3170 6.0058 
M3 10.5955 7.6278 0.4985 
M4 16.1840 13.2163 6.0870 
M5 6.8553 3.8876 -3.2417 
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Figure. 2 Normalized Characteristic 

 
  
 

M6 9.5553 6.5876 -0.5417 
M7 13.3198 11.3170 6.0058 
M8 11.1269 7.3658 -0.6608 
M9 13.3198 11.3170 6.0058 
M10 11.1269 7.3658 -0.6608 
M11 32.5229 29.5551 22.4258 
M12 23.6316 20.6638 13.5345 
M13 4.9643 1.9966 -5.1327 
M14 6.1136 3.1459 -3.9834 

Output 
H3 =                          8.751 
------------------------------- 

1.304e-12 s^2 + 2.884e-06 s + 1 
 

Continuous-time transfer function. 

Fig 5.1 
Nominal Bode plot (4th order butterworth filter 

) 
 
 

Figure. 3 
Fault characteristic 
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Figure. 4 
Error Characteristic 

 
        At the time of testing the magnitude of the failed analog circuit is measured in the same test frequency as in 
dictionary, shown in TABLE 2.  The table contains fault values for 3 test frequencies for the components (resistors 
and capacitors, different from standard values) used in 4th order Butterworth Filter considered for the present work. 
R1A+ means resistance value above the standard value (R1A) and R1A- means, resistance value below the standard 
value (R1A). 
 

TABLE 2  Fault Dictionary Table 
 

Test Frequency                 89( rad/sec)             142(rad/sec)             272(rad/sec) 
Number          Fault                                                            Magnitude (db) 
0 R1A+ 1.094E+01 7.09E+00 -1.01E+00 
1 R1A- 1.31E+01 1.13E+01 6.00E+00 
2 R2A+ 1.094E+01 7.09E+00 -1.01E+00 
3 R2A- 1.31E+01 1.13E+01 6.00E+00 
4 R3A+ 10.59E+00 7.62E+00 4.98E-01 
5 R3A- 1.61E+01 13.21E+00 6.08E+00 
6 R4A+ 1.448E+01 11.51E+00 4.38E+00 
7 R4A- 9.55E+00 6.58E+00 -0.57E+00 
8 R1B+ 1.094E+01 7.09E+00 -1.01E+00 
9 R1B- 1.31E+01 1.13E+00 6.00E+00 
10 R2B+ 1.094E+01 7.09E+00 -1.01E+00 
11 R2B- 1.31E+01 1.13E+00 6.00E+00 
12 R3B+ 2.36E+01 2.06E+01 1.35E+01 
13 R3B- 3.25E+01 2.95E+01 2.24E+01 
14 R4B+ 6.11E+01 3.145E+00 -3.98E+00 
15 R4B- 4.96E+00 1.99E+00 -5.12E+00 
16 C1A+ 1.11E+00 7.36E+00 -0.66E+01 
17 C1A- 13.31E+00 1.13E+01 0.6E+01 
18 C2A+ 1.11E+00 7.36E+00 -0.66E+01 
19 C2A- 13.31E+00 1.13E+01 0.6E+01 
20 C1B+ 11.12E+00 7.36E+00 -6.6E+01 
21 C1B- 13.31E+00 11.31E+00 6.01E-00 
22 C2B+ 11.12E+00 7.36E+00 6.6E-01 
23 C2B- 13.31E+00 11.31E+00 6.01E+00 

 
        Using Monte Carlo algorithm CDF, PDF and probability function are plotted for the analysis of different 
components. The instance at which the density is high shows the high probability for fault condition. Nominal Bode 
plot is shown in figure 5, analysis of R1A is shown in figure 6, analysis of R2A is shown in figure 7, analysis of 
R3A is shown in figure 8, analysis of R4A is shown in figure 9  and analysis of C1A/C2A is shown in figure 10. 
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Figure. 5 

Nominal Bode plot 
 

 
Figure. 7 

Analysis for R2A 
 

 
Figure. 9 

Analysis for R4A 
 
 

 
Figure. 6 

Analysis of R1A 
 

 
Figure. 8 

Analysis for R3A 
 

 
Figure. 10 

Analysis for C1A /C2A 

                                                                                                                 

IV. CONCLUSION 
        In this paper, fault dictionary technique are used which is a 
completely based on quantitative calculations. Fault dictionaries 
are very simple to apply, but they have certain limitation that 
need to be solved. One of the earliest techniques for fault 
definition is the seshu and Waxmann approach which varies the 

element +50% from its nominal. Seshu and Waxmann method is 
used for frequency selection process. 
       Dealing with statistical modeling of fault diagnosis, the 
whole multi frequency parametric fault was implemented in the 
MATLAB program. The random process is simulated by the 
Monte Carlo method and the results are statistically evaluated. 
For generating random network parameters, the inverse sampling 
theorem can be used. The method can generate random data sets 
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in accordance with their cumulative distribution functions and 
probability distribution function. 
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Abstract- Agricultural product always has variability of its price 
at any time, because there is imbalance between supply and 
demand of agricultural product in Thailand. Thus, Thai 
government aims to solve this problem by augmenting 
agricultural cooperative to every province. This research assesse 
the data set of operational efficiency in agricultural cooperatives 
by using Super-SBM DEA approach. Super-SBM DEA approach 
has been integrated two approaches by combining super-
efficiency DEA and SBM DEA. This approach is used to 
measure and compare the operation in term of efficiency and 
inefficiency of Decision Making Unites (DMUs) under variable 
return to scale (VRS). The findings of this research show that 
more than 80 percent all of Thai agricultural cooperatives have 
operational inefficiency and there are less than 20 percent have 
operational efficiency. Therefore, the empirical results can 
differentiate some problems and benchmarks to members and 
farmers.  This research helps government recognize about the 
efficiency and inefficiency within all agricultural cooperatives in 
each province. In addition, it also help agricultural cooperatives 
where have inefficiency organization improve and increase their 
efficiency. 
 
Index Terms- operational efficiency, agricultural cooperative, 
Thailand, Super-SBM DEA  

I. INTRODUCTION 
gricultural cooperative has been established and gathered up 
among who has career is farmer. It was registered with the 

registrar of Cooperative Promotion Department in Thailand. 
Agricultural cooperative has operation type on multipurpose, it 
helps to encourage all members carry out activities together. It 
also remedies the suffering of occupation of its members and 
leverages the well-being of its members better of both economic 
and social under the rule of moral and ethical. Agricultural 
cooperative in Thailand has been developed like in developing 
and developed countries. It has been initiated by the government 
since 1915. The first agricultural cooperative by name Wat Chan 
Cooperative Unlimited Liability is in Phitsanulok province, it 
was used to improve the livelihood of small farmers and 
increased indebtedness problem from farmers who had suffering 
from the problem of economy and natural disaster such as 
drought and flood. The sufferings had effect to farmers regarding 
the inability to paid debts and losing their farmland. This first 
agricultural cooperative has been used to prevent many farmers 
lose their farmland by giving loan to owner farmland. These 

successes of cooperative type had prevailed in the country until 
1938 and then there were other cooperative types had responded 
the people's needs. In 1968, Thai government had strengthened 
the movement of cooperative by launching the cooperative’s 
enactment. This enactment leaded to establish the cooperative 
league of Thailand and had the amalgamation program of land 
improvement land settlement cooperatives, paddy and marketing 
cooperatives and neighboring small village credit cooperatives. 
They become a large scale cooperative at district level which 
provides multipurpose functions as agricultural cooperatives.  

Nowadays, Agricultural cooperatives in Thailand has 
members increase every year from 5,950,809 persons in 2006 to 
6,031,344 persons in 2012 because of the farmers got the 
problems from prices of agricultural products which declined in 
ever years (The Cooperative Promotion Department, 2016). 
Farmers didn’t have power to bargains high prices from 
middleman. Thus, this research measures and has objectives to 
assess the operational performance of agricultural cooperative by 
comparing the financial statement of all agricultural cooperatives 
in Thailand. Moreover, this research has made new dataset from 
improvement of previous dataset both in input and output 
variables and also identified the benchmarks for improving some 
inefficiency agricultural cooperatives. The expected outcome of 
this research is to help boards and member in all Thai 
agricultural cooperatives realize in term of how to solve and 
improve the operational efficiency in organization from their 
benchmarks. Meanwhile, the results of this research can imply 
the position and direction of business running. According to data 
analysis, this research has used Super-SBM DEA approach 
become a tool for measuring the operational efficiency in all 
agricultural cooperatives. Super-SBM DEA approach has been 
used to many fields in research area. For instance Super-SBM 
DEA approach was used in the studying of the regional 
environmental efficiency evaluation in China. Li et al. (2013) 
focused on the environmental pollution which obtained the 
problem from energy consumption of China’s fast developing 
economy and basis of current policies. This research used Super-
SBM DEA approach under undesirable outputs to measure 
regional environmental efficiency during 1991–2001. The 
empirical results show that China’s environmental has low 
efficiency and its gap between different areas and provinces is 
large. 

This research has organized the rest by separating matters 
into 5 sections which can be explained as following. Section 2 
has been designed to explain the using of Super-SBM DEA 

A 
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approach which obtain from many previous literatures. Section 3 
shows the dataset and overviews of Super-SBM DEA 
methodology. Section 4 identifies the benchmarks, performance 
levels and measures operational performance of Thai agricultural 
cooperatives. Moreover, section 5 exhibits the results of 
operational efficiency of agricultural cooperative in Thailand. 
Section 6 concludes and discusses the empirical results of all 
Thai agricultural cooperative. 

II. LITERATURE REVIEW  

2.1 Agricultural Cooperative 
Peter (2007) mentioned that the cooperatives were distinct 

values and institutional forms which differented from private 
corporations. The owners of cooperatives were member which 
had controlled by democratically system. This research considers 
the trend to lose distinct identity of cooperatives and query about 
the problem of why this occurs and how the distinct identity of 
cooperatives can be sustained. It has been summarized by 
suggesting from the experience of community cooperatives. 
Novkovic (2008) mentioned that the cooperative was main player 
in market economies, the value and principles of cooperative 
were importantly noted in economic literature. The cooperatives 
were laboratories for social innovation and aid in development in 
any fields. They can be in low labour areas, oligopoly and 
prevalent market failures. Özdemir (2005) stated that the 
important agricultural cooperative types in Turkey were 
Agricultural Credit Cooperatives (ACCs), Agricultural Sales 
Cooperatives (ASCs), and Agricultural Development 
Cooperatives (ADCs). Agricultural cooperatives had a limited 
impact in the area of economic, social, and industrial 
development of the country. This research has focused on 
cooperative–shareholder relations in three major types of 
cooperatives in Turkey. The results of this research conclude that 
all members of ADCs have contribution in trading within their 
cooperatives, because there are 90 percent of members in ASCs 
and 80 percent in ACCs were trading with their cooperatives. 
Nilsson (2001) concluded that the cooperatives were often 
criticized by economists. Most of topics talk about the members 
do not control in term of management and investments. 
Organizations in many cooperatives have done and prepared 
good function for their members. Moreover, Benson (2014) 
mentioned that the Ethiopia government considered the 
agricultural cooperatives were important mechanism for 
increasing productivity and driving farm income. This research 
considers the performance measurement in financial audit 
services by assessing the current status of agricultural 
cooperatives in Ethiopia from the demand and supply of financial 
audit services of them. This research has objective for reporting 
and addressing any emerging financial problems in cooperatives. 

2.2 Super-SBM DEA 
DEA is linear programming and non-parametric approach 

which has been used to measure of comparable set within 
decision making unites (DMUs). DEA is a frontier oriented 
approach use to analyse the efficiency and productive of many 
fields. Its concept was developed to be CCR model by Charnes, 
Cooper, and Rhodes in the early 1978. This model adjusted 
faultless DEA approach which it had implement as a ratio of 
input-output variables under condition of constant return to scale 

(Charnes et al. 1978). In 1984, Banker, Charnes, and Cooper had 
new idea to extend the original work of Charnes by generating 
the variable return to scale used in DEA approach, then BBC 
model was used (Banker et al. 1984). Continually, Andersen and 
Petersen (1993) developed the first super-efficiency DEA model 
on foundation of radial models. This model had the result of 
efficiency weight more than one. After that Tone (2001) 
developed SBM model by considering weight of desirable input 
and output variables. The SBM model was used to assess the 
efficiency of feasible input variables into attainable sets of output 
variables by analyzing the value of slack.  After one year, Tone 
(2002) developed non-redial super-efficiency model by using the 
SBM model, then the development of this model became the new 
model (super-SBM model). According to previous studies of 
Super-SBM model, it had been used to measure the efficiency of 
both public and private sector. Düzakın, and Düzakın (2007) 
studied measuring the performance of 500 major industrial 
enterprises in Turkey by using super slacks based model of data 
envelopment analysis. This paper shows the results that there are 
weights of performance more than one. Moreover, Soetanto and 
Fun (2015) studied the stock performance of manufacturing 
industry listed in stock exchange of Indonesian by using super-
SBM model. The findings show that the highest Super SBM 
efficiency is a miscellaneous industry and also find that the 
consumer goods industries are not efficient. 

 
 

2.3 Input and output variables 
Cooperative member is a group of people who has investment 

and acting together to meet the common needs. Ma and Abdulai 
(2016) examined the impact of cooperative membership on farm 
performance. This research has used apple yields, net returns and 
household income are indicators. The cross-sectional data obtains 
from a survey of farmers in China. The empirical results show 
that the cooperative membership is positive and significant 
impact on all indicators. Moreover, the findings in data analysis 
can be summarized that small-scale farms belong cooperative 
have benefit more than medium and large scale of normal farms. 
Chagwiza et al. (2016) studied the impact of cooperative 
members among dairy producers in Selale of Ethiopia. They had 
selection of 10 impact indicators from the proportion between 
dairy income and total household income, total dairy income, 
proportion between crossbreed cows and total number of cows in 
the herd, amount of feed bought, commercialization, price of 
milk per liter, milk production, milk productivity, price of butter 
per kg and the share of milk production as depend on the level of 
the household level.  This research minimized the biases by 
comparing members and non-members. The findings of this 
research can suggest that when there are different domains of 
cooperatives’ action, they should have different structural trade-
offs.   

Income is amount of money that has been received during a 
period of time. It obtains from the exchange between labour and 
services with the sale of goods. Zhang et al. (2007) stated that 
competitive agricultural producers were conducted in term of a 
cooperative where helped members sell their agricultural produce 
at a higher price then they got high income. Most of cooperatives 
or producers optimize have total incomes from the sales of output 
to the cooperative and other activity from their share of earnings. 
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Milford (2004) mentioned that the open cooperatives had a 
stronger pro-competitive than the alternative forms of 
organization. But in contrast, they provided a lower income to its 
members than a closed membership. Novkovic (2008) 
summarized that in case of monopsony and oligopoly markets, 
the cooperative could be created competitive advantage by 
increasing the price of output. This effect has been used to 
increases incomes of non-members. 

Cost is the value of money that used to be the original 
resource to produce something. Cost is usually several valuation 
of (1) material, (2) resources, (3) time and utilities consumed, (4) 
risks incurred and (5) opportunity. Borgen (2004) stated that 
cooperative members decided to invest in a cooperatives with an 
understanding of intergenerational transfers of funds and the 
transaction costs of the alternatives when they had plan to invest 
in a cooperative. Novkovic (2006) studied on values and 
principles of cooperative which impact to decision-making, 
operational costs, capitalization and productivity. This paper 
surveyed on a small sample of Canadian cooperatives and found 
a much wider spectrum of organizations in cooperative. As the 
findings in this paper, they can confirm the agency theory about 
the impact of organizational structure in cooperative from 
accessing the capital and costly decision making. 

Profit is the successful activity of business when has 
calculation from total sales minus by all costs and expenses in its 
operation. Homer (2005) mentioned that the profit not being 
important at all cases. In contrast, profit might be presented 
regarding a problem when wants to maintain a healthy 
cooperative. Moreover, Novkovic (2006) studied the context of 
operational cooperative under condition of principles and values. 
This research tries to show that the profit is the primary goal of 
such a successful manager. Moreover, it is an indicator of the 
widespread use of measures in operational cooperative. 

III. RESEARCH METHODOLOGY 

This research has proposed the super-efficiency model based 
on input-oriented under assumption of DMU is SBM efficiency. 
Moreover, the property of variable return scale (VRS) has been 
used to be restriction of Super-SBM model. The context of 
super-efficiency is discussed by the assumption that DMU(𝑥𝑜,𝑦𝑜) 
is SBM-efficiency, i.e., there is expectation that it will be 
stronger efficient.  

Let the set of DMUs be J = {1,2,…,n}, where each DMU has  
m input and s outputs. This research reveals the vectors of inputs 
and outputs for DMUj by giving xJ = (x1j,x2j,…,xmj)T and let yj = 
(y1j,y2j,…,ysj)T , respectively. Moreover, this research define 
input and output matrices in the form of X and Y by 

𝑋 = (𝑥1,𝑥2, …𝑥𝑛) 𝜖 𝑅𝑚𝑥𝑛 and 𝑌 = (𝑦1 ,𝑦2 , … 𝑦𝑛) 𝜖 𝑅𝑠𝑥𝑛                       (1) 
 
Assume that all data are positive by X > 0, and Y > 0. Then, the 
production possibility set under VRS (P) can be defined by 

𝑃𝑉𝑅𝑆 = �(𝑥, 𝑦)| 𝑥 ≥  �𝑥𝑗𝜆𝑗 , 0 ≤ 𝑦
𝑛
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Where 𝜆 = (𝜆1,𝜆2, …𝜆𝑛)𝑇 is called the intensity vector. Thus, 
the SBM-DEA model dealing with input-oriented for measuring 
DMU(𝑥𝑜,𝑦𝑜) is as follows.  

𝑃𝐼∗ = min 1 −
1
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             ∑ 𝜆𝑗 = 1,𝑛
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                           𝜆𝑗 ≥ 0, 𝑠𝑗− ≥ 0, 𝑠𝑟+ ≥ 0                                                (3) 

Normally, the best performance within DEA approach has full 
efficiency which denote by 100% or equal 1. In fact, when there 
are many decision making units (DMUs) that have been used to 
compare their performance, the original SBM DEA approach 
cannot provide more accurate efficiency evaluation values. Thus, 
the combination between super-efficiency model and SBM 
model has been launched to be Super-SBM model by Tone in 
2002. This new model can be exhibited as follow. 

𝛿𝐼∗ = 𝑚𝑖𝑛
1
𝑚
�

�̅�𝑖
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𝑛

𝑗=1,𝑗≠0

  (𝑟 = 1, … , 𝑠), 

� 𝜆𝑖
𝑛

𝑗=1,𝑗≠0
= 1 

                           �̅� ≥ 𝑥0, 𝑦�  ≤ 𝑦0 ,𝑦� ≥ 0, 𝜆 ≥ 0                       (4) 

According to accurate efficiency evaluation values, Super-SBM 
model may generate the efficiency value more than 100% (or 
more than 1). These model setup the condition under variable 
returns to scale (VRS) and has restrictions ∑ 𝜆𝑗 = 1,𝑛

𝑗=1  in model 
(1) and ∑ 𝜆𝑗 = 1,𝑛

𝑗=1,𝑗≠0  in model (4) respectively. 

3.1 Data selection 
This research has been designed to use secondary data of 

operational cooperative and financial data from 77 agricultural 
cooperatives of 77 provinces in year of 2012. The input and 
output variables are considered by following the previous 
researches of input and output selection. As the definition of 
Dyson et al. (2001) and Zhou et al. (2008), the screening 
procedures of input and output variables in this research can be 
summarized as follow. First step considers suitable inputs and 
outputs variables that relate with this research. Second step 
collects all of input and output variables to examine the 
correlation by using statistics analysis. Third step calculates the 
numbers of DMUs and consider the DMUs rules, its numbers 
should larger than the multiple and should be at least two times 
larger than the amount of the number of input and output 
variable. As the data set of agricultural cooperatives in Table 3, 
the numbers of DMUs have been computed from the 77 
agricultural cooperatives multiply by one year and then the total 
of DMUs is 77 DMUs. As the computation in this research, the 
numbers of DMUs larger than two time of amount of the number 
of input and output variables. Thus, they are suitable for using in 
this research. According to descriptive statistics of input and 
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output variables in Table 1, the distribution of data selection is 
demonstrated and ensured by arithmetic mean and standard 
division. Moreover, the correlation coefficients among input and 
output variables are analysed the relationship in Table 2.  The 
findings in this research can be summarized that all variables 
have medium correlations among independent variables when 
consider the standard of correlation coefficients at 0.5. In 

addition, the results show that there are positive correlation 
between feasible input and output variables which can be 
summarized that when input has value increase will effect to the 
increasing of value in output. Therefore, the findings in Table 2 
can be mentioned that all of variables are consistent with the 
hypothesis of constant return to scale. 

Table 1 Descriptive statistics of all Thai agricultural cooperatives 

Variable Maximum Minimum Mean Std. dev. 
Input items     
Member 298,060 3,519 78,329 63,506 
Income 13,361,535,047 5,599,044 2,135,318,505 2,464,509,266 
Costs 13,088,673,128 5,483,683 2,083,957,140 2,428,539,835 
Output items     
Profit 272,861,918 -41,176,936 51,361,364 55,748,808 

           Source: Author’s calculations 

Table 2 Correlation coefficients among inputs and outputs variables 

  Member Income Costs   Profit 

Member 1    
Income 0.316 1   
Costs   0.306 0.999 1  
Profit 0.650 0.651 0.638 1 

                         Source: Author’s calculations 

Table 3 Operational statistic of all agricultural cooperatives in Thailand 

DMU Province Member/ person DMU Province Member / person 

DMU1 Kanchanaburi 57,269 DMU40 Udon Thani 148,982 
DMU2 Chai Nat 54,992 DMU41 Phetchabun 116,799 
DMU3 Nonthaburi 11,240 DMU42 Phrae 83,893 
DMU4 Pathum Thani 18,593 DMU43 Kamphaeng Phet 108,754 
DMU5 Ayutthaya 50,920 DMU44 Tak 33,577 
DMU6 Lop Buri 64,361 DMU45 Nakhon Sawan 116,375 
DMU7 Saraburi 37,831 DMU46 Nan 107,515 
DMU8 Sing Buri 20,554 DMU47 Phichit 77,784 
DMU9 Suphan Buri 90,407 DMU48 Phitsanulok 111,366 
DMU10 Ang Thong 39,491 DMU49 Sukhothai 115,294 
DMU11 Uthai Thani 57,852 DMU50 Uttaradit 98,172 
DMU12 Chanthaburi 44,024 DMU51 Chiang Mai 159,284 
DMU13 Chachoengsao 46,746 DMU52 Chiang Rai 169,087 
DMU14 Chon Buri 23,739 DMU53 Mae Hong Son 8,691 
DMU15 Trad 22,036 DMU54 Phayao 72,292 
DMU16 Nakhon Nayok 22,862 DMU55 Lampang 101,304 
DMU17 Prachin Buri 33,907 DMU56 Lamphun 67,197 
DMU18 Rayong 27,605 DMU57 Krabi 24,805 
DMU19 Samut Prakan 6,576 DMU58 Chumphon 51,178 
DMU20 Sa Kaeo 48,627 DMU59 Nakhon Si Thammarat 135,036 
DMU21 Chaiyaphum 152,807 DMU60 Phangnga 31,718 
DMU22 Nakhon Ratchasima 298,060 DMU61 Phuket 3,519 
DMU23 Buri Ram 193,576 DMU62 Ranong 15,275 
DMU24 Maha Sarakham 165,453 DMU63 Surat Thani 73,283 
DMU25 Surin 186,431 DMU64 Trang 49,376 
DMU26 Kalasin 131,592 DMU65 Narathiwat 32,852 
DMU27 Mukdahan 43,547 DMU66 Pattani 40,380 
DMU28 Yasothon 85,031 DMU67 Phatthalung 87,048 
DMU29 Roi Et 198,162 DMU68 Yala 24,068 
DMU30 Si Sa Ket 197,648 DMU69 Songkhla 97,282 
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DMU31 Amnat Charoen 64,159 DMU70 Satun 19,343 
DMU32 Ubon Ratchathani 282,131 DMU71 Bangkok 7,286 
DMU33 Loei 93,018 DMU72 Phetchaburi 48,534 
DMU34 Khon Kaen 214,881 DMU73 Nakhon Pathom 33,208 
DMU35 Nakhon Phanom 71,090 DMU74 Prachuap Khiri Khan 34,190 
DMU36 Bueng Kan 19,109 DMU75 Ratchaburi 40,239 
DMU37 Sakon Nakhon 125,246 DMU76 Samut Songkhram 4,824 
DMU38 Nong Khai 97,344 DMU77 Samut Sakhon 13,916 
DMU39 Nong Bua Lam Phu 68,701  Total 6,031,344 

        Source: Cooperative Auditing Department, (2016) 

IV. EMPIRICAL RESULT 

This research aims to use input-oriented super-SBM 
DEA model for evaluating efficiencies and inefficiencies of 
operation in 77 agricultural cooperatives of Thailand in year 
2012. As the results in Table 4 and Figure 1, the findings 
show that the agricultural cooperative of Samut Songkhram 
province (DMU76) has highest operational efficiency more 
than other provinces. This Samut Songkhram province 
(DMU76) does not adjust about increasing and decreasing 
of the quantity within input and output variables. Moreover, 
the agricultural cooperative of Phuket province (DMU61), 
Phetchaburi province (DMU72), Nakhon Ratchasima 
province (DMU22) and Ubon Ratchathani province 
(DMU32) where have operational efficiency are 5.116, 
1.903, 1.489, 1.386 and 1.252, respectively. These four 
DMUs may be adjusted about the quantity from some input 
and output variables by using reference set as show in Table 

4, for instant Ubon Ratchathani province (DMU32) should 
be adjusted the operational efficiency by following the 
benchmark of Nakhon Ratchasima province (DMU22) and 
Phetchaburi province (DMU72), then Ubon Ratchathani 
province (DMU32) will has good efficiency. In contrast, 
Loei province (DMU33), Nakhon Pathom province 
(DMU35) and Nong Bua Lam Phu province (DMU39) 
where have operational inefficiency are 0.019, 0.027 and 
0.030, respectively. These three DMUs should have 
adjustment the efficiency in any input and output variables 
by following the benchmarks from higher operational 
efficiency DMUs, for instance Loei province (DMU33) 
should be adjusted in any input and output variables by 
following the benchmark of Samut Songkhram province 
(DMU76), then, this DMU will has good operational 
efficiency and good profit in the further. 

Table 4 Efficiency Score and ranking of all DMUs 

List of DMU Score Rank Benchmark set List of DMU Score Rank Benchmark set 

DMU1 0.313 29 DMU61, DMU72 DMU40 0.276 36 DMU61, DMU72 
DMU2 0.716 12 DMU61, DMU72 DMU41 0.152 56 DMU61, DMU72 
DMU3 0.531 18 DMU61, DMU72 DMU42 0.238 45 DMU61, DMU72 
DMU4 0.169 54 DMU61, DMU72 DMU43 0.141 60 DMU61, DMU72 
DMU5 0.312 30 DMU61, DMU72 DMU44 0.213 50 DMU61, DMU72 
DMU6 0.306 32 DMU61, DMU72 DMU45 0.289 34 DMU61, DMU72 
DMU7 0.307 31 DMU61, DMU72 DMU46 0.258 38 DMU61, DMU72 
DMU8 0.574 16 DMU61, DMU72 DMU47 0.185 52 DMU61, DMU72 
DMU9 0.833 9 DMU32, DMU72 DMU48 0.252 40 DMU61, DMU72 
DMU10 0.534 17 DMU61, DMU72 DMU49 0.129 62 DMU61, DMU72 
DMU11 0.216 49 DMU61, DMU72 DMU50 0.806 10 DMU32, DMU69 
DMU12 0.422 21 DMU18, DMU61 DMU51 0.228 47 DMU61, DMU72 
DMU13 0.347 26 DMU61, DMU72 DMU52 0.235 46 DMU61, DMU72 
DMU14 1.050 7 DMU18, DMU61 DMU53 0.247 42 DMU76 
DMU15 0.588 15 DMU61, DMU72 DMU54 0.056 71 DMU61, DMU72 
DMU16 0.164 55 DMU61, DMU76 DMU55 0.281 35 DMU61, DMU72 
DMU17 0.099 66 DMU61, DMU76 DMU56 0.246 43 DMU61, DMU72 
DMU18 1.088 6 DMU14, DMU61 DMU57 0.254 39 DMU61, DMU72 
DMU19 0.506 19 DMU61, DMU76 DMU58 0.035 74 DMU61, DMU76 
DMU20 0.073 69 DMU61, DMU76 DMU59 0.146 58 DMU61, DMU72 
DMU21 0.102 65 DMU61, DMU72 DMU60 0.092 68 DMU61, DMU76 
DMU22 1.386 4 DMU32, DMU69 DMU61 1.903 2 DMU61, DMU76 
DMU23 0.326 27 DMU32, DMU72 DMU62 0.110 64 DMU76 
DMU24 0.246 44 DMU61, DMU72 DMU63 0.126 63 DMU61, DMU72 
DMU25 0.376 24 DMU32, DMU72 DMU64 0.296 33 DMU18, DMU61 
DMU26 0.259 37 DMU61, DMU72 DMU65 0.143 59 DMU61, DMU76 
DMU27 0.068 70 DMU61, DMU76 DMU66 0.170 53 DMU61, DMU76 
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DMU28 0.050 72 DMU61, DMU76 DMU67 0.601 13 DMU69, DMU72 
DMU29 0.399 22 DMU32, DMU72 DMU68 0.152 57 DMU61, DMU72 
DMU30 0.589 14 DMU32, DMU72 DMU69 1.000 8 DMU14 
DMU31 0.391 23 DMU61, DMU72 DMU70 0.314 28 DMU61, DMU72 
DMU32 1.252 5 DMU22, DMU72 DMU71 0.482 20 DMU61, DMU76 
DMU33 0.019 77 DMU76 DMU72 1.489 3 DMU2, DMU9 
DMU34 0.370 25 DMU32, DMU72 DMU73 0.791 11 DMU61, DMU72 
DMU35 0.027 76 DMU76 DMU74 0.040 73 DMU61 
DMU36 0.093 67 DMU61, DMU76 DMU75 0.252 41 DMU61, DMU72 
DMU37 0.199 51 DMU61, DMU72 DMU76 5.116 1 DMU71 
DMU38 0.135 61 DMU61, DMU72 DMU77 0.220 48 DMU61, DMU72 
DMU39 0.030 75 DMU76  

       Source: Author’s Calculation

 
      Figure 1 Efficiency score of all DMUs under VRS 

Source: Author’s Calculation 

V. CONCLUSION AND DISCUSSION  
This research aims to assessing the operational efficiency of 

agricultural cooperatives in Thailand. The Super-SBM DEA 
approach has been integrated from two approaches by using 
Super-efficiency DEA and SBM DEA. This approach is used to 
measure and compare the operation of both efficiency and 
inefficiency from the benchmarks of all DMUs. This approach 
also uses to rank 77 DMUs of all Thai agricultural cooperatives 
in year 2012. The findings in this research show that all of input 
and output variables have medium correlations among 
independent variables when consider the standard of correlation 
coefficients at 0.5. Moreover, there are positive correlation 
between feasible input and output variables which can be 
summarized that when input has value increase, it will effect to 
the increasing of value in output. Therefore, all of variables are 
consistent with the hypothesis of constant return to scale. As the 
empirical results show that the agricultural cooperative of Samut 

Songkhram province has highest operational efficiency and 
following by the cooperative of Phuket, Phetchaburi, Nakhon 
Ratchasima and Ubon Ratchathani province, respectively. These 
five DMUs have been often used to reference for identifying the 
benchmarks to inefficiency DMUs. In contrast, agricultural 
cooperative of Loei province has lowest operational efficiency 
when compared with other cooperatives and follow by the 
agricultural cooperative in Nakhon Phanom and Nong Bua Lam 
Phu province also have low operational efficiency. These 
operational inefficiency DMUs should be adjusted the efficiency 
in any input and output variables by following the benchmarks 
from higher operational efficiency DMUs 

According to the empirical findings, there are more than 80 
percent of all Thai agricultural cooperatives have operational 
inefficiency which lead to generate some problems to members 
and farmers. Therefore, the empirical results of this research can 
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help related government knows about the efficiency within all 
agricultural cooperatives in each province in Thailand. 
Moreover, this research can help Thai agricultural cooperative 

where have inefficiency within organization improve and 
increase their efficiency by considering input and output 
variables from benchmarks. 
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Abstract- Traffic flow wave theory was studied   by many authors , This article presents survey with references about various topics 
by using the kinematic waves theory to evaluate flows ),( txq   past any Point x  by time .t  It is shown here how a formal solution 
can be evaluated directly from boundary or initial conditions.  If there are shocks we have discontinuities in slope describing the 
passage of a shock and the solution is multiple valued, the solution can be evaluated directly from the boundary conditions by method 
of characteristic. 
 
Index Terms- Traffic flow ),( txq  , Traffic velocity ),( txq , Traffic density ),( txρ  , non linear waves . 
 

INTRODUCTION 

The traffic flow wave in mathematics is the study of the dynamic properties of traffic on road sections which represent the 

interactions between vehicles, drivers, and traffic control devices, with the aim of understanding and developing an optimal road 
network with efficient movement of traffic and minimal traffic congestion problems.  The Kinematic Waves described a theory of       
one-dimensional wave motion of highway traffic flow.  The key postulate of the theory was that there exists some functional relation between 
the flow q  and the density ρ  . The flow q  and the concentration ρ  have no significance except as mean.the purpose of the theory 
is to ask how they vary in space and time. An account of the experimental methods employed in this field has been given by the head 
of the traffic-flow section at the Road Research Laboratory “ Charlesworth I950 ”. They include methods for measuring the means and 
standard deviations of vehicle speed at a point or journey time over a stretch of road, and for measuring the flow (number of vehicles 
passing a given point per unit of time). Attempts to correlate these variables for roads of particular mean width, mean curvature, etc., 
are made. Also, traffic performance is studied before and after some change in road conditions, and statistical technique is used to find 
out whether the change significantly reduces journey times or accidents. 

 
II. FORMULATION OF THE PROBLEM 

2.1: Basic notation on waves motion 
In this section we present some basic concepts about one dimension hyperbolic waves motion. 
 
Definition (2.1.1) [Wave] 
A wave is any recognizable signal that travels from one location of the medium to another `with a recognizable velocity of 
propagation. 

 
Definition (1.2.2)    [Velocity of Propagation] 
Velocity of propagation is a measure of how fast a signal travels over time , or the speed of the transmitted signal as compared to the 
speed of light 
 
 Definition (2.1.3)[Linear hyperbolic Waves ] 
The one dimensional equation wave plane 
(2.1)                                                                                              00

2 =− xxtt C ϕϕ  
is particularly simple it can be written in new variables 0, 00 =+=−= βαϕβα astcxtcx and its general solution is 

)()( βαϕ gf += . Where gandf  are arbitrary functions , the solution is combination of two waves one with shape 
described by the function f  moving to the write with speed ,0c  and the other with the shape g  moving to the left with speed   0c 
where c0  is a constant , which represent the hyperbolic equation If we retain only                                                                                     

(2.2)                                                                                       00
2 =+ xt c ϕϕ 

And the general solution is ( )tcxf 0−=ϕ  , this is the simplest hyperbolic wave problem. 
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Definition (2.1.4) [Non Linear hyperbolic Waves] 
The general non linear first order equation for ),( txϕ   is any functional relation between ,, , tx ϕϕϕ and the simplest equation is  

(2.3)                                                                            0)( =+ xt c ϕϕϕ 
 Where the propagation speed )(ϕc  is a function of local disturbance ϕ  equation (2.3) is called quasi linear equation 

2.2: Formulation of Traffic Flow Wave   

The traffic flow on high way is one of most common real world problems . We consider the traffic flow on along high way under the 
assumption that cars do not enter or exit the high way at any one of it is point and those individual cars are replaced by continuous 
density function (i.e.) for stretch of high way with no entries or exits cars are conserved , we take x-axis along the high way and 
assume the traffic flow in the positive direction . This problem can be described by three fundamental traffic variables . 
 
Definition 2.2.1 [Traffic velocity] ),( txu  
Let the velocity of vehicles j  be ju and its position is )(tx j at time t  thus 

(2.4)                                                                        Mj
dt

dx
u j

j ,...,3,2,1, =







=  

 Any discussion of traffic on our single-lane road must deal with a collection of vehicles , with positions ( ) Mjtx j ,...3,2,1, =  

and velocities Mj
dt

dx
u j

j ,...,3,2,1, == and so we may define a velocity field by a function ),( txu  thus the value of  

),( txu  at a certain time ∗t and a certain position ∗x  on the road should be the velocity of cars on that particular part of the road at 
that time .t  
Definition 2.2.2 [Traffic Density] ),( txρ  
The traffic density ),( txρ   associated to given position  𝑥   and time t is the average number of vehicles per unit length of road at 
position and time specified . 
 
Definition 2.2.3  [Traffic Flow] ),( txq  
The traffic flow ),( txq is the number of vehicles per unit time which cross a given point on the road .  This means that the flow will 
depend on x and t thus  
 
(2.5)                                                                                 ),(),(),( txutxtxq ρ=  
We assume the theory of “ Kinematic waves ” to formulate the problem in term of first – order – non liner partial differential equation 
on the basis of conservation of cars and experimental relationship between the car velocity and traffic density . We consider our 
assumption that no inter or exit car (i.e.) the material is conserved if we select some stretch of the road between the points

Rxx == 1 and Sxx == 2 where .12 xx  We know that the number of cars found to lie between 1x  and 2x   at some time t 
will in general depend upon the time t. After moment the number of cars within the segment SR  will increase and the flow out of the 
segment SR will decrease this can be express in terms of flow at R and S   , that the rate of change of the number of vehicles in the 
segment with respect to time should equal the difference in flow rate . If SRN is this number of vehicles , then 

(2.6)                                                                        ),(),( 21 txqtxq
dt

dM SR +−=







 

 Also we can computed SRN  from the density by 

(2.7)                                                                       ∫=
2

1

),()(
x

x
SR dxtxtM ρ  

Thus we can rewrite (2.6) as  

(2.8)                                                             ),(),(),( 12

2

1

txqtxqdxtx
dt
d

x

x

+−=∫ ρ  
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This last relation represents the conservation law for the cars on the road. If SRMtxqtxq ,),(),( 12  will decrease in time 

because the more calls flow out than in. From conservation law (2.5) that [ ]),(),( 12 txqtxq +−  whenever ρ becomes 
independent of time this is because 

(2.9)                                                                    dx
t

dxtx
dt
d

x

x

x

x
∫ ∫ ∂

∂
=

2

1

2

1

),( ρρ  

And from the fundamental theorem of calculus we have  

(2.10)                                                                 ),(),(),(
12

2

1

txqtxqdx
x

txq
x

x

−=







∂
∂

∫  

Since q  depends on both x and t  
 
And from (2.8), (2.9), (2.10) we have 

(2.11)                                                                     0),(),(2

1

=















∂
∂

+







∂
∂

∫ dx
x

txq
t

tx
x

x

ρ
 

The equation (2.11) hold in the interval 21 xx , If ),( txρ has a continuous derivatives , we may take the limit as 12 xx →  the 
conservation equation (2.11) implies that (with no entering or exiting traffic) 

(2.12)                                                                     0),(),(
=








∂
∂

+







∂
∂

x
txq

t
txρ

 

Where q is some function of ρ  determined by 
(2.13)                                                                          )(ρqq =  
 
By using (2.5), we can write (2.12) as 

(2.14)                                                                                 0)(
=








∂
∂

+






∂
∂

x
u

t
ρρ

 

We make a basis simplifying a assumption that the velocity of car at any point along the high way depend only on the traffic density 
alone that is )(ρuu = and hence the traffic flow 
(2.15)                                                                                          )(ρρuq =  

(2.16)                                                                             0))((
=








∂
∂

+






∂
∂

x
u

t
ρρρ

 

The traffic velocity )(ρu  clearly must be monotonically decreasing function of density ρ .  It follows that 0)( ≤′=







ρ

ρ
u

d
du

the 

decreasing feature of traffic velocity is shown in Figure (1) , (2)   
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
                   Fig. (1) :  A VELOCITY DENSITY CURVE                                              Fig. (2) : FLOW DENSITY CURVE  
 
And the traffic flow )(ρq  is an increasing function of density ρ until attains a maximum value ( ) ( )mqq =max  for some

mρρ 0  , in general the mean speed of car ,tanθ
ρ

=







=

qu represents the slope of the chord from the origin as in  
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Figure (2) , The propagation speed 

(2.17)                                                                               
ρd

dqc =
 

 

Hence we can write 

(2.18)                                                               







+=








=








=

ρ
ρρ

ρρ d
duuu

d
d

d
dqc )(  

Evidently uc  , if 0
ρd

du
and uc =   only at a very low density. Substituting (3.13) in (3.14) we have 

(2.19)                                                                         0)( =






∂
∂

+






∂
∂

x
c

t
ρρρ

 

Where  
(2.20)                                                              )()()()( ρρρρρ uuqc ′+=′=  
Represent the velocity of the density waves , since )()(,0)( ρρρ ucu ′ that is the velocity of these waves is always less than 

that of cars. The Figure (2) shows that 0)()( ρρ qc ′= for all ρ  in [ ]Mρ,0 and zero at Mρρ = and it is negative in

( )., mM ρρ All these mean that wave propagate forward relative to the high way in [ ]Mρ,0  and are stationary at Mρρ =      

and then travel backward in [ ]Mm ρρ , . Further discontinuous wave are likely to occur on any segment of high way when the 

traffic is very heavy in front and light behind. 

 

2.3 : Shocks wave  in traffic flow 

In general we mean by a shock a strong pressure wave. Shock wave exists whenever the traffic conditions change. The equation that is 
used to estimate the shock velocity waves is given by. 

(3.17)                                                                       







−
−

=
)(
)(

21

21

ρρ
qqU  

Where.  
U : Propagation velocity of shock wave (miles / hour). 

2q  :  Flow after change in conditions (vehicles / hour). 2ρ  :Traffic density after change in conditions (vehicles / miles) 

1q  :  Flow prior to change in condition (vehicles / hour). 1ρ  :  Traffic density prior to change in conditions (vehicles / miles) 
 
Note 3.2.1 [The magnitude and direction of the shock wave ] 
 
(+) shock wave is travelling in same direction as traffic stream. (-) shock wave is travelling up stream or against the traffic 

stream. 
 

Since )(ρQq=   in the continuous part, we have )()( 1122 ρρ QqandQq == on two sides of any shock and the shock 

condition (3.17) may be written as 
( ) ( )

21

21

ρρ
ρρ

−
−

=
QQU  

 
 

III. SOLUTION OF THE TRAFFIC FLOW PROBLEM 
3.1. The continuous solution 
We are going to formal a solution of the traffic flow wave according to the boundary conditions  by using the method of characteristic. 
 
Definition (3.1.1) [Method of characteristic] 
The method of characteristics is a numerical method for solving evolutionary partial differential equation problems by transforming 
them into a set of ordinary differential equations. The ( O.D. Es ) is solved along particular characteristics, using standard methods and 
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the initial and boundary conditions of the problem . One approach to the solution of (2.19) is to consider the function ),( txρ at each 
point of ),( tx   plane and to note that 0)( =+ xt c ρρρ   is the total derivative of ρ  along curve which has slope 

(3.1)                                                                                      )( ρc
td
xd

=







 

At every point of it , therefore along any curve in ),( tx   plane consider x and ρ  to be a function of t , then the total derivative of

ρ is 







∂
∂









+








∂
∂

=
xtd

xd
ttd

d ρρρ
. We now consider a curve C  in the ( )tx ,  plane which satisfies (3. 1) . of course such 

curve cannot be determined explicitly  since  the defining  equation( 3.1) involves the unknown values ρ on the curve , we deduce 
from (2.19) and the total derivative relation and from (2.19) that  

(3.2)                                                                                   )(,0 ρρ c
td
xd

td
d

==  

We first observe that ρ remains constant on C then it follows that )(ρqq = remains constant on C , there for the curve C must 

be straight line in the ( )tx , plane with slope ( )
td
xdc =ρ  thus the general solution of (2.19) depends on the construction of family 

of 

Straight lines in ( )tx , plane, each line with slope ( )
td
xdc =ρ corresponding to the value of ρ  on it. If we take the boundary 

condition that ( ) ∞∞−==  xtxf 0,ρ  and refer to the ( )tx , diagram in Figure (3) .if one of the curves C intersects 0=t  
at ,α=x  then ( ) ( )αρ fxf == on the whole of that curve. The corresponding slope of the curve is
( ) ( ) )()( ααρ Ffcc == . The equation of the curve then is tFx )(αα += . This determines one typical curve and the 

value of ρ   on it is )(αf allowingα  we obtain the whole family: 
(3.3)                                                             ( ))()(,)( αααρ fcFcf ===  
On  
(3.4)                                                                                     tFx )(αα +=  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
                                                                    
 
 
 
 
 
 
                                                                         Fig.(3) :CHARACTERASTIC DIAGRAM FOR NONLINEAR WAVES 
 
 Use (3.3) and (3.4) as an analytic expression for the solution , free for particular construction . That is ρ  is given by (3.3) where 

),( txα is defined implicitly by (3.4) . From (3.3) )()(,)( tff xtt ααρααρ ′′=′= by differentiate (3.4) with respect to t   
and x  respectively ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ttt tFFFtF ααααααα )(10 ′++=+′+= , ( ) ,)(11 xF αα′+= Therefore 

(3.5)                                                         
( ) ( )

( )
( )
( ) tF

f
tF

fF
xt α

αρ
α
ααρ

′+
′

=
′+
′

−=
1

,
1

 

And we see that ( ) eic xt .0=+ ρρρ )(αρ f= is the solution on tFx )(αα += , since .)()( αρ Fc = the initial 
condition )(xf=ρ is satisfies because x=α when .0=t the curves used in the construction of the solution are the characteristic 

curves for this special problem.since by the theory of characteristic the equation 0)( =+ xt c ρρρ have the characteristics 
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thend
c

tdxd ,
0)(1
ρ

ρ
== andc

td
xdd )(,0 ρρ == =ρ Constant on .)( tcx ρ=  

 3.2 The discontinuous solution 
Any compressive part of the wave where the propagation velocity is a decreasing function of x   ultimately breaks to give a triple -

valued solution for  ),( txρ  the breaking starts at the time
)(

1
αβ F

tt
′

−==  for which )(0)( αα FandF ′′   is maximum 

that is the breaking occurs first at the characteristic βαα =    
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  
 
 
                                 Fig.( 4  ) : BREAKING WAVE SUCCESSIVE PROFILE CORRESPONDING TO THE TIME ( )31 ,,,0 ttt β  in Fig( 3 ) 
 
The simplest case is the problem 

(3.6)                                                          0
0,)(,

0)(,

111

,222
=













===

===
t

xccc

xccc





ρρρ

ρρρ
 with 21 cc      

 
For the case 12,0)( ρρρ c′   the multi-valued region starts right at the Origin and is bounded by the characteristics

tcxandtcx 21 ==  , Where 1ρ  and 2ρ  are constants max120 ρρρ ≤≤   hence .21 UU   
 

 

 

 

 
 
 
 
 
                                                                                                        Fig.(5) : COMPAESSIVE WAVES 
( 3.6 )                                                                       

The density wave for the lighter traffic travel with velocity )()( 11 ρρ qc ′=  which is greater than )()( 22 ρρ qc ′= of the heavy 

traffic density wave that is )()( 21 ρρ cc  a set of characteristic ( 3.6 ).In any situation traffic becomes denser further along road 

characteristic intersect 21 ρρρρ == and  . Note :  But in physically impossible that density is multiple valued 

A jump occurs across a curve as a shock. The behavior of the hump, in the density ),( txinρ   plane indicate that a shock should be 

inserted between two regions of constant density ρ  separated by constant shock velocity which given above. The equations (3.6) are 

satisfied in both side of shock evidently 1ρρ =  = constant similarly 2ρρ =  

The shock condition is satisfied if 

 (3.7)                                                                                      
21

21

ρρ −
−

=
qqU  

That is if the shock propagates at the constant velocity given by (3.7). 
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The shock path in the straight line through the origins in ),( tx   plane, thus ),( txρ  satisfy all equations for all x  and  t  except 

across shock. 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

                                                                                               Fig. (6) : GRAPHICAL REPRESENTATION 

There is another case corresponds to 21 ρρ   hence 21 UU  and ,)()( 21 ρρ cc  which physically correspond to the situation 

in which the Traffic initially become light further along high way. The characteristic shown in Figure (6). 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
                                                                    Fig.(7) : THE SOLUTION OF FAN CENTER ON THE ORIGIN 

There are no Characteristics with infinite sector ( )ΒΑ   , hence no solution for Traffic density .),( txρ  

There are two regions; each constant density ρ separated by a fan centered at the origin. 

The solution is given by  

(3.8)                                                          ( )
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A cross OA   and ),( txOB ρ   is continuous but xt ρρ , are discontinuous. 

2.2. Traffic light problem: 

The traffic light also known as traffic lamp , stop light , are signaling devices posionalat road intersection , pedestrian crossings and 

another location to control competing flows of traffic . And it has been installed in most cities around the world to control the flow of 

traffic. They assign the right of way to road users by the use of lights in standard colors (Red , yellow , green) using universal color 

code .they are used at busy intersections to more evenly apportion delay to the various users. The most common traffic light consists 

of a set of three lights: red, yellow (official amber) and green . When illuminated, the red light indicates for vehicles facing the light 

stop, the amber indicate caution, either because lights are about to turn red and green light to proceed, if it is safe to dos . There are 

many variations is use and legislation of traffic lights depending on the customs of country and the special needs of particular 

intersection. We construct the characteristic in the ),( tx diagram –these are lines of constant density and their slope )(ρc

determine the corresponding values of  ρ  On them so the problem is solved once the ),( tx diagram has been obtained. Suppose 

first that the red period of lights is long enough to allow the incoming traffic to flow freely at some value mi ρρ   . Then we may 
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start with characteristics of slope )(ρc   intersecting the t axis in the interval AB as in Figure (7) ,  is AB a part of green period  , 

just below the red period  , BC  the cars are stationary with  ,jρρ =  hence the characteristic have the negative slope )( jc ρ . The 

line of separation between the stopped queue at the traffic light and the free flow must be shock  Bp   , and from the shock condition 

(3.7) its velocity is 
ji

iq
ρρ
ρ
−

− )(
 

When the light turn green at ,C the leading cars can get at maximum speed since 0=ρ a head of them. This is represented by the 

characteristic SC  with maximum slope .)0(c Between CS and CP have an expansion fan with all values of C being taken. 

Exactly at the intersection QC  , the slope c  must be zero but this corresponds to the maximum .mqq= The total incoming flow 

for the time QB  is isr qtt )( +  where rt   the red period CB and  st  is the part of green period before the shock gets through 

.The flow across the intersection in this time is ms qt    there for msisr qtqtt =+ )(   , 
im

ir

qq
qtt
−

=   For the shock to get 

through and the light to operate freely, the green period must exceed this critical value . Green light problem Stream of car stopped at 

red signal at x = 0 , the road is jammmed intially behind the signal and rhere is no traffic behind signal and there is no traffic behind 

signal . As soon a signal turn green, the stream of car start moving across 0=x , the initial state of the traffic is given by 
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                                                                                               Fig. (8): CHARACTERISTIC AND DISCONTINUOUS SOLUTION  

Where mρ  is maximum density and )(xH is Heaviside unit step function. Assume that the traffic flow )(ρq  is quadratic in region

mρρ 0     and zero otherwise, so that m
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=     is the maximum speed, when 0=ρ   the traffic flow equation for the density is given by  
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Where  
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( 3.12 )                                                        ( ) 
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Thus the density ρ along characteristic given by  
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Any characteristic that intersect the positive x – axis at 00 xx= has the slope  
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This gives a family of characteristic .as the right leading straight lines as shown in figure.(8) 

 

 

 
 

 

 

                                                                   Fig.(9) : CHARACTERISTIC – DUE TO DISCONTINIOUS DENSITY 

On other hand the characteristic that intersects the negative axisx−   at  00 xx=  has the slope 
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Equation (3.15 )gives a family of characteristics .represent a left leading straight line 0xtux m +−= in the fan link region all 

characteristics must pass through the origin and must be straight line, hence 
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tuxat mm −=ρ     to zero at .tux m= Thus the solution of (3.16) for ),( txρ   for all  x  at any time t  is drawn in figure 
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                                                                              Fig.(10) : TRAFFIC DENSITIES AFTER THE SIGNAL TURN GREEN  

VI. CONCLUSION 

I. In this paper we assume the theory of Kinematic waves to formulate the traffic flow wave in term of first – order – non liner partial 

differential equation on the basis of conservation of cars and experimental relationship between the car velocity and traffic density.  

II. We consider our assumption that no inter or exit car (i.e.) the material is conserved. We formal a solution of the problem according 

to the boundary conditions by method of characteristic. 
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Abstract- For empowering the rural poor the corporate enterprise 
like HUL approximates it self to the use of bottom of the 
pyramid marketing. This paper focuses mainly upon the working 
of this model called project shakti, its pre requisites & problems 
and its operational view& How is the performance of shakti 
entreprenures in anantapur district. 
 
Index Terms- Shakti ammas, autonomy , Shakti project, 
enterprising nature. 
 

I. INTRODUCTION 
argest consumer products company in India, is the Hindustan 
Unilever Limited (HUL), formerly known as Hindustan 

Lever Limited (HLL). The name HUL came into vogue in late 
June 2007. The Head office of the company is located in 
Mumbai. HUL is number one Fast Moving Consumer Goods 
(FMCG) Company in India. Unilever's mission is to add vitality 
to life. We meet everyday needs for nutrition, hygiene and 
personal care with brands that help people feel good, look good 
and get more out of life. 
        The vision of HUL is to meet everyday needs of people 
everywhere – to anticipate the aspirations of our consumers and 
customers and to respond creatively and competitively with 
branded products and services which raise the quality of life. The 
well recognised distribution programmes of HUL are: Project 
Bharat, Project Streamline, and Project Shakti.  
        HUL Project Shakti was piloted in 2002 in 50 villages of 
the state of Andhra Pradesh involving members of Self Help 
Groups (SHGs). They are trained and provided micro credit to 
buy and sell HUL’s products.  On an average, each Shakti 
entrepreneur earns enough each month to approximately double 
her previous household income, which makes a significant 
difference to family living standards. Through the nature of the 
products sold, the project is helping to increase awareness on 
health, hygiene and nutrition, thus improving the standard of 
living of the rural community. In addition, health educators 
known as `Shakti Vanis'  talk to Self Help Groups about HUL's 
brands and on the importance of good nutrition and hygiene 
practices in combating diseases. In 2003, HUL piloted I-Shakti, 
an IT-based rural information service, providing access to these 
key rural information needs in areas such as agriculture, 
education, health and hygiene, veterinary, programmes, etc. 

        The present study focuses on the performance analysis of 
project shakti in Anantapur district of Andhra Pradesh. 
. 
Review of Literature 
        John Mano Raj and Selva Raj (2007) traced the social 
changes in rural market which opened up new market for 
FMCGs and discussed in detail how FMCGs can respond to the 
demand in rural areas by adopting innovative marketing 
strategies. Godrej Consumer Products Limited (GCPL) launched 
Rs.5 soaps, Cavin Kare made live demonstration of hair and dye, 
and HUL embarked on Project Shakti. Promotion is a challenge 
as rural consumer is influenced by retailer as he asks for a soap – 
“lal wala sabun dena” or ‘Paanch rupees waali chai dena’ and not 
brands.  
        Xavier, Raja and Usha Nandhini (2008) studied the impact 
of HUL’s Project Shakti on participant members of Shakti 
groups after delving at length on HUL’s Shakti model, 
explaining its formation and operations. They collected data from 
Shakti Ammas in Tamil Nadu. The data covered aspects like 
demographics, habits, life styles, incomes and occupations. An 
inquiry was also made into the choice of becoming Shakti 
Ammas, the benefits and problems. Based on their data, three 
major constructs - social empowerment, entrepreneurial 
development and economic empowerment - were developed and 
linked to satisfaction. It was found that greater satisfaction was 
obtained from social empowerment. 
        Hari Sundar and Prashob Jacob (2009) studied investment 
pattern and the perceptions towards post office savings scheme 
based on a sample of 291 respondents from Kumbalangi in Kochi 
district, a semi rural area. The findings are: 

• The major purposes of savings are education of children 
and purchase of house. 

• Post office savings is ranked first, followed by 
insurance and bank savings. 

• About 14% of the respondents are not aware of post and 
7% considered it unattractive.  

• The preferred schemes based on high interest rate are 
Kisan Vikas Pathra and monthly income scheme.  

 
        Rangan and Rajan (2005) examined HUL project Shakti 
with particular reference to marketing FMCGs to the rural 
consumer. While retailing the movement of HUL, the authors 
referred to the onslaught of competition from both local brands 
and international brands. The beginning of the 21st century 

L  
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witnessed a chequered bottom line situation in the functioning of 
the company to which it responded by introducing new brands 
and price reduction. In order to stay above competition and to 
remain as leader, the company found the way for establishing 
rural distribution mechanism. This development paved the way 
for the creation of Project Shakti, a win-win initiative aimed at 
triggering micro enterprise that creates livelihoods for the 
community. This   led to aggressive penetration of the company 
into markets in small towns, semi urban and rural areas. 
 
Objectives: 
        1. To know the performance of Shakti Entrepreneurs in 
Anantapur  Dist . 
        2.To understand the life style changes of shakti ammas . 
 

II. METHODOLOGY 
Area of study: 
        Field investigation has been undertaken in the study area 
comprising the Anantapur district which falls under Southern 
Andhra Pradesh. 
 

 
 
Data Sources:  
        The data for the study was drawn from primary and 
secondary sources. The primary sources are the members of 
Project Shakti group of Hindustan Unilever Limited (HUL) and 
the Rural Sales Promoters of the company. The secondary 
sources are the print and electronic media. Different write-ups in 
journals, magazines, news papers, etc constitute the print media 
sources.  
 
Questionnaire: 
        The questionnaire is developed based on rational construct 
criterion.  It is proposed to administer the questionnaire by 
interview method. As the various questions framed in the 
questionnaire were in the English language, due care was taken 
to reach out to the SEs.  
 
Data Analysis: 
        The data were converted to SPSS (Statistical Package for 
Social Sciences: version 11.0: 1999) for statistical analysis. Data 

obtained from the responses to questionnaire are tabulated and 
analysed using  descriptive statistics like percentages, means  and 
standard deviations. Factor analysis was carried out to identify 
the factors from the variables studied as also to reduce them into 
manageable factors. 
 
Profile of Respondents 
        Table1shows the  demographic characteristics of  all the 
respondent SEs  from Chittoor district.  
 
Age 
        The sample is dominated by elders of above 30 years. A 
good majority of them (75.9%) are in the 30-45 years category. 
Only 7.9% of them are in the below 30 years age group and 16.4 
% of them are in the above 46 years age group.  
 
Education  
        Most of the Shakti Entrepreneurs (SEs) are reasonably 
educated. Only 11.1% are in the primary educated group.  About 
61.4% of them had “upper primary” school education. About 
21.5% are in the high school educated category and 2% had 
college education.  
 
Marital status  
        It is found that most of the SEs (97.4%) are married. Only a 
meager 2.6% are unmarried.  
 
Family size 
        The respondent SEs are characterized by normal family 
size. As against the expected norm of 6 members consisting of 
husband and wife with 2 parents and 2 children, a good majority 
of the respondent SEs (77%) have family size of 3-5. Out of the 
remaining 23% of the respondents, about6.1 % have small 
families with less than 3 members.  Only 16.9% of the 
respondents have large families of 6-9 members. 
 

Table 1 Profile of Respondents (N=153) 
 

Factor  Categories   ATP(N=153) 
F % 

Age (Years) < 30 12 7.9 
31-35 14 9.2 
36 -40 87 56.9 
41 – 45 15 9.8 
Above 46  25 16.4 

Education Primary 17 11.1 
Upper primary 91 61.4 
High school 39 25.5 
Collegiate 6 2.0 

Marital status  Yes 149 97.4 
No 4 2.6 

Family size  < 3 10 6.1 
3 – 5 119 77.0 
6 – 9 24 16.9 
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Experience as SEs 
        Since how long the respondent SEs are with the Project 
Shakti? Table 6- 7 shows the details. The recent entrants are 
small in number.  About 11.7% of the respondents are associated 
with Project Shakti recently and have not gained even one year 
experience. The remaining 5.9% have more than one year 
experience.   Those with 1-2 years of experience constituted 
21.2% and those with more than 2 years of experience 
represented 72.9% of the total sample. 
 

Table 2 Number of years with Shakti (N=153) 
 

S. No Duration 
ATP(N=153) 
f % 

1. Less than one year  9 5.9 
3. 1-2 years  32 21.2 
5. > 2 years 112 72.9 

 
Reasons for becoming SEs 
        The reasons given by Shakti Entrepreneurs are listed in 
Table 6 - 8.  ‘Programme benefits’ topped the list with 71.9% of 
the respondents mentioning it as the single reason and another 
28.1 % mentioning it along with their family background. 
‘Family background’ and ‘community pressure’ are mentioned 
individually by a negligible proportion of SEs. As such the 
hypothesis is proved right. Women have become Shakti 
Entrepreneurs convinced by programme benefits.  

 
Table 3 Reasons for becoming SEs (N=60) 

 
S.  
No Reason 

ATP(N=153) 
% Rank 

1. Programme benefits  71.9 1 
2. Family background /Community 

pressure 
1.3 3 

3. Both Programme benefits and 
family background 

26.8 2 

 
Attendance at meetings  
        The SEs in Chittoor district are found to be more serious 
about the meetings as revealed by 77.5% of them attending the 
meetings regularly (Table 4). 
 

Table 4 Attendance at HUL meetings (N=153) 
 
Reasons for not attending meetings 
        Anantapur district, only 65.3% of the SEs are having similar 
concern. The reasons for not attending meetings are same as can 
be observed from Table 5. The dominating reasons in the case of 
SEs are: ‘Meetings convened at far off places’ and ‘nothing 
significant takes place in the meetings’. 
 

Table 5 Reasons for not attending meetings (N=153) 
 

S. 
No  

Reasons  ATP(N=153) 

% Rank 

1 No time to attend the meetings 20.0 3 

2 Meetings  held at inconvenient 
time  

6.67 4 

3 Meetings convened at far  off 
places  

40.0 1 

4 Nothing significant takes place 
in the meetings  

20.0 2 

 
Marketing  efforts 
        What kind of support HUL is giving to SEs? How do the 
SEs go about in selling the products?  
 
Brand acceptance : 
        Table 6 shows the perception of consumers of the 
Ananatapur district The awareness is lower and acceptance is 
more. 
 

Table 6 Level of acceptance of  HUL products (N=153) 
 

S. 
No Statement ATP(N=153) 

Mean SD 

1 HUL is very much known to 
consumers. 4.17 0.418 

2 HUL products are considered more 
expensive 2.10 0.602 

3 Some products of HUL are not 
suited to water 1.00 0.00 

4 Consumers prefer substitutes of 
HUL products. 2.40 0.942 

5 HUL products are acceptable to 
consumers. 3.78 0.94 

 
Modes of selling 
        A cursory glance at Table 7 indicates that the selling modes 
in chittoor district. Multiple approaches are employed. The 
predominant one is ‘door to-door selling’ in combination with 
other modes like ‘retail outlet’ and ‘own house’.  
 
 
 
 
 
 

S. No. Attendance 
ATP(N=153) 

F % 
1. Always 55 35.9 

2. Mostly  45 29.4 

3. Sometimes  34 22.2 

4. Never 19 12.4 
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Table 7 Modes of selling by Shakti dealers(N=153) 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Number of households covered per Day  
 
        The number of houses covered by SEs  shows that  48.5% 
of Anantapur District respondents cover about 31-45 in  a day. 
  

Table 8  Number of households covered (N=153) 
 

S. No Number of houses 
ATP 

1.  < 15 6.3 

2.  16 - 30 13.9 

3.  31 - 45 48.5 

4.  46 - 60 21.8 

5.  > 60 9.5 

 
Life style changes 
        An interesting question arising can be, whether there is a 
significant change in life style of Shakti Entrepreneurs?  There is 
significant change in the life styles of the Shakti women in all the 
five factors namely:  Autonomy, Enterprising, Leadership, 
Active and Achiever in respect of Chittoor  district. Table 9 
shows the life style changes and the z values. The z values are 
significant for all the items indicating statistically significant 
changes in both the cases.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Table 9 Life Style Changes - Project Shakti in Anantapur 

District (N=153) 
 

 

 
            Scale: 5-Strongly agree     1-Strongly disagree. 
 
Problems faced by Shakti ammas 
        Do Shakti Entrepreneurs have problems? The answer is NO 
according to the sample of all respondents.  Table 11 shows the 
problems faced by Shakti dealers.  They showed disagreement 

S.No Mode 
ATP 

1.  Door to door 3.3 
2.  Sale at own house 2.0 
3.  Retail outlets 3.3 
4.  Door to door and sale at own house  43.0 
5.  Door to door and retail outlets  7.2 
6.  Sale at own house and retail outlets  2.0 
7.  Door to door Sale, at own house and 

retail outlets 
39.2 
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with the problem statements indicating that they have no 
problems.  However, the agreement with response to global 
statement “I have no problems” is positive. This requires a probe 
– whether they have problems other than those mentioned in the 
table.  Personal inquiries with SEs at the later stage did not 
provide any clues to the problems.  
 

Table 11 Problems Faced by Shakti Dealers (N=153) 
 

S. No  
Statement 

ATP 
(N=153) 

Mean SD 

1 I face competition from local 
retailers 2.05 0.746 

2 I have problems with those 
who sell fake products 1.73 0.778 

3 I have problem in reaching 
households 1.78 0.783 

4 I face problems of gender 
discrimination 2.07 0.634 

5 I have no problems 2.82 1.479 

 
 Views on Support by HUL 
        Request for continuation of benefits being provided by HUL 
is relatively stringer in the case of annatapur district. 
 

Table 12  Views on Support by HUL (N=153) 
 

S. 
No Views ATP 

 

1 Effectiveness of  incentives 97.4% 

2 Effectiveness of Advertisement support 100.0% 

3 Continuation of benefits being 
provided by HUL 

95.4% 

4 Complaints  3.3% 

 
suggestions of ses to hul 
        What are the suggestions to HUL by SEs? Table 13 shows 
that SEs of Anantapur district suggested changes in price and 
packaging. 
 

 
Table 13 Suggestions to HUL (N=153) 

 

S.No Suggestions ATP 
% Rank 

1.  Change in packaging 3.3 4 

2.  Change in price 26.8 2 

3.  Both Change in packaging 
and price  

49.0 1 

4.  Change in brand name, 
packaging and price  

19.7 3 

5.  Change in brand name, 
packaging ,price and colour 

1.3 5 

 
Findings: 
        Rural marketing needs innovative approaches to reach the 
remote villages and bottom of the pyramid consumers. The 
experiments of HUL and ITC-e-Choupal are commendable. The 
empowerment of village women as rural distributors in project 
Shakti make it a unique experiment. 
        The project took off very well and is working in many areas 
successfully as per the reports.   
 

III. CONCLUSIONS 
• Rural marketing needs innovative approaches to reach 

the remote villages and bottom of the pyramid 
consumers. The experiments of HUL and ITC-e-
Choupal are commendable. The empowerment of 
village women as rural distributors in project Shakti 
make it a unique experiment. 

• The project took off very well and is working in many 
areas successfully as per the reports. The present study 
found its working in Anantapur and found that the 
project is doing well.  

• The Project Shakti is, therefore, not only conceptually 
sound but also operational.  However, there are some 
problems to be sorted out to make it more effective. 

 

IV. SUGGESTIONS OF THE STUDY  
        The Project Shakti, when conceptualised as a system will be 
found having the following components.   

• Rural staff of  HUL  
• Shakti entrepreneurs. 
• Government agencies   
• Supply of brands  
• Sale of brands 

 
        To implement Project Shakti more effectively the following 
suggestions will be helpful.  
 
Rural staff of HUL 
        HUL has to pay attention to the following aspects.  
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Recruitment and Selection  
        The different types of positions required for the company to 
work in rural areas may be duly advertised through the print and 
electronic media. As far as possible, candidates may be selected 
based on their merit, with due consideration to the language 
skills- fluency in writing and speaking the local language and 
English. 
 
Training   
        The RSPs considering their pivotal role in the business deals 
may be imparted, appropriate training at the State headquarter 
city for a period of one to two months. During the training period 
they may be paid full salary.  
 
Pay and incentives    
        The staff particularly the RSPs and their subordinate staff 
may be provided handsome pay package (if possible running 
scales) and congenial working/service conditions.  It may be 
worthwhile if all the staff of the company are given 
annual/periodic incentives including yearly bonus, medicare, 
annual increments, etc. This will prevent desertions of the 
employee and inculcate dedication, hard work, sincerity and 
honesty in their work. 
 
Infrastructure  
        It may be good for the company if proper office (work 
place) with necessary infrastructure instead of simply attaching 
them to the local agencies and their godowns.  The Regional 
Sales Officer may need to be provided a decent office with the 
required infrastructure along with supporting/secretarial staff to 
assist him in the formulation of policies and functioning norms 
and schedules of the staff under him. This office may be located 
at a well known place of the headquarter city of the region.  
 
Transport facility 
        The company may consider the possibility of providing the 
necessary transport facility to the RSP to approach the Shakti 
points easily and to recover the cost of the products without fail. 
 
Shakti Entrepreneurs 
        In respect of Shakti entrepreneurs, HUL has to take 
following measures. 
 
Loan facility 
        Certain members of the SEs seem to be enthusiastic in 
expanding their business. But they do not possess the matching 
finances. Hence they deserve to be encouraged by providing 
appropriate credit facility in the purchase of the products, after a 
careful examination of their financial capabilities and resources 
as well as track record in the sale of products. Such select SEs 
may be placed under the strict vigilance, supervision and 
responsibility of the respective RSPs. 
 
Reviving inactive units 
        A number of SE points are reported to be not so active as 
expected by the company. Appropriate immediate steps may be 
initiated to tide over the situation and to make them functional.  
 
Government agencies  

        A model based on private and people participation can be 
successful only when public agencies make their contribution in 
the right way. Collaboration is a two way process and the 
company and government agencies should have mutual concern 
for the benefit of society.  
 
Linkage with government agencies  
        The company may make sure that the concerned State 
Government wings of DRDA such as Indira Kranthipatham, etc 
are in regular touch with the personnel of the HUL and their 
working pattern, including their schedules from the standpoint of 
various administrative matters, besides meticulously evaluating 
the women empowerment and its impact on the quality of their 
life. 
 
State agencies to be active  
        The State Government DRDA wings should have full 
knowledge of the HUL company and the strategies adopted for 
the women empowerment. Periodic evaluation of various aspects 
of SEs will certainly help the Government in understanding 
whether women empowerment has been successful by the 
participation of HUL. It is necessary that the State Government 
DRDA should maintain the complete list of SEs in the State. 
 
Supply of brands 
        In the matter of supply of brands, it is important that the 
company has to take care of the SE’s request. Failure to do so 
will have obvious negative consequences like loss of sales to SEs 
and increased preference to retailer points. 
        The supply of different brands of products has to be 
continuous as far as possible in order to meet the customer 
demands. 
 
Sale of brands 
        It is reported by majority of the SEs that the company is 
unable to keep up its offers on the sale of different brands of 
products to them. The company therefore should address this 
problem and keep up the promise of delivery of offers. 
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Abstract- Education is one of the most important instruments in 
alleviating poverty and bringing about sustainable socio-
economic development. Students are at the center of Education 
and Educational System. They always make study field and 
occupation choices that determine their future life. The main aim 
of this study is to analyze Business and Economics Students’ 
study field and future occupation choice in Jimma University. A 
total of 120 samples are taken from three departments 
(Accounting and Finance, Economics and Management) of 
College of Business and Economics. The study applied 
descriptive analysis, correlation, cross tabulation and binary 
logistic regression. The outcome of descriptive analysis shows 
that students’ study field choice is influenced by many issues. 
The most important are: Job related factors (opportunity, 
security, and flexibility); Influence of family, teachers, friends 
and role models; and opportunities for future professional 
development. As regard to the desire for future occupation, the 
majority prefers employment in different institutions, especially 
governmental developmental institutions (in financial institutions 
like banks). Around 24% of the samples have an intention of self 
employment. Binary logistic regression result shows that a desire 
for self employment is determined by sex, training, personal and 
family experiences about business activities.  
 
Index Terms- Education, Development, Study Field and 
Occupation Choice 
 

I. BACKGROUND AND JUSTIFICATION OF THE 
STUDY 

evelopment in general deals with the improvement of 
human well being. According to Todaro and Smith (2012; 

pp 16) it is pictured as “a multidimensional process involving 
major changes in social structures, popular attitudes, and 
national institutions, as well as the acceleration of economic 
growth, the reduction of inequality, and the eradication of 
poverty. “ Education plays a key role in maintaining these social 
development and prosperity. It deals with all experiences 
individuals have and relies upon attitudes, values, social and 
communicative skills (Türkkahraman, 2012).   
       Education is the base of any economy so that economy is 
said to be good if literacy level is high. Therefore, countries are 
encouraged to have well educated human capital, most precious 
resource nations need to have (Sarwar and Azmat, 2013). As of 
Olamide and Olawaiye (2013) education is a solution for all 
socio- economic problems: poverty, ignorance, drought, 

excessive rainfall, mental deficiency, joblessness, bad 
government, poor communication system, hunger and inadequate 
shelter among other things. 
       Students are at the center of education and educational 
system. Study field and occupation selection are two of many 
choices students make in determining future. According to 
Olamide and Olawaiye (2013), choice of career requires serious 
concern and caution. This is due the fact that it affects youths’ 
life in many ways. It has a capacity to determine where the 
people live; type of friends they keep; amount of money one will 
earn. There are various factors behind study field and occupation 
selection. Fizer (2013) stated that family, role models’, race, 
gender, passion, salary, and past experiences affects students’ 
decision in this regard.  
       Many studies have been conducted to analyze what exactly 
is going in relation to study field and occupation choice. Shahzad 
et al (2014) explored the influences and determinant of decision 
of career selection in Gujrat city, Pakistan. The study identified 
that educational background, socio-economic condition, 
environment, personality, and opportunity and motivation 
determine student’s career selection. In the same country, Sarwar 
and Azmat (2013) recognized that family, socializers, 
environmental influence, personality, and career preferences 
have impact on the career choice of business graduates.  
       Fabea (2014) studied the educational factors that affect 
students’ career choices at University of Cape Coast, Ghana. The 
outcome reveals that self/professional upgrading is a factor that 
influence the career choice. Worthington and Higgs (2003) 
examined factors influencing the choice of an undergraduate 
finance major. The result proves that the choice of finance major 
is determined by gender, perceptions and interest in the 
profession. As of Crampton et al (2006) information about the 
profession, personal interest in the subject matter, starting and 
long-term salary prediction, probability of working in the field 
after graduation, and prestige of the profession, have great 
importance when selecting a career.  
       In Ethiopia Dibabe et al (2015) examined determinants of 
students’ career choice in accounting. The regression model 
analysis shows that course interest, ability, family influences, job 
opportunity, responsibility and opportunity for experience, desire 
to run a business, the need for dynamic and challenging 
environment has a positive significant impact on students’ 
choice. On the other hand, social status and stress have a 
significant negative impact on students’ choice of accounting. 
       From above discussions it is difficult to provide a single 
conclusion as regard to what determines students study field and 
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occupation choice. Besides this, in Ethiopia only few papers are 
conducted to investigate students’ career choice. In the view of 
that, the primary aim of this study is to examine students’ study 
field and future occupation choice. This study provides important 
evidences for those who are primary responsible for youths’ 
future: parents, teachers, academic institutions, policy makers 
and government. It also serves as potential reference for those 
scholars who want to conduct supplementary studies on the same 
topic. 
 

II. LITERATURE REVIEW: CHOICE AND 
INDIVIDUAL’S DECISION 

       At the center of Economics analysis there is the issue of 
choice. All economic issues involve around individual’s basic 
choice. It deals with assessment of different options and making 
a decision about which option to choose (Beresford and Sloper, 
2008). Since it is difficult to get all things at the same time we 
have to choose the most important thing from another based on 
our intensity of want and derived satisfaction. Choice involves 
the existence of alternatives. By its nature choice involves 
sacrifice and the value of sacrificed thing is opportunity cost. 
Career or occupation choice, regardless of place and time, is 
multivariate in its causes and complex in its nature. Individual’s 
choice and decision making is the base for microeconomics 
analysis. Rationality is the most important principle in making 
any decision. Edwards (1954), in its work before a half century, 
stated that the fundamental behavior an economic man posses is 
that he is rational. Economic man always chooses the best 
alternative from among the alternatives available to him with the 
aim of maximizing his benefit.  
       In line with this, the standard economic model refers rational 
choice as “the process of determining what options are available 
and then choosing the most preferred one according to some 
consistent criterion”(Milgrom and Levin, 2004: pg 1). Rational 
choice basically implies that people calculate the likely costs and 
benefits of all alternatives and choose the one that likely to gives 

them the best benefit or satisfaction. In fact, the principle of 
“rationality” is based on the existence of perfect information.  
The theories of choices in general focus on the factors 
determining individual choices of something (good or service). 
Therefore, this study believes that students’ study field and future 
occupation choice a multivariate function, affected with so many 
personal, social, economic, educational, environmental, and 
institutional factors.  
 

III. METHODOLOGY 
       The study used a quantitative approach. The data is primary 
collected from graduating (3rd Year) students of college of 
Business and Economics, Jimma University. A total of 120 (40% 
of total population) samples are taken via stratified sampling 
techniques. This technique is appropriate because students in the 
college are not homogeneous group; they study different fields 
like Accounting and Finance, Banking and Finance, Economics, 
Management, and Hospitality and Tourism Management. 
Therefore, the research selected samples randomly from three 
Departments (Accounting and Finance, Economics and 
Management). Accordingly, from each department 40 samples 
are drawn evenly. The data is collected through self administered 
questionnaire. Descriptive statistics, correlation, cross tabulation 
and binary logistic regression is used for analysis. For data 
processing and analysis SPSS version 20.0 is used. 
 

IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

2.1. Respondents Background 
       As indicated in the table 1, the majorities of the respondents 
(72%) are male in their sex. This is a typical reflection of male 
dominated higher academic institutions of Ethiopia. The average 
age of the students’ is 22.47 (+1.6) years.  
 

 
Table 1: Respondents characteristics 

 
 Mean Percent 
Students’ Age (Mean) 22.47(+1.6) Years  
Students’ Sex 
Male  
Female 

  
72.5% 
27.5% 

Marital Status 
Never Married 
Married 
Divorced & separated 

  
91.7% 
6.7% 
1.7% 

Location of Family 
Rural 
Urban  

 
 

 
68.3% 
31.7% 

 Read and Write (Father) 
Yes 
No 

  
70% 
30% 

 Read and Write (Mother) 
Yes 
No 

  
63.3% 
31.7% 
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Students’ field of study  
Accounting and Finance 
Economics 
Management 

  
33.33% 
33.33% 
33.33% 

 
 Source: Own Computation, 2016  
 
       As regard to marital status the very majorities are never 
married (91.7%). In terms of students’ family residential place, 
68.3 percent of the respondents’ are from rural areas of Ethiopia. 

Parents’ (mother and father) of the majorities of the respondents 
are able to read and write.  
 

 
Chart 1: Regional Distribution of Students 

Tigray
2%

Amhara
12%

Oromia
67%

Ethio
Somale 
Region

1%

SNNP
18%

Regional Distribution

 
Source: Own Computation, 2016 

 
       The respondents are from five regional states of Federal Democratic Republic of Ethiopia. Around 67 percent of the students are 
from Oromia Regional State, where Jimma University is found, while 18 and 12 percent are from SNNP and Amhara Regional States, 
respectively.  
 

Table 2: Employment Condition of Parents 
 

 Percent 
Father’s Occupation 
Self Employed 
Government/Private/NGOs Employee 
Unemployed 

 
51.7% 
45.8% 
2.5% 

Mother’s Occupation 
Self Employed 
Government/Private/NGOs Employee 
House Management 

 
33.3% 
27.5% 
39.2% 

Source: Own Computation, 2016 
 
       Parents’ employment status is one of the factors affecting students’ academic performance and career choice. Accordingly, 
fathers’ of 51.7 percent of students’ are self employed (in agricultural activities, commerce and others). For around 46% of the 
respondents, fathers’ are employed in different institutions (Public, private and NGOs). Mothers’ of around 40% of students are 
engaged in home management, the remaining is either self employed or employee of different institutions. 
  
2.2.  Students’ Study Field Choice and Academic Performance 
       As shown in table 3 students are asked to point out the most important factor responsible for study field or department choice. It is 
found that job related issues (opportunity, security and flexibility) and influences (of family, friends, teachers and role model) are the 
leading factors with 24.1 and 22.5 percent, respectively. Students have a good access to media, so that they know what is going on in 
the labor market in relation to job opportunities, security and flexibility.  
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Table 3: The most important factors in study field selection 
 

Reasons Percent 
Job Security, Opportunities and Flexibility  
Influence of Family, Teacher(s), Friend(s) and Role Model            
Opportunities for ongoing professional development  
Subject Matter Easy for Me  
Good Salary in relation to the Field  
Prestige of Profession  
Orientation given by the department  
Probability of Graduating with honors  
others 

24.1% 
22.5% 
15.8% 
12.5% 
11.7% 
8.3% 
1.7% 
1.7% 
1.7% 

Total  100% 
Source: Own Computation, 2016  
 
       When we come to the academic performance of their field of study, the following table shows that more than a half of students 
scored CGPA of between 3.00 and 3.5.  
 

Table 4: Students’ Academic Performance 
 

 Percent 
Prior Performance (University Entrance Exam Score out of 700) 
Below 370 
370-399 
400-449 
450-499 
Above 500 

 
2.5% 
41.7% 
27.5% 
27.5% 
0.8% 

Current Performance (CGPA of Five Semesters, out of 4.00) 
2.00- 2.74  
2.75-2.99 
3.00- 3.499 
3.5-4.00 

 
1.7% 
27.5% 
60% 
10.8% 

Source: Own Computation, 2016  
 
       The spearmans’ rho correlation test shows that there is positive relationship between high school (measured by university entrance 
exam score) and university academic performance (measured by CGPA of all semesters’).  
  

Table 5: Correlation between Entrance Exam Score and CGPA 
 

 Entrance Exam Score CGPA  
 Entrance Exam 

Score 
Correlation Coefficient 1.000 .349** 
Sig. (2-tailed) . .000 
N 120 120 

CGPA  Correlation Coefficient .349** 1.000 
Sig. (2-tailed) .000 . 
N 120 120 

** Correlation is significant at the 0.01 level (2-tailed). 
Source: Own Computation, 2016  
 
2.3. Students’ Future Occupation Choice 
       Students are also asked to state their ideal job after graduation (they are left only with two months for graduation). Accordingly, 
as shown below, around 24 percent have an intention to create their own jobs (private businesses).  
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Table 6: Students’ Intention to self Employment 
 

 Percent 
Interest for Self Employment 
Yes 
No 

 
24.2% 
75.8% 

Source: Own Computation, 2016  
 
       The main reasons for intention of self employment are: personal experience, family influence and low benefits from employment 
(in others institutions).  
 

Table 7: Reasons for Students’ Intention of Self Employment 
 

Reasons Percent 
Family/Friends influence  
Experience of self employment 
Low chance of getting job in private or public institutions 
Salary/benefit in private or public institutions is very low 

20.7% 
44.8% 
13.8% 
20.7% 

Total  100% 
Source: Own Computation, 2016  
 
       Of total respondents, 75.8 percent have no intention of creating their own job; lack of finance, practical training and work place 
are the main factors in this case.  

 
Table 8: Reasons’ for “No” Intention to Self Employment 

 
Reasons Percent 
Lack of finance  
Lack of practical training  
Lack of work place  
Lack of finance and training 
Lack of working place and finance 
Uncertainty in self business 
Lack of necessary skills 
Don't Know 

17.6% 
19.8% 
18.7% 
24.1% 
9.9% 
4.4% 
4.4% 
1.1% 

Total  100% 
Source: Own Computation, 2016  
 
       Those who have no intention of creating their own job are asked to choose their ideal jobs. Around 50 percent stated that they 
want to be employee of government developmental organizations (particularly, Banks). Currently, financial institutions are one of the 
most flourishing sectors in the economy. The influence of state owned “commercial Bank of Ethiopia” is very high in this regard. The 
interest to be employed in academic and research institutions is relatively very low.  
 

Table 9: Students’ Ideal Occupation 
 

 Percent 
 Employee-Government 16.5% 
 Employee-Government Development Organization 49.5% 
 Employee-Private Organization 12.1% 
 Employee-NGOs  15.4% 
 Academic and Research Institutions 5.5% 
 Others 1% 
 Total 100.0% 

Source: Own Computation, 2016  
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2.4.  Determinants of Self Employment 
       This topic mainly deals with identifying the determinants of students’ intention of self employment. For this purpose binary 
logistic regression is used. The dependent variable, interest or intention to self employment, is a function of independent variables 
(age, sex, study field, family engagement in business, personal experience of business activities, training on self employment).  
       The chi-square and classification table shows that the model well fits with data.  The chi-square test strongly rejects the 
hypothesis of no explanatory power. The row “Model” in the omnibus tests compares the new model to the baseline. The classification 
table indicates the model correctly predicted 86.7 percent of the observations. In addition to that multicollinearity is not a serious case 
in this analysis.  
 

Table 10: Omnibus Tests of Model Coefficients 
 

 Chi-square df Sig. 
Step 48.509 7 .000 
Block 48.509 7 .000 
Model 48.509 7 .000 

Source: Own Computation, 2016 
 

Table 11: Model Summary 
 

Step 2 Log likelihood Cox & Snell R Square Nagelkerke R Square 
1 84.210a .333 .497 

Source: Own Computation, 2016 
 

Table 12: Classification Table 
 

Observed               Predicted 
Self Employment Intention 
of Students 

Percentage 
Correct 

No Yes 
Self-Employment Intention 
of Students 

No 86 5 94.5 
Yes 11 18 62.1 

Overall Percentage   86.7 
The cut value is .500    

Source: Own Computation, 2016 
 
       In this study the dependent variables is regressed against six variables (independent variables). The estimate of the logistic 
regression is illustrated in table 13. It shows that four variables out of six are statistically significant and theoretically sound. These are 
sex, family engagement in business, personal experience to business activities and training.  
 

Table 13: Determinants of self employment intention (Binary Logistic Output) 
 

 B S.E. Wald df Sig. Exp(B) 
Sex(1) 1.255 .637 3.885 1 .049** 3.507 
Family Eng.(1) 1.715 .629 7.423 1 .006** 5.555 
Expr of Busine(1) 1.669 .598 7.791 1 .005** 5.307 
Training (1) 2.103 .618 11.576 1 .001** 8.194 
dept   1.307 2 .520  
dept(1) .627 .737 .723 1 .395 1.871 
dept(2) .771 .702 1.206 1 .272 2.163 
Age .211 .172 1.512 1 .219 1.235 
Constant -9.528 4.141 5.293 1 .021 .000 
**Statistically Significant at 5% level 

Source: Own Computation, 2016 
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       Student’s sex is one of the factors that create difference in having intentions of self employment. Being female has a high 
probability of having an intention of self –employment. This might be due to the fact that: they want to stay closer to their families or 
it is relatively risky for females to travel here and there to look for job opportunities. The cross tab analysis shows that even if the 
majority of both males and females have no intention of self employment, females’ intention for self employment (30.3%) is higher 
than that of males (21.8%). 

 
Table 14: Self Employment intention of Students * Student’s sex 

 
 Sex Total 

Male Female  
Self Employment Intention of Students No 78.2% 69.7% 75.8% 

Yes 21.8% 30.3% 24.2% 
Total  100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 

Source: Own Computation, 2016 
 
       The odds of having an intention of self employment are high for students’ whose families are self employed. They are 5.55 times 
more intention of creating their job. In support of this evidence table 15 shows that students’ whose family member engaged in self 
business have a higher intention (43.1%) for self employment  as compared to their “No” counterparts (10.1%).  
 
 

Table 15: Self Employment Intention * Family engage.  in businesses 
 

 Family eng. in self Emplo. Total 
Yes No  

Self Employment Intention of Students No 56.9% 89.9% 75.80% 
Yes 43.1% 10.1% 24.2% 

Total  100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 
Source: Own Computation, 2016 
 
       In the same way, personal experience of self-employment and taking practical training raises the likelihood of having an intention 
of self employment. The cross tab analysis, in line with regression result, reveals that students’ with personal experience and those 
taken training have a high intention of self employment.  
 

Table 16: Self Employment Intention of Students * Experience of working in business 
 

 Personal Experience Total 
Yes No  

Self Employment Intention of Students No 45.2% 86.5% 75.80% 
Yes 54.8% 13.5% 24.2% 

Total  100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 
Source: Own Computation, 2016 
 

Table 17: Self Employment Intention of Students * Training on Self Employment 
 

 Training Total 
Yes No  

Self Employment Intention of Students No 54.7% 92.5% 75.80% 
Yes 45.3% 7.5% 24.2% 

Total  100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 
Source: Own Computation, 2016 
 

V. CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATION 
       At the center of Economics analysis there is the issue of 
choice. Since it is difficult to get all things at the same time we 

have to choose the most important thing from another based on 
our intensity of want and derived satisfaction. Career or 
occupation choice, regardless of place and time, is multivariate in 
its causes and complex in its nature. The study mainly deals with 
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the analysis of business and economics students’ study field and 
future occupation choice. A stratified sampling system is used to 
take samples from three departments.  
       The descriptive analysis shows that job related issues 
(opportunity, security and flexibility) and influences (of family, 
friends, teachers and role model) are the leading factors that 
affect students study field choice. Students state their desired job, 
after graduation. Around a quarter have an intention to create 
their own job’s (private businesses). A half of those who have no 
intention of creating their own job want to be employee of 
government developmental organizations (particularly, Banks). 
The results from both binary logistic regression and cross tab 
analysis show that student’s sex, family engagement in business, 
personal experience to business activities and training are 
important in determining the intention of self employment. The 
study, finally, recommends that it is better if parents, academic 
institutions, government and all concerned bodies work together 
on the determinants of study field and future occupation choice, 
which would make future of youths bright.  
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Abstract- Chronic diseases comprised a large share of the 
estimated $3 trillion in American healthcare expenses in 2013. 
The U.S. government started to penalize hospitals based on their 
readmission rates in 2013, and these fines are going to increase in 
the future.  Patient engagement has become a criterion for (i) 
better outcomes, (ii) fewer hospitalizations, (iii) fewer visits to 
the ER, (iv) fewer readmissions after hospital discharge, and (v) 
more gratified patients.  Now patients can manage their health by 
communicating to health professionals using mobile app 
technology.  Personalized interactive communication is a key 
element of patient engagement, whether during a hospital stay or 
with their healthcare providers.  Many healthcare providers have 
seen patient engagement increase as a direct result of adopting 
interactive electronic communications.  Hospitals are specifically 
playing their role in the betterment of humanity by establishing 
websites and other tools that can help people monitor and 
manage their health.  An effective means of patient engagement, 
Health Relationship Management Services (HRMS) is a 
combined effort of the 3 P’s:  Patients, Providers and Payers.  
HRMS monitors an individual’s health and interactively 
communicates actionable information and provides interactive 
outlets for patient engagement.  Patients can now manage their 
health by interacting with technological communication devices 
or systems.   
 
Index Terms- Patient Engagement, chronic disease, personalized 
interactive communication, Health Relationship Management 
Services (HRMS), 3Ps, patients, payers, providers. 
 

I. INTRODUCTION 
atient Engagement has emerged as the Holy Grail for the 
healthcare industry, and it boils down to the 3 P’s: Patients, 

Providers (Doctors), and Payers (Insurance), which combined, 
make up a new healthcare paradigm called Health Relationship 
Management Services (HRMS) (Wilkins, 2012; Tehrani, 2016).  
Patient engagement is not only a key strategy for treatment of 
chronic conditions, it also provides improved, efficient, 
collaborative healthcare among the 3 P’s (Eastwood, 2014; 
Tehrani, 2016).   
         Payers have long felt that patients engaged in their own 
healthcare are, in the long run, healthier than those who are not 
(Underhill, 2014).  Payers have created patient engagement 
“incentive programs, social media campaigns,” and provided 
health education on better lifestyles, routine wellness visits and 

management of chronic diseases (Underhill, 2014).  The goal is 
to educate individuals about the crucial role they play in 
maintaining their own health (Underhill, 2014).   
         Providers today are transitioning from simply delivering 
care to patients to becoming patient partners (Underhill, 2014).  
Providers can benefit from a technology strategy used by payers 
to analyze clinical data:  Healthcare Effectiveness Data and 
Information Set (HEDIS) scores (Underhill, 2014).  These scores 
can identify individuals who are at-risk for negative health 
outcomes due to  lack of wellness care, missed appointments and 
unmanaged chronic disease, and allows providers to have a better 
understanding as to which chronic disease patients need more or 
which are at risk for readmission (Underhill, 2014).  Providers 
should learn what types of incentives payers use and then create 
a plan to partner with them because, by working as a team, 
providers and payers can be more effective in engaging patients 
in their own care (Underhill, 2016). 
         For example, a health system can analyze data on all its 
diabetic patients to see who requires an A1C3 test that delivers 
an individual’s average levels of blood glucose, which is also 
referred to as blood sugar, over a 3 month period, who hasn’t 
seen a physician recently or who has other conditions—such as 
asthma or congestive heart failure—that could increase their risk 
for acute care. By identifying these high-risk patients and getting 
them the care they need before their condition becomes 
emergent, providers can not only reduce risk, but also improve 
patient relationships. (Underhill, 2014; National Institute of 
Diabetes, 2016). 
         Patient engagement has become a criterion for (i) better 
outcomes, (ii) fewer hospitalizations, (iii) fewer visits to the ER, 
(iv) fewer readmissions after hospital discharge, and (v) more 
gratified patients.  Chronic diseases comprised a large share of 
the estimated $3 trillion in American healthcare expenses in 2013 
(Eastwood, 2014).  The U.S. government started to penalize 
hospitals based on their readmission rates in 2013, and these 
fines are going to increase in the future (Diana, 2014). Thus, 
value-based payments have encouraged providers to embrace 
patient engagement.  Providers may want to appoint a patient 
engagement advocate to turn planned ideas into actions who 
would be charged with seeking opportunities for improvement, 
program implementation and progress monitoring (Underhill, 
2014).  Engaged patients do what their health providers 
recommend because they believe that the prescribed treatment is 
the right one for them.  Such patients are generally healthier and 
have lower healthcare costs compared to others who follow their 
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own ideas of thinking and behaving in regard to their health 
(Wilkins, 2012).   
         Personalized interactive communication is a key element of 
patient engagement, whether during a hospital stay or with their 
healthcare providers.  Research shows that individuals want 
access to their medical records, they want to book their 
appointments and renew prescriptions online, and receive 
appointment reminders via email or text (Diana, 2014).  Many 
healthcare providers have seen patient engagement increase as a 
direct result of adopting interactive electronic communications 
(Diana, 2014).  Studies show that patients prefer email and online 
access over customary ways of communication with their 
caregivers (Diana, 2014).  Also, when patients are personally 
engaged electronically, appointment no-shows decrease, so 
physicians can reschedule more patients and have more quality 
time with them (Diana, 2014).   
         Patient and Provider use of the Internet and mobile devices 
to deliver healthcare is rapidly increasing, leading to a variety of 
interventions that use the Internet and mobile phones to advance 
across a range of chronic illnesses with favorable results 
(Diamantidis & Stefan Becker, 2014).  By 2017, there will be an 
estimated 200 million smartphone users, almost 65% of the 
country’s total population, (eMarketer, 2016).  Electronic devices 
are increasingly utilized as personal interactive communication 
tools by healthcare providers and patients (Pew, 2013; Buntin, 
Burke, Hoaglin & Blumenthal, 2011).  Providers who use mobile 
technology to engage with chronic disease patients generally 
improve patient-provider communication, reinforce patient 
independence, and empower patients to become active 
participants in their own care (Diamantidis & Becker, 2014; 
Downer, Meara, Da Costa & Sethuraman, 2006).   
         Today’s health technology helps engage patients to track 
and take control of their personal health.  A wide range of 
innovative technology is now available for individuals to take an 
active role in their healthcare, such as wearable digital medical 
devices, remote health monitoring systems, and easily accessible 
personal health records that provide their physicians with 
personalized health data (Eastwood, 2013).  With this 
technology, patients can track their personal health progress and 
interactively share their health data with their caregivers 
(Eastwood, 2013).  Digital health technologies ranging from 
simple reminders to complex smartphone apps are quickly 
emerging to help people manage their health.  Smartphones can 
be used to track vital signs, and even a person’s mood 
(Eastwood, 2013).  Nearly sixty percent of the U.S. population 
already utilizes smartphone app technology to track their diet, 
weight, and exercise routines, while about twenty one percent of 
the population utilizes technology to track mental health data 
(Eastwood, 2013).  An online smartphone patient portal is 
another tool for promoting patients’ adherence to medication 
after hospital discharge (Underhill, 2014).   
         To encourage people to take charge of their health, many 
payers have incentive programs wherein individuals can receive 
insurance discounts or even financial incentives for making 
better lifestyle choices (Underhill, 2014), such as an individual 
habitually utilizing a fitness tracker to logs steps per day 
(Underhill, 2014).  Providers should contact Payers to find out 
about what incentives are offered and how to partner in such 
efforts. By joining forces, Payers and Providers can make 

progress in engaging patients (Underhill, 2014).  Providers can 
access patient health records to promptly answer patients’ 
medication questions and deliver real-time information and 
feedback to enhance patient understanding, while, at the same 
time, reducing an overload of information (Underhill, 2014). As 
healthcare evolves, data-driven strategies for patient engagement 
has become progressively important (Underhill, 2014).  Payer-
patient engagement strategies are a starting place for Providers to 
build relationships with increasing patient commitment to their 
long-term health needs (Underhill, 2014). 
         Many patients have faced difficulty in managing their 
health and face challenges in accessing the healthcare system.  
Thus, providing them with improved ways to manage their 
conditions right in their own homes is going to be helpful in 
preventing costly, repeated hospital or doctor’s visits, emergency 
room visits, and patient readmissions to hospitals. Engaged 
patients can use these interactive communication technologies to 
check on their physical changes, and by having this access, they 
can learn if they have changes in symptoms or signs of 
deteriorating health, and then call their provider to get treatment.  
Some new technologies also remotely monitor a patient’s health 
and alert a communication center to contact the patient 
personally if actionable information is detected (Tehrani, 2016).   
         Providers are playing a role in the betterment of humanity 
by establishing websites and other tools that can help people 
monitor and manage healthcare.  Hospital authorities and 
marketers have built personalized, interactive, and collaborative 
content with the functionality of self-service, so that patients can 
directly contact physicians if they have any issues. Direct 
questioning makes it easier for both patient and provider to 
understand and solve problems.  
         This method also allows the patients to get access to the 
results of their tests and medical records (Lenhart, & Madden, 
2007).  Forty-one percent of American patients are willing to 
change providers to have online access to their Electronic 
Medical Records (EMRs) (Accenture, 2016).  As a result of the 
American Recovery and Reinvestment Act of 2009, Meaningful 
Use requires hospitals show that they are using certified 
Electronic Health Record (HER) technology using methods that 
can be measured significantly in quality and in quantity with the 
goal of achieving health and efficiency and to engage patients 
and their families in their own healthcare (HRSA, 2016).  This 
will lessen risks by providing a method for healthcare providers 
to share patient information electronically, securely and HIPAA 
compliant (HRSA, 2016).   
         Interactive communication digital health technology now 
falls under the new umbrella term:  Health Relationship 
Management Services (HRMS) (Tehrani, 2016), which is 
capable of providing all essential elements to the patients which 
are necessary for managing their healthcare.  HRMS, 
metaphorically speaking, acts similar to a family physician who 
makes house calls and is accessible for contact anytime for 
regular patient checkups (Tehrani, 2016).  HRMS provides all of 
the necessary elements for reading patient health data, 
restructuring that raw patient data using cloud analytics into 
actionable results for a response, and repeating the steps which 
reinforces the entire process.  HRMS is recommended for 
hospital discharge patients, elderly patients living at home, and 
patients who are suffering from chronic diseases, such as 
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hypertension, heart diseases, and COPD, as they need constant 
monitoring for any health changes that may require urgent action 
(Tehrani, 2016).   
         Health is influenced by technology in a number of ways.  
Interactive communication utilization of technological health 
applications and patient engagement is important in leading a 
healthy life.  Individuals can obtain personal health information 
about their conditions, their providers, and procedures so they 
can manage and enhance physical and mental health.  Personal 
Emergency and Response System (PERS), text messages, phone 
calls, help the providers to get updates regarding the health of the 
patient.  Many communication centers now contact a patient if 
they receive any emergency health alerts (Tehrani, 2016).  It is 
not always possible to visit a doctor’s office, yet care and proper 
screening are essential after treatment.  Now patients can manage 
their health by communicating to health professionals using 
mobile app technology.  
         An effective means of patient engagement, Health 
Relationship Management Services (HRMS), monitors an 
individual’s health and interactively communicates actionable 
information and provides interactive outlets for patient 
engagement.  Patients can now manage their health by interacting 
with technological communication devices or systems. Patient 
engagement comes in many forms, such as wearable technology, 
smartphones, and apps that connect patients to portals where they 
can access health records, health news feeds, games, interactive 
online, and patient stories. Thousands of new mobile health apps 
that read such things as heart rates, measure organ health or 
count pushups serve a purpose by linking them to patient portals, 
which convert the portals into information centers which provide 
patients with tools to manage lifestyle changes that may occur 
with new diagnoses. Poor patient outcomes is often due to poor 
medication management once after hospital discharge (Underhill, 
2014).  Technology can help improve patient comprehension of 
medications to  increase adherence, such as health apps that offer 
alerts and dosage information (Underhill, 2014).  Providers now 
can “prescribe” an app to enable discharge patients to take their 
medications in the right way and on schedule (Underhill, 2014). 
Other interactive patient engagement applications include 
gamification, news feeds, health assist, social health groups, and 
interactive online magazines to engage patients by sharing health 
or Patient Health Narratives (PHN) which is illness related 
storytelling for inclusion (Meckl-Sloan, 2015).  Such ways of 
communication help patients to stay engaged, healthy, and 
mentally active. 
 

II. CONCLUSION 
         Patient engagement has evolved into a personalized 
interactive communication using the 3 P’s between patients, 
providers, and payers, making patient information easily 
accessible.  Patients now can manage their health by 
communicating to health professionals using mobile app 
technologies.  Health Relationship Management Services 
(HRMS) is an effective means of patient engagement by 
constantly monitoring an individual’s health, interactively 
communicating actionable information, and providing interactive 
outlets for patient engagement.   
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     Abstract- Transformational leadership style is an effective and widely practiced within the organization including in schools. 
Transformational leadership is reported to have a big influenced on the behavior of individuals within the organization. This study was 
aimed to identify the effect of transformational leadership of principals towards teachers  innovativebehavior in the school. This is a 
cross-sectional survey involving 346 secondary school teachers in Kedah (Peninsular Malaysia). The instrument used was the 
Multifactor Leadership Questionnaire (MLQ) and Innovative Behavior Instrument (IBI). The results of the study hadshownthat 
transformational leadership principalshad affected teachers innovative behaviors. This study also found that the effect of 
transformational leadership had contributed to innovative teachers behaviors. Therefore, transformational leadership should be 
practiced by all school leaders to improve the behavior of innovative teachers, megalithic thus improving school performance. 
 
     Keywords- transformational leadership, innovative behavior, secondary school 
 

I. INTRODUCTION 
Leadership refers to the process of influencing others to achieve a goal (Bryman 1992, Yulk 2002). Leadership can also be defined as 
the ability to influence, motivate, change the attitude and behavior of subordinates to agree to implement the programs and make 
changes to achieve organizational goals. While the management practices of school leaders in relation to all the activities and the role 
played by principals / headmasters when they carry out tasks in the management of schools. 
 
Currently, the education system needs a leader who has high competence and strong leadership practices to make schools effective and 
brilliantly led. School leaders need to be prepared with ideas and strategies to ensure the effectiveness of schools, especially in 
meeting the demands of parents and students. School leaders also need to be more sensitive to changes and innovations in the field of 
education. The challenge and the main task of the leaders and teachers of the present time not only to teach counting and reading but 
makes teaching and learning more interesting and produce students who have the creativity and innovative (Sugiarto, 2009). 
 
Innovation and creativity are contributing towards change and excellence. Therefore schools must be able to identify individual 
abilities to innovate and to make it as a practice. What is meant by innovation and how does it happen? Innovation is the act of 
introducing something new practice or make a change for the innovation cannot be used unless they are adopted and circulated in 
improving organizational effectiveness. Innovation is the basis of creativity (Scott & Bruce, 1994) in which creativity is a process that 
helps generate ideas.  Numerous studies have reported that transformational leadership has a significant effect on the performance of 
followers and organization , but there are limited research on the effects of this type of leadership on followers creativity. ( Dvir, et al., 
2002: Saedah Siraj, et al., 2011). The current study is based on this pressing need and seeks to identify the effect of transformational 
leadership on teachers creativity.   
 

1.2 Innovative Behavior 
Innovations and creativity are the key factors to success and competititve advantages of organizations . According to Gumusluogle 
and Ilsev (2009), creativity is the production of novel and useful ideas, and innovation is the successful implementation of creative 
ideas within an organization.   Zaltman, Duncan and Holbek (1973) and Axtell, Holman, Unsworth, Waterson and Harrington (2000) 
define the innovation process consists of two phases: idea generation and idea implementation. Many studies have given attention to 
the creativity or idea generation (Mumford, 2000; McAdam and McClelland, 2002). Yet innovation should involve the 
implementation of the idea. De Jong and Den Hartog (2007), gives a definition of innovative behavior as the generation of ideas and 
applications either as individual assignments, group or organization. Innovation can be sown in the organization to explore 
opportunities, identify gaps in performance or propose a solution to a problem. The opportunities to generate ideas in organizations 
such as improvements in the terms of reference to enhance customer satisfaction and improve organizational performances. In the 
implementation process, staff can demonstrate behaviors such as application-based staff who have a commitment to an idea can 
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influence others to implement the idea. There are many studies that show creativity and innovation are closely linked. However, this 
study will take into account the idea generation and implementation of ideas as innovative behavior. 

1.3 Transformational Leadership 
Transformationalleadership in this study refers to the dimensions of transformational leadership introduced by Burns (1978) and Bass 
(1985). Transformational leadership is defined as a style of leadership in which the leader encourages followers to do more than the 
basic expectations that they can do (Bass, 1985). The leader will always motivate followers to improve ourselves, to achieve self and 
thus encourage them to promote the organization. Even Bass (1990) states that a leader has been practicing transformational 
leadership style success when he changed the attitude of individuals leads from emphasize the importance of self-interest groups and 
organizations. This change occurs when they are voluntarily willing to work and fight to achieve the objectives and goals of the 
organization. 
According to Bass and Avalio (1999), transformational leadership refers to the leaders moving the followers level of maturity and 
ideals as well as concerns for achievement , self-actualization and well-being of athers, the organization and society. There are four 
dimensions for transformational leadership; idealized influence, inspirational motivation, intellectual stimulation and individualized 
consideration.  Idealized influence and inspirational motivational are displayed when the leaderhelps followers to be more innovative 
and creative. Individualized consideration is displayed when the leaders pay attention to the followers development needs, suport and 
coaches them. Transformational leaders also delegate assignments to their followers as opportunities for growth (1999). 
 
Ishak Sin (2002), also conducted a survey of 98 education officers in Malaysia country consisting of principals, teachers, state and 
district officials and lecturers from matriculation to the leadership style they like. Through the data collected, a total of 92.4% of the 
respondents suggested that the most preferred leadership style is transformational leadership style with the four dimensions of 
obtaining a high level of thoughtfulness individual style, a style that stimulates intellectual force that inspire and excite motivation and 
the nature and behavior of a superior leader. 

 
1.4 Relationship between Transformational Leadership and Innovative Behaviour 

ransformational leadership has shown a positive relationship with creativity in several studies conducted in the field of 
business. (Kahai, et al., 2003) Because transformational leadership thought provoking individuals to generate new ideas and develop 
individual potential. A study conducted by Shin and Zhao (2003), found that transformational leadership has encouraged creativity 
among employees within the organization. In this effort, the transformational leader stimulates employees to see problems in new 
ways (intellectual stimulation) and motivate employees to solve creatively (inspirational motivation). Elkins and Keller (2003), and 
Gumusluoglu and Ilsev (2009), in their study had found that transformational leadership behaviors and determinants related to 
creativity and innovation in the workplaces, the organization's vision, support innovative behavior, encourage and give recognition to 
the followers. At the school level studies conducted by MariekeThurlings et al (2015), Sagnak (2012), and Sosik et al. (1998), found 
that the behavior of transformational leadership by principals can promote creativity. Such things as transformational leadership is 
able to recognize the needs of followers to changes, create a vision and lead change and implement change effectively (Sosik et al., 
1998)  

According to Moolenaar et al.,(2010) transformational leadership is positively associated with school innovative climate and it 
motivates followers to do more than they are expected in terms of extra effort and greater productivity.  

 

II. IDENTIFY, RESEARCH AND COLLECT IDEA 

RESEARCH QUESTIONS 
The purpose of this paper is to identify the influence of principal transformational leadership towards teachers innovative  behavior in 
school. More specifically, the purpose of this study is to identify the aspects of transformational leadership as a major contributor to 
the innovative  behavior. 

 
 
METHODOLOGY 
 
This study used quantitative research methods. According to Cohen, Manion and Morrison (2000), if the study involves many 
respondents, the appropriate use of quantitative methods. The advantages of this design allows plenty of information collected at any 
one time, low cost and easy to handle (Creswell, 1997). In addition, the use of a questionnaire that seeks to encompass many samples 
with low cost led to comparisons between studies become more detailed as well as a higher degree of objectivity (Chua, 2006).  
 
The study  wasconducted by survey method using questionnaire to collect information required from teachers of secondary schools 
Kedah state (peninsular Malaysia). Using of the questionnaire is a data collection tool that is used in a lot of school management and 
leadership study. The study sample consisted of 346 secondary schools teachers in the Kedah state. Samples were selected by using 
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random sampling technique. Only teachers who served two years and only taken into account as the sample for period of two years is 
sufficient for a person to draw conclusions about the characteristics of the school to which he belongs (Sala, 2002). 
 
Transformational leadership is measured by using instrument Multifactor Leadership Questionnaire (MLQ) developed by Bass and 
Avalio (1992) and Innovative Behavior Scales (IBS) by Janssen (2001) and Jong &Hartog (2010). Data were analyzed using SPSS 
version 20, Descriptive statistics using percentage, mean and standard deviation. Multiple regression analysis is used to identify the 
aspects transformational leadership as predictors of teachers innovative behaviors in school. 

 

III. WRITE DOWN YOUR STUDIES AND FINDINGS 

FINDINGS 

 
Influence of Transformational Leadership on Innovative Behavior in schools 
 
Table 1summarizes the results of multiple regression analysis used stepwise.  R square is not statistically different from zero (R= 
0.804; F= 25.073; p >0.05). This findingshad suggested that transformational leadership had a positive and significant influence on 
innovative behavior in schools.  However, based on Table 1, there was only  one dimension of transformational leadership served as  
the  predictor for teachers  innovative behavior, namely  intellectual stimulation (t = 2.700, p< .05).  The combination of predictor 
variableshad  contributed 22.7 percent to the variance of teachers innovative behavior. 
 
Table 1 
A summary of the results of multiple regression analysis dimensions Transformational Leadership on Innovative Behavior 
_________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 
Predictors        B  Beta       t           p 
Idealized influence    .114  .176  1.867       .063  
Aspiration motivation             -.055              -.085                 -.775       .439 
Intellectual stimulation   .182               .276  2.700       .007 
Individual consideration   .085               .132  1.217        .224 

 
R =  .477 R Squre = .227   Adjusted R Square =  .218 
F =  25.073 P = .000 
 

 

IV. DISCUSSION 
 

The study found that transformational leadership has a significant influence on the behavior of innovative teachers. Combined 
dimensions contained in transformational leadership variables contribute 21.8% of the variance of the behavior of innovative teachers. 
This finding indicates that the principal transformational leadership contributed significantly to the behavior of innovative 
teachers.However only dimension of intellectual stimulation has a significant correlation with the behavior of innovative teachers 
while the other dimensions of the ideal, inspirational motivation and individualized consideration showed no significant effect. 

 
These findings are also consistent with a study conducted by Elkins and Keller (2003), Gumusluoglu and Ilsew (2009), Sosik et al. 
(1998), who found a leader who adopted transformational leadership had a close relationship as a determinant of innovation and 
creativity in the workplace, supports innovation, autonomy, recognition and challenges. The study also found that those leaders had  
practiced intellectual stimulation to develop innovation and creative thinking among followers. Intellectual stimulation dimensions 
also allow leaders challenging followers to think outside the box and use a new approach in solving a problem or task. 

 
According to Bass (1985), transformational leaders are not only challenging the status quo, but they also encouraged creativity among 
followers. Followers are encouraged to explore new ways to solve a problem or create something new. Accordingly, the practice 
principals encourage teachers to use the intellectual resources will enable them to behave in a more creative and innovative in 
improving school performance. 
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V. CONCLUSION 
Overall, this study has shown that transformational leadership principals who practiced mainly dimensions of intellectual stimulation 
and individualized consideration had  directly improved the behavior of innovative teachers in the school. This is because the principal 
can stimulate teachers to think about old problems through new paradigm ways and encourage them to challenge their own values, 
traditions and beliefs. This allows teachers to practice thinking in more generative and explorative methods. The extent to which the 
role of transformational leadership practiced by school leaders will be observed by teachers. For that reason, leaders need to be more 
knowledgeable in implementing any behavior that will  not lead to negative comments by teachers. 
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Abstract- In modern Indonesian society, the number of wearer of 
jilbab as Islamic veil is growing significantly. The veil has now 
been worn by all segments of Indonesian women, whereas in the 
1970s it is only used by teenagers in school hours. Furthermore, 
the veil has become a daily outfit of women politicians, bank 
workers and even the artists. With this florescene, various modes 
of veiling evolve and veil boutiques are popping up in major 
cities in Indonesia. Various names then appear from slang to 
shar’i veil, i.e. in line with Islamic law, given the diverse groups 
wear veil with different style. In its development the veil is even 
featured in the fashion show. 
          As wearing veil is assumed to relate to religious injunction, 
the increasing number of its users is associated with an increase 
in public religious observance. Islamization of life is taking place 
in society, although not in the fundamentalistic or radicalistic 
pattern. Post secularism may be appropriate concept to describe 
this phenomenon. However, it is argued that this growing use of 
veil has no relation with religiosity, since it is just a part of 
modern life of Indonesian women. Nevertheless, wearing jilbab 
constitutes important cultural change occurring among 
Indonesian Muslim women. This paper is to describe the 
development of wearing veil among modern Muslim woman in 
Indonesia, questioning whether or not it is related to the religious 
consciousness of the wearer.  
 
Index Terms- Islam, transformation, culture, religiosity 
 

I. INTRODUCTION 
ilbab or veil is Muslim woman headscarf to cover the entire 
head including the cheeks, ears and neck; and some people 

call hijab to refer to such headscarves. But different from that in 
the Arab community, jilbab is not the traditional clothing of 
Indonesian Muslims. The cloth of an Indonesian Muslim woman 
commonly used to cover her head is a kerudung, i.e. a rather long 
piece of cloth like that headscarf worn by Indian women. 
Nevertheless, this headscarf is usually worn by older Muslim 
women although practically not always covering their heads, 
because the cover is sometimes hung in their necks. In addition, 
it is only devout Muslims traditionally wearing kerudung. 
         The wearing of jilbab is hence a part of the transformation 
of Islamic society in Indonesia. It could be said that the 
development of modernization in Indonesia has affected the 
Indonesian Muslim community to wear jilbab as everyday 
clothing. The increased use of veil is indeed coincided with the 
raise in public awareness on Islam, since it is a part of religious 
obedience. It started in the 1980s, the decade where religious 
awareness of society heightened. Because this awareness is 

coincided with the entry of Islamic calendar into the 15th 
century, it is regarded as a phenomenon of or a marking of 
Islamic revivalism. So in Indonesia now people are not only 
attending Islamic teaching, where they come up in discussions of 
Islam, participating in trainings practice of worship, but also 
highlighting Islamic symbols. Among these symbols of Islam is 
wearing jilbab which is regarded by the wearer as a religious 
order.  
         The jilbab was formerly worn by children in junior and 
senior high school of madrasa (Islamic school). Nevertheless not 
all madrasa obliged the pupil to wear veils to cover their head. In 
some madrasa children only wear kerudung, which constitutes a 
habit of Indonesian Muslim women in general. In addition, what 
is important to note is that in the past the children wear of jilbab 
was just in school hours only. Outside the school they took off 
the kerudung or jilbab they use. The same held true with students 
of higher education like those of IAIN (State Institute for Islamic 
Studies) during 1970s. In fact they also wear plain skirts, as used 
by students in public educational institution generally. What 
distinguishes them from students at public colleges only occur 
during the hours of lecture, because at the moment they are 
wearing a long dress and veil. Because the jilbab is not a clothing 
product of Indonesian culture, it is not surprising that many 
ulama’s wife (lit. Islamic scholar) also felt enough to wear the 
kerudung. 
         In the 1980s there was a transformation in the use of this 
headscarf. The jilbab that covers the entire head is started to be 
popularized by students at college. What is interesting is that the 
veil which is regarded as a symbol of a devout Islamic society is 
not introduced by students studying at religious colleges. Instead, 
it is popularized by those who go to secular college (not 
specifically studying Islam). In the late 1980s one might be 
shocked by these veil phenomena that were even alive in the 
student environment of Bogor Institute of Agriculture, University 
of Gajahmada or other secular universities. This astonishment is 
because even students of Islamic university did not wear the veil, 
but the kerudung. So how can students at secular universities be 
eager to wear the jilbab, which is basically deemed as associated 
with a symbol of obedience to Islam? 
         After the jilbab became popular clothes worn by students at 
secular college, then it spread to be used by various groups of 
Muslim women. Not only did the students at Islamic universities 
then follow to wear the veil but also the Muslim women 
generally used it as their everyday clothes. Now it can be said 
that no single Islamic schools allows its students without veiling. 
It becomes a common sight that one find students at secular 
college or pupils at public high school wear veils in addition to 
those who do not wear clothes considered Islamic, though they 
are also Muslims. Moreover, wearing veil by pupil of Islamic 
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school is not just a school uniform, but is also driven by the 
awareness of individual users.  
         What is interesting is that in the last decade, the use of the 
veil was not just confined to college students or common Muslim 
women but also by celebrities such as actresses or singers. Even 
become commonplace that many of those working in the public 
sector, such as banks or government employees, also wear this 
veil as their daily outfits. The same holds true with medical 
doctors, scientists and even police officers some of whom wear 
jilbab. Thus, the veil has become everyday clothes of Indonesian 
Muslim women. Because it is associated with religious orders, 
the increase in number of users is also deemed as an increase in 
religiosity of Indonesian Muslim community in general. 
 

II. THE INCREASE IN RELIGIOSITY 
         Jilbab in Indonesia has grown to such an extent that not 
only the wearers who continue to grow but also its type. In this 
case the veil has also become a life style, with which the 
Indonesian Muslim woman wear jilbab with different styles. 
Especially among celebrities, wearing the jilbab is done in such a 
way, so that the wearer becomes attractive to the eye. Their 
jilbab is basically the same with the other’s, i.e. long cloth such 
as a scarf or shawl. What sets it apart is that they wear it by 
folding certain sections or even with a combination of different 
colors. In addition, the material of the veil is also expensive, 
according to the wearer who come from the high class. 
         This style differences led to the emergence of differences in 
the designation of the existing veil. With its rapid development, 
there are certain circles’ assumption that some type of veil are no 
longer proportionate, i.e. not in accordance with the purpose of 
veiling.  The jilbab worn by artists who usually flashy and 
glamorous, for example, is often blamed for being far from the 
character of Islam that advocated simplicity. Such a glamorous 
style is called “tabarruj”, i.e. the luxurious style that according to 
some people is forbidden by Islam. But it is recognized that 
through them, the veil became an attractive fashion clothes, so 
that their veiled style is also followed by their fans. Although still 
in limited amounts, the artist's participation in the dissemination 
of this veil, not only have encouraged people to wear the jilbab 
splendor but also created products that are fashionable. 
         Despite negative allegations of certain people, the wearing 
of jilbab continues to be developed in accordance with the style 
that interests public. In general it can be said that the 
development of this veil is fantastic. Because the veil has become 
a necessity - including for appearances - students, for example, 
wear it with a combination of a rather tight tops or shirt and 
jeans, in order that they seem energetic and smart. Because of 
this combination of clothes, especially stylist veil, people 
commonly called it “jilbab gaul” or slang veil. This means that 
although related to obedience to religion, jilbab, according to its 
wearer, must also follow the modern style. Many pop singers 
who is usually considered to be far from religion, for instance, do 
not feel embarrassed to wear the jilbab, because they still feel 
following clothe mode though religious, on the other side. 
         Nevertheless, later emerge allegations that wearing slang or 
other stylist veil is not within the corridor of Islamic law, so that 
came the term jilboob, a designation which is not only a criticism 
but also it sounds insulting. Such harassment is mainly addressed 

to those who wear the jilbab with tight clothes or even with tight 
jean pants. With such clothes, the meaning of adherence to 
religion is lost, because with this kind of clothes then the twists 
and turns of the body becomes visible, so that it might invite the 
male sex drive. So, eventhough the veil is not wrong, fashionable 
jilbabs has invited criticism from devouted Muslim community. 
Again like that combined with tight clothing, fashionable jilbab 
is deemed as eliminating the meanings of veiling itself, i.e. as an 
effort to close the aurat (lit. part of the body wich is illegal to be 
shown to other people). But such criticism did not discourage 
people to design the nice veil. According to them, wearing the 
jilbab does not have to mean shabby, but rather should be 
fashionable and attractive, and thus can improve the image of the 
users of the veil itself, i.e. as atractive religious women.  
         In response to this development, some circle of woman 
introduced what they called jilbab shar’i, i.e. the veil regarded by 
them as in accordance with the demands of Islamic law.  This 
jilbab is usually made from materials that are not transparent, 
extending down to the thigh. It is commonly dark in color, 
combined with a dark color clothing, covering half of the body of 
the wearer.  This sort of jilbab is of course far from fashionable 
worn by certain Islamic groups that seemed to shy away from 
wanting to look good. They wear it as adherence to religion, i.e. 
to close the aurat. In addition to the common veil, there are also 
users who cover the entire face, except the eyes. But such a kind 
of veil is almost not sold in stores, since only few women wear it.  
With the increase in demand, then there are boutiques that sell 
nice and expensive veil. The veil in these boutiques is to satisfy 
the users of higher income which require to have stylist jilbab. 
The designers have also sprung, some of whom offer course 
about wearing veil, including those on the internet. These jilbab 
are very much different from that used by children of madrasa, 
that is simply intended for closing the head with white cloth. The 
celebrities who wear the jilbab, for example, require the folds so 
that the wearer becomes attractive and look beautiful. So, how to 
wear the jilbab itself is varied, and it is no longer strange since it   
become Indonesian Muslim women's dress style. 
 

III. THE REASON TO WEAR JILBAB 
         Wearing jilbab is related to one's religious attitude, for it is 
part of the religious orders. In the teachings of Islam there is a 
command for women to hide his  aurat or nakedness, and in 
particular paragraph in the Quran it is said that the women should 
poke their head scarf. Thus, the users of the veil are synonymous 
with religious people because they follow the religious orders. 
Nevertheless, differences in the views of the ulama has emerged 
about whether women have to close the nakedness of their entire 
body. One view says that they must close the aurat to the entire 
body except the face and palms. That's why appears veil, which 
still allows the closure head with an open face and be seen 
(Shihab, 2014). 
         Eventhough quite strong because it is supported by Quranic 
text, this religious suggestion invites multiple interpretations. 
Substantively it is clear that Islam recommends that Muslim 
women cover their entire body except the face, but how it is 
carried out is human affairs that need it.  Nevertheless it must be 
admitted that there are also opinions that assert that the close of 
the aurat is only done when Muslim women perform prayers. 
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What is important from their religious demands is that the body 
must be covered in a way that does not lead to the emergence of 
the male sex drive. Therefore, the girls in the past usually only 
wear a skirt to the knee, and only old women who wear clothes to 
ankle. No wonder that until the 1970s there was not much among 
Muslim circles who wear jilbab, since even the wife of the local 
clergy was still wearing kerudung.  
         Despite this different interpretation, it should be admitted 
that the symptoms of the widespread use of veil is a sign of rising 
public religiosity. At least this shows the increasingly widespread 
phenomenon of consciousness to practice Islam as a whole. It 
can be said that the devout circle, which had previously only 
wear a kerudung, now they wear the jilbab, thinking of it as a 
religious order. Thus it can be said that wearing the jilbab shows 
that religious attachment of Indonesian woman became stronger 
compared to decades ago. Many factors contribute to the 
increasing religiosity of Muslim society in general. It should be 
recognized that the openness of the public with the presence of 
technology has led to communication with other communities, 
including Muslim communities abroad, easier and faster. The 
introduction of Islam by preachers through various media, 
especially television, also contribute to strengthening public 
religiosity. In addition, the presence of educated young people 
who are ready to deepen Islam and practice it has also 
contributed to the spread of Islam more broadly in society. 
         Modernization of society is among the factors that 
contributed to the increase in this religiosity. Although this fact 
was contrary to the theory of modernization, what happens on the 
pitch showed such tendencies. People wearing the jilbab, which 
is characteristic of religious obedience of a woman, for example, 
are not limited to those who are less educated. The wife of the 
vice President of Indonesia, is a female wearer of the veil. 
Linkage of wearing veil with religious orders is a common 
assumption, so that it is also general assumption that people who 
are veiled are more religious. A survey conducted by Tempo 
magazine (2014) showed that the majority of female respondents 
interviewed stated that they wear a jilbab for religious reasons or 
because of religious demand.  
         Nevertheless, it is possible that wearing the veil is because 
of mode in that certain woman did look pretty when veiled. 
Another reason was certainly there, but what is clear is that the 
veil has become a daily clothing and Indonesian women do not 
feel embarrassed to wear the veil, which in the 1970s could be 
considered as unusual.  Although the users do not know exactly 
about the Islamic teachings about veiling, instigation to close the 
aurat is the most common reasons stated by them. In addition, 
many women feel safe with veiled, because then they would be 
protected from interference of nosy man. Jilbaber is considered 
good woman, so that the badmen would not tempt them since 
they know that veil users will definitely reject them if not against 
them. 
 

IV. NEW PERSONALITY 
         The use of the veil and the like are the most obvious 
assertion of religiosity. For those who have long been in a group 
of pious community, this use can be regarded as an affirmation of 
identity of piousness. Why affirmation because from the 
religiosity aspect they are already strong enough although in the 

case of veiling they are not like women in the Middle East, given 
the fact that the religious reasons that they have are quite 
different. For those not from among the pious, wearing jilbab not 
only means to enter the new world of previously unknown or not 
familiar, but in their view it also constitutes a psychological 
struggle to choose the best. 
         The wearing of jilbab by modern young generation showed 
two motives, i.e. the desire to hold on to Islam and use its values 
and their desire to keep so-called modern or live as modern 
women. By such motive there seems to be perspective to place 
religion as different from the modern world. In this case as if 
religion cannot live or hard to contact with the modern world. 
That is why veiled life in modern society, not to mention with the 
modist veil, is like an attempt to combine the religious life with a 
modernity. In other words, wearing the veil is a religious 
observance effort with which the wearers do not lose their 
modernity. This means that the wearing of such a stylist jilbab is 
an attempt to live or look modern with no loss of religiosity or of 
their appearance as a religious woman. Veil with all its variations 
is a clear example of this trend.  
         As mentioned, there are many young people who wear the 
jilbab without losing their beauty as women who in many 
respects even look more beautiful. That is why then appears 
variation in veil style, from that considered as in line with 
Islamic guidance to the stylist or even slang jilbab. The spread of 
veil users or the increase in their number is like marking the 
presence of a new culture for some wearers, who are faced with 
challenges, including the psychological. That is, it is not easy for 
women to change habits of not wearing veil. It seems that only 
women with high spirit and strong intention could make such 
changes possible. Religious observance is one factor that 
encourages a Muslim to assert the identity of their social 
clustering. If the social identity has more to do with large groups 
such as religious affiliation, identity clustering is meant here as 
an affiliation that focuses on sub-groups within social groups. 
The use of this veil can be attributed to either clustering as the 
Islamic group different from that of non-Muslims or as certain 
groups in Islamic communities which are different in some 
respects from other Islamic groups. 
         Some sociologists suggest that the symptoms of wearing 
veil (especially in Western secular countries) is characterized by 
the so-called culture wars.  The phenomenon of culture war is 
actually more pronounced in secular countries, where the value 
and the applicable law is not only not religious but also that the 
State in this case looks dominant in determining the rules which 
must be used by the public. The case of veil ban in France for 
school children or in other cases is caused by the birth of 
aspiration which incidentally is not determined by the State but 
by members of the public whose products was contrary to the 
provisions of the State. It's depicting as though there was a 
seizure of territory by some members of the public against State 
authorities. 
         Although the case of veiling in Indonesia is very different 
from what happened in Western countries where Muslims are a 
minority, the wearers of veil are feeling to undergo this culture 
war at least psychologically. This is so since they move from 
wearing regular clothes or traditional headscarf to be wearing the 
jilbab, in which they require not only determination or strong 
intention but also must be ready to face charges such as to be 
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called Muslim fundamentalists. This culture war could happen 
especially to the jilbab wearer who come from families that are 
secular or less devout. 
         Other things considered obstacles or challenges come from 
the veil community itself. As can be seen from its development, 
jilbab has been produced in such a way so that women find 
different styles of the jilbab products, and, on the other hand, the 
production has created diverse groups of user. As mentioned 
above, the jilbab style has evolved from the mundane to the slang 
and shar’i jilbab. What then becomes a problem is the 
emergence of a certain group claiming that in Islam there is only 
a certain veil considered legitimate or should be used. In other 
words, there has appeared in Indonesia some Muslim Women 
who consider only their jilbab style as correct, in accordance 
with religious requirement, and regard the other women jilbab as 
not complying with the demands of Islamic law. 
         Thus, the use of the veil itself is challenged by people from 
among themselves. This obstacle arises because of the difference 
in views or in their understanding of Islamic law relating to the 
closure of nakedness. Apart from that all, what is important to 
note in terms of the veil is the rise of self-identification of the 
existing social or religious group. It happens with people who 
specifically wear a veil which they regard as the shar’i one, 
which means that it is in accordance with the law or the demands 
of Islam. What happens to them is the assertion that "we are true 
Muslim because we wear the veil over religious demands". 
Although the basic reason of other groups about veiling is the 
same, there is slight difference in emphasis with regard to its ties 
with Islamic symbol. For the latter this wearing veil serves as a 
cover of nakedness. About how to do the covering or what kind 
of cloth to be used is a matter of option. That is why they 
develop a veil according to their wishes or by following a 
growing mode. 
         But apart from these differences, one thing is clear that 
wearing the jilbab is a cultural transformation. This does not 
happen only to those who are formerly secular or among the less 
devout, but also to the devout circles, given that the latter was not 
wearing jilbab up to the early 1980s, or in other words, the jilbab 
is not yet their culture or customs. Because the veil is a devout 
Muslim women's clothing, the change "to wear the jilbab" relates 
mainly to the transformation of culture, including among the 
devout women, given the fact that previously devout Muslim 
women only wear a kerudung. In other words, wearing a jilbab is 
similar to entering into a community of certain values and 
characters as well, given that a society is different from the 
others. The entry into a pious community means to conform to 
the values, norms or limits of propriety formulated by the people 
concerned. With that sense, wearing the veil is a personal 
transformation by abandoning the old character and entering a 
new one. The character in question is to be pious Muslims who 
adhere to the teachings of Islam, or to become more devout for 
those already pious. Thus, the use of the veil by certain women is 
as if they are new or reborn personality with the norms and 
values that override them. 
         Such transformations are not difficult although it is also not 
easy to implement. Changing of not wearing jilbab to become 
users is very easy as only a change of clothes alone. But how one 
is to be committed to the values of espoused group requires 
serious effort. New users of veil realize this, and try to execute 

other commands of Islam, ranging from performing praying five 
times a day to have a particular behavior, such as to keep a 
distanced relationship with men or not to act disrespectful. That's 
why wearing the jilbab or Islamic clothing in general has become 
a symbol as a good human being. General assessment confirms 
that those who are close to God are good men. In this case they 
should stay away from things that are ugly. For example, they 
should avoid behaving badly, and instead have to do good things 
such as contributing to the religion or the poor and strengthening 
brotherhood as humans. In addition, of course, the users of jilbab 
should strengthen the conduct of worship, in accordance with the 
purpose of wearing the veil, i.e. to obey God's commands. Such 
behavior is part of that recommended by the religion, and only 
those obedient, having strong religious commitment could then 
internalize values derived from the religious teachings, and apply 
them in daily life. 
         What is more important with regard to the necessary 
behavior of jilbab wearers to fit with values or norms of good 
people is the assessment of the community itself, which seemed 
to ask them to be committed to certain values. However, it seems 
that it has somewhat made inconvenient some women, given 
modern life is so full of things that is normatively rather far from 
Islam. Some jilbab users do not meet the normative demands that 
must be met by them as members of a religious community. It 
hence appears derision among certain pious Muslims who 
accused some jilbab users as inappropriately behaving in certain 
ways. For example, many women who wear the veil took part in 
a music event in the TV show and then joined a joged (slang 
dance). The dance is considered an act or activity that is not 
suitable for those who wear the jilbab, because it is part of the 
activities considered immoral, while users of the veil should be 
filled with morality. 
         Such transformation is quite heavy for most women. Hence 
a fraction of the users then took off their jilbab, and dressed like 
modern Indonesia women in general who are not religious. 
Nevertheless a larger part of Indonesian Muslim women are 
determined to carry out this transformation. For others, wearing a 
jilbab might just do the religious orders without having to think 
about whether they should behave in accordance with the values 
possessed by the devout Muslims. So they undergo changes and 
enjoy it, following fashion trend loved by the community. 
Perhaps it is the tendency of the latter that marks this current 
development of jilbab wearer, who almost swept all segments of 
society. In other words, most women still wear the veil with all 
their shortcomings of commitment to Islamic values which must 
be complied with by them. In contrast to what occurs in the 
general population, coaching Islamic morals  in campuses is done 
quite effectively. In addition to the weekly Islamic teachings 
organized by students, private coaching by certain mentors has 
made the student’s religiosity stronger. Indeed, there are likely 
some student who took off their jilbab, but from a campus 
religious situation in which the student religiosity is nurtured 
properly, then the determination to wear jilbab is strong enough. 
 

V. SOCIAL TRANSFORMATION 
         What is important from the veil phenomenon is that it is 
related to the return of religious passion among Muslims. It must 
be said that the symptoms of veiling is one aspect of the life of 
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Indonesian Muslims. Passion to be good Muslim among 
Indonesian can be seen from the development of Islamic life in 
general in this country. The mosque is now full of people who 
worship, and Islamic lecture is conducted everywhere as well as 
shown every day in almost every television station. Also what is 
equally important is usually related to protrusion of Islamic 
symbols, like the greeting of Islam "Assalamualaikum" (peace be 
upon you). This greeting is like a new culture of Indonesian 
people, spoken even in secular events like public gathering to 
initiate the program in the events. The government itself, which 
admit neither under the auspices of the Islamic state nor the 
secular state, facilitates people's Islamic passion. As a 
consequence, in Indonesia there are Islamic courts, Islamic banks 
and other institutions that smelled of Islam.  
         Many factors have created this situation. Government 
support can be said to be very important for the creation of this 
situation. In contrast to the Suharto government that was less 
friendly to political Islam, the government in the reform period - 
following the fall of the New Order’s Suharto - strongly supports 
the development of Islam in general. In addition, modernization 
in general also contributed to the strengthening of public 
religiosity, because being modern besides encouraging social 
mobility, it is also faced with more severe challenges. In this case 
religion provides concepts that can calm, so that the hardship of 
modern life might push people to be back to religion. In addition, 
it could also be said that the increase in better life has given 
people an opportunity to think about religious matters and also 
execute commands and teachings of the religion. 
         Wearing veil is one side of religious life that is quite 
transformative. Those who wear veil must comply with the 
cultural norms that accompany or surround "pious followers of 
Islam". They have to behave in accordance with the moral values 
of religion, committed to do prayer, respect for parents, and 
affection to others. This special behavior is also particularly 
changing the patterns of relationships within the community. For 
example, women no longer carelessly shake hands with man, as 
normatively inappropriate. Very common that people saw a 
veiled woman kissing her husband's hand when parted on the 
road or at home when one of them would go to the office. This 
normative requirement has raised awareness of self or may 
determine social location of "veiled women" themselves not only 
in their dealings with the public at large but also in their 
behavior. The changes that accompany the use of the veil is 
indeed very normative even though in practical terms is 
commonplace. Cultural change always follows the changes in 
society in general, ranging from the environment to the thoughts. 
The development of technology that shortened the distance with 
other communities and even opening the door for negative 
influences of other cultures, such as free sex, or delinquency, 
have encouraged parents to send their children to schools run by 
religious foundations.  
         The development of these religious phenomena above is 
rather strange viewed from the perspective of modernization 
suggesting that the role of religion would decrease in modern 
society. It is clearly against the theses of modernization. 
Nevertheless a few sociologists have given a plausible 
explanation. Robertson and Chirico (1985, for example, look at 
the existing process of globalization, characterized by the 
emergence of concern in human beings happening globally. 

According to them, the concern is characterized by a change in 
the direction of what they referred to as "anthropocentric 
dualistic cosmos" heading in the other direction marked by the 
strengthening of human awareness of the problems associated 
with the life and death of them. Because globalization creates a 
loss of feeling safe to live in the community, then it has raised 
issues relating to the legitimacy of the prevailing world order in 
society and to deal with the question of what it means to be 
human.  
         Robertson and Chirico (1985) see that this has opened the 
religious or quasi-religious concern. Real examples that can be 
adduced in this process, they explain further, is the emergence of 
"civil religion", as a result of increased awareness of the system's 
legitimacy on the community and concern for human life 
prospects. Manifestation of this problem is the emergence of 
"liberation theology" and the growing attention to the ideology of 
the world.  They, on the other hand, also recognize that these are 
just some aspects that can explain the process of globalization. In 
conclusion, they stated that the globalization process is 
heightening, at least in the short term, religiosity and religion 
itself in society. Therefore, they confirmed that in addition to the 
process of secularization, there is also at the same time a process 
of de-secularization in the modern society. No surprise that in the 
middle of the roar of the modern secular society, there are also 
religious people, pious and even fanatical. 
         Another question related to the increase in number of jilbab 
user is whether this transformation will change the face of 
Indonesian Islam so far considered a moderate, at least the vast 
majority of Indonesian Islam is moderate.  In other words, 
whether the increase in their religiosity would lead the 
Indonesian Muslims to be radical as shown by the emergence of 
terrorism in the last 20 years. It may be true that the development 
of Islam and the growing religious awareness among Muslims 
have been marked or followed in some cases by the birth and 
growth of radicalism. Some of the events in the Middle East are 
often regarded as an example of the approximate intended. 
Nevertheless, it must be understood that Islam in the Middle East 
is very different from that in Indonesia, as well as the problems 
facing these Islamic communities are also not the same. 
         Islam in Indonesia has long been practiced by different 
groups, so that although recognized as Sunni Muslims they are in 
many ways practicing Islam differently in matters within the 
domain of Islamic jurisprudence. This difference has emerged for 
a long time, and could even be said that the color of Islam in 
Indonesia itself is actually rather syncretic compared to that in 
the Middle East. This is so because Islam in Indonesia have 
adopted the local cultures then practiced or recognized as a part 
of Islam after the cultures are characterized by the values of 
Islam. The presence of trans-national Islamic groups that 
emerged after Indonesia conducted political reform did not 
succeed much in changing the face of Islam in Indonesia. 
Especially the politics of Islamism provoked by these 
organizations can only be accepted by a small number of 
Muslims, because accommodative Islam which in many respects 
is heretic is already deeply embedded in people's lives. 
         Thus, it can be said that the increase in religiosity among 
Islamic societies, as shown among others by the proliferation of 
the use of the veil by Muslim women, does not necessarily means 
to change the face of Indonesian Islam. Radical ideas may have 
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been introduced by the new Islamic organizations, but only a 
small fraction of Islamic community may be interested. Instead, 
the awareness to build Islam as "rahmatan lil alamin" (blessing 
for the whole universe) has grown and become a guidance for 
Islamic organisation like the “Nahdlatul Ulama” whose members 
are more than 40 million people. Islamism which is usually 
propagandized by some Islamic organisations and political party 
to make Islam as the basis of politics, not to mention to transform 
Indonesia into an Islamic state, is clearly not accepted by the 
public. Instead, Muslim leaders have insisted to make Pancasila 
(lit. five principles)  as the state ideology. Furthermore, they try 
to continue to strengthen themselves to become a society with a 
high tolerance, given realized that Indonesia is a plural society. It 
must be recognized that the birth of the mass organizations of 
trans-national character have led to conflicts in Islamic societies. 
But it will not rip the Indonesian society as a whole. 
 

VI. CONCLUSION 
         Jilbab can be regarded as a new culture of Indonesian 
society, since traditionally they only know kerudung. The jilbab 
is a foreign culture which was later adopted into Indonesian. This 
adoption is because the jilbab is regarded as clothing headgear 
that fits the needs of Muslims.  Wearing jilbab itself is based on 
the command of Islam, which requires women to close his 
private parts. The development of this type of clothing is 
outstanding as can be witnessed lately. All layers of the women 
Islamic society wear a head cover of this type. Housewives, 
students, employees and even the artist do not feel embarrassed 
to wear this headscarf, which was formerly known as the Arab 
clothing. Nevertheless it must be admitted that the presence of a 
variety of users, especially among young Muslims, has caused 
the veil is not outdated. These young people, as also among 
Muslim youth in the UK as described by Sarah Gwilliam has 
adopted the so-called 'pop-Islam', so that the jilbab they wear is 
stylist, which in their language is called slang jilbab. This 
development has led to not only continuos increase in veil 
production but also born boutiques of jilbab seller, including for 
the middle class and rich woman.  
         Because the users of this scarf is from various Islamic 
groups, these symptoms not only show that the variation of the 
veil is multiplying but at the same time describe the diversity of 
their Islamic consciousness. If the veil users are generally the 
persons who increase in their religious consciousness, then 
among them there are also groups that become conservative and 
even exclusive. They developed the veil limited to that regarded 
suitable with Islam. Even in secular campuses where lots of 
students adopting what is called a pop-islam, there are also 
conservatives who behaved very black and white in wearing the 
jilbab. They are very substantialist in regard to wearing a 
headscarf, saying the stylist veil is not Islamic, and they are very 
rigid in thinking and practice of Islam in general. These attitudes 

could happen among students because campuses in Indonesia 
have been attended by trans-national Islamic organizations, such 
as Salafi or Hizbut Tahrir, which offer Islamic thought and 
practice somewhat different to that of Indonesian society in 
general. In this case they are very puritanical, wanting to build 
what they call the pristine Islam, while Islam in Indonesia has 
been growing in a syncretic pattern. 
         Nevertheless, since the wearing of veil is related to 
adherence to religious orders, the increase in the number of users 
means the strengthening of religiosity of Indonesian Muslims. In 
other words, there are now more people in Indonesia who are 
more religious. The facts show that Islam in Indonesia phisically 
continues to grow. For example, the number of mosques is 
growing and religious schools were also built everywhere. The 
development of this religious consciousness, as also happens in 
other Muslim countries, is more of a social transformation which 
has been shifted by what Asef Bayat (2013) called Islamism. 
This development is actually a commonplace to happen, because 
with the increase in their modernity, the society closeness to 
religion also increased. In many parts of the world, it is 
commonly found that people who are very modern also close to 
religion. The present church is visited by the educated followers 
of Christian, and the same holds true with mosques, attended by 
educated Muslims. This phenomenon, and in particular of the 
veil, is quite interesting because with this we have to look at 
social development of religion from the perspective other than 
used by the modernization theory. Indeed, the strengthening of 
religiosity could happen in the modern secular society, because 
the development of the world community seems to lead to what 
Habermas called a post-secular society.  
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Abstract- Organic matter is an important chemical parameter to 
check the stability and maturity of compost prepared by 
municipal solid waste. This study was designed to determine the 
percentage of organic matter that must be below 30% after 3 
months of composting process. The higher value of organic 
matter indicates the less stable and immature compost. The 
organic waste was treated with inoculum and it was concluded 
that the windrows give stable and mature compost in terms of 
organic matter analysis because the results showed the organic 
matter content 30 and below in all windrows. 
 

I. INTRODUCTION 
he best and environmentally safe method to get rid of 
organic waste is to make compost by the process of 

composting. The composting is naturally occurring process but it 
can be improved and speed up by the optimization of many 
parameters. These important parameters are proper turning and 
oxygen, temperature, pH and moisture percentage of compost 
heap. The composting process takes 3 months to give mature 
compost with the addition of some inoculums. Physical tests 
include moisture content which determines the quantity of water 
in a compost sample and bulk density is the dry weight of the 
compost its use to find the porosity. The most important 
chemical tests include cation exchange capacity use to determine 
the total capacity of exchangeable ions in a compost sample, pH, 
C: N and electrical conductivity (Carlile and Wilson, 1991). 
         To determine the maturity of compost organic matter is 
considered the important chemical parameter. The compost 
stability refers to the degree to which the organic content is 
stabilized. If the compost gives large concentration of 
biodegradable matter than it is not stable and mature. The less 
mature compost is less stable and can contain phytotoxins which 
are harmful for the plants. The stability of compost holds 
nutrients without being so much utilized by the microbes.  To 
determine the maturity of compost, organic matter is considered 
the one of most important chemical parameters. In improvement 
of compost quality the humification is the important factor in 
maintaining the structure and fertility of soil (Iqbal et al., 2012). 
The low organic matter content below 30 showed that the 
degradation rate is high and humification index is also high 
(Burke et al., 1995).  The mount of organic matter should not be 
very high at the end as it is not a positive sign of good 
composting and it result in low humification index (Haung et al., 
2004).  
 

II. MATERIAL AND METHODS 
         The field trials were planned in Lahore compost Pvt Ltd. 
The four windrows were prepared with the weight of 471 and 
550 metric ton. The two windrow were sprayed with commercial 
inoculum BST and two were sprayed with BST and molasses.   
         Each windrow composed of screening matter of municipal 
solid waste, cow dung, saw dust and green waste. The table 1 
shows the quantity and composition of organic waste used for 
composting. 
 

Table 1 
 
Windrow 
No. 

Composition 
of organic 
waste 

Quantity 
of organic 
ingredients 

Total 
weight 
(MT) 

Inoculum 

W1 Screening 
matter, 
Green 
waste, Saw 
dust, Cow 
dung 

16.7, 273, 
17, 165 

471  
 

BST 
 

W2 Screening 
matter, 
Green 
waste, Saw 
dust, Cow 
dung 

16.7, 273, 
21, 168.4 

479 
 

BST and 
molasses 
 

W3 Screening 
matter, 
Green 
waste, Saw 
dust, Cow 
dung 

16.7, 273, 
21, 168.4 

479 
 

BST and 
molasses 
 

W4 Screening 
matter, 
Green 
waste, Saw 
dust, Cow 
dung 

16.7, 273, 
21, 168.4 

479 
 

            
BST 

 
 
Determination of total organic matter from compost  
         The empty crucible was weight (D1). The crucible was 
filled with 5 g of cmpost sample and weight (D2). The sample 
was dried after 8 hours. The cucibles having dried compost 
sample was placed in muffle furnace at 800o C for 2 hours. The 

T 
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crucibles with ash was weight (D3) (Yeomans and Bremner, 
1988).The percentage of organic content was determined by 
deducting W1 from W2 and W1 fromW3. 
 
Results and discussion  
         The organic matter was decreased by increase in the time of 
composting process. There was no any significant difference 

found when the windrows that had BST with molasses and only 
BST inoculum were compared. The highest value of organic 
matter was observed in windrow W3 and W4 which is 30.00 and 
30.42. The lowest value of OM was recorded in windrow W2 
which is 29.00. Table 2 shows the results of organic matter. 
 

 
Table 2 

 
Windrows Organic matter % 

W1 29.58 
 

W2 29.01 
 

W3 30.00 

W4 30.42 
 

 
Figure 1 

 

 
 
         The mature compost must contain organic matter below 
30%. The total organic matter should be decreased during the 
process of composting by the mineralization of organic matter by 
microbes (Grigatti et al., 2004). The organic matter should not be 
very high in the mature compost as it indicates that the 
degradation rate and humification index is low (Haung et al., 
2004). There is an inverse relation between organic matter, 
temperature and time of composting (Tiquia and Tam, 2000). It 
was concluded that the organic matter of mature compost must 
not exceed from 30%, below 30% the results are satisfactory it 
indicates the stability and maturity of compost. 
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Abstract- In Arabidopsis (Flowering Plant) shoot apical 
meristem (SAM) is converted into inflorescence meristem. Study 
has been revealed that there are various genes which control this 
transition. Two types of inflorescence are found in flowering 
plants: Determinate and indeterminate. Terminal Flower 1 
(TFL1) gene is one of those genes which play key role for the 
maintenance of inflorescence meristem. Tfl1 gene regulates 
flowering time and maintains the fate of inflorescence meristem. 
Arabidopsis genome contains six TFL1 like genes. TFL1 belongs 
to a    small gene family. In this study a comparison between 
TFL1 wild type and TFl1 mutant is conducted according to 
which TFL1 is able to convert the indeterminate inflorescence to 
determinate. TFL1 is believed to be a controller or more 
specifically a regulator of inflorescence architecture and 
flowering time. TFL1 is believed to be a negative regulator of 
flowering time so if mutations are introduces in it the flowering 
time will be accelerated. 
 

I. INTRODUCTION 
ost-embryonic life of flowering plants is divided into two 
distinct phases: an initial vegetative phase, during which 

leaves with associated lateral shoots or paraclades are produced, 
and a subsequent reproductive phase, during which flowers are 
produced. The transition between the two phases is caused by a 
complex process termed floral induction, which is controlled by 
both endogenous and environmental signals. In Arabidopsis, a 
facultative long-day plant, flowering is promoted by long 
photoperiods, vernalization (transient exposure to cold), and 
higher growth temperatures (Napp-Zinn, 1985; MartínezZapater 
and Somerville, 1990; Koornneef et al., 1995).In angiosperms, 
the floral transition marks the progression from vegetative to 
reproductive growth, and thus represents a major change in plant 
development. This transition is regulated by both inhibitory and 
promotive graft-transmissible factors that are produced in the 
leaves and roots and transported to the shoot apical meristem 
(Evans, 1960; Lang et al., 1977); the arrival of these substances 
at the shoot apex is correlated with the establishment of the 
inflorescence meristem and its new developmental patterns. 
Single gene mutations that affect either the signaling process or 
the response of the apical meristem have been described in 
severa1 plant species. For example, in pea the production of 
floral signals involves the sterile nodes (Sn) and day neutral 
(Dne) gene products, whereas the vegetative (veg) and late 
flowering (Lf) gene products influence the sensitivity, or 
responsiveness, of the apical meristem to these signals (see 
Murfet, 1990; Poethig, 1990). The signal/response mechanism 
that regulates the floral transition provides a situation well suited 
for a molecular analysis of shoot apical meristem function. 

         TERMINAL FLOWER1 (TFL1) controls flowering time and 
inflorescence architecture (Shannon and Meeks-Wagner, 
1991; Alvarez et al., 1992). As mutations in TFL1accelerate 
flowering time, TFL1 is believed to be a negative regulator of 
flowering time (Simon et al., 1996). In addition, the 
inflorescences of tfl1 mutants are converted from indeterminate 
into determinate; they produce reduced numbers of flower buds 
and possess terminal flowers at the shoot apices (Shannon and 
Meeks-Wagner, 1991; Alvarez et al., 1992; Bradley et al., 1997). 
In contrast with the loss-of-function phenotypes, overexpression 
of TFL1 delayed flowering and prevented the IM-to-FM 
transition, resulting in the extension of the IM stage, the 
production of bract-like leaves, and the proliferation of 
secondary flowers (Ratcliffe et al., 1998; Hanzawa et al., 2005). 
Thus, TFL1 is a negative regulator of the phase changes of the 
SAM from vegetative to reproductive and from IM to FM. 
         Expression of TFL1 is restricted to the inner cells of mature 
shoot meristems. TFL1mRNA is very low during the vegetative 
phase, but its levels are strongly upregulated at the switch to 
flowering (Simon et al., 1996; Bradley et al., 1997;Ratcliffe et 
al., 1999). TFL1 expression does not extend into the outer cell 
layers, the epidermis of the shoot meristem, or into primordia, 
yet it controls the identity of all of these cells. First, TFL1 
determines the identity of primordia made. Second, 
in tfl1 mutants, all cells, even the epidermis, ectopically express 
flowering genes (Weigel et al., 1992; Bowman et al., 
1993; Gustafson-Brown et al., 1994; Bradley et al., 
1997; Liljegren et al., 1999). 
 

II. MUTANT TFL1 
         Mutation in TFL1 gene of Arabidopsis results in 
conversion of indeterminate inflorescence to determinate 
florescence. Flowering time of Arabidopsis significantly reduce 
due to mutation in TFL1 gene. During the vegetative growth 
phase of wild-type Arabidopsis, primordia give rise to leaves 
separated by short internodes and form a compact rosette. In wild 
type TFL1 the induction of flowering by appropriate 
environmental signals, such as long days (LD), results in the 
apical meristem acquiring an inflorescence identity and 
generating floral meristem from its periphery. In addition, the 
shoot elongates (bolts) bearing two or three leaves with 
secondary inflorescences in axils, above which flowers occur. In 
mutant TFL1 Arabidopsis shoot elongates after producing fewer 
rosette leaves and Limits the development of the normally 
indeterminate inflorescence by promoting formation of terminal 
floral meristem. Inflorescence development in mutant TFL1 
Arabidopsis terminates with a compound floral structure 
consisting of the terminal flower. 
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Experimental design and Data description 

• Introducing mutations in the genome (SOT1) 
• Expression analyses of mutant lines 
• Comparison of gene expressions in different 

mutant lines 
• Identifying the candidate genes under the effect 

of mutations through differential gene 
expression analysis 

 
We have following data samples: 

– Mutant TFL 
– Wild type TFL1. 
– Over expressed TFL (35STFL) 
– 152    A locally developed line derived from 35STFL. It 

has higher expression of TFL along with another 
mutation that is yet to be characterized. (SOT1 Mutant 
X-Rays). 

 
 
 
 
 

WT-152 To find the genes under the influence of high 
TFL1 expression. 

WT-tfl To find the genes, influenced by tfl1 
WT-35STFL To find the genes under control of higher 

expression of TFL1. 
35STFL-152 Genes under control of SOT1 mutation. 
35STFL-tfl Difference between higher and lower 

expression of TFL. 
 
 

III. RESULTS 
 Dimensions of data:  33602    14. 
 Zero in data:  8416. 
 Zero removed(Dim):25186    23 
 The given data is raw date. We have performed RPKM 

normalization and after that We have checked the 
propensity and expression of gene by drawing barplot 
and log2boxplot. 
 

 
Figure 3. Barplot(rpkm normalized)  

 
Figure 4. boxplot(rpkm Normalized) 

Contrasts 
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 In our data there are 273 up regulated Genes divided 
into 46 clusters on the basis of function, Regulating 
different pathways e.g. response to steroid hormone 
stimulus, brassinosteroid mediated signalling , protein 
serine/threonine kinase activity 

 75 down regulated genes divided into 13 clusters on the 
basis of function, regulating different pathways e.g. 
DNA unwinding during replication, Nucleic acid-
binding, flavonoid biosynthetic process, Glycoside 
hydrolase, subgroup, catalytic core. 

 

IV. DISCUSSIONS 
         Tfl 1 gene is an intriguing repressor which inhibits or slows 
down inflorescence. Growth of flowering stems or we can say 
the flowering in wild type Arabidopsis is indeterminate. So a 
terminal flower is not formed. To produce a terminal flower in 
Arabidopsis Tfl1 gene is used as an inhibitor of flowering which 
we can use to convert indeterminate flowering into determinate 
flowering which is our requirement. Tfl1 gene regulates the 
transcriptional repression and shows a down regulation effect in 
the Arabidopsis. 
         So by looking into these results we can conclude that tfl1 is 
a repressor gene that can be used in flowering plants to introduce 
determinate flowering. In future it can be used as a repressor n 
plants which are the main producers of food items to maximize 
the yield of the food products produced by them. We can also use 
it to inhibit the flowering at the base of the plant so that the 
flower may be able to get more sunlight in the case of those 
flowering plants which needs sunlight for inflorescence like 
sunflower. We can also prune the loss due to indeterminate 
flowering by regulating the expression of tfl1 gene and also we 
can control the setting of flowers on a plant. Below are some of 
the examples of determinate flowering which can be achieved by 
regulating the expression of Tfl 1 gene. 
 
 
 
 

•  
 

Determinate inflorescence with acropetal maturation 
 

•  
 

Determinate inflorescence with basipetal maturation 
 
•  

•  
 

Determinate inflorescence with divergent maturati 
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Abstract- Behavior of open defecation is defecation in open areas 

(fields, gardens, rivers). The most important problem in the 

behavior of open defecation is actually a stool, as if the human 

who produced it suffered from the digestive tract, then the sludge 

may be contaminated with Escherichia coli (E. coli) and fecal 

streptococci which are often found in the human digestive tract. 

When E. coli is entered on disease transmission media such as 

food and drinking water, and enter in the digestive tract that are 

declining immunity would make a person is suffering from 

diarrhea. The research objective was to determine the 

relationship between knowledge and availability of toilet with 

behavior of open defecation. This research methods is 

correlational analytic with cross sectional approach. The 

population is community in Oesao Village East Kupang Sub-

District, Camplong II Village Fatuleu Sub-District and Noelbaki 

Village Central Kupang Sub-District, by simple random 

sampling technique samples obtained 105 respondents. This 

study was conducted in January-February 2016. The results 

based on chi-square test showed p value 0,004 dan 0,019. The 

conclusion there is relationship between knowledge and 

availability of toilet with behavior of open defecation. 

 

Index Terms- knowledge, availability of toilet, behavior of open 

defecation. 

 

I. INTRODUCTION 

anitation is an effort to improve environmental quality, 

which is done when there are changes in the environment due 

to the shift of environmental quality. Sanitation issues become 

important study throughout the world for at least 5 million 

children died as a result of the difficulty of getting basic 

sanitation facilities, such as bathing, washing, toilet that adequate 

and hygienic. Water Sanitation Program (WSP) reports that 1.8 

million children die each year before their fifth birthday as a 

result of diarrheal diseases due to unhygienic. And one of such 

behavior is the behavior of open defecation (Juniar, 2013). 

        Behavior of open defecation is defecation in open areas 

(fields, gardens, rivers). The most important problem in the 

behavior of open defecation is actually a stool, as if the human 

who produced it suffered from the digestive tract, the stool could 

potentially contain bacteria Escherichia coli (E. coli) and fecal 

streptococci which are often found in the human digestive tract. 

When E. coli is entered on disease transmission media such as 

food and drinking water, and into the digestive tract of people 

who temporarily decreased immunity, will make the people who 

consume them are suffering from diarrhea (Murwati, 2012). 

        Based on data from the World Health Organization (WHO) 

in 2010 and the results of joint research between the United 

Nations International Children's Emergency Fund (UNICEF) and 

the World Health Organization estimates that 1.1 billion people 

or 17% of the world population still defecate in the open area. 

From the 82% of the population who behavior of open defecation 

in 10 countries, Indonesia is the second country after India 

(58%), Indonesia (55%), China (4.5%), Ethiopia (4.4%), 

Pakistan (4 , 3%), Nigeria (3%), Sudan (1.5%), Nepal (1.3%), 

Brazil (1.2%) and Nigeria (1.1%). There are still many people 

who do the behavior of open defecation, because it is still having 

trouble accessing clean water and sanitation system limitations. 

WHO in 2014, recording 88% of child mortality due to diarrhea 

caused indirectly by the bad environment (Antara News, 2014). 

        Dean (2013) also confirmed that the behavior of open 

defecation becomes important variables that affect the quality of 

life in the future (Dean, 2013). Chandra in 2007 explains that the 

behavior of open defecation mostly found in poor and developing 

countries, especially in rural communities and urban slums. It is 

as a result of the socioeconomic conditions of low and 

knowledge in the field of environmental health is lacking 

(Chandra, 2007). 

        Sholikhah (2012) stated in his research that people who 

practice open defecation is the behavior of people who do not 

have their own toilet. Low socio-economic conditions led to 

prioritize the needs of society rather than making food 

consumption and provide toilet at home. (Solikhah, 2012). 

        Research in the province of East Nusa Tenggara by Faku 

(2008), suggest that among people who suffer from diarrhea, 

some of which have a habit of open defecation. The use rate of 

family toilet relatively low at 54% and is likely to diarrheal 

disease 38% more likely than those who use toilet (Faku, 2008). 

        East Nusa Tenggara Province is one of the provinces in 

Indonesia which has a specific regional characteristics. 

Comprising over 1,192 islands and temperate 8 month dry / wet 

dry and 4 months / rain made East Nusa Tenggara region called 

semiringkai / semi sickle. Residents lived in three large islands of 

Sumba, Flores, Timor and three small islands that Rote, Sabu, 

Alor, called Flobamora. With a height of 0-1000 masl area 
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covering 86.35% and> 1.000 Mdpl area of 3.65%, and topografie 

villages / wards are in the region of 5.46% peak, 41.23% are in 

the slope region, 10.68% of the region 42.62% valleys and flat 

areas, making East Nusa Tenggara topografie rich diversity, 

socio-economic and cultural (BKPM Prov.NTT, 2013).  

        Based on interviews with the sanitarian and some members 

of the community, through the efforts of the program has 

produced a change, but not optimally. Availability of toilet at 

home does not mean free of open defecation, because toilet only 

as a form / manifestation of the health program. Barriers to 

achieving open defecation-free number is because this behavior 

is usually more common in rural communities or suburbs which 

is a slum area with limited economic and knowledge so low that 

they can not fully understand the importance of sanitation to the 

quality of life. Based on the above explanation needed research 

on the relationship of knowledge and availability of toilet with 

the behavior of open defecation. 

 

II. RESEARCH METHODS 

        This study was an observational analytic study with cross 

sectional approach. The population in this study are community 

in Oesao Village East Kupang Sub-District, Camplong II Village 

Fatuleu Sub-District and Noelbaki Village Central Kupang Sub-

District Kupang District. Samples in this study are people in the 

three villages, with inclusive and exclusive criteria. The inclusion 

criteria are, respondent is head of the family (KK), spouse or 

family member to be at least 12 years, so it can give the 

perception and able to communicate well.  

        While exclusion criteria were selected as respondents but 

difficult to find, was ill and could not be interviewed on research 

time, so we get a sample of 105 respondents menggunakan 

simple random sampling. 

        Instrument in this study is a spreadsheet (identity data and 

questionnaire), accompanied by the approval of the subject of 

research which contains the demographic characteristics of the 

owner of the work and workers who become respondents, 

including age, gender and periode of working. Questionnaires 

were distributed to respondents to measure the respondents' 

knowledge, availability of toilet and behavior of defecation. Data 

were analyzed using chi square test with an alpha of 95%. This 

study was conducted in Oesao Village East Kupang Sub-District, 

Camplong II Village Fatuleu Sub-District and Noelbaki Village 

Central Kupang Sub-District Kupang District in January-

February 2016. 

 

III. RESULT 

Univariate Analisys 

        Based on table 1 can be seen most respondents had low 

knowledge (63.8%), 57.1% of respondents do not have toilet and 

61% had a habit of open defecation.   

 

Table 1. Overview of knowledge, availability of toilet and behavior of open defecation 

 

Knowledge Total Percentage (%) 

High 38 36,2 

Low 67 63,8 

Availability of Toilet Total Percentage (%) 

Available 34 32,4 

No Available 71 67,6 

Behavior of Open Defecation Total Percentage (%) 

Open Defecation   72 68,6 

No Open Defecation   33 31,4 

Total 105 100 

 

 

Bivariate Analisys 

        The results using chi-square test showed there is 

relationship between knowledge and availability of toilet with 

behavior of open defecation because the p-value <0.05, as shown 

in Table 2. 

 

 

Table 2. Relationship of  knowledge and availability of toilet with behavior of open defecation 

 

Knowledge 

Behavior of Open Defecation Total 

P Value Open 

Defecation   
% 

No Open 

Defecation   
% Total % 

High 8 21,1 30 78,9 38 100 
0,004 

Low 64 95,5 3 4,5 67 100 

Availability of 

Toilet 

Perilaku BAB Total 

P Value Open 

Defecation   
% 

No Open 

Defecation   
% Total % 
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Available 3 9,7 31 90,3 34 100 
0,019 

No Available 69 97,2 2 2,8 71 100 

 

 

 

IV. DISCUSSION 

        The results using chi-square test showed there is 

relationship between knowledge with behavior of open 

defecation, because the p-value <0.05. Behavior of defecation is 

the practice of a person associated with the activities includes 

excreta disposal, disposal of feces and fecal management of a 

qualified health and how healthy bowel movements so as not to 

cause adverse health effects (Widowati et al, 2015). 

        In the results, the majority of respondents (63.8%) had low 

knowledge and 95.5% of them had defecation behavior. While 

people who have the knowledge of the high category behave 

defecation in the toilet, but there are also people who are 

knowledgeable are still high behavior of open defecation which 

have latrines but flowed into the pond. This shows the 

knowledge factors as variables related to the behavior of open 

defecation. 

        Based on Table 2, it appears that knowledge has a high 

percentage of open defecation behavior dijamban larger than 

knowledgeable respondents were low and statistically significant 

relationship between knowledge and behavior of open 

defecation. On the results of research knowledge variable, the 

average low knowledge of public knowledge that this is 

attributable to the lack of knowledge and information society in a 

healthy family latrine utilization while also people still behave 

open defecation in the pond / pool, river, and passengers 

        The results are consistent with research Tarin 2008 about 

the factors that affect the family's participation in the use of 

latrines in Kabanjahe City in 2007 which showed that factors 

related to family participation in latrine use that knowledge (p = 

0.000). This is also supported by Triyono, the higher the 

knowledge of the behavior of open defecation would be lower 

        According to Irawan in 2013 were minimal knowledge 

about health also reinforces the behavior. The pattern of behavior 

of citizens is indented on the pattern of public behavior which is 

pathogenic, or people who are socially deviant. This behavior 

resulted directly / indirectly to the contamination of drinking 

water sources and pollution of the (recontamination) on the 

source of water and food eaten at home. The practice of open 

defecation defecation translated into any place and let the stool in 

the open. Though sanitation and health behavior will reduce the 

incidence of diseases transmitted through water, as well as 

providing social benefits, environmental, and economic 

significance (Health Ministry of RI, 2008). 

        According to Notoatmodjo 2007, which are cognitive 

knowledge domain is very important for the formation of an 

action. The action is based on the knowledge will be more lasting 

than the behaviors that are not based on respondents' awareness 

of the importance of having a family latrine at home. The 

knowledge discussed in this study is about the use of toilet a 

family at home. Knowledge is closely related to a person's 

actions in this case, knowledge about the use of toilet family 

home will greatly influence the behavior in choosing 

        The results using chi-square test showed there is 

relationship between availability of toilet with behavior of open 

defecation, because the p-value> 0.05. According to the theory of 

Lawrence Green in 1980 one of the determining factors of a 

person's behavior is an enabling factor (enabling factor). The 

supporting factors are manifested in the physical environment, 

including the wide range of facilities and infrastructure. In this 

study is the availability of latrines. Triyono 2014 according to the 

higher availability of latrines, the behavior of open defecation 

will be even lower (Triyono, 2014). 

        According to Astuti research in 2013 there was significant 

relationship availability of latrines with open defecation 

behavior. People who have latrines tend to avoid indiscriminate 

defecation behavior for their enabling factor that made it not to 

waste water carelessly. Most respondents claimed defecation 

because they do not have a toilet at home. 

        Toilet is a building that is used to dispose of human waste. 

Human waste is accommodated in a septic tank which is 

subsequently absorbed into the soil or managed in a certain way, 

so it does not cause odor and contaminate the surrounding water 

sources. To reduce the influence of toilet in water pollution 

control one of them is to make the distance between the holes 

with water reservoirs minimum of 11 meter (Lud Waluyo, 

2005:60). 

        According to Wardoyo research in 2010 the availability of 

latrines that meet the requirements are things that must be 

considered by a family, due to the availability of latrines 

memenuhipersyaratan, the incidence of diarrhea can be 

minimized. Where the terms latrines that meet the health 

requirements are: 1). Septick tanks do not pollute surface and 

ground water, the distance to the source of water approximately 

10 meters. 2). When the goose neck shaped, insulating water 

always cover the hole where the squat. And 3). If no goose neck, 

must be equipped with a squat hole cover to prevent flies or 

insects / other animals. 

 

V. CONCLUSION 

        The results showed there is a relationship between 

knowledge and availability of toilet with behavior of open 

defecation. 
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Abstract- This research deals with an important area in Bakathir's 
works, woman portrayal in his novels which does not get the 
sufficient study and attention. It studies and analyzes the image 
of woman in Bakathir's novels WaIslamah 'Oh Islam", Al-
Thaa'er Al-Ahmar 'the Red Rebel' and SiratShoja'a' the  
Biography of the Brave'.  There are two main objectives of the 
research, first is to point out how did Bakathir portray woman in 
his novels and the second is to find out why he portrayed woman 
in such away. There are three parts of this research; the first is 
the introduction, which talks about Bakathir's age and life, an 
outline of his literary career and his view of woman. The second 
part deals with the portrayal of woman in Bakathir's novels, 
Gelnar in WaIslamah, Aaliyah in the Red Rebel and Sumayyah in 
the Biography of the Brave. The third part of the research is the 
conclusion and findings. It is clear from the research that 
Bakathir portrayed woman in a positive and bright image. 
Woman is presented as a wise, brave, hardworking, clever, 
faithful, honest, heroic, cooperative, influential, skillful and 
successful Muslim wife and woman with leadership qualities. 
Bakathir's positive portrayal of woman is influenced by his 
Islamic ideology as well as his own view and philosophy where 
he thinks that woman should be admired and appreciated. 
 
Index Terms- woman, portrayal, presentation, wise, image, 
work. 
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صورة المرأة في-عنوان البحث:   األعمال الروائيه  لعلي احمد باكثير  
-د. إبراهيم علي احمد الشامي-اسم الباحث:  ستاذأ  كلية -قسم اللغة اإلنجليزية- مشارك 

الجمهورية اليمنية.-وكيل محافظة حجة—جامعة حجة-التربية  
Email dr.alshami2006@yahoo.com 
 
يتناول هذا البحث موضوعا مهما في ادب علي احمد باكثير لم ينل ما يستحق من 

ائية. يهدف هذا البحث والدراسة رغم أهميته وهو صورة المرأة في اعمال باكثير الرو
البحث الي التعرف على كيفية قدم وعرض باكثير صورة المرأة في رواياته والهدف 
االخرهو معرفة السبب الذي جعل باكثير يقدم هذه الصورة للمرأة في اعماله. يتكون 
البحث من أربعة فصول، الفصل األول مقدمة تعرض لمحة موجزة عن نشأة وحياة 

رضا موجزا الهم اعماله األدبية بينما يتناول الفصل الثاني باكثير ورؤيته للمرأة وع
صورة المرأة في ثالث من روايات باكثير وهي جلنار في روايته الشهيرة وا اسالماه 
وعالية في روايته الثائر األحمر وسمية في روايته سيرة شجاع. يقدم الفصل الثالث 

ائج. يتضح من خالل البحث ان واألخير الخاتمة والتي تلخص اهم االستنتاجات والنت
علي احمد باكثير قدم صورة إيجابية مشرقة للمرأة في ادبه حيث تتصف بالشجاعة 
والوفاء والصدق والتضحية والتعاون والعمل الدؤوب وااليثار والقدوة والحكمة 
والقدرة علٮالتأثير والثقة كما يقدمها كنموذج للمرأة المسلمة القائدة والقدوة وذلك بشكل 
ينال االعجاب. يتضح من خالل البحث ان اهم أسباب هذا التصوير اإليجابي للمرأة 
هو فكر وخلفية باكثير اإلسالمية وقناعاته الشخصية حول المرأة التي يري انه ينبغي 
ان يكون لها مكانتها وتقديرها وان تقوم بدورها الريادي في المجتمعات. كما يتضح 

كبيرا بين صورة المرأة في روايات باكثير مع تلك  من خالل البحث ان هناك تشابها
الصورة التي ترسمها مسرحياته مما يعكس رؤية الكاتب اإليجابية للمرأة وادوارها 
 الكبيرة.
 
The Proposal of the Research: 
The Portrayal of Woman in Ali Ahmad Bakathir's Literary 
Work.  
 
Objectives: 
         1. To find out how did Bakathir portray woman in his 
novels . 
         2. To point out why did Bakathir represent woman in such 
away. 
         3. To introduce Bakathir's and his view of woman to the 
English language readers. 
 
The Significance of the Research 
          This research is a significant one because it deals with an 
important issue in Ali A. Bakathir's works, which did not get the 
sufficient study and attention. The image of woman is one of the 
controversial themes in modern literature; there are various and 
contradicted attitudes and ways of woman representation varied 
according to the ideology and philosophy of the authors. 
Bakathir, a pioneer of modern Arabic, Islamic literature, has his 
own and unique way of woman's representation which, to some 
extent, remains unknown to both Arabic as well as English 
speakers and readers.This research highlights this important issue 
in Bakathir's novels.  
 
The Scope of the Research: 
         This research is limited to study the image of woman as 
presented by Bakathir in these novels. More specifically, the 
research is limited to study woman presentation in 
Bakathirnovels,WaIslamah,Al-Tha'aer Al-Ahmar translated into 
English as the Red Rebel"SiratShoja'a translated into English as 
the Biography of the Brave .. 
 
The Methodology 
         This research is a theoretical library research based on 
theoretical analysis of the image of woman as presented in Ali A. 
Bakathir's novels. It adopts the descriptive and analytical 
method.  
 
The Parts of the Research  
1-Introduction. This part is divided into three subtitles as 
follows:- 
1.1 Bakathir's life  
1.2 Bakathir's view of woman 
1.3 Bakathir's literary career 
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2- The Portrayal of Woman in Bakathir's Novels. This part is 
also divided into three subtitles:- 
2.1 Gelnar in Bakathir's novel WaIslamah 
2.2 Aaliah in Bakathir's novel the Red Rebel. 
2.3 Sumayyiah in Bakathir's novel the Biography of the Brave. 
 
3- Conclusion and Findings 
 

I. INTRODUCTION 
his part introduces a general background about Ali Ahmad 
Bakathir and his vision of woman with a general and brief 

survey of his works. It is divided into three subtitles, the first 
introduces Bakathir and his life, and the second presents his view 
of woman and the last summarizes Bakathir's literary production. 
 
1.1 Bakathir's Life. 
        Ali Ahmad Bakthir was born in Indonesia in December 21 P

st
P, 

1910 for Yemeni parents from Hadramout. He came back to his 
homeland Hadramout when he was ten years old together with 
his father. He settled in Seiyoun, a city in Hadramout with his 
half brothers and sisters and studied Islamic theology and 
sciences and Arabic language. The society of Seiyoun, especially 
the family of Bakathir, were fond of poetry and this is one of the 
reasons that encouraged Bakathir to compose poetry early at the 
age of thirteen. His father died in February 3P

rd
P 1925while Ali 

Ahmad Bakathir was at the age of fifteen and he composed an 
elegy poem for the death of his father of more than seventy lines. 
He studied and worked in some educational institutions in 
Seiyoun and participated in some cultural and educational 
activities. After the death of his beloved wife, Bakathir was full 
of sorrow and sadness so he left to Aden in 1932. He stayed in 
Aden for few months where he met the famous poet Mohammad 
Loqman and he composed some poems which were collected and 
published later entitled the Magic of Aden and the Pride of 
Yemen. Then, Bakathir left Aden to Somalia, Ethiopia and after 
that travelled to Hijazz' Saudi Arabia' where he wrote his first 
poetic social play Humam aw fi  Al-Ahqafand composed some 
poems later collected and published. Bakathir left Saudi Arabia 
to Egypt and settled there to study English literature at Fuad the 
First University' now Cairo University'. In 1936, during his study 
in the university, he translated Shakespeare's play Romeo and 
Juliet into Arabic in the form of free verses and two years later 
he wrote his poetic play in the form of free verses  
IkhnatonwaNefertiti. After graduating from the university, 
Bakathir worked as an English teacher for fourteen years then he 
was transferred to the ministry of Althaqafahwa Al-Irshad Al-
Qawmi 'ministry of culture where he worked till he dies in 
November 10 P

th
P, 1969. Bakathirgot married to an Egyptian lady in 

1943 and got the Egyptian citizenship in August22nd, 1952. 
Bakathir wrote six novels, more than sixty plays, four collections 
of poetry, a short story, literary translation and critical articles 
and more details about his literary career will be given in the 
following part. 
 
1.2Bakathir's View of Woman 
        Bakathir's view of woman and his treatment to this 
important issue is influenced by his own philosophy and his 
Islamic ideology. He has his own and unique way of presenting 

woman in a distinguished and bright image. His portrayal of 
woman is an output of his Islamic views and values, his own 
vision of woman and his views that are touched by some modern 
touches, which believe that woman, should be admired and 
appreciated and she should participate actively in different fields 
of life.Bakathir (1997:66) pointed out his own about woman and 
his dissatisfaction with some disadvantageous which affected the 
expected role of woman; Bakathirstated- 
        In my opinion, the woman of modern age is no more a 
femaleone because she leaves her home and works and does 
manyactivities, which make her extend the limits of her 
feminism. Furthermore, she did not pay the sufficient attention of 
theworks of her home, and she neglected the children becauseshe 
believed that these tasks are the responsibility of the servants (1). 
        However, this does not mean that Bakathir stand against the 
works of woman and her rights. He thinks that woman has a 
great function and status in life and she should do the jobs and 
works that suit her nature and psychology. When he was 
asked,"do you think that woman should not work? He 
replied,"No, she should work but she should not be transferred 
into a male because of her extroverted behaviors; it is not 
suitable for her to undress her body in a disgustful way, even the 
husband does not like to see his wife naked. She would be 
annoyed in her way, in transportation and in her job if she 
behaves openly and impolitely.  She should be introvert so that 
she can avoid the annoyances of others. She should do the works 
that suit her nature and she also should avoid the behaviors that 
make her fell in the trap of those who run after their sexual 
motifs(2). This view of Bakathir about woman and her roles was 
based on his Islamic view; Bakathir(1997:99) declared " I always 
think of Islam as a powerful civil and spiritual power and 
humanity will be in need to be enlightened guided by this 
power.(3)Bakathir's positive view of woman control his literary 
vision and treatment of female characters. Al-Zabidi (2008) 
declared that Bakathir has introduced a bright modal of woman 
in his works;Alzabiadi states: 
        Bakathir has introduced bright modals of woman in his 
literary works and he put woman in her right place, which was 
never done before by other writers, as I know. He did not only 
introduce woman in a positive and bright image in his works but 
more he rewrote some historical and legendary works, which 
humiliated woman and looked down upon in a way to keep the 
prestigious status of woman.  Bakathir praised the roles and 
contributions of Muslim and Arabic Woman. The famous Arabic 
novelist Muhammad Jebril (2013) confirmed this view in an 
article entitled “Woman Equitable and Fairness in the Genius of 
Ali Ahmad Bakathir. Gebril (2013) stated-The genius 
contributions of Ali Ahmad Bakathir the poet, the dramatist and 
the novelist represent clear representation of the role of the 
Muslim and Arabic woman. This role of woman includes her 
contributions in taking care of the husband, children, which 
expanded to include her contributions to the general life 
(5).Bakathir revealed the great role of Muslim and Arabic 
woman in the history both modern and old. Gebril(2013) pointed 
out that woman has a positive role in the bright history both old 
and modern (6).  He confirmed the effective role of Muslim and 
Arabic woman in modern and old history, both as individual and 
in groups, which was depicted by Bakathir in his works. Bakathir 
also defended woman against false accusations of others and he 

T 
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believed that woman shared man in the great deeds and changes 
in the history. This point comes out of Bakathir's own philosophy 
and vision, which believes in woman's fairness. He also called 
for woman's education and believed that she should have an 
effective role in several fields of life. This view of Bakathir 
influence and govern his presentation of woman in his literary 
works. 
 
1.3Bakathir's Literary Career and Production 
        Bakathir wrote different literary forms including novel, 
drama, poetry, short story, literary translation and criticism. Most 
of his works are published but still there are works, whichare not 
published and remain in rough copies and drafts as some poems, 
stories, plays and critical essays. His wrote six great novels and 
all of them are published, most famous of his novels are ( 
WaIslamah) "Oh my Islam" 1945 and Al- Thaaer Al-Ahmar," 
The Red Rebel" 1948. Though limited in number, he gained 
great reputation from his novels and he was introduced as a 
pioneer of Arabic and Islamic historical novel. Islamic history, 
values and concept influenced  Bakathir and his novels; He used 
to  quote some verses from the Holy Quraan to introduce his 
novels and also he borrowed some historical characters and 
events to treat some modern problems and issues. He represented 
the Islamic trend, attitude and school of modern fiction; The 
Islamic values and ideology of his early and original society in 
Hadramout, Seiyun participated in forming the Islamic views and 
conception of Bakathir the novelist and the writer. Dr. Aati 
(2013:190) stated that " Ali Ahmad  Bakathir got his Islamic 
thought from the Islamic sources ' The Holy Quraan and Sunnah; 
the Islamic attitude and Bakathir's Islamic thoughts were clear in 
his novels, plays and poetry (7). Moreover, Dr. Serbaz (2010 :1) 
confirmed the view that Bakathir represented the Islamic trend 
and attitude in his fictional, dramatic and poetic works where the 
Islamic background can be seen clearly. He pointed out that 
Bakathir called for Islamic thought and he did not think that there 
is any problem in this aspect because Bakathir believes that each 
writer has to have an idea or thought to call for in his works( 8). 
Bakathir also wrote another novel ' Sallamat Al-Qis'1943 and its 
main idea was taken from the first century of the Islamic history 
and it treats a modern issue, love; Bakathir presented the theme 
of pure and innocent love and dealt with human weaknesses 
which is a part from his humanity from Islamic perspective. Dr. 
Hamid ( 2010:15) pointed out that Bakathir presented a realistic 
treatment of this romantic theme which was one of the reasons 
behind the great reputation of this novel and it was produced in a 
film on cinema(9). The theme of Bakathir's novel 'Lailat Al-Nahr 
1946 was a  modern one; it deals with a social problem of pure 
and truthful love between a boy and a lady but the boy  failed to 
marry her because of her uncle who took care of the lady and 
refused to agree for her marriage. He insisted that she should 
marry another rich boy though she did not love him and then the 
boy whom she loved and he loved her died out of sorrow and 
sadness. Another novel of Bakathir is ' SiratShojaa' " the 
Biography of a Brave 1955.Bakathir presented in this novel an 
example of the conflict for the sake of rule and authority in 
Islamic history. The novel has a political theme, the conflict to 
get authority and nationalism. At the end of this novel 
nationalism and good are victorious and the best remains 
however the worse and treachery are defeated. The last novel of 

Bakathir is 'Al-Fares Al-Jamil' The Handsome Warrior 1965. The 
author here borrowed a historical event from the Islamic history 
to deal with modern political issue and problem. It depicts the 
struggle and conflict for personal affairs and searching for 
regime and authority even on the expense of nation union and its 
truthful welfare. It deals with modern political conflict and it 
calls for Arabic unity and cooperation away from personal 
materialistic considerations and selfishness. Thus,Bakathir deals 
with historical, social and political themes and problems in his 
novels and some of them were taught to students in schools as 
the novel of ( WaIslamah) which were taught in Yemen and 
Egypt. Bakathirwas awarded many medals and he won some 
prizes for his distinguished literary production as the State Prize 
of Egypt and the medal of Science and Arts from the Egyptian 
president Jamal Abdu Nasser in 1963.                                                          
Bakathir was an optimistic writer who believes in humanity and 
universality. Hamid (1997:69) narrated what Bakathir said about 
himself and stated that Bakathir said'      " I am an optimistic 
writer..I believe in humanity as a part of my belief in The 
Almighty Allah and I wish that Allah would make Arabs regain 
their mission of being benefit able and Witnesses on humanity 
(10). Bakathir's optimistic view and inspired soul influence his 
works clearly. Away from novel, Bakathir is originally a poet. As 
mentioned earlier, he started composing poetry in the beginning 
of his literary career at the age of thirteen. His early poems 
reflected his mission of reform and renewal which he wished for 
his homeland Hadramout as Hamid(2008:20) pointed out (11). 
Furthermore, Hamid(2008:11) declares that " poetry was the 
companion of Bakathir during his life in different phases; it was 
the mirror of his emotions, feelings and inner 
thoughts(12).Though Bakathir is well known as a dramatist and 
novelist, his poetic talent and interest can be seen clearly even in 
his plays and novels. He wrote poetic drama, the plays that were 
written in free verse and he called for using literary standard in 
writing novel and drama. Hamid (2008:11,12) added while 
talking about Bakathir "poetry was present in Bakathir's dramatic 
and fictional works; moreover, poetry had a distinguished and an 
excellent presentation in his poetic plays which represented the 
birth and the leading appearance in the history of Arabic poetic 
drama and poetry . Bakathir became the pioneer of Arabic free 
verse in modern Arabic literature as most of the critics declared 
(13). Bakathir's poetic career can be divided into four stages 
related to the places and countries where he lived. The first stage 
is Hadamout where he stayed until 1932; at this stage, he started 
composing poetry to describe his deep sense of love to his 
beloved wife and his love of his homeland Hadarmout. He wrote 
several poems in this stage which were collected and published 
later in a form of a book entitled" The Flowers of Refine in the 
Poems of Youth"1987. The second poetic stage is era in which 
he composed poems in eth city of Aden. The themes of 
nationalism and friendship were among the important themes for 
his poems there which were collected later and published in 2008 
in a book entitled "Aden's Magic  and Yemen Pride". The third 
stage is that while Bakathir was in 'Hijazz' , now Saudi Arabia 
where he composed poems later collected in a book entitled 
Nagd Youth and the Breaths of Hijazz. The last one is the 
Egyptian stage after his arrival to Egypt where he composed 
poetry equaled in amount to the three previous stages as Hamid 
(2008:12) pointed out. (14) Bakathir had the dream of being 
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Arab Laureate after Ahmad Shawgi ; Hamid (2010:11) stated:-                                                                                         
Ali Ahmad Bakathir arrived Egypt as a poet, dreaming of  being                                   
the Arabic Laureate after Ahmad Shawgi, but after joining the                                      
faculty of Arts , department of English, Cairo University he 
turned                               to drama (15).                                                                                                 
To sum, Bakathir began his life as an inspired and genius poet 
and ended as a great pioneer of modern drama and novel.                                                     
Bakthir's study of English language and literature in the faculty 
of Arts , Cairo University increased his motivation to write 
drama and led to two main changes in Bakathir's literary 
tendency. Baharethah(2012:97) pointed out these two changes 
and stated:                                                                                                                                            
The first is that Bakathir invented Arabic free verse poetry with 
repeated                       monometer which was clear in his poetic 
drama in Egypt; the second, is                        that Bakathir turned 
to drama and novel instead of poetry(16).                             It is 
clear from the above mentioned that Bakathir turned to the art of 
drama after his arrival to Egypt and joining the department of 
English Language though he wrote his first poetic play " Humam 
Aw fi Al-Ahgaf" earlier. Bakathir's genius extends poetry to 
drama. Aati(2013:65) pointed out that if Ali Ahmad Bakathir is 
the pioneer of modernity in modern Arabic poetry in the 
twentieth century, he is no less genius and pioneer in the fields of 
drama and fiction (17). Bakathir is a well known and an 
outstanding Arabic dramatist. He wrote more than sixty plays 
with different themes including political, social, and historical 
and legendry ones. He is a genius playwright with universal 
themes and ideas. Hamid(1997:67) stated that Bakathir once 
said" I believed in universality. I wished that peace to be spread 
over the world..I wish if the world is united in continues peace, 
cooperation and love(18). Bakathir's well known plays includes 
The Secret of Shahrazad1952 a romance which was translated 
into English inspired by the Arabian Nights. Another play is 
Harut and Marut 1962, a moral fantasy represents the Islamic 
view of man's future in the universe. It makes possible that man 
can reach other planets and stars and discover their secrets there 
as he does on earth. Men FawqSaba'aSamawat, Qasr Al Hawdag 
, Al-Silsilahwa Al-Ghofran and SerrAlhakim be amr Allah are 
another plays of Bakathir that influenced by his Islamic attitude 
and values. Another significant play of Bakathir is Dr.Hazim   
which dealt with contemporary social issues. Bakathir also wrote 
Masrah Al-Siasah  'The Drama of Politics ' which is a collection 
of his political dramatizations dealt with some political issues 
and themes. Six of Bakathir plays were written in verse and 
eleven plays remain unpublished. Ikhnaton WaNefirtiti   is a 
famous verse drama and it dealt with historical events from 
ancient Egyptian history. Oedipus Tragedy is another famous 
legendary and social play of Bakathir. 
 

II. THE PORTRAYAL OF WOMAN IN BAKATHIR'S NOVELS 
        This part discusses the presentation of woman in Bakathir's 
novels. It is divided into three subtitles, the first talks about 
Gelnar who is a dominating woman in Bakathir's famous novel 
WaIslamah whereas the second deals with Aaliah who is an 
important female character in Bakathir's novel the Red Rebel and 
the third presents Sumayyiah, a central female character in 
Bkathir's novel the Biography of a Brave. 

2.1 The Image of Woman in Bakthir's Novel 
WaIslamah(Gelnar) 
        Bakathirintroduced a distinguished and an admirable image 
of woman in his famous historical novel   WaIslamah. The 
character of Gelnar, a dominating woman in his novel 
WaIslalamahcan be taken to be a clear representative of female 
character woth extraordinary characteristic features. Bakathir 
presented in this novel the role of woman in peace and war, 
which was a distinguished role. A brief outline of the novel may 
help to understand the role of Gelnar, the woman in 
WaIslamahproperly. This novel talks about an important 
historical hero whose name is Mahmood, later renamed as Qutz . 
Mahmoud was sold together with is relative, the daughter of his 
uncle whose name is Gehad and after being sold, Mahmoud was 
renamed as Qutz and Gehad was renamed as Gelnar; the two 
lovers Qutz and Gelnar were sold in Damascus then in Egypt as 
servants. They were separated from each other for a long period. 
Qutz improved and developed gradually in his works to become 
at the end the King of Egypt renamed as king Al-Mudaffar and 
he could meet and marry Gelnar. She was a model of honest, 
faithful, hardworking and wise woman. As a successful wife, she 
did all her duties in peace and war and sacrificed herself to save 
and protect her husband. In a battle and while Qutz was about to 
be killed in an attack by his enemy, his faithful, sincere and brave 
wife offered her body to save and protect him and she was badly 
injured and killed and he was saved. Before her death, in her last 
breaths when she heard her beloved husband crying and saying ' 
O my Beloved! O my Wife' she told him not to say that but 
rather to say 'O my Islam' WaIslamahand then she dies. Her 
husband was full of sadness and sorrow and then he was killed 
by his friend Al-DhaherBebars but Qutz forgave him before his 
death and requested hi to work for the welfare of Islam.Gori 
(2010) stated that Gelnar is the second main character in the 
novel and she was originally the daughter of Sultan Jalal, Sultan 
Khwarizmi country and she was sold as a servant and renamed as 
Gelnar instead of Gehad and she was presented in a distinguished 
way(19). The original name of Gelnar, Gehad reflects her main 
deeds and works,; it is associated with fighting, war, sacrificing 
and resisting enemies as Gelnar did. Bakathir selected the names 
of his female characters in his novels carefully to reflect some of 
their features and deeds as Gehad in WaIslamah,Aaliah in the 
Red Rebel and Sumayyiah in the Biography of a Brave. 
        Gehad or Gelnarof WaIslamah learnt the skills of fighting 
and cavalry to defend herself and to support her husband in war 
and battles. She is presented as a brave, skilful, heroic, honest 
and faithful woman who supported her husband in his daily 
affairs, peace and war. She accompanied her husband in all his 
adventures and great tasks. She sacrificed her life to make him 
live. She always used to support and encourage him since their 
childhood. When they were children, Qutz used to imagine that 
he was fighting their enemies and she encouraged him; she 
motivated him by giving him flowers as a gift and reward for his 
imaginative victory on the enemies. It is clear that Bakathir 
introduced a bright and distinguished image of woman in this 
novel. She is portrayed as a faithful, honest, courageous, 
cooperative, hardworking, wise, skillful and modal Muslim 
woman who sacrificed for the sake of her religion, husband and 
nation. 
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2.2 Woman Image in Bakathir's NovelAl-Tha'aer Al-Ahmar, 
the Red Rebel(Aaliah) 
        Aaliah is the name of an important woman in Bakathir's 
novel the Red RebelSheis also presented in an admirable way. 
She is skilfully portrayed with distinguished characteristic 
features. Al- Babakri(2005:164) stated:-  
        Bakathir skilfully portrayed the female character in 
Altha'aer Al-Ahmar, the Red Rebel, and he introduced this 
character in an artistic way based on gradualism in revealing her 
dimensions (20). 
         Despite the fact that Al-Tha'aer  Al-Ahmar narrates the 
conflict between socialism and communism and talks about the 
revolution of the common people against injustice, woman also 
plays an important role in the novel. Aaliah, the main female 
character and her Rajiah play important role in this novel. The 
focus in this part is on the character of Aaliah who is a main and 
dominating one in this novel. She shared man in his works in 
farms as farmers. Early in the novel, she seemed to be extremely 
busy in the farm and she is a hardworking woman.She started 
mocking at the person who tried to talk with her to attract her 
attention. Her name 'Aaliah' reveals some of her characteristic 
features; Aaliah means high, and she seems to be highly 
distinguished in her deeds, behaviors and features including her 
determination, faithfulness, courage, religious faith, wisdom and 
strong character. She is presented a modal and symbol of Muslim 
woman who did her best to serve her religion and nation. She 
was portrayed at the beginning while she was working hardly in 
the farm together with her sister Ragiah then she had to leave her 
village to another place for some personal reasons and she was 
absent for a long period away from her brother and sister. She 
came back after a long time and she met her brother and sister. 
She rejected their false and wrong faiths and practices. She did 
not follow them in their bad behaviors and practices. They could 
not convince her to follow them though she was imprisoned. She 
is depicted as a totally a Muslim woman of strong faith, she did 
all her prayers in the right way, recites verses of Holy Qura'an 
and supported the needy persons. As a leader woman, she was 
able to collect, guide, educate and convince other woman to 
follow her and to come back again to the right instructions and 
faith of religion. Moreover, she was able to convince her brother 
who was a leader one to repent and follow the right way of 
religion. She is presented as an admirable and influential woman 
who could influence her society and change the wrong beliefs 
and practices. She is also portrayed as a brave woman with 
strong character who refused the wrong practices and faiths and 
attacked those wrong views and its holders. They could not force 
or convince her to stop her religious and educational effort or to 
stop her invitations to the pure fundamentals of Islam and its 
right values. She has a heroic and leader character who could 
control herself, guide her family and influence her society in a 
distinguished and an admirable way. Babakri(2005:178) declared 
that Aaliah is the best female character of Bakathir novels in 
comparison with other female characters because she defends her 
religion , virtue and values and she called for that among woman 
(21). Thus, Aaliah, the heroine of Bakathir's novel the Red Rebel 
is presented in a bright and an admirable way; She is presented as 
a faithful, determined, strong, influential, wise, learned, leader, 
brave, confident, cooperative, unselfish, kind, hardworking 
Muslim woman of strong faith in Islam. She is a dominating 

woman who guides and influences her gender in the society and 
works for the sake of Islam. 
 
2.3 The Image of Woman in Bakathir'sNovel SiratShja'a ,the 
Biography of a Brave(Sumayyiah) 
        Another bright and an admirable image if woman and her 
role is presented by Bakathir in his novel SiratShja'a, in English 
the Biography of a Brave. The name of this heroine is Sumayyah 
who has a great role and contribution in the events and plot of the 
novel. She is trained and got practices on arms to defend herself 
and society whenever necessary; her father refused to allow her 
get this train as he thought that woman should not be trained to 
such things. However, Sumayyiah insisted to be trained and to 
learn the different skills and techniques of fighting.Finally, her 
father was convinced to allow her learn the arts and skills of 
fighting and he praised her. She is presented as a faithful, honest, 
strong, brave and skilful wife who possess heroic character. She 
revenged the enemy who killed her husband and she was able to 
kill him at the end of the novel.Moreover, she used to follow the 
news and information of the enemy to convey it to the Muslim 
leaders Asaduddin and Salahuddin. She contributed actively in 
the political conflict and carried the pains and the hopes of her 
religion and society. Babakri(2005:179) pointed out that 
"Sumayyiah participated in the field of political conflict and she 
carried the issues of her religion and country"(22). 
         She possessed good and distinguished heroic characteristic 
features; she sacrificed for the sake of her husband, religion and 
nation. As an honest and sincere wife, she shared her husband his 
happiness even when she is sad and shared him his sadness and 
difficult circumstances; she proved herself as truthful wife with 
national and religious zeal and feelings. She is almost silent, 
polite, wise and an introvert woman.  She is obedient to her 
mother, father and husband and she is so close to her father so 
that gradually she becomes one of the wise and trusted 
consultants of her father. Though she is young, she appears wise 
enough to suggest some important solutions to the problems that 
both her father and husband face. Her father trusted her and 
revealed some special and dangerous issues and secrets and she 
kept all his secrets and supported him by suggesting some 
valuable suggestions.  Her fascination and attraction was in 
political and religious of her nation rather than in jewelries and 
clothes as ordinary women did. Babakri(2005:181) rightly 
pointed out that "Sumayyah is not an ordinary woman.  She is an 
extraordinary woman who paid attention to political and 
reformative issues and affairs. She loves the one who can achieve 
her father's hopes in reformation"(23). Bakathir's representation 
of woman in this novel and others is influenced by his Islamic 
ideology and philosophy. Al-Kailani(1985:72) rightly confessed 
that" Bakathir got prestigious place and reputation in the world 
of drama, fiction and poetry; he felt proud of Islam and its 
events, values, historical leaders (including woman) and he 
expressed his pride of Islam in a way that deserves to be 
admired"(24). 
 

III. THE CONCLUSION 
        This part sums up the important findings and results of the 
research that studied woman's portrayal in three novels and one 
play of Bakathir. Generally speaking, Bakathir presented a bright 
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and an admirable portrayal of woman in his novels and plays. He 
had a positive view of woman, which was reflected, in his works. 
Bakathir presented Gehad, later renamed as Gelnar, the woman 
in his well known novel WaIslamah in a distinguished and an 
admirable image. Gelnar is portrayed as a heroic, skilful, brave, 
strong, faithful, honest, unselfish, hardworking and helpful 
Muslim wife with leadership qualities who did all her duties as a 
wife and as a Muslim leader woman both in peace and war who 
sacrificed her life to save the life of her husband and died to 
make him alive. She has strong faith and admiration of Islam and 
she seems to be highly fascinated with Islam so that at her last 
breaths before death she requested her husband to say 
WaIslamah instead of repeating O my Beloved Wife. She is a 
great an influential heroine who had many good characteristic 
features in her life and a heroic end at her death. She is one of the 
immortal female characters in Bakathir's literary works. She is a 
symbol of the sincere wife and the faithful Muslim woman. 
        Aaliah, a woman in Bakathir's novel Al-Tha'aer Al-Ahmar, 
the Red Rebel who is also a main character is also portrayed 
positively. She is presented as a kind, hardworking, cooperative, 
strong, brave, faithful and modal Muslim woman. Furthermore, 
she is portrayed as an influential, affective, religious and 
determined woman with leadership and heroic qualities. She has 
a sense of determination with strong and learned modal Muslim 
character. She could affect and influence her brother, society and 
other woman. She is convinced with her Islamic views and 
ideology and she had a deep love and obedience of Islam so that 
she is ready to sacrifice for the sake of her religion. While 
inviting her brother and other women to the right faith and 
practices of Islam, she was imprisoned and faced many 
difficulties and challenges to stop but she insisted to continue her 
work and call for the right way of Islam. She rejected and 
attacked the wrong and false views and practices about Islam in a 
courageous and determined way. She reminds us with 
Hemingway famous statement "a man can be destroyed but 
cannot be defeated. Aaliah faced many problems and difficulties 
to destroy her but she could not be defeated but rather she won. 
Sumayyiah is a dominating woman in Bakathir's novel 
SiratShoja'a, the Biography of a Brave. She is portrayed in an 
admirable and positive way and image. Bakathir presented 
Sumayyaih as a great woman possessing distinguished features 
who sacrificed for the sake of her husband, religion and nation. 
She is portrayed as a faithful, honest, strong, brave, heroic, 
skilful, confident and nationalist wife and woman. She is also 
depicted as obedient wife with high sense of religious and 
national feelings and patriotism. She is a woman of extraordinary 
features and qualifications who paid attention to political, 
religious and reformative issues. She is a successful wife and a 
skilful political and reformative leader. She could arrange and 
organize her duties and could achieve all her domestic, family, 
public, political, reformative and social duties and 
responsibilities in a skilful and successful way.Bakathir’spositive 
presentation and portrayal of woman in his novels is influenced 
by his Islamic ideology and his own view and philosophy. He 
appreciated woman and her roles in life and he defended her 
against false accusations. He has his unique and distinguished 
way and style in portraying woman. He talked about the great 
mental and psychological characteristic features that woman 
possess. He thought that woman should get all her right 

according to his Islamic vision. He confirmed her important roles 
and great contributions in different fields of life according to her 
abilities. His own positive vision of woman and his Islamic 
views and perceptions influence and form his literary 
presentation of woman.  
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Abstract - This work introduces Maximum Weight 

Link algorithm as a framework for strength of the path 
between two cities, having weights attached to them .The 
main goal of this work is how to find the strongest path 
between two cities using Mathematical model with fuzzy 
rule. 

 
Index Terms - Strength of the Fuzzy Path, Fuzzy 

Strongest Path, Mathematical Model, Maximum Weight 
Link Algorithm.  
 

I. INTRODUCTION 
 
 Fuzzy Graph proved to be tremendously useful in 
modeling the essential features of systems with finite 
components Graphical models are used to represent 
telephone network, railway network, communication 
problems, traffic network etc.  
 A fuzzy graph is a powerful tool for creating 
mathematical models of a wide variety of situations. The 
fuzzy graph has been instrumental in analyzing and solving 
problems in areas as diverse as computer network design, 
urban planning, finding shortest paths, and molecular 
biology. It is also used in game programming.  
 In such a scenario, the entire network can be 
considered as an interconnected set of vertices, in which 
each vertex represents different locations in the network, 
and an edge represents the link among the locations. 
Therefore, by looking at the graph, it assertions the best 
possible route for a network. In this situation, the vertices in 
the fuzzy graph represent cities and the edges represents the 
roads or some other links. 
 This paper carriers the fact, that a heavy weight 
container is brought from one city to another. On the way 
many bridges are to be acrossed. Some bridges have a 
capacity to load the limited weights only. Hence we choose 
strongest path, instead of carrying the load through shortest 
path. 
 Therefore, the strongest path problem would enable 
to find the vertices in the fuzzy graph such that the 
maximum strength of the weights of its constituent edges in 
the path in maximum. 
 

II. BASIC CONCEPTS 
 

Definition 2.1 
 A fuzzy graph is a pair of fuzzy set ),,(: µσG  
where ],1,0[: →σ V  ]1,0[: →×µ VV  for all vu,  in ,V  
such that  )].(),(min[),( vuvu σσ≤µ  
 
Example 2.1 
 The following figure represents a fuzzy graph 

),,(: µσg  where }6.0/,4.0/,7.0/,2.0/{ xwvu=σ and  
}6.0/),(,6.0/),(,2.0/),(,1.0/),(,7.0/),(,3.0/),{( vxxwxuvwwuvu=µ

   

 
 

Fig.1. Fuzzy Graph 
 
Definition 2.2 
 Let ),(: µσG  is a fuzzy graph and ),(: vuP  is a 
fuzzy path between .inand Gvu  Minimum membership 
value of among all the edges in P  is called strength of the 
fuzzy path. 
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Example 2.2 
 

 
 

Fig.2. Fuzzy strength of the path 
 
The above graph shows six path between .xu −  

S. 
No. xu −  paths Membership 

value 
Strength of 

the path 

1. xwu −−  0.2, 0.4 0.2 

2. xzu −−  0.6, 0.5 0.5 

3. xzwu −−−  0.2, 0.8, 0.5 0.2 

4. xvu −−  0.3, 0.5 0.3 

5. xyu −−  0.4, 0.3 0.3 

6. xyvu −−−  0.3, 0.7, 0.3 0.3 

 
Definition 2.3 
 Let ),(: µσG  be a fuzzy graph and  vu,  be any 
two vertices in .G  A fuzzy path from vu to  with 
maximum strength of the path is called Fuzzy Strongest 
Path. 
 
Example 2.3 
 The above graph a fuzzy path from xu −  with the 
maximum value of strength of the path is 0.5. 
 Therefore, this is the Fuzzy Strongest Path. 
 
 
 
 
Definition 2.4 
• Models are abstractions of reality. 
• Models are representation of a particular thing, idea or 

condition. 

• Mathematical model a self-contained set of formulas 
(equations) based on an approximate quantitative 
description of real phenomena and created in the hope 
that the behaviour it predicts will be consistent with the 
real behaviour on which it is based. 

 
Example 2.4 
 If twice the age of son is added to age of father, the 
sum is 56. But if twice the age of the father is added to the 
age of son, the sum is 82. Find the ages of father and son. 
 
Solution 
 Introduce required variables for the information 
given in the question. 
 Let x  be the Father’s age.  
 Let y  be the Son’s age. 
 Then the data of the problem gives twice the age of 
son is added to age of father, the sum is 56. 
 (i.e.) 562 =+ xy    … (1) 
Twice the age of the father is added to the age of son, the 
sum is 82. 
 (i.e.)  822 =+ yx    … (2) 
Solve the equation (1) and (2) 
We get .10,36 == yx  
Therefore,  The age of father’s is 36 years 
  The age of son’s is 10 years. 
 Equation (1) and (2) is given a mathematical model 
of the biological situation, so that the biological problem of 
ages is reduced to the mathematical problem of the solution 
of a system of two algebraic equations. The solution of the 
equations is finally interpreted biologically to give the ages 
of the father and son. 
 
Definition 2.5 
 A fuzzy rule generally assumes the form 
  ByAx isTHEN,isIF:R  
where BA and  are linguistic values defined by fuzzy sets 
on universe of discourse ,and YX  respectively. the rule is 
also called a “fuzzy implication” or fuzzy conditional 
statement. 
 
 The part Ax is  is called the “antecedent” or 
“Premise”, while By is is called the “consequence” or 
“conclusion”. 
 
 In general, the antecedent and consequence are 
represented by the form of linguistic variables. 
  ByAx isTHEN,isIF:R  
which is sometimes abbreviated as 
  .: BAR →  
 
Example 2.5 
 IF temperature is high, THEN humidity is fairly 
high. 
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III. FIND THE STRENGTH PATH BETWEEN TWO 
CITIES WITH FUZZY RULE USING MATHEMATICAL 

MODEL 
 

Maximum Weight Link Algorithm   
Step 1. If any starting point (source) is chosen, then 

multiple different paths will be exist to 
destination. 

Step 2. If starting from the source vertex, then to find 
all paths from source to destination. 

Step 3. If given a source vertex in the weighted fuzzy 
graph, then to find the path weights to all other 
vertices in the fuzzy graph. 

Step 4. If every path to be found, then finding the 
minimum membership value of among all the 
edges in path. 

Step 5. This value will be strength of the path. 

Step 6. If finding a strength path from source to 
destination, then to find the maximum value of 
strength of the path. This is the strongest path. 

 
Example 
 The problem is to maximize the new line using 
Maximum link algorithm with Fuzzy Graph and to find the 
strength of the path for carrying the load from one city to 
another city. 
 There are many bridges to reach from one city to 
another. But, if we know concretely which way is strength 
path, then we can carry heavy load in it. 
 
Consider each city as vertex such as  

1X  - Mumbai, 2X  - Delhi, 3X  - Bangalore, 4X  - 
Hyderabad, 5X  - Chennai, 6X  - Kolkata, 7X  - Jaipur, 8X  
- Lucknow. 

 
Fig.3.  

 
 The above graph shows many bridges between 
Mumbai to Kolkata. In this graph, it should be found that 
how many longest bridges are there. 

 Now we can bring heavy weight container from 
Mumbai to Kolkata. Because some bridges cannot bear the 
overload. Hence we can choose strength path instead 
shortest path. 

- 1X  2X  3X  4X  5X  6X  7X  8X  

1X  - 0.02 0.17 0.35 0.28 0.1 0.07 0.24 

2X  0.25 - 0.28 0.16 0.4 0.17 0.02 0.01 

3X  0.17 0.28 - 0.07 0.18 0.26 0.47 0.11 

4X  0.35 0.16 0.07 - 0.04 0.25 0.08 0.4 

5X  0.28 0.4 0.18 0.04 - 0.24 0.04 0.19 

6X  0.1 0.17 0.28 0.25 0.14 - 0.8 0.24 

7X  0.07 0.02 0.47 0.08 0.04 0.08 - 0.15 

8X  0.24 0.01 0.11 0.4 0.19 0.22 0.15 - 
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Table 3.1 
 
Solution 

S. 
No. Path 61 XX −  paths 

Weight 
of the 

edge of 
the 

path 

Strength 
of the 
path 

1. 1P  6341 XXXX −−−  0.35, 
0.08, 
0.26 

0.07 

2. 2P  621 XXX −−  0.02, 
0.17 

0.02 

3. 3P  63481 XXXXX −−−−  0.24, 
0.4, 
0.07, 
0.26 

0.07 

4. 4P  6251 XXXX −−−  0.28, 
0.4, 
0.12 

0.02 

5. 5P  6741 XXXX −−−  0.35, 
0.08, 
0.08 

0.08 

6. 6P  651 XXX −−  0.28, 
0.24 

0.24 

7. 7P  6781 XXXX −−−  0.24, 
0.15, 
0.08 

0.08 

8. 8P  6751 XXXX −−−  0.28, 
0.04, 
0.08 

0.04 

9. 9P  63741 XXXXX −−−−  0.35, 
0.08, 
0.47, 
0.26 

0.08 

10. 10P  681 XXX −−  0.24, 
0.22 

0.22 

11. 11P  6231 XXXX −−−  0.17, 
0.28, 
0.02 

0.02 

12. 12P  631 XXX −−  0.17, 
0.26 

0.17 

13. 13P  6731 XXXX −−−  0.17, 
0.47, 
0.08 

0.08 

14. 14P  6371 XXXX −−−  0.07, 
0.47, 
0.26 

0.07 

  
 By calculating the strength of the path from 

61 to XX  with the maximum value is 0.24.  
 Therefore 651 XXX −−  in this bridge through 
heavy load things can be brought.  
 

IV. CONCLUSION 
 

 It is calculated after analysis strength of the path 
can be used in Mathematical model with fuzzy rule to carry 
heavy load to travel on the bridge, which is proved 
successfully.  
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Abstract- Timely delivery of effective, safe, quality and personal 
services is a key pillar of health system strengthening. A 
Maternal, Newborn and Child Health (MNeCH) Project was 
initiated by the Ministry of Health and World Vision Kenya in 
Bamba Division, Kilifi County. The project’s goal was to 
strengthen health systems at the facility and community levels, 
including Antenatal Care (ANC). One of the strategies used by 
the project to achieve its goal was to strengthen community 
health referral system. The objectives of the study were 1) to 
determine whether providing maternal health education to 
pregnant women had any influence on ANC attendance in the 
intervention and control communities and 2) to determine 
whether issuing referral advice forms to patients has any 
influence on ANC attendance in the intervention and control 
communities. This study adopted the static group control design 
to assess the influence of community health referral practices on 
ANC attendance in Mirihini, the intervention community in 
Bamba and Midoina the control community. Primary data were 
sourced from 246 mothers of children aged below 2 years, 
parents of children aged 2 to 4 years, as well as Community 
Health Volunteers (CHVs). Quantitative analysis yielded 
descriptive statistics and cross-tabulations with Chi-square (χ2) 
tests. Qualitative data were transcribed, described and analyzed 
systematically to reveal themes and patterns. Maternal health 
education: In Mirihini, there was no significant association 
between providing maternal health education on the ideal number 
of ANC visits and women’s achievement of optimal ANC 
attendance (χ2 = 1.423, df=1 & a ρ-value = 0.233). In Midoina, a 
significant relationship between the two aspects was obtained (χ2 

= 3.109, df = 1 & ρ-value = 0.078. Referral documentation: In 
Mirihini, issuing referral documents to pregnant women was 
significantly associated with women’s achievement of optimal 
ANC attendance (χ2 = 8.308, df =1 & ρ-value = 0.004). In 
Midoina, there was no significant association between two 
aspects (χ2 = 0.823, df = 1 & ρ-value = 0.185). The study 
recommends the need for: CHVs to deliver more information to 
support care-seeking behavior change; project officers to 
strengthen supervisory support to CHVs by engaging with MoH 
to provide reporting materials and ensure consistency of monthly 
review meetings. 
 
Index Terms- Maternal Health Education, Community Health 
Referral, ANC, Kenya 

I. INTRODUCTION 
n Kenya, maternal mortality rate (MMR) reduced marginally 
from 590 per 100,000 live births in 1990 to 510 per 100,000 

live births in 2015 (WHO, 2015). Among the factors associated 
with the decline in MMR is the increasing access and uptake of 
Antenatal Care (ANC) services. Upto 96% of pregnant women in 
Kenya receive at least one ANC contact with medical 
professionals; while 57.6% make at least four ANC visits (KNBS 
& ICF Macro, 2010). Achieving the full potential of ANC 
requires at least four visits for pregnant women to access the full 
package of Focused Antenatal Care (FANC), which emphasizes 
on maternal health, preparation for childbirth as well as readiness 
to deal with obstetric complications (Lincetto et al., 2006).  
         A Maternal, Newborn and Child Health (MNeCH) Project 
was initiated in 2011 by the Ministry of Health and World Vision 
Kenya in Bamba Division, Kilifi County. The project’s goal was 
to strengthen health systems at the facility and community levels, 
including ANC. One of the strategies used by the project to 
achieve its goal was to strengthen community health referral 
system. At the center of a community health referral system is 
the community health volunteers (CHV), whose mandate 
involves health promotion and disease prevention in vulnerable 
communities, administration of basic drugs, issuance of referral 
advice to needy community members, as well as encouraging the 
involvement of men to improve maternal health indicators in 
communities (Bhutta, Lassi, Pariyo & Huicho, 2010). Selected 
CHVs were identified and trained in various skills, including 
timed and targeted counselling (ttC) for ANC, skilled birth 
attendance (SBA) and postnatal care (PNC). Trained CHVs were 
supported with kits, equipment, information materials, and 
Income-Generating Activities (IGAs) for economic 
empowerment.  
         The CHVs visited households within their areas of 
operation, to deliver maternal health education, which targeted 
pregnant women as well as men, who are key decision-makers 
regarding women’s health at the household level. The CHVs also 
referred couples to health facilities and monitored ANC 
attendance. The objectives of the study were 1) to determine 
whether providing maternal health education to pregnant women 
had any influence on ANC attendance in the intervention and 
control communities and 2) to determine whether issuing referral 
advice forms to patients has any influence on ANC attendance in 

I 
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the intervention and control communities. This study adopted a 
comparative approach to assess the influence of maternal health 
education on the frequency of ANC attendance in Mirihini (a 
project community in Bamba Division) and Midoina (a 
comparison community in Bahari Division).  
 

II. RESEARCH ELABORATIONS 
         Static group comparison design was applied to guide the 
research process. The design had two groups (project and 
comparison), which were not randomly constituted. Application 
of the static group comparison design requires appropriate 
measures to control threats to validity, including contamination 
effect between intervention and comparison groups as well as 
history effects. In this regard, it was critical to have two groups 
that were geographically mutually exclusive; but whose residents 
were near similar in terms of social, cultural and economic 
indicators. The project group received interventions, including 
training of CHVs on ttC for MNCH, covering topics such as 
pregnancy danger signs, safe delivery, ANC attendance, 
postnatal care and newborn danger signs. CHVs accessed 
training on community health referral systems and practices, 
male involvement in maternal health, advocacy and economic 
empowerment, among others, while the comparison group did 
not receive similar interventions. Mirihini Community Unit (CU) 
in Bamba Division was designated the project community, while 
Midoina CU in Bahari Division was designated the comparison 
community.  
         A combination of cluster random (probability) and 
purposive (non-probability) sampling techniques were applied to 
select participants in each category. The project cluster had 600 
households, while the comparison cluster had 555 households, 
making a total of 1,155 households. The Fisher’s formula for 
sample size determination was used which yielded a sample size 
of 259 households, where mothers of children aged less than 2 
years were identified and interviewed. The computed sample size 
was divided proportionately between the two clusters based on 
the population distribution, hence Mirihini had a sample of 135 
households and Midoina had 124 households. The design had 
two approaches for data collection, processing and analysis, 
quantitative and qualitative. 
         Primary data was collected in February 2015, with the 
support of 10 assistants and a data quality technical person. A 
research authorization letter was obtained from Kenya Methodist 
University. Quantitative data processing involved coding open-
ended data, entry, cleaning, transformation, analysis, and 
interpretation. The SPSS program was used to conduct 
descriptive and inferential analyses. 
 

III. RESULTS OR FINDINGS 
Socio-demographic attributes 
         Respondent’s Background Profile: Of the 246 mothers of 
children aged below 2 years who were successfully interviewed, 
109 (44.3%) were residents of Mirihini (project community), 
while 137 (55.7%) were natives of Midoina (comparison 
community). The study captured information on the frequency of 
ANC attendance during the pregnancy that resulted to the most 

recent birth as well as socio-demographic attributes, including 
age, educational attainment, marital status, livelihood activities 
and average income. 
 
         Antenatal care attendance attributes:  of the 246 
respondents, 201 (81.7%) accessed ANC services during the 
reference pregnancy. They included 104 (95.4%) respondents in 
Mirihini and 97 (70.8%) in Midoina. The analysis revealed a 
significant association between ANC attendance and distribution 
across the communities (χ2 = 22.979, df = 1 & p-value = 0.000); 
suggesting up to 99% chance that the two communities varied 
significantly in terms of the proportion of respondents who 
accessed ANC services during the reference pregnancy. 
 
         Age: Mothers of children aged below 2 years, who 
accessed ANC services during the reference pregnancy, were 
aged between 16 and 49 years (Table 1). 87 (43.3%) respondents 
were aged 20 to 29 years while 81 (40.3%) were aged between 
30 and 39 years. Cumulatively, 168 (83.6%) respondents were 
aged 20 and 39 years. However, there was no significant 
association between respondent’s age and the frequency of ANC 
attendance. However, within the communities, the association 
between respondents’ age and the frequency of ANC attendance 
was significant in Mirihini (χ2 = 10.580, df = 3 & ρ-value = 
0.014), but not significant in Midoina.  
 
         Education: Of the 201 respondents who accessed ANC 
services during the reference pregnancy, 104(51.7%) did not 
have formal education. This group consisted of 79(54.9%) 
respondents who achieved optimal ANC attendance and 
25(43.9%) who indicated sub-optimal attendance. Cumulatively, 
89(85.6%) respondents indicated incomplete primary education 
or less. There was no significant association between education 
level and the frequency of ANC attendance. However, whereas 
association between the two variables was significant in Mirihini 
(χ2 = 8.322, df = 3 and ρ-value = 0.040), in Midoina, it was not.  
 
         Marital status: 177(88.1%) respondents, including 131 
(91.0%) who reported optimal ANC attendance and 46 (80.7%) 
who indicated sub-optimal attendance, were married. Results 
show that there was no significant association between marital 
status and frequency of ANC attendance. However, in Mirihini, 
the association between the two variables was significant (χ2 = 
18.689, df = 3 & ρ-value = 0.000), but not in Midoina. In 
resource-poor communities, women rely on their families, 
particularly on partners for financial support to enable them 
access maternal health services, including ANC (Measure 
Evaluation, 2013). This implies that women in marital unions 
were better positioned to access ANC services than their 
widowed or single counterparts, particularly due to financial 
support provided by their spouses.  
 
         Economically:  101 (58.4%), of the respondents reported 
incomes ranging between Kenya Shillings (KShs) 1,000 and 
4,999. This included 73 (60.3%) who achieved optimal ANC 
attendance and 28 (53.8%) who did not. In Mirihini, the 
respondents reported a mean income of KShs. 4,335 compared to 
KShs. 4,861 for Midoina residents. Analysis revealed no 
significant variation between the two communities regarding 
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mean monthly household income (ρ-value = 0.238). There was 
no significant association between average income and the 

frequency of ANC attendance in Mirihini as well as in Midoina.  
 

 
Table 1: Socio-Demographic Data of Mothers of Children Aged <2 years 

 

Attributes 
Mirihini Midoina Aggregate 
Optimal S/Optimal Total Optimal S/Optimal Total Optimal S/Optimal Total 
n (%) n (%) n (%) n (%) n (%) n (%) n (%) n (%) n (%) 

Age          <20 yrs 10(11.8) 5(26.3) 15(14.4) 4(6.8) 1(2.6) 5(5.2) 14(9.7) 6(10.5) 20(10.0) 
20-29 yrs 42(49.4) 3(15.8) 45(43.3) 23(39.0) 19(50.0) 42(43.3) 65(45.1) 22(38.6) 87(43.3) 
30-39 yrs 27(31.7) 11(57.9) 38(36.5) 28(47.5) 15(39.5) 43(44.3) 55(38.3) 26(45.6) 81(40.3) 
40-49 yrs 6(7.1) 0(0.0) 6(5.8) 4(6.7) 3(7.9) 7(7.2) 10(6.9) 3(5.3) 13(6.4) 
Total 85(100.0) 19(100.0) 104(100.0) 59(100.0) 38(100.0) 97(100.0) 144(100.0) 57(100.0) 201(100.0) 
Education level          No formal education 46(54.1) 8(42.1) 54(51.9) 33(55.9) 17(44.7) 50(51.5) 79(54.9) 25(43.9) 104(51.7) 
Primary incomplete 29(34.1) 6(31.6) 35(33.7) 17(28.8) 16(42.1) 33(34.0) 46(31.9) 22(38.6) 68(33.8) 
Primary complete 5(5.9) 5(26.3) 10(9.6) 8(13.6) 4(10.5) 12(12.4) 13(9.0) 9(15.6) 22(10.9) 
Secondary 5(5.9) 0(0.0) 5(4.8) 1(1.7) 1(2.7) 2(2.1) 6(4.2) 1(1.7) 7(3.6) 
Total 85(100.0) 19(100.0) 104(100.0) 59(100.0) 38(100.0) 97(100.0) 144(100.0) 57(100.0) 201(100.0) 
Marital status          Single 4(4.7) 4(21.1) 8(7.7) 4(6.8) 2(5.3) 6(6.2) 8(5.6) 6(10.5) 14(7.0) 
Married 78(91.8) 10(52.6) 88(84.6) 53(89.8) 36(94.7) 89(91.8) 131(91.0) 46(80.7) 177(88.1) 
Separated 0(0.0) 0(0.0) 0(0.0) 1(1.7) 0(0.0) 1(1.0) 1(0.7) 0(0.0) 1(0.5) 
Widowed 3(3.5) 5(26.3) 8(7.7) 1(1.7) 0(0.0) 1(1.0) 4(2.7) 5(8.8) 9(4.4) 
Total  85(100.0) 19(100.0) 104(100.0) 59(100.0) 38(100.0) 97(100.0) 144(100.0) 57(100.0) 201(100.0) 
Monthly income          <KES 1,000 2(2.9) 0(0.0) 2(2.4) 0(0.0) 0(0.0) 0(0.0) 2(1.7) 0(0.0) 2(1.2) 
KES 1,000-4,999 40(57.1) 9(60.0) 49(57.6) 33(64.7) 19(51.4) 52(59.1) 73(60.3) 28(53.8) 101(58.4) 
KES 5,000-9,999 24(34.3) 5(33.3) 29(34.1) 13(25.5) 14(37.8) 27(30.7) 37(30.6) 19(36.5) 56(32.4) 
KES 10,000 + 4(5.7) 1(6.7) 5(5.9) 5(9.8) 4(10.8) 9(10.2) 9(7.4) 5(9.7) 14(8.0) 
Total 70(100.0) 15(100.0) 85(100.0) 51(100.0) 37(100.0) 88(100.0) 121(100.0) 52(100.0) 173(100.0) 

 
Maternal Health Education and Frequency of ANC Attendance 
         The uptake of health services depends on an individual’s 
knowledge and beliefs about such services, which in turn, are 
shaped by people within an individual’s social network, 
including CHWs, peers and role models (Andersen & Newman, 
2005). As noted by Matsuoka et al. (2009), CHWs influence 
community knowledge and beliefs about the benefits of health 
services by providing health education, which enables 
community members to understand the importance of service 
utilization, as well as the consequences of non-utilization. 
         The results show that all the 149 (100%) respondents who 
attended clinic and were also visited by CHWs during the 
pregnancy that resulted to the most recent birth, received 
information on maternal health, which covered various aspects 
related to ANC attendance. More specifically, out of 149 
participants, 125 (83.9%) respondents, including 82 (91.6%) in 
Mirihini and 44 (74.7%) in Midoina, mentioned pregnancy 
danger signs. Those who cited importance of ANC attendance 
were 103 (69.0%) respondents, including 73 (81.1%) in Mirihini 
and 32 (54.4%) in Midoina. The ideal onset of ANC attendance 
was cited by 80 (54.0%) respondents, which included 60 (66.3%) 
in Mirihini and 23 (39.2%) in Midoina; while those who stated 
the ideal number of ANC attendance were 55 (36.8%) 
respondents, and they included 45 (49.5%) in Mirihini and 13 
(21.5%) in Midoina.   

         In view of the above, respondents were requested to 
demonstrate knowledge of the ANC aspects, which was cross-
tabulated with the frequency of ANC attendance during the 
pregnancy that resulted to the most recent birth. The results 
presented in Table 6 below show that up to 109 (73.2%) 
respondents stated at least one correct pregnancy-related danger 
sign. Among those who achieved optimal ANC attendance, the 
majority, 101 (80.2%) stated provided a correct response; while 
among those who reported sub-optimal attendance, up to 15 
(65.2%) did not state a correct response. In Mirihini, 84 (93.3%) 
respondents compared to 25 (42.4%) in Midoina, provided at 
least one correct response. The results suggest that a higher 
proportion of respondents in Mirihini [84 (93.3%)] than in 
Midoina [25 (42.4%)] were knowledgeable about the subject. 
Based on this, the analysis revealed a significant association 
between knowledge of pregnancy-related danger signs and the 
frequency of ANC attendance (χ2 = 8.847, df = 1 & ρ-value = 
0.011). The two variables were also significantly associated in 
Mirihini (ρ-value = 0.029) and Midoina (ρ-value = 0.020). The 
results imply that health education about pregnancy danger signs 
had significantly influenced the frequency of ANC attendance in 
both communities.   
          Those who stated at least one correct importance of ANC 
attendance were 105 (70.5%) respondents and they included 94 
(74.6%) who achieved optimal ANC attendance and 11 (47.8%) 
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who reported sub-optimal attendance. Notably, majority of 
respondents who achieved optimal ANC attendance [101 
(80.2%)], were those who correctly stated at least one importance 
of ANC attendance; while more than two-thirds [15 (65.2%)] of 
those who reported sub-optimal attendance consisted of those 
who did not state a correct response. Within the communities, the 
results suggest that the proportion of community members 
knowledgeable about importance of ANC attendance was higher 
in Mirihini [76 (84.4%)] than in Midoina [29 (49.2%)]. The 

analysis revealed a significant association between knowledge of 
the importance of ANC attendance and the frequency of ANC 
attendance (χ2 = 5.476, df = 1 & ρ-value = 0.039). Besides, 
relationship between the two variables was also significant in 
Mirihini (ρ-value = 0.026), and in Midoina (ρ-value = 0.022); 
implying that educating community members about the 
importance of ANC attendance had significantly influenced the 
frequency of ANC attendance in both communities.   
 

 
Table 2: Knowledge of ANC Aspects and Frequency of ANC Attendance 

 

Knowledge of 
ANC aspects 

Mirihini Midoina Aggregate 
Opt S/Opt Total Opt S/Opt Total Opt S/Opt Total 
n (%) n (%) n (%) n (%) n (%) n (%) n (%) n (%) n (%) 

Able to state a 
correct 
pregnancy 
danger sign 

         

Yes 78(95.1
) 6(75.0) 84(93.3) 23(52.3

) 2(13.3) 25(42.4
) 

101(80.2
) 8(34.8) 109(73.2

) 

No 4(4.9) 2(25.0) 6(6.7) 21(47.7
) 

13(86.7
) 

34(57.6
) 25(19.8) 15(65.2) 40(26.8) 

Total 82(100.
0) 

8(100.0
) 

90(100.
0) 

44(100.
0) 

15(100.
0) 

59(100.
0) 

126(100.
0) 

23(100.0
) 

149(100.
0) 

Able to state 
one correct 
importance of 
ANC 
attendance 

         

Yes 71(86.6
) 5(62.5) 76(84.4) 23(52.3

) 6(40.0) 29(49.2
) 94(74.6) 11(47.8) 105(70.5

) 

No 11(13.4
) 3(37.5) 14(15.6) 21(47.7

) 9(60.0) 30(50.8
) 32(25.4) 12(52.2) 44(29.5) 

Total 82(100.
0) 

8(100.0
) 

90(100.
0) 

44(100.
0) 

15(100.
0) 

59(100.
0) 

126(100.
0) 

23(100.0
) 

149(100.
0) 

Able to state 
ideal onset of 
ANC 
attendance 

         

Yes 74(90.2
) 5(62.5) 79(87.8) 17(38.6

) 2(13.3) 19(32.2
) 91(72.2) 7(30.4) 98(65.8) 

No 8(9.8) 3(37.5) 11(12.2) 27(61.4
) 

13(86.7
) 

40(67.8
) 35(27.8) 16(69.6) 51(34.2) 

Total 82(100.
0) 

8(100.0
) 

90(100.
0) 

44(100.
0) 

15(100.
0) 

59(100.
0) 

126(100.
0) 

23(100.0
) 

149(100.
0) 

Able to state 
the ideal no. of 
ANC 
attendances 

         

Yes 77(93.9
) 5(62.5) 82(91.1) 10(22.7

) 5(33.3) 15(25.4
) 87(69.0) 10(43.5) 97(65.1) 

No 5(6.1) 3(37.2) 8(8.9) 34(77.3
) 

10(66.7
) 

44(74.6
) 39(31.0) 13(56.5) 52(34.9) 

Total 82(100.
0) 

8(100.0
) 

90(100.
0) 

44(100.
0) 

15(100.
0) 

59(100.
0) 

126(100.
0) 

23(100.0
) 

149(100.
0) 
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Summary of Cross Tabulation Statistics 
 

   
Mirihin
i   Midoina   

Aggrega
te 

Able to state a 
correct 
pregnancy 
danger sign 

χ2  4.743   5.443   8.847 
df  1   1   1 
ρ-value  0.029**   0.020**   0.011** 

Able to state 
one correct 
importance of 
ANC 
attendance 

χ2  4.939   5.230   5.476 
df  1   1   1 

ρ-value  0.026**   0.022**   0.039** 

Able to state 
ideal onset of 
ANC 
attendance 

χ2  7.678   1.674   7.287 
df  1   1   1 

ρ-value  
0.006**
*   0.412   0.025** 

Able to state 
the ideal no. of 
ANC 
attendances 

χ2  4.875   1.609   5.597 
df  1   1   1 
ρ-value  0.028**   0.318   0.034* 

 
*, **, *** show significance at ρ<0.1, ρ<0.05 and ρ<0.01 error margins, respectively 
 
         Furthermore, 98 (65.8%) respondents demonstrated 
knowledge of the ideal onset of ANC attendance, by providing 
the correct response about the subject. Of this group, 91(72.2%) 
achieved optimal ANC attendance, while 7 (30.4%) did not. 
Those who did not provide the correct response about the subject 
were 51(34.2%) and majority of them 16(69.6%), reported sub-
optimal ANC attendance. Notably, the proportion of respondents 
who were knowledgeable about the ideal onset of ANC 
attendance was higher in Mirihini 79(87.8%) than in Midoina 
19(32.2%). Based on this, the analysis revealed a significant 
relationship between knowledge of the ideal onset of ANC 
attendance and frequency of ANC attendance (χ2 = 7.287, df = 1 
& ρ-value = 0.025). Similarly, relationship between the two 
variables was significant in Mirihini (ρ-value = 0.006), but not in 
Midoina (ρ-value = 0.412). The results imply that educating 
community members on the ideal onset of ANC attendance had 
influenced the frequency of ANC attendance in Mirihini; while 
in Midoina, the initiative was yet to cause a significant influence 
on the aspect. 
         Those who correctly stated the ideal number of ANC 
attendances were 97(65.1%) respondents, and they included 
87(69.0%) who achieved optimal ANC attendance and 
10(43.5%) who failed to achieve optimal ANC attendance. 
Contrastingly, more than one-half, 13(56.5%) of those who 
reported sub-optimal attendance did not provide the correct 
response regarding the subject. The results suggest that the 
proportion of respondents who were knowledgeable about the 
subject was higher in Mirihini 82(91.1%) than in Midoina 
15(25.4%). In view of this, the analysis revealed that health 
education about the ideal number of ANC attendances and the 
frequency of ANC attendance were significantly associated (χ2 = 
5.597, df = 1 & ρ-value = 0.034). Relationship between the two 

variables was also significant in Mirihini (ρ-value = 0.028), but 
not significant in Midoina (ρ-value = 0.318). The implication is 
that health education had significantly influenced the frequency 
of ANC attendance in Mirihini, but not in Midoina. The analysis 
further revealed that although women and men in both 
communities were educated on various aspects related to ANC 
attendance, there was a lag in care-seeking behavior due to 
negative influences of Traditional Birth Attendants (TBAs), 
traditional healers and mothers-in-law, who for a long time, had 
been the main authorities regarding maternal health in both 
communities.  
 
Influence of Maternal Health Education on the Frequency of 
ANC Attendance 
         Bivariate results in the preceding sub-sections revealed that 
the frequency of ANC attendance significantly associated with 
all the maternal health education indicators, including knowledge 
of: pregnancy-related danger signs (PGDsigns), importance of 
ANC attendance (IANattendance), the ideal onset of ANC 
attendance (IOAattendance), as well as the ideal number of ANC 
attendances (INAattendance). Binary logistic regression models 
were used to determine the influence of maternal health 
education indicators (independent variables) on the frequency of 
ANC attendance (dependent variable), using the ‘Forward LR’ 
method.  
         Interrelationship between independent variables were tested 
for Collinearity indicators. Using the default outlier value of 2.0, 
standard errors (S.E.) associated with regression coefficients (β) 
were examined. In this regard, standard errors larger than 2.0 
would indicate the existence of Collinearity effects. However, in 
this study, none of the independent variables showed signs of 
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Collinearity with other independent variables. Consequently, 
none was omitted from the regression analysis process.  
         Odds ratios (OR) is the probability of variation in a 
dependent variable in response to a unit change in an 
independent variable. In this study, OR was obtained by 
exponentiating partial regression co-efficients, also known as 
beta co-efficients (β). Table 3 shows OR in the Exp(β) column. 
The results in Model 1 suggest that respondents who correctly 
stated a pregnancy-related danger sign had about 2.6 times the 
odds of achieving optimal ANC attendance as those who did not 
provide a correct response (β = 0.946, ρ-value = 0.011, OR = 
2.575, C.I. = 1.299-5.104). Model 2 shows that in Mirihini, 
respondents who correctly stated a pregnancy-related danger sign 
was about 2.1 times as likely to achieve optimal ANC attendance 
as their colleagues who did not provide a correct response (β = 
0.747, OR = 2.111, ρ-value = 0.042, C.I. = 1.198-3.719). In 

Midoina, respondents who stated a correct response had about 
1.8 times the odds of achieving optimal ANC attendance as those 
who failed to do so (β = 0.613, ρ-value = 0.053, OR = 1.846, C.I. 
= 1.048-3.253). The results suggest that maternal health 
education on pregnancy danger signs had influenced the 
frequency of ANC attendance in both Mirihini and Midoina 
communities. However, in Mirihini, the results show up to 95% 
chance that the initiative had influenced the frequency of ANC 
attendance; while in Midoina, the initiative had caused a 
significant influence on ANC attendance frequency at 90% 
confidence level. Consequently, a respondent in Mirihini, who 
provided a correct pregnancy-related danger sign was relatively 
more likely to achieve optimal ANC attendance than a similar 
respondent in Midoina.  
  

 
Table 3: Summary Results of Binary Logistic Regression Models 

 

Model Covariates β SE Wald df ρ-value Exp 
(β) 

95% C.I. for 
Exp(β) 
Lowe
r Upper 

1-
Aggregate 

PGDsign   
10.25
5 

1.00
0 

0.008**
*       

Yes 0.94
6 

0.34
9 7.347 1.00

0 0.011** 2.575 1.299 5.104 

No (RC) 1.00
0 

1.00
0 1.000 1.00

0 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 

IANattendance   
17.74
4 

1.00
0 

0.000**
*       

Yes 1.19
7 

0.29
8 

16.13
5 

1.00
0 

0.003**
* 3.310 1.846 5.936 

No (RC) 1.00
0 

1.00
0 1.000 1.00

0 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 

IOAattendance   
18.24
6 

1.00
0 

0.000**
*       

Yes 0.96
9 

0.25
3 

14.66
9 

1.00
0 

0.005**
* 2.635 1.605 4.327 

No (RC) 1.00
0 

1.00
0 1.000 1.00

0 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 

INAattendance   
28.56
4 

1.00
0 

0.000**
*       

Yes 1.51
0 

0.29
6 

26.02
4 

1.00
0 

0.000**
* 4.527 2.534 8.086 

No (RC) 1.00
0 

1.00
0 1.000 1.00

0 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 

Constant 1.76
6 

0.28
0 

39.78
0 

1.00
0 

0.000**
* 5.847   

2-Mirihini 

PGDsign   9.887 1.00
0 0.010**       

Yes 0.74
7 

0.28
9 6.681 1.00

0 0.042** 2.111 1.198 3.719 

No (RC) 1.00
0 

1.00
0 1.000 1.00

0 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 

IANattendance   
11.41
7 

1.00
0 

0.005**
*       
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Yes 0.49
7 

0.17
2 8.349 1.00

0 0.028** 1.644 1.173 2.303 

No (RC) 1.00
0 

1.00
0 1.000 1.00

0 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 

IOAattendance   
16.65
6 

1.00
0 

0.000**
*       

Yes 0.76
9 

0.22
1 

12.10
8 

1.00
0 

0.003**
* 2.158 1.399 3.327 

No (RC) 1.00
0 

1.00
0 1.000 1.00

0 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 

INAattendance   
20.65
5 

1.00
0 

0.000**
*       

Yes 1.31
0 

0.35
9 

13.31
5 

1.00
0 

0.002**
* 3.706 1.834 7.491 

No (RC) 1.00
0 

1.00
0 1.000 1.00

0 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 

Constant 1.21
3 

0.21
0 

33.36
4 

1.00
0 

0.000**
* 3.364   

3-Midoina 

PGDsign   8.126 1.00
0 0.030**       

Yes 0.61
3 

0.28
9 4.499 1.00

0 0.053* 1.846 1.048 3.253 

No (RC) 1.00
0 

1.00
0 1.000 1.00

0 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 

IANattendance   5.306 1.00
0 0.049**       

Yes 0.44
7 

0.27
2 2.701 1.00

0 0.067* 1.564 0.917 2.665 

No (RC) 1.00
0 

1.00
0 1.000 1.00

0 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 

IOAattendance   2.182 1.00
0 0.151       

Yes 0.26
9 

0.19
3 1.943 1.00

0 0.162 1.309 0.896 1.910 

No (RC) 1.00
0 

1.00
0 1.000 1.00

0 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 

INAattendance   1.838 1.00
0 0.183       

Yes 0.40
1 

0.30
0 1.787 1.00

0 0.194 1.493 0.829 2.689 

No (RC) 1.00
0 

1.00
0 1.000 1.00

0   1.000 1.000 1.000 

Constant 0.66
6 

0.21
0 

10.05
8 

1.00
0 

0.009**
* 1.946   

 
Note: RC – Reference Category             *, **, *** show significance at 0.1, 0.05 and 0.01 error margins, 
respectively 
 

 
         Model 1 further shows that respondents who correctly 
stated an importance of ANC attendance had about 3.3 times the 
odds of achieving optimal ANC attendance as their colleagues 
who did not provide a correct response (β = 1.197, ρ-value = 
0.003, OR = 3.310, C.I. = 1.846-5.936). Model 2 shows that in 
Mirihini, respondents who provided a correct response were 
about 1.6 times as likely to achieve optimal ANC attendance as 
those who did not provide a correct response (β = 0.497, ρ-value 

= 0.028, OR = 1.644, C.I. = 1.173-2.303). On the same note, 
Model 3 shows that in Midoina, respondents who provided a 
correct response had about 1.6 times the odds of achieving 
optimal ANC attendance as those who did not provide a correct 
response (β = 0.447, ρ-value = 0.067, OR = 1.564, C.I. = 0.917-
2.665). Even though respondents who provided correct responses 
in both communities had approximately the same odds of 
achieving optimal ANC attendance, in Mirihini, the 
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intervention’s influence was significant at 95% confidence level, 
while in Midoina, the influence was significant at 90% 
confidence level. Consequently, a respondent in Mirihini who 
stated a correct response was relatively more likely to achieve 
optimal ANC attendance than a counterpart in Midoina. This 
implies that the intervention contributed to the achievement of 
optimal ANC attendance in Mirihini by enabling community 
members to understand the importance of ANC attendance.   
         The results in Model 1 show that respondents who correctly 
stated the ideal onset of ANC attendance were about 2.6 times as 
likely to achieve optimal ANC attendance as their colleagues 
who did not provide the correct response (β = 0.969, ρ-value = 
0.005, OR = 2.635, C.I. = 1.605-4.327). Besides, Model 2 shows 
that in Mirihini, respondents who correctly stated the ideal onset 
of ANC attendance had about 2.2 times the odds of achieving 
optimal ANC attendance as their counterparts who did not 
provide the correct response (β = 0.769, ρ-value = 0.003, OR = 
2.158, C.I. = 1.399-3.327). On the same note, Model 3 shows 
that in Midoina, those who stated the correct ideal onset of ANC 
attendance were about 1.3 times as likely to achieve optimal 
ANC attendance as their colleagues who did not provide the 
correct response (β = 0.269, ρ-value = 0.162, OR = 1.309, C.I. = 
0.896-1.910). The results suggest that maternal health education 
regarding the ideal onset of ANC attendance had significantly 
influenced the frequency of ANC attendance in Mirihini; and the 
intervention’s influence was significant at 99% confidence level. 
However, in Midoina, educating community members on the 
ideal onset of ANC attendance had not caused a significant 
influence on the frequency of ANC attendance. The variation 
may be attributed to the project interventions, including training 
and facilitation of CHWs for consistency in home visits.   
         Lastly, Model 1 shows that respondents who correctly 
stated the ideal number of ANC attendance had about 4.5 times 
the odds of achieving optimal ANC attendance as their 
counterparts who did not provide the correct response (β = 1.510, 
ρ-value = 0.000, OR = 4.527, C.I. = 2.534-8.086). Model 2 
shows that in Mirihini, respondents who stated the correct 
response regarding the subject were about 3.7 times as likely to 
achieve optimal ANC attendance as those who did not provide 
the correct response (β = 1.310, ρ-value = 0.002, OR = 3.706, 
C.I. = 1.834-7.491). Model 3 further shows that in Midoina, 
respondents who correctly stated the ideal number of ANC 
attendance had about 1.5 times the odds of achieving optimal 
ANC attendance as their counterparts who failed to state the 
correct response (β = 0.401, ρ-value = 0.194, OR = 1.493, C.I. = 
0.829-2.689). The results show that in Mirihini educating 
community members had caused a positive influence on the 
frequency of ANC attendance; which was significant at 99% 
confidence level. However, in Midoina educating community 
members on the ideal number of ANC attendance had not 
significantly influenced the frequency of ANC attendance. This 
implies that a respondent in Mirihini who stated the correct 
response was relatively more likely to achieve optimal ANC 
attendance than a counterpart in Midoina. This further implies 
that the intervention had contributed to the improvement of the 
achievement of optimal ANC attendance in the project 
community.    
 

I. DISCUSSION 
         Community health volunteers improve the effectiveness of 
community referral systems through maternal health education. 
Thus, the effectiveness of such systems depends on how often 
CHVs are facilitated and supported to visit households and 
disseminate appropriate health information. Arguably, the higher 
the frequency of home visits, the better the odds of community 
members becoming more knowledgeable about ANC services; 
and the more the community becomes responsive to referral 
advices provided by CHVs. Similar findings were reported by 
John Snow Inc. (2011) in Nepal, where it was noted that up to 
84% of women who were visited by CHVs during pregnancy 
were able to correctly state at least three danger signs associated 
with pregnancy. 
         The study sought to find out knowledge of ideal number of 
clinic visits and ANC attendance. In Midoina, the results show a 
significant relationship between access to health education on the 
ideal number of clinic visits before delivery and the achievement 
of optimal ANC attendance. Similar findings were reported by 
Albrecht and De Brouwere (2010) in Sierra Leone, where it was 
noted that the proportion of pregnant women achieving optimal 
ANC attendance increased among those who had accessed 
maternal health education from community health volunteers. In 
Nepal, a study conducted by John Snow Inc. (2011) found a 
significant relationship between access to maternal health 
education and the achievement of optimal ANC attendance.  
         Influence of referral documentation on ANC attendance 
found that, through referral request forms, CHVs formalize 
referral processes, which in turn, assure community members of 
quality care at the facilities. In this regard, Nxumalo and Goudge 
(2013) noted that women issued with referral forms were less 
anxious and more motivated to seek care than those not issued 
with such documents.  Among the 32 respondents who failed to 
honor referral advices, 28 (87.5%) cited lack of money for 
transport as the key constraint. Similarly, Panajyan and 
Baghdasarova (2009) reported instances where lack of funds for 
transport prevented patients from complying with referral 
advices. The challenge of lack of resources for transport to health 
facilities was also highlighted by Albrecht and De Brouwere 
(2010) as a key factor influencing decisions for compliance or 
non-compliance with referral advices.  
         Participants pointed out that due to the fear of harassment 
by service providers, some women chose not to honor referral 
advices, while others did not complete scheduled ANC visits. 
Similar findings were reported by a study conducted in Uganda 
by Peterson et al. (2013), which noted that providers’ rudeness 
and cruelty prevented more than one-half of women from 
honoring revisit appointments. More still, Bhutta et al. (2010) 
also reported a similar finding, where they noted that pregnant 
women avoided ANC services due to perceptions of negative 
attitude among service providers towards care-seekers. 
 

II. CONCLUSION 
         In Mirihini, providing maternal health education to 
pregnant women had no significant influence on ANC 
attendance. However in Midoina, the results show up to 90% 
chance that providing maternal health education to pregnant 
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women had a significant influence on ANC attendance. In 
Mirihini, the proportion of respondents achieving optimal ANC 
attendance was high regardless of whether one received 
information on ANC attendance or not. This suggests that most 
community members were highly informed about the importance 
of ANC attendance well before the pregnancy of reference (the 
pregnancy that resulted to the most recent birth). This further 
shows that women in the intervention community were more 
informed about ANC attendance than their colleagues in the 
control community; leading to better levels of ANC service 
utilization. In Mirihini, the study revealed up to 99% chance that 
issuing referral documents to women during the pregnancy that 
resulted to the most recent birth had a significant influence on 
ANC attendance. However, in Midoina, issuing referral 
documents to pregnant women during the reference period had 
no significant influence on ANC attendance. This implies that 
members of the intervention community were more responsive to 
ANC services when issued with referral documents than 
members of the control community. The study recommends that 
1) project officers to strengthen supervisory support to CHVs by 
engaging with Ministry of Health to provide reporting materials 
and ensure consistency of monthly review forums and 2) project 
officers to engage with county assembly health committee to 
consider more budgetary allocation for the production of referral 
and counter referral forms.  
 

APPENDIX 
         Appendixes, if needed, appear before the acknowledgment. 
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Pre-service teachers’ procedural and conceptual 
knowledge of fractions 

 
Abstract- The study examined pre-service elementary teachers 
and newly accepted secondary non-math and science major 
students at a university.  The study examined weaknesses of 
students in conceptual and procedural understanding of fractions. 
It also examined whether there were differences in math 
fractional knowledge for both groups. The study found students’ 
weaknesses were in solving word fraction problems, in dividing, 
multiplying, adding and subtracting fractions. Moreover, the 
study found that on procedural knowledge of fractions, newly 
accepted students significantly had higher knowledge than pre-
service elementary teachers.  The study did not find significant 
differences on conceptual understanding of fractions or 
knowledge of over-all fractions. 
 
Index Terms- pre-service teachers, fractions, conceptual 
understanding, procedural understanding 
 

I. INTRODUCTION 
esearchers have found that pre-service teachers lacked the 
sufficient mathematics content  knowledge to teach fractions 

(Cramer, et al., 2002) and  had difficulty teaching this subject 
(Chinnappan, 2000), or  lacked the knowledge of correct 
procedures to get  answers  and were not able to  explain  reasons  
for  their answers (Becker & Lin, 2005). Moreover, fractions are 
considered to be one of the most complicated concepts in 
students’ lives (Boulet, 1998). Having difficulty with fractions is 
not just for American students. For Chinese students, Anderson 
and Kim (2003) discovered that students in that Asian country 
have indicated that fractions are the most difficult concepts. 
However, studies have shown that Asian students or teachers 
have a better comprehension of fractions (Cai & Wang 2006). 
For example, Ma (1990) has found that Chinese teachers have a 
significantly a deeper understanding of fractions. Ma also states 
that lack of conceptual understanding could be contributing to 
American teachers’ inability in understanding the concept of 
dividing of fractions. Furthermore, Ma (1990) states that less 
than half of American teachers were able to use proper algorithm 
in dividing fractions, and none of teachers could explain the 
reasons for that operation while 90% of Chinese teachers could 
provide explanations for their answers. 
          The National Mathematics Advisory Panel (2008) has 
mentioned that students’ proficiency with fractions should be an 
essential goal for students in k-8, because it is vital for 
performing well in high school math courses such as algebra. 
Moreover, a study has discovered that students in high school 
who are competent in working with fractions will have higher 
achievement in mathematics in the United States and United 
Kingdom (Siegler, et al., 2012). Additionally, the Panel states 
that at least 40% of middle school students had difficulty with 
fractions and 50% of high school and middle school students had 
some problems with fractions. 

          The purpose of this study is to investigate pre-service 
teachers’ knowledge of procedural and conceptual understanding 
of fractions and concepts related to them such as decimal and 
percentage.  The study will examine whether there is a difference 
in knowledge of conceptual and procedural fractions between 
two groups of students, pre-service teachers and the newly 
accepted students to the college of education. The study will also 
discover whether there is a difference in both groups’ over-all 
knowledge of fractions and conceptual understanding of them.  
Additionally, the study will investigate the types of errors 
students are making while they are working with fractions. This 
study is important because mathematics content knowledge has 
great potential on students’ performance in their future academic 
achievement (Kulm, 2008). Furthermore, this study is significant 
because teachers’ level of math knowledge could significantly 
affect students’ knowledge of mathematics (Shirvani, 2008). In 
addition, knowledge of math will give students more opportunity 
in selecting careers with higher pay.  
 

II. WHY FRACTIONS ARE CHALLENGING 
          Literature review of the study has shown that many 
students who attend universities have a naïve understanding of 
fractions (Tichá & Hošpesová, 2009). Moreover, pre-service 
teachers have indicated they have difficulty when solving 
problems involving fractions (Tichá & Hošpesová, 2009). 
Research has documented several reasons that have contributed 
to students having difficulty in understanding fractions.  First, 
fractions have different interpretations, or constructs, which 
could be quotient, part to whole, ratio, measures, rate, and 
operations (Brousseau et al., 2004; Nickson (2000). Second, 
students’ prior knowledge of fractions could interfere with their 
understanding of fractions.  For example, when students 
encounter the fraction ¾, they do not see it as one number; they 
see it as two numbers, 3 and 4. Therefore, when they encounter 
¾+4/5, they will add the numerator with numerator and the 
denominator with denominator because they have learned that 
when they encounter two numbers, they should add them 
(Grégoire, et al., 2010).  Furthermore, they will have difficulty to 
believe when multiplying two fractions, the result could be less 
than original numbers, and they do not know that they should not 
follow the properties of adding whole numbers (English & 
Halford, 1995).  Third, teachers have failed to link fractions or 
rational numbers to their students’ out of school real experiences 
(Greer, 1994). Fourth, due to shortage of math instructors, 
colleges in the United States tend to hire instructors with no real 
life experience in teaching elementary or high school, so they 
either lack pedagogical math content teaching or they lack 
knowledge of the math being taught in k-12 schools  
          Another factor contributing to students having difficulty in 
math is teachers’ lack of knowledge in teaching math. Teachers 
should know that there are several strategies in teaching 
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fractions.  However, most teachers tend to use only part-whole 
interpretation of fractions.  While it is good approach at the 
beginning of teaching fractions, it may have undesirable 
consequences when students promote to upper-level math 
courses. Therefore, this could result in misunderstanding of 
fractions because students have not deeply understood 
applications of fractions in different situations (Lamon, 2005). 
Furthermore, many teachers lack the basic knowledge of 
fractions; for example, research has shown that teachers have 
difficulty writing fractions in descending or ascending orders.  
Additionally, Shirvani (2008) administered a 6th grade test to pre-
service teachers enrolled in math and science methodology class 
and examined math concepts where t they had the lowest scores. 
The investigator then examined 6th grade students’ performance 
on the same test and found both teachers and students showed 
with similar weaknesses in mathematical concepts.  
 

III. COMMON ERROR WITH FRACTIONS 
          One common mistake children make in addition and 
subtraction of fractions is disregarding the differences in values 
of the denominators. Therefore, they will add or subtract 
fractions without finding a common denominator (Brown & 
Quinn 2006). In division and multiplication, the common mistake 
was that learners found common denominators before 
multiplying and dividing.  Moreover, research has shown  when 
dividing fractions, students  tried to inverse the dividend rather 
than the divisor (Newton, 2008). These errors in multiplication 
and division have been verified by other studies (Ashlock, 1998).   
          Research has shown when learners are given two fraction 
numbers and asked to write a word problem that requires 
dividing these numbers, almost 90% had difficulty responding 
with correct answers (Ball, 1990). An example of this type of 
problem is giving fractions 3 1/3 and 1/6, and writing a word 
problem that requires dividing these fractions in order to get 
answers. Moreover, DeWolf and Vosniadou (2011) found 
students have difficulty when ordering a pair of fractions.  Their 
study discovered when two fractions are given in a situation 
where the numerator and denominator of the first fraction are 
larger than the second fraction, students had little difficulty 
finding correct answers. For example, they had little problem 
finding which one is larger for fractions 4/6 and 3/5. They chose 
4/6 because 4 is larger than 3 and 6 is bigger than 5. However 
students had difficulty when such patterns did not exist; for 
example, in fractions, 5/7 and 6/5, most students had difficulty 
finding correct responses. Additionally, Gallistel and Gelman 
(1992) have stated that children’ prior knowledge of whole 
numbers could hamper student learning of fractions and 
negatively impact their understanding of how fractions could be 
shown on a number line, because they see a fraction as two 
whole numbers.  
 
Conceptual understanding vs. procedural understanding 
          There are two types of understandings in learning 
fractions: procedural understanding and conceptual 
understanding.  Conceptual understanding is defined as 
employing a strategy that link different related concepts to 
fractions (Kilpatrick et al., 2001). Conceptual understanding also 
helps students apply learners’ knowledge of fraction in non-

routine situations. This understanding is about explaining 
meaningful explanations that support their answers (Siegler et al., 
2010). Therefore, conceptual understanding is based on deep and 
meaningful understanding of mathematical concepts. Procedural 
understanding is about algorithm and steps that students employ 
to find answers, and some suggest that this strategy encourages 
learners to memorize mathematics rather than truly understand it 
(Prediger, 2008). Since procedural understanding of fractions is 
based on rote memory of algorithm, students may forget steps 
needed to find answers, so students may have difficulty in 
finding correct answers. Moreover, students forget rules required 
in procedural understanding whereas when they understand 
fractions conceptually, learners rarely will have difficulty finding 
correct answers.  Ball (1990) found perspective teachers who 
could divide fractions by inverting divisors (procedural 
understanding) had difficulty using pictorial representations 
(conceptual understanding) to explain reasons that support their 
answers.  Additionally, some researchers believe procedural 
understanding could hinder students’ comprehension of fraction 
concepts (Hallett et al., 2010) 
 

IV. TEACHING STRATEGY 
          To teach fractions effectively, teachers need to use 
concrete and hands-on activities so students can learn them.  
When teachers use visual representations, students can better 
understand number sense, decimal, and fractions (Cramer & 
Henry, 2002). Unfortunately, traditional teaching style focuses 
on procedural method and uses symbols to represent these 
numbers; however, this strategy could result in students’ 
misunderstanding of working with fractions and hamper 
students’ developing conceptual understanding that supports 
procedural strategy of working with fractions (Huinker, 2002). 
Some studies recommend teachers connect fractions to other 
mathematical concepts. For example, a study found while 
decimal numbers are easier for students to learn, teachers should 
connect this concept to fractions (Heibert & Wearne, 1986).  
Ashlock (1998) recommends teachers use students’ error patterns 
in math to remediate them.  
 

V. TEACHERS’ KNOWLEDGE OF FRACTIONS 
       Research studies have discovered that a high rate of 
elementary teachers do not have the sufficient knowledge of 
mathematics teaching in helping students to learn the concept of 
fractions (Hill, 2010). Teachers should be aware of the 
seriousness of their problems with the lack of their understanding 
of fractions.  A study from a sample of 1000 American high 
school teachers found that they rated their mathematics 
knowledge of fractions as the most challenging concepts among 
14 mathematics topics in preparing to teach for their algebra 
course (Hoffer, Venkataraman, Hedberg, & Shagle, 2007). In 
addition, a study of pre-service teachers examined pre-service 
teacher’s knowledge of procedural and conceptual understanding 
of fractions and discovered that there is a lack of understanding 
of fractions. They also found that there was no significant 
difference in fraction knowledge between first year pre-service 
teachers and last year pre-service teachers (Tirosh, 2000). 
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Moreover, a study has mentioned that the errors that teachers 
make in fractions are similar to the students’ errors (Newton, 
2008). Simon (1993) also found that 70% of the pre-service 
elementary teachers in the study were not able to create an 
appropriate word problem. 
 

VI. METHODS 
          The participants in this study included three investigator’s 
classes. In one class, there were 31 students who were in math 
and science methods for elementary pre-service teachers. The 
researcher calls them the pre-service group.  For these students, 
almost all of them were females and were in their last semester of 
their course work. Next semester all of them will be doing their 
student teaching. The participants for the second group included 
two classes with about 40% male and 60% female. The second 
group, which is called new students, included 43 students. It 
must be noted that students in the new group were preparing to 
be future secondary school teachers, and their majors were in 
non-math or sciences. Students in the new group had attended the 
university for two years, and they are either newly accepted or 
planned to choose education as their major.  A test of math 
fractions included 15 questions, three of which evaluated 
students’ conceptual knowledge of math fractions. These 
questions involved word problems; they had to find the type of 
operation they needed to use to solve them. The remaining 12 
questions examined students’ procedural math fractions.  
Procedural questions included questions that did include word 
problems and students were instructed the type of procedure they 
have need to use. The assessment of knowledge of fractions 
included adding, multiplying, dividing, and subtracting. It also 
included changing fractions to percent, decimal to fractions, 
fractions to decimal, definition of fractions, and finding a 
fraction on a number line. Most questions were multiple choice 
types.  Students were given 25 minutes to complete the test and 
were asked to show their work on a space provided below each 
question. The researcher scored the test based on correct 
answers, and no partial credit was given to any question. To 
grade the test, the researcher found the percentage of students 
who answered each question correctly. Then, for each student, 
the investigator found the percentage of correct answers for all 
questions, the percentages of correct answers on 12 procedural 
questions, and the percentage of correct answers for all three 
conceptual questions.  
 
 

VII. RESULTS 
 

Table 1 shows the percentage of corrected answers for 11 
construct in fractions 

 
Math questions Pre-service 

teachers 
New 
students 

1. Adding  or subtracting 
fractions  

2.  Multiplying fractions 
3. Dividing fraction  

44 
20 
18 
70 

41 
32 
32 
83 

4. Converting a fraction to a 
percent 

5. What does 3 2/3 mean? 
6. Definition of a fraction 
7. Converting a fraction to a 

decimal 
8. Converting decimal to  a 

fraction 
9. Finding a fraction  on a 

number line 
10. Word problem fractions 
11. Writing a word problem 

when two fractions are 
given 

 

89 
48 
41 
56 
56 
35 
3.7 

81 
70 
81 
74 
50 
45 
2 

 
For pre-service teachers and new students 
          Table 1 shows that when given two fractions (component 
#11) and asked to write a word problem that requires dividing 
these fractions, only 3.7% of pre-service teachers were able to 
correctly answer them.  The Table also shows the component #11 
was the weakest for groups, pre-service teachers and new 
students. The results also show that students’ second weakest 
area for both groups is in multiplying and dividing fractions.  
Moreover, the results show that only19% of pre-service teachers 
responded to these questions correctly (20+18)/2. For new 
students, the study discovered that 32% of them answered these 
questions correctly.  The third weakest area was solving fraction 
word problems, 32% for the pre-service teachers and 45% for the 
new students.  Furthermore, the study showed that less than half 
of students were able to answer addition and subtraction fractions 
correctly. Participants’ area of strength in fractions was the 
component #5, which asks students what 3 2/3 means.  Over 80% 
of students responded that it means 3 plus 2/3.  Moreover, at least 
70% of students in both groups were able to answer components 
#4, which was about converting fractions to percentages.  
 

Table 2 shows the mean scores for all questions answered 
correctly for both groups 

 
Students N Mean Std deviation 
Pre-service  
New students 

31 
43 

44.48 
51.72 

21.27 
16.99 

 
Table 3. Independent t-test for significance of performance of 

students on all questions 
 

 
 
 

  Levene’s Test for 
Equality of 
variances 
                      
                             F                            
Sig.                                             

t df Sig 

Equal Variances 
assumed 
Equal Variances 
not assumed 

                           
3.18                         
.079 

-
1.57 
-
1.49 

72 
46.39 

.12 

.14 
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          The study investigated whether students in both groups 
performed differently on all fraction questions. Table 3 shows 
that there were no significant differences between the two groups 
on knowledge of fractions. The study also examined whether 
these two groups performed differently on procedural questions. 
Table 5. Shows the p value of .00 means there are significant 
differences on procedural knowledge of fractions between two 
groups. Table 4 shows that the mean for the pre-service students 
is 47.88 while the mean for the new students is 65.09, which is 
significantly higher than the pre-service’s mean.  
 
Table 4 shows the mean for both groups on questions related 

to procedural understanding 
 
Students N Mean Std deviation 
Pre-service  
New students 

31 
43 

47.88 
65.09 

21.19 
20.01 

 
Table 5 Shows the Independent t-test for significance of the 

mean of procedural understanding 
 
 
 
 

  Levene’s Test for 
Equality of 
variances 
                      
                             F                            
Sig.                                             

t df Sig 

Equal Variances 
assumed 
Equal Variances 
not assumed 

                           
5.91                         
.614 

-
3.44 
-
3.39 

72 
46.39 

.00 

.00 

 
          This research also investigated whether the two groups 
performed differently on conceptual questions of fractions and 
found there were no significant differences between the two 
groups because the p value in table 7 is .767. Table 6 also 
indicates that the mean for both groups are 18.44 and 20.02, 
which are close to each other. 
 
Table 6 shows the mean for both groups on questions related 

to conceptual understanding 
 
Students N Mean Std deviation 
Pre-service  
New students 

31 
43 

18.44 
20.02 

23.27 
20.01 

 
Table 7 shows the Independent t-test for significance of the 

mean of conceptual understanding 
 
 
 
 

  Levene’s Test for 
Equality of 
variances 
                      
                             F                            
Sig.                                             

t df Sig 

Equal Variances 
assumed 
Equal Variances 

                           
.675                         
.414 

-
.296 
-

72 
50.34 

.767 

.774 

not assumed .288 
 
Other findings 
       The investigator found several errors when evaluating 
students’ work.  When dividing fractions, students either inverse 
the first fraction (divisor) or both fractions (divisor and 
dividend). Another problem with division of fractions by 
participants was that they divided the first numerator by the 
second numerator and divided the first denominator with the 
second denominator.  Also, another error in division was that 
they cross multiply, multiplying the denominator of the divisor to 
the numerator of the dividend, which becomes the numerator of 
the resultant fraction numerator. Then, they multiply 
denominator of the dividend to numerator of the divisor, which 
became the denominator of the resultant fraction. In multiplying 
fractions, they attempted to find common denominators, and 
many of them simply forgot the operation of multiplication or 
division, so they left them unanswered. Moreover, in 
multiplication, students flipped the second fraction and confused 
this with division. 
          In addition and subtractions, they added numerators and 
denominators, regardless of having different denominators. Some 
students in addition or subtraction found common denominator; 
however, when they found two fractions with the same 
denominators, they added the denominator too. 
 

VIII. SUMMARY 
      The study examined participants’ conceptual and procedural 
knowledge of fractions. This research included two groups of 
participants: those who were in a math methodology for 
elementary math students and those who were in a general 
education course for newly accepted students (new students). 
The study found over 50% of students having difficulty with 
adding or subtracting fractions. The study also reported that 
students had even more difficulty with dividing or multiplying 
fractions than adding or subtracting fractions. Moreover, the 
results showed the majority of students lacked the ability to solve 
fraction word problems.  Furthermore, the study found pre-
service elementary teachers had significantly lower procedural 
knowledge of fractions than newly accepted students who will 
become secondary school teachers, excluding math and science 
majors. Additionally, this research found that on conceptual 
knowledge, there   were no significant differences between pre-
service teachers and new students. Furthermore, the results 
documented several common errors on working with fractions 
that participants have made.  
 
       The findings from this study suggest most pre-service 
teachers lack the necessary knowledge of fractions needed for 
upper-grade elementary students. Additionally, several studies 
mentioned in this study have found student mathematics 
achievement could be negatively impacted when teachers’ 
knowledge of fractions is very limited. Therefore, college 
mathematics departments should work with college teacher 
training programs in creating a curriculum that guarantees 
students have sufficient knowledge of basic math concepts, such 
as fractions.  
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There are several limitations for this study. First, the sample size 
for the pre-service teachers needed to be larger. Second, 
participants came from one instructor in one university. Third, 
over 90% of students were from Hispanic ethnicity so the 
findings from this study may not be applicable to other learners 
from different ethnicities.  Fourth, there needs to be more 
questions in each component of fractional concepts; most 
fractional constructs for this study included only three questions.  
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Abstract- Detecting points of interest is one important issues in 
image processing systems and these points could be uses to 
eliminates the information of the images to minimum number to 
be used in recognition or data reduction ..etc. in this paper we 
produce a method to detect corners in images depending on 
topological and tint information , The gradient of intensity is 
calculated in two steps one for grayscale to detect curvatures and 
other for binary to detect corners in curvatures . The method was 
quite accurate , efficiency and fast , but rather fair with noisy 
images 
 
Index Terms- Corner detection , Topological concept of corner 
 

I. INTRODUCTION 
n a computer vision applications we need to extract 
information about a local features of an image to be used for 

detecting things or tracking the objects in images despite of the 
spatial changes that happens to the image like rotation ,zooming 
in , zooming out …etc. These features are about a points (pixels) 
in the picture that have a topological properties in the image 
matrix differs from their neighbors [1].The feature points 
detected by their values which mostly rejected in farther 
processing and keeping their spatial locations [2].One of these 
features is corner point ,Corner is a point that has a conjunction 
with two edges that are having a different directions or different 
gradients .Too many approaches presented to detect the corners 
in the images as a variation of point values in neighborhood .One 
approach is that depending on second derivative and that type of 
detectors is noise susceptible and needed to be smoothing by 
convolving an image with a Difference of Gaussians DoG or  
Laplacian of a Gaussian LoG as a noise reducer such as the 
Harris corner detector ,  Moravec  and KLT. Another type of 
detectors is that searching a small patches of an image to find a 
point looks like a corner ,this type is more efficiency due to 
insusceptibility to noise and need to search a small part of an 
image each time but it could be weak or poorly detected with 
blured image having larg-scale features  [5].   
.  
 

II. PREVIOUS WORKS 
Corner detection is used as a primer and essential step of many 
vision tasks such as tracking, localisation, image matching and 
recognition, a lot of detectors have been showed in this aspect, 
one of the most popular is Moravec[13] that used the sum-of-
squared-differences (SSD) between the neighbors around a pixel 

and a patch shifted by offset (x,y), If s(x,y) is high for shifts in all 
8 directions, declare a corner. 
In Moravec , he proposed measuring the intensity variation by: 

o placing a small square window (typically,3×3, 5×5, or 
7×7 pixels) centered at center point and than shifting 
this window by one pixel in each of the eight principle 
directions (horizontally, vertically, and four 
diagonals),fig(1). The intensity variation for a given 
shift is calculated by taking the sum of squares of 
intensity the corner represented by larger variation of 
intensity . 

 
fig(1) Measuring the intensity Variation by using 3×3 window 

 
     Another most famous corner detection algorithm is the Harris 
corner extraction methods [5,12]. It is based on the first order 
Taylor expansion of the second derivative of the local sum of 
squared differences (SSD) which related to Eigen values in 
measuring the curvature [14], Eigen values can be computed in 
closed form:  
 

�𝑎        𝑏
𝑏        𝑐�       

𝜆1 = 1
2� (𝑎 + 𝑐 − �(𝑎 − 𝑐)2 + 4𝑏2)

𝜆2 = 1
2� (𝑎 + 𝑐 + �(𝑎 − 𝑐)2 + 4𝑏2)

                 (1)            

       
        Then searching for values of λR1R , λR2 Rwith larger and 
approximately identical to be a corner ,while values with 
condition λR1R > λR2R or λR1R < λR2R  is an edge and the smaller unequal 
value of λR1R , λR2R  is a flat area. Lowe convolves the image with 
(DoG) kernel at multiple scales that is similar but faster in 
computation to Laplacian of a Gaussian (LoG) which is 
considered as a noise reduction step combined with the Harris 
approach in [15] which computes Harris corners at multiple 
scales and retains only those which are also optima of the LoG 
response across scales[5,16].  

I 
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       KLT corner detector is produced by Kanade-Lucas-Tomasi 
is very similar to Harris, but with a greedy corner selection 
criterion, put all points for which λ1 > threshold in a list L then 
sort the list in decreasing order by λ1,declare highest pixel p in L 
to be a corner. Then remove all points from L that are within a 
DxD neighborhood of p until L is empty[17],the detectors that 
depends on derivatives is noise sensitive and need for smoothers 
as additional step and the smoothing some time change some 
image countenance . 
     The SUSAN detector was a simple and efficient based on 
computing the pixels in neighborhood which have similar 
intensity to the center pixel. Corners can then be localized by 
thresholding this measure and selecting local minima [11], this 
detector is not susceptible to noise due to its independently from 
second derivative calculation.   
      Other one of similar approaches detectors is FAST detector 
based on the property of comers that the change of image 
intensity should be high in all directions. Consequently, the 
comer response function (CRF) is computed as a minimum 
change of intensity over all possible directions. To compute the 
intensity change in an arbitrary direction an inter_pixel 
approximation is used. A multigrid approach is employed to 
reduce the computational complexity and to improve the quality 
of the detected corners. This algorithm is significantly faster to 
compute. In this paper we introduce a new way to detect corner 
depending on topological properties of the point that represent a 
corner .   
 

III. CORNERS ESTIMATION 
  3.1  digital concepts [8 ,9,10 ]: 
    If a digital set X represents a digital image then the ordered 
pair (p,f(p)) p∈ 𝑋 is a pixel where p is the coordinates and f(p) is 
the brightness level of the pixel. there are two types of pixels :  
object points that are the set 𝐹 = {𝑝 ∈ 𝑋|𝑓(𝑝) = 1}   and  a 
background points which are the set 𝐵 = {𝑝 ∈ 𝑋|𝑓(𝑝) = 0}. 
Topological definitions: Let 𝑝(𝑥, 𝑦) and 𝑔(𝑥`,𝑦`) ∈ 𝑋 (digital 
set) in 2D and belonging to the same neighborhood structure we 
can define the following relations: 

•  NR4R or 4-adjacent    :     

)2(1),( 4 =′−+′−⇔∈ yyxxNqp  

• NRIR or i-adjacent     :  

)3(1),( =′−=′−⇔∈ yyxxNqp I  

• NR8R or 8-adjacent is NR4 ∪NRIR                                (4) 
fig (2) illustrates the defined concepts . 

 
fig(2) NR4R represented by white circles  ͏  , NRIR by black circles◙  

and NR8 Rwhich is NR4 ∪NRI 
 

• Hole: the set of pixels P is a hole if 𝑃 ∈ 𝐵 (a 
background pixels) that is adjacent to and surrounded by 
a object pixels F . 
 

• Isolated , Border and Interior Point:  An object 
point 𝑃 ∈ 𝐹 is said to be isolated if it is not adjacent to 
any other object point, while a border point is the point 
that is adjacent to one or more background points ; 
otherwise the object point is called an Interior point, fig 
(3). 

 
fig(3) Isolated , border and interior pixels  

      
      After defining the basic components of the digital image 
we can define the corner and edge concepts by using above 
definitions: 

• edge and corner: let 𝑃 ∈ 𝐹 and is a border pixel then it 
called an edge pixel ,while edge pixel called a corner point 
if it is not connected to two pixels on the same direction as 
in fig(4). 

 
fig(4) (a) P is edge   (b) P is a corner 

 
     We can write it mathematically depending on the illustrative 
sketches within the fig(4) : 

o edge :  P ∈ egde ⇔∀ P ∈ N8 ,∑ Pi = 5 8
i=1 .         (5) 

o corner : P ∈ corner ⇔∀ P ∈ N8 ,∑ Pi = 3 8
i=1 .    (6) 

3.2 Gradient concept [4]:  
      A corner is characterized by a region with intensity change in 
two different directions, to detect that change as gradient oriented 
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in different directions a local derivative estimation is used as in 
Harris corner detector ,KLT and Moravec. 

 
fig(5) Corners examples 

 
To estimate the gradient for pixel P as in fig (5): 

 
o Take the Horizontal gradient at P with x-direction Mask [-

1,0,1] by formula : 
𝜕𝐼𝑃
𝜕𝑥 ≅ (𝐼𝑃5 − 𝐼𝑃4) = 𝐼𝑃 ⊗ [−1,0,1]                         (7) 

o Take the Vertical gradient at P with y-direction Mask [-
1,0,1]T by formula : 

𝜕𝐼𝑃
𝜕𝑦 ≅ (𝐼𝑃2 − 𝐼𝑃7) = 𝐼𝑃 ⊗ �

1
0
−1

�                             (8) 

o Take the upper-right diagonal at P with mask �
  0 0 1
  0 0 0
−1 0 0

�  as : 

𝜕𝐼𝑃
𝜕ℎ ≅ (𝐼𝑃3 − 𝐼𝑃6) = 𝐼𝑃 ⊗ �

   0  0  1
   0  0  0
−1  0  0

�                (9) 

o then involving a Gaussian window to estimate intensity 
variation,fig(6) : 

 
fig(6) Gaussian window 

𝑉𝑢,𝑣(𝑥,𝑦) = �𝑤𝑖 �𝑢
𝜕𝐼𝑖
𝜕𝑥 + 𝑣

𝜕𝐼𝑖
𝜕𝑦
�
2

                                (10)
8

𝑖=1

 

 
       Where wi is the weight of the Gaussian window at position i. 
o For a shift in the x-direction (u,v)=(1,0) or y-direction where 

(u,v)=(0,1) . 
By steps up the gradient is simply estimated for pixel P in 
all direction , in our paper we combine the two 
approaches to detect a corners with more precisely .      

IV. PROPOSED SYSTEM 

Now it is the time to articulate the research work with ideas 
gathered in above steps by adopting any of below suitable 
approaches: 

A. Bits and Pieces together 
In this approach combine all your researched information in form 
of a journal or research paper. In this researcher can take the 
reference of already accomplished work as a starting building 
block of its paper. 
Jump Start 
This approach works the best in guidance of fellow researchers. 
In this the authors continuously receives or asks inputs from their 
fellows. It enriches the information pool of your paper with 
expert comments or up gradations. And the researcher feels 
confident about their work and takes a jump to start the paper 
writing. 

B. Use of Simulation software 
There are numbers of software available which can mimic the 
process involved in your research work and can produce the 
possible result. One of such type of software is Matlab. You can 
readily find Mfiles related to your research work on internet or in 
some cases these can require few modifications. Once these 
Mfiles are uploaded in software, you can get the simulated 
results of your paper and it easies the process of paper writing. 

The proposed algorithm was implemented with matlab7.11 
(2010b) to detect the interesting points in images called corners . 
the system makes use from gradient information for the points 
within 8-neighborhood  as in following steps: 

 Reading an image and convert it to GRAY-SCALE 
image. 

 Adjusting GRAY-SCALE image contrast. 

 Calculating the sum of the gradient in all directions for 
each pixel.  

 Filtering the results by choosing the high values of the 
sum . 

 building a binary  image with high value as ones 
otherwise zeros. 

 estimating the gradient in both direction . 

 the pixel with two horizontal and vertical gradient 
declares as a corner . 
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    In this method as a first step converting the image to gray scale 
then maping the intensity values in grayscale image I to new 
values in Iadjusted such that 1% of data is saturated at low and high 
intensities of I. This increases the contrast of the output image . 

       After that we take the gradients of the adjusted image to 
detect the changes in intensity in all direction as in fig (7),fig (8): 

 

 

fig(7)  Estimation the gradient in all directions 

 

fig(8)(a) Grayscale image (b) the black pixels represents the 
gradient values of the points as darker color as grater value 

     As showed in fig(8)(b) the black points represent the value of 
intensity changes in all direction the value of the pixels(points) 
ranged between 0-255 ,the pixels with high value is the pixels 
that have more than one difference in neighbor values, then we 
chose a threshold (experimentally >=150) to form a new image 
(binary) with high values as object pixels, fig(9). 

 

fig(9) Binary image represents the high gradient pixels 
,0(white):no gradient ,1(black):high gradient 

      The resulted image in fig(9) is keeping only pixels with high 
gradients it could be used to determine edges, curvatures and 
objects ,As we know the corner connects between two rectums in 
different direction that means  it have two gradient one in x-
direction and other in y- direction, so we calculate the gradient 
again in two direction and the pixel with two values declares as a 
corner, fig (10) 

 

fig(10) (a) the pixels with horizontal gradient x-direction (b) the 
pixels with vertical gradient y-direction (c) distribution of corner 

points (d) localization of corners detected as final result 

V. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

      This method proves its efficiency in detecting corners rate 
that the number of right detected is higher than false and missing 
once which could be limited to minimum in all 
examples,fig(11,12). 

 

fig(11) examples of detected corners in images 
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fig(12) More examples for detecting corners in : (a) normal 
image (b) blurred image (c) noised image 

       The method is good in localization of different shapes of 
corners (×,↑,∟,⊤, Y) such as that type ⊤ is detected once in one 
side and it gives an excepted localization results with blurred 
images, fig(12)(b). In the same fig(12)(c) it obvious that this 
method is able to detect corners in noisy images but also reports 
false detection as much as the noise was thick , it recorded a high 
score of success in determining the sharp corners as well as the 
curvatures with high degree of curving and also it reduces as less 
as possible in detecting the curvature as a corner as showed in 
fig(13) . 

 

fig (13) Detecting corners and sharp curvature 

    The success of detecting corner is good even in rotation 
situation as in fig (14): 

 

fig(14) Detecting corners under rotation situation 

      The speed in implementation was rather high and good for 
online corner detection applications that uses medium resolution. 
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Abstract- The basic objective of research is to investigate the 
factors which affect the profitability of the banks in Pakistan. In 
this study we investigate our factors to determine their impact on 
the profit. Data was collected from the 2003-2011. This period 
was used due to availability of data. Data is collected from the 
bank’s website and WDI. Total 17 of the banks were taken for 
this research. Panel data technique was used to measure the 
results of the fixed effect modal and random effect modal.  
       To get this object researcher bring the Return on asset as 
independent variable. For the independent variables researcher 
make two factors. First one is bank specific and second is the 
country specific. Researcher found that the independent variables 
have shown a significant impact on the profitability of the bank. 
The variable Net interest margin, money and quasi money have 
significant impact on the profitability of the banks. Results found 
that both factors country (external) specific and firm (internal) 
specific variables make changes in the commercial bank profits.  
 
Index Terms- Profitability of the banks, Return on average asset 
, Firm specific, country specific, Pakistan. 
 

I. INTRODUCTION OF STUDY 
rom many years in the financial institutions there is too much 
improvement come especially in the banking sectors and 

competition also increase in the banks. These changes can be 
seen at both national and international level (Petria, Capraru, and 
Ihnatov 2015). Due to consistent good performance banks are 
urging to other banks to provide facilities in better ways. These 
banks are wholly controlled by the state bank of Pakistan. These 
banks are divided almost two categories. One is the Islamic bank 
and other is conventional bank. By giving these facilities these 
banks are diverse from other banks and their performance also 
varies from each other. 
        Javaid (2011) proved that there are two main factors which 
affect the profitability of banks. One is the country specific 
variable and other is firm specific variable.  The country specific 
factors are included Inflation, Gross Domestic Product, Per 
Capita Income, interest rate which effect on performance of 
banks. The firm specific factors are which effect by internal 
management of industry.  
        Hussain, Malik, Hameed, Ahmad, and Riaz (2010) indicates 
that  Commercial banks have two major sources of its income. 
One of them is the interest which banks received from customers 
and second is fees charged by bank for providing their services to 
public. Through these sources the banks are functioning. These 
are major source of earning of banks. Banks earning have good 
effect on economic growth.  

        Dietrich and Wanzenried (2014) argue that   returns of 
banks vary from country to country. So we have to see that the 
level of the income has an important effect on profitability of 
banks and also on the determinants which is relevant to its 
profitability.  
        According to Angbazo (1997) the profit increase into all 
type of the countries which are the market oriented countries and 
bank oriented countries. If the financial systems of the banks are 
not good then the profit of the banks will also low and the growth 
of the country will also be effected. Capital is also the main 
factor for the improvement of the profitability. If  capital of the 
banks will increase the profit of the banks will also be increased. 
Banks performance also depend on the profitability. Investment 
factor also increased if the profit of the company is high. People 
will more attract if the bank will have more profitability. 
        According to Angbazo (1997) net interest markup and the 
risk of interest rate mutually is the similar job, which effect the 
profitability. Net interest margin and the risk of interest rate, both 
also effect the product price of the banks. It also through a cross 
elasticity concerning the assets and  the liabilities for the extents 
of the net interest markup. Net Interest Margin  Is The Main 
Point for the purpose Of The Productivity Of The Region. It 
effects on the both of the volume and the equities side, this cost 
is set by the bank to control its intermediary expenses. It also 
increases the profit of the banks. Whereas the risk of the financial 
institutions particularly banks also increases.  
        Grosse and Goldberg (1991) indicates that net interest 
margin is also affect by the dissimilarity of the credit risk 
element. As the credit development the mark-up of interest also 
grow. If the credit risk of the financial institution particularly 
bank is also grow. Default risk is also a part through which we 
can measure the net interest margin of the large banks. When the 
accessibility of the credit growth, then the degree of interest also 
declines. Monetary  system is that which contributes the oil to the 
feature which causes a step for the growth of the state. The  
financial institution particularly banks make a primary role in 
this activity.  
         Angbazo (1997) says that the mark-up  of increase into all 
forms of the states which are the marketplace oriented states and  
financial institution (bank) oriented. If the monetary  systems of 
the financial institution are not better then the gain of the banks 
will also reduce and the development of the state will also be 
influence. Investment is also the major part for the expansion of 
the productivity. If the investment of the financial institution 
i.e.banks will be more the gain of the banks will also increase. 
Bank performances also be determined by on the productivity. 
Investment element also grow if the gain of the company is 
extraordinary. Individuals will be further attract if the financial 
institution i.e. bank will have more productivity. 

F 
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Problem statement 
        This Research is conducted to investigate the factors that 
determine the firm profitability in the developed countries.But in 
Pakistan there is too little study is done about the factors that 
affect the banks profitability.According to author knowledge the 
study include variables on which little research has been done in 
the past.So this study fullfill the significant gap with the 
reference of commercial banks. 
 
Research Questions  

i. Which are the major factors in the banking sector that 
have impact on the firm performance? 

ii. To find out either Firm specific or country specific 
factors are more affecting on firm profit? 

 

II. LITERATURE REVIEW 
        There are different studies which have been done to identify 
the profitability of the banking sector. In the previous studies it 
was found that the profitability of the banking sector can be 
checked through profit on the interest margin, average profit on 
the asset and profit on the equity. While measuring the 
profitability of banking sector there are two factors which affect 
the performance of banking sector internally and externally. 
External factors consist of GDP per capita, lender interest rate 
net interest margin. Internal factors are bank specific and external 
factors are country specific that repercussions the environment of 
banks. Athanasoglou, Brissimis, and Delis (2008) have discussed 
in their studies that the growth of GDP and profitability of banks 
have positively connected while the load of tax and imposition of 
banks has negative relationship. It is also demonstrated that the 
load of tax is tiny because it is shifted to the clients such as 
borrowers, depositor etc. Dietrich and Wanzenried (2011) have 
described that the provision of advance loss is associated to the 
total advances. Furthermore it was also described that when the 
period of the disaster start its significance has been enhanced.  
        Micco, Panizza, & Yanez (2007) have bring to an end that 
there is a variation of profit margin between  govt. banks and the 
private banks due to the difference in income size of people. In 
developed countries it was found that private Banks earned more 
profit as compare to the govt. banks. In lower developed 
countries foreign banks earn less profit. 
        Athanasoglou et al (2008) have explained the real GDP has 
not affect the profitability of the banks and it was also discussed 
that the attention has a positively associate with the profit of 
bank and the profitability of the bank is also affected by the 
inflation factor. 
        Kosmidou & Spathis (2000) have found that the profit of 
banks increase very quickly with the effect of euro exchange on 
the profit of the banking sector Due to the cost and profit 
examination. Sufian (2009) have examined that the profit of 
banks and the size of banks are significantly correlated, and the 
profit of the bank totally depends on the economy scale of the 
country the reason is that if the size of an economy will be large 
the profit will also be more. The performance of the banks 
depends upon the internal and external factors. The internal 
factors are depending on the internal management of the 
department and the external factors are related with the country 
situation and the industry specific. 

        Berger (1995) has shown that the leverage has also a great 
impact on the performance of the bank. If the total wealth of the 
bank will be high, than the profit will also be high, due to the less 
cost of the capital and liquidation will also decrease. 
Athanasoglou et al., (2008) have described that capital is the best 
way to measure the profitability of the bank. As the capital will 
be large the profit will also be more. Molyneux & Thornton 
(1992) have shown that there is the significant relationship 
between the profit of an institution and high payroll, through this 
human capital can be used efficiently and effectively. 
        According to Mamatzakis & Remoundos (2003) he has 
examined the determinants of profitability of the Greek banks, he 
have done with the analysis of their profits through the (ROA) 
return on asset and (ROE) return on equity, but with the help of  
these analysis results are not confidential.Athanasoglou et al ( 
2008) have identified that the internal factors (Bank specific), 
external factors (Country specific) and macroeconomics all effect 
the performance or profitability of the banking sector which he 
was examine by the practical framework. All the factors except 
the bank size affect the performance or profit of the bank. At the 
end it was concluded that business cycle has a significant 
positive relationship with profit but it is when upper base 
business cycle exist. 
        Gul, Irshad, & Zaman, (2011) have described that the 
relationship between the profits of the commercial banks by firm 
specific, country specific and macroeconomics. He examine that 
the impact of loan, equity, assets, growth and inflation have 
impact on the profit but its main effect show on the (ROA) return 
on asset and (ROE) return on equity and interest margin. 
Through the solid practical evidence he found that there is a 
positive significant relationship between these factors and 
profitability of banking sector.   
 
Structure conducts performance approach 
        Edwards, Allen, & Shaik 2006) SCP modal was used to 
analyse and measure the market. This approach has come in to 
existence in 1940. This SCP has its two prototypes. The first one 
is consisting of structure performance and the second is known as 
efficient structure. The structure performance expose that the 
attentiveness of market and the competition is associated with 
each other. This hypothesis tells that if the market attentiveness 
will be more the performance of the firm (ROA) will also 
increase. This factor pays no attention to the total deposits. Total 
deposit not effect if the market is attentive with each other. If the 
firms are more attentive then the profit of the firms will high. 
The second hypothesis tells that the profit of an institution is 
positively associated with the efficiency of the firm (total 
expenditure on total assets). 
 
Traditional profit measure indicator 
        This customary approach is used to enhance the firm’s 
performance and to determine the firm’s scale of economy. By 
focusing on this sector the performance of the firm will increase. 
Due to this firm’s scope will also increase and the risk factor will 
also account (Edwards et al., 2006).Alexiou and Sofoklis (2009) 
they have conduct the study on the firm particular and the 
country specific variable, by use of the structure conduct 
performance theory and apply on it the panal data approach, and 
collect the data from more than 6 of the Greek banks. He finds 
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that the firm particular variables are more significant and positive 
rather than country specific factors. Molyneux and Thornton 
(1992) have explained that by applying the market structure 
modal the performance have been increase and the result in shape 
of the profitability also increase. There is a positive significant 
association between the profit and the other variables. Anjum 
Iqbal (2012)   described in his study with the analysis for the 
examination of measuring efficiency of Islamic banks. So for this 
study data was collected from the period of the 2007 – 2010. The 
researcher use data envelopment approach for this study. They 
have found that the old banks earn more profit as compare to the 
newest banks. The old banks are more profitable and efficient 
rather than newest. Aprile et al. (2013) has proved his study with 
the analysis of the financial institution and by measuring their 
performance in Taiwan. For this purpose data was collect from 
the period of the 1994- 2009. For this purpose they used two 
stage summed up approach, they find that (ROA) return on assets 
of the private banks are more rather than foreign owned banks. 
Berger (1995b) explained structure impact on the performance of 
the banks and it also effect by the market performance. Market 
performance is used for the upgrade in the profit of the 
monopolist. A recent study which was conducted on the market 
performance described that the companies with large share 
capital and have large range of products, they are capable to 
work in the market and can earn more profit. Berger (1995a) 
described that market performance and management of banking 
institutions increase the deposits which results to raise the profit. 
While on the other hand it is also examined that managerial 
efficiency not only raises profit but it can also raise the share 
capital. So it was concluded that there is a significant positive 
correlation between the profit and concentration.  
        Short (1979) explored that the ownership of the bank is also 
one of the issue of its profitability. The banks which are private 
owned earn highly economic profit while the banks which are 
owned by the govt. have a low profit. There is not a significant 
relationship between the govt and private owned banks. 
Molyneux & Thornton (1992) is the first person who has 
explained the profitability of the different bank of the different 
countries. He explained that there is a significant relationship 
between the equity’s return and the rate of interest. Furthermore 
he also approved that there is a significant relationship between 
the ownership of government and bank concentration.Sathye 
(2001) explored that the internal banks provide more quality as 
compare to the external banks. It is also find that the internal 
banks are less cost conscious as compare to external. The 
productivity of the internal banks is also high as compare to the 
external banks. Hoggarth, Milne, & Wood (1998) also explained 
that the too much fluctuations in the returns of the bank only due 
to the inflation factor. It becomes very difficult to evaluate the 
credit decisions when less increase in the inflation happened and 
advance is given at expected rate of inflation. Anticipation in the 
fluctuation of inflation in future creates misinterpretation with 
respect to making decision and planning. At last it was examined 
that the high variability in the rate of inflation is suitable for the 
investment in the property. In any other way it is very harmful 
for other investment. It may be cause a lot of loss or benefits. 
Sufian & Chong (2008) have explored that the profitability of 
banking sector can be judged through the ROA and ROE. Bank 
profit is normally treated as determine of any changing in the 

sector. If any factor influence on it we can check it through its 
profit.Molyneux & Thornton (1992) discourage this concept that 
reductions in the expenses results an increase in the efficiency of 
employees and also the profit of the business. But he identifies 
that when we increase our expense in the shape of increase in 
salaries of the employees the profit of an institution increase. The 
employee’s productivity goes up and they will perform more 
efficiently. It will show a presiding effect on the profit and 
performance of the institution. The macroeconomic factor of 
country affects the profit of the bank. When the growth rate of 
the country goes up, then it charges more margin of the return, 
and the quality of their asset also improves. Goddard, Molyneux, 
& Wilson (2004) described that the firm performance of an 
institution is also associated with the performance of their 
employees. If the employees of an organization are more 
motivate with salaries as compare to other benefits then the firm 
should increase their salaries instead of the other benefits. This is 
also considered as a main restriction which exists in organization. 
Many banks are trying to diversify the unpredicted losses which 
occur. For this purpose they use a liquidity ratio and capital to 
asset ratio. Molyneux & Thornton (1992) have explained that 
change in the Real GDP effect the demand side of the 
bank.External factors such as interest rate of the central bank and 
inflation which influence the profitability of the banks. Most of 
the studies have found that there is positive significant relation 
between the inflation and interest of the central bank .Huybens & 
Smith (1999) have explained when the inflation is changed 
unexpectedly, then it’s too much difficult to allocate the 
resources of the financial sector correctly. The assets and the 
money are influenced by the unexpected increase in inflation 
rate.   
 

III. RESEARCH METHODOLOGY 
        The Research methodology chapter explains the model of 
regression and theoretical framework of the dependent and the 
independent variable. It also includes the size of data, size of 
bank, data collection resources and research model. The Main 
focus of this study is to check the main factors which too much 
effect on the profitability of Pakistan’s bank. Independent 
variables of the study are country specific factors and firm 
specific factors. Country specific factors are which effect due 
change in the law and order or any boom or recession period. 
Firm specific factors are those factors which effect by the 
internal management.  
Data was collected from the bank websites and the World 
development indicator.  
 
Research Model and Variables Proxies 
        In this section, the research model is included. 
 
Model for the return on assets 
Y = α + β1 LOGGDP + β2 LOGDS + β3 NIM + β4 LENDIR + 
β5 M3mqmg + β6 TETA + β7 FUNDCOST + β LLPTL 
Y= ROAA 
LOGGDP = Logarithm of gross domestic product. 
LOGDSQ = Logarithm of total deposits 
NIM        = Net interest margin 
LENDIR = Lender interest rate 
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M3mqmg = Money and Quasi Money Growth In Pak 
TETA = Total Expenditure over the total Assets 
Funding Cost = Interest Exp. / Avg. Deposit 
LLPTL = loan loss provision over the total loss. 
 
Data collection 
        In this study, secondary technique is used and the collection 
of data is made through the annual reports of the banks, already 
published articles and other WDI website. The arrangement of 
the data is made according to the particulars of the study.  
 
Sampling 
        Only 17 commercial banks were taken for this research. 
These numbers of banks were taken due to availability of data, 
because this data was avail best at that time. If a number of the 
banks were increased then the availability of data decrease. The 
banks were taken as a random sampling.  These banks include 
both the Islamic and conventional banks. 
 

IV. EMPIRICAL RESULTS AND FINDINGS 
Descriptive Statistics and Empirical Results 

        Descriptive statistics is used to describe the variables in 
which mean, standard deviation, minima and maxima value of 
variables is discussed. These are discussed below in the form of 
frequency tables: 
 

Table 1: Descriptive Statistics 
 
        In the study our dependent variables is return on assets and 
remaining are the explanatory variables. According to table 
LOGDSQ have the highest value in term of means and dependent 
Variable have a lowest mean value. M3MQMG have the highest 
standard deviation. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Table 2: Correlation matrix 
Correlation matrix  
        Correlation matrix is used to investigate the relation among independent variables. According to researchers if relation between 
variables is more than .80 than issue of multicolinearity will come and researcher must take action to remove this issue. 
 

  LOGGP LOGDSQR NIM LENDIR M3MQMG TEATA 
FUND 
COST  

LOGGDP 1               
                
LOGDSQR -0.0187 1             
  .8373               
NIM -0.0618 0.3449 1           
  0.475 0.0000             
LENDIR 0.5063 0.4805 0.1992 1         
  0.0000 0.0000 0.0266           
M3MQMG 0.3595 -0.1166 0.2388 -0.2182 1       
  0.0000 0.1988 0.0051 0.0149         
TEATA -0.0131 0.0461 0.0952 0.4871 -0.404 1     

Variable Obs. Mean Std. Dev. Min Max 
BANKID 153 9 4.915068 1 17 
YEAR 153 2007 2.590468 2003 2011 
ROAAT 149 .0065101 .0206949 -0.08 0.04 
LOGGDP 136 11.11125 .110798 10.92 11.25 
LOGDSQ 136 16.16684 1.044477 13.41 17.94 
NIM 149 .0300671 .015531 0.02 0.07 
LENDIR 120 11.48808 2.467558 7.26 14.54 
M3MQMG 136 15.62 4.314005 5.69 20.51 
TEATA 149 .0885906 .0392328 0.1 0.25 
FUNDCOST 149 .0543624 .0320119 0.1 0.14 
LLPTL 149 .0795973 .0736581 0 0.4 
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  0.8796 0.5925 0.2465 0.0000 0.0000       
FUNDCOST -0.0356 0.0405 0.1877 0.5627 -0.4463 0.798 1   
  0.681 0.6386 0.0214 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000     
LLPTL -0.0523 -0.0554 0.2581 0.1559 -0.1031 0.5426 0.4025  
  0.5452 0.5202 0.0014 0.0838 0.2323 0.0000 0.0000   

 
        The variables, namely LOGDSQ and the LOGGDP are 
correlated with -0.0187.The nature of the relation between these 
variables is negative. There is a negative relation between NIM 
and LOGGDP. There is the High significant positive relation 
between the LENDIR and the LOGGDP and this relation is by 
0.5063 and this is significant at 1 percent significance level.      
There is a significant positive relation between LENDIR and the 
LOGDSQ and this is significant and positive relation which is 
significant at 1 percent significance level. M3mqmg and the 
LOGDSQR are positively correlated with each other. M3mqmg 
and the NIM are negatively correlated at 1% significance level. 
The correlation between the TEATA and LOGGDP is -0.0131. 
This correlation is negative and insignificant. The correlation 
between the TEATA and LOGDSQ is 0.0461. This correlation is 

positive and insignificant. The correlation between the TEATA 
and NIM is -0.0952. This correlation is negative and 
insignificant. The correlation between TEATA and NIM is -
0.0952.This correlation is negative and insignificant. 
        The correlation between the TEATA and lender is 0.4871. 
This correlation is positive and significant at the level of 1%. The 
correlation between the TEATA and lender is -0.4040. This 
correlation is negative and significant at the level of 1%. The 
correlation between the FUNDCOST and LOGGDP is -0.0356. 
This correlation is negative and insignificant. The correlation 
between the fund cost and LOGDSQR is 0.0405. This correlation 
is positive and insignificant. The correlation between the fund 
cost and NIM is -0.1877. This correlation  
 

 
Multicollinearity Test                                Table3: VIF 
 
Variable VIF 1/VIF 
LENDIR 7.91 0.126403 
FUNDCOST 5.95 0.178965 
LOGGDP 3.88 0.25797 
TEATA 3.48 0.287605 
LOGDSQR 2.29 0.437339 
NIM 1.92 0.520035 
M3MQMG 1.76 0.568337 
LLPTL 1.66 0.602655 
Mean VIF 3.56 

  
        VIF is used to check out whether multicollinearity is exist in 
the independent variables or not. When independent variables are 
correlated with each other this is called mullticolinearity 

In the above table the mean value of VIF is 3.56 which is less 
than 10.  So there is no mullticorrenality. 
 

 
Fixed Effect Model 
 

Table 4: Fixed effect model 
 
  Co-eff. Std. Dev. T- Value P > T 
LOGGDP -0.0009039 0.0012906 -0.7 0.485 
LOGDSQR 0.000758 0.0006358 1.19 0.236 
NIM 0.6675243 0.10799 6.18 0.000 
LENDIR 0.0001213 0.0008334 0.15 0.8850 
M3MQMG 0.0004771 0.0002324 2.05 0.043 
TEATA -0.2133732 0.0511995 -4.17 0.000 
FUNDCOST 0.0554053 0.0872989 0.63 0.527 
LLPTL -0.129268 0.0263308 -4.91 0.000 
_CONS 0.0007526 0.01696 0.04 0.965 
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Random Effect Model 
 

Table 5: Random Effect Model 
 
  Co-eff. Std. Dev. Error Z- Value P > Z 
LOGGDP -0.0015597 0.0011756 -1.33 0.185 
LOGDSQR 0.0005106 0.000557 0.92 0.359 
NIM 0.674154 0.0745726 9.04 0.000 
LENDIR 0.0002193 0.0007505 0.29 0.7700 
M3MQMG 0.0004037 0.0002295 1.76 0.079 
TEATA -0.276021 0.0391419 -7.05 0.000 
FUNDCOST 0.0802258 0.0639739 1.25 0.21 
LLPTL -0.0927185 0.0146 -6.35 0.000 
_CONS 0.013102 0.0148696 0.88 0.378 
 
Interpretation of the Model 
        Results show that in case of LOGGDP P value is more than 
.05 which means that there is no significant relation between 
Return on assets and LOGGDP. In case of LOGDSQR P value 
shows that there is no relation between those two variables. 
According to findings NIM has P Value which is .000 which 
means that there is high significant positive relation between 
NIM and Return on assets. There is no relation between LENDIR 
and Return on assets. There is significant relationship between 
M3MQMG and Return on assets. There is high significant 

negative relation between TEATA and Return on assets. There is 
high significant negative relation between LLPTL and Return on 
assets. 
        Random effect modal is a type of panel data analysis and 
used to investigate the impact of independent variables on the 
dependent variables. 
 
Houseman Test 
        According to houseman test Random effect Model is 
appropriate for our study. 
 

 
Ordinary Least Square (OLS) 

Table 6: Ordinary Least Square (OLS) 
 
  Co-eff. Std. Dev. T- Value P > T 
LOGGDP -0.0015597 0.0011756 -1.33 0.187 
LOGDSQR 0.0005106 0.000557 0.92 0.361 
NIM 0.674154 0.0745726 9.04 0.000 
LENDIR 0.0002193 0.0007505 0.29 0.7710 
M3MQMG 0.0004037 0.0002295 1.76 0.081 
TEATA -0.276021 0.0391419 -7.05 0.000 
FUNDCOST 0.0802258 0.0639739 1.25 0.212 
LLPTL -0.0927185 0.0146 -6.35 0.000 
_CONS 0.013102 0.0148696 0.88 0.38 
 
        Now we interpret the OLS regression analysis. First we will 
investigate the impact of independent variable on the dependent 
variable.  

i. Due to change by one unit in the value of the LOGGDP, 
will give negative effect on the value of the ROA by -
.0015597. 

ii.  Due to change by one unit in the value of the 
LOGDSQR, causing positive impact on the value of the 
return on the average assts.  

iii. Due to one unit increment in the value of the LENDIR, 
would increase the value of the return on the average 
assets by .0002193 on average.  

iv. Due to one unit increment in the value of the NIM, 
would increase the value of the return on the average 
assets. This value of co-eff. is significant. 

v. Due to one unit increment in the value of the 
M3MQMG, would increase the value of the return on 
the average assets. This value of co-eff. is significant. 

vi. When there is increment in the TEATA by one unit, 
which is -.0015597, showing negative impact on the 
value of the return on the average assts.  

vii. One unit change in the value of the fund cost which is 
.0802258, causing positive impact on the value of the 
return on the average assts. This value of co-eff. is 
insignificant. 
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Table 7: ANOVA Model Summary 
 

R-squared 0.8306 
Adj. R-squared 0.8187 
F(  8,   114) 69.86 
Probe > F  0.0000 

 
R-square 
        This means that on the basis of independent variables how 
much variation is explained in the dependent variables so 
findings show that 83 percent variation is explained in the 
dependent variable on the basis of independent variables. 
 
Adj R-squared 
        When there is a large number of variables than we use Adj 
R-squared instead of R-squared. 
 
Fitness of the model 
        F test is used to check out the fitness of the model in the 
study the value of F test is. 000 which means that the fit is good 
at 1 percent of significance level. 
 

V. CONCLUSION 
        The main objective of the study was to investigate the 
factors which affect the profitability of the banks in Pakistan. In 
this research two types of dependent variable were taken. One is 
the firm specific and other is country specific. At there the ROA 
was taken as the dependent variable. Why these variables were 
taken? Because we want to know that which variables are more 
effect on the banks profit and which are not. 
        The firm (internal) specific variables are loan loss provision 
on the total loss, log deposit square, funding cost and last total 
expenditure on total assets. Country specific (External) factors 
are GDP, lender interest rate and money, quasi money and 
money growth. 
        For Analysis of data 17 commercial banks were taken. The 
data gathered from commercial banks for 2003- 2011. For 
analysis researcher used panel data analysis. Panel data analysis 
has fixed effect and random effect. Results found that both 
factors country (external) specific and firm (internal) specific 
variables make changes in the commercial bank profits. 
Although ROAA results shows that NIM and M3MQMG shown 
positive, highly significant relation with a dependent variable. If 
banks want to boost up their profit, then banks should more 
attention to these variables. There is no relation between 
LENDIR and Return on assets. There is a significant relationship 
between M3MQMG and Return on assets. There is a high 
significant negative relation between TEATA and Return on 
assets. There is a high significant negative relation between 
LLPTL and Return on assets.  
 
Limitation of the study 

1. Research only emphasis commercial bank, this sector is 
individual in his characteristics. It’s not related to any 
other business other than banks.  

2. Results of other businesses and financial business will 
differ from banks result.  

3. Analysis of Panel data is used in the study for the 
results. Data was collected from 2003-2011. For 
upgrading of results sample size of data can be 
increased. 

4. Whole data is based on financial reports. So,  all data 
depends on information provided in the  reports. 

5. Many other factors of country specific and firm specific 
are not included in the study.  
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     Abstract- Youth Unemployment is one of the most critical issues at global level. It represents the underutilization of scarce and 

precious resources, that would be important for nations’ socio-economic development. This study deals with identifying the main 

factors responsible for youth unemployment and constraints they face in self-employment in Ethiopia. It is based on the cross sectional 

data collected by Central Statistical Agency (CSA) in 2015. From all regions of the country, a total of 16,984 samples are considered 

for analysis. Using descriptive and cross tabulation analysis, the study shows that youth unemployment is highly related with regional 

location, sex, marital status and education. The analysis also shows youths’ dream to create their own job is constrained highly by 

shortage of finance and lack of work place.  The government and others stakeholders need to consider the above determinants and 

challenges for future intervention.  

 

    Index Terms- Youth, Unemployment, Determinants 

I. BACKGROUND AND JUSTIFICATION OF THE STUDY 

The persistent character of unemployment over the last decade in world has become great concern for academicians and policymakers. 

Unemployment is often used as a measure of the health of the economy. The underutilization of human capital or unemployment is 

very important issue that negatively affects the development of the one’s country. Economic theories states that unemployment occurs 

when a person who is actively searching for employment is unable to find work, includes only those people who are willing to work, 

and are either employed or looking for jobs.  

Youths are among the most important resources countries need to have in order to bring about prosperity. Energetic, courageous and 

qualified youth can make changes to the social economic development if they are well utilized and managed (Msigwa and Kipesha, 

2013). However, unemployment among young people has becoming a major policy challenge for all nations in the world. It is not only 

a statistical concept, but also a multidimensional social phenomenon. It results substantial crises in psychological, social and economic 

perspectives, some of them are: increasing crime rates and violence, dependence on family, low self esteem, poor social adaptation, 

depression and loss of confidence (Kabaklarli et al 2011). Nazir et al (2009) in the same manner showed that unemployment affects 

the socio-economic status of the family, leads to poor mental health, dependency and increases the magnitude of corruption, drug 

addiction, crimes and suicide in a society. 

There was unprecedented increase in youth unemployment between 2008 and 2009. However, from 2009 to 2011 the youth 

unemployment rate decreased from 12.7 per cent to 12.3 per cent. By year 2012, it increased again to 12.4 per cent and has continued 

to rise to 12.6 per cent in 2013. It estimated that, by 2013, the number of unemployed youth reaches 73.4 million. Projections for 2014 

show a further increase to 12.7 per cent and the gradual acceleration of economic growth in the medium‐ term is not expected to result 

in an improvement of job prospects for youth at the global level. The level of youth unemployment, currently, is three times higher 

than for the adult population; that is 12.6 and 4.6 respectively. By 2018, the global youth unemployment rate is projected to stand at 

12.8 per cent. Young people therefore continue to be almost three times more likely than adults to be unemployed. In Africa, in the 

same way, unemployment continues to be serious social problems despite some improvements in recent years. In the Sub‐ Saharan 

Africa youth unemployment rate is significantly higher than the adult unemployment rate. It is as twice as adult unemployment rate 

(ILO, 2013).   

Regarding the determinants and impacts of youth unemployment several studies have been conducted in different parts of the world 

by various scholars. According to Assad and Levison (2013), employment inadequacy for youth shows up in high rates because of 

low-job creation and increasing environmental threats. This situation, if not controlled likely result to more frequent eruptions of 

violence and civil conflict. Msigwa and Kipesha (2013) in Tanzania found that that gender, geographical location, education, skills 

and marital status are all important factors that explains youth employment status. Kakwagh and Agnes (2010) showed that increasing 

population growth, high degree of geographical mobility, lack of employable skills, low participation of youth in decision making 

processes and the perception of policy makers and the youth themselves about employment as the major drivers of youth 
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unemployment in Nigeria. Baah‐ Boateng (2013) confirmed higher vulnerability of youth and urban dwellers to unemployment with 

education and gender explaining unemployment in Ghana. 

In Ethiopian context, there are limited studies on the analysis of determinants of youth unemployment.  Asmare and Mulatie (2014) 

stated the major factors supposed to be affecting urban youth unemployment, particularly graduates from higher institutions. These 

were: lack of good governance (nepotism, corruption, bias and discrimination), lack of social networks, divergence between skills and 

the labor market and low quality educational policy and system. As of Gebeyaw (2011) women and the youth are the primary victims 

of unemployment. Ejigu (2011) found that the prime age male unemployment rate to be a positive significant predictor of youth 

unemployment rates.   

According to Nganwa et al (2015), between 2006 and 2011, the prevalence of urban youth unemployment was high as compared to 

the total unemployment rate in Ethiopia. The study showed that place of residence (regions), gender, age, and marital status 

significantly affect the urban youth unemployment. Gebre (2011) showed that sex, migration, education, social network, job 

preferences and access to business advisory services significantly determine youth unemployment in Debre Birhan town. Kassa (2011) 

also analyzed that urban unemployment is determined by age, marital status, and education.  

Youth unemployment is a multidimensional concept that we need to study again and again to see the reasons behind its dynamics and 

draw a reasonable conclusion for policy directions. The main objective of this study is to assess factors affecting youth 

unemployment, using a survey data of 2015. In this study, unlike earlier works, due attention is given to constraints of self –

employment. The output provided by this study will be useful for concerned authorities to take corrective actions to mitigate the 

problems of unemployment and constraints of self unemployment. It can also serves as potential reference for those individuals who 

want to conduct further studies on the same or related areas. 

II. CONCEPTUAL FRAMEWORK 

Unemployment occupies a central place in the analysis of Economics science. It is one of the indicators of the well performance of the 

economy. Unemployed are those persons who are without work and immediately available to start work during the same period and 

who has actively looked for a job. There are different factors that are responsible for unemployment. Hence, unemployment is a 

complex and dynamic socio-economic phenomenon. The following conceptual framework gives a brief illustration about 

unemployment. 

 

                                   Figure 1: Conceptual Framework of Unemployment 
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III. METHODOLOGY OF THE STUDY 

In this study, quantitative approach is employed, because it is important to describe and analyze, in detail, the state of youth 

unemployment, the determinatory factors, measures they have taken, and constraints they faced. The study applied descriptive 

statistical analyses like percentages, mean values, and cross tabulation.  

The main data source is cross sectional data of Urban Employment-Unemployment Survey conducted in 2015 by Ethiopian Central 

Statistics Agency (CSA). The samples were drawn from nine regional states of Federal Democratic Republic of Ethiopia (Tigray, 

Afar, Amhara, Oromiya, Somali, Benishangul-Gumuz, Southern Nations Nationalities and peoples, Gambela and Harari), and the two 

city administrations (Addis Ababa and Dire Dawa). There is no systematic, uniformly applied age-based definition of youth because 

of different reasons. For practical, statistical and policy reasons, however, it is important to have a widely used definition of youth. 

The study assumed that the youth comprises of the age limit 15-29, the one used by Central Statistics Agency (CSA). Based on this 

definition, the study used samples of 16,984 from the mentioned survey.   

IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS 

2.1. Backgrounds of the Respondents 

The majority of the respondents are female in their sex. Of the total responses, 53.5 percent are female. The average year of the 

sample is 23.3 years. Relatively larger proportion, 59.9 percent, of the youth are never married while about 33.9 percent of them are 

married, 0.9 percent of live together and the remaining 5.3 percent represents divorced, separated and widowed. The average 

household size is 2.2 family members. The survey shows that the literacy level is very high for Ethiopian Youths.  

In this study, a person is considered to be literate if he or she can read and write.  Otherwise, a person is considered to be illiterate. 

Accordingly, 89.8 percent can write and read. Among respondents, 35.1 percent are able to obtain high level education (certificate, 

diploma and above). 

Table 1: Respondents Background 

 Mean Percent 

Age (Mean) 23.3 Years  

Sex 

Male  

Female 

  

46.5% 

53.5% 

Marital Status 

Never Married 

Married 

Divorced& separated 

Widowed 

Live together 

  

59.9% 

33.9% 

4.8% 

0.5% 

0.9% 

Household Size (Mean) 2.2058  

 Read and Write 

Yes 

No 

  

89.8% 

10.2% 

Certificates and Above 

Yes 

No 

  

35.1% 

64.9% 

 Source: Own Computation 2016 (using CSA 2015 data) 

In terms of region, the majority of the respondents are from Oromia Regional State (27.3 percent) followed by Amhara (19.1 

percent) and Southern Nations and Nationalities Peoples of Ethiopia (11.9 percent).  

 

Chart 1: Regional distribution of respondents 
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Source: Own Computation 2016 (using CSA 2015 data) 

 

2.2. Employment Status  

The majorities (78 percent) of the samples are employed and the remaining 22 percent are unemployed.  

Table 2: Employment Condition 

 Percent 

 Employed 22% 

 Unemployed 78% 

 Total 100.0 

Source: Own Computation 2016 (using CSA 2015 data) 

As regard to those employed, 31.9 percent are self employed followed by private and government sector employees, 25.6 and 

13.9 percent respectively. It is good to see the highest proportion is self employed; otherwise it is difficult for the government to 

provide job for all youths.  

Table 3: Work condition of Employed Respondents 

 Percent 

 Employee-Government 13.9% 

 Employee-Government Development organization 6.2% 

 Employee-Private organization 25.6% 

 Employee-NGO (including International organization) 0.9% 

 Employee Domestic 9.1% 

 Other Employee 0.9% 

 Member of Co-Operatives 0.9% 

 Self Employed 31.9% 

 Unpaid Family Worker 9.2% 

 Employer 0.4% 

 Apprentice 0.3% 

 Others 0.6% 

 Total 100.0 

Source: Own Computation 2016 (using CSA 2015 data) 

In this study, based on CSA experience, unemployed youths are those: whose age is 15 to 29 years, who had no job but 

willing to work under existing conditions (see CSA, 2012). Accordingly, the majority of them have been searching job in the last six 

months. They have used different approaches to search for job or work. As table 4 illustrates the most frequently used approach of 

searching for work are: looking vacancy advertising boards (32.5%); seeking assistance of friends and relatives (24.7%); establishing 

own enterprises (17.9%) and checking at work sites (12.3%). 

Tigray 

7.4% 
Afar 

3.8% 

Amhara 

19.1% 

Oromia 

27.3% 

Somalie 

4% 

Benishangul-

Gumuz 

4.3% 

SNNPR 

11.9% 

Gambela 

4% 

Harari 

2.6% 

Addis Ababa 

12% 

Dire Dawa 

3.6% 
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Table 4: Approches taken to search work 

 Percent 

Searching vacancy advertising boards 32.5% 

Through news paper, Radio and TV 5.7% 

I have unemployment card 2.6% 

Seeking assistance of friends, relatives, etc 24.7% 

Trying to establish own enterprise 17.9% 

Direct application to employee 2.4% 

Checking at work sites 12.3% 

Others 1.2% 

Not Stated 0.7% 

Total 100.0 

Source: Own Computation 2016 (using CSA 2015 data) 

 

2.3. Employment Condition and Its determinants  

This section discusses factors affecting youth unemployment in urban areas of Ethiopia. The major determinants used in this 

study are: regional location, gender, educational, and marital status. 

As of table below (table 5) even if the majority of both males and females are employed, unemployment rate for females 

(28.1%) is significantly higher than that of males (15.1%). This justifies the feminization unemployment among youths of Ethiopia.  It 

is the area where the government needs to seriously work.  If the Government doesn’t address this growing problem immediately, the 

global agenda of empowering women will be in question.  

Table 5: Employment condition and sex 

 Sex Total 

Male Female  

 

Empt 

Unemployed % within Empt 31.8% 68.2% 100.0% 

% within Sex 15.1% 28.1% 22.0% 

Employed % within Empt 50.6% 49.4% 100.0% 

78.0% % within Sex 84.9% 71.9% 

Total % within Empt 46.5% 53.5% 100.0% 

% within Sex 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 

                                               Pearson Chi-Square 

  Value: 416.785                          DF: 1                       Asymp.Sig.(2-sided):.000 

Source: Own Computation 2016 (using CSA 2015 data) 

The association between education and employment condition is pivotal. It is known that education is a very important 

weapon for innovation, job creation and poverty alleviation. In line with this, table 6 shows that youths who have certificate, diploma 

and above have a good opportunity in obtaining jobs. The unemployment rate for institute or college graduate (17.2%) is lower as 

compared to non graduate (24.6%). This supports the fact that the higher education creates possibility of being employed, particularly 

in developing countries where literacy rate is very low.  

Table 6: Employment condition and Education 

 Certificate and above Total 

Yes No 

 

Empt 

Unemployed % within Empt 27.5% 72.5% 100.0% 

% within Certificate  17.2% 24.6% 22.0% 

Employed % within Empt 37.3% 62.7% 100.0% 

% within Certificate  82.8% 75.4% 78.0% 

Total % within Empt 35.1% 64.9% 100.0% 

% within Certificate  100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 

Pearson Chi-Square 
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Value: 123.227              DF: 1             Asymp. Sig.(2-sided): .000 

Source: Own Computation 2016 (using CSA 2015 data) 

In relation to marital status and employment condition, table 7 shows that marital status, like that of sex and education, is 

related to the condition of employment. The highest unemployment rate is seen for married (25.4%) respondents followed by live 

together, but not married, 20.8%.  Using those married as a base, the analysis shows that those who had never married,  divorced, 

separated, widowed and live together (without marriage) have a low level unemployment rate.   

Table 7: Employment condition and marital status 

 Marital Status Total 

Never 

Mar. 

Mar. Div. Wido. Sep. Live 

tog. 

 

 

Empt 

Unemployed % within Empt 55.7% 39.2% 3.0% 0.3% 1.0% 0.8% 100% 

% within M. Sta 20.5% 25.4% 18.3% 13.3% 19.3% 20.8% 22.0% 

Employed % within Empt 61.1% 32.4% 3.8% 0.6% 1.2% 0.9% 100% 

% within M. Sta 79.5% 74.6% 81.7% 86.7% 80.7% 79.2% 78.0% 

   Total % within Empt 59.9% 33.9% 3.6% 0.5% 1.2% 0.9% 100% 

% within M. Sta 100.0% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 

Pearson Chi-Square 

                              Value: 63.838                                DF: 5                             Asymp.Sig.(2-sided): .000    

Source: Own Computation 2016 (using CSA 2015 data) 

In geographical context the highest level of unemployment rate is observed in Addis Ababa City Administration (27.4%) 

followed by Amhara (25.3%) and Tigray (24.2%) regional states. Whereas regional states like Gambela (12.04%), Benshangul Gumuz 

(12.9%) and Afar (17.1%) have lower level unemployment rate. This shows that unemployment rate is relatively low in developing 

regions of Federal Democratic Republic of Ethiopia. In this regard, employment creation, due attention should be given to developed 

regions, unless it leads to uncontrollable state.  

Table 8: Employment condition and Regions 

 Region Tota

l Tigr Afar Amh. Oro. Som. Bens

h. 

SNN

P 

Gam

b. 

Hara

ri 

A.A D.D 

Unemploy

ed 

% within 

Empt 

8.2

% 

2.9

% 

22.0

% 

28.2

% 

3.8 

% 

2.5

% 

9.3

% 

2.2

% 

2.1

% 

14.9

% 

3.8

% 

100 

% 

% within 

Region 

24.2

% 

17.1

% 

25.3

% 

22.7

% 

20.7

% 

12.9

% 

17.2

% 

12.4

% 

17.9

% 

27.4

% 

23.4

% 

22.0 

% 

Employed % within 

Empt 

7.2

% 

4.0

% 

18.3

% 

27.1

% 

4.1 

% 

4.8

% 

12.6

% 

4.4

% 

2.7

% 

11.2

% 

3.5

% 

100 

% 

% within 

Region 

75.8

% 

82.9

% 

74.7

% 

77.3

% 

79.3

% 

87.1

% 

82.8

% 

87.6

% 

82.1

% 

72.6

% 

76.6

% 

78.0 

% 

Total % within 

Empt 

7.4

% 

3.8

% 

19.1

% 

27.3

% 

4.0 

% 

4.3

% 

11.9

% 

4.0

% 

2.6

% 

12.0

% 

3.6

% 

100 

% 

% within 

Region 

100

% 

100

% 

100 

% 

100 

% 

100 

% 

100

% 

100

% 

100

% 

100

% 

100

% 

100

% 

100 

% 

Source: Own Computation 2016 (using CSA 2015 data) 

 

2.4. Constraints of Self Employment 

As indicated in the following table, participants of the survey, particularly those unemployed, are asked to state what type of 

job they are looking for. In view of that, the majority of them (51%) said that they are looking for any available job. Around 27 

percent of unemployed explained they want to be self-employed. 

Table 9: Types of job youth are looking for 

 Percent 
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Self Employed 27.4 

Paid employment-private 7.1 

Paid employment-government 13.9 

Any Available work 51.0 

Other 0.7 

Total 100.0 

Source: Own Computation 2016 (using CSA 2015 data) 

If the around 27% of unemployed youths want self-employment why they didn’t do it? This is because youths’ faces the 

many acute problems to start their own businesses. Shortage of finance (51.3%), lack of working place and finance (14.8%) and lack 

of work place (13.3%) are the major challenges in this regard.  

Table 10: Challenges to start own business 

 Percent 

I have no problem 6.5 

Shortage of finance 51.3 

Lack of Training 1.3 

lack of work place 13.3 

Lack of Finance and Training 3.9 

Lack of working Place and finance 14.8 

Lack /absence of License 0.6 

Shortage/absence of equipment 0.2 

Don't Know 0.7 

Lack of information 1.2 

Other 6.3 

Total 100 

Source: Own Computation 2016 (using CSA 2015 data) 

V. CONCLUSION AND RECOMMENDATIONS 

Youths are the future hopes of any country. Youth unemployment is one of the most serious socio-economic problems in the World. 

In this regard various studies have been conducted so far in order to analyze factors that are responsible for unemployment among 

youth. The outcome from these works is varying. This study deals with the determinants of youth unemployment and constraints they 

face in creating their own jobs in Ethiopia. For this purpose a 2015 Urban Employment- Unemployment survey of Central Statistical 

Agency is used. Using descriptive and cross tabulation analysis, the analysis shows that unemployment rate varies among regions, sex, 

marital status and education level. As regard to constraints to self employment, the study indicates that shortage of finance and lack of 

work place are the major challenges in this regard. Therefore, government and all concerned authorities should consider the 

seriousness of gender, regional location, education and marital status while making public policies and directions to overcome the 

problem of unemployment and its’ far reaching consequences. Besides that the government should work to create suitable conditions; 

so that youths create their own jobs. Provision of finance (in the form of credit), work place and training on entrepreneurship are 

important.  
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Abstract- Increasing resistance to antimicrobial agents used in 

the treatment of burns and wounds infections with Acinetobacter 

baumannii strains has become an important concern.  Isolation 

and identification of A. baumannii strains from patients with 

burns and wounds infections by conventional and molecular 

methods and detection of their antimicrobial susceptibility. 

Antibiotics resistance of 96 A. baumannii strains isolated from 

the samples collected between February 2015 and June 2015 

were evaluated. Identification of A. baumannii isolates were 

determined by CHROMagar Acinetobacter¸ API 20E and 

automated system VITEK 2 and molecular methods by detection 

16S rRNA and blaOXA-51 genes.  Antimicrobial susceptibility 

tests were performed by agar disk diffusion and broth 

microdilution methods. Among 476 samples included burns and 

wounds infections, 96 isolates of A.baumannii were obtained, 65 

belonged to burns and 31 from wounds. CHROMagar 

Acinetobacter had 100% sensitivity and specificity for isolation 

of A. baumannii. The PCR results showed that 16S rRNA 

sequence and blaOXA-51 gene exists in all  A. baumannii 

collected from positive samples, and this confirmed the accuracy 

of other identification tests. In the present study, 87.5% of the 

isolates had Multi-Drug Resistance (MDR). It has been found 

that A. baumannii strains had high resistance to most antibiotics 

used: Cefotxime (87.5%), Ciprofloxacin (80.2%), Amikacin 

(79.2 %), Meropenem (75%) Imipenem (81.3%) and Pipracillin 

(81.3%) but low resistance to Tigecycline (11.5%) and Colistin 

(7.3%). The present results indicate that antimicrobial resistance 

of A. baumannii in Iraq has increased, which may very well 

affect the antimicrobial resistance of this organism worldwide. 

Therefore their early detection is essential for stimulates effective 

treatment in intensive care units. Detection of blaOXA-51-like 

gene and CHROMagar Acinetobacter can be used as a simple 

and reliable method to differentiate A. baumannii strains. 

 

Index Terms- Acinetobacter baumannii, Antimicrobial 

susceptibility, molecular identification, burns, wounds. 

 

I. INTRODUCTION 

cinetobacter baumannii is one of the most important 

opportunistic pathogens that cause outbreaks in hospitals 

and serious health care associated complications in hospitalized 

patients [1]. A. baumannii has become endemic in hospitals due 

to its versatile genetic machinery, which allows it to quickly 

evolve resistance factors, and to its remarkable ability to tolerate 

harsh environments [2]. During the past decade, nosocomial 

outbreaks of A. baumannii have been described with increasing 

frequency, occurring mostly in intensive care, burn and surgical 

units [3,4]. A. baumannii infections mainly affect patients with 

severe underlying disease, and are associated with major surgery, 

burns or trauma. Most studies report high overall mortality rates 

in patients with A. baumannii bacteremia and may be associated 

with considerable morbidity and (overall) mortality as high as 

58% [5,6]. The increasing prevalence of multi-drug resistant in 

A. baumannii strains, have caused A. baumannii become the most 

important pathogen after Pseudomonas aeruginosa among non-

fermentative gram-negative bacteria [7].  

        The most alarming problems encountered are the ability of 

this species to have different mechanisms of resistance and the 

emergence of strains that are resistant to all commercially 

available antibiotics coupled with the lack of new antimicrobial 

agents, this has resulted in a limited choice of antibiotics for 

treatment of multidrug resistant isolates of A. baumannii [8,9]. 

There were increasing number of hospital outbreaks caused by A. 

baumannii has been reported from several countries around the 

world. In addition, inter-hospital spread of multidrug resistant A. 

baumannii has been observed as well as spread among countries 

[10]. A number of resistance mechanisms to many classes of 

antibiotics are known to exist in A. baumannii, including β-

lactamases, multidrug efflux pumps, aminoglycoside modifying 

enzymes, permeability defects, and the alteration of target sites 

[11].  

        This study was designed to isolation and identification of A. 

baumannii from burns and wounds infections of hospitalized 

patients in Baghdad hospitals using conventional and molecular 

methods, also this work aims to investigate antimicrobial 

susceptibility patterns among different  A. baumannii isolates. 

 

II. MATERIALS AND METHODS 

Bacterial isolates  

        A total of ninety six A. baumannii isolates were collected 

from 476 clinical specimens such as burns and wounds from 

patients at Baghdad hospitals, Iraq during the February –July 

2015 period. Bacterial isolation and identification were 

performed using standard laboratory methods. The isolates were 

A 
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non-repetitive, meaning that each isolate was obtained from a 

particular patient and each patient was sampled only once. 

Samples were streaked across CHROMagar Acinetobacter 

(CHROMagar, France), MacConkey and blood agar plates for all 

specimens. Presumptive identification was done based on culture 

characteristics, gram stain and conventional biochemical tests 

[12].  

        Standard identification, confirmation and complete method 

were conducted including using API 20E (bioMérieux, France) 

and Vitek 2 system (bioMérieux, France) with ID-GNB card for 

identification of gram-negative bacilli, according to the 

manufacturer’s instructions. Samples confirmed as A.baumannii 

were stored in Tryptic Soy Broth (Merck, Germany) containing 

20 % glycerol at -20 °C and were subjected to further molecular 

identification. The PCR of blaOXA-51-like genes was used as a 

final confirmation as to the presence of A. baumannii species 

[13].  

 

Antimicrobial susceptibility testing 

        Antimicrobial susceptibility tests were performed by agar 

disk diffusion, according to manufacturer instructions and 

Clinical and Laboratory Standards Institute (CLSI) guidelines 

[14]. The applied antimicrobials were as follows: Amikacin 

(30μg), Gentamicin (10μg), Imipenem (10μg), Meropenem 

(10μg), Ceftazidime (10μg), Cefotaxime (30μg), Ciprofloxacin 

(5μg), Levofloxacin (5µg), Tetracycline (10μg), Tigecyclin 

(30μg), Aztreonam (30μg), Ticarcillin - clavulanic acid 

(75/10μg), Oxaciillin (1μg)   Piperacillin (30μg), Trimethoprim / 

Sulfamethoxazole (25μg) and Colistin (10μg) (MAST Diagnostic 

Co., UK). For Tigecycline, the Food and Drug Administration 

(FDA) breakpoints for Enterobacteriaceae (14mm, resistant; 

19mm, susceptible) were used. The growth inhibition zones 

around each disk were measured. For minimal inhibitory 

concentration (MIC) determinations, broth microdilution method 

Mueller-Hinton broth was used according to the CLSI guidelines 

[15]. Pseudomonas aeruginosa ATCC- 27853 were used as 

quality reference strains. 

        MDR A. baumannii was defined as an intermediately-

resistant or resistant isolate to more than two of the antimicrobial 

agents 

 

DNA extraction 

        Genomic DNA was extracted by standard DNA Extraction 

Kit (Promega, USA) according to the manufacturer's instructions. 

The purity of DNA was evaluated by calculating the ratio of the 

absorbance at 260 and 280 nm (A260/A280), DNA concentration 

and 260/280 ratios are determined using a NanoDrop ND-1000. 

 

Detection of 16s ribosomal RNA gene 

        Polymerase chain reaction (PCR) amplification of the 16S 

ribosomal RNA was performed in a DNA thermal cycler, 

(Applied Biosystem, Singapore) with the following cycling 

program: Initial denaturation at 95ºC for 3 min, and 30 cycles of 

denaturation at 95ºC for 1 min, annealing at 55ºC for 1 min, 

extension at 72ºC for 1 min and a final extension at 72ºC for 5 

min using primer sequence: [16] 

Forward, 5-CAGCTCGTGTCGTGAGATGT-3   

Reverse, 5-CGTAAGGGCCATGATGACTT-3  

 

Detection of bla OXA 51 carbapenemase gene 

        bla OXA-51 gene was amplified as described (Woodford et 

al., 2006) [17]. Amplified DNA fragments were purified with 

Qiaquick PCR purification kits (Qiagen, USA). The PCR 

analysis was performed using the primer sequence: 

        OXA-51-like forward 5 -TAA TGC TTT GAT CGG CCT 

TG -3  

OXA-51-like reverse 5 -TGG ATT GCA CTT CAT CTT GG -3 

The amplification conditions were: initial denaturation at 94°C 

for 5 minutes, 30 cycles of 94°C for 45 seconds, 52°C for 40 

seconds, 72°C for 45 seconds, and a final elongation at 72°C for 

6 minutes 

        Amplified fragments were separated by electrophoresis in 

1% agarose gel at 70V for 2hr. Finally, fragments were stained 

with ethidium bromide and detected under UV light. 

 

III. RESULTS  

        Among 476 samples included burns and wounds infections, 

103 samples were identified as Acinetobacter sp. 96 isolates 

(20.2 %) identified as A. baumannii. 65 samples were from burns 

and 31 samples were from wounds. The results of distribution of 

A. baumannii isolates in clinical samples based on type sample 

are shown in Table 1.  

 

 

Table 1. Distribution of A. baumannii and MDR A. baumannii isolates in clinical samples (burns and wounds). 

 

No. of 

MDR A. baumannii 

 (%)   

No. of  

A. baumannii 

 (%)   

No. of  

 (%)  Sample  

Sample type 

 

57 

(18. 1 %) 

65 

(20. 6 %) 

315 

(66. 2 %) 
Burns 

27 

(16. 8 %) 

31 

(19. 3 %) 

161 

(33. 8 %) 
wounds 

84 

(17. 6 %) 

96 

(20. 2 %) 

476 

 
Total 

 

        Of the 96 isolates of A.baumannii from the clinical samples, 

65 belonged to burns (20.6 %). The wounds also had a high 

relative proportion of A.baumannii isolates (19.3 %). 

CHROMagar Acinetobacter was used for specific isolation of A. 
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baumannii. On CHROMagar isolates of A. baumannii appeared 

as bright red colonies at 24 hour as shown in figure 1, this 

medium also has selectivity for MDR A. baumannii by adding 

MDR Acinetobacter screening supplement.  The results of 

conventional biochemical tests and MacConkey agar compared 

to CHROMagar Acinetobacter. CHROMagar Acinetobacter 

recovered all 96 isolates (100%). It had 100% sensitivity and 

specificity for isolation of A. baumannii. This medium also has 

selectivity for multidrug resistant A. baumannii (MDRAB). 

 

 
 

Figure 1. Colonies of Acinetobacter baumannii on 

CHROMagar Acinetobacter. 

 

        

 The PCR results showed that 16S rRNA sequence exists in all 

103 Acinetobacter sp. collected positive samples, and this 

confirmed the accuracy of biochemical tests. The results of PCR 

of blaOXA-51 gene showed that this gene exists in all 96 isolates 

which had been diagnosed as A. baumannii. These results may 

reflect more accurate and more sensitive detection of molecular 

diagnosis in comparison with CHROMagar Acinetobacter and 

biochemical tests. Figure 2 shows the results of PCR of the 16S 

rRNA gene. Figure 3 shows the PCR results of the bla OXA-

51gene. 

 

 

 

        Figure 2. Ethidium bromide stained agarose gel (2%) of 

PCR amplified products from extracted DNA of A. baumannii 

isolates and amplified with primers of 16S rRNA gene. Lane 

(M): DNA molecular size marker (l00bp ladder), Lane (1-5): 

show a positive result with positive bands of 150bp 16S rRNA 

gene of A. baumannii, Lane (6): show a positive result for A. 

lwoffii, lane (7): Negative control, (70V for 2hr).  

 

 

 
 

        Figure 3. Ethidium bromide stained agarose gel (2%) of 

PCR amplified products from extracted DNA of A. baumannii 

isolates and amplified with primers of bla OXA-51 gene. Lane 

(M): DNA molecular size marker (l00bp ladder), lane (1): 

Negative control. Lane (2- 9): show a positive result with 

positive bands of 353bp. (70V for 2hr). 

 

        In the present study, 87.5 % of the isolates had multidrug 

resistance. It has been found that A. baumannii strains had high 

resistance to Cefotxime (87.5%), Imipenem (81.3%), Pipracillin 

(81.3%), Ciprofloxacin (80.2 %), Amikacin (79.2%) and 

Meropenem (75%), but low resistance to Tigecycline (11.5%) 

and Colistin (7.3%) 
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Table 2. Percentages of antimicrobial susceptibility rate of 96 A. baumannii isolates against 16 antimicrobial agents. 

 

Sensitive Intermediate Resistant Antibiotic 

18 (18.8 %) 2 (2.1 %) 76 (79.2 %) Amikacin 

AK 

10 (10.4 %) 11 (11.5 %) 75 (78.1 %) Gentamicin 

GM 

10 (10.4 %) 8 (8.3 %) 78 (81.3 %) Imipenem 

IPM 

13 (13.5 %) 11 (11.5 %) 72 (75 %) Meropenem 

MEM 

25 (26 %) 11 (11.5 %) 60 (62.5 %) Ceftazidime 

CAZ 

6 (6.3 %) 6 (6.3 %) 84 (87.5 %) Cefotaxime 

CTX 

11 (11.5 %) 8 (8.3 %) 77 (80.2 %) Ciprofloxacin 

CIP 

21 (21.9 %) 3 (3.1 %) 72 (75 %) Levofloxacin 

LVX 

46 (47.9 %) 0 (0 %) 50 (52.1 %) Tetracycline 

TE 

78 (81.3 %) 7 (7.3 %) 11 (11.5 %) Tigecycline 

TGC 

18 (18.8 %) 4 (4.2 %) 74 (77.1 %) Aztreonam 

ATM 

23 (23.9%) 6 (6.3 %) 67 (69.8 %) Ticarcillin–K clavulanic 

acid; 

TCC 

8 (8.3 %) 8 (8.3 %) 80 (83.3 %) Oxacillin 

OX 

12 (12.5 %) 6 (6.3 %) 78 (81.3 %) Piperacillin 

PI 

5(5.2 %) 10 (10.4 %) 81 (84.4 %) Trimethoprim–

sulphamethoxazole 

TS 

84 (87.5 %) 5 (5.2 %) 7 (7.3 %) Colistin 

CO 

 

 

 

IV. DISCUSSION 

        The bacterium A. baumannii is a major hospital acquired 

pathogenic microorganism and usually affecting patients who are 

immunocompromised and those patients hospitalized in intensive 

care and burns units [18,19]. In this study, frequency of A. 

baumannii in burns was determined by 20.6 %. Hussein et al., 

[20]
 
determined the frequency of A. baumannii by 5.22 % in 

burns specimens in intensive care units of Baghdad hospitals. In 

a study conducted by Mamani et al., [21] in Hamedan, frequency 

of Acinetobacter in burn wounds were about 16.6%. Previous 

study in Hilla hospitals including frequency of A. baumannii in 

wounds (3.12%) was lower than our results [22]. 

         CHROMagar Acinetobacter is a recently developed 

selective agar for the rapid identification of MDRAB. It contains 

agents which inhibit the growth of most gram-positive organisms 

as well as carbapenem-susceptible gram-negative bacilli; Gordon 
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et al.,
 
[23] results of CHROMagar Acinetobacter were compared 

with a molecular assay resulting in sensitivity and specificity of 

culture compared to PCR of 91.7% and 89.6%, respectively.  

16S rRNA gene used for bacterial identification that is more 

robust, reproducible, and accurate than that obtained by 

phenotypic testing, hence Acinetobacter clinical isolates were 

identified by detection the bacteria 16S rRNA genes [24,25].  

        blaOXA-51genes are factors of resistance to carbapenem 

antibiotics in Acinetobacter which exists inherently in all 

A.baumannii strains and is chromosomal. The existence of the 

bla OXA-51gene was investigated to prove A. baumannii strains 

[26,27]. The results indicated the presence of this gene in all the 

strains of A.baumannii and consistent with previous research [26-

28]. Based on the results of antibiotic susceptibility (Table 2), 

among 96 samples of A. baumannii, 84 samples were resistant to 

more than 3 classes selected antibiotics, in other words, MDR A. 

baumannii (table 2). 

        The percentage of multidrug resistant isolates were in 

agreement with the results obtained by Ronat et al. [29] who 

found that multidrug-resistant organisms were common invasive 

pathogens in burn-injury patients in northern Iraq. Multiple 

factors have contributed to antimicrobial resistance in clinical A. 

baumannii isolates, since MDR A. baumannii strains have 

multitude of resistance genes that A. baumannii may possess 

along with the potential horizontal gene transfer between 

polyclonal MDR A. baumannii strains. The presence of class 1 

integrons and ISAba1 elements are always linked to the epidemic 

potential of A. baumannii [30,31] . 

         Antibiotic resistance in A.baumannii is increasing at an 

alarming rate leading to increased morbidity, mortality and 

treatment costs in intensive care units settings as revealed by 

surveillance studies from over the last years [32].  

 

V. CONCLUSIONS 

        These results revealed that A. baumannii incredibly improve 

resistance against antibiotics therefore the number of effective 

antibiotics will reduce dramatically and A. baumannii will cause 

serious health problems worldwide by time. The prevalence of A. 

baumannii infections causing the majority of burns and wounds 

infections is rising and the resistance against antibiotics is un-

preventable globally. 
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Abstract- A Geophysical study involving 2D electrical resistivity imaging and shallow seismic refraction was conducted to provide 
support data for engineering site characterization. The case was a potential building site coterminous to the Business School in the 
precinct of the Kwame Nkrumah University of Science and Technology, (KNUST) Kumasi. The data of interest included depths to 
bedrock, the thickness and the degree of compaction of the weathered overburden and the variability in the top soil. Collocated 
resistivity and p-wave velocity data were acquired along fourteen traverses each of length 240 m oriented in the north to south 
direction. The inter-profile separation was 10 m. CVES resistivity data were collected using the multi-electrode ABEM Terrameter 
SAS 4000 Lund imaging system in the Wenner configuration with a basic array length of 12 m (minimum electrode spacing of 4 m) 
and was rolled-along to cover the total profile length. Along the same traverses, the ABEM Terraloc Mk 6, a 24 channel recording 
system, with a 9 kg energy source and 10 Hz electromagnetic geophones placed 5 m apart were used to collect the p-wave seismic 
refraction data. The apparent resistivity data were inverted with the RES2DINV software. The soil column (the very near surface) 
varied in thickness up to 5 m and consists of mostly sandy-clay/lateritic soil with resistivity between 200 Ω.m and 600 Ω.m. Within 
this layer, there are high resistivity enclaves which are speculated to be loose sand or poorly compacted materials. This resistivity 
layer is almost coincident with the first of the three acoustic layers identified by the seismic refraction. This zone has average p-wave 
velocity of 760 m/s. The seismic refraction again delineated a weathered zone which is thicker at the northern section of the site but 
tapers as it approaches the southern part, extending from 5 to 25 m and 10 to 15 m respectively at the northern and southern parts. The 
average p-wave velocity is 1300 m/s. The bedrock was delineated depths > 24 m at the north but at shallower depth of about 12 m at 
the south. The bedrock has p-wave velocity within the range of 3759 m/s to 5321 m/s, with a mean seismic velocity of 4300 m/s. On 
the resistivity sections, the bedrock was not evident except at the southern part close to the stream.  
 
Index Terms- Site characterizations, Wavefront inversion, KNUST Business School, Acoustic Pseudovolume Structure, electro-
stratigraphy and p-wave velocity 

I. INTRODUCTION 
As the building property market booms, and infrastructures age, reports of building failures will continue to ascend. When buildings 
collapse, people usually advance the arguments of the use poor building materials, construction inadequacies and longevity. Rarely is 
mention made of the subsurface conditions in terms of the strength, deformation and hydraulic characteristics of the ground which 
holds the building. Usually, the latter is discussed when buildings are found to be submerging under their own weight. Much attention 
therefore has to be given to the nature of the subsurface prior to the construction of buildings in the country. Little or no information 
on the nature of the near surface had led to a lot of buildings constructed on soils with insufficient bearing capability and also with 
high clay content that potentially can lead to cracks as a result of the anomalous expansion of clay.    
 
Site characterizations or investigations for building purposes are generally achieved through geotechnical investigations. Site 
investigation is the process of determining the layers of natural soil deposits that will underlie a proposed structure and their physical 
properties. In the general scheme of things, subsurface exploration and testing involved in site investigations respectively define the 
following for the soil and rock strata, where applicable. For the soil strata site investigation will seek to reveal its depth, thickness, and 
variability and relevant engineering properties such as shear strength, compressibility, stiffness, permeability, expansion etc. And for 
the rock strata, the investigation involves identifying the location of the rockhead and its quality which is determined in terms of the 
presence of fractures, joint and similar partings (www.dot.ca.gov/hq/esc/techpubs/manual/bridgemanuals, 18th January, 2015). 
  
Geotechnical site investigations are usually intrusive and when accurately done, form the basis to understanding the potential 
liabilities associated with any potential construction site. Data obtained during the geotechnical investigations and used to estimate 
material parameters, such as strength, bearing capacity and unit weight of foundation soils include resistance and frictional 
characteristics of retained soils, depth to bedrock, and soil stratigraphy.  
 
Site specific information derived from geotechnical site investigations which include such properties as mentioned above could also 
be obtained through geophysical surveys. Two geophysical methods, namely electrical resistivity and shallow seismic refraction are 
very popular in site investigations. The electrical resistivity method can be applied to site investigations to characterize the subsurface 
by locating voids, fissures, faults and also determining the extent of compaction of the weathered zone. The method deployed in the 
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2D multi-electrode electrical imaging which simultaneously takes into accounts sounding and profiling is most commonly used in 
geotechnical studies and has successfully been applied to delineate areas with fairly complex geology (Dahlin and Loke, 1998; 
Griffiths and Barker, 1993; Amidu and Olayinka, 2006; Aizebeokhai et al., 2010; Olayinka and Yaramanci, 1999). Within the precinct 
of the KNUST, Andrew et al. (2013) were successful in using the electrical resistivity tomography to map and characterize the 
subsurface at a potential building construction site.   
 
The shallow seismic refraction method is also used in site investigations to determine the depth to bedrock. In recent days, the method 
has been used successfully to map shear and faulted zones which determine the quality of rock masses. These faulted and shear zones 
are characterized by an offset in a refraction traveltime curve or low velocity with respect to the host rock. The shear modulus of the 
subsurface materials can be estimated using the ratio of the longitudinal and transverse sonic velocities obtained from refraction 
seismic (Sjøgren et al., 1979; Sjögren, 1984).  
 
KNUST has vast land with most parts undeveloped. Over the past decade, the institution has witnessed rapid expansion and there 
needful to study the near surface characteristics of the potential building sites within the Campus. One such space on Campus is the 
fallow land between the KNUST Business School and the Gyinase road (Fig. 1).  
 
 
Location and Geology of study area 
 
KNUST is located on the following longitudes and latitudes respectively with reference to the World Geographic System (WGS) 84 
with units in decimal degree; -1.590 and 6.672, -1.564 and 6.678, -1.543 and 6.680, -1.548 and 6.693, -1.564 and 6.662 respectively 
forming the five corners the KNUST precinct. The study site is located in the KNUST Campus and covers an area approximately 
31,200 m2 (240 m x 130 m).  
 

 
 

Fig. 1 Location of KNUST showing the surveyed site. 
 
Geologically the Kumasi area is underlain by the lower Birimian system which is composed mainly of schist, phyllites and 
greywackes intruded by quartz veins and stringers (GSD, 2009). Besides these intrusives is a post-Birimian Precambrian age massive 
granitic batholiths (Kessie, 1985) cut by pegmatite veins (Fig. 2). 
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                            Fig. 2 Geological map of the study area (Modified after Ghana Geological Survey Department, 2009). 
 

II. RESEARCH METHODOLOGY 
Geophysical Survey 
 
Layout of geophysical traverses  
Fourteen straight profiles, L1 to L14 (Fig. 3), each of length 240 m and trending north-south were created with an inter-profile 
separation of 10 m.  
 

 
 

Fig. 3. Sketch of the study area showing location and orientation of profiles along which data were acquired. 
 
2-D resistivity Imaging Survey 
 
In this field work, electrical resistivity data were taken with the ABEM Terrameter imaging device and four multicore cables which 
have 160 m full stretch. The CVES survey technique was used with sixty one stainless steel (61) electrodes equally spaced at 4 m and 
arranged in the Wenner configuration, Fig. 4. Current was injected into the ground through two current electrodes and the resulting 
potential measured with the potential electrodes. The resistivity device (Terrameter) chooses the correct electrode permutations at a 
time for measurement. The measured potential, injected current and the geometric factor are used to compute the apparent resistivity, 
Eqn. 1 
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Fig. 4 A Schema of the electrode array in CVES 

I
Vaa πρ 2=                             (1) 

Shallow Seismic Refraction Survey 
 
Shallow seismic refraction survey was conducted with a 24 channel seismograph, ABEM Terraloc Mk.6, with 10 Hz electromagnetic 
geophones. Compressional waves were generated with a 16 kg sledgehammer and a metal plate. The geophones were separated by 5 
m and each line consisted of two spreads which overlap 30 m. A spread has five shot points (two offsets; the first  is 10 m from the 
first geophone and the second also10 m from the last geophone, two inline shots and one midpoint) giving total of ten shot locations 
each profile (Fig. 5). 
 

 
Fig. 5 Geophone locations and shops points along a spread (up) and overlapping spreads (down) 

 
 
Data Processing and Interpretation  
 
2-D resistivity Imaging  
 
Processing of the ground electrical resistivity field data into a 2D image of the subsurface was done with the RES2DINV software 
(Loke et al., 2003). The software uses the L1-norm robust (quite unstable), inversion technique based on regularized least-squares 
optimization involving finite-element and finite-difference methods (Eqn. 2). It allows sharp resistivity contrast between models.  

                                                                                  ∑
=

−=
n

ni
ii xfyS )(                  (2) 

 

Basic array length  
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Before the inversion process, the data was first edited. The editing involved incorporating elevation measurements taken with the 
Garmin GPS to correct for topography and also expunging spiky and negative data points.  
 
 
Shallow Seismic Refraction 
 
The seismic refraction data was processed with a proprietary software, Reflex W, Version 5 (Sandmeier, 2008). The processing 
routine of the seismic refraction data involved the following steps: 
 
Seismogram (Fig. 6) is imported and first arrivals are picked (red dashes in Fig. 6). 
  

 
 

Fig. 6 A seismogram with picked first breaks 
 
All picked travel times are put together and acoustic layers assigned (Fig. 7). The layer reconstruction technique adopted in this work 
is the wavefront inversion. Limited filtering was applied and no static corrections were effected since the topography at the site was 
not severe.  

 
Fig. 7 Combined traveltime curves used for wavefront inversion showing a total forward and reverse traveltimes difference of 0.16 
ms.  
 
We used the intercept time method to compute the p-wave velocities of the acoustic layers and depths to the refracting interfaces (Fig 
8. And Equations (3) and (4). Parallel acoustic interfaces assumed.  

L1 

L2 

L3 
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.   

 
Fig. 8. Ray path and travel time curve (a) two parallel plane layers, (b) three parallel layers (Wattansen, 2001) 
 

ℎ1 = 𝑡𝑖2𝑉1𝑉2

2�𝑉22−𝑉12
        (3)                              ℎ2 = 1

2
�𝑡𝑖3 −

2ℎ1�𝑉32−𝑉12

𝑉3𝑉1
� 𝑉3𝑉2

�𝑉32−𝑉22
            (4)       

                        
All the traveltime curves of the single shot records for each profile were combined and assigned the various layer velocities to 
generate 2D models of the underground giving the p-wave velocities and thicknesses the identified subsurface structure (Fig. 9).  
 

 
 
Fig. 9  2D acoustic model of the underground beneath a particular profile; it shows the p-wave velocities and corresponding 
thicknesses   
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III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS 
Results 
Apparent resistivity data were inverted to produce 2-D models of the subsurface using an iterative smoothness-constrained least 
squares inversion. The inverted sections under all the fourteen profiles displaying resistivity for a given traverse as a function of both 
depth and surface location, are respectively shown in Fig. 10 (L1 – L14). 
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Fig. 10 2-D Resistivity Earth models under profiles 1 to 14 respectively. 
 

The seismic refraction field data for all the fourteen profiles were analysed and interpreted to obtain for each profile location, the 
seismic velocities for different identified layers. This procedure produced 2-D velocity-depth earth models. These 2-D velocity 
sections are juxtaposed and presented as acoustic pseudovolume structure of the surveyed site Fig. 11, and a summary of the 
compressional seismic wave velocities is provided in table 1.  

 
 

Fig. 11 Acoustic Pseudovolume Structure of the surveyed site. Profile spacing is 10 m. and profile length 240 m 
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 Table 1. Mean p-wave velocities of the identified layers beneath each profiles in Fig. 11 
 

No.     Layer 1     Layer 2         Layer 3 
1          870           1206.7          5321 
2          747           1189.1          4817 
3          795           1349.5          4678 
4          816           1207.3          5016 
5          815           1273             4245 
6          734           1211.1          3943 
7          754           1252.1          4009 
8          704           1287             4139 
9          805           1379.5          4305 
10        699           1211.3          3759 
11        712           1433             4063 
12        719           1254.4          4012 
13        715           1450.5          4192 
14        713           1382.5          4018 

 
First layer velocity in the range of 699 to 870 m/s with a mean p-wave velocity of 760 m/s 
Second velocity in the range of 1180 to 1450 m/s with a mean p-wave velocity of 1300 m/s 
Third layer velocity in the range of 3759 to 5321 m/s with a mean p-wave velocity of 4300 m/s 
 
Discussions 

 
In what follows, the seismic refraction pseudovolume and the resistivity models are discussed to provide an image of the subsurface in 
terms of (i) lateral and vertical variations in the subsurface geology (ii) degree of consolidation of the very near surface materials (iii) 
the approximate location of the bedrock surface (iv) the thickness characteristics of overburden. 

 
The electro-stratigraphy of the area Fig. 10 (L1 – L14) revealed that up to the depth of about 7 m, from profile 1 to 9 in the subsurface 
on the east and north show very good compaction and become less compact from line 10 to 14. Resistivity > 1600 Ω.m found in the 
subsurface to depths of about 3 m close to the end of the profiles at the south is as a result of mixture of loose sand alluvium deposits. 
The subsurface to 7 m depth for profiles 1 to 9 display moderately high resistivities > 600 Ω.m. Below depths of about 5 m from 
profiles 10 to 14 the 2D apparent resistivity model sections display dominantly low resistivities < 500 Ω.m which may suggest the 
presence of highly weathered underground. Confined high resistivity regions (>1500 Ω.m) below depths of about 5 m encountered on 
lines 1, 2, 4, 5, 10 and 11, suggesting the presence of enclaves of loose soil at those depths.  

 
The results of the seismic refraction survey indicate a subsurface structure that consists of three acoustic layers. The first layer is 
interpreted to be the top soil/unconsolidated overburden with thickness up to a maximum of 8 m and an average p-wave velocity of 
760 m/s.  

 
The second layer represents the overburden and it is composed significantly of weathered granite and schist. This layer is variably 
compacted. This intermediate layer has thickness that varies considerably (between 5 m to 20 m). The average p-wave velocity for this 
layer is 1300 m/s. 

 
The third or the semi-infinite layer is the bedrock. Also shown in the pseudo-volume section (Fig. 11), the bedrock has a down-dip in 
the Northern part and shows shallow disposition at the southern part close to the stream. The average p-wave velocity of this semi-
infinite zone is 4300 m/s and the delineated bedrock depth varies between 17 m to 32 m. The bedrock was found at deeper depth of > 
24 m at the north with an up-dip in the southern direction about 17 m from the surface which could not be clearly mapped by the 
resistivity method. The stratigraphic earth model revealed by the shallow seismic refraction survey is shown in Fig. 12. 
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Fig. 12 The stratigraphic earth model revealed by the shallow seismic refraction survey. 

IV. CONCLUSION 
Interpretation of the resistivity and the seismic refraction data have been successfully been used to determine the thickness of residual 
soil layer and depth of bedrock in the study area. Generally, the subsurface show a very compact weathered zone at the North and 
East. The South and part of the West have weak and highly weathered zone, a signature of an incompetent subsurface with very low 
bearing capacity. The bedrock has a down dip in the South-North direction very shallow in the subsurface about > 12 m at the South 
and > 23 at the North. Thus the bedrock is very eminent close to the river.    
 
Generally, the subsurface is made of clay, sandy-clay, fairly weathered granite and schist, laterite, dry loose sand. Again within the 
very near surface of the study site, no structures were found which are considered inimical to the foundations of future engineering 
structures. This study has showed the significance of combination of geophysical tools in engineering site investigations.  
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Abstract- This paper presents results of a study carried out to 
determine the feasibility of utilizing boiler blowdown heat for 
operating an absorption refrigeration chiller.  In the study the 
coal power plant situated in Sri Lanka was used. This consists of 
three identical power plant units operated on “Rankine Reheat – 
Regenerative Steam Cycle.  Each unit has 300MW rated capacity 
with an overall efficiency between 35%-40%. Continuous 
blowdown of the plant boiler is done at the rate of 10tons/hour. 
The temperature of the blow down water is at 97.5oC.  The study 
aimed at investigating the possibility of utilizing heat recovered 
through boiler blowdown water to operate a vapor absorption 
refrigeration plant to supply required chill water for site air 
conditioning needs. The power plant at present has three central 
air conditioning units with cooling capacities of 900, 960 and 
640kW operating on vapor compression refrigeration to produce 
chill water requirements. The amount of heat that could be 
extracted from the blowdown water (from one unit) was 
estimated as 496kW. Accordingly, an absorption chiller was 
selected to match the available heat and based on inlet and outlet 
temperatures recommended by the manufactures.   All necessary 
auxiliary equipment for the installation of the selected the 
absorption chiller which replaces the present vapour compression 
refrigeration system was determined together with economic 
feasibility. The study demonstrated the possibility of successful 
utilization of boiler blowdown water for useful application, 
hence savings in energy. 
 
Index Terms- Boiler blowdown, Waste heat, Absorption 
refrigeration, Energy savings 
 

I. INTRODUCTION 
aste heat recovery has been a common practice in industry 
to gain economic benefits in short term by saving fuel 

costs and contributing to the sustainable use of energy resources. 
Especially, heat recovery has become increasingly important as 
an integral part of thermal power generation systems, i.e. waste-
to-energy units are included to the best possible extent [1].  The 
rising cost of energy and global warming concerns in recent 
years have highlighted the need to develop energy systems with 
higher efficiency and to reduce emissions. Waste heat recovery, 
renewable energy sources, cogeneration and combined cycle 
power generation systems are receiving a greater attention [2].  
 
 
 

Heat recovery from exhaust gases is often practiced in many 
instances. Other area in which a potential exists to recover heat is 
from the boiler blowdown water in large power generation 
plants. The boiler blowdown process involves the periodic or 
continuous removal of water from the bottom section of the 
evaporator of a boiler to remove accumulated dissolved solids 
and/or sludge. During this process, water is discharged from the 
boiler to avoid the negative impacts of dissolved solids or 
impurities on boiler efficiency and maintenance. However, boiler 
blowdown results in waste of energy, because the blowndown 
liquid is at about the same temperature as that of the saturated 
steam produced. Much of this heat can be recovered by routing 
the blowndown water through a heat exchanger that preheats the 
boiler's makeup water.  
In the present study, power plant which uses coal as the fuel to 
run three units of steam turbines each having 300MW rated 
power was selected.  The plant uses Rankine Reheat- 
Regenerative Steam Cycle with three stages and the overall 
thermal efficiency of the plant lies between 35% - 40%.  The 
steam pressure used is 16MPa.  
In the plant, boiler feed water is pumped into the boiler (steam 
drum) through high pressure heat exchangers (feed water heaters) 
and an economizer located at the boiler exhaust side. Then water 
is distributed over boiler water walls. Burning of the coal heats 
water in pipes coiled (water wall) around the boiler, turning it 
into steam. This steam re-enters the steam drum and then it 
separates (from water in steam drum) by cyclone separators in 
the steam drum. Separated steam then enters into a set of super 
heaters. The hot steam expands in the pipes, and emerges under 
high pressure and high temperature. The high pressure, high 
temperature steam enters the High Pressure (HP) steam turbine.   
HP turbine’s outlet steam is conveyed through the re-heater 
panels of the boiler and then it enters the Intermediate Pressure 
(IP) steam turbine. Outlet of the IP turbine directly enters the 
Low Pressure (LP) Steam Turbine. 
Outlet steam from LP turbine is condensed back to water by a sea 
water cooled condenser. HP turbine, IP Turbine and LP Turbine 
are connected to a common shaft (tandem compound type). This 
shaft connects with the turbine generator.  
The power station has two types of air conditioning systems 
namely, centralized type air conditioning system (chill water) 
and split type air conditioning units.  This study focused on the 
centralized type air conditioning system at the power plant. There 
are three centralized air conditioning systems at the plant, details 
of which are given in Table 1. 

W 
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Table 1   Details of Centralized Air Conditioning System [3] 

Location of Centralized Air 
Conditioning System 

Chiller’s Cooling 
Capacity (kW) Users 

Main Power Block – Unit 01 Power 
Plant 

900 
Central Control Room, Electronic Cabinet Rooms 
(Unit 01 and 02), Electro-Static Precipitator 
(ESP) and Ash Handling Control Room (Unit 01) 

Main Power Block – Unit 03 Power 
Plant 960 

Electronic Cabinet Rooms (Unit 03), ESP and 
Ash Handling Control Room (Unit 02 and 03), 
Engineers Room (Unit 03) 

Boiler Make-up Water Plant Block 640 
Boiler makeup water plant control room, 
Laboratory rooms, Canteen, Administration 
building 

 

II. METHODOLOGY 
As the first step, the waste heat that could be recovered 
from the continuous blowdown water was estimated 
using measured data. The capacities of air conditioning 
were examined in order to decide which air conditioning 
system given in Table 1 could be replaced with an 
absorption chiller which is to be operated with the 
recovered waste heat. After deciding on the air 
conditioning plant to be replaced with the new system, 
the specifications given by the suppliers of the present 
system was analyzed   to ensure that the same operating 
conditioning are achieved [3].  

III. PROPOSED ABSORPTION CHILLER 
In general blowdown rate is taken as 1% of the feed water 
flowing into the boiler. Therefore, for a single power plant 
unit of 300MW capacity, the boiler blow down rate is 
10.25ton/h.   According to the past operating data of the power 
station [4] (for the month of October 2015), average 
blowdown flow rate is 10 ton/h (in liquid water state) and it 
has an average temperature of 97.5oC at the exit after the heat 
exchanger placed as an additional feed water heater.    
Absorption chiller manufacturers recommend various heat 
sources to drive the absorption refrigeration cycle. After 
reviewing a number of available product catalogues, a chiller 
with the specification given in Table 2 was selected as it 
matches the conditions of the proposed application in terms of 
cooling demand. 
 

Table 2 Specifications of the Chiller [5] 

Manufacturer LS Mtron Ltd 
Selected Model LWM-T009 
Refrigerant Water - LiBr 
Cooling Capacity 316 kW 
Chilled water Data 

 Temperature 13oC (Inlet) 
 8oC (Outlet) 

Water flow rate 54.4 m3/h 
 

 
 Table 2 (cont.) 
 

Cooling Water Data 

Temperature 31oC (Inlet)  
36.5oC (Outlet) 

Water flow rate 128 m3/h 
Hot Water Data 

Temperature 95oC (Inlet) 
55oC (Outlet) 

Water flow rate 10.6 ton/h 
 
 
For the selected absorption chiller, the heat input requirement 
was computed with the other data quoted by the manufacturer 
for the hot water stream as given below.    
 

𝑄𝑖𝑛 = 𝑚𝐶(𝑇𝑖𝑛 − 𝑇𝑜𝑢𝑡) 
Where; 
𝑄𝑖𝑛 = 𝐻𝑒𝑎𝑡 𝑠𝑢𝑝𝑝𝑙𝑖𝑒𝑑(𝑘𝑊) 
𝐶 = 𝑆𝑝𝑒𝑐𝑖𝑓𝑖𝑐 ℎ𝑒𝑎𝑡 𝑐𝑎𝑝𝑎𝑐𝑖𝑡𝑦  (𝐾𝐽𝑘𝑔−1 0𝐶−1) 
𝑚 = 𝑀𝑎𝑠𝑠 𝑓𝑙𝑜𝑤 𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑒 𝑜𝑓 ℎ𝑜𝑡 𝑤𝑎𝑡𝑒𝑟 (𝑚𝑠−1) 
𝑇𝑖𝑛 = 𝐼𝑛𝑙𝑒𝑡 𝑤𝑎𝑡𝑒𝑟 𝑡𝑒𝑚𝑝𝑒𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑢𝑟𝑒( 𝐶𝑜 ) 
𝑇𝑜𝑢𝑡 = 𝑂𝑢𝑡𝑙𝑒𝑡 𝑤𝑎𝑡𝑒𝑟 𝑡𝑒𝑚𝑝𝑒𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑢𝑟𝑒( 𝐶𝑜 ) 
 
 Substituting the values given in Table 1; 

𝑄𝑖𝑛 =
(10.6)(103)

3600 (4.2)(95 − 55) = 494.667𝑘𝑊 

 
The heat energy available from the boiler blowdown water 
was then calculated using the available data, and assuming 
water is cooled down to 55oC. 
 

𝑄𝑎𝑣 = 𝑚′𝐶( 𝑇𝑖𝑛′ − 𝑇𝑜𝑢𝑡′ ) 
Where; 
𝑄𝑎𝑣 = 𝐴𝑣𝑖𝑎𝑙𝑏𝑙𝑒 ℎ𝑒𝑎𝑡 (𝑘𝑊) 
𝐶 = 𝑆𝑝𝑒𝑐𝑖𝑓𝑖𝑐 ℎ𝑒𝑎𝑡 𝑐𝑎𝑝𝑎𝑐𝑖𝑡𝑦  (𝐾𝐽𝑘𝑔−1 0𝐶−1) 
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𝑚′ = 𝐴𝑣𝑖𝑎𝑙𝑏𝑙𝑒 𝑓𝑙𝑜𝑤 𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑒  𝑜𝑓 𝑤𝑎𝑡𝑒𝑟 (𝑚𝑠−1) 
𝑇𝑖𝑛′ = 𝐼𝑛𝑙𝑒𝑡 𝑤𝑎𝑡𝑒𝑟 𝑡𝑒𝑚𝑝𝑒𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑢𝑟𝑒( 𝐶𝑜 ) 
𝑇𝑜𝑢𝑡′ = 𝑂𝑢𝑡𝑙𝑒𝑡 𝑤𝑎𝑡𝑒𝑟 𝑡𝑒𝑚𝑝𝑒𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑢𝑟𝑒( 𝐶𝑜 ) 
 

𝑄𝑎𝑣 =
(10 )(103)

3600 (4.2)(97.5− 55) = 495.883𝑘𝑊 
 
Since, the available heat recovered from the boiler blowdown 
is greater than the requirement for the selected absorption 
chiller; it can be accepted as suitable for this application.  
The actual temperature of the available hot water stream is 
higher by an amount 2.5 oC than the recommended value and 
on the other hand mass flow rate is slightly less (by an amount 
0.6 ton/h). Because of these opposing slight variations, the 
selected chiller will be able to absorb the required heat energy. 

A. Performance of selected absorption chiller 
The performance of a refrigeration cycle is described by its 
Coefficient of Performance (COP), defined as given below 

COP =  
Cooling capacity 

Heat input +  Pump Work  
 

Assuming work input to the pump is negligible, the COP of 
the selected absorption chiller can be determined with 
recommended parameters as given below.     

COP   =  
316

494.667
= 0.64 

But, available hot water flow (Boiler blowdown water flow) 
has slightly different conditions with compared to the 
recommended parameters. Considering the COP of the 
absorption chiller remains constant for the real situation, the 
cooling capacity obtainable at evaporator is calculated as 
follows. 

𝐴𝑐𝑡𝑢𝑎𝑙 𝑐𝑜𝑜𝑙𝑖𝑛𝑔 𝑐𝑎𝑝𝑎𝑐𝑖𝑡𝑦 = 𝐶𝑂𝑃 𝑥 𝐴𝑐𝑡𝑢𝑎𝑙 𝐻𝑒𝑎𝑡 𝑖𝑛𝑝𝑢𝑡 
 𝐴𝑐𝑡𝑢𝑎𝑙 𝑐𝑜𝑜𝑙𝑖𝑛𝑔 𝑐𝑎𝑝𝑎𝑐𝑖𝑡𝑦 = 0.64 𝑥 495.833 

= 316.837𝑘𝑊 
This proves that expected cooling capacity could be obtained 
by the selected absorption chiller (316 kW cooling capacity) 
with the boiler blowdown water flow. 

B. Integration of Absorption Chiller with the Existing 
System 

The present vapor compression refrigeration chiller at the 
main power block meets the cooling loads of three locations, 
namely; Central Control Room, Electronic Cabinet Rooms, 
and ESP and Ash Handling Control Room (see Table 1).  
Total capacity of the chiller is 900kW.  Since, the selected 
absorption chiller can supply only 316kW of cooling load with 
the available boiler blowdown water, only a part load can be 
handled by this absorption chiller. The Central Control Room 
and the Electronic Cabinet Rooms have cooling loads of 
100kW and 200kW respectively, totaling to 300kW, and 
therefore the proposed chiller is recommended to be used for 
the cooling needs of these two locations. 
In the present system, chill water supply and return are done 
through separate pipes from chill water supplying and 

returning headers as shown in Figure 1. Hence the proposed 
absorption chiller can be integrated to the existing system as 
shown in Figure 2.  
Further, the existing vapor compression refrigeration based 
chiller can be adjusted to its cooling capacity within a range of 
25-100% of rated capacity (900kW). Therefore, the existing 
vapor compression system can be used to supply the 
remaining cooling load of 600 kW in other locations except 
Central Control Room and Electronic Central Cabinet Rooms 
without any disturbances.   

 
Figure 1 Present chilled water supply system 

 

 
Figure 2 Modified Chilled water System with the Absorption 

Chiller 

C. Auxiliary Components for the Absorption Chiller 
When integrating an absorption chiller into the existing 
system, the following main components are required with 
necessary insulated pipe lines. 
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• A Cooling Tower 
• A Pump for cooling water line 
• A Pump for chilled water line 
• A Pump for supplying hot water to absorption chiller 

hot water path 
Selection criteria of these components are described below. 
The same Air Handling Unit (AHU) of the vapor compression 
refrigeration system can be used in the proposed system. 

D. Selection of a Cooling Tower 
Selection of a cooling tower for an absorption chiller is 
normally based on   cooling water flow rate, cooling 
mechanism and inlet/outlet temperature of cooling water of 
the selected absorption chiller. For the proposed absorption 
chiller, the following conditions shall be fulfilled with regard 
to the cooling tower in order to match with the absorption 
chiller. 
Cooling water flow rate = 128 m3/h  
Inlet temperature = 31oC 
Outlet temperature = 36.5oC   
Based on above parameters, the following cooling tower was 
selected from the catalogue of cooling towers, CTS Cooling 
Tower Systems, USA [6]. 
Selected Cooling Tower specifications are as follows: 
Model: T-2150 
Inlet water temperature   : 35 oC 
Outlet water temperature: 29 oC 
Hot water and air flow direction: counter-flow    
Ventilation: mechanical draft cooling tower 

E. Selection of Pumps 
Three centrifugal pumps were selected to match with the 
designed operational requirements considering easy operation, 
availability, and maintenance.     Table 3 summarized the 
selection criteria and the specifications of the pumps as per the   
manufacturer’s catalog [7]. 
 
Table 3 Selection of Centrifugal Pumps for Proposed Absorption 

Chiller [7] 

Application Specifications Manufacturer and 
Model  

Pump for cooling 
water line 

Flow: 128 m3/h (As per 
selected absorption 
chiller) 
Head: 40 m (As per 
existing system) 

Manufacturer: 
Ruhrpumpen, 
Germany 
Model: CPP 

Pump for chilled 
water line 

Flow: 54.4 m3/h (As per 
selected absorption 
chiller) 
Head: 40 m (As per 
existing system) 

Manufacturer: 
Ruhrpumpen, 
Germany 
Model: CPP 

Pump for 
supplying hot 
water to 
absorption chiller 
hot water path 

Flow: 10 m3/h (As per 
selected absorption 
chiller) 
Head: 

Manufacturer: 
Ruhrpumpen, 
Germany 
Model: CPP-L 

IV. CHALLENGES DURING ADAPTATION 
Compared to   an electric chiller, an absorption chiller requires 
about 50% additional space. Outdoor installations are also not 

possible since the refrigerant is water. Thus a large room is 
required for the absorption chiller installation. Required 
dimensions for the selected absorption chiller are: Length 
(with space for tube replacement) 5200mm, Width 1900mm, 
height 2260mm.  Also the absorption chillers are twice as 
heavy in general when compared to a normal equivalent 
electric chiller. The selected model is of 5.5ton operating 
weight. 
As per the selected chiller, the foundation should be properly 
laid in such a manner that chiller will be horizontally level 
(2mm per 1000mm) in both directions. The chiller will not 
operate if the refrigerant and absorbent trays inside the chiller 
are not level. According to the specifications, the load bearing 
foundation areas should be of concrete to withstand the load of 
the chiller. 
Similarly, the cooling tower required for an absorption chiller 
compared to a similar capacity   electric chiller is larger. An 
inherent concern with absorption chillers is the crystallization 
of the absorbent (Lithium Bromide solution) inside the chiller 
due to lapses in the tower control pump. This phenomenon is 
called “rocking up.” In order to avoid such situations; pumps 
have to be in operation even after shut down of the chiller. 
Thus, there is a requirement to have an emergency power 
supply to keep the pumps running to avoid crystallization. 
This additional expenditure is up to the owner to decide based 
on the availability of uninterrupted power supply. 
 

V. ECONOMIC FEASIBILITY 
In general the cost of an absorption chiller is expressed as a 
cost per unit of cooling capacity. According to the market 
price existed on November 2015, this value was USD 
1110/ton of refrigeration (1 ton of refrigeration = 
12000BTU/H = 3.5 kW cooling).   Based on this figure, the 
cost for the proposed application, which is 316kW or 90ton, 
would be USD 99,900. If the plant is assumed to be last for 20 
years, the annual depreciation cost based on straight line 
depreciation and without a scarp value, the annual 
depreciation chargeable would be USD 4,995. 
Since the plant is operational for 24h a day the annual 
electrical power requirement to drive the absorption chiller 
was estimated. Since four pumps with electrical power ratings 
of 2.8kW, 0.6kW, 0.2kW and 0.4kW are in operation for sub-
systems of the proposed application the electrical energy 
demand is estimated as follows. 
 
Electrical power = 2.8 + 0.6 + 0.2 + 0.4 = 4kW 
Annual Energy consumption = 4 x 24 x 365 = 35,040kWh 
 
Considering the cost of one unit of electricity (one kWh) as 
USD 0.1 the running electrical would be USD 3504. 
Therefore, the annual total cost for the proposed system with 
depreciation would be USD 8499. The annual electricity cost 
that could be saved by replacing the vapour compression 
refrigeration plant from the absorption chiller based air 
conditioner of 316kW, is not significant as the same vapour 
compression refrigeration system is to be operated on part 
load.     
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VI. CONCLUSIONS 
Absorption chillers provide low cost reliable cooling and for a 
given application it could provide significant energy savings, 
especially in the form of waste heat recovery. In order to 
maximize the savings, different scenarios should be evaluated 
for a given situation and environment. Coefficient of 
Performance of an absorption chiller plant lies on low values 
(nominally less than 0.7) with compared to vapor compression 
systems (nominally between 5-6), but with available of waste 
heat source or cheap heat source, an absorption chiller can 
accommodate in air conditioning systems with high rate of 
return in terms. On the other hand, absorption chiller’s 
refrigerant (water- ammonia or water- LiBr) are not harmful 
for the ozone layer of the atmosphere which directly prevents 
contamination of Ultra Violet (UV) rays on earth.   
In this study we have only demonstrated the feasibility of 
utilizing waste heat recovered from boiler blowdown water.  
As far as costs are concerned, only the cost of chiller, 
electricity costs for the plant operation and the depreciation 
have been considered. However, there could be other costs 
involved with the cooling tower, pumps, installation and 
insulation, construction of a room to accommodate the chiller, 
etc. 
Also we have considered a single effect chiller where low 
temperature heat is utilized, thus low efficiencies. But with a 
small amount of reheating to produce steam, there is a 
possibility to run a double-effect chiller which is more 
efficient. 
More accurate data on the part load cooling would have 
helped in accurate calculation of the energy used in the 
existing chiller, hence more realistic cost savings would have 
found. 
Another advantage of this design is, existing vapor 
compression system can be used for remaining part load 
without altering the system. Also during the start-up or 
shutdown of the plant, it can use existing vapor compression 
system for essential air conditioning needs by using relevant 
isolation valves.  
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Legal effects of Employees’ Wrongful Acts under 
Negligent Hiring Theory 

Kholoud Alharthi  
 

Abstract- This paper discuses the legal effects of the employee’s 
improper acts. One of the most fundamental impacts is that 
employers can be held liable for the harmful actions of its 
employees. The paper illustrates how Employers could be liable 
under the doctrine of respondeat superior for defamatory 
statements made by its employees. Also, the paper shows some 
examples of how employer can be held liable for defamatory 
statements made by its employees under the theory of negligent 
retention. Additionally, this paper provides some suggestions of 
how employers would minimize the risk of liability for the 
actions of its employees under the negligent hiring theory for the 
actions of its employees.   
 
Index Terms- Employment, Hiring Theory, Liability, Negligent. 
 

I. INTRODUCTION 
 egligent hiring theory is a legal doctrine applied to impose 
liability on an employer when such liability cannot be 

imposed under respondeat superior. Under the negligent hiring 
theory, the employer is liable for the torts of an employee if the 
employer fails to use reasonable care in hiring and retaining 
competent employees. Unlike the respondeat superior doctrine, 
this doctrine is based on the acts of the employer and does not 
need to be within the scope of employment.1 
       The case of Diaz v. Carcamo outlined the difference 
between the doctrines of respondeat superior and negligent 
hiring. In this case, three cars a truck, a car and an SUV were 
involved in an accident. The injured party sued all the involved 
parties. The driver of the truck was sued together with his 
employer under respondeat superior and negligent hiring theory. 
The theory of negligent hiring applied because the truck driver 
had a previous history of accidents. The employer was found to 
be negligent in hiring the employee.2 
       Moreover, in Fleming v. Bronfin, the defendant’s 
deliveryman attacked the plaintiff while making deliveries. The 
act was outside the employee’s duties and, therefore, the doctrine 
of respondeat superior did not apply. However, the court 
reasoned that since the employer was aware that the employee 
was to enter customers’ homes, the employer had a duty to use 
ordinary care in hiring employees.  In essence, the doctrine 
requires the employer to use reasonable care in hiring and 
retaining employees. Reasonable care in this case requires the 
employer to conduct some form of investigation before hiring the 
employee. 3 On the other hand, the court in Weiss v. Furniture in 
the Raw, held that the employer had failed to use any standards 
in hiring its employee and was, therefore, liable under negligent 
hiring.  In this case, the defendant had hired the employee 
without conducting investigation into the employee’s 
background. 4 

II. APPLICATION OF NEGLIGENT HIRING 
         The application of negligent hiring requires a connection 
between the type of harm suffered and the information available. 
This was established in Argonne Apartment House Co. v. 
Garrison, where the employee was hired to work in the 
plaintiff’s house. The employee stole jewelry from the plaintiff’s 
house. The information available about the employee was that he 
had a conviction for intoxication. The court observed that a prior 
conviction of intoxication did not imply that the employee was 
unfit for the job. The court held that the duty to use reasonable 
care in hiring employees was not breached because there was no 
connection between the information and the employee’s acts. 
Additionally, if the information that would render the employee 
unfit for the job would not be discovered in a routine check, the 
employer cannot be held liable under negligent hiring.5 Also, 
Stone v. Hurst Lumber Co., illustrated that the defendant could 
not discover the vicious tendencies of the employee because 
there was no record of the tendencies. These tendencies caused 
the employee to attack the plaintiff and the court held that the 
employer was not liable. 6 

         The employer’s duty does not end at hiring the employee 
but extends to the retention of only safe employees. This was 
established in Vanderhule v. Berinstein, where an employee 
made peculiar statements to his employer and the employer 
observed the employee’s strange behavior. The employee 
attacked a customer. The court, in finding the employer liable, 
indicated that the employer should have investigated the 
employee’s behavior after the erratic acts and failure to do so 
was a breach of a duty owed to the plaintiff. 7 

         Negligent hiring theory imposes some duty on employers to 
inquire into the background of their employees before hiring 
them. However, the right to privacy may hinder an employer’s 
ability to discover information that would make an employee 
unfit.8 

         In Saine v. Comcast Cablevision of Ark., Inc., it was held 
that negligent hiring imposes a liability on the employer to check 
employees backgrounds through appropriate means. The costs 
associated with background checks are minimal and with the 
widespread use of the Internet, these costs have reduced 
significantly. The minimal costs weaken the arguments for 
failure to undertake Internet screening before employment. 9 

         Furthermore, in Marino v. City of Bunnell et al, Nick 
Massaro, who was a police officer at the Bunnell Police 
department, posted obscene advertisements on Craigslist. 
Massarro posed as Marino and placed an advertisement on the 
casual encounters section of the website. When Marino 
complained to the site, the advertisement was taken down. The 
company traced the IP and the email address associated with the 
advertisement to Massaro. Massaro had posted the advertisement 

N 
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using his police issued computer and the department’s IP 
address.  Mossaro’s posts made the police department liable for 
defamation, infliction of emotional stress, invasion of privacy 
and negligent hiring.10 

 

III. SUBSTANTIATION OF  EMPLOYER’S LIABILITY 
         Employers receive some immunity from liability in 
negligently hiring persons with certificates of employability. The 
legislation that provides for certificates of employability is aimed 
at assisting individuals with felony convictions to gain 
employment.  The law protects the employer from liability 
related to employing individuals with these certificates. The 
certificate protects the employer from liability in negligent hiring 
claims for negligent acts committed by a certificate holder if the 
employer knew of the certificate at the time the act occurred. The 
certificate also reduces employer liability in negligent retention 
of individuals with the certificate provided the employer did not 
know that the individual demonstrated dangerous behavior or had 
been convicted of a felony after being hired. Recently, the use of 
criminal background information in hiring employees has 
decreased, which required the adoption of this law. The 
certificate of employability is applicable in several states 
including Ohio, Colorado, Florida, Illinois, Massachusetts, New 
York, North Carolina, and Tennessee.11 

         While this law does not mandate employers to hire 
individuals with these certificates, it provides then with an 
incentive to hire these individuals by providing them protection 
from liability in negligent hiring and retention. If the employer is 
sued for negligent hiring, the employer can produce the 
employee’s certificate of employability to prove the exercise of 
due care in hiring and retaining the employee if the employer 
was aware of the certificate at the time the negligent act 
occurred. However, the certificate does not accord the employer 
absolute immunity from liability. An employer can still be liable 
in negligent retention if the individual was convicted of a felony 
or demonstrated danger after being hired and was retained as an 
employee. Therefore, the employer should adopt appropriate 
policies and training to benefit from the protection of the law.12 

         Additionally, employers, especially public employers, are 
protected by qualified immunity from claims of negligent hiring. 
This was demonstrated in Robinson v. Kenton County Detention 
Center. The facts in this case were that Kenton hired Michael 
Stokes as a deputy jailer at their facility. Stokes later sexually 
assaulted two inmates at the facility. Stokes was placed under 
leave pending investigations and was subsequently dismissed 
after he was charged with the crimes. The two inmates who were 
molested by Stokes brought an action against the jailer and the 
assistant jailer of the facility for negligent hiring, retention and 
supervision of Stokes. The case was dismissed by the trial court 
because the employer was immune from liability. 13 

         On appeal, the court stated that the employer enjoys 
sovereign immunity, which implies that they cannot be sued 
without their consent. The court, however, noted that this 
immunity does not extend to public officials. Public officials 
instead enjoy official immunity. Official immunity only applies 
if the acts of these officials involved discretionary functions that 
were made in good faith and within the scope of their power. The 
court further noted that ministerial acts, acts that require absolute 

duty or involve the execution of tasks that arise out of designated 
facts, do not attract official immunity.14 

         The appellants claimed that the act by the facility officials 
was ministerial and, therefore, official immunity does not apply. 
The court in its decision observed that the officials acted in good 
faith. The court pointed out that in order to establish bad faith the 
inmates were required to show that the officials knew or should 
have known that Stokes would violate the inmates, acted with 
corrupt motives, or that their actions were intended to harm the 
inmates. The court concluded that the actions of the officials 
were protected by qualified immunity. 15 

         Because of the connection between foreseeability and 
reasonable investigation in negligent hiring, there is the 
justification that failure to conduct online screening can expose 
the employer to negligent hiring. In Howard v. Hertz Corp., 
Howard filed a claim against Hertz after being ridiculed by one 
of its employees on social media. The claim asserted that the 
employer was negligent in hiring the employee who made the 
insulting postings. Howard claimed that the employer had a duty 
to ensure that its employees acted appropriately especially with 
regard to their employment. This duty was breached when one of 
its employees posted ridiculing comments about a customer on 
social media. Although Hertz contended that it was not 
foreseeable that the employee would engage in the behavior, 
Howard provided evidence that the employee had previously 
posted information about the employers customers. Because 
Hertz failed to take any measures to rectify the situation or deter 
the employee from engaging in similar activities it acted 
negligently.16 

 

IV. EXAMPLES INVOLVING EMPLOYER LIABILITY 
         In Lazzeto v. Kulmatycki, the court held that the plaintiff’s 
previous employer had violated the plaintiff’s privacy when her 
previous supervisor read her personal email which were 
contained in a smartphone the plaintiff had used and returned to 
the company after the end of her employment. The plaintiff had 
returned the company issued phone but did not have it wiped. 
The phone ended up with the supervisor who without the 
knowledge of the plaintiff accessed her 4,800 emails directed to 
her personal Gmail account. Additionally the supervisor 
disclosed some of the contents of these emails to other 
individuals. 17 

         The plaintiff’s former employer admitted that the 
supervisor was acting within the scope of employment and was 
furthering the employer’s interest when he accessed the emails. 
The court noted that the plaintiff had an action for intrusion of 
privacy. An intrusion of privacy claim requires that the plaintiff 
prove that the defendant intentionally intruded into private space 
and the intrusion was highly offensive. In the current case, the 
court observed that the supervisor’s action of reading the 
plaintiffs numerous personal mails was highly offensive.  The 
court granted the plaintiffs action for breach of the Stored 
Communications Act. The Act prohibits the access of personal 
emails and other personal Internet information by an 
unauthorized person.18 

         In Fruit v. Schreiner, Fruit was required to attend a sales 
convention which was organized by his employer. The 
convention included business as well as social events. He was 
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required to interact with other individuals in order to learn new 
techniques. The second evening during the convention, he drove 
to the bar in order to network with some of his friends.  He did 
not find his friends and drove back. During the journey, his car 
skidded and hit another car. The plaintiff who was standing in 
front of the car hit by Fruit had his legs crushed because of the 
accident. The question in this case was whether Fruit’s employer 
was liable under the doctrine of respondeat superior for the 
injuries caused by its employee. The issue was whether at the 
time of the accident the defendant was acting on behalf of the 
employer. 19 

         According to the doctrine of respondeat superior, an 
employer is only liable for the actions of its employee if the 
employee was acting within the scope of employment and 
furthering the interests of the employer. The court in finding the 
employer liable under the doctrine of respondeat superior noted 
that the employee’s actions were within the scope of 
employment, as he was required by the employer to socialize 
with other guests.20 

         Respondeat superior extends liability for employee’s 
actions to the use of the Internet. Foreseeable employee actions 
involving the use of the Internet, although they may not benefit 
the employer, can result in liability. The employer’s knowledge 
of such conduct may not be necessary to impose liability. In Jane 
Doe v. XYC Corporation the court found that an employer has a 
duty to investigate and prevent an employee from accessing child 
pornography websites. The employer’s failure to prevent the 
conduct from continuing exposes them to liability. XYZ 
Corporation had received complaints that an employee was using 
his workplace computer to access pornographic websites. An 
investigation confirmed these allegations, but the company took 
no action against the employee. The employee further took and 
posted three pornographic images of a child to a child 
pornographic site. The employee was arrested on charges of child 
pornography. He admitted to storing the images and 
downloading numerous pornographic images into his work 
computer. The court observed that the corporation could be liable 
if it is established that it had the ability to monitor the employees 
use of the Internet and if it had the right to monitor the activities.  
The employer could also be liable if it knew or should have 
known of the employee’s activities, had a duty to prevent the 
employee from engaging in the activity and its failure to take 
action caused harm to the child. The court, therefore, held that all 
the elements were present and the employer was liable for any 
proximate harm caused by its failure to prevent the employee 
from using the work computer to transmit pornographic 
images.21 

 

V. RECOMMENDATIONS & CONCLUSION 
         It would be very helpful to review company policies with 
the employees, especially after a breach has occurred to prevent 
further breach. The positive work relations play a critical role in 
preventing employer liability and employers should foster good 
relations to facilitate effective communications in the workplace.  
In reducing vicarious liability and workplace harassment, 
employers should implement comprehensive policies to address 
these issues. The employer should consult with employees in 
developing measures that prohibit employee harmful actions. In 

particular, the employer should create policies that prohibit 
inappropriate use of the Internet and computers in the workplace. 
Developing policies to address the use of computers and the 
Internet in the workplace will reduce the improper use of 
computers and the Internet in the workplace. The policies will set 
out the employer’s ownership and control of its equipment and 
therefore the employer’s authority to monitoring the use of 
computers and the Internet by the employees.  
         However, there are some circumstances where the 
employer is immune to such liability. Such cases include where 
the employer enjoys qualified privilege, where the employer 
hired an individual with a certificate of employment or where the 
employer exercised reasonable care in hiring an individual. 
Qualified privilege makes the employer immune to liability 
under the doctrine of respondeat superior. A certificate of 
employability makes an employer immune to liability because of 
negligent hiring while the exercise of reasonable care makes an 
employer immune from liability under negligent hiring and 
retention. In order to prevent liability for the acts of its 
employees, employers should adopt measures to prevent such 
liability.  
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Abstract—In hybrid power sources or in electric vehicles, the 
promising concepts for these are multiport converters. They are 
much beneficial as conversion can be done in single stage while 
even interfaced with multiple input power sources. This paper 
presented the introduction and comparison of multiport 
converters with conventional converter. Here I present the 
application of multiport converters with reference to use of multi 
sources along with the advantages and disadvantages of both, the 
types of converters. Due to the flexibility of a multiport 
converter, it gives several advantages. It can be used for many 
applications as electric vehicle, renewable energy sources for 
Uninterruptible Power Supply without storage, or it can be used 
for storage of energy using hybrid sources. 

 
 
Index Terms—multiport converter, electric vehicle, DC-DC 
converter. 

INTRODUCTION 
With the expanded consideration towards energy proficiency and 
natural contamination, choices with a little carbon impression 
have discovered reestablished enthusiasm for late times.  
The customary approach to enhance energy effectiveness is that 
we have to utilize our renewable sources in transportation instead 
of using the fuel which causes environmental problems. 
Electric Vehicles are the representatives in charged 
transportation, and this innovation is presently developing 
quickly. While the carbon impression of an Electric Vehicle (EV) 
is effectively wrangled about it is seen as a promising distinct 
option for control fuel costs. EVs have an exceptional power 
profile that has both force usage and recovery at various 
moments of its operation. 
 
DC-DC converters are equipment's, which are used to interface 
the power supply to the load. Based on the load requirements, the 
parameters of source are adjusted. The DC-DC converter 
experience as a receiver when a power source is available and 
also experiences as a power source sender for load. 

As in last few years the power converters gain the attention 
toward itself. There are two ways for the integration of power 
side with load and storage side. 
1) Common DC-DC bus 
2) Multiport DC-DC bus 
 
 
The common DC bus method is the conventional method. In 
conventional method, every source of energy is connected with 
its own DC-DC converter while in multiport DC-DC bus  

method, there is a single controller for the multiple inputs and 
output ports. 

CONVENTIONAL CONVERTER VS MULTIPORT CONVERTER 

A. Overview 
As research is continued to overcome the needs in every field, 
power electronics is also progressing in the research field. To 
overcome the issues faced in conventional converters researchers 
have developed multi-port converters. 
In conventional DC-DC power converter, there were some 
drawbacks as: 
1) More conversion steps are included 
2) more components were used 
3) cost was high  
4) Control was local for every controller. 
 
In the multi-port DC-DC power converter, there will be fewer 
power components, which implies the expense of the power 
converter will be lower than that of the conventional converter.  

Additionally, the transformation steps are minimized, bringing 
about higher productivity. Due to the vicinity of the transformer 
in some circuits, electric confinement is accessible, which is 
essential for safety. With the turn proportion of the transformer 
in certain topologies, it will be more effective to coordinate 
diverse renewable vitality wellsprings of distinctive voltage 
levels. At long last, there is a controller.  

B. Literature for multiport converter in electric vehicles 
 

The bidirectional dc-dc converters alongside storage energy have 
turned into a promising choice for some power-related systems, 
including crossover vehicle, power module vehicle, a renewable-
energy framework. 
 
It diminishes the expense and enhances effectiveness, as well as 
enhances the execution of the system. In the electric vehicle 
applications, an assistant vitality storage battery retains the 
recovered vitality bolstered back by the electric machine. 
 
Moreover, bidirectional dc-dc converter appeared in Figure 1 is, 
likewise, required to draw power from the helper battery to 
support the high-voltage transport amid vehicle beginning slope 
climbing and quicken. 
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Figure 1: Bidirectional converter 

Since a dc-dc converter can associate any two ports, it is 
characteristic of consider connecting ports up either by individual 
dc-dc transformation stages with a typical dc bus where energy 
from all ports is traded, or much less complex, by just change 
stages with the utilization of one port as the basic dc transport. 
These transformation stages are controlled freely, and a 
correspondence bus might be required for the end goal of 
overseeing power flow. Multi-port converter uses a solitary 
power transformation stage to interconnect all ports, rather than 
the individual dc-dc change stages, can be acquainted all together 
with make the entire system easier. In this manner, cost, size, and 
volume can be diminished because of fewer measures of devices 
and related circuits. The lessened change step results in efficient 
power.  
 
In multiport DC-DC converter, the controller is centralized so 
there is no issue of complicated communication, only one 
converter controls the overall communication. 
There are two different categories of integrated isolated multiport 
converters. 
In first type of converter transformer is involved as shown in 
Figure 2. 

 
Figure 2: DC-DC converter with transformer 

In [1] a converter is described that have low rating power rating 
of this converter is limited. Because to transfer energy only one 
port is allowed at a time via common magnetic components. The 
converter is based on working principle named as flux additivity 
in multi winding transformer, but this converter has an extra 
capability that is its reverse blocking diodes.by these diodes only 
power flow    unidirectional and it will prevent the application 
from application where storage of energy system is deployed.  
With advancement a converter is designed in [2] named as boost 
dual half bridge topology. 

The converter that exhibits the power flow in both direction, and 
it is bidirectional is presented. The presence of an inductor 
named as the boost inductor reduces the current ripple, but by 
reducing current ripple, we are increasing some parameters as 
cost, area and response from the system also changes the 
response of the circuit. In [3] converter topology is proposed, 
which is complex and difficult to implement is resonant 
converter topology. Multiport converter is proposed in [4] and 
[5] that are the derivation of the topology dual active bridge. A 
method has been proposed on the basis of time sharing in [6]. 
In second type, we can reduce the winding but only if common 
ground for ports allowed by the system [7], [8]. 

 
Figure 3: Proposed Converter in [9] 

The transformer having high-frequency not just coordinates & 
trades of the power between all ports, additionally among all 
ports isolation is provided between all ports. Due to high current 
and switching losses, a bottleneck was, to generate high voltage 
the multiport converter doesn’t properly. These issues are 
resolved in a converter which is proposed in research paper [7]. 
The strategy introduced in it was of changing the duty cycle 
constantly. The duty cycle is to be changed on the basis of 
voltage level of port. When power source or the storage 
component is added, it loses delicate exchanging promptly.  
In [8] multiport converter is proposed, it is a three-port 
bidirectional converter along with high frequency isolated 
transformer. Multiport converter is made of using half bridge 
instead of a full bridge. Power source or capacity is 
interconnected following the same duty cycle is utilized as a part 
of all the half-connect cells and is the main variable that can 
make up for the variety of the voltage level. 
In [9] an enhancement technique is presented for the topology in 
Figure 3 with the point of minimizing the general system 
misfortunes, where inside of the converter zero following 
influence is guaranteed, and the variety of an obligation cycle at 
every port decreases the exchanging misfortunes for port voltage 
varieties. This element permits capable power change, low 
weight and low volume development. Furthermore, the little flag 
model within the framework and the related control outline of the 
converter are created. Because of the job of the decoupling 
system, the multivariable control system can be deteriorated into 
a progression of autonomous single-circle subsystems, where the 
circle association can be dispensed with. Along these lines, high 
data transmissions for every control circle and quick element 
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reaction are achievable. A model of the multi-port converter has 
been manufactured and effectively tried. The exploratory results 
affirm the hypothetical investigation and demonstrate the 
decoupling and great element reaction. The proposed converter is 
a decent contender for the different voltage electrical framework 
in HEVs and FCVs, and has unmistakable points of interest of 
full disconnection, bidirectional force stream, high effectiveness 
and low weight. 
Electric vehicle development is extraordinarily affected by 
electronics of power, innovation with the presentation of various 
designs [10], [11]. The Electric Vehicle, over the span of 
development, has included numerous locally available sources 
and capacity units [12]. To extinguish and catch the 
discontinuous prerequisites, high-energy   ultra-capacitors are 
utilized as a part of expansion to an essential source [13].  
In [14] storage system is accounted with battery and capacitor. 
This requires a multi-port power converter that oversees power 
from the greater part from the sources. To convey a managed 
voltage to the load multiport converter is used. The multi-port 
converters accessible in the writing can be comprehensively 
ordered into two important categorizations:  
1) Isolated Converter 
2) Non-Isolated Converters.  
When voltage difference is high between load and source, the 
isolated converter is used. Separated converters demonstrate a 
typical pattern of imparted auxiliary twisting to individual 
essential windings for various sources [15]. In output voltage 
control isolated, converters are supported; multiport converters 
are complex in hardware implementation as compared to single 
port converter [16]. In [17], [18] multi-port converter was 
proposed, which are a few single data converters qualified for an 
expansion. 
 
In non-isolated converters, there are some benefits as it has small 
structure and central control. Due to its versatility, it is being 
used for many applications. In [19],[20] converters were with 
time-multiplexed operation, and these converters are non-
Isolated Multiple Input Converters (MIC). A non-separated buck-
boost converter is presented in [20] that have a system which 
inspects a battery-ultra capacitor. Two groups of Multiple Input 
Converters (MIC) are introduced in [21] which are presented 
with the idea of PSC (Pulsating Source Cells). Further work is 
done in [21], to fundamental the non-detached converters with 
the idea of Pulsating Source Cells is presented. Other than 
topology induction, a few studies have been done on the control 
of MICs [22]-[23] and interleaved converters [24]-[25]. In [26] 
the work is done on DC-DC converters in its early era. Later in 
[27] this work is extended and new principles are proposed for 
recognize of essential topologies as topologies. As literature 
there is a vast variety of converters which are non-separated a 
non-separated. Various power sources are available and work is 
done with different sources. The situation in a renewable 
framework is that different irregular power sources are prepared 
to supply power at any given time moment. On the off chance 
that the thought of time-multiplexing of info sources is 
embraced, the promptly accessible vitality from renewable 
sources is squandered. Among the conceivable sources, the most 
promptly accessible one, helped by an auxiliary source in the 
event of crisis, is required. Some proposes a four port DC/DC 
converter suitable for Hybrid Hybrid-Electric (HEV) with a 

renewable vitality source port, two storage ports and a load port.  
inventiveness of the work lies in the usage of an inductor as a 
support to exchange vitality from two sources to a heap. The 
blend of the proposed converter from the essential PSC, the 
switch acknowledgment, the little flag model and its outline are 
introduced in into work. In [28] paper proposes a four port 
DC/DC converter with an information port, two stockpiling ports 
and a heap port. The blend of the proposed converter, the switch 
acknowledgment, and the enduring state investigation of the 
majority of the critical working modes are displayed. Focused 
mode determination rationale with a PI controller for voltage 
regulation is proposed. The framework uses distinctive blends of 
sources and capacity units relying on the mode started. The 
outcomes demonstrate that the inductor can be utilized as a 
cushion to hybridize power sources. Rather than totally 
overlooking the source/stockpiling units and moving to an option 
source, the cross breed utilization of sources gives an alluring 
method for using low power sources in mix a mix high high-
power  The plausibility of the converter is tried with various 
modes and it is suitable for car applications. 

 
Figure 4: Multi-port converter’s Block diagram 

The Block diagram of the multi-port converter displayed in 
above Figure 4 consists of three ports high-frequency full bridge 
converter, three winding transformers and microcontrollers. 
High-frequency full bridge converters are operated at inversion 
and rectification mode. The three winding transformers are used 
in isolation purpose [29]. In research paper [30] an electric 
system for the propulsion is discussed. This system is composed 
of combined storage unit and generator. For the interfacing of 
different sources a Multiple-Input Power Electronic Converter 
(MIPEC) is designed and sized. The joined storage unit is made 
by an ultra-capacitors bank (UC), and a battery's bank called 
battery unit (BU). MIPEC is in charge of power flow control of 
on-board of the vehicle for every method of action. Details 
intended for Multiple-Input Power Electronic Converter planning 
to turn out from numerous observations concerning footing drive 
and driving cycle for referencing and on-board power supply 
source and capacity of unit characteristics  A converter is 
proposed in [31] which are three ports DC-DC converter, it has 
the capability to be bi-directional. Due to its structure as it is 
based on the cells (full bridge) so it allows the bidirectional flow 
in each port. By utilization of this configuration, it allows us to 
match the different voltage level of the whole system via the help 
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of a multi-winding transformer. The topology is designed while 
keeping in mind the incorporation of leakage inductance, to 
affect the phase shift control as required by the topology. Besides 
this, a dual PI strategy is proposed, which are three ports DC-DC 
converter. The strategy dual PI loop control is proposed to 
achieve management of power flow and voltage output should 
remain constant. For the improvement of the fuel cell stack slow 
transient response this topology is used. It is also verified 
through a hybrid fuel cell and super-capacitor system.  

 
Figure 5: Bidirectional dc/dc converter triple half-bridge 

 
The above-mentioned topologies adopt a multi-winding 
transformer to couple different power ports. Therefore, all ports 
are fully isolated with each other. However, some applications do 
not require all ports to be fully isolated, and the share of some 
grounds may allow fewer components and fewer transformer 
windings. A topology in [32] is intended for future hybrid and 
fuel-cell vehicles, which might have multiple voltage nets like: 
14V, 42V and above 200V buses. An auto switched dc-dc 
converter, which uses 4 switches, suggested interconnecting 
these nets. Power flow control is built on a collective duty ratio, 
and phase shifts control, but auto-switching has a limited range. 
In [33], another sort of multi-port DC-DC power converter will 
be proposed with a specific end goal to coordinate energy 
sources and energy storage electively and financially. The 
proposed circuit is investigated, demonstrated, outlined, 
controlled, and recreated. Certain issues identified with 
functional application will be examined to confirm the value of 
the propose circuit. Because of the focal points like minimal 
effort and reduced structure, multiport converters are accounted 
for to be intended for different applications. 
for example, accomplishing three transport voltages of 14 V/42 
V/H.V. (high voltage of around 500 V) in electric vehicles or 
cross breed electric vehicles, interfacing the PV board and a 
battery to a controlled 28-V transport in satellite stage power 
frameworks, PV vitality gathering with air conditioning mains or 
the battery reinforcement, mixture energy unit and battery 
frameworks, and half-and-half ultra-capacitor and battery. In 
perspective of device's topology, multi I/O converters grounded 
on buck, boost and buck-boost topologies. The bottle-neck in 
these configurations is the deficiency of bi-directional ports for 
the interfacing of storage devices. Proposed multi-port converters 
are also buildup of a multi-winding transformer on the basis of 

both half and full bridge topologies. They can meet a 
disconnection prerequisite. Furthermore, have bidirectional 
abilities. Be that as it may, the real issue is that they utilize too 
numerous dynamic changes, notwithstanding the cumbersome 
transformer, which can't legitimize the one-of-a-kind  elements 
of low part check and smaller structure for the coordinated 
multiport converter. 

CONCLUSION 
In this research paper, an overview was presented regarding 

multiport converters. 
In section 1 there is introduction. Introduction composed of 

little introduction about electric vehicles and along with the 
common and multiport DC-DC bus introduction. 

Section 2 explains the overview regarding conventional 
converter and multiport converters. Differences and problem 
faced in conventional converters are mentioned. Different 
research papers regarding multiport converters with different 
techniques while interfacing with renewable-energy sources are 
analyzed and expressed in section 2. 

Due to the flexibility of a multiport converter, it gives several 
advantages. It can be used in renewable-energy sources for 
Uninterruptible Power Supply without storage, or it can be used 
for storage of energy-using hybrid sources in electric vehicles.  
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Abstract- Background: Infertility is the inability of a person to 
reproduce by natural means. infertility may describe a woman 
who is unable to conceive as well as being unable to carry a 
pregnancy to full term. There are many biological and other 
causes of infertility, including some that medical intervention can 
treat. Infertility rates have increased by 4% since the 1980s, 
mostly from problems with fecundity due to an increase in age. 
About 40% of the issues involved with infertility are due to the 
man, another 40% due to the woman, and 20% result from 
complications with both partnersP

 (1)
P In vitro fertilization and 

embryo transfer (IVF-ET) was first successfully used in humans 
over 25 years ago; since then, more than one million children 
have been conceived using this technology. IVF is a procedure 
designed to enhance the likelihood of conception in couples for 
whom other fertility therapies have been unsuccessful or are not 
possible. It is a complex process and involves multiple steps 
resulting in the insemination and fertilization of oocytes (eggs) in 
a laboratory. The embryos created in this process are then placed 
into the uterus for potential implantation. Each stage of the 
procedure is associated with specific risks, IVF may provide a 
couple who has been otherwise unable to conceive with a chance 
to establish a pregnancy P

(2). 
        Objective: 1.To assess women’s commitment to 
implementation of In Vitro Fertilization 2. To find out the 
outcome of In Vitro Fertilization     
        Methodology: Non-probability (purposive sample), the 
study sample consists of (60) infertile women who were selected 
from Kamal Al-Samaraee Hospital.  The study group consist of 
(30) infertile women was exposed to follow up and (30) women 
is control group the criteria of this sample was infertile women in 
reproductive age, with different educational levels in the public 
department were involved in IVF program.  
        Results: In the study group: there are (20) of women using 
short protocol and (10) using long protocol. The total number of 
study group was (30), (9) of the become pregnant (5) of them 
using short protocol and (4) of them using long protocol.-in the 
control group: there are (20) of women using short protocol and 
(10) using long protocol. The total number of study group was 
(30) , (2) of the become pregnant and were using short protocol                 
Conclusions: Results shows that concerning with study sample, 
observed significant relationships should be informative rather 
than simply significant level was not achieved, as well as long 
protocol four times concerning study sample are better than short 
protocol. In addition to that, results shows that concerning with 
control sample, no significant relationships are accounted as well 

as two types of protocol either long or short gives the same 
responding.    
        Results shows that significant relationships are accounted as 
well as study sample are recorded six times better than 
controlled. 
        Recommendations: the study recommended that all the 
infertile women should be exposed to the implementation of the 
follow up and call the patients by phone and through the 
interview with patient when they comes to hospital to instruct 
them about their protocols . 
 
Index Terms- Infertility, Infertile women, IVF. 
 

I. INTRODUCTION 
nfertility, defined as the inability to become pregnant after one 
year of unprotected sex, is a problem faced by nearly 6.1 

million Americans   that's nearly 10 percent of men and women 
of reproductive age. Because this problem is so prevalent, 
fertility treatments abound. Assisted reproductive technology 
(ART) is a group of fertility treatments that involve both the 
sperm and the egg. In vitro fertilization (IVF) is the most 
common type of ART. In IVF, the sperm fertilizes the egg 
outside the body, and doctors implant it into the woman's uterus 
in hopes of a successful pregnancy. Other forms of ART include 
intracytoplasmic sperm injection (ICSI), gamete intrafallopian 
transfer (GIFT) and zygote intrafallopian transfer (ZIFT) The 
history of IVF is relatively short. Louise Brown of England was 
the first baby born via IVF, in 1978. The next IVF baby was born 
later that same year in India. Soon, people started calling these 
infants "test-tube babies." In 1981, the first American test-tube 
baby was born, and the number has continued to increase each 
year P

(3).
P IVF was designed for the treatment of severe tubal 

disease. Infections, inflammations, endometriosis and other 
conditions may cause irreparable damage to the fallopian tubes. 
Since the fallopian tube is the only place in the female body 
where normal fertilization can occur, if both tubes become 
blocked, pregnancy becomes difficult or impossible. IVF allows 
for successful fertilization outside the fallopian tube, thus 
bypassing the problem area. Tubal disease remains one of the 
most common indications for IVF. Another common indication 
for IVF is low sperm counts. Because IVF allows to super 
concentrate sperm during fertilization, successful fertilization can 
occur even when a male partner has a low count Because IVF 

I 
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allows to super concentrate sperm during fertilization, successful 
fertilization can occur even when a male partner has a low count. 
In recent years a process has been developed where a single 
sperm can be injected into an egg to cause fertilization, a 
procedure called intracytoplasmic sperm injection, commonly 
referred to as ICSI. ICSI enables fertilization in even the every 
lowest of sperm counts (4). In order to maximize success rates 
with in vitro fertilization. There are several ovarian stimulation 
medication protocols that are used to stimulate the ovaries to 
make enough follicles and eggs. Without stimulating 
medications, the ovaries make and release only 1 mature egg per 
menstrual cycle month (5). 
 

II. METHODOLOGY 
        The follow up is made through the phone and interview with        
patients when they come to hospital.(6) The Instructions that gives 
to the women during the follow up includes:Information about 
IVF procedure.  

        Teaching the women about the importance of the 
commitment in the time of taking their medications such as, 
injections some of injection take at the morning and the other 
take at the evening in certain time according to the doctor’s order 
.Teaching the women about the side effect of medications.(7) 
Teaching the women about the correct site of injection because 
some of injection should be inject intramuscular and other inject 
subcutaneously.(8) (9) The correct way to keep the medications 
cold when the woman transport it from hospital to her home to 
prevent damages of this medications by keep this medication 
cold by using of ice.information about save of medication(10) 
.because this medications consist of hormone that damaged in the 
hot and in the freeze. The woman should be keep it in the door of 
refrigerator. Information about the importance of commitment in 
a time of injection. 
 
        Information about the complications of IVF may be 
occurring. 

 

III. RESULTS AND FINDINGS 
Part 1: Distribution of Socio-Demographical Characteristics variables: 
 
         Table (4-1) shows distribution of studied groups (with and without) follow up of IVF protocols, in light of "Socio-
Demographical Characteristics" variables (SDCv.), as well as comparisons significant are obtained to be sure that two 
independent groups are thrown from the same population concerning of that variables. 
 

Table (4-1): Distribution studied groups according to Socio-Demographical Characteristics variables (SDCv.) 
 

SDCv.  Classes 
 (with follow 
up) 

 (without 
follow up) C.S. (*) 

[P-value] No. % No. % 

Age of 
Wife 
Yrs. 

< 20 1 3.3 0 0 

C.C.=0.294 
P=0.339 (NS) 

20 - 5 16.7 7 23.3 
25 - 7 23.3 9 30.0 
30 - 8 26.7 8 26.7 
35 - 5 16.7 6 20.0 
40 - 50 4 13.3 0 0.0 
Mean ± SD 30.5 ± 6.61 28.83 ± 5.82 

Age of 
Husband 
Yrs. 

20 - 0 0 2 6.7 

C.C.=0.261 
P=0.497 (NS) 

25 - 5 16.7 5 16.7 
30 - 6 20 8 26.7 
35 - 6 20 8 26.7 
40 - 11 36.7 6 20 
45 - 50 2 6.7 1 3.3 
Mean ± SD 36.33 ± 6.37 34.2 ± 6.35 

Rh :  
Wife 

Pos. 28 93.3 29 96.7 C.C.=0.076 
P=0.554 (NS) Neg. 2 6.7 1 3.3 

Rh : 
Husband 

Pos. 30 100 29 96.7 C.C.=0.129 
P=0.313 (NS) Pos. 0 0 1 3.3 

Consanguinity Relative 16 53.3 19 63.3 C.C.=0.101 
P=0.432 (NS) Not Relative 14 46.7 11 36.7 

Education: 
Wife 

Illiterate 1 3.3 3 10.0 C.C.=0.179 
P=0.575 (NS) Graduate of Primary  11 36.7 11 36.7 

Graduate of Secondary  12 40.0 9 30.0 
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Higher education 6 20.0 7 23.3 

Education: 
Husband 

Illiterate 1 3.3 1 3.3 
C.C.=0.156 
P=0.681 (NS) 

Graduate of Primary  8 26.7 11 36.7 
Graduate of Secondary  9 30 11 36.7 
Higher education 12 40 7 23.3 

Occup. 
Wife 

Employer 24 80 26 87.7 C.C.=0.089 
P=0.488 (NS) House wife 6 20 4 12.3 

Occup. 
Husband 

Employer 15 50 18 60 C.C.=0.100 
P=0.436 (NS) Free Job 15 50 12 40 

Marriage-
Wife 

Married before 2 6.7 1 3.3 C.C.=0.201 
P=0.284 (NS) First wife 26 86.7 23 76.7 

Second wife 2 6.7 6 20.0 

Marriage-
Husband 

Married before 2 6.7 3 10 C.C.=0.193 
P=0.313 (NS) Not married before 27 90 23 76.7 

Polygamous 1 3.3 4 13.3 
(*) NS: Non Sig. at P≥ 0.05; C.C. : Contingency Coefficient. 
 
         Results shows that no significant differences at P>0.05 are accounted between studied groups, which indicating that two 
independent groups are thrown from the same population in light of (SDCv.), and that are more reliable for this study, since 
any meaningful differences may be registered among the studied outcomes should be interpreted by effectiveness of IVF 
protocols in light of follow up or not.   
 
Part 2: Distributions of reproductive status: 
 

Table(4-2): Distributions of reproductive status at the studied samples with comparisons significant 
 

Reproductive Status  Resp. 
 (with follow 
up) 

 (without 
follow up) C.S. (*) 

[P-value] No. % No. % 

D
id

 y
ou

 h
av

e 
or

 su
ff

er
in

g 
fr

om
: 

Previous Pregnancy Yes 12 40 8 26.7 C.C.=0.140 
P=0.273 (NS) No 18 60 22 73.3 

Previous Ectopic  
Pregnancy 

Yes 2 6.7 2 6.7 C.C.=0.000 
P=1.000 (NS) No 28 93.3 28 93.3 

Previous abortion Yes 5 16.7 6 20 C.C.=0.043 
P=0.739 (NS) No 25 83.3 24 80 

Previous birth of 
deformed baby 

Yes 0 0 0 0 C.C.=0.000 
P=1.000 (NS) No 30 100 30 100 

Previous delivery Yes 8 26.7 4 13.3 C.C.=0.164 
P=0.197 (NS) No 22 73.3 26 86.7 

Puerperal fever ( in a 
secondary infertility) 

Yes 0 0 0 0 C.C.=0.000 
P=1.000 (NS) No 30 100 30 100 

Fallopian tube 
obstruction 

One tub  2 6.7 2 6.7 C.C.=0.133 
P=0.584 (NS) Both of them 1 3.3 3 10 

Opened tubes 27 90 25 83.3 
Pituitary Gland 
Disorders 

Yes 5 16.7 3 10 C.C.=0.098 
P=0.448 (NS) No 25 83.3 27 90 

Elevated of 
Prolactine hormone 

Yes 11 36.7 13 43.3 C.C.=0.068 
P=0.598 (NS) No 10 63.3 17 56.7 

Duration of infertility 
Yrs. 

< 5 yrs. 5 16.7 5 16.7 
C.C.=0.181 
P=0.566 (NS) 

5  -  9 15 50 13 43.3 
10  -  14 7 23.3 11 36.7 
15  -  19 3 10 1 3.3 

Type of infertility Primary 23 76.7 27 90 C.C.=0.176 
P=0.166 (NS) Secondary 7 23.3 3 10 

The causes of infertility Yes 21 70 23 76.7 C.C.=0.075 
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related to your husband No 9 30 7 23.3 P=0.559 (NS) 
(*)NS: Non Sig. at P>0.05; C.C. : Contingency Coefficient. 
 
         Table (4-2) shows distribution of observed frequencies, and percentages of reproductive status, as well as relationships 
among studied groups with comparisons significant, which shows that two independent groups are thrown from the same 
population in light of (Reproductive Status), and that are more reliable for this study, since any meaningful differences may be 
registered among final outcomes should be interpreted by effectiveness of IVF protocols in light of follow up or not. 
 
         Part 3: Effectiveness Distribution IVF protocols in light of follow up or not : 
 
         Relationship among studied groups (with and without follow up) protocol and final results of program either success /or 
failure program, contingency coefficients are constructed in table (4-3) within comparisons significant, as well as an odds ratio, 
and cohort of failure results among stating with and without follow up of protocols 
 

Table(4-3): Distribution of final results of program and studied groups (with and without) IVF protocols with comparisons 
significant 

 

Groups No. and 
Percent 

The final result 
of program Total C.S.P

 (*) 
[P-value] Success  Failure  

With follow up 
No. 9 21 30 C.C.=0.289 

P=0.020  (S) 
Odds Ratio 
(1 : 6) 
95% C.I.  
(1.17  :  30.73) 
Cohort  :(Success) 
(1 : 4.5) 
95% C.I. 
(1.06  :  19.11) 

%  Groups 30% 70% 100% 
%  program 81.8% 42.9% 50% 

Without follow up 
No. 2 28 30 
%  Groups 6.7% 93.3% 100% 
%  program 18.2% 57.1% 50% 

Total 
No. 11 49 60 
%  Groups 18.3% 81.7% 100% 
%  program 100% 100% 100% 

P

(*)
P  S: Sig. at P<0.05; C.C. : Contingency Coefficient. 

 
         Results shows that concerning with follow up group, observed significant relationships are accounted significant different 
at P<0.05. In addition to that, protocols with follow up stating six times of successes outcomes better than without follow up 
protocols, with too long an expected successfulness of final outcomes according to 95% confidence interval for preceding 
related rate, which stating more than thirty times could be achieved due to applicable of follow up protocols. In addition to 
that, cohort to success outcomes are accounted four and a half times of effectiveness concerning with follow up protocols in 
matching of without follow up group, with too long an expected successfulness of final outcomes according to 95% confidence 
interval for preceding related rate, which stating more than nineteenth times could be achieved due to applicable of follow up 
protocols. 
 
         Figure (4-3) represent graphically distribution of studied groups (with and without) IVF protocol. 
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Table (4-3): Cluster bar chart of final results of program and studied groups (with and without) IVF protocols 
 

IV. DISCUSSION OF THE RESULTS 
        Table (4-1) shows observed frequencies, and percentages of 
the studied socio-demographical characteristics variables 
(SDCV.) which are distributed according to studied samples 
(with, and without follow up), as well as comparisons significant 
for relationships. Results shows that no significant differences at 
P>0.05 are accounted between the two samples, and that are 
more reliable for this study, since any meaningful deviation may 
registered between the studied samples should be interpreted for 
effectiveness of applying studied follow up   Relative to subject's 
"Age Groups ", majority of the studied samples are reported at 
the age ranged (25 – 29) years for wife, and ( 40 - 44) years for 
husband, then followed with subject's "Rh", results indicated that 
most of the studied individuals had a positive results, and they 
are accounted in light of with and without follow up 18(93.3%), 
and 29(96.7%) for wife, as well as 30(100%), and 29(96.7%) for 
husband, then followed with subjects of "Consanguinity status", 
results indicated that sample of with follow up are accounted 
16(53.3%), while without follow up sample are accounted 
19(63.3%), then followed with subject's "Level of Education", 
results shows that more of fifty percent of studied sample of 
"wife" had graduated secondary school and high educated, and 
they are accounted for 18(60.0%) and 17(53.3%), as well as 
sample of "husband" are accounted 21(70.0%) and 18(60.0%), 
then followed with subject's "Occupation", results shows that 
most of the studied samples in light of "wife" had recorded 
employed, and they are accounted 24(80%) and 26(87.7%), as 
well as sample of "husband" had recorded employed, and 
accounted in light of with and without follow up 15(50.0%) and 
18(60.0%) respectively, and the leftover had free job. Marriage 
status for wife had recorded mostly first wife, and accounted in 
light of with and without follow up 26(86.7%) and 23(76.7%) 
respectively, then finally followed with subject's "Marriage 
status" for husband had recorded mostly not married before, and 

accounted in light of with and without follow up 27(90%) and 
23(76.7%) respectively 
        Table (4-2) shows distribution of the observed frequencies, 
and percentages of reproductive status, as well as relationships 
among studied samples with comparisons significant, and as 
follows: 
        a.Regarding to subjects "Previous Pregnancy", results 
indicated that there has been no significant different at P>0.05 
between studied samples, with 8(26.7%) at the control sample, 
while 12(40%) individuals are accounted at the study sample . 
        b.Regarding to subjects "Previous Ectopic Pregnancy", 
results indicated that there has been no significant different at 
P>0.05 accounted between studied samples, with 2(6.7%) 
individuals are accounted at the control and study samples . 
        c.Regarding to subjects "Previous abortion", results 
indicated that there has been no significant different at P>0.05 
accounted between studied samples, with 6(20%) at the control 
sample, while 5(16.7%) individuals are accounted at the study 
sample . 
        d.Regarding to subjects "Previous birth of deformed baby", 
results indicated that there has been no individuals are accounted 
at the study and control samples . 
        e.Regarding to subjects "Previous delivery", results 
indicated that there has been no significant different at P>0.05 
accounted between studied samples, with 4(13.3%) at the control 
sample, while 8(26.7%) individuals are accounted at the study 
sample. Relationship among studied samples (with and without 
follow up) and final results of program either success of program 
(pregnancy occur) or failure, contingency coefficients are 
constructed in table (4-3) within comparisons significant, as well 
as an odds ratio. 
        Results shows that concerning with study sample, observed 
significant relationships should be informative rather than simply 
significant level was not achieved, as well as long protocol four 
times concerning study sample are better than short protocol. In 
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addition to that, results shows that concerning with control 
sample, no significant relationships are accounted at P>0.05, as 
well as two types of protocol either long or short gives the same 
responding. 
        Figure (4-3) represent graphically distribution of studied 
samples (with and without follow up) according to different 
types of protocols.  
 

V. RECOMMENDATION 
        1.The follow up is very important to implement the 
commitment of IVF protocols by phone and interview with the 
patient during they comes to hospital. 
        2. The follow up is very effective and make changes in 
some of wrong practices of the patients such as some of woman 
was neglect the correct way in save the medication and keep the 
medication in the freeze and through the follow up this wrong 
practice was corrected and other group of patient was keep the 
medications outside of the refrigerator and that make the 
medications exposure to the heat and causes damages of this 
medications. 
        3.The nurse should be instruct the patients about protocols 
that used for her. 
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Abstract- International Investment Diversification (IID) has been receiving widespread attention at both the academic and practitioner 
levels in recently time. Those in favor argue that international portfolio diversification is the source of an entirely different world 
welfare gain, distinguishable from both the gains from trade and the productivity gains from international factor movements.  They 
argue further that there are other several potential benefits that make it attractive for investors to internationalize their portfolios. 
Although the implications of international diversification are well known, it is also well established in academic studies that investors 
consistently fail to exploit these effects, preferring to concentrate their investments in the equities of their home country, leading to 
what is popular known as “equity home-bias puzzle”. It is in line with this debate that this paper presents a theoretical and empirical 
argument in favor of the topic: Is International Investment Diversification Prudent to Either the Individual or Corporate Investor? 
The paper established the fact that there exist both theoretical and empirical evidence that IID is prudent to both individual or 
corporate investor in the form benefits such as; Risk and reward; Diversification; New market; Expertise of International Venture 
Capitalist; Culture integration; and Microfinance. 
 
 
Index Terms- Diversification, International investment, Equities, Portfolio diversification, Microfinance. 
   

1. INTRODUCTION 
he drift towards a greater incorporation of world capital markets, international diversification1 of investment         
portfolios2 has lately received extensive attention at both the academic and practitioner heights (Eun & Resnick, 1991).  Initially, 

Grubel (1968) stretched the concept of modern portfolio analysis, initiated by Markowitz (1952) and Tobin (1958), to global markets 
(as cited in Eun & Resnick, 1991). He upheld that international portfolio diversification is the foundation of an entirely different world 
welfare gain, distinct from both the gains from trade and the productivity gains from international factor movements.  
 
This understanding provided the motivation for a sequence of studies, such as Levy and Sarnat (1970), Solnik (1974), and Lessard 
(1976), which cooperatively established a resounding case for international portfolio diversification.  The advocates of the 
International Investment Diversification (IID) contend extra that there are other numerous probable gains that make it striking for 
investors to internationalize their portfolios. These supposed benefits are the motivating dynamism and drive to engage in IID and they 
include; the participation in the growth of other (foreign) markets; hedging of the investor's consumption basket; risk and reward; 
diversification effects; and possibly abnormal returns due to market segmentation (Bartram & Dufey, 2001). political risks, costs and 
other institutional restraints and obstacles, for example, a host of tax issues, at best limit the possible merits, at worst contravene the 
benefits (Bartram & Dufey, 2001). 
 

 

 

1“Diversification is the process of investing a portfolio across different asset classes in varying proportions depending on an investor’s 
time horizon, risk tolerance, and goals”. (Thornburg Investment Management, n.d, para.1, as cited in Tebogo, 2011). 
2A collection of assets (Amenc & Le Sourd, 2003, p.6)  
3 Cooper and Kaplanis (1986) argue that home bias seems to characterize smaller countries as well. 
4 The amount of influence that a portfolio security carries in terms of risk and or financial value (Greer, 2005, p.47) 

T 

Even though the effects of international diversification are well known, it is also well recognized in academic studies that investors 
unswervingly fail to take advantage of these effects, favoring to focus their investments in the equities of their home country (Ruban& 
Melas, 2009). For instance, French and Poterba (1991) and Tesar and Werner (1995) projected the percentages of cumulative stock 
market funds invested in domestic equities in the inception of the 1990s to have been well above 90% for the U.S. and Japan and 
around 80% for the U.K. and Germany3 (Michaelides, 2002). Cooper and Kaplanis (1994) stated that UK investors place 78.5% of 
their equity portfolios in domestic equities, against 10.3% of the UK market as a fraction of the world equity market capitalization (as 
cited in Ruban & Melas, 2009). Whereas comparative market capitalizations do not automatically agree to optimal portfolio weights4, 
the wide discrepancy between domestic portfolio holdings and the weight of the domestic market in the world suggests a  
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diversification ineptitude. These include investor understanding and confidence for the local market on the one hand, and liability 
motivated investing deliberations on the other, as local assets can be a better hedge against investor liabilities than foreign assets 
(Ruban & Melas, 2009). This situation is popularly known as home-bias puzzle. Advocates of this reasoned that when the conditions 
of the real world are taken into consideration, further currency risks, political risks, costs and other institutional restraints and 
obstacles, for example, a host of tax issues, at best limit the possible merits, at worst contravene the benefits (Bartram & Dufey, 2001). 
 
Nevertheless, the debate for international investment persist quite commanding: chances for real economic growth will vary among 
countries; diverse jurisdictions will follow dissimilar routes with respect to their social, economic, and political development (Bartram 
& Dufey, 2001).  
 
This paper therefore presents a theoretical and empirical argument in favour of the topic: Is International Investment Diversification 
Prudent to Either the Individual or Corporate Investor? The rest of the paper proceeds as follows: Section1.1: History; Section 1.2: 
Current State; Section 1.3: Environmental Statement, Section 2:  Discussion of the fact and issues; Section 3: Analysis of the facts and 
issues, Section 4: Conclusion; and Section 5: Recommendations 
 

1.1 HISTORY 
A comparison of the historical returns between on S&P 500 and MSCI EAFE Indexes as illustrated in Appendix 1 shows the 
international equities from the US perspective on the EAFE outperformed the domestic US equities on the S&P 500 from 1969 until 
they are caught and outperformed by the latter from the late 1990s until 2001 (Olma et al., 2004, as cited in Obiri, 2011). The increase 
in US Holdings5 of foreign stock in the late 1990s can therefore be attributed to the historical performance of foreign stock prior to the 
late 1990s. This is due to the fact that investment decision making is usually based upon the historical performance of stocks (Bartram 
et al, 2001, as cited in Obiri, 2011). However, this is not always a good indicator of future stock performance as the better 
performance of the EAFE6 from 1985 to 1991 in relation to the S&P 500; was not repeated in 1998 (Olma et al, 2004, as cited in 
Obiri, 2011). Empirical evidence shows that between 1973 and 2003 gains such as the USD$ 3-year annual return of 24.08% was 
posted by the MSCI EAFE against MSCI USA’s 16.16% as well as the MSCI Emerging Markets annual return of 38.7% which was 
20% better than the USA index (Strauss, 2005, as cited by Obiri, 2011).  
 
Burtless (2006) evaluated alternative international investment strategies using historical annual return data covering the period from 
1927 through 2005, the longest span of time for which comparable return data are available for a large sample of countries. In addition 
to the United States, his sample of countries includes Australia, Canada, France, Germany, Italy, Japan, and the United Kingdom. 
Measured in U.S. dollars, the market capitalization of companies traded in the stock markets of these eight countries accounts for 
about 84% of total world stock market. The result shows sizable differences in real returns across countries. One dollar invested in the 
Australian stock market in January 1927 would have yielded almost $280 to an Australian investor who survived to January 2006, 
whereas one lira invested in the Italian stock market in 1927 would have produced only 10.6 lira for an Italian investor in 2006. 
Investors in all countries have experienced periods in which equity returns were persistently above- or below-average. The persistence 
of equity returns is especially notable in Japan. Japanese investors enjoyed an extraordinary 15% annualized rate of return on equities 
between 1948 and 1989.     

          
Holding shares in multinational companies (MNC) appears to provide an attractive and cost efficient vehicle for international portfolio 
diversification, because large MNC’s are expected to benefit from financial economies of scale (Wright and McCarthy 2002).  The 
results of Mikhail and Shawky’s (1979) research provide evidence for the benefits of investing in MNC’s. In their study, the average 
level of returns from their sample group of 30 MNC’s is higher on both an absolute and a risk-adjusted basis than the aggregate return 
on the S&P 500 index7 (Gupta, 2006). It is also argued that since differences exist in levels of economic growth and timing of business 
cycles among various countries, international portfolio diversification can be used as a means of reducing risk. In fact, the 1990s 
witnessed an explosion of international portfolio investment, especially among emerging markets. Mutual fund8 companies such as 
Janus and Templeton achieved phenomenal rates of return on their investments during the mid to late 1990s. It should be made clear 
that while performances of these mutual funds over the long haul vary, it is still true that diversification reduces risk at a given level of 
return (Yavas, 2007). A simple analysis of data by Yavas (2007) indicates that during the study period (January 1999 to February 
2002), the Unidirectional Moving Correlation Coefficients (UMCC) of NIKt and DAXt are not significantly different from zero 
(Appendix 3). In plain terms, Japanese and German markets are not correlated. The implication is that both Japanese and German 
investors can realize diversification benefits by investing in each other’s’ markets. The study also showed that the UMCC of Japan 
and the U.S. is likewise insignificant, implying that the American and Japanese investors may lower investment risk by investing in 
each other’s markets (Yavas, 2007). 
 
5. Appendix 2 
6 Append 1 
7 Standard & Poor’s 500 Index 
8 A mutual fund is a pool of investors’ funds used as a financial instrument for investing in securities such as bonds, shares etc. 
(Jacobs, 2001. p1). Mutual funds are managed by a specialist investment management company (Jacobs, 2001, p.1)  
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1.2 CURRENT STATE 
 

Notwithstanding the historical benefits of the International Investment Diversification, recent evidence shows that these benefits are 
decreasing over time as a result of increased integration of global financial markets (Chiou, 2009; Driessen & Laeven, 2007; Errunza, 
Hogan, & Hung, 1999; Longin & Solnik, 1995, as cited in Jiang, Ma and An, n.d). You and Daigler (2010) further demonstrate that 
the correlations among international markets vary substantially and exhibit a positive trend over time in their sample period, leading to 
a reduced benefit from international diversification. Emerging markets9 are typically more volatile10, less liquid, and less 
informational-efficient than developed markets, and there are many structural and institutional differences, as well (as cited in Jiang, 
Ma & An, n.d). Harvey (1995) illustrates that including securities in emerging markets helps reduce total portfolio risk by 6% for US 
investors as a result of the low correlation between emerging and developed markets (Jiang, Ma and An, n.d). Li, Sarkar, and Wang 
(2003) and Phylaktis and Ravazzaolo (2005) also evaluated the diversification benefits brought about by emerging markets and share a 
similar view.  
 
On the contrary, De Roon, Nijman, and Werker (2001) argue that high transaction costs and short-selling constraints in emerging 
markets can easily erase these diversification benefits (as cited in Jiang, Ma & An, n.d). Driessen and Laeven (2007) explored 
diversification benefits from the perspective of a local investor, and found that investing abroad is particularly advantageous for 
investors in developing countries, and that most of these benefits are obtained from investing outside the home country region (as 
cited in Jiang, Ma and An, n.d).  Chiou (2008) shows that investors in East Asia and Latin America benefit more from international 
diversification even when various constraints are considered. In recent years, the UK has seen a major shift towards global investing, 
either through separate UK and global ex UK mandates, or one mandate embracing both elements. There is evidence that many UK 
plan sponsors have reduced their domestic equity allocations to 50-60%, from a previous typical domestic allocation in excess of 70% 
(Motyl & Sweeting 2007, as cited in Ruban & Melas, 2009). In 2001, China was welcomed into the World Trade Organisation (WTO) 
and since then her economy had been growing at an accelerated rate as foreign direct investment started pouring into the country. That 
is, by joining the WTO China was able to give impetus to the economic reforms that begun in 1978 hence Chinese investors have been 
able to invest overseas and realize tremendous economic benefits through diversification (Jiang, Ma & An, n.d). All of the major U.S. 
indices ended the year 2006 having logged double-digit gains. However, even though Standard & Poor’s 500 index turned in a 13.6 
percent performance, an investor would have done better had he or she ventured outside the U.S. Using averages, domestic stock 
funds gained 12.6 percent in 2006 compared to 25.5 percent for international stock funds (Yavas, 2007). Not surprisingly, Charles 
Schwab, a leading U.S. - based broker11, recommends that its customers rebalance their portfolios in favor of foreign equities (Yavas, 
2007). Sonders (2006) asserted that many other financial advisors are also advising their clients to consider investment opportunities 
in overseas markets. While these recommendations by brokers may be specific to the current market conditions, globalization aided by 
advances in communication technology, abolition of capital and exchange controls, and deregulation in recent years, seem to have 
increased access to foreign markets.  
 

1.3 ENVIRONMENTAL STATEMENT  
Previous research on socially responsible investment (SRI) 12 dates back to the work of Moskowitz (1972), (Lobe, Oithmeier & 
Walkshäusl, 2009). Since then, much research has been undertaken concerning the performance of ethical investing. Early studies for 
the UK simply compare the performance of SRI investment funds to common benchmarks. However, no matter what benchmark is 
used, a broad market index (Luther et al., 1992) or a small company index (Luther et al., 1994), no definitive out- or 
underperformance is found (Lobe, Oithmeier and Walkshäusl, 2009). Hamilton et al. (1993) investigated the performance of SRI 
funds in comparison to a randomly selected sample of non-SRI funds for the U.S. market. They found that the performance of socially 
responsible funds is not statistically different from the performance of conventional funds (Lobe, Oithmeier and Walkshäusl, 2009). 
More advanced studies on the performance of SRI funds apply a so called matched pair approach, which means that an SRI fund is 
matched to a conventional fund with similar characteristics, e.g. investment universe, fund size, and fund age13 (Lobe,  Oithmeier and 
Walkshäusl,  2009). Socially responsible mutual funds in particular have experienced considerable growth over the last decade (Lobe, 
Oithmeier and Walkshäusl, 2009).  According to the Social Investment Forum (2007), the number of funds rose to 260 alone in the 
United States, whereas in 2007 approximately 11 percent of the total assets under management were involved in socially related 
investing (Lobe, Oithmeier and Walkshäusl, 2009). The scope of this investment approach therefore varies from an investment in 
ethically classified companies, e.g. environment friendly, charitable giving or profit sharing firms (positive definition), to the method  
 
 

9 Emerging markets are nations with social or business activity in the process of rapid growth and industrialization (Yavas, 2007) 
10 A measure for variation of price of a financial instrument over time 
11 Individual who bring together buyers and sellers of investments 
12 SRI refers to the practice of directing investments in ways which combine financial objectives with the commitment to social 
concerns, such as economic development, healthy environment, peace, or social justice (Haigh and Hazelton (2004).    
 13 The aim of this approach is to appropriately consider management and transaction costs for the SRI fund and the conventional fund 
that serves as a benchmark. 
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of avoiding investments in unethical or sinful businesses by imposing constraints based on ethical principles (negative definition). 
Recently, several studies (Bauer et al., 2005; Derwall et al., 2005; Geczy et al., 2005) applied multi-factor models14, as proposed by 
Fama and French (1993) and Carhart (1997) to evaluate the performance of SRI funds. Using an international sample of German, UK, 
and U.S. ethical investment funds, Bauer et al. (2005) found no evidence of significant differences in risk-adjusted returns between 
ethical and conventional funds (Lobe,  Oithmeier & Walkshäusl,  2009).  
 
In contrast, Derwall et al.’s (2005) study revealed an outperformance for an SRI constrained portfolio (Lobe, Oithmeier & 
Walkshäusl, 2009). Based on eco-efficiency scores, they construct two portfolios with high-ranked and low ranked companies. They 
found a significant and persistent outperformance for the high- ranked portfolio, suggesting an Eco-Efficiency Premium Puzzle in the 
U.S. stock market. Chia et al. (2009) support the findings of Derwall et al. (2005), employing a sample of international renewable 
energy stocks. They concluded that a statistically significant green factor seems to have emerged in recent years (Lobe, Oithmeier & 
Walkshäusl, 2009). Despite the recent discovery of an ecological premium, the vast majority of studies have not detected a significant 
gap between social and conventional fund performance. Two well-known theories in the finance literature, the Capital Asset Pricing 
Model (CAPM) 15 and the Modern Portfolio Theory (MPT), suggest that individual and institutional investors should hold a well-
diversified 
 
 

2. DISCUSSION OF THE FACTS AND ISSUES 
2.1 Risk and Reward. 
International Investment Diversification (IID) allows investors to reduce the total risk of the portfolio, while offering additional profit 
(reward) potential (Burtless, 2006). By expanding the investment opportunity set, international diversification helps to improve the 
risk adjusted performance of a portfolio (Yavas, 2007). An institutional investor can achieve a well-diversified portfolio because the 
amount of funds in the portfolio is large enough for in-house diversification. Individual investors with limited wealth will have to find 
another way that does not require substantial funds to diversify their portfolios (Yavas, 2007). Mutual funds offer a quick and 
relatively inexpensive way to diversify for small investors and others. It is also argued that since differences exist in levels of 
economic growth and timing of business cycles among various countries, international portfolio diversification can be used as a means 
of reducing risk (Yavas, 2007). In fact, the 1990s witnessed an explosion of international portfolio investment, especially among 
emerging markets. Mutual fund companies such as Janus and Templeton achieved phenomenal rates of return on their investments 
during the mid to late 1990s. It should be made clear that while performances of these mutual funds over the long haul vary, it is still 
true that diversification reduces risk at a given level of return. Despite the fact that Exchange rate risk poses a threat to international 
investing where risk averse investors are concerned (Michaelides, 2002), it may be hedged16 for major currencies by selling futures or 
forward currency contracts, etc.  
  
Adding foreign bonds in a global asset allocation can be attractive from a risk-return viewpoint because of their low correlation with 
domestic bond17 and stock investments (Yavas, 2007). Empirical study (Hansson et al, 2009) revealed that when emerging market debt 
and corporate bonds are incorporated into internationally diversified government bond portfolios; the diversification benefits of the 
latter are not significant.  However, if corporate bonds are currency hedged, then they offer significant benefits while emerging market 
debt provides returns that are worthwhile to a developed market investor 
          
For international diversification to benefit companies and individuals, it is worthwhile that foreign investments be considered over a 
wider time horizon (Tebogo, 2011). This is because value adding activities are likely to bring visible returns over a longer term rather 
than a shorter term period, since wealth created can be measured by the present value of future returns over the life of a portfolio of 
investments. Furthermore, a UK perspective shows that, international investing over the last decade or so has provided higher returns 
and lower risk; where the investment has been over one year, three years, five years or ten years (Ruban et al., 2009) (see Appendix 
4). A drop in pound Sterling (GBP) against MSCI World18 local international currencies could have contributed to the lower level of 
returns (see Appendix 5).  
        
  
 
14 Multi-factor models provide important insights into the investment style of SRI funds by measuring the exposure to pricing risk 
factors, such as size, value and momentum. 
1 5 CAPM is an arithmetic tool that is used to determine the prices of securities in a country’s financial market (Bartram et al, 2006)  
16 Currency hedging is an important dimension of international investing. For a comprehensive review of currency hedging see Chang 
(2009).  
17 A security representing the debt of the company or government issuing it. 
18 MSCI World is a stock market index.  It is maintained by MSCI Inc., formerly Morgan Stanley Capital International, and is often 
used as a common benchmark for 'world' or 'global' stock funds 
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Schindler (2009) presented empirical evidence to show that in the real estate business there tend to be a lower correlation between 
domestic real estate indices and those of foreign markets. From an investor’s point of view this is good news, as it means that when 
one market is performing poorly the other will be bullish. Schindler further advised that in the real estate market there is little benefit 
to be gained from investing all resources in the same domestic real estate market, which have been found to have a higher positive 
correlation.  
 
2.2 Diversification 
Investors are increasingly taking a global outlook when it comes to investment decisions, rather than being confined to domestic 
markets. Straus (2005) reported that as of August 2005 $84 billion was invested in international and global funds as opposed to $83 
billion invested in the domestic US market, a situation that some experts considered to be a healthy shift towards global portfolio 
diversification. However, it is important that companies should not be chasing financial performance, without careful analysis of all 
the relevant economic indicators. Commentators, especially in the US, argue that some international markets investors often chase are 
actually riskier than domestic markets. Straus, however, further indicated that in recent years international and overseas markets have 
been outpacing the US domestic market, a situation that should ideally motivate US based investors to go global. 
 
2.3 New Market 
Economies of scale19 are often cited as some of the benefits of internationalization of business operations. (Tebogo, 2011).  That is, 
companies are able to sell in new markets leading to growth in the number of consumers. With an increase in the number of 
consumers it is possible to mass produce in order to meet the increased demand, which makes it possible for fixed costs to be covered 
by a larger volume of production. Effectively, the increase in production results in economies of scale since the unit cost of production 
is lowered; enabling investors to compete on the basis of cost (Tebogo, 2011). 
 
2.4 Expertise of International Venture Capitalists 
International venture capitalists20 often have expertise that can be transferred to local companies in areas such as “providing product 
market support, professionalizing firm management, setting effective incentive schemes, and monitoring firm management...” 
(Chemmanur, Hull & Krishnan, 2010, pp. 2). However, they may face problems understanding local conditions, which may not be 
ideal for a successful business operation. The problems are often exacerbated when the entrepreneur and the venture capitalists are 
distantly located, implying that the venture is not in a position to monitor the progress of the projects well. Under such situations, it 
might not be very beneficial for the venture to team up with local entrepreneurs. This, therefore, tends to support those propagating 
regionalism as opposed to internationalization since geographic distance makes it difficult for benefits to be realized by local 
entrepreneurs; notwithstanding the fact that investing individuals and companies might still benefit financially (Tebogo, 2011).  
 
2.5 Culture Integration 
International investors need to come to terms with cultural differences, especially where companies or individuals have to move across 
continents. This situation, therefore, calls for diversity management, for effective management of investments. Diversity management 
has been credited with providing an enabling environment for employees to achieve their objectives in line with those of their 
employing organisations, leading to congruency (Groschl, 2009) and avoiding dysfunctional decision making. Despite the benefits of 
diversity management in increasing productivity, quality improvement, creativity and other positive developments the author noted 
that most companies researched tended to adopt diversity management as a way of avoiding discrimination charges. A typical example 
of an industry where diversity management is very evident is the hospitality industry. Groschl (2009) noted that in the case of the 
hospitality industry, diversity management has become a necessity because hotels operate in various countries, with different cultures.  
 
2.6 Microfinance 
International investors can benefit from microfinance21 in their well-diversified portfolio, even if short-sales restrictions are taken into 
account (Galema et al., 2009). Especially when microfinance is seen as part of the bond share of this portfolio, investing in MFIs 
seems to be an attractive investment. In fact, many institutional investors invest in microfinance by means of a fixed income 
investment. Equity finance still constitutes a minor part of microfinance funding (Galema et al., 2009). Microfinance can provide an 
attractive investment opportunity EVEN if investors are only interested in risk and return. If it is taken into account that microfinance 
also has a social aim, and if this is valued by investors, investing in microfinance even becomes more attractive. 
 
 

 

19 Economies of scale are the cost advantages that enterprises obtain due to size, with cost per unit of output generally decreasing with 
increasing scale as fixed costs are spread out over more units of output (Tebogo, 2011) 
20 People or organisations that provide financial capital  to early-stage, high-potential, high risk, growth startup companies 
21The supply of financial services to individuals and families on low income (Ledgerwood et al., 2006, p.30) in developing countries 
that have political stability, steady legal structures and respect private asset contracts (Carolan et al., 2008); is known as microfinance. 
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However, Galema et al.,’s (2009) analysis also indicates that it is more attractive for microfinance investors to invest in Latin America 
than in Africa. These investors are also more likely to invest in microfinance banks than in NGOs22. Moreover, the analysis suggests 
that it is especially attractive to add MFIs to the debt part of the portfolio. 
 

3. ANALYSIS OF THE FACTS AND ISSUES 
3.1 Risk and Reward 
Burtless (2006) illustrated that depending on the level of risk and return subsisting in an overseas portfolio of investment, it should be 
possible for investors to realize a higher level of return with a lesser amount of risk than is possible in the domestic market- for stocks 
consisting entirely of domestic assets. Despite the expected higher returns through diversification, Burtless (2006) posits that factors 
such as extended low performance of foreign markets could lower returns for investors especially those who are looking towards 
building their retirement assets. In addition, the other factor that could affect performance is the relatively low strength of some 
foreign currencies, especially when compared to the US dollar. Burtless (2006) specifically argues that were workers with foreign 
investments to retire at a time when the US dollar has and is significantly appreciating, or when foreign markets have been going 
through an extended period of poor performance that could adversely impact financial results on investments 
           
The objective of any investment action is to attain the highest possible return for the lowest possible risk (Obiri, 2011). However, there 
are a lot of factors to consider in order for this objective to be achieved. This applies to all types of investors –individuals or 
organisations whether they are risk averse or not because even the most risk averse investor wishes to maximise return within a certain 
boundary of risk. It is therefore crucial to investors that their portfolios are mean-variance23 efficient (Bartram & Dufey, 2001). 
Additionally, as illustrated in Appendix 6, a portfolio must be optimal in terms of matching risk to return (Bartram et al., 2001). As 
such, for the highest possible return, a given amount of risk is involved and vice versa and this is possible when combining 
international stocks and bonds in a portfolio (Bartram et al., 2001).  
           
Also, international investment diversifications are not only subject to exchange risk and political risk24, but there are many 
institutional constraints and barriers, significant among them a complexity of tax issues. These constraints, while being reduced by 
technology and policy, international investors must manage to overcome these barriers in an effective manner (Bartram & Dufey, 
2001). 
 
 3.2 Diversification 
Globalization, as characterized by the movement of goods, services, capital and other factors, has provided an impetus for 
international investment. This phenomenon is taking place even where investors are not keen on international diversification, and in 
some cases happens without the knowledge of investors. This is because a company based locally could either be foreign or domestic, 
and if it is listed on a stock market and one invests in it that inevitably means that diversification on an international level would have 
taken place (Tebogo, 2011) 
 
3.3 New Market 
Improvements in technology, communication and transportation have resulted in the flourishing of globalized trade, as well as 
international trade. These developments have led to an increase in demand for financial products, in view of relaxation of capital and 
exchange controls, as well as liberalized financial markets25. As such, investors are able to seek opportunities for investments in other 
regions making it easier for international diversification. In addition, emerging countries are becoming appealing to international 
investors, as they become increasingly accessible due to improvements in telecommunications and transportation systems (Tebogo, 
2011). 
 
3.4 Expertise of International Venture capitalists 
Globalization, as characterized by the movement of goods, services, capital and other factors, has led to removal of numerous physical 
barriers to international investing providing an impetus for international investment. These developments have for example the 
relaxation of capital and exchange controls, as well as liberalized financial markets is leading increase in demand for investment 
opportunities by Venture Capitalist outside their home countries (Chiang & Lo, 2007; Tebogo, 2011). 
 
 
 

22 Non-Governmental Organisations 
23A portfolio that has the highest potential return for a stated amount of risk (Choudhury et al., 2011). 
24 Political risk is based upon country factors such as government stability, social stability and the extent of government intervention in 
an economy (Brink, 2004, p.62). 
25 Relaxation of previous government restrictions, usually in such areas of social and economic policy. In some contexts this process 
or concept is often, but not always, referred to as deregulation (Sullivan & Sheffrin, 2002). 
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3.5 Culture Integration 
There are arguments in some quarters that regionalism, rather than internationalization is more important in driving economic 
development and bringing wealth to corporations and individuals. The contention is that companies normally expand into neighboring 
states before going international, due to similarities in culture and geographic proximity (Akhter & Beno, 2011).  
 
3.6 Microfinance 
Another benefit of international diversification is being witnessed in the area of micro finance. (Tebogo, 2011) Historically, micro 
finance institutions have been playing a crucial role in the provision of finance to poor residents, especially in developing countries. 
These micro finance institutions have been instrumental in providing the requisite working capital for small businesses. In addition, a 
number of microfinance institutions were dependent on donations from private and public organisations, as well as aid agencies. In a 
number of instances this type of assistance was inadequate, for them to provide the necessary assistance. The landscape is, however, 
changing as international commercial banks are beginning to reach other parts of the world like never before to provide finance 
needed by microfinance institutions (Galema et. al., 2009). This illustrates the positive influence international diversification has on 
global economic development and the potential benefits that could accrue to small investors.  
 

4. CONCLUSION 
While some controversy exists among investment professionals regarding the benefits and costs of International Investment 
Diversification, there are therefore enough empirical evidences that both individual and corporate   international investors can 
participate in the growth of other countries, hedge their consumption basket against exchange rate risk, realize diversification effects 
and take advantage of market segmentation on a global scale (Bartram & Dufey, 2001; Ruban &  Melas, 2009;  Burtless, 2006;  
Driessen & Laeven, 2007; etc.) 
 
There is agreement that international equity portfolio diversification recommendations are based on the existence of low correlations 
among national stock markets. International diversification will result in risk reduction for a given return as long as the correlation 
coefficient between the domestic and the foreign market is less than one. Lower future correlation will provide deeper risk reduction.         
 
On the other hand, if it is true, as some recent studies have shown, that cross-country correlation is increasing, due perhaps to the 
growing interdependence among the international markets, then benefits of international portfolio diversification may be overstated. 
 

5. RECOMMENDATIONS 
Even though these advantages might appear attractive, the risks and constraints for international portfolio investment must not be 
overlooked. Investors must employ strategic investment techniques to ensure that they minimize risks and maximise returns.  
Particular caution should be given to the choice of country; choice of market; the correlation between the securities and markets 
chosen; optimal portfolio weights; and portfolio balance to obtain maximum diversification benefits (Bartram et al., 2001). It is crucial 
to ensure that portfolios are mean-variance efficient, as the portfolio components derived from this method are relatively stable 
(Bartram et al., 2001).  
          
It might be most sensible for the private investor to consider investing in international mutual funds, preferably those that are linked to 
a world capital market index (suitable indices) (Bartram et al., 2001). 
 
Finally, this paper recommends that, all types of investors should carefully research the stocks and markets (Wiersema et al., 2008) 
that they wish to invest in or ensure that they employ the services of a reputable investment management company. 
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APPENDIX 
 
Appendix 1 – The History of International Investing 

 
Source:  Obiri (2011) 
 
Appendix 2 – US Holdings of Foreign Securities 

 
Source:  Obiri (2011) 
 
Appendix 3 - Unidirectional Cross Correlation Coefficients 

� 
Source: Yavas (2007) 
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Appendix 4– Performance of MSCI domestic and International Indices in GBP 
 

 
Source:  Obiri (2011) 
 
 
Appendix 5 – Currency Effect in World MSCI Index 
 

 
(As cited in Obiri, (2011) 
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Appendix 6 – Efficient Frontier for International Stocks and Bonds (USD, 1980 -1990) 
 

 
Source: Obiri (2011) 
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Abstract- Productivity has an important role in construction industry. The level of productivity is the result of the driving, induced and 
restraining factors acting upon the workers.The main objective of the paper is to perform secondary data analysis on the factors 
affecting labour productivity in construction. The secondary analysis provides a cost effective way of understanding a research and 
also helpful in designing for primary analysis. Based on study it was observed that the secondary analysis techniques such as constant 
comparison analysis, classical content analysis and domain analysis identified fifty four factors and were grouped under nine groups 
namely workforce, management team, psychological, schedule compression, material/equipment, supervision, safety, external and 
miscellaneous. Secondary analysis is valuable for identifying the critical areas investigated during the primary analysis which will 
helpful in improving the productivity of the labour. 
 
Index Terms- Construction, Labour, Productivity, Secondary analysis 
 

I. INTRODUCTION 
Productivity is the most significant factor which influences the entire executional efficiency in any firm or organisation.  Productivity 
is defined as the relationship between the output generated by a production or service system and the input provided to create this 
output regardless of the type of production, economic or political system, the definition of the productivity remains the same 
(Prokopenko, 1987). Construction industry provides major contribution to economy’s gross domestic product and also provides basic 
physical and organizational structures towards sustainable development.The global construction industry makes up approximately 9% 
of the world’s gross domestic product and accounting to around 7% of the total employment worldwide (Horta et al, 2012). Labour 
productivity constitutes important part of production input in construction projects, many internal and external factors are varying at 
immeasurable rate and are difficult to anticipate. It is inevitable to make sure that reduction in productivity does not affect the plan and 
schedule of work and cause delay in the project. Therefore, identifications of the factors affecting labour productivity is important, 
since considerable cost can be saved if productivity is improved because the same work can be done with less manpower, thus 
reducing the overall labour cost (Thomas, 1991). Secondary data analysis methods such as constant comparison analysis for coding of 
identified factors, classical content analysis to investigate the frequency of repetition of selected factors and domain analysis for 
grouping of factors are performed. The main objective of this paper is to perform secondary data analysis on factors affecting labour 
productivity which will be helpful in designing for the subsequent primary research.  

II. REVIEW OF LITERATURE  
Labour productivity 
The United States Department of Commerce defines productivity as “dollars of output per person-hour of labour input” (Adrian, 
1987).  Handa and Adballa (1989) defined productivity as the ratio of outputs of goods or services to input of basic resources. Finke 
(1998) defined productivity as the quantity of work produced per man-hour, equipment-hour and crew-hour. Arditi and Mochtar 
(2000) referred productivity as the ratio between total outputs expressed in Dollars and total inputs expressed in Dollars as well. In 
2001, Horner and Duff expressed productivity as “how much is produced per unit input”.  
Factors affecting labour productivity 
Horner et al (1989) investigated the factors affecting productivity and improving productivity in construction in UK through a 
questionnaire survey to a wide range of British constructors. Thirteen significant factors influencing labour productivity namely Skill 
of labour, Build ability, Quality of supervision, Method of working, Incentive scheme, Site layout, Complexity of construction 
information, Crew size and composition, Length of working day, Availability of power tools, Absenteeism, Total number of 
operations on site and Proportion of work sub contracted were identified. In 1995, Lim and Alum classified various factors impacting 
the construction productivity in Singapore and shortlisted the followingfive factors as most significant, Lack of qualified supervision, 
Shortage of skilled labours, High rate of labour turn over, Labour absenteeism and Communication with foreign labours. In a survey 
geared towards identifying the constraints on Iranian construction productivity, Zakari et al (1996), using the relative index ranking 
technique, ranked the following five factors that has major impacts on labour productivity, Material shortage, Weather and site 
condition, Equipment breakdown, Drawing efficiency/change orders and Lack of proper tools and equipment.Makulsawatudom et al 
(2004) researched the influence of twenty three factors on the productivity of the construction industry in Thailand and deductedthat 
lack of material, incomplete drawings, incompetent supervisors, lack of tools and equipment, labour absenteeism, poor 
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communication, instruction time, poor site layout, inspection delay and rework, are the most critical.Alinaitwe et al (2007) studied the 
impacts on the productivity of craftsman in Uganda and concluded that, Incompetent supervisors, Lack of skill, Rework, Lack of 
tools/equipment and Poor construction method, are among the most influential. 
Constant comparison method 
Strauss (1987) with Corbin (1998) developed a coding paradigm which was a structured theoretical process to follow when working 
with data during the axial coding step of their constant comparison method. Glaser’s and Strauss’ (1967) term, “Theoretical 
sensitivity”, original meant a deep well of theories or theoretical knowledge that a sociologist gains over time. Glaser (1978) 
attempted to explain through the use of theoretical codes how to engage theoretical sensitivity. Kella (2005) suggested that novice 
attempts during open coding when using when using a constant comparison analysis technique to allow categories to emerge from 
data resulted in confusion and an overabundance of categories.  
Classical content method 
In the United States, content analysis was first used as an analytic technique at the beginning of 20th century (Barcus, 1959). Initially 
researchers used content analysis as either a qualitative or quantitative method in their studies (Berelson, 1952). More recently, the 
potential of content analysis as a method of qualitative analysis of health researchers has been recognized, leading to increased 
application and popularity (Nandy and sarvela, 1997). Qualitative content analysis is one of the numerous research methods used to 
analyse text data. Text data might be in verbal, print or electronic form and might have been obtained from narrative responses, open-
ended survey questions, interviews, focus groups, observations or print media such as articles, books or manuals (Kondracki and 
wellman, 2002)   
Domain analysis method 
Hjorland (1997) was among the first to introduce the concept of domain analysis as the basis for designing and improvements of a 
system, and for him the main objective of domain analysis is the development of collective information and knowledge structures. The 
thesaurus is a tool that supports the individual user to get understanding of the structure of the knowledge domain. Thus a domain 
analysis should cover both the characteristics of the domain and characteristics of the individuals acting in the domain community. 
Allen (1997) calls it a person-in-situation approach, and in our view a domain analysis should be carried out in that perspective. In 
2001, Clements and Northrop studied about domain analysis not carried out properly which ends up in defining either too broad or too 
restrictive line scope, the major benefits like rescue, cost reduction and improved quality cannot be realised. 

III. METHODOLOGY 
A detailed review of the literature revealed a number of factors affecting labour productivity in construction.As the initial analysis 
technique,the constant comparison method is adopted for comparing various factors portrayed in past studies. One way in which data 
can be constantly compared throughout a study is by means of coding. A literature is with highest number of factors affecting labour 
productivity chosen as base literature and codes are generated. Furtherprocess is performed by comparingnewly collected factors with 
the factors in base literature that was collected in one or more earlier studies. While working through the factors, the number of codes 
will increase as more factors are identified. If a factor is identified from the data that does not fit the codes that you have already 
identified, then a new code is created to involve that factor within the analysis. This is a continuous on going procedure, as a result of 
any new data emerges from the study.  
Classical content analysis is a technique for contextualized interpretations of data having an ultimate goal of producing valid and 
trustworthy inferences. After providing the codes, factors have to be scrutinized for further study. This method enables the researcher 
to include large amounts of textual information and systematically identify the frequencies of most used keywords. 
Domain analysis is the process of analysing related factors available in a domain to find their common and variable parts. Domain 
analysis produces domain models using methodologies such as domain specific languages, feature tables, facet tables, facet templates, 
and generic architectures, which describe all of the systems in a domain.  
 

IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS 
Secondary data analysis focuses on determining the nature of the impact of factors causing poor productivity upon construction 
industry. Currently due to their importance, researchers are focussing on improving the productivity. From the review it is observed 
that there are many factors are affecting labour productivity in construction and synthesis of various factors has to be performed. 
Constant comparison analysis adopted to compare the number of factors using the coding techniques and a total of 128 factors 
affecting labour productivity were explored.  
AdanEnshassi et al (2007) classified 45 factors impacting the construction productivity in Gaza strip, selected as base literature and 
reference codes were generated. 
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Table 1.Comparison of factors affecting labour productivity using constant comparison analysis 

Author and Year No of factors 
in the study 

No of new codes No of reference codes 

Abdulaziz M. Jarkas et al (2011) 45 23 22 
MistrySoham and Bhatt Rajiv (2013) 27 1 26 
Brent G. Hicksona and Leighton A. Ellis (2014) 42 2 40 
AynurKazaz (2008) 23 23 14 
Soekiman et al (2011)   16 8 8 
Anu V. Thomas and Sudhakumar J (2014) 43 13 30 
Attar et al (2012) 27 4 23 
Robles (2014) 35 9 26 
Vaishant Gupta and Kansal (2014) 10 0 10 

 
Secondary analysis of the original data is currently being used primarily in the field of construction in which there are large 

amount of data and cost of data collection is particularly high. The factors arrived from the constant comparison method will undergo 
further analysis for the purpose of clearly understanding upon the topic by reduction of factors.Based on the frequency of 
repetition,about 54 factors were arrived by classical content analysis. 

Domain analysis is the process of analysing related factors available in a domain to find their common and variable parts. 
The fifty four factors were selected based on the relative importance of grouping of factors category, which will be very useful to 
identify the critical factors affecting labour productivity. The grouping of factors affecting labour productivity clearly states that when 
more number of factors is considered in the study, importance of many significant factors will be ranked below. Grouping makes it 
easier for identifying the similarities and differences between them.  

Many management related concepts are discussed in Thirukural, which are utilized to add value to better knowledge and 
understanding underlying this topic.The following 9 groups are considered in the study  

Workforce group, labour plays an important role to achieve good productivity. Labour related attributes negatively affect 
labour productivity because speed, agility, quality, strength and efficiency declines over time and reduce productivity (Heizer and 
Render, 1990). As said in couplet 471 of Thirukural, before implementation of any project one should study the various workforce 
factors and go through SWOT analysis of the project to know their own human resource strength, strength of the opponent and 
strength of the assistants who are going to work with them.   

“The force the strife demands, the force he owns, the force of foes, 
The force of friends; these should he weigh ere to the war he goes” 

The factors under workforce group, lack of skill and experience of workers, lack of empowerment, high workforce absenteeism, low 
labour morale, increase of labour age, poor health of workers and poor relation among the workers.  

Management team, skills and attitudes of manager have an essential support on productivity.It is only through sound 
management that optimum utilization of human and technical resources can be achieved.According to couplet 111 of Thirukural, 
thiruvalluvarwisely advises to king and ministers to asseverate equity for the benefit of the state. Now we can perceive this is one of 
the most important traits for administrative, project managers, policy makers, researchers and human resource managers. This kural 
also said that as a man should rehearse this mantra as a code of conduct in every panorama of his life.  

“If justice, failing not, its quality maintain,  
Giving to each his due, -'tis man's one highest gain” 

The factors under management group, bad leadership skill, poor site management, inadequate construction method, lack of labour 
surveillance, poor relation between labour and superintend, lack of periodic meeting with labours. 

Psychological factors, refers to intellectual characteristics that affect the attitude, behaviour and function of mind. Factors 
such as payment delays, low amount of pay and a lack of training sessions can be grouped under this topic (DeCenzo and Holoviak, 
1990). According to couplet 470 of Thirukural, compliance to policies is a mutual mandate between the employee and the employer. 
Therefore it is very important to study the framework which affects the important factors such as educational, social, cultural and 
ideological movements as well as major swings in the political pendulum. 

“Plan and perform no work that others may despise; 
What misbeseems a king the world will not approve as wise” 

The factors beneath psychological group, late payment, little or no welfare, low amount of pay, little or no financial rewards, lack of 
labour recognition programs, poor condition for campaign and lack of place for eating and relaxation. 

Schedule compression, reduction of the overall time frame of the project are often the way to compensate interruptions and to 
complete the assigned task on schedule.Schedule compression, when linked with overtime, often results in major productivity losses 
due to shortages of material tools or equipment to support the extra labourers, resulting in difficult for planning and coordinating the 
task, and unavailability of experienced labours (National Electrical Contractors Association, 1983).According to couplet 391 of 
thirukural, let a man learn thoroughly whatever he may learn, and let his conduct be worthy of his learning.  
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“So learn that you may full and faultless learning gain,  
Then in obedience meet to lessons learnt remain” 

Factors under schedule compression are working 7 days per week without taking a holiday, poor work planning, frequency of work 
overtime, shift work and overcrowding. 

Material/Equipment group, productivity can be affected if required materials, tools and equipment for the specified work are 
not available at the correct location and time. The size of the job site and other material/equipment related factors results in 
productivity loss (Sanders and Thomas, 1991). According to couplet 483 of thirukural, is there anything difficult for him to do, who 
acts, with instruments at the right time.  

“Can any work be hard in very fact, 
If men use fitting means in timely act” 

Material shortage, low quality of raw materials, unsuitable material storage location, lost time to find materials because of poor 
arrangement, equipment/tools shortage and poor condition of equipment/tools are the factors under this group. 

Supervision group, drawings or specifications are with errors and unclear, productivity is expected to decrease due to lack of 
supervision as labours in the field are uncertain about what needs to be done.As a result, task may be delayed or have to be completely 
stopped and postpone it until clear instruction. There is a 30% loss of productivity when work changes are being performed (Thomas 
et al., 1999). According to couplet 651 of thirukural, the efficacy of support will yield wealth; the efficacy of action will yield all that 
is desired. 

“The good external help confers is worldly gain;  
By action good men every needed gift obtain” 

The factors under supervision group, poor or no supervision method, incompetent supervisors, change order, incomplete/revise 
drawing, inspection delay, rework and supervision absenteeism. 

Safety group, a prime concern in construction industry is safety, since accidents have high impacts on labour productivity. 
Various types of accident occur at the site, such as an accident causing injuries and even death at more severe cases, resulting in a total 
work stoppage or even delay for a number of days. According to couplet 491 of thirukural, let not despise, nor undertake any thing, 
until he has obtained place for besieging him.  

“Begin no work of war, despise no foe,  
Till place where you can wholly circumvent you know” 

Ignore safety precautions, accidents, not having safety engineer at site, inadequate lighting, unsafe working conditions, noise, and lack 
of labour safety are the factors grouped under this group. 

External group, influence of certain factors that are not directly related with the job site activities. Law and order, stability of 
government, etc. are essential for high productivity in the construction industry. The government’s taxation policies influence 
willingness to work (A. Kumar, as cited in Desai, 2004). According to couplet 676 of thirukural, an act is to be performed after 
considering the exertion required, the obstacles to be encountered, and the great profit to be gained.  

“Accomplishment, the hindrances, large profits won  
by effort these compare, - then let the work be done” 

The factors under this group are implementation of government laws, variations in drawings, training sessions and design changes. 
In miscellaneous, odd bunch of factors that are unexpected to happen.Adverse weather sometimes stops the work totally 

(Sanders and Thomas, 1991). According to couplet 672 of Thirukural, in case of an unexpected flood, weather conditions, shortage of 
water / electricity, continuous work without break etc., the construction activities can be delayed, but the relief works should not be 
delayed in order to achieve the fixed target.   

"Delay the actions which are not important,  
Delay not the actions which are urgent." 

Shortage of water supply, weather conditions, working overtime, project objective is not well defined and shortage of power supply 
are the factors under this group. 

V. CONCLUSION  
Construction industries restrain large amount of data on productivity. In prospect of research carried out on productivity for improving 
it, secondary data analysis are valuable source of information for gaining knowledge and insight into a broad range of issues. 
Secondary analysis can yield substantial cost and time saving, so they should be considered the starting place for any research and also 
complements the primary research. 
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Abstract- The land acquisition instead of market mechanism is 
acknowledged as an essential cause of disputes among affected 
groups namely farmers, investors, and governments. Urban land 
use policy analysis has grown deeper and broader in the past 
twenty years, and a substantial body of' knowledge stands ready 
to be utilized by the developing nations as they enter this period 
of urbanization. The various types of land acquisition policies 
followed across various countries were discussed in this paper. It 
is observed that a substantial analytic and comparative 
contribution which can make possible kind of advance planning 
that may avoid the ill effects of misuse of' urban land. 
 
Index Terms- Land acquisition, laws and procedures, 
compensation, economic growth.   
 

I. INTRODUCTION 
ll developing countries have some laws and procedures for 
the public acquisition of privately owned land. But few 

have authentically comprehensive laws and procedures and still 
fewer have institutions and trained personnel to administer the 
laws they possess. Those countries that have been comparatively 
successful in land acquisition generally have a broad variety of 
compulsory and non compulsory powers at their disposal. Some 
countries may heavily on compulsory powers, as India does, and 
others, like Singapore, on voluntary purchases. Yet, each has a 
full range of powers to acquire land. As a practical matter, a 
realistic capability to acquire land compulsorily is necessary to 
induce citizens to negotiate in good faith. A broad range of 
acquisition powers, including the compulsory and non 
compulsory, as well as a system of incentives to encourage 
voluntary sales, should be sufficient. In addition to traditional 
legal authority, broad reasonable powers also are needed to 
acquire land on such, other non traditional terms and conditions 
as are reasonable and proper. When political power tends to 
acquire land by compulsion is lacking or if public sentiment is 
against public land acquisition, there tends to be outdated, 
ineffective acquisition laws. Often in developing countries, the 
result of citizen ambivalence or opposition is manifested in the 
laws themselves, resulting in laws that are equally ambivalent, 
weak, and bad in need of reform. Acquisition laws are tools, to 
be used or not used at the discretion of their owners, and should 
never be weak. Rapid urbanization in developing countries over 
the next few years will have a profound effect on attitudes 
toward public land acquisition. Powerful minority landholding 
interests now opposing government acquisition of urban land will 
lose influence as urban populations rise dramatically. For city 
officials, now is the time to enact broad and varied standby 
powers for public land acquisition to use when needed. 
 

II. INTERNATIONAL PRACTICES AND 
IMPLICATIONS 

        In Australia, the land acquisition act 1989 was amended in 
the year 2013. The land acquisition was carried out through 
agreement if it was used for the public purpose. The government 
can acquire land through compulsory acquisition, negotiated 
agreement or urgent acquisition. The compulsory acquisition 
process can be used to obtain the land if the owner is not willing 
to sell the land, when the land has no title, when an owner has 
difficulty in establishing the proof of title, or even if the owner 
cannot be found. The compulsory compensation in Australia 
provides additional protection to the public rights but it may take 
more time for the computation of compensation to the affected 
landowners. The government can also obtain the land through 
negotiated agreement. Acquisition by negotiated agreement 
involves the affected landowners and the compensation is 
provided to them based on the agreement. The acquiring 
authority may enter into an agreement for the acquisition if (i) a 
pre-acquisition declaration in relation to the acquisition has 
become absolute; (ii) the Minister has given certificate under 
section 24 in respect of the acquisition; (iii) the interest is 
available in the market; or (iv) the interest is owned by the 
government authority (Australian land acquisition act, 2013). 
The declaration form shows the type of authority who like to 
acquire the land and full description about the land. The 
compensation is provided to the public as soon as the land 
acquisition was over. Several factors are considered while 
computing compensation such as market value of the land, 
additional financial value, severance, disturbance, reasonable 
legal or professional costs. The net acquisition cost, in relation 
with interest in new land, is the amount calculated by adding the 
amount of cost of the land with expenses and loss occurred in 
that land & by deducting the present value of any real and 
substantial saving in the recurring costs. 
        The Land Management Law in Canada stipulates that as for 
land acquisition, the sum of land compensation fees and 
resettlement subsidy shall not exceed 30 times the average output 
value in the three years before the land is expropriated. 
Afterwards, decisions by the State Council on deepening the 
reform and intensifying the land management stipulate that if the 
sum of the land compensation fees and resettlement subsidy 
reaches the legal upper limit and it is still not enough to maintain 
the land-expropriated farmers original living standard, the local 
government could use the income from the paid use of state-
owned land to grant subsidy (SHEN Jing, 2015). The 
compensation for land acquisition shall be carried out according 
to the highest compensation standard issued by the local people’s 
government and these standards vary with places. The sum total 
of the land compensation fees and resettlement subsidy shall not 

A 
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exceed the following limit: a) For the expropriation of cultivated 
land, it shall not exceed thirty times the average annual output 
value of the cultivated land in the three years before the 
expropriation; b) For the expropriation of other farmland other 
than the cultivated land and the construction land, it shall not 
exceed 25 times the average output value of the cultivated land in 
the previous three years in the village or town where the land is 
expropriated. These laws also states that with the development of 
economy and living conditions of the people, the standards could 
be adjusted according to the time. The compensation fees are 
provided in a timely manner with full amount and extra 
compensation is provided if any young crops affected during 
land acquisition.  
        The Land Acquisition Act (LAA) has been playing a major 
role in Singapore’s development which was passed on 2014. It 
has facilitated the building of roads, rail infrastructure, schools, 
hospitals, industrial parks and public housing for the greater 
public good. At the same time, however, the government 
recognises the impact on property owners affected by land 
acquisition and the government has been updating the 
compensation framework, and improving the land acquisition 
process. In 2007, the LAA was amended to provide for 
compensation based on market value of the acquired land. In 
2012, the LAA was amended to remove the need to paste 
physical notices on properties when they are gazetted for land 
acquisition. The recent amendments to the LAA (Land 
Acquisition Amendment Bill, 2014) are the next step to this end. 
Under these amendments, landowners affected by part-lot 
acquisitions will now receive the full benefit of market value 
compensation of the acquired land, unlike before the land 
acquisition process has been further streamlined. When the 
Government acquires just a part of a land, the value of the 
remaining land held by the land owner can, in some instances, 
increase due to the use to which the acquired land will be used by 
them. For example, where a part-lot is acquired for the purpose 
of building an upcoming MRT station, the value of the remaining 
land is likely to increase due to its proximity to the MRT station. 
In such instances, the LAA required that any such increase in the 
value of the remaining land must be deducted from the statutory 
compensation payable for the acquired land. This was known as 
the betterment levy. With the amendments, this betterment levy 
has been removed. It will no longer be a requirement for such an 
increase in the value of the remaining land to be deducted from 
the compensation for the partially acquired land. There may be 
cases where a landowner affected by a part-lot acquisition claims 
additional compensation due to the impact of the acquisition on 
his remaining land. In such cases, the effect of the acquisition on 
the retained land will continue to be considered in totality when 
assessing the compensation. 
        In January 2012, the Indonesian Government issued a new 
law introducing an expedited land acquisition process for 
infrastructure projects. This new rule aims to ease and speed up 
the land acquisition process and to help release the grid lock 
preventing much needed infrastructure development in 
Indonesia. Difficulties encountered by Government agencies and 
investors in compulsorily acquiring land for infrastructure 
projects has been a recurring problem in Indonesia whose 
potential for economic development is limited by a lack of basic 
infrastructure such as roads, seaports, airports, power plants and 

railways. The Land Acquisition for the Public Interest (Law No. 
2 of 2012) and Regulation No. 71 of 2012 “Facilitating Land 
Acquisition for Public Project Purposes” (LAPI Laws) are 
planned to speed up the current lengthy land acquisition process 
and sets out four stages of land acquisition, being (1) Planning, 
(2) Preparation, (3) Implementation and (4) Transfer of Acquired 
Lands (Obidzinski, 2013). In the planning stage, the government 
entity needing land must prepare a land acquisition plan to be 
submitted to the relevant provincial government. At the 
preparation stage, the government entity together with the 
provincial government publishes the development plan, collects 
preliminary population data of the required land and its owners, 
and finally conducts public consultations to reach an agreement 
on the planned location among its landowners. In detail, the 
acquisition process involves the inventory and identification of 
possession, ownership, use, and utilization of the land; 
compensation appraisal; consideration to determine 
compensation; payment of compensation; and the release of 
government-owned land. They also provide details regarding 
land identification, compensation and dispute settlement and set 
out a specific timeframe for each of the acquisition stages and 
sub-stages, including the maximum time a court may take to 
resolve a dispute related to land acquisition. The LAPI Laws 
provide for a fast tracked dispute settlement process, by-passing 
the normal appeals procedure and imposing 30 day time limits 
for District and (in the case of an appeal) the Supreme Courts to 
provide their decision. The maximum time period is in theory 
583 working days from the date of submission of the land 
acquisition plan document to issue of the certificate of 
registration. In the absence of objections or appeals, the process 
could be much shorter at 319 working days. The LAPI Laws 
apply only to certain infrastructure projects including public 
roads, power-plants, ports and low income housing. There is no 
provision for private developers to acquire land which is only 
permitted by Government and State Owned corporations. The 
LAPI Laws rule will however not apply to the land acquisition 
process for projects that commenced prior to 7 August 2012. All 
current land procurement projects will be completed in 
accordance with the previous regulations until 31 December 
2014 and only thereafter will the LAPI Laws regime apply to any 
outstanding land acquisitions. This has caused some frustration 
to developers as a number of projects (including 24 toll roads) 
stalled due to land acquisition issues and will not be helped by 
the new regime until the end of 2014. The compensation to be 
paid is decided among the land office officials and the owners, 
and may be provided in the form of monetary compensation, land 
replacement, re-settlement, share ownership, or other forms 
agreed to among the parties. The final stage of land acquisition 
for the public interest is the hand-over of released land. The Land 
Office will hand over released land to the relevant government 
entity upon payment of the agreed compensation and the release 
of the land occupier’s rights. The Law also provides a 
mechanism for filing objections related to the determination of 
location and compensation issues. Objections in relation to the 
location must be filed in the relevant State Administrative Court, 
while objections regarding compensation are submitted to the 
relevant District Court. 
        In Nigeria, according to the Land Use Act of 1978, all lands 
in the state is under the Governor of the State but the Act 
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categorically stated that the land is to be held in trust for the 
citizens (Sections 34 and 36) and the means of implementing 
such rights are provided in sections 39 and 41. In most 
developing countries, problem over land use are created by the 
countries because they want to please their citizens through 
various land laws and at the same time the government wants to 
be pleased over the land. In certain cases some conflicts arise in 
the interpretation of these requirements. The valuation of payable 
compensation is usually a function of the provisions of the Acts, 
laws and other relevant statutory enactments guiding the process. 
This framework usually specifies the basis and methods of 
assessment, as well as procedures and roles of respective parties. 
It is influenced by the level of socio-economic development of 
particular nations; their cultural norms, development needs and 
land-use patterns. Also influential is the level of development of 
the appropriate national professional body (Viitanen & Kakulu, 
2009). It should be noted however that valuation for 
compensation is not only expected to satisfy professional 
standards of valuation but in addition, constitutional provisions 
and international requirements for just, fair, adequate and 
equitable value must be met.  Nuhu and Aliyu (2009) refers to as 
faulty assumption of replacement cost method of valuation is not 
based on the requirement of the valuation method thus; the 
Depreciated Replacement Cost (DRC) method is accepted as a 
legitimate approach for the valuation of properties for which 
there is no ready market due to their specialised nature. On this, 
all valuation standards agreed. Three elements are required for 
the performance of DRC calculation (a) The value of the land in 
its existing uses; (b) The gross replacement of the building; and 
(c) The appropriate deductions from gross replacement cost for 
all types of obsolescence. The calculation of DRC lies within the 
realm of the valuer (Aluko, 2012). Therefore, it is not the DRC 
that exclude value of the land from the calculation as noted in 
Nuhu and Aliyu(2009) rather, section 29(4a) of LUA no 6 of 
1978 required.  Apart from the requirement of the LUA no 6 of 
1978, that recommend DRC approach for valuing buildings, 
installations and other improvement on land these kinds of 
scenarios could be obvious. 
        The Land Acquisition Act 1960 (Government of Malaysia, 
1960), the State Government could acquire land for a specific 
public purpose. By virtue of an amendment in 1973, land could 
also be acquired for mining, residential, commercial or industrial 
purposes. For the government this is a method of land assembly. 
There have been many public purpose projects which have 
brought development and basic facilities to the rural areas. The 
existing law provides for a cumbersome framework for 
acquisition of land. Compensation is paid for all land taken. 
Although, where an element of betterment is present there have 
been instances where adequate compensation in the form of 
nominal sums has been paid (Government of Malaysia, 1960). 
Mainly, the aggrieved parties are not satisfied with the 
compensation received there are mechanisms for appeal to the 
courts. The framework allows the government to take possession 
of the land even though the compensation is being appealed in 
court. This is to ensure that public projects are not delayed. The 
provisions of the Act have also been used to prevent land 
speculation by gazetting the large areas in which the land is to be 
acquired under Section 4 of the Act thereby freezing all land 
transactions in the area. The maximum period for such a freeze is 

one year and there are provisions for renewal through the 
publication of fresh gazettes. Such behaviour is problematic for 
land owners in an area who are faced with uncertainty as to 
whether their land is to be acquired. Article 13 of the Federal 
Constitution requires that adequate compensation must be paid 
for every land acquisition. In Malaysia, federal, state, local 
governments and public authorities are vested by statute with the 
power to acquire land. The law of land acquisition is principally 
concerned with the rules governing the procedure to be followed 
in acquiring the land by compulsory means and giving the 
compensation to the dispossessed landowner. Here, property is 
acquired by the state against the will of the landowner, but this 
can be done in the public interest and not in private interest 
(Brown, 1991). The general rule is that the measure of 
compensation is to be based on the market value of the acquired 
land. Market value is the price that would be paid by a purchaser 
to a willing seller in circumstances where both parties are 
motivated by fair business principles and there is no opposition 
on the part of the vendor to sell and the purchaser is not 
compelled by any urgent necessity to buy. When assessing the 
market value of the land to be acquired, it is necessary to take 
into account the: (i) size, shape, condition and location of the 
land; (ii) the use to which the land will be put; (iii) the 
development potential of the land; and (iv) market conditions at 
the material date of the valuation. 
        The socialist Land Law in Vietnam was passed in 1988. The 
second Land Law was passed in 1993 - a fuller version that 
expanded upon the 1988 law. The 1993 Land Law has been 
amended three times: in 1998, 2001, and 2003 (Nguyen, “Land 
Law Reform”). Land is an extremely important resource in 
Vietnam, the ownership over which remains central to the Party’s 
control over the direction of Vietnam’s development. As Nguyen 
asserts, if the state owns the land, it then has decisive power and 
essential rights over the vital question of how land is to be 
managed, used, by whom, and for whose benefit, accordingly, 
this policy ensures that the state holds a decisive role in decision-
making, distribution, and possession of key rights to land 
(Contending Views and Conflicts). Because the state owns and 
controls the land, it alone assigns the purpose - agricultural, 
forestry, or residential - to a plot of land and decides who has the 
right to use the land and for how long. Land rights in Vietnam 
are divided into three categories: land ownership, land 
management, and land use rights. In the 1993 Land Law, 
ownership rights were defined as land that belongs to the entire 
people is managed by the state, and that the state allocates or 
rents land use rights to users. The meaning of ownership rights 
was more clearly defined in the 2003 Land Law amendment, 
which states that land belongs to the entire people; the state 
represents the owner of the land (Nguyen). Ownership, 
management and land use have three different meanings, giving 
the entity to which each belongs to different rights and 
responsibilities. Management of land gives the state rights over 
the control and administration of land, while land use rights give 
individuals, family households, and organizations the right to 
directly control, use the land, enjoy the product of land use, and 
to dispose of the land use rights (Nguyen, “Contending Views 
and Conflicts”). Although the process of agricultural 
decollectivization started in the early 1980s, land use rights were 
only officially allocated to individuals, family households, and 
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organizations in the 1988 Land Law (Nguyen). Since 1988, the 
meaning and rights associated with “land use” have changed 
greatly. For example, The 2003 Land Law amendment greatly 
expanded what one (i.e. an individual, household, or 
organization) can do with land when in possession of a land use 
right certificate, allowing one to not only use the land, but also 
exchange, sell, lease, mortgage, inherit, and give land as a gift. 
Focusing on agricultural land use rights, it was synthesized that 
major changes from the period 1988-2003. Along with the 
gradual expansion of rights afforded to those with a land use 
right certificate came for the initial valuation and eventual 
marketization of the price of land. Land was not considered to 
have a value until the 1993 Land Law; prior to 1993, land still 
operated under a exchange system, as these were still the early 
years of Doi Moi. The 2003 Land Law absorbed ideas relating to 
Doi Moi in several of its provisions, recognizing a price-frame 
for land. Land is still to this day regulated by the state with 
accordance to the market price. 
        The provisions of land acquisition are mentioned in Article 
42 of the constitution of the People’s Republic of Bangladesh. 
The Government of Bangladesh (GOB) is allowed to acquire 
land in two ways. First, under Article 42 of the constitution: (1) 
“Subject to any constraint imposed by law, every citizen shall 
have the right to acquire, hold, transfer or dispose of property 
and no property compulsorily acquired, nationalized or 
requisitioned save by authority of law.” (2) “A law made under 
clause (1) shall provide for the acquisition, nationalization or 
requisition with compensation and shall either fix the amount of 
compensation or specify the principles on which and the manner 
in which, the compensation is to be assessed and paid; no such 
law shall be called in question in any court on the ground any 
provision in respect of such compensation is not adequate” (Syed 
Al Atahar, 2013). These constitutional provisions exhibit that the 
GOB constitution gives citizens the fundamental right to own, 
hold, acquire, transfer, or otherwise dispose of property, but the 
Article also admits the absolute power of the state to acquire any 
piece of land by providing compensation, if the land is needed 
for a public purpose. Secondly, through the Land Acquisition 
Law, the well-recognized earliest legislation known as the Act of 
1894. Over the years, a series of revisions and alterations have 
been made to this act to establish special laws relating to land 
acquisition for an exacting situation. The main issues concern the 
land acquisition law, the process of providing compensation, and 
the amount of compensation presented against land loss. It is 
clear that major flaws exist in the land acquisition laws, which 
were passed first in the land acquisition Act of 1894 under the 
British rule. Consequent laws on land acquisition were passed 
and implemented both in East Pakistan (present Bangladesh) but 
unluckily, these laws have had a very limited scope in terms of 
compensating affected landowners. The earliest law related to 
land acquisition was passed for the present territory of 
Bangladesh in 1824. Subsequent additions were Act I of 1850, 
Act XLII of 1850, Act VI of 1857, Act XXП of 1863, and Act X 
of 1870, and all of these acts were revoked and replaced by the 
Act of 1894 (Banglapedia , 2006 ). According to the provisions 
of land acquisition law, land acquisition is achieved through 
administrative instructions. In order to certify the best use of the 
most valuable property of the country, in 1976 the GOB 
established the District Land Allocation Committee (DLAC) and 

a Central Land Allocation Committee (CLAC). DLAC is 
responsible for land allocation at the district level and CLAC 
deals with land allocation in Dhaka City (DC). Though, CLAC 
has the authority to check all land acquisition cases before the 
final decision is made at the different levels. In fact, two bodies 
have worked together to acquire land: the Requiring Body (RB) 
and the Acquiring Body (AB), which provide legal and technical 
assistance, respectively. At last, the DC acquires the land, and 
compensation is paid by the DC’s office. According to the law, 
there is no definitive method of payment of compensation. Once 
compensation is paid, the ownership transfers to the RB. Now 
days, cash compensation is given for compulsory land 
acquisition under the 1982 ordinance or within the scope of the 
law. Under this law, the following are the main considerations 
regarding compensation: Market value (termed the full market 
value) of the property that is described in Section 8 of the 
Acquisition and Requisition of Immovable Property Ordinance, 
1982, reads as follows: “Similar description and with similar 
advantages in the locality during the twelve months proceedings 
the date of publication of the notice under Section-3;” (i) An 
increase of 20% in such market value (now 50% in some cases); 
(ii) Compensation must be paid before the authorities take 
possession of the property; (iii) Compensation must be paid or 
deposited within a period of one year, starting from the date of 
the decision of actuation; Based on the common purpose of 
acquiring land for the government, the land acquisition laws of 
Bangladesh were revised over the time, but only the 1870 Act 
focused obviously on compensation for the taking of lands. 
Previous to that act, if the landowner and the collector failed to 
come to an agreement in calculating the value of the land to be 
acquired, then only arbitrators could determine the compensation 
for the acquired land, and no appeal against the decision was 
allowed. The subsequent Acts of 1894 and 1948 attempted to 
make the awarding of the compensation faster, but the 
calculation of the compensation or the valuation of the acquired 
land was done without any logical or mathematical calculation. 
At last, the Acquisition and Requisition of Immovable Property 
Ordinance, 1982 (Ordinance II of 1982) focused on 
compensation issues, and this law has continued to exist as the 
sole instrument of land acquisition in Bangladesh. Some 
additional payments were added to the prescribed amount of 
compensation, but this would do very little for those whose 
livelihoods are substantially affected by land acquisition. 
 

III. THE INDIAN LAND ACQUISITION IMPLICATIONS 
        The old land acquisition act had been in place since 1894 
passed by the British government and it was replaced by the new 
Act on 26 September 2013 after seven to eight years of 
consultations. The 1894 land acquisition act was characterized by 
a total absence of approval which allowed for forced 
acquisitions, no real grievance mechanism, no safeguards, no 
mentioning of resettlement and rehabilitation of displaced and 
low rates of compensation. Research into displacement in India 
showed estimations of around 65 million Internally Displaced 
People (IDPs) by development projects in the period between 
1950 and 2005. Only 33 per cent of the IDPs were resettled in a 
well planned manner. Some consequences of this include armed 
clashes, violent opposition and political instability. These various 
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problems made the need for a new, more comprehensive Act 
particularly constant. The new land Act of 2013 Land 
Acquisition, Rehabilitation and Resettlement Act (LARR) aimed 
to take these issues into account and provided for acquisition for 
“Public Purpose” only, in which public purpose was defined 
more specifically than before. Also, the urgency clause was made 
more stringent, only applicable now in cases of national defence 
and security or following natural calamities. The acquisition of 
multi-cropped land is only allowed under exceptional 
circumstances. In the case of government-led land acquisition, 
approval of 70 per cent of landowners is required; in the case of 
acquisition by private entities, 80 per cent is needed. In addition 
to landowners, also livelihood losers (including labourers, 
tenants and sharecroppers) can now claim compensation (Land 
Acquisition, Rehabilitation and Resettlement Bill, 2011). These 
elaborations are in addition accompanied by an extensive 
package of Resettlement and Rehabilitation requirements, 
including a long-‐term subsistence allowance and a one-time off 
resettlement allowances. The LARR is controversial, both among 
industry representatives as well social activists. Some main 
deficiencies include: prices are based on average sale prices in 
the vicinity, which are often disgustingly understated and 
regularly represent distress sales; huge power and information 
unevenness between buyers and sellers; industry feels that the 
cost of acquisition will rise to impractical levels; restrictions on 
multi-cropped land may lead to major reduction in the available 
land; and large delays in acquisition process due to required 
Social Impact Assessments. So the land acquisition policies in 
India should be framed in an efficient manner on favour of both 
the affected landowners and government.  
 

IV. CONCLUSION 
        To promote social and economic growth, government 
should review and revise the laws & regulations that govern the 
compulsion acquisition of lands. The policy makers should make 
a substantial analytic and comparative contribution which can 
make possible kind of advanced planning that avoids ill effects of 
misuse of the urban lands. Regulations and legal frameworks 
should be specific enough to provide clear guidelines which will 
allow a room to determine equivalent compensation in all 
situations.  
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Abstract- Kandyan Home Gardens (KHGs) are unique places 

where a waste number of biological diversity is harbored. The 

social structures that reproduce and transform by the study 

community and the KHGs are link together. On the one hand, 

without KHGs’ resources some social structures cannot be 

reproduced; on the other hand, the plant species, which are not 

connected to the structuration process is also very rarely be 

survived in home gardens (HG), due to home garden 

management practices of the dwellers. Any social structure is 

reproduced if the structure has power and resources to control 

and facilitate the society. However, the power of each social 

structure may be less or more respect to other social structures 

constituted to the place and other places. In addition, it changes 

according to time dimension too. Each social structure does 

many projects to ensure its power and resources. It leads to 

reproduce the social structures of the place dialectically. In this 

sense, biological diversity of KHGs is a result as well as a cause 

for dialectic reproduction of social structures. 

 

Index Terms- Biodiversity, Kandyan home garden, Place 

Theory, Social structuration 

 

I. INTRODUCTION 

andyan Home Gardens (KHG) are economically efficient, 

socio-culturally and politically embedded production and 

distributional projects as well as ecologically sustainable land use 

systems that are managed by the Kandyans next to their dwelling 

place, home, based on the knowledge that is  transmitted from 

one generation to the next, and the experience of daily life. In Sri 

Lanka, there are about 1.42 million home gardens (DCS, 2002, 

cited in Pushpakumara, et.al, 2012) and approximately 14.3% of 

land area of the country except Northern Province was under 

home gardens in 2002 (Ariyadasa, 2002). During 1980-2000 

home garden (HG) area of the country has been increased about 

1% (8,000 ha) per year (MALF, 1995). They fulfill an ample 

amount of resource demand of the country. Hence, home 

gardening practice is being used as a regional planning/economic 

development-planning tool, which combats against poverty, food 

crisis, etc.  

       Environmentally, HG contribute to conserve biodiversity by 

reducing pressure on natural forests, by harboring a vast number 

of flora and fauna species, and by linking fragmented natural 

forests and wetlands, as complementary corridors that facilitate 

the movement of wild animals and pollinators. Therefore, it is 

very important to understand the biodiversity conservation 

mechanism that is behind the KHGs.  

 

II. OBJECTIVES 

       Locale is one of the main three elements (locale, location 

and sense of place) of any kind of places (Agnew, 1987) and it 

implies the enduring and relatively stable pattern in social 

relations, social structures, that followed by individuals. ‘Social 

structures are both constituted by human practice and 

concurrently, the medium for this constitution. … By mean of 

lifelong socialization, and through the limits set by the physical 

environment, people draw upon social structure. But while they 

do this they are also reconstituting that structure (Giddens, 1979, 

cited in Agnew, 1987: 30p).  The main objective of the study was 

to identify the consequence of this process on biodiversity of 

KHGs of Sri Lanka. The subordinate objectives of the study were 

identifying the social structures, systems, institutions and 

practices reproduced by the community over history, identifying 

the reactions of the community against structural changes, 

identifying the main botanical resources (Ethno-botanical value 

added plant species) of the study community, and identify the 

plant diversity of KHGs.  

 

III. METHODOLOGY 

       To achieve the objectives, social structuration process and 

KHGs of seven Grama Niladhari Divisions (GND), Millanga, 

Moonamale, Aluthgama, Bogahakumbura, Doragamuwa, 

Udurawna and Yatawara located in Patadumbara Divisional 

Secretariat Division (DSD) of Kandy district in Sri Lanka were 

studied for five years (form 2008 to 2012).  Sample household 

survey, key informants interview, group discussions, and 

observation methods were used to collect primary data and 

information. Secondary data were observed from published and 

unpublished data sources.  

       In the study, 10% of households of each GND were 

interviewed. Hence, the total sample was 244 households.  A 

semi-structured questionnaire was used in the sample household 

survey for collecting data and information. Further, 42 key 

informant interviews (six per village), and eight group discussion 

(one per village), were done for acquiring oral history and in-

depth descriptive information on practices. The key informants 

consisted of academic specialists, clergymen, local physicians 

Yakaduras (exorcists who are skilled in the worship and 

K 
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expulsion of demons), leaders of farmer organizations, and 

government field officers, namely village officers (Grama 

Niladhari-GN), and Agricultural Research and Development 

Assistance (ARDA).  

 

IV. RESULT AND DISCUSSION 

       To give a holistic explanation, the first, dialectically 

reproduced social structures and their influences on KHGs are 

explained; the second, the consequences of the process on 

biodiversity of the area is explained.   

 

Dialectic Reproduction Social Structures 

       The Buddhist religious structure is the most dominant 

religious structure over the history of the area. Archeological 

evidence of the area such as Weheragala ruined shrine 

of Moonamale-Talawinna border are depicted the influences of 

the structure during the period of King Dutthagamani (161-137 

BC). According to the Choola Bodhiwansaya, Weheragala is one 

of the places where 34 Bodhi trees were planted during the 

period of King Buwanekabahu (Vilgammulla Mahathera, 1962). 

These institutions (temples) conducted projects, such as Paya-

day ceremony (worshiping the Triple Gems and observing 

Sil), Katina (the special robe offering ceremony held to express 

Buddhists’ devotion to the Sangha), Pirith (the Buddha’s words 

chanting ritual held to ward off illness, fear, danger from evil 

spirits, and to invoke the blessings of the Triple Gem for 

protection), Bodhi Puja (the veneration of the Bodhi Tree to 

obtain the mental relief, to avert evil influences, to make a wish 

or fulfill a vow, to fulfill the emotional and devotional needs of 

the devotees) lead to reproduce the religious structure. 

       The direct involvement of political authority to spread up the 

Hindu religious structure to the study area is documented with 

the establishment of 500 Soli settlements in Dumbara Pansiya 

Pattuwa during the period of King Gajaba 1132-1253 

(Abeyawardana, 1978).  Since then the social structure also has 

affected to the social structuration processes of the study area. 

The King Gajabahu is said to have introduced the worship of 

goddess Pattini into the island from south India (Nicholas and 

Paranavitana, 1961, cited in Kariyawasam, 1995). Later on, she 

becomes the most popular female deity of the Sinhala Buddhists 

of the study area. Study area community worships the goddess to 

invoke the blessings for protection against disease, attaining 

special treatment for women who desire children, banishing evil 

influences, attaining prosperity in general and good harvests, etc.   

Under the rules of Kotte Kings (the 15
th

 and 16
th

 centuries), most 

of Shanthikarma (worshiping the deities of planets -Graha- to 

ward off evil influences), in the country have been introduced to 

the country by some Hindu Brahmans from south India. The 

Buddhist religious institutes had understood that the Buddhist 

religious structure is under threatened due to the reproduction of 

Hindu religious structure. Hence, Buddhist monks recast the 

Hindu religious projects such as Bali, Shantikarma with Buddhist 

significance both in form and in content in that all the verses and 

formulas used in the ritual are those extolling the virtues of the 

Triple Gem and of the Buddhist deities (Kariyawasam, 1995); 

Offering animal lives to deities has been converted offering 

foods. Consequently, present day Shantikarma of the study area 

are made of subservient to Buddhism.  

       After King Rajasinghe II (1635-1687), all kings of Kandyan 

kingdom had married South Indian Nayakkar princesses. The 

people who came with such princesses were appointed to 

eminent posts of the kingdom. They have placed their first 

priority to the Hindu religious structure. For example, prince 

Wijepala, one of the brothers of King Rajasinghe II, built the 

Kataragama Devalaya at Yatawara, where the Brahmanagedara 

Brahmin performed the Bahirawa Puja for facilitating to the 

prince to tracing a water canal (Lawrie, 1898). Nowadays also, 

the study community performs the Bahirawa Puja (worshiping 

the ghosts who are haunts or have taken their abode in a place) to 

get the permission of ghosts and avoid the evil influences, 

attaining the help of the Goddess/ghosts to success the 

building/housing construction. Establishment of Hindu religious 

institutions and popularizing of Hindu religious projects reveal 

that with the support of political authority, Hindu social 

structures became stronger and stronger in the study area. As a 

reaction to such changes, Buddhist social structure spread out its 

institutional network over its territory to perform the projects to 

ensure the reproduction of the structure. Doragamuwa temple 

that built in the reign of 

King Kirti Sri by Kankanange Rala and Anuragala Vihare 

that restored in the same time by Ampitiye Unnanse are two of 

temples established under this process.  Sinhala noblemen had 

facilitated to maintain the religious institutions and performed 

institutional projects such as Katina by granting lands to the 

institutions (Lawrie, 1898). In addition to that, under the feudalist 

mode of production (economic structure) and the caste structure, 

the duty of some castes was the supplying vegetable, flowers, 

sandalwoods, etc. to the temples, repository of the king and the 

houses of aristocracy (Lawrie, 1898).  Gabadagam (the royal 

villages) such as Mahagama, Paranagama, and Aluthgama were 

the villages where such castes inhabited (the study villages are 

some of hamlets of these traditional villages).  

       Prior to the period of King Weera Narendrasinghe (1707-

1739), the dialectic reproduction of Buddhist and the Hindu 

religious structures was happened due to several reasons. The 

first, Sinhala chiefs of the Kandyan kingdom had a free hand; the 

second, they were appointed to the high ministerial officer posts, 

including Mahagabada Nilame (chief of the King’s store); the 

third, the people believed that the Kings’ supports 

for Buddhism were not superficial. Many Kings had understood 

the opinion of the local community. Therefore, the Kings also 

had to show their loyalty to the Buddhists although they were 

originally loyal to Hindu religion. For 

example, Wimaladharmasooriya II had devoted his life 

to Buddhism, inviting monks from Arakan in 1697 to re-establish 

higher ordination (Upasampadawa) (Karunaratna, 1999).  

       Societal stability of the kingdom was dramatically changed 

after the death of King Wimaladharmasooriya. His son ascended 

the throne of the kingdom as Veera Narendra Sinha in 1707. “He 

was only seventeen years old at the time of his accession, was 

addicted to wine, women, and song”. “The King attempted to 

keep the chiefs’ activities under close supervision” and “to 

maintain a balance of power by appointing 

a Nayakkar as Mahagabada Nilame, making him responsible for 

all Gabadagam in the Udarata”. ‘His support to 

the Buddhism was only superficial” and “the number of monks 

had dwindled considerably”. Further “the King had also shown a 
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partiality towards the Catholic missionaries in Kandy” 

(Karunaratna, 1999: 38p). 

       These activities aggravated the ill feelings of the Sangha and 

nobles. Then the dialectic reproduction process of Buddhist and 

Hindu religious structures became a political rebellion in 

between Nayakkar and Sinhala political structures. Sinhales 

had not ignored the King’s activity. They had worked against the 

King. One of the best examples is the responses of noblemen 

of Paranagama and Aluthgama.  The people 

of Paranagama sprinkled cow dung on what remained, with a 

view to disappoint the Malu-murakarayo, who visited villages in 

search of good vegetables to the royal kitchen. “The following 

week the Malu-murakarayo found this out and went to the 

adjoining village; there also they found that cow dung had been 

sprinkled on the vegetables, but at that place it had been done 

newly” (Lawrie, 1898: 708p).  The King punished to the villagers 

by degrading their caste seven times into Gattaru.  The final 

result of this process was the rebellion of 1709, which was held 

by noblemen of Kandyan Kingdom to kill the King and to place 

on the throne Pattiya Bandara, the chief 

of Mahagama (Karunaratna, 1999; Tennakoon, 1963; Obesekara, 

1993). 

       However, the rebellion also was not successful. The King 

had prior information of the plan and before the conspirators 

surrounded the palace, he had escaped. Subsequently, the King 

with the help of loyal villagers captured Pattiya Bandara and 

conspirators and all conspirators were sentenced to death 

(Karunaratna, 1999). In addition to that, Mahagamas were 

degraded to Gahala caste. Since then Millanga, Moonamale, 

Aluthgama, and Bogahakumbura villagers had to collect 

resources for fulfilling socio-cultural, economic and political 

needs from their villages because of the spatial exclusion limits 

the accessibility to resources, including King’s property. This 

also might have led to intensively maintaining various plant 

species in KHG.  

       After the signing the Kandyan convention of 1815, social 

structuration process of the country was dramatically changed 

and it leads to the changes of social structures that dialectically 

reproduced in the study area. By signing the convention, 

Kandyan chiefs hoped to open a chance to appoint a new King 

who would obey the advice of Buddhist priests and noblemen 

and follow the age-old traditions of the kingdom. Within two 

years, they understood that their hopes would not succeed under 

the British administration.  Therefore, they organized a rebellion 

in parts of Kandy against the British rule in 1817-18. However, 

the rebellion was crushed. Since then, traditional social 

structures, sense of place and place identities of local 

communities were neglected and new social structures were 

introduced and forced to widespread in the study area by the 

colonial administration. 

       Until the mid-nineteenth century, the main economic 

structure of (the country and) the study area was subsistence 

peasant agriculture. However, British control of the entire 

country signaled the entry of the plantation economy, and 

colonial administration facilitated to diffuse capitalist market 

economic structure in the study area. At first, several incentives, 

such as the abolition of export duty on coffee in 1825 and 

waiving land tax on the coffee plantation for 12 years from 1829, 

were provided to promote coffee plantation by the colonial 

administration (Jogaratnam, 1964: cited in Sanderatne, 2000). 

Then in 1840, Crown Lands Encroachment Ordinance/ 

Wasteland Ordinance was declared by the colonial 

administration to take over the lands which were unoccupied and 

uncultivated (including forests), and previously held by royalty, 

temples, local community and individuals (MOFE, 1999; 

Sanderathe, 2000). According to the Patadumbara DSD office’s 

(unpublished) data, the land area grabbed by the colonial 

administration for the coffee plantation in the study village 

mosaic during the period is about 1507 acres. It is about 69% of 

the approximate land extent of the study area. The colonial 

administration developed infrastructural facilities for 

encouraging investors to develop large coffee plantations in the 

study area. One of the most important landmarks of the 

infrastructural development of Kandyan area was building a 

bridge to cross the Mahaweli River at Katugastota in 1858. In 

addition to roads, a railway line was completed 

between Kandy to Matale. Besides that many institutions such as 

schools and missionary churches, hospitals, etc, were established 

by the colonial administration at bazaars 

like Katugastota and Wattegama.  It depicts the diffusion and 

reproduction of market economic structure into the study area. 

 The social structures of the study area were significantly 

affected by the development of plantations. The economy was 

transformed into a dualistic agriculture: a dominant plantation 

agriculture co-existing with weak peasant agriculture. 

       Based on these structural changes in the study area, Sinhala 

society understood that the Sinhala social structures are in under 

threatened. Hence, they had taken efforts to reproduce the 

traditional social structures with little alterations, such as 

slightly changing the traditional socio-structural rules, ensuring 

the longevity of existing social institutions while diffusing the 

traditional social institutions into socially excluded 

villages, ensuring of sustainability of traditionally utilized natural 

resources/resource-sources, and innovating alternative 

resources/sources. Such post-colonial reactions started at the 

early stage of the colonial period. Yatawara Viharaya, which was 

established around 1840 in the middle of a paddy field (Lawrie 

1898), Sri Saila Bimba Ramaya which has been established 

at Millanga about 1928, and Mahagama Megodagama primary 

school (now named as Mahasen M.V.), which was established in 

1911 to commemorate the 2500 year after enlightenment of 

Buddaship of load Buddha are empirical examples. Informal 

institutes related to folk religious and traditional medicine have 

been reproduced. Hence, nowadays also, the structures are being 

reproduced. 

       The study community traditionally maintained KHGs and 

paddy land as subsistence economic activities. During the 

colonial period, the study community has introduced market 

crops to their KHGs. It leads to reproduce the market economic 

structures more rapidly.  For example, in 1939 Sucharita 

Wardhana Samitiya had earned money for repairing 

the Oyapahala Ambalama at Aluthgama by establishing 

new HGs and selling its products by auction (Wendesikireema) at 

the Ambalama (CD-PDSD, Undated1).       

       After the colonial era, socio-cultural and economic policy 

regimes were directly connected with the political path of the 

country. If the political ideology of the government is in the 

Right, economy of the country is more opened to economic 
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liberalization, freer trade, lesser controls, and lesser state 

management than when the political ideology is in 

the centre Left. These structural adjustments directly and 

indirectly affected on the structuration process of the study area 

and their resource sources, including KHGs. The government has 

placed much attention to HG development; however, it was not 

merely for succeeding economic objectives but also for 

succeeding political objectives. If the government cannot manage 

the socio-economic, cultural structures of the country properly, it 

directly affects crises and then it leads to de-motivation of 

candidates who would change the governing political party. 

Therefore, if there is a shortage of consuming goods in the 

market, the government tries to fulfill the market demand by 

importing goods or to reduce the demand by increasing home-

grown foods. If consumption goods are imported more and more, 

it leads to decrease in foreign exchange available in the country. 

It is then reflected as a bad economic management practice. The 

government has understood that domestic agricultural 

development program could not only win the war against hunger 

and starvation and bring down the cost of living at home but it 

will also enable the government to win the franchise of the nation 

repeatedly. Therefore, development of HG  was a top priority of 

the government with multiple socio-economic goals to maintain 

power in the present political structure. 

       Thus, it is clear that political institutes have paid their 

attention to reproducing their political structures by maintaining 

the stability and reproduction of market and subsistence 

economic structures. For achieving the objectives, the 

government has established new institutions and declared many 

projects, such as proof giving program, training and teaching 

program, planting materials, equipments granting program, etc.  

Now there are four government officers per village for 

facilitating to KHGs and paddy cultivation; the Grama 

Niladhari, Samurdhi development officer, agricultural research 

and development assistance, livelihood development officer.  In 

addition to that, Department of Export Agriculture also facilitates 

to the community to produce the minor export crop products in 

the KHGs. 

       Under Swarnabumi Proof Giving Program, since 1980 to 

2010, about 1355 proofs had been granted to the landless 

families of Patadumbara DSD for housing, establishing KHGs 

and enhancing the productivity of KHG (IRDP, 1991; LD-PDSD, 

2010). The total land area which was granted under this project is 

about 1114 acres. Hence, it is clear that this project leads to 

expand the KHG land area of the study area.  

       Under Grow More Food Campaign, Export Decade, Let Us 

Cultivate and Uplift the Nation, Regain Sri Lanka,  the National 

Program for Food Security, Livelihood Development, etc the 

government granted planting materials, agricultural equipment 

and inputs for HGs. Some programs paid attention to distributing 

coconut and other minor-export crops such as pepper, cloves, 

nutmeg, coffee, etc. whereas other programs paid attention to 

distributing vegetable species such as green chili, okra, brinjal, 

tomato, and other items used in the kitchen. However, 

under Divi Naguma program vegetable seeds, coconuts, and 

other minor export crops as well as fruit species have been 

distributed among the study community. Under this program 

coconut (976 plants), lemon (672 plant), pomegranate (322 

plants), avocado (144 plants), guava (338 plant), Ambaralla (329 

plants), Durian (90 plants), pepper (360 plants), coffee (200 

plants), and Jack (40 plants) species have been distributed among 

the study area HG in 2011 for encouraging home gardening. 

       By establishing the Ministry of Indigenous Medicine, the 

government place much attention to reproduced the traditional 

medicinal structures such as Ayurweda Wedakama (a holistic 

system of medicine and health care which originated in India), 

Sinhala  Wedakama (traditional formal medicine of the 

Sinhalese), Goda Wedakama (home remedies) that reproduced 

by the local community without the government interventions. 

Present days, in Patadumbara DSD, there are 35 registered 

ayurvedic and traditional formal medical doctors, who provide 

medical treatments for the inhabitants of the study area too. The 

institutions are specialized in bone/joint surgery (11), whole 

body diseases (11), venomous animal allergies (9), skin diseases 

(4), and eye diseases (2). As reported in the household survey, 

many of the sample households are getting treatments from 

ayurvedic/traditional formal medical institutions if a family 

member is injured due to venomous animal/snake bites (165 

(68%) sample households), suffer from pain in bone/joints (134 

(55%) sample households). A high proportion of traditional 

knowledge related to the traditional medicine and ethno-

botanical information of medicinal plants have not been 

documented yet. The structures are being reproduced as a result 

of Gurukula system of ancient teaching of traditional knowledge. 

Some of the knowledge is secretly guarded and the medicinal 

value of many plant species of KHGs is not well known by the 

current inhabitants of the study area perhaps because the 

knowledge has died with their ancestors.  

 

Consequences of Dialectic Reproduction of Social Structures 

on Biodiversity of KHGs 

       The contribution of the dialectic reproduction of social 

structures to biological diversity conservation of the area can be 

summarized into three points. The first is the establishing and 

continuing the resource values of plant species. The second is the 

continuing resource demand by forcing to social institutes to 

conduct the institutional projects. The third is the motivating the 

community to supply resources continuously.  

       Study community and family institutes force their members 

to reproduce social structures as well as to ensure the 

continuation of resource supply to perform the institutional 

projects that lead to social stability, security, progress, wealth, 

power, solemnity, satisfaction, etc. of their members. They 

intentionally introduced many plant species while maintaining 

other plant species that were naturally germinated or introduced 

by seed carriers. In the studied KHGs, there were 345 plant 

species and out of them about 10%  were intentionally planted, 

about 59% were  naturally germinated, and about 31% were 

reported as both naturally emerged or intentionally planted 

species.   

       One of the consequences of this process is maintaining a vast 

number of plant species in KHGs. The average KHG size of the 

study area is about 0.67 acres (107.2 square perch) and species 

per perch is about 2.59. Further, there is a negative co-relation 

between KHG size and species per perch as indicates in Figure 1. 

The dwellers have maintained a vast number of species in KHGs 

for ensuring the continuation of resource supply for performing 
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institutional projects that leads to reproduction of social 

structures.   

 

Figure 1: Species richness in relation to KHG size of the 

sample 

 
Source: Sample household survey, 2010 

 

       All other plant species except Mimosa pigra 

(Yodanidikumba) reported in the KHGs of the study area have 

ethno botanical values. There are 135 subsistence food value 

added plant species (39% of the total reported species). These 

species are producing vegetables, leaf vegetables, yams and root 

crops, fruits, coconut and spices, and beverages which fulfill the 

daily nutrition needs of the sample households. There are 35 

vegetable species in the study KHGs. Common perennial 

vegetable plant species are Jack (Artocarpus heterophyllus), 

bread fruit (Artocarpus altilis) and wild bread fruit (Artocarpus 

camansi). There are 14 of Yam and root crop species such as 

Welala (Dioscorea sp.), Alakola (Alocasia indica), sweet potato 

(Ipomoea batatas), manioc (Manihot utilissima), Angili-ala 

(Dioscorea sp.), and Katu-ala (Dioscorea pentaphylla.  Mostly 

reported seasonal vegetable crops species are long bean 

(Leguminosae), cucumber (Cucumis sativus), bitter gourd 

(Momordica charantia), bean (Phaseaolus vulgaris), ladies 

fingers (Hibiscus esculentus), pumpkin (Cucurbita maxima), 

tomato (Solanum lycopersicum), Elabatu (Solanum 

xanthocarpum), Tibbatu (Solanum torvum) and brinjal. There are 

38 plant species such as Dummalla (Phyllanthus reticulatus), 

Kalukamberiya (Solanum nigrum), Gotukola (Centella asiatica), 

Penala (Aerno lanata), Tampala, spinach, Mugunuwalla 

(Alternanthera triandra) etc. that produce subsistence leaf 

vegetable. Some species are more common than other 

subsistence leaf vegetable species. However, leaf products of 

Thalla (Ipomoea staphylina), Ikiliya (Acanthus ilicifolius), 

Barukoku, Thebu (Costus speciosus), Kuppameniya (Acalypha 

indica), Tumba (Blainvillea acmella), Polpala (Aerno lanata), 

Loonu alakola (Alocasia fornicata), Kirianguna (Chonemorpha 

fragrans) species are very rarely used as subsistence leaf 

vegetables. There are 62 fruit species maintained in KHGs of the 

study area. Out of them Jack fruit, two banana species (Seeni 

Kesel- Musa acuminate, Ambul Kesel- Musa acuminate), papaya 

(Carica papaya), guava (Psidium guyava), and Kohu Amba 

(Mangifera indica) are most common subsistence fruit species 

(reported over 100 of sample households) of the area. Very rare 

(reported less than 10 sample households) fruit species are slime 

apple, Beheth Nelli (Phyllanthus emblica), Atamora (Glenniea 

unijuga), wood apple (Feronia elephantum), Eraminiya (Ziziphus 

lucida), Madan (Sysygium cumini), Atamba (Mangifera 

zeylanica), carambola (Averrhoa carambola), two banana species 

(Suwandal - Musa acuminate and Kalkannoru- Musa acuminate), 

cashew-nut (Anacardium occidentala), Ambul Pera (Psidium 

sp.), Damunu (Grewia damine), Nami-nami (Cynometra 

zeylanica), and Ugurassa (Flacortia indica). However, most of 

these rare species are commonly known as dry zone fruit species. 

Coconuts (Cocos nusifera) and 20 species such as gamboges 

(Garcinia quaesita), pepper (Piper nigrum), green chilly, Nai-

miris (Capsicum minimum), Kochchi, cloves (Eugenia 

caryophyllata), cinnamon (Cinnamomum zeylanicum and C. 

verum), nutmeg (Myristica fragrans), etc. were reported as 

natural flavoring species. More frequently reported beverage 

goods producing plant species are coffee (Coffea arabica), lime 

apple (Aegle marmelos/Limonia acidissima), Ranawara flowers 

(Cassia auriculata), and Polpala (Aerno lanata).  

       There are 52 (15%) fuel wood (FW) value added plant 

species. More frequently reported plant species are coconut, 

gliricidia (Gliricidia sepium L), coffee, Kanda (Macaranga 

peltata), jack, cloves, and Ginisapu (Michelia champaca). Very 

rarely reported (less than 3% of total sample households) plant 

species are Alandu (Broussonetia zeylanica), Waldel (Artocarpus 

nobillis), wild bread fruit, Kakuna (Canarium zeylanicum), Katu-

erambadu (Erythrina fusca), Dammunu, Kumbuk (Terminalia 

arjuna), and mango species. Domestic timber requirement of 

sample households is also fulfilled by sixty four (19%) perennial 

tree species grown in KHGs. 36% of total timber supply for 

sample households comes from their KHGs. Most common 

timber tree species are coconut, Kanda, jack, Ginisapu, 

Wanasapu (Cananga odorata), and Gaduma (Terma orientale) 

trees which are maintained over 25% of sample KHGs of the 

study area for fulfilling the timber demand.    

       It was identified that the hidden economic values
1
 of 

annually consumed vegetable, leaf vegetables, fruits, spice, fuel 

woods, and other non timber HG products  are respectively Rs. 

3155.00, Rs. 1138.00, Rs. 14283.00, Rs. 10546.00, Rs. 5732.00 

and Rs. 3445.00. Hidden income that gains by reproducing 

subsistence economic structures by a household of the study area 

is about Rs 38299.00 per year.  

       Sample households actively participate to reproduce the 

market economic structure by not only buying the goods of 

markets but also supplying surplus of their KHGs products, such 

as vegetables, leaf vegetables, fruits, spices, and other non-timber 

products to the market. 31 plant species supply resources for 

reproduction of market economic structure. Surpluses of the 

production of these trees/plants (9%) are marketed. High-income 

(over 100,000 Rs/year) generating plant species are nutmeg, 

cloves, pepper, cocoa (Theobroma cacao), coffee, banana spp., 

Kitul (Caryota urens), Duriyan (Durio malaceensis), bread fruit, 

Goraka and coconuts. Most of them are known as minor export 

crops in the country. Retail shops and bazaars are the main 

marketing centers for KHG products. There are 96 retail shops in 

the study area additionally to marketing centers at Ambatanna, 

                                                 
1
 Economic value for consumed production of a species  = 

(average unit price of  the production of the species in the local 

market*annual consumed amount by the producing household) 
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Katugastota, Wattegama and Madawala bazaars. Income earned 

by the sample households by supplying resources to those 

marketing centers for reproducing market structure is about 317, 

280.00 Rupees/year/household. In addition, 93% of KHG 

produced cash income is coming from spice and related products. 

Fifty four plant species (15.7%) were reported as of ritualistic 

and ceremonial value-added plant species. Out of them, areca nut 

(Areca catechu), coconut, Wada (Hibiscus rosasinensis), 

Anthurium (Anthurium sp), banana, gliricidia, bamboo (Bambusa 

vulgaris, B.beecheyana), and papaya (Carica papaya) species are 

very commonly used for performing ritualistic projects.  

       The study community usually use home remedies with 

religious healing rituals, if diseases such as chicken pox, small 

pox, etc and skin disease affected. There are 41 plant species 

reported in KHGs of the study area as medicinal plant species. 

Very common medicinal plants used in domestic remedies are 

coffee, coconut/king coconut, Balatana (Eleusine indica), 

Balunaguta (Stachytarpheta indica/urticifolia), Kitul, Kapun 

Keeriya (Hedyotis hirta), nutmeg, pepper and turmeric 

(Tamarindus indica). No household reported taking western 

medicine for Deviyange Leda. About 67% of total households of 

the area practice domestic remedies for curing skin diseases. 

Hence, the reproduction of the structures lead to reduce the social 

pressure on modern western medical centers/hospital. The 

government also has paid much attention to sustain the 

reproduction of these medicinal structures by establishing the 

Ministry of Local Medicine (Deseeya Vaidya). Because of this 

interference, reproduction of ayurvedic medicinal structure is 

accelerated. Ayurvedic hospital at Yatawara is one of the best 

examples.  

       The consequence of this process, 345 plant species are 

maintained in the study area KHGs. Out of them 12.2% species 

are alien plant species to Sri Lanka but now these species are a 

part of the social structuration process of the study area. About 

47% species are in the IUCN Red list 2012 (Table 1). 

Stachyphrynium zeylanicum was reported as a Critically 

Endangered and Possibly Extinct species. Ziziphus lucida, 

Alocasia fornicate, Typhonium flagelliforme, Iphomoea 

staphylina were the species that classified as Critically 

Endangered category in the IUCN Red list. Loxococcus rupicola, 

Girardinia diversifolia, Basella alba, Areca concinna, 

Plectranthus zatarhendi, and Klugia notoniana were the 

identified Endangered species in the study area HGs. 15 plant 

species, namely Broussonetia zeylanica, Spondia pinnata, 

Dichilanthe zeylanica, Saraca asoca, Ochrosia oppositifolia, 

Antidesma thwaitesianum, Canarium zeylanicum, Oncosperma 

fasciculatum, Chonemorpha fragrans, Cinnamomum zeylanicum, 

Cycas nathorstii, Rhipsalis baccifera, Phyllanthus emblica, Ixora 

calycina,  and Crinum zeylanicum were reported as Vulnerable 

species. Syzygium alubo, Strychnos wallichiana, Gmelina 

arborea, Carallia brachiata, Monochoria hastaefolia, Chukrasia 

tabularis, Petchia ceylanica, Erythrina fusca, Sapindus trifoliate, 

Chrysephyllum rexburghii, Madhuca longifolia, Vitex altissima, 

Cynometra zeylanica, and Syzygium amphoraecarpus species 

reported in the study have been classified as Near Threatened 

species in IUCN Red list. In addition to that, many species 

identified in the study have been classified as Least Concerned 

species.  

Table 1: Summary Table of Species Mentioned in IUCN Red 

List 2012 in KHGs of the Study Area 

 

Category No of species and 

percentage  

Critically Endangered and Possibly 

Extinct 

1 (0.3%)   

Critically Endangered 4 (1.2%) 

Endangered 6 (1.7%) 

Vulnerable 15 (4.3%) 

Near Threatened 14 (4.1%) 

Least Concerned 119 (34.5%) 

Data Deficient 4 (1.2%) 

Sub Total (Mentions species list in 

IUCN Red List 2012) 

163 (47.2%) 

Alien species 42 (12.2%) 

Rest of species 142 (40.6%) 

Total 345 (100%) 

 

V. CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 

       Over the history, most social structures are reproduced 

dialectically. Each social structure forces to the community to 

reproduce the structure by performing the institutional projects.  

Under the limits set by the physical environment, people do 

many efforts to maintain resources, because resources are 

essential for performing the institutional projects. The result of 

this process is conserving the biodiversity in KHGs. Therefore, 

biodiversity conservation agencies have to pay attention to 

reproduce the modern as well as traditional social structures to 

ensure the resource value of plant species that lead to 

consumptive conservation of plant species in man-made 

ecosystems such as KHGs.  
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ABSTRACT 

. 
Quality is a key principle in health service delivery a pillar in health systems strengthening. The Kenya Quality Model of health was 
initiated across all health facilities to guide the implementation of quality standards. The use of guidelines in health management 
system describes the measure that can improve performance in health service delivery. Despite having guidelines there are disparities 
in the quality of services delivered in health facilities. The study focused on implementation of quality guidelines for improved health 
services. The objectives of the study were to establish the management practices used in the implementation process of the Kenya 
Quality Model for health and to explore the Human resources factors that influenced the implementation process of the Kenya quality 
model of health.A cross-sectional study involving 110 clinical managers in six public health facilities in Kakamega County, Kenya 
was carried out.Public health facilitieswere selected using random sampling, Clinical Managers were sampled using stratified and 
proportionate sampling. Quantitative data analysis yielded descriptive statistics and Chi-square (χ2) tests.The management practices 
used to implement guidelines was methods of quality improvement with mean 3.8, planning 3.3, continuous quality improvement 3 P-
value was 0.04 indicating a significant relationship with improved quality of health services. The human resource for health factors 
that affected implementation of guidelines were awareness of guideline contents with a mean score 3.7 and motivation 3 and a p-value 
of 0.03 which indicated a relationship between human resource for health and improved quality of health services. The study 
recommends formation of quality improvement teams that can be responsible for the implementation process and development of 
quality monitoring tools. It further recommends Strategies to be put in place to increase the number of health human resources and 
train all health managers on the quality guidelines to prepare them for the implementation process. 
 
 
Index Terms: Kenya Quality Model of Health, implementation, guidelines, improved health services,  
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I. INTRODUCTION 
 Developing countries including Kenya put more emphasis on measuring changes on mortality, morbidity and coverage but less 
emphasis has been put on measuring quality of services(WHO,2010). This has resulted in weakness in implementation of management 
policies for quality improvement due to inability to monitor quality and discover areas that need improvement or discontinuation. A 
study done in Thailand and Tanzania established that deficiencies in quality of care was not due to failure of professional compassion 
or a lack of resources but  was associated with gaps in knowledge and inappropriate applications of available technology(knight,2014). 
 
In order to fill the knowledge gap, the Kenya quality framework (KQIF) also known as Kenya quality model (KQM) in 2001 was 
developed with the aim of improving health services in the country. It was later reviewed in 2008 and renamed the Kenya quality 
model for health (KQMH). Quality improvement gained more prominence in 2011 after promulgation of the constitution in 2010. The 
citizen’s expectation of improved quality of health service delivery was raised by the chapter on the right to the highest attainable 
standard of health, as enshrined in the Bill of Rights in the Constitution. Great emphasis on provision of efficient and high-quality 
healthcare systems in order to improve the overall livelihoods of Kenyans has been emphasized by the social pillar of the Vision 
2030.According to MoH (2011), the Kenya quality model for health is a framework for holistic quality management system that 
integrates evidence based medicine (EBM) through wide dissemination of public health and clinical standards and guidelines with 
total quality management (TQM) and patient partnership (PP). The process of improving adherence to standards and guidelines of 
health services can be affected using a Management tool for sustainability and continuity of beat practice. 

Clinical managers are key implementers of Kenya quality model for health guidelines were interviewed in order to investigate the 
implementation of Kenya quality guidelines in public health facilities. The objectives of the study were 1) To establish the 
management practices of Kenya quality guidelines implementation for improved health services at Kakamega County and 2) to 
explore the human resource factors that influence Kenya quality model of health guidelines implementation for improved health 
services at Kakamega County.  
 

II.RESEARCH ELABORATIONS 
The descriptive cross sectional study was carried out in public health facilities in Kakamega county. It largely focused on management 
practises used in implementation of quality guidelines and the human resource for health factors that affected implementation of 
quality guidelines. 
 
Public health facilities were sampled using simple random sampling and the Clinical Managers sampled through stratified and 
proportionate sampling. Yamane method of sample size determination yielded 127 clinical managers but 110 clinical managers were 
available to participate in the study. 
Primary data was collected between June and July 2014after obtaining ethical clearance from Kenya Methodist University 
Institutional Research Board and Kakamega County. Quantitative data was from completed questionnaire that were summarised, 
coded and tabulated.Statistical program for social sciences (SPPS) version 22 was used to conduct descriptive and inferential statistics. 
A level of p less than 0.05 was considered significant. Presentation was done using frequency tables, percentage, pie charts and bar 
graph. 
 

III.RESULTS OR FINDINGS 
 

Table 1: Management Practices Used In Implementing Quality Guidelines 

Management Practises Mean 
score 

Standard 
deviation 

Chi-
square 

p-value 

Quality improvement planning 3.3 1.3  
 
8.200 

 
 
0.04 

Team involvement 2.2 0.4 
Customer focus 2.8 1.4 
Quality improvement methods 3.8 1.6 
Use of data  2.2 1.4 
Continuous quality improvement 3 0.8 

 
 Management Practices used in quality guideline implementation 
Implementation of quality improvement guidelines involves various management practices that lead to successful implementation. 
These practices include quality planning, team involvement, data driven, customer focus, methods used in quality improvement and 
continuous quality improvement. 
 
The findings in the table 1 above indicate majority of respondents mentioned quality improvement methods with a mean score of 3.8 
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as the common management practice used to implement guidelines. The second most frequent practice was quality improvement 
planning with a mean score of 3. This indicated that planning was the second practice used in implementation of quality guidelines. 
Continuous quality improvement had a mean score of 3 and was the third frequently cited management practice used in 
implementation of quality guidelines. 
 
Customer focus was not frequently mentioned with a mean score of 2.8 and standard deviation of 1.4 as a management practice used 
in implementation of quality guidelines. Team involvement and use of data was the least with a mean score of 2.2 as a management 
practiced used in implementation of quality guidelines. Management practice in summary had a chi-square of 8.200 and a p 
value=0.04 indicating a significant relationship between management practices used in implementation of guidelines and improved 
health services. 
 
 Team responsible for monitoring of quality guidelines 
Figure 1 below indicates the teams involved in quality guideline implementation monitoring and evaluation. This include the quality 
improvement teams, the work improvement team, supervisors and self, n =110. 
 

 

Figure 1: Team responsible for monitoring quality guideline implementation. 

In view of the above figure respondents were asked the group responsible for monitoring and evaluation of implementation of quality 
guidelines which is presented in bar graph. Majority of respondent 40(36%) said health workers themselves do monitoring and 
evaluation with tier four having the majority (17%) self-monitoring respondent followed by tier two (4%) and lastly tier three (3%). 
This was followed by monitoring by work improvement teams 24(22%) with tier four having the majority (9%) of respondents who 
said it is done by work improvement team and three97%) had the least of respondents. Then monitoring by supervisors 22(20%) was 
high in tie four (10%) followed by tier three (8%) and two was the least (4%) and lastly by the quality improvement teams 17(17%) 
with tier four (20%) having the highest number and tier two the least (5%) number. 
 

Table II: Human Resource for Health Factors That Affect Guideline Implementation 
Human resource for health factors Mean 

score 
Standard 
deviation 

Chi-
square  

p-value 

Awareness of the guideline contents 3.7 1.4  
5.586 

 
0.033 Preparedness of implementers 2.2 0.9 

Staffing level if implementers 2.9 0.8 
Motivation of implementer 3 1.4 
 
 Human Resource for Health Factors  
In table II above majority of respondents felt that awareness of the guideline contents affected its implementation with a mean score of 
3.7. The second frequently mentioned human resource for health factors that affected implementation of guidelines was the motivation 
of the people implementing the guidelines. The third factor was staffing level of guideline implementer with a mean score of 2.9 and 
lastly was the preparedness of the implementers of guidelines with a mean score of 2.2. In summary the human resource for health 
factors had a chi- square of 5.586 and a p value of 0.033 indicate a significant relationship between the human resource for health 
factors and improved quality of health services. 

IV. Discussion 

Management practices used in implementation of quality guidelines are significantly related to improved health services. Among these 
practices, the quality guidelines implementation methods are frequently used to by keenly following the steps described in the quality 
guideline implementation model. The more the steps laid down in the guideline implementation model the higher the chances that the 
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Kenya quality guidelines will be implemented. The results agree with the key informant who said” following the methods of quality 
improvement as stipulated in the guidelines is key in ensuring that guidelines are implemented” and Adolfas (2010) who contended 
that following the methods and steps ensures successful implementation of quality guidelines as each step follows each other in a 
sequence resulting in total implementation of guidelines. 
 
The second practice mentioned was planning with a mean score of 3.3, the results points that planning was given the second priority 
by managers. Before implementation clinical managers need to strategize on the whole process of implementation. These results are in 
agreement with Frankie et al (2008) who noted the need for the team to plan and allocate responsibilities in order to monitor activities.  
The third factor in management practices used was continuous quality improvement as significant in improving the quality of health 
services. Arguably continuous quality improvement helps the team implementing the guidelines to establish the progress being made. 
These results concur with Donabedian (2011) who argued that continuous quality improvement of the organization and overall 
performance should be a permanent objective of the organization to ensure that quality guidelines are totally implemented. 
Majority of respondents stated that clinical managers themselves monitor quality guidelines implementation. Monitoring by clinical 
managers themselves can occurs in facilities that are having limited number of staff and in most cases these staff can be found to 
belong to more than two groups that are concerned with quality improvement monitoring and this might have been the case with most 
facilities. These results disagree with Beerworth (2011) who emphasises the need for monitoring especially using work improvement 
teams’ first then quality improvement teams.  
The study also sought to find out the human resource for health factors that affect implementation of guidelines. The results indicated 
a significant relationship between human resource for health factors and improved health services. Participants pointed out awareness 
of guideline contents as a major factor in guideline implementation. When the end users are aware of the contents embedded within 
the guidelines it makes it easier to implement them. This is in agreement with Blum (2011) who found that awareness of the guideline 
contents increases the chances of health mangers using the guidelines and boast their confidence.  
Motivation of human resource for health was a factor identified. It is also important for leaders to motivate their staff to implement the 
guidelines in order to achieve excellent results. This result is in agreement with Mwaniki et al (2014) and Kilbourne (2010) who found 
that motivated staff is essential part for successful implementation of the quality guidelines. 

V. Conclusion 
Implementation of Kenya model for health has a significant influence on quality of health services. This is largely affected by 
management practices mainly quality improvement methods, quality improvement planning and continuous quality improvement 
largely practised by the clinical managers. The human resources for health factors that are statistically significant to improved health 
services include awareness of guideline contents by the managers overseeing the implementation process and motivation of staff 
implementing the guidelines. 
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Abstract- Taxonomic study of Penaeid shrimps in Kakkaithivu coastal waters, Jaffna, Sri Lanka were studied in specimens of shrimp 

collected from Kakkaithivu coastal waters from January 2011 through December 2012.  Identification of species was based on the 

morphological characters of rostrum (dorasal and ventral teeth), carapace (longitudinal or transverse sutures in the carapace), 

branchiae, antennule, antenna, third maxilliped, fifth pereiopods, pleopods, abdomen, sub apical spines on telson, petasma, thelycum 

and the colored pattern of the whole body based on standard  keys and diagnoses available from the current literature.  

        A total of 7 species from 2 genera (Penaeus and Metapenaeus) and 1 family of Penaeidae were identified in Kakkaithivu coastal 

waters.  These are Metapenaeus dobsoni (Miers, 1878), Metapenaeus monoceros (Fabricus, 1798), Penaeus indicus (H.Milne 

Edwards, 1837), Penaeus japonicus (Bate, 1888), Penaeus latisulcatus (Kishinouye, 1896), Penaeus monodon (Fabricus, 1798) and 

Penaeus semisulcatus (De Haan, 1884).  Modified Key to identify shrimp species from Kakkaithivu Coastal waters, Jaffna, Sri Lanka 

was prepared after morphometric analysis.  Additional research is needed to more clearly define the distribution of shrimp species in 

Kakkaithivu coastal waters, Jaffna, Sri Lanka. 

 

Index Terms- Species, Penaeidae, Shrimps, Coastal waters 

I. INTRODUCTION 

hrimps are a charming group of animals classified under class crustaceans.  They are widely distributed in the Indian Ocean and 

surrounding areas from the shore to the greatest depth.  The species present especially around Sri Lanka, India and Malaysia are 

the most valuable. Penaeid shrimps are important resources for worldwide fisheries and aquaculture.  They supply the increasing 

population with animal proteins and provide significant earnings of foreign exchange for developing countries (Jayawickrema, 2010). 

        Penaeid shrimps are widely distributed in the tropical and sub tropical areas of the world.  They are particularly abundant in 

South East Asia. Penaeid shrimps differ in a variety of morphological characters that are expression of genetic differences among 

them. Morphological studies within and among species of Penaeid shrimps in nature is useful for fishery management. Conservation 

of biodiversity depends on the identification and maintenance of the taxonomic records of its biotic components (Mevlut et al., 2006). 

  

General characteristics of shrimps  

        Shrimps constitute a large group of curstaceans varying in size from microscopic to about 35 cm long.  The body of the shrimps 

is almost always laterally compressed, the rostrum usually compressed and toothed and the abdomen long, longer than the carapace or 

head.  The antennules and antennae are generally large and plate-like. The pereiopods or legs are usually slender, but in some a single 

leg or pair of legs may be stout and some pereiopods end in pincers or chelae.  The pleopods or abdominal appendages used for 

swimming are well developed and except in a few species, are present on all five anterior abdominal segments (De Bruin et al., 1994). 

 

Taxonomy of shrimps 

        Most of the commercial shrimp species belong to the 5 penaeidean families Solenoceridae, Aristeidae, Penaeidae, Sicyoniidae 

and Sergestidae and 3 caridean families, Pandalidae, Crangonidae and Palaemonidae (Soundarapandian and Rajendran, 2012). 

The Palaeomonidae includes two subfamilies, namely Palaemoninae and Pontoniinae.  The prawns belonging to the Palaemoninae 

inhabit inland water bodies.  Shrimps inhabit in the brackish and marine water bodies (Carpenter and Niem, 1998). 

 

Scientific Classification 

 

Kingdom –Animalia 

Phylum- Arthropoda 

Class - Crustacea 

Sub class- Malacostraca 

Superorder - Euarida 

S 
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Order- Decapoda 

Superfamily - Sergestoidea , Penaeoidea, Stenopodidea , and Caridea  

Superfamily Penaeoidea -Family Solenoceridae, Family Aristeidae, Family Penaeidae   Family Sicyoniidae, Family Sergestidae  

 

        Despite their high commercial value, there is little information available on description and the taxonomic relationship of the 

shrimp species.  

        Therefore, this study is made a first attempt to provide a detailed systematic account of shrimps of Kakkaithivu coastal waters, 

Jaffna, Sri Lanka.  The aim of this study was to establish the composition of shrimps with identification key to shrimps in Kakkaithivu 

coastal waters, Jaffna, Sri Lanka and to contribute further knowledge of shrimps in Sri Lanka. Also, pattern of taxonomic characters 

and morphological variation of the shrimps in Kakkaithivu Coastal waters were investigated. 

II. MATERIALS AND METHODS 

Study area 

        The Jaffna Peninsula is located at the northern most region of the Island of Sri Lanka.  It has an area of about 1 025.6 km
2
.  Jaffna 

district has a coastal belt of 292.2 km by length and a continental shelf area of 3 360 square miles.  Similar to most other lagoons and 

estuaries in Sri Lanka, Jaffna estuary also supports profitable shellfish and finfish fisheries.  It lies between approximate 79° 52’ E
 
– 

80° 38’ E longitudes and 
  

9
o 

26’ N – 9°
  

46’ N
 
latitudes.  It has an area of about 412 km

2 
and the depth does not exceed 4m 

(Chitravadivelu and Arudpragasam, 1983; Sachithananthan and Perera, 1970). 

 

        Kakkaithivu Coastal Area which is part of the Jaffna estuary was selected for this study.  Site length of  Kakkaithivu Coastal area 

is 1.2 km. Shrimp species found in this area is significant and it is a major fish landing centre in Jaffna district within Sandillipay 

Fisheries Inspector Division (Fig 1: Plate 1). 

 

 
Plate 1: Landing centre at Kakkaithivu 
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Fig 1: Location of the Jaffna estuary 

 

(a) Kakkaithivu, (b) Navanthurai, (c) Kurunagar, (d) Pasaioor (e) Thondaimannar lagoon and (f) Jaffna estuary. 

 

Sampling 

        Random samples of shrimp were collected weekly from the commercial catches between January, 2011 till December, 2012.  The 

observations were made between 6.30 a.m to 10.00 a.m weekly.  

        Randomly collected specimens were placed in polythene bags.  All collected shrimps were brought to the laboratory in an ice box 

and analyzed. 

 

Sample identification 

        Shrimps were examined using hand lenses and under a binocular stereo microscope.  Identification of shrimp was done up to the 

species level at the laboratory by observing the morphological characteristics. Photographs of all shrimps were taken at the laboratory.  

Identification was confirmed with the help of widely used references (De Bruin et al., 1994; Carpenter and Niem, 1998. 

 

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

        In the present study, seven species were identified from the Kakkaithivu Coastal waters, Jaffna, Sri Lanka.  These are 

Metapenaeus dobsoni (Miers, 1878), Metapenaeus monoceros (Fabricus, 1798), Penaeus indicus (H.Milne Edwards, 1837), Penaeus 

japonicus (Bate, 1888), Penaeus latisulcatus (Kishinouye, 1896), Penaeus monodon (Fabricus, 1798) and Penaeus semisulcatus (De 

Haan, 1884).  

 

Identification of shrimp species in the catch  

        Shrimps were identified based on the morphological characteristics. Number of rostral teeth, subapical spines on telson and 

exopod on fifth pereiopod were considered as major morphological characteristics to identify the shrimp species. They are classified 

under one family Penaeidae. Synonyms of shrimps presented in Table 1. 

 

 

Table 1:  Synonyms of shrimps at Kakkaithivu Coastal waters, Jaffna, 

Sri Lanka collected during January 2011 to December 2012 

(De Bruin et al., 1994) 

Species Synonyms 

Penaeus indicus (H.Milne-Edwards, 

1837) 

Fenneropenaeus indicus H. Milne Edwards,1837 

Palaemon longicornis Olivier, 1811, 

Penaeus indicus longirostris De Man, 1892 

Penaeus  monodon (Fabricus,1798) Penaeus coeruleus Stebbing, 1905 

Penaeus durbani Stebbing, 1917 

Penaeus semisulcatus exsulcatus Hilgendorf, 1879 

 

 

Penaeus  latisulcatus 

( Kishinouye,1896) 

Melicertus latisulcatus (Kishinouye, 1896) 

http://ijsrp.org/
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Penaeus semisulcatus 

(De Haan,1884) 

Penaeus ashiaka  Kishinouye, 1900 

Penaeus semisulcatus paucidentatus  Parisi,1919 

Penaeus  japonicas 

(Bate, 1888) 

Marsupenaeus japonicus (Spence Bate, 1888) 

Penaeus canaliculatus japonicus Spence Bate, 1888 

Penaeus pulchricaudatus Stebbing, 1914 

Metapenaeus  monoceros (Fabricius, 

1798) 

Metapenaeus cognatus Nobili,1904 

Metapenaeus deschampsi Nobili,1903 

Penaeus monoceros Fabricius, 1798 

Penaeopsis monoceros Fabricius, 1798 

Metapenaeus dobsoni (Miers,1878) Penaeopsis dobsoni(Miers, 1878) 

Penaeus dobsoni Miers, 1878 

 

 

Penaeus indicus (H.Milne-Edwards, 1837) 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Plate 2:  Penaeus  indicus 

 

Common name     : White Shrimp 

Colour                    :  White body covered with numerous minute dark brown dots 

Descriptive remarks: The rostrum is well developed and toothed dorsally (7-9) and ventrally (4-6).  Carapace is without longitudinal 

sutures.  There are no fixed subapical spines on telson.  There are fifth pereiopods with exopod.   

 

 

Penaeus  japonicus (Bate, 1888) 

Brown 

dots 
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Plate 3:  Penaeus japonicus 

 

Common name      : Kuruma prawn 

Colour          : Colour lightly tanned to greenish brown, stripped in clear dark brown. Blue edge at tail fan. Yellow legs.  

Descriptive remarks   : The rostrum is well developed and toothed dorsally (10) and ventrally (1).  Carapace is without longitudinal 

sutures. Exopod present on fifth pereiopods. Two bands present in carapace.  Last band is not reaching to ventral margin.  

 

 

 

Penaeus  latisulcatus ( Kishinouye,1896) 

 

 
Plate 4:  Penaeus latisulcatus 

 

Common name : Western King shrimp 

Colour                        : Pale brown body. Short brown stripes present in abdomen  

                                      with yellow pleopods 

Descriptive remarks: The rostrum is well developed and toothed dorsally (9-12) and ventrally (1).  Carapace is without longitudinal 

sutures.  Exopod present on fifth pereiopods.  Telson armed with 3 pairs of small movable spines. 

 

Penaeus  monodon (Fabricus,1798) 

 

        Brown stripes  

Brown stripes 
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Plate 5:  Penaeus monodon 

 

Common name : Giant tiger shrimp 

Colour  : Greenish grey body with dark brown bars present and  

                                      yellow spot on pleopods.  Antenna is uniform pink –brown 

Descriptive remarks :  The rostrum is well developed and toothed dorsally (7-8) and ventrally (3-4).  The most distinct features for 

identification of this species are fifth pereiopods without exopod, carapace without longitudinal sutures and unarmed telson.  

 

  

Penaeus semisulcatus (De Haan, 1884) 

 

 
Plate 6:  Penaeus  semisulcatus 

 

Common name        : Green tiger prawn or flower shrimp 

Colour                      :  Antenna banded white and brown.  Reddish brown to pale  

                                   brown body with brownish grey dorsal transverse bands present  

Descriptive remarks: The rostrum is well developed and toothed dorsally (5-8) and ventrally (2-4).  Antenna banded white and 

brown.  Carapace is without longitudinal sutures.  Telson unarmed. Exopod present on fifth pereiopods.    

 

  

Metapenaeus  monoceros (Fabricus,1798) 

 

Antenna banded with 

 White and brown 

Yellow 

spot  
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Plate 7:  Metapenaeus monoceros 

 

Common name : Speckled shrimp 

Colour                        :  Greenish grey body  

Descriptive remarks : The rostrum is well developed and toothed dorsally (9-12) and no ventral teeth.  Carapace is without 

longitudinal or transverse sutures. Telson armed only with spicules.  Fifth pereiopods have no exopod.  Branchiocardiac ridge reaches 

the posterior extension of hepatic spine.  

 

 

Metapenaeus dobsoni (Miers,1878) 

 

 
Plate 8: Metapenaeus dobsoni 

 

Common name : Kadal shrimp. 

Colour   : Pale yellow to brownish body  

        Descriptive remarks  : The rostrum is well developed and toothed dorsally (7-9) and no ventral teeth.  Carapace is without 

longitudinal or transverse sutures.  Telson armed only with spicules.  Fifth pereiopods have no exopod.  

Modified Key to identify shrimp species from Kakkaithivu Coastal waters, Jaffna, Sri Lanka was prepared after morphometric 

analysis. 

 

IV. MODIFIED KEY TO IDENTIFY SHRIMP SPECIES FROM KAKKAITHIVU COASTAL WATERS, JAFFNA, SRI LANKA 

 

Rostrum with teeth on both dorsal and ventral edges .......................................Genus Penaeus. 

Rostrum with teeth on its dorsal side only.................................................Genus Metapenaeus 

 

Key for differentiation of penaeid shrimps to species level 

 

Genus.............. .. Penaeus 

1. Rostrum with 1-3 teeth on ventral edges…………………………………………………....2 

    Rostrum with more than 3 teeth on ventral edges…………………………………………..5 

No ventral 

teeth 

Brownish body 
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2. Telson unarmed ………………………………………………………….........................…3 

   Telson armed with 3 pairs of small movable spines. ……………………………………….4 

3. Rostrum with a distinct double curve eight dorsal teeth and only three ventral teeth;    hepaticcarina horizontally straight; 5
th

  

walking legs without exopodites; abdomen transverselybanded with black and white rest of the body 

brown......................………………………………………………………...Penaeus monodon 

 

Hepatic carina oblique antero - ventrally, 5
th

  walking leg with small exopodite; dark green to dark brown cross bands on the abdomen, 

leg with yellow and reddish bands ....................................... ………………………………………………..Penaeus semisulcatus 

4. Body with yellow and brown bands………………………………….…Penaeus  japonicus 

Body without coloured cross bands………………………....................…Penaeus latisulcatus 

5. Rostrum with high blade, rostral crest triangular in shape; rostrum with eight to ten dorsal and more than three usually four ventral 

teeth ................................................Penaeus indicus. 

 

Genus ------- -- Metapenaeus 

1. Rostrum nearly reaches or slightly beyond the tip of antennular peduncle: eight to twelves dorsal teeth; post rostral crest absent 

....................................................................................2 (i) 

Rostrum just surpasses the eyes; sometimes fall slightly short of them; with seven to nine dorsal teeth 

...........................................................................................................................2 (ii) 

2. (i) The last pair of walking legs usually reach a little beyond the middle of antennal Scale; rostrum with nine to twelve dorsal teeth 

...........................................Metapenaeus monoceros 

 (ii)  The last pair of walking legs falls considerably short of the middle of antennal scale; often in female, these legs are reduced to 

stumps. Rostrum with a wall defined double curve and crest and seven to nine dorsal 

teeth………………………………Metapenaenus dobsoni 

 

Jayawickrema (2010) reported that in the Indo Pacific region, 33 species of shrimps have been recorded from Pakistan, India and Sri 

Lanka. Out of these, 32 species have been recorded from Sri Lanka.   

De Croos and Palsson (2013) reported the presence of 13 shrimp species at west coast of Sri Lanka. Metapenaeus dobsoni, 

Fenneropenaeus indicus, Penaeus semisulcatus and Parapeneopsis coromandelica dominated the shrimp catches in this area.  

 

        Fourteen species of shrimp were indentified in the catch from Negombo Lagoon, six of which are major contributors to the 

catches.  P. indicus and P. semisulcatus were the most important in the trammel net and cast net catches.  The other important species 

caught in the lagoon was M. elegans.  The major species in the trawl catches were M. dobsoni and P. coromandelica (Sanders et al., 

2000) 

        Five species shrimps were recorded in Batticaloa lagoon.  Penaeus monodon and Penaeus indicus are common. Penaeus 

semisulcatus, Metapenaeus monoceros and Metapenaeus dobsoni are quite abundant (Harris and Vinobaba, 2013). 

        Five species, Penaeus indicus, P.monodon, P.latisulcatus, P.semisulcatus and Metapenaeus monoceros were recorded by 

Chitravadivelu and Arudpragasam (1983)   from Jaffna lagoon. 

  

 

V. CONCLUSION 

        During the present study, seven species Penaeus indicus, P. monodon, P. latisulcatus, P. semisulcatus, P. japonicus, 

Metapenaeus monoceros and Metapenaeus dobsoni were records in Kakkaithivu Coastal waters in Jaffna district and their identifying 

characters were very closely similar with the descriptions given by De Bruin et al. (1994), Carpenter and Niem (1998).  

        Among them, the occurrence of P. japonicus and Metapenaeus dobsoni were recorded for the first time in Kakkaithivu Coastal 

waters, Jaffna, Sri Lanka. 
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Variation of  some morphological characteristics of 
Ziziphs spina-chriti (A.) Ritch. fruits among four 

provenances 
Zeinelabdin Mahmod Zeinelabdin  

 
National Tree Seed Centre-Forestry Research Centre, Khartoum Sudan, Research Scientist, Department of Tree Seed Physiology. National Tree Seed 

Centre, Forestry Research Centre. Sudan. 
 
Abstract- The experiments of this work were conducted at the 
laboratory of the Tree Seed Centre, Khartoum, Sudan, on April 
2013, to investigate the variation of of Ziziphus spina-christi A. 
Ritch fruit pulp weight /Kg., number of fruits/Kg. and number of 
seeds/kg. among four provenances; Daamazin, Sinar, Shambat 
and golo. The results showed very high differences between 
provenances in the pulp weight/Kg. (P=0.0001), and high 
differences in number of fruit/Kg. and number of seed/Kg. 
among provenances,  and Damazin fruit source was the higher in 
fruit pulp weight, and has the larger size of fruits and seeds. The 
outcome of this work revealed the importance of these kinds of 
studies in encouraging tree improvement,  genetic resource 
conservation and food industry of many forest tree fruits. 
 
Index Terms- Variation, Provenance, selection, genetic resource. 
 

I. INTRODUCTION 
his article guides a stepwise walkthrough by Experts for 
writing a successful journal or a research paper starting from 

inception of ideas till their publications. Research papers are 
highly recognized in scholar fraternity and form a core part of 
PhD curriculum. Research scholars publish their research work 
in leading journals to complete their grades. In addition, the 
published research work also provides a big weight-age to get 
admissions in reputed varsity. Now, here we enlist the proven 
steps to publish the research paper in a journal.  
Ziziphs spina-chriti  A. Ritch. (var. microphyla) is wide spread in 
Sahelian area, from Senegal to Sudan, and Arabia (Vogt., 1995). 
It is found in flooded riverbanks and at edges of cultivation areas 
(Bein et al., 1996). It is found in the short grass savanna, also 
along the Nile tributaries (Mahgoub.,2002), (El Amin., 1990). It 
is often allowed to remain within or on the vicinity of settlements 
because of its edible fruits (Vogt., 1995). It grows naturally 
throughout many zones of Sudan.  This species needs rainfall 
ranges between (50-300) mm. altitude (0-600) m. It tolerates 
high temperatures and propagates (600-2,500) fruits/Kg (Vogt., 
1995). The species also tolerates saline and limestone soils 
(Maydell., 1990). It is a shrub less in height than 5 m. long, bark 
is pale grey, fissured branches are intertwisted, branchlets are 
pale or nearly white, glabrous. Leaves are less than 3 cm. long, 
they are ovate-lanceolate, with acute or obtuse apex (1-3.5) cm. 
broad, with slightly crenulated margin and three nerves from the 
base. Thorns in pairs are obviously seen, one straight (8 mm.) 
and the other recurved and shorter. Flowers are small (10-25) in 

heads beside leaves, yellow green stalk and calyx hairy white. 
Flowering emergence (Aug.-Dec.). Fruits are round, varied in 
color, mostly brown, pale-brown, yellowish-brown or reddish-
yellow (1-2) cm. in diameter, with edible flesh, and (1-2) seeds, 
rarely 3 seeds may be found. 
 Ziziphus spina-christi is a multipurpose shrub (Maydell., 1990). 
The preferred uses are fuel wood, amenity, dune control, 
charcoal, shade, fodder, shelterbelt, timber, pesticide, fruit, 
agroforestry and medicine (Vogt., 1995). The fruit which is 
known locally as “Nabak is a valuable food in Sudan 
(Abdelmuaty., 1991), the species has an edible fruit for both 
human and animal. Fruits are found in large quantities in local 
markets in Sudan. The fleshy part can be dried pulverized to be 
backed under the heat of the sun (Fichtl., 2006). The crude 
protein of Ziziphus spina-christi seeds was found to be (15.9%) 
(Nazif., 2001). Saeid et al, (2007) proposed Ziziphus spina-
christi and other indigenous species to be the promising fruit 
trees for aforestation in northern Sudan, because they can play a 
vital role in land degradation and enhanced food production. 
Christ-thorn is one of the most important nectar and pollen 
sources. 
The diversity of the fruits of this species is obviously observed, 
and the most important traits are their size and color. Traits like 
fruit pulp, size and color are strongly correlated to the genetic 
variability of the species (Wheelwhrite, 1993) (Mkwezalamba, 
2015). However, the morphological characteristics of the fruit 
may reflect the genetic variation or environmental diversity and 
provenance, and enhance the opportunity of selection,  tree 
improvement and genetic conservation (Wani et al).  
The objective of this work was to investigate the variability of 
some morphological traits of Ziziphus spina christi vs. 
provenance variation. The experiments were carried out at the 
laboratory of National Tree Seed Centre, Forestry Research 
Centre, Khartoum-Sudan. Season   April 2013. As a nutrient 
tropical species, these  
Kinds  of studies can  be useful for developing future 
domestication programs and for promoting the consumption of 
these valuable indigenous fruits (Stadlmayr, 2013). 
Materials and Methods 
Fruits of Ziziphus spina-christi were collected from these 
provenances on December 2012-January 2013, where collected 
samples were stored in cotton sacks  
at the National Tree Seed Centre’s cold store.  Fruits were 
collected from 15 shrubs from each provenance.     
 

T 
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Provenance Rainfall Latitude Longitude 
Damazin, 
Blue Nile 
State 

600 mm 11o   53'    
N 

34o   19'  E 

Sinar , Sinar 
State 

450-600 
mm 

13o    33'     
N 

33o   35'  E 

Shambat, 
Khartoum 
Stae 

150 mm 15o   40'    
N 

32o  32'   E 

Golo, North 
Darfur State 

75-150 
mm 

13o   37'    
N 

25o  21'   E 

  
Fruit pulp weights/Kg 
 Hundred fruits were drawn randomly from each sample 
lot. The fruit fleshes were extracted by hitting the fruits gently 
and weighed per Kilogram to compare between the four 
provenance fruit pulp weights.   
 
Number of fruits/Kg 
 Eight random replicates each contains 100 fruits of 
Ziziphus spina-christi from each provenance sample lot were 
counted. Each replicate was weighed separately using a sensitive 
electric balance. The mean weight of each eight replicates was 
calculated to find the mean weight of 1000 fruits. Then the 
number of fruits/Kg was found according to the following 
equation:- 
Number of fruits/Kg =               1000 x 1000   
                                           Mean Wt. of 1000 fruits 
Number of seeds/Kg 
  Number of seeds/Kg was calculated using the same  
steps used  with the number of fruits/ Kg. 
Data analysis     
 JMP statistic package from SAS was used to analyze the 
results, analysis of variance (ANOVA) was done to find the 
significance of the variation of fruit pulp weight and number of 
fruits/Kilogram, Means comparison were made using Tukey-
Kramer’s analysis procedure. 

 
 
 
 Results and Discussion 
 General morphological observations 
Fruit color 
 The basic color of Ziziphus spina-christi fruits of the 
four provenances was brown, but there was variation in the color 
strength between these provenances, and to some extent, 
interference of pale reddishness may be observed. Damazin fruit 
source was dark brown, while Sinar and Shambat fruit sources 
were light brown and  Golo  fruit source was in between of dark 
and light brown. However, Bums and Dalen. 2002, reported that 
ecological and evolutionary processes responsible for fruit color 
remain elusive.   
The pulp weight /Kg.  
 Fruit pulp weight/Kg.  showed very high significant 
differences between the four provenance fruit sources 
(P=0.0001), and Damazin fruit pulp was the highest weight, 
whereas Sinar, Shambat and Golo sources were the same. This 
indicated that Damazin soil nutrients and rain fall amounts are 
the best, or may affected by the stronger genetic factors. Khurana 
and Singh, 2001,  reported that seed traits of several tree species 
varied among provenances. Kumar et al, 2015 found that 
environment materials and genetic factors as well have their 
effects on fruit contents of natural forests. The higher pulp 
weight and quality reflects as well the higher seed quality 
because the larger size of seeds is expected to be found according 
to the large fruit size. Also the higher fruit size reveals the higher 
seed characters and biochemical constituents ( Kumar et al, 
2015).     
However, the good fruit quality is industrially desirable ( Kumar 
et al, 2015).     
to enhance the efforts of some nutritional sectors to produce 
biscuits of “Nabak” 
Ziziphs spp., specially for the marginal poor communities. 

 
Table 1: The pulp weight g/100 fruits 

 
Provenance Mean pulp Wt. g/100 fruits  

Damazin                 530.8   a 
Sinar 374.3  ab 

Shambat 371.6  ab 
Golo 379.3  ab 

 P=0.0001    S.E.±4.97 
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Figure 1: Mean of pulp weight/Kg. 
 

 
 
Number of fruits/Kg 
         Number of fruits/Kg. was varied and the highest mean 
number of fruit/Kg. indicates that the smallest fruit size was 
found in that source, and the smallest seed size may reflect poor 
seed quality. The results showed high significant differences 
among the four provenances (P=0.001),  Sinar source was the 
highest number and Damazin source was the lowest, this 
indicated the big fruit size of Damazin. Shambat and Golo 
sources are  likely to be the same. The estimated number of 
fruits/Kg. for Ziziphus spina-christi ranges between (600-2,500) 
(Vogt., 1995). This depends on many biological and ecological 
factors, which induce the species to resist the adverse conditions 
of the provenance, and/or depends on the genetic influence of the 
species, (Idah et al, 2015) reported that fruit shape, size and 
number has strong correlation with the genetic resources and 
environment.  
 
 Number of seeds/Kg.  
         There were high significant differences between the four 
seed sources in the number of seeds/Kg.  (P=0.001). Sinar was 

the highest number  Golo and Shambat were the same  and  
Damazin was the lowest number. Mahgoub, (2002), obtained 
(3090) seeds of Ziziphus spina-christi seeds per kilogram, and 
this confirmed the variation that found in the seed size as well as 
fruit size of the species. The relationship between number of 
seeds/Kg. and number of fruits/Kg. reveals the quality or the 
unquality of the seed source; the table below contains the both 
results for comparing the means of the both numbers of each 
provenance. However, the natural tropical tree populations have 
the higher seed and fruit quality, and Ziziphs spina-christi var. 
microphyla is usually grows naturally in Sudan, and this may 
enhance the opportunity of selection and conservation of its 
genotypes. As a promising future food for the poor communities, 
the species has been now planted in limited areas as an origin for 
grafting with other exotic Ziziphus species of Iranian and Indian 
origins. The number of fruits per tree and the fruit quality has to 
be the target for planters to select elite trees, and research has to 
encourage the efforts of tree improvement and conservation of 
genetic resources of this species. 

 
 

Table 2: Number of fruits/Kg and seeds/Kg 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Provenance Number of fruits/Kg. Number of seeds/kg. 
Damazin      966  c 2383  b 

Sinar 1359.5  a  2242  c 
Shambat 1155.5  b 2368  b 

Golo 1111     b 3580  a 
 P=0.001  S.E.±22.30 P=0.001  S.E.±96.88 
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Figure 2: Number of fruits/Kg.  and number  of seeds/Kg. 
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Abstract- Behavior of open defecation is defecation in open areas 
(fields, gardens, rivers). The most important problem in the 
behavior of open defecation is actually a stool, as if the human 
who produced it suffered from the digestive tract, then the sludge 
may be contaminated with Escherichia coli (E. coli) and fecal 
streptococci which are often found in the human digestive tract. 
When E. coli is entered on disease transmission media such as 
food and drinking water, and enter in the digestive tract that are 
declining immunity would make a person is suffering from 
diarrhea. The research objective was to determine the 
relationship between knowledge and availability of toilet with 
behavior of open defecation. This research methods is 
correlational analytic with cross sectional approach. The 
population is community in Oesao Village East Kupang Sub-
District, Camplong II Village Fatuleu Sub-District and Noelbaki 
Village Central Kupang Sub-District, by simple random 
sampling technique samples obtained 105 respondents. This 
study was conducted in January-February 2016. The results 
based on chi-square test showed p value 0,004 dan 0,019. The 
conclusion there is relationship between knowledge and 
availability of toilet with behavior of open defecation. 
 
Index Terms- knowledge, availability of toilet, behavior of open 
defecation. 
 

I. INTRODUCTION 
anitation is an effort to improve environmental quality, 
which is done when there are changes in the environment due 

to the shift of environmental quality. Sanitation issues become 
important study throughout the world for at least 5 million 
children died as a result of the difficulty of getting basic 
sanitation facilities, such as bathing, washing, toilet that adequate 
and hygienic. Water Sanitation Program (WSP) reports that 1.8 
million children die each year before their fifth birthday as a 
result of diarrheal diseases due to unhygienic. And one of such 
behavior is the behavior of open defecation (Juniar, 2013). 
        Behavior of open defecation is defecation in open areas 
(fields, gardens, rivers). The most important problem in the 
behavior of open defecation is actually a stool, as if the human 
who produced it suffered from the digestive tract, the stool could 
potentially contain bacteria Escherichia coli (E. coli) and fecal 
streptococci which are often found in the human digestive tract. 
When E. coli is entered on disease transmission media such as 
food and drinking water, and into the digestive tract of people 
who temporarily decreased immunity, will make the people who 
consume them are suffering from diarrhea (Murwati, 2012). 

Based on data from the World Health Organization (WHO) in 
2010 and the results of joint research between the United Nations 
International Children's Emergency Fund (UNICEF) and the 
World Health Organization estimates that 1.1 billion people or 
17% of the world population still defecate in the open area. From 
the 82% of the population who behavior of open defecation in 10 
countries, Indonesia is the second country after India (58%), 
Indonesia (55%), China (4.5%), Ethiopia (4.4%), Pakistan (4 , 
3%), Nigeria (3%), Sudan (1.5%), Nepal (1.3%), Brazil (1.2%) 
and Nigeria (1.1%). There are still many people who do the 
behavior of open defecation, because it is still having trouble 
accessing clean water and sanitation system limitations. WHO in 
2014, recording 88% of child mortality due to diarrhea caused 
indirectly by the bad environment (Antara News, 2014). 
        Dean (2013) also confirmed that the behavior of open 
defecation becomes important variables that affect the quality of 
life in the future (Dean, 2013). Chandra in 2007 explains that the 
behavior of open defecation mostly found in poor and developing 
countries, especially in rural communities and urban slums. It is 
as a result of the socioeconomic conditions of low and 
knowledge in the field of environmental health is lacking 
(Chandra, 2007). 
        Sholikhah (2012) stated in his research that people who 
practice open defecation is the behavior of people who do not 
have their own toilet. Low socio-economic conditions led to 
prioritize the needs of society rather than making food 
consumption and provide toilet at home. (Solikhah, 2012). 
        Research in the province of East Nusa Tenggara by Faku 
(2008), suggest that among people who suffer from diarrhea, 
some of which have a habit of open defecation. The use rate of 
family toilet relatively low at 54% and is likely to diarrheal 
disease 38% more likely than those who use toilet (Faku, 2008). 
        East Nusa Tenggara Province is one of the provinces in 
Indonesia which has a specific regional characteristics. 
Comprising over 1,192 islands and temperate 8 month dry / wet 
dry and 4 months / rain made East Nusa Tenggara region called 
semiringkai / semi sickle. Residents lived in three large islands of 
Sumba, Flores, Timor and three small islands that Rote, Sabu, 
Alor, called Flobamora. With a height of 0-1000 masl area 
covering 86.35% and> 1.000 Mdpl area of 3.65%, and topografie 
villages / wards are in the region of 5.46% peak, 41.23% are in 
the slope region, 10.68% of the region 42.62% valleys and flat 
areas, making East Nusa Tenggara topografie rich diversity, 
socio-economic and cultural (BKPM Prov.NTT, 2013).  
        Based on interviews with the sanitarian and some members 
of the community, through the efforts of the program has 
produced a change, but not optimally. Availability of toilet at 
home does not mean free of open defecation, because toilet only 
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as a form / manifestation of the health program. Barriers to 
achieving open defecation-free number is because this behavior 
is usually more common in rural communities or suburbs which 
is a slum area with limited economic and knowledge so low that 
they can not fully understand the importance of sanitation to the 
quality of life. Based on the above explanation needed research 
on the relationship of knowledge and availability of toilet with 
the behavior of open defecation. 
 

II. RESEARCH METHODS 
        This study was an observational analytic study with cross 
sectional approach. The population in this study are community 
in Oesao Village East Kupang Sub-District, Camplong II Village 
Fatuleu Sub-District and Noelbaki Village Central Kupang Sub-
District Kupang District. Samples in this study are people in the 
three villages, with inclusive and exclusive criteria. The inclusion 
criteria are, respondent is head of the family (KK), spouse or 
family member to be at least 12 years, so it can give the 
perception and able to communicate well.  
        While exclusion criteria were selected as respondents but 
difficult to find, was ill and could not be interviewed on research 
time, so we get a sample of 105 respondents menggunakan 
simple random sampling. 
        Instrument in this study is a spreadsheet (identity data and 
questionnaire), accompanied by the approval of the subject of 
research which contains the demographic characteristics of the 
owner of the work and workers who become respondents, 
including age, gender and periode of working. Questionnaires 
were distributed to respondents to measure the respondents' 
knowledge, availability of toilet and behavior of defecation. Data 
were analyzed using chi square test with an alpha of 95%. This 
study was conducted in Oesao Village East Kupang Sub-District, 
Camplong II Village Fatuleu Sub-District and Noelbaki Village 

Central Kupang Sub-District Kupang District in January-
February 2016. 
 

III. RESULT 
Univariate Analisys 
        Based on table 1 can be seen most respondents had low 
knowledge (63.8%), 57.1% of respondents do not have toilet and 
61% had a habit of open defecation.   

 
Table 1. Overview of knowledge, availability of toilet and 

behavior of open defecation 
 

Knowledge Total Percentage 
(%) High 38 36,2 

Low 67 63,8 
Availability of Toilet Total Percentage 

(%) Available 34 32,4 
No Available 71 67,6 
Behavior of Open 
D f ti  

Total Percentage 
(%) Open Defecation   72 68,6 

No Open Defecation   33 31,4 
Total 105 100 

 
 
Bivariate Analisys 
        The results using chi-square test showed there is 
relationship between knowledge and availability of toilet with 
behavior of open defecation because the p-value <0.05, as shown 
in Table 2. 
 

Table 2. Relationship of  knowledge and availability of toilet with behavior of open defecation 
 

Knowledge 
Behavior of Open Defecation Total 

P Value Open 
Defecation   % No Open 

Defecation   % Total % 

High 8 21,1 30 78,9 38 100 0,004 Low 64 95,5 3 4,5 67 100 

Availability of 
Toilet 

Behavior of Open Defecation Total 
P Value Open 

Defecation   % No Open 
Defecation   % Total % 

Available 3 9,7 31 90,3 34 100 0,019 No Available 69 97,2 2 2,8 71 100 
 
Discussion 
        The results using chi-square test showed there is 
relationship between knowledge with behavior of open 
defecation, because the p-value <0.05. Behavior of defecation is 
the practice of a person associated with the activities includes 
excreta disposal, disposal of feces and fecal management of a 
qualified health and how healthy bowel movements so as not to 
cause adverse health effects (Widowati et al, 2015). 
        In the results, the majority of respondents (63.8%) had low 
knowledge and 95.5% of them had defecation behavior. While 
people who have the knowledge of the high category behave 

defecation in the toilet, but there are also people who are 
knowledgeable are still high behavior of open defecation which 
have latrines but flowed into the pond. This shows the 
knowledge factors as variables related to the behavior of open 
defecation. 
        Based on Table 2, it appears that knowledge has a high 
percentage of open defecation behavior dijamban larger than 
knowledgeable respondents were low and statistically significant 
relationship between knowledge and behavior of open 
defecation. On the results of research knowledge variable, the 
average low knowledge of public knowledge that this is 
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attributable to the lack of knowledge and information society in a 
healthy family latrine utilization while also people still behave 
open defecation in the pond / pool, river, and passengers 
        The results are consistent with research Tarin 2008 about 
the factors that affect the family's participation in the use of 
latrines in Kabanjahe City in 2007 which showed that factors 
related to family participation in latrine use that knowledge (p = 
0.000). This is also supported by Triyono, the higher the 
knowledge of the behavior of open defecation would be lower 
        According to Irawan in 2013 were minimal knowledge 
about health also reinforces the behavior. The pattern of behavior 
of citizens is indented on the pattern of public behavior which is 
pathogenic, or people who are socially deviant. This behavior 
resulted directly / indirectly to the contamination of drinking 
water sources and pollution of the (recontamination) on the 
source of water and food eaten at home. The practice of open 
defecation defecation translated into any place and let the stool in 
the open. Though sanitation and health behavior will reduce the 
incidence of diseases transmitted through water, as well as 
providing social benefits, environmental, and economic 
significance (Health Ministry of RI, 2008). 
        According to Notoatmodjo 2007, which are cognitive 
knowledge domain is very important for the formation of an 
action. The action is based on the knowledge will be more lasting 
than the behaviors that are not based on respondents' awareness 
of the importance of having a family latrine at home. The 
knowledge discussed in this study is about the use of toilet a 
family at home. Knowledge is closely related to a person's 
actions in this case, knowledge about the use of toilet family 
home will greatly influence the behavior in choosing 
        The results using chi-square test showed there is 
relationship between availability of toilet with behavior of open 
defecation, because the p-value> 0.05. According to the theory of 
Lawrence Green in 1980 one of the determining factors of a 
person's behavior is an enabling factor (enabling factor). The 
supporting factors are manifested in the physical environment, 
including the wide range of facilities and infrastructure. In this 
study is the availability of latrines. Triyono 2014 according to the 
higher availability of latrines, the behavior of open defecation 
will be even lower (Triyono, 2014). 
        According to Astuti research in 2013 there was significant 
relationship availability of latrines with open defecation 
behavior. People who have latrines tend to avoid indiscriminate 
defecation behavior for their enabling factor that made it not to 
waste water carelessly. Most respondents claimed defecation 
because they do not have a toilet at home. 
        Toilet is a building that is used to dispose of human waste. 
Human waste is accommodated in a septic tank which is 
subsequently absorbed into the soil or managed in a certain way, 
so it does not cause odor and contaminate the surrounding water 
sources. To reduce the influence of toilet in water pollution 
control one of them is to make the distance between the holes 
with water reservoirs minimum of 11 meter (Lud Waluyo, 
2005:60). 
        According to Wardoyo research in 2010 the availability of 
latrines that meet the requirements are things that must be 
considered by a family, due to the availability of latrines 
memenuhipersyaratan, the incidence of diarrhea can be 
minimized. Where the terms latrines that meet the health 

requirements are: 1). Septick tanks do not pollute surface and 
ground water, the distance to the source of water approximately 
10 meters. 2). When the goose neck shaped, insulating water 
always cover the hole where the squat. And 3). If no goose neck, 
must be equipped with a squat hole cover to prevent flies or 
insects / other animals. 
 

IV. CONCLUSION 
        The results showed there is a relationship between 
knowledge and availability of toilet with behavior of open 
defecation. 
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Abstract- This research aims to analyze characteristics of semiorganic and conventional vegetable farmers, types of crops and 
cropping patterns, the cost structure of farming, and risk productivity semiorganic and conventional vegetable. The research 
location is determined by purposively, in four villages in Semarang Regency. The number of samples 132 farmers, consisting of 30 
semiorganic vegetable farmers and 92 conventional vegetable farmers randomly selected. Data were collected by survey  method 
through interviewing by using structured questionnaires and observation. The data were analyzed descriptively and risk analysis 
with used calculation of standard deviation and coefficient variation. The results show characteristics semiorganic vegetable 
farmers such as age, education,  number of family members in farming, farming experience are higher than conventional vegetable 
farmers, except farm size. The types of crops semiorganic and conventional vegetables farmers are the same, but the semiorganic 
vegetable farmers more choose cabbage, tomatoes and chinese cabbage. Conventional vegetable farmers choose cabbage, chili, 
tomatoes and tobacco. The highest cost structure for semiorganic and conventional vegetable farming is for labor costs. The  
highest cost of vegetable production was  in labor costs. Total production cost of semiorganic vegetables was 31 percents higher 
than conventional ones. The risk analysis of productivity used by deviation standard showed that the risk productivity of 
semiorganic vegetables 59 percents higher than the conventional one. The risk analysis of productivity used by the coefficient of 
variation showed that the risk productivity of organic vegetable 13 percents lower than the conventional ones. 

 
Keywords: conventional vegetable, farmers’ risk, production risks, organic vegetable 

I. INTRODUCTION 
egetables are one of the horticultural commodities which have a strategic role in the Indonesian economy. GDP horticulture 
vegetables increased from the year 2009 amounting to IDR 56.82 trillion to IDR 73.78 trillion in 2012 with a rate increase of 

9.86 percents. Central Java is one of the largest vegetable producer in Indonesia, with six featured vegetable commodities, namely: 
onion, cabbage, potatoes, carrots, red chili and scallions. One of the regency of 35 regencies / cities in Central Java Province which is 
a producer of vegetable is Semarang Regency (Biro Pusat Statistik/BPS Kabupaten Semarang, 2016). Four main types of vegetables 
are cultivated farmers and is a typical highland vegetables are cabbage, chinese cabbage / lettuce, tomatoes, and carrot. The planting 
area for the four types of vegetables from the year 2012-2014 is likely to fluctuate as shown in Figure 1(Biro Pusat Statistik Provinsi 
Jawa Tengah, 2016).  . 

 
Figure 1:  Production of  Four Main Vegetables Types  in Semarang Regency, 2010-2014  

 
 Fluctuations in production are an indication of production risks.  Risks in agricultural activities is unique because in its activities by 

natural conditions such as climate, pests and diseases, drought and others. Some sources of risk that may be faced by farmers include 
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production risk, market risk or price risk, institutional risk, policy risk and financial risk (Ellis, 1988; Harwood et al., 1999; Moschini 
and Hennessy, 1999). From several sources of risk, it appeared that the main risks faced by farmers include the risk of production and 
the price of the product (Patrick et al., 1985; Wik et al., 1998). Indications of risk in farming activities are variations, fluctuations, or 
volatility of the results expected by the farmers.  

The measures to calculate the risk is variance, standard deviation, and coefficient of variation (Elton and Gruber, 1995). These three 
measurements are related to each other. Random sizes that are used most of the standard deviation is a measure that describes the 
average deviation difference. The more varied results or returns then the risk will be even greater. Coefficient of variation is the result 
of the ratio of standard deviation to the expected return or expected returns can be very appropriate size for decision makers, 
especially in choosing an alternative from some business activities. 

Vegetable farmers in Semarang Regency is aware of production risk and price risk, so in most cases farmers diversify farming with 
intercropping systems. The average farmer to plant more than three kinds of vegetables, with the aim to address the risk and optimize 
land use. Cultivation of vegetables cultivated in semiorganic and conventional. 

Cavigelli et al. (2009) compared the long-term economic performance between the methods of organic farming and conventional 
farming in the Middle Atlantic region. Comparisons were made for organic grain and forage. From their research, Cavigelli et al. 
(2009) concluded that the premium price level then the net result (net return) organic farm is 2.4 times higher than conventional 
agricultural products; otherwise the risk of organic farming is 1.7 lower than conventional farming. The advantages of organic farming 
methods that others are, in the long term results of production increased and conversely, decreased production costs. 

In general farming system called organic agriculture when food production process (and other agricultural products) are natural (, do 
not rely on chemical fertilizers and pesticides, artificial hormones, antibiotics such as frequently used in animal husbandry and does 
not use Genetically Modified Organisms (GMOs) (United Nations Conference on Trade and Development (UNCTAD), 2009).  

Conventional farming is usually contrasted to organic farming.  The United State Department of Agricultural (USDA) describes 
conventional farming systems as “conventional farming systems vary from farm to farm and from country to country. However, they 
share many characteristics: rapid technological innovation; large capital investments in order to apply production and management 
technology; large-scale farms; single crops/row crops grown continuously over many seasons; uniform high-yield hybrid crops; 
extensive use of pesticides, fertilizers, and external energy inputs; high labor efficiency; and dependency on agribusiness." (Organic 
and Conventional Agriculture, 2016). 

Agricultural conditions in Indonesia is still in the process of transition between conventional farming systems toward sustainable 
agricultural systems. Sustainable agricultural systems still can not be applied evenly across Indonesia. This is because farmers do not 
want to risk reduction in production on their land. The decline in production is due, soil conditions accustomed to the intake of the 
chemical to be down quality, so when will implement sustainable agricultural soil quality must be restored first be of good quality. 
Returns soil quality requires a long time, resulting in nutrient intake obtained by the plant to be reduced and result in decreased 
production yield. This is what makes farmers reluctant to implement sustainable agricultural systems. 

Organic farming is one part of a sustainable agricultural system, in which farming systems include various techniques, such as inter-
cropping, mulching, crop and post-harvest handling. Organic farming has a characteristic in law and certification, a ban on the use of 
synthetic materials, as well as the maintenance of soil productivity. 
In this study used the term semiorganic because farmers do not fully apply the principles of organic farming as defined above. The 
purpose of  this study were to analyze characteristics of  semi organic and conventional vegetable farmers, to identify types of crops 
and cropping patterns semiorganic and conventional vegetable farming, to analyze the cost structure of farming semi organic and 
conventional vegetables, and to compare  risk productivity semi organic and conventional vegetable.  
 
 

II. RESEARCH ELABORATIONS 
 

Location Sample  
Research location was purposively determined such as in Semarang Regency by considering as follow: (1) Semarang Regency is as 

one of the biggest vegetables production center in Central Java, (2) vegetables comodity was sought by farmers in semi organic and 
conventional way. Then this research selected Getasan District as the biggest contributor of vegetables, variety of vegetables, sought 
in semiorganic and conventional way. From 13 villages in Getasan Subdistrict, four villages was chosen. The semiorganic vegetables 
only existed in Batur Village, so the semi organic vegetables’ location was only Batur Village. Conventional vegetables’ location  
were Wates Village, Tolokan Village, and Tajuk Village.  

 
Farmer Samples 
Total population vegetable farmers at four (4) villages is 198 . With Slovin’s formula (Slovin’s formula sampling techniques, 2015): 
 
n  = N / (1 + Ne^2) 
   = 198 / (1+ 198.(0,05)2) 
   = 132  
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n  = number of samples 
N = total population 
e  = error tolerance (5%) 
 
The conventional vegetables sampling used random sampling method, except in Batur Village, because there was only 30 farmers of 

semiorganic vegetables. Sample distribution of farmer according to the village was able to be observed in Table 1. 
 

Table 1:  Distribution of Vegetables Farmers Amount 
 

Details 
Semi Organic Conventional 

Total 
Batur Village Wates Village Tolokan Village Tajuk Village 

Number of Population 30 55 54 59 198 
Number of samples  30 33 33 36 132 

.  
Type and Method of Data Collection  

Basic method that used in this research was analytic descriptive method. Type of data that used was pooled data, consisted of time 
series data of planting season for one year (2014/2015) to get production risks and cross section data, as many as 132 persons of 
farmer in Getasan District that did semiorganic and conventional way of vegetable farming. 

Source of data that used were primary and secondary data. Primary data was done by interviewing farmer as a sample based on 
questionnaire that has been designed specifically for research and direct observation in the field.  The captured data was vegetables 
farm information that was sought by respondent farmers in Planting Season 2014/2015, those were characteristic of vegetable farmers 
(age, education, farm experience, amount of family members, farm size), types of crops, cropping patterns, farm input and output per 
planting season, the price of input and output. Secondary data was collected from report data Department of Agriculture Semarang 
Regency and Province of Central Java, BPS Semarang  Regency and other relevant agencies. 
 
 
Method of  Data Analysis 
Data processing was used Microsoft Excel 2007. Data processing used descriptive analysis and risk analysis with used calculation of 
Standard Deviation, and Coefficient Variation. 

III. RESULTS 
Characteristics Semi Organic and Conventional Vegetable Farmers  
Description characteristics of semi-organic vegetable farmers and conventional are presented in Table 2.  
 

Table 2:  Characteristics Semi Organic and Conventional Vegetable Farmers 
 

Characteristic Semi Organic Farmers Conventional Farmers 
Age (years) 46 43 
Education (years)   7 6 
Number of family members in farming (person)   2 1 
Farming experience (years)    22.5  20.3 
Farm size (m2)             1,767            2,100 

 
 Table 2 shows that characteristics semi organic vegetable farmers such as age, education,  number of family members in farming, 
farming experience are higher than conventional vegetable farmers, except farm size.  Semiorganic farmers and conventional farmers 
cultivate less than 0.5 hectares of land, but with intensive exploitation. 
 
Types of Crops and Cropping Patterns Semiorganic and Conventional Vegetable Farming 

Semiorganic and conventional vegetables farmers seek more than one crop in a year, with planting patterns: vegetables - vegetables - 
vegetables / tobacco. Types of vegetables grown by farmers are cabbage, tomatoes, chili, cabbage and carrots. Farmers grow 
vegetables intercropping and or relay cropping. The average age of the plant 70-125 days. Land preparation starts before the rainy 
season (September). Planting vegetables do for the state of water sufficient (October to March). In the dry season, there are some 
farmers who grow tobacco. Table 3 shows the performance of the type of crops grown semi-organic and conventional farmers in one 
year. 

Based on Table 3, although the types of crops semi-organic and conventional vegetables farmers are the same, but the semi-organic 
vegetable farmers more choose cabbage, tomatoes and Chinese cabbage. Conventional vegetable farmers choose cabbage, chili, 
tomatoes and tobacco. 
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Table 3:  Types of Vegetable Plants Semiorganic and Conventional Farmers 
 

Types of Vegetable Plants Semi Organic (%) Conventional (%) 
Cabbage 100.0 100.0 
Tomatoes   86.7   43.1 
Chilis   20.0   57.8 
Chinese cabbage   80.0   21.6 
Carrot   13.3   15.7 
Tobacco   23.3   40.2 

 
 
The Cost Structure of Farming Semiorganic and Conventional Vegetables 

The cost of farming is the production cost incurred by the semiorganic and conventional vegetable farmer during one year. Cost 
Structure farming illustrates how a farm managed by observing in detail the costs incurred for farming activities. Table 4 shows the 
cost structure of semiorganic and conventional vegetables farming. 

 
                      Table 4: Cost Structure  of Semiorganic and Conventional Vegetable Farming per hectare 

 

Type of production costs Semiorganic vegetables Conventional vegetables 
IDR % IDR % 

Seeds/seedlings (IDR)      1,378,783        3.93    1,277,529          4.78    
Organic fertilizer (IDR)      7,614,250        21.72    4,841,462      18.10  
Urea (IDR)         800,651        2.28       396,005             1.48  
SP36, KCl (IDR)      1,488,076        4.25       908,181          3.40  
NPK (IDR)         871,788        2.49       617,548             2.31  
Chemistry pesticide (IDR)         292,932        0.84       818,076             3.06  
Organic pesticide (IDR)         830,538        2.37                   -                 -    
Mulching (IDR)      3,627,555      10.35    2,513,629             9.40  
Bamboo & rope (for tomatoes) (IDR)      1,805,512        5.15    1,435,757             5.37  
Labor cost (IDR) 16,338,783 46,62 13,933,867 52.10 
Total  Costs (IDR)          35,048,868   100.00  26,742,052        100.00  

 
Based on the descriptive analysis in Table 4, there showed that total cost of production of semiorganic vegetables, 31 percents higher 

than conventional ones. The difference of  those costs were in using of organic pesticide. The  highest cost of vegetable production 
was  in labor costs, that many as 46.62 percents of the total cost of semiorganic vegetables and 52.10 percents to the total cost of 
conventional vegetables. Table 4 showed that the semiorganic vegetables still used urea, SP36 and KCl fertilizer. Otherwise the 
conventional vegetable used organic fertilizer, although the utilization was lower than semiorganic vegetables 

 
Risk Productivity Semi Organic and Conventional Vegetable 

Table 5 presented the results of  productivity risk analysis by using Standard Deviation, and Coefficient Variation. 
 

Tabel 5:  Comparison between Risk Productivity Semiorganic and Conventional Vegetables  per hectare 
 

 Semiorganic Vegetable Conventional Vegetable 
Average productivity per hectare (IDR)       58,962,931.52  32,259,874.11 
Standard deviation       71,667,050.01  44,976,554.53 
Coefficient Variation             1.22                  1.39 

 
    Based on Table 5, the average productivity per hectare of semiorganic vegetables, 83 percents higher than the average productivity 
per hectare of conventional vegetables. The risk analysis of productivity used by deviation standard showed that the producitivity risk 
of semiorganic vegetables 59 percents higher than the conventional one. 
From the risk appraisal with coefficient variation measurement, semiorganic vegetable had productivity risk as 1.22 that interpreted as 
every one unit of productivity that had been got by semiorganic vegetables farmer, the risk (disadvantage) would be as many as 1.22 
unit or 12.2 percents. Whereas the productivity risk of conventional vegetables as many as 1.39 that interpreted as every one unit of 
producitvity that had been got by conventional farmers, the risk (disadvantage) would be as many as 1.39 units or 13.9 percents.  That 
is, the risk productivity of organic vegetables 13% lower than conventional vegetables. 
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IV. CONCLUSION 

Based on the results as above, it was concluded as follow: 
1. Characteristics semi organic vegetable farmers such as age, education,  number of family members in farming, farming experience 

are higher than conventional vegetable farmers, except farm size.  Semiorganic farmers and conventional farmers cultivate less 
than 0.5 hectares of land, but with intensive exploitation. 

2. Type of crops that were grown by semiorganic and conventional vegetables farmers were same, but semiorganic vegetables 
farmers picked more in cabbage, tomatoes and chinese cabbage. Conventional vegetable farmers picked more in cabbage, chilis, 
tomatoes and tobacco. Vegetables planting was used intercropping or relay cropping method. 

3. The cost structure of vegetable farming shows the greatest production costs of vegetable farming is labor costs amount of 46.62 
percents to the total cost of semiorganic vegetables and 52.10 percents of the total cost of conventional vegetables. Total 
semiorganic vegetables production costs, 31 percents higher of the total cost of conventional vegetables. The different types of 
semiorganic vegetable production costs and conventional vegetables is on the use of organic pesticides 

4.  Risk productivity as measured by the standard deviation indicates  the risk productivity of semiorganic vegetables 59 percents 
higher than the risk of productivity of  conventional vegetables. Risk productivity as measured by the coefficient of variation 
showed that the risk productivity of semiorganic vegetables 13 percents lower than risk productivity of conventional vegetables 
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Abstract- Distributed Generator (DG) is a part of distribution 
network which is used to supply power both to the local loads 
and network. DG provides clean energy as it uses pollution free 
re-newable energy resources to generate power so interest in DG  
increases. Although DG provides many advantages such as 
improved reliability, efficiency etc it faces one technical issue 
called unwanted islanding phenomenon. Active and passive 
techniques are mainly used to detect islanding. Both active and 
passive techniques have its own advantages and disadvantages. 
This paper presents a novel islanding detection technique which 
is combination of both active and passive technique. 
MATLAB/SIMULINK platform is used for simulation and 
analysis of results. 
  
Index Terms-  Distributed Generation, Islanding detection, 
Active technique, Passive technique. 

 
I. INTRODUCTION 

 
ecently, the integration of DG with distribution system 
increases due to the DG’s advantages. Some of the 

advantages of DG are reduction in transmission and distribution 
losses, no need of upgradation of transmission and distribution 
capacity, use of renewable energy resources etc [1]. One of the 
main technical issue related to DG is islanding. Islanding is the 
situation in which distribution system gets electrically separated 
from local load and DG fulfills the demand of load by supplying 
electrical power to the load [2]. Islanded mode of operation 
should be avoided for utility worker safety and power quality 
reasons of distributed lines [1]. Therefore DG should be 
disconnected as soon as islanding occurs. According to IEEE 
1547-2003 and IEC 61727 standard stipulated time for islanding 
detection and disconnection in less than 2sec [3]. 
                     Islanding detection techniques are broadly classified 
into two main categories as remote and local. Remote techniques 
are based on communication between utilities and DG [4]. It uses 
Supervisory Control And Data Acquisition System (SCADA) or 
Power Line Signaling Scheme [4]. As these techniques are very 
expensive, local techniques are mostly used to detect islanding 
which are future classified as active and passive techniques. 
Passive method are based on continuous measuring and 
monitoring the system parameters (voltage, frequency 
etc).Passive techniques includes under/over frequency , 
under/over voltage,[5] rate of change of frequency(ROCOF) [6], 
rate of change of voltage(ROCOV) [7]. In case of load-

generation balance, in islanded system it is difficult to detect 
islanding by using passive methods. Islanding is not detected in 
non detection zone (NDZ) by using passive methods.  
                    Active techniques injects the distorted wave of 
current or voltage as a disturbance signal into the system and the 
monitors the response of the disturbance signal to detect 
islanding situation. Thus method can detect islanding under load-
generation balance condition in islanded system [1]. It has 
smaller non detection zone. 
                     In this paper, a novel hybrid islanding detection 
technique is proposed which integrates both the active and 
passive techniques to minimize their drawbacks. This method is 
based on measurement of rate of change of voltage and injection 
of disturbance current signal into the system. If rate of change of 
voltage exceeds threshold value, the disturbance current is 
applied to d-q current controller across direct axis which 
modulates the voltages and frequency at point of common 
coupling (PCC). If islanding is occurred, output voltage and 
frequency changes from their allowable limits and under/over 
frequency or voltage relays are used to detect islanding. 
MATLAB software is used to simulate test system under study to 
show the effectiveness of proposed methodology for different 
islanding and non-islanding conditions.                                                          
                          The flow of the paper is as follows: section II 
presents a model of radial distribution system with DG interface 
under study with proposed methodology. Section III Provides 
simulation results with different cases of islanding and non-
islanding. Finally, the conclusion of the paper is given in section 
IV. 
 

II. PROPOSED METHODOLOGY 
 

The model consists of DG (PV panels) with current controlled 
VSC which is a dc voltage source and load is modeled as parallel 
RLC load. Main grid is connected to the DG and local load at 
PCC through the circuit breaker and step down transformer. 
Islanding is simulated by opening the circuit breaker at a 
particular time instant t. 
Fig (1) shows power system model with DG in which proposed 
methodology is tested. Fig(1a) shows the system in grid 
connected mode. Active and reactive power consumed by the 
load in this mode is given by the following equ(1) and (2)., 
PLoad  = PDG + Pgrid                                                                                                    Equ. (1) 
QLoad  = QDG + Qgrid                                                                     Equ.(2)              

 
R 
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 Figure 1a: Test system under study in grid connected mode 

Figure 1b: Test system under study in islanded mode 

Islanded mode of operation is shown in fig.(1b) 
 

 
Figure 2: DG interface control 

The block diagram of d-q current controller of the DG is shown 
in the fig.(2). Three important parts are phase-locked loop (PLL), 
outer power control loop and the inner current control loop. 
Active and reactive power of DG is independently control by 
using d-q synchronous reference frame. The Park’s 
transformation is used for this purpose. Inverter switching signal 
is determined by the magnitude and angle of the modulating 
signal.  
Specifications of the tested system are: 
  
 DG:                 300 V,50 HZ 
Transformer:    100 KW, 20/0.4 KV 
RLC load:       80 KW, 70 KVAr, 78 KVAr 
Main grid:       20 KV  
When system is islanded, there may be active power mismatch 
(ΔP) between active power of DG and load. Hence,  

(ΔP = PLoad − PDG = PGrid ) is not zero which results in 
increase or decrease in the value of  PCC voltage. So continuous 
monitoring and measuring of instantaneous voltage and 
frequency is necessary. The amount of voltage deviation (ΔV) 
depends on the value of ΔP. According to IEEE Std.929 and 
IEEE Std.1547, the voltage thresholds are typically set at 88% 
and 110% of the rated voltage value [8]. After measuring the 
instantaneous voltage calculate rate of change of voltage by 
using equ. (3) 
  
ROCOV= dV/dt                                                            equ. (3) 
 
If this value is within threshold value, then system is grid 
connected but if it’s value exceeds the threshold value, then third 
harmonic of output current is injected as a disturbance signal into 
the system through d-q current controller. If system is grid 
connected then disturbance signal flows into the low impedance 
path offered by utility and doesn’t change the system parameter 
significantly. When system is islanded, disturbance signal affects 
the system parameter such as voltage and frequency. Their values 
exceeds from their allowable limits and islanding is easily and 
accurately detected by using over/under voltage or over/under 
frequency relays. 
The flow chart of the proposed methodology is shown in fig. (3)  

 
 

Figure 3: Flow chart of proposed methodology 
 

III. SIMULATION RESULTS 
 

To show effectiveness of the proposed methodology, different 
islanding non-islanding conditions are simulated in MATLAB 
software. 
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Case study No.1: Grid connected system 
 
Circuit breaker connecting grid to the DG remain in close 
condition. As system is operated in grid connected mode system 
frequency remains constant at 50 HZ and system voltage is 
purely sinusoidal as seen in fig. (4b-4c). And rate of change of 
voltage is almost zero. 
 

 
 
 

Figure 4:  Simulation result of the system in grid connected mode 
a) rate of change of voltage, b) system frequency, c)  System 

voltage 
 

Case study No.2: Islanded system 
 
Parallel R-L-C load with active of 80 KW and reactive power of 
inductance and capacitance 70 KVAr and 78 KVAr respectively 
is considered. Initially, circuit breaker is in close condition. At 
time t= 0.4 sec circuit breaker is opened and grid is islanded from 
the DG. 
At time 0.4 sec rate of change of voltage goes above 2 V/Sec as 
shown in fig. (5a) and islanding is suspected so to detect 
islanding disturbance current signal is added through d-axis. Fig. 
(5b,5c) shows the change in system frequency and voltage 
respectively. System frequency drops down to 48.8 HZ after 
islanding and under frequency relay can easily detect the 
islanding. 
 
Case study No.3: Non-Islanded system- Induction motor 
starting 
  
There are some switching non-islanding situations which are not 
easily discriminated from islanding situation. Starting of 
induction motor is one of them. Here, Induction motor with 
active power 25 KW and reactive power 40 KVAr is started at 
time t=0.5 sec. Fig.(6a) shows that rate of change of voltage 
exceeds the value 2 V/Sec though it is not an islanding situation. 
But the islanding is suspected from the value of ROCOV. To 
confirm whether it is islanding or not, supply third harmonic 
disturbance signal of output of DG current. As it is not islanding, 

system voltage is purely sinusoidal and frequency remains within 
allowable limit upto 50.2 HZ. It is shown in fig (6b,6c)  
 
 

 
 
Figure 5: Simulation result of the system in islanded mode a) rate 

of change of voltage, b) system frequency, c)  System voltage 
 

 

 Figure 6: Simulation result of the system with induction motor 
starting a) rate of change of voltage, b) system frequency, c)  

System voltage 
 
Case study No.4: Non-Islanded system- Switching off 
capacitor bank 
 
A capacitor bank with 35 KVAr reactive power is switched off 
from the system at t=0.4 sec. Fig. (7a) shows that rate of change 
of voltage increases upto 5V/Sec at the instant 0.4 sec and 
islanding is suspected. Fig (7b, 7c) shows system frequency and 
voltage respectively. After adding disturbance signal system 
voltage and frequency does not increase above allowable limits. 
Therefore it is not an islanding situation. 
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Figure 7: Simulation result of the system in capacitor switching 
off condition a) rate of change of voltage, b) system frequency,            

c)  System voltage 

IV. CONCLUSION 
 In this paper a new methodology is proposed for islanding 
detection. This is based on rate of change of voltage (passive) 
and injection of disturbance current signal through current 
controlled VSC (active).one test system is simulated in 
MATLAB/SIMULINK software with various loading conditions 
for islanding and non-islanding such as capacitor switching, I.M 
starting etc situations. This hybrid methodology integrates both 
the active and passive techniques and from the results drawn in 
MATLAB, we can say that this methodology can discriminate 
islanding and non-islanding situations effectively and accurately.  
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Abstract- The study focused on identifying the factors that 
influence adoption of electronic procurement in Kenyan public 
sector. The research used selected government agencies. The 
study intended to investigate to which extent the following 
independent variables namely; E-security, staffing, user 
acceptance and top management support influence adoption of 
electronic procurement in Kenyan public sector. Descriptive 
research design was adopted for the study where all the 
government agencies (122) that are registered in Kenya formed 
the target population for the study. The study considered a 
sample of 18 government agencies in Kenya from which 54 
respondents were purposively selected. Questionnaires were used 
to collect primary data from procurement managers and 
procurement officers. From the study, it was noted that E-
procurement has not been fully adopted by all the government 
agencies. Top management support and E-security are the major 
influence of E-procurement adoption in Kenyan public sector. 
The study recommended that Top management support among 
the parastatals in Kenya should set goals, strategies and baselines 
that are necessary for the adoption of the E-procurement and 
follow up to ensure implementation. The study also 
recommended that due to the sensitivity  of  the  government  
data  and  the  legal nature  of  orders  and  payments,  security  
of  data  should be enhanced. 
 
Index Terms- e-procurement, e-security, staffing, top 
management support and user acceptance. 
 

I. INTRODUCTION 
ccording to Public Procurement and Disposal Act (PPDA) 
Act (2005) "procurement" means acquisition by purchase, 

rental, lease, hire purchase, license, tenancy, franchise, or any 
other contractual means, of any type of works, services or 
supplies or any combination. Procurement therefore encompasses 
the whole process of acquiring property and/or services. It begins 
when an agency identifies a need and decides on its procurement 
requirement (Dyckhoff, 2004). Procurement continues through 
the processes of risk assessment, seeking and evaluating 
alternative solutions, contract award, delivery of and payment for 
the property and/or services and, where relevant, the ongoing 
management of a contract and consideration of options related to 
the contract (Dyckhoff, 2004). Procurement is the acquisition of 
goods or commodities by a company, organization, institution, or 
a person. This simply means the purchase of goods from 
suppliers at the lowest possible cost (Cooper & Ellram, 

1993).The best way to do this is to let the suppliers compete with 
each other thereby keeping the expenses of the buyer at a 
minimum. It is because of this reason of lowering the costs that 
have now made organizations to accept and implement E- 
procurement. The Internet provides a cost-effective mechanism 
for organizations to engage in search, negotiation and 
coordination with their suppliers anywhere in the world 
(Buxmann & Gebauer, 2007).  
       Globally, e-procurement has gained popularity especially 
with the advent of technology. In United States of America for 
instance, rapid development of e-procurement was reported in 
early 2000 just before the recession (Layne & Lee, 2001). A four 
stage growth model for e-government was developed using local 
state and federal government as points of reference. By the end 
of the same year, it was reported that all state functions were 
maintaining web presence in at least some stage of their 
procurement processes with some participating in online bidding 
(Reddick, 2004).  
       Most African countries have resorted to legal reforms and 
adoption of e-procurement. Tanzania for instance put into place 
e-procurement systems to allow e-sharing, e-advertisement, e-
submission, e-evaluation, e-contacting, e-payment, e-
communication and e-checking and monitoring to ensure all 
public procurement activities are conducted online (Sijaona, 
2010). 
       In Kenya, public procurement system has been undergoing 
reforms consistent with the global trend since the mid 1990s, 
most notably within the periods covering 1997-2001 and 2005. 
Previous to these reforms, the legal framework governing public 
procurement was not clearly defined, providing a conducive 
environment for the perpetration of various malpractices in 
public procurement including the corruption that characterized 
the system (Public Procurement Oversight Authority, October 
2007). 
 

1.1 E-procurement Adoption 
       According to Mauti (2013) Kenya has adopted e-
procurement with the following e-procurement practices: online 
advertisement of tenders, receiving online submission of 
proposals for the tenders, and short listing suppliers online 
among others. The five critical success factors identified were: 
employees and management commitment to success of adoption; 
reliability of information technology and supplier performance; 
monitoring the performance of e-procurement systems; user 
acceptance of e-procurement systems and top management 
support. The challenges established were: resistance to change 
from employees, lack of e-procurement approval by company 
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board, existence of old Information Technology equipment 
among the firms that needed thorough examination and repairs 
and lack of managerial support. Mauti et.al. (2013) 
recommended that large scale manufacturers in Nairobi needed 
to incorporate all the e-procurement activities into the system; 
they need to find out ways of encouraging employees to make 
use of e-procurement systems as well as finding  ways of 
addressing the factors that are critical to the success of e-
procurement. This will enable them to improve adoption of e-
procurement. For any e-procurement initiative to be successful, 
there are a number of factors that an organization must critically 
consider. They include: user acceptance of new system; 
information quality; trust; risk/security perception; early supplier 
involvement; staff training; users and buyers; compliance with 
best practices; top management support; continuous 
measurement of the key benefits; re-designing affected business 
processes and actual selection of e-procurement solution. 
       Existing literature reveals that a number of organizations in 
Kenya have successfully adopted the use of e-procurement 
technology. Gitahi (2011) cited the example of Nation Media 
Group which through their digital platform commonly known as 
N-Soko has enabled their clients to purchase products online. 
There is however emerging evidence of the slow uptake of the 
technology despite the benefits that e-procurement offers (Segal 
& Taylor, 2001). In the public sector, several models have been 
tried by different public entities to implement e-procurement. 
These are seller centric, buyer centric, e-marketplaces or third-
party managed models. According to e-government strategy 
paper (2004), e-procurement was one of the medium term 
objectives which were to be implemented by June 2007, but the 
process has been very slow. Despite the Government’s sustained 
and incremental efforts in laying down Information 
Communication Technology strategies in the area of Public 
Financial Management Reforms in order to boost transparency, 
efficiency and effectiveness, it is still apparent that the 
implementation of e-procurement is still very slow Patricia 
(2015).  This slowed adoption of e procurement in the public 

sector raises concern as to what factors influence adoption of e 
procurement in Kenya.  
       The researcher therefore intended to analyze factors that 
influence the adoption of e-procurement in public sector with a 
view of recommending measures to be put in place to enhance 
adoption of electronic procurement. This will benefit public 
organizations adapting e-procurement system and other private 
organizations in general that are implementing the same system 
as they will be more enlightened on the factors influencing 
adoption of electronic procurement in order to reap maximum 
benefits. 
 

II. RESEARCH METHOD 
       This study used descriptive research design which provides a 
clear presentation of the variables under study. It emphasizes on 
quality in the collection and analysis of data and it is used when 
collecting data using open- ended questionnaires. According to 
Orodho (2003), descriptive research describe the “who, what, 
when, where and how” of a situation. It also tries to measure the 
types of activities, how often, when, where and by whom. This 
study used descriptive research design to gather the data and 
involves systematic data collection and analysis to answer these 
questions. The target population comprised of all the government 
agencies that are registered in Kenya and operate within the 
country. The population of interest was divided into eight strata 
(sectors). The sampling specifically focused on 18 parastatals 
based in Nairobi. The questionnaires used had closed- ended 
questions to elicit specific responses for quantitative and 
qualitative analysis respectively. 
 

III. RESULTS 
Response Rate 
       41 respondents filled in and returned the questionnaire 
giving a response rate of 76%. 

 
Table1. Response rate 

 
Response Frequency Percentage (%) 
Responses 41 76% 
Non responses 13 24% 
Total 54 100% 
Sector of the parastatal 
The study sought to establish the sector in which the Parastatal operated. 
 

Table2. Sector of the parastatals 
 
Sector Frequency Percentage (%) 

Agriculture 12 29.27% 

Environment and Natural Resources 
 

3 7.32% 

Energy and Petroleum 3 7.32% 
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Manufacturing and Allied 3 7.32% 

Construction and Allied 3 7.32% 

Tourism 9 21.95% 

Telecommunication and Technology 
 

3 7.32% 

Commercial Services 5 12.20% 

Total 41 100% 

Academic qualification 
       The figure  below shows the analysis of the qualifications of the respondents who contributed in data collection. 

 

 
Figure1. Academic qualification of the respondents 

Position in the organization 
 

The question sought respondents’ current job role. 

 
 

Figure2. Position of the respondent in the organization 
Electronic procurement adoption 

Responses on electronic procurement adoption. 
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Figure3. Electronic procurement adoption 

 
Extent to which training influence e-procurement adoption 

This question intended to establish the extent to which staff training influence e-procurement adoption. 

 
Figure4. Extent to which training influence e-procurement adoption 

Organization top management support 
 
       The study sought to establish the extent to which Top management support influence adoption of e-procurement. 
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Table3. Organization top management support 
 

Description 
 

Total Strongly 
agree 

Agree Neutral Disagree Strongly 
disagree 

Total 
(%) 

Top management provides the 
necessary resources on time. 

38 9% 54% 10% 27% 0% 100% 

Top management follows up e-
procurement implementation. 

40 23% 43% 5% 29% 0% 100% 

Top management support and 
commitment leads to effective 
adoption of e-procurement. 

41 71% 29% 0% 0% 0% 100% 

 
Extent to which transaction risks influence e-procurement adoption 
The study sought to establish from the respondents the extent to which transaction risks influence e-procurement adoption. The results 
were shown in figure 4.7 below. 
 

 
Figure5. Extent to which transaction risks influence e-procurement adoption 

 
User acceptance 
This question sought to determine the extent to which user acceptance influence adoption of e-procurement. 
 

Table4. User acceptance 
 

Description 
 

Total Strongly 
agree 

Agree Neutral Disagree Strongly 
disagree 

Total 
(%) 

Most of the employees in the 
organization prefer e-
procurement. 

39 0% 52% 30% 18% 0% 100% 

Many suppliers can be identified 
online. 

36 32% 22% 17% 29% 0% 100% 

Acceptance by users leads to 
effective adoption of e-
procurement. 

41 82% 11% 7% 0% 0% 100% 
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IV. DISCUSSIONS 
       From the results, majority 63% agreed that top management 
provides the necessary resources on time. 23% of the respondents 
strongly agreed while 43% agreed that top management follow 
up  E-procurement implementation.71% strongly agreed and 
29% agreed that top management support influences adoption of 
E-procurement. This implies that top management support 
influences adoption of E-procurement to a greater extent. This 
information is suggesting that support, commitment, authority, 
and direction from top management for the adoption of E-
procurement are necessary in ensuring overall success in 
adopting the system. 
       The results show that there exist threats associated with 
adoption and use of E-procurement. 94% of the respondents 
consulted agreed on the presence of such risks. Majority of the 
respondents 69% were for the opinion that transaction risks 
influence E-procurement adoption to a very great extent. The 
other 31% responded that transaction risks influence E-
procurement to a great extent. 82% of the respondents said that 
security risks resulting from unauthorized penetration influence 
adoption of E-procurement to a very great extent while 15% 
argued that the influence was to a great extent. 
       From the results, majority (82%) strongly agreed that user 
acceptance leads to effective adoption of E-procurement while 
11% agreed on the same. It was also revealed that most (52%) of 
the employees prefer E-procurement as it makes it easier to 
identify many suppliers online and save on costs. 
        From the findings, most of the respondents (57%) attended 
orientation training. The training is important as it improves their 
skill on E-procurement. 53% of the respondents consulted said 
that staff training influence adoption of E-procurement to a great 
extent with 11% stating that the training influenced the adoption 
to a very great extent.  
 

V. CONCLUSIONS 
       From the study, it was revealed that top management 
support, E-security, user acceptance and staff training influences 
adoption of E-procurement in the organizations under review. It 
is also revealed that E-procurement has not been fully adopted in 
Kenyan public sector. 
       From the results, it can be concluded that E-procurement 
success would continue to be enhanced not only at the 
implementation phases, but also at latter stages in the adoption as 
long as top management support and commitment is high. 
Conversely, overall benefits of E-procurement system may be 
low in situations where top management support is either low or 
nonexistent. It is therefore evident that for the adoption of E-
procurement to be successful at all stages, the support of top 
organizational actors is required. Top management should 
therefore provide the necessary resources, communicate on time 
and be committed fully for smooth adoption of the system. 
       Security of Procurement Transaction Data is also a major 
factor inhibiting the adoption of e-procurement by the public 

sector. Individual end users and entire business units will 
naturally resist any change in business processes that poses 
uncertainty in security and privacy of their transactions. Most of 
the organizations keep their business information secret as a 
protective mechanism to effectively compete and remain 
competitive in the business environment. Public sector 
organizations on the other have limits to the amount and nature 
of information to be shared with other third parties. The balance 
between transparency, protection against unauthorized data 
disclosure, ensuring the authenticity of a data source and the 
impact of disclosure of procurement process remains unclear. 
       The result also shows that user acceptance influences 
adoption of E-procurement. The acceptance of e-procurement 
systems among the users will lead to the success of the system 
since those involved will have a positive attitude in learning on 
how to use the system thus making it easy to incorporate most of 
the operations into the system. The ease with which users could 
use the e-procurement system involves the recognition by the 
senior management of the importance of the ease of using the e-
procurement system for its staff and then chose an application 
that is easy to navigate. Automatic routing of purchase orders to 
appropriate managers for approval, access to e-catalogues, 
sending purchase orders to suppliers, producing expense report 
capabilities, encourages employees to accept and use the system 
without much hesitation. 
       From the findings of this study, it can also be concluded that 
lack of employee competency hinders smooth adoption of e-
procurement in the public sector. Although majority of 
organizations were committed to e-procurement skills 
development, training is still not at 100%. It is evident that 
employees has a great role in adoption of e-procurement and 
their skills, competencies and training may influence to a large 
extent how e-procurement is adopted and implement in an 
organization. 
 

VI. RECOMMENDATIONS 
       From the findings, if E-procurement adoption does not have 
the full support of the top management team, there is every 
reason for that system to fail. Top management support among 
the parastatals in Kenya should therefore set goals, strategies and 
baselines that are necessary for the adoption of the E-
procurement. The strategies should be in line with the firms’ 
objectives. The goals will enable the organizations measure how 
much they will achieve as far as e-procurement system adoption 
process is concerned. 
       On security of procurement transactions data, the study 
recommends that due to the sensitivity  of  the  government  data  
and  the  legal nature  of  orders  and  payments,  security  of  
data  is  critical  in  e-Procurement systems. The system must 
have mechanisms for identifying and  authenticating  the  user  
who  places  an  order  so  that  the  supplier knows  it  is  safe  to  
fulfill  the  order. 
       The study recommends that all the parties involved in 
adoption of E-procurement should be considered when laying 
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down structures on implementing the system. This will 
incorporate all their interests and hence make them develop 
positive attitude toward the system. By improving the other 
factors like security and training, the various parties will be 
motivated to adopt the system. 
       Staff training is a factor that influences E-Procurement 
adoption; this study recommends that for effective adoption and 
implementation of E-procurement, continuous training for the 
incoming and present staff is required. In addition, training 
should be made compulsory and should be implemented. The 
training should cover E-procurement extensively to equip the 
employees with the skills required. 
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Abstract- Many studies have shown that patients with type 2 
diabetes mellitus are more prone to develop diabetic 
nephropathy.There is interrelationship between trace elements 
and diabetes. The patients of clinically diagnosed type 2 diabetes 
mellitus were divided into 2 groups, based on the presence or 
absence diabetic nephropathy. Patients in each group (n=50) 
were subjected to tests for estimation of Zinc, Magnesium and 
Copper concentration in serum. Decreased serum zinc levels  was 
seen in all diabetic subjects, but the decrease in levels was more 
in the group with diabetic nephropathy (81.16+24.34 vs. 
92.01+20.17; p<0.05).  Decreased serum magnesium levels  was 
also more significant in the group of patients with diabetic 
nephropathy (1.64+0.67 vs. 2.09+0.56; p<0.001). Increased 
serum copper levels  was seen in all the patients, but the increase 
in levels was more significant in the group with diabetic 
nephropathy (140.64+33.61 vs. 116.77+26.22; p<0.001). 
Decreased serum zinc levels  and Decreased serum magnesium 
levels  in type 2 diabetes is said to be due to hyperglycaemia that 
promotes increased excretion of these trace elements in urine. 
The glycated proteins seen in type 2 diabetes mellitus patients 
have an increased affinity for copper, leading to Increased serum 
copper levels . This bound copper is redox active and leads to 
production of free radicals that cause oxidative stress which, 
plays some role in the development and progression of diabetic 
nephropathy of type 2 diabetes mellitus.  
 
Index Terms- Type 2 Diabetes mellitus; Serum Zinc; Serum 
Magnesium; Serum Copper; Diabetic nephropathy 
 

I. INTRODUCTION 
iabetes is endocrinological disease having metabolic and 
oxidative stress in high quantity. Diabetic nephropathy 

(DN) develops in 30% to 40% of patients with type 1 diabetes 
mellitus and in 10% to 20% of patients with type 2 diabetes 
mellitus Type 2 diabetes mellitus is on the track to become one 
of the major global health challenges of the 21st century (1). 
Diabetes mellitus is characterized by hyperglycaemia due to 
absolute or relative deficiency of insulin (2), leading to impaired 
metabolism of carbohydrates, proteins, fats, water and 
electrolytes. The persistence of these metabolic disturbances lead 
to permanent and irreversible functional and structural changes in 
the cells of the body which in turn lead to the development of  
“diabetic complications”, characteristically affecting, the 

cardiovascular system, eye, kidney and nervous system mainly 
(3).    
       Chronic complications of diabetes mellitus can be divided 
into vascular and nonvascular complications. The vascular 
complications of DM are further subdivided into microvascular 
(retinopathy, neuropathy, nephropathy) and macrovascular 
complications [coronary artery disease (CAD), peripheral arterial 
disease (PAD), cerebrovascular disease] (4). Several of the 
complications of diabetes may be related to increased 
intracellular oxidants and free radicals associated with decrease 
in intracellular zinc and zinc dependent antioxidant enzymes (5). 
Low serum magnesium levels may contribute to the evolution of 
diabetic complications such as retinopathy, abnormal platelet 
function, cardiovascular disease and hypertension via reduction 
in the rate of inositol transport and subsequent intracellular 
depletion (6).  Patients with severe diabetic retinopathy have 
lower magnesium levels than do diabetic patients with minimal 
retinal changes, which suggests that Decreased serum 
magnesium levels  may be a risk factor in development of 
diabetic retinopathy (7). Abnormal copper metabolism is 
associated with human and experimental diabetes. Diabetic rats 
have elevated Cu concentration in plasma, liver and kidney 
compared to controls (8). The increase in Cu ion levels in 
patients with diabetes mellitus may be attributed to 
hyperglycaemia that may stimulate glycation and release of 
copper ions and this accelerates the oxidative stress, so that, 
Advanced Glycation End products are formed (9) , that are 
involved in the pathogenesis of diabetic complications.   
       Impaired insulin release, altered insulin action and increased 
glucose intolerance in experimental animals and human subjects 
with diabetes mellitus have been linked to a deficit in the cellular 
availability of magnesium as well as other minerals including 
chromium, selenium, vanadium and zinc. A deficiency of 
magnesium, which is involved in more than 300 enzymatic 
reactions throughout the body, would be expected to negatively 
impact essential biochemical processes (10). Diabetes and poor 
glycaemic control alters the metabolism of zinc and magnesium 
by increasing their urinary excretion and lowering serum zinc 
and magnesium levels (5). Zinc is critical for the function of a 
number of metalloproteins, including members of oxido-
reductase, hydrolase, ligase, lyase family and has co-activating 
functions with copper in superoxide dismutase and 
phospholipase C (11).  

D 
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       According to Grafton and Baxter (12),  Decreased serum 
magnesium levels  leads to reduction of inositol transport and 
subsequent inositol depletion that might enhance the 
development of diabetic complications. Decreased serum 
magnesium levels  has also been postulated as a possible risk 
factor in the development and progression of diabetic retinopathy 
(13,14). Glycated proteins which are higher in the diabetic 
patients, have an increased affinity for transition metals such as 
copper (15,16). The bound copper can be redox active and 
participate in oxidation-reduction reactions including the 
production of free radicals that in turn can contribute to increased 
oxidative stress in diabetes (17).  
       Thus levels of serum zinc, magnesium and copper are 
affected in patients suffering from type 2 diabetes mellitus. The 
present study was designed in order to estimate the alterations in 
the levels of these elements in type 2 diabetes mellitus patients 
with diabetic nephropathy in comparison to those without these 
complications and there relation with duration of disease and 
glycaemic control.  
 
MATERIAL AND METHOD 
       In the present study, 50 patients (Group A) in the age group 
of 30 – 70 years, diagnosed as type 2 diabetes mellitus with 
diabetic nephropathy, on the basis of history, clinical symptoms 
and duration of disease were compared with another 50 patients 
(Group B), age and sex matched from the same population, 
suffering from type 2 diabetes mellitus without diabetic 
nephropathy. Subjects suffering from hepatic disease, severe 
congestive heart failure and those taking trace elements were 
excluded from the study. Informed consent was obtained from all 
the participants of the study and the protocol was approved by 
the ethical committee. 
       Hemolysed samples were excluded from the study. Fasting 
blood samples were collected in sterile, dry and acid washed 
vials. Fasting blood glucose was estimated by GOD/POD method 
(18). Serum zinc and magnesium were estimated by colorimetric 
kit method (19,20).  Serum copper was also estimated by 
colorimetric kit method (21). Also a spot urine sample was 
collected from each patient to estimate urinary creatinine and 
protein. Urinary creatinine was estimated by colorimetric kit 
methods (22). Urinary protein was estimated by colorimetric kit 
method utilizing pyragallol red. Protein creatinine ratio (PCR) 
was then calculated which is commonly used index to assess 
diabetic nephropathy. 
 
STATISTICAL ANALYSIS 
       Statistical significance was analyzed by students ‘t’ test and 
correlation between variables were studied by using Pearson’s 
correlation coefficient test. p values less than 0.05 were 
considered significant.  
 
RESULT 
       As seen in Table 1, all the diabetic patients with diabetic 
nephropathy (Group A) had significantly lower levels (p<0.05) 
of serum zinc than in diabetic patients without diabetic 
nephropathy (Group B). The variation in zinc levels (p<0.05) in 
patients of 41 to 50 yrs of age in both Group A and B was not 
statistically significant. Also upon comparison, the level of zinc 
(p>0.05) among patients of 51 to 60 years of age in Group A and        

B were statistically insignificant. As from Table 1, it was clear 
that, alteration in zinc levels (p>0.05) in accordance with 
duration of disease among the patients of the 2 groups was 
insignificant. 
       In Table 2, all the diabetic patients in Group A had 
significantly lower levels (p<0.05) of magnesium than in patients 
of Group B. The variation in magnesium levels (p<0.05) in 
patients of 41 to 50 yrs of age in both Group A and B was not 
statistically significant. Also upon comparison, the level of 
magnesium (p>0.05) among patients of 51 to 60 years of age in 
Group A and B were statistically insignificant. In Table 2, the 
alteration in magnesium levels (p>0.05) were not statistically 
significant among patients of Group A and B in accordance with 
duration of disease. 
       In Table 3, the levels of copper were significantly increased 
(p<0.001) in patients of Group A in comparison to Group B. 
However, the variation in copper levels (p<0.05) in patients of 41 
to 50 yrs of age in both Group A and B was not statistically 
significant. Also upon comparison, the level of copper (p>0.05) 
among patients of 51 to 60 years of age in Group A and B were 
statistically insignificant. Further, the alteration in copper levels 
(p>0.05) were not statistically significant among patients of 
Group A and B in accordance with duration of disease. 
       As seen in Table 4, the fasting blood glucose levels (p<0.01) 
were significantly increased in patients belonging to Group A as 
compared to those in Group B. Microproteinuria is also 
significantly higher (p<0.001) in patients of Group A, in 
comparison to Group B. However creatininuria is statistically 
insignificant (p>0.05), upon comparison among patients in both 
the groups. The rise in Protein Creatinine Ratio (PCR), is highly 
significant (p<0.001) in patients belonging to Group A than in 
those belonging to Group B. 
 
DISCUSSION 
       Diabetes mellitus is an endocrinological disease having 
metabolic and oxidative stress in high quantity. Findings show 
that oxidative stress has the greatest role in development of the 
complications (23). Zinc, an essential trace element, is useful in 
synthesis, storage and secretion of insulin (24). The predominant 
effect on zinc homeostasis of diabetes is Decreased serum zinc 
levels  which may be the result of hyperzincuria or decreased 
gastrointestinal absorption of zinc or both (5). Zinc is necessary 
factor in a variety of “antioxidant” enzymes, particularly 
superoxide dismutase, catalase and peroxidase, alterations of zinc 
metabolism such that adequate zinc is unavailable for these 
enzymes might be expected to contribute to the tissue damage 
observed in diabetes (25).   Zinc has antioxidant properties; thus 
it can stabilize macromolecules against radical induced oxidation 
(26). Hyperglycemia and hyperinsulinemia increases the 
production of free radicals and there is evidence that lipid 
peroxidation is increased in type 2 diabetes mellitus patients (27). 
In diabetic patients, zinc supplementation decreased lipid 
peroxidation (28). The present study was undertaken to ascertain 
whether zinc levels were altered to a greater degree in patients of 
type 2 diabetes mellitus with diabetic nephropathy in comparison 
to patients without diabetic nephropathy. As seen in this study, 
Zn levels were lower (Table 1) in patients of type 2 diabetes 
mellitus with diabetic nephropathy than those without these 
complications. Similar results were reported by Walter RM et al 
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in their study (29).  However contradictory findings have been 
observed in other studies according to which there was no 
significant difference in serum zinc levels among the type 2 
diabetic patients (30). The different results in the above 
mentioned studies indicate that further research is required, with 
greater number of patients.   
       Magnesium acts as a cofactor in the glucose transporting 
mechanism of the cell and also plays an important role in glucose 
metabolism by acting as a critical cofactor for the activities of 
various enzymes involved at multiple steps in insulin secretion, 
binding and activity (31). Hypomagnesemia defined by low 
serum magnesium concentration has been reported to occur in 
13.5 to 14.7%  of non-hospitalised patients with type 2 diabetes 
compared with 2.5 to 15% among their counterparts without 
diabetes(32). Not only has hypomagnesemia been associated 
with type 2 diabetes, but also numerous studies have reported an 
inverse relationship between glycaemic control and serum 
magnesium levels (33). Diabetic Decreased serum magnesium 
levels  may be attributed to 2 factors, namely, the osmotic action 
of glucosuria and the hyperglycemia per se, the latter being 
known to depress the  net tubular reabsorption in normal man 
(34).   Low serum magnesium levels may contribute to the 
evolution of diabetic complications such as retinopathy, 
abnormal platelet function, cardiovascular disease and 
hypertension via reduction in the rate of inositol transport and 
subsequent intracellular depletion (35).  
       The kidney plays a major role in magnesium homeostasis 
and in maintenance of magnesium concentration (37). In addition 
to osmotic action of glucosuria, hypomagnesemia may also occur 
following insulin therapy for diabetic ketoacidosis and may be 
related to the anabolic effects of insulin driving magnesium back 
into cells (38)   In a comparative study that involved 30 patients 
who had type 2 diabetes mellitus without microalbuminuria, 30 
with microalbuminuria, and 30 with overt proteinuria, Corsonello 
et al (39) observed a significant decrease in serum ionized Mg in 
both the microalbuminuria and overt proteinuria groups 
compared with the non- albuminuric  group. There are also data 
to suggest the association between hypomagnesmia and other 
diabetic complications including neurological abnormalities and 
dyslipidaemia (40). As seen in this study, magnesium levels were 
lower (Table 2) in patients of type 2 diabetes mellitus with 
diabetic nephropathy in comparison to patients without these 
complications. Similar results were reported by previous studies 
(41).  
       Transition metal like copper has affinity to bind with 
proteins that have been glycated. Generally, serum concentration 
of copper and ceruloplasmin is elevated in type 2 diabetes 
mellitus patients (42).  Ceruloplasmin and serum albumin are the 
main Cu binding proteins in plasma and there is some evidence 
that chronic hyperglycemia can damage the Cu binding 
properties of both (43). Furtermore the incubation of 
ceruloplasmin with glucose reportedly causes fragmentation and 
time dependent release of its bound Cu2+ , which then appears to 
participate in a Fenton type reaction to produce hydroxyl radicals 
(44). The redox active metal ions ( Cu2+ and Fe3+) have been 
implicated in catalyzing the autoxidation of glycoaldehyde and 
generation of hydroxyl radical, leading to production of glyoxal 
and associated α - oxoaldehyde derived AGE (Advanced 
glycosylation end products) formation (45). A wealth of 

experimental evidence supports the hypothesis that AGES 
formed from glyoxal, methylglyoxal and 3- deoxy glucosone 
have an etiological role in the development of diabetic 
complications and other diseases (46). As seen in this study, the 
copper levels were higher (Table 3) in type 2 diabetes mellitus 
patients with diabetic nephropathy as compared to those patients 
without these complications. In another study undertaken by a 
group of investigators,   elevated serum copper levels were not 
correlated with the duration of diabetes, but levels were higher in 
older patients and in those with complications (47),  thus 
supporting this study. However , studies showing contradictory 
findings, emphasizing no alteration in serum copper levels in 
diabetics are present (48). Copper, bound to glycated proteins, 
may blunt normal EDRF dependent relaxation of diabetic arteries 
and provide a rationale for the use of transition metal chelators in 
therapy of diabetic vasculopathy and neuropathy (15). 
       In conclusion, whether the above mentioned alterations are 
the cause or consequence of diabetes mellitus remains yet to be 
ascertained but its strong association with type 2 diabetes 
mellitus and its complications signifies the role played by zinc 
and magnesium in glucose disposal. The free radical damage 
caused by increased copper levels in patients of type 2 diabetes 
mellitus also contributes in worsening of the complications. All 
these observations suggest that serum zinc, magnesium and 
copper estimation should be a part of the screening panel in the 
risk detection and progression of diabetic complications. It has 
also been documented that zinc and magnesium supplementation 
plus chelation therapy for copper, in addition to other nutritional 
treatment, may prove beneficial in delaying the further progress 
of diabetic complications.  
 

Table 1: Comparative analysis of serum zinc levels among 
patients of type 2 diabetes mellitus with and without diabetic 

nephropathy. 
 
                                                       Group A                                            
Group B  
                                                         (n=50)                                               
(n=50) 
Serum zinc (µg/dl)                      81.16 + 3.44                                      
92.01 + 2.85* 
Serum zinc levels in 
different age groups 
Group I                                                ---                                               
102.00 + 5.95 
Group II                                    105.48 + 12.23                                      
90.49 + 2.85** 
Group III                                     86.21 + 5.16                                      
88.06 + 6.76** 
Group IV                                     75.02 + 4.59                                              
---  
Serum zinc levels according 
to duration of disease 
1 to 3 yrs                                      81.33 + 8.16                                      
91.55 + 3.30** 
4 to 6 yrs                                      83.11 + 7.91                                      
92.41 + 5.79** 
7 yrs and above                            80.37 + 4.45                                      
92.72 + 8.44** 
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       Values are mean ± SE, Values in parenthesis represent 
sample size. Statistical comparison was done among patients of 
type 2 diabetes mellitus with (Group A) and without (Group B) 
diabetic nephropathy.   Group I – 30 to 40 yrs, Group II – 41 to 
50 yrs, Group III – 51 to 60 yrs, Group IV – 61 to 70 yrs.  * 
p<0.05,      ** p>0.05. Normal range of serum zinc : 50 to 150 
µg/dl.  
 

Table 2: Comparative analysis of serum magnesium levels 
among patients of type 2 diabetes mellitus with and without 

diabetic nephropathy. 
 
                                                       Group A                                            
Group B  
                                                         (n=50)                                               
(n=50) 
Serum magnesium (mg/dl)           1.64 + 0.09                                           
2.09 + 0.08* 
Serum magnesium levels in 
different age groups 
Group I                                                ---                                                  
2.34 + 0.13 
Group II                                       2.09 + 0.75                                          
2.05 + 0.11** 
Group III                                      1.72 + 0.13                                          
2.00 + 0.16** 
Group IV                                      1.55 + 0.14                                              
---  
Serum magnesium levels according 
to duration of disease 
1 to 3 yrs                                      1.79 + 0.21                                           
2.14 + 0.11** 
4 to 6 yrs                                      1.52 + 0.23                                           
2.05 + 0.13** 
7 yrs and above                            1.64 + 0.12                                           
2.02 + 0.22** 
 
       Values are mean ± SE, Values in parenthesis represent 
sample size. Statistical comparison was done among patients of 
type 2 diabetes mellitus with (Group A) and without (Group B) 
diabetic nephropathy. Group I – 30 to 40 yrs, Group II – 41 to 50 
yrs, Group III – 51 to 60 yrs, Group IV – 61 to 70 yrs.  * 
p<0.001,              ** p>0.05. Normal range of serum magnesium 
: 1.8 to 3.0 mg/dl. 
 
Table 3: Comparative analysis of serum copper levels among 
patients of type 2 diabetes mellitus with and without diabetic 

nephropathy. 
 
                                                        Group A                                            
Group B  
                                                          (n=50)                                               
(n=50) 
Serum copper (µg/dl)                   140.64 +  4.75                                    
116.77 + 3.71*  
Serum copper levels in 
different age groups 

Group I                                                ---                                                
123.91+ 5.74 
Group II                                       130.23 + 15.83                                   
130.31 + 5.39** 
Group III                                      170.13 + 7.67                                   
106.37 + 6.27**  
Group IV                                      147.18 +  5.88                                               
---  
Serum copper levels according 
to duration of disease 
1 to 3 yrs                                       144.45 + 9.71                                    
115.76 + 5.33**   
4 to 6 yrs                                       146.02 + 9.98                                    
117.24 + 6.96**  
7 yrs and above                             125.71 + 6.35                                    
116.63 + 8.16**  
 
       Values are mean ± SE, Values in parenthesis represent 
sample size. Statistical comparison was done among patients of 
type 2 diabetes mellitus with (Group A) and without (Group B) 
diabetic nephropathy. Group I – 30 to 40 yrs, Group II – 41 to 50 
yrs, Group III – 51 to 60 yrs, Group IV – 61 to 70 yrs.  * 
p<0.001,              ** p>0.05. Normal range of serum copper: 100 
to 200 µg/dl. 
 

Table 4: Comparative analysis of fasting blood glucose, 
Microproteinuria, creatininuria and protein- creatinine 

ratio(UP/UC)  among patients of type 2 diabetes mellitus with 
and without diabetic nephropathy. 

 
                                                        Group A                                              
Group B 
                                                        (n = 50)                                               
(n = 50) 
Fasting blood glucose               183.39 + 7.70                                    
154.84 + 6.90*    
(mg/dl)  
Microproteinuria                        18.55 + 2.22                                        
1.86 + 0.23***   
(mg/dl) 
Creatininuria                              86.29 + 8.23                                       
73.41  + 5.21** 
(mg/dl) 
Protein creatinine ratio            208.67 + 12.66                                     
24.77 + 1.94*** 
(µg/mg of creatinine) 
 
       Values are mean ± SE, Values in parenthesis represent 
sample size. Statistical comparison was done among patients of 
type 2 diabetes mellitus with (Group A) and without (Group B) 
diabetic nephropathy. * p < 0.01, ** p > 0.05,      *** p <0.001.   
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Abstract- This research is an analytical review of the Crisis 
management strategies and plans implemented by the Fonterra 
Sri Lanka during its 2013 crisis of the contamination of toxic 
chemicals in its dairy products. It suggests that ample 
comprehension of joint operations and usage of diverse media 
capabilities to provide swiftly accurate communications help 
organizations in crisis to restore the consumer confidence and 
their market values.  On 2013 Fonterra Sri Lanka had remove its 
products from the market due to a toxic chemical contamination 
incident. The incident wen media viral on overnight and 
threatened the business in to a devastating level. However, as the 
crisis grew Fonterra Sri Lanka responded successfully with quick 
and accurate facts & adjustments. They also implemented 
management plans that helped the company in damage control 
and retrieving consumer confidence. Using the theories of Mass 
Communication this research paper examines the effect of cross-
field crisis management communication strategies implemented 
by the Fonterra Sri Lanka. The research was conducted using the 
Interviews as its primary methodology of data gathering. It also 
analyzed the news articles made by the national newspapers and 
the press release of the organization about the incident and its 
stakeholders. Crisis communication strategies adopted by the 
Fonterra Sri Lanka are then analyzed according to the Theory of 
image restoration, and Situational Crisis Communication Theory. 
The purpose of this paper is to provide a theoretical basis for 
techniques and strategies that will prepare commercial 
organizations for damage control in future crisis. 
 
Index Terms- Crisis Management, Consumer confidence, Image 
restoration, Situational Crisis communication. 
 

I. INTRODUCTION 
onterra Sri Lanka – a subsidiary of New Zealand 
multinational dairy product cooperative is, since decades, in 

the business of producing Sri Lanka’s most popular dairy 
products. In 2013, the same year the crisis in question occurred, 
the company was responsible for approximately 60% of the Sri 
Lanka’s milk-powder market values. In addition to their popular 
milk-powder products Fonterra Sri Lanka also distributes a range 
of other dairy foods; including yoghurts and butter – all are 
produced on imported milk.  
        According to media reports, on January 24, 2013, Theo 
Spierings, Chief Executive Officer, Fonterra Cooperative Group 
(FCG), the world’s largest dairy exporter, assured its customers 
that traces of a fertilizer additive dicyandiamide, known as DCD, 

were present in some samples. The CEO, in the same statement 
assured such chemicals posed no health risk. After the Auckland, 
New Zealand-based company’s CEO’s statement China and 
Vietnam conducted laboratory test on the imports of the Fonterra 
subsidiaries. Both countries eventually went to suspend dairy 
imports from New Zealand ("Fonterra Withdraws Milk Powder 
From Sri Lanka") 
 
Scientific background of the DCD contamination in New 
Zealand dairy products 
        Dairy business in entirely dependent on milk taken from 
milk cow as the raw material. A key element required in the 
biological process of producing cow milk in Nitrogen. Amino 
Acid is produced by the Nitrogen and those amino acid helps to 
combine the molecules that generate Protein.  
        New Zealand’s milk production is mainly pasture-based. 
Unlike some other dairy producing countries using hormones to 
induce milk in cows is banned in New Zealand. Therefore, the 
only way to increase yield is increasing the amount of nitrogen in 
the diet of cow milks. Reportedly, some New Zealand graziers 
has added an extraordinary amount of nitrogen as chemical 
fertilizer in order to maximize the protein content of the milk. 
Other than this, nitrogen can be added to the soil; hence to the 
diet of milk cows through the cow’s urine.   
        Excess of the Nitrogen that doesn’t absorbed by the grass 
moves downward quickly with drained water. Also, when the 
nitrogenous compounds breakdown in soil it releases nitrogen as 
the Nitrous Oxide gas. This made adding Nitrogen to the grass 
through fertilizer ineffective in long term. Therefore, the farmers 
deliberately has used Dicyandiamide (DCD) which chemically 
helped to slower the emission of Nitrogen gas and the leaching of 
excess nitrogen.  
        According to a trial-based 03 yearlong research funded by 
Fonterra, Dairy NZ, the Fertilizers Manufacturers Research 
Association (FMRA) and the Ministry of Agriculture and 
Forestry of New Zealand DCD can prevent nitrous oxide 
emissions and Nitrogen leaching by 50%. 
        DCD is mainly used to produce melamine. And melamine is 
a material in sort of plastic that is used to produce plastic cups, 
plates, whiteboards and Formica. As a chemical it may cause 
cancer and damages to human reproductive system.  
        In this background in Sri Lanka, the problem reached a 
crescendo. A test was conducted on Fonterra Sri Lanka’s imports 
by the Ministry of Technology and Research.  This test which 
was carried out by the Industrial Technology Institute (ITI) - Sri 
Lanka’s premier scientific and industrial research organization.        

F 
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The director General of the Ministry of Health held a meeting 
with the Government Medical Officer’s Association (GMOA), 
Food and Drug Authority and the Food Advisory Committee on 
05th of August and agreed to have all the batches of the milk 
products which tested positive for DCD removed from the 
market as soon as possible.  
        Following the orders of the Director General Sri Lanka 
Customs returned a stock of 16 metric tons of Milk-powders. Sri 
Lanka’s minister of Agriculture made a speech in the Parliament 
and urged the consumers to refrain from consuming imported 
milk powder. Later, on 16th of August an Additional District 
Court judge issued an enjoining order after taking up a case filed 
by a health sector trade union seeking the ban on all dairy 
products from the New Zealand dairy producer. The order, which 
was effective for 14 days, prevented Fonterra from whole selling 
all its products, distributing or selling through agents as well as 
any form of advertising in a misleading manner. 
        In this backdrop, the Fonterra Group in Sri Lanka broke 
silence on 08th of August. Holding a press conference in 
Colombo lead by Fonterra Sri Lanka’s Managing Director Leon 
Clement the Executive Director Alan Fitzsimo attempted to 
vindicate the company by challenging the accuracy of the tests 
conducted by the local authorities. 
        Managing Director Clement maintained that it will respect 
the Ministry of Health order and that approximately 39 metric 
tons or approximately 100,000 of 400g packs of the products 
from the two DCD positive batches will be removed from retail 
shelves within 48 hours. 
        Dr. Sarath Mahavithanage, Associate Director Regulatory 
and Scientific Affairs lead the arguments on behalf of the 
company. He continuously stated ITI were inadequate. He 
quoting Dr. Brynn Hibbert, Emeritus Professor of Analytical 
Chemistry at the University of New South Wales, Sydney who 
had said in his expert opinion "the preferred method involved for 
the detection of DCD is Tandem Mass Spectrometry and without 
this technique the presence of DCD cannot be determined and 
that the method used by the ITI was inappropriate to 
unequivocally show the presence of or determine the quantity of 
DCD.  
        Media reports indicate that this was the third product 
contamination scare in five years for the company entrusted with 
so much sway over Sri Lanka’s consumers. Continuous news 
segments and features broadcasted/published by national media 
suggested Fonterra had under-valued the importance of Sri 
Lankan consumer perception. This surely registered a huge shake 
of consumer confidence towards the Fonterra brands.  
        The incidents were damaging the company in financial 
aspects too. In calendar 2013, as usual, a $223 million of New 
Zealand’s exports of dairy, honey and animal produce exports 
went to Sri Lanka, according to Statistics New Zealand. 
However, the net profits of Fonterra Sri Lanka for the year of 
2013 tumbled 76% to $179 million.  
 

II. CRISIS COMMUNICATION 
        Crisis is a sudden condition of instability or danger that 
interferes with organizational performance. Demanding a 
decisive change or adjustment a Crisis can range from a major to 

catastrophic that negatively affects the company in many aspects 
including Profits and Consumer confidence.  
        A crisis brings or has the potential for bringing an 
organization into disrepute and imperils its future profitability, 
growth and possibly it’s survivable (Otto, p36). During a crisis 
the biggest threshold a company comes across is its consumers 
and other stakeholders who demand to know the truth. Since 
most crises are newsworthy events a company in crisis by default 
is in a wider public attention. Organizations that cannot or do not 
provide information during crisis forces the public to turn to 
other, often less credible source of information  (The New York 
times, 2013). In the absent of information the misinformation 
becomes the news. Therefore, misperceptions caused by wrong 
information can cause a worse damage than the one that caused 
by the crisis itself. This makes effective communication crucially 
important for a company to survive a crisis.  
        The following research was conducted in order to figure out 
the impact of the crisis communication attempts made by the 
Fonterra Sri Lanka officials.  
 
Crisis Communication models  
        Crisis communication plans and strategies provide the 
means to gather and release information as quickly as possible 
during a crisis. Many crisis communication theorists have 
suggested theoretical models for an effective crisis 
communication. The most used and effective theories by far in 
the fields of Crisis Communication are Image restoration and 
Situational Crisis Communicational Theories (Bernstein, 2013).   
        The Image Restoration theory (IRT) was first introduced by 
William L. Benoit. Defining communication as a goal directed 
strategy IRT outlined by Thimothy Coombs suggests a 05 stage 
framework to mitigate damage to a company reputation (Coombs 
& Holladay, p237).  
 

1. Denial 
        An organization accused may deny the crisis occurred or 
deny their involvement in committing it.  
 

2. Evading responsibility 
        When an accused organization is unable to deny performing 
the act in question, it may attempt to evade the responsibility by 
using one of these methods.  

a. Scapegoating – The accused organization can 
claim the act in question was committed in 
response to another wrongful act.  

b. Defeasibility – The accused pleads a lack of 
knowledge or control about the act in question.  

c. Claiming the act was an accident  
d. Claiming the act in question was justified 

based on good rather than evil motives or 
intentions.  

 
3. Reducing effectiveness  

        A company can reduce the offensiveness of the public by 
reminding the company’s positive qualities (Bolstering), 
claiming the damage of the crisis is minimal, compare the act to 
similar act (Differentiation), place act in a different context 
(Transcendence), challenge those who claim there is a crisis or 
by acts of compensations.  
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4. Corrective action 
        A company can follow corrective actions; acts to restore 
pre-crisis status or act promises change and prevent of repeat of 
the crisis.  
 

5. Mortification  
        Mortification for a company in a crisis is achieved by 
admitting the responsibility for the crisis, expressing regret and 
asking for the forgiveness.  
 
        Also outlined by Thimothy Coombs the Situational Crisis 
Communication Theory (SCCT) suggest that communication 
managers should match their strategic crisis communications 
attempts to the level of crisis responsibility and threat to 
reputation caused by the crisis. In his journal article titled 
‘Protecting Organization reputations during a crisis’ Coombs 
identified 03 types of crisis which he named as crisis clusters. 
 

1. Victim cluster – In this cluster the company itself is 
also a victim of the crisis. Natural disasters, Rumor, 
Workplace violence and Product 
tampering/Malevolence are the sub categories of crisis 
of victim cluster. Organizations’ attribution to the crisis 
of this cluster is weak and so the threat to reputation is 
low. 

2. Accidental cluster – In this cluster the acts of the 
company that led to the crisis was unintentional.  
Challenges such as stakeholders’ claims about 
misappropriate operations of the organization, 
Technical-error accidents, and technical-error product 
harms are the potential crisis of this cluster. 
Organizations’ attribution to the crisis of this cluster is 
minimal with only a moderate threat to the company 
reputation.  

3. Preventable cluster – In this cluster a company 
knowingly placed people at risk, took inappropriate 
actions or violated laws/regulations. Human-error 
accidents, Human-error product harm, Organizational 
misdeed with no injuries, Organizational misdeed 
management misconduct, and Organizational misdeed 
with injuries are the possible crisis in the cluster. An 
organization in crisis of this cluster poses a strong 
attribution to the responsibility together with severe 
threat to its reputation.  

 
(Coombs, 2007) 
 
        Should the communication managers recognize the crisis 
responsibility and reputational threats the SCCT then provides a 
theoretical base to their crisis communication strategy. Coombs 
outlined this theoretical base with 03 strategies.  
 

1. Primary crisis response strategies 
a. Deny crisis response strategies 

• Attack the accuser – Communication 
managers can confront the entity 
claiming there is a crisis within the 
organization.  

• Denial – Asserting there is no crisis.  

• Scapegoat – Communication 
managers can blame an outside entity 
for the crisis.   

b. Diminish crisis response strategies 
• Excuse – Minimize organizational responsibility by 

denying intent to do harm or claiming inability to 
control the events that caused the crisis.  

• Justification – Minimize the perceived damage of the 
crisis.  

c. Rebuild crisis response strategies 
• Compensate the victims of the crisis.  
• Indicates the organization takes the full responsibility 

for the crisis and asking stakeholders for forgiveness.  
 
 

2. Secondary crisis response strategies 
a. Bolstering crisis response strategies 

• Reminder – Inform the stakeholders of the past good 
works of the organization.  

• Ingratiation – Praises stakeholders for past good works.  
• Victimage – Communications reminds the stakeholders 

that the organization itself is a victim of the crisis too.  
 
        Frameworks of Image Restoration theory and the Situational 
Crisis Communication Theory outline a neat communication 
structure that can be highly effective in crisis with any level of 
damage and organizational responsibility.  
 

III. LITERATURE REVIEW 
        Being the first to design the Image Restoration theory 
William L. Benoit himself conducted many pioneering case 
studies on the theory. One of the prominent of those case studies 
was the one conducted on 1991 AT&T communication service 
crisis. AT&T, the American multi-national communication giant 
faced a crisis on 1991 January 15th when there world-wide long 
distance communication network breakdown occurred because of 
a bug in their software system (Coy & Lewyn,1990). Benoit & 
Brinson (1994) reviewed the strategies and practices of the 
AT&T crisis communication team (Benoit & Brinson, 1994). 
They found mortification, corrective action and bolstering were 
the first strategies followed by the crisis communication team. 
Authors also criticized the misguided attempts by the top 
management to blame lower level workers.  
        Following the tragic death of Princess Diana, the princess of 
Wales, triggered a royal crisis of unprecedented consequences 
for the Crown and the royal family (Rotaru, 2010). The sudden 
death of Princess Diana in August 1997 caused a deep sense of 
loss in many of the British sovereign. As the Queen Elisabeth 
and the Royal family was unable to make a quick response or 
even an appearance regarding the tragic accident the public 
began to fiercely criticize the royal family for their aloof attitude.  
The unprecedented Royal speech made by the Queen Elisabeth – 
which she made following the public outrage was strong enough 
to settle the crisis in favor of the Royal family. Benoit & Brinson 
(1999) recognized the Queens Communication attempt was 
composed of Image restoration strategies such as Denial, 
Transcendence, and Defeasibility.  
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IV. METHODOLOGY 
        The Case study approach of a research involves with 
systematically gathering information about the development of a 
situation for a period of time. According to John Creswell 
(2009), the author of ‘Research Design; Qualitative and 
Quantitative and Mixed Methods Approaches’ a case study is an 
analytical framework with a data collection that occurs over a 
sustained period of time. Therefore, any case study is an 
analytical approach that use one or more number of data 
collection methods.  
 
Research Questions 
        This research is conducted as a case study that can be 
categorized both as an instrumental case study and a descriptive 
case study.  
Instrumental cases study method is developed to promote an 
understanding of specific issue (Gordin, page 72), therefore this 
research will provide an insight over the Fonterra Sri Lanka crisis 
scenario and will attempt to identify the effectiveness of the 
communication strategies used by the Fonterra Sri Lanka during 
the crisis period.  
        On the other way, this research will work as a descriptive 
case study as well.  Yin (1981) notes that a descriptive case study 
strives to document the procedures of a particular event or 
events. The research will use Image restoration and Situational 
Crisis Communicational Theories as the framework of the entire 
research and will attempt to describe the crisis scenario 
according to those 02 theories.  
 
Data 
        As explained in the introductory chapter, the Fonterra Sri 
Lanka crisis in 2013 received a larger amount of media attention. 
This research used Interviews as its primary source of data. It 
also used a secondary source by analyzing the news articles made 
by the national newspapers and the press release of the 
organization about the incident and its stakeholders. 
        The interviews conducted with the team of the Fonterra Sri 
Lanka that lead the crisis communication helped to gain first 
hand, accurate information about the strategies used by the 
company.  
        In order to further identify the behavior of the Fonterra Sri 
Lanka Company, local authorities and to specifically recognize 
the opinions of local customers the content analysis method was 
used. According to Hsieh and Shanon (2005) content analysis is 
“a research method for the subjective interpretation of the 
content of text data through the systematic classification process 
of coding and identifying themes and patterns”.  
        During the content analysis for this research, relevant news 
articles, published both in Sinhalese and English language, were 
retrieved from the Sri Lanka’s Department of National Archives 
for qualitative analysis. Articles were collected from 04 Sinhala 
language newspapers and 03 English language newspapers. 
Collection of articles were conducted starting from January 24th, 
the date of the first leading news report to 1st November 2013, 
about a week after the last incident was reported. To be 
determined as relevant to the study each article had to have 
focused on at least one of following areas.  

• Presenting details/updates on the local issue of toxic 
chemical contamination in New Zealand milk imports.  

• Reviewing or presenting the responses from the 
Fonterra Sri Lanka.  

• Reviewing or presenting the responses from local health 
and other authorities.  

• Reviewing or presenting the responses from customers.  
 
        Moreover, Fonterra Sri Lanka’s attempt to restore their 
image and re-establish the consumer confidence was analyzed by 
qualitative content analysis method. In this phase of the research, 
advertising and other marketing campaigns launched by the 
company were analyzed. In doing so, the TV commercials and 
other campaign programs conducted by the Company were 
closely analyzed.  
 

I. RESULTS OF THE ANALYSIS 
        Through the research, 52 newspaper reports contained 
details about the Fonterra Sri Lanka crisis and the responses by 
the company were subjected to the content analysis. Results of 
the content analysis and the interviews conducted with the crisis 
communication team of the Fonterra Sri Lanka helped to identify 
the following patterns regarding the responses of the Fonterra Sri 
Lanka.  

1. Immediate responses 
        Fonterra removed all stocks of its milk powder productions 
from the market. Removed products included 02 of the most 
popular milk powder brands of Sri Lanka.  

2. Short-term responses  
        Fonterra held continued press briefings to express 
themselves, they also published newspaper notices, medical 
reports and distributed leaflets.  

3. Long-term responses 
        After the re-launch Fonterra initiated mass-scale awareness 
programs about the safety of their products. They also held 
financial sponsorships for many national events and used those 
events to rebuild their image. All Fonterra products bared a 
special sticker that implied the safety and the quality of the 
product.  
 
Usage of the stickers to imply the safety of the products.  
        Fonterra managed to reenter their brands to local market 
within 1 month from the stock removal. The new batch of dairy 
milk products were available in the market from 13th August, 
2013. All these products had a special sticker. The sticker said 
the particular product of Fonterra is proven to be free from DCD 
or any other toxic material. This was a neat attempt by the 
Fonterra to regain the consumer trust.  
 
Press briefings 
        Fonterra held 02 press briefings; on 2013 August 03, and 
August 23 at the capital city of Sri Lanka. Managing Director of 
Fonterra Sri Lanka brands Mr. Leon Clement were assisted in the 
1st press brief by the Fonterra’s Manager of Public Relations - 
Dr. Sanath Mahavitharana and many other top officials. They 
gave facts and rationales to explain the situation. Laboratory 
reports ensuring the quality of the Fonterra products were 
explained, they also made an acceptable explanation on the DCD 
contamination and what DCD really is.  
        The 2nd Press brief was conducted by the Fonterra Sri 
Lanka’s managing director assisted by the Sri Lanka’s Director 
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General of Health Services and his top officials. Supported by 
many laboratory test reports this press brief explained quality of 
the Fonterra production process, special measures taken to ensure 
the safety of the products to be issued to the market, and the 
future strategies of the company.  
        These press briefings did a very effective role in damage 
controlling. 
 
Press Releases 
        On 04th of September, 2013 the company published a full 
paper advertisement on Lankadeepa newspaper – the most 
popular Sinhala language national newspaper of the year 
(People’s Awards, 2013). The company explained their dairy 
products are no longer vulnerable to DCD contamination issue. 
They also explained the added methods that was taken to ensure 
the quality of their products. Advertisement further explained the 
special sticker that was applied on every dairy product of the 
Fonterra Sri Lanka Company. Issued by the Ministry of Health 
the sticker assured the product is free of DCD and other toxic 
chemicals. The company also introduced, in the same paper 
advertisement, a special hotline named ‘Ask from Ancheor” in 
which the customers can contact the experts from the company to 
get more details on the quality of its production and distribution 
process.  
 
Mass-scale awareness programs 
        Soon after the newspaper advertisement mentioned above, 
Fonterra Sri Lanka launched an island wide mass-scale 
awareness programs. A program to approach consumers directly 
would have been costly, and time consuming; hence ineffective. 
Therefore, the company went to disseminate information of the 
quality of their products to recognized groceries, food chains and 
super markets. Then these commercial entities naturally acted as 

intermediaries, and distributed the information about the quality 
of the Fonterra dairy products to their customers.  
        Throughout a time of 1 year Fonterra held financial 
sponsorship to 06 events with national importance. They 
renovated their production process by replacing their old 
production equipment and machines with state-of-the art new 
machines and equipment. Once the Ministry of Health lifted their 
ban on advertising Fonterra brands the Company reinitiated their 
advertising promotional campaigns. However, these promotional 
advertisements were deliberately focused on consultative content 
rather than on creative contents.   
 

V. CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 
        A closer look at the crisis responses of the Fonterra Sri 
Lanka reviled that press briefings and mass-scale awareness 
programs were their main strategy to diminish the damage of the 
crisis and regain public confidence. Press briefings were highly 
effective as a crisis management strategy since the crisis went 
media viral since the very first day. As explained earlier, the 
strategy used in the awareness programs were highly successful 
as they were effective in cost, and the time consumed.  
        Press briefings were the most frequently used source in 
newspaper articles. Both the press briefings held by the Company 
were cited in 27 newspaper articles. Managing Director of the 
Fonterra Sri Lanka were quoted in 04 times. Opinions from 
Fonterra’s Manager of Public Relations - Dr. Sanath 
Mahavitharana were cited 13 times.  A significant change of the 
media’s opinion was observed after these 02 press briefings. The 
media moved from their initial aggressive stand that damaged the 
company to be a communication channel that helped the 
company to speak to the public. This shift of the newspaper 
articles can be summarized as following.  
 

 
Table 1: The change of the media responses throughout the crisis 

 
Media opinion At the Start 

of the crisis 
After the 1st 
press brief 

After the 2nd press 
brief 

Negative 81% 43% 21% 
Positive - 36% 47% 
Neutral 19% 21% 43% 

 
        When a Commercial organization is in a crisis it cannot 
expect media to report positively about it. However it could 
influence the media to repot in a neutral opinion. If the company 
can successfully influence the media to do so it will be helpful 
for the company to reduce the bad reputation that could arise 
from the crisis.  
        Strategies implemented by the Company to manage the 
crisis can be outlined by using the Image Restoration Theory 
(IRT).  
        Fonterra Sri Lanka’s objective behind holding 
comprehensive press briefings was a strategy of reducing the 
effectiveness of the damage; hence it helped to regain the favor 
of the media – the most powerful entity who could worsen the 
effectiveness of the crisis damage in particularly, and of the 
consumers generally. The company also went to take Corrective 

action, another important strategy of IRT by renovating their 
production mechanisms and taking appropriate measures to 
assure the safety of their products.  
        Fonterra Sri Lanka’s crisis management team succeeded in 
tallying communications attempts to the level of crisis 
responsibility and the threat caused by the crisis to the company. 
According to the Situational Crisis Communication Theory 
(SCCT) the crisis faced by Fonterra Sri Lanka can be listed in 
Preventable cluster as it was caused by Human errors.  An 
organization in crisis of this cluster poses a strong attribution to 
the responsibility together with severe threat to its reputation. 
        Fonterra Sri Lanka’s crisis response strategies in SCCT 
interpretation were more of a combination of Deny crisis 
response strategy and a Rebuild crisis response strategy. The 
company went on minimizing organizational responsibility by 
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blaming outside entity for the crisis. It repeatedly questioned the 
accuracy of the reports published by Sri Lankan local 
authorities/laboratories. However, it immediately went on 
Rebuild crisis response strategy as they removed their products 
from the market and launched them again later with an added 
attention to the products’ quality and safety.  
        Both IRT and SCCT argues the effectiveness of 
communication strategies in a crisis is dependent on the 
characteristics of the situation of crisis. Identifying the type of a 
crisis will help to determine the scope of it. Therefore, a 
company which faces a crisis should analysis the situation of the 
crisis in terms of  
 

1. Company’s responsibility to the crisis  
2. Damaged caused by the crisis to the company.  

 
        Fonterra Sri Lanka had recognized the situation of the crisis 
they faced as a crisis in Preventable Cluster. Speaking in terms of 
the Image Restoration theory Strategies of Reducing the 
Effectiveness of the crisis and Corrective actions are essential to 
diminish the damage and rebuild the company’s reputation.  
        The use of these strategies during the crisis Fonterra Sri 
Lanka managed to help both the sellers and public to overcome 
fear of using selling/using Fonterra’s dairy products. Fonterra 
relied on accurate, timely and useful information throughout their 
crisis response. This highlights the importance of the valid and 
conventional data in successful mitigation of a damage caused by 
a crisis.  
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Abstract- River banks though being the most fertile region for cultivation, it has become a concern for loss of livelihood as well as 

settlement during the flood. The inundation of land is reflected with massive river bank erosion thereby causing land loss. The river 

lower Subansiri exhibit a loads of sediment getting deposited and flooding the flood area leading to massive river bank erosion. The 

paper explores the impact of land loss due to river flood and substantiate with mapping different study period. 

 

Index Terms- Bank erosion, impact on forest cover, livelihood, inundation, flood plain. 

 

I. INTRODUCTION 

iver course exhibits dynamic equilibrium adjusting in time and space. The fluctuation in discharge and sediment load results into 

lateral mobility reflecting flood plains subjected to seasonal and periodical modification. This phenomenon makes the river bank 

erosion the most common natural calamities in flood plains. Such modifications have direct bearing on human activities along with 

adjacent land cover. The quantification of land loss due to erosional process of the river is important mostly from the perspective of 

the people living in the flood plain. 

 Considering the year 1956 the river lower Subansiri flowed by touching northern boundary of Jorhat distinct, Lakhimpur 

district and north eastern boundary of Dhemaji district. Massive bank erosion has resulted in unprecedented flooding and changing 

river course. Moreover  the  area  is  not  only  dominated  by  Lower  Subansiri  River.   

The river Ranganadi and river Brahmaputra also has their own impact upon the region.   Therefore from  the perspective  of 

quantifying  the  land  loss  caused  by  lower  Subansiri river  analysis is carried in the particular area by creating buffer of 10 

kilometers from the both banks. The year 1956 is selected as the base year. The total area covered by this buffer zone is about 3021.64 

square kilometers. The hydrological characteristics of the river and the geology of the surface indicate that it is an active zone of river 

bank erosion. The lower Subansiri is an alluvial flood plain and due to this the existing land cover along the river banks is mostly 

dominated by agriculture because of the highly fertile soil. Thus the present study aims to assess the amount of land loss due to lateral 

erosion of the river.  
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II. DATA AND METHODOLOGY 

       The estimation of river bank erosion and bank line shifting falls into two main categories: on-site measurements and use of remote 

sensing and GIS technique. This study will be based on application of remote sensing and GIS technique. The data of the study are 

collected both primary and secondary sources. The primary data are as, 

1. Topographical map of the study area at 1:250,000 scale for the year of 1955-56 (NG 46-7 & NG 46-3, source U.S Army) 

using for base map preparation. 

2. There are three satellite imageries of Landsat-7 ETM+ images with 30 meters spatial resolution, for the years of 1990, 2000 

and 2010, (source USGS) using for extracting bank lines for three different times and preparation of land use land cove maps.  

3. The ground truth verification and collecting GPS points at certain areas of the bank erosions and collecting information from 

digital photography.  

The secondary data are  

1. Aster DEM with 30 meters spatial resolution, Source Aster Global digital elevation model,  

2. The geological map of Assam, scale 1:200,000 (year 1998), source Geological Survey of India 

3. Soil map of North East India, Scale 1: 200,000 (year 1971) source department of science and technology Government of 

India.  

 

       Methodology: The datasets will be processed and analyzed at GIS environment. The processing of satellite images will be done 

at ERDAS Imagine 9.1 software and mapping and analysis will be done using Arc GIS 9.3 software. The methodology is explained in 

different steps. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

        The flood plain of river lower Subansiri is the worst affected region. The flood plain is mainly use for agricultural purpose. Thus 

small amount of land loss accounts for a significant loss of livelihood for the marginal farmers. A progressive migration of the 

backlines of the river toward the Doab and continuous  channel  widening  has  resulted  in  obvious  land  loss  in  the  region. 

Quantifying the land loss due to erosion process of the river it is found that between the years 1956 to 1990 the total land loss due to 

lateral erosion of the river is about 282.20 square kilometers considering both the banks. Between the years of 1990 to 2000 the total 

land loss was about 195.13 square kilometers and during the last decadal year of 2000 to 2010 a total 60.79 square kilometers of land 

were lost due to the process of river taking both the banks into consideration. On the other hand analyzing the land cover change of the 

study region there are some important changes in forest and agricultural areas. 
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        The land cover of the area is divided into two categories as; agricultural land and the forest cover. The study shows that between 

the year 1956 to2010 due to high mobility of the river banks, increasing amount of erosion has influenced the amount of agricultural 

land. There is a change in the land use which is related to the land loss of the area. According to the past record in 1976 there are some 

patches of permanent forest cover along the banks of the river Lower Subansiri (NIC, Dhemaji District, and Govt. of Assam) which 

reduced to about135.52 square kilometers along the river banks that were caused by both natural and anthropogenic factors. 

 

 
 

        Between the years 1956 to 1990 (within54years), the total land loss by the erosion was 282.20square kilometers. The annual rate 

was 8.3square kilometers. It has been found out that during the year 1956 there are about 611.62 square kilometers of forest cover in 

this area among which 236.93square kilometers found along the both banks of the river. During this particular period of time about 

67.12 square kilometers of forest cover that are along the river banks were directly hit by the river. 215.08 square kilometers of land 

was agricultural land with bushes of bamboo. 24.09square kilometers of swampy area (towards the mouth of the river) were also 

capture by river. Between the years 1990 to 2000 was the most effective period for this particular region. The total land loss during 

this period was about 195.13 square kilometers. The annual rate was 19.51 square kilometers. A patch of 12.47 square kilometers 

forest cover between the segment (G) and (H) was captured by the river. Another patch of forest covers of 9.93 square kilometers at 

the segment (I) also eroded by the river. In this particular period total 57.64 square kilometers of forest cover has lost due to erosion. 

137.49 square kilometers of agricultural land with bushes of bamboo and other common trees also have lost. 
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Source: Topographical map, Year1955-56(NG46-7&NG46-3(U.S Army) and Landsat-7ETM+, Years 1990, 2000 and2010, (USGS) 

 

       During the 2000 to 2010 the total land loss was 60.79 square kilometers. The annual rate was 6.07 square kilometers. Among the 

total land loss about 9.29 square kilometers were forest cover and another 54.72 square kilometers were agricultural land with bushes 

of bamboo and other common tress. The present study shows that within the entire period from the year 1956 to 2010 the magnitude 

of erosive activates of the river Lower Subansiri was highest in the period between the years 1990 to 2000 considering the annual rate 
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of land loss. After the year 2000 the forest cover within this year became very much minimum. To re-examine the forest cover that has 

left after the year 2000, the forest cover boundaries of the year 2003 for the state of Assam (FSI) was superimposed. It is found that 

there are no well-defined patches of forest cover existing in governmental records. According to the FSI forest boundary there are only 

brushes of bamboo and other planted trees can be found that are associated with the agricultural land and settlement. 

 

 
 

        River erosion is always associated with deposition, where materials brought down from upstream by river are deposited in 

downstream. Deposition occurs when a river loses energy when it enters a shallow area or when it lost the pressure gradient due to flat 

terrain. The amount of silt gets deposited resulting into shallowing of river bed. Due to this action, the amount of water flowing in the 

river overflows thereby causing flooding and bank erosion. The impact of flooding and bank erosion are observed with widening of 

river, loss of agricultural land, crop failure etc. River Subansiri experience flood every year where the changing course of the river is 

influential. The flood plain of lower Subansiri river is inhabited by agricultural based rural communities. Due to deposition of silt and 

sandy deposits the cultivated land lost the quality and quantity of the agricultural crops. 

 

On the other hand because of sand casting the agricultural land usually loss its fertility. The process of regain the original fertility 

takes longer time. Thus the inhabitants are mostly seasonal as well as marginal farmers. The diversity and productivity of crops mostly 

at the downstream is found to be considerable low. As the soil is more or less sandy the ground water level goes down during winter 

season. Therefore cultivation without any provision of irrigation is unable to give the expected result. 
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IV. CONCLUSION 

        The effect of bank erosion is felt mostly on land while overbank inundation destroy standing crops, besides disrupting human 

habitat. As the flood region is extensively used for cultivation the bank erosion or bank line shift results in loss of agricultural land. 

The affect is also seen with families in the village where their farmland and homestead are destroyed and have taken shelter on the 

embankment. There are areas in other places along the right bank of the river where bank erosion has left the occupants land less and 

homeless. Similarly, overbank sand deposition in the flood of 1972, 1988, 1998 and 2004 have done extensive damage to a sizable 

area. The effect of overbank flooding is mostly felt on crops. Winter paddy is the principal crop grown in the region. The cultivating 

season of this crop coincides with the flood season. The damage of flood in the study region shows an increasing trend, especially the 

area affected. This may be due to improvement in reporting or more and more areas have been brought under cultivation. The floods 

of 1987 and 1988 have surpassed all the estimation regarding flood. During the flood people have suffered either they are not 

economically viable or ecologically conflicting. 

        The most important factor that controls the behavior of the river is its geological and topological settings. The surface material of 

the region made up of new alluvium combine with rocks and silt. It is earthquake prone and the river has tendency to meander and 

create flood problem due channel congestion.  The bed topography of the river is also not same at every cross section. Due to variation 

in slope aspect of the bed of the river the change in the river with also vary in every cross section. It can be seen the impact of these 

two physical factors mostly at cross section no 6, 10 and 12, where geology and slope aspect of the bed highly influence the water 

velocity. The present works also signifies considerable changes that had taken place in terms of agricultural land and forest cover. In 

1956 the total agricultural land was 1373.08 square kilometers, in the year 1990 it is rising up to 1713 square kilometers. In the year 

2000 agricultural land become 1664 square kilometers where as in the year 2010 the agricultural area decreased to 1392 square 

kilometers.  

        The vital behavior of river Lower Subansiri is mostly controlled by the physical settings of the river rather that anthropogenic 

cause. The analysis off all sizeable factors revels that the geology and slope aspect of the region has immense impact on the river’s 
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hydro dynamics.  The possible human induced causes are not as active as the natural. On the contrary bank erosion has notable upon 

the existing land cover.  

        Bank erosion often leads to breaches in the embankments and triggers inundation in the region. In fact the most devastating flood 

of this region is triggered by erosion and breaches. Embankments, constructed to confine the water of a river within channel, are 

commonly used measured of flood protection in Assam. In the Subansiri doab embankments were constructed during 1950s along the 

banks of the river. However, these artificial walls cannot confine the water within the channel beyond a certain limit. It is often 

breached due to erosion or overtopping. The consequent sudden inundations not only destroy standing crops but also contribute to the 

land degradation process. The river carry huge amount of sediments at the monsoon season.  

        Bank line of River Subansiri in the study area during the decades of 1990s and 2000 has led to frequent breaches in the 

embankments. During 1996 flood, when the Brahmaputra was breached at Kareng Caporiarea, the lower reach of the Subansiri 

causing as many as 24 numbers of breaches. The erosion control measures taken by the water resources department of Assam is not 

enough to protect the banks against heavy flood and erosion in most of the segments. No permanent measures have been taken against 

the erosion by the Water resource department of Assam. It is very much transparent that if the erosion of the river cannot be prevented 

huge damages to properties including cultivated land and imminent. Repairing of breaches at different parts of the embankments of 

Subansiri River near Tikirai, Temera, Nunibari, Bordeurigaon, Padi, Sonai, Borbil, Jamuguri, Mazghat, Arimora, Tetelibheti are 

remained incomplete. Regarding Lower Subansiri Hydroelectric Power ProjecttheNHPC (Indian Hydro Power Generation company) 

is committed to take up erosion control measures on both banks of the Subansiri river for a stretch of 30 km in accordance with 

recommendations of two panels set up for the Subansiri Lower Hydro Electric Project. NHPC in a release said that a survey of 30 km 

area downstream of the dam has been carried out jointly by the PSU (Public sector unit) and Assam Water Resource Department and 

stretches have been identified on both the banks of the river requiring erosion control measures. 
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Abstract- Laser sensing technique, a non-destructive method, has 
been used to determine the effect of light intensity on soil depth 
of different moisture contents.   In this study, moisture content of 
clay loam and beach sandy soils were monitored using an 

unexpanded 5 mW  Helium –Neon Laser (λ = 0.63 µ m) 
incident through an optical fibre on one side of an equilateral  
triangular glass prism which was partly buried  in the soil 
sample. The total internal reflected beam from the sample 
through the prism was collected from an output optical fibre into 
a detector and a multimeter. In calibrating the soil moisture 
content, various light intensities were measured with different 
values of moisture content in soil. A method of Specific 
Treatment for disturbed soil samples was used to evaluate 
moisture content.  In relation to depth, the experimental 
procedures were repeated by varying the moisture at different 
depths- 0, 0.5, 1.0, 1.5, 2.0, 2.5, 3.0 and 3.2 millimeters. The 
output light intensities from the samples were then measured.  
For both sand and clay loam soils , the light intensity  was found 
to be decreasing with increasing depth, however,  the light 
intensity readings for sand were of  higher values  compared with 
those of clay loam. The plots for both soil samples were almost 
linear. Finally,  the experimental results showing  the decrease in 
light intensities  with increasing depths at different moisture 
contents is due to the damping effects as light is propagated 
through the soil. Therefore,   it was observed that using Laser in 
monitoring soil moisture with depth was limited at moisture 
content greater than field capacity. 
 
Index Terms- Soil Moisture, Moisture Content, Soil Depth, 
Light Intensity, Total Internal Reflection, Laser 
 

I. INTRODUCTION 
oisture storage in the upper layers of the soil profile is an 
important component of the total water balance of the 

Earth surface and is a vital state variable in any hydrological 
model.  The soil layer that is usually considered is influenced by 
evapotranspiration.  The depth of this layer which depends on the 
type of soil is typically 1-2 m. Measurement of the amount of 
water stored in a soil profile is essential in most water 
management. The application of appropriate techniques for soil 
water management and conservation practices requires the 
quantitative assessment of the soil water status.  This is 
particularly important in agricultural water management projects 
and operational hydrological modeling, such as flood forecasting.  
For instance, in Agriculture, the variable amount of water 
contained in a unit mass or volume of soil and energy state of 

water in the soil affect the growth of plants.  Numerous other soil 
properties depend very strongly upon water content. Among 
these properties are mechanical properties such as plasticity, 
strength, compatibility, penetrability, stickiness and trafficablity. 
Soil water content also governs the air content and gas exchange 
of the soil thus affecting the respiration of roots, the activity of 
micro-organisms and the chemical state of soil [1 ]. 
        In many cases, particularly at the watershed scale of 
monitoring or modeling, soil moisture may be inferred from 
some hydrological variables such as rainfall, runoff and 
evaporation caused by temperature effect.  Engmann (1990) 
defines soil moisture in hydrology as a system state that must be 
initiated and then, time wise, recomputed by increasing it when 
precipitation is added or decreased by drainage and 
evapotranspiration. In developing soil moisture models, specific 
bandwidth of the electromagnetic spectrum may be used.  The 
wavelength regions which are important are the reflected visible 
and infrared, the thermal infrared, active microwave and passive 
microwave [2].  Salomonson (1983) noted that predicting 
hydrological state variables such as rainfall, evapotranspiration 
and soil moisture storage for hydrological modeling is an 
important means of making full use of remotely sensed data [3] . 
However, few researchers have applied remotely sensed soil 
moisture data within the framework of a hydrological model. 
Engman (1990) again integrated soil moisture time series into a 
new form of hydrological modelling.  His research examined the 
recession response of a small basin through conceptual modelling 
of the subsurface flow component using the Sloan and Moore 
(1983) Sloping slab model.  In addition, soil moisture 
plays an important role in the interaction between the land 
surface and the atmosphere [2], [4]. Dubois et al. (1995) explain 
that soil moisture represents a storage of water that acts as a 
regulator to one of the more fundamental hydrological processes, 
infiltration and runoff production from rainfall.  Soil moisture is 
highly variable both spatially and temporally [5]. In order to 
estimate soil moisture, extrapolation of point measurements is 
necessary. However, recent advances in the measurement of soil 
moisture from space are yielding results that are promising for 
measuring soil moisture over large areas from satellite platforms 
[6].  Therefore, there is a need to determine the effect light 
intensity on soil depth of different moisture content using laser 
sensor. 
 

II. THEORETICAL BACKGROUND  
2.1 Fundamental Equations of Soil Moisture Content and 
Soil Depth 

M 
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        The “per mass” or “per volume” fraction of water in the soil 
can be characterized in terms of soil wetness or soil moisture 
content. 
 
The mass wetness, w, is given by 

                              w = M MW S                                      
(1) 
where  
 Mw is the mass of water 
 Ms is the mass of dry soil. 
 Also, the volume wetness, θ, is the ratio of water 
volume Vw to the total (bulk) soil volume Vt. 
  

Thus                          tw VV = θ
                                          

(2) 
where 
 the total soil volume Vt = VS + Vw + Va  
Vs is the volume of solids 
Va is the volume of air 
Vw is the volume of water 
 The  equations (1) and (2)  can be related to each 
other by the bulk density ρb and the density of water ρw  as 
  

                                    
( )θ ρ ρ= w b w                            

(3) 
 The water content of a soil profile can also be expressed 
in terms of depth.  This is obtained by multiplying the volume 
wetness by the depth of the soil profile. 
  

Therefore,                               θ θz z= .                                               
(4) 
where 
θz  is the equivalent depth of water and 
z is the depth of soil [1]. 
 
2.2   The Empirical Formula  
        An empirical relation can be deduced between light 
intensity and moisture content since the behaviour of moisture in 
soil seems exponential. It is observed that the light intensity 
increases as moisture content increases for the following soil 
samples at undisturbed states: Clay loam and Beach sand. 
 Thus the expression is given by               I = a exp(bθ g)                             
(5 ) 

The expression finally becomes             θ gbaI += lnln
                        

(6 ) 

        where I is the light intensity across the soil sample, θ g  is 
the moisture content by mass and a and b are constants.   This is 
the regression equation for the soil samples and it differs from 
the type of soil sample, since the constants differ. The correlation 
between light intensity and moisture content for the soil sample 

resulted in a highly significant (r2 =0.99). 

III. EXPERIMENTAL SET UP AND PROCEDURE 
        About 360g of each of the samples were weighed and 
recorded. Five grams  of  water  was  added  to  each  of  the  
samples  and  mixed  uniformly  in  a  glass container  and  the  
total  mass  was  measured  and  recorded. Fifty grams of  each  
of  the  disturbed  samples  were  put  into  separate  crucibles. 
The moisture content of each sample was determined by 
gravimetric method : The samples were initially  weighed , after  
which  they  were  oven-dried  at  105 degree Celsius  for  24  
hours  and  reweighed  to  determine  the  change  in  mass.  
Hence the moisture content of each   sample was determined by 
finding the change in mass before and after oven-dried. It was 
then expressed as percentage   moisture content by mass. The 
remaining moist soil samples were packed into separate beakers 
and the optical method was performed to determine the light 
intensities across each sample. This method was known as 
Specific Treatment.  The  beam  from  the  He-Ne laser  source  
was  then coupled  into  fiber 1.The  emerging  beam  from fiber 
1 was  incident at a critical angle  of 62o after total internal 
reflection had occurred at  one of the reflecting  surfaces of the 
glass prism  placed  2 mm inside the moist packed samples. 
        This beam after being totally internally reflected by the 
prism surface was carried further by fiber 2 to the detector and 
the light intensities across each sample were determined using 
multimeter. The water content of each sample was increased for 
five ( 5 ) additional times in steps of five (5) grams. While the 
same mass of each sample was taken and oven-dried to 
determine the change in mass, their corresponding light 
intensities by the laser source were measured respectively by 
repeating the above optical procedure. The percentage moisture 
content by mass was then calculated for each soil sample. 
        In relation to depth, the experimental procedures were 
repeated by varying the moisture at different depths- 0, 0.5, 1.0, 
1.5, 2.0, 2.5, 3.0 and 3.2 millimeters. The output light intensities 
from the samples were then measured. In order to dry and 
evaporate water from the soil, a 60 Watts incandescent light and 
a fan were placed above the soil sample container and made to 
operate simultaneously. 
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Figure (1): Experimental System Set-up 

 

IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS 
A.  The Relationships between Light Intensity and Moisture Content For Disturbed    Clay loam  
 

 
Fig 2: Graph of natural log of Light Intensity with   Moisture Content   for Disturbed Clay Loam 

 
B. The Relationships between Light Intensity and Moisture Content for Disturbed Sand  
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Fig 3 :  Graph of natural log of Light Intensity with   Moisture Content   for Disturbed Sand 
 

 
        It was found from the plots of both samples that the light 
intensity was increasing with increasing moisture content. Also, 
the light intensity readings for clay loam soil were greater than 
that of beach sand. The values of moisture content and light 
intensity for disturbed clay loam were found to be greater than 
that of disturbed beach sand.  The plots were found to be linear 
and the relationship between the light intensity (arb.units) and 
moisture content was a positive exponential function which 
follows a relationship of I=aexp(bθg), where a and b are 
constants perculiar to a particular soil and “a” was evaluated to 
be intensity value at which minimum moisture occurs. 
 

C. The Relationships between Light Intensity and Soil Depth 
for Disturbed Soils of different Moisture Contents 
(i)   Dry Soil (0g Moisture Content) 
        The plot of values of light intensities and their 
corresponding depths for sand and clay loam soils with 0 gram ( 
dry soil)  of moisture content each are shown in figure  4.   For 
both sand and clay loam soils , the light intensity  was found to 
be decreasing with increasing depth, but the light intensity 
readings for sand were of  higher values  compared with those of 
clay loam both at disturbed state. The plots for both soil samples 
were almost linear. 
 

 
 

Fig. 4: A graph of light Intensity versus Depth for disturbed Clay loam and Beach Sand with 0g of moisture content 
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(ii)   5g  of  Moisture Content 
        The plot of values of light intensities and their 
corresponding depths for sand and clay loam soils with 5 grams 
of moisture content each are shown in figure 5. For sand and clay 

loam soils, the light intensity readings were found to be 
decreasing with increasing depth.  The plots were also found to 
be almost linear. 
 

 

 
 

Fig. 5 : A graph of light Intensity versus Depth for disturbed Clay loam and Beach Sand with 5g of moisture content 
 
 
(iii)  10g of Moisture Content 
         The plot of values of light intensities and their 
corresponding depths for sand and clay loam soils with 10 grams 
of moisture content each are shown in figure 6.  For sand and 
clay loam soils, the light intensity values were also found to be 

decreasing with increasing depth. The light intensity readings for 
these soil samples were also varied within a chosen depth range. 
The plot of the sand was not linear but that of clay loam was 
found to be almost linear.  
 

 

 
 

Fig. 6 : A graph of light Intensity versus Depth for disturbed Clay loam and Beach Sand with 10g of moisture content 
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D. Effects of Light Intensity on Soil Depth for the Disturbed 
Soil Samples   of different Moisture Contents 
         For the dry soil (0g) samples, it was found that the higher 
values of light intensity on depth were due to the nature of the 
soil sample. The sandy soil with more coarse sand than the clay 
loam has higher values of light intensity readings than the clay 
loam soil with less coarse sand, hence greater values of moisture 
content were obtained. In the case of five grams (5 g)  of 
moisture content in the soil samples, it was found that sand has 
higher values of light intensity readings as compared with that of 
clay loam, although both soil samples have their light intensity 
readings decreasing with increasing depth. This could be 
explained to the fact that the soil samples have different 
compositions and   pores that allow slippage of water through 
them. Also, this might contribute to the behaviour of   the plots 
of the soil samples. Again, in the case of ten grams (10g) of 
moisture content in the soil samples, it was found that the light 
intensity readings of sand were higher than that of clay loam soil, 
although their light intensity readings decreased with increasing 
depths. This might be due to the similar reasons discussed above. 
It was also observed that the increase in moisture content causes 
a change in the light intensity readings of the soil samples. 
Finally, the decrease in light intensity readings with increasing 
depth in all cases could be due to the damping effects as the light 
is propagated through the soil. Various factors such as soil 
organic matter and soil texture might have contributed to this 
damping effect. 
 

V. CONCLUSION 
        The effects of light intensity on soil depth were analyzed 
using the laser beam. The laser sensing instrument that uses 
prism as a sensor relies on the variation of moisture from the soil 
on the prism surface.  This is monitored using the intensity of 
light from laser source onto the water-glass interface based on 
the total internal reflection. The light intensity is independent of 
the soil type.  The Specific treatment method of measurements 
was used for the soil samples to evaluate the moisture content. In 
relation to the penetration depth, the experimental results showed 
that the light intensity decreases with increasing depth at 
different moisture contents due to the damping effects as the light 

is propagated through the soil.   Therefore,   it was observed that 
Laser sensing technique was limited at moisture content greater 
than field capacity. 
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Abstract- Security Management and Safeguard of properties 
have become a necessity in any establishment and requires a 
measure to deny access to unauthorized personnel from accessing 
a facility. Some of these measures come at a cost as security is 
inevitable.  The objective of this project was to design and 
implement an affordable, effective and reliable wireless intruder 
detection system and to minimize false triggering and enhance 
detection using Dual Infrared Technology. The idea was to 
employ distance infrared proximity sensor (SHARP 0A41SK) 
which generated an interrupted signal when any obstacle is in 
front of IR sensor. The interrupted signal was fed to an IC (NE 
555) timer arrangement to produce a flip-flop audible sound to 
alert people of intruder presence. The designed and constructed 
dual infrared intruder detection system subjected to testing 
produced an accurate security zone that spreads out uniformly to 
enhance protection for properties, homes and offices. The system 
could be adapted to monitor other alarm conditions such as fire, 
heat smoke, flood, etc. The design could be recommended for 
use of GSM applications as the alarm system that could be 
programmed to call Police distress line directly and relay a pre-
programmed message with the address of the intrusion scene for 
better response rescue by the police. 
 
Index Terms- Dual, Infra-red, Intruder Detection, Receiver, 
Security 
 

I. INTRODUCTION 
anagement of assets and safeguard of properties and 
human lives have become a fundamental requirement in 

any establishment such as institutions, hospitals, industries and 
homes as well. Security management is the identification of 
assets (including information assets), followed by the 
development, documentation, and implementation of policies and 
procedures for protecting these assets. There are two types of 
security management namely software security and physical 
security management.  Software security is an idea implemented 
to protect software against malicious attack and other hacker 
risks so that the software continues to function correctly under 
such potential risks. Security is necessary to provide integrity, 
authentication and availability. 
        Physical Security describes security measures that are 
designed to deny access to unauthorized personnel (including 
attackers or even accidental intruders) from physically accessing 
a building, facility, resource, or stored information; and guidance 
on how to design structures to resist potentially hostile acts. 
Physical security can be as simple as a locked door or as 

elaborate as multiple layers of barriers, armed security guards 
and guardhouse placement. Physical security is primarily 
concerned with restricting physical access by unauthorized 
people (commonly interpreted as intruders) to controlled 
facilities, although there are other considerations and situations 
in which physical security measures are valuable (for example, 
limiting access within a facility and/or to specific assets, and 
environmental controls to reduce physical incidents such as fires 
and floods). Security inevitably incurs costs and, in reality, it can 
never be perfect or complete - in other words, security can reduce 
but cannot entirely eliminate risks. Physical access controls for 
protected facilities are generally intended to deter potential 
intruders (e.g. warning signs and perimeter markings); 
distinguish authorized from unauthorized people (e.g. using 
keycards/access badges); delay, frustrate and ideally prevent 
intrusion attempts (e.g. strong walls, door locks and safes); detect 
intrusions and monitor/record intruders (e.g. intruder alarms and 
CCTV systems); and trigger appropriate incident responses (e.g. 
by security guards and police).  Burglar alarms have been around 
for thousands of years. The most basic alarm used by ancient 
humans was the dog. It would protect property and guard against 
people who were attempting to take valuables. Over time, 
humans used other tricks like chimes to warn them against 
burglars. The use of burglar bars on doors, burglary proof on 
windows and fencing of a house are now not a requisite to 
protect us from burglary. Modern burglar alarms, however, are 
far more elaborate and use advanced forms of technology [1].  
        Hardwired systems have circuitries that are interconnected 
via wires. For installation of these types of systems professional 
help is needed. They are considered to be the most reliable one, 
as each and every sensor is physically connected to the control 
unit. This will reduce the chances of errors in the working of the 
system. 
        During the 1980s, improvements to motion sensors merged 
with other technologies. Motion sensors began to use infrared 
technology to avoid false positives and also superior electrical 
components to establish full home protection systems. The 
Infrared Radiation represents a major field in the electromagnetic 
spectrum and is the energy in the region of the electromagnetic 
radiation spectrum at wavelengths longer than those of visible 
light, but shorter than those of radio waves. Electromagnetic 
radiation is energy that is propagated through free space or 
through a material medium in the form of electromagnetic waves, 
such as radio waves, visible light, and gamma rays [2]. The term 
also refers to the emission and transmission of such radiant 
energy. With increasing growth rate of population in the society, 
daily crime rate in the homes and offices have also increased 
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immensely. Home and office security in this modern 
technological world is an electronic detection device system. 
In today's modernized alarm systems, the detection system 
employs a single unit sensor or dual technology which comprises 
two type of sensing unit. These can stop the unlawful entry and 
intruder activity before it takes place, and gives an alert of an 
intruder attack [3]. Therefore, there is the need to design and 
implement an affordable and effective Infrared Receiver Circuit 
for intrusion using Dual Sensors. 
 

II. PROBLEM STATEMENTS 
        Rapid growth in the world population with in commensurate 
employment opportunities and pressures of a more complex 

society, the incidences of human intrusion and burglaries and 
crime in private and public places are on the increase. 
Heightened security concerns at homes, banks, shopping malls, 
schools, offices, etc. have led to continued search for different 
and improved security gadgets which are expensive. These 
security gadgets have their sensors for intruder detection at 
separate locations which makes it expensive [4]. Also both 
sensors must detect an intruder before an alarm will trigger. This 
implies that when a sensor unit is faulty the system cannot detect 
any intrusion. There is there for the need to design and construct 
an affordable and effective Infrared Receiver Circuit for intrusion 
using Dual Sensors. 
 

III. METHODOLOGY 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

Figure 1.  Block diagram of Dual Infrared Receiver Circuit 
 

        The block diagram above represented the major components 
used and the sequential flow of signal from detection of intruder 
to the sounding of an alarm. This system was designed to alert 
the user when an intruder entered the home or office. If there was 
any obstacle in front of IR sensor, it generated an interrupt 
signal. This interrupted signal was amplified to switch a relay for 
the buzzer to sound an alarm.  IR transmitter emitted infrared 
radiation which have to be detected by IR receiver.[15] When an 
intruder or obstacle broke the line of sight, the transmitted IR 
rays were reflected back to the IR receiver. The breaking of the 
line of sight (interrupted signal) would   trigger a loud audible 
sound to alert people of intruder presence [5]. 
        The method used for the design and implementation of the 
dual infrared detection system was categorized under the 
following stages: Component Assembling, Soldering Station 
Preparation and Packaging. 
  

IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS 
        During the design and implementation stages, tests were 
carried out and the following observations were made:  
        The full wave rectifier produced an output of 24Vdc which 
served the input of the 7812 voltage regulator which generated an 

output of 12Vdc.The half wave rectification produced a 12Vdc 
output which was fed to a 7805 voltage regulator and produced 
an output of 5Vdc. 
        The Infrared Emitter produced radiated rays which upon 
intruder detection produced an output signal by Infrared 
Receiver. The output signal of the receiver was very weak to 
drive the buzzer and needed to be amplified. The signal was 
amplified by a transistor to operate the output device which is the 
buzzer. 
        The designed and implemented dual infrared receiver 
system worked by sending out a beam of light, of which when 
the beam of rays broken by human across the path of the infrared 
sensor activated the alarm and the buzzer was sounded. The 
system was tested at an entrance point of an area and an alarm 
was triggered when an intruder passes within its range of 
coverage to notify or alert the people within its inhabitant or 
security personnel. The alarm produced or generated by the 
output device (buzzer) was audibly enough to alert property 
owners of intruder presence for unauthorized or unlawful entry 
into premises (office or home). The designed and implemented 
Dual Infrared Intruder Detection system subjected to testing 
ensures an accurate security zone suitable for enhancing 
protection for properties, homes, offices and safeguarding 
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humans and offers the advantage of low cost and low power 
consumption in its operation. 
Intensity of Radiation 
        It was realized that the energy from the point source of 
radiation which is defined as coverage zone for protection can be 
calculated using the formula  

   
……………………………………………………………..    (1) 
  
        Where  Incidence E is  the flux per unit area at the detector, 
has units of W/m2 
        Emittance M is the flux per unit area of the source, has units 
of W/m2          
        Surface Area A is the area from the point source, has units 
of m² 
Distance R is the distance between the target and Receiver, has 
units of m 
From Stefan-Boltzmann law [6] , M =  T4 
.................................................... (2) 

where 
ɛ is the  Emissivity of surface 
σ is the Stefan-Boltzmann constant 
T is the Temperature measured in Kelvin 
 
From equations (1) and (2) , the intensity of radiation was 
calculated using the following measured parameters: 
Area (A) = 0.04m² 
Emissivity of surface (ɛ) = 0.94 
Temperature (T) = 309K 
Stefan-Boltzmann constant (σ) = 5.67*10exp -8 w/m²K^-4 
 
Emittance,  M =  T4 

= 485.89 w/m²  

From the formula    , the values of intensity calculated 
against their respective distances were tabulated below [ 7] 

 

 
Table 1:  The relationship of Intensity against Distance 

 
Parameter Unit 1 2 3 4 5 
Area (A) m² 0.04 0.04 0.04 0.04 0.04 
Emittance (M) w/m² 485.89 485.89 485.89 485.89 485.89 
Distance(R) m 0.05 0.1 0.15 0.2 0.25 
Intensity (E) w/m² 618.65 154.66 68.74 38.66 24.75 

 

 
 

Figure 1:  A graph of Intensity against Distance 
 
        The analysis made on the design of Dual Infrared Intruder 
Detection System revealed that the strength of the output signal 
to trigger the alarming circuit depended on the measure of the 
distance of the intruder detected by the proximity sensors. If the 
object is close, the reflected rays will be stronger than if the 
object is further away. The value of intensity radiated depends on 

the value of the distance measured between the target and the 
detector. Therefore,  the closer the object the high the Intensity. 
This principle can be used for several automated systems such as 
robotics, industrial safety device to detect gas leakages, 
automated patient monitoring at hospitals, a measure of fail-safe 
functions for equipments in a factory and for traffic signaling. 
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V. CONCLUSION 
        Conclusively, a dual infrared intruder detection system has 
been designed and implemented. The use of Dual Infrared as 
monostatic unit radiated beam of lights that spreads across a 
wider area defined as zone of protection. This phenomenon of 
dual infrared made it suitable for accurate security protection 
against human intrusion for homes, offices, banks and properties. 
The designed project was   affordable, effective and reliable 
wireless intruder detection system. The system is a measure for 
safe guarding valuable properties and humans against intruder 
attacks and minimizes false triggering or false detection. The 
audible sound generated by this research gives the alertness to 
owners or occupants of properties and neighbours around of 
intruder attack and can call police for assistance. 
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Abstract- This work focuses on the mathematical model for the 
dynamic behavior of two competing plant species. We 
introduced a control mechanism and a growth enhancer to reduce 
the population of the weed and enhance the growth of the 
foodcrop respectively. We obtained steady state solutions which 
were characterized using the Linearization method. The results 
obtained were analyzed. 
 
Index Terms- Mathematical model, competition, control 
mechanism, growth enhancer 
 

I. INTRODUCTION 
his article guides a stepwise walkthrough by Experts for 
writing a successful journal or a research paper starting from 

inception of ideas till their publications. Research papers are 
highly recognized in scholar fraternity and form a core part of 
PhD curriculum. Research scholars publish their research work 
in leading journals to complete their grades. In addition, the 
published research work also provides a big weight-age to get 
admissions in reputed varsity. Now, here we enlist the proven 
steps to publish the research paper in a journal.  
Over the years, it has been difficult to predict the consequences 
of population growth of agricultural plants and this posed a 
problem to ecologist. Mathematical modeling has been a tool 
used by ecologist and has  provided a reasonable approach to 
ecologist in the study of the interaction of species. 
Modeling the population of species was first built by Malthus 
Thomas, Verhulst, Lotka and Volterra. In 1798, Malthus 
proposed the exponential growth model which stated that the 
population of species will grow unboundedly but this notion is 
unrealistic because the growth of one plant will affect the growth 
of the other. Due to the unrealistic notion of Malthus model, 
there was a need for modification and so in the year 1838, 
Verhulst derived the logistic model by  introducing the notion of 
a carrying capacity and the interaction of plant and itself. 
In the twentieth century, Lotka and volterra derived the Lotka-
Volterra model for species competition. The model included the 
competition between two or more species called inter-specific 
competition. This model is of great interest to ecologist because 
of its biologically meaningful parameters. 
It is known that in weed-crop competition, It is important to 
focused on reducing the effect of weed on food crop and to 
develop weed management control system. (kproff, 1993). 
Andrew et al, (2007) worked on the influence of canopy 
partitioning on the outcome of competition between plant 
species. 

        Yubin et al,(2011) worked on how to stabilize a 
mathematical model of the interactions of n-species population. 
Error estimation was also obtained  Mark et al (2014) considered 
the mathematical model for biological invasion 
        Freekelston et al (2000) studied the determinants of the 
abundance of invasive annual weed. The dynamic of an annual 
pasture community were described from a five-year experimental 
and monitory study. Christian (1998) studied the analysis of plant 
competition experiments with variable plant density based on 
three published data sets. Hypotheses on the shape of the 
response surface curves, the number of necessary parameters and 
the effects of competition on plant growth were also tested using 
the maximum likelihood ration test. Mead (1967) considered the 
estimation of interplant competition. He was able to produce a 
new method of estimating the correlation coefficient. 
        Neville et al, (2007) considered the complex interaction 
between two plant species in a harsh environment. They 
considered how climate change  
 

II. MATHEMATICAL FORMULATION OF MODEL   
        We therefore consider two species Lotka Volterra 
Competition model with species having logistic growth in the 
Lotka Volterra system which makes it more realistic. The 
interaction of the two plant species competing for same limited 
resources leads to both plant species experiencing intra-specific 
and inter-specific competition and this is described by the 
following ordinary differential equations;   
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affects the growth of plants. The results were characterized, 
analyzed and plotted . 
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        Where S(t) is density of foodcrop at time (t) which is the 
desired plant p(t) is density of weed (undesirable plant) at time 
(t). 
        r, and r2 are intrinsic growth rate.K1 and k2 are the carrying 
capacity of the foodcrop and weed respectively bsp measures the 
competitive effect of P on S. bps measures the competitive effect 
of S on P. 

Note that: 
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 obey the logistic equation where each 
species inhibits its own growth through intra-specific 

competition and inter specific between the two plant species.  

represent the  control mechanism    and   growth enhancer inter-
specific competition between the two plant species.Dues to the 
competition between the plant species for limited same resources 
which will lead to the extinction of one the plant species, a 
control mechanism (herbicide) is applied to the weed by 

introducing the parameter  of the weed. Since the herbicides 
could affect the nutrients  we thus propose to introduce a growth 
enhancer (fertilizer) which is appplied to the foodcrop and the 

growth enhancer parameter  will enhance the growth of the 
foodcrop and thus increase the population of the foodcrop.  
 

(1) Steady State Solution 
A Steady state solution exist if 

0),(1 == PSF
dt
dS

                  (3) 

0),(2 == PSF
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                  (4) 
 
We introduce non-dimensional quantities by writing. 
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Using the non-dimensional quantities   

             tr1=τ  
We obtain, 
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        We now proceed to obtain the steady state solutions of the 
ordinary differential equations. 
 
Let U*1 and U*2 be arbitrary steady-state solutions such that 
( ) ( ) 0,, 2221 11

== ∗∗∗∗ UUfUUf
                      (7) 

( ) ( ) 01, 221 111
=+−−= ∗∗∗∗∗ γUaUUUUf sp     (8) 

( ) ( ) 01, 12222 1
=−−−= ∗∗∗∗∗ δρ UaUUUUf ps  Using the 

above, we obtain the following steady state solutions: 
 
Case 1: The trivial case when U*1 = 0 and U*2 = 0. 

 (0, 0) is trivial S.S.S 
Case 2: 
Assume U*1 ≠  0 and U*2  = 0  

 (1 + γ , 0) is S.S.S 
Case 3: 

If  U*1 = 0 and  U*2 0  
(0,1) is a S.S.S 
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(2) Characterization of Steady – state Solution 
        We Linearise the interaction functions of equations (1) and 
(2)) by obtaining the Jacobian Matrix in order to investigate the 
stabilities of the steady state solution. The characteristics 
equation is given by 

det   (J - λ   I ) = 0 where, 
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For the trivial S.S.S (0.0) 
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Using the upper triangle matrix, we obtain the eigenvalues  
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Using the eigenvalue formula for 2x 2 system 
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Using factorization method, we obtain  
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The steady state is stable if and only if λ 1 < 0 and λ 2 < 0 but 
this is only possible if  
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The Jacobian matrix is 
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 Similarly, using the eigenvalue system formula we obtain 
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The steady state is stable if and only if 
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and pssp aa ,
 1. 

Note that, the stability of the steady state depends on the size of 

pssp aa ,,,, δγρ
. 

 

III. RESULTS 
        From above, we obtained four stable solutions which are 

dependent on the size pssp aa ,,,, δγρ
.By setting:     

          1. 
1,<1,> pssp aa

 ργρδ > ,>  the foodcrop 
becomes dominant while the weed goes into extinction. 

        2. 
1,>1,< pssp aa

the foodcrop goes into extinction 
while the weed becomes dominant.  

3. 
1,<1,< pssp aa

the two plants coexist. 

 4. 
1,>1,> pssp aa

one of the plants will go into extinction 
while the other remains dominant.  
To prevent the weed from out- compete the foodcrop in (3) and 

(4), we set ργρδ > ,> .That is the control mechanism will 
reduce the population of the weed and the growth enhancer 
improves the growth rate of the foodcop. 
 
 

IV. CONCLUSION 
-           Indeed Mathematical model has provided a good and 

reasonable approach to ecologist in the study of the 
interaction of plant species. Having considered the Lotka 
Volterra competition model with the introduction a growth 
enhancer and a control mechanism, we obtained five steady 
state solutions which were characterized using the 
Linearization method. We can say that the size of the 

parameters pssp aa ,,,, δγρ
will determine the stability of 

the steady state solutions. Our interest is to ensure that the 
weed does not out-compete the foodcrop so we set  

ργρδ > ,> . 
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Abstract- Urinary Tract Infections (UTIs) during pregnancy are 
among the most common health problems worldwide afflicting 
many women in their reproductive years especially in developing 
countries. Due to several anatomical and hormonal changes 
pregnant women are more susceptible to develop UTIs. 
        Objective of the study: To assess socio-demographic 
characteristics among pregnant women related to UTI, and 
identify the medical history, urine  analysis and culture among 
pregnant women to developed UTI, and to find out the important 
associations between socio-demographic characteristics, obstetric 
history and practices of personal hygiene with UTI among 
pregnant women.   
        The study methodology: A cross-sectional study that was 
carried out on 170 pregnant women whom infected by the 
disease and referring to antenatal clinic at five primary health 
care centers in al-sadder City and the outpatient visitors to (Ibn 
AL-Baldi maternity and children's hospitals), started from 1st 

December  2015 to the 1st March  2016.Data were collected 
through a questionnaire, repeated urine analyses and recording of 
outcome of pregnancy. 
        Results: The study revealed that maternal age, education 
status, and occupation  had been significantly associated with 
developing the UTI. More than Half of pregnant women  (61.1%) 
were multiparous, (54.8%) were at 3rd trimester of gestational 
age, and this had significance differences with development of 
the disease. Personal hygienic practice of pregnant women with 
UTI showed that there is a high significant difference with 
development of the disease. About one third of pregnant women 
(37.1%) had previous UTI which considered with previous 
catheterization and diabetes mellitus as a risk factors and  had a 
significance differences with development of the disease. As 
conclusion all pregnant women should be screened for UTI with 
a urine culture, treated with antibiotics if the culture is positive 
and then retested for cure. The goal of early diagnosis and 
treatment during pregnancy is to prevent complications with all 
the added benefits to the mother and the Fetus. 
        Conclusions: The study revealed that maternal age, 
education status, and occupation had been significantly 
associated with developing the UTI. More than Half of pregnant 
women were multiparous and at third trimester, and this had a 
significant association with development of UTI. More than half 
of pregnant women using materials other than cotton for 
underwear and they changing it once /day. Majority of them were 
washing and drying perineum after urination and defecation with 
no specific direction, and they had changing diaper once /daily 
during menstruation and this  revealed a  high significance 

differences with development of UTI. About one third of 
pregnant women had previous UTI which considered with 
previous catheterization and diabetes mellitus as a risk factors 
and  had a significance differences with development of UTI 
among them. 
        Recommendations: All pregnant women should be 
screened for UTI with a urine culture, treated with antibiotics if 
the culture is positive and then retested for cure. The goal of 
early diagnosis and treatment of UTI during pregnancy is to 
prevent complications with all the added benefits to the mother 
and the Fetus. 
 
Index Terms- UTI, pregnant women, personal hygiene. 
 

I. INTRODUCTION 
rinary tract infection(UTI) represents a serious health 
problem in pregnant women. It is one of the most common 

infections where one or more part of urinary system become 
infected usually after bacteria overcome the natural defense 
mechanism of urinary tract [1].  
      Although UTI could affect both sexes, but  women are more 
frequently affected than men due to short urethra, loss of 
prostatic secretion, ease of urinary tract contamination by fecal 
flora and various other reasons. In women however, the 
incidence of UTI is more frequent in pregnant women as 
compared to non pregnant ones due to the pregnancy associated 
physiological changes, extended abdomen and difficulty of 
personal hygiene.[2] 
       UTIs in pregnancy globally ranges from 13%-33% with 
asymptomatic bacteriuria occurring in 2–10% during pregnancies 
while symptomatic has been found to account for 1-18% during 
pregnancies.[3] 
    Most acute lower urinary tract infections (also termed acute 
bacterial cystitis) are uncomplicated that is, they are not 
associated with signs or symptoms of upper urinary tract 
infection (fever, chills, or flank pain) or other characteristics 
suggesting a high risk of upper urinary tract or complicated 
infection (e.g., diabetes, pregnancy, immunosuppression ).[4] 
     UTIs during pregnancy ranged between 22-35%.(2-4) 
Pregnant women are at increased risk for UTIs, beginning in 
week 6 and peaking during weeks 22 to 24.(1) Several 
physiological, anatomical and personal factors contribute to this 
problem during pregnancy, urethral dilatation, increased bladder 
volume and decreased bladder tone with increased urinary stasis. 

U 
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Also physiologic increase in plasma volume decreases urine 
concentration with up to 70% of pregnant women develop 
glycosuria which encourages bacterial growth.[5] 
     The organisms that cause UTI during pregnancy are the same 
as those found in non pregnant women. Escherichia coli accounts 
for 80-90% of infections. Other Gram negative rods such as 
Proteus mirabilis and Klebsiellapneumoniae are also common. 
Gram-positive organisms such as group-B streptococci and 
Staphylococcus saprophyticus  are less common causes of UTI, 
in addition to Gardenellavaginalis, Ureaplasmaurealyticum and 
Mycoplasma hominis. [6] 
 
Objectives of the study: 
         1-To assess socio-demographic characteristics among 
pregnant women related to UTI. 
         2-To identify the medical history, urine  analysis and 
culture among pregnant women to developed UTI. 
         3-To find out the important associations between socio-
demographic characteristics, obstetric history and practices of 
personal hygiene with UTI among pregnant women. 
 

II. RESEARCH METHODOLOGY 
         Study design: Across-sectional study  included all pregnant 
women with UTI who were seeking antenatal services from the 
1st December 2015 to the 1st March 2016. 
         Sample and place of study: the researchers selected 170 
pregnant women from five primary health care centers in al-
sadder City and the outpatient visitors to (Ibn AL-Baldi 
maternity and children's hospitals) who consented to participate. 

         The Study Instrument: Instruments were constructed  by 
the researchers for purposes of the study depend on: 1- Review 
of available literature.  
2- Review of patients assessment  recorded card. 
3-Experiences of researchers. 
Its also included two parts: 
 
PartI: 
Socio-Demographic Information Sheet 
It consisted of four  items which included: 
maternal age, level of  education, 
 and occupation. 
 
Part II: 
         To collectsInformation about the disease  and its risk 
factors.The data collection phase took four months Data was 
collected by using two methods, which included: 
         1-Self report technique  used  by patients for socio-
demographic Data items. 
         2- Interview between patients and researchers  
 
Statistical methods: The researcher used the appropriate 
statistical methods in the data analysis which include the 
following:  
a. Frequencies (F)  
b. Percentage (%)  
c. T-test at P value ≤0.05  Probability values of < 0.05 were 
consideredas statistically significant 
 

 
 
 

Table 1:   Socio-demographic characteristics of pregnant women with UTI 
 

 P. 
value  

     Total No.                              %   

 
 
 
0.04 

 
 
 
170           100% 

 
 

1- Maternal age 
 

42                            24.7% 
 

15-24 

94                            55.3% 
 

25-34 

34                             20%    35-44  

 
 
 
0.01  

 
 
 
170           100% 
 

 2- Education status 
 

7                                 4.2% Illiterate 
6 1                       35.8%       Primary school 

58                             34.2% Secondary  school 

 44                            25.8%   Higher education   

0.004 170          100%  3- Occupation 
 

74                             43.5% Employed 
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96                             56.5%               Unemployed 
 

  
Table 1 showed the demographic characteristics of 170 pregnant women in which 55.3% of them at 25-34 years age,35.8% were 
primary school graduates ,56.5% were unemployed. 
 
 

Table 2:Past and present Obstetric history  of pregnant women with UTI 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
      Table 2 represent the past and present obstetric history of the study sample showing that( 61.1%) were multiparous, (54.8%) were 
at 3P

rd
P trimester of gestational age, (23.5%) of them had previous history of abortion, (21.1%) had history of intrauterine death, and 

(32.5%) of them had previous history of contraceptive . 
 
 
 

P. value Total No                 % 
 

Items 

0.000 170       100 65               38.3    Cotton 1-Type of  underwear clothes 

105                61.7 Others 

0.02 170        100 
 
 

86                  50.5 Once 2-Frequency of changing 
underwear      50                  29.4 Twice 

34                     20 More than 
twice 

0.001 170      100 136                  80 Yes   3-Washing and drying 
perineum after urination and 
defecation 34                     20 No  

0.03 170        100 12                     7   Backward  4-Direction of drying perineum 
after urination and defecation  
 
 

22                     13 Forward  
136                   86  No specific 

direction  
0.05 170        100 62                      37 Less than three 5-No. of sexual intercourse per 

week   108                          63  Three or more 
0.000 170       100 128                75.5 Once daily 6-Frequency of diaper   

changing during menstruation     
42                  24.5 Twice daily 

 

 P. 
value 

Total No.                           % Item of obstetric history  

0.9  
 170                  
100 
 
 
 

 1- Parity 
 

66                          38.9%    Nulliparous 

104                          61.1%     Multiparous 

0.03 170                  100  2 –Gestation 

25                            14.7% Ist trimester 
52                             30.5%     2P

nd
P trimester  

93                             54.8%     3P

rd
P trimester 

0.00 170                   100 40                             23.5% 3 -History of abortion 
0.003  170                  100 36                             21.1% 4-History of intrauterine death 
0.06 170                   100  55                             32.5% 5-  Previous contraceptive     
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       The results of table (3) represent that 61.7% of study sample using materials other than cotton for underwear clothes, 50.5% were 
changing underwear once/ day, 80% were washing and drying perineum after urination and defecation, 86% of them had no specific 
direction during drying perineum after urination and defecation, 63% were had less than three sexual intercourse per week, and 75 .5% 
of them changing diaper once daily during menstruation. 
 

Table 4: Medical history of pregnant women with UTI 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
        The results of table 4 showed that( 37.1%) of infected pregnant women hah a previous UTI, (14.1%) of them had history of 
chronic disease,(13.5%) had history of previous catheterization. 
 

Table (5):Distribution of  urinalysis items  among the infected pregnant women 
 

         %        No. Items  
73% 124 Bacteria 1- 
31.7% 54 Pus 2- 
21.1% 36 Crystal 3- 
7% 12 Protein 4- 
13.5% 23 Red blood cells 5- 

 
This results revealed that bacteria forming 73% of urine analysis items of infected women .31.7% was pus cells ,21.1% was crystal 
7% was protein and red cells was 13.5% . 
 

Table (6) Results of urine culture among the studied women 
 

Positive Culture(N=122) 
NO.                                  %           

Type of Bacteria No. 

84% 103 Escherichia coli 1- 
6.5% 8 Staphylococcus aureus 2- 
5.5% 6 Proteus mirabilis 3- 
4% 5 Pseudomonas aeruginosa 4- 

100% 122 Total  
 

Table (6) showed that the positive urine culture was ( 122), Escherichia coli found in (84%) of culture, while Pseudomonas aeruginosa  
found in (6.5%) of them.   
 

III. DISCUSSION       
        Table (1) revealed the socio-demographic characteristic of 
pregnant women showing that half of them were at 25-34 years 
and more than half were unemployed.  One third of them had 
primary school education The study revealed that maternal age, 
education status, and occupation  had been significantly 
associated with developing the UTI , this result similar to a study 

done in Iran 2013 byMarzieh.J this is may be due to the 
similarity between the two society.[7] 
        Table (2) showed that more than half of pregnant women 
were multiparous and at third trimester, This may be explained 
by a relatively small number who attend the clinic in 1P

st
P 

trimester, besides, most of them were newly married. On the 
other hand, the high  rate during the 3P

rd
P  trimester can be justified 

scientifically by more urinary stasis and more frequent follow-up 

P. value No                          % Items   

0.05 
 

 12                         7.1                History of diabetes mellitus 1- 

0. 4 8                             4.7 History of genitourinary tract 
Abnormality 

2- 

0.001 23                         13.5 Previous catheterization 3- 

0.000 63                         37.1            Previous UTI 4- 

0.6 24                         14.1 History of other chronic disease 5- 
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visits. Increased incidence of UTI in 3rd  trimester was found 
concordant with a study done in 2005 by Al- Haddad AM in 
Yemen.[8] 
        More than half of pregnant women were multiparous and 
this had a significant association with development of UTI this 
may be due to the fact that many women within this age group 
are likely to have  many children before the present pregnancy 
and it has been reported that multiparty is a risk factor for 
acquiring bacteriuria in pregnancy, Sharma J.B. et al [9] had 
similar observation regarding the risk of urinary incontinence and 
other urinary problem which according to them increases by 
(37.04%) with   parity of > 3 as compared to (18.75%) in 
nulliparous but disagreement was evident with the findings of 
Onuh et al, who reported that there was no relationship to parity. 
These differences may be as a result of the different locations in 
which these studies were being carried out.[10] 
        Table (3) found that more than half of pregnant women 
using materials other than cotton for underwear and they 
changing it once /day .Majority of them were washing and drying 
perineum after urination and defecation with no specific 
direction, and they had changing diaper once /daily during 
menstruation .This results showed high significance differences 
with development of UTI among pregnant women. In this study 
sexual activity was also significant risk factor. About 63% 
women were sexually active during pregnancy this may be due to 
the anatomical relationship of female’s urethra and the vagina 
makes it liable to trauma during sexual intercourse as well as 
bacteria been massaged up the urethra into the bladder during 
pregnancy/child birth. This is similar to the results of 
GulfareenHaider et al,which showed that the  prevalence of UTI 
increases in women who are sexually active.[11]  
        Other factors like frequency of diaper changing during 
menstruation and washing genitals from back to front have 
observed as risk factors for UTI during pregnancy. The results 
similar to the results of a study done in  Ethiopia 2013 by 
Tazebew. E, he found that the associated risk factors was highly 
significant differences with occurrence of UTI among pregnant 
women. [12] 
        Table (4) showed that previous UTI, previous 
catheterization and diabetes mellitus had a significance 
differences with development of UTI among pregnant women, 
and this is due to several physiological and hormonal changes 
during pregnancy which may increase the incidence of infection, 
this results similar to a study done by Fasalu R.et al in India  
2015, he found thatUrinary tract infection is one among the most 
common infectious disease which occurs during pregnancy.[13] 
        Table (5) showed that most of pregnant women had 
bacteriuria, while pyuria seen among one third of them, this 
results similar to the results of Zeighmi H'.2008 in Iran, he found 
that bacteriuria was seen among (76.7%) of the total infected 
participants, , while pyuria was found among only (49.3%) , of 
the  sample study.[14] 
        Table (6) revealed that not all the study group of women 
had positive urine culture, only (71.7%) pregnant had positive 
results, and  Escherichiacoli was the highest percent of content of 
culture ,this results similar to the results done in Saudi Arabia  
byHanis .F,et al in 2013, he found that bacteruria found in one 
third of the pregnant women and positive culture results present 
in (75% )of them.[1]   

IV. CONCLUSION 
        The study revealed that maternal age, education status, and 
occupation had been significantly associated with developing the 
UTI. More than Half of pregnant women were multiparous and at 
third trimester, and this had a significant association with 
development of UTI. More than half of pregnant women using 
materials other than cotton for underwear and they changing it 
once /day. Majority of them were washing and drying perineum 
after urination and defecation with no specific direction, and they 
had changing diaper once /daily during menstruation and this  
revealed a  high significance differences with development of 
UTI. About one third of pregnant women had previous UTI 
which considered with previous catheterization and diabetes 
mellitus as a risk factors and  had a significance differences with 
development of UTI among them. 
 

V. RECOMMENDATIONS 
        All pregnant women should be screened for UTI with a 
urine culture, treated with antibiotics if the culture is positive and 
then retested for cure. The goal of early diagnosis and treatment 
of UTI during pregnancy is to prevent complications with all the 
added benefits to the mother and the Fetus. 
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Abstract- With an increasing trend towards organic agriculture, 
the use of organic compost is becoming a necessity. Organic 
compost fertilizer produced from agricultural waste generally 
contains low nutrient contents essential to plant growth. 
Improving the quality of organic compost fertilizer will help 
farmers raise healthier food while promoting safer environment. 
The study aimed to investigate the effect of green biomass in 
enhancing the quality of compost from crop residues. The study 
used experimental research method laid out in Completely 
Randomized Design (CRD) in three replicates. Treatments were 
increasing volume of mixture of green biomasses of Leucaena 
leucocephala (Lam.) de Wit, Tithonia diversifolia (Hemsl.) A. 
Gray, and Moringa oleifera Lam.   added to pre-composted crop 
residue. Wood ash comprising 1% by weight of dry compost 
materials was added per treatment. The macro and micronutrient 
content of finished compost were analyzed.  Finished compost 
quality in terms of Nitrogen, Phosphorous and Potassium were 
significantly increased by enriching pre-composted crop residue 
with increasing volume of mixture of green biomasses. The best 
treatment combinations were mixing pre-composted crop residue 
and mixture of green biomass at 3:5, 3:4 and 3:3 in that order. 
The micronutrients particularly Zinc and Iron were also 
significantly increased while Copper and Manganese were 
significantly lowered. The organic Carbon content of finished 
compost was significantly increased while the pH levels were 
enhanced towards neutral level.  
 
Index Terms- Green biomass, compost quality, compost 
enrichment, crop residue composting. 
 

I. INTRODUCTION 
 

Compost product which is also referred to as “organic 
input” or “soil amendments” is an organic fertilizer that is 
applied to amend soil physical and chemical properties. Compost 
production is a proven-technology that can be applied on the 
spot, but there are many aspects that should be improved in the 
technology. The major problem with the use of compost as 
organic fertilizer is its low nutrient content and the slow release 
of such nutrients for the crops being grown. Fening (2010) stated 
that due to high cost of inorganic fertilizers, farmers used 
alternative source of nutrient for their crops such as animal 
manure and compost from household waste and crop residue, but 
decreasing crop yield suggests that such organic inputs have low 
nutrient concentration with limited potential to improve crop 
yield.   

One of the major areas for improvement is the enhancement 
of compost product in terms of its nutrients quality. Studies 
conducted to improve the quality of compost from rice straw 
include that of Goyal and Sindhu (2011) who used biogas slurry, 
consortium of fungi with Trichoderma, and cattle dung in the 

compost mixture, Abdelhamid (2008) who used oil seed cake and 
poultry manure on composting rice straw, Fening (2010) who 
studied on improving the fertilizer quality of cattle manure by 
using Chromolaena odorata, Stylosanthes guyanensis and corn 
stover mixture as source of nutrients; Evangelista (2011) who 
used wild sunflower, Tithonia diversifolia, to accelerate 
composting of rice hay and to improve the quality of compost 
product, and, the Department of Agriculture (2010) that 
promoted the use of compost from crop residues in combination 
with animal wastes and natural fertilizer materials such as rock 
phosphate and limestone in producing compost with greater 
nutrient content. Other studies were conducted on 
fortified/enriched compost fertilizer using various methods 
(Godwa, 1996; Harrison, 2005; CTA, 2007; Ndung’u et al., 
2007; Biswas, 2008; Torkashvand, 2010). Such studies were 
related to quality improvement of compost from agricultural 
wastes that focused on the use of animal manure (cow dung, 
poultry and pig manures), inorganic chemical fertilizers as 
fortifying substances, natural fertilizer materials such as rock 
phosphate, mica, and limestone, and microorganism inoculants 
from various strains of fungi and bacteria. The problem with the 
use of the above materials in enhancing the quality of compost is 
the cost, source and availability of such materials which may not 
be affordable to ordinary farmers. If available, the quantity may 
not be enough for composting. An ideal material for compost 
quality improvement is something that farmers can produce or 
can easily access. The use of green biomass that contains much 
higher nutrients offers a promising potential in improving 
compost quality. The study was thus conducted to uncover the 
effect of mixture of nutrient-rich green biomasses, which are 
locally available and/or could easily be grown by farmers, on 
compost quality. 

The study was based from the theory that variation on the 
quality of compost depends on compost material used. 
Tennakoon and Bandara (2003) elucidated that variation in the 
nutrient content of compost depends upon the nature of the 
material being composted. Since plant materials vary in their 
nutrient content and concentration, it is therefore expected that 
when used in composting, variation in compost quality will exist. 
The variation in the initial content and concentration of nutrient 
of compost materials suggests the need to identify the best 
combination of compost materials that can yield finished 
compost of with the highest quality. Evaluation of available 
compost material and determining the best material can lead to 
successful production and use of high quality compost. In 
general, green biomass with high nutrient content like is Nitrogen 
is indicated by having dark green leaves that make a good 
organic fertilizer.  Jama et al. (2004) reported that green leaf 
biomass of Tithonia is high in nutrients and Taguiling (2014) 
reported that Tithonia diversifolia contains NPK values of 24.2, 
95 and 160 mg/100g, respectively. Magat et al. (2009) reported 
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that Moringa oleifera leaves had high macro and micronutrients 
as source of nutrient for compost. Since the green biomass of the 
foregoing species contains high nutrient contents, it is logical to 
expect that when composted, portion of these nutrients will be 
retained in the compost product. It is thus conceptualized in this 
study that using the above green biomass with high nutrient 
content will result to compost with higher nutrient content 
quality.  

This study also conceptualized that increasing the amount 
of green biomass would correspondingly increase the nutrient 
quality of finished organic compost product. Misra & Roy (2003) 
stated that composting requires the inclusion of a higher 
proportion of sappy green matter with higher nitrogen content 
(lower Carbon/Nitrogen ratio) such as grass and other plant 
cuttings. Lickacz (2002) also reported that wood ash is an 
effective compost material. Thus, it is further conceptualized that 
addition of ash will further enhance the quality of compost in 
terms of its P and K contents.   

The overall objective of this study was to determine the 
effect of green biomass and wood ash in enhancing the quality of 
finished organic compost using crop residue as main composting 
material.  

 
II. MATERIALS AND METHODS 

The study used the experimental method of research laid 
out in Completely Randomized Design (CRD) in two replicates. 
Completely Randomized Design is the simplest experimental 
design in which the subjects are randomly assigned to treatments. 
The design relies on randomization to control the effects of 
extraneous variables. The experimenter assumes that, on average, 
extraneous factors will affect treatment conditions equally, so 
any significant differences between conditions can fairly be 
attributed to the independent variable (Stat Trek, 2011).  

In this study, the subjects were the crop residue compost 
materials and the treatments or independent variables were the 
increasing volume of green biomass with the addition of ash to 
the compost material. The dependent variables were the compost 
quality parameters in terms of pH, O.C, N, P, K and 
micronutrient like Fe, Mn, Zn, and Cu.  It was hypothesized that 
if increasing the volume of green biomass and the addition of 
wood ash is effective in increasing the compost quality, compost 
treated with greater volume of green biomass should show 
significantly higher nutrient contents than the control treatment. 
The treatments (T) were as follows: 

T0  Crop residue only or 3:0 ratio -  Control treatment 
T1  Crop residue + Green biomass at 3:1 ratio 
T2  Crop residue + Green biomass at 3:2 ratio 
T3  Crop residue + Green biomass at 3:3 ratio 
T4  Crop residue + Green biomass at 3:4 ratio 
T5  Crop residue + Green biomass at 3:5 ratio 
 
Crop residues from threshing of rice (Oryza sativa L.) 

and corn (Zea maize L.) stalks were mixed at a ratio of 3:1 rice 
straw - corn stalks ratio, while the green biomass or succulent 
stems and leaves of ( Ipil-ipil (Leucaena leucocephala (Lam.) de 
Wit), Wild sunflower (Tithonia diversifolia (Hemsl.) A. Gray) 
locally known as Lappao, and Malungay (Moringa oleifera 

Lam.) were mixed at a ratio of 1:2:1. Wood ash was added to 
compose about 1% of the dry crop residue compost material.  
  
 Composting Procedure 

The study used a 2-stage composting process involving 
pre-composting and compost enrichment. Pre-composting was 
patterned from Taguiling (2013) and Cuevas (2013) with 
modification involving the following steps: a) gathering rice 
straw and corn stalks from threshing sites, weighing and 
chopping the same to almost uniform sizes and mixing them at 
3:1 rice straw-corn stalks ratio; b) soaking the mixture overnight 
and allowing excess water to drip; c) preparing an elevated 
platform made of bamboo about 6 inches from the ground with a 
dimension of about 1.2 x 1.2 x 1 m; d) piling the crop residue 
mixture on top of the elevated platform to about 15 cm, 
broadcasting a handful of Trichoderma harzianum as activator, 
and adding about 5 cm layer of green biomass; e) repeating step 
d until a height of 1 meter is attained and covering the pile with 
plastic sheets; and, f) allowing the pile to pre-decompose for 15 
days, sprinkling water every after 5 days.  

Compost enrichment using green biomass involved the 
addition of mixture of green biomass to the pre-composted crop 
residue following steps of: a) gathering and chopping green 
biomasses of Ipil-ipil (L. leucocephala), Wild sunflower (T. 
diversifolia) and Malungay (M. oleifera), and mixing the said 
green biomass at a ratio of 1:2:1; b) weighing pre-composted 
crop residue and mixture of green biomass; c) mixing thoroughly 
the pre-compost and mixture of green biomasses following the 
treatment ratios above and adding about 2 handfuls of wood ash 
during the mixing process; d) putting the mixture in a non 
perforated sack and allowing the mixture in each treatment to 
undergo decomposition for 36 days under a shaded area, 
sprinkling water every 6 days to hasten decomposition. 

 
Finished composts were screened and composts in each 

replicate were mixed thoroughly. Composite sample of 0.5 kg 
were subjected to nutrient analysis at the Bureau of Soils and 
Water Management, Quezon City. Parameters measured in this 
study included indicators of compost quality such as the major 
plant nutrients as follows: Macronutrients - total N (%), total 
P2O5 (%), total K2O5 (%), O.C. % ,  pH, and some 
micronutrients such as Copper (Cu), Zinc (Zn), Iron (Fe), and 
Manganese (Mn).  

 
III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS 

 
Macronutrient Quality of Finished Compost  

Nitrogen Content. Table 1 shows the quality of 
compost in each treatment based on total Nitrogen content. The 
treatments labeled T0 to T5 represent finished compost derived 
by composting crop residue and green biomass following the 
indicated ratio with the addition of ash computed as 1% of the 
weight of the compost material.   

The average total nitrogen content of the finished 
compost shows increasing trend with T0 or control treatment 
showing the lowest total nitrogen content (0.58%) and T4 
showing the highest total nitrogen content (2.51%) on oven-dry 
weight basis. On weight basis, a total nitrogen content of 2.51% 
translates to 25100 milligrams of total nitrogen per kilogram of 
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compost or 25100 ppm under T4 compared to control (T0) of 
5800 ppm. Typically, nitrogen is the most costly and limiting 
nutrient that is required in greatest quantities by plants according 
Gerngross et al. (2006).  The finding implies that enriching 
compost with increasing amount of green biomass increases the 
amount of nitrogen in finished compost.  

Total nitrogen (N) includes all forms of nitrogen: 
organic N, Ammonium N (NH4-N), and Nitrate N (NO3-N). Rice 
straw/corn stalks contain low 0 - 0.5% Nitrogen according to 
Asaolu et al. (2011), thus the increase in the nitrogen values 
could be attributed to the effect of green biomass added during 
compost enrichment. According to Anonymous (2007) most 
finished composts had total Nitrogen content that generally lie 
between 0.4 and 3.5. The result of this study is within the upper 
range except for the control treatment which was on the lower 
range. The high Nitrogen content as found in this study could be 
attributed to the high Nitrogen content of Moringa oleifera 
leaves (N-4.74% (Magat et al. 2009), Leucaena (3.74%) 
(Gachene and Kimaru, 2003) and Tithonia (3.5%) Jama et al. 
(2004) and 5.53% according to Evangelista (2011). 

Analysis showed that there was a significant difference 
on the amount of total Nitrogen between treatments. Total 
Nitrogen content at treatments T5, T4, T3 and T2 were 
significantly higher than T1 and T0 treatments but were not 
significantly different with each other according to Duncan’s 
Multiple Range Test (DMRT). The no significant difference 
between the treatments implies that increasing the ratio of crop 
residue and green biomass from 3:2 to 3:5 do not give 
significantly higher Nitrogen content of compost product 
although there may be slight differences in the numerical values.  

All the composts enriched with green biomass had 
nitrogen content that were significantly higher than the control 
treatment and at an increasing trend. This implies that the 
addition of increasing amount of green biomass significantly 
increases total nitrogen content of crop residue compost. The 
amount of Nitrogen present in all the finished composts were 
from 2.19% to 2.51% and were in agreement with that of Cuevas 
(1997) who found that Nitrogen (N) content of most compost 
ranges from 1.5% to 3.0%.  The control treatment in this study 
had a Nitrogen content (0.58%) which was lower than the 0.65% 
Nitrogen content of paddy straw as found by Kumar et al. (2011) 
but higher than the findings of Koenig and Johnson  (1999) 
stating that rice straw and corn stover contain 0 - 0.5 %  
Nitrogen. The Nitrogen content of 0.58 to 2.52% as found in this 
study was higher than the findings of (Taguiling, 2013) in which 
Nitrogen content of 0.41 to 0.51% was found using only two 
species as green biomass. The finding was in agreement with that 
of Evangelista (2011) who found that Tithonia diversifolia not 
only accelerates composting of rice hay but improves the quality 
of compost product.  

Phosphorous Content. Highest phosphorous content 
(1.74%) was obtained from T5 when pre-composted crop residue 
was enriched with green biomass at 3:5 ratio followed by T4-3:4 
and T3 treatments with a total phosphorus content of 1.73% and 
1.55%, respectively. The above treatments were significantly 
higher than the rest of the treatments except that T3 was at par 
with T2 and T1 with Phosphorous content of 1.46 and 1.37%, 
respectively. All crop residue composts treated with green 
biomass were significantly higher than the T0 or control 

treatment. This finding implies that mixing pre-composted crop 
residue with green biomass at 3:1 to 3:5 significantly increases 
phosphorous content of finish compost. The significant increase 
in P content could be attributed to the high P content of the 
species used and the addition of wood ash during composting. 
 
        Potassium Content. The total K content of treatment 
samples was from 2.46 to 9.28% on oven-dry basis. The compost 
in the control treatment had the lowest Potassium content at 
2.46% percent and was at par with T1 with potassium content of 
2.94%. The composts enriched with green biomass from T2 to T5 
showed increasing potassium content from 4.31 to 9.28% and 
were significantly superior over the control and T1 treatments 
based on the analysis. This implies that the addition of increasing 
volume of green biomass with the addition of wood ash 
significantly increases the potassium content of compost from 
crop residue. The Potassium content of treatments T3-5.25%, T4-
6.54% and T5-(9.28%) were within or higher than the Philippine 
National Standard (5-7%) for organic fertilizer. The high 
Potassium content of crop residue enriched with green biomass 
was probably due to the addition of wood ash with 4-10% potash 
and the high Potassium content of Tithonia diversifolia (2.7-
4.8%), Leucaena leucocephala (1.3-3.4%) (Jama et al., 2004). 
The T4 treatment contains potassium (6.54%) that was 
significantly higher than T3, T2, T1 and T0 or control treatments. 
The T1 and T0 treatments were not significantly different from 
each other.  
 
Micronutrient Quality of Finished Compost 

Copper Content. The copper content of the control treatment 
(122.46 ppm) was significantly higher than the copper content of 
all the compost treatments enriched with green biomass and 
wood ash. Increasing the amount of green biomass showed no 
linear effect on the copper content of finished compost. The 
copper content of all the treatments enriched with green biomass 
and ash were found to be lower than the control treatment and 
were significantly lower than the untreated compost. The finding 
implies that the addition of green biomass and ash cause a 
reduction on the copper content of finished compost. 

Zinc Content. On ovendry basis, treatment T4 showed the 
highest Zinc content (110.7 ppm) and was significantly higher 
than the rest of the treatments. The Zinc content of treatments T5, 
T3, and T2 of 77.7, 82.6 and 73.5 ppm, respectively were 
significantly higher than T1 and T0 treatments but were 
statistically the same by DMRT. Except for T1 which was 
statistically at par with T0, the rest of the treatments were 
significantly higher than the control treatment implying that the 
addition of increasing volume of green biomass increases the 
zinc content of finished compost.  Zinc plays a role in protein 
synthesis as evidenced by the accumulation of soluble nitrogen 
compounds such as amino acids and amides. The high level of 
Zinc of finished compost implies that it is suitable in rice paddy 
areas where Zinc deficiency is limiting crop growth. 

Iron Content. Highest iron content (8,593 ppm) was 
obtained in treatment T5  when pre-composted crop residue was 
enriched with green biomass at 3:5 ratio and was significantly 
higher than the rest of the treatments. This was followed by T4 
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treatment with iron content of 6,976 ppm which was also higher 
than the rest of the treatments. The other composts (T3,T2 and 
T1) treated with green biomass and wood ash  were also 
significantly higher the T0 or control treatment implying that 
green biomass and wood ash increases the iron content of 
finished compost. According to Davis (1983) Iron is a catalyst to 
chlorophyll formation, acts as an oxygen carrier, and aids in 
respiratory enzyme systems. 

Manganese Content. The compost in the control treatment 
(T0) had the highest Manganese content at 899.4 ppm based on 
oven-dry weight. The composts enriched with green biomass and 
wood ash from treatments T1 to T5 showed decreasing 
manganese content from 892.8 ppm to 698.8 ppm. Except for T1 
which was statistically at par with the control treatment, all the 
composts enriched with green biomass and wood ash were 
significantly lower than the control based on the analysis. This 
implies that the addition of increasing volume of green biomass 
and ash significantly decreases the manganese content of 
compost from crop residue. The Manganese content of the T5, T4 
and T3 were at par with each other and were significantly lower 
than the T2, T1 and T0 treatments.   
 
Organic Carbon, and pH Content of Finished Compost 

Organic Carbon Content. Table 1 further shows an 
increasing trend on the amount of organic carbon starting from 
the control treatment (12.47%) up to the T5 treatment (31.37%). 
The organic carbon (OC) content of T1 to T5 treatments were 
significantly higher than the control treatment but were not 
significantly different from each other. The finding implies that a 
significant increase in the OC content of compost can be attained 
by increasing the ratio of compost-green biomass to 3:1 and 
above. Organic carbon is the measure of carbon based materials 
in the compost. It is an important source of carbon that improves 
soil and plant efficiency by improving soil physical properties, 
providing a source of energy to beneficial organisms, and 

enhancing the reservoir of soil nutrients. High quality compost 
will usually have a minimum of 50% organic carbon content 
based on dry weight (Darlington, 2007). 

pH Content. The pH of compost derived in this study was as 
low as 4.55 to as high as 6.8.  Most foreign standards require that 
pH of compost should not exceed 7.5 which was met by 100% of 
the treatments. Other national standards suggest excellent pH 
values between 6 and 8.5 which were met by 50% of finished 
compost.  The control treatment showed acidic pH value (4.55) 
while the T1 and T2 treatments were slightly acidic with pH 
value of 5.70 and 5.75, respectively. Analysis revealed that all 
enriched composts were significantly higher than the control. 
The pH in the T4 and T3 treatments were statistically identical 
and were within the favorable pH for plant growth. The pH value 
in the T5 treatment (6.8) almost reached the neutral state and was 
significantly different with the rest of the treatments. 
 

IV. CONCLUSION 
 

 The results of the study indicate that nutrient quality of 
compost fertilizer from rice straw and corn stalks can be 
enhanced by pre-composting said crop residues, adding mixture 
of nutrient-rich green biomasses and small amount of wood ash. 
Treating pre-composts with increasing amount of green biomass 
of Leucaena leucocephala, Tithonia diversifolia Moringa 
oleifera significantly increases the Nitrogen, Phosphorous, 
Potassium, Zinc and Iron contents of finished compost but has an 
inverse effect on the Copper and Manganese contents of the 
compost product. It also increases the Organic Carbon content of 
finished compost and improves its pH value to almost neutral 
state. Further studies need to be conducted to elevate further the 
nutrient level of the compost to be at par or better than the 
national or international standards for organic fertilizer. 
 

APPENDIX 
 

          Table 1. Mean nutrient quality of finished compost in terms of macro and micronutrients on dry weight basis 
Treatments Total 

N (%) 
(P2O5), 

(%) 
K2O, 
(%) 

Zn, 
ppm 

Fe, ppm 

Mn, 
ppm 

Cu, ppm 
Organic 

C., % pH 

T0 - 3:0-Control 0.58 c 1.14c 2.46e 32.7c 2373.0e 899.4a 122.46a 12.47b  4.55d 

T1 - 3:1 ratio 2.19 b 1.37b 2.94e 38.1c 2927.0d 892.8a 86.26b 24.46a 5.70c 

T2 - 3:2 ratio 2.39 a 1.46b 4.31d 73.5b 6006.0c 828.3b 92.06b 25.51a 5.75c 

T3 - 3:3 ratio 2.45 a 1.55ab 5.25c 82.6b 6126.0c 713.0c 82.47bc 26.28a 6.35b 

T4 - 3:4 ratio 2.51 a 1.73a 6.54b 110.7a 6976.0b 698.8c 70.24d 27.63a 6.50b 

T5 - 3:5 ratio 2.49 a 1.74a 9.28a 77.7b 8593.0a 711.8c 74.05cd 31.37a 6.80a 
      Means with the same subscripts in column denotes non significant differences by Duncan’s multiple range test (DMRT)  (p=0.001)
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Abstract- The generation of health information starts at the 
community level through the Community-Based health 
information system. At the community level, this source of 
information is complete in coverage and in planning and action-
oriented (Odhiambo-Otieno, 2005). The objective of the study 
was to assess the internal and external factors influencing the 
functionality of CBHIS in Embakasi Sub-County, Nairobi 
County, Kenya. The study was descriptive cross sectional in 
nature where both qualitative and quantitative methods of data 
collection were used. The study adopted Key Informants 
interview, for link health facility workers, and 2 sets of 
questionnaires for Community Health Unit workers. The 
data/reporting tools, feedback forums, training and support 
supervision were available but inadequate and that CHUs did not 
have data analysis capacity. The community was very supportive 
to CHUs activities and the linkages were effective as stated by all 
the respondents. Challenges that were said to face the linkages 
included; community health workers shortage, inadequate tools, 
inconsistent indicators and late reporting.   However 3(60%) of 
the CHEWs pointed out that the county leadership was 
unsupportive to the CHUs while 2(40%) reported the county 
leadership supportive. The researcher recommend that the local 
leadership should provide the workers with adequate tools, 
capacity build them on data analysis, strengthen dialogue and 
action days, offer frequent refresher training and equip the 
workers with supervisory skills. The linkages between CBHIS 
and FHIS should be strengthened and that the local leadership 
should support the community health unit activities. 
 
Index Terms- Community Based Health Information System, 
community health information system, functionality, community 
health. 
 

I. INTRODUCTION 
orld health organization defines health systems as all the 
organizations, institutions, and resources that are devoted 

to producing health actions. The World Health Organization, 
through its report entitled strengthening health systems to 
improve health outcomes (WHO, 2007) identified six pillars of a 
health system.  One of the pillars outlined by the WHO report 
was a well-functioning Health Information System which 
involves production, analysis, dissemination and usage of 

information that is reliable and timely.  Effective health systems 
depend on a strong integrated primary health care system and 
Community Health plays a central role in that system (Suter, 
Oelke, Adair, & Armitage, 2009). Community Health care is 
located close to where  people live, engages front line health 
workers who have  well developed generalist skills and 
competencies  and maintain regular contact with 
individuals/families  and local communities across a broad range 
of health  issue . 
        At tier 1 it’s the mandate of the Community Health 
Volunteers to collect data from household that they have been 
allocated bi-annually through the household register (MoH 513), 
and monthly through CHW logbook (MoH 514). This data is 
then passed on to the CHEW who summarizes it in CHEW 
summary (MoH 515) and this information is transferred to the 
chalkboard (MoH 516) by a member of CHC (Community 
Health Committee) for discussion during dialogue days. 
Furthermore, the summary from the CHEWs is entered to facility 
health information system. 
        According to the situation analysis on the state of 
Community Health Services in Kenya (Oyaya et al, 2014), the 
functionality of CHIS was said to be at 64% and that access to 
quality data was not guaranteed through the current CHIS. This 
was attributed to poorly functioning community health 
information system characterized by lack of proper information 
management systems and tools. In some areas they completely 
reported the absence of CHIS in their CHUs.  Allotey and 
Reidpath 2000; Braa and Nermunkh (2000); Khemrary (2001); 
Rubona (2001); Wilson et al. (2001a) stated that poor quality of 
data, weak analysis of data, lack of an information culture, lack 
of trained personnel and HIS activities seen as a burden due to 
high workloads especially at the health facility level. 
Furthermore, CHUs are funded by different organizations in 
Kenya where each organization might have their own tools 
(Aridi et al, 2014). 
        During literature review researcher established that there 
were no scientific studies that had been done in Embakasi Sub-
county to determine the internal factors that influence 
functionality of CBHIS and external factors influencing 
functionality of CBHIS. The objective of the study was therefore 
to: assess the internal factors that influence functionality of 
Community-Based Health Information System in Embakasi Sub-
County; to assess the external factors that influence functionality 
of Community-Based Health Information System in Embakasi 

W 
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Sub-county. Issues of human resources availability, Availability 
and adequacy of CBHIS tools, availability of community forums, 
training, support supervision, linkages, community support, and 
local leadership support were addressed. The information 
enabled the researcher to identify the area weakness/strengths to 
come up with appropriate recommendations that would 
strengthen CBHIS, HIS and entire health system. 
 

II. METHODOLOGY  
        The study was descriptive cross sectional in nature. This 
provided a description of the factors influencing the functionality 
of CBHIS in Nairobi County at that particular time. The study 
was carried out in Embakasi Sub-county, Nairobi County. Key 
informant interviews were used to collect data from the facility 
in-charges and Health Records Information Officers (HRIO) and 
questionnaires were used to collect data from the Community 
Health Extension Workers (CHEWs) and Community Health 
Volunteers (CHVs). The study used a blend of quantitative and 
qualitative approaches of data collection from the respondents.  
The population of interest was composed of facility in charges, 
health records information officers (HRIOs), CHEWs and CHVs 
from the selected CHUs. Before conducting the study the 
researcher sought approval from Kenya Methodist University 
(KeMU) research and ethics board’s approval, Nairobi County 
Health department to and sought consent from the Sub-county 
community health service focal person.  A total of 56 CHVs, 5 

CHEWs, 5 facility in-charges and 2 Health records information 
officers were interviewed. After data collection, all the 
questionnaires were cross-checked for completeness and any 
missing entries corrected. The quantitative data collected were 
coded, processed and cleaned off any inconsistencies and 
outliers. The qualitative data was analyzed through the selection 
of concepts, categories and themes. The researcher employed the 
use of the Statistical Package for Social Sciences (SPSS vs. 20) 
and MS Excel in the data analysis. Findings were presented in 
the form of text, charts and graphs.  
 

III. RESULTS  
Internal factors that influence the functionality of CBHIS 
        The factors discussed are the availability and adequacy of 
tools, existence of quarterly dialogue days and existence of 
monthly action days, support supervision and training.   
 
Availability and Adequacy of CBHIS tools 
        The tools were available but not adequate. 54 (96%) of the 
CHVs in the research confirmed the availability of the MoH513 
(Household Register) and 2 (4%) said they did not have 
MoH513, 52(93%) said MoH 514 (CHW logbook) was available 
and 4(7%) said not available and 54(96%) said MoH516 (Chalk 
board) was available and 2 (4%) said not available.  
 

 

 
Figure 1: CHVs view on availability of MoH 513, MoH 514 and MoH 516 

 
        In addition, 4(80%) of the CHEWs said that MoH514 
(CHW logbook) was not available and 1 (20%) said MoH 514 
was available. On the other hand, 3(60%) of the CHEWs said 
MoH 513 and MoH 516 were adequate whereas 2(40%) said that 

MoH 513 and 516 were not adequate.  According to 4(80 %) of 
the CHEWs MoH 514 was inadequate and 1(20%) said adequate 
and 3(60%) said that MoH 515 was not adequate and 2(40%) 
said they were adequate.  
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Figure 2: CHEW view on adequacy of the tools 
 

        From the CHVs interview, 38 (68%) and (32)58% pointed 
out the inadequacy of MoH513 and MoH514 respectively. With 
18(32%) and 24(42%) saying MoH513 and MoH514 
respectively were adequate.   
        The HRIOs were interviewed on the adequacy of the 
CBHIS tools and various aspects were highlighted. The tools 
were missing some indicators and they point out those indicators 
that showing specific family planning methods (i.e. the number 
of clients using POP and COC) should be included in the tools as 
their absence means that they are not being entered on FHIS-
KHIS thus affecting the linkage between CBHIS and FHIS-
KHIS. The HRIOS commended that the key indicators be 
harmonized for ease of entry in the FHIS system.   
 
Data Analysis Capacity  
        The HRIOs observed that the data transmission was 
effective. However, they said that the CHUs have no data 
processing capacity.  This agreed with CHEWs interviewed who 
stated that they had been trained on data management and 
analysis but the training content wasn’t sufficient enough to fully 
perform CBHIS activities. Besides, there was shortage of 
CHEWs thus making CHUs data processing capacity low. It was 
also clear that only 2(33%) of the link health facilities 
interviewed had HRIOs and 4(67%) did not have HRIOs    
 
Dialogue Days 
        It was clear that majority of the CHU carried out dialogue 
days based on problems identified from CBHIS. However the 
dialogue days are not carried out on monthly basis as required by 
the CHS policy guidelines. 53 (94%) of the CHVs said that they 
conduct dialogue days based on the problems identified from 
CBHIS while 3 (6%) said no. On the other hand, 3(60%) of the 
CHEWs said yes and 2(40%) said no. 45(80%) of the CHVs 
indicated that they did not conduct monthly dialogue days and 
about 11(20%) conducted monthly dialogue days.  Specifically in 
the last six months 12(22%) had conducted 1-2 dialogue days, 
30(53%) 3-4 dialogue days,  12(21%)  5-6 dialogue days and 
2(4%) conducted 7-8 dialogue days.  
        All the CHVs agreed that there were positive impacts of the 
dialogue days conducted by the CHUs. Those CHVs who did not 

conduct dialogue days was associated to lack of funds to hire the 
venues and facilitate the meetings, poor communication and lack 
of awareness.  Additionally, the CHEWs respondents explained 
that during dialogue days, they establish and manage community 
and facility-based information systems, to include data collation, 
storage, analysis, interpretation and utilization, in dialogue for 
continuous improvement.  
 
Action Days 
        After the discussion of the information contained in the 
Chalk board (MoH 516) during the dialogue day the community 
agree on the action to be taken in order to improve their health.  
Majority of the community health units conduct health action 
days based on problems identified from dialogue forums. The 
researcher found out that hooping 45(85%) and 4(80%) of CHVs 
and CHEWs respectively said action days were conducted by the 
CHUs and 11(15%) and 1(20%) said there were no action days 
conducted by the CHUs. However it was noted that most of  the 
community health units did not conduct quarterly action days as 
per guidelines and those who had met a thresh hold of four action 
days had conducted more than four action days in a year. When 
asked how many action days they conducted, 22(40%) had 
conducted 1-2 action days, 12(22%) 3-4 action days, 8(14%) 5-6 
action days, 8(14%) 9-10  action days  and only 6(10%) had 
conducted above ten action days. 
        During the study, the researcher found out that the action 
day’s activities had positively impacted the community. The 
main activities during the action days included; Health education 
Deworming, cleanups, screening and commodity distribution. 
Lack of financial capability was found to be the most rampant 
hindrance towards undertaking the events on quarterly basis. The 
other challenge was lack of cooperation from the community 
members.    
 
Training  
        Most of the tier 1 cadres (CHVs and CHEWs) in Embakasi 
sub-county were trained in year 2011 and 2012. 46(83%) of the 
CHVs were trained in 2011, 2 (4%) in 2010, 3(5%) in 2012, 
4(6%) in 2013 and only 1(2%) 2014.  
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Figure 3: Year the respondents were trained. 

 
        Majority 51(91%) of the respondents were trained on data 
collection while 5(9%) had no training on data collection.  
However, 31(55%) of the CHVs said that the training content 
wasn’t sufficient in performing their CBHIS activities while 
25(45%) were satisfied with the training content offered. In 
addition all the CHEWs had been trained on data management 
and analysis but complained that the training content wasn’t 
sufficient enough to fully perform CBHIS activities.  
        From the discussion held with CHEWs in cases where the 
CHV drop out and new ones are selected held.  It was however 
established that there was no formal training for the incoming 
CHVs. The research established that CHC/CHEWs gave the new 
CHVs on job training.  
 
Support Supervision. 
        Some HRIOs confirmed that they receive quarterly support 
supervision from the health facility while others said that they do 

not receive any support supervision. On the other hand, when 
asked whether they receive support supervision from the link 
health facilities, 4(80%) of the CHEWs said yes and 1(20%) said 
no. 
        The CHEWs offer Support supervision to the CHU on 
monthly and weekly basis. It was also clear from the interviews 
that some HRIOs gave CHU support supervision on quarterly 
basis and others do not offer such services to the CHUs. 
Furthermore, the study confirmed that majority of the CHVs 
receive support supervision from the CHEWs. 48(85%) of CHVs 
said that they get support supervision from the CHEWs and 
8(15%) reported that they don’t receive supervision from the 
CHEWs.   
        As shown in figure 4.11 below, 2 (50%) of the CHEWs 
confirmed to provide support supervision to the CHUs on 
quarterly basis while 2(50%) was on weekly basis.  
 

 
Figure 4: frequency of CHV supervision 

 
External factors influencing functionality CBHIS 
        The factors discussed include Linkages, community support 
and county support.  
 
Linkages 
        The study found that only 5(50%) of the CHUs had active 
CHEWs. Most of the CHEWs had redeployed by the county to 
their original cadres except those with community development 
background thus creating gap in-terms of numbers. Besides, most 
of the facilities did not have a health records information officer. 
From the six facilities that were visited 2(33%) (Mukuru and 
Umoja) health facilities had HRIOs. 
 
CBHIS and FHIS linkage 

        The respondents said that there existed a functional 
Community-Based Health Information System. However, there 
were mixed reactions on the existence of linkage between 
CBHIS and Health Facility Information System (FHIS). While 
all the facility in charges and HRIOs said the two systems are 
well linked 3(60%) of the CHEWs indicated that the CBHIS had 
a clear linkage with the FHIS and 2(40%) said there was no 
clears linkage between the two systems. The facility in charges 
also added that the linkages between the CBHIS and the FHIS 
were effective. Those that said the two systems were well linked 
was attributed to the fact that the two systems use the same 
indicators; there existed coordinated approaches towards 
problems at the community level, and the fact that all the reports 
and the data collected were being submitted to the health 
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facilities.  However challenges like confusion in the use of 
MoH515 were noted.  For example MoH 515 has an indicator on 
the number of children not dewormed while the indicator on the 
facility is the number of children dewormed. In addition other 
major challenges affecting the linkage reported by the 
respondents were; lack of referrals books, lack of motivation on 
the side of the CHUs, insufficient reporting tools, inadequate 
reports from the CHUs and inconsistency in the tools used. 
 
Community data and KHIS linkage  
        Similarly, all the participants agreed the community data 
was linked to the Kenya health information system (KHIS) as 
they mainly used same indicators and health data dash board. 
This was so especially when establishing the indicators. The 
other linkages that existed were through referrals and the fact that 
the community data was to be submitted to the KHIS. The major 
challenges affecting the linkage included lack of efficient 
reporting tools, issues on reporting deadlines, and poor 
cooperation among the stakeholders. 
 
Community Support 
        All the CHVs interviewed confirmed that there was 
community support towards the CHU initiatives. This was 
attributed to the fact that communities were cooperating in giving 
data during household visit and the fact they were involved in 
community forums like dialogue days and community health 
action days.  
 
County Support 
        When asked to rate county leadership support towards the 
CHUs, 3(60%) of the CHEWs pointed out that the county 
leadership was unsupportive to the CHUs while 2(40%) reported 
the county leadership supportive.  All the facility in charges 
pointed out that the county government was partially supportive 
to the CHU initiative. Figure 5 below demonstrate the CHEWs 
response on county support. 
 

 
Figure 5: CHEWs view on county support 

 

IV. DISCUSSION  
        From the results it was clear that the data collection and 
reporting tools were available but inadequate. This confirmed the 
findings of (GOK, 2010) which stated that CBHIS was not 
working very effectively due to lack of data collection tools, 
bulkiness of the data tools and difference of data tools. Those 
tools that are not used regularly (MoH513) and those that are 

bought one off (MoH 516) were fairly adequate compared to the 
tools used on monthly basis (MoH 514 and MoH515) which 
were fairly inadequate.   
        Health workers at the community and facility level did not 
have the capacity to analyze data thus the information is passed 
to the next level without being utilized at CHU level. This is in 
agreement with Mukama (2003) who stated that in Tanzania, 
information still flowed from the district and provincial levels to 
the national level without local analysis for local decision-
making and there is lack of feedback from the national level to 
local levels. Mostly, the community members do simple analysis 
on the trends during dialogue day and discuss on the action to be 
taken.   
        A community dialogue is a process of joint problem 
identification and analysis leading to modification and 
redirection of community and stakeholders’ actions towards 
preferred future for all GoM, (2007). Community dialogues are 
participatory forums in which the community is empowered to 
analyze, share and use information contained in MoH 516. It is 
after their discussion during dialogues days that the community 
discuss on the action to be taken to solve the problem identified.  
As stated by Aridi et al (2014) deliberations on community 
dialogue days were intended to inform the planning of 
community action days for health service delivery in the 
community. The study confirmed that dialogue days and action 
days were being conducted but not on monthly and quarterly 
basis as stipulated by the guidelines. However, during the action 
days CHUs carried out health education, deworming, cleanups, 
screening and commodity distribution. 
        According to Nzanzu et al (2014), sources of information 
are many and varied which requires continued updates and 
refresher training so that the CHWs are skilled in gathering this 
information and collating them. The results showed that basic 
training for the CHVs and CHEWs was carried out. However 
there was no refresher training on data collection and data 
management since the year 2011.The lack of refresher training 
was associated with the lack of sufficient funds and overreliance 
on donor partners to carry out the training. Aridi et al (2014), 
stated that there was poor coordination between agencies and 
inadequate commitment to deliver training in sufficient 
quantities. The study further stated that training duration 
depended on sponsoring organization the training was organized 
on irregular interval and that the training content would largely 
depend on the organizations responsible for funding the training. 
This was with agreement with the study finding that the CHEW 
and CHVs training content was not sufficient to carry out their 
day to day activities.   
        To carry out their tasks successfully, CHWs need regular 
training and supervision and reliable logistical support (WHO, 
2007). Although the CHVs supervision by the CHEWs should be 
done at least on a monthly basis, this was not the case for 
12(22%) of the CHVs interviewed which may be a reflection of 
the poor performance of some CHEWs in their areas of 
responsibility. The CHVs who were not supervised could be 
associated with the fact that most of the CHEWs had redeployed 
to their original cadres as stated by the CHEWs. These findings 
agree with (GOK, 2010) that stated that lack of continuity of 
supportive supervision as a result of frequent transfers of these 
focal persons.   
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        Usefulness of CBHIS is greatly enhanced when linked to 
Health Facility Information System, and used for dialogue, for 
timely evidence-based decision making Nzanzu et al. The 
linkage between the community data, FHIS and KHIS cannot be 
complete without the availability of the human resources to 
collect the data (CHVs), to summarize and analyze the data 
(CHEW) and HRIO whose work is to enter the data into the 
respective information system. Although there is a scheme of 
service for community health personnel’s approved in 2013 it has 
not been implemented by the counties so as to employ adequate 
CHEWs.  It was clear that the CHEWs and HRIOs were 
inadequate. This human resource gap is a major impediment to 
proper functioning of CBHIS.  Linkage between CHU and 
Health facility was therefore compromised since it’s the CHEW 
who is the secretary to the CHU who sits at health facility 
management committee to present community issues. Although 
there are several challenges facing the linkages most of the 
various respondents interviewed indicated that the linkage was 
effective.  This could be associated with the fact that the systems 
use same indicators and health data dash board. The study 
findings disagree with Roberton et al (2016) who stated that the 
necessary data collected by CHWs are only submitted to health 
facilities and not sent up the chain to district offices, either 
because the data are not included in a health facility report, or 
because the data are aggregated in such a way that the relevant 
indicator cannot be calculated.  
        Effective interventions rely on community participation and 
are achieved when the community supports the identified health 
needs, priorities, capacity and any barriers to action.  The study 
established that the community was very support. This finding 
agrees with (GOK, 2010) report which stated that participation of 
community members in strengthening health systems elicits 
grassroots acceptance, support and sense of ownership. However 
the county leadership was not supportive CHU’s activities. This 
is derailing the community health unit functionality and at the 
same time CBHIS functionality. This could be attributed to the 
lack of clear community health services structure in Kenya. Due 
to this the county might not considering the community health 
units activities as priority in their budgets.  According to Oyaya 
et al (2014) , there is need to establish a well-structured national 
community health service with clear governance and 
management system that clearly specifies roles and functions at 
the national, county, sub-county and community levels. 
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Abstract- Chitosan (CS)/Quinazolinone/Tripolyphosphate (TPP) nanoparticles have been synthesized using 2.3:1 molar ratio of 
CS/TPP in presence of quinazolinone derivatives (I-IV) through simple one step reaction. The mixture was subjected to ultrasonic 
waves to obtain the nanoparticles. The nanoparticles are quite uniform in size, spherical shape and rod like structure depending on the 
quinazolinone derivatives. The amount of loaded quinazolinone was calculated using UV-Vis spectrophotometer and TGA. The 
release of quinazolinone derivatives (I-IV) in acidic medium (pH=2) is significantly higher than in slightly acidic medium (pH=6.8). 
The proposed mechanism based on zero orders, first order, Higuchi, Hixson-Crowell and Korsmeyer-Peppas model equation are 
explored. The antimicrobial activity of nanoparticles was investigated against Escherichia coli, Pseudomonas aeruginosa, 
Staphylococcus epidermis and Staphylococcus aureas. 
 
Index Terms- Chitosan, tripolyphosphate, nanoparticles, quinazolinone derivatives, antimicrobial activity. 
 

I. INTRODUCTION 
uinazolinone derivatives possess versatile type of biological activities such as antibacterial, antifungal, analgesic, anti-
inflammatory, anthelminthic, anticonvulsant, anti HIV, anti-tubercular, CNS depressant,  cytotoxicity and diuretic [1, 2]  Search 
for sustained form of these quinazolinone derivatives was necessitated by the need firstly to improve compliance by patients, 

thereby minimizing the development of microbial resistance and secondly to reduce the frequency of administration thus contributing 
to minimize the extensive side effects associated with the quinazolinone derivatives.  
Polymeric nanoparticles have been used increasingly in various fields such as drug delivery, imaging and tissue engineering. The main 
reason justifying the wide spread use of polymeric nanoparticles relies on the displayed high surface to volume ratio that improves the 
loading capacity of the selected molecule. In addition, increased drug absorption might be attained by the capacity of nanoparticles to 
reduce epithelial resistance to transport [3-5].  
Recently, polymeric nanoparticles prepared from biocompatible and biodegradable polymers are used in drug delivery to increase the 
drug safety in which the drug is entrapped, encapsulated or attached to the nanoparticle matrix [6]. Depending on the preparation 
methods, there are two morphologies of nanoparticles: nanospheres and nanocapsules [7, 8]. Nanospheres have monolithic type 
structure in which drugs are adsorbed on their surfaces. Nanocapsules are systems in which exhibit a membrane- wall structure and the 
drugs are entrapped in the core or adsorbed onto their exterior surface. 
Chitosan (CS) is cationic polysaccharide composed of repeating units of N-acetyl glucosamine and D-glucosamine that are β-(1→4)-
linked. CS has excellent biodegradable, biocompatible, unique polymeric cationic character, film forming properties, non-toxicity and 
antimicrobial activity. It has been examined extensively in the pharmaceutical industry for its potential in the development of drug 
delivery system [9]. 
CS derivatives formed by N–substitution with carboxyl bearing group showed improvement of solubility in aqueous media and 
zwitterion character. This allows the formation of clear gels at neutral and alkaline pH media however, promotes accumulation in 
acidic pH environment. This accumulation behavior led to the need to crosslink the CS molecules to overcome this problem and to 
stabilize CS in acidic media. CS microparticles cross linked with glutraldehyde were shown to be long- acting biodegradable carriers 
suitable for use in microparticles delivery system [10-12]. In order to surmount the toxicity problems associated with chemical 
crosslinking with glutaraldehyde and epichlorohydrin, ionic crosslinking has been utilized in the production of chitosan tri 
polyphosphate (CS/TPP) microparticles. Drug release from CS based particulate systems depends upon the extent of crosslinking, 
morphology, size and density of the particulate system. 
The objective of this work was directed to produce CS/Quinazolinone nanoparticles including in the formulation TPP as crosslinking 
agent using ultrasonic waves with CS/TPP 2.3:1 molar ratio and to evaluate the effect of quinazolinone derivatives on morphology of 
CSTPP nanoparticles, loading efficiency and release rate. In addition, antimicrobial activity of quinazolinone derivatives nanoparticles 
was discussed. 

II. MATERIALS AND METHODS 
CS (Across organics, USA, Mw. 100,000-300,000 deacetylation degree (DD) 90%), sodium tripolyphoshste (TPP) (Across organics, 
USA), dimethylsulfoxide (DMSO) (Sigma-Aldrich), Hydrazine mono hydrate (Laboratory rasayan), concentrated hydrochloric acid 
(HCl) (Adwic, Egypt), monosodium phosphate (Adwic, Egypt), disodium phosphate (Adwic, Egypt), Nutrient agar (Alpha chemicke), 
anthranilic acid (Lobachemia), benzoyl chloride (Panreac, Espana), pyridine (Adwic, Egypt), bromine water (Aldrich), acetic acid 
(Adwic, Egypt), Para-chlorobenzoylchloride (Merck, Sohuchardt) were purchased and used as received. All melting points (m.p.) 
were uncorrected. 
Preparation of 2-phenyl-4(3H)-3, 1-benzoxazinone  

Q 
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To a stirred solution of anthranilic acid (0.05 mol) in pyridine (60 ml), benzoyl chloride (0.05 mol) was added, the temperature was 
adjusted to be 0-5 °C. The reaction mixture was stirred for 2 h at r.t. untill a solid product was formed. This was precipitated pale 
yellow solid and filtered (yield 83 %, m. p. 113 °C) [1]. The same procedure was done for preparing 6,8-dibromo-2-phenyl-4(3H)-3,1-
benzoxazinone, 6-bromo-2- phenyl–4(3H)-3,1-benzoxazinone and 2-(4-chloro phenyl)-4(3H)-3,1-benzoxazinone. 
Preparation of 3-amino-2- phenyl-4(3H)-quinazolinone (I)  
To a stirred solution of 2- phenyl -4(3H)-3,1-benzoxazinone (0.05 mol) in pyridine (20 ml), 80% N2H4.H2O (0.15 mol) was added. 
The reaction mixture was stirred and refluxed for 20 minutes. The crude product was filtered off and recrystallized from ethanol to 
afford a white solid, (yield 88%, m.p. 177-178 °C) [1]. The same procedure was done to prepare 6, 8-dibromo-2- phenyl -4(3H)-
quinazolinone (II) (yield 65%, m.p. 228-234 ᵒC) [1], 6-bromo-2- phenyl–4(3H)–quinazolinone (III) (yield 76%, m.p. 160-164 ᵒC) and 
3-amino-2-(4-chloro phenyl)-4(3H)-quinazolinone (IV) (yield 40%, m.p. 166-168 ᵒC) [13]. 
Preparation of CSTPP nanoparticle 
CS nanoparticles were prepared by ionotropic gelation of CS in the presence of TPP using (2.3:1) molar ratio. TPP (1 g dissolved in 
distilled water) was added to CS solution (1 g dissolved in 100 ml of 1% acetic acid) during sonication for 15 minutes at 30 °C and 
stirred for 45 minutes, CSTPP nanoparticles were centrifuged, the supernatant was discarded and the deposit was re-dispersed in 
distilled water three times, recentrifuged and dried at 40 °C.  
Preparation of CS-Quinazolinone–TPP nanoparticle 
 0.0011 mol of quinazolinone derivatives (I-IV) was added to CS solution (1 g was dissolved in 80 ml of 1% acetic acid) and stirred 
for 30 minutes. Then TPP (1 g dissolved in distilled water) was added during sonication for 15 minutes followed by stirring for 2 h 
then, the products were separated using centrifuge and dried at 40 °C.  
Preparation of buffer solution 
Phosphate buffer solutions (PB) were prepared by dissolving dibasic sodium phosphate (44 g) in 600 ml deionized water and 
monobasic sodium phosphate (22 g) in 400 ml deionized water followed by drop wise addition of monobasic solution to dibasic 
solution until pH was adjusted at 6.8. For pH=2, drops of (0.8 M) HCl were added to deionized water until pH adjusted to 2. 
Release Measurements 
10 mg samples suspended in 1 ml buffer were transferred into a dialysis bag with a cut-off molecular weight of 35 KDa. The dialysis 
bag was then suspended in 100 ml of PB (pH=6.8) and HCl solution (pH=2). At specific intervals, 3ml of the buffer was collected 
from the release medium to determine the concentration of quinazolinone derivatives by UV-Vis spectrophotometer. 
Adsorption experiment 
The amount of loaded quinazolinone derivatives on nanoparticles was determined by measuring the absorbance of the solution using 
the UV-Vis spectrophotometer at λmax=230, 242, 231, 233 nm for I, II, III and IV, respectively. The loading efficiency is calculated 
according to the following equation 

%  Efficiency =  �
Wa

Wt
�× 100         (1) 

Where Wa is the actual content of quinazolinone and Wt is the initial content of quinazolinone. It was found to be 65%, 74.9%, 61% 
and 46.9% for CSTPPI, CSTPPII, CSTPPIII and CSTPPIV, respectively. 
In vitro release kinetics 
The data obtained from in-vitro release studies were analyzed by fitting to various kinetics equations to study the mechanism of 
quinazolinone derivatives release from prepared formulations [14-18]. The kinetic models are formulated in the following equations.  
Zero-order release kinetics: 
Where W is the cumulative drug release percent during time t, Wᵒ is the cumulative drug release at t= 0 and k  ̥ is zero-order drug 
release rate constant. 
     W =  W ̥ + k ̥ t (2) 
First-order release kinetics:   log (100− W)  =  log100− kR1t (3) 
Higuchi model:                                        W = 𝑘𝐻  t 1/2(4) 
Hixson-Crowell Kinetics           (W − 100)1/3 = 1001/3 − kHix t (5) 
Krosmeryer-Peppas equation                  F = Mt

M∞
= k × tn(6) 

Where kᵒ, k1, kH and kHix are drug release rate constant of zero order , first order, Higuchi mode and  Hixson-Crowell, W is the 
percent released of drug at time t, F is the fraction release of drug into the dissolution media, k is a constant. Based on the Krosmyer-
Peppas equation n is the diffusional exponent, that show the release of drug transport  mechanism, values of the n exponent equal to or 
less than 0.5 were characteristic of  Fickian or quasi-Fickian diffusion, whereas values in the range of 0.5 to 1 were an indication of 
anomalous for drug release or indicate the contribution of non-Fickian processes. On other hand, a unity value for n would be 
expected for zero order release. 
In vitro antibacterial Activity 
The bacterial strains were obtained from Bacteriological laboratory of Botany department, Microbiology section, Faculty of 
science, Tanta University, Egypt. The Gram-negative bacteria (Escherichia coli ATCC 8739, Pseudomonas aeruginosa ATCC 
9027) and Gram-positive bacteria (Staphylococcus aureus ATCC 6633, Staphylococcus epidermidis ATCC 12228) were used to 
examine the antibacterial activity of the nanoparticles. The bacterial strains were maintained on nutrient agar (28 g nutrient agar 
per liter, pH=7.4). All media were sterilized in autoclave before experiments. 6.5x105 CFU were incubated for 24 h. 
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quinazolinone derivatives (I-IV), CS, CSTPP, and CS/ Quinazolinone/TPP (CSTPPI, CSTPPII, CSTPPIII, CSTPPIV) were 
screened for their antibacterial activity against the above bacterial strains. The antibacterial activity of the tested samples was 
determined by well diffusion method. Powder samples of tested compounds (20 mg/ml) were dispersed in DMSO.  DMSO was 
used as negative control. A caliper was used to measure the inhibition zones. Three replicates were carried out. The antibacterial 
effect of quinazolinone derivatives, CS and quinazolinone loaded nanoparticles on the microorganism was determined by the 
size of the inhibitory zone after 24 h. 
 

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
Most of the nanoparticles prepared from water insoluble polymers were involved heat, organic solvent or mechanical stirring that can 
be harmful to the drug stability. In addition some preparation methods are complex and require long time and energy consuming [6]. 
Furthermore, high crosslinking density leads to lower diffusion of drug from nanoparticles which consequently decrease the burst 
release and rate of release. CS contains abundant amino and hydroxyl groups which enable particle formulation via physical and 
chemical crosslinking. Ionic crosslinking of CS is a typical non covalent interaction which can be formed by association of positively 
charge NH3

+ of CS in acid medium with negatively charged multivalent ions such as TPP for pharmaceutical application. Physical 
crosslinking is reversible and may provide non toxicity of the regents however; using covalently bonded crosslinks may provide 
potential toxicity. Although many efforts have been done to obtain nanoparticles of CSTPP, optimization of fabrication conditions is 
still important topic in this field. One of the problems in biomaterials for drug delivery and need to overcome is the burst release of 
encapsulated or entrapped drugs. By controlling the release of drugs, one can not only optimize the therapeutic effects of the drug, but 
also influence their biological activity. In this study the effect of different heterocyclic quinazolinone derivatives (scheme.1) on the 
adsorption efficiency of CSTPP nanoparticles was studied using sonication method. The release and antimicrobial activity against 
Gram-positive and Gram–negative bacteria were evaluated and compared with quinazolinone derivatives. 
 

 
Scheme 1: Preparation of quinazolinone derivatives. 

Morphology 
The XRD pattern of CS (Fig.1) shows two prominent crystalline peaks at 10˚and 20˚ due to presence of plenty of OH and NH2 groups 
that forms strong inter and intra molecular hydrogen bonds [19]. Cross-linking CS by TPP (CSTPP) (Fig.1) reveals disappearance of 
peak at 10˚, shift of peak at 20˚ to 17.2˚ and a new broader peak at 24.37 ˚ is formed. This could be attributed to the rearrangement of 
molecules in the crystal lattice. It was reported that after ionic cross-linking CS with TPP, no peak is detected in the diffractgrams of 
CS nanoparticles, reflecting the destruction of the native CS packing structure [20, 21]. In case of quinazolinone derivatives (I-IV), 
several diffraction sharp peaks are observed at 8.44˚, 14˚, 16˚, 19˚, 23˚ and 24.5˚ due to crystalline phase of quinazolinone derivatives. 
Compared to I loaded into CSTPP nanoparticle (CSTPPI) (Fig. 1a), the sharp peaks for compound I was observed at the same 
positions. This indicates the inclusion of compound I in CSTPP nanoparticles. In addition, the peak for CSTPP at 17˚ was shifted to 
18.5˚. The same results were observed in CSTPPII, CSTPPIII and CSTPPIV (Fig.1). This confirms the adsorption of the 
quinazolinone derivatives on the surface of CSTPP nanoparticles. It was reported that peaks for the plain drug were not seen for the 
drug loaded microspheres due to the encapsulation of drug in the interpenetrating polymeric network [22]. Crystalline sizes of 
nanoparticles were estimated using Scherer's equation (7).          D = Kλ

βcosθ
 (7)                  
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Where K=constant (0.89<K<1), λ wavelength of the X-ray λ=0.154 nm, B=FWHM (full width at half maximum width of the 
diffraction peak, θ = diffraction angle in radian. The highest three peaks were selected for this calculation. The average crystal size 
was increased by adsorption of quinazolinone from 6 nm in CSTPP to 43, 32.7, 21 and 35.8 nm in CSTPPI, CSTPPII, CSTPPIII and 
CSTPPIV, respectively.  
The morphology of CSTPP nanoparticles was characterized by TEM observations. The TEM image (Fig.2) shows a relatively narrow 
size distribution of mono dispersed nanoparticles with spheroid morphology with size average of 21 nm and standard deviation (S.D) 
was ± 5 nm. The size of these nanoparticles is smaller than that determined (>200 nm) previously [23, 24]. It has been reported that 
CSTPP nanoparticles are rough in shape [24]. TEM image in Fig.2 shows that CSTPPI and CSTPPII nanoparticles have a similar 
morphology for CSTPP. The average sizes of these nanoparticles are varied according to quinazolinone derivatives from 31 to 41 nm 
and S.D were ±7, ±8 nm for CSTPPI, CSTPPII, respectively. However, CSTPPIII showed rod like structure with thickness 33 nm and 
length of 55 nm with S.D ±10 nm. The nanorods have an aspect ratio of 1.6. CSTPPIV shows sphere with rod like structure. The 
average diameter of spheroid is 27 nm and the rods have thickness of 27 nm and length of 54 nm with S.D ±6 nm. The nanorods have 
an aspect ratio of 2. The size of nanoparticles measured by TEM is almost consistent with the size estimated from XRD by Scherer 
equation.  The nanoparticles were further visualized by SEM (Fig. 3). A spherical shape is observed for CSTPP with average size of 
84 nm and S.D ±7 nm. It is worth noting that CSTPPI (Fig. 3) has a rough shape with mean average diameter of 135 nm with S.D ±18 
nm. It is observed that there is consistent increase is the dimensions of CSTPP nanoparticles due to loading of quinazolinone [25, 20]. 
Kumar et al [26] was reported smooth surface morphologies of CS cross-linked with glutaraldehyde. The surface morphology 
characteristics have an impact on bioadhesion. It has been found that the nanospheres with a coarser and more porous surface may 
offer enhanced bioadhesivity as compared to those with a smoother texture. The nanorod CSTPPIII show uniform size over their 
entire length and some nanorods stick together. SEM image (Fig. 3) confirms that the nanorod has rectangular shape with thickness of 
96 nm and length of 131 nm with S.D ±20 nm. The nanorods have an aspect ratio of 1.36. Recently, CS- Insulin- TPP shows presence 
of granular particles with rod shaped morphology of different sizes whose morphology differed from the CSTPP [27]. 

 
Fig 1: XRD pattern of CS, TPP, I-IV, CSTPP, CSTPPI, CSTPPII, CSTPPIII and CSTPPIV nanoparticles 

From SEM and TEM observation, nanoparticles were successfully synthesized and the morphology of the nanoparticles depends on 
the structure of quinazolinone derivatives. 
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Fig 2: TEM images of CSTPP, CSTPPI, CSTPPII, CSTPPIII and CSTPPIV. 

 
Fig 3: SEM images of CSTPP, CSTPPI and CSTPPIII. 

The composition of CS, TPP, quinazolinone derivatives (I-IV), CSTPP and CS-Quinazolinone –TPP was further characterized by FT-
IR (Fig. 4). The spectrum of CS displays a strong absorption band at 3437 cm-1 due to OH and amine N-H symmetrical stretching 
vibration. A peak at 2921 cm-1 was due to symmetrical C-H stretching vibration attributed to pyranose ring. The sharp peak at 1383 
cm-1 was assigned to CH3 in amide group. The broad peak at 1095 cm-1 was indicated C-O –C stretching vibration in CS [28], peaks at 
1649 and 1425 cm-1 were due to C=O stretching (amide I) and N-H stretching (amide II). The absorption band at 1153 cm-1 was 
assigned to the anti-symmetric stretching of C-O-C bridge and 1095 cm-1, 1010 cm-1 were assigned to the skeletal vibration involving 
the C-O stretching. The spectrum of TPP presents absorption bands at 1217, 1143, 1069 and 898 cm-1 that were attributed to P-O 
stretching, symmetric and anti-symmetric stretching vibrations in PO2 group, symmetric and anti-symmetric stretching vibrations in 
PO3 group and anti-symmetric stretching of the P-O-P bridge, respectively [29]. 
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FT-IR spectrum of CSTPP nanoparticles shows absorption band at 1542 cm-1 due to NH3
+ vibration. Moreover,  the  band at 3437 cm-

1  and 1649 cm-1 related to OH and C=O stretching (amide I) were shifted to 3447 cm-1  and 1624 cm-1, implying electrostatic 
interaction between NH3

+ groups of CS and phosphoric groups of TPP within the nanoparticles [121, 30, 31]. 
FT-IR spectrum of I shows bands at 3438,  3309 cm-1, 3209 cm-1 corresponding to (N-H), multiple weak absorption peaks over the 
3038, 3068 cm-1 corresponding to Qu-H and Ar-H stretching vibration absorption peaks, the strong absorption at 1660 cm-1, 1640 cm-

1, 1564-1474 cm-1 and 765 - 696 cm-1 correspond to the C=O stretching Vibration, C=N stretching vibration, (the skeleton vibration of 
the aryl and heterocyclic ring) and the phenyl-substituted at the 2-position in the quinazolinone, respectively [32]. The same bands of I 
was observed in II-IV. Moreover, bands at 562, 542, 562 and 539 cm-1 related to (C-Br) substituted at the 6, 8-position, (C-Br) 
substituted at the 6-position and (C-Cl) substituted at 4-phenyl at position -2 for II, III and IV, respectively are observed. 

FT-IR spectrum of CSTPPI exhibited similar absorption bands with slight shift at bands 1624, 1542 and 3447 cm-1 related to C=O 
stretching (amide I), NH3

+ vibration and OH to 1661, 1564 and 3423 cm-1, respectively. Thus confirming the interaction between 
nanoparticles and quinazolinone derivatives. The peak at 1624 cm-1 related to C=O of CSTPP emerged with peak at 1661 cm-1 related 
to C=O of hetero cyclic compound. Similar observation was reported in CSTPPII, CSTPPIII and CSTPPIV. From the above results it 

is proved that the quinazolinone derivatives are integrated into the nanoparticles and there is an physical interaction between them. 

 
 

Fig 4: FTIR spectra of CS, TPP, I, II, III, IV, CSTPP, CSTPPI, CSTPPII, CSTPPIII and CSTPPIV. 
Thermal properties 
TGA and DTGA data of CSTPP are presented in Fig.5a, b. It is seen that weight loss is directly related to increasing the heating 
temperature. Three steps weight loss are observed from TGA of CS. First step from 50-110 °C can be assigned to the release of 
hydroscopic water molecules. The second weight loss observed from 200-350 °C is typical to degradation of saccharide ring while the 
third weight loss between 575-798 °C can be assigned to further degradation and decomposition of acetylated unit of CS. While 
DTGA shows three peaks at 57.87 °C, 229.39 °C and 774 °C [25]. 
 TGA and DTGA of CSTPPI (Fig.5a, b) show the same characteristic peaks of CSTPP. While second weight loss between 200-350 °C 
in CSTPP is shifted to 200-565 °C in TGA and peak at 229 °C is shifted to 237.5 °C in DTGA. This may be assigned to interaction of 
CSTPP with quinazolione and decomposition of quinazolinone derivatives. DTGA of CSTPPII, CSTPPIII and CSTPPIV showed the 
same characteristic peaks of CSTPP with the appearance of new peak at 293 °C, 270 °C and 260 °C, respectively. This can assigned to 
the decomposition of quinazolinone derivatives. The weight loss percentage at this temperature range was thus used to compute the 
amount of loaded quinazolinone derivatives (Table 1).  
In vitro release of quinazolinone from nanoparticles 
The loading percentage of quinazolinone derivatives in CSTPP was further determined by UV-Vis according to the following equation 
(3) and summarized in Table1. 
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Fig.6. displayed the release profile of quinazolinone from CSTPP nanoparticles. The release of quinazolinone derivatives was 
gradually increased with time in pH=2, 6.8 (Fig. 6). The slow release of I-IV from CSTPP may be due to high percentage of cross 
linker and steric hindrance in quinazolinone derivatives that delay the release. The release of quinazolinone compound (I-IV) loaded 
into CSTPP in pH=2 is higher than pH=6.8 (Fig. 6). The release of IV after 55 h was 95% in pH=2 while in pH=6.8 was 45% [33]. 
Bhumkar et al have reported that CSTPP nanoparticles have higher swelling in pH=2. In another publication the swelling index 
obtained for cross-linked chitosan at pH=3 (668.85%) was distinctly higher than the (157.65%) obtained for cross-linked chitosan at 
pH=9 [33]. In the acidic medium, the quinazolinone derivatives rate is relatively rapid in comparison with a slightly acidic buffer 
solution which attributed to the electrostatic repulsion mechanism that lead to increase intra particle spaces in the nanoparticles, results 
from the protonated amine (NH3

+). In contrast to the pH= 6.8 buffer solution, NH2 groups of CS and quinazolinone mainly attach to 
the surface of the nanoparticles so slow down release rate of the quinazolinone derivatives in pH 6.8. Large surface area available for 
dissolution with a small particle size, (CSTPPIV) favor rapid release of the quinazolinone compared to larger nanospheres (CSTPPII) 
[34].                                           

Zhou et al [35] reported that the release of drugs from micro spheres involves two different mechanisms of drug molecules diffusion 
and polymer matrix degradation. The burst release of drug is associated with those drug molecules dispersing close to the microsphere 

surface, which easily diffuse in the initial incubation time. This hypothesis was suitable for ammonium glycyrrhizinate release from 
CS [36]. This was attributed to diffusion of drug through the pores or on the surface of nanoparticles in a short time. In addition 

nanoparticles with huge specific surface area can adsorb drug so the burst release is due to desorption of the drug from nanoparticle 
surface. The burst release in the first 0.5 h of BSA was observed to be ranged from 85.3% to 87.9% depending on  the loading 

capacity due to the poor interaction between them that favor the desorption at ionic environment [37]. 

 
Fig 5: (a) TGA and (b) DTGA of CSTPP, CSTPPI, CSTPPII, CSTPPIII and CSTPPIV. 

 
Table 1: Loading efficiency of quinazolinone derivatives onto CSTPP nanoparticles calculated using UV-Vis spectrophotometer and 
TGA. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Investigation of quinazolinone release kinetics and mechanism 
Different mathematical models were applied for describing the kinetics of the release process of the quinazolinone derivatives, the 
most suited model being the one which best fits the experimental results was shown in Fig.7 and Fig.8. For each model the slope, 
regression coefficient R2 and rate constant (k) are graphically determined and used to determine the kinetics mechanism of 
quinazolinone derivatives release. 
The release rate constant k ,̥ k1, kH and kHix and k, release exponent value n and R2 are summarized in table (2). Considering R2 the 
release of (I-IV) in pH=6.8 from CSTPPI, CSTPPII, CSTPPIII and CSTPPIV follow Hixson-Crowell, Higuchi, zero orders and 
Krosmeyer-Peppas, respectively. Also release I-IV in pH=2 from CSTPPI, CSTPPII, CSTPPIII and CSTPPIV follow Krosmeyer-

Code UV-Vis (Wt %) TGA (Wt %) 
CSTPPI 21.3 25 
CSTPPII 23.7 21 
CSTPPIII 20.2 13 
CSTPPIV 16.3 18 
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Peppas, zero orders, Hixson-Crowell and first order. The value of release exponent n being between 0.56 and 1.2 given for CSTPPI, 
CSTPPII, CSTPPIII and CSTPPIV compounds (pH=2, 6.8) indicates that release follow non-Fickian diffusion processes. 

  
Fig 6: Release percent of I-IV from CSTPP nanoparticles at pH=6.8, 2. 

 
Fig 7: (a) Zero order, (b) First order, (c) Higuchi, (d) Hixson-Crowell and (e) Krosmeyer-Peppas  kinetics of I- IV during time from 
CSTPP nanoparticles at pH=2. 
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Fig 8: (a) Zero order, (b) First order, (c) Higuchi, (d) Hixson-Crowell and (e) Krosmeyer-Peppas  kinetics of I-IV during time from 
CSTPP nanoparticles at pH=6.8. 
Table 2: Controlled release kinetics of I, II, III and IV from CSTPP nanoparticles at pH=2, 6.8.  
Code pH Zero order First-order Higuchi Hixson-Crowell Krosmeyer-Peppas 

k  ̥ R2 k1 R2 kH R2 kHix R2 logk R2 n 

CSTPPI 6.8 0.29163 0.8546 -0.00551 0.6958 2.96459 0.9212 -0.02069 0.98975 -0.989 0.895 0.56 
2 1.94012 0.8588 -0.2131 0.7647 17.92008 0.9169 -0.05479 0.8879 -1.586 0.97 0.9766 

CSTPPII 6.8 0.14732 0.9691 -0.01145 0.6178 1.47751 0.9747 -0.00239 0.9732 -1.94 0.97 0.55 
2 0.28537 0.9679 -0.03708 0.9344 1.91611 0.9139 -0.00755 0.9611 -2.89 0.77 1.2 

CSTPPIII 6.8 0.27821 0.9896 -0.01657 0.8103 2.69613 0.9261 -0.0465 0.9775 -2.26 0.8922 0.878 
2 1.63703 0.9377 -0.02519 0.8905 14.33851 0.9123 -0.03719 0.9466 -1.88 0.928 1.01 

CSTPPIV 6.8 0.77341 0.9737 -0.02021 0.7826 7.59375 0.9745 -0.01478 0.9795 -2.282 0.983 1.08 
2 2.16512 0.9082 -0.02832 0.9745 19.51986 0.8245 -0.0635 0.9046 -1.9 0.9313 1.06 

Antibacterial activity 
To compare the antibacterial activity of quinazolinone derivatives and quinazolinone loaded on CSTPP nanoparticles the samples 
were tested against gram positive and gram negative bacteria. It is seen (Fig.9) that I-IV have a significant antibacterial activity against 
the tested microorganisms with variable inhibition zones expressed as mm. For E.coli, S.aureas this holds true regardless of the kind of 
bacterial used. In comparison with quinazolinone derivatives nanoparticles (CSTPPI, CSTPPII, CSTPPIII and CSTPPIV) were more 
active against the Gram negative bacteria (Escherichia coli) and Gram-positive bacteria (Staphylococcus aureus) than (I-VI), 
respectively as shown in Fig.9 although the percentage of the quinazolinone derivatives loaded on CSTPP nanoparticles was lower 
than 24% (Table. 1). This may be due to the small particle size [38]. The antibacterial activity of chitosan in acidic environment may 
result from its polycationic structure due to the protonation of –NH2

+ on the C-2 position of the D-glucosamine. Positively charged 
chitosan can bind to bacterial cell surface which is negatively charged and disrupt the normal functions of the membrane, e.g. by 
promoting the leakage of intracellular components or by inhibiting the transport of nutrients into cells [39]. Phosphate ion reacts with 
Gram-positive by the same mechanism of CS without need to acid medium. In addition, quinazolinone derivatives have positively 
charge NH3

+ that can also bind to negatively charged bacterial cell. 
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Fig 9: Antibacterial activities of I-IV, CSTPP, CSTPPI, CSTPPII, CSTPPIII and CSTPPIV.  
   
Conclusion 
The CS/Quinazolinone/TPP nanoparticles have been successfully prepared by mixing quinazolinone derivatives with CS followed by 
ionic gelation by TPP using ultrasonic waves. The loading efficiency was calculated by TGA and UV-Vis spectrophotometer. FT-IR 
spectra prove the interaction between quinazolinone derivatives and CSTPP nanoparticles. The synthesized nanoparticles CSTPP with 
average size of 21 nm were increased to 31-41 nm by loading of quinazolinone derivatives. The morphology of the nanoparticles is 
affected by substitutes on the quinazolinone. The in vitro release of loaded quinazolinone on CSTPP nanoparticles has been studied in 
two different pH media. According to Krosmeyer Peppas equation the release of quinazolinone derivatives followed anomalous non 
fickian diffusion. By applying the kinetics equations, the release (I-IV) in pH=6.8 from CSTPPI, CSTPPII, CSTPPIII and CSTPPIV 
follow Hixson-Crowell, Higuchi, zero orders and Krosmeyer-Peppas, respectively and at pH= 2 followed Krosmeyer-Peppas, zero 
orders, Hixson-Crowell and first order. In addition, quinazolinone loaded nanoparticles have better antibacterial activity in comparison 
with quinazolinone. The sustained release and the excellent antimicrobial activity suggest that the nanoparticles may serve as a 
promising therapy. 
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Abstract- Standardization of herbal drugs is the need of the hour 
as the use and practice of traditional herbal drugs has increased 
tremendously. The main objective of the present study is to 
standardize the root tubers of Aconitum heterophyllum as per 
pharmacopoeial testing protocol which include powder 
microscopy, physico-chemical screening, HPTLC fingerprinting 
and GC-MS analysis. Preliminary phytochemical tests indicate 
the presence of alkaloids, sugars, flavonoids, steroids, quinones 
and tannins. HPTLC profiling of the ethanol extract using 
Toluene/ Ethyl acetate (8: 1) as mobile phase revealed the 
presence of phytochemicals with different Rf values. The GC-
MS analysis of the diethyl ether fraction showed the presence of 
39 compounds of which 21 were identified. 
 
Index Terms- Aconitum heterophyllum, GC-MS analysis, 
HPTLC Fingerprinting, Powder microscopy.  

I. INTRODUCTION 
Aconitum heterophyllum commonly called Atis is an important 
endangered medicinal herb seen in the temperate regions and the 
alpine regions of Himalayas. The tuberous roots of A. 
heterophyllum are highly medicinal and widely used in 
Ayurvedic system of medicine. In Charaka Samhitha it has been 
recommended for treating obesity, piles, stomach disorders etc.. 
In Sushrutha Samhitha it was suggested as a remedy against 
diarrhea. Aconitum heterophyllum has been extensively studied 
for its alkaloid profile (Pelletier et al., 1968; Nisar et al., 2009). 
Pharmacological studies on the root tubers of A. heterophyllum 
revealed its anti-inflammtory (Verma et al., 2010), anti-diarrheal 
(Prasad et al., 2012), anti-helminthic (Pattewar et al., 2012) and 
antihyperlipidemic (Subash and Augustine, 2012) properties.  
Due to its high cost as well as unavailabity, the chance for 
adulterating root tubers of A. heterophyllum with substandard 
products is high. Thus to avoid adulteration, standardization of 
this valuable herbal drug is the need of the hour. In the present 
study an attempt has been made to standardize the original and 
authenticated root tubers of A. heterophyllum by 
physicochemical characterization, HPTLC fingerprinting and 
GC-MS analysis. 

II. MATERIALS AND METHODS 
Sample Collection 
Root tubers of Aconitum heterophyllum were collected from the 
Raw drug division, Aryavaidyasala, Kottakkal, Kerala and were 
authenticated by Dr. P. B. Benil, Associate Professor, 
Department of Agadatantra, VPSV Ayurveda College, Kottakkal, 

Kerala.  The rhizomes were washed, shade dried, coarse 
powdered and stored at -20oC until further analyses. 
Powder microscopy 
To study the microscopic characteristics, a pinch of powdered 
drug was warmed with few drops of chloral hydrate on a 
microscopic slide, mounted in glycerine and examined under 
Zeiss AXIO trinocular microscope.  
Evaluation of Physical Constants 
Physical constants have a major role in identification and purity 
determination of crude drugs. In the present study, physical 
constants such as total ash, acid insoluble ash, water soluble ash, 
alcohol soluble extractive and water soluble extractive values 
were evaluated as per standard protocols (Anonymous, 1998). 
Elemental analysis 
One gram of powdered drug sample was taken into a pre 
weighed crucible and kept in muffle furnace overnight at 5000C. 
The ash obtained was wetted with few drops of water and added 
1 ml of conc. HNO3. Excess HNO3 was evaporated on a hot 
plate set at 100oC and kept the crucible again to furnace for one 
hour at 500oC. Ash was then dissolved in 10 ml conc. HCL, 
filtered to a volumetric flask and made up to 100 ml with 
distilled water. Later read the concentration by aspirating sample 
as well as standard solution in Atomic Absorption 
Spectrophotometer (Parker Elmer- Pinnacle 900H).  
Preparation of extract 
Weighed quantity of coarse powdered drug was soaked in 
ethanol/water (1:1) in a percolator for 24 hrs. The soluble portion 
was filtered through a filter paper and dried on water bath in a 
weighed evaporating dish. The extracts were dried under vacuum 
and stored in desiccator until use for further analyses/successive 
extraction. 
Qualitative Phytochemical Tests  
The hydro-alcoholic extract was mixed with silica gel for column 
chromatography and extracted successively in a Soxhlet extractor 
using solvents such as Petroleum Ether, Chloroform, Ethyl 
Acetate and Ethanol in the increasing order of polarity. The 
extracts were completely dried under vacuum. These successive 
extracts were tested for various phytochemicals (Harborne, 1998; 
Raman, 2006). 
HPTLC Fingerprinting 
The hydro-alcoholic extract was mixed with silica gel for column 
chromatography and extracted by maceration with ethanol. The 
extract was made up to 50 ml in a volumetric flask. Five and ten 
microlitre of the ethanolic extract was applied on a pre-coated 
silica gel F254 on aluminum plates to a band width of 7 mm using 
CAMAG Linomat 5 TLC applicator. The plate was then 
developed in CAMAG twin-trough chamber using Toluene/ 
Ethyl acetate (8: 1) as mobile phase. The Rf values were 
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determined by photodocumentation performed using CAMAG 
photo-documentation chamber and the plates were scanned under 
254 nm, 366 nm and 620 nm after derivatisation using CAMAG 
Scanner (Sethi, 1996).  
GC-MS Analysis 
The hydro-alcoholic extract was mixed with silica gel for column 
chromatography and extracted by maceration with diethyl ether. 

The extract was made up to 10 ml in a volumetric flask and 
analyzed for composition by GC-MS. The study was carried out 
on a 5975C Agilent system equipped with a DB-5ms Agilent 
fused silica capillary column (30 × 0.25 mm ID; film thickness: 
0.25 μm), operating in electron impact mode at 70 eV. 

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Powder Microscopy 

The dried root tuber powder of  A. heterophyllum under 
microscope shows, overlapping layers of polygonal cells of cork 
in surface view and the same in longitudinally cut mode with 
underlying cortical parenchyma containing starch; compact 
cortical parenchyma cells which are slightly thick walled having 
no intercellular space but with lot of starch grains; fragments of 
bundled short simple pitted xylem vessels and tracheids;  group 
of few or isolated squarish to elliptical sclereids with lateral wall 
thickening having simple pits all over the surface; few fragments 
of  comparatively larger scalariform vessels; lot of parenchyma 
fragments with round to oval shaped simple and mostly 2 to 3 
compound starch grains scattered throughout the powder (Fig. 1). 

 
(a)                  (b)                 (c)          (d) 

Figure 1: Powder microscopy of A. heterophyllum rhizome 
     (a) Cork cells in surface view (b) Cortical Parenchyma Starch 

             (c) Thin-walled fibres             (d) Scalariform vessels 

Physicochemical analysis 
In the present study, physical constants such as total ash, acid 
insoluble ash, water soluble ash, alcohol soluble extractive and 
water soluble extractive values were evaluated (Table 1). The 
amount of macro and micro elements analyzed in the rhizome of  
A. heterophyllum is given in Table 2. The macronutrients - Na 
and K were analyzed and it was revealed that potassium content 
is much higher in than sodium. The concentration of heavy 
metals such as Pb, Cu, Mn, Cr and Fe was also and found to be in 
permissible limits. The essential heavy metals such as Cu, Zn, Fe 
and Mn play many biochemical and physiological functions in 
plants (Nagajyothi et al., 2010). 

Table 1: Physicochemical parameters of the  
      rhizome of A. heterophyllum 

Parameters Results 
(n=3  % w/w) 

Foreign matter Nil 
Total Ash 2.04  
Acid insoluble Ash 0.40 
Water soluble Ash 0.94 
Alcohol soluble extractive 5.06 
Water soluble extractive 24.80 

 

Table 2: Concentration of various elements in the rhizome of 
A. heterophyllum 

Elements Concentration 
(mg/Kg) 

Na 32.4 
K 4757 
Mn 11.7 
Cr 1.7 
Pb 1.2 
Cu 5.2 
Fe 216 
Zn 15.1 

 
Qualitative Phytochemical Screening 
The petroleum ether and chloroform extracts of the tubers of 
Aconitum heterophyllum showed the presence of alkaloids, 
sugars and steroids while sugars, flavonoids and steroids were 
seen in ethyl acetate and methanol extracts. The ethyl acetate 
extract also contain quinones and tannins were seen in the 
methanol extract. The extractive yield was maximum in 
methanol followed by petroleum ether (Table 3).  
 
Table 3: Preliminary phytochemical tests of A. heterophyllum  

successive extracts 

 
HPTLC Fingerprinting 
The methanol extract of the rhizome of A. heterophyllum was 
subjected to HPTLC analysis using solvent system Toluene – 
Ethyl acetate (8:1) as mobile phase and the Rf  values and colour 
of the spots were recorded (Table 4). Even though two 
concentrations, 5 and 10 microlitres of the extract were used, the 
result was made based on the 10 microlitre of the sample as the 
number of spots observed optimum at this concentration. The 

Test Petroleum 
ether 

Chloroform Ethyl 
Acetate 

Methanol 

Alkaloid + + – – 
Carbohydrate  + + + + 
Carboxylic acid – – – – 
Coumarins – – – – 
Flavanoids – – + + 
Phenol – – – – 
Quinone – – + – 
Resins – – – – 
Steroid + + + + 
Saponins – – – + 

Tannin – – – + 
Terpenoid – – – – 
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HPTLC images shown in Fig. 2 indicate that all sample 
constituents were clearly separated without any tailing and 
diffuseness. TLC photo-documentation revealed presence of 
many phytoconstituents with different Rf values (Table 4) while 
densitometric scan of the plates showed numerous bands under 
254 nm, 366nm and 620 nm. On photodocumentation there were 
6 spots under 254 nm, 7 spots under 366 nm and 10 spots under 
620 nm post-derivatisation with vanillin sulphuric acid spray 
reagent (Figure 2). Densitometric scan at 254 nm (Figure 3) 
revealed 10 peaks corresponding to 10 different compounds in 
the ethanol extract with Rf 0.14 (32.19%), 0.30 (23.24%), 0.39 
(18.69%), 0.61 (8.52%) and 0.69 (8.17%) being the major peaks. 
Densitometric scan at 366 nm (Figure 4) showed 8 peaks, and 
peaks with Rf 0.04 (14.52%), 0.12 (8.08%), 0.30 (8.20%) and 
0.56 (50.69%) were the major peaks detected. Densitometric 
scan at 620 nm (Figure 5) showed 8 peaks, peaks with Rf 0.14 
(23.86%), 0.26 (20.29%), 0.37 (19.47%) and 0.52 (14.58%) 
being the major ones. Taking the advantage of its low-cost, 
flexible mobile phase composition, and easy post-derivatization, 
HPTLC is still keeping active and alive in herbal medicines 
quality control programmes (Upton, 2010). 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Track  1– 5 µl   Track  2- 10 µl 
Figure 2: HPTLC photo documentation of ethanol extract of 

A.  heterophyllum 
 

Table 4: Rf values of ethanol extract of root tuber of A.  
heterophyllum (10 µl) 

At 254 nm At 366 nm After 
derivatisation 

0.06(L Green) 0.06(F L Violet) 0.06(L Violet) 
- - 0.08(L Violet) 

0.16(Green) 0.16(F Violet)   0.16(D Brown) 
- 0.24(F L Violet) - 

0.29(Green) 0.29(F L Violet) 0.29(Violet) 
- 0.33(F L Violet) - 

0.37(L Green) - - 
- - 0.39(Violet) 
- 0.41(F L Violet) - 

0.45(L Green) - - 
- - 0.49(L Violet) 
- - 0.52(L Violet) 
- 0.54(F Aqua) - 
- - 0.58(L Violet) 

0.64(L Green) - 0.64(L Violet) 
- - 0.75(L Violet) 

*F-Fluorescent, L-Light, D-Dark 

  
Figure 3: Densitometric scan of ethanol extract of A. 

heterophyllum at 254 nm 

 

Figure 4: Densitometric scan of ethanol extract of root tuber 
of A. heterophyllum at 366 nm 

 
Figure 5: Densitometric scan of ethanol extract of root tuber 

of A. heterophyllum after derivatisation 
 
GC-MS Analysis 
GC-MS chromatogram of the diethyl ether extract of the tubers 
of A. heterophyllum showed 39 peaks indicating the presence of 
as much as compounds and were presented in Table 5. Of the 39 
compounds, 21 compounds got matched with the library and 
were identified. Certain constituents even though exhibited high 
percentage composition but were not able to identify, as their 
mass fragmentation showed similarity less than 80%. The results 
revealed that Oleic Acid (16.93%) was the major component 
followed by Thymol, β-Asarone, n-Hexadecanoic acid, 
Octadecanoicacid, 2(3H)-Naphthalenone, 3-Cyclohexen-1-
carboxaldehyde, 1H-Cycloprop[e] azulene and Caryophyllene 
oxide. β-Asarone was reported as a future effective therapeutic 
drug to manage cognitive impairment associated with 
neurological disorders such as Alzheimer's disease (Geng et al., 
2010). Nonacosane is a straight chain hydrocarbon having 
antibacterial, antihypertensive, Angiotensin AT-II receptor 
antagonistic and saluretic activity (Mihailovi, 2011).  
 

  
 

At 254 nm At 366 nm After 
derivatisation 
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Table 5: List of phytochemicals identified by GC-MS analysis 

of diethyl ether extract of root tubers of 
 A. heterophyllum 
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Peak RT % 
Area 

Name 

1 11.142 4.51 Thymol* 
2 11.824 0.54 Copaene* 
3 12.055 0.65 3H-3a,7-Methanoazulene* 
4 12.137 0.85 Caryophyllene* 
5 12.393 1.31 Benzene* 
6 12.549 0.92 Naphthalene* 
7 12.656 0.66 Cyclohexene* 
8 12.693 0.52 Naphthalene* 
9 12.806 0.98 1,6,10-Dodecatrien-3-ol* 
10 13.050 4.47 β.-Asarone* 
11 13.106 1.74 Caryophyllene oxide* 
12 13.250 1.95 3-Cyclohexen-1-

carboxaldehyde* 
13 13.281 0.57 - 
14 13.331 1.21 2,4a-Methanonaphthalen-

7(4aH)-one* 
15 13.375 1.80 - 
16 13.475  1.94 1H-Cycloprop[e]azulene* 
17 13.532 1.63 - 
18 13.563  1.71 - 
19 13.688  0.62 - 
20 13.738  2.67 2(3H)-Naphthalenone* 
21 13.857  0.82 - 
22 13.932  0.69 7-Isopropenyl-1,4 a-

dimethyl-4,4a,5,6,7,8-
hexahydro-3H-naphthalen-
2-one* 

23 14.019  0.94 - 
24 14.070  0.50 - 
25 14.138  1.20 - 

26 14.664  2.69 - 
27 14.720 4.16 n-Hexadecanoic acid * 
28 14.858 0.53 - 
29 15.540 16.93 Oleic Acid*  
30 15.621  4.10 Octadecanoic acid*  
31 15.871 0.74 - 
32 16.384  0.97 - 
33 16.622  6.07 - 
34 17.504 0.66 - 
35 18.611 0.83 - 
36 19.743 1.25 Octacosane* 
37 20.619 2.87 - 
39 20.875 1.30 Nonacosane* 
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Abstract: Ascariasis is a neglected tropical disease (NTD) 
affecting one billion people worldwide. The most common 
laboratory diagnosis is still through the microscopic 
identification of Ascaris lumbricoides eggs from stool sample; 
thus, there is a need to establish a gold standard for its 
identification. In line with this, investigation of the amino acid 
content of the protein coat was done for possible development of 
rapid diagnostic tests. Micro-Bradford assay of the supernatants 
after decortication using Phosphate-Buffered Saline with Tween 
20 revealed increasing absorbance suggestive of increasing 
protein content (r=0.71). Results of the High-Performance Liquid 
Chromatography exhibited peaks belonging to arginine and 
tyrosine. Moreover, these amino acids recovered are present in 
proteins which are inhibitors of mammalian trypsin and 
chymotrypsin. 
 
Index Terms: Ascaris lumbricoides, Decortication, High 
Performance Liquid Chromatography with FMOC-Cl 
derivatization, PBS-Tween 20, Rapid Diagnostic Tests 
 

I. INTRODUCTION 
eing the most common type of parasitic infection in the 
world, soil-transmitted helminthiasis is estimated to affect 

more than two billion people worldwide (Tchuem Tchuenté, 
2011). The area most susceptible to the disease frequently 
includes tropical and subtropical regions and those with poor 
sanitation. Ascariasis is acquired through ingestion of the 
embryonated egg from food contaminated with soil, particularly 
when human feces is used as fertilizer or irrigated with 
ineffectively treated waste water. The eggs develop in the soil 
and become infective after two to three weeks but can remain 
infective for several months or years. Severe A. lumbricoides 
infection causes about 60,000 deaths per year, mainly in children 
since they often become infected when they place their 
contaminated hands into their mouths. (World Health 
Organization, 2015). 

Laboratory diagnosis of ascariasis is done through the 
recovery of Ascaris lumbricoides eggs in stool. Although 
detection through microscopy is relatively inexpensive and 
simple, it has many limitations for it is time-consuming, labor-
intensive, and it may include fluctuations in egg detection which 
contributes to its limited sensitivity and specificity (Lamberton & 
Jourdan, 2015). Thus, alternatives are currently studied and 

developed and one of these is the use of rapid diagnostic tests 
(RDTs). RDTs are known as diagnostic assays intended for use 
at the point-of-care which can be adapted for use in low-resource 
settings. An RDT is low-cost, requires simple operation, 
sensitive, specific, stable at high temperatures, and gives 
immediate results. RDTs are already in use for several neglected 
diseases and the majority that is in use today is based on 
immunoassays which involve the study of antigenic proteins 
(BIO Ventures for Global Health, 2015). 

 According to Florkin (2012), a layer of protein exists 
on the inner side of the chitinous “hard-shell” of A. lumbricoides. 
It is likely that this layer is made from protein granules in the 
primary ovocyte. Several studies have proven the role of protein 
in Ascaris egg as a marker used in molecular diagnostic, 
serologic, systematic, and biological studies of parasitic 
nematodes.  The study done by Tormo and Chordi (as cited in 
Florkin, 2012), examined a number of purified protein-
containing antigens. Although many of the studies have already 
shown the importance of proteins, ascariasis is still considered as 
a neglected disease and reliably approximating the scope of the 
problem is difficult because of inaccuracies and imprecisions in 
parasitological diagnosis and the lack of definite clinical signs 
(Brooker & Pullan, 2013). Its prevalence continues; therefore, 
further studies on the amino acids present in the dominant protein 
of A. lumbricoides egg should be conducted and performed. This 
can help and aid future researchers in developing a rapid 
diagnostic test that will be specific and highly sensitive for 
detecting A. lumbricoides infection. 

 

II. OBJECTIVES 
The general objective of this study was to determine the amino 
acid composition of the dominant protein isolated from the 
fertilized corticated Ascaris lumbricoides egg.  
The specific objectives are as follows:  

a) To obtain a pure isolate of the fertilized, corticated    
      Ascaris lumbricoides egg;  

b) To decorticate and isolate the dominant protein from
      the recovered eggs;  

c) To determine which among 10%, 20%, 30%, 40%,               
and 50% is the optimum concentration of PBS-Tween 
20 to be used in decortication; and  
d) To determine the concentration of the amino acids       
present in the protein isolate. 

B 
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III. MATERIALS AND METHODS 
The sample used in the experiment was a formalinized stool 
positive for fertilized, corticated Ascaris lumbricoides egg 

 

A. Isolation of Fertilized, Corticated Ascaris lumbricoides Egg 
The stool sample was suspended in a brine solution with a 
specific gravity of 1.20; this was left undisturbed for 24 hours. 
The eggs were then aspirated on the surface of the solution, 
transferred to a slide, and examined microscopically. Several 
well-washings were performed before the eggs were transferred 
to a conical tube containing 1 mL of normal saline solution. 
Well-washing was done in order to isolate the eggs from the 
fecal debris. After which, the pooled eggs were washed three 
times using phosphate-buffered saline in order to remove the 
formalin. 

 

B. Decortication of the Isolated Parasite Eggs 
Aliquots of the sample containing 20 eggs each were prepared in 
Eppendorf tubes. The aliquots were decanted until 0.5 mL was 
left in the tubes. PBS-Tween 20 with concentrations of 10%, 
20%, 30%, 40%, and 50% were added until it reached the 1.0 mL 
mark. Vortex-mixing of the tubes was done for 1 hour and 45 
minutes. To confirm if decortication occurred, the supernatants 
before and after decortication were analyzed using 96-well 
Micro-Bradford Protein Assay. The supernatant with the highest 
increase in absorbance was then used for amino acid 
determination. 

 
C. Amino Acid Determination 

Microwave-assisted Hydrolysis 
The supernatant after decortication was used for microwave-
assisted acid hydrolysis. Fifty microliters of the sample was 
mixed with 100 µL of 6M hydrochloric acid, placed inside an 
industrial microwave oven along with 100 mL of distilled water; 
this was done for 5 minutes at medium heat. Two hundred 
microliters of distilled water was added to the hydrolyzed sample 
to increase the volume. 

High-Performance Liquid Chromatography with FMOC-Cl 
Derivatization was used for the identification of amino acids. 
Preparation of the physiologic amino acid standard and the 
sample was done by the researchers. However, High- 
Performance Liquid Chromatography was done by ADIP Quality 
Control Product Research and Development Cooperative. 

Sample and Amino Acid Standard Preparation 
For the preparation of the sample solution, 50 µL of the sample 
was mixed with a 100 µL of acetonitrile. The solution was 
adjusted to appropriate pH by adding 50 µL of borate buffer (40 
mM in water, pH 9.2). It was then derivatized using 50 µL 
FMOC-Cl (10 mM in acetonitrile).  
 
For the preparation of the reference standard solution, 40 µL 
standard solution and 10 µL 0.5 M sodium hydroxide were 
mixed to reach a nearly neutral solution. After that, the solution 
was mixed with 100 µL of acetonitrile. The solution was adjusted 

to appropriate pH by the addition of 50 µL borate buffer (40 mM 
in water, pH 9.2); it was then derivatized using 50 µL FMOC-Cl 
(10 mM in acetonitrile). Sigma-Aldrich A9906 Physiologic 
Amino Acid Standard was used in this study. 
 
Chromatographic Conditions 
The separation was done on a C18 column. The mobile phase 
were acetonitrile (A) and 50 mM sodium acetate solution, with a 
pH of 4.15 (B). The gradient elution profile was 0 to 30 min A:B 
(28:72, v/v) to (50:50, v/v), 30 to 37 min A:B (50:50, v/v) to 
(58:42, v/v), 37 to 38 min A:B (58:42, v/v) to (68:32, v/v), 38 to 
44 min A:B (68:32, v/v) to (76:24, v/v), 44 to 45 min A:B 
(76:24, v/v) to (85:15, v/v), 45 to 54 min A:B (85:15, v/v). The 
flow-rate was 1.0 mL/min, detection wavelength was 263 nm, the 
column temperature was 30°C, and the injection volume was 100 
µL. 
 
 

IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

A. Isolation of the Dominant Protein 
Microscopic images of the A. lumbricoides eggs before and after 
treatment with PBS-Tween 20 are shown in Figures 1 to 6. 
Notable changes in the morphology of the parasite eggs are 
observed. This agrees with the results obtained from the micro-
Bradford protein assay where the absorbance of the supernatant 
after decortication increased in all of the concentrations used 
(Refer to Table I). Moreover, among the concentrations used, 
50% PBS-Tween 20 was the optimum concentration since it 
obtained the largest increase in absorbance. The results are 
parallel with the study conducted by Amirilargani et al. (2009) 
where in increasing concentrations of Tween 20, there was a 
notable change in the membrane morphology. In the study done 
by Jamur and Oliver (2010), saponin selectively removes 
membrane cholesterol but detergents such as Tween-20 extract 
proteins along with the lipids since they are nonselective; a study 
by Schuck et al. (2003) also proves the nonselectivity of Tween 
20 in the solubilization of cell membranes.  
 
 

 

 
Figure 1: Microscopic Image of Fertilized, Corticated Egg of  Ascaris 

lumbricoides Before Treatment with PBS-Tween 20 
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Figure 2: Microscopic Image of Fertilized, Corticated Egg of  Ascaris 

lumbricoides After Treatment with 10% PBS-Tween 20 
 

 
Figure 3: Microscopic Image of Fertilized, Corticated Egg of  Ascaris 

lumbricoides After Treatment with 20% PBS-Tween 20 
 

 
Figure 4: Microscopic Image of Fertilized, Corticated Egg of  Ascaris 

lumbricoides After Treatment with 30% PBS-Tween 20 
 

 
 

Figure 5: Microscopic Image of Fertilized, Corticated Egg of  Ascaris 
lumbricoides After Treatment with 40% PBS-Tween 20 

 

 
Figure 6: Microscopic Image of Fertilized, Corticated Egg of  Ascaris 

lumbricoides After Treatment with 50% PBS-Tween 20 

Table I. Absorbance difference of supernatant  
           before and after decortication 

Supernatant 
Fluid 

PBS-Tween 20 
10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 

Before 
Decortication 

0.783 0.790 0.860 0.794 0.813 

After 
Decortication 

0.821 0.857 0.912 0.843 1.903 

Absorbanceafter -
Absorbancebefore 

0.038 0.070 0.052 0.049 1.090 

  

B. Determination of the Amino Acid Composition 
Figures 7 and 8 are chromatogram of the samples for Trial 1 and 
Trial 2. After comparison of these chromatograms to that of the 
blank, Components 1 and 34 were identified as the content of the 
sample. The specific identification of amino acids was done by 
comparing the chromatogram of the standard (Refer to Figure 9) 
to the chromatogram of the standard used in the study conducted 
by Zhou et al. (2011) due to the same chromatographic 
conditions applied. Component 1 was identified as arginine, with 
a concentration of 1.627 µmol/mL and Component 34 was 
identified as tyrosine, with a concentration of 1.678 µmol/mL. 
 
The results are parallel with Kreuzer’s (1953) study which 
identified amino acids present from the outer layer of the primary 
egg envelope, and it included the presence of arginine. 
Meanwhile, Jaskowski (1962) determined the presence of 
tyrosine and arginine on the middle, chitinous coat. As stated by 
Yanagisawa (1955), a layer of protein may exist on the inner side 
of the chitinous shell of Ascaris lumbricoides. These granules on 
the inner side move to the surface and become associated with 
the layers of the primary egg shell. Moreover, Green (1955), 
Peanasky and Laskowski (1960, as cited in Florkin, 2012) stated 
that there are low-molecular weight proteins present in A. 
lumbricoides that inhibit the activity of mammalian trypsin and 
chymotrypsin. In at least four of the inhibitors, tyrosine and 
arginine were present; the said inhibitors showed stability to heat 
and pH changes. 
 

 
Figure 7: Chromatogram of Sample (Trial 1) 
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Figure 8: Chromatogram of Sample (Trial 2) 

 

 
Figure 9: Chromatogram of Physiologic Amino Acid Standard 

 

V. CONCLUSION AND RECOMMENDATIONS 

Conclusion 
The amino acids identified and quantified as a result of the 
experimentation were arginine and tyrosine with the 
concentrations of 1.627 µmol/mL and 1.678 µmol/mL, 
respectively. These amino acids are found in low-molecular 
weight proteins present in Ascaris lumbricoides which inhibit the 
activity of mammalian trypsin and chymotrypsin. Decortication 
using 50% PBS-Tween 20 obtained the greatest change in 
absorbance; thus, it is the optimum concentration to be used for 
the isolation of the protein coat as compared to the other 
concentrations used in this study. Furthermore, based on the data 
obtained, the use of increasing concentrations of PBS-Tween 20 
also increased the amount of protein recovered from the 
supernatant (r=0.71).  
 
Recommendations 
For further improvement of the study, the researchers 
recommend the following: 

1. A study on the amino acid sequence 
2. Development of Rapid Diagnostic Tests for the 

identification of Ascaris lumbricoides  
3. Increased exposure time with 50% PBS-Tween 20 and 

increased amount of sample to be hydrolyzed 

4. Use of concentrations higher than 50% PBS-Tween 20 
5. Analysis of the presence of other amino acids 
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Abstract- This paper presents a brief overview of Lean and Six 
Sigma use and success in the oil and gas industry by using 
principles of enhanced productivity, safety and environment as 
well as process quality management in a well-defined 
framework. A literature review is also presented, including 
negative and positive opinions about Six Sigma implementations 
in industry. Lessons learned from successful implementation of 
Lean in oil and gas industry are analyzed and summarized. A 
positivistic approach with case studies of Lean as practiced in 
some major oil and gas companies in Abu Dhabi is being used. 
Methodology and process of application of Lean is also 
described. The study shows the importance of Six Sigma and 
Lean applications in three of the most important areas in oil and 
gas: Service quality drilling operations, customer satisfaction, 
and supply chain. Two successful case study projects are 
provided with step by step details and are organized around three 
main parts: the problem, the methodology and the lessons 
learned. Despite some misconception that some managers have 
about the implementation of Lean, it will stay the most efficient 
methodology to apply in the oil and gas business. Success of 
Lean depends also on top management decisions. Also, the 
application of these methodologies when applied successfully to 
projects can produce rewarding results. This paper will outline 
successful applications of Lean and Six Sigma by two major oil 
and gas industries in the United Arab Emirates. 
 
Index Terms- Lean, Six Sigma, Drilling Operations, and 
Management Decisions. 
 

I. INTRODUCTION 
ver the past years, the GCC (Gulf Cooperation Council) 
countries have experienced considerable growth in the oil 

and gas industry particularly exploration and production (E&P) 
activities. Oil and gas companies, in the UAE, are seeking to 
implement an efficient and reliable framework associated with 
the safety and operational excellence. With new technical 
advances, cheap extraction of shale oil is now becoming possible 
[Hamilton, 2009]. Hence, it becomes a necessity more than ever, 
to find an optimum way to stay competitive in the market. 
The question raised then is: which approach is most suitable or 
optimum for the framework required and how could it be 
achieved?  
This framework must rely on efficient quality control and 
assurance methodologies such as Six Sigma, Lean and Kaizen to 
guarantee a position of being the largest global producer in the 
oil and gas business. Many examples of Six Sigma applications 

could be found in the literature. However, only few of them have 
introduced Six Sigma to the Oil and Gas field. While researching 
the prevalence of Six Sigma adoption among major oil and gas 
companies, we were surprised to find that a number of oil 
companies in the GCC such as, Abu Dhabi Company for 
Onshore Oil Operations, Abu Dhabi Gas Liquefaction Company, 
Saudi Aramco, Saudi Electricity Company, Kuwait Gulf Oil 
Company, Kuwait Petroleum Corporation, Maersk Oil Qatar, 
Medco Energy, The Bahrain Petroleum Company, etc…) have 
already established Lean Six Sigma practices in place which are 
used to address the new challenges they face. Oil and gas 
companies should be looking to be shielded against barriers 
imposed by the advent of new shale oil technologies and should 
also look to boosting their Lean Six Sigma operations, to ensure 
that full potential is reached as the energy industry is facing its 
future challenges head on. Many experts from prestigious oil 
companies claim that Six Sigma is difficult to apply in the Oil 
and Gas industry. In addition, linking Lean Six Sigma with actual 
performance is difficult to establish. Data collected from a survey 
by “IndustryWeek”, conducted in 2007, showed 74% of 
respondents had made little or no progress in their Lean 
implementations, 24% made significant progress, and only 2% 
achieved world-class improvement.” Researchers such as Fursule 
et al., (2012) claim that despite the pervasiveness of Six Sigma 
program implementations, rising concerns about their failures are 
increasingly high. The same authors conclude that this failure is 
attributed mainly to the lack of experience and implementation 
strategies for these programs. 
It is worth mentioning that top management also has a crucial 
role in the success of Six Sigma projects. These methodologies 
are useless if not backed up with firm decisions from top 
management. These strategic decisions are required for Six 
Sigma or Lean adoption [Lee and Choi, 2006]. In many cases, 
failure to apply Six Sigma is not incumbent to the methodology 
itself or its restriction of use in a particular industry, but rather to 
the complex management hierarchy of some companies or the 
lack of communication among all partners involved, stakeholders 
and top managers. 
Roudini and Hassan (2012) stated that management capabilities 
and talents are more valuable than the actual assets, because a 
manager must have the actual skills needed to develop, 
recognize, identify or develop the assets. In other words, perfect 
products and services for exceptional companies happen when 
skilled leaders with the vision to identify a market and hire 
appropriate skilled management capable of turning the vision 
into a reality. Lu et al. (2009) stresses the importance of 
transforming products or assets into superior performers through 
superior business models and management. They, however, 

O 
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placed more emphasis on the importance of supply chain 
execution and the necessity of assigning skilled management in 
supply chain roles with the required insight to develop and grow 
supply-chain-specific assets. 
It is essentially that, prior to embarking on any of these 
methodologies of improvements, current performance, 
management decisions and situations should be studied, 
approved and evaluated. Six Sigma and Lean or any other 
techniques is not necessary if companies already have in place an 
effective performance and process improvement effort that is 
consistently meeting customer-focused goals or is very similar in 
concept with Lean or Six Sigma. Many organizations find it 
difficult to migrate to new improvement programs, because it is a 
significant culture shift and can involve a significant amount of 
training time, timing for implementation may not be right if 
current conditions are already overwhelming people and 
resources. In the previous sections, definitions and 
methodologies pertaining to Six Sigma, Lean and Kaizen are 
presented. The appropriate methodology used in the case study is 
also explained. Two successful case studies about Lean 
implementations one in improving Rig-Move process, and the 
other, in enhancing the supply chain process in the oil and gas 
industry, are being described and analyzed, and finally 
conclusions about the lessons learned from case studies are also 
outlined.  
In Introduction you can mention the introduction about your 
research.  
 

II. METHODOLOGY 
Six Sigma is a management philosophy developed by Motorola 
in 1986 that requires setting extremely high objectives, collecting 
data, and analyzing results to reduce defects in products and 
services. Today, it is used in many industrial sectors. It is also 
referred to as a systematic approach to quality improvement of 
process outputs with variability minimization in manufacturing 
and business processes [Pyzdek 2003; Pyzdek and Keller, 2009]. 
The Lean principle had its origins in the Toyota Automobile 
Manufacturing Company. Lean Six Sigma is a methodology that 
relies on a collaborative team effort to improve performance by 
systematically removing waste combining lean 
manufacturing/lean enterprise and Six Sigma to eliminate the 
eight kinds of waste: Time, Inventory, Motion, Waiting, Over 
production, Over processing, Defects, and Skills. Kaizen means 
continuous improvement, and aims to eliminate waste by 
improving standardized activities and processes. Additional 
definitions and methodologies adopted in Six Sigma, Lean and 
Kaizen could be found elsewhere [George 2002 & Masaki 1986]. 

Figure 1 shows the five phases in Six Sigma methodology, the 
first holds the acronyms DMAIC (Define, Measure, Analyze, 

Improve or optimize, Control) and the second is DMADV 
(Define, Measure, Analyze, Design, Verify) or DFSS (Design 

For Six Sigma). The DMADV instead of DMAIC should be used 
when a product or process is inexistent and needs to be designed 
from scratch or when the existing product or process still does 

not meet the level of customer specifications or Six Sigma 

DPMO level through the application of the DMAIC approach. 

 
 

Figure 1: DMAIC and DMADV approaches 
 
For more details about these approaches the reader can consult 
excellent reviews in references by George M.L., 2002, and De 
Feo, J. et al., 2005. Figure 2 shows Deming's circle Plan-Do-
Check-Act as a four step process, which is more of a cycle 
(PLAN, DO, CHECK, ACT) for process and continuous 
improvement. Deming’s cycle constitute the basis of Kaizen 
methodology. The idea in the PLAN step is to define the process 
to improve. The DO step is implementing the plan and measuring 
its performance. The team then takes those measurements to 
assess whether they are getting the desired results. This is known 
as the CHECK step. The ACT step follows. The team decides on 
changes that need to be made to improve the process; then, the 
whole cycle starts again. 

 
Figure 2: Deming’s circle, PLAN, DO, CHECK, ACT 

 
The strength of Six Sigma is to facilitate the application of tools 
and techniques systematically requiring data-driven decision 
making (Mortimer, 2006; Inozu, 2006). If the objective of Six 
Sigma is the reduction of variation, then Lean aims to 
accomplish the mission of better organization (better quality), 
faster (better delivery time) and cheaper (i.e., less cost) [Basu, 
2009]. In other words, Lean Six Sigma, the combination of both 
Lean and Six Sigma, offers in addition to quality assurance, the 
efficiency to achieve it successfully by eliminating waste or 
Muda (an equivalent Japanese word) in equipment, labor and 
space.  Two approaches to Lean Sigma have been identified [De 
Carlo, 2007]. The first follow the DMAIC methodology to focus 
on the business objective of value creation and to apply 
additional Lean tools for efficiency. The second approach is 
centered on the Kaizen event SCORE (Select, Clarify, Organize, 
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Run and Evaluate). Kaizen is considered the corner stone of a 
long term strategic competitiveness for any organization 
[Masaaki, I., 1986]. In this paper, the first approach is being 
followed since most of the root causes are well identified from 
the beginning. The DMAIC approach concentrates more on 

rigorous data-driven measurement and analysis than SCORE.  
However, Kaizen is being used when the “how-to” is often not 
quite clear, which is not the case for the case studies presented in 
the following sections.  

III. STUDY CASES: RESULTS  
Lean and Six Sigma have gained ground where other 
management approaches have failed, largely owing to word of 
mouth and the demonstration effect of industry success stories. 
The case studies presented in this paper to prove the efficiency of 
Lean Six Sigma methodology and its implementation in the oil 
and gas industry. The two case studies related to the 
implementation of Lean Six Sigma methodology one for rig-
move optimization and the other for inventory optimization are 
described. A brief description of the problem is given to provide 
context. A detailed applied methodology is presented and the 
lessons learned are listed at the end of each of these case studies: 

A. Case Study 1: Rig-Move optimization 
The Problem: 
One of the leading companies in oil and gas companies in the 
GCC realized that during years 2007-2011, the average rig-move 
time of its sample fleet that constituted of 8 top rigs was 
exceeding the business plan by 4 days, the maximum duration, 
by at least 25%. This exceedance fluctuated between 5 to 7 days 
during the period from 2007 to 2011. This prompted the 
implementation of Lean Six Sigma to optimize rig-move 
operations. A special task force team was assigned the task of 
identifying and reducing inefficiencies in the rig-move process. 
The Method: 
The DMAIC five phases where applied with set deadlines to 
successfully solve the problem. In the “Define” phase, workflow 
as performed by the task force team was to define the project 
timeline, the project charter including  resource plan, problem 
statement, project objectives and financial opportunities, and 
finally identify problem variables. Also, SIPOC (Suppliers, 
Inputs, Process, Outputs, and Customers) tool was applied to 
examine the five main variables of the business operation: 
The Suppliers: a national drilling company (i.e. the drilling 
contractor).  
The Inputs:  the capital invested by the company associated with 
the rig-down/rig-up operations. 
The Process: time dependency of the rig-move operations from 
release to acceptance/spud. 
The Outputs: the return-on-investment the company aims to 
achieve from the rig-move operations. 
The Customers: the company itself since rig-move is serviced by 
a subcontractor, yet supervised and facilitated by the same 
company. 
In the “Measure” phase, the DPMO (Defects per Million 
Opportunities, a measure of the error rate of a process was used 
to obtain an average sigma level of 0.81 (conversion from 
DPMO to Sigma levels can be found in (Pyzdek, 2003), for year 
2012 only, where total rig-moves were 49 and those that went 
beyond the business plan were 37. The lower the value of the 
baseline sigma level, the more defects were present. 
The “Analyze” phase was the core method to identify, assess and 
select root-causes of inefficiencies requiring appropriate 

elimination. The team came up with an as-is process map for rig-
move operation and was carried out in terms of added value and 
non-added value steps. Hence all deficiencies were identified 
allowing the team to concentrate on root-cause analysis. These 
inefficiencies found from the root cause analysis were addressed 
in the “improve” phase. A new “Should-be” process map for rig-
move was established and introduced into the company’s policy. 
All root causes of inefficiencies were represented in a fishbone 
diagram where more than 40 causes along six main themes were 
reported. In the control phase changes implemented in the 
improve phase were sustained by monitoring improvements and 
providing recommendations for further actions. 
As a consequence of this DMAIC approach, in Lean Six Sigma, 
70 % of the new recommendations were put in effect 
immediately, with the remaining being put on hold for policy 
updates and training programs installations. In April 2013, new 
data were collected to calculate the new sigma level and the 
average move performance for the top 8 rigs, just to control the 
sustainability of the improvement. A clear reduction of 13% of 
defects was noticeable, where total rig-moves were 23 and those 
that went beyond the business plan were 3, thus, sigma levels 
improved from 0.81 to 2.62.  A 61 % improvement in rig-move 
performance was achieved starting from 2012. Also it is 
important to note that an additional of 258 days for oil 
production opportunity was achieved for year 2013.  
Lessons learned: 

• Lean Six Sigma can be applied successfully to oil and 
gas industry in particular in drill operations for rig-move 
optimization.  

• Controlling results was important to guarantee 
continuous improvements and defect reduction.  

• Team hard work with continuous communication with 
management is essential for efficient success of the 
process.  

• The process resulted in the development of new process 
map that was implemented immediately with care being 
taken for special policies that need updating or 
modifying before any immediate actions. 

• Policies established in a company should not be 
considered as sacrosanct but rather should be revisited 
and updated on a continuous basis so as to achieve the 
highest benefits for the business. 

B. Case Study 2: Inventory optimization 
A drilling contractor Company in the GCC region provides 
drilling services by utilizing offshore equipment units and drill 
ships. High availability of the company’s fleet is essential for the 
business and customers satisfaction. Drilling services and 
equipment must be provided and must be assured and prompt, 
under any circumstances, and with high specifications in order 
for its customers to successfully explore and drill for oil and gas. 
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Based on its long term strategic vision a decision to enhance 
supply chain processes were been undertaken by the Company. 
The Problem: 
Excess and obsolete inventory have a major negative effect on 
the efficiency of the supply chain and its management. Failures 
in inventory control management systems bear financial and 
managerial consequences. Lack of inventory visibility was 
observed since no one knew exactly how much inventory there 
was, in any of the rigs or storage areas. Inventory processes were 
not documented or well controlled. Inventory system needed to 
be redesigned to achieve accuracy, valuation, and optimization of 
order/demand processes from requisition to invoice. A special 
task force team was assigned the task of identifying and reducing 
inefficiencies in the supply chain process. 
The Method: 
The first step towards better implementation of the supply chain 
process was to develop a multi-year strategic roadmap. The idea 
of the roadmap is to reach the goal of building an efficient and 
better supply chain organization within a specific time frame. As 
previously the basic steps to follow are given by the DMAIC 
approach. 
In the define phase, the inventory management systems and 
controls were not properly developed. Enhancement of the 
inventory visibility and accuracy is necessary. The SIPOC tool 
was also useful to identify the main variable of the supply chain 
inventory process. 
The Suppliers: a list of all internal and external suppliers of the 
company (Companies name are omitted due to privacy 
requirements.)  
The Inputs: the capital invested by the company associated with 
the rigs, data, application, parts, and raw material. 
The Process: Procurement, movement and storage of raw 
materials, work-in-process inventory, and finished goods from 
point of origin to point of consumption. 
The Outputs: the return-on-investment for the company, solve 
logistics issue, balance between movement and storage of 
accessories, inventory visibility and control, efficiency and 
accuracy of requisition and procurements , cost reduction in the 
inventory process, improved customer service efficiency, 
reduction of lead times. 
The customers: vendors, suppliers, subcontractors, logistics 
partners 
In the define phase, Project timeline, charter, statement, 
objectives and financial opportunities were well defined. The 
team was formed and interviews were conducted with the 
production manager revealing a change in the previous supply 
chain management process known as the back flush accounting. 
In this process, costing is delayed until goods are finished. 
Standard costs are then flushed backwards through the system to 
assign costs to products. In the “Measure” phase, assessment 
done revealed that cycle counting was not being performed. In 
one sentence, the inventory management systems and controls 
were not fully and properly designed. DPMO was used to 
measure defects related to time delay induced when long cycles 
of movement and storage of raw materials are involved. The 
“Analyze” phase was to identify the method to apply in the 
supply chain. A standard industrial engineering approach was 
followed and all processes were effectively mapped.  
Deficiencies such as parts and accessories being set up with date 

driven order location points emerged during the analysis phase. 
As a result, recession was spooling up and parts are still being 
ordered based on date. All deficiencies were identified and 
addressed in the “improve” phase. The “improve “phase has 
resulted in increasing inventory visibility and control, 
requisitioning efficiency and accuracy as well as cycle counting 
which has been performed regularly and included as a process in 
the material requirements planning system. In 2012, the rollout 
of inventory management provided increased inventory visibility 
with improved cycle counting up to 50% over 2 years. The 
Supplier Relationship Management program drove suppliers to 
improve their on-time delivery performance and customer 
service, as well as increase communications with the Company. 
Lessons learned: 

• Lean Six Sigma was applied successfully to supply 
chain issues in the oil and gas industry reducing 
consistently inventory and lead time. 

• Processes related to back flush accounting were 
analyzed and improved. 

• Greater inventory visibility and control over the process. 
• Improvement of the on-time delivery performance and 

customer service in the company. 
 

IV. CONCLUSION 
Lean Six Sigma has many advantages when applied rigorously 

to the problem, regardless of its nature, whether operational, 
managerial, financial, logistic or other. Good results are 
guaranteed if all necessary conditions are met initially before 
taking the process any further. 

• Many tools and concepts used in Lean Sigma are not 
new in the oil and gas business. It is also proven from 
the case studies that Lean framework when applied 
rigorously with the vision and leadership of change 
can yield effective results by choosing the existing 
knowledge and appropriate statistics tools. 

• Use of Lean Six Sigma guarantees continuous 
improvements and defect reduction which is essential 
for any business success especially for oil and gas. 

• Another key feature for success is the team 
cooperation and communication at all managerial and 
technical levels. 

• Some policies could hinder the improvement or the 
progress of Lean Six Sigma approach. These policies 
should be relaxed, modified or even replaced. 
Managers should not fear any change in the 
company’s policies for the sake of its progress. 

.  
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Abstract- This descriptive-correlational study aimed to determine 
the attitude in Basic Mathematics of secondary students in 
Mambusao, Capiz. The participants included the proportionately 
and randomly selected two-hundred students enrolled in David 
Moises Memorial High School, Saint Catherine Academy and 
Panay State Polytechnic College (now Capiz State University). 
Data-gathering instrument utilized was a researcher-made 
questionnaire about  the Basic Mathematics Attitude Scale. 
Personal data sheets for students were also included. Frequency 
counts, percentages, mean and standard deviations were used for 
the analysis of the descriptive data while t-test for independent 
samples and One-way Analysis of Variance were used to analyze 
the inferential tests set at .05 alpha level. All numerical data were 
processed using the Statistical Package for Social Science 
software. Findings showed that students had a positive attitude 
towards Basic Mathematics. When classified as to student and 
teacher-related factors, all students have positive attitude. There 
is no significant differences in the students’ attitude towards 
basic mathematics when classified according to sex, teachers’ 
teaching experience, and teachers’ in-service training in 
mathematics, family size and parents’ occupational status. 
However, there is significant differences in the attitude of the 
students towards Basic Mathematics when classified according to 
family income and parents’ educational attainment and teachers’ 
educational attainment. 
 
Index Terms- Attitude, Basic Mathematics, Secondary students 
 

I. INTRODUCTION 
ttitudes can be seen as more or less positive. A positive 
attitude towards mathematics reflects a positive emotional 

disposition in relation to the subject and, in a similar way, a 
negative attitude towards mathematics relates to a negative 
emotional disposition (R. Zan and P. Martino, 2008 as cited by   
Mata, et.al (2012).  
       Generating positive attitudes towards mathematics among 
students is an important goal of mathematics education in many 
jurisdictions (TIMSS 1999 Mathematics Benchmarking report). 
In assessing Mathematics performance and potential of students, 
attitudes towards Mathematics and Mathematics learning are 
frequently cited as factors contributing to success. Several 
studies have shown that positive attitudes are conductive to good 
performance. However, an individual’s attitude towards 
Mathematics can be influenced by many factors. It is generally 
held that females exhibit less positive attitudes towards 
mathematics than males do. The foundation of success, 

regardless of our chosen field, is attitude (Mahanta and Islam, 
n.d).  
   

II. RESEARCH ELABORATIONS 
       This study was conducted at Panay State Polytechnic 
College ( now Capiz State University), Burias Campus, 
Mambusao, Capiz. The participants of the study were the two-
hundred proportionately and randomly selected bonafide students 
of David Moises Memorial High School, Saint Catherine 
Academy and Panay State Polytechnic College (now Capiz State 
University). All mathematics teachers of the student-participants 
were initially interviewed as to their educational attainment, 
number of years in teaching and number of hours in in-service 
training in mathematics 
       The research instrument consists of Part I elicited 
information about the student’s name, sex, family size, family 
income, parents’ educational attainment, parents’ occupational 
status, teachers’ educational attainment, teachers’ teaching 
experience and teachers’ in-service training in mathematics. Part 
II was composed of researcher-made thirty-item statement about 
Basic Mathematics Attitude Scale. It was validated by five 
jurors, trial-administered to thirty students and with a reliability 
of .7253. The responses in each of the item in the instrument was 
answerable with any of the following responses: always, 
frequently, sometimes, seldom and never.  Attitude of students in 
Basic Mathematics was interpreted using the scale: 1.00 to 2.99 
(negative) and 3.00 to 5.00 ( positive).  
       The data gathered were subjected to descriptive analysis 
such as frequency count, mean, standard deviation and 
percentage. The one-way analysis of variance and t-test were 
used to determine differences. 
  

III. RESULTS OR FINDINGS 
       Of the total 200 student-participants, majority (73 or 
36.50%) fall on medium-sized families comprising of 4-6 
children, 64 or 32% fall on small-sized families consisting of 1-3 
children, and 63 or 31.50% belonged to large family size 
comprising of 7 children and more. Nearly sixty percent (119 or 
59.50%) belonged to low income families, 62 or 31% with 
moderate income, and 19 or 9.50% fall on high-income category. 
One-half (100 or 50%) of the sample-students had parents who 
finished high school, 68 or 34% were college graduates and 32 or 
16% had attained elementary level. Majority (121 or 60.50%) of 
the sample-students had either of the parent was working, 74 or 
37% had parents who were not working, and 5 or 2.5% had both 
of the parents were working. Majority (188 or 94%) of the 
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student-samples were mentored by BS with MA units faculty in 
their Basic Mathematics subject while only 12 or 6% of the 
sample size were taught by master’s degree holder. Majority (103 
or 51.50%) of the sample-students were taught by teachers who 
had served the teaching profession for a short period of time 
(below 10 years) while 97 or 48.50% of the sample students were 
taught by teachers with longer years of teaching experience (10 
years and above). Majority ( 112 or 56%) of the participants were 
taught by teachers with adequate (50 hours and above) in-service 
trainings in Mathematics while 88 or 44% were taught by those 
teachers with inadequate ( below 50 hours) in-service training in 
Mathematics.  
       Student participants had positive attitude towards basic 
mathematics when taken as an entire group and when classified 
according to sex, family size, family income, parents’ 
educational attainment, parents’ occupational status, teachers’ 
educational attainment, teachers’ teaching experience, and 
teachers’ in-service training in mathematics. Students’ attitude 
toward Basic Mathematics significantly differed when grouped 
according to their teachers’ educational attainment- in favor of 
those students whose teachers had earned units toward master’s 
degree, family income- in favor of those students belonging to 
average or high-income families, and parents’ educational 
attainment- in favor of those students whose parents were college 
students but not by their sex, teacher’s teaching experience, 
teachers’ in-service training in Mathematics, family size and 
parents’ occupational status 
 

IV. CONCLUSIONS  
1. When classified as to student and teacher-related 

factors, all students have positive attitude towards Basic 
Mathematics.  

2. There is no significant differences in the students’ 
attitude towards basic mathematics when classified 
according to sex, teachers’ teaching experience, and 
teachers’ in-service training in mathematics, family size 
and parents’ occupational status. However, there is 
significant differences in the attitude of the students 
towards Basic Mathematics when classified according 
to family income and parents’ educational attainment 
and teachers’ educational attainment.  
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Abstract- Institutions of higher learning, from the start of their 

history, have experienced internal and external pressures to meet 

the needs of stakeholders, needs that go well beyond the pursuit 

of academic study for the purpose of adding to a knowledge base. 

The study sought to determine the influence of market 

penetration strategy on competitive advantage at the University 

of Nairobi. The justification was driven by the higher education 

sector in Kenya which has been undergoing rapidly changing 

environmental conditions in terms of the regulatory framework 

and competition. The study used descriptive research design. The 

target population was 400 administrators while the sample size 

was 40 administrators. The study used primary data; original 

information was collected from a first-hand experience. The data 

from the study was analyzed qualitatively and quantitatively 

using percentages, means and frequency distribution with the aid 

of Statistical Package for Social Sciences (SPSS). Since data was 

descriptive, variants such as means, frequencies and percentages 

will used to describe the findings of the study. Bivariate – 

ANOVA statistical data analytical technique was adopted to 

analyze the strategies used by universities in Nairobi County to 

cope with competition. The data from the study was presented 

using inferential and descriptive statistical methods. These were 

percentages, charts and tables, regression and correlation. 

Descriptive statistical method enables understanding of data 

through summary values and graphical presentations. The results 

from the study revealed that market penetration strategy and 

competitive advantage were positively and significant related. 

Based on the research findings the study recommended that 

public universities should adopt market penetration strategy so as 

to increase the competitive advantage. 

 

Index Terms- Market penetration, competitive advantage, 

Education Sector 

I. INTRODUCTION 

ackground and research gap 

The Kenyan higher education system developed from 

Makerere Technical College which from its inception in 1922 

served the education needs of the three countries in the East 

African region namely: Uganda, Tanganyika and Kenya. The 

Asquith model involved the mentoring of institutions in the 

colonies; consequently new institutions were linked to 

established universities as university colleges. This colonial 

model was created to guide university expansion through 

apprenticeship. It was arguably successful in that the University 

College of Nairobi (later renamed University of Nairobi through 

an Act of Parliament in 1970) was responsible for the conception 

of the Kenyatta University College, which became autonomous 

in 1985. 

        Green (2007) makes an important opening statement 

regarding the historical characteristics of institutions of higher 

education. Green first observes how higher education has 

historically been slow to change, or has been resistant to change, 

and goes on to state that recently, the rate of change in higher 

education globally, has rapidly increased. 

        Ferrell (2009) argues that competition implies some 

measures of success against which to assess relative performance 

Vis-a –Vis rivals. One such measure is market share, which is 

used as surrogate for profit. Market competition can be viewed as 

the process of trying to protect or advance market share. It’s 

useful to be clear on what the market is and whether the market 

is global, regional or just the domestic market. In the case of the 

study topic, this is essential for the Universities in Nairobi 

County to understand their operating environment as well as the 

geographical scope and the courses offered. 

 

Statement of the Problem 

        Organizations respond to the changing environmental 

conditions that surround them by adjusting their purpose, shape 

and strategies to meet sustained delivery of services to its 

customers and competitiveness. The higher education sector in 

Kenya has been undergoing rapidly changing environmental 

conditions in terms of the regulatory framework and competition 

Today’s business environment is very dynamic and volatile. 

With penetration of information and technology, the market has 

become a global village and the higher institutions of learning are 

no exception. The students and education stakeholders are 

knowledgeable and informed because of the individual and 

professional dynamism of preferences. The University education 

in Kenya has grown with growth of the Universities. Key players 

in the education sector are keen on positioning themselves to 

grow their market share in both public and private universities. 

The education market leaders in the university education have 

continuously employed strategic responses to these challenges 

but the leading universities continue to control a big chunk of the 

market share through strategic responses due to increased 

competition. Historically, strategic responses have been used by 

organizations to improve performance. However, the effect of 

strategic responses on performance in Kenyan education sector 

has received little research attention. This study therefore seeks 

to establish the effect of strategic responses to the changing 

competitive environment on performance of university education 
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in Kenya. Universities have gone a long way in devising 

strategies of attracting masses of students beyond their capacity 

at the expense of other universities. Due to this, universities have 

reacted to their competitors in various ways in order to defend 

their territories and remain relevant in the market.   

        If strategy research is to continue to offer credible 

guidelines on the strategic behavior of firms it seems imperative 

to have a more fundamental under-standing of the factors 

influencing a firm’s choice of diversification strategy and how 

this evolves in response to changing business conditions 

(Weirsema & Bowen, 2008). This study therefore purposed in 

finding out the strategic responses adopted by University of 

Nairobi to cope with increased competitive advantages by public 

universities in Kenya. 

 

Objective of the Study 

        The objective of the study was to determine the influence of 

market penetration strategy on competitive advantage at the 

University of Nairobi. 

 

II. LITERATURE REVIEW 

Theoretical framework 

Ansoff Matrix Strategy Model (Source: Ansoff (1987) 

        The Ansoff strategy matrix is a widely used tool by 

organizations to respond competitive challenges. The Ansoff 

matrix provides the basis for an organization’s objective setting 

process and sets the foundation of directional policy for its future 

(Ansoff, 1987). The Ansoff matrix is used as a model for setting 

objectives along with other models like Porter matrix, Boston 

Consulting Group (BCG), Directional Policy Matrix (DPM) and 

Gap analysis. The Ansoff matrix is also used in marketing audits 

(Lynch, 2003). The Ansoff matrix strategy entails four possible 

product/market combinations: Market penetration, product 

development, market development and diversification (Ansoff, 

1987).  According to Kippenberger (1998), the Ansoff Matrix 

presents the product and market choices available to an 

organization. Herein markets may be defined as customers, and 

products as items sold to customers (Lynch, 2003).  

 

Empirical Review 

        Njihia (2013) conducted a study on challenges of Market 

Penetration of General Insurance Firms in Kenya. The main 

objective of the study was to establish the challenges of market 

penetration of general insurance companies in Kenya. The study 

was informed by the recent activities in the insurance market that 

has seen firms being forced to seek regional expansion without 

even saturating the Kenya market. The findings on the 

contribution of the three strategies to enhance market penetration 

in the Kenyan market revealed that most of the respondents were 

of the opinion that Low cost leadership, differentiation, as well as 

market focus strategies can enhance market penetration of 

general insurance companies. The study recommended that 

indeed the insurance industry is indeed a growing industry as far 

as acceptance is concerned. It was therefore important for 

organizations to consider adopting the three strategies in order to 

be able to enhance market penetration. 

        Moghaddam and Foroughi, (2012) conducted a study on the 

influence of marketing strategy elements on market share of 

firms. The study found out that the business performance and 

economic profit of the firm can be summarized in market share. 

Market share responds to elements of marketing strategy and one 

of the important items that affect market share is elements of the 

marketing mix. The result of the study concluded that product 

strategy, promotion strategy, pricing strategy and place strategy 

were important elements to increase the market share. 

        H1: There is a significant relationship between market 

penetration strategy on competitive advantage. 

 

III. RESEARCH METHODOLOGY 

        Considering the purpose of the study the research design 

employed was a descriptive research design. The unit of analysis 

for the study was the University of Nairobi in Nairobi County, 

and the unit of observation was university administrators. A 

population of University of Nairobi administrators was studied; 

composed of five individuals from each department the 

Directors, Academic registrars, Human Resource managers, 

Marketing directors, Lecturers and Dean of Students. This was 

because the said officers deal directly with the university 

program. The target population was therefore was 400 University 

of Nairobi administrators. According to Mugenda and Mugenda 

(2003) and Kothari (2004), 10% of a large population was 

adequate for the study. The sample size therefore consisted of 40 

University of Nairobi administrators which will include 

Directors, Academic registrars, Marketing directors, Lecturers 

and Dean of Students. 

        Stratified random sampling was used in the study. The 

sample was taken from the five groups at the University of 

Nairobi, which included Senior Managers, Middle level 

Managers and employees. Stratified random sampling method 

was preferred in the study because it led to selection of a 

representative sample. The data from the study was analyzed 

qualitatively and quantitatively using percentages, means and 

frequency distribution with the aid of Statistical Package for 

Social Sciences (SPSS). Since data was descriptive, variants such 

as means, frequencies and percentages was used to describe the 

findings of the study. Bivariate – ANOVA statistical data 

analytical technique was adopted to analyze the strategies used 

by universities in Nairobi County to cope with competition. 

The data from the study was presented using inferential and 

descriptive statistical methods. These are percentages, charts and 

tables, regression and correlation. Descriptive statistical method 

enables understanding of data through summary values and 

graphical presentations (Mugenda & Mugenda, 2008).  

 

IV. FINDINGS AND DISCUSSIONS 

        The study sought to determine the influence of market 

penetration strategy on competitive advantage at the University 

of Nairobi. 

H1: There is a significant relationship between market 

penetration strategy on competitive advantage. 

        Results revealed that marketing help to increase enrolment 

while fee reduction influence student enrolment. In addition 

improved programs are attractive to prospective students. 

However improved service delivery attracts prospective students. 
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Data was obtained using a Likert type scale of 1-5 where 1= 

Strongly Disagree 2=Disagree 3=Neutral 4= Agree 5= Strongly 

Agree 

 

Correlation results for market penetration strategy on 

competitive advantage at the University of Nairobi 

        Pearson’s Product Moment Correlation statistic was used to 

test the influence of market penetration strategy on competitive 

advantage at the University of Nairobi. The  results revealed that 

market penetration strategy and increased competitive advantage 

were positively and significant related (r=0.473, p=0.004). 

 

Table 1: Correlation Matrix 

 

  

COMPETITIVE ADVANTAGE MARKET PENETRATION 

COMPETITIVE ADVANTAGE Pearson Correlation 1.000 

 

 

Sig. (2-tailed) 

 MARKET PENETRATION Pearson Correlation .473** 1.000 

 

Sig. (2-tailed) 0.004 

  

 

Regression results for the market penetration 

strategy on competitive advantage at the 

University of Nairobi 

        Regression analysis indicated that the R value 

was 0.752 which implied that there was a significant 

and positive influence of market penetration strategy 

on competitive advantage at the University of 

Nairobi. This was supported by coefficient of 

determination also known as the R square of 56.6%. 

The results further meant that the model applied to 

link the relationship of the variables was satisfactory. 

 

Table 2: Model Fitness 

 

Indicator Coefficient 

R 0.752 

R Square 0.566 

Adjusted R Square 0.508 

Std. Error of the Estimate 0.26695 

 

        Table 3 provides the results on the analysis of 

the variance (ANOVA). The results indicate that the 

overall model was statistically significant. Further, 

the results implied that the independent variables 

were good predictors of performance. This was 

supported by an F statistic of 9.786 and the reported p 

value (0.000) shows that the variables were highly 

significant. 

Table 3: Analysis of Variance 

 

 

Sum of Squares Df Mean Square F Sig. 

Regression 2.79 4 0.697 9.786 0.000 

Residual 2.138 30 0.071 

  Total 4.927 34 

   

        Regression of coefficients results in table 4 

shows that market penetration strategy and increased 

competitive advantage are positively and significant 

related (r=0.356, p= 0.006). Market penetration had a 

β value of 0.356 at p=0.006 hence statistically 

significant in assessing competitive advantage at the 

University of Nairobi. 

 

Table 4: Regression of Coefficients 

 

  B Std. Error T Sig. 

(Constant) 0.216 0.64 0.337 0.738 
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Market Penetration 0.356 0.119 2.989 0.006 

V. CONCLUSIONS 

        The findings revealed that market penetration has a positive 

and significant effect on the competitive advantage. This was 

supported by the statements in the questionnaire which majority 

of the respondents agreed. 

        These findings were consistent with that of Wambua et al 

(2014) who found strong correlation (0.7) between the 

competitive strategies employed by IPCs and market penetration. 

The findings also agree with that of Moghaddam and Foroughi 

(2012) who conducted a study on the influence of marketing 

strategy elements on market share of firms and found that 

marketing strategy was an important element to increase the 

market share. 

The study also concluded that market penetration strategy begins 

with the existing customers of the organization. In addition 

market penetration strategy is important for businesses because 

retaining existing customers is cheaper than attracting new ones. 

 

Recommendation 

        The study recommended that public universities should 

focus on strategies that benefit their organization through 

increased profitability at the least cost possible. Through 

marketing penetration strategy they should expand into new 

markets and identify products that can help them compete within 

the established markets. This was done by identifying the 

segments in the market that suits their products and services. 
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Abstract- Banking system is one part of financial institution that 
plays an important role in economic growth and development of 
a country. The aim of this study was to assess the determinants of 
Ethiopian commercial banks efficiency.  The study was based on 
secondary source of data. Quantitative data were obtained from 
published and audited financial statements of commercial banks 
in the period of 2003 –2012. To this end, measuring the 
efficiency of decision-making units (DMUs) has been growing in 
today’s banking system. The efficiency estimation of individual 
banks was evaluated using Data Envelopment Analysis (DEA). 
Likewise, to investigate the determinants of efficiency Tobit 
model was used. In Ethiopia banking industry embraces about 
nineteen commercial banks. Among which eight banks were 
selected as a sample size via purposive sampling techniques. The 
result of this study revealed deposit and liquidity has significant 
positive relationship with commercial banks efficiency. 
 
Index Terms- commercial banks efficiency, Data Envelopment 
Analysis (DEA), decision-making units (DMUs), Tobit 
 

I. BACKGROUND AND JUSTIFICATIONS OF THE 
STUDY 

well-functioning financial system were facilitates efficient 
intermediate of financial resources to the economy. The 

more efficient the financial system in resource generation and 
allocation is the greater in its contribution to economic growth 
(Mohan, 2005). The global financial landscape has been 
changing rapidly in the last two decades as a result of regulatory 
changes and technological progress (Beck, 2006). Financial 
institutions play a key role in economic growth and development 
because they supply money for individuals, business sectors, lend 
government organizations. Moreover, financial institutions help 
the government in assessing and bearing out the monetary and 
economic policies, and provide a wide variety of economic 
services such as money transfer, foreign exchange, facilitate 
international trade, market stabilization and other related 
activities (Scott & Timothy, 2006). 
         Banking system as one part of financial institution plays an 
important role in economic growth and development of a 
country. Efficient banking system reflects a sound intermediation 
process and enhances the banks’ sustainability. Efficient 
functioning of commercial banks’ is a best indicator of effective 
monetary and polices (Aikaeli, 2008; Andries, 2010). Banking 
system is very important for the modern economy. As financial 
intermediaries, banks pool resources from savers and distribute 
to potential investors, allocate resources, and provide liquidity 
and payment services. Considering this vital role, it is very 

important to develop a sound banking system in which banks 
operate with good performance. To measure performance of 
banking sector, two kinds of measurement, namely financial ratio 
measures and efficiency measures are widely used (Suzuki & 
Sastrosuwito, 2011).   
         Efficiency measures for banking system lead to more 
innovations, improved profitability as well as greater safety and 
soundness when improvement in productivity is channelled 
towards strengthening capital buffers that absorb risk. However, 
in recent years, the banking industry has faced competitive 
pressure worldwide as the world financial structure has changed 
rapidly due to the deregulation of financial services and 
increasing use of information technology. Additionally, financial 
institutions in general and commercial banks in particular, have 
experienced rising difficulties since the 1980’s. In the dynamic 
environment and competitive market, different stakeholders are 
concerned about banks’ efficiency; the capacity transform of 
their expensive inputs into various financial products and 
services. The banking sector in the developing countries suffered 
ample mutations with the purpose of creating some efficient 
banking institutions and with a high degree of soundness capable 
of facilitating economic growth (kosmidou & zopounidis, 2008; 
Singh & Ali, 2010).  
         In our country Ethiopia, the financial market is developing 
and the banking sector plays key role in mobilizing funds. The 
number of commercial banks that operate in the country has been 
increasing over time. An investigation determinate banking 
efficiency in the banking sector becomes the major issues in the 
new monetary and financial environment due to rapid changing 
of the financial environment. Commercial banks face significant 
challenges in particular with competition, product-service quality 
and differentiation, transaction security, cost efficiency, and 
demographic change. As a result of this, various researchers have 
concentrated in areas of efficiency of banks for the last several 
years (Bonin, et al. 2005; Matthews & Mahadzir, 2006; Fethi, 
and Jackson, San, et al., 2011; Sufiana, 2008; Xiping & 
Yuesheng, n. d). 
         Commercial banks accumulate deposits from savers and 
use the proceeds to provide credit to firms, individuals, and 
government agencies. Thus, they serve investors who wish to 
invest funds in the form of deposits. Commercial banks use the 
deposited funds to provide commercial loans to firms and 
personal loans to individuals and to purchase debt securities 
issued by firms or government agencies. Efficiency is a key 
concept for financial institutions. Efficiency is measured with 
respect to an organization’s objective; it can be measured with 
respect to maximization of output, maximization of profits, or 
minimization of costs (Mester, 2003). According Berger et al. 
(1993) as cited in (Molyneux & Iqbal, n. d), in case of financial 

A 
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institutions efficiency relate with grow in profitability, greater 
amounts of funds intermediated, better prices and service quality 
for consumers, and greater safety.  
         The approaches to bank efficiency analysis can be divided 
into two categories: parameter approach and non-parameter 
approach. Parametric approach has the virtue of allowing for 
noise in the measurement of inefficiency. This method requires 
assumptions about the particular form of the cost or profit 
function being estimated and the distribution of efficiency. 
Nevertheless, non-parametric linear programming approach 
requires no such specification of the functional form (Molyneux 
& Iqbal, n.d). From the nonparametric approach, Data 
Envelopment Analysis (DEA) is widely used for measuring 
efficiency of banking (Charnes et al., 1978; Ray, 2011). DEA is a 
mathematical programming, which is introduced by Charnes, 
Cooper and Rhodes (CCR) in 1978 and they proposed a model of 
constant returns to scale (CRS). Later studies have considered 
alternative sets of assumptions and variable returns to scale 
(VRS) was introduced by Banker, Charnes and Cooper (1984). 
         The current Ethiopian economic policy liberalizes the 
investment scheme of commercial banks to domestic investors; 
as a result, many investors have been involved in the banking 
sector. Results revealed that banks had better profitability 
business organizations in Ethiopia (Kiyota et. al, 2007). 
Consequently, the number of commercial banks in the country is 
increasing from time to time. Thus, the intensity of competition 
among the commercial banks in Ethiopia has increased 
tremendously.  
         Investigating determinants of efficiency of the banking 
sector is essential for further improvement especially under the 
dominance of the globalization of the banking system. The 
efficiency performance study is essential due to the following 
reasons. Foremost reason, banks play an important role as 
financial intermediaries, (money transfer, foreign exchange, 
pooling deposits and lend to different client, facilitate the 
international trades etc).  Due to this reason, the banks efficiency 
indirectly affect the whole country’s economy. Second, 
contribute empirical investigations on the determinants of 
Ethiopian commercial banks efficiency. In addition to this, the 
profitability of the banks attracted to potential investors but 
competition is still tough and therefore, only the efficient ones 
could keep on enjoying the benefits.   
 

II. REVIEW OF RELATED LITERATURES 
         Organizations need highly performing individuals in order 
to meet their goals, and to deliver the products and services they 
specialized in and finally to achieve competitive advantage. 
Performance is the difference between an action (i.e., behavioral) 
aspect and an outcome aspect (Kanfer, 1990). The outcome 
aspect refers to the consequence or result of the individual’s 
behaviour. In many situations, the behavioral and outcome 
aspects are related empirically, but they do not overlap 
completely. An outcome aspect of performance depends on 
factors other than the individual’s behavior. Individual 
performance in these interactions varies largely between different 
cultures. Performance evaluation helps survival of an 
organization on the competitive world by reducing its weakness 
and enhancing best practices (Frese & Sonnentag, 2001).  

Definitions of Business Performance Measurement (BPM) 
systems have been proposed by scholars coming from a number 
of disciplines.  According to Mike et al, (2007), a performance 
measurement system enables informed decisions to be made and 
actions to be taken because it quantifies the efficiency and 
effectiveness of past actions through the acquisition, collection, 
sorting, analysis, interpretation, and dissemination of appropriate 
data. The expression “efficiencies” or “economies” reflect any 
reduction, voluntary or involuntary, of the average cost of 
production recorded by an economic unit, which can be caused 
by multiple factors. Efficiency gains in production are based on 
synergies on costs and reflect increases in economies of scale and 
scope. Economies of scale occur when the expansion of 
production capacity for one company or industry causes an 
increase in the total amount produced without a proportional 
increase in production cost, While, economies of scope consists 
on reductions in the total costs obtained by the production of 
multiple or complementary products.  

i. The performance of a productive unit is often measured 
by productive efficiency indicators. The general 
concept of efficiency is related to how resources are 
used in the production process and can be 
decomposed into two components: technical 
efficiency and allocative efficiency. Technical 
efficiency is related to the evaluation of 
combinations of observed inputs/outputs compared 
to the best possible technological alternatives and 
reflects the efficiency of the production process to 
convert inputs into outputs. One company is 
considered allocative efficient if it uses inputs 
according to the optimal structure that minimizes 
the production cost. On the other hand, company is 
considered scale efficient if it produces the amount 
of output that maximizes profit and  if it’s working 
at the optimal scale of production (Martins, n.d). 

ii. There are different approaches used to measure the 
efficiency of an organizations/ institutions. These 
approaches can be classified in to two as 
‘econometric (parametric)’ and ‘linear 
programming (nonparametric)’ techniques. 
Parametric approaches are three main frontier 
approaches. The stochastic frontier approach (SFA) 
- sometimes also referred to as the econometric 
frontier approach - specifies a functional form for 
the cost, profit, or production relationship among 
inputs, outputs, and environmental factors, and it 
allows for random error. The distribution-free 
approach (DFA) also specifies a functional form for 
the frontier, but separates the inefficiencies from 
random error in a different way. Unlike SFA, DFA 
makes no strong assumptions regarding the specific 
distributions of the inefficiencies or random errors. 
Finally, the thick frontier approach (TFA) specifies 
a functional form and assumes that deviations from 
predicted performance values within the highest 
and lowest performance quartiles of observations 
(stratified by size class) represent random error 
while deviations in predicted performance between 
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the highest and lowest quartiles represent 
inefficiencies (Berger & Humphrey, 1997). 

         The mathematical programming approach to the 
construction of production frontiers and the measure of 
efficiency relative to the constructed frontiers is frequently given 
the descriptive title of data envelopment analysis. The Data 
Envelopment Analysis (DEA) is used to provide a computational 
analysis of relative efficiency for multiple input/output situations 
by evaluating each decision-making unit (DMU) and measuring 
its performance relative to an envelopment surface composed of 
best practice units. Units that do not lie on the surface are termed 
inefficient. Thus, this method provides a measure of relative 
efficiency (Pawtowska, 2003). 
         Data Envelopment Analysis (DEA) is also a source of 
concepts and methodologies that have now been incorporated 
into several models. Among a number of DEA models, the ones 
used most frequently are (CCR-model and BCC-model and NIRS 
–model). The first DEA model was the CCR ratio model (as 
defined by Charnes, Cooper, Rhodes (1978)) which yields an 
objective evaluation of overall efficiency and identified 
inefficiencies. The CCR model estimates efficiency on the 
assumption of constant return to scale (CRTS). The BCC model 
was defined by Banker, Charnes, Cooper (1984) and estimates 
efficiency on the assumption of variable return to scale (VRTS). 
The BCC model distinguishes between technical and scale 
inefficiencies by estimating pure technical efficiency at the given 
scale of operation. The NIRS model identifies in which region 
the entity is functioning: increasing, decreasing or constant 
returns to scale. 
         The study conducted by San, et al. (2011), utilizes non 
parametric Data Envelopment Analysis to analyze and compare 
the efficiency of foreign and domestic banks in Malaysia. This 
finding seems to imply that the PTE of banks in Malaysia was 
not affected by the Global Crisis of 2008 as Malaysian banking 
system had healthy volume of international reserves, strong 
capitalization and ample liquidity. The finding of this study also 
shows that the PTE is positively correlated with liquidity and 
profitability. However, the result was not significant.  Another 
study conducted on the efficiency analysis of Australian banks 
by Chen and Lin, (2007) measured efficiency using DEA and 
efficiency change using Malmquist productivity indexes. The 
regression result shows profitability and total assets have a 
significant positive relationship to overall technical efficiency of 
big banks. Sufiana, (2008) studied the determinants of bank 
efficiency in Malaysia during the period of 1995-1999, taking a 
total of 171 bank years observations. The study employed non-
parametric frontier DEA approach with VRS assumption to 
measure input-oriented technical efficiency of Malaysian banks. 
The study focused on three major approaches: intermediation 
approach, value added approach, and operating approach. In 
addition to DEA, multivariate tobit regression analysis was used 
to measure the determinants of efficiency. The regression result 
shows that deposit, loan loss provision to total asset, non-interest 
expense to total asset, total book value of shareholders equity to 
total asset and gross domestic product had a negative relationship 
with bank efficiency. While, total loan to total asset, total asset 
and non-interest income to total asset had a positive relationship 
and are statistically significant with efficiency. 

         A study conducted by Fethi and Jackson, (n. d), evaluated 
the technical efficiency of 48 Turkish commercial. Bank size and 
bank profitability have significant positive effects on efficiency, 
indicating that the larger and more profitable banks have higher 
technical efficiency. On the other hand, the capital adequacy 
variable is significantly negatively related to the technical 
efficiency. The ownership i.e., dummy was insignificant 
coefficient with negative sign. Xiping and Yuesheng, (n. d) 
studied the efficiency of China banks by applying DEA and tobit 
model on the production approach. Further, to investigate the 
effects of environmental variables on the efficiency of these 
commercial banks, they used tobit regression by taking the DEA 
result as dependent and the following explanatory variables: 
capital adequacy ratio, bank size, and ownership. The tobit 
regression shows capital ratio is a sign of negative influence on 
banks’ efficiency.  
 

III. METHODOLOGY OF THE STUDY 
         The population of the study were all commercial banks 
which have been in operation for more than 10 years. Among 
which eight banks were selected as a sample size via purposive 
sampling techniques.  These are Commercial bank of Ethiopia, 
Awash bank, Bank of Abyssinia, Dashen bank, construction and 
business bank, Nib International Bank, United bank and 
Wegagen bank for the research purpose. The rationale behind the 
selection of those banks is their operation period.  
         The study is based on secondary source of data. 
Quantitative data are obtained from the published and audited 
financial statements of commercial banks in the period of 2003 –
2012. The data was collected from National Bank of Ethiopia 
(NBE) and from the individual commercial banks. This study 
used Data Envelopment Analysis (DEA) tool to analyze the 
quantitative data that gathered from the sampled banks. The basic 
idea of DEA is to identify the relative most efficient decision-
making units (DMU) among all DMUs. In addition, multivariate 
Tobit regression analysis was employed in order to identify the 
determinant factors of efficiency.  
         Efficiency of banks can be affected by macroeconomic 
factors & firm specific characteristics (internal factors). 
However, to assess the determinants of bank efficiency, the study 
used the following bank specific variables. The researcher 
decided to use capital strength as a proxy of capitalization, 
deposit as proxy of market share, loan quality as a proxy of asset 
quality, expenses as a proxy of management capability, 
profitability as a proxy of earning strength, asset size as a proxy 
of bank size, liquidity and diversification as a proxy of bank’s 
diversification strategy into non-traditional activities to identify 
the determinants of bank efficiency and its relationship. The 
selection of determinants of bank efficiency is supported by 
various literatures (Chen and Lin, 2007; Fethi, and Jackson, n. d; 
Gupta et al., 2008; San, et al., 2011; Sufiana, 2008; Xiping & 
Yuesheng, n. d).   
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 = the  latent variable which is not actually measured and 

observed but represent the       utility or goodwill the bank drive 
from efficiency,  
 xi = the vectors of explanatory variable, 
β’ = the vectors of coefficient variables, 

 = the dependent variable which measures the efficiency of the 
bank score, 
ε i = the error term. By using the efficiency scores as dependent 
variable, the researcher estimates the following regression model: 
Θjt = β0 + β1CAPSTHjt + β2LNDEPOjt + β3LOAQUjt 
+β4EXPENjt + β5PROFjt + β6LNTAjt + β7LIQUjt + 
β8DIVESjt + εjt  
 
         The study was conducted by using an output oriented 
method. In the competitive market, banks must strengthen their 
lending and must collect high amount of interest income from 
their loans and other assets. Measuring efficiency is directly 
related to the management’s success in controlling costs and 
generating revenue. Thus, bank managers have more control over 
outputs than inputs because output-oriented DEA was adopted 
for the study.  The two most frequently applied Models used in 
DEA are the CRS and VRS Models. The CRS assumption is 
appropriate when all the banks are operating at an optimal scale. 
However, in the case of the banking sector, there are several 
reasons such as imperfect competition, financial constraints, 
banking regulation and supervision, concentration, market 
structure and other factors exist in the real environment that may 
not allow banks to operate at an optimal scale. Therefore, Banker 
et al (1984) extended BCC version so that variable returns to 
scale (VRS) are consider. The mathematical version is as follow: 
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Where, ur vi  ≥ 0, 
Xij = the amount of input i for unit j (i=1, 2…m),   Vi 
= weight of input i, 
Yrj = the amount of output r for unit j (r=1, 2…s)   Ur 
=weight of output r. 
 
         There is no consensus in the literature regarding the 
specification of outputs and inputs in frontier modelling of 
financial institutions (Berger and Humphery, 1997).  The choice 
of variables (both inputs and outputs) is often constrained by the 
availability of data on relevant variables. This study used 
intermediation approach in order to specify inputs and outputs. 
The intermediation approach regards banks as entities that collect 
deposits, use labour and capital and convert those resources into 
loans and other earnings.  To achieve the objective of the study, 
the researcher selected Deposit and Interest expenses for input 
variables and Loan and Interest income also as output 
measurement of efficiency (Aikaeli, 2008; Mesay, 2011; San, et 
al., 2011; Suzuki & Sastrosuwito, 2011; Sufian & Abdul Majid, 
2007; Yue, 1991).  
 

IV. DATA ANALYSIS AND DISCUSSION 
         The determinants of commercial bank’s efficiency could 
assist the managers to give attention to these factors in attaining 
the desired efficiency. The most common method of analysis to 
determine of bank’s efficiency was Tobit regression analysis. 
Therefore, it is worth to investigate to what extent the obtained 
results are sensitive to the changes in the estimation.  
         Empirical data were computed from ten consecutive years 
(2003 - 2012) using audited financial statements of the selected 
eight commercial banks which were collected from National 
Bank of Ethiopia (NBE) and from the individual banks. 
Therefore, panel data was computed by Tobit regression to 
provide a comprehensive analysis about the determinants of 
private banks’ efficiency in Ethiopia. STATA application version 
11 was used here to run the regressions.  
 

 
Table 1 Regression Result of Efficiency Score and Explanatory 
Variables 
Tobit regression                                                   
Number of obs   =         80 
Effsore |        Coef.                 Std. Err.          t                  P>|t|           
[95% Conf. Interval] 
-------------+----------------------------------------------------------------
------------------------------- 
Capitalstr|     .3771281       .2304864           1.64           0.106        
-.0823381    .8365943 
  LnDepo |      .0428699        .0196351           2.18         0.021**   
.0034692    .0822706 
     Expen |     - .7758855      .7847083            0.99          0.326       
-.7884019    2.340173 

         Prof|       .3728261     .8954988          0.42           0.678        
1.412318      2.15797     
Liquidity |        .1537267         .0769392       2.00           0.049**      
.0003512    .3071022 
     Loaqu |       .0325607        .0737936         0.44          0.660      -
.1145441    .1796655 
       LnTa |      -.0149004         .0816463        -0.18           0.856     
-.1776594    .1478586 
    Divers |        .000012           .0000203          0.59          0.557     
-.0000285    .0000525 
     _cons |       .9125661         .244312           3.74          0.000      
.4223182    1.402814 
Note: ** Statistically significant at 5% level of confidence  
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         The overall nature of the model illustrated in Table 1 above 
shows the summary of regression model run to investigate the 
effect of the explanatory variables on commercial banks’ 
efficiency. Therefore, based on econometric estimation, the 
researcher found that deposit and liquidity are significant (at 5%) 
in determining bank’s efficiency. In Table 1, it can be clearly 
shown that LNDEPO (Natural logarithm of total deposits) 
reveals a positive relationship and statistically significant with 
commercial banks efficiency score. This implies that the more 
efficient banks are associated to the banks with higher market 
share. Because of maintaining or expanding the banks market 
share, it might involve extra benefits, which improve the 
efficiency of the banks. The positive relationship and statistically 
significant result was contrasted with the findings of other 
studies like Sufiana (2008) and Sufian and Abdul Majid (2008). 
The P-value of profitability, loan quality, expenses, bank size and 
diversification are insignificant. Thus, as per this study, these 
variables are not determinant factors for the Ethiopian 
commercial banks’ efficiency.   
         The economics estimation of tobit regression reveals that 
liquidity has positive relationship and statistical significance at 
5% level of confidence with commercial banks efficiency. The 
result implies that banks which have a higher loan to asset ratio 
tend to have higher efficiency scores than banks which have 
lower loan to asset ratio. Under this situation, it is quantitatively 
designated that change in loan to asset ratio upward side by 1% 
gives rise to increased efficiency of banks by approximately 
0.15%. 
 

V. CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 
         After employing the DEA, the determinants of commercial 
banks efficiency were obtained by running a tobit regression. 
Therefore, the main variables increasing bank efficiency are 
deposit and liquidity while loan quality, expenses, profitability, 
bank’s size and diversification were statistically insignificant. 
According to this research finding, these variables were not 
determinant factors of commercial banks efficiency. Therefore 
these banks should work hard to collect more deposits by design 
different strategies like convenience of location and quality of 
customer services to become efficient because it has a positive 
significance effect on efficiency. Liquidity has also an important 
role to improve bank’s efficiency, so banks should improve their 
lending capacity based on critically analysed strategies.   
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Abstract- The objective of this paper is to study and analyse the 
local climate of Bhubaneswar and to assess the potential of using 
natural ventilation for arriving thermal comfort conditions in 
residential buildings. Various theories in response to Thermal 
comfort have been analysed to assess the thermal comfort of the 
city which has a very distinct hot and humid climate. Since 
natural ventilation is a key factor for achieving thermal comfort 
in hot and humid climate a typical mean monthly weather data 
has been selected from a 10 years weather data. The weather data 
are analysed on the basis of temperature, Humidity, wind speeds 
which are the key parameter for any typical Bio climatic chart. 
Thermal comfort models applicable for Bhubaneswar are used 
for assessment of thermal conditions. The study concludes that 
thermal comfort during night time can be achieved all most 
throughout the year by controlling the wind speed to 1-1.5m/s at 
least. Except the month April and May, in most of the months 
even it is possible to achieve Thermal comfort during the day 
time in Bhubaneswar. This study can also be used as a basis for 
developing strategies on naturally ventilated building forms. 
 
Index Terms- Hot and Humid, Residential Buildings, Thermal 
comfort, Building form,Bhubaneswar 
 

I. INTRODUCTION 
he simplest definition of Thermal comfort is given by 
Givoni, who explained that thermal comfort could be 

defined as the range of climatic conditions considered 
comfortable and acceptable to humans. Studies of human 
response to a thermal environment have been conducted by 
ASHRAE since the 1920s. Some significant studies in this area 
include the ASHRAE Comfort Charts, Olgyay’s Bio-climatic 
Chart, Givoni’s Building Bio-climatic Chart and Fanger’s 
Predicted Mean Vote [1]. 
        Research stated that air movement is one of the major 
factors for arriving Thermal Comfort in Hot & Humid Climate. 
There are a number of ways air movement can induce comfort 
conditions. It can help the mental and psychological state of 
mind of people as well as increase the thermal performance of a 
building. In warm and humid condition, the former is more 
apparent. Many a time’s air movement is the only natural method 
of reducing heat stress especially in developing countries [2]. 
        Natural ventilation reduces operation costs, improves indoor 
air quality and provides satisfactory thermal comfort in certain 
climates. Passive cooling of houses using natural ventilation has 
become an effective alternative to alleviate energy related costs 
and associated problems of air-conditioned buildings [3]. Power 

consumption of the domestic sector of Odisha is around 79.43% 
way ahead of the commercial and industrial requirement.  
Therefore, the investigation of natural ventilation applicability in 
hot-humid climates for residential sector is significant for 
providing guidance to optimize building forms. 
        Achieving thermal comfort through passive cooling strategy 
is relatively difficult to accomplish for hot and humid climate. 
This is due to the relatively high humidity level present in the air. 
For this reason, passive cooling designs in hot and humid 
climates need to pay careful attention to building design, 
orientation, planning, material selection, window treatments, 
ventilation, including proper facility planning and management 
[1]. Particularly in developing countries, air-conditioners are 
becoming more common in both residential and commercial 
buildings resulting increase in energy consumption. Without a 
proper understanding of micro climate of the site, designers 
continue to design, providing adverse effect to human thermal 
comfort. 
        This particular paper aims to study and analyse the thermal 
comfort level of Bhubaneswar by applying various standards 
suggested by ASHRAE and Olgay. Considering the average 
temperature and humidity of Bhubaneswar for a period of 10 
years and the prevailing wind direction and wind speed of 12 
years, comfort level of Bhubaneswar is assessed. Appropriate 
suggestion is derived at the end to understand whether natural 
ventilation can provide thermal comfort in Bhubaneswar. 
Research may extend in a later stage in developing strategies for 
naturally ventilated building form.  
 

II. THERMAL COMFORT 
        Thermal comfort is that condition of mind which expresses 
satisfaction with the thermal environment. Because there are 
large variations, both physiologically and psychologically, from 
person to person, it is difficult to satisfy everyone in a space. The 
environmental conditions required for comfort are not the same 
for everyone. However, extensive laboratory and field data have 
been collected that provides the necessary statistical data to 
define conditions that a specified percentage of occupants will 
find thermally comfortable [4].  
        Air temperature, radiant temperature, humidity, and wind 
speed are the four environmental parameters those influence this 
heat exchange. There are two personal parameters – clothing 
level and activity level, those also have influence on this heat 
exchange [4]. 
 

T 
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III. STUDY AREA 
        Investigating the comfort conditions of Bhubaneswar, 
characterized by a very hot and humid climate is the main 
purpose of this study. Comfort conditions of Bhubaneswar 
analysed through various theories will support the potential for 
using natural ventilation as a design strategy for residential 
buildings especially multi-storeyed group housing. High rise 
group housing developments have both outdoor and indoor 
spaces to sit rest and socialize. Hence measuring the thermal 
comfort conditions both indoor and outdoor are important in 
these types of developments. 
        Bhubaneswar is situated at a longitude of 20° 16' 12” N and 
latitude of 85° 50' 24” E. The city has an average altitude of 45 m 
(148 ft) above sea level. The climate follows a hot and humid 
pattern because of its proximity to the sea. Summer lasts from 
March to May with the maximum temperature going as high as 
380 C during the day and 280 C during night. The temperature 
remains above 350 C during the day in these 3 months. Humidity 
is another factor which is distinct here. It has very high humidity 
level, above 80% from July to October during monsoon season. 
In summer the relative humidity goes near 70%. 
        Due to its high temperature and high humidity level 
appropriate analysis is required to understand if the thermal 
comfort can be achieved with natural ventilation in 
Bhubaneswar’s climate. Typical meteorological data of 10 years, 
month wise has been collected from Meterological centre for 
analysis. Since there is not much variation observed in the 
weather data, the maximum and minimum temperature of the 
most recent year 2014 has been used in the thermal comfort chart 
(Fig-1). 
 

 
 

Fig -1: Maximum temperature measurement- month wise 
from 2005-2014 

 

IV. THERMAL COMFORT CHART 
        In order to evaluate applicability of natural ventilation and 
achieving thermal comfort in Bhubaneswar, the primary task is to 
select appropriate theory to analyse typical weather data. The 
purpose of thermal comfort is to provide comfortable thermal 
environment for residents where the major parameters include air 
temperature, relative humidity and air velocity. Thermal comfort 
of three conditions, day time, night time and indoor comfort has 
to be tested using carefully selected Thermal comfort chart of 

Olgay and ASHRAE 55. Both Olgay and ASHRAE 55 have 
wind velocity as major criteria for achieving thermal comfort and 
are appropriate for the hot and humid climate. 
        It is important to mention that the comfort conditions of 
tropical climate in respect to cold and temperate climate are 
different. Comfort preferences of people in different locations 
vary in terms of acclimatization to a particular climate. The long-
term experience of a warmer climate may result that people of 
that environment have a tolerance to higher temperatures as 
compared with people in colder regions. There is the ability of 
people to adapt to a particular environment in the way of 
behavioural patterns [5]. 
        Mallick conducted a thermal comfort study of occupants 
living in urban housing in Bangladesh. The results showed that 
people could endure high temperature and very high humidity for 
comfort.  Under still-air conditions comfort temperature ranges 
for people engaged in a range of household activities wearing 
ordinary clothing was between 24 and 33 °C. Forrair flow of 0.3 
m/s there is a rise in the lower and upper limits of temperatures 
by 2.4 and 2.2 ° C respectively. There are instances where people 
have reported to be comfortable in humidity above 95%. An air 
temperature range of 24 to 32 °C along with relative humidity 
values between 50 and 90% indicates that it is in the range in 
which people feel comfortable without or in little air movement 
[6].  
        Similar study has been conducted in hot-humid vernacular 
environments of Thailand during hot and rainy seasons in 2003. 
A proposal was given to shift the comfort zone to a new 
dimension for thermal comfort study, especially in the contexts 
of contemporary tropical architecture and vernacular 
environments [7]. 
        It is common experience that air movement, be it a natural 
wind, or generated by a fan, has a cooling effect. This largely 
depends on the velocity of that air movement. Under everyday 
conditions the average subjective reactions to various velocities 
are: 
 
< 0.25 m/s unnoticed 
0.25-0.50 pleasant 
0.50-1.00 awareness of air movement 
1.00-1.50 draughty 
> 1.50 annoyingly draughty 
 
        These reactions however, depend on the temperature of the 
air. Under hot conditions 1 m/s is pleasant and indoor air 
velocities up to 1.5 m/s are acceptable. [8]. 
        As a rough guide, for persons at sedentary activity (1.2 met) 
and wearing light clothing (0.5 clo) the ASHRAE Handbook of 
Fundamentals permits extension of the upper comfort limits by 1 
K for every 0.275 m/s air velocity. Givoni suggested that for 
warm climates air velocity should be extended to 2 m/s. Most 
sources take the limit as 1.5 m/s for non-thermal reasons [3]. 
        A general guide is given by the numerical approximation for 
such cooling 
effect (thus extension of comfort limits) (1): 
 
dT = 6• (v-0.2) – 1.6• (v-0.2)2                 (1) 
(up to v = 2 m/s)  
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V. WIND DATA ANALYSIS 
        Wind is a complex phenomenon than can change in a short 
period both in wind speed and in wind direction.  Figure 2 & 3 
shows the selected ranges of wind speed distribution over 12 
years during the day and night.  Figure 2 reveals that on average, 
wind speed is low during the night time.   Wind speeds in the day 
time are mainly in the range of 1.5 -4.5m/s and come preferably 
from due South and Southwest. It is evident that the prevailing 
wind directions in Bhubaneswar is South and South west over the 
year.  
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
        The number of stations supplying wind velocity data 
suitable for present considerations is very small. Most stations 
measuring such data are usually considered morning 8:30 am or 
evening 5:30 pm. The situation possess considerable problem of 
assessment of night time wind velocities which are most 
important for night time comfort. 
 

VI. BIOCLIMATIC APPROACH AND THERMAL COMFORT  
        a) Outdoor Spaces: There is adequate understanding of the 
influence of climate on urban settlements. For example, the way 
self-shading streets protect the outdoor urban spaces from the hot 
son in hot arid climates; or dispersed buildings allow for easy 
flow of wind through the spaces is greatly been acknowledged 
[9]. The quality of open urban spaces has received a lot of 
attention in recent years. There is a broad recognition that 
microclimatic conditions contribute to the quality of life in cities, 
both from the economic as well as from the social viewpoint. 

        The bioclimatic approach explores the opportunities to 
design according to the local climate conditions. Olgyay (1963) 
developed the first bioclimatic chart based on outdoor climate 
conditions aiming to identify mitigation measures like solar 
radiation, air movement or shading to achieve a comfortable 
climate [10]. Hence Olgay’s chart has been used for the Bio-
climatic analysis of Bhubaneswar for analyzing the thermal 
comfort of outdoor spaces. 

 
 

 
Fig -5:Outdoor  Comfort conditions of Bhubaneswar month 

wise during the night 
 
Indoor Thermal Comfort: 
        For naturally ventilated buildings ASHRAE Standard 55 
proposes the adaptive thermal comfort approach and defines a 
range of acceptable indoor temperature of 2.5 K above and below 
optimum comfort temperature for 90% acceptability based on De 
dear and Brager’s equation [8]. In the approach, thermal 
responses in naturally ventilated spaces are linked with the 
outdoor climate. Thereby, the comfort temperature is calculated 
by the outdoor temperature using the equation (2).   
        Tn=0.31 Tm+17.8    (2)  (de Dear & Brager, 2002)     where 
Tn is the Thermal neutrality comfort temperature and Tm is the 
mean outdoor temperature.  
 

Fig -2: Wind speed and direction during the day 

Fig -3: Wind speed and direction during the night 

Fig -4: Outdoor Comfort conditions of Bhubaneswar 
month wise during the day 
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Fig -6: Indoor Thermal Comfort conditions of Bhubaneswar 

month wise 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Fig -7: Indoor Comfort conditions of Bhubaneswar month 
wise 

VII. DISCUSSION 
        Based on the analysis of the above Bio-climatic charts, the 
following recommendations are derived which can be adopted 
for outdoor spaces of a Group housing development. The bio-
climatic charts (Fig. 4, 5) show that outdoor maximum 
temperatures are within the extended comfort zone which require 
additional air movement between 1.0-3.0m/s during day time 
except for the month of April and May when people need to stay 
indoor to avoid heat stroke. 
        During night time a wind speed of 0.5-1m/s is enough to 
provide thermal comfort in the outdoors except winter seasons. 
Note that temperature (Min) has been considered for measuring 
the night time thermal comfort and not the evening temperature 
(when the residents actually use the outdoor spaces) due to non- 
availability of meteorological data. 
        Indoor thermal comfort is possible all most all months 
except for the monsoon season i.e July, August and September 
when it is difficult to achieve comfort due to the high humidity 
(Fig-7). Certain amount of dehumidification is required during 
these periods [11]. 
 

VIII. CONCLUDING REMARKS 
        It is observed from the analysis that outdoor comfort during 
the day can be achieved with the additional air movement 

between 1.0-3.0m/s during day time except for the month of 
April and May when people need to stay indoor to avoid heat 
stroke. 
        During night time a windspeed of 0.5-1m/s is enough to 
provide thermal comfort in the outdoors except winter seasons. 
Hence outdoor spaces has to be orientated in such a way to allow 
summer breeze but eliminate winter cold wind. 
        Indoor thermal comfort is possible in almost all months 
except the monsoon season when the humidity is too high. 
Dehumidification is required for these seasons. 
        The wind rose diagram of Bhubaneswer signifies the 
average wind velocity is between 1.5-4.5m/s during most part of 
the day and night. Hence creating adequate strategy to allow 
maximum wind flow inside and around building both during the 
day and night will help to achieve Thermal comfort conditions in 
Bhubaneswar at least for 09-10 months of the year. 
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Abstract- The study examined the factors affecting effective 
implementation of the senior secondary education chemistry 
curriculum in Kogi State, Nigeria. The sample of the study 
consisted of seventy-six (76) chemistry teachers from Senior 
Secondary Schools in Kogi State, Nigeria. 
        19- items questionnaire on the factors affecting effective 
implementation of chemistry curriculum was used as instrument 
for data collection. Frequency, Mean, standard deviation and 
Ranking statistical tools were used to analyze the research 
questions, while hypothesis was tested with t-test at  0.05 alpha 
level. Results show that inadequate funding, poor motivation of 
teachers, lack of adequate time to cover the curriculum, 
inadequate laboratory and voluminous nature of chemistry 
curriculum were among the factors considered to have negative 
effect on effective implementation of chemistry curriculum. The 
study also   revealed that school location has no significant 
influence on the mean response of the chemistry teachers on the 
factors affecting implementation of the chemistry curriculum. 
The necessary recommendations were made as solutions to the 
indentified problems affecting effective implementation of 
chemistry curriculum. 
 
Index Terms- Affecting, Chemistry, Curriculum, effective 
implementation, factors, secondary education. 
 

I. INTRODUCTION 
n developing country like Nigeria, the importance of chemistry 
cannot be over emphasised. According to Igbonugo (2015), 

chemistry helps to ensure continuous availability of students in 
expected number who take important profession such as 
medicine, pharmacy, dentistry, food science, agriculture, 
engineering, science education, environmental education, etc. 
Contributing to this, Ekpo (2006) citing Cole (1995) said the 
developing nation should have the prospect for preparing a 
scientific literate, abounding in sizeable proportion of the society 
to ensure, that the effectiveness, of introducing modern 
technology would not diminish. Giginna and Nweze (2014) 
pointed out that the study of chemistry as science subject has 
tremendous importance to mankind as the application of its 
principles has helped in modern inventions. From the foregoing, 
Nigeria as a developing nation is in dear need of scientifically 
literate citizenry in chemistry to be able to catapult her to the 
level of developed nations. Indeed trained chemists are needed to 
address the aspiration of the country to be among the first  20 
economically developed countries in the world by the year 2020. 

Curriculum has been defined in various ways. Ugwu (2008) 
defined curriculum as the experience a school system provides 
for its students. According to Agusiobo (2003) Curriculum is an 
organised framework that sets out the content that children are to 
learn and the process through which children achieve goal which 
the curriculum sets for them. Therefore curriculum can be seen 
as all experiences students have under the guidance of the teacher 
in a school system. The Federal Ministry of Education (2007), 
basking on the importance of chemistry curriculum, revised the 
Senior Secondary education chemistry curriculum to reflect in-
depth appropriateness and interrelatedness of curricula contents. 
Also emerging issues which covered value orientation, peace and 
dialogue, family life, HIV and AIDS education, entrepreneurial 
skills, etc, were infused into the relevant contents of the new 
Senior secondary education curriculum so as to pay particular 
attention to the achievement of the Millennium-Development 
Goals (MDGs)  and critical elements of the National Economic, 
Empowerment and Development Strategies (NEEDS). The 
objectives of the revised edition of senior secondary education 
chemistry curriculum is expected among other things to enable 
students to 
 

i) develop interest in the subject of chemistry; 
ii) acquire basic theoretical and practical knowledge and 

skills; 
iii) develop interest in Science, Technology and 

mathematics; 
iv) acquire basic STM knowledge and skills; 
v) develop reasonable level of competence in ICT 

application that will engender entrepreneurial skills; 
vi) apply skills to meet societal needs of creating 

employment and wealth; 
vii) be positioned to take advantage of the numerous career 

opportunities offered by chemistry; 
viii) be adequately prepared for further studies in chemistry. 

 
        To achieve these objectives, chemistry teachers have very 
important roles to play. This is because the chemistry teacher is 
the bridge between the curriculum and the students. Indeed, 
chemistry teachers are responsible for the effective 
implementation of the chemistry curriculum. 
        Despite the importance of chemistry in the country’s quest 
for technological development and roles of chemistry teachers on 
its implementation, there has been ineffective implementation of 
Senior Secondary chemistry Curriculum (Ajeyalemi 1983, 
Nwosu 1993, Ezeliora 2003, Igbonugo 2013) 

I 
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        Evidence in literature shows that the low level of 
implementation of science curriculum is traceable to some 
factors such as unqualified chemistry teachers, inadequate 
chemistry teachers, shallow knowledge of chemistry teachers; 
lack of laboratory, class size, voluminous curriculum content, 
poor preparation of science textbooks, inadequate 
equipment/materials for science teaching, poor motivation of 
teachers, use of inappropriate teaching methods, lack of 
laboratory, lack of in-service training, lack of practical activity 
(Uzoechi 2006, Ugwu 2008,     Ayodele 2009, Ejidike and 
Oyelana, 2015). Against this background, one would want to 
empirically document whether literature cited above on 
secondary school science implementation are still tenable in Kogi 
State and in particular the influence of school location, on the 
factors affecting the effective implementation of chemistry 
curriculum. The curiosity to include, the study of the school 
location is based on the fact that in Nigeria, the urban/rural 
dichotomy is very well pronounced in terms of the provision of 
social amenities in favour of the urban areas. 
 

II. PROBLEM OF THE STUDY 
        Despite the importance of chemistry in the Nigeria’s quest 
for technological development, there seems to be problems in the 
implementation of the laudable objectives of the senior 
secondary education chemistry curriculum in Nigeria. How to 
sensitise chemistry teachers on the need to effectively implement 
the senior secondary school chemistry curriculum and make 
government seriously involved in providing necessary 
environment for curriculum implementation remain daunting. It 
is against this background that the researcher deemed it 
necessary to carry out a study on the factors affecting effective 
implementation of senior secondary education chemistry 
curriculum in Nigeria.    
 

III. PURPOSE OF THE STUDY 
        The study is aimed at finding the factors affecting the 
effective implementation of chemistry curriculum in Senior 
Secondary Schools in Kogi State. Nigeria. 
Specifically, the study aimed at: 

1. Finding out the factors affecting the effective 
implementation of chemistry curriculum in Senior 
Secondary School in Kogi state, Nigeria.  

2. Establishing the roles of school location, on the factors 
affecting the effective implementation of chemistry 
curriculum in Senior Secondary Schools in Kogi state, 
Nigeria. 

 

IV. RESEARCH QUESTIONS 
        1. What are the factors affecting effective implementation 
of chemistry curriculum in Senior Secondary Schools  in 
Kogi state, Nigeria? 

        2. To what extent do school location influence chemistry 
teachers’ mean scores on factors affecting effective 
implementation of senior secondary education chemistry 
curriculum? 
 
Hypothesis   
        To guide this study, one null hypothesis was tested at 0.05 
level of significance 
        Ho: There is no significant difference in the mean scores of 
the urban and  rural chemistry teachers on factors  affecting 
effective implementation of chemistry curriculum. 
 
Method 
        This was survey research carried out in Kogi State of 
Nigeria. The population of this study is all chemistry teachers in 
Kogi state, Nigeria. They were four hundred and forty-eight 
(448) chemistry teachers in the two hundred and sixty-two (262) 
public senior secondary schools in the state. The sample of this 
study was made of seventy-six (76) chemistry teachers (41 urban 
and 35 rural) from 40 public senior secondary schools. The 
selection of the 40 senior secondary schools was through 
stratified random sampling technique as the secondary schools in 
the state were stratified into two groups (urban and rural) based 
on their geographical location. Within each location, 20 senior 
secondary schools were selected, totalling forty (40) senior 
secondary schools, using balloting method of simple random 
sampling technique. All the chemistry teachers in the 40 senior 
secondary schools constituted the sample and they were seventy-
six (76). 
        The instrument for data collection was 19–items 
questionnaire titled factors affecting the effective implementation 
of chemistry curriculum (FAEICC) developed by the researcher. 
The questionnaire was a 4 – point rating scale of strongly Agree 
(SA) = 4;  Agree (A) = 3, Disagree (DA) = 2 and Strongly 
Disagree (SD) =1.  The instrument was given to two specialists 
in measurement and evaluation and two specialists in science 
education for face validity. Their corrections were effected 
before the final questionnaire was constructed. To establish the 
reliability of the instrument, 20 copies of the instrument were 
administered to chemistry teachers who were not part of the 
sample. Their responses were subjected to a reliability analysis 
using cronbach alpha which gave a coefficient of  0.84. The 
value was considered high enough and reliable for this study. 
        The instrument was given to the subjects and collected from 
them on the same day. A total of seventy-six (76) questionnaires 
were collected back from the subjects and used for data analysis. 
The data collected were analysed using frequency, means, 
standard deviation  and ranking statistical tools to answer 
research questions and t-test to analyse the hypothesis. The 
criterion mean value is  2.50  and items with mean values of  
2.50  and above were regarded as significant  while those with 
mean value of less than 2.50  were not significant. The 
hypothesis was tested at  0.05 level significance.  
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V. RESULTS 
Table 1: Frequency, means, standard deviation and Ranking of the factors affecting effective implementation  of  chemistry  

curriculum. 
 

S/N ITEM STATEMENTS SA A SD D MEAN Standard 
Deviation Rank REMARK 

1 Inadequate funding. 50 16 2 8 3.42 0.96 1 Agreed 
2 Inadequate chemistry teachers. 44 20 3 9 3.30 1.00 3 Agreed 
3 Inadequate infrastructural facilities.  30 18 11 17 2.80 1.18 13 Agreed 
4 Inadequate professional development of teachers.   

29 
 
20 

 
8 

 
19 

 
2.78 

 
1.20 

 
14 

 
Agreed 

5 Poor motivation of chemistry teachers. 45 21 4 6 3.38 0.90 2 Agreed 
6 Poor utilization of the available instructional 

materials. 25 18 8 25 2.57 1.25 16 Agreed 

7 Poor management of chemistry laboratory.  32 15 12 16 2.84 1.18 10 Agreed 
8 Poor training of chemistry teachers 24 22 14 16 2.71 1.12 15 Agreed 
9 Ineffective use of innovative teaching methods. 21 18 17 20 2.53 1.15 18 Agreed 
10 Lack of qualified laboratory assistants.  36 22 6 12 3.08 1.09 9 Agreed 
11 Lack of current chemistry text books. 34 26 7 09 3.12 1.00 8 Agreed 
12 Lack of effective supervision and monitoring of 

chemistry teachers. 
 
29 

 
21 

 
11 

 
15 

 
2.84 

 
1.14 

 
10 

 
Agreed 

13 Lack of well equipped chemistry laboratory 40 25 04 07 3.29 0.93 4 Agreed 
14 Lack of adequate time to cover chemistry 

curriculum. 
 
38 

 
28 

 
02 

 
08 

 
3.26 

 
0.94 

 
5 

 
Agreed 

15 Large class size. 36 24 6 10 3.13 1.03 6 Agreed 
16 Voluminous nature of chemistry curriculum 

content. 
 
34 

 
27 

 
6 

 
10 

 
3.13 

 
1.00 

 
6 

 
Agreed 

17 High rate of transfer of chemistry teachers 21 11 20 23 2.38 1.19 19 Disagreed 
18 Overwhelming number of activities demanded by 

the curriculum. 
 
30 

 
20 

 
08 

 
18 

 
2.82 

 
1.19 

 
12 

 
Agreed 

19 The pressure of external certificate examination.   
22 

 
18 

 
17 

 
19 

 
2.57 

 
1.15 

 
16 

 
Agreed 

 
        From table 1 above, the mean rating of  1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 
9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16, , 18 and 19 were all above the mean 
of 2.50. This means that the respondents (chemistry teachers) 
agreed with the statements on the questionnaire, as the factors 
affecting the effective implementation of chemistry curriculum. 
However items 17 has mean rating below the cut-off mean of 
2.50. This means that chemistry teachers disagreed with the 

statement as a factor affecting the effective implementation of 
chemistry curriculum. Another interesting result of the finding of 
this study is that the most frequently occurring factor that affects 
the effective implementation of chemistry curriculum is 
inadequate funding, followed by poor motivation of chemistry 
teachers while the high rate of transfer of the chemistry teachers 
was the least factor.  

 
Table 2:  Overall mean and standard deviation scores of urban and rural chemistry teachers on factors that affect the  effective 

implementation of chemistry curriculum. 
 

School  Location  Number of subjects Mean Standard Deviation  
Urban 41 2.98 1.05 
Rural 35 2.90 1.11 

 
        From table 2, the comparism of urban and rural chemistry 
teachers mean response scores on the factors that affect effective 
implementation of chemistry curriculum, reveal that urban 
teachers have slightly high mean (2.98) than their rural 
counterparts who have a mean of 2.90. This implies that school 

location to some extent has some influence on the chemistry 
teachers’ response on factors that affect effective implementation 
of chemistry curriculum in favour of teachers teaching in urban 
areas. But whether this difference is significant or not would be 
discussed in table 3.  
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Table 3: T – test analysis on the mean responses of urban and rural teachers on factors that affect effective implementation  
of chemistry curriculum. 

 
 

GROUP             N     X       SD      df     T – Cal      T – table  

Urban Chemistry Teachers 41 2.98 1.05    
Rural Chemistry  Teachers 35 2.90 1.11 74 0.32 1.98 

 
         Among the respondents there are forty-one (41) urban and 
thirty –five (35) rural chemistry teachers. The responses of each 
of the group were recorded and the mean and the standard 
deviation of each of the group were calculated. From the table, 
the calculated value of t at  0.05 level of significance with  74 
degree of freedom is  0.32. This value is less than the table value 
of  1.98.  Thus the null hypothesis is accepted. Therefore, there is 
no significant difference between urban and rural chemistry 
teachers on factors affecting effective implementation of 
chemistry curriculum. The observed difference in opinions of 
urban and rural chemistry teachers in table 2 is not significant 
and therefore, it is by chance. 
 

VI. DISCUSSION 
       The result of data analysis shows that the chemistry teachers 
used in this study agreed with all the factors affecting the 
effective implementation of chemistry curriculum except the 
factor that deals with high rate of transfer of chemistry teachers. 
The finding presented on table 1 as it affects inadequate funding, 
lack of adequate time to cover the curriculum; large class size 
and lack of infrastructural facilities are supportive of previous 
studies of Ayodele (2009) especially his finding that paucity of 
funds supplied to schools by government is the major causes of 
the problems in the implementation of science curriculum and 
this corroborates with the present findings. Also the findings  of 
this study concerning over loaded curriculum, lack of well 
equipped laboratory; lack of qualified teachers, inadequate 
science teachers, poor utilization of available science teaching 
materials and large class size are in agreement with the findings 
of Uzoechi (2006) who noted that above factors greatly affect 
effective implementation of science curriculum.  
       The work also agreed with the finding Ajeyalemi (1983) 
who pointed out that lack of qualified chemistry teachers, lack of 
equipment and inappropriate teaching methods affect effective 
learning of chemistry. The work is also in agreement with Ekpo 
(2006) who also pointed out that in the absence of necessary 
equipment for experimentation in the verification of chemistry 
principles and deployment of the right methodology, the learning 
of chemistry borders on memorisation. Ezeliora (2003) agreed 
with the findings of this study when he pointed out that lack of 
textbooks, inadequate chemistry teacher, class size and lack of 
science laboratory affects effective implementation of chemistry 
curriculum.  
       However the findings of this study revealed that chemistry 
teachers disagreed that high rate transfer of chemistry teachers, 
affects effective implementation of chemistry curriculum. The 
present view of chemistry teachers may be as result of the 
inclusion of private secondary schools teachers as part of the 

subjects of the study as private school teachers hardly go on 
transfer.  
       The finding of the study also showed that there is no 
significant difference between urban and rural chemistry teachers 
on the factors affecting effective implementation of chemistry 
curriculum. This implies that urban and rural teachers responded 
in a similar way to the questionnaire items. This also means that 
the urban – rural dichotomy has no influence on chemistry 
teachers’ opinion on factors affecting effective implementation 
of chemistry curriculum. 
 

VII. CONCLUSION AND RECOMMENDATIONS 
Conclusion  
       This paper has been able to bring to fore the factors that 
affect effective implementation of senior secondary education 
curriculum. The factors identified include: inadequate funding, 
poor motivation of teachers, lack of adequate time to cover 
chemistry curriculum, inadequate chemistry teachers, lack of 
equipped  chemistry laboratory; voluminous  nature of chemistry 
curriculum content, large class size, overwhelming number of 
activities demanded by the curriculum, inadequate professional 
development, poor management of laboratory, lack of effective 
supervision/monitoring, poor utilization of available science 
teaching materials, poor preparation of chemistry teachers, 
inadequate infrastructures, the pressure of external certificate 
examination and poor use of innovative teaching method. 
Pertinent recommendations are made below and the researcher 
calls on all the stakeholders in chemistry education to ensure 
strict implementation of the recommendations and other 
suggested solutions in order to meet the objectives of Senior 
Secondary education Chemistry Curriculum and improve on the 
academic performance of the chemistry students.  
 

VIII. RECOMMENDATIONS 
       In the light of the above, the paper recommends  

1. Chemistry education should be well funded. 
Government should ensure that 26% of her annual 
budget is allocated to education as recommended by 
UNESCO 

2. There should be improved conditions of service for 
teachers especially chemistry teachers at the secondary 
school level. The teachers should be paid regularly as at 
when due. They should also be paid science allowance.  

3. There should be more recruitment of qualified 
chemistry teachers so as to make them available in our 
secondary schools. The teacher/students ratio of 1:40 
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recommended for secondary schools by the National 
policy on education of Nigeria should be maintained.  

4. There should adequate provision of infrastructural 
facilities such as classrooms, laboratories, libraries, 
textbooks, chalks, knockers, chairs, writing materials, 
tables, etc. 

5. Adequate laboratory equipment and other related 
teaching aids should be promptly provided to chemistry 
teachers to effectively carry out their jobs and chemistry 
teachers should involve themselves in this teaching.  

6. Chemistry teachers should be sponsored to in-service 
training programmes which should include attendance 
to conferences, seminars and workshops to improve 
their professional development.  

7. There should be regular supervision, monitoring and 
evaluation of chemistry teachers.  

8. Efforts should be made by the curriculum planners to 
reduce the volume of chemistry curriculum without 
losing the essential underlying principles of chemistry. 
Equally school administrator should ensure that more 
time is provided in the time-table for teaching chemistry 
at least one double period and two single periods in a 
week. 

9. Government should employ more laboratory personnel  
who among others, should assure, that chemistry 
laboratory is well maintained and managed.   

10. Chemistry teachers should employ appropriate teaching 
methods, utilize available teaching materials and avoid 
the rush to cover the syllabus for the purpose of passing 
external examination only.  
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Abstract- The effects of fish density on growth rate of African 

catfish (Clarias gariepinus) in two (2) different tanks with 

different stocking density shows that there was a general increase 

in weight and length in all fish during the experimental period. 

Fish were fed with coppens commercial feed containing 45 % 

crude protein at 5 % body weight. The mean weight of fish in 

tank one was 5.13 ± 0.23 g and tank two 5.09 ± 0.19 g and 

specific growth rate (SGR) for tank one (1.92 ± 0.01 %.day
-1

) 

was lower than that of tank 2 (3.62±0.01 %day
-1

). Condition 

factor of 12.21 ± 0.37 and 14.14 ± 0.84 were observed for tank 

one and tank two respectively. However, fish survival varied 

between 64.0 ± 0.0 to 80.0 ± 0.0 % for tank two and tank one 

respectively while the percentage mortality in tank two 

(36.0±0.01 %) was higher than tank one (20.0±0.01 %). Feed 

conversion ratio was fairly the same for fish in both tank one 

(0.39±0.01) and tank two (0.39±0.03). Percentage weight gain 

was higher in tank one than values obtained for fish in the tank 

two. The water qualities parameter for all the experimental tanks 

are as follows temperature 25.05±0.07 
0
C each, dissolved oxygen 

6.00 ± 0.14 mg/l each, pH 8.20 ± 0.17 each, ammonia  0.40 ± 

0.04 each and total hardness of 60.00±0.92 mg/l. These water 

quality parameters probably enhanced the observed good growth 

and condition of the test fish throughout the experimental period. 

The assessment of the effect of fish density on growth rate of 

African catfish (Clarias gariepinus) was tested using Analysis of 

Variance (ANOVA) at p = 0.05 level of significant. 

 

Index Terms- Fish, Growth, Tank 

 

I. INTRODUCTION 

he African catfish (Clarias gariepinus) is one of the most 

important cultured fish in the Nigeria and known for its 

ability to be cultured at high densities up to 500 kg/m3 (Miller 

and Atanda, 2004). Fish farming in Nigeria has progressed 

steadily over the years and the culture of fish in concrete tanks is 

now a common practice in Nigeria. Homestead fish farmers 

operate in concrete tanks whose sizes and shapes vary from 

location to location depending on individual taste, availability of 

space and financial resources (Omitoyin, 2007). Intensive tank 

culture can produce very high yields on small parcels of land. 

Species like Tilapia that grow well in high densities in 

confinement of tanks are preferred. Ponds are the most widely 

used structures for aquaculture production. In Africa, especially 

in Nigeria, the species mostly cultured are Clarias gariepinus, 

Heterobranchus sp. and their hybrids (Adewolu et al., 2008). 

The reasons for their culture are based on their fast growth rate, 

disease resistance, high stocking density, aerial respiration, high 

feed conversion efficiency among others. This fish is ideal for 

culture because of its tolerance to low dissolved oxygen, rapid 

growth rate and acceptability of a variety of food items, 

resistance to handling stress and is well appreciated in a wide 

number of African countries. 

        Recent investments in Agriculture in Nigeria have been 

targeted on Catfish farming (Abdullah, 2007). Currently about 

90% of farmed fish in Nigeria is Catfish which is now a major 

attraction to private sector investors. Atanda, (2007) reported that 

live catfish attracted premium price in Nigeria with a high return 

on investment ranging between 40-60% in some successful 

enterprises. Investment in catfish is still growing especially with 

the renewed awareness being created by the government of 

Nigeria through the Presidential Initiative on Fisheries and 

Aquaculture. Fish farmers are keen to rear fish at such high 

densities, because operating at higher stocking densities can 

reduce production costs. However, densities used in commercial 

fish production have been highlighted as an area of welfare 

concern. Stocking density has been demonstrated to affect 

various aspects of the welfare of farmed fish, although 

differences between species are distinct. High densities may 

impair the welfare of some fish species (e.g. trout, seabream and 

salmon) (Ellis et al., 2002; Ewing and Ewing, 1995; Montero et 

al., 1999), but for other species positive effects of high densities 

have been shown (e.g. Arctic char and African catfish). The aim 

of the study was to assess the density and growth rate of fish in 

tanks: African catfish (Clarias gariepinus).  

 

II. MATERIAL AND METHODS 

2.1 Study Area 

        This research work was carried out at the Laboratory of the 

department of Biology School of Sciences Federal Capital 

Territory College of Education, Zuba-Gwagwalada, Abuja, 

Nigeria. 

 

2.2 Experimental Tanks 

        Two circular container tanks with diameters of 7.5 × 2.30 × 

0.8m each were used in this study. The two experimental tanks 

(containers) with screen sheets have fine mesh size with 

diameters of 1.75 × 2.25 × 0.7m and water volume of about 3m
3 

for each division. During the experimental period, tanks water 

was being exchanged with fresh water at the rate of 20% of the 

water volume daily to keep the water quality suitable for the 

experimental fish. Tanks water were drained completely every 4 

T 
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days and cleaned, fish wastes were removed and tanks were 

filled with fresh water (Adebayo and Adesoji, 2008).  

 

2.2.1 Source of Water for the Experiment 

        Water source of the present study was ground water pumped 

into the tanks through electrical pump and pipelines connected to 

the experimental tanks. All ponds were supplied with air through 

a central lobe blower and plastic pipes laid 50 cm below the 

water level. Water quality parameter including water temperature 

(°C), dissolved oxygen (DO) concentration (mg / l), water 

transparency (cm), pH (degrees), ammonia (NH3) (mg / l) and 

total dissolved salts (T.D.S) (mg / l) were determined. Water 

quality parameters were measured every four days.  

 

2.3 Experimental fish and stocking density 

        A total of 100 African catfish (Clarias gariepinus) 

fingerlings, were obtained from a commercial hatchery Fish 

Farm in Gwagwalada Area Council of the Federal Capital 

Territory (FCT), Abuja-Nigeria. They were held in two tanks for 

acclimatization at Biology garden of Biology Department, 

School of Sciences Federal Capital Territory College of 

Education, Zuba-Gwagwalada, Abuja, Nigeria and maintained 

with a commercial feed with known dietary compositions for 

7days prior to use for the experiment. Thereafter, the remaining 

fish after acclimatization were randomly stocked in circular 

tanks, the experimental fish were divided into two treatment 

groups the densely populated tank containing 25 fingerlings per 

tank while the second tanks containing 15 fingerlings per tank. 

All the experiments were carried out in duplicates. The stocked 

fish were fed at 5% body weight. Daily rations were divided into 

two halves and fed at 8 am and 4 pm West Africa time. At bi-

weekly intervals, the fish in each tank were weighed and the 

amount of feed adjusted accordingly. Water quality parameters 

were determined on four (4) days interval basis during the 

experimental period. Water pH and temperature records was 

taken daily with a pH metre and laboratory mercury thermometer 

(0-100 
0
C) respectively. Length and weight measurements of the 

fingerlings were made at the start of experiment and weekly 

intervals using a metal metre rule and triple beam balance. Daily 

mortalities of fish in the tanks were also recorded (Ellis and 

Ewing, 1995). 

 

2.4 Growth parameter  

        Growth rate of test fish were evaluated as follows: mean 

weight gain (MWG) = W2-W1 (Okoye et al., 2001) where W1 

and W2 are initial and final body weights of fish (g). Percentage 

weight gain (PWG), % = Wt-Wox100/Wo (Adewolu et al., 

2008) where Wt = final weight (g) at end of experiment, Wo = 

fish weight (g) at start of experiment. Specific growth rate 

(SGR), %day
-1

 = lnw2-lnw1x100/t2 –t1  (Brown, 1957) where w2  

= final weight of fish, w1 = initial weight of fish (g), t2 and t1 = 

mean of end of growth period and at time 0 in days and ln = 

natural logarithm. Condition factor (K) = 100w/l3  where w and l 

are the observed total weight (g) and total length (cm) of a fish. 

Feed conversion ratio (FCR) = Feed intake (g)/weight gain (g), 

and Survival of fish (S) = Ni x 100/No (Alatise and Otubusin, 

2006) where No and Ni are number of fish at start and end (alive) 

of experiment (Ellis et al., 2002; Abdullah, 2007).  

 

2.5   Statistical Analysis  

        The results of the assessment of fish density and growth rate 

in tanks were statistically analysed using one way Analysis of 

Variance (ANOVA) from Ms Excel Statistics. Test applied 

would be F-test statistic at p= 0.05. 

 

III. RESULTS 

2.1 Growth performance 

        Table 1 shows the summary of the results obtained for 

growth responses of Clarias gariepinus fingerlings raised in 

tanks with different stocking density. There was a general 

increase in weight and length in all fish during the experimental 

period. The mean weight of fish in tank one was 5.13 ± 0.23 g 

and tank two 5.09 ± 0.19 g and specific growth rate (SGR) for 

tank one (1.92 ± 0.01 %.day
-1

) was lower than that of tank 2 

(3.62±0.01 %day
-1

). Condition factor of 12.21 ± 0.37 and 14.14 ± 

0.84 were observed for tank one and tank two respectively. 

 

Table 1: Growth parameters of African Catfish (Clarias gariepinus) grew in different tanks. 

 

       Fish density/tank 

Growth parameter               Tank 1   Tank 2 

         (n=15)    (n=25) 

No of fish stock     15.0   25.0 

Initial length of fish (cm)    2.2±0.05   2.2±0.05 

Final length of fish (cm)    14.0±0.2   13.0±0.01 

Initial weight of fish (g)    1.15±0.05  1.15±0.2 

Final weight of fish (g)    7.05±0.05  7.0±0.05 

Mean weight gain (g)    5.13±0.23  5.09±0.19 

Percentage weight gain (%)   513±23.0   509±19.0 

SGR (%)     1.92±0.01  3.62±0.01 

FCR      0.39±0.01  0.39±0.03 

Condition factor (k)    12.21±0.37  14.14±0.84 

Survival of fish (%)    80.0±0.0   64.0±0.0 

Mortality (%)     20.0±0.01  36.0±0.01 
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Keys: n= number of fish per tank, SGR= Specific growth Rate, FCR= Feed Conversion Ratio in African catfish 

(Clarias gariepinus). Each value represented Mean ± Standard deviations 

3.2 Water quality Parameters 

 The values of temperature, dissolve oxygen 

and other observed water quality parameters 

monitored for 42 days were within acceptable ranges 

for fish culture practice in this study as shown in 

Figure 1 below. This factor probably enhanced the 

observed good growth and condition of the test fish 

throughout the experimental period.

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 1: Means values of water quality parameters for Clarias gariepinus fingerlings reared  in different tanks in 

Gwagwalada, Abuja 

 

IV. DISCUSSIONS 

         The stocking densities investigated in this study did not 

show a significant effect of group size on growth rate although 

tank with the least fish tended to produce the greatest growth 

rate, albeit not significant. Percentage growth gain in tank 1 

and tank 2 are as follows 513 ± 23.0 % and 509 ± 19.0 % 

respectively. However, final length of fish did not differ 

significantly between tanks, highest and lowest final length of 

fish were observed at stocking densities of 15 fish/tank 

(14.0±0.20 cm) and 25 fish/tank (13.0 ± 0.10 cm) respectively. It 

is possible that a further increase of the stocking density may 

have resulted in significantly reduced growth rates. In addition, 

low stock density tank fish were not significantly different from 

those with high stock density, which agree with the studies by 

Adewolu et al. (2008) in the African catfish (Clarius 

garierpinus) where singularly housed fish grew more slowly than 

those in pairs or groups. The results obtained for growth 

responses of Clarias gariepinus fingerlings raised in tanks with 

different stocking density. There was a general increase in weight 

and length in all fish during the experimental period. The mean 

weight of fish in tank one was 5.13 ± 0.23 g and tank two 5.09 ± 

0.19 g and specific growth rate (SGR) for tank one (1.92 ± 0.01 

%.day
-1

) was lower than that of tank 2 (3.62±0.01 %day
-1

). 

Condition factor of 12.21 ± 0.37 and 14.14 ± 0.84 were observed 

for tank one and tank two respectively. However, fish survival 

varied between 64.0 ± 0.0 to 80.0 ± 0.0 % for tank two and tank 

one respectively while the percentage mortality in tank two 

(36.0±0.01 %) was higher than tank one (20.0±0.01 %). Feed 

conversion ratio was fairly the same for fish in both tank one 

(0.39±0.01) and tank two (0.39±0.03). Percentage weight gain 

was higher in tank one than values obtained for fish in the tank 

two. However, unlike the previously published studies, this study 

did not show a significant decline in growth rate as stocking 

density increased. This may be because stocking densities were 

not as high as those often used in aquaculture. It is possible that 

social interaction is not an important motivation for feeding in 

the Common African catfish.  Alatise and Otubusin, (2006) 

reported effect of different stocking densities on Production of 

Catfish (Clarias gariepinus) in Bamboo-net cage System. These 

effects may be the result of intensified competition for food or 

compromised water quality.  However, it is more likely that the 

stocking density never reached the threshold at which food 

availability and competition among individuals impacted growth 

rate. The values of temperature, dissolve oxygen and other 

observed water quality parameters monitored for seven (7) weeks 

were within acceptable ranges for fish culture practice in this 

study. The water qualities parameter for all the experimental 

tanks are as follows temperature 25.05±0.07 
0
C each, dissolved 

oxygen 6.00 ± 0.14 mg/l each, pH 8.20 ± 0.17 each, ammonia  

0.40 ± 0.04 each and total hardness of 60.00±0.92 mg/l (Table 1 

and Figure 1). This factor probably enhanced the observed good 

growth and condition of the test fish throughout the experimental 

period. This agrees with Abdullah, (2007) which reported the 

evaluation of Fish Farming Potentials in Nigeria. 
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V. CONCLUSION 

         In conclusion, this study has shown that stocking density 

did not significantly affect growth rate although it affects the 

growth rate of the fish in the earlier life stages. African catfish 

responded to increasing density with the formation of dense 

clusters of fish with constant movement and low aggression. 

However, the relationship between stocking density and the 

growth rate of African catfish was strongly mediated through 

factors such as acute stress experienced by the fish during 

stocking in the tanks. Such stressors (restocking tanks, grading, 

handling) are common in a farming situation, indicating that the 

total farming situation may influence the effects of stocking 

density. 
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Abstract- Kotamobagu city is a city which is established as a 
result of proliferation of region. The proliferation of region is 
aimed at improving public services for community welfare, 
including road network infrastructure. This study aims to 
examine the correlation between road network infrastructure and 
proliferation of region, in this case the density of the road 
network after the proliferation of region. The method used to 
examine the density of the road network was by overlaying maps 
of the road network in 2000 and 2013. The results of map 
overlay were calculated using a simple statistical tools in Ms. 
Excel 2010 and the results were calculated using the formula of 
road network density and was analyzed descriptively. The results 
of overlay map of the road network density in 2000 and 2013 
indicated the existence of the highest density of the road network 
in Kotamobagu city spatially after the proliferation of region. 
The highest density of the road network was in the city center 
and several surrounding villages. The road network increased in 
all the main roads spatially in Kotamobagu City after the 
proliferation of region. The road network density and the 
improvement of the road network in Kotamobagu City were 
affected by the proliferation of region. 
 
Index Terms- proliferation of region, road network density, 
infrastructure 
 

I. BACKGROUND 
otamobagu City is a city which is established as a result of 
the proliferation of region, which an autonomous region in 

North Sulawesi Province. Kotamobagu City is one of the cities in 
Bolaang Mongondow Regency. The establishment of 
Kotamobagu City is the implementation of the Law of the 
Republic of Indonesia Number 04 of 2007. Previously, 
Kotamobagu City is the subdistrict capital of Bolaang 
Mongondow Regency, namely Kotamobagu Subdistrict. The 
purpose of the proliferation of region is to increase public 
services in order to realize public welfare, including to increase 
and open new road networks. Law of the Republic of Indonesia 
Number 22 of 1999 is a milestone of regional government that 
represents the people of each region to establish new autonomous 
regions by using proliferation of region system (Harmantyo, 
2007). 
       Kotamobagu City includes four subdistricts, namely Kota 
Utara Subdistrict, Kota Selatan Subdistrict, Kota Barat 
Subdistrict, and Kota Timur Subdistrict, consisting of 33 villages 
with an area of 86.6 Km2. The proliferation of region demand the 
improvement in road network infrastructure, the opening of new 
road network to connect one place to another within the region, 

to connect with the neighboring regions, to facilitate 
transportation of goods and services, as well as open up isolated 
areas in order to improve public services and accelerate the 
realization of community welfare. One of the supporting factors 
to realize welfare and to improve public service is an increase in 
the road network and the opening of new road network in order 
to facilitate accessibility of the movement of people and 
commodities in various places in Kotamobagu city and outside 
the city. The opening of a new road network leads to an increase 
in road network and road network density. 
       Infrastructure plays an important role in driving economic 
growth and development. The existence of adequate 
infrastructure is highly required. Physical facilities and 
infrastructure are very important parts in public service system. 
Various physical facilities are vital to support various activities 
of government, economy, industry and social activities in the 
community and government. Energy system, road transport, 
office buildings and schools, telecommunications, houses of 
worship and clean water service networks requires the support of 
a reliable infrastructure (Soemardi Biemo W. and 
Wirahadikusumah Rini D. 2009). 
       According to Tarin (2010), the proliferation of region is the 
distribution of administrative authority of a region which was 
formerly in one administrative area, separated into two or more 
administrative regions. It is expected that the proliferation of 
region lead to the increase in public service. Public service is an 
activity undertaken to realize community welfare, in which the 
government act as a regulator, guarantor and supervisor 
(Haryatmoko 2007). One of the types of public service is road 
network infrastructure that plays a role in facilitating access to 
support the process of national development. 
 

II. METHODS AND DATA ANALYSIS 
       Methods used in this study were sampling, survey by 
combining quantitative and qualitative analysis with descriptive 
analysis. Secondary data were obtained from the data of the 
length of road network and the area of road network in 2000 and 
2013, map of the road network in 2000 and 2013 in the regional 
settlement and infrastructure office of Kotamobagu City. The 
data of the road network map in 2000 and 2013 were overlaid 
using ArcGIS 10, and the results of the overlay were calculated 
by using Excel 2010. Furthermore, the density of the road 
network from the results of overlay was analyzed and calculated 
using the formula of FAO (Food and Agriculture Organization, 
1974) as follows: 
 
 

K 
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Road density (RD) = 
Length of road  

Unit area 
 

  
 
       Road network infrastructure plays broad roles and includes a 
variety of contexts in development, such as physical-
environmental, economic, social, cultural, political contexts, and 
so forth. The road network infrastructure is the infrastructure that 
has a very important and strategic role in supporting all aspects 
of life. The road network is needed to support economic, social, 
political, and defense and security activities. The development of 
road infrastructure is needed to penetrate isolated regions, lower 
transportation costs (smoothness and comfort), and open up new 
industrial areas (ease of access). Theoretically, the construction 
of roads that open the isolation of regions will encourage the 
development of land transport sector, including an increase in 
traffic of vehicles, goods and people further which have positive 
impact on the improvement of the welfare of the people in the 
region. 
       Herbet (1976) in Jonah (2001) states that road network and 
nodal point between the confluence of several road transport 
have a considerable role to the development of the city. The 
results of his studies in the United States shows that the cities in 
the United States are cities that are conditioned by the 
development of road infrastructure that the transportation line 
and developments form seven development categories of urban 
shapes, namely: (1) The shape of the city during the domination 
of pedestrians; (2) The shape of the city during the domination 
animal wagon; (3) The shape of the city during the domination of 
electric trains; (4) The shape of the city in the period of inter-city 
trains; (5) The shape of the city during the domination of inter-
city automobile; (6) The shape of the city during the 
development of highway between the cities of the region; (7) The 
shape of the city during the development of ring roads. 
 

III. DISCUSSION 
       Road infrastructure has two main roles, namely as a tool to 
direct the development of urban areas and as an infrastructure for 

the movement of people and goods as the results of the activities 
of the urban area (Tamin, 1997). According Branch (1995), the 
construction of the city road network will have impacts or 
changes that will arise due to the accessibility of the movement 
of people and goods using various transport facilities. Yunus 
(1994) states that higher accessibility of the city will result in leaf 
frog development with the emergence of new centers of activity, 
which promotes the acceleration of change in land use. Catanese 
and Snyder (1988) state that the relationship between 
transportation (roads) and land use is very important, because the 
diversity in land use patterns will generate various needs of 
transportation. On the contrary, forms and regulation of transport 
system will also influence the pattern of change in land use. 
       Road network is a series of nodes, which in this case is in the 
form of junction/terminal, connected with the stretches of 
road/lines. In order to make it to recognize the network easier, 
the road or node is given specific number or name. The road 
network is a collection of pieces of road that connect to each 
other as an integrated unity to serve the needs of transportation 
(Soeharto & Mardikanto, 1985). Roads are the principal means 
of land transportation. The availability of adequate infrastructure 
that will greatly help the accessibility and mobility of people in a 
region, that one of the main land transport infrastructure is the 
road. The rapid development of the city also demands an increase 
in road construction. 
       According to the Law of the Republic of Indonesia Number 
38 of 2004, roads are land transport infrastructure which includes 
all parts of the road, including complementary buildings and 
equipment that are designated for traffic on the ground, above the 
ground and below the ground and/or water, as well as above the 
water surface, except railways, lorries roads and cable road. 
Roads are infrastructure to facilitate economic activities. The 
increased development efforts demand also the increase in 
construction of roads to facilitate transport links between rural 
areas, border areas and remote areas or within the city. The road 
network and the quality of the road network in the Kotamobagu 
City in 2000 were not so crowded so there was no increase in the 
road network, the quality of the road network was also on 
average. The condition of the road network in the Kotamobagu 
City in 2000 is shown in the following map. (Figure 1). 
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Figure 1. Map of the Road Network in 2000 
 
       Figure 1 above shows the condition of the road network in 
2000 spatially in Kotamobagu City, showing the condition of the 
road network is not congested, and the quality of the road is on 
average, that is 3 meters in every stretch of road in Kotamobagu 

City. The road network density and the improvement of the road 
network in 2000 in Kotamobagu City can be described in Table 1 
below. 

 
Table. 1. Recapitulation of the calculation of road network density per village in Kotamobagu in 2000 

 
  Unit Area Road Area 2 

No Village (Km
2) (Km2) Density (Km ) 

1 Biga 1.09 4.19 0.03 
2 Upai 2.49 1.62 0.00 
3 Genggulang 1.58 2.81 0.02 
4 Kotobangon 2.23 5.79 0.02 
5 Kotamobagu 1.08 5.58 0.05 
6 Gogagoman 1.58 5.12 0.03 
7 Mogolaing 1.28 5.55 0.04 
8 Molinow 4.12 4.00 0.00 
9 Mongkonai 2.51 2.54 0.01 
10 Sinindian 0.93 2.76 0.02 
11 Matali 1.96 5.08 0.02 
12 Pobundayaan 2.04 4.10 0.02 
13 Mongondow 1.08 2.19 0.02 
14 Motoboi Kecil 2.49 7.30 0.02 
15 Motoboi Besar 4.66 3.58 0.00 
16 Tumubui 1.74 1.68 0.00 
17 Kobo Besar 2.32 1.33 0.00 

Source: processing of secondary data of the year 2000 
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        Road network is very important infrastructure to support 
economic activities in order to facilitate the mobility of the 
population and to facilitate the traffic of goods and services from 
one region to another. The main function of road is as a traffic or 
transport infrastructure to support the smooth flow of goods and 
services as well as community activities. In addition, the road 
belongs to a road network system which increases and connects 
the growth centers with the coverage service areas in a 
hierarchical relationship (BAPPEDA, 2013). In accordance with 
the Law of the Republic of Indonesia Number 38 of 2004 and 
Government Regulation No. 26 of 1985 concerning road, roads 
are divided according to their role in two road network system, 
namely primary system and secondary system. According to the 
maintenance authority status, roads are divided into national 
road, provincial road, regency roads, Municipal Street and rural 
road. 
        The values of road network density in Kotamobagu City in 
2000 based on the analysis of the road network density map are 
presented in Table 1. Seventeen villages in the administrative 
region of Kotamobagu Subdistrict, the densest road network is 
Kotamobagu Village with a density of 0.05km2 out of the area of 
1.08 km2, the second densest is Mogolaing Village by 0.04km2 
out of the village area, and the third densest is Gogagoman 

Village with a density of 0.03 km2 of the total area. The 
calculation of the road network density did not distinguish the 
types of road. The density was calculated as a whole. Of the three 
villages, the highest density of road network is Kotamobagu 
Village. Kotamobagu Village is the center of city, shops, houses 
and government offices, educational facilities, and other public 
service facilities. Mogolaing Village and Gogagoman Village are 
also shopping center, traditional market, as well as the industrial 
center of the bread, tofu and tempeh, other public service 
facilities. However, the value of the road network density has not 
been able to illustrate the openness of a region, whether the 
region as a whole is open or there are inaccessible areas. The 
most important thing in opening road in a region is distribution 
of location from the road. 
        Furthermore, in 2007 Kotamobagu Subdistrict was 
proliferated with 17 villages into Kotamobagu City with 33 
villages. The proliferation of this region required the 
improvement of facilities and infrastructure, including road 
network. The development and improvement of the road network 
based on a map of the development of road network in 
Kotamobagu City in 33 villages is described in the road network 
map in 2013 below. (Figure 2). 

 
   
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 2. Map of the road network in 2013 
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       Based on the analysis of Figure 2 above about the growth of 
the road network after the proliferation of region, road network 
and road network density increased spatially in Kotamobagu 
City. This increase occurred in almost all the roads in 

Kotamobagu City, but the density only occurred in the city center 
and some of the villages surrounding. The values of increased 
road network and road network density in 2013 are described in 
Table 2 below. 

 

No. Village 
Unit Area Road Area Density  
(Km2) (Km2) (%)  

1. Utara Subdistrict     
1 Biga 1,09 0,04 0,03  
2 Upai 2,49 0,03 0,01  
3 Genggulang 1,58 0,05 0,03  
4 Pontodon 1,68 0,04 0,02  
5 Pontodon Timur 1,07 0,01 0,01  
6 Bilalang I 0,46 0,01 0,02  
7 Bilalang II     
8 Sia 2,50 0,02 0,01  
2. Kota Barat Subdistrict     
9 Kotamobagu 1,08 0,06 0,06  
10 Gogagoman 1,58 0,07 0,04  
11 Mogolaing 1,28 0,06 0,05  
12 Molinow 4,12 0,04 0,01  
13 Mongkonai 2,51 0,02 0,01  
14 Mongkonai Barat 1,95 0,02 0,01  
3. Kota Selatan Subdistrict     
15 Kopandakan I 3,46 0,06 0,01  
16 Bungko 4,91 0,06 0,01  
17 Tabang 1,09 0,02 0,02  
18 Poyowa Besar I 3,50 0,05 0,01  
19 Poyowa Besar II 2,50 0,03 0,01  
20 Pobundayaan 2,04 0,07 0,03  
21 Motoboi Kecil 2,49 0,07 0,04  
22 Mongondow 1,08 0,03 0,02  
23 Poyowa Kecil 7,46 0,07 0,00  
4. Kota Timur Subdistrict     
24 Matali 1,96 0,08 0,04  
25 Motoboi Besar 4,66 0,05 0,01  
26 Kobo Kecil 2,62 0,01 0,00  
27 Moyag 5,24 0,03 0,00  
28 Moyag Tudulan 2,49 0,01 0,00  
29 Moyag Tampoan 2,19 0,02 0,01  
30 Kotobangon 2,23 0,05 0,04  
31 Sinindian 0,93 0,02 0,02  
32 Tumubui 1,74 0,03 0,02  
33 Kobo Besar 2,32 0,02 0,01  

 
 
Source : Source: processing of Secondary data of the year 2013 
 
        Based on the above data, the increase in the road network is 
greatly varied spatially. High density occurs in the village as the 
center of the city and its surrounding areas, namely Kotamobagu 
village, Gogagoman village, Mogolaing village, Molinow 
village, and Matali village. According to the authority of 
maintenance of the road, Kotamobagu City has national road, 
provincial road, regency road, municipal street and village road. 

These roads serve to support community and connect one village 
to another village or connect Kotamobagu City to other cities. 
        Road density is a unit of total length of roads within a 
region. The value of road density is obtained by dividing the total 
length of road with the area. The data in the second table 2 shows 
the condition of density and increase in the road network in Kota 
Utara Subdistrict; Kota Barat Subdistrict; Kota Selatan 
Subdistrict; and Kota Timur Subdistrict which consist of 33 
villages and has various road network density spatially. Kota         
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Utara Subdistrict consists of 8 (eight) villages and the densest 
road network is Biga Village with a density of 0.03 km2 of the 
total area and Genggulang Village with a density of 0.03 km2 of 
the total area. This is triggered by the fact that in Biga Village 
there is housing complex of Perbinda Permai that invites the 
opening of many roads in the residential complex, besides the 
opening of new roads that connects to other villages. Similarly, 
in Genggulang Village new roads are opened to connect the 
village with the other regions. Furthermore, six other villages in 
the administrative region of Kota Utara District have also a new 
road network, but the increase is on average only 0.01km2 until 
0.02km2 of the total area. 
        Kota Barat Subdistrict is a subdistrict which has six (6) 
villages and is the city center. Based on the spatial analysis of the 
road network density map, the village which has the highest 
density is Kotamobagu Village with a density of 0.06 km2 of the 
total area, then the second highest is Mogolaing Village with a 
density 0.05 km2 of the total area and the third highest is 
Gogagoman Village with a density 0.04 km2 of the total area. In 
this three villages the road network density increased by an 
average of 1 km2 from the density before the proliferation of 
region (in 2000), while the contributing factor is that there are 
many new roads are opened. The road network density in other 
villages included in the administrative area of the Kota Barat 
Subdistrict also increase, but its value is small or low. 
        Furthermore, Kota Selatan Subdistrict is the largest 
subdistrict of the three (3) Subdistrict in the administrative region 
of Kotamobagu City. Kota Selatan Subdistrict consists of 9 
(nine) villages. Of the nine villages, the densest road network is 
Motoboi Kecil Village by 0.04 km2 of the total area and  
Pobundayan Village by 0.03 km2 of the total area. The factors 
causing the rise in the value of the road network density in both 
villages because in Motoboi Kecil Village a new road network is 
opened that connects between villages, while in Pobundayan 
Village there is a housing complex that opens a lot of road 
network. There is no change in the value of road network density 
in the other villages included in the administrative region of Kota 
Selatan Subdistrict. 
        Kota Timur Subdistrict has more villages than other 3 
(three) subdistricts in the administrative area of Kotamobagu 
City. Kota Timur Subdistrict consists of 10 (ten) villages, namely 
Matali, Sinindian, Kotobangon, Tumubui, Motoboi Besar, Kobo 
Besar, Kobo Kecil, Moyag, Moyag Tudulan, Moyag Tampoan. 
Of the ten villages, the densest road network is Matali Village 
and Kotobangon Village by 0.04 km2 of the total area 
respectively. The contributing factor is in both villages the new 
road network is opened that connects between regions of the 
villages. In addition, in Kotobangon Village of a new road is 
opened, namely the plantation road connecting Kotobangon 
Village with plantation areas in Upai Village. The road is also 
opened within the village namely in Matali Village and in 
Kotobangon Village. Meanwhile, there is no increase in the road 
network density based on the network development road map in 
2000 until 2013 in the other villages in the administrative region 
of Kota Timur Subdistrict. 
 
 

IV. CONCLUSION 
 

1. The results of the density map overlay of the road 
network in 2000 and 2013 show the highest spatial 
density of the road network in the city of Kotamobagu 
after the proliferation of region. The highest density of 
the road network occurs in the center of city and several 
villages surrounding.  

2. The road network increases spatially in all the main 
roads in Kotamobagu city after the proliferation of 
region.  

 
        The road network density and the increase in the road 
network in Kotamobagu City are influenced by the proliferation 
of region. 
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Abstract- Retting is a process of immersion of coconut husks 
in water for manufacture of good quality coir fiber. Open 
retting of coconut husks in water bodies is the conventional 
method which causes serious environmental problems due to 
emission of green house gases. The pollution due to open 
retting practice accounts to biodegradable COD and large 
quantities of non-biodegradable poly phenols in the retting 
water bodies. This has been affecting natural heritage of rich 
biodiversity in the backwater bodies. Mechanical and 
chemical methods for extraction of fiber are found not to be 
feasible solutions because of low quality and economics. 
Closed retting, an alternative to open retting is a process in 
which soaking liquor is treated in a high rate anaerobic 
reactor. In this retting method biodegradable organics are 
converted to VFA fractions like acetic, propionic and butyric 
acids and finally to CH4. There is no sulphide generation in 
this process as fresh water can be used for producing quality 
fibers. The present study analyses the performance of an 
anaerobic baffled reactor (ABR) in the treatment of husk 
soaking liquor. A laboratory scale Anaerobic Baffled Reactor 
and retting tank was fabricated and the efficiency of the 
system was evaluated by analyzing the parameters like, 
Alkalinity, pH,  COD and total Suspended Solids etc. The 
analysis indicated favourable atmosphere for anaerobic 
reaction within the reactor and he working performance of 
anaerobic baffled reactor in the treatment of husk liquor  is 
found to be satisfactory. 
 
Index Terms-:  Anaerobic Baffled Reactor, Closed retting, 
Coir husk, UASB 

 
I. INTRODUCTION 

A. General 
 

OIioconut fiber is a coarse and durable natural fiber extracted 
from the outer shell of a coconut fruit. The scientific name of 
coconut fiber is Cocos nucifera. Brown fibers extracted from 
matured coconuts are thick, strong and have high abrasion 
resistance while white fibers extracted from immature 
coconuts are smoother and finer and also weaker. Coir fibers 
range in length from 10-30 cm and is utilized for manufacture 
of various products like coir yarn, coir mats, coir geotextiles 
etc. Among the natural geotextiles, coir geotextiles are 

considered as the most durable one because of high lignin 
content of coir fiber and hence its demand is increasing day by 
day for various engineering applications [1].  

  Chemically, coir is composed of cellulose, lignin, pectin and 
hemicellulose, the percentage of which varies very much 
depending upon the age of the nut, from which the coir is 
derived. Open retting is an age-old practice for the extraction 
of coir from coconut husks by immersing them in natural 
water bodies for a period of nearly one year. Retting of 
coconut husk is the basic process in the manufacture of coir, 
the golden fiber which is used for a variety of purposes. The 
coconut husk which represents the entire fibrous material 
covering the fruit constituting both the mesocarp and exocarp 
is the raw material for the coir industry. During retting in 
water leathery exocarp is separated from the fibrous mesocarp. 
The elastic cellular cork like material forming the non-fibrous 
tissue of the husk is referred to as coir pith and accounts for a 
larger portion of the total weight of the husk.  

   Coir industry is one of the major agro-based industries of 
Kerala  state contributing notable job opportunities to the rural 
communities. Coconut husk retting is prevalent along the 
coastal belt of Kerala, where back waters are usually used for 
soaking the husk. During retting large quantities of organic 
matter, both biodegradable and non-biodegradable, and 
colloidal substances release into water making the water turbid 
and blackish. The concentration of dissolved oxygen is 
reduced largely as it is used for the biological degradation of 
organic matter and oxidation of non-biodegradable substances. 
Also during retting large quantities of phenolic substances are 
leached out into waters which cause extensive damage to the 
aquatic flora and fauna. Backwater retting causes extinction of 
many species of fishes leading to economical loss to fishermen 
community [4].  

  The sulphates present in retting water are reduced to H2S and 
is recognized as a major health problem like Bronchitis, 
Headache and Asthma. Various types of skin diseases are also 
reported among local people. In addition to these, coir 
extraction causes the formation of  large quantities of coir pith, 
giving rise to disposal problems[6]. 

   To overcome the problems of open retting mechanical 
methods of fiber extraction are employed in which method, 

C 
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dry husks are soaked in cement tanks for a period varying 
from a few hours to three weeks and fiber is extracted 
mechanically. The fiber produced by this method is inferior in 
quality. Added with the disadvantages of greater energy 
consumption and large quantity of pith production. 
  After years of research, the Central Coir Research Institute 
Kerala has developed a microorganism called Coir Ret or Ret 
Plus to reduce the retting period. These micro-organisms grow 
in the coconut husk. Therefore the retting process is faster 
using ret plus. It also helps to improve the quality of fiber.  
Even though the pollution of back water due to open retting is 
reduced, huge quantity of ret liquor is disposed into water 
sources without proper treatment, polluting them in the due 
course.  

   In order to eliminate the problems due to disposal of ret 
liquor into natural water sources a method is to be introduced 
in which the ret liquor is treated within the system itself.  In 
recent years numerous designs have been developed for 
anaerobic treatment of wastewater. Up-flow Anaerobic Sludge 
Blanket (UASB) process is currently the most widely used 
treatment system among the presently available treatment 
process Closed Coir Retting is a zero discharge technology 
developed by  National Institute for Interdisciplinary Science 
and Technology (NIIST) Thiruvananthapuram, Kerala, India 
based on the principle of UASB [5]. 
 
B. Process Of Closed Retting 
 
 The important part of closed retting is a biological 
leaching bed, which provides removal of bio-extractable 
components from coconut husks and thereby achieves 
anaerobic degradation of the bonding between the fiber 
and matrices(Manilal, 2004). The leached pollutants are 
pumped to a coupled high rate anaerobic reactor 
(UASB). The microbial consortia convert the dissolved 
biodegradable organics to volatile fatty acids like  acetic 
(71%), propionic (19%) and butyric acids (10%) and 
finally to CH4.  The CH4 yield through closed retting for 
a ton of coir fiber is 490m3. There is no sulphide 
generation in this process as fresh water can be used for 
producing quality fibers. Biogas thus produced from the 
reactor can be collected and used as fuel. The low 
sulphate level in retting water reduces the growth of 
sulphate reducing bacteria and biogas is substantially 
free of H2S. Closed retting requires about 30 days 
against 10 months of open retting. It is a labour friendly 
and zero discharge process. Very small quantity of waste 
material produced in this method can be used as a soil 
conditione [5]). Even though the methodology of UASB 
is very effective for problem free coir retting, the 
installation of tall UASB structures faces difficulties 
during installation especially in water logged areas. 

C  Anaerobic Baffled Reactor 

   Anaerobic Baffled Reactor (ABR) is a type of high rate 
anaerobic reactor developed by McCarty and co-workers 
at Stanford University. ABR is described as a series of 
up flow anaerobic sludge blanket reactors (UASBS) 
because it is divided into several compartments and each 
compartment function like a UASB reactor, where the 
wastewater arises upwards through a blanket of active 
biomass sludge. ABR was reported to be effective for 
the treatment of various industrial effluents [7]. A 
typical ABR consists of a series of vertical baffles that 
direct the wastewater under and over the baffles as it 
passes from the inlet to the outlet. The over and 
underflow of the liquid reduces bacteria washout. 
Advantages of ABR include simplicity in design, 
inexpensive in construction, low hydraulic retention 
time, high solid retention time and intermittent 
operation. The present study explores the suitability of 
Anaerobic Baffled Reactor for closed retting of coconut 
husk to overcome the practical difficulties in field 
installation of UASB reactor.  

 
II. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP 
 

A.  Anaerobic Baffled Reactor (ABR) 
 

A vessel made up of mild steel having a size 115cm x 77cm 
x 47cm was used as ABR in the study. The working volume of 
reactor is 354 litre. The vessel was compartmentalized by 
providing baffle plates of height 40cm. The  baffle plates were 
located  at 43cm, 67 cm and 91 cm distance from the inlet 
side. Fig. 1 shows the ABR used in the study. 

 
 

 
         
                                Fig. 1 Anaerobic Baffled  Reactor 

B. Retting Tank 
A square tank of size 50cm x 50cm x 50cm having a gas 

tight cover made up of GI sheet was used as retting tank 
(Fig.2). An inlet port of 2.5 inch and an outlet port of 2.5 inch 
were provided for the recirculation of retting liquor. A gas port 
of 0.25 inch was provided for the collection of Biogas 
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generated. Water depth in the retting tank was maintained as 
35 cm and its working volume was 87.5 litre. 

 

 
 

 

Fig.2. Retting tank 

 
C. Recirculation Pump  

A recirculation pump of 0.25 HP having a pumping capacity 
of 35 LPM was provided to recirculate the retting liquor from 
the retting tank into the ABR and back. 

D. Experimental Procedure 
 Initially 10 litre of canteen waste digester sludge was added 

to the first compartment of ABR. The retting tank and the 
reactor were filled up to working volume with tap water. 
Recirculation pump was started and continuously run for four 
hours per day for two days.  Fig.3 shows the circulation of ret 
water in and out of the reactor and retting tank. Distribution of 
sludge in reactor compartments and retting tank were checked 
by determining the Total Suspended Solids (TSS). 

 

 
    Fig 3 : Flow of ret liquor in experimental setup 
 
    5 kg of green coconut husk collected from 11 month old 
coconuts were used for the study. Initial moisture content of 

the husk was determined. After crushing, the husks were 
stacked in the retting tank and 20 litres of canteen waste 
sludge was added into the retting tank. The soaking liquor 
from the retting tank was pumped into Anaerobic baffled  
Reactor  for 4 hours per day. Samples of retting liquor were 
taken from the retting tank outlet and from ABR  
compartments at regular intervals of 48hours. These samples 
were analyzed to study the characteristics such as TSS, pH, 
alkalinity and COD. The recirculation of soaking liquor 
stopped and the husks were taken out. when the COD 
concentration decreased and stabilized to a minimal value. 

 
III  RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS 

A. pH Profile 

Fig 3 shows the pH variation of influent  and effluent with 
time. An optimal pH range for smooth running of an anaerobic 
reactor is 6.6-7.6. Low pH can inhibit acidogenesis and pH 
below 6.4 can be toxic for methanogens which will seriously 
affect the anaerobic process. From Table 1 pH was found to be 
within the range and addition of alkaline substances was not 
required to raise pH during retting, which means that both the 
acidogenic and methanogenic bacteria were active throughout 
the retting process 

 
Table 1:pH value of liquor in reactor  and retting tank 

 
 

 
 
 

        
 Fig 4: Variation of pH with time  
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Day RT 
Out 

Comp 
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Comp 
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2 6.69 6.8 6.73 6.7 6.72 

10 6.9 6.75 6.74 6.69 6.78 

16 7.5 7.73 7.3 7.52 7.22 

20 7.1 7.34 7.4 7.13 7.4 

26 6.81 6.79 6.89 6.89 6.88 

30 6.9 7 6.67 6.67 6.59 
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B. Alkalinity Profile 
Alkalinity measurements are extensively used to judge the 
general conditions of the anaerobic reactor. In a properly 
operating anaerobic reactor, pH is maintained by the 
bicarbonate buffer system as a result of the production of CO2 
and release of positively charged ions into the solution during 
decomposition of the organic compounds.  Measurement of 
pH alone is not sufficient as a control technique.When most of 
the bicarbonate alkalinity has been consumed, pH will  fall out 
of the proper range. Thus, the primary control tests during 
anaerobic digestion are volatile acid concentration and 
alkalinity. Fig 5 shows the alkalinity variation with time. It  
shows that the concentration of alkalinity is in therange of 
11.95 meq/l-13.52 meq/l and the VFA/Alkalinity ratio is < 0.2 
which shows that during the course of retting no corrective 
action was required to increase the alkalinity. Almost stable 
alkalinity concentration during the retting indicates the 
anaerobic process is normal and no process upsets occur. In all 
the compartments the alkalinity concentrations are almost 
equal. 

 

 
 

Fig 5: Variation of Alkalinity with time 

 

C.  COD profile 
COD variation with time is shown in Fig-6. COD removal of 

78% was achieved by treating the retting effluent in the 
Anaerobic Baffled Reactor (ABR). Major portion of COD was 
removed within ten days of retting period. 

 

 
 
 

Fig 6: Variation of COD with time 
 

   Table 2 provides the COD of ret liquor in retting tank and 
reactor compartments at different time intervals. It is obserbed 
that COD removal is taking place throughout the process. The 
rate of removal is reduced significantly after three weeks. The 
retting process was stopped after 30days on stabilization of 
COD. 

Table 2: variation of COD in ABR 

Day RT 
OUT 

PORT 
1 

PORT 
2 

PORT 
3 

PORT 
4 

2 1152.71 1142.86 1123.15 1114.00 1103.01 

6 1043.15 1033.90 1014.63 1004.40 995.122 

10 784.31 813.73 784.31 764.70 774.51 

16 417.48 398.06 388.35 378.64 359.22 

20 326.73 316.83 297.03 287.12 287.13 

26 302.44 292.68 282.92 273.17 263.41 

30 292.68 277.22 263.41 253.65 253.66 

                  

  D  Total Suspended Solids Profile 

TSS concentrations in mg/l in diffrent compartments are 
given in  Fig-6. From  the  figure  it  is  clear that  TSS 
concentration is decreased during the retting process. This 
shows  that  suspended  solids  in  the  retting  liquid  is 
stabilized and settled in the compartments. Provision of 
baffles prevent the biomass washout and increases the 
settling capacity. 
 

 
  

 
Fig 6: Variation of TSS with time 

 

E VFA profile 

Volatile fatty acid concentration in the influent and effluent 
at different times is graphically represented in Fig-7. In the 
VFA profile the concentration of VFA is higher during the 
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first two weeks and then decrease gradually, which shows that 
during earlier stages of retting glucosides, carbohydrates, 
tannins and nitrogen compounds are leached out of the husk 
and brought into solution. Acidogenic bacteria convert these 
compounds into volatile fatty acids such as acetic, propionic 
and butyric acid. From the VFA profile it is clear that both the 
acidogenic and methanogenic bacteria are active throughout 
and the system is stable without any operational problem. 

 

 

Fig 7: Variation of VFA with time (Reactor inlet and outlet) 
 

F. Quality of Fibre 
After completion of retting, the husks are taken out from the 
retting tank. A sample piece of husk was taken and its initial 
weight was determined and dried in an oven for 24 hours. The 
weight of dried sample was determined and fibre and pith 
were separated. The weight of fibre, pith and pericarp  was 
determined. The tensile strength and modulus of elasticity 
were determined.The quality of fiber was assessed based on 
the requirements and found to be good. Table 3 shows the 
properties of fibre obtained in the study. 

Table 3: Physical Properties Of Fibre Extracted By Closed 
Retting  In ABR 

Property Unit 

Required 
value for 
good 
quality 
fiber 

Fiber 
properties 
after  
retting 
using ABR 

Fiber length  mm 10-200 75-190 

Fiber diameter  mm 0.2-0.6 0.30-0.40 

Bulk density kg/m3 1400 to 
1500 1450 

Ultimate 
tensile strength N/mm2 80-125 107 

Modulus of 
elasticity N/mm2 18 to 25 22 

 

IV. CONCLUSION 

  The present study arrives at the following conclusions. 
Anaerobic baffled Reactor (ABR)  is very effective for the 
treatment of retting liquor. COD removal of 78% wass 
achieved, which can be considered  as a  better reduction as 
the effluent is not discharged and further used for soaking by 
recirculation. pH of liquid in   ABR is within optimal range of 
6.5-7.7 which is the  recommended range for anaerobic 
process. The quality of fibre extracted from the retting is fine 
indicating completion of  retting within one month. The retting 
process is effective without adding nutrients or buffering 
substances to increase pH. Anaerobic Baffled Reactor may be 
considered for closed retting process in practical applications, 
as it is simple to design, requires only low capital investment 
and operational costs and there is no need of a skilled 
operator. 
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Abstract- Malaria transmission depends on the competence of 

selective Anopheles mosquitoes that plays role of intermediate 

host. The innate immune system of most mosquitoes (non-

vectors) is able to completely clear a Plasmodium infection, 

preventing parasite transmission to humans. Mosquito defense 

against malaria parasites involves variety of biological processes, 

among which ROS (Reactive Oxygen Species) are important 

determinants of parasite invasion to the mosquito. ROS are toxic 

by-product of cellular metabolism in all living beings. The living 

cells create potent antioxidant enzymes which detoxify ROS.  

The detoxifying enzymes are superoxide dismutase (SOD), 

catalase (CAT), glutathione S-transferase (GST), glutathione 

peroxidase and glutathione reductase. The Glutathione-S-

transferases (GSTs) are a diverse family of enzymes involved in 

a wide range of biological processes. Our previous study 

demonstrated that elevated GST activity played a role of resistant 

phenotype (to insecticide) in the mosquito, which is directly 

related to vectorial capacity and competence. The study of role of 

GST in mosquito physiology will give an insight in terms of 

effect of insecticide application on the vector and Plasmodium 

parasite development inside the vector, which has potential to 

explore more powerful and effective malaria control tool. 

 

Index Terms- Glutathione S-transferase, mosquito physiology, 

insecticide resistance, anti-Plasmodial activity 

 

I. INTRODUCTION 

he global public health problem of malaria persists today. 

Malaria transmission depends on the competence of 

selective Anopheles mosquitoes that plays role of intermediate 

host. They pick up gametocyte of Plasmodium from infected 

human host and transmit the sporozoites into the healthy, which 

initiates a complex physiological mechanism inside the mosquito 

midgut (including mosquito immune system in the hemolymph) 

to sustain plasmodium development (susceptibility) (Kumar et 

al., 2003).  .  Oocyst formation in mosquito gut may pose 

bottleneck in the parasite life cycle, as most parasites die either 

during midgut invasion or as they come in contact with 

components of the mosquito immune system present in the 

hemolymph (Vlachou & Kafatos, 2005; Blandin et al., 2004).  

The innate immune system of most mosquitoes (non-vectors) is 

able to completely clear a Plasmodium infection, preventing 

parasite transmission to humans. Mosquito defense against 

malaria parasites involves variety of biological processes, among 

which ROS (Reactive Oxygen Species) are important 

determinants of parasite invasion to the mosquito.  

        ROS are toxic by-product of cellular metabolism in all 

living beings. The living cells create potent antioxidant enzymes 

which detoxify ROS.  The detoxifying enzymes are superoxide 

dismutase (SOD), catalase (CAT), glutathione S-transferase 

(GST), glutathione peroxidase and glutathione reductase. Foreign 

infections in the host cell cause oxidative stress and generates 

higher ROS production which disturbs the balance between ROS 

and antioxidant defenses. Similar mechanism occurs during 

Plasmodium infection in the mosquito.  Previous studies have 

shown that higher levels of ROS are synthesized in mosquito 

hemolymph during   Plasmodium development and limit 

Plasmodium development (Dejong et al., 2007; Molina-Cruz et 

al., 2008).  

        The Glutathione-S-transferases (GSTs) are a diverse family 

of enzymes involved in a wide range of biological processes. 

They play a central role in detoxification of both endogenous and 

xenobiotic compounds and are also involved in physiological 

processes such as intracellular transport, biosynthesis of 

hormones and protection against oxidative stress (Enayati et al., 

2005). It is also believed that these enzymes are a family of 

detoxification enzymes that have essential roles to play in the 

survival of insects exposed to endogenous and erogenous 

xenobiotics (Kostaropoulos et al., 1996). The enzyme plays an 

important role in maintaining the redox status of the mosquito 

cell, particularly in relation to vectorial capacity and resistance 

(Ranson and Hemingway, 2005). Many studies have shown a 

decrease in reduced glutathione (GSH) concentrations during 

aging (Abraham et al, 1978; Hazelton and Lang, 1980; Tripathy 

& Kar, 2015 in press). Our previous study demonstrated that 

elevated GST activity in the mosquito played a role of resistant 

phenotype (to insecticide) and directly related to vectorial 

capacity and competence (Tripathy et al., 2011). The above 

mentioned importance of glutathione-S-transferases in 

detoxification encouraged us to review its role in mosquito 

physiology. The review will give an insight in terms of effect of 

insecticide application on the vector and Plasmodium parasite 

development inside the vector, which has potential to explore 

more powerful and effective malaria control tool. 
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II. ROLE OF GST IN MOSQUITO PHYSIOLOGY 

        Today, insecticide resistance has been reported in all main 

mosquito vector species and geographical regions with high 

parasite-related mortality and morbidity (Roberts & Andre 1994; 

Ranson et al., 2011). Main physiological mechanisms of 

insecticide resistance have evolved in mosquitoes: (i) the 

overproduction of detoxifying enzymes that sequester and/or 

degrade the insecticide before it reaches the nervous system 

(metabolic resistance) and (ii) mutations in the insecticide neural 

targets that render them less sensitive to the insecticide’s active 

ingredient (target site resistance). It has been observed by 

Poupardin et al., (2008) that the potential of xenobiotics present 

in polluted mosquito breeding sites affected their tolerance to 

insecticides through cross-induction of particular detoxification 

genes. Similarly the xenobiotics present in the mosquito blood 

meal might have affected their tolerance to insecticide. An 

enhanced ability of the insecticide resistant insects to tolerate 

oxidative stress has also been implied by the protective role of 

glutathione S-transferases (Vontas et al., 2001). Mittapalli et al., 

(2007)  studied the GST expression in the Hessian fly and found 

that the product of the Delta GST genes aid in detoxifying 

exogenous allelochemicals from the host plant (wheat), while 

that of a Sigma GST could function in providing protection 

against toxic oxygen species generated endogenously during 

development. An enhanced ability of the insecticide resistant 

mosquitoes to tolerate oxidative stress was implied by protective 

role of Glutathione S- transferase (Tripathy et al, 2011). 

        Blood feeding or hematophagy is a behavior exhibited by 

female mosquitoes which is essentially required for reproduction 

and transmission of pathogens (Dana et al, 2005). For most 

mosquitoes living in optimal field or laboratory conditions, this 

cycle requires about 72 hours and involves a complex series of 

biological events including peritrophic matrix formation, blood 

digestion, oocyte development, vitellogenesis and excretion 

(Dana et al, 2005). Acquisistion of a blood meal stimulates 

midgut proteolytic activity such that approximately 80% of the 

protein content is digested within 24 hours (Billingsley and 

Hecker, 1991; Jahan et al, 1999; Lemos et al. 1996). Multiple 

aminopeptidases have been isolated from hematophagous insects 

and it has been suggested that they may play different roles in 

digestion (Billingsley, 1990; Hori et al., 1983; Cheeseman & 

Gooding, 1985; Ferreira & Terra, 1986); thus the GST activity 

may be associated with the above physiological processes of the 

mosquito, as they (GSTs) are involved in metabolic cycle for the 

transport of certain amino acids across the membrane of the 

malpighian tubules (Enayati et al, 2005). 

        Mosquitoes such as Anophelines must ingest a blood meal 

to obtain the nutrients required for oogenesis. The blood meal 

itself brings metabolic changes and induces a state of oxidative 

stress (Felix et al., 2010). The blood is digested by the midgut 

and nutrients are transported to the fat body where vitellogenin 

and other major proteins of the egg yolk are synthesized (Attardo 

et al, 2005). Blood fed females respond to oxidative stress by 

increasing systemic expression of ROS detoxification enzymes 

(Molina-Cruz et al., 2008). In An. gambieae Dejong et al., (2007) 

observed that H2O2 levels in hemolymph increased dramatically 

after a blood meal, due to increased metabolic activity during the 

process of blood digestion and oogenesis. Hence it may be 

postulated that higher GST activity during gonotrophic cycle 

might be associated with the enhanced levels of H2O2 as GST 

scavenges H2O2. According to Dejong et al, (2007), ROS 

detoxification by catalase increases the reproductive output by 

protecting the ovary and the early embryo from oxidative 

damage but the transient and local accumulation of ROS appears 

to be necessary for normal mosquito physiology. Kumar et al., 

(2003) analyzed ROS levels in hemolymph of the refractory 

strain of An. gambie and suggested that clearance of H2O2 a rate 

limiting step in free radical detoxification. Their study also 

confirmed that H2O2 level increase in responses to blood feeding. 

According to Lumjuan et al., (2007), out of the three mosquito 

specific GSTs, GSTX2-2 showed an affinity for hematin and 

this, indicates a role of these enzymes in protecting mosquitoes 

against heme toxicity during blood feeding. 

 

III. DOES INSECTICIDE RESISTANCE ALTER VECTORIAL 

COMPETENCE AND IMPACT TRANSMISSION? 

        Insecticide resistance has an impact on the transmission of 

diseases directly by increasing the number of mosquitoes in the 

population. It has been recently suggested that insecticide 

resistance may also have an impact on the quality of these 

mosquitoes (McCarroll et al., 2000; Rivero et al., 2010). 

Mosquitoes indeed provide a very specific environment in which 

the parasites differentiate, proliferate and migrate to the 

appropriate host to ensure transmission to the next host. A 

modification in any of the factors that make up this complex 

physiological environment can drastically alter the vectorial 

competence of mosquitoes (Dong et al, 2006; Garver et al, 

2009). The mosquito immune system appears to be one of the 

most important of these factors. Mosquitoes exhibit sequential 

immune responses to combat infection. These responses can be 

classified into two types: constitutive (which are always present 

and ready to act) and induced (which are expressed only after the 

host has been exposed to an infection (Hamilton et al, 2008). 

Endogenous innate immune molecules of mosquitoes have been 

shown to hinder the development of malarial (Luckhart et al., 

1998) and filarial (Shiao et al., 2001) parasite; also arbovirus 

infection (Sanchez-Vargas et al., 2009). Vontas et al., found a 

differential expression of some of these immune effectors genes 

(2005, 2007) suggesting a potential link between insecticide 

resistance and the insect immune system. In this context it needs 

to explore qualitative effects insecticide resistance on the ability 

of mosquitoes to transmit malaria; are insecticide resistant 

mosquitoes as good vectors of Plasmodium as susceptible ones? 

Surprisingly little is known as to whether insecticide resistance 

interferes with the subsequent development of Plasmodium 

within the vector.   

 

IV. DOES PARASITE ALTER THE BEHAVIOR OF MOSQUITO 

VECTOR? 

        Malaria parasites have been suggested to alter the behavior 

of mosquito vectors to increase transmission (Cator et al, 2012). 

Parasite manipulates the vector and increases vector feeding rate 

once they have become infectious (sporozoite stage) (Alano, 

2007). According to the manipulation hypothesis, malaria 

parasites decrease mosquito blood-feeding and other risky 
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behaviors during the pre-infectious phase thereby decreasing the 

risk of host death during parasite development (oocyst stage) and 

parasite then increase vector feeding rate once they have become 

infectious (sporozoite stage) (Cator et al, 2012). This 

manipulation hypothesis has been supported by many laboratory 

and field based evidences (Cator et al, 2012). In laboratory 

studies, female mosquitoes infected with oocyst-stage malaria 

parasites were less persistent at blood-feeding and less likely to 

resume feeding if interrupted (Sinden, 1998). Other studies 

reported that sporozoite infected females probed more frequently 

than uninfected controls (Sinden, 1998; Ayala, 1999). It was 

reported by Sinden (1998), sporozoite-infected females also took 

less blood per meal, which in the field may lead these females to 

feed more than once within a gonotrophic cycle.  Other studies 

found that infection status did not affect blood-meal size (Liu et 

al., 2010) or probing duration (Prugnolle et al., 2010). The 

multiple feeding behavior of vector can increase transmission of 

a vector-borne pathogen by four times through enhanced 

survival, fecundity and vectorial capacity (Scott & Takken, 

2012). Due to multiple feeding behavior of mosquitoes the 

infection rates in mosquito vectors can range from < 1% to 5% 

for the incidence of malaria and dengue (Gilles and Warrell, 

1993). Several studies suggest that malaria parasites manipulate 

mosquito behavior to facilitate transmission but the nature and 

extent of the phenomenon remains unclear. Changes in mosquito 

behavior following parasite invasion could be a pathological 

consequence of infection or a manifestation of the mosquito 

immune response to infection or an interaction between the two 

[39]. Based on above it is yet to reveal the factors that favour 

frequent and preferential feeding on humans and its 

epidemiological consequences are needed. Increased research 

attention on the frequency of mosquito vector-host contact will 

enhance prospects for developing more successful disease 

prevention tools, strategies and also add to the capacity of risk 

assessment. The behavioral changes differences between infected 

and uninfected females should be considered in epidemiological 

models and in development /implementation of control measures.  

 

V. DOES PLASMODIUM INFECTION ALTER DETOXIFICATION 

GENE EXPRESSION IN MOSQUITO VECTOR? 

        The mosquito becomes infected with the malaria parasite by 

taking a blood meal. The blood meal itself brings metabolic 

changes and induces a state of oxidative stress [47], [48].  This 

further increased by the presence of Plasmodium parasites in the 

blood meal [5]. During mosquito response to infection, active 

nitrogen and oxygen radicals are produced to contain 

Plasmodium infection [47], [5]. These products may represent 

potential oxidative stress that can be ameliorated or eliminated 

by detoxification enzymes. For example several glutathione S-

transferases (GSTs) have peroxidase activity and help to 

eliminate ROS [8]. GST expression can also be induced by 

reactive oxygen species (ROS) [49], [16].  The studies by 

Jaramillo-Gutierrez et al, revealed that OXR1 gene regulates the 

basal levels of catalase (CAT) and glutathione peroxidase (Gpx) 

expression and in An. gambiae this gene silencing decreases 

Plasmodium infection in the mosquito[50].  

 

VI. POSSIBLE ANTI-PLASMODIAL ROLE OF GST IN MOSQUITO 

VECTOR 

        Previous studies have shown that higher levels of reactive 

oxygen species (ROS) in mosquito hemolymph limit the 

Plasmodium development [4], [5]. The intake of blood meal by 

the mosquito brings metabolic changes and induces a state of 

oxidative stress and further it is increased by the presence of 

Plasmodium parasites in the blood meal [26]. Elevated level of 

reactive oxygen species plays a role in contributing to the 

parasite melanotic encapsulation [1], [51].  

        However, till date the anti-Plasmodial role of GST in the 

mosquito vector is not known.  The recent study by Oliveira et 

al, revealed that long proved anti-plasmodial role NOS (Nitric 

Oxide Synthetase) induction is not sufficient to achieve an 

effective anti-plasmodial response [52]. In this context it draws 

our attention towards the protective role of Glutathione S- 

transferase which may have anti-plasmodial role in the mosquito 

vector.  

        As regards the role of GST during developmental stages of 

mosquitoes, it showed that there is a high level of production of 

induced GST in blood fed mosquitoes and during gonadial 

development stages [11]. Taking into account all the above facts, 

it is hypothesized that there might be a strong association 

between the response to Plasmodium infection and insecticide 

resistance, thus enhancing the significance of further studying 

their interactions through the GST pathway. So the following 

possibilities need to be explored: 1) The GST may themselves 

exert irreversible damage to the parasite, which secondarily 

triggers immune recognition and parasite melanization.2) 

Increased level of GST may accelerate immune activation and 

parasite melanization. 3) As GST is a resistant phenotype, it may 

favor the parasite development inside the mosquito vector.  It is 

important to explore the role of differential expression of the 

ROS and GST on the vectorial capacity and competence of the 

mosquito vector. Further study is needed to explore the mosquito 

immune defense mechanism, genetic pathway of vector 

physiology, vectorial capacity and competence. The research will 

ultimately lead to novel measures for malaria control.  
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Abstract- This paper aims to focus on the introduction of the 
eLearning systems and the importance of the eLearning 
systems among the today community, globally. Besides that, it 
will be also discussed the concept of distance learning and its 
place in todays’ world. Furthermore, at the peak, it will be the 
introduction of the Islamic eLearning system called iLearn 
which is being proposed as an ultimate solution for the Islamic 
based society as comprehend way to manage knowledge in 
accordance with Islamic thoughts and values. I-learn is an 
outstanding platform created to meet the need of today’s 
Islamic World education concerns. The idea comes after the 
appearance and growth of numerous e-learning networks 
which enables the individuals to study and learn online. 
Despite the fact that there are number of e-learning websites 
with Islamic nature, yet there are several gaps which needs to 
be filled by our initials.  
 

Index Terms- E-Learning, Ilearn, Islamic society,  
knowledge management  

 INTRODUCTION 
uslims as the “nation of learn and teach”, has the highest 
urge to fulfill their responsibility which has been put on 

their shoulder by the Islam from the day one that Quran was 
revealed. The first word from Allah to man is Iqra, which 
means read. And it is not only literally read, but it has much 
more deep meaning and emphasize on the concept of 
education. Because it is through the education that a nation 
rises, and an emperor falls. ELearning is basically learning 
conducted via electronic media, typically on the Internet. 
ELearning is one of the fastest growing industries since its 
march to existence in 1999. It is 56 billion dollars’ worth of 
industry that is keep growing larger annually. It is believed that 
in 4 years’ time, 50% of all college/university students will be 
engaged in ELearning, globally. Thus ELearning is a quite 
important concept which is needed to be paid attention to, 
especially in Muslim world, the world of knowledge.  
Considering its amount of market share, ELearning can be a 
total triumph due to its nature of learning term. Investing in 
education itself is considered a financial and spiritual asset. 
Therefore, development and building the most convenient 
mean of education and making it available to the public can 

have major positive effects in a society. Those effects can 
touch people’s heart monetarily or by enlightening them with 
the gift of knowledge which has been bestowed upon them. 
According to the initial plan the use of platform is free of 
charge to the public while it will start to charge once it hits the 
first milestone which is to recruit at least 5000 registrants.  
In today's world knowledge society is the most idealist type of 
society. That is why the project’s aim is to teach and practice 
the culture of knowledge creation, sharing and export, in 
Muslim world in order to teach skills and principles of 
knowledge science to increase the competency between 
Muslim world and others in this field. This project also aims to 
create revenue to create a huge family of co-profit workers that 
can benefit from this project and also bring benefit and 
goodness to the society in whole. The platform of I-learn will 
be providing a variety of services in term of education and 
learning at different levels. These services are meant to be 
directed to the ones with the same interest in some categories 
which are moderated under Islamic principles. The number of 
target users is expected to be between 1-5 million in 2 years’ 
time. The system will be presented in five main languages 
namely as English, Arabic, Russian, French and Persian. The 
speakers of these languages makes up above 80% of Muslims 
in the world.  

PROBLEM STATEMENT 
And now we have to answer the question that “where the 
Muslims are in the ELearning market with over 56 billion 
dollars in it?” Do we contribute according to the percentage of 
world population? Do we own one third of this highly growing 
industry considering one of every human in the world is 
Muslim? The answer to all questions is negative. Unfortunately 
there is no Muslim ELearning platform amongst the tops in the 
world. Mainly because we ignored the enormous power of 
ELearning in shaping the folks’ minds. The problem is duly 
raises when have a very strong background in term of 
knowledge and creation of knowledge, but we are unable to 
utilize it in the most proper way. It is yet true that we have the 
greatest books of knowledge in our hand but we shall not 
disremember the fact the now it’s the technology era. People 
want to learn while they are on the way to work or even at 
work. And that’s the duty of skill-armed Muslims to 

M 
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demonstrate and spread the knowledge of faith, fact, sincerity, 
ethics and values to the entire mankind. 

 LITERATURE REVIEW  
The term ‘MOOC’ is generally attributed to David Cormier, 
and was used by both Siemens and Cormier to describe an 
online course with large enrolments that was open not only in 
term of enrolment, but also in terms of content, design, points 
of access, ways of application, and definitions of 
success(Weller, Siemens, & Cormier, 2012). In the years 
following CCK08, a number of MOOCS, which became 
known as cMOOCs, were based on this connectivist 
philosophy. They included CCK09, Personal Learning 
Environments, Networks and Knowledge (PLENK2010) and 
eduMOOC IN 2011 (Rodriguez, 2012).  

QAA acknowledge MOOCs as ‘an innovation with great 
potential to widen participation and promote lifelong learning’, 
and ‘an opportunity to promote higher education opportunities 
more generally’ (QAA, 2014). In 2014 approximately 1,000 
MOOCs were available from universities in the USA, and 800 
from European institutions, and in several languages besides 
English (Bates, 2014). MOOCs have certainly led to new 
discussions about teaching and learning, but the development 
of MOOCs is also controversial. Arguments seem to fall into 
two camps. Those who see MOOCs as revolutionary, 
suggesting universities should seize the opportunities presented 
by MOOCs (Barber et al, 2013). This position has been echoed 
by governments, vice-chancellors and in the press, with claims 
MOOCs would ‘change teaching, learning and the pathway to 
employment’ and that ‘nothing has more potential to enable us 
to reimagine higher education than the massive open online 
course (Friedland, 2013). 

Others have called MOOCs a disruptive technology 
(Christensen, 2010), but opinions are divided about their value 
and importance. Some argue that they open up access to 
education and hence foster social inclusion, others cynically 
suggest that they are merely a ‘marketing exercise’ (Conole, 
2013, p 2). As part of a ‘digital revolution’, MOOCs are 
celebrated for opening up education on an unprecedented scale 
through platforms such as another instance of the hype around 
technology in education, a more modern version of educational 
broadcasting, which does not affect the basic fundamentals of 
education(Bate, 2014).  

A. Common features of a MOOC  
 

Since institutions are seeing rising participation levels, user 
accounts can be accessed and questions about who the diverse 
audiences for MOOCs are, as well as longer-term issues of 
sustainability and quality, can be examined and evaluated. For 
example, Ho et al(2014), have examined data from the last two 
years and 68 open online courses offered by Havard University 
(via Havardx) and MIT (via MITx) to describe trends, 
participant intentions and pathways through surveys and 
network analysis. They describe substantial participation and 
steady growth, revealing the interesting high numbers of 
teachers-as-learners that enroll in their MOOCx ( Ho et al, 
2014). They discuss the key principles on which HarvardX and 

MITx were founded as: access, research and residential 
education. So, are these features common to all MOOCs?  
According to Bates (2014), MOOCs share a combination of the 
four key characteristics listed below. Each of these raises 
questions about quality.  

 

• Massive with infinite scalability. However, there are 
some associated technological costs, such as 
bandwidth and back up for institutions to be aware of. 
Downes (2014) suggests the massive element applies 
not to the success of the MOOC in attracting many 
people, but to ‘the design elements that make 
educating many people possible’. He emphasizes that: 
‘to educate is to do more than merely deliver content, 
and more than merely support interaction, for 
otherwise the movie theatre and the telephone system 
are, respectively, MOOCs’. 

• Open with no prerequisites for participants other than 
access to a computer or mobile device and the internet. 
Coursera owns rights to the materials, so they cannot 
be reused without permission. Material may be 
removed when the course ends. Coursera decides 
which institutions can host MOOCs on its platform, 
while edX is an open source platform. Any institution 
that joins edX can develop their own MOOCs and 
rules regarding rights to the material (Bates, 2014). 

• Online While MOOCs are offered initially completely 
online, increasingly institutions are negotiating to use 
MOOC materials in a blended format for use on 
campus. The institution provides learner support for 
the materials through campus-based instructors, for 
example at San Jose State University on-campus 
students use MOOC materials from Udacity courses, 
such as lectures, readings and quizzes to check 
participant progress (Bates, 2014).  

• Courses MOOCs are different from other open 
educational resources, because they are organized into 
a whole course. Yet, even though many MOOCs offer 
certificates or badges for successful completion of a 
course, to date these have not been accepted for 
admission or for credit, even (or especially) by the 
institution offering the MOOCs (Bates, 2014).  

B. Distinctions between pedagogical styles of MOOCs  
In the literature, two distinct pedagogical forms of MOOC have 
been discussed (Smith and Eng, 2013); these are explained 
below and might be considered ‘process’ or ‘content-based’ 
approaches (Yuan et al, 2013, p 3).  

 
• cMOOCs The early MOOCs were ‘connectivist’ 

(Siemens, 2012), described as cMOOCs, due to the 
focus on creating mass communication and interaction. 
One quality question arising around process-based 
cMOOCs is that since individual participants of 
cMOOCs create a lot of the material, whether they own 
the rights to this and how long the MOOC materials 
will remain available? (Bates, 2014). In deciding on a 
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framework for quality in a cMOOC, Creelman, Ehlers 
and Ossiannnilsson (2014) question if this should then 
relate to the desired social interaction in cMOOCs, 
based perhaps on the Community of Practice Model or 
situated around the theory of constructivist or 
connectivist assumptions. The focus would be on 
progression of learners growing into the community of 
their peers, how they build up expertise through 
making use of the connections and links they build 
within the sphere of social interaction (Creelman, 
Ehlers and Ossiannilsson, 2014).  

• xMOOCs The more instructivist models have been 
labelled xMOOCs. These tend to employ a knowledge 
transmission model, through video recordings of 
classroom lectures or custom produced mini-lectures 
(Jona and Naidu, 2014). These may feature famous 
professors from highly reputed universities. Online 
participants learn autonomously without (necessarily) 
much focus on creating social interaction. A suitable 
quality framework for xMOOCs could therefore be a 
content-oriented type of framework, which is assessing 
the quality of the content presented. Subject matter 
experts would be needed and an analysis of the leaning 
design to evaluate how content is presented, and which 
type of learning objectives and assignments are given 
(Creelman, Ehlers and Ossian Nilsson, 2014). 

CONCEPTUAL SOLUTION 

 

 
The following are the proposed 9 blocks of Business Model 

Canvas (BMC) for iLearn:  

C. Key Partners 
Overview  
I-learn has a multi-sided business platform, it forms key 
partners to bring in new customers. It also uses these 
partnerships to retain old customers by offering new services. 
I-learn facilitates interactions between customers and its key 

partnerships. Without having those key partners I-learn revenue 
would drop significantly. 

• Distribution partners  
• Other e-learning providers  
• Higher Education 

 

D. Key Activities   
In other to operate successfully I-learn has three key activities 
that allow them to generate revenue and in turn continue to 
improve the value it offers its customers.  

• Building and maintaining the website 
• Managing the main service. ( ilearn.com)  
• Promoting the platform to new users and content 

owners.  
 

E. Key resources  
Every business model requires key resources. With iLearn’s 
key resources they are able to offer value propositions to its 
customers.  

 
• Intellectual resources  
• Research and development facilities/programs  
• Human Resources 

 

F. Physical Resources  
Another Key Resource is acquiring smaller technology firms 
that are able to help fill product or service pipelines.  

G. Value proposition  
iLearn creates an extremely user friendly platform. This attracts 
a wide variety of customers which are interested in learning on 
iLearn, promoting an environment in which both teachers and 
students alike benefit. 

• User Friendly platform  
• Freemium courses  
• Provides trusted platform for content creation and 

sharing  

H.  Customer Relations  
iLearn has a close relationship with both students and 
instructors, creating a virtual User Community in which users 
can interact and exchange information or services. A user's 
iLearn Account allows them many benefits such as video, 
PowerPoint presentations, PDFs, audio, zip files, a social 
platform, and much more. Instructors can also engage and 
interact with users via online discussion boards. This is one 
example of the many incentive programs iLearn has to offer 
which are very beneficial for the subscribers to iLearn. 

• Businesses 
• End-users  
• User Communities  

I. Channels  
iLearn reaches around 80% of internet users on a Global scale, 
enabling thousands of instructors to reach their desired 
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clientele in an effective and efficient manner. iLearn also 
reaches out to its user communities in a variety of ways. iLearn 
provides its products and services in over 100 different 
languages in more than 50 countries around the world. Users 
from all over the world can access information in many 
different languages and formats.  

• Web presence  
• Web integration  
•  I-learn Accounts/Services  

 

J. Customer Segment 
     iLearn’s multi-sided market focuses both on satisfying the 
needs of learners through innovative developments, while 
satisfying the needs of instructors. The more useful and helpful 
i-learn becomes the more end-users it ultimately develops and 
in turn, a growing gain in company interest.  

• End-Users( iLearn Account Subscribers)  
• Larger Businesses  
• Freelancers  
• Smaller Niche Businesses  
• Student  
• Donors  
• Instructor  

• Adult/Professional  

K. Cost Structure  
Education continue to shift from offline to online as the digital 
economy evolves. This has contributed tPo the rapid growth of 
our business since inception, resulting in substantially 
increased revenues, and we expect that our business will 
continue to grow. However, our revenue growth rate has 
generally declined over time, and we expect it will continue to 
do so as a result of a number of factors, including increasing 
competition, the difficulty of maintaining growth rates as our 
revenues increase to higher levels, and increasing maturity of 
the online MOOC. In addition, we plan to continue to invest 
aggressively in our core areas of strategic focus.  

•  Research and development  
•  Sales and marketing  
•  Economies of scope  
•  Advertising and Promotion  

 
L. Revenue Streams  
Most of iLearn’s Revenue streams comes from iLearn’s 
website alone. 

• Foreign and Domestic Sales  
• Sales 

 

CONCLUSION  
In conclusion, it can be said that Islamic community as a 
pioneer knowledge based community has a lot of potential and 
expectations in regard to the education. This education can be 
in any mean possible, yet easy to be reached. The ILearn is a 

powerful solution to the current eLearning stream in today’s 
societies globally. It brings benefits to the Muslim beings in 
different ways which can be in term of knowledge, job, asset, 
and values. The system is an extension solution to what the 
current eLearning is available but gives it a decisive Islamic 
taste in order to enlighten the minds of the Muslim knowledge 
seekers in the right recommended way. 
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Abstract- The efficient cellulase producing bacteria was isolated 
from the soil of sacred groove and identified as P. aeruginosa 
SG21 by 16S rRNA sequencing. The objective of this study is to 
perform biochemical testing, antibiotic sensitivity testing and 
optimizing the growth conditions of the bacteria P. aeruginosa 
SG21. The culture conditions like pH, temperature, carbon 
sources, and nitrogen sources were optimized. The optimum 
conditions found for cellulase production are  35 and 40°C at pH 
6-10 with CMC as carbon source and urea as nitrogen source. 
 
Index Terms- cellulase, optimization, P. aeruginosa 
 

I. INTRODUCTION 
ellulose is an important structural component of the 
primary cell wall of green plants and many forms of algae . 

Some species of bacteria secrete it to form biofilms (Romeo 
2008). Cellulose is the most abundant organic polymer on Earth 
(Klemm, 2005). The value of cellulose as a renewable source of 
energy has made cellulose hydrolysis the subject of intense 
research and industrial interest (Bhat, 2000). It is the primary 
product of photosynthesis in terrestrial environments, and the 
most abundant renewable Bioresource produced in the biosphere 
(100 billion dry tons/year) (Zhang and Lynd, 2004). 
Approximately 70% of plant biomass is locked up in 5- and 6-
carbon sugars (D- xylose, D- arabinose, D- glucose, D- 
galactose, D-mannose) which are found in lignocellulosic 
biomass comprised of mainly cellulose, lesser hemicelluloses and 
least of all lignin (Sadhu and Maiti, 2013). At the molecular 
level, cellulose is a linear polymer of glucose composed of 
anhydroglucose units coupled to each other by β-1, 4 glucosidic 
bonds. The number of glucose units varies from 250 to 10,000 
depending upon the source. The nature of cellulosic substrate and 
its physical state are important in its bioconversion. 
        Biodegradation of cellulosic waste is accomplished by a 
concerted action of several enzymes, the most predominant of 
which are the cellulases- produced by a number of microbial 
species and comprise several different enzyme classifications. 
Cellulolytic microbes are generally carbohydrate degraders and 
do not use proteins or lipids as energy sources. Cellulolytic 
microbe’s particularly aerobic bacteria such as Cellulomomas 
and Cytophagia and the most fungi can use a variety of 
carbohydrate in addition to cellulose, while the anerobic 
cellulolytic species have a restricted carbohydrate range, limited 
to cellulose or its hydrolytic products. 

        Cellulases are inducible enzymes synthesized by a large 
diversity of microorganisms including both fungi and bacteria 
during their growth on cellulosic materials (C. P. Kubicek, 1993) 
cellulase is a family of at least 3 groups of enzymes (Y. H. 
Percival Zhang, 2000), endo-(1,4)-β-D-glucanase (EC 3.2.1.4) 
exo-(1,4)-β-D-glucanase (EC 3.2.1.91), and β-glucosidases (EC 
3.2.1.21). The exoglucanase (CBH) acts on the ends of the 
cellulose chain and releases β-cellobiose as the end product; 
endoglucanase (EG) randomly attacks the internal O-glycosidic 
bonds, resulting in glucan chains of different lengths; and the β-
glycosidases act specifically on the β-cellobiose disaccharides 
and produce glucose. Although the mechanism of cellulose 
degradation by aerobic bacteria is similar to that of aerobic fungi, 
it is clear that anaerobic bacteria operate on a different system (L. 
M. J. Carvalho, 2003). Cellulosomes located on the cell surface 
mediate adherence of anaerobic cellulolytic bacteria to the 
substrate, which thereafter undergo a supramolecular 
reorganization, so that the cellulosomal subunits redistribute to 
interact with the different target substrates (E. A. Bayer et al., 
2004). 
        Cellulase producing bacteria were exploited widely for the 
extraction, purification and characterization of novel cellulase 
enzymes, because of their higher growth rate, presence of multi 
enzyme complexes for the synergic action and their wide 
distribution in different environmental niches. Sacred grove areas 
of Puducherry, India, hardly have any human influence. Hence 
this area provides the ample soil sample for the discovery of 
novel cellulase-producing bacteria.  The effective cellulase 
producing bacteria was isolated, characterized, and identified by 
16S rRNA sequencing. In the present study, the optimization of 
nutritional and environmental parameters for improving the 
cellulase production was done.               
 

II. MATERIALS AND METHODS               
1) Isolation and screening of cellulolytic bacteria 
        The soil sample was collected at Nallavadu, a sacred grove 
in Puducherry. The soil was collected at different areas within 
the sacred grove and pooled together. The samples were 
collected in sterile container and stored at 4ºC until used. 
Cellulase producing bacteria were isolated from the sample by 
serial dilution followed by plating them on a Cellulose Congo 
Red agar medium. Serial dilution was done by mixing 1gm of 
soil sample in 100ml of sterile distilled water and further 
proceeding up to 5 dilutions. 0.1ml of each dilution was plated 
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on Cellulose Congo red agar (Hendricks and Doyle, 1995) 
containing the following composition: 2g Carboxymethyl 
cellulose, 0.25g MgSO4.7H2O, 0.5g K2HPO4, 2g agar, 2g 
gelatin , 0.2g Congo red in 1000ml  at pH 7. The plates were 
incubated at 37ofor 5 days. The appearance of clear hydrolysis 
zones around the developing bacterial colony indicated cellulose 
hydrolysis (Wood, 1975). The bacterial colonies were selected 
depending upon the diameter of the zone. The zone of the 
bacterial colony having the largest diameter was selected for 
further study. Purification of selected colonies was done by 
repeated streaking and stored at 4 oC in CMC slants. 
 
2) Total cellulase assay  
Enzyme production     
        The selected bacterial strains were inoculated in enzyme 
production medium containing the following composition: 20g 
Carboxymethyl cellulose, 5g yeast extract 0.2g MgSO4.7H2O, 
5g K2HPO4, 10g NaCl in 1000ml at pH7 and incubated 
overnight at 37 oC in a shaker. After incubation, the culture was 
centrifuged and the supernatant was used for cellulase assay. 
Cellulase assay  
        The activity of cellulase was assayed using Dinitrosalicylic 
acid (DNS) reagent, by estimating the reducing sugars released 
from CMC (Miller et al, 1959 with modifications). 0.1ml of 
crude enzyme was mixed with 0.9ml of acetate buffer [25mM, 
pH 5.0].1ml of 0.1% CMC was also added and incubated at 50 oC  
for 10 minutes. After incubation, the reaction was halted by 
adding 1 ml of DNS reagent. This was followed by the 
incubation of the tube at 100 oC for 10 minutes in a water bath. 
The absorbance was read at 550 nm with glucose as standard. 
The cellulase activity was determined by using a calibration 
curve for glucose. One unit of enzyme activity was defined as the 
amount of enzyme that released 1µmole of glucose/minute.  
3) Phenotypic characterization  
        The cellulase producing bacterial strain was presumptively 
identified by morphological examination and biochemical 
characterization. The parameters included Colonial morphology, 
motility, Gram reactions, Catalase production, Indole production, 
Citrate utilization, Starch hydrolysis, Urea hydrolysis, H2S 
production, and Carbohydrate fermentation.  
4) Antibiotic sensitivity test 
        The susceptibility of strain SG21 to various antibiotics was 
tested. Disks impregnated with the antibiotics were placed on 
Muller Hinton Agar plates which had been surface-inoculated 
with SG21 suspension.  
5) Optimization of culture conditions for cellulase Enzyme 
Production 
        5.1 Time course induction of cellulase enzyme 
production. 
The bacterial strain was cultured in CMC broth at pH7 and 37oC 
for 48 hrs. The aliquots of culture were collected at every 6 hr 
and the growth measurements at 600nm and enzyme assay was 
performed. 
 

5.2 Effect of pH 

        Prepare CMC medium of different pH using appropriate 
buffer like acetate buffer (pH 5), Phosphate buffer (pH 6), Tris 
buffer (pH 7-8), Glycine NaOH buffer (pH 9-10). The aliquots of 
culture were collected at every 6 hr and the growth 
measurements at 600nm and enzyme assay was performed. 

5.3 Effect of temperature 
        The effect of temperature was studied using the same 
medium (pH 7) at 20, 25, 30, 35and 40 oC. The aliquots of 
culture were collected at every 6 hr and the growth 
measurements at 600nm and enzyme assay was performed. 

5.4 Effect of carbon and nitrogen source 
        The effect of different carbon sources such as CMC, xylan, 
avicel, starch and glucose in 2% concentration was used for 
study. The effect of different nitrogen sources such as potassium 
nitrate, urea, yeast extract, ammonium chloride, and peptone was 
used for study. The aliquots of culture were collected at every 12 
hr and the growth measurements at 600nm and enzyme assay 
was performed. 
 

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
1. Screening of cellulase producing bacteria 
        A total of 32 cellulolytic bacterial strains were isolated from 
soil sample collected from sacred groove. Among them, 5 
colonies which produced clearest and largest zone with respect to 
the other colonies on the Cellulose Congo red agar were selected 
and quantitatively tested for enzyme production. Out of the five 
bacterial strains, the isolate SG21 had maximum cellulase 
activity of 2.9U/ml.   
2. Phenotypic characteristics of SG21 
        The cells are rod-shaped, single, Gram-negative and motile, 
strictly aerobic and the colonies were pale white coloured. The 
stain showed positive results in catalse test, protease test, urease 
test, lipase test, starch hydrolysis, simmon citrate test, TSI with 
glucose utilization, CMC test and indole test. These results 
correlate that the organisms resembles Pseudomonas aeruginosa.  
3. Antibiotic sensitivity testing of strain SG21 
        The strain SG21 was tested against different antibiotics. The 
organism was sensitive to erythromycin, oxytetracycline, 
cephalexin, tetracycline, chloramphenicol, amoxillin, ampicillin, 
vanomycin, gentamycin, methicillin, neomycin, nalidixic acid, 
ofloxacin and resistant to polymyxin. 
4. Optimization of culture conditions for enzyme production. 
Effect of Time course induction  
        The time course induction study of strain SG21 was 
performed in CMC broth at optimal conditions at every 6h up to 
48 hours. The cellulase production was found to be maximum at 
18 hrs.  
 
Effect of pH 
        The strain SG21 was allowed to grow in media of different 
pH ranging from 5-10. Maximum enzyme activity was observed 
in the medium from pH6-10. 
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Figure 1- Effect of pH on the growth of P. aeruginosa SG21 
 
 
Effect of temperature       Enzyme activity recorded at different temperatures revealed 

that the strain SG21 grew well in all the temperature tested and 
showed maximum enzyme activity at 30 oC. 

 

 
Figure 2 - Effect of temperature on the growth of P. aeruginosa SG21 

 
 
Effect of carbon source       Various carbon sources such as glucose, CMC and Starch 

were used for the assay. Results revealed that maximum enzyme 
was produced when CMC was used a substrate.  
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Figure 3 - Effect of carbon source on the growth of P. aeruginosa SG21 

 
Effect of nitrogen source 
        Different nitrogen sources such as ammonium chloride, 
peptone, urea, potassium nitrate and yeast extract were tested for 

maximum enzyme activity. Maximum enzyme production was 
obtained when urea was used a nitrogen source.  

 

 
Figure 4 - Effect of nitrogen source on the growth of P. aeruginosa SG21 

 

IV. CONCLUSION 
        Cellulases are being commercially produced by several 
industries globally and are widely being used in food, animal 
feed, fermentation, agriculture, pulp and paper, and textile 
applications. With modern biotechnology tools, especially in the 
area of microbial genetics, novel enzymes and new enzyme 
applications will become available for the various industries. 
Improvements in cellulase activities or imparting of desired 
features to enzymes by protein engineering are probably other 
areas where cellulase research has to advance. 
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Abstract- Water is indispensable for the drinking  purpose. The 
water must be safe and pure must be without contaminants due to 
urbanization and industrialization. The present study  evaluated 
the physical and chemical parameters of the water taken from  
four sampling sites located at the industrial city known as 
MaraimalaiNagar Town near Chennai city .More than 150 
industries are located in the site. The standard methods are use 
for evaluation of the parameters and the water samples are found 
to have more concentrations of iron and alkalinity in the area 
.Hence, suitable water treatment is required to make it drinkable. 
 
Index Terms- Physical parameters, chemical parameters and 
ground water 
 

I. INTRODUCTION 
n the late years, the expanding danger to the ground water 
quality because of human exercises has accepted of 

extraordinary significance. The antagonistic impacts on ground 
water quality are the aftereffects of man's movement on the 
ground surface, on account of agrarian, residential and 
mechanical effluents, and in addition sub-surface or surface 
transfer of sewage and modern squanders. (CPCB, 2007) The 
nature of ground water is of extraordinary significance in 
deciding the suitability of a specific ground water for a sure 
utilize (open water supply, watering system, modern 
applications, power era and so forth) (Mahananda et al., 2010). 
The nature of ground water is the resultant of the considerable 
number of procedures and responses that have followed up on the 
water from the minute it consolidated in the environment to the 
time it is released through a well. Along these lines, the nature of 
ground water shifts from spot to put, and from season to season 
with the profundity of the water table, and is basically 
represented by the degree and organization of the broke up 
solids. 

 
 

II. SOURCES FOR GROUND WATER POLLUTION 
 
The following table shows a list of the potential groundwater contamination sources:- 
 

Place of                    
origin 

                        Potential groundwater contamination source 
      Municipal         Industrial     Agricultural      Individual 

At or near the     
land surface 

Air pollution, municipal 
waste land spreading  salt 
for deicing streets & 
parking lots 
 
 
 
 
 

Air pollution chemicals: 
storage & spills fuels: 
storage & spills mine   
tailinglpiles 

Air pollution chemical 
spills fertilizers livestock 
waste storage  facilities 
& lands spreading 
pesticides 
 
 

Air pollution fertilizers 
homes cleaners, detergents 
motor oil, paints and 
pesticides 
 
 

I  
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Below the land 
surface 

landfills, leaky       sewer 
lines 
 

Pipelines underground 
storage tanks 
 
 

Underground, storage 
tanks, wells: poorly 
constructed or 
abandoned 
 
 

Septic systems, wells: 
poorly constructed or 
abandoned 

 
 
        Groundwater contains a few polluting influences, regardless 
of the fact that it is unaffected by human exercises. The sorts and 
centralizations of characteristic pollutions rely on upon the way 
of the land material through which the groundwater moves, and 
the nature of the energize water. (CPCB, 2007) Groundwater 
traveling through sedimentary shakes and soils may get an 
extensive variety of mixes, for example, magnesium, calcium, 
and chlorides. A few aquifers have high regular convergences 
 
        AGRICULTURAL SOURCES: Pesticides, manures, 
herbicides and creature waste are farming wellsprings of 
groundwater tainting. The horticultural defilement sources are 
shifted and various: spillage of manures and pesticides amid 
taking care of, spillover from the stacking and washing of 
pesticide sprayers or other application gear, and utilizing 
chemicals tough from or inside of a couple of hundred feet of a 
well.  
 
        INDUSTRIAL SOURCES: Assembling and administration 
businesses have levels of popularity for cooling water, preparing 
water and water for cleaning purposes. Groundwater 
contamination happens when utilized water is come back to the 
hydrological cycle. Current monetary movement requires the 
transportation and capacity of material utilized as a part of 
assembling, handling, and development. Along the route, some 
of this materials can be lost through spillage, spillage, or 
disgraceful taking care of. The transfer of squanders connected 
with the above exercises adds to another wellspring of 
groundwater defilement. A few organizations, more often than 
not without access to sewer frameworks, depend on shallow 
underground transfer. They utilize cesspools or dry openings, or 
send the wastewater into septic tanks.  
 
        RESIDENTIAL SOURCES: Private wastewater 
frameworks can be a wellspring of numerous classes of 
contaminants, including microbes, infections, nitrates from 
human waste, and natural mixes. Infusion wells utilized for local 
waste water transfer (septic frameworks, cesspools, seepage 
wells for tempest water overflow, and groundwater revive wells) 
are of specific worry to groundwater quality if found near 
drinking water wells. Shamefully putting away or discarding 
family unit chemicals, for example, paints, manufactured 
cleansers, solvents, oils, meds, disinfectants, pool chemicals, 

pesticides, batteries, gas and diesel fuel can prompt groundwater 
defilement.  
 
        SEA WATER INTRUSION At the point when managing 
the abuse, rebuilding and administration of crisp groundwater in 
beach front aquifers, the key issue is ocean water interruption. 
Saltwater interruption is a kind of characteristic groundwater 
pollution, where the regular harmony in the middle of freshwater 
and saltwater in beach front aquifers is aggravated by 
groundwater withdrawals and other human exercises that lower 
the groundwater levels, lessen crisp groundwater stream to 
waterfront waters, and at last make saltwater interfere into the 
seaside aquifers, making those aquifers no more accessible for 
use.saltwater interruption along the coasts, the bringing down of 
the water table by waste waterways can likewise prompt 
saltwater interruption. 
 
STUDY AREA 
        Chennai, earlier known as Madras, is the capital city of the 
condition of Tamilnadu, and India's fourth biggest metropolitan 
city. It is situated on the Coromandel bank of the Bay of Bengal. 
The scope of the city is 13.04o N and longitude 80.17o E. The 
city covers a zone of 174 Km2. It is 368 years of age and the 31st 
biggest metropolitan territory on the planet. There are three water 
bodies viz., Adayar waterway, Cooum stream and the 
Buckingham Canal. The Chennai Metropolitan region comprises 
of three areas, to be specific, Chennai city and the regions of 
Kancheepuram and Thiruvallur. The city is isolated on the 
premise of its sythesis into four noteworthy parts, North, South, 
West and Central Chennai.  
 
MARAIMALAI NAGAR TOWN  
        Maraimalai Nagar Town is arranged in the south at a 
separation of 40 km from Chennai city. It is the listen quarters of 
Maraimalai Nagar or Taluk in Kancheepuram area. It is arranged 
at 12'41'30" scope and 74'58'00: longitude and 28m lifted from 
M.S.L. This town is named as Maraimalai Nagar in memory of 
Maraimalai Adigalar and has no legacy back-ground. The 
Municipality involved Kattankulathur, Potheri and Thirukatchur, 
Peramanur Villages and was constituted as a Third Grade 
Municipality in 2004. According to the GO (MS) No.154 dated 
19.08.2010 it was up reviewed as an uncommon evaluation 
Municipality. It is situated on the National Highway No : 45.  
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The town is isolated into 21 wards. The degree of the city range 
is 58.08 Sq.Km. There are around two hundred and twenty 
commercial ventures in the SIDCO Industrical Estate of the 
Town. The popular Ford (India) Ltd., and India Pistons, are 

arranged in the Industrial Estate. Eight Sampling stations were 
chosen from the study range, 1 each from diverse wards of the 
town. The number of inhabitants in the town is 81,361 as per 
2011 registration.  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

LOCATION SITE 
 
 
MATERIALS AND METHODS 
SAMPLE COLLECTION AND PRESERVATION:  
Criteria for the selection of Bore Wells / Tube Wells / Hand 
pumps 
       For the choice of the groundwater quality study area, the 
accompanying criteria were remembered: • Drinking water 
wells •ells closer to the contaminating sources, similar to 
commercial enterprises, urban wastewater channels, trash, 
dumpsites and so forth. •Wells associated with regular 
contaminants like fluoride, iron, arsenic or such toxins.  
Test accumulation, transport, protection and examination  
Tests were gathered from one of the follo0wing three sorts of 
wells  
       i. Open delved wells being used for household or watering 
system water supply,  
       ii. Tube wells fitted with a hand-pump or a force driven 
pump for local water supply or watering system  
       iii. Hand Pumps, utilized for drinking. (CPCB, 2007).  
 
       Open burrowed wells, which are not being used or have been 
surrendered, were not utilized for testing. For the accumulation 

of tests, a weighted specimen jug or sampler was utilized to 
gather the example from an open well. Tests from the creation 
tube were gathered subsequent to running the well for around 5 
minutes. For bacteriological specimens, when gathered from tube 
wells/hand pump, the spout/outlet of the source was sanitized 
under fire by a soul light, before the accumulation of the example 
in the compartment. From open wells the specimens were 
gathered straightforwardly into pre-cleaned glass bottles. 
(Ranjana Agarwal, 2010). The specimens were transported to the 
research center. The specimens were dissected instantly for 
parameters like Coliform, BOD, COD and supplements. 
Different parameters were broke down inside of a week's chance. 
The water tests for the follow component investigation were 
gathered in corrosive filtered polyethylene bottles, and 
safeguarded by including ultra immaculate nitric corrosive (2 
mL/lit.). Tests for the pesticides examination were gathered in 
glass bottles, while tests for bacteriological investigations were 
gathered in disinfected high-thickness polypropylene/Glass jugs 
secured with aluminum foils. Every one of the specimens were 
put away in inspecting units kept up at 4oC and conveyed to the 
lab for definite concoction and bacteriological examinations. 
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Table:1 METHODS USED FOR ESTIMATION OF PHYSICAL PARAMETER 
 

S.No Parameter Method 

1 Colour 
a. Visible Comparison 
Method 
(Only Potable water) 

2 Electrical conductivity Conductivity Meter 

3 pH Value pH Meter 

4 
Suspended solids 
(Total Number 
Filterable) 

Gooch crucible 

5 Temperature Thermometer 

6 Total Dissolved solids Gravimetric 

7 Turbidity Nephelometric 
                                           
 

Table No.2 METHODS USED FOR THE ESTIMATION OF CHEMICAL PARAMETERS 
 
S.No                   Parameter Method 
1 Alkalinity Colour Indicator Titration 
3 Arsenic (As) Atomic Absorption Spectrophotometer 
4 Boron (as B) Colorimetric (Curcumine or Carmine) 
5 Cadmium (as cd) Atomic Absorption Spectrophotometer 
6 Calcium (as ca) Titrimetic (EDTA) 
7 Fluoride (as F) Distillation followed by colorimetric 
8 Total Hardness Titrimetic (EDTA) 
9 pH pH Meter 
10 Iron (as Fe) Colorimetric (Phenanthroline 
11 Temperature Thermometer 
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TABLE:3  STANDARDS AS PER IS WATER QUALITY10500 
 

S.No Parameter Unit IS0500 
Norms 

1 Alkalinity to methyl orange  mg/l 200 

2 Aluminium mg/l  
3 Arsenic mg/l 0.05 

4 Cadmium mg/l 0.01 

5 Calcium mg/l 75 

6 Chloride mg/l 250 

7 Chromium mg/l 0.05 

8 Colour Hazen units 10 

9 Conductivity µmhos/cm - 

10 Fluoride mg/l 1.0 

11 Handness total mg/l 300 

12 Iron mg/l 0.3 

18 Total Dissolved solids mg/l 500 
 

TABLE –4  OBSERVED PHYSICO - CHEMICAL PARAMETERS OF THE SAMPLING STATIONS 
DURING THE SUMMER SEASON OF THE STUDY AREA 

 
S.NO. Parameter Unit Station 

1 
Station 
2 

Station 
3 

Station 
4 

1 Alkalinity mg/l 328 312 418 418 

2 Arsenic (As) mg/l <0.01 <0.01 <0.01 <0.01 

3 Boron (as B) mg/l <0.01 <0.01 <0.01 <0.01 

4 Cadmium (as cd) mg/l <0.01 <0.01 <0.01 <0.01 

5 Calcium (as ca) mg/l 102 57 45 45 

6 
Fluoride (as F) mg/l 0.06 0.06 0.08 0.12 

7 
Total Hardness mg/l 426 124 132 132 

8 
pH - 7.12 7.4 7.18 6.86 

9 
Iron (as Fe) mg/l 0.1 0.48 1.48 1.16 

11 
Temperature oC 25.0 25.0 25.0 24.0 
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RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
  Alkalinity: 
                  All the values are above the normal limits  
pH:  
Every one of the estimations of pH lie beneath as far as possible.  
Shade of the water:  
The water is drab, unscented the stations.  
Temperature:  
The temperature of the station 1 is 24oC and whatever is left of alternate stations is  25oC 
Cadmium:  
The convergence of cadmium in every one of the stations is beneath as far as possible.  
Calcium:  
The estimation of calcium is very low in station5.  
Chloride:  
The centralization of chloride is higher in station 2.  
Chromium:  
The estimations of chromium in every one of the stations are beneath as far as possible  
Substance Oxygen Demand:  
The estimations of Chemical Oxygen Demand are normal.  
 
Fluoride:  
 Every one of the estimations of fluoride are beneath the cutoff.  
Total Hardness:  
The estimations of aggregate hardness is over as far as possible in station 1  
Iron: 
             The concentrations of iron is higher in station 3 and astation4 
 
Turbidity: The values fall within the normal range. 
 

 
Y axis is in mg/l                                                    Figure 1 Alkalinity 
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Y axis is in mg/l                      Figure 2  Iron 
 

 
 
 

Y axis is in mg/l        Figure 3 Total hardness 
 
HEALTH IMPACT OF WATER POLLUTON: 
      The values  of iron is higher gives the following health 
impact  to the users Iron over-burden for the most part is brought 
about by the sickness, hemochromatosis. It is a hereditary 
infection brought on by a change (transformation) in a quality 
that is essential in constraining the ingestion of iron from the 
digestive tract. On the off chance that an individual is 

homozygous for a changed quality, that is, transformed qualities 
are found on both chromosomes that contain the quality, iron 
ingestion from the digestive tract is anomalous expanded. Thus, 
iron amasses in organs inside of the body. Thusly, in this 
circumstance, liver, heart, and pancreatic harm from the iron is 
profoundly likely, however not perpetual. On the off chance that 
an individual is heterozygous for a transformed quality, that is, 
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stand out of the chromosomes contains a changed quality and the 
other chromosome contains an ordinary quality, there may be an 
increment in assimilation of iron. On the other hand, the 
increment in retention is less, and there is no unmistakable proof 
that organs are harmed. All people with relatives with 
hemochromatosis ought to have their qualities examined 
subsequent to the mutant qualities can be distinguished in many 
patients who have them. This is prescribed principally to reveal 
people who are homozygous and, along these lines, would 
advantage by treatment before harm happens. Hereditary testing 
likewise recognizes people who are heterozygous (bearers). You 
recommend that you are a transporter, however hereditary testing 
is the best way to authoritatively decide your status- - ordinary, 
heterozygous, or homozygous. On the off chance that you 
experience hereditary testing, it additionally may let you know 
something about your tyke. On the off chance that you have no 
changed qualities, your tyke ought to have no issue with the iron-
containing water. That is on account of your kid would have 
typical qualities that would guarantee that the digestive tract does 
not assimilate unnecessary iron. (It's far-fetched that your 
youngster would get a transformed quality from your spouse 
unless your spouse's family has a past filled with 
hemochromatosis or maladies that may be connected with 
hemochromatosis, e.g., unexplained liver illness.) On the off 
chance that you have one quality that is transformed, your kid 
has a half risk of getting that quality. For this situation, testing 
your kid would figure out if or not he or she got the changed 
quality and is a bearer. Testing your youngster would be critical 
likewise on the grounds that he or she may get one changed 
quality from you and, however far-fetched, a second one from 
your spouse. In this unrealistic circumstance, your kid would 
have a high probability of creating hemochromatosis. In the 
event that an individual has two ordinary qualities, he can drink 
water with elevated amounts of iron. On the off chance that he is 
heterozygous for a hemochromatosis transformation, he 
presumably ought to drink filtered water as opposed to water 
containing large amounts of iron, despite the fact that this may be 
pointless. Obviously, on the off chance that he is homozygous for 
a hemochromatosis transformation, he ought to drink filtered 
water instead of watercontaining large amounts of iron. Also, he 
ought to be assessed by a doctor to figure out whether he obliges 
treatment to expel iron from his body and if there as of now has 
been harm to his organs.  
 
Alkalinity:  
      In the event that the ground water is higher in alkalinity the 
bubbled rice gets to be yellowish and the water is not suitable for 
drinking purpose 
 
CONCLUSION:  
      The CPCB has given the accompanying suggestions to 
forestall ground water contamination, after a point by point 
overview in different metros in India.  All the ground 
water extraction structures ought to be enlisted and directed to 
maintain a strategic distance from over misuse and weakening of 
ground water quality.  The water got starting from the 
earliest stage structures ought to be tried and examined to 
guarantee the suitability of ground water for human utilization.  

      The ground water deliberation sources and their environment 
ought to be legitimately kept up to guarantee hygienic conditions 
and no sewage or dirtied water ought to be permitted to permeate 
specifically to the ground water aquifer. Proper concrete stages 
ought to be developed encompassing the ground water reflection 
sources to dodge . 
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Abstract- The small scale industries have a very important and 
effective role in the developed countries generally and in 
developing countries especially because it is considered the 
backbone of their economies. In respect of this, the main purpose 
of this study is to identify the problems and prospects of small 
enterprise in Addis Ababa sub-city. To do this, data were 
collected from both primary and secondary sources. The main 
instrument of data collection was the questionnaire and supported 
by interview. The data were presented in tables as frequency, 
distribution in the data analysis; the techniques of percentages 
frequencies were used. The empirical studies elicit major 
challenges which seem to affect performance of SSEs in sub-
cities which include: inadequate finance, inadequate 
infrastructures, poor management practices, multiple taxation and 
capital shortage in that order, are the major challenges affecting 
small scale businesses in Ethiopia. The researcher suggested that 
the challenges and problems of the SSEs in Ethiopia are having 
many centers and hence can only be effectively tackled by a 
multi-dimensional and concerted approach by all stakeholders 
i.e. the governments and their agencies, banks, regulatory 
authorities, tax authorities,), the employees of SSEs, multilateral 
and bilateral agencies and donors. 
 
Index Terms- small scale, challenges, prospect, problems, 
industries 
 

I. INTRODUCTION 
ccording to the research conducted by Rajan (2013) states 
that the definition of small scale industry may vary from 

country to country, year to year, from period to period and from 
time to time and according to the level of economic development 
reached in a country. Sometimes it is defined in terms of number 
of workers employed and on the use of electric power and also in 
terms of investment made. Despite of this, small Scale Enterprise 
when established varies in its mode of formation, its sizes, its 
organisational setup, and in its activity. The reason for this is 
because the type chosen by each individual operator will depend 
on the financial capability to manage such enterprise. 
        Small Scale Enterprise forms the bedrock of the economic 
growth of every nation. This is because no nation can achieve a 
viable economic growth and development without the 
establishment of Small Scale Enterprise. Small Scale Enterprise 
has always been in the forefront of development strategies of 
every nation. Thus, the quest of any nation’s development must 

be centred around Small Scale Enterprise; because of its great 
role in terms of production activities, employment generation and 
the overall improvement in the qualities of the life of people. 
        Furthermore, the study made by Wolfenson (2001), the 
small business sector is recognized as an integral component of 
economic development and a crucial element in the effort to lift 
countries out of Small- Scale businesses are driving force for 
economic growth, job creation, and poverty reduction in 
developing countries. They have been the means through which 
accelerated economic growth and rapid industrialization have 
been achieved, Saucer (2005). 
        According to the study conducted by Behrman J. R., and 
Deolalikar .A. B, (1989); Khan and Manopichetwattana, (1989), 
with rapid growth in population, African countries have been 
experiencing the problem of large size of unemployment through 
its economic history since indeterminate time in the past. 
Because of this fact, the problems of unemployment and poverty 
have been the prime challenges that many governments have 
tried their best to alleviate these challenges at all levels Chrisman 
and Leslie, (1989). 
        In addition of the above, the challenges and the problem of 
small scale enterprises are tied to some economic variables and 
the challenges that generally characterized the nation’s economy. 
Some of the challenges and problems include high level of 
unemployment, high poverty incidence, lack managerial skills 
and low industrialization capacity, lack of finance, inconsistent 
government policies and inadequate infrastructure and insecurity 
of the business climate among others. Nevertheless, the internal 
characteristics of small scale enterprises too have also interact 
with some economic variables to undermine the capacity of the 
economy. Issues of low level of entrepreneurial skills, poor 
management practice, inadequate equity capital and lack of 
information among other problems. 
        In spite of these problems and challenges, the current 
economic reform process ongoing in Ethiopia aimed at reducing 
poverty, unemployment and strengthening of basic institutions 
and sub sector of the economy target at improving and enhancing 
the capacity of small scale enterprises is beginning to show a 
renew optimism on small scale enterprises as instrument of 
economic growth and development. 
        The aims and objectives of this study is to realize the 
immense contribution of small scale enterprises sub-sector in the 
economy .This research also aim to highlight and make critical 
study of the problems of small scale enterprises and offer use full 
recommendation that would enhance the implementation of the 
best solution so as to prevent the reoccurrence of such problem. 

A 
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1.1 OBJECTIVES OF THE STUDY 
        This research comes in with the intention of identifying the 
challenges and prospects, militating against the success of small 
scale businesses in Ethiopia. This will cover the way for 
recommendations for addressing and, if possible, eliminating 
them so that small scale businesses could occupy their pride of 
place. To achieve this, the project would be attempt to the 
following specific objectives.       

1. To identify the major challenges that faces the small 
scale enterprise while operating their business.   

2. To analyze role of Small scale enterprise for the national 
economy and poverty alleviation in Ethiopia  

3.  To establish how government policies affect the growth 
of small scale enterprises in Addis Ababa city 

4. To suggest policy intervention that helps to mitigate the 
challenges of small scale enterprise. 

 
1.2. RESEARCH QUESTIONS 
        The main interest of this research is to answer revolve 
around finding solutions to the problems militating against the 
SSEs in Addis Ababa so that they can improve and stabilize their 
performance and hence fulfill their expected roles in economic 
development of Ethiopia. It sought to solve the following 
questions; 
1. What are the constraints that face small scale enterprise 

while operating their business? 
2. What is the role of small scale enterprises contributed in the 

national economy and poverty reduction?  
3. What is the effect of government policies on the growth of 

small scale enterprises in Addis Ababa sub-city? 
4. What measures should be taken by concerned government 

actors and bodies to facilitate and/or control small scale 
enterprise. 

 
1.3 JUSTIFICATIONS OF THE STUDY 
        The study is designed to expose the challenges of small 
scale industries to the problems they would encounter in the 
course of the business and also  highlight  the remedies and  
thereby keep them in a better position to run the business in the 
in the most optimal manner. Enterprise is one of the features of 
economic development and growth. The role of small-scale 
enterprises in Ethiopia cannot be overlooked, in the sense that 
small-scale enterprise has played a vital role in the development 
of our economy.The study will also serve as a stepping-stone and 
make the modest contribution for those who are interested to 
conduct research on small scale enterprise. In addition to these 
research work, when successfully completed, will be uniquely 
relevant in a number of ways. Hence, the challenges so identified 
will help in improve, overhauling and energizing small scale 
businesses to restore them to their pride of place in reducing 
crippling poverty, embarrassing high unemployment rate, and 
economic stagnation.            
                   

II. LITERATURE REVIEW 
2.1. OVERVIEW OF SMALL-

SCALE ENTERPRISES 
(SSES) 

        Defining small-scale industry is a difficult task because the 
definition of small-scale industry varies from country to country 
and from one time to another in the same country depending 
upon the pattern and stage of development, government policy 
and administrative set up of the particular country. 
        There is no single criterion for classifying business 
enterprises as small or medium scale globally. Each country 
tends to derive its own definition based on the role of small-scale 
industries are expected to play in the economy and the program 
of assistance designed to achieve that goal. Varying definitions 
among countries may arise from differences in industrial 
organization at different levels of economic development in parts 
of the same country (Anamekwe, 2001). 
 

2.2.  IMPORTANCE OF 
SMALL SCALE 

        In a developing country like Ethiopia, the role and 
importance of small-scale industries is very significant towards 
poverty eradication, employment generation, rural development 
and creating regional balance in promotion and growth of various 
development activities. 
        This clearly shows the importance of small-scale industries 
in the economic development of the country. The small-scale 
industries have been playing an important role in the growth 
process of economy.  In spite of, stiff competition from the large 
sector and not very encouraging support from the government. 
 

2.2.1. EMPLOYMENT GENERATION 
        The basic problem that is confronting the Ethiopian 
economy is increasing pressure of population on the land and the 
need to create massive employment opportunities. This problem 
is solved to larger extent by small-scale industries because small- 
scale industries are labour intensive in character. They generate 
huge number of employment opportunities. Employment 
generation by this sector has shown a phenomenal growth. It is a 
powerful tool of job creation. 
 

2.2.2. MOBILISATION OF RESOURCES AND 
ENTREPRENEURIAL SKILL 

        Small-scale industries can mobilize a good amount of 
savings and entrepreneurial skill from rural and semi-urban areas 
remain untouched from the clutches of large industries and put 
them into productive use by investing in small-scale units. Small 
entrepreneurs also improve social welfare of a country by 
harnessing dormant, previously overlooked talent. 
 

2.2.3. EQUITABLE DISTRIBUTION OF INCOME 
        Small entrepreneurs stimulate a redistribution of wealth, 
income and political power within societies in ways that are 
economically positive and without being politically disruptive. 
Thus small-scale industries ensures equitable distribution of 
income and wealth in the Ethiopia society which is largely 
characterised by more concentration of income and wealth in the 
organised section keeping unorganised sector undeveloped. 
 

2.2.4. BETTER UTILIZATION OF LOCAL 
RESOURCE 

        The use of indigenous resource which involves very low 
capital to set out the small scale industry allows for conversion of 
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minimal resources into productive ventures. Also, small scale 
industries are known for their creativity in the utilization of local 
raw materials that do not necessitate advanced technology to 
process. 

2.2.5. SUPPORTS THE GROWTH OF LARGE 
INDUSTRIES 

        The small-scale industries play an important role in assisting 
bigger industries and projects so that the planned activity of 
development work is timely attended. They support the growth of 
large industries by providing, components, accessories and semi-
finished goods required by them. In fact, small industries can 
breathe vitality into the life of large industries. 
 

2.3. PROBLEMS AND 
CHALLENGES OF SMALL 
AND MEDIUM 
ENTERPRISES 

2.3.1. SHORTAGE OF RAW MATERIAL 
         Procurement of raw materials of required quality, and 
quantity competitive price is the most serious faced by this 
sector. Though the institutional arrangements regard to the 
allocation mechanism often work against the interest of these. 
This is more pronounced in the case of scare raw materials that 
have to be imported. Besides, frequent interruptions in the 
availability of essential raw materials prevent fuller and 
economic utilization of productive capacity of small units (Simon 
Bridge, Ken O’Neil and Stan Cromie, 2003). 
 

2.3.2. INADEQUATE FINANCE 
        Most of the micro and small enterprises depend on external 
finance or non-institution. Financial assistance by the various 
agencies, like financial corporations and commercial bank, often 
falls much short of their requirements. In order to supplement the 
institutional finance micro and small enterprises have to 
approach the unorganized money market at terrible heavy rates 
of interest or on suppliers credit on exceedingly unfavorable 
terms Private finance, ultimately spoil the unit and cause for 
sickness in the small business (Balu, 2000). 
 

2.3.3. LACK OF MANAGERIAL SKILLS 
        Small business are owned by one person or small group of 
people and managed by their owners, who with all management 
usually with the other little help. In our country most of micro 
and small enterprises launched without a feasibility report. 
Moreover, wherever such reports were prepared, the purpose was 
to use them as advice to obtain institutional finance than to serve 
as a plan to make the unit a success.   
 

2.3.4. PROBLEM OF SKILLED MANPOWER 
        The success of a small enterprise revolves around the 
entrepreneur and its employees, provided the employees are 
skilled and efficient. Because of inefficient human factor and 
unskilled manpower create innumerable problems for the 
survival of small industries. Non-availability of adequate skilled 
manpower in the rural sector poses problem to small-scale 
industries. 
 

2.3.5. INADEQUATE CREDIT ASSISTANCE 

        Adequate and timely supply of credit facilities is an 
important problem faced by small-scale industries. This is partly 
due to scarcity of capital and partly due to weak creditworthiness 
of the small units in the country. 
 

2.3.6. LACK OF MACHINERY AND EQUIPMENT 
        Small-scale units are striving hard to employ modern 
machineries and equipment in their process of production in 
order to compete with large industries. Most of the small units 
employ out-dated and traditional technology and equipment. 
Lack of appropriate technology and equipment create a major 
stumbling block for the growth of small-scale industries. 
 

2.3.7. ABSENCE OF ADEQUATE 
INFRASTRUCTURE 

        Ethiopian economy is characterized by inadequate 
infrastructure which is a major problem for small units to grow. 
Most of the small units and industrial estates found in towns and 
cities are having one or more problems like lack of power supply, 
water and drainage problem, poor roads, raw materials and 
marketing problem. Thus absences of adequate infrastructure 
adversely affect the quality, quantity and production schedule of 
the enterprises which ultimately results in under-utilization of 
capacity. 
 

2.4. EMPIRICAL REVIEW 
        According to Stephen and Wasiu (2013) the transformation 
of traditional industries is one of the contributions of small scale 
industries to the growth and development of the country. In short 
the modern sector has evolved through structural transformation 
and modernization of the traditional type-cottage or artisan 
industry. Small scale industry can be a means of achieving a 
smooth transition from tradition to modern industrial sector. 
        Study made by Fabayo (1989) observed that one major 
claim for focus on SMEs is that they are large employers of labor 
and this makes them vital in coping with the problems of 
unemployment and poverty. According to him, strong evidences 
based on country and regional experiences exist to show that 
small firms are major source of employment opportunities for a 
wide cross-section of the workforce: the young, old part-time 
workers and the cyclically unemployed. 
        According to the studies conducted by Ibrahim (1986), 
provide evidence that management skills are critical factors in 
both the failure and success of businesses (Lichtenstein & Brush, 
2001). They illustrate that accounting, cash flow, and marketing 
need management skills and lack of them is a major cause of 
failure. Weaknesses in these areas are found to impact on all 
other areas of the business. A lack of management skills and 
expertise is a major constraint hindering the progress of the SME 
sector in Kenya. 
        A study conducted by Bhavani T.A. (2010) highlights the 
issue of quality employment generation by the SSIs and negates 
the short term attitude of increasing the volume of employment 
generation compromising with quality. The author argues that 
employment generation by the SSIs may be high in quantitative 
term but very low in quality. Technological up-gradation would 
enable the small firms to create quality employment improving 
remuneration, duration and skill. This structural shift may reduce 
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the rate of employment generation in the short run but would 
ensure high-income employment generation in the long run. 
The study made by Subrahmanya Bala (2011) has probed the 
impact of globalization on the exports potentials of the small 
enterprises. The study shows that share of SSI export in total 
export has increased in protection period but remain more or less 
stagnated during the liberalization period. However, the 
correlation co-efficient in liberalization period is higher than that 
of protection period suggesting that the relationship between the 
total export and SSI export has become stronger in liberalization 
period. This may be due to the drastic change in composition of 
SSI export items from traditional to non-traditional and growth in 
its contribution to total export through trading houses, export 
houses and subcontracting relation with large enterprises. Thus, 
the current policy of increasing competitiveness through infusion 
of improved technology, finance, and marketing techniques 
should be emphasized. 
        As study done by Akampumuza (2007) noted that one of the 
most difficult problems facing the Nigerian SMEs is lack of good 
advice, lack of education, high illiteracy levels, high incidence of 
poverty, disease, inadequate information, poor decision making, 
shortage of skill, lack of efficiency, lack of lending policies, poor 
record keeping as well as the amount to be borrowed. This 
explains why it is dangerous for the small scale enterprises to 
borrow from the formal credit market. 
        According to Thibault et al. (2002) suggest that factors 
influencing business performance could be attributed to personal 
factors such as demographic variable and business factors such 
as amount of financing, use of technology, age of business, 
operating location, business structure and number of full-time 
employees as important factors in examining the performance as 
small scale business operators. 
        As per study by Owualah, (1999) remarked that an 
entrepreneur in a small scale business in a bid to achieve the 
organizational objective is therefore confronted with bundles of 
problems such as, inadequate capital and lack of access to 
financial services, due to terms and conditions of financial 
institutions (lack of collateral). Poor financial management, 
owner’s personal habits, lack of training, inadequate 
infrastructures, marketing problems, employment and over 
reliance on relations among others. On the other hand study 
conducted by As Njoku (2002) identifies, inconsistencies in 
government policies is a major problem affecting small and 
medium scale enterprises. 
 

III. RESEARCH DESIGN AND METHODOLOGIES 
        This study also employs both quantitative and qualitative 
research methodology. In order to come up with comprehensive 
information, both first hand data are consulting. Since Small 
Scale Enterprises sector operators are formally registered and 
their numbers are somehow known, purposive sampling 
technique are employs to get better responses from respondents 
taking their list from Addis Ababa sub-city the operators small 
scale enterprise of team office. 
        Since it is practically impossible to study all sectors of small 
scale enterprise, therefore, manufacturing and services enterprise 
were selected by random sampling technique to select samples 
adopted for this study. A sample from the total population 7919 
randomly two hundred fifty (235) SSEs was selected and used 
for this Study. In order to cater for those selected respondents 
who may for one reason or the other, fail to complete and return 
their questionnaires, a total of two hundred and thirty five (235) 
SSEs were chosen as respondents and questionnaires sent to 
them. The first 212 completed and returned questionnaires were 
eventually used for the study. The analysis involved descriptive 
statistics such as frequencies, mean, median, and percentages. 
 

IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION  
4.1 DEMOCRATIC CHARACTERISTICS OF THE 

RESPONDENTS  
 

Table 1: Gender of the respondents 

Source: Survey Study, 2015 
 
        Table 1 shows Information gathered shows that the 
answered and returned questionnaires include a total of 112 
respondents, Fifty three point eight percent (53.8%) of the 
respondents in this study are male, while forty six point two 
percent (46.2%) are female. This result indicates those males are 
more involved in small scale enterprise operations than female.  
 

Table 2: Age of the respondents 
 

  Frequency Percent Valid Percent Cumulative Percent 

Valid 18-24 68 32.1 32.1 32.1 
25-30 84 39.6 39.6 71.7 
31-35 49 23.1 23.1 94.8 
36-50 11 5.2 5.2 100.0 
Total 212 100.0 100.0  

Source: Survey Study, 2015 
 
        Table 2 shows Thirty two point one percent (32.1%) of the 
respondents are within the age bracket of 18- 24 while thirty nine 

point six percent (39.6%) of the respondents are in the 25-30 age 
bracket. Twenty three point one percent (23.1%) of the 
respondents are in the 31-35 age brackets.  Five point two 

  Frequenc
y 

Percen
t 

Valid 
Percent 

Cumulative 
Percent 

Vali
d 

Male 114 53.8 53.8 53.8 
Femal
e 

98 46.2 46.2 100.0 

Total 212 100.0 100.0  
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percent’s (5.2%) of the respondent are above 35 age bracket. The 
information suggest that most of the people investing in small 

businesses are middle aged and young people who are trying to 
invest in business in order to become their own boss. 
 

Table 3: Marital status of respondents 
 

  Frequency Percent Valid Percent Cumulative 
Percent 

Valid Married 119 56.1 56.1 56.1 
Single 86 40.6 40.6 96.7 
Divorced 7 3.3 3.3 100.0 
Total 212 100.0 100.0  

Source: Survey Study, 2015 
 
        The marital status of the operators table 3 shows that 56.1% 
of the respondents are married and 40.6%, and 3.3%, of them are 
single and divorced, respectively. Therefore, Married households 

are mostly engaged in the operators of small scale business than 
others. This could be due to the fact that married people have 
pressure and responsibility to earn income than unmarried ones. 

 
Table 4: Level of Education 

 
  Frequency Percent Valid Percent Cumulative Percent 

Valid Primary 41 19.3 19.3 19.3 
Diploma holder 68 32.1 32.1 51.4 
Secondary 80 37.7 37.7 89.2 
Degree holder 23 10.8 10.8 100.0 
Total 212 100.0 100.0  

Source: Survey Study, 2015 
 
        Table 4 shows that Thirty two point one percent (32.1%) of 
the respondents have diplomas, nineteen point three percent 
(19.3%) of the respondents are primary 10.8% degrees and thirty 
seven point seven percent (37.7%) of the respondents are 
secondary. The result indicates the operators of small scale 

business enterprises in the study area are most well educated. 
The majority of the respondents have secondary, diplomas and 
university degrees. Education increases the likelihood of 
identifying good business opportunities and the chance of the 
success of the business. 

 
Table 5:  Nature of the business respondent’s 

 
  Frequency Percent Valid Percent Cumulative Percent 
Valid Sole Proprietorship 110 51.9 51.9 51.9 

partnership 80 37.7 37.7 89.6 
family owned 14 6.6 6.6 96.2 
others 8 3.8 3.8 100.0 
Total 212 100.0 100.0  

Source: Survey Study, 2015 
 
        Table 5 shows that 51.9 % of the total respondents engage 
themselves in sole proprietorship, and 37.7% are in partnerships. 
These two types accounted for almost 89.6% of the 
212participants. The data further indicates that 6.6% of the 

respondents engage in family owned businesses, while the 
remaining 3.8% engaged in other businesses than the one’s 
listed. From the study it can be concluded that sole proprietorship 
dominated in the operator of small scale enterprise in Ethiopia. 

 
4.2 CHALLENGE (PROBLEM) OF SMALL SCALE ENTERPRISE (SSE) 
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Table 6: Infra-structure related factors 
 

Descriptive Statistics   
Items Obs

ervat
ions 

Strong 
Agree(SA
) 

Agree  
(A) 

Undecide
d (UN) 

Disagree 
(DA) 

Strongl
y 
Disagre
e(SDA) 

Mea
n 

Std. 
Devi 

 Fr % Fr % Fr % Fr % Fr %   
Poor infrastructure 
(electricity, road, 
etc.) 

212 92 43.4 108 50.
9 

11 5.2 1 0.
5 

0 0 1.62
74 

0.60
6 

Insufficient and 
interrupted water 
supply 

212 70 33 115 54.
2 

23 10.
8 

4 1.
9 

0 0 1.82
6 

0.69
4 

Lack of business 
development 
services 

212 75 35.4 103 48.
6 

32 15.
1 

1 0.
5 

1 0.
5 

1.79 0.69
8 

Lack of sufficient 
and quick 
transportation 
service 

212 73 34.4 115 54.
2 

19 9 5 2.
4 

0 0 1.81 0.75
5 

Lack of appropriate 
dry waste and 
sewerage system 

212 70 33 102 48.
1 

30 14.
2 

9 4.
2 

1 0.
5 

1.91 0.82
4 

Source: Survey Study, 2015 
 
        The result presented in table 6 shows that Poor 
infrastructure (electricity, road, etc.) is the main problem 
followed by Lack of business development services that hinder 
the operators of small scale business in Ethiopia. The mean 
scores of are Poor infrastructure and Lack of business 
development services 1.6274, and 1.79 with standard deviations 

of 0.606 and0.698.The mean scores Lack of sufficient and quick 
transportation service, Insufficient and interrupted water supply 
and Lack of appropriate dry waste and sewerage system are 1.81, 
1.826 and 1.91 with standard deviations of 0.7554, 0.694 and 
0.824. 

 
Table 7: Startup capital related factors 

 
It         items N SA A Ne DA SDA   

 Fr % Fr % Fr % F
r 

% F
r 

% me
an 

Std. 
Dev 

Lack of working 
premises 

21
2 

72 34 109 51.4 24 11.
3 

7 3.
3 

0 0 1.8
3 

.749 

Lack of raw materials 21
2 

75 35.
4 

110 51.9 24 11.
3 

3 1.
5 

0 0 1.7
8 

.693 

Lack of Information 21
2 

69 32.
5 

113 53.3 22 10.
4 

8 3.
8 

0 0 1.8
5 

.749 

High price of raw 
materials 

21
2 

87 41 111 52.4 11 5.2 3 1.
4 

0 0 1.6
7 

.641 

Pressure from 
government regulation 

 
21
2 

 
66 

 
31.
1 

 
115 

 
54.2 

 
28 

 
13.
2 

 
2 

 
.9 

 
1 

 
.5 

1.8
5 

.710 

Inadequate skills 21
2 

75 35.
4 

111 52.4 21 9.9 5 2.
4 

0 0 1.7
9 

.712 

Shortage of market 21
2 

77 36 115 54.2 16 7.5 4 1.
9 

0 0 1.7
5 

.674 

Lack of sufficient 
capital 

21
2 

72 34 115 54.2 21 9.9 2 .9 2 .9 1.8
1 

.725 

Lack of credit facilities 21
2 

86 40.
6 

110 51.9 16 7.5 - - - - 1.6
6 

.611 

Source: Survey Study, 2015 
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        The result presented in table 7 shows that is high price of 
raw materials and Lack of credit facilities the main problem 
followed by shortage of market that hinders the operators of 
small scale business. The mean scores of are 1.6698, 1.6698 and 
1.7500 with standard deviations of .64, .61 and .67 for small 
scale business some listed in Addis Ababa city respectively. On 
the other hand, Lack of raw materials, inadequate skills and Lack 
of sufficient capital are the main challenges that hinder the 
operators of small scale business and the mean scores 1.7877, 

1.7925 and 1.8066 with the standard deviations of .69340, .71168 
and .72554 for small scale business some listed in Addis Ababa 
city respectively and etc.41% of respondents ranked High price 
of raw materials and 40.6% of respondents ranked Lack of credit 
facilities   as the worst factor that is critically limiting the 
operational efficiency of the operators of small scale business in 
Ethiopia. However, both Shortage of market, Lack of raw 
materials and    inadequate skills were ranked as third, fourth and 
fifth to all factors limiting the operational efficiency of SSEs. 

 
Table 8: Management skills related factors 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Source: Survey Study, 2015 
 
As shown in table 8 above, Poor organization and ineffective 
communication, Lack of clear division of duties and 
responsibility among employees and Lack of low cost and 
accessible training facilities in business is the main problems that 
hinder the operators of small scale business. It shows a mean 
score of 1.7, 1.72 and 1.77 with a standard deviation of .866, 
.718 and .781 for engaged in small business operators. Therefore, 
the average score of the respondents with regard to Poor 

organization and ineffective communication associates indicates 
the highest hinder the operators of small scale enterprise. On the 
other hand, Lack of strategic business planning, poor selection of 
associates in business and Lack of well trained and experienced 
employees are also the challenges of the operators of small scale 
enterprise and a mean score of 1.77, 1.78 and1.78 with standard 
deviation .958, .821 and .833 respectively. 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Descriptive Statistics   
      Items N SA A Ne DA SDA   

 Fr % Fr % Fr % Fr % Fr % me
an 

St.de
v 

Lack of clear division 
of duties and 
responsibility among 
employees 

212 86 40.
5 

10
5 

49.
5 

18 8.5 1 .5 2 .9 1.7
2 

.718
8 

Poor organization and 
ineffective 
communication 

212 100 47.
2 

90 42.
5 

12 5.7 5 2.
4 

5 2.
4 

1.7 .866 

Poor selection of 
associates in business 

212 82 38.
2 

98 46.
2 

25 11.
8 

4 1.
9 

3 1.
4 

1.8
1 

.821 

Lack of well trained 
and experienced 
employees 

 
212 

 
84 

 
39.
6 

 
10
5 

 
49.
5 

 
13 

 
6.1 

 
6 

 
2.
8 

 
4 

 
1.
9 

 
1.7
8 

 
.833 

Lack of low cost and 
accessible training 
facilities 

 
212 

 
87 

 
41 

 
10
3 

 
48.
6 

 
14 

 
6.6 

 
6 

 
2.
8 

 
2 

 
.9 

 
1.7
7 

 
.781 

Lack of strategic 
business planning 

212 99 46.
7 

87 38.
7 

18 8.5 6 2.
8 

7 3.
3 

1.7
7 

.958 
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Table 9: Political related factors 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Source: Survey Study, 2015 
 
         As shown in 9 above, the bureaucracy in company 
registration and licensing the main challenge of small scale 
business and has a mean score of 1.491with a standard deviation 
0.7054. Also the table shows lack of government support mean 
value1.651 with standard deviation 0 .742 of challenge the 
operators small scale business. This reason is government has not 
done enough to create the best conducive environment for the 
striving of SSEs, the problem of infrastructures ranges from 
shortage of water supply, inadequate transport systems, lack of 
electricity to improper solid waste management. 

         On the other hand the tax levied on my business is not 
reasonable and lack of accessible information on government 
regulations are mean scores1.693 and1.693 with standard 
deviation .692 and .739 while Political interventions has mean 
scores 1.774 with standard deviation 1.014 of the operators of 
small scale  enterprise in Ethiopia. 
 
4.3 EXTENT TO WHICH GOVERNMENT POLICIES 

AFFECT BUSINESS GROWTH 
 

 
Table 10: Extent to Which Government Policies Affect Business Growth 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Source: Survey Study, 2015 
 
         The findings of the study as depicted in Table 10 above 
shows the response of the respondents on the extent to which 
government policies affect the business. Based on the study 
findings 25.5% of the total respondents were of the view that 
Government policies affect business to a high extent, 31.6% were 

of the view that it affects business to a moderate level, 25.9% and 
17% were of the opinion that it affects the business to low and 
very low extent respectively. From the above analysis it can be 
noted that government policies affect business operation to a 
high extent. 

 
4.4 SMALL SCALE ENTERPRISE OPERATORS’ RANKING OF OPERATIONAL EFFICIENCY PROBLEMS 
 

Table 11: Small and Medium Enterprise Operators’ Ranking of Operational Efficiency Problems 
 

Descriptive Statistics 
Problem area  Obser

vation
s  

Minimu
m 
Ranking 

Maximu
m 
ranking 

Mean Std. 
Deviation 

Descriptive Statistics   
      Items N SA A Ne DA SDA   

 Fr % Fr % Fr % Fr % Fr % mea
n 

St.dev 

Lack of accessible 
information on 
government regulations 
that are relevant to my 
business  

 
 
212 

 
 
121 

 
 
57.
1 

 
 
57 

 
 
26.
9 

 
 
20 

 
 
9.4 

 
 
6 

 
 
2.
8 

 
 
8 

 
 
3.8 

 
 
1.69
3 

 
 
1.014 

Political intervention  212 79 37.
3 

10
8 

50.
9 

21 9.9 2 .9 2 .9 1.77
4 

.739 

The tax levied on my 
business is not 
reasonable  

212 91 42.
9 

97 45.
8 

22 10.
4 

2 .9 0 0 1.69
3 

.692 

Lack of government 
support  

212 100 47.
2 

93 43.
9 

13 6.1 5 2.
9 

1 .5 1.65
1 

.742 

Bureaucracy in company 
registration and licensing  

212 129 60.
8 

66 31.
1 

14 6.6 2 .9 1 .5 1.49
1 

.7054 

  Frequency Percent Valid Percent Cumulative 
Percent 

Valid high 54 25.5 25.5 25.5 
moderate 67 31.6 31.6 57.1 
low 55 25.9 25.9 83.0 
very low 36 17.0 17.0 100.0 
Total 212 100.0 100.0  
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Problem of skilled man 
power 

212 1.00 9.00 3.3538 2.33505 

Inadequate credit 
assistance 

212 1.00 9.00 2.2358 1.71169 

Policy inconsistency and 
government bureaucracy 

212 1.00 9.00 6.0094 2.30801 

Multiple tax and levis 212 1.00 9.00 5.3160 2.13060 
Lack of access modern 
technology 

212 1.00 9.00 5.7123 2.11006 

Inadequate managerial skill 212 1.00 9.00 4.3113 2.14349 
Infrastructural problems 212 1.00 9.00 3.8679 2.19683 
Marketing factors 212 1.00 9.00 6.2217 2.08649 
Politic-legal factors 212 1.00 9.00 7.1981 1.93212 
Valid N (list wise) 212     

Source: Survey Study, 2015 
 
         Table 11 represents the most critical distribution of all the 
findings in this study as it reveals the rankings of all the nine key 
problem areas, which challenge small scale business in Ethiopia 
using the mean ranking as the determining factor or variable. The 
table also shows the distribution of how widely spread the 
rankings are as well as their variability by way of standard 
variation. Inadequate credit assistance have the lowest ranking 
mean of 2.24 with lowest ranking and hence greatest problem of 
one (1) and highest ranking and hence least problem of nine (9) 
with one of the smallest standard deviation of 1.9. 
         Table 4.3 shows the relative positions of nine major 
problem areas facing the operators of small scale business in 
Ethiopian in the following order of their descending intensity: 
         Inadequate credit assistance, problem of skilled man power, 
infrastructural problems, inadequate managerial skill, multiple 
tax and Levis, lack of access modern technology, policy 
inconsistency and government bureaucracy, marketing factors 
and politic-legal factors. 
         The above table 4.12 shows the distribution of the means of 
the rankings of the problem areas of the SSEs by the two hundred 
twelve respondents. Given that the rankings are in the inverse 

ratio to the intensity of the problems the table clearly shows that 
inadequate credit assistance represents the greatest among all the 
problem areas since it has the lowest mean of 2.24. Next to the 
inadequate credit assistance, problem of skilled man power and 
infrastructural problems with mean of 3.35 and 3.87 respectively.  
These three problem areas stand out in terms of intensity or 
gravity as the next greatest problem area, inadequate managerial 
skill has a mean of 4.3, which is close to twice the mean of in 
adequate credit assistance problems.  
         The  table also clearly shows the relative positions of the 
gravities of the other problem areas identified in the study in 
descending order as follows: multiple tax and Levis, lack of 
access modern technology, policy inconsistency and government 
bureaucracy, marketing factors and politic-legal factors with 
mean  ranking 5.32, 5.7, 6.01, 6.2 and 7.1981. 
 
4.5 ROLE OF SMALL SCALE ENTERPRISE FOR THE 

NATIONAL ECONOMY AND POVERTY 
ALLEVIATION IN ETHIOPIA 

 

 
Table 12: Role of Small Scale Enterprise for the National Economy and Poverty Alleviation In Ethiopia 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Source: Survey Study, 2015 
 
       The above table 12 shows that the majority of the 
respondents 42.5 % strongly agreed that small business are 
interested in alleviating poverty from society, 49.1% agreed, 
2.4% disagree. This chart illustrates that the majority of the 

respondents 46.7% strongly agreed that small business 
contributes to the economic growth of Ethiopia, 42.5% of the 
respondents agree that small business contributes the economic 
growth, 2.8% disagree while 0.9% of the respondents strongly 

      Items N SA A Ne DA SDA   
 Fr % Fr % Fr % Fr % F

r 
% Mea

n 
St.d
ev 

Enterprises are 
interested in alleviating 
poverty from society 

212 9
0 

42.
5 

10
4 

49.1 13 6.
1 

5 2.4   1.68 .695 

Do you think 
enterprises contribute 
to national economy 

212 9
9 

46.
7 

90 42.5 15 7.
1 

6 2.8 2 .9 1.67 .801 
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disagreed. This study has proven that small business contributes 
to the economic growth of Ethiopia with a majority of 46.7%, 
therefore for sure we can say that small business has can and 
have contributed the economic growth if this city of the country. 
 
4.6 PROSPECTS OF SMALL SCALE ENTERPRISE (SSE) 
       Despite all the challenges facing Small-scale enterprise plays 
very important roles in the economic growth and development of 
a nation. It provides employment opportunities, encourages and 
sustains self-reliance, provides technical inventions and 
innovations promotes competition in the market which acts as a 
check in the activities of monopolists, utilize waste product from 
big firm for further production. Small scale business has emerged 
as a powerful tool in providing relatively large employment base 
for given unit of investment, equitable wealth distribution and 
removal of regional economic disparities.  
 

V. CONCLUSION, RECOMMENDATION AND 
FURTHER RESEARCH 

5.1 CONCLUSION 
       Small scale enterprises (SSEs) are generally regarded as the 
engine of economic growth and equitable development in 
developing economies like in Ethiopia. This is because no nation 
can achieve a viable economic growth and development without 
the establishment of Small Scale Enterprise. Therefore, this paper 
investigates the challenges and prospects of small –scale business 
in some selected Addis Ababa sub city.  The study also shows 
major problem areas facing the operators of small scale business 
in Ethiopian in the following order of their descending intensity: 
Inadequate credit assistance, problem of skilled man power, 
infrastructural problems, inadequate managerial skill, multiple 
tax and Levis, lack of access modern technology, policy 
inconsistency and government bureaucracy, marketing factors 
and politic-legal factors. 
 
5.2 RECOMMENDATIONS 
       The country also has immense potential for expanding 
enterprises and promoting innovations. Raising per capita income 
is necessary in economic growth. Small scale industries will help 
bridge the gaps in per capita income and reduce the urban and 
rural disparities. Achieving economic resurgence through small 
industries is the most recommended solution fast developing 
countries like Ethiopia. 
       The challenges and problems of the SSEs in Ethiopia are 
having many centers and hence can only be effectively tackled 
by a multi-dimensional and concerted approach by all 
stakeholders i.e. the governments (Federal, State and Local) and 
their agencies, banks, regulatory authorities, tax authorities,), the 
employees of SSEs, multilateral and bilateral agencies and 
donors. 

 
5.3 SUGGESTIONS FOR FURTHER RESEARCH 
       This study concentrated on selected Small Scale Enterprises 
in Addis Ababa sub city and other researcher studies should be 
carried out to establish how Ethiopian Small scale enterprises are 
fearing own and the challenges they are facing. More emphasis 
should be put on the following factors: , environment, inflation, 
tax regulation and high vulnerability related problems, diversity 
of taxes and levies, unfair competition and dumping, marketing 
related issues, and business opportunities and diversification. 
Other research can be done on medium scale enterprise by 
identified manufacturer, trading, agricultural and service sectors. 
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Abstract- This research aims at analyzing livelihood assets and 
strategies in relation to socio-demography of  households around 
Limboto Lake. Assets as  livelihoods resource for inhabitants 
living around Limboto lake consist of human capital, natural 
capital, social capital, physical capital, and financial capital. The 
research took place in Iluta Village And Limehe Timur Village 
around Limboto Lake, Gorontalo Regency. It employed  survey 
on 97 households of farmers and fishermen. Data were analyzed 
in descriptive and quantitative manner to determine the 
livelihood assets selected by households and were illustrated into 
an asset pentagon. The research results showed that the 
correlation between socio-demographic variable and  livelihood 
assets was weak, which R-square value was 0.2532. The 
correlation of the influence socio-demographic variables (X1) 
and Livelihood Assets (X2) on Livelihoods Strategy (Y) was 
good. This correlation was indicated by the R-square value of 
0.7055, meaning that variations on Livelihood Strategies (Y) 
were able to be explained by socio-demographic variables (X1), 
and Livelihood Assets (X2) by 70.55 percent, while the 
remaining 29.45 percent was influenced by other variables that 
were not included in the model. 
 
Index Terms- sosio-demography, livelihood assets, livelihood 
strategies 
 

I. INTRODUCTION 
uman efforts to have a decent life cannot be separated from 
issues related  places in which humans live their lives both 

as individual and social beings. Similarly, people living around 
Lake Limboto cannot be separated from Limboto Lake 
environment along with all its impacts such as floods and 
droughts which will affect its available resources. 
       In this research, the households of farmers and fishermen 
with diverse socio-demographic characteristics are generally 
dependent on the activity of agriculture and fisheries as a source 
of livelihood for generations. The  condition of Limboto Lake 
experiences siltation and are shrinkage, if the rainy season will 
flood is estimated to affect farming activities and the fishermen 
who depend on the resources of the lake Limboto. 

       Limboto Lake has limited resources which make  the access 
of the population to utilize it increasingly limited. Therefore, 
households should be able to manage existing livelihood assets to 
meet the needs of their households. This study aimed at 
analyzing livelihood assets and strategies in relation to the socio-
demography of the households around Limboto Lake. 
 

II. LITERATURE REVIEW 
       Hauser and Duncan describe  the demography extensively in 
The study of population (Goldscheider, 1971), that there are at 
least three factors that are often included as an integral element 
in the demographic system, namely: (1) structure of population, 
including age distribution and gender; (2) composition of 
population, i.e. the socio-demographic characteristics of the 
population in broader scope, such as marital status, income, race, 
education, employment, or religion; (3) distribution of the 
population, i.e. distribution and location of people in a particular 
region. 
       Demography  is one of the factors that affect resources to 
survive. A study of  Thomas and Frankenberg (2004) found that 
age, education and gender of household head are not correlated 
with changes in total expenditure. They say that these results are 
surprising because the characteristics tend to be correlated with 
the level of ownership of assets so that it is expected to correlate 
with the adjustment of  consumption from time to time. 
(Priyambada, et al., 2002). 
       The  objects of  this research were humans, i.e. households 
around Limboto Lake in relation to livelihood . A definition of 
livelihood can be seen in the concept of livelihood which was 
first popularized by Chambers and Conway in the late 1990s 
from the Institute of Development Studies (IDS), which 
established the definition of sustainable livelihood which was 
then widely known,  referred, and adopted by other scholars and 
also donor institution for development, such as The Department 
for International development (DFID). The definition of 
livelihood in question is: 
       A livelihood comprises the capabilities, assets (stores, 
resources, claims and access) and activities required for a means 
of living: a livelihood is sustainable when it can cope with and 
recover from stress and shocks, maintain or enhance its 

H 
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capabilities and assets, and provide sustainable livelihood 
opportunities for the next generation; and which contributes net 
benefits to other livelihoods at the local and global level and in 
the short and long term.” (Chambers and Conway 1992). 
       Livelihood assets as livelihood capital in this research 
employed the concept of capital from DFID (2001), known as the 
Asset Pentagon,  consisting of human capital (H), natural capital 
(N), financial capital (F), social capital (S), and physical capital. 
The asset pentagon emphasizes the importance of understanding  
of various  household livelihood conditions and the types of 
assets that support them. The  asset  pentagon describes that  
among components of the livelihood assets have diverse 
relationships and linkages with one another. The levels of 
accessibility to livelihood assets vary between individuals, 
households and communities. Moreover, there are many factors 
that influence the value of such assets for the benefit of 
livelihood. 
       Asset is the capital to carry out activities so that the goals of  
livelihood can be achieved. Ellis (2000); Scoone, 2001; Carney, 
(1999) distinguish five capitals including natural capital, physical 
capital, human capital, financial capital, and social capital. Such 
capitals have become  major assets for people in their life as the 
sources of livelihood of the people  because the availability of 
these assets supports diverse livelihood strategies. 
       Livelihood strategies of the household are the basis of 
selected livelihood activities undertaken by households to meet 
the needs or goals of the households. Livelihood strategies 
proposed by White (1991) are: survival strategies, consolidation 
strategy  and accumulation strategy. Zommers (1999) classifies 
into four typologies, namely  accumulation strategy, 
consolidation strategy, compensation strategies  and security 
strategy, while Scones (2001), classifies into three typologies, 
namely  agricultural livelihood engineering by intensification and 
extension, diversification of livelihood and spatial engineering 
(migration). 
 

III. RESEARCH METHODS 
       This study is a survey research. The research took place  in 
the Tabumela Village of Tilango Subdistrict and Iluta Village of  
Batudaa Subdistrict, located around Limboto Lake. The research 
location was chosen purposively.  Research sampling was 15 
percent of the population, namely 15 percent x 649 households = 

97.35 ≈ 98 households. The number of samples was  determined  
proportionally  for each research village. The sample members 
were  determined using systematic random sampling. Total 
samples  were 97 households. The variables in the research 
include: 
a) Exogenous variables (X), consisting of two variables:  

 Socio-demography (X1); (X1.1) age, (X1.2) number of 
children; (X1.3) number of dependents; (X1.4) length of 
stay; (X1.5) levels of education; (X1.6) works; (X1.7) 
income   

 Livelihood Assets (X2); (X2.1) human capital; (X2.1) 
natural capital; (X2.3) social capital; (X2.4) physical 
capital; (X2.5) financial capital  

       b) Endogenous variables, namely, livelihood strategies (Y): 
(Y1) survival; (Y2) consolidated; (Y3) investment; (Y4) 
diversification; (Y5) mobility 
       Data were collected through  observation, structured 
interviews, in-depth interview, and documentation. Data were 
analyzed  descriptive- statistically in the form of frequency tables 
and graphs. Furthermore, the  structural equation modeling 
(SEM) was employed by using Smart-PLS 2.0.m version, 
through a first-order approach to explain thoroughly the 
correlation between variables existing in the research. Stages of 
analysis using this method were: 1) Path analysis diagram to 
interpret outputs of Smart-PLS software, 2) Outer model or 
measurement model analysis to evaluate the correlation between 
variables and indicators or manifest variables, 3) Structural 
analysis (inner model) to evaluate the results of estimation of  
path coefficiency parameter and levels of significance.  
 

IV. RESEARCH RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
Socio-demographic characteristics of respondents 
       Age is a basic characteristic of the population. This structure 
has important influence on demographic and socio-economic 
behavior. The majority of respondents were in the productive 
age, with the highest number in the age group of 30-54 years 
(80.41percent). The percentage of respondents’ ages is presented 
in Table 1, and the number of household members is presented in 
Table 2. 
 
 

 
TABLE 1 

PERCENTAGE OF RESPONDENTS BASED ON AGE 
 

Village 
Age Group 
15-
19 

20-
24 

25-
29 30-34 35-39 40-44 45-49 50-54 55-

59 
60-
64 

65-
69 

Tabumela  2.04 4.08 6.12 24.49 10.20 18.37 12.24 10.20 8.16 2.04 2.04 
Iluta 0.00 2.08 4.17 18.75 16.67 14.58 20.83 14.58 0.00 8.33 0.00 
Mean 1.03 3.09 5.15 21.65 13.40 16.49 16.49 12.37 4.12 5.15 1.03 

Source: Analysis of  primary data 2014 
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TABLE 2 

PERCENTAGE BASED ON THE NUMBER OF HOUSEHOLD MEMBERS 
 

Village ≤ 3 people 4-6 people > 6 people Mean 
Tabumela 24.49 57.14 18.37 5 
Iluta 16.67 64.58 18.75 5 
Mean 20.62 60.82 18.56 5 

Source: Primary data, 2014 
Education is a main indicator of development and quality of human resources. It can be concluded from the research results that the 
majority of respondents' education level is low, as shown in Table 3. 
 

TABLE 3 
PERCENTAGE OF RESPONDENTS BASED ON EDUCATION 

 

Village 

Education Level 
Not graduated 
from 
Elementary 
School 

Elementary 
School 

Junior 
High 
School 

Senior 
High 
School 

University/ 
College 

Tabumela 24.49 63.27 10.20 2.041 0.00 
Iluta 25.00 45.83 12.50 14.583 2.08 
Mean 24.74 54.64 11.34 8.25 1.03 

Source: Analysis of primary data 
 
Respondents’ income from primary and secondary job is presented in Table 4. 
 

TABLE 4 
PERCENTAGE OF RESPONDENTS BASED ON LEVELS OF INCOME 

 

Village 
Income (Rupiah) 

< 1,000,000 1,000,000 - 
2,000,000 

> 2,000,000 – 
3,000,000 

> 3,000,000- 
4,000,000 > 4,000,000 

Tabumela 34.7 44.9 10.2 4.1 6.1 0 
Iluta 31.3 14.6 18.8 10.4 25.0 

Mean 33.02 29.91 14.46 7.22 15.45 
Source: Analysis of primary data 
 
Livelihood Assets Household 
       Livelihood assets of households in each village vary 
according to the five existing components of assets. The control 
of  assets includes assets of human capital, natural capital, social 
capital, physical capital and financial capital. The level of 
accessibility to livelihood assets varies in each household. 
Analogy of asset the pentagon (Figure 1), in the position of the 
midpoint or the deepest of pentagon shows the levels of an 
individual or household access to the capital is zero, or there is 
no access at all. While the outer part of the pentagon is the ideal 
condition that  an individual or a household has optimal access to 
the capital that they need. The  analogy of the pentagonal can 
illustrate various conditions of changes in the level of 
accessibility to livelihood capital. 
 

 
FIGURE 1 

 
LIVELIHOOD ASSETS OF HOUSEHOLDS 
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       Human capital includes skills of the respondents, labor, and 
health. Most of the respondents have homogeneous livelihood 
and skills, i.e. farmers as well as fishermen. Skills are mostly 
(73.20 percent) obtained from generation to generation. 
       Natural capital includes the use of lake resource. Residing 
around Limboto Lake, of course, households use lake resource 
for their life such as water to irrigate fields and to fish, the fish to 
be sold and consumed, bog plants (swamp cabbage), and grasses 
to feed livestock as well to make webbing. In addition, water 
hyacinth is partly used for handicraft. Moreover, grass is for 
animal feed, and  also used as a traditional fishing gear,  bibilo. 
       Land ownership in the bank of Limboto Lake mostly has 
belonged to the right of ownership and been  certified. Located  
downstream of the lake, Tabumela Village has narrow piece of 
land which is generally used for building residential house and 
planting horticultural crops. Meanwhile,  households in Iluta 
Village utilize the lake as floating fish cage  farming. 
       Social capital includes household participation in social 
activities both socio-cultural and religious activities, social 
activities to increase economy and, political organizations, and 
other social activities in the environment in which households 
live. The participation of households in social activities such as 
socio-religious organizations is quite high in celebrating the 
commemoration of  the Prophet's Birthday and Isra Miraj. Other 
activities such as neighborhood association for paying 
condolence (rukun duka), Islamic study group, Quran recital, and 
group activities of pilgrimage brotherhood. Not all social 
activities are formal organizations, but the forms of activities are 
mutual help and mutual aid (huyula). 
       The social organization of the neighborhood association for 
paying condolence is  regulated formally by the local village 
community. There are procedures and conditions which have 
been agreed. Each member pays dues of Rp 5,000. to Rp 10,000.-
. Mutual aid (huyula) is in the form of reward system, but this is 
very helpful when encountering unexpected disaster like death. 
Social activities for economic improvement include cooperation/ 
huyula (mutual aid) in the form of Ti'ayo. Ti'ayo can also be 
additional force deployment system from outside the household 
to fill shortages of force during the production activities of 
planting in the fields, especially in the early period of planting, 
mowing and harvesting. Also,  fellow fishermen catch fish, 
floating cages and fish cages, but in the present time such 
activities are carried out through groups of farmers and 
fishermen and are paid from the land owner. 
       Socio-cultural activities in the neighborhood of  households 
are like huyula in the form of ti'ayo is helping to make a tent for 
celebration/ mourning voluntarily. Social relations are still strong 
enough that their social life  is very close. The level of kinship 
between residents is a characteristic of the village  which still 
prioritizes social elements such as mutual help when they need 
help although this is done without bonding. The utilization of 
social capital for rural farmers and fishermen is an alternative 
that is very important in order to cover the tendency of the 
decrease in natural resources of Limboto Lake. According to 
DFID (1999), social capital shows how households have 
interaction with other communities in their social environment. 
Social capital is considered to enhance mutual trust and reduce 
the cost of working simultaneously. 

       Physical capital is a means or facilities owned by the 
respondents to live their life. The results of the research 
regarding the physical capital are home ownership, agricultural 
production tools, fishing gear, majority of which are self-owned. 
Other  considerable assets are televisions and mobile phones, and 
motorcycles,  an inexpensive means of transportation and used to 
sell around. Gold is owned  in the form of jewelry which can be 
sold or pledged when they need money. According Scoones, 
1998; DFID. 2000, the control of the physical resource assets is 
an illustration of the ease of access in the form of  facilities and 
infrastructure that support household to survive. 
       Financial capital available to rural households comes from 
the results of agricultural, fishery and livestock products. They 
can also use formal and informal credit to complete their 
financial resources. The other financial capitals are saving and 
debt. Debt of the  households is  another attempt to meet the  
need of life or business capital. The debt is obtained from bank 
for those who have collateral. For those who do not have 
physical collateral in the form of house or land, they borrow from 
moneylenders or family guaranteed  with their agricultural 
products. In addition to relying on debt, the majority (52.55 
percent) of households receives government assistance. 
       The access of farmers and fishermen to financial capital vary 
greatly depending on the type of needs and openness to 
opportunities. For the capital needs of farming or fishing or other 
businesses better utilize capital for the bank that has a guarantee. 
For those who do not have collateral, they borrow from 
moneylenders. In order to meet  their daily needs,  farmers and 
fishermen receive debts from neighbors, relatives, shop or trader. 
Social  assistance and relationships  serve as a savior valve for 
households to  survive. 
 
Household Livelihood Strategies 
       Livelihood strategies of households are adjusted to the 
diversity and characteristics of the population existing in the field 
and added to the strategy to each household that reflects the 
involvement of the households into their economic activity. The 
results of research are shown in Figure 2 below. 
 

 
FIGURE 2 

 
PERCENTAGE OF HOUSEHOLD LIVELIHOOD 
STRATEGIES 
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       Survival strategy is a minimum strategy performed by 
households in various ways for survival, by: 1) meeting the  
minimum need of life by trying to control consumption and 
expenditure (all actions to limit expenditure). The restriction of 
expenditure is done to the types of food, especially rice. It is 
common for people to consume rice; in the period of shortage of 
food people mix rice with processed corn  called Baalibinthe to 
be made into edible food; 2) Substitution is the replacement of 
old to new source of economic activity, and has better function/ 
benefit, and at least is able to provide income equal to the 
previous earnings , even bigger; 3) utilization of land by planting 
short-term and fast-harvest plants to meet the needs, which is 
known as halabolu. 
       Consolidation strategy  is a strategy to  maximize revenue 
that  households have passed the level of security of more than 
just survive. This strategy is to avoid or anticipate the  
insufficiency for subsistence or sudden needs. Households utilize 
yard, pawn goods, debt, utilize labors of household members and 
social networks. 
       Investment  strategy is carried out by households by utilizing 
the obtained excess (surplus) to develop business. This strategy is  
efforts to accumulate capital as a way of ensuring the survival of 
the household expansively. Business expansion can only be 
performed by households which have ample land and fish 
farming as well as having considerable assets and capital. 
Accordingly,  they can increase capital and improve welfare 
better. 
       Diversification strategy is diversifying sources of income or 
applying  double job pattern. The diversity of work is like a 
farmer working as a fisherman and vice versa, is also looking for 
additional income by selling fish and vegetables or selling fish in 
the traditional market,  transport business of bentor from 
afternoon to evening; breeding, selling vegetables around, 
planting corn and horticultural crops. Therefore, the results of the 
other livelihoods are complementary,  meaning that if there is a 
surplus or an immediate need from other livelihood, it can be 
covered by income from other livelihoods. Diversification 
strategy is done  to anticipate if there is a decrease in sources of 
income, by doing various jobs which is at least able to cope with 
the expenditure needs of households and to live prosperously.  
Households perform  mobility strategy  as an option if there are 
no jobs in the village such in the period of  famine or disaster. In 
general households perform seasonally circular mobility by 
working in the same sector. Farmers go elsewhere to make a 
living, especially during the planting season and at harvest rice or 
corn in other designated villages. This is usually performed in 
groups to work together. Furthermore, fishermen take advantage 
of fishing gear such as nets and motorboats, at least once a month 
to catch fish in the sea which is done  in  the season of nike (such 
as natural dry fish) lasting for approximately 10 days and done in 
group. 
 
The correlation of demographic factors and livelihood assets 
with livelihood strategies. 
       Structural equation model analysis employed Partial Least 
Square software. Testing the data validity and reliability for 
reflective indicators (variables of livelihood assets and livelihood 
strategies) was conducted using convergent and discriminant 
validity. Convergent validity can be assessed by considering the 

composite reliability, Average Variance Extracted (AVE), and 
Cronbach's Alpha. The results of loading values in the indicators 
of Livelihood Assets (X2) and Livelihood strategies (Y) meet the 
requirements as valid indicators with loading values of > 0.7. 
       In order to perform the measurement model test on the social 
demographic variables (X1) as formative indicators, outer weight 
value was assed. The test results for outer weight values for X1.3, 
X1.4, X1.5, and X1.6 were not significant, or <1.98, so that they 
were excluded from the analysis model. Furthermore, three 
indicators of  X1.1, X1.2, and X1.7 were re-tested. The come re-
testing was done until meeting the convergent validity, as shown 
in the figure below. 
 

 
 

FIGURE 3 
 
PATH DIAGRAM AFTER THE SELECTION OF 
INVALID INDICATORS  
       The testing of convergent validity indicated that basically all 
the indicators for each variable in the convergent validity are 
significant, because it has value of t statistic greater than 1.98 
and loading factor greater than 0.5. The values of Composite 
reliability (> 0.7), Average Variance Extracted (AVE) (> 0.5), 
and Cronbach's Alpha (> 0.7) are as expected which has good 
reliability, meaning that each variable had a good level of 
consistency of measurement. 
       The testing results of weight indicator value for demographic 
variable which  is formative variables from the  results of 
retesting to the three indicators, namely X1.1 (0.4289), X1.2 
(0.3833), and the X1.7 (0.5938) with t-statistic of  > 1.98. It can 
be concluded that all three formative indicators are valid to 
measure social demographic variable (X1). 
       The results of structural model evaluation (Inner Model); the 
model of correlation of the  influence of socio-demographic 
variables on the livelihood assets was weak. This is indicated by 
R-square value of 0.2532. These values indicate that the diversity 
of livelihood assets variable  is only able to be explained by 
demographic variables including age, number of children, and 
income level by 25.32 percent. Furthermore, the correlation 
model of the  influence of the social demographic variables (X1) 
and livelihood assets (X2) on livelihoods strategies (Y) is good. 
This correlation is indicated by R-square value of 0.7055, 
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meaning that the variation in the construct of livelihood 
strategies (Y) is able to be explained by  socio-demographic 
variables (X1), and livelihood assets (X2) by 70.55 percent, while 
the remaining 29, 45 percent is influenced by other variables that        
are not included in the model. 

The coefficient values of path parameters for the significance of 
the correlation of the influence between variables on the 
structural model are as shown in Table 5, as follows: 
 

TABLE  5 
PATH COEFFICIENTS (MEAN, STDEV, T-VALUES) 

 
Correlation between 
Samples 

Original 
Sample  

Standard 
Deviation  

Standard 
Error  

T 
Statistics  

Remark 
(> 1,98) 

ASET (X2) -> ST-LIV (Y) 0.6126 0.0459 0.0459 13.3430 Significant 

SOS-X1 (X1) -> ASET (X2) 0.5032 0.0508 0.0508 9.9089 Significant 

SOS-X1 (X1)-> ST-LIV (Y) 0.3438 0.0417 0.0417 8.2464 Significant 
Source: Results of data processing  
 

V. CONCLUSION AND SUGGESTIONS 
Conclusion 

1. Age is one of the important demographic 
variables. Households mostly belong to 
productive age, have  2 to  4 children who are  
dependents in the households, have  low 
education levels, and have income which is 
only sufficient for household consumption 
expenditure. 

2. The levels of accessibility to livelihood assets 
vary in each household depending on the five 
components of assets, as well as the value of 
these assets for the benefit of livelihood. 
Livelihood assets include human capital, 
natural capital, social capital, physical capital 
and financial capital. The more control of 
assets households do, the more varied 
household livelihood strategies  will be. 

3. The overall livelihood strategies indicate that 
farmers and fishermen in the research location 
apply different livelihood strategies. Farmers 
and fishermen mostly apply survival strategy, 
then diversification, consolidation, mobility, 
and investment. 

4. Age, number of children and income which are 
socio-demographic factors and five capitals of 
livelihoods are correlated with household 
livelihood strategies. 

Suggestions 
1. In regard to the demography, it is necessary to  

limit the number of children; the number of 
dependents can affect the choice of livelihood 
strategies that will be carried out for livelihood 
sustainability. 

2. It is necessary to give skills training for 
residents. Low levels of education will create 
the mindset of fishermen and farmers that they 
are unable  to do other works as a secondary  
job in order to  improve their lives. 

3. The financial ability of households will affect 
the process of meeting the food needs of the 
household. Therefore,  supports from the 
government are needed  to create programs for 
adaptation to the change of  Limboto Lake for 
the people living around it, create jobs if 
harvests and catches cannot meet the needs of 
life for farmers and fishermen. It is expected 
that  farmers and fishermen do  not merely 
survive and perform diversification and 
mobility, but are able to move to the 
consolidation and expansion strategy as a 
business investment. 
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Abstract- Background: Cervical cancer is readily preventable 
when effective programs are conducted to detect and treat its 
precursor lesions. 
        Aim of study: This study aimed to estimate the prevalence 
of abnormal cervical smears for women attending gynecology 
clinic in Baghdad province. 
        Methodology: This is a retrospective study of a 100 Pap 
smears performed for women attending gynecological clinic in 
Baghdad with unhealthy cervix during the year 2013.Results of 
pap smear were classified according to Bethesda scoring system.  
        Results: A total of 100 Pap smears for women age 13 to 64 
years old. fourteen  smears were negative mentioned as (non 
specific) while eighty-six  cases came with abnormal Pap smears 
consisting of , forty eight  with low grade squamous 
intraepithelial lesions(LSIL), and twenty nine  cases were having 
high grade squamous intraepithelial lesions(HSIL), six cases 
have Koilocytosis , three cases came with squamous 
intraepithelial lesions with undetermined significance and 
atypical glandular cells(ASCUS & AGUS). Unexpectedly there 
was a high incidence (77%) of SIL. There was a significant 
correlation between abnormal pap smears and parity, Hormonal 
contraception, postcoital bleeding and vaginal discharge. 
        Conclusion: A significant correlation between Pap smear 
abnormality and high parity, hormonal contraception, postcoital 
bleeding and vaginal discharge, were evident in this study. 
 
Index Terms- Cervical cancer, Pap smear, Screening, Iraq 
 

I. INTRODUCTION 
orldwide, approximately 500,000 new cases of cervical 
cancer and 274,000 deaths are attributed to cervical cancer 

every year, making cervical cancer the second most common 
cause of death from cancer in women [1]. According to the recent 
data, approximately 85% of the new cases of cervical cancer 
(estimated of 493,000 cases worldwide) and deaths from cervical 
cancer that take place each year affect women in developing 
countries [2]. Fortunately, the incidence of cervical cancer has 
decreased by more than 50% in the past 30 years, largely due to 
the increasing use of cervical cancer screening with cervical 
cytology [3]. 
        Although worldwide cervical cancer rates have decreased 
dramatically with the increment in screening efforts, incidence 
and prevalence in underdeveloped countries remains high due to 
lack of screening programs [1]. 
        Cytological screenings for precancerous lesions and cancer 
of the cervix and subsequent treatments of these lesions have 

been effective in reducing the incidence and mortality of cervical 
cancer [4]. 

        Pap smear is relatively a simple, cost-effective, noninvasive 
screening test that is carried out in conjunction with gynecologic 
examination at the primary health care level to detect 
abnormalities that might lead to cervical cancer [5]. 
        The pathogenesis of cervical cancer and precancerous 
lesions in Muslim countries might be different in comparison 
with western societies due to the differences in the risk factors.  [6]  
        Evidence shows that approximately 99 -100% of cervical 
cancers are attributed to infection by high risk sub-types of the 
human papilloma virus (HPV). HPV represents a family of 
double-stranded, circular DNA viruses that can infect skin or 
mucosal cells, including the anogenital region and the oral 
cavity, and may be transmitted easily via sexual intercourse or 
direct contact [7, 8.]. 

        The Pap test, when combined with a regular program of 
screening and appropriate follow-up can reduce cervical cancer 
deaths by up to 80% [9]. 
 

II. MATERIAL AND METHOD 
        This is a retrospective study of some Pap smears performed 
for women with unhealthy cervix attending gynecology clinic in 
Baghdad during the year 2013. 
        Data were collected about patient's age, parity, age of 
marriage, patient complaint, if a previous test was done, mode of 
contraception & clinical findings. 
        All Pap smear samples were sent for cytology reporting, pap 
smear results which adopt descriptive diagnoses, (benign cellular 
changes including infections; no specific inflammation and 
koilocytosis; epithelial cell abnormalities including Atypical 
squamous cells of undetermined significance ASCUS; atypical 
glandular cell of undetermined significance AGUS and various 
grades of squamous intraepithelial lesion(SIL).  
        A total number of 100 pap smears were studied. A 
relationship between cervical cytology results and all variables in 
the data collected were studied. 
        All cytological smears were collected by the Ayre's spatula 
and slides were evaluated at the cytology lab, Cytological 
diagnoses were reached according to the Bethesda Scoring 
system and other classifications. Abnormal results were reported 
according to the Bethesda Scoring System [10], they include: 
 

• Squamous cell Lesions (SIL): 
- Atypical squamous cells of undetermined 

significance (ASC-US). 

W 
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- Atypical squamous cells – cannot exclude 
HSIL (ASC-H). 

- Low-grade squamous intraepithelial lesion 
(LGSIL or LSIL). 

- High-grade squamous intraepithelial lesion 
(HGSIL or HSIL). 

- Squamous cell carcinoma. 
• Glandular epithelial cell Lesions: 

- Atypical Glandular Cells not otherwise 
specified (AGC or AGC-NOS). 
 

        Statistical analysis was performed with the SPSS. 
Univariate data were summarized using standard descriptive 
statistics, tabulation of categorical variables and histograms of 
numerical variables. T-test was used to compare means of the 
continuous variables. Exact tests were used to calculate the p 
value. In all statistical analyses, a P value < 0.05 was considered 
significant.  
 

III. RESULTS 
    The present study includes 100 women. The cervical smears 
results were classified as non specific  inflammation which 
constitute fourteen cases, and eighty six cases with abnormal pap 
smear results, (three cases with ASCUS and AGUS, six cases 
with koilocytes, and abnormal squamous intraepithelial lesion 
(LSIL,HSIL) were found in seventy seven  cases) as shown in 
table 1 
 

Table (1) Results of pap smear (N=100) 
 

Results  Frequency and percent  
Non-specific 14(%) 
LSIL 48(%) 
HSIL 29(%) 
Koilocytosis 6(%) 
ASCUS/AGUS 3(%) 
Total 100(%) 

  
        Although more cases of LSIL seen in women age 20-39, 
and more cases of HSIL seen in women older than 39, the 
difference was not statistically significant p=0.015, Tab (2) 
 

Table (2) correlation of age groups with Pap smear results. 
 

Age groups 
(years) 

Result of Pap smear 

Total 
Non-specific LSIL HSIL Koilocytosis ASCUS/AGUS 

20-39 years 
6 31 8 2 2 49 
12% 63% 16% 4% 4% 100% 

Older than 
39 years 

8 17 21 4 1 51 

16% 33% 41% 8% 2% 100% 

Total 
14 48 29 6 3 100 
14% 48% 29% 6% 3% 100% 

p = 0.015 
 

Table 3. Correlation of parity with Pap smear results. 
 

Parity 

Result of Pap smear 

Total 
Non-specific LSIL HSIL Koilocytosis ASCUS/AGUS 

Nulliparous 
4 0 2 0 0 6 
67% 0% 33% 0% 0% 100% 

Primiparous 
2 3 0 0 1 6 
33% 50% 0% 0% 17% 100% 

Multiparous 
8 45 27 6 2 88 
9% 51% 31% 7% 2% 100% 
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Total 
14 48 29 6 3 100 
14% 48% 29% 6% 3% 100% 

 
p = 0.003 
     Table 3 shows the relation of parity with Pap smear result. We found larger numbers of abnormal Pap smear results in multiparous 
patients in which LSIL & HSIL showed higher incidence than primiparous  (P value 0.003).  
 

Table 4. Correlation of age of marriage with Pap smear results 
 

Age of 
marriage 
(years) 

Result of Pap smear 
Total Non-

specific LSIL HSIL Koilocytosis ASCUS/AGUS 

Less than 
20 years 

6 28 20 1 0 55 
10.9% 50.9% 36.4% 1.8% 0.0% 100.0% 

More 
than 20 
years 

8 20 9 5 3 45 

17.8% 44.4% 20.0% 11.1% 6.7% 100.0% 

Total 
14 48 29 6 3 100 
14.0% 48.0% 29.0% 6.0% 3.0% 100.0% 

 
p = 0.03 
        Pap smear abnormalities found to be  more prevalent  with age of marriage less than 20 year particularly cases of SIL (LSIL and 
HSIL )which show  87.3% in comparison  with other findings . p = 0.03 Tab (4)  
 

Table 5 correlation of contraception methods with Pap smear result. 
 

Contraception 

Result of Pap smear 

Total 
Non-specific LSIL HSIL Koilocytosis ASCUS/AGUS 

Pills 
2 31 10 3 1 47 
4% 66% 21% 6% 2% 100% 

Intrauterine device 
2 12 6 2 1 23 
9% 52% 26% 9% 4% 100% 

Condom 
0 0 1 0 0 1 
0% 0% 100% 0% 0% 100% 

Mixed(pills and 
other method) 

2 2 4 0 0 8 
25% 25% 50% 0% 0% 100% 

coitus interrupts 
0 2 1 0 0 3 
0% 67% 33% 0% 0% 100% 

No contraception 
8 1 7 1 1 18 
44% 6% 39% 6% 6% 100% 

Total 
14 48 29 6 3 100 
14% 48% 29% 6% 3% 100% 

p = 0.001 
 
        The highest numbers of Pap smear abnormalities were seen in women using the hormonal methods (pills) as a method for 
contraception in comparison with other method. Out of 47 cases using the pills 87% of them were having LSIL & HSIL.P=0.001 Tab 
(5) 
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Table 6 correlation of patient's complaint with Pap smear results. 
 

Patient complaint 

Result of Pap smear 

Total 
Non-specific LSIL HSIL Koilocytosis ASCUS/AGUS 

Vaginal discharge 
13 24 9 1 2 49 
27% 49% 18% 2% 4% 100% 

Postcoital 
bleeding 

1 21 19 1 1 43 
2% 49% 44% 2% 2% 100% 

Mixed(postcoital 
bleeding and 
other) 

0 1 0 1 0 2 

0% 50% 0% 50% 0% 100% 

Abnormal vaginal 
bleeding 

0 2 1 3 0 6 

0% 33% 17% 50% 0% 100% 

Total 
14 48 29 6 3 100 
14% 48% 29% 6% 3% 100% 

p = 0.001 
        The highest numbers of Pap smear abnormalities (LSIL, HSIL) were seen in women complaining from postcoital bleeding (49%, 
44%).P =0.001 Tab (6) 
 

IV. DISCUSSION 
        Baghdad is the capital of Iraq. Located along the Tigris 
River .The population of Baghdad, according to the government 
is 9 million [11]. 

        Iraqi program proposal for early detection of cervical cancer 
has begun in 2012, in Baghdad, Basra, and Neinava governorates 
[6]. Till now , program  of screening for cervical cancer is not 
applied  in Iraq due to many obstacles, including shortage of 
pathologists in Iraq and migration of others due to terrorism and 
lack of conviction among women in Iraq  about   this screening 
test due to lack of awareness and shortage of educational 
program on this subject. This is why we have low number of 
women attend clinic for evaluation. Pap test is done upon request 
of doctor  to  high risk group of women: 
         ( those having one or more of the following: History of 
inter-menstrual or post coital bleeding, personal or husband 
history of sexually transmitted infections (STI), early marriage 
and pregnancy or married more than once, abnormal vaginal 
discharge, history or presence of genital warts, continuous use of 
oral contraceptive pills for 3 or more years .Testing can also be 
done to married women having no symptoms, but her cervix is 
abnormal looking on exam) [6]  . 
        The current study shows that higher percentage of studied 
group have Pap smear abnormalities (86%), and this may be 
related to our selection criteria because most of women in the 
study were having signs and symptoms. This result is in 
agreement with a study carried out in Baghdad in 2014 [12].  
        The majority of the abnormal Pap smears in our study were 
in the SIL category (LSIL & HSIL), representing 77 % of total 
cases. Most of our cases were LSIL. However most CIN 
spontaneously regress, if left untreated.[13] Progression to 

invasive cancer occurs in approximately 1% of CIN1, 5% in 
CIN2 and at least 12% in CIN3 [14]. 
         In our study, Koilocytosis which is squamous 
epithelial cells that have undergone a number of structural 
changes, as a result of infection by human papillomavirus was 
found in 6% of cases. These cells are occasionally led to cervical 
intraepithelial neoplasia, and if left untreated some may 
eventually progress to malignant cancer. So these need to be 
followed-up carefully [15]. 
        Our study shows that only 3% of the cases were having 
ASCUS and AGUS collectively. Meta-analysis has shown that 
over a period of 2 years the rate of progression from ASCUS to 
invasive cancer was 0.25% and to HSIL was 7.13%, while the 
rate of regression is 68.19% [16]. This means that we have to 
follow up women with ASCUS result carefully until the 
regression of the lesion is achieved.  
        Atypical glandular cells are unusual but important 
cytological diagnosis. Because of the high likelihood that AGUS 
is associated with significant clinical diseases, such as: high-
grade pre-invasive squamous disease, adenocarcinoma in situ, 
adenocarcinoma or invasive cancers from sites other than the 
cervix. Colposcopic examination is recommended for all women 
with a cytological diagnosis of AGUS [17]. This result is the same 
as the study which was done in Kirkuk. So any patient with 
AGUS needs further evaluation.   
        As there is no feedback of patients to same clinic and no 
good registration system in Iraq, most of patients were lost and 
we do not have accurate data system for carcinoma of cervix in 
Iraq that we can depend on. 
        Our study found that no difference in Pap smear 
abnormality in age group older or younger than 39 year age. This 
result was not the same as a study done in Kirkuk (2012) [6].were 
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they found that mean age of patients with LSIL, HSIL to be 37.7, 
41.7 respectively. 
        The current study shows that high parity is associated with 
pap smear abnormalities and this is in agreement with a study 
done by EM Ikeanyi et tal [18]. 
        In our study we found LSIL and HSIL on cytology to be 
more prevalent in patients when the age at marriage is between 
less than 20 year, and it's to some extent similar to a study done 
by Manjit et tal [19]. 
        Also, significant correlations with, hormonal contraception, 
and this is in agreement with a study which suggests that long 
standing use of oral contraceptive pills might increase cervical 
cancer risk [12, 20].  

        Our study emphasized the significance of postcoital 
bleeding & vaginal discharge and its association with 
premalignant changes in the cervix. Results came corresponding 
with other studies. [21, 22] 
 

V. CONCLUSION 
        Our study concludes that premalignant disease of the cervix 
is mostly seen in women when their age of marriage is less than 
20 years and these abnormal changes are seen in those who have 
a complaint. A significant correlation with high parity, hormonal 
contraception, postcoital bleeding and vaginal discharge, with 
Pap smear abnormality were evident. 
 

VI. RECOMMENDATIONS 
1. Educational programs for women on the importance of 
cervical screening through different media sources. 
2. Training programs for medical staff in primary health care 
centers and hospitals on Pap smear and colposcopy use. 
3. Encouraging the Iraqi authorities to establish clinics for 
cervical screening and treatment of premalignant disease of 
cervix in all Iraqi provinces.  
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Abstract- Web mining is an application data-mining technique 
used to extract information from web services. E-commerce 
websites nowadays have become one of the most important 
sources for buying all kinds of products. Many strategies have 
been developed by analyzing customer’s behavior so as to attract 
more business and participation of people. As there are many e-
commerce websites available it becomes difficult for users to 
choose best deal for desired product amongst these websites. 
Comparison of E-commerce products using web mining enables 
users to analyze prices and get desired product at minimum price. 
Users can also select multiple products that belong to same 
category for comparing its features. To obtain best deals from e-
commerce websites web crawlers and web scrapping techniques 
are used to fetch detailed information. This way, paper aims to 
provide solution for online customers to buy products at good 
deal and save their valuable time, effort and money. 
 
Index Terms- web mining, e-commerce, web crawler, 
MongoDB, Django 
 

I. INTRODUCTION 
In the current era of online business, ecommerce have become a 
huge market for the people to buy goods online .Increasing use of 
smart devices and other mediums has paved the way for users to 
buy products almost from anywhere. This has increased 
involvement of online buyers evolving e-commerce business. 
These large numbers of ecommerce websites put users in turmoil 
to search and choose to buy a single product from multiple 
ecommerce websites .The proposed solution helps online users to 
grab best deal for their product from multiple ecommerce 
websites on single web interface. This will in turn save users 
time, money and efforts to find the same product prices on 
different ecommerce websites.  Proposed system uses web 
scraping technique to extract data from ecommerce web pages 
and also web crawler to links for products. This will also allow 
users to analyse prices and select products from same category 
for comparing its features. This system uses the following 
technologies: 
1) Web Crawler:  
The system deals with price comparison engine .The first thing 
required are to gather large amount of data from different e-
commerce websites. It is not possible to manually collect the data 
from websites. Hence the best way is to create a web crawler that 
will navigate to these e-commerce websites. The fetched URL’s 
are send to scrapper for scrapping process. 
2) Web Scrapper:  
Web Scrapping is used to extract HTML data from URL’s and 
use it for personal purpose. As this is price comparison website, 
data is scrapped from multiple e-commerce websites. In this 

system, Scrapping is done using python libraries like requests 
and beautifulsoup4. Beautifulsoup4 is a python library which is 
used for parsing html pages. Using these, product information 
from different e-commerce sites is scrapped and stored in 
database. 
3) MongoDB: 
MongoDB is classified as NoSQL database which is a document 
oriented database. As system deals with large amount of 
unstructured data, it is flexible to use mongodb as database. Data 
extracted from scrapper is stored in MongoDB database.  
4) Django Web Framework: 
Django is a python web framework. Comparison of E-commerce 
products using web mining is product and price comparison 
website which is created using Django framework. Products that 
are been requested by user are queried in mongodb database 
using an object relational mapper mongoengine. Admissions in 
reputed varsity. Now, here we enlist the proven steps to publish 
the research paper in a journal.  
 

II. SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE 
Figure 1 describes system architecture and its detailed working 
procedure. The front end system provides a graphical user 
interface (GUI) in the form of website where clients interact with 
the system whereas the backend consists of web crawling and 
scrapping techniques in order to extract product information from 
different e-commerce websites. The extracted information of e-
commerce products is stored in MongoDB database .Client 
requests for desired product from main website and query is fired 
in local database. Product Information is displayed on main web 
page. Client can see prices of required product at one place 
present on different E-commerce firms. Another feature is 
provided on the website that compares products. User can add 
products of same the category to compare. User may also analyze 
the product for its details and specifications. 
 

III. IMPLEMENTATION 
 
Working of the proposed system is as follows: The backend 
system consists of two important techniques web crawling and 
web scrapping. Web scrapping is a technique that is used to 
extract information in the human readable format and display it 
on destination terminal. But before scrapping the output, Web 
Crawlers are responsible to navigate to the destination once the 
crawler reaches the correct page and matches up with the 
products, scrapping process starts. Crawler periodically fetches 
information from e-commerce websites so as to check for 
updates .If updates are available crawlers carries those updates 
and makes necessary changes in the database. Web scrapping 
essentially consists of two tasks: first is to load the desired web 
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Figure 1. System Architecture 

page and second is to parse HTML information of the page to 
locate intended information. In this system Scrapping is done 
using python as it provides rich set of libraries to address these 
tasks. “requests” is used to load the urls and “Beautifulsoup” 
library is used to parse the web page. After scrapping the 
products information from different e-commerce websites the 
data is stored in MongoDB database. Using pymongo 
connectivity data is scrapped and stored in database. The frond 
end consists of Main website. The client searches for the required 
product in search bar and query is fired in local database i.e. 
MongoDB. The website is designed using Django web 
framework which is written in python. Communication is done 
between python web framework and MongoDB using 
Mongoengine which is a python object –document-mapper 
working with MongoDB. Required results are retrieved and 
displayed on Main website. The client can then compare prices 
of products that are available on e-commerce websites. A soon as 
client selects on best deal according to him ,he will be redirected 
to the original e-commerce website .Another feature provided is, 
Clients can compare products that belong to same category so as 
to differentiate specifications and choose accordingly. 
 

IV. RESULT 
Comparison of product prices from different ecommerce 
websites and result is displayed on single web interface. Also 
system allows user to analyze and compare product 

specifications for maximum four products which lie under same 
category. To achieve this result web mining is done to fetch the 
required product details and concept of web crawler and web 
scraper is used to extract information of these products available 
on different ecommerce websites. System will allow users to 
redirect to original website of that specific product selected by 
the user as a best deal. Following images show how product 
analysis and comparison of e-commerce sites is done. 
 

V. CONCLUSION 
Comparison of E-commerce products using web mining is web 
based system which will help users in decision making while 
buying products online. This website will facilitate users to 
analyze prices that are present on different e-commerce shopping 
websites so that they get to know the cheapest price of product 
with best deal. The website will also have the facility of 
comparing products with all its specifications that belong to same 
category. This will surely save buyers efforts and valuable time. 
Ultimately, this will bring together strategies, best offers and 
deals from all leading online stores and will help buyers to shop 
online. 
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Image 1. Product details scrapped using web scrapper 

Image 2. Products are displayed on main web page as soon as client queries in search bar 
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Image 3. User can compare 2 or 3 products 

Image 4. User can compare prices of a product that are present on different e-commerce sites 
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Abstract- Modeling of runoff path and soil erosion potential 
estimation is significantly important for its economic and 
environmental impacts. A very precise model can give a very 
good understanding of soil erosion complexities in study area. 
The amount of soil erosion is associated with many natural 
climatic conditions. To measure such conditions Universal soil 
loss equation (USLE) has been used in the study area. In 
present study five controlling factors i.e. rainfall erosivity 
factor (R), Length slope factor (LS), soil erodability factor 
(K), vegetation cover factor (C) and erosion control factor (P) 
has been calculated for the measurement of soil erosion.  

 
GIS (Geographical Information System) is very 

useful tool for processing with the available datasets.  The 
present study has been made for a total area of 1175 Sq KM in 
and around Kabeerdham District, this includes Kawardha, 
Pandariya and Bodla administrative blocks. Hanp and Phonk 
are main rivers in which Hanp is longest river. Runoff network 
and erosion potential zones were identified under this study. 

 
The Observations showed that most of area is of low 

erosion potential zone with having low slope gradient and 
some hilly area is showed higher erosion potential caused by 
higher slope inclination. Study describes that GIS is a efficient 
tool in modelling of surface runoff path and for estimation of 
soil erosion potentials. 
 
 
Index Terms- Geology, GIS, Hydrogeology, Runoff and 
USLE.  
 

I. INTRODUCTION 
he surface water run-off path complex drainage network, 
the type of soil and infiltration ratio on precipitation 

occurrences affect the hydrological run-off of water. The study 
has been done for an area of 1175.5 square KM. The study 
area is having tropical climate, where weathering is dominant 
process of land sculpturing, drainage consist an important 
element of the surface geodynamics. The Kabeerdham district 
is bounded by hills in the western part. The general slope 
direction is towards south-east. The main objective of the 
present study is to model run-off path and soil erosion 
potentials using USLE based algorithm. The Universal soil 
loss equation (USLE) is an empirical formula which calculates 
'Annual soil erosion potential'. It requires various Factors such 

as Topographic factor, Rainfall erosivity factor, Soil 
Erodability factor, Cover management factor and Support 
practice factor. Many authors have been reported that soil 
erosion potentials can be analyze using USLE method.[1], [2], 
[3], [4], [5]. 
  

First pioneer of this field R. E. HORTON [6] had 
introduced modern approach of quantitative analysis of 
morphology of drainage basins. It was suggested that a 
geometric relationship existed between the numbers of stream 
segments in successive stream orders by the Horton’s law of 
stream lengths. [6]  The law of basin areas indicated that the 
mean basin area of successive ordered streams formed a linear 
relationship when graphed.  
 

Run-off modeling requires surface slope information for the 
calculation of topographic factor which affect the rate of 
runoff on the surface. Calculation of surface run-off also 
requires study of entire basin. The basin morphology is 
measure of fluvial process operations in the basin. The 
Morphometric techniques through statistics, remotes sensing 
and GIS are becoming more and more useful to a 
geomorphologist to analyze the land as an open system[6]. 
Morphological analysis of the drainage basin has importance 
in the Geomorphological studies. A river channel adjusts its 
size to accommodate the channel forming flows. The 
adjustment of the stream channel area reflected in its 
Morphometry. Study of Geology, Geomorphology and 
Environment of area helps in administrative decision. 

 
 

II. EXPERIMENTAL DETAILS, MATERIAL AND 
METHODS: 

 
Date used in the study: The data used in the present study are 
CartoSAT-1 Stereo images, CARTOSAT-1 DEM of  30 Meter 
resolution(Source-NRSC), Soil Texture map and Google 
satellite images.  
 
Software used in the study: ArcGIS 10.3 Desktop.  
 
Method and Concept: Surface run-off/Overflow is a function 
of infiltration and surface flow of water in response of 

T 
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precipitation occurrences. With available information of 
natural precipitation and topographic slope gradient it is 
possible to calculate the surface run-off path. For calculation 
of the path ArcGIS 10.3 software was used. In the ArcGIS 
software, ArcModels were constructed to extract the 
'Triangulated Irregular Network' (TIN), Digital Terrain Model 
(DEM) and Drainages.  
 
The Cartosat-1 is having stereo imaging and 2.5 meter Grid 
Resolution which is used for generation of surface digital 
elevation model.  
 
Flow path extraction: Arc models were constructed for the 
processing on DEM for generation of Flow direction, Flow 
accumulation, slope, pour points and drainage lines. Extracted 
drainage network represent the major path of the water flow in 
the surface.  
 
Soil Erosion Potential: The soil erosion potential of any area 
depends upon the various agents / factors. For calculation of 
soil erosion potential zones in study area USLE method has 
been used. Preparation of USLE based map conclude 
calculation of various Factors such as Topographic factor, 
Rainfall erosive factor, Soil Erodability factor, Cover 
management factor and Support practice factor using 
empirical formulas.   
 
The Universal Soil Loss Equation (USLE) computes the 
average soil loss per unit area. USLE are defined as:  
 
A = R × K× LS × C × P 
 
Where: A = Average annual soil erosion potential, R = 
Rainfall erosivity (R) factor, K = Soil erodability (K) factor, L 
and S = Topographic (LS) factor, C = Cover Management (C) 
Factor, P = Support Practice (P) Factor. 
 
Topographic (LS) factor: The L and S Factor represent the 
effects of slope length (L), and slope steepness (S) on the 
erosion of a slope. The combination of the two factors is 
commonly called the “topographic factor”. The influence of 
terrain on erosion is represented by length slope factor which 
reflects the fact that erosion increases with slope angle and 
slope length. Cartosat-1 DEM (30 m) resolution is used to 
calculate LS factor. Steeper the slope more will be the loss of 
soil. Length factor (L) and slope factor (S) according to smith 
were calculated, and it is shown in Figure 2 as Topographic 
factor (LS). [7] 
 
The LS factor was calculated using following expression:  
  

LS=(√( (L/22 )(0.065+0.045) S )+ 0.0065* S^2) )/1 
 
Where, L = slope length (m) fixed to 30 meters and S = slope 
steepness (radians). 
 

Support Practice (P) Factor: It is the ratio of soil loss with 
specific support practice to the corresponding loss with up and 
slope tillage. The factor is an expression of the effect of 
specific conservation practice in soil such as contouring strip 
cropping, terracing and subsurface drainage. These practices 
affect erosion by modifying the flow pattern, grade or 
direction of the surface runoff and by reducing the amount and 
rate of runoff The P value for the study area ranging from 0.1 
to 1.0. The landuse and Landcover (LULC) map of the study 
area is used for the calculation of the P – factor by assigning 
values of P-factor to each of LULC class. [7] Table 2. 
 
Cover Management (C) Factor: It is the ratio of soil loss from 
an area with specified cover and management tot that from an 
identical area in tilled continuous fellow. Vegetation cover and 
management data is determined with the help of LULC map 
obtained from LANDSAT imagery. Table 2 shows C factor 
value obtained from past researches and C factor map is 
shown in Figure 2 (C-Factor Map). The value of C factor in 
study area varies from 0.0 to 0.4. 
 
Rainfall erosivity (R) factor: R factor is an erosion index in 
MJ.mm/(ha.hr.year) [5]. R factor is determined for selected 
rain gauge station of study area from following equation:  
 

R = P × 0.5 
 
Where, P=Mean annual rainfall in mm and R = rainfall 
erosivity factor in MJ/ha.mm/h. Mean annual rainfall data of 
area is obtained from CGWB website. The rainfall erosivity 
value is higher on the location where rainfall intensity is high 
and vice versa [7]. R-factor map is shown in Figure 2 (R-
Factor).  
   
Soil erodability (K) factor: It is depends upon organic matter, 
soil texture and soil structure. The total volume of potassium 
dichromate used to oxidize the organic matter in the soil and 
the volume of organic matter present in the oven dried sample 
is determined. Soil erodability (K) of the study area was 
calculated using the relationship between soil texture class and 
organic matter content proposed by stone and hillborn [8] and 
also Wischmeier et al. [1]. Soil texture class and K-factor 
values relation is given in the Table 3 for this study area. K-
Factor map is shown in the Figure 2 (K-factor).  
 
USLE Calculation: USLE analysis includes R factor, K factor, 
LS factor, C factor and P factor values. The average annual 
soil erosion potential (A) is computed by multiplying the 
developed raster data from each USLE Analysis as follows:  
 

(A = R × K× L × S × C × P) 
 
A is the resultant USLE output in tons/hectate/year. 
 
The output of USLE has been classified in various erosion 
classes by categorizing USLE values. Error! Reference 
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source not found..  
 
Entire process was encapsulated using ArcGIS models and 
Python script for its automation. Python script has been used 
for the categorization of the USLE result in various desirable 
numbers of classes according to the potential zones.  

 

III. RESULTS OR FINDING: 
 
R factor is ranging from 600 to 700 units. It is showing that 

the area is significantly affected by moderate rainfall. The 
average rainfall occurrence is around 1000 mm to 13500 mm 
in this study area source: CGWB (Central Ground Water 
Board). 

 
Soil Erodability (K) is found variable, and it is ranging from 

1.0 to 0.24, most of the higher value are in the low land areas. 
Soil type is changing from hilly area to low land areas, and 
hence the variation observed in soil erodability class. 

 
Topographic Factor (LS) is observed in between 1 to 7 and 

hence some of its region is steeply sloping and some of its 
area is gently sloping.  

 
Landcover management factor (C) observation in area 

shows variation in between 0 to 0.4 which is showing terrain 
is mostly agriculture.  

 
Support practice factor is observed in the study area and it is 

ranging in between 0.1 to 1.0 which shows that in some places 
support practices have been presented and hence erosion 
activity is affected.  

 
Average annual soil erosion potential (A) has been 

calculated, which is observed in between 0 to 130. A is the 
resultant USLE output in ton/ha/year. The average erosion 
potential (or Soil loss) of the study area is 0.1819 ton/ha/year. 
The range of USLE is showing that some hilly area and some 
river or drainage/stream associated location are highly erosive. 
USLE based various erosion classes are categorized in Error! 
Reference source not found.. USLE results showed that area 
is significantly under natural erosion process and losing soil.   

 
Higher category code in table 1 shows higher erosion rate 

and lower values shows lower erosion rate. Using these map 
engineers can plan soil and water conservation structure in the 
higher erosion prone areas. 

 
 

 

 

Table 1 USLE based erosion potential measurements of study 
area. 

Potential Range (ton) Area (In Hectare) Tons/Hectare/Year 
0 to 10 830046900 0.01369863 
10 to 20 110330500 0.02739726 
20 to 40 85525100 0.082191781 
40 to 60 36891400 0.136986301 
60 to 80 21016500 0.191780822 
80 to 120 24032300 0.273972603 
> 120 67667600 0.547945205 
 

 

Table 2 Landuse & Landcover class based C-Factor and P-factor 
Values from empirical studies (source: Devatha et al [5]). 

Landuse class codes C factor values P factor values 
AGCR 0.34 0.4 
BUMN 0.2 1 
BURH 0.2 1 
BURU 0.2 1 
BURV 0.2 1 
BUUC 0.2 1 
BUUP 0.2 1 
FRDE 0.001 0.1 
WBCN 0 0.5 
WBLP 0 0.5 
WBRS 0 0.5 
WBRT 0 0.5 
WBSA 0 0.5 
WLBR 0.4 1 
WLSD 0.001 0.1 
WLSP 0.4 1 
WLWL 0.4 1 
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Figure 1 Location map of Hanp River Catchment Area with district boundaries. 
 

Table 3 Soil Texture based K Factor (source:  stone and hillborn [8] and Wischmeier et al. [1].)

Textural Class 
 

K Factor 
tonnes/hectare (tons/acre) 

Average OMC* Less than 2% OMC More than 2% OMC 
Clay 0.49 (0.22) 0.54 (0.24) 0.47 (0.21) 
Clay loam 0.67 (0.30) 0.74 (0.33) 0.63 (0.28) 
Coarse sandy loam 0.16 (0.07) – 0.16 (0.07) 
Fine sand 0.18 (0.08) 0.20 (0.09) 0.13 (0.06) 
Fine sandy loam 0.40 (0.18) 0.49 (0.22) 0.38 (0.17) 
Heavy clay 0.38 (0.17) 0.43 (0.19) 0.34 (0.15) 
Loam 0.67 (0.30) 0.76 (0.34) 0.58 (0.26) 
Loamy fine sand 0.25 (0.11) 0.34 (0.15) 0.20 (0.09) 
Loamy sand 0.09 (0.04) 0.11 (0.05) 0.09 (0.04) 
Loamy very fine sand 0.87 (0.39) 0.99 (0.44) 0.56 (0.25) 
Sand 0.04 (0.02) 0.07 (0.03) 0.02 (0.01) 
Sandy clay loam 0.45 (0.20) – 0.45 (0.20) 
Sandy loam 0.29 (0.13) 0.31 (0.14) 0.27 (0.12) 
Silt loam 0.85 (0.38) 0.92 (0.41) 0.83 (0.37) 
Silty clay 0.58 (0.26) 0.61 (0.27) 0.58 (0.26) 
Silty clay loam 0.72 (0.32) 0.79 (0.35) 0.67 (0.30) 
Very fine sand 0.96 (0.43) 1.03 (0.46) 0.83 (0.37) 
Very fine sandy loam 0.79 (0.35) 0.92 (0.41) 0.74 (0.33) 

*OMC- Organic Material Content in Percentage.
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Figure 2  Universal Soil Loss Equation output maps of studied area.
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IV. CONCLUSION: 
 
GIS and Remote Sensing techniques are efficient tool in 

modeling surface runoff path and soil erosion potential 
classes/zones. Study proves that GIS technology is 
implementable in local terrain of Kabeerdham District for 
Modeling Runoff path and Soil Erosion in Catchment Area. 
The complexities presented in terrain makes it difficult for in 
point of its feasibility for manual survey for calculation of soil 
erosion potential and runoff. Adapted methodology follows 
USLE calculation is proving its capacity for modeling soil 
erosion potential areas and run-off path for surface water flow. 
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Abstract- III-V ternary bulk crystal (ingot) using Indium, Antimony and Bismuth as the source materials (InSb1-xBix) was grown by the 
vertical directional solidification (VDS) technique and the grown ingot was sliced into wafers. Further the well-polished wafers were 
used for the surface characterization of the grown crystal.  The resistivity measurement indicated that the wafers were n-type 
semiconductors with the resistivity 1.00 X 10-3 ohm-cm.  These wafers were lapped and polished to get mirror finish surface. After 
cleaning the wafers were etched by using CP4 (HNO3:HF:CH3COOH::5:3:3) and the modified CP4 
(HNO3:HF:CH3COOH:H20::5:3:3:10) etchants.  The microstructures and defects on the surface of the wafers (substrates) were studied  
using metallurgical microscope. SEM and EDAX techniques were used for the further analysis of the microstructures observed by the 
microscope. Most of the surface is having uniform configuration with some defects like grain boundaries, dents, black spots etc. EDAX 
analysis of the black spots indicate Bi rich domains. Distribution of the compositional elements was studied by elemental analysis of 
the surface.  High resolution SEM analysis of a dent shows formation of nano-crystals of size ~ 150nm.  
 
Index Terms- bulk crystal growth, microstructures, elemental mapping, Bi rich domins  
 

I. INTRODUCTION 
evelopment of new class of semiconductor materials using the properties of a group V semimetal bismuth (Bi) is of substantial 
interest in semiconductor technology. These include materials for development of optoelectronic, thermoelectric and electronic 

devices.  Thus understanding and engineering of Bi containing III-V semiconductors become significant in the development of novel 
semiconductor materials for their applications. One of these novel materials is Bi doped indium antimonide (InSbBi) because, 
incorporation of a small amount of Bi atoms in common III-V compounds; for example, arsenides and antimonides, reduces the energy 
band gap by a large amount.[1, 2].  In principle, due to addition of Bi, the band gap of InSb can, be reduced from 0.17 eV (InSb) to -1.5 
eV (the semi-metal InBi) at 300 K [3].  
Among the III-V semiconductors, bulk crystal of InSbBi is the most studied material because,  its energy gap can be reduced (below 
0.17eV) by adjusting their compositional ratio, to extend the wavelength range beyond 7.2 μm (LWIR wavelength range) [4, 5].  During 
the study  of bulk crystal growth of the III-V bismides, two major problems are reported in the literature. Constitutional super cooling 
appear in front of the growth interface which results to sudden transition from single crystal growth to polycrystals and local 
compositional inhomogeneity in the solid leads to cracking of the crystals [6]. These problems can be reduced by controlling the growth 
parameters  [7 , 8]. However the resulting composition in the grown crystal is of great importance as far as the properties of the material 
are concerned. Scanning of etched surface of the substrate by optical microscope provide information about various compositional 
defects in the grown material. Elemental analysis is the qualitative detection and quantitative determination of the elements (atoms, 
molecules, ions) present in the sample. Elemental analysis performed by the energy dispersive x-ray spectroscopy on different areas of 
the samples specifies compositional uniformity of the material.  

II. EXPERIMENTAL 
Vertical Directional Solidification (VDS) technique was used for the melt growth of an ingot of InSbBi semiconductor without seed.  
This technique is having easy and precise control on the growth parameters to produce good quality bulk semiconductor crystals [9, 10]. 
Highly pure (6N) Indium, antimony and Bismuth were used as the source materials for the growth of ternary semiconductor crystals 
InSb1-xBix where the stoichiometric composition factor was x=0.06. The grown ingots were cut perpendicular to the axis to obtain the 
substrates, which were cleaned, lapped and polished to mirror finish. Wafers from the different regions of the grown ingot were prepared 
to study the microstructure  by chemical etching using CP4 (HNO3:HF:CH3COOH::5:3:3)  and the modified                                                             
CP4 (HNO3:HF:CH3COOH:H20::5:3:3:10) etchant. Each sample (wafer or part of the wafer) was first dipped in the etchant  for               
~15 seconds, and then it was immediately dipped in HCL for few seconds for cleaning. Further the sample was cleaned with warm TCE,  
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acetone and methanol and washed in distilled water. Finally the sample was dried thoroughly to make it ready to study microstructures.  
Scanning of the surface of the wafer from the ingot of the crystal growth of InSbBi by optical microscope indicate that, most of the 
surface is having uniform texture indicating defect free growth of the material (Figure 1.a, c) except few black spots or inclusion and 
grain boundaries shown in Figure 1:(b,d). The average density of such defects, calculated using computer software is 8.3 X 103/cm2. 
Figure 1.b shows two textures separated by a fine grain boundary. This indicate growth of two grains of the same material with different 
orientations. 
 

               
(a) (b) 

                  
(c) (d) 

Figure 1. Microstructures on the etched surface of the InSbBi substrate. 
 

III. ELEMENTAL (EDAX) MAPPING:  
A wafer from middle region of the ingot was used for the elemental mapping.  Figure 2.(a) show SEM image of the substrate in which 
most of the region is having minimum defects exhibiting good crystal quality. Figure 2: (b, c, d) show mapping of the elements indium, 
bismuth and antimony by green, red, and blue respectively on the surface of the substrate.  All the three mapping images indicate that, 
the compositional distribution of the three materials is almost uniform throughout the grown material as indicated by the uniform regions 
observed in the microscopic analysis. This is one of the requirement of the device grade semiconductor crystal. However few non 
uniformities indicated in the mapping were further analyzed by high resolution SEM.  Compositional analysis of such spots by EDAX 
shown in Figure 3. (b) indicate that, such regions are having excess amount of bismuth (Bi ~ 30% of the total InSbBi composition) and 
they are treated as Bi rich domains or inclusions. These inclusions are created when less amount of  Bi gets incorporated  in InSb lattice 
and remaining amount forms Bi pockets or inclusions as shown by a black spot in Figure 1.(b), (d). 

Grain 
boundary 

Bi rich 
domains 

(Inclusion) 

uniform surface 
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(a) SEM of the surface of InSbBi-4 wafer (b) Indium mapping for InSbBi-4 wafer 

 

  
(c)   Bismuth mapping for InSbBi-4 wafer   (d) Antimony mapping for InSbBi-4 wafer 
             Figure 2: SEM and Elemental mapping of InSbBi 

 

  
Element          Wt %          At % 
--------------------------------------- 

  Bi             2.97           1.7 
  In             47.46         49.52 

                                Sb            49.57         48.78 

Element          Wt %          At % 
--------------------------------------- 

  Bi             29.75         19.24 
  In             40.91         48.17 
 Sb            29.34         32.59 

Figure 3: (a) EDAX of uniform region of the substrate Figure 3: (b) EDAX of Bi rich domain on the substrate 
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IV. ANALYSIS OF BLACK SPOTS (INCLUSIONS) OBSERVED IN THE MICROSTRUCTURES 

  

 
(a) 

 
(b) 

Figure 4. (a) SEM showing small defect.  (b) magnification of the small inclusion 

  
 

 
(a) 

  
(b) 

 
(c) 

 
(d) 

Figure 5. Nano- size structures observed in the defect(dent) region on the surface of InSbBi 
 

Observation of the defects using SEM indicate growth of small grains with the Bismuth composition more than the expected (doped) 
value (At% shown in figure 3.b).  These regions have different texture (more shining) so that the grain boundaries are clearly visible. 
Surface of such grains is not very smooth and uniform as shown by the SEM image in figure 4.(b) and Figure 5. (b). However the defects 
like cracks are observed in these Bi rich regions. Magnification of small Bi rich region observed on the wafer surface by the high 
resolution of SEM image indicate a dent as shown in fig 5.(b) (top left corner in the Bi rich grain). 

Bi rich region 
dent 

InSb trapped in Bi 
(Inclusion) 

Dent 

Nanostructures  

Bi inclusion 
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V. NANOSTRUCTURES IN THE DEFECT 
A small Bi rich inclusion (defect) observed on the surface of the wafer was analyzed by high resolution SEM as shown in figure 5. (a, 
b). It showed a dent of width 25 μm at the corner of the inclusion. Scanning of the dent by increasing the resolution of SEM up to 2 μm 
scale (figure 5. c) showed small structures with the size smaller than 1μm present in the dent. Observation of these structures with the 
resolution of 500 nm scale (Figure 5. d) indicates presence of nanosize InSbBi structures. The nano structures observed are similar to 
nano tubes.  
 

VI. CONCLUSION 
Microscopic analysis of the surface of InSbBi crystal grown by VDS technique indicate good crystal quality semiconductor material 
with minimum level of defect density.  Scanning of the surface by SEM confirm the crystal quality exhibiting large surface area with 
uniform texture and less defects.   Elemental mapping of surface of the substrate also show almost uniform distribution of the In, Sb and 
Bi composition.  SEM scanning of a dent (crystal defect) with the resolution of 500 nm scale indicates presence of nano-structures of 
size ~150 nm.   
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Abstract- The study aims at identifying the major factors 

affecting Non-performing loans of Development Bank of 

Ethiopia, Central Region. To achieve this objective descriptive 

research design was used and data has been collected mainly 

through primary source using questionnaire from both borrowers 

and region’s staffs. Secondary data were also used by reviewing 

the annual reports, bulletins, manuals, directives and procedures 

issued by the bank. 43 borrowers and 24 staffs were taken as 

samples from 77 default loans (Nonperforming loans) and 31 

region’s staffs respectively based on stratified random sampling 

method of sample selection by using mathematical formula. For 

data analysis, descriptive statistics including mean, frequency 

and percentages were used and processed through computer 

loaded SPSS software. The result of the study shows that poor 

credit assessment and credit monitoring are the major causes for 

the occurrence of NPL in DBE. Credit size (includes aggressive 

lending, compromised integrity in approval, rapid credit growth 

and bank’s great risk appetite); high interest rate, poorly 

negotiated credit terms and lenient/lax credit terms, and 

elongated process of loan approval were bank specific causes for 

the occurrence of nonperforming loans. On the other hand, poor 

credit culture of customers, lack of knowledge of borrower for 

the business they engaged in, willful default, loan diversion, and 

project management problems were identified as the major 

customer specific causes of NPLs. Hence, to reduce the 

occurrence of loan default it is suggests that the Bank should 

strengthen its applicant screening criteria and due diligence 

assessment to select potential risk taking applicants and adopt 

appropriate pre and post credit risk assessments. Besides, the 

bank needs to make sure that borrowed funds are being used for 

the intended purpose through enhanced credit monitoring. 

 

Index Terms- Bank Specific Factors, Customer Specific Factors, 

Nonperforming Loan. 

 

I. INTRODUCTION 

ending is one of the main activities of a bank and interest 

income makes up the lion share of profit. In the case of the 

DBE, lending to manufacturing, agro-processing industries, 

mining or extractive industries and commercial agricultural 

projects constitute the major sources of its income. As a strategic 

government owned institution, DBE is uniquely positioned in the 

financial industry as it is empowered to extend both development 

finance and short-term working capital loans as a package 

(DBE’s Loan Manual, 2014). 

        The Development bank of Ethiopia (DBE) is one of 

government owned financial institutions engaged in providing 

short, medium and long term development credits by financing 

viable projects from the priority areas of the government. DBE’s 

distinguished feature is its “project” based lending tradition. 

Project financed by the Bank are carefully selected and prepared 

through appraisal, closely supervised and systematically 

evaluated. It mobilizes funds from domestic and foreign sources.  

        To achieve the objectives of circulating more and more 

financial resources to meet the increasing demand for credit and 

to keep the Bank in sound financial position, the loans extended 

to various sectors of the economy must be recovered in full. Both 

the principal which is used for re-lending as well as the interest 

to meet the operating costs must be recovered. However, for the 

last many years the Bank’s loan repayment performance has been 

very low due to various factors. These factors may explain 

among others the loan repayment behavior of borrowers and 

lending behavior of the Bank. This has an impact on the 

sustainable provision of credit to the potential investors and 

existence of the bank as a financial institution (DBE Annual 

Report, 2014). Knowing these factors will assist the Bank in its 

continuous efforts to recover its existing loans and to set ideals 

for forthcoming ones. Therefore, loan recovery is considered as a 

crucial factor affecting the liquidity and profitability of the bank. 

Thus, the present study attempts to identify the determinants of 

loan repayment performance of projects financed by 

Development Bank of Ethiopia Central region. The researchers 

strongly believe that identifying the factors affecting loan 

repayment performance of projects would enable the bank’s 

management to tackle and minimize the problems and 

consequently will enhance its loan recovery performance. 

 

1.1. Statement of the Problem  

        Credit has long been recognized as one of the important tool 

that supports the success of development project which 

contributes towards economic development. Similarly DBE 

provides sustainable credit facility for those engaged in 

agriculture, industrial and other service sectors which can result 

in development of the country. So, in order to maintain this 

objective the bank needs to strengthen its liquidity position by 

enhancing its loan recovery. However, provision of credit alone 

does not support the economic development of the country unless 

it is accompanied by the existence of factors necessary for 

efficient utilization of the fund in order to repay the loan in 

accordance with the agreement. Based on strategic objective of 

the government, term loan projects financed by the bank has long 

L 
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loan repayment period which extends up to twenty years 

including maximum five years of grace period. Moreover, low 

interest rate than commercial banks, which is 8.5% for priority 

area projects and 9.5% is for non-priority area projects, and 

suitable rehabilitation mechanism makes the bank different from 

other lending institutions (DBE Loan Manual, 2014).  

        The sustainability of the bank depends not only on domestic 

and foreign source of fund but also on its loan recovery rate too. 

The loan repayment performance of its clients should be 

effective so that the bank will be sustainable as a bank and will 

have a bankable asset quality. One of the measurements by 

which bank’s asset quality can be measured is the nonperforming 

loan ratio (NPLs ratio). Hence, in order to get soft loan from its 

lenders, DBE’s asset quality has to be regularly monitored and 

assessed whether it is within the acceptable standard or not that is 

15% of the total outstanding loan which is set by Association of 

African Development Finance Institutions.  

        Accordingly, when looking at the asset quality of DBE 

Central region, the average NPLs ratio for the last five years 

covering from 2009/2010 up to 2013/2014 was 45%. This clearly 

indicates that there is a problem in loan repayment as it is highly 

deviated from the accepted standard 15% of the total outstanding 

loan (DBE Annual Report, 2009/10 to 2013/14). 

        The increasing level of Non-performing loans may lead to 

very serious implications. For instance, it discourages the  

financial  institution  to  refinance  the  defaulting client,  which  

put  the  defaulters  once  again  into  vicious circle of low 

productivity. Therefore, a rough investigation of the various 

aspects of loan defaults, source of credit, purpose of the loan, 

form of the loan, and condition of loan provision are of utmost 

importance both for policy makers and the lending institutions.  

Even if default is random and influenced by unpredictable 

behaviors or it is influenced by certain factors in a specific 

situation needs an empirical investigation so that the findings can 

be used by any financial institutions to manipulate their credit 

program for the better. Most of the default arose from poor 

management procedures, loan diversion and unwillingness to 

repay loans, etc. Because of this, the lenders must give various 

institutional methods that aimed to reduce the risk of loan default 

(Ahmmed et al., 2012).   

        Consequently, to reduce the default rate and to enhance the 

sustainability of the bank, it is imperative that identifying the 

various factors which significantly affect the loan repayment 

performance from both borrowers and lender side. Hence, this 

study aimed at identifying the factors that affect non-performing 

loans of Development Bank of Ethiopia (DBE) central Region. 

The rationale for undertaking this study is that, to the best of the 

researchers knowledge it appears that adequate researches have 

not been made that comprehensively assess the determinants of 

Non-performing Loan in banking industry in general and 

Development Bank of Ethiopia in particular with the exception 

of a single study made by Wondimagegnehu (2012) on the 

determinants of NPLs of banking industry in Ethiopia. Besides, 

most of the prior studies conducted in other countries focused on 

bank specific and macro-economic determinates of NPL. 

However, in the previous empirical analysis no study has 

been conducted on borrower-specific factors influencing non-

performing loans. Moreover, in the recent past, there have been 

many changes in the country that hugely influenced the 

economic environment as well as the business climate. Apart 

from the economic growth and environmental changes registered 

by the country within the last few years, the Bank has also 

undergone changes in its lending procedures, lending limit, credit 

policies and organizational structure. Therefore, the current study 

tried to narrow the research gaps through focusing on factors 

affecting Non-performing loans financed by the DBE Central 

Region and attempts to provide answers for the following basic 

research questions: 

1) What are the major bank-specific factors affecting Non-

performing loans of DBE Central region? 

2) What are the major borrower-specific factors that affect 

Non-performing loans of the DBE Central region?  

3) What policy measures must be undertaken by the bank’s 

management that would help improve the NPLs status 

of DBE Central region? 

 

1.2. Objective of the Study 

        In general, the objective of the study is to identify the major 

factors that affect Non-performing loans financed by 

Development Bank of Ethiopia, Central Region. Specifically, the 

study attempted to achieve the following specific objectives: 

i) To identify bank-specific factors affecting Non-

 performing loans of DBE 

ii) To determine borrower-specific factors affecting Non-

 performing loans of DBE. 

 

        The study focused on projects financed by development 

bank of Ethiopia central region. The study did not incorporate 

borrowers of other regions in the bank and other banks. 

Development bank of Ethiopia is selected to other types of local 

banks for the reason that it is engaged in long term loans which 

by their nature are risky with regard to getting them paid back. 

Hence, factors affecting Non-performing loans in all regions of 

DBE are assumed to be similar. Furthermore, since the Bank 

under consideration has the same credit policy and loan 

procedures (from application for loan up to loan collection) 

throughout its all offices, a case study in DBE Central region is 

assumed to be representative. Since DBE central region was fully 

engaged to financing private sector in the area starting from 

2009/10, this study covers clients of the region from 2009/10 

onwards. Moreover, the data collection process was difficult as 

there was no organized database to collect the data. Thus, this 

study is limited to both bank and customer specific factors 

affecting NPLs of Development bank of Ethiopia Central region.  

 

II. THEORETICAL UNDERPININGS 

2.1 The Role of Financial Institutions 

        A healthy economy depends heavily on efficient transfer of 

funds from savers to individuals, businesses, and governments 

who need capital. Most transfers occur through specialized 

financial institutions, which serve as intermediaries between 

suppliers and users of funds.  

        The financial system has diverse and important roles to 

play. Perhaps the most important is to transfer funds from surplus 

to deficit economic units in the most efficient way possible 

(Pilbeam, 2005). People who have the money but who do not 

have business skill need to save it in a bank rather than putting it 
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at home under their mattresses so as to be safe and not to make 

their resource sterile as it will generate interest when it is 

deposited at banks.  Inversely, those who have developed 

entrepreneurial skill but running with a short of finance are ready 

to take loan. Since it is very difficult for the surplus and deficit 

units to meet each other due to asymmetric information (more 

sever in developing countries), there is a need to have an 

intermediary institution or Bank (Pilbeam, 2005). Therefore, the 

existence of a development finance institution like Development 

Bank of Ethiopia (DBE) in the economy is undeniably important. 

 

 

 

 

Figure 1: Flow of funds in the economy (Suppliers and Users of Funds) 

          

 

          

          

 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

         

  

 

 

 

 

 

Source: Adapted from Shim & Siegel (2007). 

 

        Development finance institution means an institution which 

is engaged mainly in medium and long term project finance 

business, with the purpose of promoting development in the 

industrial, agriculture, construction, services, commercial or 

other economic sectors (NBE Directive, 2012). Development 

Banks are state backed financial institutions that are engaged in 

the provision of long term loans to not only profitable projects 

but also to socially beneficial ones. The rapid industrialization in 

many countries in the 19th century was achieved by state 

provision of long term loans to risky projects via Development 

banks, (Diamond, 1957; Boskey, 1961). Accordingly, the credit 

policy of Development Bank of Ethiopia (2009) details the 

governing operational principles and guidelines of the Bank for 

achieving its dual objectives of (1) providing customer focused 

and efficient credit services and (2) maintaining its own financial 

health and sustainability (DBE Credit Policy, 2009).  

 

2.2 Credit Management Policies 

        In the past decades there have been major advances in 

theoretical understanding of the workings of credit markets. 

These advances have evolved from a paradigm that emphasis the 

problems of imperfect information and imperfect enforcement. 

Borrowers and lenders may have differential access to 

information concerning a projects risk, they may form different 

appraisal of the risk. What is clearly observed in credit market is 

asymmetric information where the borrower knows the expected 

return and risk of his project, whereas the lender knows only the 

expected return and risk of the average project in the economy. 

        In the course of undertaking credit activity lending 

institutions are confronted with four major problems: (i) to 

determine what kind of risk the potential borrower is (adverse 

selection), (ii) to make sure the borrower will utilize the loan 

properly once made, so that s/he will be able to repay it (moral 

hazard), (iii) to determine or know how the project really did in 

case the borrower declares his inability to repay, and (iv) to find 

methods to force the borrower to repay the loan if the borrower is 

reluctant to do so (enforcement). These problems of imperfect 

information and enforcement lead to inefficiency of credit market 

which in turn leads to default. Deep credit assessment that 

consider the borrowers` character, collateral, capacity, capital 

and condition (what is normally referred to in the banking circles 

as the 5C`s) should be undertaken if they are to minimize credit 

risk (Kapoor et al., 2007). 

        The significance of credit management has been highlighted 

by Mensha (1999) as follows: “credit management process 

deserves special emphasis since appropriate credit management 

greatly influences the success or failure of financial institutions”. 

Knowledge of a bank’s credit risk management process offers a 

key indicator of the quality of a bank’s loan portfolio. The crucial 

elements of successful credit management therefore are well 

developed credit policies and procedures; strong portfolio 

management; effective credit controls and the most central of all 

a well-qualified staff capable of implementing the system. In 

order to operate efficiently and make credit available to 

investors, financial institutions must maintain basic credit 

standards. These standards include a thorough understanding of 

Financial Institutions 
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the borrowers’ business by the officer in charge; reasonable debt 

equity ratio; marketability and viability of the investment project 

and other technical capabilities. Credit analysis, in general, is 

essential for the officer to judge about the credit worthiness of 

the borrower as well as the project to which the loan is injected. 

 

2.2.1 Non-Performing Loan 

        A non-performing loan is a loan that is in default or close to 

being in default. A loan is said to be in default when it fails to 

make the repayments of principal and /or interest specified in its 

loan contract and has no intention of repaying in the future 

(Pilbeam, 1998). Many loans become non-performing after being 

in default for 3 months, but this can depend on the contract 

terms. A loan is nonperforming when payments of interest and 

principal are past due by 90 days or more, or at least 90 days of 

interest payments have been capitalized, refinanced or delayed 

by agreement, or payments are less than 90 days overdue, but 

there are other good reasons to doubt that payments will be made 

in full. According to Vigano (1993), Non-performing loans are 

loans, especially mortgages that organizations lend to borrowers 

but do not capitalize on. In other words the borrower cannot pay 

the loan back in full, or even enough for the bank to make a 

profit. When this happens, the bank can either workout a new 

payment option, or foreclose on what collateral the borrower has 

provided. Either option costs the bank money, so lenders try to 

avoid nonperforming loans whenever possible.  

        According to Timothy (1994), loans are regarded as default 

when they are placed on nonaccrual status or when the terms are 

significantly altered in a restructuring. Nonaccrual means that 

banks deduct all interest on the loans that was recorded but not 

actually collected. Banks have traditionally stopped accruing 

interest when debt payments were more than 90 days past due. 

However, the interpretation of when loans qualified as past due 

varied widely. Many banks did not place loans on nonaccrual if 

they were brought under 90 days past due by the end of the 

reporting period. Moreover, Non-performing loans include loans 

and advances (i) that is not earning income; (ii) on which full 

payment can no longer be expected and payments are more than 

90 days delinquent; (iii) total credits to the accounts are 

insufficient to cover interest charges over a three-month period; 

or the maturity date has passed and payment has not been made 

(Eastern Caribbean Central Bank, 2009). 

        Similarly, Asari (2011) defined Non-performing loan as 

defaulted loan in which banks are unable to profit from them. 

Generally, loan falls due if no interest has been paid within 90 

days, however, different countries may have different experience 

in this regard. The long run relationship clearly revealed that 

interest rate has a significant impact on non-performing loans. 

Inversely, there exist insignificant relationship between inflation 

rate and non-performing loans. However in short run, both 

interest & inflation rates will not impact the non-performing 

loans, as confirmed by Asari (2011).  

 

2.2.2 Credit Risk Management 

        According to Eastern Caribbean Central Bank (2009), credit 

risk management is the process of controlling the impact of credit 

risk-related events on the financial institution and involves the 

identification, understanding, and quantification of the degree of 

potential loss and the consequential implementation of 

appropriate measures to minimize the risk of loss to the financial 

institution. In order to maintain successful credit risk 

management, the lending institution should develop and 

implement all-inclusive credit risk management in line with its 

credit risk strategy. The credit risk strategy should reflect the 

institution’s tolerance for risk and the desired level of 

profitability for incurring various credit risks. A successful credit 

risk management encompasses the implementation of clearly 

defined credit policy and processes to facilitate the identification 

and quantification of risks inherent in an institution’s lending and 

investment activities. The firm’s credit policy should be 

officially established in writing and approved by the board of 

directors, and should clearly set out the parameters under which 

credit risk is to be controlled. 

        The aim of credit risk management is to capitalize on a 

bank’s risk-adjusted rate of return by retaining credit risk 

exposure within acceptable limits. Banks need to manage the 

credit risk inherent in the entire portfolio as well as the risk in 

individual credits or transactions. Banks should also consider the 

relationships between credit risk and other risks. The successful 

management of credit risk is a crucial element of a holistic 

approach to risk management and essential to the long-term 

success of any bank. In general, loans represent the largest and 

most apparent source of credit risk for most of the banks (Basel 

Committee, 1999). 

        For Vigano (1993), credit risk appraisal is a complex 

process, which requires a careful examination of information 

regarding the borrower in order to estimate the probability that 

the loan will be regularly repaid. The probability of regular 

repayment depends on certain objective factors related to the 

borrower’s operating environment, the borrower’s personal 

attitude towards loan obligation, and the bank’s ability to 

appraise these two issues through the information it has and to 

control credit risk specific contractual conditions. Accordingly, 

the key factors that influence credit risk are summarized by 

Vigano (1993) as follows: the borrower’s ability and willingness 

to pay, existence of positive external conditions, quality of 

information and the lender’s capacity to ensure the borrowers 

willingness to pay. 

 

2.3 Empirical Evidence 

        This section presents evidence which identify the major 

factors of nonperforming loans. Many researchers have 

conducted a lot of study on determinants of nonperforming loans 

(NPLs), due to its significance for the bank’s failure. 

Accordingly, the first subsection, presents factors affecting 

nonperforming loans in other countries. The second subsection 

discusses review of prior studies on factors of non-performing 

loans in Ethiopia and highlights the knowledge gap emerged 

from survey of empirical literature. 

        Credit approving that has not properly considered the credit 

terms would potentially lead to occurrence of loan default. As 

per the study by Jimenez & Saurina (2005) on the Spanish 

banking sector from 1984 to 2003 NPLs are determined by 

lenient credit terms. The authors indicated that the causes for the 

leniency were attributed to disaster myopia, herd behavior, moral 

hazard and agency problems that may entice bank managers to 

take risk and lend excessively during boom periods. This has 
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been supported by Rajiv & Dhal (2003) who found that terms of 

credit determines occurrence of non-performing loans.  

        On the other hand, banks that charge high interest rate 

would relatively incur a higher default rate or non-performing 

loans. In this regard, a study by Sinkey & Greenwalt (1991) on 

large commercial Banks in US revealed that a high interest rate 

charged by banks is associated with loan defaults. Rajiv & Dhal 

(2003) who used a panel regression analysis indicated that 

financial factors like cost of credit have got significant impact on 

NPLs. Bloem and Gorter (2001) also indicated that “bad loans” 

may substantially rise due to abrupt changes in interest rates. The 

authors discussed various international standards and practices 

on recognizing, valuing and subsequent treatment of non-

performing loans to address the issue from view point of 

controlling, management and reduction measures. Similarly, a 

study by Espinoza and Prasad (2010) focused on macroeconomic 

and bank specific factors influencing NPLs and their effects in 

GCC Banking System found that higher interest rates increase 

non-performing loans but the relationship was not statistically 

significant. 

        Other studies such as Sinkey & Greenwalt (1991) indicated 

that loan delinquencies are associated with rapid credit growth. 

The authors found that excessive lending explain loan loss rate. 

This was confirmed later by Keeton (1999) who used data from 

commercial banks in the United States (from 1982 to 1996) using 

a vector auto regression model showed that there was association 

between default and rapid credit growth. Likewise, Salas and 

Saurina (2002) in their study on Spanish banks also revealed that 

credit growth is associated with non-performing loans. Also, 

study by Bercoff et al. (2002) confirmed that asset growth 

explains NPLs. 

        Skarica (2013) also conducted a study on the determinants 

of NPLs in Central and Eastern European countries. By 

employing the Fixed Effect Model and seven Central and Eastern 

European countries for 2007-2012 periods, the study revealed 

that loan growth, real GDP growth rate, market interest rate, 

unemployment and inflation rate as determinants of NPLs. The 

results show that GDP growth rate and unemployment rate have 

statistically significant negative association with NPLs with 

justification of rising recession and falling during expansions and 

growth has impact on the levels of NPLs. This implies that 

economic developments have a strong impact on the financial 

stability. The result also discovered that inflation has positive 

impact on NPLs with a justification that inflation might affect 

borrowers’ debt servicing capacities. Similarly, Jimenez and 

Saurina (2005) provide evidence that non-performing loans are 

determined by GDP growth, high real interest rates and lenient 

credit terms. Meanwhile, Rajiv & Dhal (2003) utilize panel 

regression analysis and reported that favorable macroeconomic 

conditions and financial factors such as maturity, cost and terms 

of credit, banks size, and credit orientation impact significantly 

on the non-performing loans of commercial banks in India. 

Likewise, Keeton (1999) revealed evidence of a strong 

relationship between credit growth and impaired loans. 

Specifically, Keeton (1999) showed that rapid credit growth, 

which was associated with lower credit standards, contributed to 

higher loan losses in certain states in the US. 

        Boudriga et al. (2009) studied on the lender specific factors 

and the role of the business and the institutional environment on 

loan default in the MENA countries for 2002-2006 periods using 

random-effects panel regression model for 46 countries. The 

variables included were credit growth rate, capital adequacy 

ratio, real GDP growth rate, ROA, the loan loss reserve to total 

loan ratio, diversification, private monitoring and independence 

of supervision authority on nonperforming loans. They reported 

that credit growth rate was negatively related to nonperforming 

loans. Capital adequacy ratio was positively and significantly 

affecting loan default implying that highly capitalized banks are 

not under regulatory pressures to reduce their credit risk and take 

more risks. In the contrary, their findings reported that ROA has 

negative and statistically significant influence on NPLs.  

 

2.3.1 Empirical Studies in Ethiopia 

        Wondimagegnehu (2012) in his study “determinants of 

NPLs on commercial banks of Ethiopia” revealed that 

underdeveloped credit culture, poor credit assessment, aggressive 

lending, botched loan monitoring, lenient credit terms and 

conditions, compromised integrity, weak institutional capacity, 

unfair competition among banks, willful defaults by borrowers 

and their knowledge limitation, fund diversion for unexpected 

purposes and overdue financing has significant effect on NPLs. 

Conversely, the study indicated that interest rate has no 

significant impact on the level of commercial banks loan 

delinquencies in Ethiopia. 

        Similarly, Mitiku (2014) studied the “Determinants of 

Commercial Banks Lending: Evidence from Ethiopian 

Commercial Banks using panel data of eight commercial banks 

in the period from 2005 to 2011 with the objective of assessing 

the relationship between commercial bank lending and its 

determinants (bank size, credit risk, GDP, investment, deposit, 

interest rate, liquidity ratio and cash required reserve). Based on 

seven years financial statement data of eight purposively selected 

commercial banks and using Ordinary Least Square (OLS) 

technique, the study found that there was significant relationship 

between commercial bank lending and its size, credit risk, gross 

domestic product and liquidity ratio. While interest rate, deposit, 

investment, and cash reserve required do not affect Ethiopian 

commercial bank lending.  

        In view of the above discussions, numerous studies were 

conducted on the determinants of Non-performing loans. Most of 

these studies focused on Bank specific and Macro-economic 

determinates of NPL. However, in the previous empirical 

analysis no study has been conducted on customer-specific 

factors influencing non-performing loans.   Besides, most of the 

empirical studies reviewed and discussed in the above paragraphs 

were made in other countries; and studies in Ethiopian 

commercial banking sector are scant. Moreover, despite a single 

study by Wondimagegnehu (2012) on the determinants of NPLs 

of commercial banks in Ethiopia, no further research has been 

conducted in the banking sector in general and on Development 

Bank of Ethiopia (DBE) in particular. Therefore, this study is 

expected to fill the gap by assessing the association between 

bank-and customer-specific factors and level of nonperforming 

loans (NPLs). 

 

2.2.3  Conceptual Framework 

        The aim of this study is to identify the major bank-and 

borrower-specific causes for the occurrence of NPLs of DBE 
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central region. Accordingly, based on the objective of the study, 

the following conceptual model has been framed. Nonperforming 

loans are affected by bank specific, customer specific and 

macroeconomic factors as discussed in the literature review part. 

Bank specific factors include poor credit assessment and credit 

monitoring, credit size, aggressive lending, compromised 

integrity in approving and bank’s great risk appetite, high interest 

rate, lenient/lax credit terms whereas customer/borrower specific 

causes are loan diversion, poor credit culture of customers, 

willful defaulting (Joseph et al., 2012; Wondimagegnehu, 2012; 

Keeton and Morris, 1987; Rajiv & Dhal, 2003; Pasha, S. & 

Khamraj, T., 2005; Jimenez and Saurina, 2005).  Therefore, the 

following conceptual model summarizes the main focus of this 

study. 

 

Figure 2: Conceptual Framework 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Source:  Formed by the researchers. 

 

III. RESEARCH DESIGN AND METHODOLOGY 

3.1 Research Design 

        To achieve the objective of the study, the research used 

descriptive research design to identify the major factors that 

affect Non-performing loans of Development Bank of Ethiopia 

Central Region. 

 

3.2 Research Strategy 

        The strategy adopted in the study contains diverse methods 

and tools that are relevant to achieve the desired research 

outcome. Accordingly, the research strategy employed in this 

study was both quantitative and qualitative (mixed methods) 

approach. The use of quantitative strategy of inquiry is necessary 

when the researcher want to deeply investigate and analyze an 

event, program and problem very well (Creswell, 2003). The 

purpose of the quantitative aspect of this study is to seek 

information that can be generalized about the association 

between bank-and borrower-specific factors and NPLs at DBE 

central region. The study was based on survey design with a 

semi-structured self-administered questionnaire and document 

analysis. On the other hand, the purpose of the qualitative 

strategy is to search for data that can supplement the gap that 

might not be captured by the quantitative survey and to obtain 

deeper understanding of the borrower-and bank-specific factors 

that would cause occurrence of NPLs. 

 

3.3 Nature of Data and Instruments of Data Collection 

        The data employed in this study were both primary and 

secondary. In the context of DBE, a loan is said to be NPL when 

it fails to meet its debt obligations and past due over 365 days. 

Based on NBE directive, the status of arrears loan can be 

classified into five ageing categories. Namely, Pass, Special 

mention, Substandard, Doubtful and Loss. The first two are 

categorized under performing loan and the rest three are 

categorized under non-performing loan. Accordingly, the data 

for the study were collected only from projects that are under the 

categories of non-performing that includes substandard, doubtful 

and loss ageing categories.  

        In order to collect primary data, the researchers used 

questionnaire. Questionnaire was dispatched both to the 

borrowers and the staffs of the region to identify the major 

factors that affect non-performing loans. As far as the secondary 

data is concerned, DBE working documents and individual files 

of different projects of the region were reviewed and the annual 

reports of the bank, bulletins, manuals, directives and procedures 

were employed in the study. 

 

3.4 Population and Sample Selection 

        The participants (subjects) of the study were DBE Central 

region and its nonperforming loans.  In sample size 

determination, projects which are under implementation were not 

part of the study. Based on NBE’s directive, the repayment 

performance of the project can only be evaluated after six months 

and above (NBE Directive, 2012). Moreover, project which are 

under ageing categories of pass and special mention (since they 

are considered as performing loans) are not part of the study.  

        The loan portfolio report of DBE central region indicated 

that there were 77 numbers of non-performing loans managed in 

the region. Sample selection was based on stratified random 

sampling. Considering the total population of the study, the 

sample size of the study was determined using mathematical 
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  Credit assessment 

 
 Credit monitoring 

 Credit size 

 Lenient/lax credit  

 High interest rate 

 

Nonperforming Loans 

Bank Specific Causes 
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formula. Borrowers sample size was taken only from default 

loans (Non-performing loans) which are under loan classification 

of substandard, doubtful and loss. Based on NBE directive of 

loan classification, non-default loans are under pass and special 

mention loan classification while default projects are under 

substandard, doubtful and loss loan classification. Thus the 

sample size was taken only from default loans which are under 

loan classification of substandard, doubtful and loss. However, 

the sample for staff respondents was taken from the region’s 

credit process and project rehabilitation and loan recovery teams.  

The mathematical formula used in sample size determination is 

given below at 10% precision level (Israel, 2009). 

        
Where, N = Total Population 

 e = Precision level 

    n = sample size 

 

 

Table 1: Loan Classification Category 

 

S.N Description Population Size Sample Size 

Borrowers/Owners  

1.1. Sub-  Standard 21 12 

1.2. Doubtful 21 12 

1.3. Loss 35 20 

Sub-total 77 43 

Staff 

2.1 Credit Process  21 16 

2.2          Project Rehabilitation & Recovery Team  10 8 

Sub-total 31 24 

 

3.5 Method of Data Analysis 

        Descriptive analysis was used to investigate and describe 

the factors affecting non-performing loan. The analysis was 

performed with IBM SPSS Statistics Version 20.0. Besides, 

measures of central tendency (mean, standard deviation), 

frequency and percentage were used to analyze the data gathered 

through the questionnaire. Finally, the results were presented 

using tables and figures. 

 

IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS 

4.1  Demographic Characteristics of Borrowers 

        According to the result obtained from the data, out of the 

total borrower respondents 26 (61.9 %) of them were private 

limited companies and 16 (38.1%) were sole proprietorship. The 

response shows that from sample borrowers’ who failed to pay 

their loans majority of them were Private Limited Companies 

(Plc.). Out of the 16 sole proprietorship borrowers 7 of them 

were between the age range of 35 to 44 years, 2 were between 25 

to 34 years, 4 were between 45 to 54 years and the remaining 3 

were above 55 years. Regarding their sex, 12 (75 %) were male 

and 3 (18.8%) were female and the sex of one respondent (6.3%) 

was not indicated. Regarding marital status 2 (12.5%), 11 

(68.8%), and 2 (12.5%), of the respondents were single, married 

and divorced respectively. With respect to borrowers educational 

background, 1 (6.3%) and 4 (25%) of them were primary & 

secondary school completers. Whereas, 5 (31.3%) and 6 (37.5) of 

them were diploma and first degree holders & above 

respectively. In terms of the type of projects borrowers are 

engaged, 19 (45.2%) were agricultural projects while 18 (42.9%) 

were industrial projects. The remaining 5 (11.9%) respondents 

were engaged in service sector. Hence from the results of the 

survey regarding demographic characteristics of borrowers, the 

majority of default borrowers of the region were Plc.’s. From 

those who are under sole proprietorship most defaulters were 

Male, Married and found in the age range of 35- 44 years. 

        Regarding the current position of staff respondents, 1 

(4.2%), 4 (16.7%), 5 (20.8%), 9 (37.5%), 2 (8.3%), 1 (4.2%), and 

2 (8.3%), of them were Trainee Junior Loan Officers, Junior 

Loan Officers, Loan Officers, Senior Loan Officers, PRLR 

Officers, Branch Managers and Principal Officers respectively. 

Hence, the survey result clearly indicates that most of the staff 

members included in the study was Senior Loan Officers capable 

of providing reliable data necessary for the study. 

        In terms of staff respondents’ experience, 41.7% of them 

were having 1 – 5 years of banking experience. 20.8% had 

banking experience of above 15 years; and 5 (20.8%) of the staff 

respondents were having 6 – 10 years of banking experience. 3 

(12.5%) of the respondents were having 11 – 15 years of 

experience in the banking industry. Only 1 (4.2%) of the 

respondents had banking experience of less than 1 year. This 

clearly shows that the majority of DBE staff respondents were 

having ample experience in providing the desired response that 

naturally contributed to the data quality of this survey. 

 

4.2 Bank Specific Factors  

        The study tries to examine the factors that affect NPLs in 

DBE Central region. The study asked respondents to show their 

level of agreement or disagreement to certain statements dealing 

with bank specific factors affecting occurrences of 

nonperforming loans. Hence, the responses given by the 

respondents are presented as follows. 
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(1) Credit Assessment and NPLs  

        The result indicates that slightly above average (54.2%) of 

the respondents agreed that know your customer (KYC) policy of 

bank lead to high loan quality (mean=1.62).  The study also 

indicated that weak credit risk management is perceived to lead 

to loan default as evidenced by slightly above average number 

(58.3%) of respondents with mean score of 1.46. On the other 

hand, 41.7% of the respondents having mean value of 2.38 

agreed that easily admitted borrowers usually get defaulted. 

Credit assessment deals with a thorough analysis of the five C’s 

to help indicate whether to lend or not and how much, under 

what terms and conditions, at what price to lend, to mention a 

few. Thus, banks that employ a strong KYC policy in recruiting 

customers would have a better loan quality. On the other hand, 

when the bank has weak credit risk management, the loans would 

be exposed to default. Besides, easily admitted borrowers usually 

get defaulted. Generally, the result depicts that weak credit risk 

management and easily admitted borrowers cause occurrences of 

nonperforming loans (See Table 2 below). 

 

 

Table 2: Factors Indicating Relation between Credit Assessment and Loan Default 

 

  

Strongly 

Agree Agree Neutral  Disagree 

Strongly 

Disagree  Total 

  N % N % N % N % N % N % 

Know Your Customer (KYC) 

policy of bank lead to high loan 

quality 

10 41.7 13 54.2 1 4.2 

-  -  -  - 

24 100.0 

Weak credit risk management  

lead to loan default 

14 58.3 9 37.5 1 4.2 

- 

 

-  -  -  

24 100.0 

Easily admitted borrowers 

usually get defaulted 

4 16.7 10 41.7 7 29.2 3 12.

5  - -  

24 100.0 

      

 Credit assessment 

  Mean 

Std. 

Deviation 

        4.1804 .41640 

Source: SPSS Output from Survey Data, 2015 

 

 

(2) Credit Monitoring and NPLs 
        The results revealed that strict monitoring and controlling of 

project performance is believed to lead to high loan quality as 

confirmed by a significant number (70.8%) of respondents 

(mean=1.29). On the other hand, 33.3% of the respondents with 

mean score of 2.96 agreed that loan might perform well if 

properly monitored despite poor assessment during loan 

approval. However, 45.8% of the respondents (mean=2.54) 

agreed that occurrence of nonperforming loan is directly related 

to loan follow up. Furthermore, half (50%) of the respondents 

with mean value of 2.63 agreed that banks with higher budget for 

loan monitoring have lower nonperforming loans (See table 3 

below). Naturally, the objective of monitoring a loan is to verify 

whether the basis on which the lending decision was taken 

continuously to hold good and to ascertain the loan funds are 

being properly utilized for the purpose they were granted. There 

is also a tendency by borrowers to give more attention to 

repaying loans if they are properly given attention by banks. 

Thus, credit monitoring is directly related to loan performance. 

Strict monitoring and controlling of projects is the base to have 

good loan quality. Moreover, even poorly assessed and advanced 

loan might perform well if properly monitored. This indicates 

that follow up would substitute poor credit analysis or 

assessment at the beginning. On the other hand, though loan 

monitoring requires budget, allocating higher budget might 

ensure loan performance. 

 

 

Table 3: Factors Indicating Credit Monitoring and Loan Default 

  

Strongly 

Agree Agree Neutral Disagree 

Strongly 

Disagree  Total 

  N % N % N % N % N % N % 

Strict monitoring and Controlling of project 
performance lead to high loans quality 

17 70.8 7 29.2 - - 
- - - - 

24 100.0 

Poorly assessed and advanced loans may 

perform well if properly monitored 

2 8.3 8 33.3 6 25.0 5 20.8 3 12.5 24 100.0 

Loan follow up is directly related to 
occurrence of nonperforming loans 

4 16.7 11 45.8 4 16.7 2 8.3 3 12.5 24 100.0 

higher budget for loan monitoring  will result 

in lower non-performing loans 

1 4.2 12 50.0 7 29.2 3 12.5 1 4.2 24 100.0 

   Credit  Monitoring  
Mean Std. Deviation 

        3.6458 .49408 

Source: SPSS Output from Survey Data, 2015 
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(3) Borrower’s Orientation and NPLs 

        The results clearly show that a relationship exists between 

borrowers’ orientation and occurrence of nonperforming loans. 

Accordingly, 75% of the respondents (mean=1.83) agreed that 

loan performance is affected by borrower’s orientation/culture. 

On the other hand, 62.5% of respondents with mean value of 

1.92 agreed that there is a relationship between loan default and 

borrower’s culture. Besides, 75% of the respondents with mean 

value of 2.25 agreed that default in some area is ascribed to the 

culture of the borrowers. Furthermore, 50% of the respondents 

having mean value of 1.83 agreed that society’s culture 

development leads to good loan performance. Thus, all of the 

factors relating to culture exhibited agreement as evidenced by a 

significant number of respondents (mean = 3.7742). 

        On the other hand, 45.8% of the respondents with mean 

value of 2.54 agreed that loans with high interest rate tend to turn 

to NPL. Though, about 54.2% of the respondents with mean 

value of 2.42 agreed that charging high interest rate leads to loan 

default. In addition, a significant portion (75%) of the 

respondents with mean score of 2.13 agreed that loan default can 

be caused by lenient /lax credit terms. However, 74% of 

respondents reported that borrowers default because they don’t 

understand credit terms well (mean=2.92). Finally, 79.2% of the 

respondents agreed that poorly negotiated credit terms 

significantly lead to NPLs. 

        The result indicated that there is strong relation between 

borrowers’ culture/orientation and occurrence of nonperforming 

loans. Therefore, borrower’s orientation/culture is one of the 

causes for loan default. Moreover, high interest rate also causes 

for the occurrence of nonperforming loans. Both lenient/lax 

credit terms & difficulty in understanding credit terms leads to 

loan default. Similarly, poorly negotiated credit terms lead to 

nonperforming loans as confirmed by the majority of respondents 

(See table 4 below).  

 

 

Table 4: Relation between Borrower’s Orientation and Occurrence of NPL 

 

  

Strongly 

Agree Agree 

 

 

Neutral 

  

 

Disagree 

  

Strongly 

Disagree 

  

 

 

Mean  

 

Std. 

Deviatio

n  

  N % N % N % N % N % 

  

Borrower’s orientation/culture is 

related to loan performance 

5 20.8 18 75.0 1 4.2 

  

- - 

1.83 0.482 

There is a relationship between 

loan default and borrower’s 

culture 

6 25.0 15 62.5 2 8.3 1 4.2 

- - 

1.92 0.717 

Default in some area is ascribed 

to the culture of the borrowers 

  18 75.0 6 25.0  - 

- - 

2.25 0.42 

Society’s cultural development 

leads to good loan performance 

8 33.3 12 50.0 4 16.7  - 

- - 

1.83 0.702 

Loans with high interest rate 

tend to turn to NPL 

2 8.3 11 45.8 7 29.2 4 16.7 

- - 

2.54 0.884 

Charging high interest rate leads 

to loan default 

1 4.2 13 54.2 9 37.5 1 4.2 

- - 

2.42 0.654 

Lenient / lax credit term cause 

loan default 

2 8.3 18 75.0 3 12.5 1 4.2 

- - 

2.13 0.612 

Borrowers default because they 

don’t understand credit terms 

well 

9 37.5 9 37.5 5 20.8 1 4.2 

- - 

2.92 0.881 

Poorly negotiated credit terms 

lead to loan non perform (NPL) 

1 4.2 19 79.2 2 8.3 2 8.3 

- - 

2.21 0.658 

Source: SPSS Output from Survey Data, 2015 

 

(4) Credit Size and NPLs  

        The findings revealed that slightly above average (54.2%) 

of the respondents with mean value of 2.12 agreed that 

aggressive lending leads to occurrence of large NPL ratio. 

However, 37.5% of the respondents with mean value of 2.96 

agreed that rapid credit growth lead to huge nonperforming 

loans. Whereas, 45.8% of the respondents with a mean score of 

2.46 thought that banks’ greater risk appetite would be cause for 

occurrence of non-performing loans. On the other hand, 41.7% of 

respondents with mean score of 2.88 agreed that compromised 

integrity in lending leads to loan default. Finally, 41.7% percent 

of them with mean score of 3.71 disagreed that having large 

number of borrowers causes loan default. 

        Hence, aggressive lending, bank’s great risk appetite and 

compromised integrity in approving credit cause large volume of 

nonperforming loans. Besides, rapid credit growth is also 
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believed to cause for occurrence of loan default as confirmed by 

a significant number of respondents (mean=2.96). The response 

indicates that having large number of borrowers is not the cause 

for the occurrence loan default (See table 5 below) as evidenced 

by the majority of respondents. 

 

 

Table 2: Factors Indicating Credit Size and Loan Default 

 

  

Strongly 

Agree Agree Neutral Disagree 

Strongly 

Disagree  Total 

  N % N % N % N % N % N % 

Aggressive lending leads to large 

NPL volume/ratio 

5 20.8 13 54.2 4 16.7 2 8.3 

- - 

24 100.0 

Rapid credit growth leads huge 

NPL level 

1 4.2 8 33.3 6 25.0 9 37.5 

- - 

24 100.0 

The Bank’s great risk appetite is 

cause for NPL 

4 16.7 11 45.8 4 16.7 4 16.7 1 4.2 24 100.0 

Compromised integrity in 

lending leads to loan default 

2 8.3 10 41.7 3 12.5 7 29.2 2 8.3 24 100.0 

Having large number of 

borrowers causes loan default 

- - 5 20.8 3 12.5 10 41.7 6 25.0 24 100.0 

      

 Credit Size 

  Mean 

Std. 

Deviation 

        3.1750 .63331 

Source: SPSS Output from Survey Data, 2015 

 

(5) Credit Performers Capability, Power and Bank’s Policy  

        Regarding credit performers’ capability, power and bank 

policy and its impact on the occurrence of NPL in the region, 

62.5% of the respondents with mean of 2.46 agreed that project 

appraising and selection officers and managers are qualified and 

skilled enough. Furthermore, 45.8% of the respondents with 

mean value of 2.46 agreed that credit performers in the bank 

have autonomous power in appraising and selecting projects. On 

the other hand, slightly above average (58.3%) of the 

respondents with a mean score of 1.96 confirmed that the bank’s 

lending policy always influences the region’s lending decisions. 

Finally, 37.5% of the respondents with mean of 2.71 agreed that 

measures taken to resolve non-performing loans in the bank are 

too lenient (See table 6 below).    

 

 

Table 6: Credit Performers Capability, Power and Bank’s Policy 

 

  

Strongly 

Agree Agree Neutral Disagree 

Strongly 

Disagree Total 

  N % N % N % N % N % N % 

Project appraising and selection 

officers and managers are qualified 

and skilled enough 

- - 15 62.5 7 29.2 2 8.3 

- - 

24 100.0 

Credit performers in the bank have 

autonomous power in appraising and 

selecting projects 

1 4.2 11 45.8 7 29.2 5 20.8 

- - 

24 100.0 

The bank’s lending policy always 

influences the region’s lending 

decisions 

6 25.0 14 58.3 3 12.5 1 4.2 

- - 

24 100.0 

Measures taken to resolve non-

performing loans in the bank are too 

lenient 

3 12.5 9 37.5 5 20.8 6 25.0 1 4.2 24 100.0 

      
Credit Performance 

Capability, Power and 

Bank’s Policy 

  Mean 

Std. 

Deviation 

        3.5521 .51594 

Source: SPSS Output from Survey Data, 2015  

 

        Besides, the respondents were asked to rank the factors 

affecting NPLs in the region. Accordingly, poor 

monitoring/follow-up was considered by the majority as the 

primary factor causing occurrences of nonperforming loans while 
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poor credit assessment was ranked second. Credit 

culture/orientation was ranked as the third influential factor. On 

the other hand, a lenient credit term was ranked as the fourth 

important factor to cause occurrence of nonperforming loans. 

Whereas, other factors not mentioned in the table was ranked as 

the fifth relevant factors causing for NPL. Finally, high interest 

rate has been ranked as the sixth influential factor to cause for 

loan default (See table 7 below). 

 

 

Table 7: Ranking of Factors Affecting Occurrence of Nonperforming Loans 

 

 Minimum Maximum Mean Std. Deviation Rank 

High interest rate 1 6 5.00 1.180 6 

Lenient credit terms 1 6 3.04 1.601 4 

Credit culture / Orientation 1 6 2.75 1.539 3 

Poor monitoring/follow 1 6 2.21 1.641 1 

Poor risk assessment 1 6 2.57 1.701 2 

Others, Please specify 1 6 4.67 2.160 5 

Valid N (list wise)      

Source: SPSS Output from Survey Data, 2015 

 

        Furthermore, using open-ended questions regarding causes 

for occurrence of nonperforming loan the following factors were 

identified as common causes for incidence of nonperforming 

loans: weak risk assessment, implementation delay, poor follow-

up and lack of proper assessment of KYC or due diligence.  

 

4.3 Customers Specific Factors 

(1) Project Accessibility  

        The respondents’ were asked about the accessibility of their 

project to basic infrastructure and utilities. Accordingly, 59.5% 

of the respondents agreed that their project is accessible. Thus, 

the result shows that infrastructure and utilities were not the 

cause of the projects to become defaulter.  

(2) Loan History 

        Borrowers were also asked to give their degree of 

agreement or disagreement whether or not the process of 

approving loans in the bank is transparent. However, only 42.9% 

of the respondents agreed that the process is transparent. Though, 

31% of them are neutral to provide their view on the matter, 

around 23.8% of them claimed that the process of approving 

loans in the region is not transparent. 

        More than average of the respondents has reservation on the 

transparency of loan approving process of the bank. Besides, 

loan approval process of the bank has risen as the cause for 

nonperforming loans in another subjective question. The reason 

might relate to the transparency of loan approving. If the loan 

approving process is not transparent it highly deteriorates the 

quality of loan approved. This leads to occurrence of NPL.   

Respondents were asked about the sufficiency of the loan 

approved for the requirement of their project. Accordingly, the 

majority 69% of them indicated that the loan approved by the 

bank was insufficient for the requirement of the project (See 

table 8 below).  

 

Table 8: Sufficiency of the Approved Loans for the Requirement of their Projects 

 

 Frequency Percent Valid Percent Cumulative Percent 

Valid 

Strongly agree 1 2.4 2.4 2.4 

Agree 8 19.0 19.0 21.4 

Neutral 4 9.5 9.5 31.0 

Disagree 25 59.5 59.5 90.5 

strongly disagree 4 9.5 9.5 100.0 

Total 42 100.0 100.0  

Source: SPSS Output from Survey Data, 2015 

 

        In addition to the above issues, 69% of the respondents 

thought that the loan approved by the bank is not sufficient for 

the requirement of the project. Besides, 88.1% of the respondents 

indicated that the approved loan is not provided by the bank in 

the soonest possible time.  The majority of respondents (83.8%) 

assumed that the reason for the delay was the lengthy procedure 

the bank adopted in processing the loan. Ultimately, this might 

cause the project to be defaulted.  

(3) Project Implementation   

        With respect to the adequacy of the “grace period” and 

“implantation of the project within the intended period of time”, 

52.4% of the borrowers claimed that the grace period was not 

enough; and also 61.9% of the respondents indicated that the 

project was not fully implemented within the intended period of 

time. Besides, they have indicted the constraints behind on time 

project implantation (See tables 9 & 10 below).  
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Table 9: Borrowers Level of Agreement with Regard to Adequacy of  grace period  

 Frequency Percent Valid Percent Cumulative Percent 

Valid 

Strongly agree 2 4.8 4.8 4.8 

Agree 10 23.8 23.8 28.6 

Neutral 8 19.0 19.0 47.6 

Disagree 16 38.1 38.1 85.7 

strongly disagree 6 14.3 14.3 100.0 

Total 42 100.0 100.0  

Source: SPSS Output from Survey Data, 2015 

 

Table 10: Borrowers Response on the Major Obstacles behind on Time Project Implementation 

 Frequency Percent Valid Percent Cumulative 

Percent 

Valid 

Financial constraint 22 67.65 67.65 67.65 

Technical constraint 2 5.88 5.88 73.53 

Shortage of materials 5 14.71 14.71 88.24 

Others 4 11.76 11.76 100.0 

Total 33 100.0 100.0  

Source: SPSS Output from Survey Data, 2015 

 

        As it is stipulated in the above tables (11 & 12), the major 

constraint for project implementation problem/delay was 

financial constrain, which is, mainly caused by underestimation 

of the initial investment cost as confirmed by 39.1% of the 

respondents. The same respondents who were facing 

implementation delay were asked about what type of 

mechanisms they used to overcome the problem they 

encountered. Accordingly, the respondents indicated that they 

used the following mechanisms to solve problems associated 

with implementation delays:- 

 Asking the bank to reschedule the loan repayment 

period 

 Working in close collaboration with the bank 

 Reducing production  

 Asking the bank for additional loan 

 

        Most commonly the bank provides additional loan and loan 

repayment period rescheduling for the borrowers who have 

encountered implementation with strong justification for the 

problem.  

 

Tables 11: Why Financial Constraints faced in Implementing Projects? 

 

 Frequency Percent Valid Percent Cumulative Percent 

Valid 

 Inflation 5 21.7 25.0 25.0 

Inabilities to raise own 

contribution 
2 8.7 10.0 35.0 

Inadequate loan released 3 13.0 15.0 50.0 

Underestimation of the initial 

investment cost 
9 39.1 45.0 95.0 

Dalliance in Disbursement 1 4.3 5.0 100.0 

Total 20 87.0 100.0  

Missing System 3 13.0   

Total 23 100.0   

Source: SPSS Output from Survey Data, 2015 

 

(4) Market Situation 

        When we look at the market situation of the borrowers 

about 47.6% of the respondents evaluated their market demand 

was good. Besides, 33.3% of the respondents agreed that their 

market situation was as expected or projected by the feasibility 

study. However, 33.4% of the respondents revealed that their 

market situation was not as per the expectation or projection 

made by the feasibility study. The reason for the market situation 

not at the level of their expectation or projection was that 

because they were producing below their capacity as indicated by 

50% of the respondents. The other reasons mentioned were 

establishment of similar projects and excess supply in the market. 

However, 21.4% of the respondents were not willing to give their 

response on the market situation. In addition, the respondents 
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listed the following reasons for the market situation not as per 

expected or projected on the feasibility study:-  

 Implementation of inappropriate marketing strategy  

 Lack of market for products 

 Overestimation problem while developing the feasibility 

study 

 Unavailability of raw materials in the local market and 

insufficiency of fund allocated for working capital and 

inaccessibility of foreign currency. 

(5) Loan Repayment  

        Under this section borrowers were asked how they 

evaluated the mode of disbursement of the bank and what 

motivated them to repay the loan and why they fail in repaying 

the loan according to the loan repayment schedule stipulated in 

the loan contract. In addition, they were asked whether or not the 

loan repayment period given by the bank is enough or not. 

Hence, 66.7% of the respondents evaluated that the mode of 

disbursement focused on controlling rather than the current need 

of the project. On the other hand, 64.3% of the respondents were 

motivated to repay their loan because paying bank loan is part of 

their obligation. 

 

 

Table 4.12: Borrowers Evaluation of the Mode of Loan Disbursement 

 Frequency Percent Valid Percent Cumulative Percent 

Valid 

In line to the need of the 

project 
4 9.5 9.5 9.5 

Focused on controlling 

rather than the current need 

of the project 

28 66.7 66.7 76.2 

Both 9 21.4 21.4 97.6 

Others 1 2.4 2.4 100.0 

Total 42 100.0 100.0  

Source: SPSS Output from Survey Data, 2015 

 

        Regarding failure in repaying loan according to the loan 

repayment schedule, 57.1% of respondents (See table 13) 

indicated that it is due to shortage of working capital; however, 

38.1 % of the respondents believed that failure in repayment of 

loans arise due to market problem and finally, 4.8% of them were 

willful defaulters. Besides, the majority, 59.5% of the 

respondents believed that the loan repayment period given by the 

bank is not enough. Hence, from this one can infer that shortage 

of working capital, market problem & the short loan repayment 

period given by the bank can be cited as the factors that led to 

loan default.  

        In order to settle the overdue loan balance, respondents were 

asked the mechanisms they designed to pay the overdue (arrears) 

loan balance. Therefore, the following mechanisms were 

forwarded by the respondents:-  

 Selling of products aggressively 

 Collecting additional cash from partners  

 Borrowing from somewhere else 

 Asking the bank for loan repayment period rescheduling 

 Management restructuring the  

 Increasing product quality to sell more 

 Negotiating with the bank 

 

Table 13: Reasons for failure in Repaying Loan as per Loan repayment schedule 

 Frequency Percent Valid Percent Cumulative Percent 

Valid 

Market problem 16 38.1 38.1 38.1 

Working capital shortage 24 57.1 57.1 95.2 

Willful defaulting 2 4.8 4.8 100.0 

Total 42 100.0 100.0  

Source: SPSS Output from Survey Data, 2015 

 

V. CONCLUSIONS AND POLICY IMPLICATIONS 

5.1 Conclusions 

        The average ratio of non-performing loans in the region for 

the last five years was 45% which is very high compared to the 

acceptable standard of 15% of the total loan outstanding set by 

Association of African Development Finance Institutions. 

Empirical evidence shows that NPL is found to be one of the 

major critical factors that adversely affect the overall 

performance of the financial institutions. It results in poor asset 

quality, undermines the net income, endangers sustainability, 

tarnish image and reputation, etc. Consequently, it affects banks 

and the financial system in the economy and the country’s 

economy at large. Understanding the causes of NPLs is crucial 

for designing appropriate regulatory measures to strengthen asset 

quality of the bank. Thus, the aim of this study was to identify 

the causes for the occurrence of Nonperforming loans of 

Development bank of Ethiopia Central region. The study tried to 

find out both bank and customer specific determinates of 

nonperforming loans.  

        Among the bank specific factors, the study found that the 

credit assessment of the region is the major cause. The result 

depicts that weak credit risk management and easily admitted 
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borrowers cause occurrences of NPL under credit assessment. 

This implies that the region has been poorly assessing borrower’s 

creditworthiness, ability to repay a loan and the risk associated 

with the loan. Therefore, this result is found to be parallel with 

the conclusion made by Joseph et al. (2012), which says factors 

such as poor credit policy; weak credit analysis and inadequate 

risk management have influence towards non-performing loans.  

The result also shows that credit monitoring is the cause for the 

occurrence of nonperforming loan. Strict monitoring and 

controlling of projects is the base to have good loan quality. 

Furthermore, even poorly assessed and advanced loan might 

perform well if properly monitored. When the bank fails to give 

due attention to the borrowers and what it is doing with the 

money the bank may not see the risk associated with it.  The 

objective of loan follow up or monitoring is to make sure that the 

end use of fund is in line with the purpose and approval terms 

and conditions. In agreement with empirical studies, the result of 

the study support the conclusion made by Wondimagegnehu 

(2012) that credit monitoring/ follow-up plays pivotal role to 

ensure loan collection. 

        Meanwhile, aggressive lending, bank’s excessive risk 

appetite and compromised integrity in approving credit and rapid 

credit growth were believed to cause for occurrence of loan 

default. This finding is in line with and supports the empirical 

study of Keeton and Morris (1987) that reported banks with 

greater risk appetite tend to record higher losses. Besides, 

according to Rajiv & Dhal (2003) excessive financing is 

regarded main reason for high rate of NPLs. There is also 

evidence that rapid credit growth as a measure of excessive risk 

taking in lending serves as a sign to worsening loan portfolio 

quality. However, this study didn’t support Keeton and Morris 

(1987) that argued banks that tend to take more risks, including 

in the form of excess lending eventually incur higher losses. 

Moreover, the study’s result shows that high interest rate, poorly 

negotiated credit terms and lenient/lax credit terms are also the 

cause for the occurrence of nonperforming loans. In addition, the 

loan approving process and the amount of loan approved by the 

bank were the causes for the occurrence of NPLs in the region. 

The result of the study supports the finding by (Pasha, n/d) that 

found banks which charge relatively higher interest rates and 

lend excessively are likely to incur higher levels of non-

performing loans, Rajiv and Dhal (2003) financial factors such as 

terms of credit and credit orientation impact significantly on the 

non-performing loans and Jimenez and Saurina (2005) provided 

evidence that NPLs are determined by lenient credit terms. 

        Concerning customer’s specific causes, the result shows 

credit culture of customers, lack of knowledge and related 

experience of borrower for the proposed business, willful default, 

loan diversion, lack of commitment on the side of the promoter 

and project management problem were the factors.  The result 

confirmed empirical literature of Wondimagegnehu (2012) that 

concluded willful defaults by borrower and their knowledge 

limitation, fund diversion for unexpected purposes and overdue 

financing has significant effect on NPLs. This implies that 

customers’ specific factors have impact on the prevalence of 

NPLs unless thoroughly addressed through comprehensive credit 

worthiness assessment supported by KYC during loan 

application and properly monitored after being implemented.  

 

5.2 Recommendations 

        Based on the findings of the study the researchers forwarded 

the following recommendations: 

 Loan granting is a very risky business unless the risk 

associated with it properly identified and mitigated. In order 

to protect the occurrence of loan default, the bank should 

adapt pre-and post-credit risk assessments. 

 The bank should prepare awareness creation forums 

regarding credit service of the bank to improve credit culture 

of potential investors.  

 The bank needs to make sure that borrowed funds are being 

used for the intended purpose through enhanced timely 

credit monitoring after the loan is being disbursed. 

 Given the adverse effect of NPLs on the bank’s 

sustainability and also in view of the significant contribution 

of bank-level factors to NPLs, the bank should prevent a 

sharp buildup of NPLs in  the future by ensuring that 

avoiding excessive lending, maintaining high credit 

standards/terms and closely monitor the rate of credit growth 

to prevent aggressive lending.  

 When a loan became non-performing and if there is no any 

option to recover the loan, the region has to make a write 

off. If non-performing loans remains on the balance sheet, it 

reduces the asset quality of the Bank and it will affect 

reputation and loose trust of stakeholders like depositors and 

investors. Therefore, timely decision should be given by the 

concerned body; NPL resolution mechanisms should be 

adopted so as to avoid the problems of non-performing 

loans. 

 This study tries to identify both bank and customer specific 

factors affecting nonperforming loans of DBE central region 

using selected variables. However, there are so many 

variables that were not included in this study. Thus, future 

researchers may be interested in validating the consistency 

of the result and provide supplementary results for this by 

including macroeconomic factors affecting nonperforming 

loans. 
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Abstract- The research investigates the effect of foreign direct investment (FDI) on the manufacturing sector in Nigeria, and its 
importance in the Nigeria economy in general. The main issues in this paper relates to understanding the effects and impact of foreign 
direct investments on the manufacturing sector, as well as our ability to attract adequate funds, sufficient enough to accelerate the pace 
of our economic growth and development. In order to analyse the data, both econometric and statistical methods were used. The 
econometric regression model of ordinary least square was applied in evaluating the relationship between foreign direct investment 
and major economic indicators such as manufacturing output, exchange rate and interest rate. The model revealed a positive 
relationship between foreign direct investment and each of the variables (manufacturing output, exchange rate and interest rate). 
Foreign Direct Investment has a positive relationship on the manufacturing sector in Nigeria. In addition, there is a positive and 
significant relationship between Exchange rate (EXCH) and manufacturing output (MOUTPUT) in Nigeria. Some recommendations 
were made therein that government should step up efforts in attracting foreign direct investment into the sector by ensuring that 
investor confidence is protected. The study also suggest that despite the fact that the importance of FDI cannot be over accentuated, 
there is the need for government and policy makers to realize the fact that the fundamental element in any successful development 
strategy ought to be the encouragement of domestic investors first before going after foreign investors. 
 
Index Terms- Foreign Direct Investment, Manufacturing sector, Exchange rate, Interest rate, Manufacturing output 
 
 

I. INTRODUCTION 
ost countries strive to attract Foreign Direct Investment (FDI) in the manufacturing sector because of its acknowledged 
advantages as a tool of economic development. Africa and Nigeria in particular joined the rest of the world to seek FDI as 

evidenced by the formation of New Partnership for Africa’s Development (NEPAD), which has the attraction of foreign investment to 
Africa as a major component. Improvements in economic policies are needed to augment macroeconomic performance and attain the 
minimum growth rate required to meet the Millennium Development Goals set by the United Nations. An increase in investment is 
crucial to the achievement of sustained growth and development in the country. This requires the mobilization of both domestic and 
international finances. Given the unpredictability of aid flows, the low share of the country in world trade, the high volatility of short- 
term capital flows, and the low savings rate of the country, the desired increase in investment has to be achieved through an increase 
in FDI flows, at least in the short – run (De Gregorio, 2003).  
 
Until recently, FDI was not fully embraced by Nigeria and other African leaders as an essential feature of growth in the manufacturing 
sector, reflecting largely to fears that it could lead to the loss of political sovereignty, push domestic firms into bankruptcy due to 
increased competition and, if entry is predominant in the natural resource sector accelerate the risk of environment degradation. 
Akinlo (2006) argue that much of African skepticism toward foreign investment is rooted in history, ideology, and the politics of the 
post – independence period. They also argue that the prevailing attitudes and concerns in the region are due in part to the fact that 
policy – makers in the region are not convinced that the potential benefit of FDI could be fully realized.  
 
Although most of the concerns of Nigeria regarding foreign investment are legitimate, for example, there is some evidence that the 
activities of foreign oil firms in Nigeria have had perverse effects on local environment (Ekpo, 2003). It has been shown that if a host 
country creates conducive environment to investment, FDI can play an important role in its development efforts. Its potential benefits 
include; employment generation and growth by providing additional capital to a host country supplementing domestic savings, 
integration into the global economy and transfer of modern technology (Opaluwa, Ameh and Umeh, 2010). The inadequacy of 
infrastructure has been one of the major constraints for the manufacturing sector. 
 
Apart from the telecommunications industry and oil and gas sector, the brewing industry has been the largest source of Foreign Direct 
Investment (FDI) in the country.  Such investment includes Heineken’s investment in Nigeria Breweries Plc, which is its largest 
investment outside Europe. It also became a major stakeholder in consolidated breweries Plc with 50.2% (Omolara, 2006). The 
Nigerian brewery market is currently a 15mhl market and typifies a classic illustration of a duopoly (Ahmed, 2010). However, the 
manufacturing sector has contributed much to the growth and development of Nigerian economy. The brewery industry has been the 
largest contributor in the manufacturing sector as Ola (2001) in Okwo and Ugwunta (2012) noted that the brewery industry 

M  
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contributed about 28 percent of Manufactured Value Added (MVA) and provides direct employment for over 30,000 person and 
indirect employment close to 300,000 persons including the firms producing ancillary services. FDI have been adjudged to have a 
positive impact in the brewery industry and the economic growth at large that is likely to lead to an enlarged market size, which in 
turn will attract further FDI. 
 
Numerous studies have identified foreign direct investment, as key to other sectors of the economy, but relatively little research seem 
to have investigated foreign direct investment and the relation with manufacturing sector. There is need therefore for more research in 
the subject to determine the impact of foreign direct investment on the management of the manufacturing sector in Nigeria. The rest of 
this paper is structured into section two, review of related literature, section three, the methodology, section four analysis and 
discussion of findings and section five conclusion and recommendations. 
 

II. REVIEW OF RELATED LITERATURE 
Foreign Direct Investment (FDI) 
FDI is the investment made by a company outside its home country. It is the flow of long-term capital based on long-term profit 
consideration involved in international production Caves, 2007). This definition is correct but not complete as the important issues of 
control and management are not included in it. International investment can take two forms. It could be either portfolio investment, 
where the investors buy some non-controlling portion of the stock, bond or any other financial security, or direct investment where the 
investor participates in the control and management of such business venture. This is the type of investment by multinational 
companies and it tends to contribute more to economic growth than the portfolio investment.  
 
Nigeria Foreign Direct Investment  
Investors see the three regional hub markets — namely South Africa in the south, Nigeria in the west and Kenya in the east — as the 
most attractive investment destinations. These three countries account for over 40% of total FDI projects (EY, 2014; fDi Intelligence). 
Foreign Direct Investment in Nigeria averaged 1404.84 USD Million from 2007 until 2015, reaching an all time high of 3084.90 USD 
Million in the fourth quarter of 2012 and a record low of 624.87 USD Million in the second quarter of 2015 
(www.tradingeconomics.com). By the third quarter of 2015, Foreign Direct Investment increased to 1213.98 USD Million. FDIs have 
constituted the biggest single source of employment opportunities for the country’s teeming population. FDI is an engine of growth in 
terms of their assistance in transforming the structure of the economy from a single vector to a composite sector; from a primary 
agrarian enclave to an industrial one. They have assisted in and induced the government in providing needed infrastructure. More 
importantly, they have facilitated in bringing imported technology that has led to greater utilization of resources. Consequently, 
Foreign Direct Investment in Nigeria is expected to be 590.13 USD Million by the end of the second quarter of 2016, according to 
Trading Economics global macro models and analysts expectations. Looking forward, Foreign Direct Investment in Nigeria is 
projected to stand at 955.25 in 12 month's time. In the long-term, the Nigeria Foreign Direct Investment is projected to trend around 
996.62 USD Million in 2020. (www.tradingeconomics.com) 
 
Nigerian manufacturing sector 
An ad-hoc study conducted in 1989 by Chete and Adenikinju (2002), indicated that the overall productivity level of the Nigerian 
manufacturing sector over the years has seen very little increase and most of these companies have even faced a decline in 
productivity as well as profitability. These findings was confirmed further by a report by the Manufacturers’ Association of Nigeria 
(MAN), which revealed that there was a generally negative trend in the growth of the Nigerian manufacturing sector during the period 
of 1980-1989. The report also stated that the expectations were low of observing any considerable improvement in the situation. The 
research studies conducted after that period confirmed this expectation, as they provided evidence that the trend of negative 
productivity continued and that neither was there an improvement in the profitability level of the sector well into the 1990s and 2000s 
Akinlo (1996) and Ku, Mustapha & Goh (2010). Ayanwale (2007) studied the effects of foreign direct investment on the performance 
of the Nigerian economy and manufacturing sector, and revealed that the country is striving to attract more foreign investors. This is 
so that the revenue gained through these investments can support the operations and activities of the manufacturing sector. However, 
available statistics of the Nigeria’s manufacturing and macro-economic data did not paint a good picture of manufacturing production 
in Nigeria as at 2015 as shown in figure 2. Manufacturing production in Nigeria decreased 0.30 percent in June of 2015 over the same 
month in the previous year. Manufacturing Production in Nigeria averaged 8.43 percent from 2007 until 2015, reaching an all time 
high of 24.60 percent in the fourth quarter of 2013 and a record low of -0.70 percent in the first quarter of 2015 
(www.tradingeconomics.com). Another vital point that Ayanwale’s work brought to light is that while foreign investments in 
manufacturing could be beneficial to the economy, it is necessary that human resource issues are resolved as well so that the financial 
resources can be effectively utilized.  
 
Alli (2009) reviewed the situation and stated that after going through several vicissitudes, the final shape of the Nigerian 
manufacturing sector is mainly made up of a few players. These players are the multinational, national, regional and local 
manufacturers, investors, and companies. It was also disclosed that while the multinational companies are still operating and surviving 
in the country because of strong financial and resource support, the other operators have either disappeared from the scene or are 
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struggling to survive in the manufacturing industry. This is because of the unpredictable policies and strategies implemented by the 
government, effects of globalization, and the lack of raw materials obtained locally for the manufacturing process. As a result, the 
aforementioned players of the sector started diminishing from the scene, and the productivity and efficiency of the manufacturing 
sector were negatively affected. Okejiri (2003) revealed that one of the largest constraints for the high productivity of the Nigeria’s 
manufacturing sector is, again, the low level of technology; as advancements in technology are changing the manufacturing sectors of 
countries all over the world. Developing countries are rapidly adopting new technologies so that they can secure higher productivity 
and revolutionize their manufacturing industry. Unfortunately, the Nigerian manufacturing companies are still not focusing enough on 
acquiring modern machinery and as mentioned, up to now they are still using the same methods and machinery that were introduced 
as far back as the 1960s and 1970s. This stagnant, almost stubborn, mindset greatly limits this solution for the future growth of the 
sector. 
 
The reasons behind the low growth and performance of the Nigerian manufacturing sector during the last few years include “high 
production costs caused by energy, high interest and exchange rates, influx of inferior and substandard products from other nations, 
multiplicity of taxes and levies, poor sales partly as a result of low purchasing power of the consumers, bogged down with delay in 
clearing consignments due to existence of multiple inspection agencies at the ports, etc” (MAN, 2007).  
 
Foreign Direct Investment and the Manufacturing Sector 
The effort by several African countries to improve their business intimate stems from the desire to attract FDI. In fact, one of the 
pillars on which the New Partnership for Africa’s Development (NEPAD) was to increase available capital to US $ 64 billion through 
a combination of reforms, resource mobilization and a conducive environment for FDI (Funke and Nsouli, 2003). Unfortunately, the 
efforts of most African countries to attract FDI have been futile. This is in spite of the perceived and obvious need for FDI in the 
continent. The development is disturbing, sending very little hope of economic development and growth for these countries. Further, 
the pattern of the FDI that does exist is often skewed towards extractive industries, meaning that the differential rate of FDI inflow 
into sub-Saharan Africa has been adduced to be due to natural resources, although the size of the local market may also be a 
consideration (Morriset 2000; Asiedu, 2001).  Many countries (especially developing countries) now see attracting FDI as an 
important element in their strategy for economic development. This is most probably because FDI is seen as an amalgamation of 
capital, technology, marketing and management. Sub-Saharan Africa as a region now has to depend very much on FDI for so many 
reasons, some of which are amplified by Asiedu (2001). The preference for FDI stems from its acknowledged advantages (Obwona, 
2001, 2004). 
 
Asiedu (2005) viewed Nigeria as a country, given her natural resource base and large market size, qualifies to be a major recipient of 
FDI in Africa and indeed is one of the top three leading Africa countries that consistently received FDI in the past decade. However, 
the level of FDI attracted by Nigeria is mediocre compared with the resource base and potential need. Further, the empirical linkage 
between FDI and growth of manufacturing sector in Nigeria is yet unclear, despite numerous studies that have examined the influence 
of FDI on Nigeria’s economic growth with varying outcomes (Akinlo, 2004). Most of the previous studies of FDI and the growth of 
manufacturing sector in sub-Saharan Africa are multi country studies. However, recent evidence affirms that the relationship between 
FDI and manufacturing sector may be country and period specific. Asiedu (2001) submits that the determinants of FDI in one region 
may not be the same for other regions. In the same vein, the determinants of FDI in countries within a region may be different from 
one another. Though the Nigerian manufacturing sector cannot support economic development in its present condition, it has great 
potential since Nigeria is one of the most attention-grabbing markets of the region (Alli, 2009). Many investors view Nigeria as the 
most attractive consumer market in Africa, given its large population of about 170 million and its improving business environment. 
Investors are optimistic about Nigeria, with its sizable, young and increasingly urbanized population (www.tradingeconomics.com, 
2014).  
 
Imoudu (2012), submits that there has been some diversification into the manufacturing sector in recent years, although FDI in Nigeria 
has traditionally been concentrated in the extractive industries. He further stated that the manufacturing and processing sector received 
enormous attention within the period of 1980–2009. In 1980-84, its share of total FDI stood at 38.3 percent; it reaches the peak of 43.7 
percent between the periods 1990-94, fell to 23.6 percent in 1995-99 and rose to 40.7 percent in 2005-09. Its average total all through 
the period was, however, 34.8 percent in 1980-2009. Ogbanje et al, (2010) in their findings revealed that the manufacturing and 
processing sector was the most highly favoured by the net flow of foreign investment. This result is in conformity with Fabayo (2003) 
that the manufacturing sector attracts more FDI than other sectors of the economy. However, many problems are hindering the growth 
of the manufacturing sector in Nigeria and as a result the country is progressing very slowly towards economic diversification. Dipak 
and Ata (2003) summed up the economic scenario in Nigeria and the role of the manufacturing sector by identifying the main hurdles 
that mostly and historically affect its development and growth. These barriers include insecurity, political instability, market-
distorting, state-owned monopolies, weak infrastructure and unavailability of finance while Adenikinju (2003) added excessive 
bureaucracy and rampant corruption.  
 
Thorough look at views of the immediate afore mentioned researchers, indicate that they fail to consider the forces of demand and 
supply, a critical view reviews that some of the decline in the manufacturing sector is because of the forces of demand and supply. 
Improvement in the standard of living and advancement in technology have made some people feel that they have outgrown some 
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certain things and therein the need to encourage foreign investors who will in turn bring about some of the technological advancement 
and high standard of living the country needs.  
 

III. METHODOLOGY 
The focus of this study is to examine foreign direct investment on the management of the manufacturing sector in Nigeria, for the 
period, 1981-2012. Annual data set for the period 1981-2012 were extracted from the Central Bank of Nigeria Statistical Bulletin and 
researcher's computation. The statistical technique employed in this study is the ordinary Least Squares (OLS) multivariate regression.  
 
Model Specification 
The model for this study examines the effect of foreign direct investment into the manufacturing sector on output growth.  
MOUPUT = ƒ (FDIMS, EXCRT, INTR, u,) ………………………….. (i)   
MOUPUT= λo + λ1 FDIMS, + λ2 EXCRT + λ3 INTR + u----------------- (ii) 
Where:    
MOUPUT= Manufacturing sector output  
FDIMS = Foreign direct investment into the manufacturing sector 
EXCRT = Exchange rate  
INTR = Interest rate  
Ut = Stochastic term 
Aprori expectations: 
 λ1 ,  >0  , λ2  <0, λ3  <0, 
 
Variables  
Dependent variable: MOUPUT – Manufacturing Sector Output 
Independent Variables:  FDI – Foreign direct investment 
    EXCRT = Exchange rate  
INTR = Interest rate  
 

Hypotheses 
H01: Foreign Direct Investment has no significant impact on the manufacturing sector in Nigeria. 
H02: Exchange rate has no significant impact on the manufacturing sector in Nigeria. 
 

IV. PRESENTATION AND EMPIRICAL RESULTS 
Data Description  

Table 1: Data for Analysis 
YEAR MOUPUT FDI EXCH INT 

1981 13837.9 334.7 0.6955 7 

1982 15633.5 290 0.7242 10.25 

1983 10797.4 264.3 0.7649 7.25 

1984 9532.75 360.3 0.8938 10.5 

1985 12032.4 646.1 2.026 17.5 

1986 11582.6 735.8 4.0176 16.5 

1987 12041.6 2452.8 4.5367 26.8 

1988 13713.9 1718.2 7.3916 25.5 

1989 14011.5 13877.4 8.0378 20.01 

1990 14702.4 4686 9.9095 29.5 

1991 16078.5 6916.1 17.2984 36.09 

1992 15357.2 14463.1 22.0511 21 

1993 14788.1 29675.2 21.8861 20.18 
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1994 14591.4 22229.2 21.9 19.74 

1995 13836.1 75940.6 70.4 13.54 

1996 13953.4 111295 39.8 18.29 

1997 14010 110453 71.8 21.32 

1998 13046.3 80750.4 76.8 17.98 

1999 13494.6 92795.5 92.3 18.29 

2000 13958.8 115952 101.7 20.48 

2001 14935.1 132434 111.9 20.18 

2002 16439.4 225972 121 19.15 

2003 17369.6 295250 129.4 19.16 

2004 19436.8 300251 139.1 20 

2005 21305.1 325911 158.2 21.1 

2006 23305.9 365219 147.45 18.64 

2007 25535.5 392164 151 51.48 

2008 27806.8 400147 164.21 22 

2009 29990.8 400147 148.902 20.48 

2010 32260.6 5028391 150.298 20.18 

2011 34711.3 530011 153.862 19.15 

2012 34711.3 5699233 156.893 24.0302 

Source: Central Bank of Nigeria Statistical Bulletin for various years and researcher’s computation. 

 
Table 2: Descriptive Statistics  

 
MOUPUT EXCH FDI INT 

Mean 17830 73.86612 476582.2 19.90904 
Median 14702.4 71.8 92795.5 20 

Maximum 34711.3 164.21 5699233 51.48 
Minimum 9532.75 0.6955 264.3 7 
Std. Dev. 7199.016 63.73375 1316892 7.688368 
Skewness 1.250865 0.1148 3.486912 1.99013 
Kurtosis 3.283997 1.330833 13.44625 10.61995 

Jarque-Bera 8.188269 3.666828 203.7712 95.46214 
Probability 0.01667 0.159867 0 0 

Sum 552730 2289.85 14774050 617.1802 
Sum Sq. Dev. 1.55E+09 121859.7 5.20E+13 1773.33 
Observations 31 31 31 31 

Source: Eviews 8.0 

Table 2 presents the result for the descriptive statistics for the variables. As observed, Manufacturing Output has a mean value of 
17830.00 and standard deviation of 7199.016. The standard deviation is large and suggests considerable deviation of manufacturing 
sector output over time from the mean. The maximum and minimum values are 34711.3 and 9532.75 respectively.  The mean value 
for foreign direct investment (FDI) is 476582.3 with a standard deviation of 1316892 which is large and suggests considerable 
deviation of FDI flows over time from the mean. FDI flows have actually been increasing over time. The maximum and minimum 
values are 476582.3 and 264.300 respectively. Exchange rate with respect to the dollar has a mean value of 65.805 and standard 
deviation of 63.73372 which reflects the extent to which it deviates from its mean. The maximum and minimum values are 164.2100 
and 0.696 respectively.  Interest rate (INTR) is observed to have a mean value of 19.9094 and a standard deviation of 7.6883 which 
reflects the extent to which it deviates from its mean. The maximum and minimum values are 51.4800 and 7.00 respectively. The 
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Jacque-bera statistics for the variables shows that all the variables (MOUTPUT, FDI and INT) are normally distributed since the p-
value is less than 0.05 except for EXCH  that the normality condition does not hold for the data since the p-value is greater than 0.05. 
We proceed to examine the correlation estimates for the variables. 
 
Table 3: Correlation Matrix 

 
MOUPUT EXCH FDI INT 

MOUPUT 1 0.782491 0.667738 0.293455 
EXCH 0.782491 1 0.439877 0.265642 

FDI 0.667738 0.439877 1 0.090515 
INT 0.293455 0.265642 0.090515 1 

Source: Eviews 8.0 
 
From the correlation matrix in Table 3, Manufacturing Output (MOUTPUT) shows a positive correlation with Exchange rate (EXCH) 
(78 percent), Foreign Direct Investment (FDI) (67 percent), and Interest rate (INT) (29 percent). Similarly, Exchange rate (EXCH) 
shows a positive correlation with Foreign Direct Investment (FDI) (44 percent), and Interest rate (INT) (27 percent), while Foreign 
Direct Investment (FDI) shows a positive correlation with Interest rate (INT) (9 percent). The result suggest that there is absence of 
multicollinearity among the independent variables since the correlation among them are less than 80 percent. 
 
Table 4: Regression Result with AR(4) 
Dependent Variable: MOUPUT   
Method: Least Squares   
Date: 04/03/16   Time: 23:58   
Sample (adjusted): 1985 2012   
Included observations: 28 after adjustments  
Convergence achieved after 37 iterations  

     
     Variable Coefficient Std. Error t-Statistic Prob.   
     
     C 9289.103 3872.052 2.399013 0.0249 

EXCH 74.20643 29.41581 2.522672 0.0190 
FDI 0.001977 0.000770 2.568029 0.0172 
INT 99.24732 108.2379 0.916937 0.3687 

AR(4) 0.229094 0.477655 0.479623 0.6360 
     
     R-squared 0.756323     Mean dependent var 18535.96 

Adjusted R-squared 0.713945     S.D. dependent var 7213.220 
S.E. of regression 3857.927     Akaike info criterion 19.51408 
Sum squared resid 3.42E+08     Schwarz criterion 19.75197 
Log likelihood -268.1971     Hannan-Quinn criter. 19.58681 
F-statistic 17.84686     Durbin-Watson stat 1.879021 
Prob(F-statistic) 0.000001    

     
     Inverted AR Roots       .69      .00-.69i  
     
     Source: Eviews 8.0 

 

A close examination of the estimated model shows that the results are satisfactory. A high value of the R2 given to us as 0.756323 

implying that a 75.6% systematic variation in Manufacturing Output (MOUTPUT) is explained by Foreign Direct Investment (FDI), 

Exchange rate (EXCH), and Interest rate (INT). Only 24.4% is left unexplained and this is assumed to be captured by the error term, 

U. The adjusted R2 is given as 0.713945. This means that after adjusting for the degree of freedom, the adjusted R2 explains 

approximately 71.4% systematic variation in the dependent variable. The higher the adjusted R2, the lower the residual variance error 

due to a one-on-one relationship between the both of them and this means our model have a better predictive ability. The F-ratio with 

the value of 17.84686  shows that the model easily passes the F-test at 1% and 5% level of significance and this means that the 

hypotheses of a significant linear relationship between the dependent and independent variables taken together is validated. This is 

also shown with a p-value of 0.000001. The T-statistics using the rule of thumb (which states that when the t-value of the parameter 
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estimate is greater than or equal to 2 then it is statistically significant in explaining the dependent variable but when it is less than 2, 

then it is not). The t-values shows that intercept, exchange rate, and foreign direct investment which have values of 2.399013, 

2.522672 and 2.568029 taken in their absolute form, are statistically significant in explaining the manufacturing output while interest 

rate value of 0.916937 is not statistically significant in explaining manufacturing output. This means that interest rate is not an 

important variable in explaining rate of manufacturing output in Nigeria. The Durbin Watson test for 1st order serial correlation shows 

the absence of autocorrelation as we have a value of 1.879021. A close observation of the co-efficients shows that they are not all 

correctly signed based on economic theory. All the variables are positively related to manufacturing output in the country. The 

intercept and co-efficients are interpreted as follows: 

Intercept 

The intercept of 9289.103 means that the model passes through the point 9289.103. This indicate that when all the independent 

variables are zero, then manufacturing output is increased by 9289.103units.  

Exchange Rate 

The coefficient of exchange rate is positive which conforms to the economic theory. The co-efficient of 74.20643 indicate that a one-

unit increase in exchange rate will lead to an increase in manufacturing output by 74.20643units on the average.   

Foreign Direct Investment 

The sign of import coefficient is positive. This conforms to the theoretical postulation, which stressed that foreign direct investment is 

positively related to manufacturing output. The co-efficient of 0.001977 implies that a one unit increase in foreign direct investment 

will lead to an increase in manufacturing output by 0.001977units on the average. 

Interest rate 

The coefficient of interest rate is also positive. This conforms to a priori expectation that reduced interest rate increases manufacturing 

output. Reduced interest rate will increase the productive capacity of the country thereby increasing manufacturing output. The co-

efficient of 99.24732, indicates that a one unit decrease in interest rate will lead to an increase in manufacturing output by 

99.24732units on the average. 
 

Test of Hypotheses 

The hypotheses are tested in the course of the analysis: 

H01: Foreign Direct Investment has no significant impact on the manufacturing sector in Nigeria.  

We observed from the analysis that there is a positive and significant relationship between foreign direct investment (FDI) and 

manufacturing output (MOUTPUT) in Nigeria. Hence, foreign direct investment is a major determinant of manufacturing output 

(MOUTPUT) in Nigeria. Based on the empirical findings, it can be said that the contribution of FDI to growth is estimated to be 

positive from the sector’s (manufacturing sector) point of view. It also shows that Foreign Direct Investment in the manufacturing 

sector has a significant impact on economic growth in Nigeria. 

H02: Exchange rate has no significant impact on the manufacturing sector in Nigeria. 

The result indicates that there is a positive and significant relationship between Exchange rate (EXCH) and manufacturing output 

(MOUTPUT) in Nigeria. Hence, exchange rate is a major determinant of manufacturing output in Nigeria. Thus, Exchange rate 

(EXCH) has an effect on the growth of manufacturing output (MOUTPUT) in the Nigeria economy. 
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V. SUMMARY, CONCLUSION AND RECOMMENDATION 
The focus of this study is to examine the impact of foreign direct investment on the management of the manufacturing sector in 
Nigeria, for the period, 1981-2012. Annual time series data sourced from the Central Bank of Nigeria Statistical Bulletin, 2012 to 
examine the relationship between the variables. From the findings, it was observed that there is a positive and significant relationship 
between foreign direct investment (FDI) and manufacturing output (MOUTPUT) in Nigeria from the first hypothesis, that is, foreign 
direct investment is a major determinant of manufacturing output (MOUTPUT) in Nigeria. Again, it is also observed that there is a 
positive and significant relationship between Exchange rate (EXCH) and manufacturing output (MOUTPUT) in Nigeria. Hence, 
exchange rate is a major determinant of manufacturing output in Nigeria. 

 
Foreign direct investment (FDI) is unique among economic concepts in that there are often pervasive opinions among national 
populations, which wholly attribute economic success to FDI or wholly fault it for economic stagnation. Thus, attracting foreign direct 
investment has become very crucial for most countries because of its perceived positive impact on manufacturing sector output as well 
as productivity spill over to domestic and industrial firms. Successive government policies have been directed towards structural and 
regulatory reforms such as privatisation of state enterprises, liberalisation of their foreign exchange markets and establishment of 
fiscal incentives in order to attract more foreign direct investments. This calls for a major concern by the current administration of 
President Buhari and Professor Osinbajo led government to radically tackle the loopholes that have adversely affected the impact of 
these international bodies against the Nigerian economy concerning the manufacturing sector. If this holds, the manufacturing sector 
will be one of the major recipients of foreign direct investment in Nigeria. 

 
Premised on this, it is therefore recommended that the Nigerian government put stringent measures/policies to ensure the enormous 
benefit accrued to FDI in the manufacturing sector are taken advantage of and well utilized to positively enhance the Nigerian 
economy. Further, appropriate policy measures to attract foreign capital should be formulated and implemented to boost increased 
manufacturing sector output. The policies that will bring about improvement in foreign direct investment should be encouraged, as 
well as policies and programmes that would promote or stimulate foreign capital in the form of FDI and reduced interest rate should 
be encouraged. The study also suggest that despite the fact that the importance of FDI cannot be over accentuated, there is the need for 
government and policy makers to realize the fact that the fundamental element in any successful development strategy ought to be the 
encouragement of domestic investors first before going after foreign investors..  
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Abstract- The study explores factors on the learning engagement 
in mathematics of the OBTEC students. To determine the 
learning engagement, the researcher utilized the correlation-
predictive method of research using the modified Mathematics 
Classroom Engagement Scale developed by Qi-Ping Kong, Ngai-
Ying Wong, Chi-Chung Lam administered to the 162 OBTEC 
students. Statistical tools such as the mean, standard deviations, 
and stepwise multiple regression were used to answer problems 
of the study. Results show that the level of behavioral and 
cognitive engagement in mathematics is high while the affective 
engagement is average. However, when grouped according to 
personal factors, the level of the behavioral and cognitive 
engagement is high but low in affective engagement. Results also 
reflected that attitude towards mathematics and 
instructors/professors teaching competence are predictors of 
OBTEC students learning engagement. This means that OBTEC 
students were engaged behaviorally and cognitively in their 
mathematics class. On the other hand, students’ attitude toward 
mathematics and instructors teaching competences predicts 
students’ learning engagement. 
 
Index Terms- Factors, Learning Engagement, Mathematics, First 
Year College Students 
 

I. INTRODUCTION 
athematics has always been regarded as one of the most 
difficult subject not only in the elementary and secondary 

curriculum but also in the tertiary education. Results of tests and 
examination local and abroad show a dismal failure on the part of 
the mathematics teachers and the school system in general 
because the data show that mathematics was among the subject 
area which obtained the lowest mean percentage score.  
However, according to the Australian Academy of Science 
(2006) mathematical sciences are fundamental to the well-being 
of all nations. They drive the data analysis, forecasting, 
modeling, decision-making, management, design and 
technological principles that underpin every sector of modern 
enterprise. Mathematics is the foremost enabling science which 
underpins research, development and innovation in every aspect 
of society, from business and science through health and national 
security. The importance of a supply of capable mathematicians 
in an increasingly technological society cannot be over 
emphasized; yet international trends indicate that, while the 
demand for Science, Technology, Engineering and Mathematics 
(STEM) skills is increasing, however, in many countries student 

participation and engagement in mathematics is steadily 
declining (OECD, 2006). 
        This is most likely true in the Philippines. Mathematics 
teachers commonly observed that students are mathematically 
capable, yet disinterested and disengaged from the subject, 
perceiving it to be boring, irrelevant and difficult. Lack of ability 
is not the reason students are not participating in mathematics as 
a subject. According to several national and international studies, 
students appear to be capable and performing relatively well in 
knowledge and skills areas (ACER, 2008; Thompson & Fleming, 
2004; OECD, 2006). However, they do not engage themselves 
well in mathematics. 
        Along this line, Yair (2000) argues that a multitude of 
factors all combine to impact on students’ overall engagement in 
mathematics. However, in this research, personal factors such as 
gender, age, type of secondary schools, and status of schooling  
as well as other related factors like physical learning 
environment of the classroom, attitude towards mathematics, and 
other related factors are considered to influence OBTEC students 
learning engagement in mathematics.  
 

II. STATEMENT OF THE PROBLEM 
        The main purpose of this study was to explore factors on the 
learning engagement in mathematics of the OBTEC students of 
Philippine Normal University Visayas. Specifically, the study 
aims to determine (1) the level of the learning engagement in 
mathematics when grouped according to personal and other 
related factors; (2) correlation between first year college students 
level of learning engagement in mathematics and personal and 
other related factors; and (3) predictors on the learning 
engagement in mathematics of the OBTEC students. 
 

III. CONCEPTUAL FRAMEWORK 
        This study is anchored on the concepts related to students’ 
learning engagement in mathematics and the factors influencing 
it.  
        According to Fredricks, Blumenfeld, and Paris (2004) 
student engagement has an extensive research base and is shown 
to be a highly complex and multi-faceted construct. Researchers, 
psychologists and educators differ in opinions of what constitutes 
engagement, how the construct can be measured and what factors 
combine to result in engagement. However, in this study, the 
researcher acknowledges the concept proposed by researchers on 
engagement which identifies three common dimensions namely 

M 
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behavioral engagement, affective engagement, and cognitive 
engagement. 
        Behavioral Engagement is involvement in academic and 
social or extra-curricular activities (Hughes, Luo, Kwok, & 
Loyd, 2008). Under this are three components: (1) Behavior 
related to learning which is “effort persistence, concentration, 
attention, asking questions, and contributing to class 
discussions”, (2) Compliance, which is shown in abiding by 
school rules and regulations, as well as misbehavior i.e. cutting 
class, frequent absences etc. (3) Participation in extracurricular 
activities.  
        Affective Engagement on the other hand involves positive 
and negative reactions to people and activities at school (Hughes, 
Luo, Kwok and Loyd, 2008). In other words, it is also the 
student’s feelings about school and to the degree to which they 
care about their school; belongingness, safety, comfort and pride 
in the institution; relationships with teachers and peers”.  

        Cognitive Engagement is associated with how much the 
student invests in his education and how much he motivates 
himself. This also includes the significance of academics to the 
student as well as getting good grades and the ability to finish 
tasks while going beyond what is expected. The three dimensions 
helps in the complete understanding “student’s relationships to 
their school” (Sciarra & Seirup, 2008).  
        Likewise factors that may influence learning engagement in 
mathematics of the OBTEC students are determined. These are 
personal factors such as gender, age, type of school, and status of 
schooling and other related factors such as the learning 
environment, mathematics teachers teaching competence, and 
students’ attitude towards mathematics. 
        Figure 1on the next page shows the conceptual framework 
of the study. 

 
 
                                     Independent Variables              Dependent Variables 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

IV. METHODS 
        Correlation-predictive method of research was utilized in 
this study. The participants of the study were the 162 OBTEC 
students of Philippine Normal University, Visayas enrolled 
during the academic year 2014-2015. To gather data on the level 
of the learning engagement in mathematics, the researcher 
utilized four sets of questionnaires. The three sets were 
personally developed and were subjected to validity and 
reliability testing by the researcher. These are: (1) the physical 
learning environment scale, (2) attitude scale for mathematics, 
and (3) instructors/professors teaching competences scale. The 
fourth set was a mathematics classroom engagement scale 
developed by Qi-Ping Kong, Ngai-Ying Wong, Chi-Chung Lam 
and was modified by the researcher to suit to the present purpose 
of the study. Each of the three developed questionnaires 
consisted of 10 items while the mathematics classroom 
engagement scale consisted of 56 items from which 20 items 
composed the first domain (behavioral engagement), 22 items 
composed the second domain (emotional engagement), and 14 

items composed the third domain (cognitive engagement). To 
answer questions posed in this study, descriptive and inferential 
statistics such as frequency, percent, mean, Pearson Product 
Moment of Correlation Coefficient, stepwise multiple regression 
were used.  
 

V. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
        Learning Engagement in Mathematics in Terms of 
Personal Factors 
        Table 1 reflects that the level of the learning engagement in 
mathematics of the OBTEC students is high (M = 2.21, SD = 
0.19). They also have high behavioral (M = 2.23, SD = 0.23) and 
cognitive (M = 2.22, SD = 0.34) engagement but average in 
affective engagement (M = 2.18, SD = 0.20). Responses of the 
students disclosed that they are engaged in mathematics 
behaviorally and cognitively. However, they are not engaged 
affectively compared to their engagement behaviorally and 
cognitively. According to Marks (2000) engagement in 
mathematics is crucial in the classroom. Students who are 
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engaged with school are more likely to learn, find the experience 
rewarding and to continue with higher education. Engagement in 
the classroom also contributes to students’ social and cognitive 
development as well as academic achievement (Finn, 1993). 
Disengagement in mathematics leads to reducing the range of 
higher education courses available to students in addition to 
limiting their capacity to understand life experiences through a 
mathematical perspective (Sullivan, Mousley, & Zevenbergen, 
2005). 
 

Table 1 
Level of Engagement in Mathematics of the OBTEC Students 

 
Engagement Mean SD Interpretation 
Behavioral 2.23 0.23 High 
Affective 2.18 0.20 Average 
Cognitive 2.22 0.34 High 
Overall Mean 2.21 0.19 High 

 

        Grouping OBTEC students as to gender, Table 2 indicates 
that the level of engagement in mathematics of the female 
students is high (M = 2.22, SD = 0.18) while the males were 
only average (M = 2.19, SD = 0.24). However, when dimensions 
were considered individually, females have better behavioral 
engagement than males but they have almost the same level of 
engagement in affective and cognitive domains. However, 
considering obtained means, results reveal that females’ obtained 
means were slightly higher than the males. Although the 
difference is slight, however result can be taken to mean that 
females are more attentive and more engaged in the different 
mathematics activities than males. However, their responses can 
also be interpreted to mean that they are more engaged than 
males may be because they need to strive more in this subject 
because they find the subject more difficult. On the other hand, 
male students of today as observed are carefree and are involved 
in activities outside of the classroom. These are activities such as 
sports, computer games, and many others which lead them not to 
pay attention to their studies (Montinola, 2009).  
 

Table 2 
Level of Engagement in Mathematics of the OBTEC Students when Grouped According to Gender 

 
Engagement Male Female 

M SD Interpretation M SD Interpretation 
Behavioral 2.19 0.29 Average 2.24 0.21 High 
Affective 2.14 0.22 Average 2.19 0.19 Average 
Cognitive 2.22 0.37 High 2.22 0.34 High 
As a Whole 2.19 0.24 Average 2.22 0.18 High 
 
        When grouped according to age, table 3 shows that the level 
of engagement in mathematics of the students whose age is on 
the age bracket of 17 and below is high (M = 2.23, SD = 0.17) 
while those whose age is on the age bracket of 18 and above is 
average (M = 2.19, SD = 0.21). Furthermore, the level of 
behavioral and cognitive engagement of the students whose age 
belong to the age bracket of 17 and below is high while average 
in terms of affective engagement. On the other hand, the level of 
behavioral engagement in mathematics of the first year college 
whose age is on the age bracket of 18 and above is high while 
average in terms of affective and cognitive engagement. 

        Although responses demonstrate that younger students are 
more engage in their mathematics subject, however, considering 
their obtained means, slight difference was observed. These 
differences can be interpreted to mean that younger generations 
are more receptive to changes. They are dynamic and are 
susceptible to the demand of the time. In relation to their 
engagement in mathematics, they are more interested to learn and 
more engaged academically in the subject than those who are 
older than them. 
 

 
Table 3 

Level of Engagement in Mathematics of the OBTEC Students when Grouped According to Age 
 

Engagement 17 and below 18 and above 
M SD Interpretation M SD Interpretation 

Behavioral 2.24 0.21 High 2.22 0.21 High 
Affective 2.19 0.16 Average 2.17 0.19 Average 
Cognitive 2.25 0.35 High 2.19 0.34 Average 
As a Whole 2.23 0.17 High 2.19 0.18 Average 

 
        When type of secondary school they graduated from 
graduated were considered, Table 4 reveals that the level of 
engagement in mathematics of the students who are graduates of 
public high schools is high (M = 2.23, SD = 0.17) while those 
who are graduates of private high schools is average (M = 2.19, 
SD = 0.21). Likewise, it can be gleaned from this table that the 

level of behavioral and cognitive engagement in mathematics of 
the students who were graduates of public high schools is high 
while average in affective engagement. On the other hand, the 
level of behavioral and cognitive engagement in mathematics of 
those who are graduates of private high schools is average while 
high in in affective engagement. 
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        Responses of the respondents in this regard can be taken to 
mean that majority of the students in public high schools belong 
to the average and poor family. Their status in life is their 
motivating factors why they should strive and put more interest 

towards schooling. They should have positive outlook toward 
schooling, thus they are motivated to engage more in the 
different subject areas.  
 

 
Table 4 

Level of Engagement in Mathematics of the OBTEC Students when Grouped According to the Type of School 
 

Engagement Public Private 
M SD Interpretation M SD Interpretation 

Behavioral 2.24 0.22 High 2.14 0.32 Average 
Affective 2.17 0.20 Average 2.22 0.20 High 
Cognitive 2.22 0.33 High 2.15 0.48 Average 
As a Whole 2.21 0.19 High 2.17 0.25 Average 

 
        Table 5 indicates that the level of the learning engagement 
in mathematics of the students who are working students is 
average (M = 2.20, SD = 0.19) while those who are not working 
students is high (M = 2.21, SD = 0.19). Likewise, results reveal 
that both groups have high level of behavioral engagement while 
average in affective engagement. On the other hand in terms of 
cognitive engagement, the level of engagement in mathematics 
of those who are working is average while high for those who are 
not working students. 

        It can be gleaned from the results that students who are not 
working while studying have better learning engagement in 
mathematics than those who are working. Responses are typical 
of the fact that doing activities simultaneously is a difficult task. 
Line of duties is divided, thus causing them to engage 
moderately in learning mathematics.  
 

 
Table 5 

Level of Engagement in Mathematics of the OBTEC Students when Grouped According to Status of Schooling 
 
Engagement Working Non working 

M SD Interpretation M SD Interpretation 
Behavioral 2.33 0.13 High 2.23 0.23 High 
Affective 2.08 0.27 Average 2.18 0.20 Average 
Cognitive 2.19 0.53 Average 2.22 0.34 High 
As a Whole 2.20 0.19 Average 2.21 0.19 High 
 
Learning Engagement in Mathematics in Terms of Other 
Related Factors 
        Considering the physical environment of the mathematics 
classroom, the level of the learning engagement in mathematics 
of the students who perceived that their mathematics classroom 
is conducive is high (M = 2.21, SD = 0.19) while average (M = 
2.20, SD = 0.19) by those who perceived that their mathematics 
classroom is fairly conducive. Furthermore, results reveal that the 
level behavioral engagement of the students who perceived that 
their mathematics classroom is conducive is high while average 
for those who perceived it as fairly conducive. However, in terms 
of affective engagement, the level of engagement in mathematics 
of both groups is average. On the other hand, in terms of 
cognitive engagement, the level of engagement of those who 
perceived that their mathematics classroom is conducive is high 
while average by those who perceived that their mathematics 
classroom is fairly conducive. 
        Results presented in this table reflected that the more 
conducive the classroom is, the higher is the level of students’ 
engagement in mathematics. In other words engagement of the 
students can follow how classroom are organize, the ventilation 

of the classroom, the lighting of the classroom, and generally the 
physical condition of the classroom.  Arranging the physical 
environment of the classroom is one way to improve the learning 
environment and to prevent problem behaviors before they occur. 
Research on the classroom environment has shown that the 
physical arrangement can affect the behavior of both students 
and teachers (Savage, 1999; Stewart & Evans, 1997; Weinstein, 
1992), and that a well-structured classroom tends to improve 
student academic and behavioral outcomes (MacAulay, 1990; 
Walker, Colvin, & Ramsey, 1995; Walker & Walker, 1991). In 
addition, the classroom environment acts as a symbol to students 
and others regarding what teachers’ value in behavior and 
learning (Savage, 1999; Weinstein, 1992). If a classroom is not 
properly organized to support the type of schedule and activities 
a teacher has planned, it can impede the functioning of the day as 
well as limit what and how students learn and engage towards 
learning. However, a well-arranged classroom environment is 
one way to more effectively manage instruction because it 
triggers fewer behavior problems and establishes a climate 
conducive to learning. 
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Table 6 
Level of Engagement in Mathematics of the OBTEC Students who Rated their Mathematics Classroom in Terms of the Physical 

Environment 
 
Engagement Fairly Conducive Conducive 

M SD Interpretation M SD Interpretation 
Behavioral 2.26 0.22 High 2.12 0.23 Average 
Affective 2.08 0.27 Average 2.18 0.20 Average 
Cognitive 2.19 0.53 Average 2.22 0.34 High 
As a Whole 2.20 0.19 Average 2.21 0.19 High 
 
        Table 7 reflects that the level of the learning engagement in 
mathematics of the students who have positive attitude towards 
mathematics is high (M = 2.22, SD = 0.19) while those with 
moderately positive attitude is average (M = 2.07, SD = 0.13). 
Furthermore, results reveal that the level of behavioral and 
cognitive engagement of the students with positive attitude 
towards mathematics is high while those with moderate attitude 
are average. However, the level of affective engagement of those 
with positive attitude towards mathematics is average while those 
with moderate attitude are high.  
        Results presented in this table disclosed that student’s 
attitude towards the subject influences his or her level of 
engagement towards the subject.  Along this line, a genuine 

interest in school subjects is important as well. Students with an 
interest in a subject like mathematics are likely to be more 
motivated to manage their own learning and develop the requisite 
skills to become effective learners of that subject. Hence, interest 
in mathematics is relevant when considering the development of 
effective learning strategies for mathematics. In contrast, anxiety 
about learning mathematics can act as a barrier to effective 
learning. Students who feel anxious about their ability to cope in 
mathematics learning situations may avoid them and thus lose 
important career and life opportunities (OECD 2004   Learning 
for Tomorrow’s World – First Results from PISA 2003). 
 

 
Table 7 

Level of Engagement in Mathematics of the OBTEC Students when Grouped According to their Attitude towards Mathematics 
 
Engagement Positive Moderately Positive 

M SD Interpretation M SD Interpretation 
Behavioral 2.24 0.23 High 2.11 0.21 Average 
Affective 2.17 0.20 Average 2.24 0.18 High 
Cognitive 2.24 0.33 High 1.86 0.31 Average 
As a Whole 2.22 0.19 High 2.07 0.13 Average 
 
        Table 8 shows that the level of the learning engagement in 
mathematics of the students who rated their mathematics 
instructor/professor as outstanding is high (M = 2.25, SD = 0.17) 
while those who rated their mathematics instructor/professor 
very satisfactory, satisfactory, and fairly satisfactory is average 
with the obtained means ranging from 2.03 to 2.20 at standard 
deviations ranging from 0.17 to 0.26. On the other hand, when 
dimensions were considered individually, the level of the 
behavioral engagement in mathematics of the students who rated 
their instructor/professor as outstanding, very satisfactory, and 
fairly satisfactory is high while average for those who rated their 
mathematics instructor/professor as satisfactory. In terms of 
affective engagement, the level of engagement of the students 
who rated their mathematics instructor/professor as outstanding, 
very satisfactory, satisfactory, and fairly satisfactory is average. 
In the cognitive domain, the level of their engagement in 
mathematics is average except for those who rated their 
instructor/professor as outstanding. 

        According to Lardizabal as cited by Dioneza (2014) the 
teaching skills of the teacher is manifested in his mastery of 
subject matter and  ability to identify needs, interests, and 
capacities of the learners and adequately providing for them. The 
teacher has teaching skills if he or she utilizes varied teaching 
aids suited to particular topics and teaching techniques that can 
most effectively be used. Skills in guidance should be seen in the 
teachers’ interest and concern for the students. This can elicit 
positive and active involvement in the class. Management skills 
are exhibited by their adequate preparation for the days’ learning 
and activities and performance of routine duties such as 
correcting of test papers and of the attainment of daily teaching 
objectives. These reflections are reasons why students are 
engaged in their mathematics class. They believed that teachers’ 
teaching competencies can elicit students to engaged meaning 
fully in their classes.  
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Table 8 
Level of Engagement in Mathematics of the OBTEC Students when Grouped According to their Perceptions of the Teaching 

Competence of their Mathematics Teacher 
 
Engagement Outstanding Very Satisfactory Satisfactory Fairly satisfactory 

M SD VI M SD VI M SD VI M SD VI 
Behavioral 2.27 0.22 High 2.23 0.21 High 2.05 0.29 Average 2.21 0.22 High 
Affective 2.19 0.21 Average 2.17 0.18 Average 2.14 0.18 Average 2.19 0.30 Average 
Cognitive 2.31 0.33 High 2.19 0.28 Average 1.90 0.37 Average 1.95 0.44 Average 
As a Whole 2.25 0.17 High 2.20 0.17 Average 2.03 0.26 Average 2.11 0.22 Average 
 
 
Predictors of Learning Engagement in Mathematics 
        Table 9 indicates that none of the personal factors predicts 
the behavioral, affective, and cognitive engagement in 
mathematics of the students. However, other related factors such 
as instructor/professor teaching competencies (β = -0.30, t(160) 
= -3.98, p < 0.01) predicts students learning engagement in 
mathematics as a whole and in terms of behavioral engagement 
(β = -0.19, t(160) = -2.38, p < 0.02). Instructor/professor 
teaching competencies explained a significant proportion of 
variance in the learning engagement in mathematics (R2 = 0.09, 
F(1, 160) = 15.84, p < 0.01). On the other hand, attitude towards 
mathematics (β = -0.17, t(160) = -2.06, p < 0.04) and 
instructor/professor teaching competencies (β = -0.28, t(160) = -
3.51, p < 0.01) predict students’ cognitive engagement. Attitude 
towards mathematics explained a significant proportion of 
variance in the cognitive engagement in mathematics (R2 = 0.15, 
F(1, 160) = 13.56, p < 0.01) while instructor/professor teaching 
competencies explained a significant proportion of variance 
Instructor/professor teaching competencies explained a 
significant proportion of variance in the learning engagement in 
mathematics (R2 = 0.12, F(1, 160) = 22.42, p < 0.01). 
        Results in this regard reflect that competencies of 
instructor/professor handling mathematics can significantly 
predict how well the students engage in their mathematics class. 
Likewise student attitude towards mathematics can significantly 
predict students’ cognitive engagement.  
 

Table 9 
Summary of Multiple Regression Analysis on Factor 

Associated to the Learning Engagement in Mathematics of the 
First Year College Students 

 
Predictor Variable Beta SE(B) β t ρ 
Behavioral 
Engagement      

Instructor/professor 
teaching 
competencies 

-0.05 0.02 -0.19 -2.38 0.02 

R2 = 0.03 
Cognitive 
Engagement      

Instructor/professor 
teaching 
competencies 

-0.12 0.03 -0.28 -3.51 0.01 

R2 = 0.12 

Attitude towards 
mathematics -0.23 0.11 -0.17 -2.06 0.04 

R2 =0.15 
As a Whole      
Instructor/professor 
teaching 
competencies 

-0.07 0.02 -0.30 -3.98 0.01 

R2 = 0.09 
 

VI. CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 
        The level of the learning engagement in mathematics of the 
OBTEC students is high. This concludes that they are engage in 
mathematics. Likewise, they are engage behaviorally and 
cognitively. OBTEC students in this regard are showing positive 
conduct; they followed rules and showed compliant behavior. 
Likewise they show persistence, concentration, attention, 
questioning, and communicating. Furthermore, since OBTEC 
students are engaged in the cognitive aspect, this means that they 
desire to go beyond basic requirement and the desire for the 
challenges. However, they are not much engaged affectively. In 
this regard, they are less interested on the subject and they have 
some anxieties in mathematics.  
        Finally the study concludes that student attitude towards 
mathematics and mathematics instructor/professor teaching 
competencies can significantly predict learning engagement in 
mathematics. This means that how they develop interest and how 
they behave in their mathematics class is a reflection of their 
engagement toward the subject. Likewise, the teaching 
competencies of mathematics instructors/professors handling 
mathematics class motivate students to engage meaningfully in 
their mathematics classes, thus improving their academic 
performance in mathematics. 
        In this regard, mathematics instructors/professors are 
encouraged to develop competencies in the subjects taught. As 
much as possible, they should have mastery of the subject matter 
ahead of their students. Likewise, they should use appropriate 
teaching strategies that would motivate and stimulate students to 
be more engage in mathematics. 
        Similarly, students should develop positive attitude towards 
mathematics. Several studies show that attitude towards 
mathematics can influence students academic engagement and 
performance as well.  
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Abstract- The radiological hazard indices due to radiation 
exposure from the Uyo metropolis central dumpsite were 
investigated.  An in -situ measurements of the exposure level 
were made using Radex radiation meter model RD 1212. The 
radiological hazards indices evaluated were, exposure, annual 
dose rate (ADR), outdoor annual effective dose rate and the 
excess cancer lifetime risk.  The mean exposure obtained for the 
dumpsite ranged between 0.09 µSv/h -0.19 µSv/h and the 
corresponding calculated ADR ranged between 0.16 mSv/yr – 
0.33 mSv/yr, while the calculated outdoor AEDR is 0.11 mSv/yr 
-0.23 mSv/yr. The estimated excess lifetime cancer risk due to 
gamma radiation at the dumpsite is ranged 

between
33 1082.01030.0 −− ×−× .  As a reference to aid 

observed any significant change in radiation level, the 
background radiation (control) exposure level was measured and 
values for exposure, ADR and AEDR (outdoor) were 0.07µSv/h, 
0.12 mSv/yr and 0.09 mSv/yr respectively. The results show that 
the presence of these waste materials have  slightly increased the 
radiation level in the area studied but not large enough for 
concern as the annual effective dose rate is below the acceptable 
dose limit of 1mSv/yr for the public, 20mSv/yr occupational 
limit.  
 
Index Terms- Radiological  hazards,  exposure, annual dose rate,  
annual effective dose rate and excess lifetime cancer risk 
 

I. INTRODUCTION 
he United Nations on Scientific Committee on the Effect of 
Atomic Radiation Sources and Effect of ionising Radiation 

identify gamma radiation sources to  be rocks, earth crust, soils, 
plants, water and air ( UNSCEAR, 2000). The naturally 
occurring radioactive material (NORM) found in soils and rocks 
are mostly radioisotopes of potassium, thorium, uranium, radium 
and their associated decayed radionuclides and could interact 
with the environment through human activities. The 
radionuclides  could also be transferred to the soil through rain 
infiltration process (Taskin, et al, 2009), transferred to man 
through food ingestion and air inhalation (El  Arabi, 2007) and 
plants absorbed it and consequently  act as one of the paths 
through which radioactivity and radiation get to man (NCRP 
1987).  
         In addition various studies show that these NORM are also 
present in building materials such as, stones, sand, gravel, 
cement, concrete, brick, tiles, wood, gypsum, granites etc (Al 
harbi et al 2011,), in clay soils  and river sediments (Ramasammy 
et al 2009), vegetables,  fruits  and vegetation contain these 
radioactive elements (Chibowski, 2000,  Akinloye and Olomo, 

2005) and in stable food stuffs (Jibiri, 2013).  Secondly these 
materials containing these NORM could form wastes and could 
constitute source of ionising radiation at the waste dumpsites to 
the environment and are known to produce radiations that are 
hazardous to human health (Olubosede, et al, 2012, IAEA 2005).   
 Interestingly at this dumpsite there are economic activities going 
on, there are scavengers, farmers and dwelling homes.  Therefore 
every individual working in this environment could suffer from 
occupational exposure, which is exposure to ionizing radiation at 
place of work resulting from interaction with radiation emitting 
sources, in addition to hazards in terms of odour and presence of 
diseases causing germs.    
         The knowledge of radiation exposure levels within the 
dumpsites is necessary to properly guide government, regulators 
and dumpsite owners on the potential radiation health risks posed 
by operation of the dumpsite. The aim of this work is to 
investigate the potential radiological hazards associated with the 
irradiation of the whole body by these radiations in the study 
area. 
         In this study, radiation dose rates,  outdoor annual effective 
dose rate  and associated excess lifetime cancer risks (ELCR) 
from waste materials such as, cements, tiles and timbers, 
domestic wastes, office wastes etc, in the dumpsite  are reported 
and compared with world acceptable upper limits.  
 

II. MATERIALS AND METHOD 
         The dumpsite is situated along Udo Street off Wellington 
Bassey way of Akwa Ibom State, Nigeria. This dumpsite 
accommodates waste material from smaller waste dumps along  
the streets of Uyo and is being controlled by Akwa Ibom State 
ministry of environment.  The preliminary studies included 
visitation of the dumpsite and identification of the controlling 
agency. The authors explained to the government agent the 
importance of this investigation and obtained his permission.   
         Measurement of the exposure level was carried out using 
Radex (RD 1212) radiation survey meter which measured 
radiation absorbed dose rate in micro Seviert per hour (µSv/h). 
The meter was switched on and allowed to absorb radiation for a 
few seconds and the meter read at the highest stable point. For 
effective monitoring, the radiation meter was placed at the gonad 
level of 1m above ground level with the window of the meter 
directed towards the different piles of waste materials and 10 
readings taken in different directions at each pile and the mean 
recorded. Again background radiation was also measured at 10 m 
away from the dumpsite and the result taken as control.  
Measurements of exposure levels in this investigation were taken 
at 5.0m interval in the afternoon between the hours of 1pm and 

T 
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4pm for effective response of the meter to environmental 
radiation exposures according to the method of Inyang et al 
2009. 
 

III. CALCULATION OF RADIOLOGICAL HAZARDS 
INDICES 

         The exposure (σ) measured in µSv/h is converted to annual 
absorbed dose rate ADR in mSv/yr   according to equation 1.0 
(Etuk, et al  2015) 

31025.36524)/()/( −××××= dayshrsOFhSvyrmSvADR µσ
                                    1.0 
OF is the occupancy factor and absorbed dose is obtained in 

hGy / from the measured exposure in hSv /µ  using the 
relationship 
 

310)/()/( −×=
Q

hSvhnGyD µσ

 
 
Q is the quality factor=1.0 for gamma radiation 
 
         The annual effective dose rate (AEDR) per year received 
by workers and the population is obtained from equation 2.0 
(UNSCEAR, 2000) 
 

OFCFhhnGyDyrmSvAEDR ×××= 8760)/()/(                         
2.0 
 
CF is the conversion factor of the absorbed dose in air to the 
effective dose.  
 

Gy
SvCF 7.0=

, OF is the occupancy factor, the expected period 
the members of the population would spend within the study 
area. OF = 0.2 for outdoor as it is expected that human beings 
would spend 20 % of their time outdoors. Therefore AEDR for 
outdoor is obtained from equations 4.0  (Gupta and Chauhan 
2011)   
           

3102.0/7.08760)/()( −××××= GySvhhnGyDoutdooryr
SvmAEDR

                 4.0 
The excess lifetime cancer risk (ECLR) is calculated from 
equation 5.0 (Taskin, et al 2009). 

                                    RFDLAEDRECLR ××=                                        
5.0                                                               
 
       Where DL is the duration of life (70 years) and RF is the risk 
factor, that is, the fatal cancer risk per Sievert. For stochastic 
effects ICRP 60 recommend RF = 0.05 for the public (Taskin, et 
al 2009).  
 

IV. RESULTS  
         The mean measured exposure σ, calculated annual absorbed 
dose rate(ADR), the annual effective dose rate (AEDR) and 
estimated excess cancer lifetime risk (ECLR) using equations 
1.0-5.0  are presented in table 1. 
 

Table 1.0 Measured exposure and calculated radiological hazards indices 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
         The radiological hazard indices obtained from the  
dumpsite shows the mean exposure ranged between 0.09 µSv/h -
0.19 µSv/h and the corresponding calculated ADR is ranged 
between 0.16  mSv/yr – 0.33 mSv/yr, while the calculated 
outdoor  AEDR  ranged between outdoor are 0.11 mSv/yr -
0.23mSv/yr. The corresponding estimated ECLR is ranged 
between 0.39 x 10-3-0.82 x10-3 with a mean value of 0.63 x 10-3 

V. DISCUSSION 
         The aim of this investigation was to evaluate the 
contribution of the dumpsite to the exposure level of the 
environment and compare its value with the world dose limit. 
         The International Commission on Radiological Protection 
(ICRP-2007) recommends that any exposure above the natural 

S/N Site 
location 
(m) 

σ (µSv/h) ADR 
(mSv/yr) 

AEDR          
outdoor 
(mSv/yr) 

ECLR outdoor 
x10-3 

1 Control  0.07 0.12 0.09 0.30 
2 5.0 0.09 0.16 0.11 0.39 
3 10.0 0.11 0.19 0.14 0.47 
4 15.0 0.13 0.23 0.16 0.56 
5 20.0 0.15 0.26 0.18 0.64 
6 25.0 0.16 0.28 0.20 0.69 
7 30.0 0.14 0.25 0.17 0.60 
8 35.0 0.16 0.28 0.20 0.69 
9 40.0 0.18 0.32 0.22 0.77 
10 45.0 0.19 0.33 0.23 0.82 
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background radiation should be regulated and kept as low as 
reasonably achievable (ALARA). This regulation and the 
consequence of the risk of high radiation exposure necessitated 
this investigation. It is known that the level of gamma radiation is 

directly associated with the activity of concentration of these 
radionuclides in the materials (Taskin, et al 2009).  
 
 

 
 

 
 

 

      
        
        
        
        
        
        
        
        
        
        
        
        
        
          

Fig. 1.0      Comparison of the exposure level with location 
 
         The results presented in fig. 1.0 shows that the measured 
mean exposure level of 0.15 µSv/h  is higher than the natural 
background radiation  of 0.07 µSv/h. This shows that there is 
residual radioactivity  in the waste  materials deposited in the 
dumpsites which could  be from the radionuclides of 

Radium(Ra), Thorium (Th), Uranium (U) and potassium (K) 
contain in the material (Michael, et al 2010). These waste 
materials include refuse materials from plastics, car tyres, paper 
products, metal scraps, electronics and vegetables waste.       
 

 
 
 
 
 

 

 
 

        
         
         
         
         
         
         
         
         
         
         
     

 
   

     
 

   
     

 
   

     
 

   Fig 2.0 Comparison of the ADR (mSv/yr) with the location (m) 
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        The variation in the distribution of the annual absorbed dose 
rate within the site is shown in fig. 2.0. The mean annual 

absorbed dose rate of 0.26 mSv/yr was recorded for the 
dumpsite.  

 

 
 

 

 

      
         
         
         
         
         
         
         
         
         
         
         
         
         
          

FIG. 3.0 Calculated outdoor annual effective dose rate compared with ICRP dose limit 
 
         The calculated annual effective dose rate for outdoor 
radiation presented in fig.3.0 shows that annual effective dose 
rate is lower than the ICRP recommended effective dose rate of 
1.0 mSv/yr, a limit for the public and the mean lower  than the 20 
mSv/yr  occupational dose limit (NNRA, 2006). The AEDR 
values (outdoor) is lower than those obtained in similar 
investigation elsewhere and the worldwide average background 
radiation of 2.4 mSv/yr (Avwiri and Olatubosun 2014). This 
could be associated with the difference in the radiation sources 
and the activity concentrations of the radionuclides in the waste 
materials investigated. The average total effective dose for 
outdoor as excess on the background radiation is obtained as 0.18 
mSv/yr. This value is lower than the 0.3mSv recommended for 
building materials as safety limit in the EC guidelines (EC, 
1999). 
         The average estimated excess cancer lifetime risk (ECLR) 
of 0.33 x 10-3from the excess gamma radiation from the dumpsite 
is higher than the world limit of 0.29x10-3 (Taskin, et al 2009) 
while the ECLR from the background radiation is approximately 
equal to the   world average.  This should inform the scavengers 
and workers at the dumpsites to reduce the period of their stay in 
the site daily and the accumulated years of service eventhough 
the AEDR is within the permissible limit and the doses are low.  
 

VI. CONCLUSION 
         The radiation exposure levels in the dumpsite in Uyo 
metropolis central  dumpsite Nigeria have been carried out in 
order to assess the radiological implications to the workers  and 
the public. The results show that all the radiological hazards 
indices evaluated were within the acceptable safe limits of 
1mSv/yr for the public and the excess effective dose from the 
dumpsite was below the 0.3mSv/yr. This indicates that the 

materials in the dumpsites may not pose any significant radiation 
hazard to the workers and public.     
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Abstract- The arrangement of lithofacies of the Cretaceous and 

Tertiary Formations of the Kombe-Nsepe area southeastern part 

of the Douala sub basin has been examined by statistical 

techniques. A statistical approach by a modified Markov process 

model and entropy function is used to prove that the Formations 

of the Kombe-Nsepe area developed distinct cyclicities during 

deposition. The lithologies have been condensed into five facies 

states viz. Dark/grey shale, inter-bedded fine grained sandstone 

and shale, coarse to medium-grained sandstone, conglomerate 

faciesand carbonate and argillaceous shale for the convenience of 

statistical analyses. Markov chain analysis indicates the 

arrangement of lithofacies in form of fining upward cycles. A 

complete fining upward cycle consists of conglomerate or 

coarse-grained sandstone at the base sequentially succeeded by 

medium-and fine grained sandstones, inter-bedded fine grained 

sandstone and shale, and carbonate and argillaceous shale at the 

top. The chi-square stationarity test implies that these cycles are 

stationary in space and time. The cycles are interpreted in terms 

of in-channel, point bar and overbank facies association in a 

fluvial-alluvial system. The randomness in the occurrence of 

facies within a cycle is evaluated in terms of entropy, which has 

been calculated from the Markov matrices. Two types of 

entropies are calculated for every facies state; entropy after 

deposition E(post) and entropy before deposition E(pre), which 

together form entropy set; the entropy for the whole system is 

also calculated. These values are plotted and compared with 

Hattori’s idealized plots, which indicate that the sequence is 

essentially asymmetrical cycle (type A-4 of Hattori). The 

asymmetrical cyclical deposition of the post-rift Cretaceous and 

Tertiary Formations is explained by the lateral migration of 

stream channels in response to varying discharge and rate of 

deposition across the alluvial plain. 

 

Index Terms- Douala sub basin, Entropy analysis, lithologic 

succession, Markov matrices 

 

I. INTRODUCTION 

He Douala/Kribi-Campo (DKC) basin constitutes one of a 

series of continental shelf basins extending in West Africa 

from the edge of the Niger delta in Cameroon to the Walvis ridge 

near the Angola–Namibia border. It comprises of the Early 

Cretaceous to Tertiary series which are common in West Africa 

basins. Theseseries are the main hydrocarbons bearing 

sedimentary succession of the DKC basin.According to [1], the 

DKC Basin is sub dividedinto two sub basin; the Douala sub 

basinto the north and the Kribi-Campo sub basin to the south. 

The present study is centre on the Douala sub basin (DSB).Since 

the first exploration activity in the 1950’s which resulted in the 

Soualaba-1(SA-1) discovery, many wildcats have been drilled in 

the Kombe-Nsepe area (KNA)southeastern part of the DSB 

generating voluminous data (cuttings, cores, well logs etc) on the 

subsurface geology. These data have been mostly used for 

hydrocarbons exploration activities (only unpublished industry 

reports as literature have been available for the area). The study 

area is basically made up of swamps with no visible outcrop 

(Fig.1) hence the origin; depositional setting and stratigraphic 

attribution of the sediments in the area before now were poorly 

understood.  

         Numerous studies have shown that sedimentary sequences 

contain varietal assemblages of facies which are commonly 

cyclic and characteristic of particular sedimentary environments 

[2, 3, 4 and 5].However vertical variations of lithofacies within a 

given sequence play an important role in the recognition of 

depositional environment and their lateral dispersal. It is of 

particular importance in the context of the widely accepted law 

of the correlation of facies as proposed by [6] and elaborated by 

[7, 8 and 9] and recently by [10]. Gradual transition from one 

facies to another implies that the two facies represent 

environments that once were adjacent laterally.  

         In a depositional environment, the physical processes and 

random events usually advance side by side and as a result 

produce intricate patterns in lithologic successions observed in 

outcrops. It is appropriate therefore that sedimentary succession 

at individual localities be tested for such cyclic order on an 

objective and quantitative basis [11]. Examination of the well 

logs in the KNA indicates the repetitive occurrence of different 

lithologies. Although, individual cycles are present, the scarcity 

of comprehensive exposures due to weathering makes it difficult 

to determine regional distribution of cyclicity. Hence, 

information obtained from 15 wells from the KNA, penetrating 

the Cretaceous section providing a precise record of lithologic 

transitions has been utilized for various statistical analyses.In 

order to determine the depositional architecture and its regional 

variations a check of the results obtained so far [12, 13, 14 and 

15] by mathematical meansis desirable. The vast amounts of data 

T 
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obtained through counting of lithologic transitions of well logs 

justify the application of Markov chain and entropy functions. 

The objectives of the present study are: 

         -To deduce lithologic transitions in vertical sequences 

through space and time; 

         -To evaluate the degree of ordering of lithofacies using 

entropy functions; 

         -To recognize the broad depositional environment of the 

post-rift Cretaceous and Tertiary Formations in the KNA. 

 

II. GENERAL GEOLOGY  

         The DSB belongs to a set of basin located on West African 

margin which run from Angola to Cameroon. It is located 3°20 N 

to 5°N and 9° E to 10°30’ E (Fig. 1), covering a total surface area 

of 12,805 sq. km. It has a crescent shape starting from the south-

eastern border of Mount Cameroon and extends throughout the 

Atlantic coast with a gradual decrease in width of the onshore 

part towards the South of the sub basin up to the North of Kribi 

Campo sub basin. The DSB is bounded to the W and NW by the 

Cameroon Volcanic Line (CVL) which is superimposed on the 

Central Africa Shear Zone (CASZ) and represents its limit with 

the Rio Del-Rey basin to the South by the Kribi Fracture Zone 

(KFZ) which delimits the Kribi-Campo sub-basin. Eastward, the 

boundary is the Precambrian basement. The onshore part of the 

DSB has a trapezoic shape and covers a total surface area of 

about 6955sq.km while the offshore part covers an area of about 

5850 sq.km. 

 

         The tectonic evolution of the DSB was studied by [16] and 

related it to the history of the West African margin which 

presents three major stages:  

         1) The first stage begins with the Precambrian phase of 

cratonisation, granitisation and sedimentation which was 

followed by the pan-africanorogenesis.  

         2) After this Cambrian phase, the geology of the DSB is 

only known starting from the lower Cretaceous during which 

epicontinental sedimentation begins to field an afro-brazilian 

depression. Sediments whose age varies from Cretaceous to 

Pliocene are discordant on the Precambrian pan-african basement 

(Table 1). The sedimentation was accompanied by Plutonism 

(Cenomanian) and volcanism (Miocene) which products cover 

sediments in some area (like volcanic products of Mount 

Cameroon).  

 

 

 
 

Fig.1. A) Map of CameroonShowing the Location of the sub basin, B) Location map of study area showing the locations of the 

representativewellused for the presentstudy in red. 

 

         The complete tectono-lithostratigraphic sequence 

represented in Table 1 is based on oil exploration seismic and 

drill data offshore and comprises seven formations from the 

barremian-Aptian to present deposited during the pre-rift, syn-

rift, rift-drift and post-rift basin phases.  

         1) Pre-rift phase: According to [17] Jurassic continental 

sediments were deposited in an afro-brasilian depression, an 

intracratonic sag basin that extended over the Gabon and Douala 

basins prior to the rifting of the Afro-American plate.  
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         2) Rifting phase (Jurassic-Barremian): According to [17] 

the stratigraphic sequence formed during the rifting phase 

appears to be controlled by listric faulting and associated roll 

over anticlines.  

         3) The syn-rift phase was responsible for the fracture 

pattern which is closely controlled by inherited structures of the 

Precambrian basement. This phase is characterized by an 

intensive erosion activity of the highlands and deposition in 

graben previously formed. In the Kribi/Campo sub- basin, these 

units are named Lower Mundeck[13, 18 and 19], and are 

shallowly buried by younger sediments [20]. They are made up 

of conglomerates, conglomeratic sandstones, organic matter-rich 

dark marls interbedded with thin limestones and black to dark 

grey shales. In the DSB, Aptiansyn-rift deposits overlie a narrow 

bench of attenuated continental basement [11 and 21]. Here, they 

are referred to as the upper Mundeck Formation. 

         The upper Mundeck Formation are made up of continental 

polygenic conglomerates with arkosic sandstones cement 

showing rare interbedded ferruginous clay, an alternation of 

laminated silt or sand with black shales and arkosic medium 

grain sandstones[18]. Their environments of deposition have 

been interpreted (on a regional bases) as ranging from terrestrial 

to lacustrine, through restricted to fully marine. Pre-Aptiansyn-

rift deposits and basement rocks have not been reached by 

drilling. 

 

 

Table 1. Stratigraphic Column showing the seven Formations of the Douala sub basin Adopted from Lawrence et al., (2002) 

 

Age (Ma) Chronostratigraphy Formations Techtono- 

stratigraph 
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Rift 111 
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Neocomian Basement Rift 11 

 

 140  Barremian Rift 1 

 150 Jurassic 

 Precambrian 

 

4) The rift-drift transition phase (mid-late Aptian).  

         This phase was marked by salt deposition and the transform 

directions resulting in a series of cross-faults which have 

segmented the rift structure [22]. This phase of basin evolution is 

poorly preserved in the DSBand only one well drilled in the 

basin has reached the top of a salt unit [11, 17 and 23]. Aptian 

salt is absent (if ever deposited) to the north and eastern part of 

the basin, due to an end Aptian/early Albian uplift, which 

resulted in the lower Mundeck Formation being unconformably 

overlain by the upper Mundeck Formation from which they are 

separated by a probably breakup unconformity [21 and 24].This 

fact help to suggest that salt was deposited in the final stage of 

continental rifting. In the DSB, evidence of evaporites has not yet 

been well stated.  

         5) Post-rift phase (Albian-Present): Following salt 

deposition, post-rift sedimentation in the DKC basin was 

dominated by marginal to clastic sedimentation, with shallow 

water carbonate deposition occurring as sporadic build ups 

between the Albian and Paleocene. From Albian to Turonian, the 

juvenile South Atlantic Ocean was filled with anoxic bottom 
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waters presumably caused by restriction of open ocean 

circulation and ponding of bottom waters between Walvis Ridge 

and Rio Grande Rise in the South, and equatorial fracture zone 

topography in the North[25 and 26]. According to [27] 

compressive deformation has also occurred in 

Cretaceous/Tertiary deposits in several places both along and 

near the African margin. Older structures, especially the cross-

faults, were reactivated by transpressional stresses, resulting in a 

folding and faulting deformation.  According to [26], the post-rift 

phase comprises three stages of drift:  

         a) The first drift stage was from Albian-Coniacian and is 

characterized by rotational fault blocks in the proximal part, salt 

movement and gravity sliding [17 and 27]. These structures are 

linked to gravitational instability of the margin and the presence 

of salt. Sedimentologically, this phase is marked in the DKC 

basin by a major regression leading to the decrease of the sea 

level. The consequence was the erosion of the Lower Cretaceous 

sequence thereby creating a surface of unconformity with an 

irregular topography. The unconformity at the base of upper 

Cretaceous was followed by the deposition of the Logbadjeck 

formation (Cenomanian- Coniacian).  

         b) The second drift phase named Drift II (Campanian to 

Oligocene) was a discrete drift which is linked to regional 

tectonic episode. The Logbaba (Cenomanian-Maastrichtians) and 

the Nkapa (Paleocene-Eocene) formations were deposited during 

this phase. Also during this phase, original rift-related structures 

were inverted and the platform sedimentary section was folded 

[15].The Santonian unconformity separating the first and second 

drift stages is recognized along the West African margin as a 

result of the uplift during the Cretaceous episode[22] 

         c) The third drift stage (Miocene) named drift III has been 

linked to gravity sliding caused by uplift in the Tertiary. The 

Uplift and erosional unconformity are dated to about 30 - 40 Ma. 

This phase in the DSB was marked by deposition of the 

Souellaba formation(Oligocene), the Matanda formation 

(Miocene) and Wouri formation (Pliocene-Pleistocene).  

         The areas considered in thepresent work constitute the 

southeastern border of the DSB (Fig.1B). It covers a total surface 

area of 3026sq.Km and it is mostly onshore with some shallow 

offshore acreage (water depth < 10m) in the southwest which is 

part of the Cameroon Estuary. The sedimentary series known 

here are Early Albian to Pleistocene in age according to [22] and 

thus belong to the upper Mundeck, Logbadjeck, Logbaba, 

Souellaba, Matanda and Wouri Formations. 

 

III. DATA SETS AND METHODS OF STUDY 

3.1 Data sets 
         In view of the non-availability of good vertical sections in 

the KNA, the vertical lithofacies relationshipof Formationsin the 

areabefore now could not beestablished. Since the stratahave no 

outcrop in the area studied, the present investigationis based 

entirely on the data derived fromwell logs. A total of 15boreholes 

logs (MV-1, MV-2, MV-3, MV-4, OE-1, DO-1, NK-2, NK-3, 

BE-1, LG-1, KW-1, KW-2, SA-1, SA-2, and SA-3), 

fromlocalities scattered throughout the area (Fig.1B)are used.  

         Owing to the disagreement among different workers 

regarding the scale and boundary of a sedimentary cycle [28] 

proposed that a sedimentary cycle commences at the base of coal 

seam or shalewhereas[29] gave a formation status to each cycle 

with sandstone at the base. According to [30] the minimum 

thickness of a sedimentary cycle is 0.3 m, but [31] assigned it 

1m), the sequence of strata of 1m and above in thickness with 

basal coarse member (conglomerate or sandstone) and 

terminating with shale bed or carbonaceous shale has been 

considered to constitute a cycle in the present work. This is in 

conformity with the definition of fining upward cycle of [32] for 

the alluvial sediments and coal cycle of [31]. Both types 

represent complete cycles of stream regime in fluvial 

environment in conformity with the concept of [33].  

         For simplicity of analysis and to avoid the risk of error, the 

lithologies named in the end of well report’s and observed from 

the well logs were condensed into five facies states on the basis 

of lithology and texture as observed in the well records. To 

analyze cyclic characters through spaceand time, the lithofacies 

transitions are analyzedseparately in each borehole log, and by 

pooling thedata for three major age groups (lower Cretaceous, 

upper Cretaceous and Tertiary) as well as for the entire study 

area. 

 

The five facies are: 

 Facie A: Dark/grey shale 

 Facie B: Inter-bedded fine-grained sandstone and shale 

that includes parallel and ripple-drift cross-laminated 

medium to fine grained sandstones 

 Facie C: Medium to coarse-grained sandstone that 

includes trough- and tabular cross-bedded coarse to 

medium- and medium-grained sandstones. 

 Facie D: Coarse-grained sandstone that includes 

massive conglomerate, trough cross-bedded pebbly 

sandstone, and flat bedded coarse-grained sandstone, 

trough and tabular cross-bedded coarse-grained 

sandstones. 

 Facie E: Carbonate and argillaceous shale 

 

         Condensation of lithologies into the above five lithofacies 

seems reasonable as C and D represent distal- and mid-channel 

bars deposit respectively; B is characteristic of bar-top and 

abandoned-channel deposits; A represent proximal flood plain, 

abandoned channel fill and over bank deposits and E is the 

deposit in a probable peat swamps[2,33, 34,35,36 and 37]. 

 

3.2Methods of study (Analytical Procedures) 
         From the concept of cycles of sedimentation, the initial 

state or lithology determine to some extent the subsequent state 

or lithology. It was from this concept that [38] conceived the idea 

of using Markov chain as an analytical tool in the study of 

vertical lithofacies relationship in stratigraphic sequences. 

According to [39] Markov chain analysis offers an objective 

approach to model discrete variables such as lithologies or facies. 

This method also offers a way to compare laterally 

juxtapositional tendencies of facies to those in vertical sections. 

For a sequence to possess the first-order Markov property, the 

rock type at a point “n” depends to some extent on the rock type 

observed at the proceeding point i.e. n-1[40]. If the lithologic 

sequence is found to be governed by a Markovian process, the 

next logical step would be to evaluate the degree of randomness 

within the Markov chain by using the entropy as proposed by 
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[41]. The literature on Markov chain and entropy analyses is now 

rapidly growing. Test cases have been published by[42, 

43,44,45,46 and 47].  

 

         The method used in this study is based mainly on those of 

[48 and 49] which have been modified by[46]. In addition, the 

nature of cyclic order of a sequence is studied using entropy 

concept following [41]. 

 

3.1 Structuring Datafor Markov Chain Analysis 

         Lithologic transitions, to test the presence or absence of 

Markov property or lack of it are investigated at major age 

intervals and at the entire area levels separately using data from 

15 well logs. There are basically two methods of structuring data 

from actuallithologic successions. The first method termed an 

‘Embedded Markov matrix’ [39] and the second termed ‘Regular 

Markov matrix’ [50]. In the present study, the embedded Markov 

matrix is preferred to the regular Markov matrix for the 

following reasons: 

         i)The main purpose of the present study is to deduce 

lithologic transitions in vertical sequences and to evaluate the 

degree of ordering of lithofacies. Thefixed interval method of 

counting attaches undue importance to the element of bed-

thicknesswhich might mask the actual facies change. 

         ii) Selecting an appropriate sampling interval is 

problematic. A large interval will omit thin bedswhile too small 

an interval will introduce large values along the main diagonal 

creatingdifficulties for a proper statistical evaluation of ordering 

in the sequence. 

         iii)The regular Markov model is applicable to those 

stratigraphic sequences where the distribution ofbed-thickness of 

each facies is exponential. Bed–thickness is,however, more 

commonly distributed log-normally rather than exponentially. 

         Tally count matrix based on borehole logs numbering for 

the major age unit is structured. Subsequently, data for all 15 

well logs are added and a bulk matrix is structured at entire area 

level. Data for the bulk tally matrix at major age units and entire 

study area level are computed separately following themodified 

Markov process model after [49].The downward facies transition 

data of the fifteen wells were summed up to form a transition 

count matrix, which was processed intotransition count, 

transition probability, random probability,difference matrices 

(Tables). 

 

3.1.1 Transition Frequency Matrix (F) 

         As mentioned above, a first- order embedded chain matrix 

is structured by counting transition from one facies to another, 

and the resulting frequency matrix will contain zeros along the 

principal diagonal ( Fij =0 ) where i, j corresponds to row and 

column number. 

 

3.1.2 Upward Transition Probability Matrix (P) 

         The upward transition probability matrix pertains to the 

upward ordering of lithologies in a succession is calculated in the 

following manner: Pij =  where SRi is the corresponding row 

total. 

 

3.1.3 Downward Transition Probability Matrix(Q) 

         Similar to the upward transition probability of lithologies a 

downward transition probability (Q matrix) can also be 

determined by dividing each element of the transition frequency 

matrix by the corresponding column total, i.e., Qji = where 

SCj is the column total. 

 

3.1.4 Independent Trials Matrix (R) 

         Assuming that the sequence of rock types was determined 

randomly an independent trial matrix can be prepared in the 

following manner : Rij = where C1 is the column total of 

facies state F1, C2 is the column total of facies state F2 , N is the 

total number of transitions in the system. The diagonal cells are 

filled with zeros. 

 

3.1.5 Difference Matrix (D) 

         A difference matrix ( Dij = Pij – Rij ) is calculated which 

highlights those transitions that have ahigher or lower probability 

of occurring than if the sequence were random. By linking 

positivevalues of the difference matrix, a preferred downward (or 

upward)path of facies transitions can be constructedwhich can be 

interpreted in terms of depositional processes that led to this 

particular arrangementof facies [2 and 34]. 

 

3.1.6 Expected Frequency Matrix (E) 

         It is necessary to construct an expected frequency matrix 

(E) which will be used to calculate the chi – square tests. The 

matrix of expected values is given by Eij = Rij .SRi. 

 

3.1.7 Tests of Significance 
         The cyclicity (Markovian property) of facies states has 

been tested by chi-square statistics 

Using the values of fijand Eijin the expression 

x
2
=  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. …………………. (eq.1) 

x
2
 yields a statisticswhich is distributed as a chi-squared 

variablewith (n − 1)
2
− n degrees of freedom. Thelarger thex

2
 

value for a given value of n, thestronger the evidence in favor of 

the Markovianmodel of lithologic transition. 

 

3.2. Entropy analysis 
         The entropy concept which was introduced by [51] is 

defined in a lithological sense as “the degree of intermixing of 

end members or the uncertainty in the composition of a 

system”[52]. The entropy value is maximum when all the 

components occur in equal proportions. The value approaches 

zero as a single end member dominates the composition.Methods 

of calculation of entropy as suggested by [41] and modified 

by[46], have been largely followed in the present study. 

According to [41], two types of entropies exist with respect to 

each lithological state. The first is an upward probability matrix 

composed of pij, which gives the actual probabilities of the 

transition occurring in the given section and is calculated as:  

Pij = where SRi is the corresponding row total. In the 

pijmatrix, the row total sums to unity. From this matrix entropy 

after deposition(E(post)) for each lithological state has been 

calculated using [46] equation (eqn. 2) . 
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. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ………………….. (eq.2) 

 

         If E(post) = 0.0, state i is always succeeded by state j in the 

sequence. If E(post) >0, state i is likely to be overlain by 

different states 

The second matrix, containing element qjiwhich represents the 

probability of the given transition being preceded by any other 

transition and it is given byqji =  where SCj is the column 

total. The column totals in the qjimatrix sums to unity. E (pre) 

(i.e., entropybefore deposition) was then calculated 

following[46] equation (eqn. 3). 

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. ………………….. (eq.3) 

 

         Large E(pre) signifies that i occur independent of the 

preceding state. 

         Ei(post) and Ei(pre) together form an entropy set for state 

and serves as indicators of the variety of lithological transitions 

immediately after and before the occurrence of i, 

respectively.The interrelationships of E(post) and E(pre)  were 

used by [41] to classify various cyclic patterns into asymmetric , 

symmetric and random cycles. The values of E(post) and E(pre) 

calculated by equations (2) and (3) increases with the number of 

lithological states recognized. To eliminate this influence, [41] 

normalized the entropies by the following equation: 

R(pre) = . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 

. . . . . . . . . . . . ……………………….. (eq.4) 

R(post) = . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 

. . . . . . . . . . ………………………….(eq.5) 

 

         Where E(max)= −log2 1/(n − 1), which denotes the 

maximum entropy possible in a system where n states operate. 

The R (post) was then plotted against R (pre) for each lithology 

and the styles of cyclicity and the way in which cycles are 

truncated were then interpreted. This concept allows comparisons 

between states in different system, regardless of the number of 

state variables selected in each system. 

         As a measure of depositional environment [41] calculated 

entropy for the whole sedimentation process  

[E (system) ] by the following equation: 

 

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ……………... (eq.6)where tij= .
 

n = the rank of the matrix i.e. the number of rows or columns 

(five in the present case). 

 

         The entropy of the system was then used to decipher the 

overall depositional environment of cyclical units. The E(system) 

can take a value between −log2 1/n and −log2 1/n(n − 1). Data 

for the tally count matrix at major age unit and at the entire area 

level were used to compute separately E(pre), E(post) and 

E(system) following the procedure outlined above. 

 

3.3. Stationarity of cyclic sequence 

         It is always assumed in the analysis of Markov chain, that 

Markov matrices are the result of a process that is stationary in 

time and space. According to [53], the term ‘stationary’ implies 

that the transition probabilities are constant through time or 

space. In the present study,stationarity in a sequence was verified 

by using following chi-square statistics after [54]which has been 

modified by [53] as: 

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ………………….. (eq.7) 

 

         where T = 1, 2, 3, . . . , T, giving the number of sequences 

tested against each other, fij(t) and pij(t) are the tally count and 

transition probability matrix values, respectively, for each 

sequence and qijequals to the bulk transition probability matrix 

values calculated for data from both sequences. The number of 

degrees of freedom equals to (T − 1)n(n − 1), where n equals to 

total number of lithologic states (5, in the present case). 

Stationarity of the Markov process is tested at major age level on 

grouping the entire borehole logs in each major age. 

 

IV. .QUANTITATIVE RESULTS 

4.1 Lithologic transition at Major age level 

         The bulk transition count matrices (fij), upward transition 

probability matrix (Pij), downward transition probability Matrix 

(Qij), independent trial matrix (Rij), normalized difference 

Matrix (Dij), expected frequency matrix (Eij)and chi-square 

matrices separately for three major age unitare listed in tables 2, 

3 and 4. Data for deducing Markov property in individual major 

age interval are lumped together and processed at the entire area 

level for the KNA (Table 3). For each transition pair, the row 

letter represents the upper facies and the column letter, the lower 

facies.The facies relationship diagram is presented in figure 3, it 

has been constructed from the difference matrix (tables 2e, 3e, 4e 

and 5e). 

 

 

Table 2aTransitional count matrix (fij) for lower Cretaceous Formation, KNA 

                         

State A B C D E SR 

A 00 33 59 07 02 101 

B 22 00 30 00 01 53 

C 75 18 00 09 09 111 

D 05 01 09 00 00 15 

E 00 02 11 00 00 13 

SC 102 54 109 16 12 293 
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Table 2b Upward Transition Probability Matrix(P) for lower Cretaceous Formation, KNA 

                            

State A B C D E 

A 0.00 0.33     0.58      0.07 0.02 

B 0.42 0.00 0.57    0.00 0.01 

C 0.68 0.16 0.00 0.08 0.08 

D 0.33 0.07 0.60 0.00 0.00   

E 0.00 0.15 0.85 0.00 0.00 

 

Table 2c Downward Transition Probability Matrix (Q) for lower Cretaceous Formation, KNA 

 

State A B C D E 

A 0.00 0.61 0.54 0.44 0.16 

B 0.23 0.00 0.28 0.00 0.08 

C 0.74 0.33 0.00 0.56 0.75 

D 0.05 0.02 0.08 0.00 0.00 

E 0.00 0.04 0.10 0.00 0.00 

 

Table 2d Independent Trial Matrix(R) for lower Cretaceous Formation, KNA 

                         

State A B C D E 

A 0.00 0.28 0.57 0.08 0.06 

B 0.43 0.00 0.46 0.07 0.05 

C 0.55 0.29 0.00 0.09 0.07 

D 0.37 0.19 0.39 0.00 0.04 

E 0.36 0.19 0.39 0.06 0.00 

 

Table 2e Difference Matrix(D) for lower Cretaceous Formation, KNA 

                        

State A B C D E 

A 0.00 0.05 0.01 -0.01 -0.04 

B -0.01  0.00 0.11 -0.07 -0.03 

C 0.13 -0.13 0.00 -0.01    0.01 

D -0.04 -0.12 0.21 0.00 -0.04 

E -0.36 -0.04 0.46 -0.06 0.00 

 

Table 2f Expected frequency Matrix(E) for lower Cretaceous Formation, KNA 

 

State A B C D E 

A 00.00 28.28 57.57 08.08 06.06 

B 22.79 00.00 24.38 03.71 02.65 

C 61.05 32.19 00.00 09.99 07.77 

D 05.55 02.85 05.85 00.00 00.60 

E 04.68 02.47 05.07 00.78 00.00 

 

Table 2g chi-square Matrix (X
2
) for lower Cretaceous Formation, KNA 

                          

State  A B C D E 

A 0.000 0.787 0.036 0.144 2.720 

B 0.027 0.000 1.296 3.710 1.027 

C 3.188 6.255 0.000 0.098 0.195 

D 0.055 1.200 1.696 0.000 0.600 

E 4.680 0.089 6.936 0.780 00.00 

 

X
2
= 35.52                                                                     

Degree of freedom= 11,                                        

Limiting value of X
2
 at 95% = 19.68 
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Table 3a. Transitional count matrix (fij) for upper Cretaceous Formation, KNA 

 

State A B C D E SR 

A 00 44 64 01 15 124 

B 42 00 25 01 02 70 

C 66 13 00 06 05 90 

D 03 02 03 00 00 08     

E 14 01 05 00 00 20 

SC 125 60 97 08     22 312 

 

Table 3b Upward Transition Probability Matrix (P) for upper Cretaceous Formation, KNA 

 

State A B C D E 

A 0.00 0.35 0.52 0.01 0.12 

B 0.60 0.00 0.36 0.01 0.02 

C 0.73 0.14 0.00 0.07 0.00 

D 0.37 0.25 0.37 0.00 0.00 

E 0.70 0.05 0.25 0.00 0.00 

 

Table 3c Downward Transition Probability Matrix (Q) for upper Cretaceous Formation, KNA 

 

State A B C D E 

A 0.00 0.73 0.66 0.13 0.68 

B 0.34 0.00 0.26 0.13 0.09 

C 0.53 0.22 0.00 0.75 0.22 

D 0.02 0.03 0.03 0.00 0.00 

E 0.11 0.02 0.05 0.00 0.00 

 

Table 3d Independent Trial Matrix (R) for upper Cretaceous Formation, KNA 

 

State A B C D E 

A 0.00 0.32 0.52 0.04 0.12 

B 0.50 0.00 0.38 0.03 0.09 

C 0.58 0.28 0.00 0.04 0.10 

D 0.41 0.20 0.32 0.00 0.07 

E 0.43 0.20 0.33 0.03 0.00 

 

Table 3e Difference Matrix (D) for upper Cretaceous Formation, KNA 

 

State A B C D E 

A 0.00 0.03 0.00 -0.03 0.00 

B 0.10 0.00 -0.02 -0.02 0.07 

C 0.15 -0.14 0.00 0.03 -0.01 

D -0.04 0.05 0.05 0.00 -0.07 

E 0.27 -0.15 -0.08 -0.03 0.00 

 

Table 3f Expected frequency Matrix (E) for upper Cretaceous Formation, KNA 

 

State A B C D E 

A 00.00 39.68 64.48 04.96 14.88 

B 35.00 00.00 26.60 02.10 06.30 

C 52.20 25.20 00.00 03.60 09.00 

D 03.28 01.60 02.56 00.00 00.56 

E 08.60 04.00 06.60 00.60 0.00 
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Table 3g chi-square Matrix (X
2
) for upper Cretaceous Formation, KNA 

 

State A B C D E 

A 0.000 0.470 0.004 3.160 0.001 

B 1.400 0.000 0.096 0.576 2.935 

C 3.648 5.906 0.000 1.600 1.778 

D 0.024 0.100 0.076 0.000 0.560 

E 3.390 2.250 0.388 0.600 0.000 

X
2
= 20.32                                                                    

Degree of freedom= 11,                                              

Limiting value of X
2
 at 95% = 19.68 

 

Table 4a Transitional count matrix (fij) for Tertiary Formation, KNA 

                                   

State A B C D E SR 

A 00 09 101 03 02 115 

B 11 00 09 00 00 20 

C 98 10 00 06 03 117 

D 03 00 05 00 02 10 

E 05 00 01 01 00 07 

SC 117 19 116 10 07 269 

 

Table 4b Upward Transition Probability Matrix(P) for Tertiary Formation, KNA 

                                      

State A B C D E 

A 0.00 0.08 0. 88 0.03 0.02 

B 0.55 0.00 0.45 0.00 0.00 

C 0.84 0.09 0.00 0.05 0.03 

D 0.30 0.00 0.50 0.00 0.20 

E 0.71 0.00 0.14 0.14 0.00 

 

Table 4c Downward Transition Probability Matrix (Q) for Tertiary Formation, KNA 

                                   

State A B C D E 

A 0.00 0.47 0.87 0.30 0.29 

B 0.09 0.00 0.08 0.00 0.00 

C 0.84 0.53 0.00 0.60 0.43 

D 0.03 0.00 0.04 0.00 0.28 

E 0.04 0.00 0.01 0.10 0.00 

 

Table 4d Independent Trial Matrix (R) for Tertiary Formation, KNA 

                              

State A B C D E 

A 0.00 0.13 0.76 0.07 0.03 

B 0.47 0.00 0.46 0.04 0.03 

C 0.76 0.12 0.00 0.07 0.05 

D 0.45 0.07 0.45 0.00 0.03 

E 0.45 0.07 0.44 0.04 0.00 

 

Table 4e Difference Matrix (D) for Tertiary Formation, KNA 

                                     

State A B C D E 

A 0.00 -0.05 0.12 -0.04 -0.01 

B 0.08 0.00 -0.01 0.00 -0.03 

C 0.08 -0.03 0.00 -0.02 -0.02 

D -0.15 0.00 0.05 0.00 -0.01 

E 0.26 0.00 -0.3 0.10 0.00 
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Table 4f Expected frequency Matrix(E) for Tertiary Formation, KNA 

                                  

State A B C D E 

A 0.00 14.95 87.4 8.05 3.45 

B 9.40 0.00 9.20 0. 80 0.60 

C 88.9 14.04 0.00 8.19  5.85 

D 4.50 0.70 4.50 0.00 0.30 

E 3.15 0.49 3.08 0.28 0.00 

 

Table 4g chi-square Matrix (X
2
) for Tertiary Formation, KNA 

 

State A B C D E 

A 0.000 2.368 2.116 3.168 0.609 

B 0.272 0.000 0.004 0.800 0.600 

C 0.930 1.163 0.000 0.586 1.388 

D 0.500 0.700 0.056 0.000 9.633 

E 1.087 0.490 1.400 1.850 0.000 

X
2
= 29.72                                                                    

Degree of freedom= 11,                                              

Limiting value of X
2
 at 95% = 19.68 

 

Table 5a Transitional count matrix (fij) for entire study area (KNA) 

 

State A B C D E SR 

A 00 86 224 11 19 340 

B 75 00 64 01 03 143 

C 239 41 00 21 17 318 

D 11 03 17 00 02 33 

E 19 03 17 01 00 40 

SC 344 133 322 34 41 874 

 

Table 5b Upward Transition Probability Matrix(P) for entire study area (KNA) 

 

State A B C D E 

A 0.00 0.25 0. 66 0.03 0.06 

B 0.52 0.00 0.45 0.01 0.02 

C 0.75 0.13 0.00 0.07 0.05 

D 0.33 0.09 0.05 0.00 0.06 

E 0.48 0. 08 0.43 0.03 0.00 

 

Table 5c Downward Transition Probability Matrix(Q) for entire study area (KNA) 

 

State A B C D E 

A 0.00 0.65 0.70 0.32 0.46 

B 0.22 0.00 0.20 0.03 0.07 

C 0.69 0.31 0.00 0.62 0.41 

D 0.03 0.02 0.05 0.00 0.05 

E 0.06 0.02 0.05 0.03 0.00 

 

Table 5d Independent Trial Matrix(R) for entire study area (KNA) 

 

State A B C D E 

A 0.00 0.25 0.61 0.06 0.07 

B 0.46 0.00 0.43 0.05 0.06 

C 0.62 0.24 0.00 0.06 0.07 

D 0.41 0.16 0.38 0.00 0.05 

E 0.41 0.16 0.38 0.04 0.00 
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Table 5e Difference Matrix (D) for entire study area (KNA) 

 

State A B C D E 

A 0.00 0.00 0.05 -0.03 -0.01 

B 0.06 0.00 0.02 -0.04 -0.04 

C 0.13 -0.11 0.00 0.01 -0.02 

D -0.08 -0.07 -0.33 0.00 0.01 

E 0.07 -0.09 0.05 -0.01 0.00 

 

Table 5f Expected frequency Matrix (E) for entire study area (KNA) 

 

State A B C D E 

A 0.00 85.0 207.4 20.4 23.8 

B 65.8 0.00 61.5 07.2  08.6 

C 197.2 76.3 0.00 19.1  22.3 

D 13.5 05.3 12.5 0.00 01.7 

E 16.4 06.4 15.2 01.6 0.00 

 

Table 5g chi-square Matrix (X
2
) for entire Formations in the KNA 

 

State A B C D E 

A 0.000 0.012 1.329 4.331 0.968 

B 1.286 0.000 0.102 5.339 3.647 

C 8.860 16.33 0.000 0.189 1.259 

D 0.462 0.988 1.620 0.000 0.053 

E 0.142 1.806 0213. 0.225 0.000 

X
2
= 49.44                                                                    

Degree of freedom= 11,                                              

Limiting value of X
2
 at 95% = 19.68                 
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Fig.2:Lithofacies relationship diagram showing downward transitions (based on positive values in Dijmatrix) in the three age 

groups (a= lower Cretaceous, b=upper Cretaceous, c= Tertiary) and d for the entire KNA Formations. 

 

4.2 Result of entropy analysis at major age level 
         The computed entropies E(pre) and E(post), normalized entropies R(pre) and R(post) of each lithologic state are presented in 

Tables 6.The entropy sets for the lithofacies of the area at major age intervals are presented in Fig.3 and the relationship between 

entropy and depositional environment of lithological sequences is presented on Fig.4 

 

Table  6a. Entropy with respect to deposition of lithologies in the lower Cretaceous Formation 

 

State E 
(post)

   E 
(pre)

 R
(pre)

 R
(post)

 Relationship 

A 1.368    1.865    0.933     0.684 E 
(pre) 

> E 
(post)

 

B 1.058    1.298    0.649 0.529                        E 
(pre) 

> E 
(post)

 

C 1.390    1.634    0.817   0.695                         E 
(pre)

>E 
(post)

 

D 1.242    0.623    0.312    0.621                         E 
(pre)

< E 
(post)

 

E 0.612    0.519    0.260    0.306                         E 
(pre)

< E 
(post)

 

E(max) = 2.0  E(system)=  3.219                                    
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Table  6b. Entropy with respect to deposition of lithologies in the upper Cretaceous Formation 

 

State E 
(post)

   E 
(pre)

 R
(pre)

 R
(post)

 Relationship 

A 1.456      1.494      0.747     0.728 E 
(pre) 

> E 
(post)

 

B 1.155      1.735     0.868       0.578                 E 
(pre) 

> E 
(post)

 

C 1.000      1.825    0.913       0.500                  E 
(pre)

>E 
(post)

 

D 1.568     0.417      0.209      0.784                  E 
(pre)

< E 
(post)

 

E 1.080     0.681     0.341      0.540                   E 
(pre) 

< E 
(post)

 

               E (max) = 2.0  E(system)= 3.226              

 

Table  6c. Entropy with respect to deposition of lithologies in the Tertiary Formation 

 

State E 
(post)

   E 
(pre)

 R
(pre)

 R
(post)

 Relationship 

A 0.721      1.731        0.866                  0.361       E 
(pre) 

> E 
(post)

 

B 0.996           0.477 0.239                    0.498       E 
(pre) 

< E 
(post)

 

C 0.894        1.668 0. 834                    0.447        E 
(pre)

>E 
(post)

 

D 1.137      0. 854       0.427                                       0.569                   E 
(pre)

< E 
(post)

 

E 1.148      0.585    0.293                                           0.574                   E 
(pre)

< E 
(post)

 

E(max) = 2.0  E(system)=  2.477                                      

 

Table 6d. Entropy with respect to deposition of lithologies in the entire KNA Formations 

 

State E 
(post)

   E 
(pre)

 R
(pre)

 R
(post)

 Relationship 

A 1.295       1. 810        0.905       0.648      E 
(pre) 

> E 
(post)

 

B 1.191              1.369        0.685     0.596         E 
(pre) 

> E 
(post)

 

C 1.181               1. 855      0.928     0.591                     E 
(pre) 

> E 
(post)

 

D 1.304     0.699         0.350     0.652                    E 
(pre)

< E 
(post)

 

E 1.480            0.574          0.287    0.740                E 
(pre)

< E 
(post)

 

               E(max) = 2.0  E(system)= 3.093 

 

 
 

Fig.3. Entropy sets for the lithofacies of the KNA Formations in three major age intervals a)lower Cretaceous, b)upper 

Cretaceous, c) Tertiary and d)the entire area. A: Shale, B: Interbedded sandstone-shale, C: Coarse to medium grained 

sandstone, D: Conglomerate, and E: Carbonate and argillaceous shale. 
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Fig .4: Relationship between entropy and depositional environment of lithological sequences (modified after Hattori, 1976). 1: 

Maximum entropy, 2: Entropies for the coal-measure successions, 3: Entropies for fluvial-alluvial successions, 4: Entropies for neritic 

successions, 5: Entropies for flysch sediments, 6: Minimun entropy, 

 

 

4.3. Result of Chi-square stationarity of cycle’s sequence 

         The result of the Chi-square stationarity of cycles within formations of the KNA is presented in Table 7.  

 

Table 7.Chi-square stationarity statistics within formations of the KNA. 

 

Major age interval   X
2   

 Limiting values    

99%              95%     

Markov process 

 

LC-UC 

LC-T 

UC-T 

29.37 

17.15 

20.68 

37.57             31.41 

37.57             31.41 

37.57             31.41  

Stationary 

Stationary 

Stationary 

LC= lower Cretaceous, UC=upper Cretaceous, T=Tertiary 

 

V. INTERPRETATIONS AND DISCUSSION 

5.1 Markov Chain Analyses 

         Randomness test was performed by Markovian property 

using standard chi–square test. The chi–square statistics for the 

KNA succession using five rock types reveal that the test has 

been passed by all three age groups and the entire study area at 

an appropriate degree of freedom at 95% level of confidence. 

The facies relationship diagram (Fig.2d) for the entire study area 

suggests that the KNA cycles are coarsening-downward (fining 

upward) asymmetric type. Each complete cycle starts with 

carbonate and argillaceous shale (facies E) at the top and is been 

followed by dark/grey shale (facies A) and sandstone facies 

(facies B and C) and the cycles is been terminated by the 

conglomerate facies (facies D) at the base. Predominance of 

truncated coarsening-downward cycles with abrupt changes in 

lithology at the top, suggests deposition of KNA sediment by 

rapidly shifting braided streams. Had the deposition in 

meandering stream depositional environment as in the case of 

Barakar and Barren Measures Formations [44], then the cycles 

would have been gradually fining upward sequence.  

         The excess of probability of transition of A to C and C to A 

over random transition are 0.05 and 0.13 respectively (Fig.2d), 

which indicate frequent braiding of the stream channels that lead 

to the superposition and inter-fingering of proximal channel 

facies (C) by proximal flood plain, abandoned channel fill and 

over bank facies (A) and vice versa. The excess of probability of 

bar-top and abandoned-channel deposits (facies B) overlying 

distal-channel bars deposit facies (C) is 0.02, which suggest that 
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the channels were more frequently abandoned, a feature 

generally common in braided streams than sidewise migration of 

meandering stream and deposition of fine-grained sandstones[2]. 

This indicates dominance of braided stream regime during 

sedimentation in KNA. The inter bedded fine-grained sandstones 

and shale (facies B) have strong tendency to be succeeded by 

dark/grey shale (facies A) than coarse to medium grained 

sandstone facies (facies C) with difference probability of 0.06 

and 0.02 respectively. These features suggest that many of the 

abandoned channels received fine clastics during the periods of 

greater discharge while a few of them were deposited at the 

distal-channel bars. The distal-channel bars deposit is the 

dominant lithofacies, which shares about 36% by volume of the 

KNA Formation by volume. The probability that this distal-

channel bars deposit can be followed by the shale dark/grey shale 

(A) is 0.13 which is higher than it been converted to 

conglomerate. Therefore, the depositional process in the area 

continued in a non- random situation but may not always possess 

well-defined cyclic patterns. 

 

5.2 Entropy model for the KNA Succession 
         Comparison ofE(pre)with E(post) for each facies state 

shows that the memory of each facies state for either the 

successor state or the precursor state is non – random but non – 

cyclic . It is also observed that there is no cases whereE(pre) ≈ 

E(post) ≠ 0.0 which indicates  some level of dependency of one 

state on the other. When the lithologic states are examined in 

terms of the relationships between E(pre) and E(post) values , it 

is found that E(pre) values are higher than E(post) value in most 

of the sequences (especially within the various age groups) and 

in few others E(post) values are greater than E(pre) values. The 

former relationship (E(pre)> E(post)) in mathematical terms 

indicates that the dependency of one lithologic state on its 

precursor is not even and it can possibly occur after different 

state. In the later (E(post)> E(pre)) situation ,the dependency of 

one lithologic state on its precursor is stronger than its influence 

on the successor. 

         For the lithological states A, B, C for lower Cretaceous 

sediments (Table 6a), E(pre) >E(post) indicating that deposition 

of these lithologies (shale facies, inter-bedded fine-grained 

sandstone facies and coarse to medium-grained sandstone) did 

not depend largely on the lithological composition of the 

underlying strata but exerted a considerable influence upon 

succeeding lithological states. In other words, lithologies that 

follow dark/grey shale facies, inter-bedded fine-grained 

sandstone facies and coarse to medium-grained sandstone facies 

can be conjectured with more certainty than those preceding 

themfollowing [41] interpretation. E(pre) < E(post) relationship 

in cases of conglomerateand carbonate and argillaceous shale 

facies suggest that these facies do not show strong memory for 

any succeeding lithological state but are dependent on the 

preceding state in the succession.  

         For the upper Cretaceous sediments, the E(pre) >E(post) 

for facies A, B, C which implies that there is a high probability 

of these states passing up into another state. By contrast, the 

cases of carbonate and argillaceous shale and 

conglomeratefaciesE(post) > E(pre) suggest that these facies do 

not show strong memory for any succeeding lithological state but 

are dependent on the preceding state in the succession.  

         For Tertiary sediments, the E(pre) >E(post) for facies A 

and C which implies a high probability of these states passing up 

into another state A → C or vice versa. Facies relationship 

diagram (Fig.2c) supports this view. For the lithological states B, 

D and E the E(post) > E(pre),  which implies that there is a lower 

probability of these state passing up to another state and that the 

deposition of these lithofacies are strongly influenced by the  

preceding state in the succession. 

         The variations in pre- and post-depositional entropy values 

suggest variable degree of dependency of lithofacies on precursor 

and influence on successor during sedimentation in the entire 

KNA. E(pre) > E(post) relationship (Table 6d.) in case of 

dark/grey shale and interbedded fine grained sandstone and shale 

and coarse to medium-grained sandstonefacies indicates that the 

dependency of these lithologic state  on their precursors in the 

entire study area is not even and it can occur after different state. 

In other words the deposition of dark/grey shale and inter-bedded 

fine grained sandstone and shale facies, did not depend largely 

on the lithologic composition of the underlying strata but exerted 

a considerable influences upon succeeding lithostrata. By 

contrast, for the lithological states D and E (which shares less 

than 9% by volume of the KNA Formation by volume) the 

E(post) > E(pre),  an indication that these states were deposited 

in specific depositional conditions but used to overlain by a wide 

variety of different strata[41]. 

         These relationships support in a statistical way the 

otherwise geologically obvious conclusion that the deposition of 

these lithologies in the DKC basin depends largely on specific 

environments[18]. At all level Carbonate and argillaceous shale 

and conglomerate are having E(post) > E(pre) which means that 

the occurrence of thesefacies within the sequence at all major age 

level depend on the preceding state in the succession.  

         The plot of the R (pre) and R(post) values for each 

lithological state is given in the figure 3 of Hattori’s diagrams. 

The R(pre)-R(post) plots of the facies states (Fig. 3) resemble 

closely with those for sediment which [41] assigned to be the A-

4 type. The lithological cycles in the KNA are dominantly 

asymmetric cycles.  

         The lower Cretaceous Formations which are the oldest 

sedimentary units in the area is having theE(System) value of 

3.219. The upper Cretaceous Formations are havingthe highest 

E(system) value of 3.226 for the study area. The Tertiary 

Formations are having the lowest E(System) value (2.477).This 

implies that the highest degree of randomness of the KNA 

sedimentation system was during the Cretaceous.According [23], 

passive margin wedge was deposited during this period 

(Cretaceous) and was marked by a short compressive episode 

localized along the transfer faults which are present in the eastern 

part of the DSB.  The Albian–Coniacian time in the DKC basin 

was characterized by rotational fault blocks, gravity sliding and 

salt movement [18 and 27]. These structures are linked to the 

gravitational instability of the margin and can explain for the 

highest rate of randomness in the deposition of sediments as seen 

in the present study. However the late gravity sliding caused by 

uplift in the Tertiary [18] resulted in lower rate of randomness in 

the deposition of sediments than those of the Cretaceous time.  

         When the E(system) values for KNA sedimentation 

sequences are evaluated in terms of broad depositional 

environment by plotting E (system) against the number of states 
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(Fig.4) , most of the points (lower Cretaceous, Upper Cretaceous 

and the entire study area) occur within the fields of (3) 

corresponding to the‘fluvial-alluvial system’ (Fig. 4) delineated 

by [41]. However the entropy of the Tertiary sedimentation 

system as shown in Fig.4the points lie in the undefined envelope 

between the neritic field and the line of minimum possible 

entropy in the succession discrimination diagram of [41]. The 

E(System) for the Tertiary succession are low(2.477) indicating 

lower degree of randomness of the Tertiary sedimentation 

system. 

 

5.3 Stationarity of cyclic sequence 

         The highest calculated value of chi-square statistics is 29.37 

(Table 7), which at 20 degrees of freedom is below the limiting 

value of 31.41 at 95% significance level; emphasizing that at 

each major age level the sequence of lithologic transitions has 

been stationary through space. The results suggest that the nature 

of the cyclic sequence is stationary at major age level and 

strongly indicates that the corresponding set of sub-environments 

in the depositional basin conformsto a definite pattern. 

 

VI. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION 

         The lithologies in the KNA have been conveniently 

grouped under five facies states viz. (A) dark grey shale-, (B)  

inter-bedded fine grained sandstone and shale -, (C) Coarse to 

medium-grained sandstone-, (D) Conglomerate faciesand (E) 

Carbonate and argillaceous shale for statistical analyses. The 

application of improved Markov process model and entropy 

functions evidently indicate asymmetrical cyclic pattern for 

sediments of the KNA.The sequenceexhibits upward decrease of 

grain size, which is possibly due to decline of flow intensity and 

current velocity coupled with lateral migration of streams during 

deposition of each cycle. The lithofacies constituting the fining-

upward cycles can be linked with different subenvironments of 

braided channel fluvial system and their organization may be 

ascribed to lateral migration of streams in response to differential 

subsidence. 

         Each complete fining upward cycle start with  medium to 

fine -grained sandstone (facies C) or coarse grained sandstone 

and conglomerate (facies D)and terminating with shale 

(dark/grey and carbonate and argillaceous shale) suggesting the 

establishment of some kind of channel system and subsequently 

its abandonment by stream and entombment beneath freshly 

deposited coarse clastics. The coarse to medium –grained 

sandstone facies shares about 36% of the KNA Formations by 

volume. The sandstone facies is probable alluvianfacies.  The 

interbedded fine-grained sandstone/shale (faciesB) and shale 

(facies A), preferentially overlie coarse to medium-grained 

sandstone throughout the study area. These lithofacies 

respectively constitutes about 16% and 39% of the given KNA 

area sequence. The interbedded assemblages of the fine clastics 

is attributed to deposition by vertical/lateral accretion on top of 

channel bars during a low water stage or as overbank/levee facies 

during periods of overflow. Following the flood stage, 

laccustrine conditions of stagnant water may have developedin 

the low lying areas beyond channel and overbank sub-

environments, resulting in the deposition of shale/carbonaceous 

shale forming sub environments where swamp or marshy 

conditions develop. 

         Indeed, interbedded fine-grained sandstone/shale (facies B) 

records a strong upward transition to shale (Zij= +0.13). 

However, upward linkage of shale (facies A), which represents 

the top unit of KNA fining cyclical units has more preference for 

coarse to medium-grained sandstone (facies C) than interbedded 

fine-grained sandstone/shale (facies B) resulting in the 

asymmetrical cycles. This implies a gradual encroachment of 

shale swamp by adjacent back swamp and levee sub-

environments as a consequence of slow and gradual lateral shift 

of channel course across the alluvial plain of meandering 

streams.  

         The KNA cycles belong to the D-type cyclic sequences of 

[41] which are essentially random lithologic series as evidenced 

by entropy analysis. The deposition of sandstones {E(pre) of 1. 

855 }   represents the most random event, which was possibly 

brought about by unsystematic change in the depositional 

mechanism triggered by differential subsidence of the 

depositional area. Intra-basinal differential subsidence might 

have been responsible for the rejuvenation and lateral migration 

of the river system and consequent initiation of a new cycle with 

freshly transported sediments. 

 

VII. CONCLUSION 

         The present study is designed to quantify the nature of 

cyclicity observed within the Formationsin the KNA onshore 

DKC basin using modified Markov chain analysis and entropy 

functions. The cyclical sequence shows fining upward characters 

and is commonly asymmetrical represented by coarse to 

medium-grained sandstone → interbedded finesandstone and 

shale → shale, similar to Hattori’s type ‘D’ pattern. This order of 

lithologic transition for the Cretaceous section is closely 

comparable with that suggested for the lower Cretaceous 

Formations measures of DKC basin [14 and 15]. The Markov 

chain and entropy pattern substantiated proposed fluvial-alluvia 

depositional model for the sub basin as derived independently 

from outcrop analysis [15]. The deposition of conglomerate and 

carbonaceous shale represents the random event, which was 

possibly brought about by unsystematic change in the 

depositional mechanism triggered by differential subsidence of 

the depositional area. Intra-basinal differential subsidence might 

have been responsible for the rejuvenation and lateral migration 

of the river system and consequent initiation of a new cycle with 

freshly transported sediments. Rapid and frequent lateral shift of 

channel course, a common phenomenon in modern river basin 

may favourably explain the development of asymmetrical fining 

upward cycles. However, those cycles which enclose thick shale 

beds exhibiting sharp relationship between lithofacies possibly 

developed due to the differential subsidence of the depositional 

basin.  
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I. INTRODUCTION 
n organization develops software in order to meet the 
functional needs and to keep a track of the estimated budget 

and time. Though many tools such as Object Oriented Language, 
middleware have been introduced, the Capability Maturity Model 
is the most widely used model in the software organizations. 
        A software organization can be run in either as an immature 
software organization where the immediate crises are solved but 
the employees does not meet estimated budget and schedule. In 
this kind of organization the product functionality and quality 
will be compromised as there is no process improvement 
techniques used for the long run of the organization.  

        In order to meet the realistic schedules and the estimates and 
also improve the functionality, quality and cost of the product 
Capability Maturity Model is introduced. This Model is mainly 
implemented in software organizations for improving the current 
process by identifying critical software quality and process 
improvement issues in areas such as schedule, effort, and cost. 
There are five maturity levels to check the maturity and 
capability of an organization’s software process. These levels 
will also help the organization to identify its area for 
improvement. CMM is a descriptive model, where it explains use 
the key points that would group an organization into a particular 
level. 

 
        The initial level mainly deals with adhoc or chaotic tasks 
whose success rates depend entirely on the individuals working 
in the project. 
        The repeatable and defined levels will help the staffs to 
perform, document and build their skills from the documents 
written by the experienced employees in the team. These levels 
will also help people to continuously improve their knowledge 
and develop their skills. 
        Level 2 is the base for level 3; normally it will nearly take a 
year or two for an organization to move from level 2 to level 3. 
The managed level is a process control level, where the software 
process is managed to operate in a stable manner within the zone 
of quality control. 
        The optimization process is a continuous process 
improvement, where the software process is changed to improve 
the quality of the product. The organizations which belong to this 
particular level will have the capability developing reliable 
software process within predictable limits and estimated costs. 

Overview of the five maturity levels 
 
LEVEL 1: THE INITIAL LEVEL 
        At this level, the organization lacks good management 
practices and the benefits of the good software engineering 
practices will lead to ineffective planning and reaction driven 
commitment system. In such systems, the success of the project 
entirely depends on the capability of the individuals working in 
that particular project. The schedules, functionality, budgets, and 
product quality at this level is highly unpredictable as the 
performance depends on the capability, skills, knowledge and 
motivation in the individuals working the particular projects. 
 
LEVEL 2: THE REPEATABLE LEVEL 
        At this level, the organization will repeat the successful 
practices from its previous software projects. This is a more 
disciplined level as the planning and tracking of the software 
project becomes more stable and the software managers can track 
the cost, schedules and functionality. 

A 
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LEVEL 3: THE DEFINED LEVEL 
        At this level, a standard document is created for developing 
and maintaining the software across the organization. There is a 
well-defined process such as readiness criteria, inputs, standards 
and procedure for performing the work, verification mechanism, 
outputs and completion criteria. As this software is well defined, 
the management system will have good control on the technical 
and functional progress of the project. This processes established 
will help the employees of the organization to perform 
effectively.  
 
LEVEL 4: THE MANAGED LEVEL 
        At this level, the organization will set quantitative quality 
goals for the software products and processes. The success rate 
of the project is predictable as the entire process is estimated and 
operates under the estimated limits. In this level, the level of 
process capability will allow the organization to check if the 
process and product quality is still within the quantitative bounds 
of the measured limits. 
 
LEVEL 5: THE OPTIMIZING LEVEL 
        This is a continuously improving level which continuously 
strives to improve the organizations process capability and also 
the performance of the project. The improvisation occurs mainly 
by implementing innovative ideas in new technologies and 
methods. 
 
Visibility into the software process at each level 
        Apart from the software engineers who have the primary 
exposure to the project, there should be visibility for the 
managers to have idea about the nature and the work progress in 
the project. 
        The visibility in the project at different levels may vary 
accordingly. For instance, at the initial level, there will not be 
any clarity for managers about the project as there are no proper 
tracking and estimates done in the project. In the next level, the 
basic project management activities are taken care and the 
requirements from the customers and the work progress are 
captured in a systematic manner. As the level the project 
increases, there will be more clarity in the project; both the 
managers and the engineers will understand their roles and 
responsibilities. The accurate status and the work progress of the 
project can be obtained very easily. As the project grows to the 
next level, the accuracy and the success rates become high as the 
visibility into the project becomes high. The risk areas are 
identified in prior and appropriate measures are taken to rectify 
it. 

        Based on the maturity level, the software process can 
predict the project’s ability to meet its goals. As the maturity 
level increase the difference between the estimated result and the 
actual result decreases across the projects. For example, a project 
in level 1 will find it difficult to meet its target delivery date and 
there will be wide differences in the actual project delivery date 
due to its unpredictable nature, whereas in a level 5 project, the 
difference between the actual and scheduled delivery date  may 
vary with a small range of difference. 
        As the maturity of the organization increases, the targeted 
result also increases by reducing the cost, shortening the 
development time and increasing the productivity and quality of 
the project. At lower maturity level, the development time can be 
longer due to rework; this in turn will increase the cost of the 
project and decrease the productivity and quality of the product. 
At the same time in higher levels, there will be continuous 
process improvement and defect prevention techniques to 
increase the efficiency of the project. 
        Each maturity level acts as a foundation for the succeeding 
maturity levels, so skipping any of the above levels will not be 
productive. The processes without a proper foundation will fail at 
every step and there won’t be any future improvements. 
        If a Level 1 organization skips level 2 and moves to level 3 
directly, the management processes will be under pressure, due 
to which the engineering processes will be sacrificed to schedule 
and cost pressure. If the level 4 is implemented without 
implementing level 3, it will result to a failure in the organization 
as it’s difficult to identify meaningful processes in the absence of 
level 3 (defined level).  As a result, the organization should focus 
on the needs of improving the process; efforts need to be taken to 
implement processes from high maturity levels instead of 
skipping the levels. 
        The operational elaboration of CMM is made to support the 
different in which it can be used. The strengths and the weakness 
in the organizations can be identified using CMM by the 
assessment team. CMM helps to identify the risks in selecting the 
contractor for outsourcing and to monitor the contracts. CMM is 
used to understand the necessary activities to plan and implement 
a process improvement program in the organization. CMM helps 
to improve and define software processes in the organizations. 
Because of various uses of CMM, the actual process 
recommendations can be derived from the structure of maturity 
levels. 
 
Internal Structure of Maturity Levels  
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Maturity level: 
        Each maturity level will define the maturity of the 
organization. As the maturity level increases, the organizations 
will have a sound project management control and the activities 
will work in a disciplined manner. 
Key Process Area: 

        It is a collection of activities which should achieve a set of 
goals to improve the process capability of the organization. At 
different levels, the path to achieve the key process area may 
differ across the projects based on the platform or domain of the 
project. 
Key process areas by maturity level 
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        The CMM does not describe all the processes areas that are 
involved in development; it will only describe the key processes 
which will enhance the process quality. Each maturity level has 
certain set of key processes which has to be satisfied. The key 
processes of CMM are one of the ways to describe the 
organizations maturity. Each of these key processes is set based 
on the experience in the software industry i.e both in the 
engineering and management fields. 
Description of the key process areas at level 2 

• Requirement management establishes an understanding 
with the customer and the organization on the 
customers’ requirement. This agreement will act as the 
basis for planning and managing the software projects. 

• Software Project Planning: a realistic plan is made for 
performing the software engineering and managing the 
project. As without a proper plan, project cannot be 
implemented effectively 

• Software Project tracking and Oversight: provides more 
visibility into actual progress so that appropriate actions 
can be taken when software projects performance 
deviates from the actual plan. 

• Software Subcontract management: it will select the 
qualified subcontractors to award them with business 
and manage them efficiently. 

• Software quality assurance: will provide the 
management with the needed visibility into the project 
and the end products built by the project. 

• Software configuration management: it is the integral 
part of most of the management and engineering 
process. It is mainly meant to provide integrity of the 
products built by the software projects throughout the 
projects software life cycle. 

Description of the key process areas at level 3 
• Organization Process Focus: it builds the organizational 

responsibilities for software process to improve the 
organizations overall process capabilities. 

• Organization Process Definition: to improve the 
performance across the project, a usable set of software 
process assets is maintained and developed to provide 
basis for cumulative long term benefits to the 
organization. 

• Training Program: to perform the roles and 
responsibility effectively, the individuals should be 
trained to develop their skills and knowledge. The 
software projects should identify their needed skills and 
train the employees based on the requirements of the 
project. 

• Integrated software management: it integrates the 
software engineering and management activities to a 
well-defined software process that is tailored from 
organizations software process and assets. The software 
project planning and Software Project tracking and 
Oversight at Level 2 acts as a foundation for integrated 
software management. 
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• Software Product Engineering: this process integrates 
the software engineering activities to produce efficient 
and effective software products. It describes technical 
activities of the project such as requirements, analysis, 
design, code and test. 

• Intergroup Co-ordination: it co-ordinates the software 
engineering groups to participate actively with other 
engineering groups so that the customer requirements 
can be satisfied effectively. 

• Peer Review: is done to remove the defects from the 
software projects efficiently. 

Description of the key process areas at level 4 
• Quantitative process management: it quantitatively 

controls the performance of the software project. The 
performance of the software process depends on the 
actual results achieved by following the software 
process. 

• Software quality management: this develops an 
understanding on the quality of the software projects 
product and achieves specific quality goals. 

Description of the key process areas at level 5 
• Defect Prevention:  it identifies the defects, rectifies it in 

the software process from recurring. 
• Technology change management: it identifies new 

technologies and transfers them into the organization in 
a disciplined manner. 

• Process change management: this process continuously 
improves the software processes by improving the 
quality and productivity of the product and also by 
decreasing the cycle time required for the  product 
development 

 
Common features: 
        Common features are the attributes which ensures that the 
implementation of the key process areas is effective, repeatable 
and lasting. The five common features are: 

• Commitment to perform: it describes the actions that 
will be taken by the organization to ensure that the 
process is established properly 

• Ability to perform: It describes the preconditions such 
as resources, organizational structures and training that 
should exist in the project to implement software 
process. 

• Activities performed:  it describes the roles and 
procedures such as estimating the plans, tracking the 
completed work and taking corrective measures in case 
of any defects to implement a key process area. 

• Measurement and Analysis: It describes the need to 
measure and analyze the process. It will check the status 
and effectiveness of the activities done in the project.  

• Verifying implementation: it makes sure that the 
activities performed in the project are performed in 
compliance with the established process. These 
measures include reviews and audits by the 
management and software quality assurance team. 

 
Key practices: 
        Each key process area is defined in terms of key practices 
that satisfies its goals. The key practices describe the 
infrastructure of an organization and the activities that contribute 
to the implementation of the key process area. The below given 
process diagram shows a detailed example of the structure 
underlying a key practice for the Software Project Planning key 
process. 
        The below figure makes sure that the goal for achieving the 
goals for documenting plans for planning and tracking the 
project, the organization should have an already documented 
procedure  for deriving the estimated software size. The details 
of the expectations of this procedure would be historical size 
data, assumptions in documenting, and reviewing the estimates.  
The main idea of using key practices is that the goals set in the 
key process areas are achieved efficiently. 
 

 
 

Software Process Assessment and Software Capability 
Evaluation Methods 
        Software Process Assessment: This process mainly focuses 
on identifying the improvement areas and prioritizing it using the 
CMM which will help them in identifying and prioritizing. The 
guidance provided by key practices in CMM helps to plan an 
improvement strategy for the organization. 

        Software Capability evaluation: This process focuses in 
identifying the risk related with a project or contract on building 
high quality software within the estimated schedule and budget. 
These types of evaluations are performed on the existing 
contracts to check their performance and identifying their 
potential improvement in software process. 
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Common Steps in Software Process Assessments and Software 
Capability Evaluations 
        Firstly a team which is well trained in CMM as well as 
assessment and evaluation method should be selected. The 
members in the team should have equal knowledge in both 
engineering and management areas. 
        The second part would be to have a representative from a 
site that would be assessed and evaluated to complete the 
maturity questionnaire. Once it is completed the team will 
perform a response analysis which tallies the questions and 
identifies the areas that needs more concentration. 
        After tallying, the team will visit the site which has to assess 
and based on the results of response analysis, the team will 
conduct interviews and reviews documentation to gain 
understanding of the software process done in the site. The key 
process areas and the key practices acts as a guide to the team 
members for questioning, listening and reviewing the 
information’s in the document. Based on the team’s professional 
judgment, it has to be decided whether the implementation of key 
process areas will meet the relevant key process area goals. If 
there are differences between the key practices areas in CMM to 

that seen in the site, the team should document its rationale for 
judging that key process areas. 
        The list of findings which identify the strengths and 
weakness of the team at the end of the on-site period act as the 
basis for process improvement in software process assessment, 
whereas it becomes a part of risk analysis in software capability 
process. 
        Finally the key process area profile is prepared by the team 
which gives the details of the areas where the organization has 
achieved the goals and not achieved the goals. 
To summarize both the software process assessment and software 
evaluation method, few points are mentioned below: 

• The maturity questionnaire is used as reference during 
the on-site visit 

• CMM is used as a map for guiding the on-site 
investigation 

• Finds the strengths and weaknesses in terms of key 
process areas in CMM 

• Based on the analysis, a profile is created to satisfy the 
goals within the key process areas. 

 
 

Differences between software process assessment and software 
capability evaluation 
        Though there are some basic similarities as mention in the 
above paragraph, the Software Process Assessment and Software 
Capability Evaluation differs in factors such as motivation, 
objective, outcome, and ownership of the results. The detailed 
difference between the software assessment and Software 
Capability process are given below: 
        Software Process assessment: The success of this process 
depends on the commitment and the success of the staffs to 
improve the organization. The questionnaires used in this process 
are   used for testing the maturity levels issues. The interviews 
play a vital role in understanding the organizations software 
process. Besides the above factors, the motivation and 
enthusiasm in executing the scheduled plans are most valuable 
outcome of the assessment. 
        Software Capability evaluation:  it is based on an audit 
oriented method. One of the main objectives is monetary 
consideration, as the teams evaluation will select the contractors 

and select the award fees. The documentation also plays a vital 
role, and the documented audit trail proves that the software 
process is implemented by the organization. 
 
Other Uses of the CMM in Process Improvement 
        CMM can be used in other areas such as action planning, 
implementing the action, and defining the processes. For 
example, in Action Planning the members of the software 
process management team who have good knowledge on the 
issue in their project can compare their current issues with that of 
the goals set by the key process areas in CMM. 
 
Future Directions of the CMM: 
        CMM is mainly developed to obtain an orderly, disciplined 
framework to address the management and software issues. It 
does not cover various others factors such as address expertise in 
a particular domain, how to select, hire and retain expert staffs. 
Short-term activities: 
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        Across United States, many tutorials and conferences are 
held to create awareness among the organizations in the industry 
to provide adequate knowledge about CMM and its associated 
tools, Software Process Assessment training, Software Process 
Capability evaluation. As a short term focus, a tailored version of 
CMM should be developed in small projects or small 
organizations. 
 
Long –term activities 
        In the coming years, CMM will continue to improve its 
standard through continuous testing through use in software 
process assessments and software capability evaluations. Though 
the document will be continuously modified, CMM v1.1 will 
always remain as the base version. 
        The next version, CMM version 2, more priority will be 
given to levels 4 and 5 than to level 2 and 3. Further, CMM will 
also include various technology and human resource issues and 
become a multi-dimensional process. 
        A study was done, to assess the perceptions of personnel 
within the process improvement and process maturity work 
groups. Using the CMM architecture as the base, the Industrial 
Process Maturity Model (IPMM) was proposed.  The data was 
tested with the help of various tools such as ANOVA and 
Pearson correlation coefficients. A set of survey questionnaire 
was circulated randomly to the Forbes 500 listed companies in 
US for the year 2001 and 2002. For the statistical purpose, 
respondents were grouped as management and non-management 
personnel.(Varkoi, Makinen, Mäkinen, & Makinen, 1998) 
        On comparing the both the methods, CMM and the 
proposed IPMM, there are similarities and differences. Each 
level of the proposed IPMM method relates to the philosophical 
description of CMM.  And the key difference between both the 
methods are, CMM contains many Key process areas within its 
architecture which decides the maturity level of the organization, 
but the proposed IPMM does not contain any key process in its 
current design. 
        Based on the questionnaire, the first five questions is 
directly related to CMM’s five maturity levels, and formed as the 
basis for the proposed IPMM maturity levels. The series of 
questions from proved that the system/organization was chaotic 
and continuous evaluation for improvement of the production 
process was not taken care. 
        The questions were taken as the organizations additional 
attributes that was supported by both CMM and IPMM 
architectures. The testing results proved that the procedural 
documentation and training for the employees were carried out 
properly. This survey also proved that the process maturity was 
not considered within previous and existing improvement 
initiatives. 
        The questions for comparing the relation between maturity 
level production process grouping and categorical grouping of 
processes for improvement facility, a slight positive relation was 
found. 
 
CMM and Six Sigma model 
        CMM provides organization with a framework to improve 
their process areas and to reach higher maturity levels. However 
at times the organization finds it difficult to match the goals set 
for process improvement with that of the customer expectations 

and to predict and estimate the schedule, effort and quality. In 
order to address these issues, six-sigma is introduced. 
        This research mainly explains the idea of introducing the 
six-sigma to gain statistical insight of achieving goals set by the 
software organization and customer needs. This research is 
carried in an organization named Tata Consultancy Services 
(TCS). The below given are the measures taken by TCS to 
include the CMM based process framework. To meet the 
business goals, various quality concepts are included into TCS-
QMS. Currently out of 17devlopment centers, 15 are operating 
with SW-CMM level 5 maturity level. TCS ensures customer 
satisfaction in the following ways: 

• Designing good product and service quality 
• Quality control activities are integrated into software 

development. 
• Quality assurance is stressed to prevent defects 
• The process and quality is managed using metrics 
• Continuous improvement is tested by introducing new 

technologies. 
Features of TCS-QMS framework 

• It provides a foundation for good project management 
by tracking cost, schedule, quality, and functionality. It 
also satisfies project level 2 KPA goals by estimation 
guidelines, checklists, procedures, project management 
review meetings, and automated project-tracking 

• It provides architecture, for sharing the knowledge 
across the organization. The process engineering group 
and process owners implemented the process 
improvement techniques’ in the software development 
life cycle such as training programs service level 
agreement and product peer reviews. 

• It gives importance to data-driven management of 
software product and process quality. 

• Statistical tools are used to identify the source of 
process problems and to identify and improve them. 

 
        CMM provides the basic infrastructure to the organization, 
which along with implementing the six sigma technique will help 
the organization to improve their market place competition and 
achieve their business goals. 
        Six-sigma focuses mainly on reducing the process variation 
and trying to make the process mean to coincide with the process 
target. It also helps to build the knowledge and skills necessary to 
address the key requirements in CMM such as quantitative 
process management, software quality management, defect 
prevention, technology change management, and process change 
management. 
        Using the six sigma technique, a metrics was designed to 
convert the customer needs into operational measurements. The 
analysis of different types of metrics is given in detail below: 
 
Customer-centric metrics program 
        The quality functional track is used to identify the software 
process and product metrics. This quality tool translates the 
customer needs into manageable actions. The below table shows 
the QFD house of quality matrix. The column total represents 
sum of products of each customer requirement and product 
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requirement rating. The relationship between product 
characteristics and customer requirements is rated based on the 
relationship’s strength (9- strong relationship, 3 medium 

relationship, 1-weak relationship).Then the team will further 
analyse the product requirements to design features that needs to 
meet these requirements. 

 

Quality Function deployment 
First House of Quality 
deployment function  Product Requirements 

Customer Requirements 
Rating 

Object 
Oriented 
design 

Use 
cases Traceability 

Coding 
standards 

Reliability 10 9 9 9 3 

Maintainability 10 9 3 9 9 

Portability 7 9 3 3 3 

Testability 5 3 9 9 1 
Total Of rating X 
requirement   258 186 246 146 

 
        Based on the above test results, the team will select the in-
process metrics, to meet the objectives specified by the customer: 

• Strict measures are taken to align business priorities. 
• Process and product performance against client-

established targets, operational requirements, and 
quality objectives are benchmarked. 

• Processes are improved to attain the defined 
performance limits. 

• Facilities are given to achieve the goal of continuous 
improvement. 

 
Metrics Analysis and Management: 
        The process variability is the basis for process metrics 
analysis. Process variation has two components: 

        Natural process variation /common-cause or system 
variation: These variations happen naturally in all the process. 
        Special cause variation: it is caused by some extra-ordinary 
situations in the project. 
        To produce a good output, both types of variations should 
be reduced to make the system more predictable. The special 
causes are identified through the presence of points outside the 
control limits of ± 3ϭ limits. The below figure represents the two 
process tests carried out. The test1 shows the limits outside ± 3ϭ 
and the points that are 1ϭ from the center line. 
        Control chart patterns for a sample process. The process 
failed two tests: Test 1 identified points two and three as outside 
the 3.00 sigma limit (SL); Test 2 identified points 15–18 as 1.00 
sigma from the center line.  

 

 
 

        Test 1 showed special variation and failed the test as it 
resulted from the strict schedules which had to be re-worked after 
internal reviews. This test was corrected by loading project teams 

more uniformly which helped to reduce the re-work as the team 
members had experience in their prior project. This test yielded 
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good result and proved that there was knowledge sharing in the 
team. 
 
Process Capability Calculation: 
        Six-sigma monitors the process using control charts, which 
compares the control limits with that of the specification limits. 
Process capability is measured in terms of capability indices Cp, 
Cpk, and Cpm. Capability indices are not used to describe the 
process, instead they are used to compare the process capability. 

In terms of sigma capability ( as shown in the below graph), 
process capability is the number of standard deviations that is 
accommodated within the mean and the specification limits. This 
corresponds to defect probability and is computed as : 
Z = (x-µ)/ϭ 
        Where x is the specification limits,µ is the mean, and ϭ is 
the standard deviation 
 

 

 
 

        The Z capability is the area under the normal curve up to the 
specification limit. Tracking the process capability in terms of Z 
makes sure that the process variations are reduced and also the 
process centering objectives. 
        To test the variations, two processes were taken as example. 
The process 1 has large variations and produces many defects 

outside the specification limits whereas process has less variation 
and fewer defects. Therefore by calculating the process 
capability, it helps to estimate the acceptable and unacceptable 
characteristics in the process. The below figure shows the 
graphical representation of both the processes: 
 

 

 
 
Continuous improvement: 
        Blending six-sigma along with CMM will help in 
continuous improvement as six sigma is the foundation to define, 
measure, analyze, improve, and control the processes. There are 

other methods such as process mapping and Failure Modes and 
Effects Analysis (FMEA) which will understand the defects and 
prioritize process improvement. The below figure represents the 
process mapping which is implemented in CMM level 3 practice 
to understand the software process 
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        Process mapping shows the order of the process elements 
and its interfaces, and interdependencies among the elements. It 
also helps to identify any process delays and loops, identify 
problem spots and improvement targets. 
 
Comparing ISO 9001 with CMM 
        There are lots of differences and similarities between ISO 
9001and CMM. The below table describes the clauses of ISO 
9001 with that of CMM key process areas and that are not well 
addressed in CMM. The Column named ‘Strong relationship 
contains a straightforward relationship between the key process 
areas in CMM and common features in ISO 9001. The column 
named ‘Judgmental relationship’ contains certain points which 
needs detail explanation in determining a reasonable relationship. 
The clauses control of customer supplied product (4.7) and 
handling, storage, Packaging Preservation, and delivery (4.15) 
are not well addressed in CMM. There are other clauses such as 
corrective and preventive action (4.14) and statistical techniques 
(4.20).  
        The main difference between ISO 9001 and CMM is that 
CMM mainly concentrates on the software industry whereas as 
ISO has a much wider scope that includes hardware, software 
process materials, and services. Another point of difference is 
that CMM mainly concentrates on continuous improvement, but 
ISO 9001 addresses only the minimum criteria necessary for 
acceptable quality system. The fundamental principle in ISO 
9001 is that organization should document which contains 
instructions on how or what should be done in certain process, 
whereas CMM gives importance to processes that are 
documented and practiced as per document. 
        ISO 9001 describes minimum criteria for a good quality –
management system but CMM does not address any specific 
issues but is generally holds the concerns of ISO 9001. 
There are similarities which has a high degree of overlap 
between ISO 9001 and CMM. To conclude, the below points are 
derived based on the comparison of ISO and CMM. An ISO 
complaint organization need not be satisfy all the key processes 

in level 2 of CMM as ISO doesn’t address all the CMM 
practices. 

• A level 2 or 3 organization can be considered as 
complaint with ISO as long as the delivery and 
installation process is correctly addresses as in clause 
4.15 of ISO 9001. 

• An organization would need both ISO and CMM 
practices. An ISO certification is required in the market. 
In order to achieve it the organization may need to 
follow the CMM practices. 

• In any way, the organization should mainly focus on 
process improvement not on achieving the score i.e., 
either the maturity level or certification.  

 
Attaining Level 5 Maturity 
        The Systems, Engineering, and Analysis Support Center 
(SEAS) of the Computer Sciences Corporation attained the 
Software Engineering Institute’s Capability Maturity Model 
Level 5 in 1998 by adopting certain approach which will help an 
organization of any size to attain CMM level5 maturity. 
SEAS achieved level 5 maturity by identifying four strategies: 

• Learning from experience concept was enhanced 
• The appearance of an overwhelming number of written 

processes and standards were addressed. 
• The best practices on the projects are sustained. 
• Focus should be given to the improved end product 

rather than the benchmark and detailed standards. 
 
        The below figure shows the process improvement technique 
which is driven from the concept of learning from experience. In 
this concept the project is treated as an experiment. The attention 
is given to the key activities such as communication, 
establishment of goals, measurement of change and experience 
sharing. The SEAS has built its foundation on the QIP model to 
improve its program. 
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        After adopting QIP method, SEAS adopted fives changes in 
its approach towards process improvement: 
        Coordinating the initiatives taken for process improvement: 
The QIP assigns a separate team to analyze and capture relevant 
data from production. This is done in two ways namely Shepherd 
method and Process deployment team meetings. The Shepherd 
method, the process engineers or the QA personnel’s work 
closely with the project to guide process implementation and to 
avoid issues which was faced in other or previous projects. The 
Process Deployment Team conducts team meetings on a weekly 
basis, where the staffs from all levels of management attends the 
meeting to discuss about the goals set in the project, and to 
discuss any other queries or status of the project. 
        Setting Product related goals: To improve the products and 
customer satisfaction, the QIP model is accepted once the value 
of experienced based learning is appreciated. Some of the 
examples of product based goals are lower defect rates, shorter 
development cycle time, and increased productivity. 
        Using industry benchmarks: The SEAS has adopted the ISO 
benchmark as it is used in all the units in the organization. It also 
adopted the CMM to improve and measure progress in the 
process. The Comparisons of benchmarks served as checkpoints 
in verifying the process maturity and external assessor measured 
progress towards the improved process. 
        Using a ‘Separation of concern’ Strategy: SEAS does not 
expect the project personals to know the details about the QIP, 

ISO or CMM, these concepts are assigned to the process 
engineers. In addition to this, the shepherd and PDT meetings are 
held as guidance to improve their products and services. 
        Capturing the organizations profile and setting the 
improvement goal: To apply the QIP model, it requires 
understanding in the current product characteristics such as 
defect rates, cycle time, and accuracy of the estimate. The SEA 
has currently documented the organizational and product 
characteristics which later turned as a roadmap to process 
improvement. 
        CMM provides a conceptual structure for improving the 
management and developments in an organization in a much 
disciplined manner. It identifies the practices in a mature 
organization and addresses all the issues faced in a successful 
project, which includes people, technology and processes. The 
scope of CMM is confided to the software product. A CMM 
level 2 or 3 maturity organization can have an ISO certification, 
it is not necessary that an ISO certification can only be achieved 
by a level 5 maturity organization. 
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Abstract- The Nickel(II) and Copper(II) complexes of Uramido 

Benzoic acid were prepared and characterized by magnetic 

studies, molar conductance studies, thermal analysis and 

spectroscopic techniques (FTIR, UV and ESR). The IR spectral 

studies revealed that the Uramido Benzoic acid behaves as a 

tridentate ligand. Electronic spectral studies and magnetic studies 

suggest that the complexes are in octahedral geometry. The 

thermal study explained the stability of complex and its 

decomposition. 

 

Index Terms- Metal salts, ligand, thermal analysis 

 

I. INTRODUCTION 

ewly synthesized organic ligand Uramido benzoic acid 

consisting of a benzene ring with two functional groups at 

ortho position namely carboxylic acid and NH-CO-NH2 group is 

derived from anthranilic acid. There are many reports regarding 

metal- anthranilinate complexes.
 
A literature survey revealed the 

characterization of complexes of anthranilinate ligands in which   

carboxylate anion and nitrogen or both involved in 

coordination.
[1-4]

   

        The present paper reports the synthesis and characterization 

of Ni (II) and Cu (II) complexes with unionized Uramido benzoic 

acid. The Uramido benzoic acid is also involved in coordination 

through the acid group and the NH-CO-NH2 substitutents. The 

TGA and DTA of Nickel (II) complex was characterized.
 
  

 

II. EXPERIMENTAL METHOD 

        The FTIR spectra were recorded as KBr pellets using 

Fourier transform infrared spectrometer Shimadzu 24 FTIR 

8400S.Electronic spectra of the prepared complexes were taken 

in the region (300 – 1100) nm for 10
-3

 M solution in ethanol at 

25   using Shimadzu UV – 160 A Ultraviolet visible 

spectrometer with 1.000  0.001 cm matched quartz cell. The 

magnetic susceptibility measurements were measured using 

Gouy apparatus using Gouy’s method.ESR spectra were recorded 

on a JOEL ESR spectrometer at liquid nitrogen temperature 

operating at X-band frequency (9.1GHz).  

 

2.1 Preparation of Metal (II) perchlorate Complexes 
        Nickel and Copper complexes of Uramido benzoic acid was 

prepared by the refluxion of Nickel (II) perchlorate, Copper (II) 

perchlorate and Uramido benzoic acid in ethanol taking 1: 2 

molar ratio for six hours. The solutions were concentrated and 

cooled, to crystallize out the complexes and washed with ether to 

remove the excess ligand. 

 

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

3.1 Conductance Studies: 

 

Table 1. Characterization of metal complexes 

 

Complex 

 

Conductance  

Ohm
1
cm

2
mol

-1
 

Electrolytic 

nature  
B.M. 

Colour  

[NiL2](ClO4)2 136 1:2 3.1 Light green 

[CuL2]( ClO4)2 127 1:2 1.8 Dark green 

 

L= Uramido benzoic acid 

 

        The molar conductance of the complexes in DMF is 

suggested that the complexes are of 1: 2 electrolytic nature, 

indicating that the perchlorate groups are ionic in nature. 

 

3.2 IR Spectroscopy:     

 

        The IR spectrum of ligand Uramido benzoic acid showed a 

band at 3448cm
-1

 which is assigned to the hydroxyl group of 

carboxylic acid
5
 and band at 3336cm

-1
 is assigned to asymmetric 

stretching of NH2 group of the ligand. The peak found at 

N 
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3222cm
-1

 is assigned to the NH stretching of secondary amine
6 

group, which may be merged with the symmetric stretching of 

amide. The stretch found at 1689cm
-1

 is assigned to the C=O of 

acid group. 1323cm
-1

 is assigned to the C-N stretch of the 

secondary amine. The stretch found at 1658cm-1 is assigned to 

the C=O of amide group of the ligand. 

        The comparison of the IR spectra of the ligand and its 

complexes confirmed the complex formation and it is a tool to 

find out the mode of coordination. There were expected shifts in 

the IR spectra of the complexes. The presence of anion in the 

complex and the absence of symmetric and asymmetric stretch of 

the carboxylate anion suggest that the acid group of the ligand is 

not ionized and the shift of C=O stretch found at 1689cm
-1

 in the 

spectra of the ligand to lower wave number of about 20cm
-1

 

suggest that the carbonyl oxygen of the unionized carboxylic 

acid group is coordinated with metal ion. The shift of the band of 

secondary amine NH group and the C-N stretch to the lower 

wave number suggest that the nitrogen of secondary amine is 

coordinated to the metal ion. The asymmetric stretch of NH2 

increasing in the spectra of the complexes is not involved in 

coordination. The stretch found at 1658cm
-1

 assigned to C=O of 

the amide group is also shifted to lower wave number by about 

50cm
-1

 suggesting that the carbonyl oxygen of the amide group is 

also coordinated to the metal ion. The band found at 1084cm
-1

 in 

the spectra of the complexes alone is assigned to the perchlorate 

ion, which is not coordinated to metal ion as it appears as single 

peak without splitting. The bands found at 534cm
-1

, 490cm
-1

 in 

the spectra of the complexes alone are assigned to M-O stretch  

and the band at 460cm
-1

 which is also absent in the spectrum of 

the ligand is assigned to the M-N stretch of the complexes. The 

other peaks are not much affected in the complexes including the 

stretch found at 1581cm
-1

 is assigned to the C=C of the benzene 

ring. Thus it is concluded that the Uramido Benzoic acid acts as a 

tridentate ligand from which the two carbonyl oxygen and 

secondary amine nitrogen is coordinated to the metal atom. 

 

 

Table 2. FTIR spectra of metal complexes 

 

 

Compound   
Stretching 

for acid 

cm
-1

 

  
Acid 

cm
-1

 

   
Amide  

cm
-1

 

  
ring 

cm
-1

 

 
stretching 

cm
-1

 

 
stretching 

cm
-1

 

  
 

cm
-1

 

  
 

cm
-1

 

Ligand 3448 1689 1658 1581 1323 3224 - - 

[NiL2](ClO4)2 3795 1672 1614 1592 1295 3125 526, 490 460 

[CuL2]( ClO4)2 3782 1675 1609 1591 1274 3117 534, 486 458 

 

3.3 Magnetic susceptibility measurements: 

        The strong and weak field complexes of several transition 

metal ions differ in the number of unpaired electrons in the 

complex. When this number can be ascertained readily from a 

comparison of the measured magnetic moment and that 

calculated from the spin paired and spin free complexes. 

Determination of the number of unpaired electrons can also give 

information regarding the oxidation state of a metal ion in a 

complex. It is also useful in establishing a structure of many 

complexes. The Nickel (II) perchlorate complex exhibits a 

moment of 3.1B.M and Copper (II) perchlorate complex exhibits 

a moment of 1.8 B.M. suggesting octahedral geometry. 

 

3.4 Electronic Spectra: 

        In the electronic spectra of octahedral Ni(II) complex should 

expect three bands corresponding to  
3
A2g        

3
T2g , 

3
A2g         

3
T1g(F),  

3
A2g         

3
T1g (P) at 10,000 , 14,000  to 

18,000 and 25000 to 30000  respectively. Ni (II) 

perchlorate complex exhibits the band at 29,498 (339nm) 

which is assigned to 
3
A2g          

3
T1g (P) transition suggesting 

octahedral geometry. 

        The Copper complexes show absorption band in 600-900nm 

regions. They are blue or green in colour
8
. The octahedral 

complexes show a unique band due to 
2
Eg        

2
T2g transition. 

The Cu(II) perchlorate complex shows a broad band found at 

15,037  (665nm) suggesting distorted octahedral geometry.  

 

3.5 ESR: 

        The X-band ESR spectrum of copper perchlorate complex 

was recorded in DMSO at liquid nitrogen temperature showing 

five peaks on the parallel component which is due to the 

interaction   of unpaired electron of Cu(II) ion. The g   and g  

values found to be 2.42 and 2.08 respectively. (g   > g ) 

suggesting that the system is axial. The value of exchange 

interaction term G=5.25.The g value (g   > g  > 2.0023) and the 

exchange interaction term (G > 4) suggest that the unpaired 

electron of Cu(II)ion is present in   orbital. Thus the 
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results suggested that the Cu(II) complex possess the distorted 

octahedral geometry. 

 

3.6 Thermal analysis 

        The TGA and DTA of Ni(II)complex is stable up to 200  , 

the complex has no coordinated water molecule. The first stage 

degradation was observed at above 250  with loss of two 

perchlorate anion at 31.1% (calc 32%). The TGA curve exhibits 

slow decomposition of ligand with an exothermic peak at 350  

on DTA which may be attributed to the decomposition of the 

ligand. The mass of the final residue obtained with 28%.  

 

IV. CONCLUSION 

        The Uramido Benzoic acid act as a tridentate ligand in 

which carbonyl oxygen of the acid group, carbonyl oxygen of the 

amide part and nitrogen of the secondary amine group is 

coordinated to the metal ion. Conductance studies show that, 

both the complexes are of 1 : 2 electrolytic nature. Electronic 

spectra of the complexes confirmed the octahedral geometry for 

the complexes. The ESR studies revealed that the Copper (II) 

complex exhibits a distorted octahedral geometry. 
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     Abstract: Circadian clocks are dependent on multiple transcribed genes which control gene expression levels. These genes belongs 

to cryptochrome family and mainly includes Cry 1 and Cry 2 genes and also specialized falvoproteins. Cry1 gene was found to play an 

important role in maintaining energy balance under various nutritional circumstances. The circadian system is responsible for 

regulating a wide variety of physiological and behavioral rhythms. The analysis of these genes predicted regions of high similarity 

among both selected homo sapiens and mouse Cry 1 gene. The results were obtained by using BLAST tool. Phylogenetic analysis of 

Cry 1 gene was performed by CLUSTA W alignment software. Protein domains were analyzed by using Interpro domain repository. 

Therefore, the analysis through bioinformatics tools can be useful to infer 3D structure and function of proteins. 

   Index Terms: flavorproteins, cryptochrome, BLAST, Interpro 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Cryptochromes belongs to class of specialized proteins called as flavoproteins that are much sensitive to blue light. Cryptochromes are 

mainly involved in the circadian rhythms of both plants and animals. Various number of different genes are present that code for 

cryptochrome proteins. Circadian clock functions to control the timing of cell division. According to previous studies, the circadian 

clock limits the amount of DNA damage during daytime.  The circadian clock actively participates in the DNA damage mechanism. 

Several proteins functions in this process. Mainly, two proteins known to be involved in the circadian clock Cryptochrome 1 and 2. 

They can help in protecting the integrity of genetic information. Studies shown, these proteins evolved from light-activated enzymes 

that are involed in bacterial DNA repair. On the other side, mammalian cryptochromes have lost their ability to repair DNA. 

Two genes are reported namely, Cry1 and Cry2 that code for the two cryptochrome proteins CRY1 and CRY2.
 
In plants and insects, 

CRY1 plays an important role to regulate the circadian clock in a light-dependent fashion. In contrast, mammals CRY1 and CRY2 

genes act as light-independent inhibitors of CLOCK-BMAL1 components of the circadian clock.
 
Transcription factors helps Cry1 and 

Cry2 to associate with chromatin. They can also interact directly with DNA. Several light activated enzymes are involved in repair 

mechanism. Cry1 and Cry2 evolved from prokaryotic light-activated DNA repair enzymes such as photolyases. 
 

But it was observed as they have lost the photolyase catalytic activity characteristic of their ancestral homologs [1]. The three-

dimensional structures of Cry1 and Cry2 resemble those of photolyases, including the DNA binding surfaces[2-4].Therefore, the main 

properties suggest that Cry1 and Cry2 could retain an important role in responding to damaged DNA. Such conservation of function 

by divergent molecular mechanisms has been seen previously between cryptochromes derived from different species [5-7]. 

Cryptochrome stability is also a critical fact of circadian period length. It is reported that the direction and magnitude of the period 

change associated with altered expression levels of Cry1 and Cry2 seems to depend on the mechanism and context of altered [8-10]. 

The CRYs belong to the cryptochrome superfamily of flavoproteins. All CRYs from different species share a highly conserved core 

domain at the N terminus, the photolyase homology region (PHR), whereas the C-terminal tail domain (CTD) [11-12]. Despite 

similarity in sequence and domain structures, these flavoproteins play diverse biological roles. Bacterial photolyases can act as DNA 

repair enzymes upon activation [13]. In eukaryotes, the CRYs was not found to exhibit photolyase activity. Many studies predicted the 

role of CRYs in plants which functions to mediate phototropism, growth, and development [14-15]. Also, the Drosophila dCry is 

directly involved in the light input pathway for circadian clock entrainment [16-17]. In comparison, the mammalian CRYs are neither 

photolyases nor photoreceptors which mainly function as light-independent transcriptional repressors [18-19]. Similarly, mouse CRY 

gene was shown to exhibit repressor function in certain peripheral tissues [20-21]. The study was performed to analyze the Cry 1 gene, 

its homology with other variants and to predict conserved domains by using various computational biology tools. 

II. MATERIAL AND METHODS 

HGNC reported symbol for human cry 1 Gene 
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The human cry 1 gene was searched in Hugo Gene Nomenclature Committee.  

Sequence retrieval of human cry 1 gene 

Sequence of cry 1 gene was retrieved from NCBI-Genbank data repository. 

Chromosomal Map Analysis 

Chromosomal Map of the selected human and mouse cry 1 genes were analyzed by using Ensemble software.
 

Sequence Alignments 

Sequences of both genes were aligned by using NCBI BLAST tool. 

Homology Matching 

Homology searching shows the predicted homologs of cry 1 gene. 

Domain Analysis 

The putative conserved domain of human cry 1 gene was found by using InterPro data repository. 

Phylogenetic Analysis 

The phylogenetic was performed by using T-Coffee CLUSTAL W tool. 

III. RESULTS 

The cry 1 gene analysis shows its various homologs in mouse and rat. The alignment results shown the region of high similarity which 

helps to identify various protein domains and also to study their evolutionary relationships. 

HGNC reported symbol for human cry 1 Gene 

The Human genome nomenclature indicates the approved symbol as cryptochrome circadian clock 1 and approved symbol as CRY1. 

Chromosomal Map Analysis 

Chromosomal Map of the selected human and mouse cry 1 genes were analyzed by using Ensemble software. The gene was found to 

be located at chromosome no 12. 

 

Fig 1: Chromosomal Map of Cry 1 gene. 

Sequence retrieval of human cry 1 gene 
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Sequence of cry 1 gene was retrieved from NCBI-Genbank data repository. The accession number is gi|22539646|gb|BC030519.1| 

Homo sapiens cryptochrome 1 (photolyase-like), mRNA (cDNA clone MGC:40475 IMAGE:5169081), complete cds.  

Sequence Alignments 

Sequences of both genes were aligned by using NCBI BLAST tool. The results shown region of high similarity by matching query 

sequence with the subject sequence. 

 

Fig 2: BLAST similarity results of selected human and mouse Cry 1 genes. 

Homology Matching 

Homology searching shows the predicted homologs of cry 1 gene. 

Homologs 

The two homologs of CRY 1 gene was found. One in mouse genome and other in Rat genome. The predicted result are shown 

in the table below. 

Table 1: Homologs of Cry 1 Gene 

Organism Symbol Database 

Mus musculus 
  

  
  

Cry1 MGI:1270841 C 

Rattus norvegicus   
 

Cry1 RGD:735083 D 

 

Domain Analysis 
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The putative conserved domain of human cry 1 gene was found by using InterPro data repository. 

 

Fig 3: Interpro results for Protein domains of homo sapiens Cry 1 gene 

Mouse Cry 1 gene Sequence Retrieval  

The sequence for mouse cry 1 gene was obtained with accession Id gi|372099100:c85185054-85131700 Mus musculus strain 

C57BL/6J chromosome 10, GRCm38.p3 C57BL/6J 

Mouse Cry 1 Gene Chromosomal Map Analysis 

 

 
Fig 4: Chromosomal Map for mouse Cry 1 gene. 

Phylogenetic Analysis 

The phylogenetic analysis of both human and mouse cry 1 gene was performed by using T-Coffee CLUSTAL W software. The 

study predicted their evolutionary lineage with common ancestors. 

 

Fig 5: Phylogenetic tree for human and mouse Cry 1 gene obtained through T-Coffee CLUSTAL W. 

IV. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION 

Cryptochromes functions as a receptor for blue and ultraviolet (UV-A) light that share sequence similarity to certain enzymes like 

DNA photolyases. Studies shown cryptochromes have no photolyase activity. Moreover, they are widely distributed in bacteria and 

eukaryotes but are not found in archaea. The first cryptochrome gene to be identified was Arabidopsis CRY1. Homology studies 

shown similarities in many plants and animals. It was observed from previous reports that animal cryptochromes act as components of 

the circadian clock that and as photoreceptors that mediate entrainment of the circadian clock to light. The circadian clock is important 

to regulate various physiological processes and circadian rhythms in different gene expression levels. Its basic composition is based on 
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two components: the central clock located in the brain and the peripheral clocks which is present in every tissue and organ system. 

Circadian rhythms allow an organism to achieve temporal homeostasis at molecular level by regulating the gene expression. Both 

Cry1 and Cry 2 are involved in performing different functions.  The analysis of homo sapiens and mouse cry 1 gene shows similarity 

regions in both gene sequences. This infer the evolutionary relationships among both species. Also, the domain analysis shown many 

conserved regions. Hence, the identification, analysis and interpretation of these cry 1 gene and protein domain will help to study the 

structure, function and to overcome all related problems. 
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Abstract- Presently large amount of industrial sand are generated 

from metal industries. The Disposal of Industrial Sand is an 

important issue as it has direct impact on environment. In the 

present study the feasibility of using Industrial sand (I.S.) as a 

partial replacement of fine aggregates for the production of 

concrete has been explored.      

         The present study is conducted to investigate the effects of 

replacement of fine aggregates with the percentage of industrial 

sand from 0% to 50% in steps of 10% on the compressive 

strength, splitting tensile strength and flexural strength of 

concrete M20. In the present study 72 cube specimens (150mm x 

150mm x 150mm), 72 cube specimens (150mm x 150mm x 

150mm), 72 cylindrical specimens (150mm x 300mm) and 72 

beams specimens (100mm x 100mm x 500mm) have been cast to 

determine compressive strength, splitting tensile strength 

(cylindrical and cubical specimens) and flexural strength of 

concrete mixes at curing age of 7 days, 14 days, 28 days and 56 

days. A total of 288 specimens have been cast to determine 

compressive  

 

Index Terms- Industrial sand, Compressive strength, splitting 

tensile strength and flexural strength. 

 

I. INTRODUCTION 

he three basic ingredients of concrete are aggregate, cement, 

water. Cement is the fixture that binds the ingredients 

together, water gives the concrete viscosity in order to be molded 

and react with the ingredients, and the aggregates are what adds 

bulk to the concrete, but are not involved in the chemical 

processes. 

       The compressive strength, splitting tensile strength and 

flexural strength is often considered as the sole criterion for 

approving a concrete mix. With increasing incidences of concrete 

deterioration, and increasing demand for durable structure, 

compressive strength alone cannot be considered as the sole 

criterion for evaluating the quality of concrete. Concrete is now 

specified in terms of both strength and durability. It is assumed 

that higher the compressive strength of concrete, better would be 

its durability. However, this assumption is not always true. A 

concrete mix satisfying the required strength may not necessarily 

be durable. 

       In the industry whenever there will be a relative motion 

between the casted products i.e. (cast iron) and grinding wheel 

i.e. (aluminum oxide). There will be a fine clips will came out as 

residue of the process that will acts as a waste and I just want to 

use this industrial sand as binding material. 

Industrial sand is fine mixture of Cast iron and grinding wheel. 

Cast iron is iron or a ferrous alloy which has been heated until it 

liquefies, and is then poured into a mould to solidify. It is usually 

made from pig iron. Grinding wheel is made up of natural or 

synthetic minerals bonded together in a matrix to form a wheel. It 

is a finely divided residue combined fine product of cast iron and 

grinding wheel collected or precipitated from the metal factory 

 

II. LITERATURE REVIEW 

 

1) Siddique (2003) used mix design M-20 grade of 

concrete to study the effect of the results of an 

experimental investigation carried out to evaluate the 

mechanical properties of concrete mixtures in which 

fine aggregate (sand) was partially replaced with Class 

F fly ash.  

2) Aggarwal etal.(2007)studied the effect of the 

experimental investigations carried out to study the 

effect of use of bottom ash (the coarser material, which 

falls into furnace bottom in modern large thermal power 

plants and constitute about 20% of total ash content of 

the coal fed in the boilers) as a replacement of fine 

aggregates. 

3) Phani Madhavi, Sampathkumar and Gunasekaran 

(2010) used mix design M-30 grade of concrete to study 

to find out the effectiveness of the fly ash and glass 

aggregate based concrete. In this investigation it was 

proposed that the use fly ash as cement replacement 

material and glass aggregate as fine aggregate material 

partially in Concrete. 

4) Chandrasekar and Kumar (2010) studied the effect of 

Disposal of used Plastics is a major problem in the 

present era, as the usage of plastics is growing day by 

day and it takes hundreds of years for plastic material to 

degrade. 

5) Brindra and Nagan (2010) studied the potential use of 

granulated copper slag from Sterlite Industries as a 

replacement for sand in concrete mixes. The effect of 

replacing fine aggregate by copper slag on the 

compressive strength and split tensile strength are 

attempted in this work. 

6) Gautam, Srivastava and Agarwal (2012) studies that the 

use of recycled glass helps in energy saving. The 

increasing awareness of glass recycling speeds up 

inspections on the use of waste glass with different 

forms in various fields. One of its significant 

T 
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contributions is to the construction field where the waste 

glass was reused for concrete production. 

7) Deshpande, Kulkarni and Pachpande (2012) used mix 

design M-25 grade of concrete to study the effect of a 

Recycled aggregates as fine aggregates in place of sand. 

They made an attempt to utilize recycled concrete 

aggregates and artificial sand (machine made sand) in 

concrete, using IS10262:2009 as guideline for designing 

the concrete with grade M25. 

 

III. EXPERIMENTAL PROGRAM 

3.3.1 Cement 

       The cement use for the experimental studies was ACC 43 

Grade OPC as per the specifications of Indians Standards Code 

IS: 8112-1989. It was fresh and without any lumps. The various 

test performed on the cement and their values are shown in the 

Table 3.1 Cement was carefully stored to prevent deterioration in 

its properties due to contact with the moisture. 

 

Table 3.1: Physical properties of cement. 

 

S. 

No. 

Properties Observation Codal 

Requirements 

IS:8112-1989 

(Part 1) 

1 Fineness (90 

micron IS Sieve) 

2 % 10% (Maximum) 

2 Specific gravity 3.12 3.15 

3 Soundness 2 mm  

4 Initial setting 

time 

65 minutes 30 (Minimum) 

4 Final setting time 370 minutes 600 (Maximum) 

6 Standard 

consistency 

34 percent  

7 3-days 

compressive 

strength 

24.70  MPa  

23 (Minimum) 

 

7-days 

compressive 

strength 

35.90 MPa  

33 (Minimum) 

28-days 

compressive 

strength 

44.85 MPa 43 (Minimum) 

 

 

3.3.3 Fine aggregate 

       River sand was used as fine aggregate. The particle size 

distribution and other physical properties of the fine aggregates 

are listed in Table 3.2 respectively. Lumps of clay and other 

foreign matter were separated out before using it in concrete. 

 

 

 

 

 

Table 3.2 Sieve Analysis of Fine Aggregates (as per IS: 383- 1970) 

 

S.NO I.S. Sieve 

(mm) 

Weight 

Retained 

Cumulative 

retained 

%age 

Cumulative 

retained 

%age 

passing 

Limit 

1 10 ---- ---- ---- 100 100 

2 4.75 52 52 2.6 97.40 90-100 

3 2.36 60 112 5.6 94.4 85-100 

4 1.18 192 304 15.2 84.8 75-100 

5 600  212 516 25.8 74.2 60-79 

6 300  992 1508 75.4 24.6 12-40 

7 150  444 1952 97.6 2.4 0-10 

8 Pan 48 2000 ---- 
 

 

 

Fineness modulus of fine sand = 2.22 

The Fine aggregates belongs to Zone III as per Table 3.2, I.S. 383-1970 

 

Table 3.3 Physical properties of fine aggregates 

 

Specific Gravity of Fine Aggregates 2.727 

Water Absorption 1% 
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3.3.4 Coarse aggregate 

       Coarse Aggregates used was a mixture of two crushed stones of 10mm and 20mm size in 50:50 proportions. The sieve analysis 

properties of coarse aggregates satisfied the requirement of IS: 383-1970 and the results are given in table 3.4 and table 3.5 

respectively. 

 

Total weight of 10mm aggregates = 2000gm 

 

Table 3.4: Proportioning of Coarse aggregates 

 

S.NO IS Sieve 

Designation 

Cumulative 

%age passing 

of 10mm 

aggregates 

Cumulative 

%age passing 

of 20mm 

aggregates 

Proportion 

50:50 

(10mm:20mm) 

IS:383-1970 

1 80 100 100 100 100 

2 40 100 100 100 100 

3 20 100 97.5 98.75 95-100 

4 10 82.5 .25 41.375 25-55 

5 4.75 7.5 .2 3.85 0-10 

 

Table 3.5: Physical Properties of Coarse Aggregates 

 

Specific Gravity of Coarse Aggregates 2.76 

Free Moisture Content Nil 

Water Absorption 0.5% 

Fineness Modulus (20mm) 7.02 

Fineness modulus ( 10mm) 6.1 

 

3.3.6 Industrial waste 

       Industrial waste is fine mixture of Cast iron and grinding wheel Cast iron is iron or a ferrous alloy which has been heated until it 

liquefies, and is then poured into a mould to solidify. It is usually made from pig iron. Grinding wheel is made up of natural or 

synthetic minerals bonded together in a matrix to form a wheel. It is a finely divided residue combined fine product of cast iron and 

grinding wheel collected or precipitated from the metal factory. In present study the Fine aggregates has been replaced with 0%, 10%, 

20%, 30%, 40% and 50% of Industrial sand content. Specific gravity of Industrial waste calculated is 2.85.  

 

Table 3.6: Sieve analysis of industrial waste. 

 

S.NO IS Sieve 

Designation 

Wt retained 

On Sieve (gm) 

Cumulative 

weight (gm) 

Cumulative% 

age Retained 

%age 

Passing 

IS:383-

1970 

1 10 0 …….. …… 100  

2 4.75 60 60 3 97  

3 2.36 220 280 14 86  

4 1.18 320 600 30 70  

5 600 mic 480 1080 54 46  

6 300mic 530 1610 80.5 19.5  

7 150 140 1750 87.5 12.5  

8 pan 250 2000 2.69…….   

Fineness modulus of industrial waste = 2.69    
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Table 3.7 Chemical properties of Cast iron 

 

Constituents of Cast iron  Constituents present in Cast iron % 

Grade HT 100 

Carbon ( C ) 3.4-3.9% 

Manganese ( Mn) 0.5-0.8% 

Silicon ( Si)  2.1-2.6% 

Phosphorus ( P) 0.3% 

Sulphur (S) 0.15% 

 

3.4 MIX DESIGN 

       The design mix involves determination of the proportions of the given constituents namely cement, water, coarse aggregates and 

fine aggregates , if any which produce concrete possessing specified properties both in the fresh and hardened states with maximum 

overall economy. Workability is specified as the important property of concrete in fresh state; for hardened state compressive strength 

durability are important. The mix design is therefore, generally carried out for a particular compressive strength of concrete with 

adequate workability so that fresh concrete can be properly placed and compacted, and achieves the required durability.  

 

Table 3.9 Values of Different Materials Used (Kg/m
3
) 

 

Mix 

Name 

Cement   

kg 

Industrial 

Waste(kg) 

Water           

(L) 

Fine 

Aggregate 

(kg) 

Coarse 

Aggregate(k

g) 

W/C 

ratio 

MX0 

 

358.1 Nil 197.16 695 1196 0.55 

MX10 

 

358.1 69.5 197.16 625.5 1196 0.55 

MX20 

 

358.1 139 197.16 556 1196 0.55 

MX30 

 

358.1 208.5 197.16 486.5 1196 0.55 

MX40 

 

358.1 278 197.16 417 1196 0.55 

MX50 

 

358.1 347.5 197.16 347.5 1196 0.55 

 

3.5 SPECIMEN DETAILS 

       Cube specimens of size 150 mm x 150 mm x 150 mm were used for Compressive strength of concrete and also for split tensile 

strength of cubes, whereas cylinder specimens with 150 mm diameter and 300 mm depth used split tensile strength and beams of size 

100 mm x 100 mm x 500 mm were used for flexural strength. 

 

3.6 CASTING AND CURING 

       The casting of the specimens was done under laboratory conditions using standard equipment (Fig. 3.2). Each batch consisted of 

three standard cubes for compression Test, three cylinders of 150 mm diameter and 300 mm depth for split tensile strength, and three 

beams of 100*100*450mm for flexural strength of concrete.144 standard cubes for determination of 7 days, 14 days, 28 days, and 56 

days compressive strength and split tensile strength of cube, 72 cylinders for determining of 7 days, 14 days,28days, and 56 days 

tensile strength and 72 beams for determining of 7 days, 14 days, 28days, and 56 days flexural strength of each batch respectively. 

 

COMPRESSIVE STRENGTH TEST RESULTS 
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       The results of the compressive strength tests conducted on concrete specimens of different mixes cured at different ages are 

presented and discussed in this section. The compressive strength test was conducted at curing ages of 7, 14, 28, and 56days. The 

compressive strength test results of all the mixes and different curing ages are shown in Table-4.2-4.5.Variation of compressive 

strength of all the mixes cured at 7, 14, 28, and 56 days is also shown in Figs. 4.2 to Fig. 4.5.  

 

 
 

SPLITTING TENSILE STRENGTH TEST RESULTS 

       The results of the splitting tensile strength tests conducted on concrete specimens of different mixes cured at different ages are 

presented and discussed in this section. The splitting tensile strength test was conducted at curing ages of 7, 14, 28 and 56 days. The 

splitting tensile strength test results of all the mixes and different curing ages are shown in Table-4.6-4.9.Variation of splitting tensile 

strength of all the mixes cured at 7, 14, 28 and 56 days is also shown in Figs. 4.8 to 4.13. 

 

 
 

FLEXURAL STRENGTH TEST RESULTS 

       The results of the flexural strength tests conducted on concrete specimens of different mixes cured at different ages are presented 

and discussed in this section. The flexural strength test was conducted at curing ages of 7, 14, 28, and 56 days respectively. The 

Flexural strength test results of all the mixes and different curing ages are shown in Table-4.9-4.12.Variation of splitting tensile 

strength of all the mixes cured at 7, 14, 28 and 56 days is also shown in Figs. 4.10 to 4.13. 
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IV. CONCLUSION 

1. The results obtained in the present investigation that it is 

feasible to replace the fine aggregates by industrial 

waste for improving the strength characteristics of 

concrete, thus the industrial waste can be used as an 

alternative material for the production of concrete to 

address the waste disposal problems and to minimize 

the cost of construction with usages industrial waste 

which almost freely available in metal factory. 

2. With the partial replacement of sand by industrial waste 

the compressive strength of concrete increased up to 

40% replacement at curing age of 7 days, 14 days, 28 

days and 56 days. The compressive strength of concrete 

containing MX0% MX10%, MX20% and MX30% 

increase in the range of 3 %, 16% 18 % and 20% 

compared to the compressive strength of reference mix. 

However for the mixes containing MX50% the 

compressive strength was comparable to the 

compressive strength of control mix. The increase in 

compressive strength due to replacement of sand by 

industrial waste at the constant cement content is 

attributed to the contribution of industrial waste to the 

hydration process and thus enhancing the compressive 

strength of concrete. 

3. The split tensile strength of concrete mixes containing 

with the additions of industrial waste of upto 40% 

replacement at curing age of 7 days, 14 days, 28 days 

and 56 days. The split tensile strength of concrete 

containing MX0% MX10%, MX20% and MX30% 

increase in the range of 11.9%, 12%, 16.5% and 17% 

compared to the split tensile strength of reference mix 

further addition of industrial waste resulted in decrease 

in split tensile strength. However the split tensile 

strength for the mixes containing 50% was found to be 

comparable to the split tensile strength of control mix. 

4. The flexural strength of concrete mixes containing with 

the additions of industrial waste of upto 40% 

replacement at curing age of 7 days, 14 days, 28 days 

and 56 days. The flexural strength of concrete 

containing MX0% MX10%, MX20% and MX30% 

increase in the range of 5.3%, 10.07%, 16.9% and 19% 

compared to the flexural strength of reference mix 

further addition of industrial waste resulted in decrease 

in flexural strength. However the flexural strength for 

the mixes containing 50%  was found to be comparable 

to the flexural strength of control mix  

5. The split tensile strength of concrete cubes mixes 

containing with the additions of industrial waste of upto 

40% replacement at curing age of 7 days, 14 days, 28 

days and 56 days. The split tensile strength of concrete 

containing MX0% MX10%, MX20% and MX30% 

increase in the range of 12%, 12.4%, 16.2% and 17.4% 

compared to the split tensile strength of reference mix. 

further addition of industrial waste resulted in decrease 

in split tensile strength. However the split tensile 

strength for the mixes containing 50% was found to be 

decrease as comparable to the split tensile strength of 

control mix. 
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Abstract- The existence of ecotourism around the farming land 

as the promising alternative source of income for the farmers, on 

the other hand can distract the interest and the attention for the 

main use of it. Farming management, can be the source of 

income as well as the life cantilever and can give advantage for 

the continuance the life of living creature on the earth including 

the balance of ecosystem. The aim of the study is to know the 

farmer’s preference toward the farming land by developing the 

dolphin’s nature ecotourism around it. The finding of the 

research shows that the farmers’ preference to manage the 

farming land was influenced by various factors such as 

ethnic/socio-culture, modal availability, education, farming 

product, cultivated commodity price and time trends. The farmer 

who mostly involved in the ecotourism, though have the 

domination of large farming land, were not maximal in 

managing the land because their focus was distracted as they 

prioritize managing the ecotourism. While, by managing it well, 

the result of the B/C ratio and NPV analysis shows that clove, 

cacao and banana in the Kiluan Bay social forestry area give 

benefit financially. 

 

Index Terms- farmers’ preference, ecotourism, farming 

 

I. INTRODUCTION 

he existence of private forests has been considered one of the 

alternatives to solve the problem of poverty 

(Mapongmetsem, 2011; Malla, 2000; Tsartas, 2003). Several 

studies have shown that the community forest have been able to 

participate in forest and land rehabilitation, supply of timber 

stocks and into family savings (Darusman, 1995). The challenge 

is when a community forest management alongside with the 

development of ecotourism activities. Ecotourism is travel to 

natural areas in order to conserve the environment and livelihood 

of local residents (TIES 1991, Donohoe and Needham 2006). In 

some areas, which have the potential for developing eco-tourism, 

eco-tourism a boon existence so that it gets fairly good 

appreciation of the local population as the main actors 

(Scheyvens, 1999). The development of the tourism sector can be 

regarded as a process of transformation that is unusual that may 

affect employment and income, especially forest communities 

(Stone, M. and G. Wall, 2004). The role of ecotourism in the 

local economy helps keenly felt when the climate change that 

affect the pattern of tree crop production, resulting in a lowering 

of production (Morton, 2007). At that time the public can not 

rely proceeds from the garden you have, the tourism sector into a 

reliable source of income for subsistence use. 

        Alternative revenue sources are certainly a boon if properly 

managed, if not actually backfire for the lives of citizens. Weaver 

(2002), said that the management of ecotourism services face the 

consequences of selection or implementation of environmental 

impact. Previous studies of various local impact prevalent is the 

depletion of natural resources, pollution and physical in the form 

of a decrease in ecosystem function (Nugroho, 2011). 

Ecotourism is also faced with economic potential self-

destructive, if not managed carefully. Shifting business priorities 

is the impact that it had never been suspected. The 

transformation process is too far, like two sides of the blade, on 

the one hand the existence of ecotourism would be a promising 

potential income for farmers, but on the other hand the existence 

of ecotourism can ignore owned forestry land. The economic 

benefits to the region that have the potential of ecotourism true 

not only measured by the market approach, efforts to empower 

local people to calculate their cultural roles and in the 

conservation of the environment has a direct impact for survival 

(Nugroho, 2011). Ideally, ecotourism can be used as a source of 

additional income without leaving the farming activities on land 

owned by the social forestry. Management of farmland in the 

area of social forestry, other than as a source of income 

(Dwivedi, 2007), when viewed from the aspect of sustainability, 

crop production farm actually functions as a life support can also 

provide benefits for the survival of humans and other living 

things on earth, even including the balance of the ecosystem. 

        The ideal condition is in fact very difficult to do, in some 

areas that management has not been well integrated ecotourism. 

Farmers prefer to leave forest land with all its problems and 

priority to managing travel that are considered capable of giving 

cash money. Farmland has various constraints; weather, medium-

infrastructures, capital and delay results; easier for abandoned by 

the farmers, when faced with businesses that can directly make 

money without working too hard. The purpose of this study was 

to determine the preference of farmers to forestry land owned by 

the development of ecotourism wild dolphins in the bay area 

owned forestry people Kiluan District. Tanggamus Lampung 

Province. 

 

 

II. RESEARCH METHODS 

        Farmers will be in a difficult choice when confronted their 

various business opportunities that can provide additional 

income. In the area of coastal resources, farmers have a lot of 

business opportunities if it is able to use it will give a blessing. Is 

generally carried out by residents of the coastal area is managing 

T 
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the tourist beach or take marine fisheries. It was also done by 

farmers in the area of social forestry district Tanggamus. If you 

have only rely on sources of income derived from farming 

(gardens, fields and forests around). The presence of the dolphin 

community of concern to tourists, a source of revenue 

opportunities that were never imagined before, almost all of the 

resources devoted to the eco-tourism activities. When this 

phenomenon lasts a long time, and the absence of good 

management scheme, the farmers are forced to sacrifice one of 

them. Options for ecotourism more attractive to farmers, because 

the money they receive can be directly obtained, does not require 

substantial capital investment and easier to do. 

 

Location Research 

        The location of research in the area of social forestry are at 

ecotourism wild dolphins Kiluan Bay. Determining the location 

deliberately, because at this location dolphin develops the 

outdoors with the largest population of southeast asian region. 

Along the same majority of people who get involved in 

managing travel has farming in forest areas people started 

endangered. 

 

Method of collecting data 

        Determination of the number of respondents was conducted 

by slovin, of 52 respondents and sampling carried out by quota 

sampling method, which is one of the types of Non-Probability 

Sampling (Sevilla, 2007). Respondents were selected are those 

that become goals / objectives of the research objectives. The 

data used in this study is a type of primary and secondary data. 

Primary data were collected by filling in questionnaires by 

respondents and secondary data obtained from various 

documents related agencies. Data processing method performed 

by farmers preference factor multinomial logit model, the 

method is adopted to solve the case of a general model of utility 

maximization; where the individual is assumed to have a 

preference for an alternative set of businesses. To evaluate the 

farm that had been done by farmers, used methods benefit cost 

ratio (B / C Ratio), NPV and IRR. 

 

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

Preference Factors Farmers 

        The results showed that the farmer's decision to keep taking 

care of fields and are involved / not in the ecotourism 

management is influenced by various factors. Statistical analysis 

showed that the decision logit farmers to take care of farmland is 

influenced by many factors, including ethnic / social culture, the 

availability of capital, education, production gardens, cultivated 

commodity prices and the trend of the time (Table 1). 

 

 Log  = 12.715 +1,162Sa +0,066Jr +0,3192Pd-

4,355Md +0,023Ls +0,001Pr +3,440Hr  – 5,198Sk – 0,177Tr  + 

µ1 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Table 1. Results Of The Estimation Factors Affecting Farmers' Decision To Take Care Of Farmland 

 

No Variable Parameter S.E Wald df Sig  Exp (B) 

1 Constant 

12.715 8.279 2.358 1 0.125  

332644,4

5 

2 Sd 0.000 0.000 0.711 1 0.399  1.000 

3 Jr 0.066 0.729 0.008 1 0.927  1.069 

4 Pd 0.319 0.273 1.369 1 0.242  1.376 

5 Md 0.000 0.000 3.631 1 0.057 
1
 1.000 

6 Sk -5,199 2.454 4.486  0.034 
1
 0.006 

7 Pr 0.001 0.001 4.160 1 0.041 
1
 1.001 

8 Tr -177 0.138 1.649 1 0.199  0.837 

9 Hr 0.000 0.000 3.520 1 0.061 
2
 1.000 

10 Ls 0.204 0.257 0.631 1 0.427  1.226 

Source: Primary Data is processed. 2014. 

 

Note: 

1 Significantly different from zero at α <0:05 

2 signifficantly different from zero at α <0:10 

Sd = Revenue 

Jr = Distance the house to the garden 

Pd = Number of years of education 

Md = Availability of capital 

Ls = area of land ownership 

Pr = Production Gardens 

Hr = The selling price of commodity crops 

Sk = Interest / ethnicity (1: Bali, 2: Java, 3: Sunda, 4: Lampung) 
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Tr = Time 

 

        This study also shows that the higher the score ordinal an 

ethnic / social particular culture (1: Bali, 2: Java, 3: Sunda, 4: 

Lampung), the more influence the willingness of farmers to take 

care not farmland. Grouping based on race / ethnicity based on 

research conducted for Pasha (2012) tribes / ethnic groups also 

affect the behavior and habits of residents attitudes towards 

social forestry land owned. Ethnic / cultural social particular has 

a score of 4 is ethnic Lampung which is a local resident who 

owns land area of social forestry with an average of 2.27 ha 

owned for generations. Ethnic Lampung are ethnic indigenous 

populations have the customary flattering boy, the weakness of 

the culture, shaping the character of the 'bossy'. The condition 

affects an unwillingness to take care of the garden, when faced 

with the choice of business easier. While ethnic / sociocultural 

score 1-3 are migrants which consists of the Javanese, 

Sundanese, Balinese. They acquire land forestry of open land or 

buy with the natives, they came to this area only with a strong 

determination so that immigrants work hard and tenacious 

survival by the permanent care of the land owned and still trying 

to get involved in ecotourism activities. Limited capital, and 

production is not optimal also shows the significance of the real, 

that these factors be a strong reason to justify the inability to 

cultivate land farming, the implications for some farmers prefer 

to rely on ecotourism easier and less risk to do and in the end 

with the passage of time even more farmers leaving farming land 

that has been the foundation of a source of income. Limitations 

of capital owned by farmers, evenly encountered on each 

respondent, and this factor is always associated with low 

production yields that do not meet the needs of farmers. 

        While low production yield is closely connected with the 

types of crops grown. Generally, farmers in the area of social 

forestry area located on the slope over 30 degrees, so that the 

plants as recommended by the government is a timber and 

MPTS. Most farmers are reluctant to plant these crops because of 

a large capital, while the first harvest can be enjoyed at the age of 

planting over 5 years. For some farmers who are ethnic 

immigrants, and have a high motivation to make a living, the 

land is still cultivated with phased and all work is done alone, 

there is no wage labor. While some farmers are mostly natives 

prefer to leave land scrubland by reason of lack of capital. 

Another factor affecting the willingness of farmers is the selling 

price. In line with the research Kasimin (2013), which showed 

that the selling price effect on revenues, this study also showed 

the selling price of agricultural commodities to give effect to the 

interest of farmers to keep farming on land owned forestry. With 

a long waiting time of harvest, when prices received by farmers 

was not in accordance with the victim is given, then ecotourism 

will even become an alternative source of income is very 

promising for the selected. 

 

Farmer Involvement In Ecotourism 

        This study also shows that farmers are involved in 

ecotourism, although it has a large area, not optimal in managing 

land owned because he prefers to manage ecotourism. This 

condition can be seen in Table 2. Involvement in ecotourism 

amounting to 52% of the total existing ethnic Lampung, with an 

area of 2.27 hectares of land tenure / kk, farmers only get a total 

production of 450 kg. 

        In contrast to the ethnic Balinese who are migrants, 

involvement of ecotourism by only 2% and control of an area of 

2.08 hectares, but is capable of producing a total of 9460 kg. 

Interesting phenomenon that occurs in Javanese and Sundanese, 

although the farmers involved in ecotourism by 25% and 21% 

with a tenure of only 1.78 ha and 1.33 ha, farmers are able to 

obtain the respective production amounted to 1,086 kg and 798 

kg . 

        Productivity different land, is heavily influenced by the 

treatment done, especially the activity of fertilization and 

weeding. If it is associated with the results of the logit analysis 

which showed the limitations of capital owned by a farmer, 

fertilizing and weeding activity can only be done by the farmers 

themselves without wage labor. The hard work is not all farmers 

are able to do so. From the results of ethnic groupings / parts can 

be seen the difference in the ability of farmers to manage their 

resources. 

        Options to manage ecotourism is very profitable for farmers 

because it can provide substantial direct income, compared with 

managing farming has a long waiting time. While needs can not 

wait. Activities by the farmers in managing ecotourism dolphin 

consists of various businesses. Starting from being a tour guide, 

rent a house, take visitors to spot the location of the dolphins in 

the ocean or just prepare various needs of visitors. But 

ecotourism management has not been done in a professional and 

planned, all still running naturally and what it is. These 

conditions still need to be nurtured and carried out the 

development strategy (Setyadi, 2012) that involve multiple 

stakeholders. 
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Table 2. Identification of Farmers Involvement in Ecotourism 

 

               Ethnicity  

Category 

Bali Java Sunda Lampung Etc 

Land area (Ha) 2.08 1.78 1.33 2.27 4.5 

Main commodities 

Cocoa, 

Banana, 

Clove 

Cocoa, 

Banana, Clove 

Cocoa, 

Banana, Clove 

Banana, 

Clove 

Clove, 

Banana 

Production (kg / one land) 9.460 1.086 798 450 1.226 

Farm incomes (IRD) 29.559.600 10.341.000 7.220.790 4.511.963 8.882.222 

Revenue Ecotourism (IRD) 166.667 5.888.889 2.270.833 5.404.167 - 

Total income (IRD) 29.559.600 10.452.111 11.637.457 5.647.380 8.882.222 

 

Involvement Ecotourism 

 

2% 25% 21% 52% 0% 

Sources: Primary data is processed, 2013. 

 

Evaluation Farming 

        The decision to dismiss the majority of farmers farming 

land in the area belongs to them, and chose to focus on 

ecotourism, in the long run be detrimental to the farmers. Owners 

of fields if managed properly it can provide financial benefits for 

farm households. Table 2've seen where some farmers are still 

focused on arable land and at the same time participate in 

managing ecotourism in the waiting time of harvest, even more 

benefit. It can be seen from the total revenue earned and 

contributed income from farming to the total revenue obtained. 

        The results of the analysis of B / C ratio and NPV were 

calculated based on the land area of arable farmers in the area, 

show the results of farming in the area of social forestry Kiluan 

Bay is financially beneficial. Nadeak research results (2013) on a 

forestry area with cropping patterns in cocoa, coconut and 

banana also show high profits with B / C of 7.39. 

        Results are still lower than the financial analyzes conducted 

in this study are shown in Table 3. The financial analysis is 

required in order to convince farmers that the land that had been 

neglected in fact have the potential to increase the financial 

revenue that its presence should be managed better. 

 

Table 3. NPV and B / C Plants Brown, Clove and Bananas 

 

Commodities NPV B/C 

Cocoa, 16,175,243.54 8.66 

Clove 26,802,994.23 9.30 

Banana 25,220,756.04 6.90 

     

Source: Primary Data is processed. 2013 

 

        With an interest rate of 18% (commercial bank lending 

rates). NPV analysis results showed that the plant cocoa, cloves 

and bananas in the region indicates a positive value, the highest 

NPV is the clove plant  26,802,994.23 IRD , -. and B / C ratio of 

9.30 indicating that clove farming is feasible. 

        The downside of annual crops harvested only once a year 

can actually be its own advantages, because in his spare time 

before the harvest season, farmers can engage in ecotourism to 

meet daily needs. And when the clove harvest, farmers can get 

results from the garden. Plant cloves crop canopy is high in this 

area and not many farmers who grow these crops, due to early 

planting requires substantial capital, while the first harvest can 

only be done after 8 years. 

        Clove plant already exists in this area since long ago, and 

the plant is hereditary, even when the star clove plantations in 

Lampung Province, this region contributed the largest 

contributor. Cloves was destroyed and dormant for decades 

because of outbreaks of disease, but since 2005 is starting to 

show results back. One thing that is encouraging is that the 

disease 31 years ago, leaving a few sticks of clove it resistant to 

disease that is still growing and the production well. Some stem 

clove plant a seed rod high earner for local cloves to the 

lowlands, which corresponds to Agroclimatology coastal. 

        Cocoa plant is a major crop in the region with NPV 

16,175,243, IRD - and the B / C ratio of 8.67 of this plant. 

Despite having the B / C ratio is smaller than other crops, cocoa 

remains a favorite of farmers, is due to the cocoa plant had 

harvest pattern that can be done every day, and the sale can be 

done every week, so it can be relied upon to meet the daily needs 

such as shopping for groceries and school children pocket 

money. Cocoa also has a fairly stable selling prices. This factor 

also be the paramount consideration. Cocoa plants also need 

shade plants (Obiri, 2007) is higher, making it suitable when 

combined with high canopy crops such as cloves and wood. 

Learning from some farmers who cultivate cocoa plants despite 

manage travel. Cocoa plants can also be combined with 

ecotourism management, because although the pattern of the 

harvest is done every day, the harvest can be done in the 

afternoon after tourist activity. While care and cocoa fertilization 

can be done in the off-season tourist visitors. 
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        Banana plants last few years is also a favorite for farmers in 

the region, the price is quite high, cropping patterns which are 

not depending on the season and evenly throughout the year as 

well as easy maintenance into consideration farmers to choose 

this plant. NPV for banana plants 25,220,756  IRD and B / C 

ratio  6.91 IRD, - which indicates the plant has favorable 

prospects for exploitation. The above analysis shows that the 

exploitation of cocoa, clove and banana advantageous to 

cultivate. 

        Financial analysis shows the feasibility of the economy also 

supported by land suitability analysis has been done by Nurleli 

(2008), shows that the clove and cocoa have land suitability 

level: very suitable (S2) to be developed in the region Kiluan 

Bay District. Tanggamus. 

 

IV. CONCLUSION 

1. Factors affecting the preference of farmers on farming 

land is owned ethnic differences social / cultural 

influence on attitudes and behavior, lack of capital to 

manage the farm, farm production and commodity 

prices are cultivated. 

2. Farmers are still taking care of fields, getting a higher 

income compared to only rely on ecotourism activities. 

This is because commodities clove, cocoa and bananas 

that have been cultivated financially profitable and 

worth the effort. 

3. Efforts to attract farmers to continue to manage 

farmland to be approached through persuasion through 

village elders or leaders. Besides the need for integrated 

farm management effort, planned, facilitated by local 

government and village officials. 
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Abstract- The aim of the paper is to present the results of a 

qualitative research into mentors’ perceptions of participating in 

a pilot mentoring program for pre-service English teachers.  The 

study investigates mentors’ motives for mentoring as well as the 

outcomes for the mentors.  The findings corroborate the findings 

of previous research.  The survey revealed that the most common 

motives were the desire to support novice teachers and the need 

for professional development.  The benefits of mentoring for the 

mentors included enhanced professional learning as well as 

personal growth and satisfaction.  The most common challenge 

was the increased workload.  Mentors’ suggestions on how to 

improve the mentoring program can be taken into account in 

planning future mentoring programs.     

 

Index Terms- pre-service teachers, mentors, perspectives, 

benefits, challenges. 

 

I. INTRODUCTION 

he origin of the concept of mentoring can be traced back to 

Greek mythology.  In Homer’s epic poem Odyssey, Mentor 

was Odyseey’s friend who watched over Odyseey’s son while 

Odyseey was away helping him grow into a young adult (Green-

Powell, 2012 as cited in McCollum, 2014).  This sense of a more 

experienced individual guiding and supporting the development 

of a younger and less experienced person has been at the core of 

the concept of mentoring.   

        There is absence of a widely accepted operational definition 

of mentoring as the concept of mentoring is used in a number of 

contexts and for a number of purposes (Jacobi, 1991).  In the 

context of English language teacher education it has been used to 

refer either to support provided by a more experienced teacher 

(mentor) to trainee teachers in pre-service teacher training  or to 

beginner teachers in the first years of teaching.  This support is 

mainly directed to the development of mentees’ teaching 

expertise and their induction into the professional culture.  Apart 

from the  support role, mentors can perform other roles, as the 

literature on mentoring reveals. Fullerton and Malderez (1998) in 

(Malderez & Bodozcky, 1999: 4) contend that mentors can also 

take the following roles: role-model (to inspire and demonstrate), 

acculturator (to help mentee to get acculturated into the 

professional culture), sponsor (“to use their power in the service 

of the mentee”), and educator (“to achieve professional learning 

objectives.”     

        Since the 1980s there has been a surge of interest in 

mentoring which can primarily be attributed to the need to 

overcome the gap between theoretical and practical aspects of 

teacher education and facilitate the induction of trainee teachers 

into the school culture (Hobbson et al., 2009; Feiman-Nemser, 

1996 as cited in Iancu-Haddad and Oplatka, 2009).  Another 

reason for the emergence of formal school-based mentoring 

programs in many countries was to overcome the increasing 

attrition of newly qualified teachers in the first years of their 

career caused by the lack of support and the inability to cope 

with the reality shock.  A third reason was to retain the capable 

teachers in the role of mentors (Little, 1990 in Hobbson et al., 

2009).  Effective mentoring programs were found to have  

several positive outcomes such as improved quality of classroom 

instruction, increased teacher confidence  and job satisfaction as 

well as reduced teacher attrition (Ingersoll & Strong, 2012 

ascited in McCollum, 2014)    

        There has been a plethora of studies dealing with different 

aspects of mentoring since the 1990s.  In their exhaustive 

literature review of empirical studies on mentoring beginning 

teachers, Hobbson et al. (2009)  report on the findings of 

research regarding the potential benefits and disadvantages of 

mentoring for mentees, mentors, schools and the educational 

system.  In addition, they comment on the factors influencing the 

success of mentoring programs.  Most sudies on mentoring have 

focused on the impact of mentoring for novice teachers.  Interest 

in studying the effects for the mentors has started to emerge 

recently (Iancu-Haddad & Oplatka, 2009).  The summary of 

research findings on the advantages and the disadvantages of 

mentoring for mentors (Hobbson et al., 2009; Iancu-Haddad & 

Oplatka, 2009) indicates that the main benefits for mentors 

include learning new instructional strategies, increased learning 

through self-reflection and cooperation as well as increased 

confidence and satisfaction.  The major negative implications are 

stress and energy drain caused by the increased workload and a 

loss of privacy. 

        Synthesizing the research evidence on mentoring beginning 

teachers, Hobbson et al. (2009) conclude that if conditions for 

effective mentoring are fulfilled, mentoring can play a vital role 

in the professional development of beginner teachers.   

 

II. RESEARCH METHODOLOGY 

The context of the study 

        The aim of the present study is to explore mentors’ 

perspectives on the effects of a pilot mentoring project entitled 

INSET for PRESETT launched by the British Council and Blaze 

Koneski Faculty of Philology in Skopje in December 2014.  The 

project came out of the acknowledged need for more practical 

experience in teaching for pre-service teachers.  Practical 

teaching experience of pre-service English teachers at Blazhe 

Koneski Faculty of Philology is limited to fifteen hours of lesson 

T 
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observation in the final year and teaching two lessons at either 

primary or secondary school.   

        The main aim of the project was to support the development 

of professional competencies of pre-service English teachers by 

engaging them in a formal mentoring scheme.  The participants 

in the project were ten mentors with at least five years of 

teaching experience as either primary or secondary school 

teachers, thirty teacher trainees and two University tutors who 

coordinated the project.  Each mentor was assigned three trainees 

to work with.  The selection of mentors was done through 

nomination by the project coordinators.  Some of the mentors 

had already had some experience in mentoring novice teachers in 

preparation for the certification exam after the first year of 

teaching.  The rest of the mentors had mentored pre-service 

teachers who observed their lessons as part of the University 

Teaching Practicum.  Although they did not have any experience 

in mentoring, a couple of mentors were active members of the 

English Language Teachers’ Association of Macedonia and had 

already been actively involved in many of its activities.  The 

trainees had all joined the project on a voluntary basis.     

        The project centered around the following activities: a two-

day mentor training delivered  by the project coordinators and six 

observation cycles for each mentor-mentee pair.  Each cycle 

consisted of two classes taught by the mentor and observed by 

the mentee, two team-teaching sessions collaboratively planned 

and taught by each mentor-mentee pair and two classes taught by 

the mentee and observed by the mentor.  Learning by reflecting 

on teaching was facilitated throughout the mentoring 

arrangement.  Each lesson observation was followed by a post-

lesson discussion (PLD) and the main points were summarized in 

a PLD form.  Reflecting on the lessons observed and taught was 

guided by filling in observation and self-assessment forms.  In 

addition, the mentors reflected on mentees’ overall progress by 

completing a final report.  All of these reflection forms made up 

the mentees’ portfolios.       

 

 Objectives and research questions 

        The purpose of this qualitative method study was to 

examine mentors’ perspectives on the mentoring experience 

during the pilot mentoring project INSET for PRESETT which 

took place between December 2014 and June 2015.  The research 

focused on the following research questions: 

1. What are mentors’ motives for participating in the 

mentoring project?  

2. What are the perceived benefits and challenges of 

mentoring for the mentors? 

 

Data collection and procedure 

        The data were collected by an online survey and informal 

interviews with some of the mentors.  The questionnaire for the 

mentors designed for this study consisted of 8 open-ended 

questions (see Appendix).  In case additional information was 

needed on some of the questions,  informal interviews were 

carried out with some of the mentors.  The survey respones were 

coded to identify themes which were then categorized and 

analyzed.  We focused on the themes pertinent to the research 

questions.   

 

 

Participants 

        The participants in the survey were 22 pre-service teachers 

(one male and 21 female) and 8 mentors (all female) who were 

involved in the INSET for PRESETT mentoring project.   

 

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

1.Mentors’ motives for participating in the mentoring project  

        The aim of first research question was to investigate what 

motivated teachers to become mentors.  In order to understand 

the context of the study, we find it necessary to point out that 

during the project, the mentors were not relieved of their regular 

teaching duties.   

        Empathizing with pre-service teachers’ needs for assistance 

seemed to be the dominant motive.  Most of the mentors 

perceived mentoring as an opportunity to help novice teachers by 

sharing their knowledge and experience as more experienced 

teachers.  Some illustrative quotations are provided below:  

         “I know that every novice teacher needs a helping 

hand...and I can do something about it...share my knowledge and 

personal experience and feel useful.”  

         “I want to help other  teachers  define their individual goals 

and find ways to achieve them.” 

         “...to help young people achieve their potential and 

discover their strengths.”  

        Here are some additional comments in response to this 

question: 

         “...the mentor has the potential to change a young person's 

life.” 

         “...the mentor contributes to building better, more stable 

and confident teachers.”  

         “...mentoring is a way to give back something to the 

teaching profession.”  

        Another motive emerging from the responses stemmed from 

the need for continuing professional  development. Six of the 

mentors who participated in the survey mentioned that they had 

decided to become mentors for professional development 

reasons.  Responses that were indicative of this motive included:  

“...to refresh my knowledge of methodology...and keep up with 

the latest teaching methods and approaches.”   

“...to learn something new and challenging...” 

“...beacause I value professional development.” 

       “...for ongoing learning and growth.” 

       One teacher-mentor was aware that mentoring would inspire 

her to do research-based teaching and become more self-aware as 

a teacher. 

        Another mentor believed that mentoring would be beneficial 

not only for her personal development but would also bring about 

acknowledgement for the school. 

         Insight into mentors’ motives for participating in the 

mentoring program was also gained from the answers to the 

fourth question (What did you think you would gain from 

mentoring?).  Developing professionally was again the most 

frequent theme, as illustrated by the following quotations:  

         “...to gain a different perspective on my own teaching 

skills...to further develop as a teacher.”  

         “...to observe new effective teaching models...to improve 

teaching styles over time...learn by putting knowledge to 

practice.” 
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         “...to develop active listening and consultation skills.” 

Mentors’ motives for participating in the INSET for PRESETT 

mentoring program reported in this study echo the findings of 

previous research.   Iancu-Haddad and Oplatka (2009) have also 

found that the key factors motivating teachers to become mentors 

were: an altruistic attitude to help novice teachers based on 

mentors’ personal experience as novice teachers and a belief that 

mentoring could improve their school and the school system.   

   

2. The perceived benefits and challenges of mentoring for 

mentors 
     2.1. The benefits 

        As the synthesis of research on mentoring has shown, 

mentors can benefit from mentoring in a number of ways (Iancu-

Haddad and Oplatka, 2009; Hobbson et al., 2009).  Mentoring 

provides mentors with opportunities for professional learning by 

critical reflection on their own teaching and by observing 

mentees employ new teaching techniques and strategies.  The 

impact of mentoring on the learning of mentors is also evident in 

mentors’ heightened awareness of their strengths and weaknesses 

as well as their professional needs. The increased interaction with 

mentees and university tutors leads to improved relationship with 

colleagues and students as well as enhanced communication 

skills.  Collaborating with colleagues and sharing knowledge and 

experience has been associated with a reduced feeling of 

isolation often felt by practicing teachers.  In addition, engaging 

in mentoring arrangements has been reported to create a feeling 

of increased self-confidence and job satisfaction.       

        The findings of the present study largely echo the findings 

of previous research outlined above.  The major contributions of 

mentoring for the mentors were found to be both professional 

and personal.   

        All of the mentors have addmitted that they had improved 

their teaching skills and enriched their repertoir of teaching 

techniques with new ideas by observing mentees’ teaching.  The 

following quotations illustrate this feeling of professional 

growth: 

         “Mentoring has turned me into a better teacher, learning 

new ways of teaching and getting new ideas...” 

          “...increased learning...and teaching performance.” 

     “I enriched my professional portfolio and ... my teaching 

experience. I met wonderful and enthusiastic new teachers with 

fresh ideas and techniques.”  

     “...I learnt a lot of interesting activities and I realized what I 

need to change  as a teacher.” 

         In the same vein, one mentor emphasized that mentoring 

had provided her with opportunities for “close collaboration, 

shared challenges and a sense of achievement...”. 

        Another important learning outcome for the mentors derived 

from engaging in critical self-reflection on their own practice.  

Creating opportunities for reflecting on teaching is considered to 

be one of the cornerstones of effective teaching (Frick et al., 

2010).  Reflective practice entails re-thinking the actions taken 

and the principles underlying these actions, “...particularly when 

professional performance goes especially well or especially 

badly” (Wallace, 2001:13).  Teacher enquiry into their own 

practice is essential in making informed choices and planning for 

improvement.    

        Being embedded in the reflective mentoring model (see 

Furlong and Maynard, 1995 as cited in Leshem, 2012), the 

INSET for PRESETT project was designed to facilitate both 

mentors’ and mentees’ reflective learning.  The mentors guided 

the mentees in their transition from university to the professional 

sector by engaging them in a reflective enquiry into their 

teaching which was facilitated by non-evaluative observation and 

constructive feedback.   At the same time, the mentees’ feedback 

guided the mentors to rethink the principles behind their teaching 

and become more aware of the importance of principled 

behavior.   

        As some of the mentors have pointed out, talking about their 

own teaching or mentee’s teaching and reflecting on the 

feedback they received from the mentees had been an enriching 

experience.  In addition, the discussions about teaching and 

learning in general were found to be very profitable.  The 

following quotations illustrate the importance of reflectiion for 

mentors’ professional learning:  

         “I was learning from the opportunities to talk about 

teaching and learning...”  

         “I learned from the opportunities to analyze evidence of 

student learning which led to professional insights” 

         “I got the opportunity to rethink my teaching practice...” 

         “As I learned from this project, a good mentor protects 

his/her mentee from his own influence. A mentor is ...a guide, a 

pointer to the truth that each mentee must find for him/herself”.  

         “Mentoring made me realize I had fallen into a routine...” 

Apart from the enhanced professional well-being, most of the 

mentors reported a sense of increased self-confidence as well as 

pride and satisfaction caused by helping mentees and having an 

influence on their progress.  This finding again coincides with 

the findings of previous research on mentors’ personal growth as 

summarized by Hobson et al. (2009). 

 

 2.2.  The challenges 

        In response to the question about possible negative aspects 

of mentoring, two of the mentors complained of the amount of 

paperwork whereas one mentor mentioned encouraging mentees 

to be on time with class reports as a problem.  The rest of the 

respondents were unanimous in stating that they hadn’t 

experienced any problems. The increased workload was also 

found to be the major disadvantage in other studies (Lee & Fang, 

2007 and Robinson & Robinson, 1999 as cited in Hobson et al., 

2009; Bullough & Draper, 2004 as cited in Iancu Haddad & 

Opatka, 2009). In response to the question what was the most 

difficult aspect of working  with the mentees, two of the mentors 

mentioned the time-consuming paperwork, one found it difficult 

to be tactful while giving constructive feedback, and another one 

pointed out “trying to meet mentee’s diverse needs” as a 

challenge.  Difficulties in accommodating all mentees’ needs 

have also been reported as drawbacks in other studies on 

mentoring (Maynard, 2000 as cited in Hobson et al., 2009).  The 

feelings of displacement, loss of privacy and frustration 

experienced by the mentors in other studies (Koerner, 1992 and 

Hastings, 2004 as cited in Iancu Haddad & Opatka, 2009) were 

not among the problems reported by the respondents in this 

study.         

        Mentors’ suggestions on how this mentoring program can 

be improved are indicative of other challenges for the mentors.  
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Although most of the mentors seemed to be satisfied with the 

outcomes of the project, there were a few ideas for improvement 

such as reducing the paperwork, working with one mentee at a 

time and most importantly, officially recognizing the 

professional status of teacher-mentors.       

 

IV. CONCLUSIONS 

        The study is significant because it is a contribution to the 

scarcity of literature on the outcomes of mentoring for the 

mentors. The research revealed that the major motives of mentors 

for mentoring were a desire to help novice teachers by sharing 

their knowledge and experience and a desire to develop 

professionally.  The main professional benefits for the mentors 

included upgrading teaching skills and rekindling enthusiasm for 

teaching as well as enhanced reflection skills.   The main 

personal  benefits were an increased feeling of self-worth and 

stisfaction.  The major disadvantage was the increased workload.  

The insight into mentors’ perceptions of the mentoring 

experience can serve as a valuable source of ideas for designing 

future mentoring schemes. 

 

APPENDIX 

Questionnaire for the mentors participating in the INSET for 

PRESETT project 

 

1. Why did you decide to become a mentor? What did you 

think you would gain from mentoring?    

2. What were your expectations of mentoring?  Were they 

met? 

3. What were the benefits of mentoring for you? 

(professional, personal, etc.) 

4. What were the negative aspects of mentoring for you, if 

any? 

5. What was the most difficult part of your work with the 

mentees? 

6. What were the results of mentoring for the school where 

you work?  

7. What was the impact of mentoring on your pre-existing 

beliefs about teaching?  

8.   Can suggest any ways of improving the project? 
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Abstract- Transient evoked otoacoustic emissions (TEOAEs) 

are not necessarily recordable in all healthy neonates, before 

discharge, due to transient conditions (such as vernix in ear 

canals).  To determine the possibility and feasibility of 

screening of very young newborns before discharge from 

hospital (JCIH, 2007), it is important to know how vernix in 

external ear during this time affects screening results and how 

it should be managed. After establishing an interobserver 

agreement index , the presence of varying degrees of vernix 

among newborn and their TEOAE finding was studied in 112 

full term medically stable newborns before 72 hours from 

birth or before  discharge (whichever was early), and after 15 

days from the time of first screen. Vernix was found in 52.2% 

ear canals of neonates from birth to 72 hours, which dropped 

to only 15.2% of non-occluding vernix after 15 days. 

Prevalence of occluding external canal vernix is 35.4% in well 

newborns 24 hours or younger and 29.4% in infants aged 48 to 

72 hours. Since vernix in ear canal did not drop significantly 

before 72 hours of age, it is recommended that the screening 

may be undertaken after 15 days to overcome the problem of 

vernix. It was observed that 73 out of the total 79 ears that 

failed TEOAE screening had vernix. The presence of vernix 

significantly (X
2
=123.086, p<0.05) influenced the pass rate on 

TEOAE screening. 19.6% of ears had vernix and passed 

TEOAE while 32.6% had vernix and failed the screen. After 

15 days 98.7% of previously referred ears passed the screen. 

Cleaning of vernix has been observed to improve pass rates 

from 76% to 91% (Chang et al, 1993) and 58.5% to 69% 

(Doyle et al, 2000), yet it is not practiced while screening.  To 

overcome the problem of vernix it is also recommended that 

the reproductive and child health guidelines to include a 

system for clearing the ear as are for eyes. 

 

Index Terms- Transient Evoked Otoacoustic Emission, 

prevalence, false positive, Vernix Caseosa 

 

I. INTRODUCTION 

his article guides a stepwise walkthrough by Experts for 

writing a successful journal or a research paper starting 

from inception of ideas till their publications. Research papers 

are highly recognized in scholar fraternity and form a core part 

of PhD curriculum. Research scholars publish their research 

work in leading journals to complete their grades. In addition, 

the published research work also provides a big weight-age to 

get admissions in reputed varsity. Now, here we enlist the 

proven steps to publish the research paper in a journal.  

UNCRPD (2006), article on health (25b, p. 14), emphasized 

the need for “early identification and intervention as 

appropriate, and services designed to minimize and prevent 

further disabilities”. In an attempt to optimize infant hearing 

screening, JCIH (2007) recommends that all well baby nursery 

should “provide 1 hearing screening and, when necessary, a 

repeat screening no later than at the time of discharge from the 

hospital, using the same technology both times.” Newborns 

are often discharged at the age of about 48 hours. At this age, 

TEOAEs are not necessarily recordable in all healthy neonates 

due to transient conditions causing temporary conductive 

hearing loss.  

Vernix Caseosa is one among the most common causes for 

temporary conductive hearing loss in infants. It is a fatty 

(neutral lipid) residue of amniotic fluid found on the neonate’s 

skin immediately after birth. The majority of the newborns 

have Vernix in ear canal shortly after birth (Prieve, 2007). 

McLellan and Webb (1961) encountered presence of vernix in 

47% of a series of healthy neonates. Cavanaugh (1987) found 

that the eardrum was obscured in 56% of newborn less than 24 

hours old, but only 19% had obscured eardrum by age 3 days. 

Kenner and Lott (2007) reported that otoscopy is not included 

in the examination of the newborn period since the ear canal is 

filled with vernix, amniotic debris and blood, which clears in 

approximately 60% of the term infants by 1 week of age but 

may persist for weeks. It may get lodged in the probe while 

recording OAE, thereby obstructing or attenuating the signal. 

Hall (2000, p. 226) reported that Vernix, which is not soluble 

in water and cannot be removed by simple irrigation of the 

external ear canal, clearly must be reckoned with if OAEs are 

to be recorded from neonates. 

Literature for the prevalence of vernix is based on studies in 

the white race. Therefore, a preliminary study is needed to 

know the presence of vernix in Indian population. To 

determine the possibility and feasibility of screening of very 

young newborns before discharge from hospital (JCIH, 2007), 

it is important to know how vernix in external ear during this 

time affects screening results. This study investigated the 

relationship between external ear factors i.e., vernix Caseosa 

and hearing screening results by TEOAEs at two different 

time in neonates with vernix and after clearance of it. The 

objectives of this study are as follows: (1.) To study the 

Presence of vernix in neonatal ear canal, (2.) To study TEOAE 

in ear with vernix and without vernix before 72 hours from 

birth or before discharge (whichever being early), (3.) To 

T 
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study TEOAE of referred ears(in 1
st
 screening) with vernix 

and without vernix after 15 days from 1st screening, (4.) To 

study the false positive TEOAE on 1st screening in ear with 

vernix. 

I. Method 

A purposive sample of 112 neonates from SSKM Hospital in 

Kolkata were included in the study. The neonate’s age ranged 

from 10 hours to 72 hours. Informed written consent was 

obtained from a parent of the newborn before testing. 

Otoscopic examination and TEOAE testing was done in a 

quite isolated room. Two experiments were conducted. 

 

In experiment I the inter observer agreement index for 

quantifying vernix was obtained. (Rangasayee, 1986).A 

Keeler pocket otoscope with 2.5X magnifying lens was used 

to examine external ear canal of neonates for vernix. Vernix 

was quantified on a three category rating scale (Chang et al, 

1993; Doyle et al, 1997, 2000; Prieve et al, 2009) as clear (It 

had very small amount of vernix along the edge of the canal 

i.e., 25% or less), partially occluding (anything between 25% 

debris and occlusion, & the tympanic membrane was not 

commonly observed in this condition), or occluding (white 

debris with no pockets of darkness along the edges). Absent 

indicated that vernix was not present in the ear canal. 

Audiologist observed the otorhinolaringologist otoscopic 

examination of 10 full term medically stable newborn. The 

audiologist and otorhinolaryngologist individually observed 

ear canal of 20 neonates and interobserver agreement was 

obtained.   

In experiment II, TEOAE were studied in neonates with and 

without vernix, before 72 hours from birth or before discharge 

(whichever was early), and after 15 days from first 

screen.TEOAE testing results were recorded as pass or refer.A 

total of 238 ears (119 neonates) 119 neonates were studied in 

stage 1, of which 7 did not follow up in stage 2 hence 112 

neonates were included in the study. The neonates selected 

were full term medically stable newborns of the age range 

from birth to 72 hours or before discharge (whichever was 

early), who did not have any risk indicator (JCIH, 2007) and 

were delivered normally or by a caesarean section. Consent 

was taken from parents/guardians before including the 

neonates in the study. The same Keeler Pocket Otoscope with 

deluxe, medic luxe specula of no. 1 and 2 were used for vernix 

assessment and GSI Audio Screener plus was used for 

TEOAE screening. The clicks were presented at 50 Hz, and 

levels was 80 dB pSPL. The frequency range was 250 Hz to 5 

KHz and included 5 half octave bands. The passing criterion 

followed for the TEOAE screening was of NIH study. It 

included that. At least 3-dB SNR at each half octave frequency 

band centered 1 KHz and 1.5 KHz and of 6 dB at each of the 

half-octave frequency bands centered at 2, 3, and 4 kHz. To 

pass the screening this SNR was required at 4 out of 5 octave 

band (Norton et al, 2000).  Two stage same technology 

protocol was used. 

In stage 1, ear canals of neonates were first observed using an 

otoscope, followed by which, TEOAE screening was done on 

each ear. Those ears with “TEOAE- refer” finding in stage 1 

were subsequently re-examined by otoscope and rescreened 

for TEOAE after 15 days in stage 2.    

The neonates were accompanied by a family member/ 

guardian or a nurse, to a quiet room. Both the tests were 

administered when the neonates were asleep to avoid 

movements, or quite with minimal movements, in quite 

environment to reduce the effect of noise and with auto 

calibrated instrument. Results were explained to parents in 

both stages. On failing the second screen, parents were 

counseled and guided for detailed audiological evaluation and 

intervention. 

 

II. RESULTS 

The interobserver agreement index was calculated using the 

following formula (cited in Rangasayee, 1986) and it was 

found to be 86.05%. As the agreement index was more than 

80% so the agreement between the two observers was good.  

Agreement index =        Agreed score (37)      X 100 = 86.05% 

Agreed score (37) + difference Score (6) 

Prevalence of external ear canal vernix. 

Prevalence of vernix in the study was 52.2 %( 117). 

Prevalence of occluding vernix was 30.8 %( 69), partially 

occluding was 12.9% (29) and clear ear canal was 8.5% (19). 

In the second stage, after 15 days, out of the 52.5% neonates 

who had vernix, only 15.2 % had vernix but not occluding 

(clear). The decrease in the vernix was statistically significant 

after 15 days. The prevalence of completely occluding ear 

canal remains well above 29% even after 72 hours from birth, 

however partial occlusion of ear canal was more in neonates 

48 to 72 old (13.6%) than in neonates younger than 24 hours. 

TEOAE finding in 1
st
 stage. 

In the study, 64.5% (145) of the total 224 ears passed the 

screening while 35.5% (79) failed. Figure 2 reflects, out of the 

35.5% (79 of 224) ears which failed, 74.7% (59 of 79) had 

completely occluding vernix; and out of the 64.5% which 

passed, 69.7% (101 of 145) did not have vernix. Therefore, 

with the increasing degree of vernix occlusion, the refer rate 

increased and the pass rate decreased. Among the 52.2% (117 

of 224) who had vernix of various degrees, 62.4% (73) ears 

failed the TEOAE testing. 82.2% of these failed ears had 

completely occluding vernix. The presence of vernix 

significantly (X
2
 =123.086, p<0.05) influenced the pass rate 

on TEOAE screening (Table 1). Therefore the initial refer rate 

of TEOAE in ears with vernix was 62.4% and that in ears 

without vernix was 5.6%. 

Table I: Pearson Chi-Square value. 

 Value df P-Value 

(95% 

confidence 

interval) 

Pearson’s chi 

square for Vernix 

in stage 1 and 2 

25.005(a) 3 .000* 

Effect of vernix 

on TEOAE

   

123.086(b) 3 .000 

(a) 3 cells (37.5%) have expected count less than 5. The 

minimum expected count is 1.10.  *p<0.05; (b) 0 

cells (.0%) have expected count less than 5. The 

minimum expected count is 6.70. 
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Figure I: The number of ears with and without vernix, which 

passed and failed the first and second TEOAE screening.  

TEOAE findings in 2
nd

 stage.The 79 ears that failed TEOAE 

screening in the first stage were followed up after 15 days. On 

repeat TEOAE screening, after the otoscopic examination, Out of 

the 79 ears that failed TEOAE in first screening, 84.8% did not 

have vernix and 15.2% still had clear ear canal (less than 25% 

vernix in canal). (Figure III).On second screening, out of the 79 

ears, 83.4% ears without vernix passed, 15.2% ears with vernix 

passed but 1.3% without vernix failed. 

 
Figure III: TEOAE finding of ear with vernix and without vernix 

in stage 2 

 

 
 

Figure IV: TEOAE fails in ears without and with vernix, in stage 

one and two. 

 

False positive TEOAE finding. 

Table II shows 78 out of the 79 ear that failed in first stage but 

subsequently passed in the second stage, constituted the false 

positive rate of TEOAE, i.e., 34.8%. Of these false positive 

TEOAE, 93.6% were those who had some amount of vernix. 

This high false positive result affects the specificity. 

Table II: Performance 

 (?) Hearing 

Loss Present 

Hearing Loss 

Absent 

Total 

TEOAE Pass 
0(false 

negative) 

145 (true 

negative) 

145 

TEOAE Refer 1 
78 (false 

positive) 

79 

Total 1 223 224 

 

DISCUSSION 

If hearing screening in well newborns is to be performed before 

hospital discharge, most infants will be tested before they reach 

48 hrs.of age. Very few authors have studied the prevalence of 

vernix in this age group of neonates.  Cavanaugh (1987) (cited in 

Thornton et al, 1993)   studied 81 healthy neonates, reported 

vernix obscured ear canal in 56% ear of neonates < 24 hours, 

24% ears of neonates aged 24 to 48 hrs.and 19% ears of neonates 

aged 48 to 72 hrs. Balkony et al (1978) (cited in Thornton et al, 

1993) observed infants≤ 24hrs. Partial obstruction was found  in 

all infants ≤  24 hrs.after birth.  Eavey (1993) studied 44 infants 

in NICU, reported vernix in 24 out of 88 ears. Levi et al (1997) 

tested 65 full term normal neonates, and found 15.4% (20/130 

ears) that failed TEAOE had completely occluded ear canals. In 

the present study vernix was found present in 52.2 % of the ears, 

which was comparable to those observed by Cavanaugh (1987). 

Doyle et al (1997) tested 200 healthy newborns between the ages 

of 5 to 120 hrs.with mean age of 24.1 hrs. They observed 13% 

ear with completely occluding vernix and 32% non-occluding 

vernix. In the present study 30.8% had completely occluding 

12.9% had partially occluding and 8.5% non-occluding vernix. 

Doyle et al reported 14.3% occluding vernix in < 24 hour old and 

11.7% occluding vernix in > 24 hour old while in present study 

35.4% of those ≤ 24 hours had completely occluding vernix and 

22.2% of those 24 to 48 hours old had completely occluded 

vernix. 

Doyle, Rodger, Fujikawa & Newman (2000) tested 200, 

5 to 48 hrs.old healthy newborns, and reported 28% neonates had 

vernix that obscured ear canal. They reported reduced completely 

occluding as well as non-occluding vernix whereas in the present 

study the completely occluding vernix is found to reduce with 

age while partially occluding vernix is more in 48 to 72 hours old 

neonates than in neonates younger than 24 hours. This may be 

explained as a process of clearance of vernix, in which the 

completely occluding vernix might first reduce into partially 

occluding and subsequently resulting in a clear ear canal. 

The majority of sites (n = 12 sites (57.13%)) report an 

average length of stay for a Vaginal delivery to be more than 24 

h (between 24 and 48 h) (Kumar and Mohapatra, 2011). Thus out 

of the neonates included in this study, 84.8% were younger than 

or equal to 48 hours of age. In neonates younger than 24 hours, 

37.2% had occluding vernix while 5.9% had non occluding 

vernix. In neonates 24 to 48 hours 34.7% had occluding vernix 

while 13.8% had non occluding vernix. However the occluding 

vernix was completely absent after 15 days and non-occluding 
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vernix was present only in 15% (12/79) of the followed up 

neonates. This reduction in the prevalence of vernix in neonates 

after 15 days was significant. Thus vernix was still prevalent in 

neonates 48 hours old which could potentially increase the refer 

rates, while it was cleared and did not interfere in TEOAE 

findings after its clearance (i.e., after 15 days). 

Thornton et al (1993) reported that transient conditions 

like obstruction of external ear canal by debris lowers the success 

rate of recording TEOAE. Similar finding was observed in the 

present study since the ears with vernix has a higher initial refer 

rate (i.e., 32.6%) than the ears without vernix (i.e., 2.7%). It was 

also observed that since vernix was more prevalent in the right 

ear hence the TEOAE refer rate was higher in the right ear. The 

TEOAE refer rates were different for different degree of 

occlusion by vernix in the ear canal. Significantly higher refer 

rates were observed for completely occluding vernix than 

partially occluding vernix as compared with clear ear canals, as 

seen in figure II. All the ears with non-occluding vernix passed 

the TEOAE screening in the second stage.  Hence, it can be 

stated that the partial occlusion and complete occlusion of vernix 

significantly influenced the TEOAE finding. However clear 

external auditory canal with non-occluding vernix did not 

influence the TEOAE findings. 

 

 
Figure II: Comparison of percentage of ear canals with different 

degree of vernix and the TEOAE findings in them in stage 1.  
 Chang et al (1993) suggested that cleaning the ear canal 

may raise the pass rate at earlier ages. Levi et al (1997) reported 

that TEOAE were obtained at first session in only 58.5% in both 

ears and in 30.8% in one ear only. They also reported that all ears 

from which TEOAE could not be recorded initially were 

occluded with vernix. In the present study 32.6% (73/224) had 

varying degree of occlusion, failed TEOAE screening while only 

2.7% (6) ears without vernix failed TEOAE. Hence there is a 

difference in TEOAE finding in ears with vernix and without 

vernix.  
Doyle et al (1997) used an ear curette; Doyle et al 

(2000) used a Baron number 3 or number 5 suction device and 

Levi et al used gentle suction under microscope was performed 

by an ENT specialist for cleaning of vernix. A standard 

procedure for cleaning of vernix was however neither described 

nor mentioned. Till now no consensus has been reached on the 

question whether the vernix should be cleaned or should be left 

to be expelled naturally. The WHO recommended intervention 

for improving maternal and newborn health (2009) and WHO 

Guideline on basic newborn resuscitation (2012) do not include 

cleaning of ear canal. Indian literature by AIIMS on care of baby 

at birth also does not include cleaning of ear canal.  Doyle et al 

(2000) recommended for permitting time for external canal 

vernix to be naturally expelled. However this may increase time 

between follow up screen and may cause maternal anxiety for 

even the false positive OAEs. Considering a screening program 

utilizing TEOAE in neonatal units which discharge newborns 

within 48 hours, Levi et al (1997) reported that “the need of 

screening during the first 48 hours more than compensates for the 

added cost of otoscopic examination and cleaning by a 

specialist”. 

Levi et al (1997) found an increased pass rate of 78.5% 

in both ears and 21.5% in one ear. In agreement to them, in the 

present study, all ears with vernix which did not pass TEOAE in 

the first screen, passed it on second screening. All but 1 of the 6 

ears without vernix, which did not pass in first screen, passed 

TEOAE in the second screen. Hence it was found that there is 

difference in refer rate of TEOAE finding between 1
st
 and 2

nd
 

screening in ears with vernix and also in ears without vernix.  

This contention is supported by Doyle et al (1997, 2000) and 

Levi et al (1997).  

It is reported in a previous study (Ng et al., 2004) that 

scheduling screening after day 20 would minimize false positive 

rate of the DPOAE screening. In this study, all infants involved 

underwent the second TEOAE screening at 15 days. The current 

study revealed significant increase in TEAOE pass in second 

screening, after the clearance of the vernix in ear canal i.e., from 

64.7% to 98.7% 

Vernix most frequently occurs during the first week of 

life, and may cause a false positive referral to TEOAE screening. 

False positive referrals observed in the present study was, 34.8%, 

which was much higher as compared to 15% observed by Chang 

et al (1993) and 20% in both ears by Levi et al (1997). The 

increase in the OAE pass rates after clearance of vernix reported 

by various researchers can be compared in table 4. 

In order to determine the optimal timing of screening to 

be performed, the following factors should be taken into 

account.Firstly, the primary purpose of the UNHS was to detect 

infants with hearing loss as soon as possible. Secondly, positive 

(“refer”) screens cause substantial parental concern and anxiety 

and most parents can only feel relieved after diagnostic 

audiological assessment (Poulakis, Barker, & Wake, 2003). 

Hence the high false positive should be minimized in order to 

avoid the unnecessary anxiety in parents. This can be done by 

providing screening after the clearance of vernix. 

 

Table 4: Research findings on increase in pass rates of 

TEOAE after cleaning vernix. 

S.No. STUDY TEOAE Pass 

Rate Before 

vernix 

cleaning  

TEOAE Pass 

Rate After 

vernix 

cleaning  

1 Chang et al (1993) 

studied 41 full term 

infants of age 43 hrs. 

76% 91% 

2 Levi et al (1997) 

studied 65 full term 

normal neonates  

58.5% both 

ear & 30.8% 

one ear 

78.5% both 

ear & 21.5% 

one ear 

3 McNellis & Klein 

(1997) studied 50 

healthy newborn, & 

61% at first 

screen 

98% at fourth 

screen 
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repeated TEOAE 

screening 4 times 

4 Doyle et al (1997) 

studied 200 healthy 

new-born’s, of 5 to 48 

hrs. 

79% 84% 

5 Doyle et al (2000) 

studied 200 new-

borns of age 5 to 48 

hrs. 

12.5% (14 

ears) with 

vernix passed 

51% (57 ears) 

passed after 

cleaning  

 

 

I. SUMMARY & CONCLUSION 

The presence of varying degrees of vernix among newborn were 

studied before discharge and 15 days from the time of first 

screen. It is recommended that by making guidelines for cleaning 

of ear as for eyes, the effect of vernix on hearing screening by 

TEOAE can be reduced. .  Further studies are needed to 

standardize a procedure for safe cleaning of vernix from ear 

canal of neonates. Since the occurrence of vernix significantly 

reduces after 15 days, hence screening can be done 15 days after 

the first screen, resulting in low false positive value.  

Further studies should investigate whether the high initial refer 

rate is attributable to vernix or middle ear effusion. Further 

research should continue studying the effects of vernix on other 

physiological hearing screening test like DPOAE,  Since Doyle 

et al (2000) refute recommending cleaning procedure due to the 

risk involved, it would be useful to device a noninvasive medical 

methods (ear drops) for cleaning.. The factors for this variation in 

prevalence of vernix based on birth method needs to be studied 

further. 

 

Appendix 1: Risk indicators associated with permanent 

congenital, delayed-onset, or progressive hearing loss in 

childhood.  
Risk indicators that are marked with a “§” are of greater concern 

for delayed-onset hearing loss.  

1. Caregiver concern§ regarding hearing, speech, language, or 

developmental delay.  

2. Family history§ of permanent childhood hearing loss.  

3. Neonatal intensive care of more than 5 days or any of the 

following regardless of length of stay: ECMO,§ assisted 

ventilation, exposure to ototoxic medications (gentimycin and 

tobramycin) or loop diuretics (furosemide/Lasix), and 

hyperbilirubinemia that requires exchange transfusion.  

4. In utero infections, such as CMV,§ herpes, rubella, syphilis, 

and toxoplasmosis.  

5. Craniofacial anomalies, including those that involve the pinna, 

ear canal, ear tags, ear pits, and temporal  

6. Physical findings, such as white forelock, that are associated 

with a syndrome known to include a sensorineural or permanent 

conductive hearing loss.  

7. Syndromes associated with hearing loss or progressive or late-

onset hearing loss,§ such as neurofibromatosis, osteopetrosis, and 

Usher syndrome; other frequently identified syndromes include 

Waardenburg, Alport, Pendred, and Jervell and Lange-Nielson.  

8. Neurodegenerative disorders,§ such as Hunter syndrome, or 

sensory motor neuropathies, such as Friedreich ataxia and 

Charcot-Marie-Tooth syndrome.  

9. Culture-positive postnatal infections associated with 

sensorineural hearing loss,§ including confirmed bacterial and 

viral (especially herpes viruses and varicella) meningitis.  

10. Head trauma, especially basal skull/temporal bone fracture§ 

that requires hospitalization.  

11. Chemotherapy. §  

 

Appendix II: CONSENT FORM 

                                                                                                                             

Date- 

Your signature / thumb impression on this form indicates that 

you have understood to your satisfaction, the information 

regarding participation in the research and agree your child 

participation. 

I, Mr/Mrs ___________________________________, Father/ 

Mother/ Guardian of ____________________________ have 

been explained clearly the aim method and benefit of this test. I 

understand that my participation in the study is entirely voluntary 

and I have also been informed that I can withdraw from it at any 

time without losing on any benefit/ treatment for which my child 

is entitled. I also understand that this test is safe and will not 

cause any harm to my child.  

 

 

 

Clinician signature          

 

 Parent/guardian signature 

Date -                                                                                    Place-     

 

Appendix III: algorithm for hearing screening. Available at: 

http://www.medicalhomeinfo.org/screening/Screen%20Materials/Algorithm.pdf 
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Appendix IV.-CERTIFICATE OF DATA COLLECTION 
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Abstract- The current study focuses on the use of plant growth 

regulators (gibberellic acid)  and Amino acids (proline) with the 

goal of finding ways to cope with water scarcity and 

understanding the physiological adaptations of corn plants to 

drought by using growth regulators and Amino acids. A field 

study was conducted from March 2014 to June 2014 to 

investigate the influence of different concentrations of gibberellic 

acid (100 and 50ppm) and proline (200 and 100 ppm) to reduce 

the effect of water stress on the some of physiological 

characteristics of corn (Zea mays L.) under different irrigation 

levels (25%, 50%, and 75% from Of field capacity). Compared 

with that in the untreated plants,a considerable improvement was 

observed in the growth and yield of  the corn plants sprayed with 

different concentrations of gibberellic acid and proline. 

Specifically, a clear increase was noted in the leaf chlorophyll 

content, Proline concentration in leaves (ppm) and The 

percentage of protein in the seeds  of the corn plants sprayed with 

proline (200ppm) and gibberellic acid (100ppm) under water 

stress irrigations. Corn plants positively responded to the 

spraying of proline and gibberellic acid and showed high drought 

tolerance. The corn plants were more tolerant of drought when 

sprayed with 200 ppm proline and 100 ppm gibberellic acid. The 

use of gibberellic acid and proline is an innovative and promising 

way to reduce the impact of drought on plant growth and crop 

production. 

 

Index Terms- Water Stress, Proline, Gibberellicacid, Corn 

Growth, Irrigation Level 

 

I. INTRODUCTION 

he water wealth of natural resources that are related to the 

existence of life And preservation has become vitally 

important  Agriculture is the sector where the main consumer of 

this resource in most countries of the world (In Arab countries, 

90% of the water available). 

        Is considered of maize of the most important crops, food 

grains and industrial important in many areas of the world, 

comes this crop ranked third in the world after wheat and rice in 

terms of cultivated area and production, and that the main 

producing areas of maize in the world are: North and South 

America, Europe, Russia, China, India, South Africa (Fisher, 

Abate et al. 2015). 

        Gibberellins (GA3) are group of plant hormones produced 

by the leaves of modern plant and developing the peaks in the 

roots and stem (Takahashi, Phinney et al. 2012). Contain 

gibberellic acid, which incited elongation of plant cells and 

configure the fruit without seed, which overcomes the genetic 

dwarf leg, and increases the production of side branches, 

especially floral which increases the number of flowers and fruits 

of production ris , and can be sprayed gibberellic acid equipped 

on specific types of plants to increase their growth.  When  

gibberellic acid sprayed on the plant, has physiological effects on 

plant growth and its role in the process of photosynthesis, and 

activate other vital activities that done in parts of the plant cell in 

division of cells and increase, Elongation and increasing plant 

height and size of the leaves, root and all of these effects are 

increased Productivity (Kondhare, Hedden et al. 2014). 

        Proline is the most important amino acids that accumulate in 

various tissues of the plant, particularly in the Leaves Because 

the effect of water stress. And that the accumulation of this 

amino acid has a role in the regulation of osmosis in the cell As 

the proline is concentrated in the cytoplasm to counterbalance 

effort osmosis Cell sap.  Also, proline protects enzymes under 

conditions of water stress (Meister 2012). 

        As well as The Proline is indicators of drought and an 

increase in the leaf proof that the plant suffered water stress also  

Is one of the ways the plant resistance to water stress The 

accumulation of proline in the leaf appearance adaptation in 

times of drought to save the best percentage of water in the plant 

(Tarighaleslami, Zarghami et al. 2012). 

        So The objective of  research finds ways to cope with 

scarcity of water, taking place in many countries of the world 

using gibberellic acid and the amino acid proline and understand 

some of the effects and physiological adaptations to drought. 

 

2. Methodology 

2.1 Site of the study  

        This study was conducted at the Agrotechnology Research 

Station, University Malaysia Perlis Padang Besar, Perlis, 

Malaysia from March 2014 to July 2014. 

 

2.2 Preparation of soil for planting 

        The field was plowed and divided in preparation for 

planting. The pilot units measured 2 m × 2 m each and spaced 1 

m apart. Each pilot unit and its replicate were spaced 1.5 m apart. 

Recommended quantities of NPK fertilizer were added to the soil 

before planting. Soil samples were collected from the field before 

planting the corn seeds in different areas at a depth of 30 cm. The 

samples were then analyzed using standard methods to determine 

T 
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their physical and chemical properties (Table 1). The corn seeds 

(seedling length of 10 cm) were planted in small bots using 

media culture (Patmos) for a week and then planted in the field. 

The seedlings were planted in rows (spaced 50 cm apart) and 

between plots (spaced 25 cm apart). Each plot with an area of 4 

m was composed of six planting rows. 

 

2.3 Experimental fields 

        A split-plot design based on a randomized complete block 

design with three replications was employed in this study. The 

factors included irrigation in the main plot at three levels (25%, 

50%, and 75% from Of field capacity) as well as optimum 

irrigation (no-stress irrigation). The sub-plot was sprayed with 

gibberellic acid and proline at three concentrations(0,100,200 

ppm) proline) and (0,50,100 ppm). Irrigation treatments were 

stopped for 15 days and then restarted with delay. The irrigation 

was then carried out at constant intervals.  

 

2.4 Characters of the study  

2.4.1 Total leaf chlorophyll content 

        Chlorophyll meter SPAD-502 (Minolta Camera Co., 

Japan) uses a silicon photodiode to detect the transmittance of 

radiation emitted by two diodes, peaking at 650 nm (high 

absorbance by Chl) and at 940 nm (negligible absorbance by 

Chl). The meter values, therefore, represent the transmittance 

ratio through the leaf tissue at these wavelengths. Four Chl meter 

readings were taken around the midpoint of the middle lobe of 

each leaf, two from each side of the midrib of the middle lobe 30 

mm apart. Readings of the same five leaves used for LCC 

measurements were used for SPAD values also and the means of 

20 readings were taken as the mean value of each plot. All 

observations were recorded on 30, 60, and 90 DAP. After taking 

the reading, the leaves were pooled for estimation of Chl a, b, 

and a+b contents (Uddling, Gelang-Alfredsson et al. 2007). 

        Chlorophyll was extracted in 80 % acetone. The contents of 

chlorophyll a and b [g kg−1(fresh tissue)] were measured using a 

spectrophotometer at A645 and A663 and calculated using the 

equations given in (Williams 1984). 

 

2.4.2 Proline concentration in leaves (mg \ g -1)  
         Leaf Samples (0.2 g) were homogenized in a mortar and 

pestle with 3 ml sulphosalicylic acid (3% w/v), and then the 

homogenate was centrifuged at 18,000 g for 15 min. Two 

milliliters of the supernatant were then put into a test tube into 

which 2 ml of glacial acetic acid and 2 ml of freshly prepared 

acid ninhydrin solution (1.25 g ninhydrin dissolved in 30 ml 

glacial acetic acid and 20 ml 6 M orthophosphoric acid) was 

added. Tubes were incubated in a water bath for 1 h at 100°C, 

and then allowed to cool to room temperature. Four milliliters of 

toluene were added and mixed in a vortex mixer for 20 seconds. 

The test tubes were allowed to stand for at least 10 min to allow 

the separation of the toluene and aqueous phases. The toluene 

phase was carefully pipetted out into a glass test tube, and its 

absorbance was measured at 520 nm by spectrophotometer. The 

concentration of proline was calculated from a proline standard 

curve and was expressed as mmol per gram of fresh weight 

(Bates, Waldren et al. 1973). 

 

2.4.3 The percentage of protein in the seeds  

        Percentage of The total protein in the seeds of maize was 

estimated by following the method of Micro – Kjeldal as it stated 

in (1980 - AOAC) 0.2gm taking the leaves powder and digested 

by adding 20ml of concentrated sulfuric acid and then use Micro 

- Kjeldal component unit of automatic nitrogen Dosimet 667 type 

with a printer type Lx – 800 .The ratio calculated in the model by 

multiplying the amount of nitrogen resulting by 6:25 (Mertens 

and Loften 1980) . 

 

2.5 Results 

2.5.1 Leaves of chlorophyll content (micro grams. G -1) 

        Figure 1 shows the effect of sprayed proline and gibberellic 

acid on the chlorophyll content of corn leaves under different 

water stress levels. Variations were observed in the 

concentrations of chlorophyll in the corn leaves. 

        At all levels of irrigation, the chlorophyll content of the corn 

leaves sprayed with proline at concentrations of 100 and 50 ppm 

significantly differed from that of the corn leaves without 

treatment (control) (Figure 1). At irrigation levels of 75%, 50%, 

and 25%, leaf chlorophyll content reached 94.7, 83.5, and 78.6, 

respectively, under a spray treatment of 100 ppm proline and 

83.5, 71.5, and 77.0, respectively, under a spray treatment of 50 

ppm proline. Low chlorophyll content was observed in the 

control. The levels of chlorophyll observed in the current study 

were higher than those in the studies of (Iqbal and Ashraf 2013) 

and (Liopa-Tsakalidi and Barouchas 2011) in which chlorophyll 

content reached 63.17 and 60.32, respectively, under gibberellic 

acid treatment (200 ppm). Significant differences were observed 

in the chlorophyll content of the leaves sprayed with 200 ppm 

gibberellic acid and those sprayed with 100 and 0 ppm (control), 

with the chlorophyll levels of the former reaching 76.5, 77.8, and 

80.3 at water stress levels of 75%, 50%, and 25%, respectively. 

Similarly, the resulting chlorophyll levels of 73.2, 73.8, and 74.5 

in the gibberellic acid treatment at 100 ppm statistically exceeded 

those in the control treatment under water stress levels of 75%, 

50%, and 25%, respectively. To our knowledge, no study has 

reported the use of proline in reducing the effect of water stress 

on chlorophyll content.  

        The chlorophyll content of the untreated plants evidently 

decreased and was lower than that of the treated plants. The 

results showed that the amount of chlorophyll in the leaves 

decreased at low amounts of irrigation water, resulting in poor 

leaf growth and in a decline in the average division and 

elongation of the cells. Photosynthesis is reduced with an 

increase in the water potential of plant leaves. This condition 

hinders stomatal opening, which in turn inhibits the production of 

plant pigments, including chlorophyll, and reduces carbohydrate 

production(Stan and Năeescu 1997). The current results agree 

with the finding (Boaretto, Carvalho et al. 2014) that protein 

catabolism resulting from drought leads to the release of 

ammonia, which causes plant aging and death. This result 

demonstrates the importance of proline and gibberellic acid in 

increasing leaf chlorophyll concentration, although under water 

scarcity, these two regulators promote the oxidization of free 

radicals, which causes lipid oxidation in the cellular membrane. 

(Abuzar, Sadozai et al. 2011) and (Kaya, Tuna et al. 2006) 

reported that spraying gibberellic acid greatly stimulates the 

accumulation of nutrients, such as chlorophyll, in plants and their 
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cellular components. Gibberellic acid stimulates photosynthesis, 

which in turn increases the production of chlorophyll.  

 

 

Figure.1 Effect of spray gibberellic acid and proline at different concentrations (ppm) on total of chlorophyll in fresh leave 

under different irrigation levels 

 

 

2.5.2 Proline concentration in leaves (mg \ g -1)  
        Figure 2 shows the effect of sprayed  gibberellic acid and 

proline on the Proline concentration of corn leaves under 

different water stress levels. Variations were observed in the 

concentrations of Proline concentration in the corn leaves. 

        The levels of Proline in the leaves, a significant differences 

were observed in the Proline concentration of the leaves sprayed 

with 100 ppm gibberellic acid and those sprayed with 50 and 0 

ppm (control), with the Proline concentration levels of the former 

reaching 57, 61, and 68 at water stress levels of 75%, 50%, and 

25%, respectively. Similarly, the resulting Proline concentration 

levels of 49, 55, and 61 in the gibberellic acid treatment at 50 

ppm statistically exceeded those in the control treatment under 

water stress levels of 75%, 50%, and 25%, respectively that will 

reach to 41, 48, 56. This is consistent with Cengiz Kaya et al., 

(2006) Who was found Both gibberellic acid  treatments reduced 

the proline accumulation in plants. This could be due to the 

stimulation effect of gibberellic acid on vegetative growth of 

maize plants grown under water stress. 

        At all levels of irrigation, the Proline concentration of the 

corn leaves sprayed with proline at concentrations of 100 and 50 

ppm significantly differed from that of the corn leaves without 

treatment (control) (Figure 1). At irrigation levels of 75%, 50%, 

and 25%, leaf Proline concentration reached 62,69, and75, 

respectively, under a spray treatment of 200 ppm proline and 60, 

65, and 70, respectively, under a spray treatment of 100 ppm 

proline. Low Proline concentration was observed in the control it 

was 55, 59, 62.  

        That drought stress leads to stimulation of enzyme 

decomposition proteins The production of amino acids such as 

proline which operates maintained osmotic. These findings are 

consistent with (Taie, Abdelhamid et al. 2013) he found that the 

leaves of plants exposed to water stress cause an increase in 

proline content to tenfold In the leaves in the wheat, maize, rice 

and beans and more than a hundred times In the sunflower and 

leaf tobacco and, when the demise of the stress the proline 

content gradually returned to normal level. 
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Figure.2 Effect of spray proline and gibberellic acid at different concentrations (ppm) on Proline concentration in leaves (mg \ 

g -1)  under different irrigation levels. 

 

 

2.5.3 The percentage of protein in the seeds  

          Figure 3 shows the effect of sprayed proline and 

gibberellic acid on the percentage of protein in the seeds under 

different water stress levels.  

          The Results showed a significant differences were 

observed in the percentage of protein in the seeds when the plant 

was sprayed with 100 ppm gibberellic acid when compared with 

those sprayed with 50 and 0 ppm (control), reaching 9.2, 8.8, and 

7.8 at water stress levels of 75%, 50%, and 25%, respectively. 

Similarly, the percentage of protein in the seeds of 8.9, 8.1, and 

7.4 in the gibberellic acid treatment at 50 ppm statistically 

exceeded those in the control treatment under water stress levels 

of 75%, 50%, and 25%, respectively compared with  control (0 

ppm) 8.1, 7.6, 6.8. May be the reason that the gibberellic acid 

may stimulated plant on building protein and the optimum 

transform of nutrients although the unavailability of moisture in 

the plant to a certain level. 

          The results in Figure 3 indicate that the percentage of 

protein in the seeds sprayed with proline at concentrations of 200 

and 100 ppm Significant difference from that without sprayed 

(control). At irrigation levels of 75%, 50%, and 25%, the 

percentage of protein in the seeds reached 8.6,8.3, and 7.8, 

respectively, under a spray treatment of 200 ppm proline and 8.0, 

7.9, and 7.2, respectively, under a spray treatment of 100 ppm 

proline. Low Proline concentration was observed in the control it 

was 7.8, 7.4, 6.8.This corresponds with that noted  the 

accumulation of Proline has been proposed to play a role in 

dehydration tolerance by protecting protein and membrane 

structure, regulating redox status or acting as a scavenger of ROS 

(KISHOR, Polavarapu et al. 2014). 

 

Figure.1 Effect of spray proline and gibberellic acid at different concentrations (ppm) on Proline concentration in leaves (mg \ 

g -1)  under different irrigation levels. 
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II. CONCLUSION  

          Corn plants positively responded to the spraying of proline 

and gibberellic acid and showed high drought tolerance. The corn 

plants were more tolerant of drought when sprayed with 100 ppm 

proline and 2000 ppm gibberellic acid. The use of proline and 

gibberellic acid is an innovative and promising way to reduce the 

impact of drought on plant growth and crop production. 
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Abstract- It is important for a project manager to understand timing and scheduling and how to make planning tools work for their 

project and not the other way round. Time is unique and unlike other resources such as money and people lost time can never be 

replaced. The impact of a family planning program can be seen in the form of increased use of contraceptives, increased motivation to 

control births and increased preferences to have a smaller family. The main objective of this study was to determine the factors 

affecting implementation of Family Planning projects in Kenya. Specifically, the study sort to, assess the effect of technical capability 

on implementation of family planning projects in Kenya, examine the effect of project planning on implementation of family planning 

projects in Nairobi, Kenya, assess the effect of financial controls on implementation of family planning projects in Nairobi, Kenya, 

establish the effect of project communication on implementation of family planning projects in Nairobi, Kenya and determine the 

moderating effect of culture on the factors affecting implementation of family planning projects by non-governmental organizations in 

Nairobi, Kenya. The study was governed by three theories; project management theory, Lewin’s Change Management Theory, 

Logical Framework model and Network Theory. The research adopted descriptive research design. The target population was 750 

registered Health NGOs in the health sector in Nairobi. The study used simple random sampling to select 225 registered NGOs that 

are involved in Family Planning in Nairobi. The study used both primary and secondary data. Primary data was collected by use of 

questionnaires which was self-administered with the help of research assistant. Secondary data was collected from literature review. 

Quantitative data analysis included both descriptive and inferential statistics. Descriptive statistics included frequencies, percentages, 

means and standard deviation while inferential statistics included a multiple linear regression mode. Results were presented in form of 

tables and charts. Qualitative data was analyzed through content analysis and presented in continuous prose form.  Based on the 

findings the study concluded that technical capability has an effect on the implementation of family planning projects in Kenya. The 

study also concluded that project planning also influence the implementation of family planning projects in Kenya. Further, it was 

possible to conclude that project communication and financial controls affect implementation of family planning projects in Kenya. 

 

Index Terms- Family Planning Projects, Financial Controls, Project Performance, Technical Capability 

I. INTRODUCTION 

In spite of the importance of project implementation in organizations’ success and their achieving goals, most of them fail to 

implement those strategies efficiently. According to Sterling (2013) the difficulty is not with formulation of a project strategy, the 

difficulty comes with implementation as it is not easy to implement. Effective project implementation rarely gets much attention or 

respect. Yet it is imperative to note that even the most creative and well-crafted project strategies are useless if they cannot be 

implemented (Sterling, 2013). 

 

In low-income countries, approximately 57% of second and higher-order births occur at intervals shorter than 3 years, and, in some 

countries, these conditions have not changed in 20 years (Ahmed et al., 2013). More than 80 million mistimed or unwanted 

pregnancies (unintended pregnancies) occur each year worldwide, contributing to high rates of induced abortions, maternal morbidity 

and mortality, and infant mortality (Cleland, et al.,2011). In Kenya, during the past 20 years there has been great progress in the 

provision of family planning and reproductive health services. The Total Fertility Rate has declined from about eight 35 years ago to 

about 3.9 by 2014 (KDHS, 2014).  

 

The Kenyan family planning program traces its roots to the 1950s when a group of volunteers started what was to become the Family 

Planning Association of Kenya (FPAK). Nevertheless, it was not until 1967 that a national family planning program was launched. 

Under this plan, family planning was integrated into the maternal and child health division of the Ministry of Health. In 1984, the 

Government ratified a set of population policy guidelines to assist in the implementation of the program. Reflecting the 1994 
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International Conference on Population and Development (ICPD), these guidelines were further revised in the population policy for 

sustainable development, issued in 2000 (United-Nations, 2010; CBS, 2011).  Promotion of family planning in countries with high 

birth rates has the potential of reducing poverty and hunger, while at the same time averting 32 percent of all maternal deaths and 

nearly 10 percent of child mortality. This would contribute substantially to women's empowerment, achievement of universal primary 

schooling and long term environmental sustainability (Cleland et al., 2011).  

 

Increasing access to family planning services could lead to meeting the unmet need for family planning, and thereby slowing 

population growth rate and reducing the costs of meeting MDGs in terms of universal primary education, which is influenced by the 

number of children in need of education (Moreland & Talbird, 2015).  Hawkins et al., (2012) observed that family planning services 

offer various economic benefits to the household, country and the world at large. First, family planning permits individuals to 

influence the timing and the number of births, which is likely to save lives of children. Secondly, by reducing unwanted pregnancies, 

family planning service can reduce injury, illness and death associated with child birth, abortions and sexually transmitted infections 

(STIs) including HIV/AIDS. Further, family planning contributes to reduction in population growth, poverty reduction and 

preservation of the environment as well as demand for public goods and services (Crichton, 2011). 

 

In the United States, women rely on a mix of private and public providers for their SRH care. Such care is offered by some 16,000 

private practice obstetrician-gynecologists, many of the more than 68,000 office-based family practice doctors, and more than 8,000 

publicly funded clinics. Researchers have paid particular attention to examining services provided by publicly funded clinics, 

distinguishing between clinics that receive funding through the federal Title X family planning program and those that receive other, 

non–Title X sources of public funding. This focus is important because Title X–funded clinics are often the only source of Sexual 

Reproductive Health (SRH) care for poor and low-income women. In addition, Title X provides the only federal funding dedicated 

solely to family planning and requires its grantees to adhere to program regulations and guidelines that set a high standard of care and 

direct both how and what SRH services should be provided (Frost, 2013).  

 

Southern Africa countries such as Botswana, South Africa and Zimbabwe have been forerunners for fertility decline in Sub-Saharan 

Africa. Contraceptive prevalence varies between these countries; Mozambique is the lowest with 14% of women currently using a 

modern method of contraceptives. Highest is South Africa Namibia and Zimbabwe with 50% and women currently using a modern 

method of contraceptives. Contraceptive prevalence increased during the 1990s and the 2000s. The use of contraceptives is highest 

among women in high wealth quintiles, who have secondary or higher education, or who live in urban areas. The unmet need for 

family planning is highest in Lesotho and lowest in Namibia. In general, the trend in the unmet need for family planning is one of 

decline, but in Mozambique, it has increased (Shemeikka et al., 2011). 

 

As in many other developing countries, reproductive health services in Kenya are delivered through a multi-sectorial approach 

involving many implementing partners coordinated and supervised by the Division of reproductive health in the Ministry of Health 

(MOH, 2012). The major provider of reproductive health services in Kenya is the government, through the Ministry of Health, for 

example, more than half of the current family planning users (57%) obtain their methods from public facilities with 36% being 

supplied by public facilities while 6% obtained supplies from other sources like shops (KDHS, 2013). Kenya’s population as at  2012 

was an estimated 40million. Resources for health are scarce, and the disease burden is high in the country, just as in other countries in 

the region (Glenngård & Maina, 2012). 

 

The strategic goal for the (HPI, 2011) is to manage population growth, making adequate health care services universally available. It 

requires striking a delicate balance between a population’s health needs and available resources. It also requires the equitable and 

efficient allocation of resources. A key challenge to attainment of the MDGs will be strengthening the health system by building the 

capacity to manage programs and addressing critical bottlenecks, especially a shortage of skilled health workers, an inadequate budget 

for the health sector, poor procurement and supply systems, and other critical management problems (DRH, 2015). 

 

Family Planning is the conscious effort by a person to plan for and attain the person's desired number of children and to regulate the 

spacing and timing of the births of the children with or without the use of contraceptive commodities (The Reproductive Health Care 

Bill, 2014).Effective contraception is healthy and socially beneficial for mothers, their children and households (Kaunizt, 2010). 

Globally, 600,000 women die annually of pregnancy-related causes, and 75,000 die as a result of unsafe abortions (Grimes, 2010).  

 

Failure or lack of contraceptive services is the cause of about 200,000 of these maternal deaths. Mothers who have unintended births 

tend to suffer non-psychotic depression (postpartum depression), feelings of powerlessness, increased time pressures, and a reduction 

in overall physical health. They also have poorer quality relationships with all their children, tending to physically abuse them more 

and spend less leisure time with them. Children from large families also generally receive less education (Kaunizt, 2010). Reducing 

unwanted pregnancies promotes maternal health mainly by reducing the number of times that a woman is exposed to the risks of 

pregnancy and childbearing in poor environments. Children's health is also affected: unintended pregnancies are disproportionately in 

high-risk categories, and lower fertility results in increased family and social investments in health care, schooling, and nutrition for 

the planned children.  
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The benefits of family planning and birth spacing reach far beyond the individual level for women and their families. Women who can 

plan the number and timing of the birth of their children enjoy improved health, experience fewer unplanned pregnancies and births, 

and are less likely to have an abortion (Singh et al., 2013). The prevalence of contraceptive use has increased worldwide due to the 

development and   introduction of modern contraceptives and the establishment of organized family planning programs (D’Arcanques, 

2012). 

 

The Top-Down approach to project implementation is mainly done by agencies from outside the community with limited involvement 

of the beneficiaries. These agencies come with their own staff and workers. They may include Government departments or ministries, 

international development agencies. This approach is good for projects that require quick results like relief projects, as there is limited 

time to involve the target group. The disadvantage with this approach is that it may result into passivity, hostility and resistance by the 

beneficiaries. When it succeeds, it makes the beneficiaries develop a dependence syndrome and lack of capacity building of the human 

resources and sustainability of the project (PMI, 2014). 

 

The Bottom-Up Approach is mainly done by the beneficiaries implement the project. The outside agencies may provide the financial 

resources and possibly technical assistance. The advantages with this approach are that capacity is built within the community. The 

project is readily acceptable and there is increased use of local resources including labour, the beneficiaries learn to be self-reliant 

leading to project sustainability (PMI, 2014). Collaborative Participatory Approach encompasses the aspects of both top-down and 

bottom-up approaches to project implementation are applied in the implementation process. A case in point is when a CBO is 

implementing a dairy project and the Government seconds a veterinarian to offer technical assistance by way of offering the needed 

veterinary services (PMI, 2014). 

 

Effective family planning programs enhance rapid spread of voluntary modern family planning methods possible in any country.  

Such programs help people achieve their personal reproductive goals (Robey et al., 2014). Contraceptive use has increased in many 

parts of the world, including countries in sub-Saharan Africa. Many women in developing countries use family planning methods to 

prevent unwanted and unplanned pregnancies (WHO, 2013). However, despite the recent increase in contraceptive use in sub-Saharan 

Africa, the region is still characterized by high levels of fertility and considerable unmet need for contraception (Babalola et al., 2011).  

 

In Kenya, there is a high level of unmet need for family planning. In the year 2014 15.9% of women ages 15-49 had an unmet need for 

family planning. These challenges can be attributed to fear of the adverse side effects associated with the various family planning 

methods as well as reservations to culture and religion (Fotso & Mukiira, 2015). 

 

Sileo and Katelyn (2014) carried out a study to investigate the determinants of family planning service uptake and use of 

contraceptives among postpartum women in rural Uganda. The study by Sileo and Katelyn (2014) reveals a methodological gap since 

it did not use a regression model while this study used a regression model. It also reveals a contextual gap since it was based in 

Uganda while this study was based in Kenya. 

 

 A study by Okech, Wawire and Mburu (2011) sought to find out contraceptive use among women of reproductive age in Kenya’s city 

slums. The study found out that contraceptive use among women of reproductive age in Kenya’s city slums is low. The study reveals 

an objective gap. A study by Toberet et al., (2012) on review of contraception use for newly arriving immigrants and refugees 

revealed that approximately half the Hazara women who had four or five children used Depo-Provera injections, a method not easily 

detected by their husbands as a way of family planning. The fact that the women used the methods that are not easily detected by their 

husbands is evidence that culture affects use of contraceptive. The study also has an objective gap as it did not focus on 

implementation of FP projects. This study therefore seeks to determine the factors affecting implementation of FP projects by non-

governmental organizations in Kenya. 

 

The general objective of the study was to determine the factors affecting implementation of family planning projects by non-

governmental organizations in Kenya. The specific objectives of the study were to; to assess the effect of technical capability on 

implementation of family planning projects by non-governmental organizations in Kenya, to examine the effect of project planning on 

implementation of family planning projects by non-governmental organizations in Kenya, to assess the effect of financial controls on 

implementation of family planning projects by non-governmental organizations in Kenya, to establish the effect of project 

communication on implementation of family planning projects by non-governmental organizations in Kenya and to determine the 

moderating effect of culture on the factors affecting implementation of family planning projects by non-governmental organizations in 

Kenya. 

 

The study was limited to establishing the factors affecting implementation of family planning projects by non-governmental 

organizations in Nairobi, Kenya. The study focused on FP projects in the private sector, specifically the NGO sector. The private 

sector is defined as all the providers, suppliers, and ancillary and support services that lie outside the public sector. These include 

commercial or for-profit entities, franchises, multinational corporations, non-profit organizations, community groups, informal 

vendors, and private providers such as doctors, pharmacies, and hospital staff. Although there are other FP projects facilities, the study 

focused mainly on the private sector. 
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II. LITERATURE REVIEW 

2.1 Theoretical Review 

2.1.1 Theory of Project Management 

Under the theory of management, management is viewed as planning, executing and controlling. In management-as planning, 

management at the operations level is seen as consisting of the creation, revision and implementation of plans (Koskela & Howell, 

2001). This approach to management looks into a strong causal connection between the management actions and outcomes of the 

organization. It is further assumed that planned tasks can be executed by a notification to the executor of when the task should begin.  

 

In the context of the current study, the family planning projects, in line with project management, undergo transformation through a 

cycle. In this case, the projects’ are initiated and planning takes place. At this stage inputs to facilitate the execution of the project are 

in form of funds they get from the non-governmental organizations. The funds are supposed to be utilized proper for successfully 

implementation of the projects. The completion of a project is dependent on achievement of the projected outputs as illustrated by the 

project management theory.  

 

2.1.2 Lewin’s Change Management Theory 

Many health care organizations have used Kurt Lewin’s theory to understand human behaviour as it relates to change and patterns of 

resistance to change. Also referred to as Lewin’s Force Field Analysis, the model encompasses three distinct phases known as 

unfreezing, moving and freezing or refreezing (Bozak, 2003). The intention of the model is to identify factors that can impede change 

from occurring; forces that oppose change often called restraining or  ‘static forces’ and forces that promote or drive change, referred 

to as ‘driving forces’. When Family Planning Projects fully understand what behaviours drive or oppose change, then work to 

strengthen the positive driving forces, change can occur successfully.  

 

In Lewin’s first ‘unfreezing’ stage, understandings of the difficulties related to the identified problem are sought and strategies are 

developed to strengthen the driving forces and weaken or reduce the restraining forces. Unfreezing involves identifying key players 

that will be affected by the change and gathering them together to communicate ideas and create lists of all driving and static forces 

that will affect the project (Bozak, 2003). The second ‘moving’ stage is where the actual change in practice takes place as a result of 

equalization of the opposing forces, thereby allowing the driving forces to support the change. In this stage, implementation of the 

project produces the change desired, so it is important to continue to keep lines of communication with the FP staff providers open. 

Finally, once the desired change has occurred, the ‘refreezing’ stage can be used to evaluate the stability of the change and the overall 

effectiveness within practice. 

 

2.1.3  Logical Framework Model 

Logical framework approach is concerned with the wider planning procedures of problem analysis, the development of objectives and 

indicators, and identification of risks and assumption, which feed into the overall programme plan. In the ideal world, this process of 

programme planning is a participatory one, involving a wide range of stakeholders to reach a consensus on a programme of work; this 

may then be summarized in a logical framework approach (LFA) that uses a top down approach to formulate a hierarchy of project 

objectives. At any given level the lower objectives are means to satisfy the next higher level of objectives. The hierarchy displays a 

series of cause and effect linkages between one level of objectives and the next higher level and towards a path of ultimate highest 

objectives (Gasper, 2010).  

 

The LFA helps in identifying comprehensive activities in the project and reinforces this with a rigorous assumption analysis and 

enable project planning.  To determine the success of a project, it is evaluated against the actual parameter values at the end of the 

project (Montana & Charnov, 2011). The relevance of this theory to this study is that it emphasizes on the importance of planning in 

order to implement a project successfully. In the same way planning about family planning projects is very vital. 

 

2.1.4  Network Theory 

Network theory originality lays in the application of some network theory indicators to the project risk management field. Decision-

making processes play a critical role in implementation of projects. It is therefore very important for project managers to minimize 

confirmation bias by carrying out their analysis and publishing their results with minimal involvement of external factors such as 

politics, media, and advocates (Olsson, 2008). 

 

The study is based on network theory to deal with project implementation. Indeed, such projects are exposed to numerous and 

interdependent risks of various nature, which makes their management more difficult.This theory also assists in determining the power 

of social networks to improve health behaviour sand methods that explain the influence of social networks on individual behaviour by 

mapping relationships within a community. This approach allows researchers to identify the most connected and influential 

individuals within a given network and various channels through which information flow. This “social network mapping” helps 
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explain how new ideas shared with certain individuals will permeate the community, providing critical information to accelerate 

behaviour change (Scott, 2007). 

2.2 Empirical Review 

Kimwele (2011) sought to investigate the factors that have influenced slow implementation of the integrated financial management 

information systems (IFMIS) system in Kenya public sector. The study covered 42 Ministries where a sample of 30 respondents 

involved in the use of the Integrated Financial Management Information System was surveyed and data collected using a 

questionnaire. In this study, four factors studied, that influence effective use of the IFIMIS system were Staff resistance, Management 

commitment, System complexity and Capacity and skills of users. To analyze the influence of selected factors on the use of the 

system, descriptive and inferential statistics were used. The arithmetic mean was used to analyze the user opinions on the select factors 

and the effective use of the system. The significance of the influence of the independent variables on the dependent variable was 

achieved through testing four hypotheses tested at 5% significance level. 

 

The study by Kimwele (2011) established that effective use of the system is affected largely by sabotage and resistance. The study 

also established that management support is lacking and top management does not inspire the user. The capacity and technical 

knowhow was found to be low due to lack of training and the hurried implementation of the system. The study recommended that the 

Government employs a change agent to oversee the implementation of the IFMIS system and those users of the system to undergo on 

the job training in order to improve their skills and capabilities to use the system. 

 

Ntuala (2010) examined the factors influencing the implementation of the CDF funded projects in Tigania East constituency. The 

study was a descriptive study and was limited to Tigania East constituency. Stratified simple random sampling method was used in 

selection of respondents. Questionnaires with both structure and unstructured questions were used in collecting primary data. Both 

quantitative and qualitative techniques were used to analyze the data obtained from the field. Statistical Package for Social Sciences 

(SPSS for windows version 15.0) was used in data management and analysis. Findings were presented in the form of percentages and 

frequency tables. Findings reveal that majority (58.2%) of the project committee members were appointed by the community, 21.8% 

by the current serving MP, and 13.6% by the government evidence that the community was fully involved in the projects. However, 

the involvement of MPs in appointing of committee members demonstrates political influence in the implementation of the CDF 

funded projects.  

 

The study by Ntuala (2010) also revealed that trainings were inadequate to equip PMCs with adequate and relevant management skills 

and this could affect implementation of CDF funded projects. Moreover, fewer respondents were trained in key management areas like 

financial administration (29.27%) and bookkeeping and accounting (12.20%). This study recommends that the ministry should put a 

requirement that independent auditors to be engaged to audit books of account more often. This would ensure there is accountability 

and transparency in the management team which would enhance effective management and minimize misappropriation of funds. 

Furthermore, a regulation should be enforced to block the involvement of the politicians in the activities of CDF implementation. The 

role of politicians should be limited to legislative and oversight.  

 

Okello (2011) sought to determine the factors that influence the implementation of LATF infrastructure projects in Mombasa County 

to help draw lessons that can help to develop knowledge that can assist in the improvement in implementation. The study sought to 

determine how technical capacity, community participation, political influence, monitoring and evaluation and delayed payments 

influence the implementation of LATF infrastructure projects. This study employed descriptive survey design using questionnaires 

which are a quick way of obtaining information cost effectively within a short period of time. Test and retest method was used to 

promote reliability while validity was promoted through working with experienced professionals in infrastructure implementation and 

my supervisors. The data was analyzed and presented in tables and figures. The findings by Okello (2011) indicated that there are 

challenges in implementation of these projects. Delayed payments are the greatest factor influencing implementation followed by 

Political influence, Technical capacity, community participation and finally monitoring and evaluation system. Recommendations 

include improved financial management and further legislation to attract sanctions for failure to implement these projects as per 

requirements has been made. 

 

Thuva (2011) sought to investigate the effects of monitoring and evaluation on the implementation of Community development 

projects; a case of Bahari Constituency Kilifi County. The study used a cross section survey design in which 43 respondents were 

purposively selected and responded to questionnaires. The data collected from the respondents was analyzed quantitatively by use of 

spearman correlation to determine if there existed any positive or negative relationship between the independent variables and 

dependent variable, and the results were interpreted in line with the objectives of the study. The findings of the study by Thuva (2011) 

established that CDF project planning was rated above average and that there was a strong correlation (0.975) between project 

planning and implementation. The study also established that inadequate resources availability negatively impacted on the monitoring 

and evaluation of community development projects thereby severing the quality of project implementation. It also established that 

resources availability was strongly correlated with project implementation.  
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Misigah, Kinyanjui and Oscar (2013) conducted a study on factors affecting the timely completion of CDF projects. The study aimed 

to assess the extent to which financial procedures used affect the completion of the CDF projects within the Constituencies. The target 

population for the study was 50 projects funded in the 2009/2010 financial year. Convenience sampling technique was used to select 

25 project chairpersons from the entire population. Both quantitative and qualitative data was used to obtain the information about the 

timely completion of the projects. The result reveals that the main factors affecting the timely completion of CDF projects were; poor 

planning, poor budgeting, poor scheduling, inadequate and late disbursement of funds, undue political influence, political patronage 

and poor community participation. 

 

Sileo and Katelyn (2014) carried out a study to investigate the determinants of Family Planning Service Uptake and use of 

Contraceptives among Postpartum Women in Rural Uganda. The study demonstrated an especially high unmet need (66%) among 

women approximately three months postpartum attending ANC in a rural Ugandan hospital, indicating high risk for poorly spaced 

pregnancy. The study concluded that the percentage women of reproductive age who use any family planning method will increase 

from 30% to 64% if their unmet need for Family Planning is satisfied (UBOS & IFC International Inc., 2012). 

Mutisya (2013) sought to fill a knowledge gap that exists on strategy implementation by milk processors in Kenya. The research was 

conducted as a cross-sectional survey and targeted 54 respondents who included the Chief Executive Officers and the designated 

members of the senior management of the milk processing firms in Kenya. Primary data was collected using a structured questionnaire 

which was self-administered on the respondents. Data analysis was done using descriptive statistics technique. The findings indicated 

that milk processors in Kenya have undertaken the activities of building a capable organization, managing internal operations and 

corporate culture and leadership in their strategy implementation.  

 

The study by Mutisya (2013) concluded that Milk processors in Kenya had successfully undertaken the strategy implementation 

activities of building capable organizations, effectively managed their internal operations and have built a strategy implementation 

supporting culture and leadership. The study recommended enhancement of the alignment of rewards and incentives and strengthen 

the building of the corporate culture that supports strategy implementation. It is also recommended that milk processors in Kenya 

improve on their strategy choices, ensure sufficient human resource skills, enhance technical knowhow, ensure well defined 

responsibility for strategy implementation and enhance their financial resources base. Finally the study recommended that a research 

be undertaken to establish why many milk processors in Kenya have ceased operations.  

 

According to Odiek (2010) policies are very important in project implementation. In his research on water projects, it was revealed 

that the possible cause of these challenges to project implementation was lack of clear policies that govern the management of 

projects. As much as there are policies in place, those charged with this responsibility need clearly set guidelines and responsibilities 

that go with that.  

 

Okech, Wawire and Mburu (2011) carried out a study on contraceptive use among women of reproductive age in Kenya’s city slums . 

The objective of the study was to examine the utilization level of family planning services and to analyze the determinants of demand 

for family planning services among women in City slums in Kenya using a survey design. The study revealed low usage of 

contraceptives among these women in the city slums. The study however failed to indicate the extent to which these factors (unmet 

needs) affect implementation of Family planning projects. 

 

Okello (2011) sought to investigate factors influencing the completion of CDF projects in secondary schools in Rongo District. The 

study was a descriptive survey that targeted a population of all Project Management Committee members in 40 secondary schools. 

The research instrument was a questionnaire for Project Management Committees (PMCs) in the secondary schools. Descriptive 

statistics was employed in data analysis and data presented using frequency tables and percentages. The study established that fund 

disbursement, monitoring and evaluation, management discipline and project team members influenced completion of projects. The 

study recommended adequate funding, definite projects, capacity building and recruitment of project managers. 

 

Njau (2012) sought to explore the factors influencing the implementation of the project in order to improve its pace of implementation 

and to draw important lessons for future projects. The study research design was exploratory. The study findings indicate that; success 

in any project is subject to management of a number of project constructs which identified as project scope, project budget, project 

timelines and adherence to set quality standards. An organization that successfully attains these constructs is therefore said to be 

effective in project implementation. Many factors that influence effective implementation of projects, organizations may focus on 

factors that seemingly contribute to success of projects, but their actual contribution is low.  

 

The study by Njau (2012) stressed the importance of having a critical assessment provides them with an opportunity to direct energies 

and resources towards the right strategies. The Project Strategic Planning in donor funded projects focused on defining project goals 

and ensuring that the goals are well understood among stakeholders. Embracing technology in the implementation of donor-funded 

projects is vital in to proper completion of such projects. The study recommended that; a need for project organizations to enhance 

stakeholder involvement, a focus on horizontal as well as vertical communication and monitoring and evaluation be undertaken in 

every step of project implementation. A further study should be undertaken on the emerging trends in project management and their 

effect on project implementation as well as effects of globalization on project implementation. 
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Cleland et al., (2011) conducted a study on barriers to contraceptive use. He explored and identified four key barriers to contraception 

adoption which were insufficient knowledge about contraceptive methods and how to use them, fear of social disapproval, fear of 

side-effects and health concerns and women’s perceptions of husbands’ opposition. The study however failed to find out the extent to 

which these barriers affect the implementation of Family Planning projects. 

 

Toberet et al., (2012) conducted a study on Contraception: evidence review for newly arriving immigrants and refugees. This was an 

assessment of evidence on the burden of unmet contraceptive need and on the effectiveness of screening for new immigrant and 

refugee women among Afghan refugees in Isfahan, Iran. The study revealed that approximately half the Hazara women who had four 

or five children used Depo-Provera injections, a method not easily detected by their husbands as a way of family planning. This is 

because women lack the power to make decisions on family planning. Given these findings, he concluded that family planning 

projects could do much to remove these barriers to contraceptive use with better communication, information and services.  

 

Othieno (2012) sought to investigate the role communication played in the Kenya Slum Upgrading Programme (KENS UP) Kibera 

Soweto East Zone 'A' pilot housing project. To achieve these objectives data was collected from 94 residents of Kibera Soweto East 

Zone 'A', eight Key Informants, and eight KENSUP Officials, using interview method. The study used the descriptive survey design. 

The study used the modernization theory comprising of two essential frameworks: the Modernization framework and the 

Empowerment framework to illustrate the role of participatory communication in development projects. The conceptual framework 

was developed which concentrated on five communication roles: advocacy, collaboration, prioritization, participation, and persuasion 

that promote development of community projects.  

 

Findings of the study by Othieno (2012) confirm the three assumptions that the government used inappropriate communication 

approaches to mobilize project activities, the slum beneficiaries had negative perception over the communication approach used in the 

Kibera Soweto East Zone 'A' pilot housing project, and that the government used centralized power whose objective was to control the 

development process and to exclude the poor. The study therefore recommends changes from the project inception phase to the 

implementation phase in the Soweto East Zone 'A' pilot housing project to include bottom-up communication. The participatory 

approach to communication with the community is proposed to fill the current communication for development gap. This will ease the 

burden on the government, and facilitate targeted development process goals through the concept of popular action with empowerment 

based on beneficiary needs and choices. 

 

Wachira (2013) sought to examine factors influencing successful implementation of biomedical research projects in Kenya Medical 

Research Institute (KEMRI). The study used a descriptive research design. The study used questionnaire to collect qualitative and 

quantitative data. Participants were KEMRI scientific staffs involved in project implementation. The sample size was 90 scientific 

staff. Data from questionnaires was obtained using Statistical Package for Social Sciences (SPSS version 20.0) and analyzed using 

descriptive statistics, frequencies and percentages. One sample nonparametric test of significance, using chi-square, was used to 

determine the statistical significance between the observed distribution frequencies and the expected distribution based on the null 

hypotheses. The results of Wachira (2013) study indicate that top management support influence successful implementation of the 

project with 76.3% of the respondent supporting this. 73.7%, of the respondents indicated that organization structure in the institute 

supports projects implementation. Communication system which was found to be effective and used by both project leader and top 

management was emails with 73.7% respondents indicating it’s effective. All the respondents 100% of indicated that the project 

leaders are committed to successful implementation of the projects while 57.9% said procurement procedures contribute to successful 

implementation of the projects. Statistically the study showed a significance relationship between; top management support P value 

0.000, organization structure P value 0.008, project leader performance P value 0.003, procurement procedure P value 0.015 and 

successful implementation of biomedical projects.  

III. METHODOLOGY 

3.1 Research Design 

This study adopted a descriptive survey design. Upagade and Shende (2012) explain that a descriptive survey is mainly concerned 

with description of facts only. The design is considered suitable as it allows an in-depth study of the factors affecting the 

implementation of family planning projects and this data can be collected largely with ease from a variety of people.  

3.2 Target Population of the Study 

Burns and Grove (2010) also describe a target population as the entire aggregation of respondents that meet the designated set of 

criteria. The population of the study was all the 750 registered NGO’s in the health sector in Nairobi, Kenya (KENPO, 2014). This 

was the unit of analysis. The unit of observation was the top managers who report to the CEO. 

3.3 Sampling Frame 

The study adopted random sampling technique to select sample size from the Health NGO’s to represent the target population.  

According to Kothari (2004), sampling frame is a physical representation of the target population and comprises all the units that are 
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potential members of the sample. Subsequently, in each of these organizations there are a number of different professionals who are 

involved in the operation of the project to ensure project performance is achieved. The study focused on the project manager who is 

linked to the project and has diverse knowledge on the project outcomes and thus easy to identify the factors that affect the project 

performance. These teams are charged with the responsibilities of steering project activities in their organizations to achieve project 

performance. 

3.4 Sample and Sampling Techniques 

A sampling design is a definite plan for obtaining a sample from a given population upon which data is collected from (Upagade and 

Shende, 2012). The rationale is to draw conclusions about the entire population. As defined by Mugenda & Mugenda, (2008) any 

meaningful study of 10% -30% of the sample is adequate. 

This implies that a sample size of 30% of the population was adequate for this study. This constituted a sample size of 225 registered 

NGO’s in the health sector in Nairobi, Kenya. One top manager who reports to the CEO was selected to represent each state 

corporation that was selected. The study adopted simple random sampling technique to select 225 NGOs that are involved in Family 

Planning projects to represent the target population as shown in Appendix III. Purposive sampling was used to sample one respondent 

from each of the 225 NGOs that are involved in family planning projects.  

3.5 Data Collection Instruments and Procedure 

Burns and Grove (2009) define data collection as the precise, systematic gathering of information relevant to the research problems, 

using methods such as interviews, participant observations, focus group discussion, narratives and case histories. The research used 

both primary and secondary methods. Primary data was collected using a semi structured questionnaire. Questionnaires are chosen as 

data collection tools since they are easy to administer and save time.  

The questionnaires were self- administered with the help of research assistants. The researcher used self-introduction letters with the 

help of research assistants. The research assistants were trained on how and to whom to administer the questionnaires randomly to the 

respondents. The trainings included; listening skills, etiquette and what kind of answers to anticipate following the objectives of the 

study. The researcher made follow ups to ensure objectivity.  Similarly, secondary data sources including journals, reports, magazines 

and FP Project sites were used as the main sources of actual data that were analysed to enable the researcher make conclusions on the 

research study.  

3.6 Pilot Study 

The subjects participating in the pilot study were not included in the final study to avoid survey fatigue. A pilot study of 2 NGO's was 

conducted in order to establish the validity and reliability of data collection instruments. 

3.6.1  Validity Test 

The purpose of validity is to measure the accuracy with which the questions measure the factors under study (Elstak, 2013). In other 

words validity is the degree to which results obtained from the analysis of the data actually represent the phenomenon under study. 

This study used both construct validity and content validity. For construct validity, the questionnaire is divided into several sections to 

ensure that each section assessed information for a specific objective, and also ensured that the same closely ties to the conceptual 

framework for this study. To ensure content validity, the questionnaire was subjected to thorough examination by two randomly 

selected consultants. They were asked to evaluate the statements in the questionnaire for relevance and whether they were meaningful, 

clear and loaded of offensive. On the basis of the evaluation, the instrument was adjusted appropriately before subjecting it to the final 

data collection exercise.  

3.6.2 Reliability Test 

Reliability relates to the precision and accuracy of the instrument. If used on a similar group of respondents in a similar context, the 

instrument should yield similar results (Georgiadis, 2010). Accurate and careful phrasing of each question to avoid ambiguity and 

leading respondents to a particular answer ensured reliability of the tool. A measure is considered reliable if a person's score on the 

same test given twice is similar.  

In this study four questionnaires were piloted by issuing them to 2 NGOs which were randomly selected. The questionnaires were 

coded and responses input into SPSS which was used to generate the reliability coefficient. The researcher used the most common 

internal consistency measure known as Cronbach’s Alpha (α) which was generated by SPSS version 21. The acceptable value of 0.7 

was used as a cut–off of reliability for this study. 

3.7 Data Analysis and Presentation 

Burns and grove (2010) define data analysis as a mechanism for reducing and organizing data to produce findings that require 

interpretation by the researcher. Quantitative data gathered from the questionnaires were analyzed quantitatively using statistical 

package for social sciences (SPSS) computer software. SPSS generated both descriptive and inferential statistics. Descriptive statistics 

included the mean and standard deviation used to capture the characteristics of the variables under study. Inferential statistics included 

a multiple linear regression and bivariate correlation.  

The multiple linear regression and bivariate correlation was used to analyze the relationship of the dependent variable; implementation 

of family planning project and independent variables which are; technical capabilities, planning about family planning projects, 

financial controls and communication about family planning.Data presentation was done by the use of pie charts and frequency tables. 
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The purpose of presentation of data was to highlight the results and to make data or results more illustrative. The multiple linear 

regressions to be used in this model were:  

Y = α + β1X1 + β2X2+ β3X3+ β4X4+β5X5+β6 X5*X6+ẹ 

Where: 

Y= Family Planning Project Implementation 

α =Constant Term,  

X1= Technical capability 

X2= Planning  

X3= Financial Controls 

X4= Communication about Family Planning 

X5= Culture 

In the model, β0 = the constant term while the coefficient βii= 1….5 was used to measure the sensitivity of the dependent variable (Y) 

to unit change in the predictor variables. µ is the error term which captured the unexplained variations in the model.  

 

Test for Moderation 

The moderating effect was the joint effect of culture and factors affecting the implementation of family planning projects. The joint 

effect is a product of culture composite and factors affecting the implementation of family planning projects composite. The 

significance of the joint/interaction effect was evaluated for significance at a p value of 0.05. If reported p value is less than 0.05, the 

moderating effect was considered to be significant. For qualitative data, which was mainly gathered from open ended questions a 

qualitative data checklist was developed. The checklist was clustered along main themes of the research to ease consolidation of 

information and interpretation and then analysed through content analysis. Content analysis is the  process  of  analysing  verbal  or  

written  communications  in  a  systematic  way  to  measure  variables qualitatively. The data was presented in continuous prose form. 

 

IV. FINDINGS AND DISCUSSION 

This section presents the key findings that relate to specific objectives of the study. 

 

4.1  Technical Capability 

Results indicated that trainings on project management were low. Results also showed that the number of training in communication 

was still low. Further, results indicated that the number of trainings on family planning and budget allocated on family planning was 

low. The correlation results revealed that technical capability had a positive and significant effect on implementation of family 

planning projects in Kenya as supported by a p value 0.000. Further regression results revealed that technical capability had a positive 

and significant effect on implementation of family planning projects in Kenya. This was supported by a beta coefficient of 0.306 and a 

p value of 0.000.  

 

This implies that technical capability would result to increased implementation of FP projects by 0.306 units. These results agree with 

those of Kimwele (2011) who in his study established that effective use of the system is affected largely by sabotage and resistance. 

The study also established that management support is lacking and top management does not inspire the user. The capacity and 

technical knowhow was found to be low due to lack of training and the hurried implementation of the system. The study 

recommended that the Government employs a change agent to oversee the implementation of the IFMIS system and those users of the 

system to undergo on the job training in order to improve their skills and capabilities to use the system. 

 

4.2  Project Planning 

Results indicated that the personnel allocation to the evaluation and monitory department was still very low. This is supported by the 

fact that most respondents indicated that less than 10% of the personnel were in the monitoring & evaluation department. Results also 

indicated that the amount of budget allocation to the coordination department was still very low. This is supported by the fact that 

majority of the respondents 51.4% said less than Ksh 50,000 was allocated to the coordination department. Further, results revealed 

that majority 56.6% acknowledged that less than 25% of the personnel were given job description in the implementation of FP in their 

organization. The correlation results revealed that project planning had a positive and significant effect on implementation of family 

planning projects in Kenya as supported by a p value 0.000. Further regression results revealed that project planning had a positive 

and significant effect on implementation of family planning projects in Kenya.  

 

This was supported by a beta coefficient of 0.333 and a p value of 0.000. This implies that project planning would result to increased 

implementation of FP projects by 0.333 units. These results are consistent with those of Misigah, Kinyanjui and Oscar (2013) whose 

study result revealed that the main factors affecting the timely completion of CDF projects were; poor planning, poor budgeting, poor 

scheduling, inadequate and late disbursement of funds, undue political influence, political patronage and poor community 

participation.  

 

4.3  Financial control 
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The descriptive results indicated that most family planning projects was funded by donors at 50.9%. The descriptive results also 

indicated that the government was only funding projects between 10%-20%. Further the descriptive results indicated that audits on 

family planning projects were low at 50.3%. The correlation results revealed that financial controls had a positive and significant 

effect on implementation of family planning projects in Kenya as supported by a p value 0.002. Further regression results revealed that 

financial controls had a positive and significant effect on implementation of family planning projects in Kenya. This was supported by 

a beta coefficient of 0.104 and a p value of 0.011. This implies that financial controls would result to increased implementation of FP 

projects by 0.104 units. These findings concur with those of Okello (2011) who sought to investigate factors influencing the 

completion of CDF projects in secondary schools in Rongo district. The study established that fund disbursement, monitoring and 

evaluation, management discipline and project team members influenced completion of projects.  

 

4.4  Communication about family planning 

The descriptive results revealed that the budget on marketing and awareness was still low where majority 54.3% indicated than less 

than 10% of the budget was in the marketing and awareness department. The descriptive results also revealed that majority 54.3% 

indicated than less than 10% of the personnel were in the marketing and awareness department. Further, the descriptive results 

revealed that Radio and Television was the most used media to communicate information about family planning at 62.9% and 61.1% 

respectively. The correlation results revealed that project communication had a positive and significant effect on implementation of 

family planning projects in Kenya as supported by a p value 0.000. Further regression results revealed that project communication had 

a positive and significant effect on implementation of family planning projects in Kenya.  

 

This was supported by a beta coefficient of 0.507 and a p value of 0.000. This implies that how communication about family planning 

would result to increased implementation of FP projects by 0.507 units. These findings are consistent with those of Wachira (2013) 

who sought to examine factors influencing successful implementation of biomedical research projects in Kenya Medical Research 

Institute (KEMRI). The study results indicated that top management support through effective communication influence successful 

implementation of the project. 

 

4.5 Culture 

The fifth objective was to determine the moderating effect of culture on the factors affecting implementation of family planning 

projects by non-governmental organizations in Nairobi, Kenya. The descriptive results revealed that cultural norms influenced the 

implementation of family planning projects. The descriptive results also revealed that cultural beliefs influenced the implementation of 

family planning projects in Kenya. Further, the descriptive results revealed that cultural taboos influence the implementation of family 

planning projects. This implies that culture has a very high impact on the implementation of FP projects in Kenya.  

 

The regression results revealed that culture has negative and significant moderating effect on the relationship between factors affecting 

implementation of family planning projects and implementation of family planning projects. This is supported by a beta coefficient of 

-0.070 and a p-value of -0.025. This implies that embracing cultural norms, beliefs and taboos would result to a decrease in the 

implementation of family planning projects by 0.07 units. These results agree with those of WHO & USAID (2010) who posited that 

traditional beliefs favoring high fertility, religious barriers, and lack of male involvement have weakened family planning 

interventions. The combination of these factors has led to low contraceptive use, high fertility rates in many countries, and high unmet 

needs for family planning throughout the region. 

 

V. CONCLUSIONS, RECOMMENDATIONS AND SUGGESTIONS FOR FURTHER RESEARCH 

5.1  Conclusions 

Based on the findings the study concluded that technical capability has an effect on the implementation of family planning projects in 

Kenya. The study also concluded that project planning also influence the implementation of family planning projects in Kenya. 

Further, it was possible to conclude that project communication and financial controls influenced implementation of family planning 

projects in Kenya.  

5.2  Recommendations 

From the study findings, it is recommended that technical capability in terms of training should be increased. Strategies include 

increasing number of trainings on project management, increasing number of communication on family planning. In addition, increase 

the budget on trainings of family planning programs in Kenya. It is also recommended that planning about family planning projects 

should be emphasized. This can be achieved through increasing the personnel who are involved in the monitoring and evaluation 

department.  

 

This can also be achieved by increasing the amount of money budgeted for coordination and ensuring that personnel have clear job 

description. The study also recommended that proper financial control mechanisms should be put in place. Further, the study also 

recommended that communication about family planning should be improved so as to increase the level of implementation of family 

planning projects in Kenya. 
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5.3  Suggestions for Further Research 

The study recommends that future studies should aim to broaden the causes of low implementation of family planning projects not 

identified in this study.  The study also suggests that a study on the factors that affect the use of family planning among women should 

be conducted. This would assist to establish more factors that family planning projects implementers should take into consideration for 

enhanced family planning project implementation.  
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